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To the memory of 

H E IN R IC H  SCH L I EM A N N  

r822-r8go 

FATHER OF MY CENAEAN AR CHAEOLOGY 

I had always passionately longed to learn Greek; but up to the time 
of the Crimean War it appeared to me inadvisable to abandon myself 
to this study, since I feared that the powerful fascination of this 
wonderful language would take too great a hold on me and would 
alienate me from my commercial interests. But when the first news of 
peace arrived at St Petersburg in January 1856, I could no longer 
contain my desire, and without delay I applied myself with great 
diligence to the new study. Again I faithfully followed my old methods. 
In order to master the vocabulary in a short time (even more difficult 
for me than in the case of Russian), I obtained a modern Greek trans
lation of Paul et VirginieJ· and read this from cover to cover, all 
the time carefully compan'ng each word with its counterpart in the 
French original. After a single reading I had absorbed at least half 
of the words in the book, and after a repetition of this process I had 
learnt practically all of them-without having wasted a single moment 
in looking a word up in a dictionary. In this way I succeeded, within 
the short space of six weeks, in mastering the difficulties of modern 
Greek. Then I embarked on the study of the ancient language, of 
which I gained a sufficient knowledge in three months to enable me 
to understand some of the ancient authors-especially Homer, whom 
I read again and again with the greatest enthusiasm .... 

(SELBSTBIOGRAPHIE, pp. 21-2. ) 



This second edition is dedicated also to the memory of 

MICH AEL VENTRIS 

whose name can stand alongside Schliemann' s 
as the founder of a new branch of study 
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PREFACE TO THE SECOND ED IT ION 

Had Michael Ventris not been killed at the very moment of publication of the 
first edition of this book, we should doubtless have brought out long since a 
completely new edition. In the circumstances, however, I have been very 
reluctant to move even one stone of the structure we planned and built 
together ; for our collaboration was not the sort where the work ·of two authors 
is collected between the covers of one book, but was jointly planned, and even 
if one of the authors was responsible for the first draft of a section, it was not 
printed until the other had discussed, amended and added to it, so that it was 
truly a joint enterprise. In a few cases where we did not reach agreement, our 
differing views were recorded. Only Chapter I was essentially Ventris's. 

But with the passage of time it has become clear that much more needed to 
be said about these texts, though I am convinced that most of the commentary 
is still valid: and new discoveries demand that additions be made to the selec
tion of texts. Yet to write a new book would have been impossible without 
drawing heavily on the old; and it has always seemed like impiety to tamper 
with the text now Michael Ventris is no longer here to be consulted about the 
change. I have therefore adopted a compromise, which is forced upon me by 
the tragic end of our collaboration. I have reprinted unchanged the whole of 
Parts I and II, apart from the correction of a very few minor slips. But in the 
margins I have inserted references to a new Part Ill, which is a collection of 
notes on the texts, bringing up to date the information about them and stating 
my present views. 

I must warn the reader that I have made no attempt to present and discuss 
all the suggestions that have been put forward between the completion of the 
first edition in I 955 and now; had I done so, Part Ill would have been far 
larger than the original book, and its usefulness as a basic introduction to the 
subject would have been lost. Thus I have simply ignored a great many ideas 
which I do not myself accept, and I have only cited what seem to me the more 
important books and articles. Scholars who wish to pursue any subject 
further have now the admirable indexes published under the title Studies in 
Mycenaean Inscriptions and Dialect (Baumbach, 1968, covering the period 1953-
64, and annual volumes from 1965 onwards edited by L.]. D. Richardson and 
published by the London University Institute of Classical Studies) . There is 
therefore little point in trying to duplicate such lists of references. Similarly I 
have often had to content myself with a brief statement of opinion where the 
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PREFACE TO THE SECOND EDITION 

question really merits a long discussion; but I hope I have said enough on the 
major problems to show the reasons for my opinions, and to serve as an intro
duction to further research. I am glad that this method has enabled me to 
refrain from overmuch polemic, and I have tried to avoid naming authors 
merely in order to attack their views; though I have of course in many cases 
had to argue against views which I consider i ll-founded or wrong. 

Part Ill of the first edition consisted of a Vocabulary, an Index of Personal 
Names, Bibliography, General Index and Concordances. It was evident that 
here major changes were needed, and I have, not without reluctance, sup
pressed the whole of this Part and replaced it with what is now Part lV. This 
has given me the opportu nity to correct what I now think was a wrong decision 
though understandable in the circumstances, to split up the total Mycenaean 
word-list into separate sections, so that a given word must be sought in as many 
as three different places, if one does not know how to classify it. Thus I have 
compiled a new Glossary, which includes in one alphabet every Mycenaean 
word known at the beginning of 1972, unless it is too incomplete to be usable. 
No word has been excluded, even if I am unable to decide to which category 
it belongs. The general principles of the Vocabulary have been followed, and 
some entries are copied from the first edition ; but every item has been closely 
scrutinized and checked, and a great many are modified or new. The con
siderable expansion of the number of entries has in turn produced pressure on 
space, and a few of the less important items have been omitted, such as the 
Modern Greek descendants of Mycenaean words, not because I regard them as 
without interest, but because the relevant information is easily available else
where. It should be emphasized that the Glossary is in no way a substitute for 
the invaluable Mycenaeae Graecilalis Lexicon ( Morpurgo, rg6g), for it omits line 
references and frequently gives only a selection of tablet references. 

The Bibliography has been much expanded, but it should be noted that it 
contains only books and articles referred to in the text, and it is not a complete 
index to the now vast literature ; omissions from it are not to be taken as evi
dence that I am either unaware of any item or have not found it profitable. 
Here too pressure of space must be blamed. 

When the first edition was already at a late stage of proof, we received a copy 
of Bennett's second edition of The Pylos Tablets (Bennett, 1955), from which we 
learned to our horror that the system of numeration for these tablets was to 
be changed. We were able to insert the new numbers, in[], where the texts 
were cited, and to include a new concordance (C); but many references had 
to stand uncorrected. These consequently remain in Parts I and 11, but in 
Parts Ill and IV the new nu mbers are used exclusively, and there is now a 
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PREFACE TO THE SECOND EDITION 

concordance (C) for converting the old numbers still in the text to the new 
system. I regret this inconvenience, but it was impracticable to alter all these 
figures in Parts I and II. Users of this book are reminded that the old system 
has been superseded, and before quoting a tablet reference the number 
should be checked in the Glossary or Concordance. 

In preparing this edition I have had the benefit of an advance draft of the 
new edition of The Pylos Tablets in TraTlscription (Bennett and Olivier) ,  as 
well as repeated consultation with its editors. Thus the texts quoted have been 
adapted to the new edition, and any significant changes recorded. In the texts 
I have not troubled to give new readings, if they concern only the degree of 
certainty attaching to a particular sign. The texts and numbering of the 
Knossos tablets have been revised in accordance with the The Knossos Tablets, 
fourth edition (Chadwick, Kill en and Olivier, I 97 I); numbers beginning 04-
are now 44-. The Glossary incorporates a few minor improvements due to 
subsequent work. 

The access of new material since I955 has not been large, though welcome 
as confirmation of our interpretations and enlarging our understanding of the 
archives. I have selected twenty-five new documents to supplement the original 
three hundred, and of these two (304. and 313) were earlier known but then 
excluded, one (322) has br.en much enlarged by joins, and one (305) only 
became available when the first edition was well advanced, so that it could not 
be properly discussed and numbered as a document. The new documents are 
scattered through Part Ill so that they fall into the appropriate chapters; their 
numbers run from 301 to 325, and their page numbers can be found from 
Concordance A on p. 6 I 9· 

The adoption of international standards of transcription, which did not 
exist in I 955, has set new problems. Since it was impossible to change the 
English names of the ideograms to the current Latin ones in Parts I and II, the 
English ones have been retained in the text throughout; but this is merely a 
necessary expedient, and does not imply any retraction of the international 
agreement on this subject. In the transcription of syllabic signs the modifica
tions at present agreed have been introduced throughout Parts Ill and IV, 
even though discrepancies may cause some difficulty to the uninitiated. A note 
listing these will be found at the beginning of the Glossary (p. 527) . The typo
graphy adopted for transcriptions follows the pattern established for the 'first 
edition, and is not to be construed as a rejection of the current international 
convention. 

The task of thanking those who have, in one way or another, contributed to 
the production of this second edition is one which I cannot adequately dis-
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PREFACE TO THE SECOND EDITION 

charge: any list of names would inevitably omit some from whose work I have 
profited. I hope my colleagues will be prepared to accept this statement as an 
acknowledgement of my debt. I must particularly thank my colleague, Dr 
j. T. Killen, who has patiently listened to many or my attempts to think 
through the problems, and by his criticism has much improved the text of 
Parts Ill and IV. I should also like to take this opportunity of expressing my 
gratitude to all the Directors of Greek Museums and others who have con
tinued to make it possible for us to work on the original tablets. 

My thanks are also due to the Syndics and staffof the Cambridge University 
Press, Mrs B. Black and others who have assisted in the production and check
ing of a very involved book. Nor can I forget the Classical Faculty of the Uni
versity of Cambridge, which has consistently fostered Mycenaean studies and 
has done much to make the production of this book possible. 

No book on a subject still only twenty years old is likely to be perfect, and 
this will doubtless prove to have its share of imperfections. But the progress made 
by many hands in interpreting the texts justifies a new look at the problems, 
and I hope that this new edition will not only give the experts some fresh ideas, 
but will serve as an introduction to those who arc approaching the subject 
for the first time. 

CAM BRIDGE 

July 1972 
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PREFACE TO THE F IRS T E D IT ION 

During the months following the appearance of our first article 'Evidence for 
Greek dialect in the Mycenaean archives ' (JHS, 73, 1953, pp. 84- 103) we 
received several invitations to discuss the results of our decipherment at book 
length. Our first reaction was to regard the writing of such a book as premature, 
in view of the uncertainty and incompleteness of much of the interpretation ; 
but since 1953 there have been a number of changes in the situation: 

1. A large number of new Mycenaean tablets, found at Pylos and Mycenae 
in the seasons 1952-4, have been added to the known material and must now 
be taken into account. Through the kindness of Prof. C. W. Blegen, Prof. 
A. J. B. W ace, Or Emmett L. Ben nett Jr. and Or Ch. Karouzos (director of 
the National Museum in Athens), we have been able to study many of these 
documents in advance of publication ; our thanks are also due to Or N. Platon 
(director of the Iraklion Museum) and to his assistant S. Alexiou for making 
available to us the originals of the Knossos tablets, many of which are not to 
be found in Evans and Myres' Scripta Mirzoa 11. We are indebted to them for 
the photographs of tablets which appear in the Plates. While this book con
tains a selection of all the Mycenaean tablets known at the time of writing 
(Easter, 1955) ,  it is uncertain whether the next few seasons' excavation. will 
provide any material addition to their numbers, and this may therefore be an 
opportune moment to review the evidence. 

2. The 1952-4 tablets have enabled us to improve many of our earlier 
interpretations of signs, vocabulary and grammar, and have provided new 
and conclusive evidence that the language of the Mycenaean script really is 
a form of Greek. The documents here published are thus of great importance 
in forming almost the earliest record of Indo-European speech (of the family 
to which our own language belongs) , and in providing the present-day speakers 
of Greek with a language history which may now be traced back more than 
3350 years. A complete and detailed Mycenaean Vocabulary is becoming a 
necessity for comparative purposes. 

3· A large number of classical scholars, philologists and archaeologists h,ave 
begun to join in the interpretation of the documents. A general survey of the 
evidence will, we hope, be useful as a background against which to appreciate 
this new research discipline, already embodied in numerous articles dealing 
with points of detail. It may also provide a useful summary of its first results 
for those who have not the time for the cryptographic technicalities, but who 
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PREFACE TO THE FIRST EDITION 

nevertheless wish to know more about the subject-matter that the tablets 
record and of the language in which they are written. While we would be the 
first to admit that our translations of the tablets are necessarily very tentative 
and imperfect, we hope that this book will have the advantage over previous 
articles in offering the remaining sceptics an overwhelming mass of evidence to 
show that the widespread support for the principle of the decipherment is justified. 

The book has been planned in three sections. Part I contains a retrospective 
account of the half-century of research which has culminated in decipherment; 
a detailed discussion of the Mycenaean script, language and proper names; 
and a summary of the cultural evidence which can be extracted from the 
tablets. Part II, the core of the book, is devoted to the printing of 300 selected 
texts from Knossos, Pylos and M ycenae in transliteration, together with trans
lation and commentary. We have tried to include all the tablets which provide 
useful material for a discussion of language, life and institutions, and have 
divided these into six chapters according to their different subject-matter. 
Part Ill comprises a complete Mycenaean Vocabulary, a selective list of 
personal names and a bibliography, together with concordances to the tablet 
numbering and a general index. 

Our views on the detailed relationship of this Greek dialect are given in 
eh. m; but until a satisfactory terminology is agreed we have preferred to refer 
to it non-committally as 'Mycenaean Greek', which is intended to mean no 
more than 'that form of Greek which has so far been proved to occur in a 
Mycenaean context'. It may be objected that this would leave us without a 
distinguishing label for the speech of Mycenae itself, should further evidence 
reveal dialect differences between it and those of Pylos or Knossos; but similar 
considerations have not prevented the term 'Mycenaean' from coming into 
general use to describe the culture of the same wide area. Some apology is, 
however, due to the archaeologists for the necessity of referring to' Mycenaean' 
dialect, script or institutions at Knossos in the period whose culture is properly 
known as Late Minoan II. 

For the convenience of the printer and of those unfamiliar with the My
cenaean script, texts and words have generally been printed in the syllabic 
transliteration shown in fig. 4 (p. 23). Since in several respects the phonology 
of our dialect does not necessarily coincide with that of the later classical 
Greek, we have reluctantly decided to print the reconstructed Mycenaean 
forms in Roman letters (as in the transcription of other ancient Near Eastern 
scripts) rather than by an anachronistic use of the Greek alphabet. This has 
been replaced by the conventions ab g d ew z he th i k l m n x o p r s t u  ph kh 
ps o. The labio-velar series is represented by q" g" q"h; e and o indicate vowels 
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PREFACE TO THE FIRST ED1110N 

in which compensatory lengthening might be expected (Attic 'spurious ' 
diphthongs El and ov) . This transcription is to be regarded as no more than 
a conventional approximation; the exact pronunciation of these phonemes 
may be subject to considerable uncertainty (particularly in the case of<:, h, 
qu and s) . 

We have wherever possible taken account of the interpretations of individual 
words, signs and contexts which have been proposed by other scholars during 
the period from 1953 up to the completion of this manuscript at Easter, 1955, 
and have tried to give them due credit in the commentaries and Vocabulary. 
Bennett's edition of the r 939-54 Pylos tablets unfortunately appeared too late 
(February 1956) for full conformity to be ensured, particularly with regard 
to his new numbering of the 1939 tablets (see p. 153). We have preferred 
to leave many details of the interpretation as uncertain, where the solutions 
so far advanced appear to be premature or unsatisfactory. There will inevitably 
be cases where we withhold credit to others for solutions at which we had 
in fact already arrived independently, and for any such apparent injustice 
we apologize in advance. Books and articles have been referred to in the 
text merely by their author and year of publication (or other abbreviation), 
for which the key will be found in the bibliography on pages 428-33. 

In prepa· ing ll1e first draft of this book, w� divided its contents between us 
in alternating sections; but these were subsequently amended, and where 
necessary rewritten, to take account of the other's criticisms, so that it is hardly 
possible to apportion responsibility. Continuous discussion and correspondence 
have resolved most of our differences; where we still hold strongly to opposing 
views this is indicated. 

We are greatly indebted to Prof. Alan J. B. Wace for writing the Foreword 
to this book, which enables us to leave in his competent hands the discussion 
of the historical background to the Knossos and Mainland records; to Prof. 
C. W. Blegen for the encouragement and generous facilities given to our studies 
in connexion with his successive finds at Pylos; to Dr Emmett L. Bennett, Jr. 
for his indispensable published reference works, for a prolonged and fruitful 
private exchange of views, and for assistance with the tables of phonetic signs 
and ideograms; to Mr T. B. Mitford for the tables of Cypriot syllabary signs 
shown in fig. 12; and to Monsieur 0. Masson for help with the table of Cypniot 
linear signs (fig. I I ) . 

We must also acknowledge with thanks the benefit which many different 
parts of our book have derived from discussion and correspondence with 
Professors E. G. Turner, T. B. L. Webster and L. R. Palmer, Col. P. B. S. 
Andrews and other members of the seminar of the Institute of Classical Studies 
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in London; with Professors G. Bjorck+, P. Chantraine, A. Furumark, M. S. 
Ruiperez and E. Sittig+, Dr F. Stubbings, Mr T. ]. Dunbabin+, Herr 
Hugo Miihlestein; and with many others. 

Our thanks are due to the Trustees of the Leverhulme Research Fellowships 
for a grant which enabled John Chadwick to make a special journey to Greece 
in the spring of 1955 to examine the original documents; and to the British 
School of Archaeology at Athens for the hospitality and facilities extended to 
us on this and other occasions. 

We are indebted to the Oxford University Press for permission to reproduce 
the illustration from Scripta Minoa I shown as fig. r, and to Messrs Macmillan 
for fig. r8, taken from The Palace of Minos. 

We must express our gratitude, finally, to the Cambridge University Press 
for the speed, accuracy and co-operativeness with which it has undertaken the 
printing of our far from straightforward manuscript. 

LONDON 
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CHRONOLOGICAL NOTE 

The Aegean area divides geographically into three main regions, the Greek Mainland, 
the Archipelago, and Crete. The archaeological finds from these three regions are dated 
archaeologically by what are called 'sequence dates'. From the successive strata of 
the sites that have been excavated, such as Knossos, Phylakopi, Korakou, Lianok.ladi, 
Eutresis, the succession of the different styles is known although their absolute dating 
is by no means certain. For the sake of convenience the whole Aegean Bronze Age is 
divided into three main periods, Early, Middle and Late. Each period can be sub
divided into three sub-periods. The finds from the three main regions are thus described 
as Early, Middle and Late Helladic for the Mainland, Cycladic for the Archipelago, 
and Minoan for Crete. The three main periods are roughly parallel with the three great 
periods of Egypt, the Old Kingdom, the Middle Kingdom, and the Late Empire. This 
gives an approximate dating, which although not exactly accurate is not so far out as 
to make much difference. The Late Bronze Age begins with the establishment of the 
XVIIIth Egyptian Dynasty about 1580 B.C. and comes to an end in the days of the 
XXth Dynasty towards the end of the twelfth century. The sub-periods of the Late 
Bronze Age which most concern us, Late Helladic I, Late Helladic II and Late 
Helladic Ill, can be dated approximately as 158o-Isoo, 150o-I400, and 140o-IIOO B.C. 
Many points are still under discussion, but new discoveries and future study are not 
very likely to change these approximate dates seriously. The sequence dates are of 
course fixed, unless there is an archaeological revolution, which is hardly possible. 

In I 87 4 Schliemann made a series of trial pits on the Acropolis of M ycenae 
in order to select the most promising area for future excavations on a larger 
scale. In these tests Mycenaean pottery and Mycenaean terracotta figurines 
were found.1 In I876 Schliemann carried out his really epoch-making excava
tion at Mycenae when he discovered the Grave Circle and the royal graves 
with all their astonishing treasures. This, as he said, opened out a new world 
for archaeology: this was the beginning of Aegean Archaeology and the first 
landmark in the revelation of the prehistoric civilization of Greece. The second 
landmark came with the opening of Evans' excavations at Knossos in Igoo, 
when he first discovered the clay tablets inscribed in Linear Script B, as he 
called it. The third landmark came in I952 when Michael Ventris announced 

1 Actually in t8og Thomas Burgon picked up at Mycenae 'south of the southernmost angle of the 
wall of the Acropolis' some fragments of Mycenaean pottery. These he published in 1 847 in a coloured 
plate in his paper 'An Attempt to point out the Vases of Greece Proper which belong to the Heroic 
and Homeric Age' (Transtu:tions of the R. Society of Literature, Vol. n, New Series, pp. 258ff., pl. IV, 
A, B, C) which in some respects foreshadows the results of modern research. 
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that he had succeeded in deciphering the Linear B script as Greek. These are 
the three main stages in the unveiling of the earliest ages of Greece. 

In the years between these landmarks much patient archaeological work 
was carried out, especially by Tsountas, but the results of this were not 
immediately seen in their correct perspective. In .1884 Schliemann and 
Dorpfeld excavated the fortress ofTiryns and discovered the Mycenaean palace 
there. Unfortunately the interest of the architectural remains was allowed to 
overshadow the purely archaeological side of stratigraphy, and the ruins of 
the palace itself were interpreted in the iight of the assumptions of Homeric 
critics about the plan and appearance of a Homeric house. In the years 1896 
to 1899 the British School at Athens excavated a prehistoric island site at 
Phylakopi in Melos which gave the successive phases of the Bronze Age culture 
in the Cyclades. In 1901 the excavations at Dimini in Thessaly brought the 
first knowledge of the Neolithic Age of Greece, and subsequent research began 
to find a place in the series for various finds from many sites which had not 
been properly evaluated before. 

The point which archaeologists were slow in recognizing was the all
important one of stratification. Furtwangler and Loeschcke, publishing in 
1879 and 1886 the pottery from Schliemann's excavations at Mycenae and 
pottery of similar types which had been found elsewhere, had recognized that 
the matt-painted pottery was probably older than the pottery with lustrous 
paint, but practically no excavator up to 1900 in southern Greece at least had 
endeavoured to disentangle the order of the strata that had preceded the 
Mycenaean Age, as it was called. It was customary to label everything as 
pre-M ycenaean, and though much of interest had come to light at important 
sites like Eleusis and Thorikos, no stratigraphic study was attempted; even the 
sequence of burials in the chamber tombs which were found at many sites 
was not noted. Moreover, the pottery from the chamber tombs excavated by 
Tsountas at Mycenae itself was not studied or even mended. Much valuable 
evidence was thus lost. 

Gradually, with the beginning of the new century and after Evans' dis
coveries at Knossos, a fresher spirit entered into Greek prehistoric archaeology. 
The stratification of the Thessalian sites provided a guide, and the Bavarian 
work at Orchomenos and the Greek work in Boeotia and Phokis showed some
thing of the earlier periods of the Bronze Age before the greatness ofMycenae.1 
The stratigraphic sequence was at last provided by Blegen's excavations at 
Korakou near Lechaeum in 1915 and 1916, where the sequence of what we 

1 Fimmen's Kretisch-mykenische Kultur, published in 1920, is a good conspectus of our knowledge down 
to '9'5· 
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now call Early Helladic, Middle Helladic and Late Helladic was clearly 
revealed.1 Four years later came the new excavations at Mycenae, which at 
last began to reveal the true history of the site, and other evidence accumulated 
from new excavations at sites like Asine, Eutresis and Eleusis, where the 
sequences illustrated by Korakou proved of invaluable assistance. In 1939 
Blegen discovered in the Palace of Nestor at Pylos several hundred clay tablets 
inscribed in the Linear B script, which when analysed by Bennett proved of 
inestimable value in the decipherment studies of Ventris. 

By 1930 the archaeologists had, by studying the successive strata, come to 
accept generally the thesis that the Greeks must have first entered Greece with 
the beginning of the Middle Bronze Age, deducing this from the following 
archaeological facts. The first stage of civilization in Greece is represented by 
the prehistoric mounds of Thessaly and contemporary sites in Central and 
Southern Greece. The earliest layers are Neolithic, and though we cannot as 
yet suggest even an approximate date, they probably are not later than the 
fourth millennium B.c. Their earliest inhabitants had reached a pottery stage 
of development and (to judge by the presence of Melian obsidian) were able 
to cross the narrow seas. We know nothing of their origin, which is still a 
matter of archaeological debate. They were succeeded at the beginning of the 
Bronze Age by a new people who, to judge from their artefacts, were racially 
dissimilar.2 This new people used copper and later bronze and made pottery 
of a more sophisticated type, but had not yet learnt the potter's wheel. It 
would appear that this people introduced into Greece many words, mostly 
place and plant names, ending in -nthos, -assos, -ttos and -ene which are recog
nized as non-Indo-European: such words are Korinthos, terebinthoJ", asaminthos, 
Parnassos, Hymettos, Mykene. The original home of the Early Helladic people 
is usually placed in south-western Asia Minor, where similar place-names 
occur, but there is as yet no proof for this. This folk was akin to the COf\tem
porary Bronze Age peoples of the Cyclades and of Crete, and thus we can 
recognize that the cultures of the Early Bronze Age in these areas were not 
only contemporary but closely related. These cultures may not have been 
actually sisters, but were probably at least first cousins. 

The Early Helladic people overran the Mainland, and presumably did 
not extirpate the Neolithic folk but coalesced with the survivors. In any 
case, as far as we can tell, they were not Indo-European. Some Germ'an 

1 Wace and Blegen, BSA, xxn, pp. 175ff. 
' Some writers (Matz, Historia, 1, p. 173) believe that the early stage of the Early Helladic period 

overlapped with the later stage of the Neolithic period. There is, however, so far no stratigraphic 
evidence in favour of this, and the stratification at Lianokladi, Hagia Marina, Tsani, Prosymna and 
Orchomenos is against it. 
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scholars,! however, wish to see in the Early Helladic period two strains, one 
Indo-European and one non-Indo-European, basing their ideas on the tectonic 
and syntactic character of some of the ornament on the patterned pottery. To 
extract ethnological conclusions from psychological speculations of this type is, 
to say the least, unwise: archaeology, especially prehistoric archaeology, should 
be as factual as possible and not imaginative to this extent. 

With the beginning of the Middle Bronze Age on the Mainland of Greece 
in the nineteenth century B.C. a new element appears. In the stratification of 
excavated sites such as Korakou, Eutresis and Lianokladi it is obvious that 
there is no transition or evolution from the Early Bronze Age culture to that 
of the Middle Bronze Age. It is clear that a new factor at this time came into 
Greece; and since the material signs of its culture, pottery (which was made 
on the wheel), house plans, tombs, and in general all artefacts, differ markedly 
from those of the preceding Early Bronze Age, we assume that these differences 
mean a difference of race. This·new racial element presumably in its turn also 
overran and amalgamated with the survivors of the Early Helladic inhabitants. 
From this time onwards there is no similar sign of any cultura:J break: the 
Middle Bronze Age develops slowly and naturally into the Late Bronze Age. 
This can be seen clearly in the pottery from the late Middle Helladic grave circle 
at Mycenae recently excavated by Dr Papademetriou and Professor George 
Mylonas.2 Likewise at the end of the Late Bronze Age there can be observed, 
in spite of the more or less general destruction of the principal sites like 
Mycenae and Tiryns, a similar gradual change in culture (visible most of all 
in the pottery) from the end of the Bronze Age into the Early Iron Age. From 
the Early Iron Age henceforward there is no break in the development of 
culture in Greece: the Early Iron Age evolves naturally into the Orientalizing 
and Archaic periods and so into the great Classical Age of Greece. Thus by 
a process of elimination we deduce that since neither the Neolithic nor the 
Early Helladic people were lndo-Europeans, that is Greeks, then the Middle 
Helladic people who introduced into Greece the mysterious pottery called 
Minyan Ware (the characteristic pottery of the Middle Bronze Age) were 
probably the first Greeks to enter Hellas. So far no sign of their presence in 
the north of the Balkan peninsula can be found, and apart from Troy we have 
no indications of their presence in Asia Minor. The original home of the Greeks 
still remains a problem awaiting solution. 

The Middle Helladic people apparently did not immediately come into 
contact with Crete and the Minoan culture; they met however in Melos, 

1 E.g. Matz, Handbuch der Archiiologie, n, p. 203. He develops similar ideas in his Torsion. 
• Archaeology, v, pp. 194ff. 
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where at Phylakopi Kamares ware and Minyan ware are found side by side 
in the same Middle Cycladic strata. Towards the end of the Middle Bronze 
Age some of the painted Middle Helladic pottery shows signs of Cretan 
(Kamares) influence, but actual imports from Crete are rare. During the 
transition from the Middle to the Late Bronze Age the Mainland people 
became at last fully aware of the Minoan culture, which influenced the Main
land in much the same way as that in which classical Greek culture influenced 
Etruria. Just as in Crete the latest Middle Minoan products almost abruptly 
change into the new style of Late Minoan I, so on the Mainland the last style 
of Middle Helladic gives way rather suddenly to the bloom of Late Helladic I. 
The oversea connexions of the Mainland in this and the following period are 
to be seen in the fact that the 'Aegean' pottery found in Egypt at this date 
is Late Helladic and not Late Minoan.1 Little or no Middle Helladic pottery 
has been observed in Crete; 2 but Melian vases of Middle Cycladic Ill date 
were found in the Knossian temple repositories of Middle Minoan Ill, and 
a small vase of Knossian faience of the same period in Shaft Grave A of the 
new Middle Helladic grave circle at Mycenae.3 At all events from Late 
Minoan I /Late Helladic I onwards the contacts between Crete, Knossos in 
particular, and the Mainland (as exemplified at Mycenae) were frequent and 
intimate. The trained eye can, however, nearly always distinguish between 
Cretan and Mainland vases. The Zakro cups, for instance, are quite different 
in fabric from their contemporaries on the Mainland. In the succeeding Late 
Minoan 11 or Palace Period, actual Mainland vases are found at Knossos 4 

and imitations of them are common, for instance the Ephyraean goblets of 
Knossos.5 

As pointed out below, it was the fashion down to the beginning of Evans' 
excavations at Knossos 

·
to call the remains of the prehistoric age of Greece 

Mycenaean or pre-Mycenaean; and thus the Late Bronze Age remains of 
Crete were designated as Mycenaean, the Middle Bronze Age in Crete was 
called the Kamares period, and so on. Gradually Evans by rgos evolved the 
Minoan system of sequence dating, and so thenceforward he and others 
working in Crete began to speak of Early, Middle and Late Minoan for their 
three phases of the Cretan Bronze Age. As Evans developed his theory that 
the Late Bronze culture of the Greek Mainland was due to a Cretan or Minoan 

1 Wace and Blegen, Klio, xxxu ( 1939), pp. 145 ff. Even the famous Marseilles ewer is Late Helladic I I. 
We re-examined it in 1952. It was in the collection of Clot Bey which was formed in Egypt. 

1 Evans notes only one sherd of Minyan ware as found at Knossos (PM, u, p. 309). 
3 Excavated by Or Papademetriou and Professor Mylonas. 
' E.g. Evans, PM, u, p. 484, fig. 291 d and e. 
' Evans, PM, 1v, p. 360, figs. 30 1 ,  302, 306. 
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conquest and colonization, he began to call the Late Bronze Age remains of 
the Mainland Late Minoan ; this nomenclature has persisted in some cases, 
such as in the writings of Myres, down to the present time. After the resumed 
excavations at Mycenae in 1920, it became clear to archaeologists such as Karo 
working on the Greek Mainland that the culture of the Mainland, though 
undoubtedly influenced by Crete, was largely independent of it; thus the 
system of Early, Middle and Late Helladic was proposed as a parallel series 
for the development of the culture of the Greek Mainland. Evans naturally 
was opposed to this because he refused to the last to modify his views about 
the relationship of Crete and the Mainland. He called those who refused to 
accept his views preposterous and perverse. His pan-Minoan theories are 
everywhere prominent in his Palace of Minos.1 

With the impulse of excavations such as Korakou and the new work at 
Mycenae, students of prehistoric Greek archaeology began to recognize certain 
facts which emphasize the differences and likenesses of Knossos ahd the Greek 
Mainland in the second phase of the Late Bronze Age (Late Minoan II and 
Late Helladic Il) . 

In Crete at this time, which Evans called the Palace Period at Knossos, it 
must be observed that Knossos differed much from the rest of Crete. The 
Palace Style, as such, is practically non-existent in the rest of Crete outside 
Knossos, and if examples of it are found they are generally considered as 
imports from Knossos. It has long been recognized that in East Crete, for 
instance, the Late Minoan II Palace Style period does not exist, but that there 
is instead a prolongation of the Late Minoan I style which gradually evolves 
into the Late Minoan Ill style. It should also be remarked that the Linear B 
script is so far known in Crete only at Knossos, whereas the Linear A script 
is known both at Knossos and in the rest of Crete. The Linear B script is the 
only script so far found on the Mainland, and it is far more widespread there 
than in Crete, where it occurs only at one site, for it is known at Orchomenos, 
Thebes, Eleusis, Tiryns, Mycenae and Pylos. 

In the excavations at Korakou a type of pottery was first noticed to which the 
name of Ephyraean was applied. This belongs to the Late Helladic II period 
and is characterized by a class of well designed and proportioned goblets of 
fine, smooth, buff fabric painted with floral and marine patterns. They are 
easily distinguished by their patterns and fabric and are remarkable for their 
simplicity and dignity. In rg2o it was observed that a class of vases similar to 

1 Evans always refused to recognize any distinction between the Late Bronze Age pottery of the 
Mainland and that of Crete. He called it all Late Minoan and thus obscured much of the historical 
value of his discoveries. 
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the Ephyraean vases of the Mainland was found at Knossos belonging to the 
same general date, the second phase of the Late Bronze Age. The Knossian 
examples, however, are less well made and less well designed; they also lack 
the simplicity of the Mainland examples and the patterns on them are too large 
in proportion. Further, it became apparent that the type of vase called by 
Evans an alabastron, which occurs throughout the Late Bronze Age, is far more 
common on the Mainland of Greece than in Crete. Because vases of this shape 
in actual alabaster were found in the ruins of the throne room at Knossos1 
it was assumed that it must be a Cretan shape; there are, however, from 
chamber tombs at Mycenae excavated by Tsountas, two vases2 of this shape 
in gypsum which may well be of Mainland manufacture. The tombs3 in Crete 
in which clay alabastra are found are of this Late Minoan II period, the period 
which is characterized by the so-called Palace Style of decoration for pottery. 

Vases of the Palace Style, large amphorae, are on the Mainland a notable 
feature of the Late Helladic II period, especially in the beehive tombs. Kurt 
Muller long ago pointed out that those found at Kakovatos were of local and 
not of Cretan fabric, in opposition to the then current belief that all Palace 
Style vases were Cretan imports, a view which some apparently still hold.4 
All the large Palace Style jars found on the Mainland are definitely of local 
manufacture : those found at Vaphio, for instance, are of the same pinkish clay 
as the later Laconian vases of the Orientalizing period. Careful study of these 
three classes of vases indicates that in all probability their occurrence in Crete 
is due to influence from the Mainland. 

Other Mainland influences can be discerned. The beehive tombs so charac
teristic of the Mainland, especially in Late Helladic II, are represented by a 
few examples at Knossos ; and at Knossos alone in the whole of Crete at this 
time, so far as our present knowledge goes. On the other hand, on the Main
land between forty and fifty beehive tombs are known : thus if number is the 
principal test beehive tombs seem to be a feature of the Mainland, where their 
structural development can be followed, rather than of Knossos. 

The three palaces so far exacavated on the Mainland at Tiryns, Mycenae 
and Pylos have throne rooms. Knossos has a throne room which belongs to 
the latest part of the palace and seems to be a later insertion into an earlier 
plan ; 5  the other Cretan palaces have not so far revealed throne rooms. 1\.t 

l BSA, VI, p. 4 1 .  
1 National Museum a t  Athens, No. 2769, from a chamber tomb a t  Mycenae 1 887-88, and No. 3 1 63 

from Tomb 88 at Mycenac. 
' See below, p. xxv. 
• Picard, Religions Prehelleniques, p. 282. 
5 According to Evans (PM, 1v, pp. 901 f.) it is a ' revolutionary intrusion ' of the early part of LM I!. 
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Knossos several fragmentary examples of friezes carved with rosettes or with 
the Mycenaean triglyph pattern have been found. Evans wished to attribute 
these to Middle Minoan Ill and to regard them as the models for similar 
friezes from Mycenae and Tiryns, which are of Late Helladic Ill date. The 
stratification of the fragments from Knossos is by no means secure: they belong 
to the upper strata of the palace, and are probably due to Mainland influence. 
There are fluted columns at Knossos, but these again belong to the Late 
Minoan II period and we know now that fluted columns were used at Mycenae 
and also at Pylos; fluted columns are not known at Phaestus and other Cretan 
sites outside Knossos. 

Two other points call for mention. It has been observed that the style of 
the frescoes1 of the last palace at Knossos is much more akin to that of the 
frescoes of Mycenae, Thebes, Tiryns and other Mainland sites than to the style 
of the frescoes found at Phaestus and other Cretan sites. The Cretan frescoes 
are naturalistic in character; those of Knossos and the Mainland are more 
interested in the human figure and in warlike scenes. Evans noted the military 
spirit of Knossos in this time, Late Minoan I I. 

In the palace at Knossos Evans found a store of blocks of green porphyry, 
lapis Lacedaemonius, the only source of which is Krokeai in Laconia, half-way 
between Sparta and the sea. This stone was popular at Mycenae and other 
Late Helladic centres for making stone vases, and the raw material seems to 
have been brought from Laconia to Mycenae to be worked. This porphyry 
is then yet another hint of Mainland influence on Knossos in Late Minoan II. 

It was from a study of such points that several archaeologists had come to 
the conciusion that Knossos at this time, the Palace Period, stood apart from 
the rest of Crete and had more kinship with the Mainland. They suggested 
that the factors which Evans had interpreted as proofs of a Minoan coloniza
tion and conquest of the Mainland really pointed in the opposite direction, 
and that they indicated strong Mainland influence on Knossos as opposed to 
the rest of Crete. They at the same time emphasized the necessity for dis
tinguishing between Late Minoan and Late Helladic pottery, especially at 
such sites as Phylakopi in Melos and lalysos in Rhodes. At Phylakopi Cretan 
influence is first to be observed in the Middle Bronze Age, when Middle 
Minoan pottery (Kamares ware) was freely imported at the same time as 
Minyan ware from the Mainland makes its appearance in the island. With 
the Late Cycladic period both Late Minoan I and Late Helladic I pottery are 
found at Phylakopi, by Late Cycladic 1 1  the quantity of Mainland Late 
Helladic 11 pottery outstrips the Late Minoan II, and by Late Cycladic Ill 

1 Banti in rtpas 'Av-rwvlov Kepai)01fovMov, pp. • •g ff. 
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Mainland Late Helladic pottery is dominant and there is little if anything 
from Crete. In the early days before Aegean archaeologists recognized that 
it was possible to distinguish between Late Minoan I and Late Helladic I 
pottery (and the importance of doing so) , practically all imported Late Bronze 
Age vases at Phylakopi were called Minoan, even some which we now know 
are obviously of Late Helladic II fabric.1 This gradual displacement of 
Cretan influence by Mainland influence is a point to which too little attention 
has been paid. 

At Ialysos2 the earliest Aegean settlement seems to have taken place at the 
end of the Middle Bronze Age, for late Middle Minoan pottery has been found 
there. With the opening of the Late Bronze Age both Late Minoan and Late 
Helladic vases are present, with perhaps the Cretan i n  the lead. By the second 
phase of the Late Bronze Age the story of Phylakopi is repeated and Late 
Helladic II influence becomes dominant, and by that time the occupation or 
perhaps colonization of Rhodes from the Mainland was so strong that 
' Mycenaean ' pottery was by then being made on the island. 

At Knossos actual Late Helladic II vases have been found,3 and the recently 
discovered tombs also show Mainland influence. The new warrior graves, 
apart from weapons, contain Palace Style vases, alabastra and Knossian imita
tions of Ephyraean ware; 4 the other graves of the same date recently discovered 
at Katsamba near Knossos show the same characteristics.5 Thus Aegean 
archaeologists had deduced that the relations between Mycenae and Knossos 
were not as believed by Evans, but rather the reverse, that the Mainland had 
strongly influenced or dominated Knossos. Evans had pointed out6 that in 
his Palace Period (when he suggested that a new dynasty with strong military 
tendencies was in power at Knossos) other Cretan centres were overthrown; 
he attributed this to the dominance of Knossos over the rest of Crete, and at 
the same time he believed that this strong military Knossos had extended its 
power to the Mainland and had established a colonial empire there. The 
inherent natural strength of the Middle Helladic tradition, which persisted all 
through Late Helladic in spite of any influences absorbed from Crete or else-

l BSA, XVII, PI. XI. 
' Monaco, Clora Rlwdos, x, pp. 4 1  ff. Furumark's paper (Aclil In.st. Rom. R. Srucioe, xv, pp. r soff.) 

on the Ialysos discoveries was written without his ever seeing the actual pottery, which my wife and I 
have been allowed to study in the Rhodes Museum by the kindness of Or Kontes. 

' 

3 Evans, PM, 11, p. 485, fig. 291 d and e. The Palaikastro ogival canopy jug (ibid. p. 490, fig. 296 a) 
is of Cretan fabric . 

• BSA, XLVII, pp. 246 11. 
6 BCH, 1 954, pp. r so f. ,  figs. so, 5 1 .  The vases include Knossian Ephyraean goblets, Palace Style 

vases and alabastra. Compare Antiquity, xxvm, pp. r83f  . 
• PM, IV, pp. 884f., 944 f. 
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where, shows clearly to those who have eyes to see that the Mainland and 
Crete during the Late Bronze Age are basically and essentially different.1 

Thus the general belief was spreading among those who had devoted serious 
study to the problem and knew the actual objects (in short, the excavators 
and field archaeologists) and who had already deduced that the Mycenaeans 
must be Greeks, that at this time Knossos must have been at least under strong 
Mainland influence, perhaps even under the rule of a Mainland prince.2 It  
was consequently suggested that the destruction of  Knossos at  the close of  the 
fifteenth century (at the end of Late Minoan 11)  was not due to an invasion 
from overseas or an earthquake, but to a revolt of the native Cretans, the 
' Minoans ', against the intruding Greek dynasty or overlords. The deductions 
about Mainland influence at Knossos3 were based on facts, archaeological 
facts, the value of which far outweighs all theories and hypotheses about 
Minoan empires and colonies. 

The Aegean archaeologists naturally believed that the ' Mycenaeans' of the 
Mainland were Greeks, and that they would have spoken and written Greek. 
Thus the discovery of the Pylos tablets in 1939 and their obvious similarity in 
script and probably in language with the Linear B tablets from Knossos posed 
an entirely new problem, which could only be solved by the decipherment of 
the script. The 'Minoans' naturally held that the Pylos tablets proved the 
Minoan conquest of the Mainland. One scholar even suggested that the 
tablets were loot from Knossos ! The 'Mainlanders' believed that the Pylos 
tablets ought to be written in Greek, and toyed with the idea that the Knossos 
tablets might be Greek also, though even they did not then see the wider 
implications of the result of all this. 'Whether the language of the Mainland, 
probably then Greek, was the same as that of Crete we cannot yet determine.' 4 

In 1952, as explained below, Mr Ventris announced his decipherment of 
the Linear B script as Greek,5 and many things thereupon became clear and 
the archaeological deductions received linguistic confirmation, a great triumph 
for both methods. Working independently, the archaeologists and the linguists 
had come to the same conclusions. It is not often that learned researches 
support one another so decisively or so neatly. 

Thus at one stroke what is practically a revolution has taken place in Greek 

1 Compare Furumark, op. cit. pp. 1 86 ff. 
' Pendlebury, ArchaeologJ of Crete, p. 229. This suggestion was rejected by Matz, Handbw:h der Archiio-

logie, u, p. 27 1 .  
' Compare Kantor, The Aegean and the Orient in the Second Millennium n.c. 
' Wace, Mycenae ( 1 949), p. 1 J? .  
• If  the Linear B script which is that o f  the Mainland represents Greek, then the Linear A script, 

known so far only in Crete, probably represents the Minoan language. 
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studies. The prehistoric period of the Middle and Late Bronze Ages o n  the 
Mainland (Middle and Late Helladic) must now be recognized as Hellenic; 
we cannot include Crete, because we cannot yet read the Minoan Linear A 
script, which represents a different language from the Linear B script, and 
thus the Minoan culture cannot be called Hellenic. We must in future dif
ferentiate between the Linear A Minoan script and the Linear B Mycenaean 
script ; for the latter is far commoner on the Mainland, where it is found from 
Orchomenos in the north to Pylos in the south, than it is in Crete. 

We must in future speak of pre-Classical and Classical Greek art and culture. 
From the beginning of Schliemann's discoveries at Mycenae the conservatism 
of classical archaeologists has obstructed progress in the study of Greek civiliza
tion as a whole. Because the pre-Classical Mycenaean culture was in many 
ways naturally unlike the culture of Classical Greece of the sixth, fifth and 
fol\rth centuries B.c., archaeologists refused to believe that it could possibly 
be Greek. They could hardly have expected that the culture of Mycenae, 
one thousand years older, and that of Periclean Athens would be the same. 
The more, however, we study Mycenaean art and culture, the more we find 
in it elements that anticipate Classical Greek art. 

From the first, because Mycenaean art was unlike Classical Greek art, it 
was dismissed as oriental. Even when it was admitted that the Greeks might 
have arrived in Greece at the beginning of the Middle Bronze Age, it was 
stated that Greek art did not develop until one thousand years later, after an 
interregnum of chaos. One writer for example says : ' When the sun of Homer 
rose out of the darkness of this wild time, it shone over the ruins of Creto
Mycenaean culture ; but the new life of pure Hellenism grew up out of its 
ruins.' 1  We are told that the first creation of Greek art was the Geometric 
style, as though it had suddenly descended from Olympus about r ooo B.C. 

These ' orthodox ' archaeologists never reflected for one moment on the growth 
and evolution of the Geometric style. We now know that it evolved gradually 
from the pre-Classical culture of the Late Bronze Age, just as that in its turn 
evolved from the culture of the Middle Bronze Age. Nature does not work 
per saltus but by slow and sometimes painful processes of growth and change 
and development. In any study of Greek art to concentrate on the Classical 
period alone is a fatal mistake. The true student of Greek art must begin his 
studies with the Middle Bronze Age at least ; also, he must not end his studles 
with the death of Alexander, as so many do, and refuse even to look at 
Hellenistic art. 

Schliemann in the enthusiasm of his first discoveries was overawed by the 
1 Pfuhl, Ma.rtupieces of Greek Drawing and Painting, Pi· tof. 
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' experts ', who insisted that his finds could not be Greek but must be Phoenician, 
Asiatic and so on. When he found frescoes at M ycenae, the ' experts ' insisted 
that they could not possibly be prehistoric and deterred him from publishing 
them. Other ' experts ' have held that there is a great chasm between pre
Ciassical and Classical Greece. An Oxford professor wrote 1 as late as x g r  1 :  

' The chasm dividing prehistoric and historic Greece is growing wider and 
deeper ; and those who were at first disposed to leap over it now recognize such 
feats are impossible.' It is this spirit which has impeded progress in our studies 
of pre-Ciassical Greece. Now, with the revelation of a pre-Homeric Greek 
going back to the fifteenth century B.c., we have before us a great opportunity 
to discard old assumptions and the shibboleths once regarded almost as sacred 
dogma. 

The history of Greece and of Greek culture will have to be rewritten from 
the outlook of our present knowledge, and as more pre-Classical texts are found 
and deciphered, so our knowledge will grow. Greek art is one and indivisible, 
and has a continuous history from the first arrival of the Greeks. A fresh 
examination of the legends of early Greece must also be undertaken to estimate 
their archaeological and historical value. 

There are three points, at least, which future discoveries and study will 
undoubtedly make clearer. The orthodox view of classical archaeologists is 
that there was a 'Dark Age' , when all culture in Greece declined to barbarism, 
at the close of the Bronze Age and in the early period of the ensuing Iron Age. 
Even now, when it is admitted that the Greeks of the Late Bronze Age could 
read and write with the Linear B script, it is still believed by some that in the 
transition from the Age of Bronze to that of Iron the Greeks forgot how to 
read and write, until about the eighth century when they adopted the Phoe
nician alphabet. It is incredible that a people as intelligent as the Gree� 
should have forgotten how to read and write once they had learned how to 
do so. It is more probable that the Linear B script continued in use, and 
perhaps even overlapped the first appearance of the Greek adaptation of the 
Phoenician alphabet. This would have taken place in much the same manner 
as that in which the native Cypriot syllabary continued in use until the third 
century B.c. and overlapped the Greek alphabet in the island. The Cypriot 
syllabary seems to be a development of the local so-called Cypro-Minoan 
script, examples of which have been found at Enkomi and Ras Shamra. 
Future discoveries may well reveal to us that the Linear B script continued 
into the Early Iron Age and was then gradually replaced by the Phoenician 
alphabet, which the Greeks found more convenient for writing their language. 

' P. Gardn.r, ]HS, 1 9 1 1 ,  p. lix. 
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The clay tablets with the Linear B Mycenaean script so far found at  Pylas, 
Knossos or Mycenae are all inventories of one kind or another. No documents 
such as letters or anything of a literary character have yet been found. We can 
hardly doubt that such existed, though they were probably written on materials 
less able to survive disaster than clay : the inventories of clay were baked and 
so preserved by the violent fires which destroyed so much. Letters or literary 
texts may well have been on wooden tablets or some form of parchment or 
even papyrus; some fortunate discovery will possibly one day reveal them to us. 
So elaborate a system of writing cannot have been employed only for recording 
inventories of goods or payments of taxes, things in themselves ephemeral ; 
the Linear B script was probably also used for letters, treaties and even literary 
texts. 

Evans1 long ago suggested that perhaps the earliest Greek epics had been 
written in ' Minoan' and then translated into Greek. There is now no longer 
any need to imagine this, since we know that the Linear B tablets are in Greek 
and an early epic poet, had he been so minded, could have recorded his 
masterpieces on clay. Homer is the earliest existing monument of Greek 
literature and the Iliad can hardly have been the first Greek poem ever com
posed : its very perfection in language, composition, style and metre shows that 
it is not the work of a mere prentice hand, but that of a master who must have 
learned his art from a long succession of predecessors. We need not therefore 
be surprised if excavation or some casual find in Greece gives us an early 
document-a letter, or a literary text, a history or a poem-from some long
forgotten forerunner of Homer. 

As we have said, historians and archaeologists are accustomed to speak of 
the period of transition from the Bronze Age to that of Iron, and of the early 
years of the Iron Age, as a ' Dark Age ' and to assume that culture in Greece 
then underwent a severe recession; thus they assert that literacy was forgotten, 
civilization declined, all was turmoil and barbarism. Actually the principal 
reason why this is called a ' Dark Age ' is that we have little or no evidence for 
it in archaeology, in history or in literature. No inhabited site of this period 
or of the Geometric period has been excavated. Our earliest sites are sanc
tuaries like the Orthia site at Sparta and like Perachora. The evidence of the 
cemeteries which have been excavated (as at the Kerameikos) shows that from 

1 See Evans' paper in ]HS, r g r 2, pp. 2 7 7 ff., e.pecially p. 288. In thi> paper he rightly say> (p. 2 77) : 
' The scientific study of Greek civilization is becoming less and le.s possible without taking into constant 
account that of the Minoan and Mycenaean world that went before it.' He throughout emphasizes the 
pre-Classical survivals in Classical Greek art, which in the light of the decipherment of Linear B as 
Greek i> almost prophetic. The reader should, however, remember that Evans makes no distinction 
between Minoan and Mycenaean. 
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the close of  the Bronze Age to the Early Iron Age there was no violent archaeo
logical break, only a gradual transition or evolution from one age to the next. 
Likewise in Dorian Argolis, as in non-Dorian Attica, evidence is slowly accumu
lating to show that a similar process of evolution took place. As exploration 
proceeds, evidence of the same kind will no doubt come to light from the other 
areas of Greece. Tombs do not usually, even at the height of the Classical 
period, yield much if any epigraphical material. 

But what of the Dorians and the so-called Dorian Invasion? The effects of 
the Dorian migration into the Peloponnese have been exaggerated by his
torians. To the Greeks of the Classical period there was no great Dorian 
Invasion. They called it the 'Return of the Herakleidai ', and we know from 
Homer that even at the time of the Trojan war Herakleidai were in power 
in Greece: Tlepolemus,1 the son of Herakles, the great Dorian hero, led the 
contingents from Rhodes and the southern Sporades. The Dorians, according 
to Thucydides, came into the Peloponnese with the returning Herakleidai. 
There is nowhere in the Greek tradition any hint that the Dorians were different 
except in dialect from any other Greek tribe. The Dorians were Greeks and 
found Greeks already thoroughly established in Hellas. There is no suggestion 
that they introduced any new or foreign culture: all efforts to find in the 
archaeological remains things specifically Dorian have failed completely. There 
are undoubtedly changes and developments in the artefacts from the close of 
the Bronze Age down into the Iron Age and the Geometric period, but these 
are natural developments and not revolutionary changes: we must not deny 
to the intelligence of the Greeks any touch of inventiveness or originality. 
Matz2 who says ' Das wirklich Neue beginnt erst rnit dem Protogeometrischen' 
overlooks the clear evidence of the evolution of proto-Geometric from the 
latest Mycenaean wares. The Dorian migration brought about not a cultural 
but only a political change in Greece. The return of the Alkmaionidai and 
their clients is a parallel event and we need not imagine that the Dorians 
altered in Laconia, for instance, anything but the political structure of the 
country. The Dorians on the Return of the Herakleidai to the Peloponnese 
obtained political control of Corinth, Argos, Laconia and Messenia. Pausanias' 
notes on the gradual occupation of Laconia by the Dorians suggest no more 
than the slow winning of political control. In Argolis Mycenae remained 
independent until some time after her co-operation in the victory of Plataea. 

1 Some Homeric critics call him a Dorian interpolation, e.g. Lorimer, Homtr and the Monuments, p. 47· 
He occurs, however, in the Homeric Catalogue inscription of the late third century n.c. from Chios 
(]HS, 1954, p. 162). 

2 Handbuch dtr Archiiologie, n, p. 305. Compare Fururnark, Acta Inst. Rom. R. Sueciae, x (OfJ. Arch. m), 
P· 1 95 n. I. 
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At Tiryns the palace was destroyed some time in  the third phase of the Late 
Bronze Age (Late Helladic Ill), but the megaron was rebuilt on a smaller 
scale;1 it presumably continued in use for some time thereafter. Unluckily, 
owing to the circumstances of the excavation of the palace at Tiryns, we have 
no archaeological evidence to tell us when the megaron was destroyed or when 
it was reoccupied. 

The importance of Mr Ventris' decipherment can hardly be over-estimated, 
for it inaugurates a new phase in our study of the beginnings of classical 
Hellas. We must recognize the Mycenaean culture as Greek, and as one of the 
first stages in the advance of the Hellenes towards the brilliance of their later 
amazing achievements. We must guard against the facile assumptions of the 
past and look at everything afresh from the new point of view. In culture, 
in history and in language we must regard prehistoric and historic Greece as 
one indivisible whole. The way has been prepared for us by the pioneer 
archaeological work of Schliemann, Tsountas and Evans, and we must follow 
boldly in their footsteps under the guiding light now provided for us by 
Mr Ventris and Mr Chadwick.2 

1 Blcgen's suggestions (Korakou, pp. 1 30 ff. ) are undoubtedly right. The German ideas that the 
reconotructed megaron was a classical temple are untenable. 

' This Introduction was written in the winter of 1 954-5 while I was a member of the Institute for 
Advanced Study at Princeton. I t  owes much to the collaboration of my wife and to the criticism of 
several friends in America who read it in first draft. 

A. J. B. W. 
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C H A PT E R  I 

D ISCOVERY AND DEC IP HERMENT 

1 .  T H E  H OM E R I C  A G E  A S  M Y T H  

T H E  Hellenes of the classical period preserved no clear memory either of 
a system of writing earlier than the Greek alphabet, or of a time when they 
and their language were not firmly rooted on the Greek mainland. 

The source of the alphabet is clearly acknowledged by Herodotus (v, 58-g, 
in Rawlinson's translation) : 

Now the Phoenicians who came with Cad m us, and to whom the Gephyraei belonged, 
introduced into Greece upon their arrival a great variety of arts, among the rest that 
of writing, whereof the Greeks till then had, as I think, been ignorant. And originally 
they shaped their letters exactly like all the other Phoenicians, but afterwards, in course 
of time, they changed by degrees their language, and together with it the form likewise 
of their characters. Now the Greeks who dwelt about those parts at that time were 
chiefly the Ionians. The Phoenician letters were accordingly adopted by them, but 
with some variation in the shape of a few, anrl  .�n thr.y arriv"'d at the present use, still 
calling the letters Phoenician, as justice required, after the name of those who were the 
first to introduce them into Greece. Paper rolls also were called from old 61cp6tpa1 by 
the Ionians, because formerly when paper was scarce they used, instead, the skins of 
sheep and goats--on which many of the barbarians are even now wont to write. 
I myself saw Cadmeian characters engraved upon some tripods in the temple of Apollo 
Ismenias in Boeotian Thebes, most of them shaped like the Ionian. One of the tripods 
has the inscription following : 

Me did Amphitryon place, from the far Teleboans coming. 
This would be about the age of Laius, the son of Labdacus, the son of Polydorus, the 
son of Cadmus. 

The ease with which Herodotus was able to read this and two other inscrip
tions in the same temple, allegedly written some four generations or so before 
the Trojan war, may have left him with some suspicion that their great 
antiquity was only a pious fraud; and a more general feeling that writing 'Yas 
wholly out of place in the heroic age is reflected in Homer, whose only reference 
to a visual message is couched in such vague terms as to leave doubt whether 
true writing is intended at all (/l. vr, I55-70) : 

Now Glaukos was the father of blameless Bellerophon, whom the gods had endowed 
with beauty and manly grace, but whom Proitos, his overlord, expelled from Argos in 
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murderous anger. Proitos' wife Anteia had conceived a passionate desire to  go  to  bed 
with him secretly, but was unable to prl"vail on the prudent and high-minded Bel
lerophon. So she went with a lying story to King Proitos: 'May death be yours if you 
do not kill Bellerophon: he has tried to rape me.' The king was seized with fury when 
he heard this ; taboo restrained him from killing him on the spot, but he dispatched 
him to Lycia with a folded board, scratched with many malevolent symbols designed 
to bring him ruin: he had only to show them to the king's father-in-law for his doom 
to be sealed. 

But although Agamemnon, Odysseus and Nestor might have been illiterate, 
and although their ancient palaces and cities had long since crumbled into 
dust, it was in ancient times accepted without question that the Homeric 
heroes had been Greeks in language, religion and every other distinguishing 
feature, and that among their subjects were to be numbered the ancestors of 
most, if not all, of the classical population. Homer possessed no term which 
could be used without anachronism to refer to this linguistic unity (though 
the Carians are called f3apf3ap6cpwvo1 in ll. II, 867); but for Herodotus the 
Trojan war was a clear-cut struggle between "Ei\i\T]VES and Asiatics, and a direct 
antecedent of the rivalry which was to culminate in the Persian invasions 
(I, 3-5) .  

Both Homer and Herodotus agreed, however, that among the segmented 
and constantly-shifting population of the early Aegean there had also been 
elements which did not speak Greek. This is clear from the description of 
Crete in Od. XIX, I 72-7 : ' There is a land called Crete, in the middle of the 
wine-dark sea, beautiful and rich, with water on all sides ; on her are innu
merable men and ninety cities, and one language jostles another : there are 
Achaeans, and great-hearted True-Cretans, Cydonians, Dorians divided into 
their three tribes (?) ,  and excellent Pelasgians. '  

In a significant passage (I, 57-8) evidently based on personal investigation, 
Herodotus concludes from the speech of the 'Pelasgians ' living in his time 
on the Hellespont, on Lemnos and in the problematical city of ' Creston ' 
(who in earlier times had inhabited Thessaliotis and Attica, where they had 
built the wall round the Acropolis) that this widespread people had spoken 
a barbarous tongue. In order to reconcile Pelasgian and Athenian claims to 
autochthony, he argues that the Athenians must have been Pelasgians who at 
some time adopted the Greek language; and goes on, with a disregard for his 
own previous argument and for our own more careful discrimination between 
' race ' and ' language ' ,  to describe the Hellenic race as one which had never 
changed its language, but had been ' severed ' ( cmocrx.tcreev) from the Pelasgians 
and had increased its numbers at their expense. The same ambiguities are 
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present in his description of the Ionians (vn, 94): ' When they dwelt in the 
Peloponnese and inhabited the land now called Achaea (which was before 
the arrival of Danaus and Xuthus in the Peloponnese) they were called, 
according to the Greek account, "Pelasgians of the sea-shore", but afterwards, 
from Ion the son ofXuthus, they were called Ionians. '  Both Sophocles (in his 
Inachus) and Thucydides ·(rv ,  109, 4) use ' Tyrrhenian ' as a synonym for 
' Pelasgian ', in allusion to the widespread belief in a Pelasgian migration from 
Thessaly and the North Aegean to Italy, associated or identical with the 
Etruscan migration derived from Lydia by Herodotus. This theory, found in 
Hellanicus of Lesbos (fifth century a.c.) , Andron of Halicarnassus, Varro, 
Diodorus Siculus, Strabo and others, has been subjected to detailed but incon
clusive criticism both by Dionysius of Halicarnassus in antiquity ('Pw1-1. 'Apx. 
I, x.xv-xxx) and. recently by Pallottino ( I947) .  A germ of historical truth is 
indicated by the discovery at Kaminia on Lemnos in r 885 of a sixth-century 
stele inscribed in what is almost certainly a language closely related to Etruscan. 

The classical picture of a Greece inhabited since the birth of mankind by 
a number of Creek-speaking tribes, living side-by-side with Pelasgians, Eteo
cretans, Leleges and other obscure peoples, was to be undermined by the 
Jewish-Christian cosmogony which, while retaining a finite date for the Crea
tion, dismissed the possibility of local autochthony in favour of a diffusion of 
all languages and peoples from a common centre in Asia. A long period of 
unprofitable speculation on the mutual relationship of languages, in which 
Hebrew played a pernicious role, continued until I 796, when Sir Williamjones 
gave first public expression to the view that Sanskrit, Latin and Greek had 
' sprung from some common source, which perhaps no longer exists ' .  

In  the next twenty years Franz Bopp and Rasmus Rask were able to show 
conclusively that the Greek language, like its relatives, was in fact the result 
of a continuous evolution from a common ' Indo-European ' ancestor, and 
that it must therefore at one time have been brought into Greece from some 
more central location somewhere on the great plains which stretch from Poland 
to Turkestan. The age in which the hypothetical parent language had begun 
to differentiate into separate dialects, and the date at which the first Creek
speakers had entered the Balkan peninsula, could not however be determined 
by any existing historical evidence ; and the obvious unhistoricity of the greater 
part of Greek legend made any classical testimony to the language situation 
before the eighth century B.C. appear entirely untrustworthy. 

The same uncertainties veiled the process by which the classical Greek 
dialects, whose study was stimulated by progress in linguistic theory and in 
the search for inscriptions, had reached their geographical distribution. I t  was 
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clear that a large and definite movement of population was necessary to explain 
the occupation of the Peloponnese by the Dorian-speakers, keeping in sub
jection a helot class, and cutting off the Arcadians entirely from the sea-coasts 
from which their nearest relatives the Cypriots had evidently emigrated. But 
it would have been rash to accept as historical fact Thucydides' account of 
the ' Return of the Herakleidai ' (1, 1 2 ) ,  or Eratosthenes' precise dating of it 
to 1 1 04 B.C., eighty years after the fall of Troy. 

2. M YCE N AE A N D  K N O S S O S: T HE PI O NEE R S  

I n  the brilliantly perceptive first twelve paragraphs of his history Thucydides 
sketched the early development of Hellas, from a conglomeration of migrating 
tribes without cities, commerce or security of communication, down to the 
rallying of the Greek forces under Agamemnon for the Trojan war. 

Mycenae was certainly a small place, and many of the towns of that period do not 
seem to us today to be particularly imposing; yet that is not good evidence for rejecting 
what the poets and the general tradition have to say about the size of the expedition. 
Suppose, for example, that the city of Sparta were to become deserted, and that only 
the temples and foundations of buildings remained, I think that future generations 
would, as time passed, find it very difficult to believe that the place had really been as 
powerful as it was represented to be. w� h�vt> nn right, therefore, to judge <.:ili<::s by 
their appearances rather than by their actual power, and there is no reason why we 
should not believe that the Trojan expedition was the greatest that had ever taken place. 

But most nineteenth-century historians (particularly in Germany) were 
inclined to dismiss Troy and Mycenae as mere figments of poetic imagination; 
preferring to telescope Thucydides' narrative, by the omission of the Heroic 
Age, to read as if the development of the classical city-states had been the first 
interruption of that primitive state of barbarism that he so vividly described. 

The first proof that a golden age of Mycenae had really existed was due to 
the vision and persistence of one man, Heinrich Schliemann. Born in 1 8 22, 
the son of a poor North German pastor, he was fascinated in boyhood by the 
story of Troy (which in daydreams he already saw himself excavating) and 
enthralled by the cadences of Homer's Greek, first heard on the lips of a drunken 
miller. At the age of forty-six, having amassed a fortune in Russia and having 
learnt fifteen languages, he retired from business, married a sixteen-year-old 
Greek girl and devoted himself to archaeology-for which, even in those early 
days of the science, he began with few technical qualifications apart from 
great enthusiasm and a common-sense appreciation of stratification. After 
three seasons at Troy, where the ancient settlement was triumphantly laid 
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bare, he began in  August 1876 to excavate the citadel of Mycenae, whose great 
Gate of the Lions had ever since prehistoric times been clearly visible above 
ground. 

Rich hoards of gold, massive architecture and sophisticated art forms soon 
proved that the ' M  ycenaeans ' had reached a level of civilization which was 
indeed far removed from primitive barbarism, and which fully justified Homer's 
reminiscence of it. The chronology of his finds was not at fi rst exactly appre
ciated, but the Mycenaean age appeared to be approximately contemporary 
with the Egyptian New Kingdom (c. 1 580-1 100 B.c. ) . Schliemann was equally 
vague about the race to which his ' Mycenaeans ' had belonged. At the time 
of his excavations he was confident that he was indeed recovering the burials 
of Agamemnon and of the other Achaeans of his dynasty; but in a letter to 
Virchow nine years later ( r 8 June 1 885) he says : 

I have been at pains to demonstrate that Tiryns and Mycenae must necessarily have 
been built and inhabited by the Phoenicians, who in a remote prehistoric age flooded 
Greece and the islands of the Ionian and Aegean seas with colonies, and who were 
only finally expelled, around 1 1 oo B.c., by the so-called Dorian I nvasion. 

This view, perhaps pressed on Schliemann by the ' experts ' ,  was still being 
held by Dorpfeld in 1936.  Reconsidering Schliemann's discoveries, Tsountas 
(1897) iusisletl Lhat, although the Mycenaeans were illiterate (since no sign 
of indigenous writing had apparently been found on the Mainland) ,  they were 
nevertheless Greeks ; so too did Leaf in his introduction to Schuchhardt's 
Schliemann ( I 8g I )  : 

Now we should rather suppose that the original dialect (of the Homeric poems) was 
that of the ancestors of these Asiatic Aeolians, the Achaians of the eleventh century. 
What the form of their speech was we cannot now pretend to say. It must have differed 
greatly from Fick's ' Aeolic'; it was the common parent of Thessalian, Arcadian and 
Cyprian, in all of which we see various points of connexion with the Epic language. 
These affinities do not allow of an even approximate reconstruction of the parent 
speech; but they do allow us to assume that there was once a common Aclzaian language 
spoken by the dwellers in Mycenae and Tiryns, and over the greater part of the Greek 
mainland. 

In a letter ( I  January I 88g) written two years before his death, Schlie�ann 
confided that ' I  would like to end my life's labours with one great work-the 
prehistoric palace of the kings of Knossos in Crete ' .  Since its description by 
Buondelmonti in the fifteenth century, this ancient site had been known to lie 
at the village of Makrotikho or Makritikhos, six kilometres south of Candia 
(now I raklion) in a sheltered valley leading into the interior, and out of sight 
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o f  the sea. I n  I877  the Spanish consul Minas Kalokairinos, a native ofCandia, 
had made a small dig on the top of the Keq:>6:Aa T crEAEilnfi, ' Squire's Knoll ' ,  
during which he had uncovered some of the magazines with their large pithoi 
and had recovered an inscribed tablet, now Ga34 (Evans later found others 
in Kalokairinos' spoil-heaps) ; one of the pithoi then found is in the National 
Museum at Athens. Three years later the American W. J. Stillrnan, who had 
noticed the double axe signs on the masonry, applied in the name of the newly
founded Archaeological Institute of America to the Imperial Ottoman Govern
ment for a firman to excavate at Knossos. He was allowed to anticipate the 
arrival of permission and began to dig ; but thefirman never materialized and 
he was forced to stop. Schliemann in I 886 confirmed the ' M  ycenaean ' 
character of the remains ; in I 88g he tried to buy the knoll from its multiple 
owners, but found their price too high for a site which ' I  had satisfied myself 
I would easily be able to excavate in a week with a hundred workmen ' .  
In addition to the rapacity of  the proprietors Schliemann met with the usual 
obstruction from the Ottoman authorities, as always highly suspicious of 
archaeologists whom they suspected of subversive designs, and discouragement 
from the native Syllogos that administered the Candia Museum, who were 
afraid of what might happen to any treasures unearthed in the prevailing state 
of political unrest. His plan to excavate Knossos was postponed in favour of 
another season at Tray and cut short by his death : for this narrow escape 
Evans was lastingly thankful . 

In I 886 Evans, then keeper of the Ashmolean Museum in Oxford, was 
presented by GreviUe Chester with a seal-stone from Crete of a type recently 
publicized by Milchhoefer, engraved with unfamiliar 'hieroglyphs '. His in
tuition that Crete held the clue not only to a widespread system of writing 
among the ' Mycenaeans ' ,  but also to the origins of their civilization, brought 
Evans to Athens in I 893· He was there able to buy further specimens of 
Cretan seal-stones, and also to show that among the Mycenae finds there were 
in fact two vessels bearing writing. His travels to Crete in the following spring 
brought sufficient new evidence of writing (largely in the form of seal-stones 
similar to that shown in fig. I, worn as yaMTTETPES or milk-charms by the 
women of the villages) to decide him to buy a part share of the Kephala site, 
thereby forestalling Joubin of the French School ; and to publish his pre
liminary conclusions ( I 894) . He argued that the ' Mycenaeans ' must, in view 
of their advanced civilization, have been literate ; and distinguished two phases, 
an earlier ' pictographic ' script and a later linear or ' quasi-alphabetic ' .  

There is the strongest presumption for believing that i n  Crete a t  least the race among 
whom the earlier Aegean characters were originally rife was of non-Hellenic stock. 
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But if, at any rate towards the close of the Mycenaean period, there was already a Greek 
population in Crete, it becomes probable that the mysterious characters with which 
we arc dealing may also have been used by men of Greek speech. 

Further travels through Crete in 1 895 and 1 896, partly in company with the 
young Myres, gave material for a further article ( 1 897) which included the 
inscribed libation table from Psykhro (Linear A) . In November 1 899 the 
Turks finally evacuated Crete ; at the New Year Evans was able to buy the 
whole Kephala site ; and permission was given for a Knossos excavation, under 
the auspices of the British School, to be partly financed by the new Cretan 
Exploration Fund. 

Fig. 1. Three-sided cornelian seal-stone from eastern C rete (P. 49* in Evans, Scripta 1Hinoa I, p. 1 :i9)· 

The first of six seasons, in which Evans was assisted by Mackenzie with 
Fyfe as architect, began on 23 March 1 900. Within a week the first of a very 
large number of inscribed tablets (Linear B) were found : some of these depicted 
vessels similar to those illustrated among foreign offerings in an Egyptian tomb 
of the reign of Queen Hatshepsut ( 1 51 6- 1 48 1  B .c. ) ,  which gave an approximate 
indication of their date. Later evidence showed that the tablets had been 
written just before the final destruction of the palace, which further Egyptian 
parallels proved to have occurred early in the reign of Amenhotep Ill ( 1 4.1 4-
1 378 B.C. ) .  

Evans also found, under a staircase adjoining the magazines, a deposit of 
clay documents inscribed with 'hieroglyphs '  and bearing the impressions of 
seal-stones of the yaAO'TTE'Tpa type. In the excavation report for 1 900 he recorded 
the ' hieroglyphic ' and linear tablets as being contemporary ; explaining the 
first as the product of the native Eteocretans who had been responsible for the 
' Kamares ' pottery of the earlier period, the second as evidence of ' the intrusion 
of a new element' which had brought with it the Mycenaean civilization ftom 
the Mainland. 

In the 1 902 report the sequence Kamares-Palace Style was amended to 
Middle Minoan-Proto-Mycenaean-Mycenaean, with an indiscriminate use of the 
terms ' Mycenaean ' and ' Minoan ' as a general label for the palace and its 
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treasures. From I 903 onwards the term ' Mycenaean' was dropped by Evans, 
to be replaced in due course by the now canonical division into the nine periods 
from Early Minoan I to Late Minoan Ill. The civilization of Crete had proved 
to be both more ancient and more autonomous than had been realized when 
the earlier terminology was evolved, as he emphasized in his presidential 
address to the Hellenic Society ( I 9 I 2) : 

When we come to regard the Minoan remains themselves as stratified by the various 
catastrophes, it becomes evident that they are the results of a gradual evolution. There 
is no break. The unity of the whole civilization is such as almost to impose the con
clusion that there was a continuity of race. If the inhabitants of the latest Palace 
structures are to be regarded as 'Achaeans ', the Greek occupation of Crete must, on 
this showing, be carried back to Neolithic times-a very improbable conclusion. 

How Evans' Knossocentric view had come to affect his perspective on the 
Mycenaean civilization itself is shown a page later, where he describes it as 
no more than ' a Minoan plantation' and as ' a Mainland branch of the Minoan 
culture ' :  

We must clearly recognize that down to at least the twelfth century a. c. the dominant 
factor both in Mainland Greece and in the Aegean world was still non- Hellenic, and 
must still unquestionably be identified with one or other branch of the old Minoan 
race. But this is far from saying that even at the time of the first Minoan conquerors 
in the Peloponnese, or approximately speaking the sixteenth century a.c., they may 
not have found settlers of Hellenic stock already in the land. 

Simultaneously with Evans' discoveries at Knossos, tablets in a somewhat 
different script (Linear A) were found at Agia Triada in the south of Crete by 
Halbherr (not published till I945) and also in smaller numbers at other Cretan 
sites. In I 908 Pernier found the unique Phaistos disk, stamped in clay from 
movable pictographic ' type' : its Cretan origin is  still disputed. Keramopoullos 
in 1 92 I  discovered twenty-eight stirrup-jars in a storeroom of the Mycenaean 
palace at Thebes, lettered in a script which proved to be identical with the 
Linear B of Knossos: these greatly extended the evidence for the character of 
Mainland writing, previously confined to a few uncertain inscriptions with 
variable forms on pots from Mycenae, Tiryns, Eleusis and Orchomenos. 

3. T H E  YE A R S  O F  STA G N ATI ON 

Evans' Scripta Minoa I (I 909) contained his collection of inscribed seal-stones, 
the hieroglyphic and Linear A material from Knossos, and fourteen of the 
Linear B tablets (five had already appeared in the I900 dig report) . No further 
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publication of the Linear B tablets, of which well over 3000 pieces are known 
to have been excavated, was made until the fourth volume of his Palace of Minos 
( I  935) , where a total of I 20 were illustrated in line drawings with a short 
commentary and sign-lists. At the same time ( I 932, I936) Sundwall added 
thirty-eight more which he had copied himself in Iraklion at the cost of Evans' 
displeasure. At the time of Evans' death in 1941 his notes for Scripta Minoa 11, 
which was to contain the Knossos Linear B archives, were still in disorder ; 
and the originals in the museum at I raklion, which had never been properly 
examined for joins and which had in some cases disappeared, were no longer 
available for study and were exposed to destruction by war. The task of com
pleting their publication from Evans' drawings and photographs, fifty years 
after their discovery, was then heroically undertaken by Myres. 

Two generations of scholars had been cheated of the opportunity to work 
constructively on the problem. Though it is difficult to forgive Evans for his 
failure to complete or to delegate publication, we are now in a position to 
appreciate that, even if he had made known all the tablets in an orderly way 
at the time of their discovery, they would probably not by themselves have 
provided sufficient material for a successful decipherment. Evans himself 
realized that the chances of reading them without a bilingual were almost non
existent, since he thought that they were written in an unknown ' Eteocretan ' 
or 'Anatolian' language where the words, even if one knew how Lhey wen: lu 
be pronounced, would remain meaningless. 

The only certain facts were established by Evans at the outset :  the tablets 
were all inventories of persons, animals and commodities ; these were indicated 
by pictorial ' ideograms ' and counted by a decimal system of numbers, while 
the introductory wording of the tablets consisted of sign-groups of two to seven 
letters which were evidently words of the ' Minoan ' language. Since there 
were about ninety of these phonetic signs, far too numerous for an alphabet, 
they in aU probability represented syllables ( ta te ti to tu, etc. ) .  This 
arrangement is clearly seen on a typical tablet from the ' Armoury ' (fig. 2 )  
which lists ' three CHARIOTS' after a descriptive specification of twelve words 
written syllabically. 

The problem of decipherment posed by this new writing was too fascinating 
to be resisted, in spite of the fact that the published material was too small 
either for the breaking of the code or for the proof of a successful solution. 
During the half-century 1 90 1 -5I continual attempts were made by reputable 
scholars, by talented amateurs and by cranks of all kinds from the lunatic 
fringe of archaeology. Most of these followed Evans' lead in treating the 
' hieroglyphs ', Linear A and Linear B (and even the Phaistos disk) together 
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as  varying expressions of  the same language ; most of  them took as  their s tarting
point apparent similarities between ' Minoan ' signs and those of the classical 
syllabary used for writing Cypriot Greek (whose values had been known since 
the seventies) ; and all attempted to read into the tablets a form of some 
language which was already known. The search for possible candidates 
spread over an absurdly wide area, and included Hittite, Egyptian, Basque, 
Albanian, Slavonic, Finnish, Hebrew and Sumerian. Apart from Evans' 
own work, nearly every attempt to discuss the script prior to 1944 may safely 
and decently be consigned to oblivion (critical bibliography by Deroy, 1948 
and 1953). 

Fig. 2. Linear B 'chariot' tablot found in the Knossos 'Armoury', 1904 
(for a translation, see 265 =Sd0403, p. 366). 

Notable exceptions are an article by Cowley ( 1927) in which he showed that  
Knossos totals are introduced by either PI or  T'r, and that If fil and rttf 
mean ' boy ' and ' girl' ,  conceivably a phonetic indication ' as if for Kov-pos and 
KOV-Pfl' (which we now know to be correct) ; and the long series of articles by 
Sundwall, stretching from 1914 to the present. In  these he has recognized 
the need to examine the context of the tablets by purely internal comparisons, 
to identify the objects represented by the ideograms, and to explore the system 
of numbers, fractions and measures. His suggestions for interpretation have, 
however, followed a somewhat lonely path due to his beliefin the predominantly 
religious context of the tablets. 

The Greek readings of the script prematurely made by Persson ( 1930), 
Hemp! and Stawell (1931) appeared doubtful enough for Linear B at Knossos, 
in view of Evans' prevailing theories of ' Minoan supremacy ' ;  but they were 
doubly suspect (as they would s till be today) for the earlier Linear A and for 
the ' hieroglyphic ' seal-stones. 

Towards the end of his life the Czech orientalist Hrozny, who in 1915 had 
brilliantly established cuneiform Hittite as an lndo-European language and 
had later played a less responsible part in the reading of hieroglyphic Hittite, 
began to lose his critical faculties and embarked on a wholesale attack on the 
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remaining undeciphered scripts of the world. His readings of the then-published 
Linear B tablets ( 1 940-9) are a painful hotch-potch of Hittite and Babylonian 
words, which has proved only too easy to discredit. From this occupational 
disease of decoders we may all wish to be preserved . 

More scholarly work was done by Fick ( 1 905) ,  Meillet ( 1 909) , Cuny ( 1 9 1 0) , 
Kannengiesser ( 1 9 1  1 ) ,  Huber ( 1 92 1 ) ,  Hammarstrom ( 1 92 1 )  and others in 
trying to determine, from sources other than the Minoan-Mycenaean inscrip
tions, what the early languages of the Aegean might be expected to be like. 
They drew up lists of Greek vocabulary which seemed to have no l ndo
European etymology (at least according to the evolutionary rules normal to 
Greek) , and catalogued the many indigenous place-names of the area. Both 
these series are characterized by the endings -nthos and -ssos and show certain 
controversial analogies, not only with early names in Anatolia, but also with 
Etruscan ; suggesting, together with the evidence of the stele from Kaminia 
on Lemnos, that a language in some way related to Etruscan may have been 
among those spoken in the Aegean before the arrival of the Greeks. 

Ventris' interest in the problem dates from the 1 936 exhibition arranged for 
the jubilee of the British School at Athens, when Evans lectured on his Minoan 
section of the exhibits ; he tested the theory of an Etruscan relationship on the 
Knossos tablets in an adolescent article ( 1 940) ,  and did not entirely abandon 
it until 1 952. 

Kretschmer ( 1 925) suggested that other lndo-European speakers had prob
ably inhabited Greece before the arrival of the Greeks themselves. The Bulgar 
Georgiev reconstructed a ' pre-Hellenic language ' ( 1 94 1 ,  1 945) similar to 
van Windekens ' ' Pelasgique ' ( 1 952 ) ,  in which the aberrant Greek words 
which had previously been taken as 'Aegean ' borrowings are explained as 
Indo-European forms which have followed different evolutionary rules. In his 
later attempts to read the Linear B tablets in terms of this language ( 1 949, 
1950, 1953) Georgiev describes it as an 'Aegean-Asianic dialect related to 
Hittite ' ,  but in fact many of his readings are explained by Greek forms. I n  view 
of his recent ( 1 954) switch to the view that the tablets contain a specifically 
Greek dialect identical with that described in the present book, it is as well to 
emphasize that his earlier quasi-Greek readings nowhere coincide with ours, 
and that they appear to have been arrived at by quite arbitrary and unscienti,fic 
procedures. 

Defying both Evans (for whom the Mycenaeans were merely Minoan in
vaders from Crete) and the linguists (who wished to turn them into Pelasgians, 
Etruscans, I llyrians or Hittites) , a number of archaeologists had arrived inde
pendently at the same conclusion as Tsountas and Leaf-that the Mycenaeans 
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had spoken (and possibly written) Greek, and that they had not been subject 
to any foreign domination. Disagreement with Evans contributed to Wace's 
retirement from the direction of the British School at Athens in 1 923 and to 
his temporary exclusion from archaeology in the field. The articles by Buck 
( 1 926) and by Blegen and Haley ( I 928) emphasized the historical evidence 
for placing the arrival of the Greeks about 1 900 s.c., and regarded the pre
Hellenic place-names in -ntlzos and -ssos as a legacy not of the Mycenaeans but 
of the Early Bronze Age pattern of settlement in the third millennium B.c. 
Nilsson ( 1 927 ,  1 932, 1 933) argued that Greek religion and myth, and not only 
the Greek language, had firm roots in the Mycenaean age ; and Blegen and 
Wace ( 1 939) marshalled the archaeological evidence against a domination of 
Mycenae by Knossos in the Late Minoan period, with arguments further 
reinforced by Kantor ( 1 94 7) and discussed by Wace in the Foreword to the 
present book. 

4. T HE AME RI CA N  C O N T RI B UTI O N: P RE L U DES 
T O  DE CI P HE R ME NT 

In 1 9 39, during the course of a joint Greek and American reconnaissance of 
western Messenia, Blegen discovered the site of a large Mycenaean palace at 
A no Englianos, ten kilometres north of the classical Pylos (Koryphasion). The 
immediate indications were that this palace, set on an olive-covered ridge with 
a panoramic view over the bay ofNavarino to the south and of mount Aigaleon 
in the east, was to be identified with the Pylos described in the third book of 
the Odyss�y as the seat of the aged Nestor. By good fortune Blegen's trial trenches 
passed through one half of the archive room, from which over six hundred 
pieces of clay tablet were carefully extracted (later reduced by joins to 566) .  
These were cleaned and mended in Athens, and admirably photographed by 
Alison Frantz before being buried away at the approach of war. These photo
graphs were taken to America in June 1 940 by Mrs Wace on the I talian 
declaration of war by the last American ship to leave the Mediterranean. The 
eventual editing of the tablets was entrusted to Emmett L. BennettJr. (without 
whose contributions to Mycenaean epigraphical studies this book could not 
have been written) ,  but preliminary work in Cincinnati was interrupted by his 
cryptographic duties in the U.S. armed forces. 

The seven photographs published by Blegen ( 1 939) showed clearly, however, 
that the Pylos tablets were identical in script, layout and language with the 
Linear B documents which Evans had found at Knossos, even though the 
associated pottery dated them to c. I 200 B.C., towards the very close of 
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the Mycenaean age. This could perhaps be explained as the survival of 
a Minoan scribal language or lingua franc a (similar to the use of Latin in the 
Middle Ages) and as confirmation of Evans' views of Cretan influence on 
the Mainland: Nilsson consequently refused to believe that the tablets had 
been written at Pylas at all. The alternative possibility, that both the Pylos 
tablets and the Knossos tablets might be written in Greek, was not generally 
considered, least of all by Ventris. 

' In attempting to decipher documents written in an unknown language 
with an unknown script, the first step is to establish the facts that are obvious 
from an inspection of the available documents. The second step in the decipher
ment is to find, by careful analysis and logical deduction, what conclusions 
can be drawn from these fundamental facts . '  This prim but necessary pro
gramme, purposely stopping short of the third and crucial step ( the attempt 
to substitute actual sounds and words) ,  was undertaken by Alice Kober of 
Brooklyn in a series of fundamental articles on Linear B published between 
1 943 and her premature death in 1 950. 

The first necessity was an accurate list of the phonetic signs, arranged in 
a convenient and generally-accepted order for indexing. Though she pointed 
out some of Evans' errors, neither Kober nor the editors of the Pylas tablets 
were able to influence the awkward and unreliable signary later published by 
M yres ( r 946) and included in Scripta Minoa 11. 

She did, however, undertake for Myres a systematic classification of the 
Knossos tablets according to their commodity ideograms (included in SM II, 
pp. 77-8g, but now superseded by Bennett's classification) ; and she rightly 
emphasized the danger of s tudying words or tablets in isolation without 
reference to these wider contexts with which they are associated. 

Her chief contribution was to show that the tablets contained, as might 
reasonably be expected, a language with grammatical inflexions ; this con
clusion was unaccountably resisted by Myres (SM II, p. so) . Her first example 
was the varying description of CHA RIOTS on some tablets from the 'Armoury ' 
(now known to be a difference between dual and plural) : 

sdo4ol :  rn, ���rl!!s, An�·, �'b Pl ·l·lf!lk 
Sd0403 : 'fl�. 1!1�'rT, AiH.1i'bt�·��f 

and she suggested that ' it is highly likely that the forms in - ¥'lfr and -lflf are 
verbal ' ( they are in fact  passive participles) .  From a number of published 
tablets she gathered a series of words which significantly appear in three alter
native forms ( that the basic word is really the same in each case is proved by 
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the fact that they recur in  lists together, or  in identical positions on the same 
class of tablets) : 

TYPE A 
CASE I: 'f"Vfi'l I� t't'MI 
c As E I I  : t., (\) � I 't' M 
CAsE 111: 'tlT tn 

TYPE B c 
�iiH1 CfJ1HI 1!'1r'f!lll� HY'� 

tU1 � ''*''"'' W'f1k� Wf� 
'fi'? ''I=! 'i'l>'Y'1 lU 

D 
"'·lrl�l 

1·11� 

·?'� 

E 
hHI 
h$.� 
Hf 

Of these triplets Case Ill is the shortest form, whereas Case I and Case I I  
regularly add the signs -Id and - f respectively; i n  this process the - f of all the 
Type A words is changed to -{1\-, and the -'1 of Type B to- HI-; similar changes 
are seen in Types C, D and E. Kober pointed out the interesting implications 
of this phenomenon by the analogy of another inflected language, Latin (not 
necessarily related, of course) , where words of the second declension would 
appear in syllabic spelling as: 

ser-vu-s a-ml-CU-S bo-nu-s 
ser-vu-m a-mL-cu-m bo-nu-m 
ser-m a-ml-Cl bo-ni 
ser-vo a-ml-co bo-no 

Like the ablative endings -vo -eo -no so too the series of parallel endings 

"f 1:! � �I n1 might be expected to share the same vowel but different consonants; 
whereas r /til 'i/JII etc. are probably pairs sharing the same consonant but 
different vowels, like vofvu, cofcu and no/nu. This result can be tabulated 
in a diagrammatic form labelled by Kober ' the beginning of a tentative pho
netic pattern' ,  and known familiarly as ' the grid ' 

. among the team of decoders. This  diagram has y 0 wE L 
been of fundamental importance throughout the 2 
process of decipherment. Other examples of in- CoNsONANT 1 (I) T 
ftexion, as well as other variations and errors in  

CoNSONANT 2 Jll 1>) spelling, give evidence of further pairs of signs 
which evidently share either the same vowel or CoNSONANT 3 'f '1!/r 
the same consonant; and with these the ' grid ' can CoNSONANT 4 ],S ')I 
be extended in both directions as far as the number CoNSONANT 5 £. !I 
of possible vowels or consonants will allow (in our 
case five vowels and thirteen consonants, as it turned 
out) . During this process, the grid conveniently takes the form of a wooden 
board covered with a regular pattern of nails, on which square labels bearing 
the signs of the syllabary can be hung and frequently rearranged to sui t  the 
developing evidence. I n  the end we are left with a well-covered chequerboard 
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of some sixty-five squares, from which all that is Jacking is the actual pro
nunciation of the vowels and consonants themselves ( fig. 3 ) .  This method of 
attack precludes random attempts to give a premature vocalization to isolated 
words (since every assumed syllabic value automatically leads to a ' chain
reaction ' among the signs which are grouped with it on the same vertical and 
horizontal columns) , and makes it easy to disprove any such arbitrary attempts 
by others. 

Also of great importance was Kober's demonstration ( I 949) that the words 
for ' total ' Tl!f T't, like those for ' child ' identified by Cowley Cffi\ !fll', are 
masculine and feminine variants of the same words. Of the surviving languages 
with which that of Linear B might be compared, the Indo-European are almost 
alone in forming feminines by a change of vowel in the ending rather than by 
the addition of an extra syllable : some I .-E. languages, such as Hittite and its 
relatives, anticipate the evolution of English and Danish in having no feminine 
forms at all, while the Semitic dialects add -(a) tu, Egyptian -(e)t. 

Kober recognized that -ld was a frequent ending in the descriptions of 
WOME N, but did not see the feminine function of her Case I ;  it was left to 
Sundwall ( I  948) to recognize in the -C /-f endings of Case I and Case I I  
an adjectival formation meaning ' belonging to ' .  

A parallel analysis of  the Pylos material was summarized by Bennett in his 
unpublished doctoral dissertation at Cincinnati ( I 947) , which we have not 
seen. The publication of the The Pylos Tablets (spring 1 95 1) contained a detailed 
grouping of the texts according to their ideogram context by means of prefixes 
Aa- Ab-, etc., and the first reliable sign-lists (whose order is preserved in 
figs. 9 and ro) .  Both these advances were later extended to the Knossos 
material in his Minoan Linear B Index ( 1 953) . In  his first published article 
( I  950) Bennett brilliantly explained and codified the Linear B system of 
written weights and measures (see below, pp. 53-5 ) ,  and added them to the 
evidence for believing with Kober ( 1 948) that Linear B at Knossos represents 
a new language introduced from without. 

The seven further Pylos tablets which thereby received advance publication 
in I 950 encouraged V entris to begin a new series of analytical studies of his 
own, for which the material had previously seemed too small. These were 
continued in twenty mimeographed Work Notes (of which no spare copies 
remain) circulated for discussion among two dozen colleagues between January 
1 95 1  and June I 952.  Several of these were taken up with the unproductive 
testing of 'Aegean' and Etruscan parallels (Greek readings still being regarded 
as out of the question, in spite of a hint by Bennett) ; but other Notes which 
now seem to have been on the main line of progress may perhaps be mentioned 
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here. They no doubt re-trod much of the ground covered in his dissertation 
by Bennett, with whom a fruitful exchange of views on decipherment technique 
was maintained over the period. 

Notes 2 and IO showed that the ending -0 found linking groups of Linear B 
words is an enclitic conjunction ' and ' ,  and that 1i Fo (now 'and not') has 
a similar function. 

Note 8 gave statistics for the frequency of each phonetic sign at Pylos, broken 
down by position into initial, medial and final ; this necessary calculation was 
repeated independently by Bennett (1951 b) and later extended to Knossos by 
Ktistopoulos ( 1954). The great frequency of 111- IS- fl- as initials suggested, 
on the analogy of the statistics resulting from other known syllabaries, that 
they were the signs for simple vowels by themselves; and for the first two the 
values a- (already guessed privately by Kober, Chadwick and Ktistopoulos) 
and i- were considered. 

Note I I drew attention to two alternating phrases �· IH 1 �At and ·� IH 1 �A[! 
on the long series of Pylos E- tablets (see nos. 108-1 54 below) and showed 
them to be male and female variants of a title meaning something like 
' manservant '  and ' maidservant of the �1•1!- '. A possible do-we-lo (cf. oouA.os) 
for �At was thrown in as a wild guess, always of course. on the assumption 
that the ' Minoan ' word had been later borrowed by Greek. The personal 
names which wr.rr qualif!eu by )'At and ?A l! clearly had distinct endings 
(as on the Knossos lists of personnel accompanied by the MAN or WOMAN 
sign, pointed out by Evans, PM, IV, pp. 7I4-15), the males characteristically 
in-'{" -r -+ -f, the females in -Id (cf. Kober's Case I). That 9� meant ' boy, 
son '  and not ' girl, daughter ' was shown by such Pylos tablets as Ad03: 

i lfQ Tt , "" 111 Q x� :1:1:1 I I �'Hif5�ff(:sjf,lf5,'V� 1\ rll 
where three MEN and nine ' boys' are all described as ' sons of the Such-and
such women';  the words u sed to describe the women, which on the Aa- and 
Ab- tablets with a WOMAN ideogram are spelt ff�, '(I [all�, here have a -P.r 
( -i??) added, which is evidently the mark of the genitive plural for feminines. 

Note I2 attempted a functional classification of the Pylos sign-groups, purely 
on the basis of an exhaustive comparison of their contexts, into: 

(a) Apparent personal names of men and women. 
(b) Apparent names of departments, institutions or places. 
(c) Names of trades and titles applied to men and women. 
(d) General vocabulary, including adjectives, verbs, etc. 

As typical of category (b) were quoted the nine names which are repeatedly 
listed at Pylos (e.g. on 75 = Cn02, 257 =Jn09, 250 = Vn0 1 ) ,  and which, as we 
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afterwards discovered, Blegen and Bennett had already tentatively compared 
either with the nine towns tributary to Nestor in the Catalogue of Ships or 
with the nine e5pm in which the men of Pylos sacrificed on the seashore 
(Od. m, 7). 

I t  was pointed out that the characteristic ' inflexion ' in -t1\ 13, -(o\ 'f of Kober's 
triplets seemed to be confined to words of category (b) ,  and might therefore 
be an adjective formation of a departmental or geographical kind. 

Notes r, 13, 14 reviewed the now much fuller evidence for inflexion, and 
showed that men's  names are declined in at least six different ' declensions ' ,  
generally predictable from the last syllable of  the nominative: 

NoMINATIVE: filTh� lfCIJ lf&'r� lfl!i-f 
GENITIVE: ffiJkH �C�-t �/t,'f�-J1lfi'Kj-IT 
'PREPOSITIONAL': ffiThT ��i,Ws-j *lfJi��-'f Ji'Kh� 

Cbl!fC ift11�-'t 

Cbhf�-Pr }f�T-Y 

CkllfC if��-o 

The same rules of declension evidently applied to sign-groups of categories (c) 
and (d) , names of trades and other vocabulary ; and where there were numerals 
on the tablets it was possible to distinguish between singular and p lural forms:  

siNGULAR: er 11 
PLuRAL: � nl 

)• At 

)'At 

,�Ah l'f"t lfrrtz h� n·l· 

1'Ab 91.1'!1 r?tZA hMf ?i·l·i 

The four  examples on the right show an added syllable in the spelling, con· 
ceivably the written indication of an inflexion such as the Greek 

SINGULAR: TEKTWV = te-ko-to-ne or tek-ton? 
PLuRAL: TEKTOVES = te-ko-to-ne-se or tek-ton-es? 

But the lack of change shown by the first four  plurals was surprising. I f  rvN 
really was Kovpos (*K6pfOS) as Cowley had guessed, then the spellings could 
only be justified by assuming that kor-wos and kor-woi were written with exactly 
the same letters, and not distinguished as they would be by the ful ler Cypriot 
spelling ko-ro-vo-se and ko-ro-vo-i. The lack of a regular written sign to indicate 
the expected nominative ending -s in men's names and vocabulary nouris 
seemed in fact to militate against Greek or a related lndo-European language. 

Note g listed scribal variations in spelling such as 'V �'f f / 't'flrf, 1:: U / t: l! T, 
etc . ,  which enabled the alternating letters to be given adjacent positions on 
the grid. This note also considered how the inflexions could be explained in 
terms of Etruscan declension, which began to appear more and more unsuited. 
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Notes I ,  I 5, I 7 illustrated successive stages in the build-up of the grid, and 
gave the criteria by which the different columns were arranged. A detailed 
summary of evidence for grid equations was printed in ]HS, I 953, pp. 8 7-8, 
and may now be supplemented from the new 
Pylos material published by Bennett ( I 955) . Vowel t V2 V3 V4 V? 

Fig. 3 shows the state of the grid in February -a? -e? -i? -o? 
I 952. There was still uncertainty about the C t  

number of vowel columns to be allowed, and 
C 2  some signs were put into two alternative squares ; 

but in spite of its incomplete nature the grid had c 3  
the virtue of being founded entirely on internal C 4  

evidence dispassionately sifted, and not on any c 5  
biased attempt to  identify the language or  give c6 
values to the signs. 

C 7  But almost inevitably certain ' hunches ' about 
possible phonetic values lurked at the back of c s  
Ventris' mind. 'f and P.r were simple vowels, C 9 

and initial 'f - was almost certainly a-. The c 10 
ending of the feminine adjectives in Kober's c u 
Case I in -A� ,  etc. ,  might well be -i-ja (since 

C t 2 derivative women's names in -ia occur in Greek, 
Lycian and Etruscan) :  in this case Vowel 3 (in C t 3 

/i\, 11\ , etc.) was -i, and V owe! I was -a. V owe! 2 C 14 

might be -e, if the very numerous men's names c 15 
in -�·f -'9:� -r�, etc. ,  were ancestral to Greek 
-evs (Note I6) ;  and Vowel 4 might then be left 
with the value -o. 

C ?  

The value of the consonants was much more 

'14 
e 

� �  
g 
g 
t 
� 
f 
+ 

1t 
'f 
¥ 

lil 

rl 
ft l' 

t 
t: 
� ?{' ,. 

1!f f  f 
� V � 
'f r " 
If! If! 
� i 

l 
r lt + 
1=1 11\ ., 
* � f 
2 � Jf 
� ' I"' RI 
'1f' I 

'i 
� 
t 
¥ 

tl 
� 

difficult to guess. I t  was tempting to compare Fig. 3. The state of the ' grid ' prior 

Cypriot values (see fig. I 2 ) ,  but clearly un- to decipherment (February 1 952) .  

realistic : t might be taken at its Cypriot value 
of pa, but then it was impossible to read Z, in quite another line of the grid, as 
pe by the same analogy. Consonants I I- I 2 might, however, be l- or r-, since 
they seemed to enter into inflexional variations of spelling involving two 
successive syllables, possibly of the type -tro-f-tri-, etc . ,  which Cypriot would 
have to spell -to-ro-f-ti-ri-, etc. 
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5.  J U N E  1 952 : T H E  L A N G U A G E  I S  G R E E K  

Myres' edition of the Knossos tablets appeared i n  February I 952,  two years 
before his death. That Scripta Minoa 11 is incomplete, unwieldy and in many 
respects inaccurate is not due to any lowering of his own high standard of 
scholarship, but results from the enormous difficulty of interpreting and recon
ciling Evans' notes after his death, from the inaccessibili ty of the Cretan 
originals during the war years, and from his own failing eyesight. Although 
a few corrections provided by the first of Bennett's two long visits to Iraklion 
in I 950 and I 954 were included in S M 11, the edition cannot safely be used 
without taking into account Bennett's privately-distributed Corrections of Scripta 
Minoa 11 (I 952) dealing with errors in page, tablet and sign numbering ; his 
revised Knossos vocabulary incorporated in the Index ( I  953) , which also 
references a thousand more fragmentary tablets not recorded by Evans ; some 
three hundred joins made by Bennett between Knossos tablets in I 954 ; and 
the discovery of some further fragments at Iraklion by Chad wick in 1 955· The 
latter have now been incorporated in The K nossos Tablets ( 1 956) . 

Though relatively little new evidence for inflexion could be found on the 
Knossos tablets now added to the material, nearly all of it tended to confirm 
the arrangement of the grid shown in fig. 3· There was one puzzling feature : 
while some vocabulary words ( like 1'1':« Cl /'lY?k'lf )  showed a reasonable 
spelling variation in their ending between -el ( -ja ?) and - If  (-a ?) , there were 
also others of the same type ( like "f'f7 /"1'1'1'3 on the CHA R IOT tablets) 
which showed an apparently indifferent variation between -'l ( -Jo ??) and 
- IS  ( -1 ?) . In an effort to introduce a more satisfactory symmetry into this 
corner of the grid Ventris took up again the value jo for 'f ,  which had been 
summarily rejected in Note 9, and assumed the following pattern : 

If a Cl )Q � 0 '{ JO 
This would have three important consequences. The frequent - 'f or - n in 
the ending of men's names in the genitive (Note I4) would become - (o)Jo 
and -(i)jojo and recall Homeric forms like A\rrof.Vl<oto and ' IKap!oto ; the 
feminine genitive plural ending -IHr (Note I I ) would become -(i)-ja-o and 
suggest the archaic yatac.vv, 6ecic.vv, etc. ; and it would be possible to transcri�e 
the first five of Kober's triplets quoted on p. I 6 (using numbers ' algebraically ' 
for the unknown consonants) as : 

L.-6i_l4i-ja 
L.-6i_l4i-jo 
L.-6i_I40 

9a-2i_l4i-:Ja ! 
9a-2i_l4i-jo 
9a-2i_l40 

. .  -li-13i-ja 

. .  -li-13i-jo 

. .  -li-l3o 

2 1  

6o-so_l3i-ja 
so-so_l3i-jo 
s0_s0_Ia0 

A-'i-Bj_l3i-ja 
A-7i-8i-13i-jo 
A-7i-8i-13o 
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I t  did not require very great imagination to realize that if one substituted the 
values 6 = k, 7 = m, 8 = n, 9 =P, I 3=S, and I 4 = t, one would be left with the 
names of five of the most important Cretan towns (including the capital) in 
the bottom line, and above these the feminine and masculine adjectives derived 
from them : 

/\VK-nat 

/\VKTIOI 

/\VKTOS 

<!>aicrnat 

<!>aicrrtot 

<!>atcrr6s 

Tvf..icnat 

Tvf..icrtot 

Tvf..tcr6s 

Kvwcrtat 

Kvwmo1 

Kvwcr6s 

'AllVlCJIOI 

'AllVlCJIOI 

'AllVICJOS 

By the inevitable ' chain-reaction ' thirty-one of the signs on the grid would 
thereby receive fixed phonetic values. Note 20 (June I 952, the last of the 
series) discussed this new line of attack and suggested a small number of 
vocabulary identifications : 9/f = KOpfOS, <f fi\ = KOpfa, <i( f !;\ �· ljJ!r = Kopiawov 
' coriander ' ,  'r � 'f f- j = Kopiavva, f �) = T6crcrot ' so many ', T ¥ = T6crcrat, and 
i4 6'f �  ' YY I3 111 on the CHA R IOT tablets = apapviat avla<pl 'fitted with reins ' .  
I t  ended, however, with the admission that these Greek words were probably 
a mirage, and that the proposed spelling rules, according to which final -s -n 
-r were not indicated at all, seemed contrary to reasonable expectation. 

But whi l f'  Notr. '2Cl was sti l l  in the post Ventris realized, from the application 
of the new phonetic values to a larger number of tablets, that the unexpected 
Greek solution was inescapable. Not only could vocabulary words be identified 
(like the trades po-me, gen. po-me-no, ' shepherd ' ,  ka-ke-u ' smith ' ,  ke-ra-me-u 
' potter ' ,  ka-na-pe-u ' fuller ' ,  i-e-re-u ' priest ' ,  i-je-re-ja ' priestess ' )  which exactly 
tallied with their functions as predicted in N ote I 2 (see p. I 8) ; but the inflexions 
codified over the past eighteen months could immediately be explained in 
terms of archaic Greek declension ; and some sense could already be made of 
complete sentences, notably on Pylos 3 1 = Ae04, 28 = An42, 253 =Jn0 1 and 
252 = Vn06. I t  was at this stage that Myres put Ventris in touch with John 
Chadwick, who had been working independently on Linear B in Oxford for 
six years and whose cryptographic flair and specialist knowledge of the Greek 
dialects have been invaluable in all our subseq\lent collaboration. 

Largely through the good offices of T. J. Dunbabin (whose tragic early 
death has occurred since this chapter was drafted) space was found in ]HS 
for a detailed article (Evidence, etc.) , completed in November I 952· In this we 
identified the Linear B language as a Greek dialect ancestral to Arcado-Cyprian, 
proposed a large number of interpretations, and published a table of sign 
values which, apart from a few additions, is identical with that here printed 
in fig. 4· 
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As we  wrote then (p. go) , ' with no bilingual or  other external aids to 
decipherment available, the reality of a proposed transliteration can only be 
tested by applying it to the material as a whole. I f  consistent series of 
vocabulary and grammatical forms result, which are in agreement with the 
probable context of the tablets, then we may be justified in believing that even 
those features which remain intractable will eventually be accounted for. '  

Basic values Homophones 

a 11 e A i '+' 0 t\ 11 F a, (ha) .,. 
da � de 1' di m do � du l( ai IJf I 

ja c je � - jo 'f ju . ) ar2. ( 
ka EB ke 'tit ki " ko ' ku �� ai3? ' 
m a M me lf4 llll V mo 4 lllU? ,... '87 (kwc?) B 
ua y '" 'f' ni Y' no ¥s Jlt( 1:1 m.va "x" 
pa + pe � pi 1fr po 1 pu tit pa , ·er 
- qe €3 - qi 'f qo t - pa3? 1=1 
ra 12 re r ri � ro t ru 'f prc tl 
sa If' se F si If\ so '? su E pu2? '+' 
ra 1:: u �· ri Ill (O i fll 1 ra,(ri-ja) !)" 

wa ffi we z wi If.. WO '8 - ra3 (rai) !f. 
za � ze l zi zo t zu? �· ro, (ri-jo) � 

• :!2 1" • 47 '*' • 49 � 
11\ *63 m "64 (iq "85 (si-ja ') ,� 

*65 hfl ' 7 1  !jf- *82 � '83 ill\ * 86 !.,.. ra , ( ri-ja) 'f!l 
Fig. 4· Proposed values of the Myccnaean syllabary. 

Similar reservations must be made today, for the much larger number of 
texts discussed in the present book. It may be difficult to assess the point at 
which ultimate scientific proof can be conceded, but a relative degree of 
certainty must be granted to the theory when we try to estimate the odds 
against its results having been obtained by chance, and when we consider the 
success with which it has been used by independent researchers to interpret 
new texts, unknown when it was first formulated. 
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6.  T H E  W I D E N I N G O F  T H E  R A N K S  

The reception of  our proposed Greek decipherment by  our fellow linguists 
and archaeologists was immeasurably more favourable than might have been 
expected, considering the enormous number of ill-considered attempts which 
had been prematurely publicized over the past fifty years. Already before 
the publication of Evidence, lectures and an advanced summary had secured 
the allegiance of Bjorck and Furumark at U ppsala and of Palm er at Oxford : 
their many valuable contributions to the readings of the signs and to the 
interpretation of the tablets (together with those put forward by other scholars 
mentioned below) are fully referenced in our bibliography for the period up 
to May 1 955, and are as far as possible evaluated and acknowledged in the 
commentary and vocabulary of the present book. Welcome encouragement 
was also given at this stage by Barnett, During, Gelb, Myres, Page, Saflund 
and others. 

Three other works, already in manuscript or proof when Evidence appeared, 
independently came to a similar conclusion from a different approach to the 
evidence. Dow ( 1 954) in a long survey of Minoan Writing, devoted largely 
to delimiting the extent of Linear A and Linear B literacy, described ' the 
reasonings which in spring 1 953 forced themselves upon me as decisive in 
favor of the then (otherwise) unproved hypothesis that Linear B was Greek ' .  
Miss Henle's dissertation ( 1 953) argued on historical grounds that ' the lan
guage of Class B is probably Greek ' ,  and supplied a comparative analysis of 
syllabic frequencies in Linear B and in Homeric Greek. It did not arrive at 
any useful phonetic values, due to her failure to undertake any detailed study 
of inflexion and context, or to recognize the usefulness of the grid procedure. 
Wace ( I  953, written I 95 1 )  hinted that the Pylos and Knossos tablets might 
both be written in Greek and that ' perhaps in Late Minoan 11 a Mainland 
Dynasty had gained power in Crete '-a suggestion already made by him in 
1 938 (Pendlebury ( 1939) , p. 229).  He was therefore particularly ready to 
accept the conclusions published in Evidence ; so too were Stubbings, to whom 
a similar view of Knossos had occurred, and Marinatos ( 1 953) . Criticism 
from a 'Minoan ' partisan was levelled in a review by Platon ( 1 954) , director 
of the Iraklion Museum. 

Although Ventris' first 1 952 proposals had received encouragement from 
Blegen as fitting his own view of the Mainland language and of the probable 
contexts of the tablets, he was cautious about accepting them in detail. Bennett 
too reserved judgment : ' I  think there is not yet enough material available to 
make a deciphering of these tablets certain one way or the other. Michael 
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Ventris' theory that the language of the Minoan tablets is very early Greek 
is a tempting possibility ; that is all I would say at this stage ' (interview 
20 November 1 952) . 

Their caution was justified by a new factor which now had· to be taken into 
consideration. That summer Blegen had resumed excavation at Pylos, and the 
material had been extended by a large number of new tablets (eventually 
333 when mends and joins had been made) ; these had not yet been cleaned 
sufficiently for study. Smaller finds of tablets were repeated at Pylos in 1 953, 
1 954 and 1 955· At Mycenae, too, a tablet had been found on the surface 
by Petsas in 1 950. I n  1 952 Wace unearthed thirty-eight more in the ' House 
of the Oil Merchant ' (significantly the first series to be found apparently 
outside of the royal palaces) ,  later edited by Bennett ( 1 953) .  These were fol
lowed in 1 953 by one tablet from the ' House of Shields ' and inscribed seal
impressions from the ' House of Sphinxes ' ;  the latter in r 954 yielded ten more 
tablets, edited by Ben nett ( 1 956) with vocabulary notes by Chad wick. 

On his return to Athens in the spring of 1 953 Blegen examined the new 
Pylos tablets in detail, and was able to send us ( 1 6  May 1 953) exciting news of 
tablet 236 = Ta641 which ' evidently deals with pots, some on three legs, some 
with four handles, some with three, and others without handles. The first 
word t;( by your system seems to be ti-ri-po-de, and it recurs twice as ti-ri-po 
(singular?) . The four-handled pot � is preceded by qe-to-ro-we, the three
handled rJ by ti-ri-o-we-e or ti-ri-jo-we, the handleless pot 9 by a-no-we. All this 
seems too good to be true. Is coincidence excluded? ' 

Almost simultaneously (22 May 1 953) and without knowledge of Blegen's 
discovery, Sittig announced to us the generous abandonment of his own 
previous attempt to decipher Linear B ( 1 95 1 ) ,  and by a remarkable coincidence 
drew attention to the ideogram \) on Knossos 232 = K 875 : this is there 
described as di-pa a-no-wo-to, which he rightly suggested reading as 5e1TOS 
avov<rrov ' goblet without a handle '. avov<rrov and the Pylos a-no-we = CxvWfES 
could easily be explained as variants of the same compound adjective, and gave 
additional force to Blegen's identifications. 

Blegen gave 236 = Ta641 advance publication ( 1 953) and it was further dis
cussed by Ventris ( 1 954 a) . This striking new evidence reinforced the arguments 
of Evidence, and brought agreement in principle from Bennett, Carratelli, 
Chantraine, Daux, Dumezil, Friedrich, Georgiev, Lejeune, Meriggi, Peruzii, 
Sundwall and others. In January 1 954 London University's new Institute of 
Classical Studies followed Uppsala's example in beginning (under Turner and 
Webster) a useful seminar on Linear B studies, which among other subjects 
has debated the phonological theories advanced by Andrews (see p. 46) , and 
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has produced duplicated editions o f  the Pylos and Knossos tablets i n  tran
scription. Later in the year a similar seminar was instituted in Paris by 
Lejeune and Chantraine, who with Gelb had given generous support at the 
international congress for classical studies in Copenhagen in August 1 954 ; and 
similar interest was taken in Switzerland. In Russia Tiumenev ( 1 954) invoked 
the new decipherment in an attack on Georgiev's earlier theory of the 
Mycenaean language situation. 

Bennett's edition of the 1 952, 1 953 and 1 954 Pylos tablets (PT II, 1 955) 
provided much new material for study, special interest being aroused by the 
other tablets of the Ta group to which the ' tripods ' belong (see 235-247, eh. x) ; 
this series, with its vivid descriptions of Mycenaean furniture, was discussed in 
an article by Ventris ( r 955 ) .  Meanwhile Evans and M yres' edition of the 
Knossos tablets was corrected from the originals in lraklion Museum in suc
cessive visits by Bennett, Chadwick and Ventris, during which a large number 
of joins were made, and over two thousand unpublished fragments were cleaned 
and catalogued (nos. 5000-6o68 and 7000-8075) · 

The welcome co-operation of so many specialists will inevitably take the 
interpretation of the Mycenaean documents far beyond the tentative transla
tions printed in Part 11 of this book. But in case too optimistic a picture may 
seem to have ueen painted of the prospects of ' total decipherml'nt ' ,  it may be 
as well to end this historical survey with a summary of the limitations to our 
understanding which are likely to remain in force unless a much larger number 
(and preferably a different kind) of texts can be unearthed in the future. 

1.  Since the tablets are without exception administrative records of a summary and 
abbreviated kind (inventories, catalogues, accounts and nominal rolls, consisting largely 
of proper names), we must resign ourselves to the complete absence of literary or his
torical matter ; to a very one-sided vocabulary deficient in verbs, adverbs, prepositions 
and pronouns ; and to only the simplest patterns of syntax. 

2. For a sigil to be allotted a fixed syllabic value it must occur in a vocabulary word 
(not merely in a personal name !) whose Greek identification is absolutely certain from 
the context ; or be found in a larger number of words whose identification is at least 
probable ; or else be shown to alternate regularly with a sign whose value is already 
known. There are obviously a number of syllabic signs, especially those confined to 
proper names, to which we may never be in a position to assign a value ; these are shown 
in the bottom section of fig. 4· 

3 · Even when we can transliterate our text mechanically into syllables, we are still 
a long way from reading it. Owing to the latitude allowed by the spelling rules (see 
pp. 42-8) the same sign-groups may often with equal justification be read as quite 
different Greek words : thus pa-te as either Ticrrl)p or m:XvTES, pa-si as <pO:al or m'lvat, 
and so on. 
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4· Though we will probably not be justified in invoking the presence of many 
' Minoan ' or ' Aegean ' loan-words on the tablets ( -inthos and -ssos do not seem to be 
any commoner than in later times), their vocabulary inevitably contains many word
stems, derivatives and compounds which are very much further removed from ' normal ' 
classical Greek than the unfamiliar glosses recorded by Hesychius as late as the fifth 
century A.D. To have to interpret them is rather like trying to read Chaucer with only 
a knowledge of twentieth-century English. Comparative philology is of great use in 
helping us to infer the probable Mycenaean forms of known classical words, but is 
notoriously misleading (as has been proved in the study of Hittite, Phrygian and 
Messapian) in suggesting meanings for unfamiliar words on the basis of analogies in 
other Indo-European languages. 

5 · Except where they are clearly pictorial (like M E N, W O M E N, C H A RIOTS  and 
T R I P ODs) the meanings of the ideograms and other abbreviations are impossible to 
guess unless there are generous clues in the context. 

6. Even where the dictionary meaning of the words on the tablets can be established 
with certainty (for example in a phrase like ' the smiths do not give ' on 176 = Mal2 ) ,  
this i s  no  guarantee that we  can understand the full significance of  such a remark ; and 
the actual situation or transaction which the scribe is recording can sometimes only 
be guessed at with the aid of very distant analogies. 

7· The inherent difficulty of reading these ancient syllabic texts can be appreciated 
by comparing the results achieved on the classical Cypriot inscriptions (see Mitford, 
1952) . Though written in a known Greek dialect and in a syllabary whose values have 
been established since Lhe Il3 ]o's, many of them are still as full nf 1 1ncertainties as, for 
instance, the notorious Golgi inscription (Schwyzer, Dial. 6851) : 

ka-i-re-te ka-ra-si-ti va-na-xe ka-po-ti ve-po-me-ka me-po-te-ve-i-se-se 
te-o-i-se po-ro-a-ta-na-to-i-se e-re-ra-me-na pa-ta-ko-ra-i-to-se 
o-vo-ka-re-ti e-pi-si-ta-i-se a-to-ro-po te-o-i a-le-tu-ka-ke-re 
te-o-i ku-me-re-na-i pa-ta ta-a-to-ro-po-i po-ro-ne-o-i ka-i-re-te 
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C H A PT E R  I I  

T H E M Y C E N A E A N  W R I T I N G  S Y S T E M  

1 .  C H RO N O L O G I CA L  TA B L E  

l e. 2000 B.C. 

c. 2000- 1 925 
c. 1 925-1 850 

H r E R O G L Y P H S  1 '· r 8so-qoo 
c. qoo 
c. 1 7oo-r 66o 
c. 1 66o 

Foundation of palaces at Knossos and Mallia. 
M I D D L E  M I N O A N  l a. 

M I D D L E  M I N O A N  l b. 
M I D D L E  M I N OA N  Il (Knossos and Phaistos only) . 

1 st destruction level at Knossos (Evans) . 
M I D D L E  M I N O A N  I l i a. 

1 st destruction level at Mallia (Chapouthier) , Phaistos 
(Banti) .  Minor earthquake at Knossos (Evans) . 

M I D D L E  M r N O A N  I l l b. 
2nd destruction level at Knossos only. 

L I N E A R  A 

le. I 66o- 1 58o 
c. 1 6oo 
C. 1 58o- I 5 1 0  L A T E  M I N O A N  l a. 

L I N E A R  B 

Minor earthquake at Knossos (Evans) .  
c .  1 5 1 Q-1450 L A T E  M I N O A N  l b. 

2nd destruction level at Phaistos, Agia Triada, Mall.ia? 
le. 1 45o-1 405 L A T E  M I N O A N  II (Knossos only) . 

3rd destruction level at Knossos. 
M A I N L A N D :  

c. 1 405-1 340 L A T E  H E L L A D I C  I l i a. 
c. I 34Q-1 200 L A T E  H E L L A D I C  Il l b. 

------------ Destruction ofPylos, and Mycenae sites outside citadel. 
c.  I 20o- J IOO LATE H E L L A D I C  I l l c. 

Destruction level at Mycenae (citadel) .  
? 

2. O R I G I N S :  T H E  C R ETA N  ' H I E R O G L Y P H I C ' S C R I PT 

I t  is not easy to arrive at a detailed understanding of the way in which the 
earlier Minoan scripts originated and developed. The ' hieroglyphic ' and 
Linear A inscriptions are few and undeciphered, and archaeologists are not in 
full agreement on the relative dating of objects and events in different Cretan 
palaces. In the absence ofhistorical records, the Minoan ' periods ' are primarily 
intended to differentiate pottery styles : one of the styles in the sequence may 
be lacking at a particular site, or several may be found in use together. 

It is certain, however, that the Minoan ' hieroglyphic ' seal-stones-the first 
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evidence found by Evans in the nineties-represent the beginnings of writing 
in Crete. Since most of these signets are surface finds from various parts of 
the island, their dating cannot be exact; but the earliest ' hieroglyphic ' seal
impressions from the pre-Palatial ' Vat Room deposit' are assigned by Evans 
to MM la (PM, I, p. 1 7 1 ) .  Seal-stones engraved with groups of one to six 
signs of a more advanced ' hieroglyphic ' script (' Class B ') came into general 
use in MM I I ;  and a cursive form of this script began to be incised on clay, 
mostly in the form of circular labels or rectangular bars, both of these being 
pierced for attachment by strings. 

In its early use the script thus served mainly as a means of identification, 
discharging more efficiently the function of the owners', potters', bronze
founders' and masons' marks of an earlier period ; such marks, like those in 
use down to the classical period, must be clearly distinguished from writing 
in the true sense of the word, and their forms generally have only a fortuitous 
resemblance to alphabetic or linear writing signs. In their shapes the Cretan 
' hieroglyphs ' probably show some influence from Egyptian models, either by 
way of imported scarabs and other small objects, or resulting from the actual 
observations of merchants travelling in the wake of the Kamares pottery now 
being exported in quantity (Kantor, 1 947, p. 1 8) .  There are few specific 
identities, however, and we need not suppose that the actual principles of 
Egyptian writing were uncritically adopted-that unwieldy combination of 
ideographic, phonetic and determinative signs within the same word, common 
to those writing systems which remained in the ' word-syllabic ' stage (Gelb, 
1 952, p. 194 ) ,  e.g. 

E G Y P T I A N :  

H IT T 1 T E :  

. , activity wsr-s-r- = wafr ' strong'. 
god-sT o R M  G o n-bu-ta-s = ' Storm god Tarbuntas ' .  

From c .  2200 B. c. onwards Syria and Palestine were the scene of  successive 
experiments in the design of a writing system which was eventually to oust all 
its competitors. From the beginning this West Semitic model was entirely 
phonetic, without ideograms ; and from the quasi-syllabic stage of the Byblos 
script (Dhorme, 1 948) it rapidly passed, influenced by the structure of the 
Semitic languages, to the stage of the Phoenician and Ugaritic ' consonantal 
alphabets ' or, as Gelb prefers it, ' syllabaries without vowels ' .  Evans is probably 
right in deducing from the small number of signs that the Cretan ' hieroglyphs ' 
were also predominantly phonetic in value (SM I, p. 247) .  The earliest Minoan 
script may have been deliberately designed as a syllabary ; but it is useless to 
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argue, as many have done, a direct Minoan influence on  the Phoenician 
scripts, which are earlier in origins and more sophisticated in principle. 

From the small number of ' hieroglyphic ' inscriptions found, Dow ( 1 954) 
argues that ' there is no ground for imagining that literacy existed in any 
developed sense ' .  Though the absence of durable and monumental records, 
so strikingly in contrast with most of the contemporary cultures, is a charac
teristic of all periods of Minoan-Mycenaean life, his conclusion may well be 
valid for this early period. 

An incomplete list of ' hieroglyphic ' signs was printed by Evans in SM I, 
p. 232 and PM, r, p. 282. To the use of an embryonic syllabary for spelling 
out names and titles, the requirements of the palace administration added two 
mechanisms which were to remain characteristic of all later Aegean inscriptions : 

1. The development of a list of standard ideograms as abbreviations for the 
commodities being counted, and as a more graphic indication of the tablets' 

Fig. 5· ' Hieroglyphic ' tablet from Phaistos. 

contents to the non-literate members of the household. With doubtful excep
tions, ideograms (in the sense of symbols which stand for a definite word
meaning rather than for a conventional sound-value) only occur with numerals 
in all three Aegean scripts, never in the spelling of ordinary words or sentences. 
Evans and Myres were often deluded by the more naturalistic signs into giving 
them a symbolic value, which their frequency and use in different positions 
render most unlikely. 

2. A written system of numerals and fractions. In this respect the 
' hieroglyphic ' script differs in its conventions from those of the Linear Scripts. 

1 ,234 is written 0 \\ :  l l l l  
and the fractional quantities appear in the forms & t t (or r i' ) ,  which may 
represent t l l ( t  and r are ideograms) .  

The tablet illustrated i n  fig. 5 was an unstratified find at Phaistos ( Pernier, 
1 935, p. 425) . After a word of two signs, the top line records quantities of 
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2ot(?) units of  each of  the commodities � ·? � V .  These four staples, which 
there is reason to believe represent WHE AT, OIL, ·o L IVES  and FIGS, recur 
with similar symbols in both Linear A and Linear B (see p .  35) . The second 
may be a simplification of Evans' 'jug and olive-spray ' sign. 

The Knossos ' hieroglyphic archives ' consist of nineteen lumps of clay sealed 
with inscribed signets, and of sixty-three clay sealings tablets, bars or labels, 
found in the earth fill of a chamber under the staircase at the north end of the 
long corridor to the magazines (R on fig. I 3, p. I I 5) · First assigned by Evans 
to ' within the limits of MM Ill ' ( S M I, p. 2 I, dating the fill of the chamber to 
the second destruction) , the documents were later placed entirely within 
MM Il, the use of the ' hieroglyphs ' ceasing abruptly with the end of this 
period (PM, I, p. 6 I 2 ) .  This conclusion is doubted by Chapouthier ( I 930), 
and is based on no very certain stratigraphic evidence. 

3. L I N EA R  S C R I PT A 

Both the cause and date of the introduction of Linear A are uncertain. A desire 
to simplify the naturalistic forms of the ' hieroglyphs ' for hurried writing on 
clay is hardly sufficient reason, since even Linear B still contains a fair pro
portion of complex signs, of a dozen strokes or more, which perhaps reflect 
a calligraphic use of the script on other more perishable materials. 

The earliest Linear A inscriptions were believed by Evans (PM, I, p. 6I2)  
to  be those written in ink on two Knossos cups, which he dated by their shape 
to MM Ill a. The archives deposit from Mallia, discovered by Renaudin and 
Charbonneaux in I �23, apparently dates from the reoccupation of the palace 
at the beginning of MM Ill b, and is significant in showing a late use of the 
' hieroglyphs ' side by side with incipient Linear A, in one case on two sides 
of the same tablet. The numeration of both Mallia scripts still uses dots for 
the tens (a peculiarity recurring on some Agia Triada tablets) but circles for 
the hundreds. It is difficult to reconcile the Knossos and Mallia evidence with 
the discovery of two dozen tablets at Phaistos in I 953 and I 955, in a level of 
the First Palace dated by the excavators to MM I a, which allegedly show 
a transition from the ' hieroglyphic ' to the linear script ;  for an illustration, see 
Annuario delta scuola archeologica italiana di Atene, 30-32 (n.s. 1 4- I 6 ) ,  p. 4 I 8. 

The latest and largest group of surviving Linear A documents comprises 
1 50 rectangular clay tablets and a number of sealings (cretule) found in the 
' Royal Villa ' at Agia Triada associated with remains of LM I a frescoes and 
stone jars. They cannot at any rate be later than the destruction of the villa, 
ascribed by Evans (PM, rv, p. 786) to ' the new and aggressive dynasty ' which 
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he  believed took power a t  Knossos a t  the beginning of  LM I l .  Carratelli 
similarly dates the Agia Triada tablets to before 1 450 B.c. ; but Pendlebury 
( 1939, p. 228) and the Italian excavators regard the destruction of Agia Triada 
as contemporary with that of Knossos itself in c. 1 405 B.C. 

With very minor exceptions, all other Linear A inscriptions appear to be of 
MM Il l  b date. They include tablets and sealings from Knossos, Phaistos, 
Tylissos, Zafer Papoura, Zakro and Palaikastro, and libation tables and ritual 
objects from these and a number of other sites (see Carratelli, pp. 590-602 and 
Dow, 1 954, p. r 1 3 ) .  Their total number is very small compared to the Linear B 
material, but the language appears to be identical throughout. Carratelli 
points to the word 't'!: '11 A l:l 1\ which occurs both on a steatite libation table from 
Palaikastro and on the stone ladle from near Arkhanes (Dow, p.  1 00) , and to 
the word � 11 -J or 1T1 l l l.s which occurs cin no less than five religious objects 
from different parts of the island. But of the words written entirely in signs 
paralleled in Linear B, there are only one or two which recur on a Knossos 
Linear B or Mycenaean mainland inscription. A solitary example of a possible 
grammatical va riation may be seen by comparing J T·HII..l\Til1[ on the fragment of 
a steatite liba ·i ion-bowl found by Marinatos at Apodoulou (Carratelli, Ap 1 )  
with ]+.'hb.T LP ! ·  o n  the piece o f  a steatite libation-table perhaps from Petsofa 
(Pc 10) : if mechanically transcribed with their apparent Linear B values, these 
words would read no-jJi-na-ma-[ and no-pi-na-mi-na. 

In spite of considerable disagreement, we are probably justified in inferring 
that the standardized form of Linear A came into general use at the beginning 
of MM Ill  b, and that it did not survive the introduction of Linear B at 
Knossos. I t  is difficult to visualize the Pa-i-to = Phaistos of our Linear B tablets 
as conducting its records and its correspondence with the capital in Linear A ;  
Dow's statement ( 1 954, p .  1 20) that to the end of LM I I  ' the rest of the island 
continued to use Linear A' can, perhaps, only be true of unattested writing in 
the native ' Minoan ' language outside the offices of the royal administration. 

The Agia Triada tablets, being latest and most numerous, probably show 
Linear A in its most representative form : they have been used as the basis for 
the list of seventy-five syllabic signs published here (fig. 6 ) ,  from which a few 

t rare Agia Triada signs of doubtful form and function have been omitted. The 
possible similarities which have been shown with ' Hieroglyphs ' (H) or with 
Linear B signs (B) should not be taken to arg'-!e an identical sound-value ; such 
an identity could only be proved by a cogent decipherment, which in view of 
our complete ignorance of the 'Minoan ' language is probably impossible. The 
signs are numbered L 1 ,  etc., in accordance with Carratelli (pp. 467-74) ; to 
which is added Myres' inconvenient numeration, whereby AB 1 ,  etc., represent 
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H A 

� L l  � AB 18 

* L 2 t AB 4 
L 6 � AB 44 
L 9; cf. 28 ll\ 
AB 12  

� L 10 � AB 9 
L 1 5  ?' A 75 

c. L 16 fo AB 54 
L 2 1  1 

+ L 22 + AB 2 

\f L 23 ¥ AB 57 
L 24 � 
L 25/7 Fl 1=1 AB 19  
L 26 -:- ::- o 
AB 5!3 I I I 

1J L 27 f 
A L 28; cC 56

£ AB 12  
L 29 fD AB 23 
L 30 1-AB 1 

� L 3 1  y AB 27 

lll L 32 § AB 20 
L 33 f AB 8 

® L 34 � w AB 29 

� L 36 � AB 69 
L 37; cC62}> 
AB 35 

L 39 T AB 7 
L 43 � B AB 67 

B H 

� 
f 
<f 

t m 
I 

� !:fl 
f b!l 

t Q 
9· 

iz[ fJ 
q Gl I 

If 1* 
" 
EB 
� 
r 
� 

'¥ 
( 

I 
� � 

A 

L 44 A AB 1 1  
L 45 t AB 61 
L 47 q� 1= A 103 
L 50; cf.92

f 
L 5 1  iii Ut m AB 59 I I ',' 

L 52 '1 
AB 49 'r 

L 53 l] 
AB 5 1  21 

L 54 tp AB 3 1  

\�\2Y 'T'i  
L 56 lti iti  AB I2 
L 57 .V + 
AB 30 

L
A�

8
26 �'\_ jj $) 

L 59 E AB 13  � 
L 60  V AB 46 

\� 3J t 1: f' 
L 62 1 t AB 35 
L 63 � � A 72 
L 64 ?> AB 55 
L 65 4J .e A 8 1  
L 66 � A 97 
L 68/96

!1: 
k 

A 61 
L 69 

( AB 16 ( 
L 72; cf. 94

[ AB 25 
L 74 c AB 14 
L 75 fn AB 2 1  

B H 

A � 
� 

1' 

m I 

�r ttt 
� 
r 
1 
! 

" R 
E 0 

I * 

? � 
w 

A 

-{l 
t 0 

� 
ffi 

A 

L 76 lY AB 40 
L 77 r r AB 38 
L 78 (\ �  AB 10 
L 7Q 'fS '(?r 
A 1 19 

L 81 X X' 
AB 45 

L 82 JH AB 22 
L 83 � AB 62 
L 84/48

-r 
r-· 

A 93 
L 85 n AB 63 
L 86 V 'I' 
AB 39 

L 87 l:I7 A 53 
L 88 )j A 70 
L 91 0 0 AB 24 • 

L 92 f * AB 5 
L 93/17 (ff AB 56 
L 94 2 } AB 25 
L
A
9
lo � t_j 

L 97 r AB 60 

L
At

8 
41 } f 3, 

L 99/128 7\ 
A 89 

L 100/38 ljl AB 37 
L 101 � 
AB 36 f 

L 102 f 'f{ 
AB 48 

L 103 V " 
AB 53 

L 120 1lf A 1 16 

B 

lY 
,. 

� 

� 

�to 

i 
rJ 

0 
·I· 
ne 
2 
V 
f 
'3, 

' 
';lj 

'f �  
) 
m 

Fig. 6. The Linear A syllabary in use at Agia Triada (after Carratelli), with possible cognates in 
the ' hieroglyphs ' (H) and in Linear B (B). 
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signs h e  imagined to b e  identical i n  A and B, while A 40, etc. ,  refer t o  signs 
peculiar to A. The same syllabary, with the addition of a few local variants, 
underlies all the other inscriptions in Linear A. Since the signs are purely 
phonetic, and since the language from which any acrophonic principle might 
be derived is unknown, no useful purpose is served by discussing the objects 
which the signs may originally have represented ; in so far as the Mycenaean 
signs are derived from Linear A, the same is true of them. 

L 42 etc. lf fht \ 71!) 1� l- � � fJ f � ft 
L 89 etc. f � � A � � �n � '?t  � � � t>  t ,iii 

t &I 
L 67 1' L 49 etc. � � i L 71 etc. r-- f'{ 1: z 
L 60 � V L 90  � L 82 etc. m filii 
L 35 etc. '(,q �  Lc29 etc. lt ii /J /3b Lc43 e 
L 66 � Lc32 'i Lc44 etc. f!t. t' f/t1ft6 
L 70 frnl Lc33 t Lc45 ht 
L 73 etc. � �  T/ Lc38-9 f 4 Lc46 � 
L SS  sl Lc40 � Lc50 etc. {'f tf 
L 99 etc.� f 'ff ttr Lc41 -2 � 00 Lc64-5 tf �-

Fig. 7· The commonest Agia Triada ideograms. 

The Agia Triad a tablets are all of the ' page ' shape, with space for four 
to nine short lines, rather than of the frequent Mycenaean ' palm-leaf' shape 
enclosing one or two long lines. The layout is consequently cramped, with 
entries and even individual words often divided from one line to another. The 
word-divider is written as a single dot in the middle of the line-height ; the 
direction of writing, which had been variable in the ' hieroglyphs ' ,  is now 
uniformly left-to-right. The different mechanisms for indicating the com
modities by means of ideograms already show considerable conformity with 
Mycenaean practice (see fig. ro) : 

r. The use of pictorial and conventional symbols restricted to an ideographic 
function. 

2. The employment of single phonetic signs as ideograms, presumably 
starting from an acrophonic principle. 
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3· The telescoping of two or more phonetic signs into a ' monogram ' .  
4· The attachment o f  single phonetic signs i n  and around an existing ideo

gram in order to differentiate its meaning ( ' ligatures ' ) . 
On some tablets whole words appear in small letters as ' adjuncts ' over or 

after ideograms (e.g. with the tripods and cups of HT 3 1 ) ,  whereas these 
qualifications would normally be written out before the ideogram in Linear B.  

A single syllabic sign, most often -t or $ ,  frequently stands alone after the 
first word on the tablet. M yres regards these occurrences as ' transaction signs ' 
(i.e. abbreviations for some such words as ' has received ' ,  etc . ) ,  and they come 
near to forming an exception to the general rule ' no ideograms unless followed 
by numerals ' .  Proper names may occasionally be subject to a similar abbrevia
tion or telescoping. 

Most of the tablets from Agia Triada appear to 
record rations of various agricultural products issued 
to named individuals : there are no visible equi
valents to the Linear B ideograms denoting persons 
or animals. Five of the most frequently recorded com
modities are generally listed in the order lf ·t 'jl � T 
(compare HT 1 4, reproduced in fig. 8) : four of 
these are the descendants of the ' hieroglyphic ' 
f f � V (see fig. 5) ,  whose Mycenaean equivalents 
' "t 'f. 'f also tend to appear in the same order. 
Note the progressive deformation in the shape of 
the signs, which in Linear B has reached a purely 
graphic symbolism-a warning against trying to 
translate ideograms entirely on the basis of their 
external appearance. The identification of f ,  the 
product which bulks largest on both the Linear A 
and Mycenaean household accounts, as ' poppy-

Fig. 8. Agia Triada tablet 
HT 1 4. 

seed ' (Sundwall, accepted by Myres) , appears to be poppycock ; the same 
objection to large amounts of a laboriously-harvested substance applies in the 
case of Evans' identification of 'I' as ' saffron ' (PM, IV, p. 7 1 8 ;  this identifica
tion may yet hold good for the Linear B ideogram y ) .  The ideogram m ,  
apparently derived from the Knossos ' hieroglyph ' \E ,  Mallia lW ,  occurs on 
the rim of a two-handled vase and on a pithos from the ninth magazine at 
Knossos, and has been shown to represent a liquid in Linear B (Bennett, 1 950) . 
Sundwall's suggestion ' wine ' ,  comparing the corresponding Egyptian M'), irp, 
is very plausible. 

The greatest number of ' ligatures ' are added to the ideograms � and 1 ,  as 
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can be  seen from fig. 7. How they in  fact differentiate the ' grain '  and ' oil ' 
is obscure, but the distinction cannot be very fundamental, since the various 
ligatured amounts are totalled under the simple commodity sign (e.g. on 
HT l l 6 b) .  

Two of the Agia Triada ligatures, in � and ijl on HT 38, recur with the 
same ideogram at Knossos, and the ' monogram ' tit becomes the Mycenaean 
lfl .  Since these Mycenaean ideograms were evidently taken over from Linear A 
as they stood, it is useless to look for a Greek word to round out the component 
syllables ; and the same possibility must be faced in the case of other composite 
signs. 

Totals are introduced at Agia Triad a by the word t + (ku-ro ??) , cumulative 
totals by H : H  (HT 1 22 b) ; Georgiev's ( 1 954) reading as u-lo = ov"A.ov ignores 
the fact that the Common Greek form should be *holwon. Subsidiary amounts, 
totalled separately, are sometimes introduced by fl + (ki-ro ??) ; this may have 
a function analogous to the Mycenaean o-pe-ro ' owing, missing ' .  

Except for the possible use of  lA to  mean ' by weight ' or  to  indicate a unit 
weight, all Agia Triada ideograms are directly followed by whole numbers and 
fractions, without the metrical symbols characteristic of Mycenaean accounts. 

I ,234 is written 48 :- l l  or A_O • • 11  V O •  1 1  

The signs for the fractions comprise the following, singly or in combination : 

L I A ':f- T t :f  Z l lf <1= 3;  
Attempts to assign absolute values have been made by Sundwall ( 1 942) ,  
Carratelli ( 1 946) , Bennett ( 1950) and Stoltenberg ( 1 955) ; but the summations 
on HT 8, HT 9 a, HT 1 3 and HT 1 23 + 1 24 do no more than make it likely 
that L = t ,  1 = t and � = i .  As for the other symbols, it appears probable 
that they represent a series of aliquot parts decreasing in size from t to -h or 
less ; that smaller terms are combined with larger in order to express fractions 
like i and those larger than t ;  and that their descending order of size corre
sponds very approximately to the order in which they have been printed above. 
There is probably a direct connexion between t T cj: z l and some of the 
Mycenaean signs for weights and measures (see pp. 54-60) ,  If we assume 
that the fractional signs have been adapted to units with similar ratios, we 
may guess for instance that l may have represented something like h in 
Linear A. 
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4. THE D E R I VAT I O N  O F  L I N E A R  S C R I PT B 

Before it was recognized that the Linear B tablets are written in Greek, the 
usual view of their script was that expressed by Evans (PM, rv, p. 683) in 1 935 : 

Although Class B cove.rs a somewhat later period and illustrates in many of its features 
a more developed stage in the Art of Writing, it cannot be regarded as simply a later 
outgrowth of A. It  is on the whole of independent growth, though both systems largely 
go back to a common prototype (namely, the ' hieroglyphs ' ) . . . .  Apart from the absence 
of ligatures, however, the general arrangement of the script remains the same, except 
that in the B system it is clearer . . . .  Moreover, the language itself is identical. . . .  We 
have not here the indications of a violent intrusion at the hands of some foreign Power. 
Equally with the other, the new system is rooted in the soil of Crete itself and is part 
and parcel of its history. Rather the evidence may be thought to point to a change of 
dynasty. 

The discovery of tablets at Pylos ( 1 939) and Mycenae ( 1 950 and 1 952) ,  
Wace, Blegen and Kantor's discussions of the relation of LM I I  Knossos to the 
Mainland, and his own work on M ycenaean weights and measures ( 1 950) 
enabled Bennett to state positively in 1 953, even before the publication of 
a decipherment : 

It is becoming increasingly apparent that the difference between the Linear A and 
the Linear B scripts is a serious one ; not a matter of gradual development, nor of an 
elegant variation, but of a radical adaptation of the old to the new ; or perhaps even 
a new construction following roughly an older model. The language also, and the names 
appearing on the accounts, are clearly different, and where the same sign is used in 
both Linear A and B there is no guarantee that the same value is assigned to it. At the 
same time the affinity of Knossos in LM II in script and in methods of book-keeping 
is clearly shown to be with the Mycenaean mainland rather than with the rest of Crete. 
Is it possible that we should speak of the Minoan Linear Script and the Mycenaean Linear 
Scr ipt rather than of Minoan Linear A and B ?  We cannot be sure where Linear B was 
created, or when, but it need not have been at Knossos. Yet it was clearly longer and 
more widely known in the Mycenaean than in the Minoan civilization, and so might 
well deserve a new and distinctive name. 

Dow ( 1 954) , in an article written at the same time, devoted five pages to 
a discussion of this problem and arrived at a similar conclusion. 

Knossos tablet 23 1 = K 872 was believed by Evans (PM, rv, p. 729) to have 
been oven-baked and was assigned, from the similar fabric of the Linear A 
tablets and from the style of its cups and bulls' heads, to LM I a. With this 
doubtful exception, the Linear B tablets are merely sun-dried, if dried at all, 
and owe their survival to the fact that they were baked hard in the conflagra
tions which destroyed their storage rooms. Si�ce such tablets must have been 
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periodically thrown away or  pulped, Myres (SM 11, p .  40) is no doubt correct 
in assuming that ' they belong to the very latest days of the Palace occupation, 
and probably represent little more than the last year's vouchers before the 
catastrophe ' .  This is equally true of the archive room at Pylos, destroyed at 
the beginning of Late Helladic I l l  c, and of the tablets found in the row of 
private houses ( '  Shields, Oil Merchant, and Sphinxes ' )  at Mycenae, consigned 
to the flames at the end of Late Helladic Ill b. Unless the destruction of 
Knossos is to be set later than I405 B.c. (a possibility suspected by Blegen) , 
these accidentally-preserved tablets thus bracket a period of a full 200 years, 
from which no intermediate examples of writing survive except a few short 
inscriptions on Mainland vases, notably on the twenty-eight paint-inscribed 
stirrup jars of Late Helladic I l l  a date (c. I g6o B.c.?) found by Keramopoullos 
in the Kadmeion at Thebes (PM, IV, p. 740 ; Bjorck, I 954) . If it were possible 
to extend the area of excavation at Thebes, tablets might well come to light 

t there too, and possibly from this intermediate period. Myres' view (SM !11, 
in MS.) that the inscribed jars from Tiryns are considerably earlier than the 
Knossos tablets is probably based on a misunderstanding. 

The initial stimulus to devise a writing system for the Greek language may 
well go back to the events of c. I 58o B.c., which initiated the specifically 
M ycenaean culture of the Mainland and the rise of M ycenae and its satellites 
at the expense of Knossos--howcvcr these events ar e tu be interpreted his
torically (both Karo and Schachermeyr assume a Greek invasion of Crete, 
not followed by an occupation) .  Linear B could have been devised at Mycenae 
itself at any time after I 580, but Dow ( I  954, p. I I 7) suggests Knossos as the 
most plausible place of origin, since the script is first attested there and a native 
bureaucracy would have been at hand to furnish the model. 

The most likely period for the occupation of Knossos by a Greek-speaking 
ruling class is the beginning of LM II ,  which sees the appearance of Evans' 
' New Dynasty of Aggressive Character ' (PM, IV, pp. 884 ff. ) ,  the introduction 
of the ' Palace Style ' and of other features with Mainland connexions (see 
Professor Wace's foreword to this book, p. xxiv) , and the drastic remodelling 
of part of the western section of the palace into a Throne Room suite. Evans' 
dating of the beginning of LM I I  is confirmed by the recent discovery that one 
panel in the The ban tomb of the vizir Rekhmara, that which depicts ' the 
peaceful embassy of the princes of the land of Kftjw (Crete) and of the Islands 
which are in the middle of the sea ' ,  was deliberately repainted between I 4 70 
and I450 B.C . ,  apparently with the intention of replacing the traditional 
'Minoan ' dress of the Cretan envoys by costumes showing a more specifically 
Mainland character. That this final period was not very long is shown by the 
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fact that a renovation of the Domestic Quarter, reg�rded by Evans (PM, IV, 
p. 88g) as springing from the same impulse as the construction of the Throne 
Room, was actually in process at the moment of final destruction. But though 
the Knossos tablets may prove only to date from within one or two years of 
that catastrophe, a reasonable period of experiment and experience must be 
assumed for the script before its recorded appearance, in order to account for 
the astonishing uniformity which the Knossos tablets show with those of Pylos 
and Mycenae, in script, spelling and arrangement. 

The signs of the M ycenaean syllabary which show an unmistakable similarity 
to Linear A phonetic signs in use at Agia Triada are shown in the third 
columns of fig. 6 above. These identifications do not entirely agree with the 
AB list proposed by Myres (SM II, Table 1) , whose intended function as 
a standard signary order is further vitiated by not distinguishing phonetic signs 
from ideograms. Of the eighty-seven known syllabic signs on Mycenaean 
tablets (eighty-four if we exclude possible variants) forty-five have close equi
valents in Linear A, while ten have more doubtful parallels ; leaving twenty-nine 
M ycenaean signs (or exactly a third) as apparent innovations. The last category 
includes many of the rarer signs, and in a comparison of running texts the 
proportion of divergent signs may be as little as I 5 per cent. 

What is the reason for these apparent innovations in the Mycenaean 
syllabary? One might assume that its inventors, like St Cyril adapting the 
Greek alphabet to the needs of a Bulgarian gospel, devised new symbols for 
the Greek syllables whose vowel or consonant sounds had no equivalent in 
'Minoan ' ;  but this does not fit the values of the signs as deciphered (or indeed 
a� arranged dispassionately on the grid, fig. 3 ) .  Thus for the syllables expressing 
the Greek labio-velar sounds q" and g", which .,.;e might expect to be foreign to 
' Minoan ', we admittedly have innovations in 'f qi and 'V' qo, but o qe is 
a frequent sign at Agia Triada ; � mo and possibly 1jll me are new, but W ma 
and Jr mi are not ; and so on. Such an explanation of the need for innovation 
might presuppose that the value of the existing Linear A signs had suffered 
a wholesale reshuffling in the process ; although from its great frequency as an 
initial it is likely that ljl ,  at any rate, already had its later value (a) at Agia 
Triada, and l:l (Mycenaeanja) probably represented a closely-related syllable. 

A feature of the system ofMycenaean syllabic values as revealed by decipher
ment is the presence of a considerable number of ' homophones ' (pa2 , e'tc. ) ,  
which are listed in  the right-hand column of  fig. 4 ,  p. 23.  Palmer suggests 
that these are a relic of a series of symbols for 'Minoan ' sounds foreign to Greek, 
probably of a palatalized nature, which have been adopted for various special 
uses (see also p. 46) . t 
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There is no trace in our syllabary of the practice occasionally seen i n  Hittite 
and regularly in Japanese and the Indian scripts, whereby two related syllables 
may be formed from a single basic sign by the addition of diacritical marks. 

Evans' and M yres' theory that the modifications and innovations of Linear B 
represent ' a  re-selection from the same older repertory ' is difficult to control. 
Though a few seal-stones or libation-tables inscribed with ' hieroglyphs ' may 
have survived into Late Minoan times, it is unlikely that the scribes retained 
any real familiarity or facility with their script. The forms of many of the 
Mycenaean signs are undoubtedly more ornate and curvilinear than their 
Agia Triada counterparts, the sign g1 ku showing, for example, some re
elaboration as the naturalistic ' flying bird ' which the Linear A t may once 
have represented. But there are a greater number of examples where, far from 
harking back to a ' hieroglyphic ' prototype, the M ycenaean form has made 
the naturalistic pattern quite unrecognizable. Thus the Linear A � ,  in which 
Evans and Carratelli recognize the ' eat's head ' hieroglyph, becomes (ti. (ma) 
in Linear B, and is taken by Myres as a flower. Only one Mycenaean syllable, 
'X nwa, has a close parallel in the ' hieroglyphs ' (P 1 1 7 a, SM I, p. I 77) but 
none in Linear A, and even here the omission from A may be due to the 
accidents of discovery. 

The alternative source of innovations suggested by Evans, the repertory of 
masons' and potters' marks in use in Crete and neighbouring areas, is even 
more uncontrollable : attempts to bring these marks into systematic connexion 
with regular scripts arc very uncertain, since their common denominator is 
generally no more than the fact that they are the patterns most easily made by 
a limited number of straight strokes. v\'e may have to conclude that some of the 
Mycenaean signs may have had no external ' derivation ' at all, other than in 
the calligraphic fantasy of their inventors. An attempt to explain the innova
tions by the initial syllables of specific Greek words is not likely to be any 
more fruitful. 

The M ycenaean syllabic signs are printed in fig. g in the order of Bennett's 
numeration (see fig. 4, p. 23, for an alphabetic arrangement according to their 
phonetic values) ; this indicates the main variations in their shape which have 
been found at Knossos, Pylas and Mycenae, and on the Theban vases. These 
variations give little evidence for a chronological development of the script, 
and discoveries of new tablets have tended to show that forms we had believed 
characteristic of a particular time and place are in fact only permissible varia
tions of style, which may be shown at any period by the graduates from the 
evidently conservative scribal schools. The signs painted on vases show few 
features that can be attributed to their different writing materials, but some 
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Fig. g. The Mycenaean syllabary (after Bennett). K = Knossos, P =  Pylos, M =  Mycenae, T =Thebes. t 
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of them are evidently careless o r  semi-literate. The incised design o n  the rim 
of a jar from Asine, interpreted by Persson ( 1 930) as a Greek invocation to 
Poseidon in a form of the Linear Script, is probably not to be regarded as 
intelligible writing at all, though some of the shapes may have been suggested 
by Mycenaean signs. The complete omission of a· rarer Mycenaean sign from 
one or another site is not significant, and is continually being corrected as new 
material is unearthed. 

Except where they can be shown to derive from the initial sounds of a Greek 
word, the bulk of the Mycenaean ideograms or ' commodity signs ' (see fig. ro, 
p. 50) were probably adapted directly from their Linear A prototypes as 
used by the earlier Knossos bureaucracy. The omission of the symbols for men, 
women and animals from the surviving Linear A tablets is evidently accidental ; 
the survival of the ideograms for some of the main agricultural staples has been 
noted above (p. 35) ; even though their shapes, like those of some of the 
syllabic signs, have been subjected to a graphic distortion which removes them 
still further from their prototypes in the ' hieroglyphs ' and in nature. Some 
commodities which are themselves innovations in LM 11, such as horses, 
chariots, body-armour and specific vessel types, naturally require new symbols : 
these, unlike the inherited ideograms, are markedly naturalistic and are often 
accompanied by their Greek descriptions in long-hand. 

The system of numbers was taken over from Linear A without modification, 
but fractions as such have not been found on any Mycenaean tablet. The new 
symbols for weights and measures ( ' fractional quantities ' )  are discussed below, 
pp. 54-60. 

5. T H E  S P E L L I N G  R U LE S  

The Ionic alphabetic inscriptions of the fifth century B.C. show a more faithful 
and economical adaptation to the contemporary pronunciation than any other 
form of written Greek before or since. At the same period, Cypriot Greek was 
still being written in an archaic syllabary (see fig. 1 2 , p. 64) whose conventions 
do violence to Greek in several important respects : 

r .  There are single series of syllabic signs for 1<)')(, nl3cp, T56, so that e-ko may 
represent either eyw or exc.u. 

2 .  1.1 and v are omitted before a following consonant, so that nclv-rcc is spelt 
pa-ta ; final -s shows several instances of omission. 

3· Extra vowels have to be written to round out clusters of consonants : 
1TTOAIV becomes po-lo-li-ne. 

As might be expected, the earlier Mycenaean syllabary is even more im
precise and incomplete in its rendering of Greek : this is due largely to a closer 
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adherence to what appears to have been the initial principle in the development 
of syllabaries, that of writing onfy one sign for each syllable of the pronunciation. 

The following notes summarize the conventions which we believe the 
Mycenaean scribe to have followed in reducing spoken Greek to a syllabic 
spelling. They will indicate the limits within which equivalents may be found 
for words in the texts transcribed in Part II of this book, and for the proper 
names and vocabulary listed in the appendices. More than one equivalent 
may often be possible within these rules, and the full range of possibilities may 
sometimes have escaped us ; some details of the spelling rules may themselves 
still require modification. 

We will postpone to pp. 67-75 the discussion of what conclusions may 
legitimately be drawn from these orthographical peculiarities as to the struc
ture of the earlier 'Minoan ' language, as to the precise relationships of the 
Mycenaean dialect, and as to the racial character of the scribes who were 
employed to record it. The following notes are based on the general assumption 
that the pronunciation behind the spelling is a normal though archaic form of 
East Greek, such as had already been inferred for the period by philologists. 

§ I .  Vowels 

The syllabary differentiates five vowels -a -e -i -o -u (for a possible sixth 
vowel, see § I  3 ) .  Long vowels are not specially indicated, nor are syllables 
beginning with an aspirate : a-ni·Ja = haniai Tjv!oo. 

§ 2. Diphthongs 

au, eu, ou (both long and short) are regularly indicated with the aid of the t 
sign u :  na-u-si = nausi, ka-ke-u-si = khalkeusi, a-ro-u-ra = aroura. This does not of 
course apply to classical -ov- where it is merely the graphic indication of 
a lengthened close o :  ' they have ' (Att. ex oven, Arc. ex oven) is written e-ko-si, 
and Att. Tphrovs (Horn. Tphros) appears as ti-ri-po. 

The second element of ai, ei, oi (both long and short) is invariably omitted 
in the dat. sing. and nom. plur. of nouns and adjectives, and generally elsewhere 
too (except for the regular use of the sign ai initially) . A fuller spelling with 
the aid of the sign i is found in the Knossos ko-to-i-na compared with Pylos 
ko-to-na = ktoina, and sometimes alternates on tablets of the same set : a-na-taf 
a-na-i-ta on the Knossos ' chariot ' tablets, ko-nofko-i-no on the Mycehae 
' spice ' tablets. Dative singulars in -e-i are disyllabic from names in -es : 
E-u-me-de-i = Eumedei'. The spellings mi-to-we-sa-e (269 = Sd0404, nom. plur. 
fern.) ,  e-qe-ta-e (29 = As82 1 ) ,  to-e (Eb842, Tt;)?) are exceptional and probably 
erroneous. 
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From the example of Pa-i-to = Phaistos we had concluded that the dative 
plurals in -a-i and -o-i were to be read -ais, -ois. The -ois of the instr. plur. masc. 
is, however, spelt simply -o on the Pylos ' furniture ' tablets (see below, p.  334) : 
Merlingen and Andrews suggest that the datives should be vocalized -ahi, 
-oihi, with loss of intervocalic -s-. 

§ 3· ' Glides ' 

Vowels following -i- are generally spelt with a j- syllable : i-ja-te= iliter, 
i-je-ro =hieros, i·Jo = ion; those following -u- with a w- syllable : ku-wa-no = kuanos. 
This rule is invariable in the endings of adjectives in -ios :  ko-no-si-ja = Knosia, 
ku-wa-ni-jo = kuanios. In the middle of a word a2 may replace ja : a-pi-a2-ro = 
Amphialos, pi-a2-ra = phialai ;  sometimes even on the same tablet : ko-ri-ja-da-naf 
ko-ri-a2-da-na on Mycenae Ge605 (cf. ti-ri-o-we-efti-ri-jo-we on 236 = Ta64 1 ) .  

A diphthong followed b y  a vowel may be written with the glide syllable 
alone : a-ra-ru-ja = araruiai, i-je-re-ja = lziereia, e-wa-ko-ro = Euag( o) ros (but also 
e-u-wa-ko-ro , e-u-we-to = Euetor) , unless an etymological * s> h intervenes : 
E-u-o-mo = Eu-hormos. 

§ 4· P, K, T and D 
t p- can represent jJ- or jJh- :  pa-te= pater, jJa-ka-na = phasgana. The only words 

so far identified with b are jJa2-si-re-u = basileus, po-pa2 = phorbti?, te-pa2-de = 

Thebans-de? ; for pa2 see § r 3 .  
k- can represent k-, g-, kh- :  ka-ko = khalkos, ka-ra-we = grliwes. t- c a n  represent 

t- or th-: te-ko-to = tekton, te-o = theos ;  d- is invariably indicated by its own syllabic 
series : ti-ri-po-de = tripode, di-do-si = didonsi, e-pi-de-da-to = epi-dedastoi. 

§ 5· L and R 
l- and r- are written with a single syllabic series, here transliterated r- : 

ti-ri-po = tripos, tu-ri-so = Tulisos ;  tu-ro2 = turoi, pi-ti-ro2-we-sa = ptilowessa ; ku-ru-so 
= khrusos, ku-ru-me-no = Klumenos. Attempts to apportion the numerous homo
phones exclusively to either l or r have not met with success. 

t § 6. z 
z- spells a Greek 3 from *gj in me-zo = mezon �e3wv, wo-zo = worzon pe3wv ; 

from *dj in to-pe-za = torpeza Tpcme3a ; from *j in ze-u-ke-u-si ; but there are 
puzzling alternations with the k- series : Knossos a-ze-ti-ri-jafa-ke-ti-ri·Ja, 
Pylos ze-i-ja-ka-ra-nafke-i-ja-ka-ra-na. Palmer regards the z- series as inherited 
from a Minoan palatalized K., and used for a variety of Greek affricates and 
spirants, including on occasion l (me-<. a-ne = me lanes ' black ' ? ) . 
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§ 7 .  Labio-velars 

q- may represent q" ( > Attic T or TI) or g" ( > Attic 8 or !3) : qe = q"e TE, t 
a-pi-qo-ro = amphiq"oloi cq.l<plTIOAOI, qo-u-ko-ro = g"oukoloi J3oVK6/\o1. The only appa
rent instances of an aspirated q"h ( > Attic e or <p) are a few names in -qo-taf 
-qo-i-ta which may represent -<pOVTT\S or -<po[TT\S ; and the word qe-te-a, which 
may be related to 6ecrcrao-6a1. 

*q"u has probably become ku : pe-re-ku-wa-na-ka = npecrJ3v-ava�. No sign is 
known for q"a, which may already have ,become pa : cf. the spelling pa-ra-jo 
' old ' (probably from *q"ala-, cf. Tfj/\e) and pa-te ' all ' (from *kwantes, cf. 
ernas/Skt. fdfvant-) . The name of the horse i-qo = iqq"os (from *ekwos) already 
shows transference to a labio-velar ; the ending of the perfect participle (e.g. 
te-tu-ko-wo-a = tetukhwoa) is preserved from this development, as in the classical 
dialects. The classical -13CxTT\S, -J3aTos has a different vocalism in Mycenaean : 
-qo-ta, -qo-to (from * g"7f!l-) . 

Ben nett has pointed out some irregularities at Pylas : the spelling qi-si-pe-e 
for xiplzee ; the variations ra-qi-ti-ra2jra-pi-ti-ra2 and qe-re-qo-ta-ofpe-re-qo-ta 
( 1 16 = En659) ;  and the names e-ri-ko-wo (masc.) fe-ri-qi-ja (fern.) ,  possibly 
compounded with ' horse ' .  

§ 8.  Final -L, -M, -N, -R, -S 
At the end of a syllable these sounds are omitted from the spelling : ka-ko = 

khal-kos, a-pi = am-phi, pa-ka-na = phas-gana, a-to-ro-qo = an-throq"os, pa-te = pa-tlr 
or pan-tes, a-ku-ro = ar-guros. The clusters -rg-, -rm-, -sm- seem to receive fuller 
treatment on occasion : we-re-ke = eipye1?, we-re-ka-ra-ta = wergal-?, wo-ro-ki-jo
ne-jo = worgioneios, a-ra-ro-mo-te-me-na = ararmo-, de-so-mo, do-so-mo. 

§ g. Initial S and W 
Before a consonant initial s- is generally omitted : ta-to-mo = stathmos, pe-ma = 

sperma, etc. A possible exception is sa-pa-ka-te-ri-ja (KN Dv94l ) , which recalls 
Sphakteria. 

On the basis of the place-name ri-jo 'P[ov ( *wrison ?) and the trade ra-pte 
' tailor ' ( *wrap- ?)  we had assumed that initial w- before a consonant is also 
omitted. Palmer ( I 954) denies this, adducing wi-ri-ne-jo = wrineios ' of leather ' 
(fplvos) , wi-ri-za = wri;:a. The passive participle e-ra-pe-me-na = errapm'ena 
' stitched ' revealed by the join of 221 = L 64 7 shows no trace of a digamma. 

§ I o. Consonant clusters 

Doubled consonants are not distinguished. Where a plosive consonant pre
cedes another consonant, it is written with the vowel of the succeeding syllable : 
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ka-na-pe-u = knapheus, ki-ti-me-na = ktimena, ko-no-so = K nos os, ku-ru-so = khrusos. 
A few irregularities are found with -kt- : wa-na-ka-te-ro = wanakteros ' royal ' , 
ru-ki-to = Luktos ( ru-ki-ti-jo = Luktios is regular) .  Otherwise the rule is preserved 
in declension (e.g. ko-ri-ja-do-no sing.fko-ri-ja-da-na plur. ) ,  and is extended to 
clusters of three consonants : re-u-ko-to-ro = Leuktron, a-re-ku-tu-ru-wo = Alektruon. 

x (�) , ps (�t�) and q"s are treated as k-s-, p-s-, q-s- : ka-sa-to = Xanthos, ke-se-nu-wo 
= xenwos, ko-so-u-to = Xouthos. When final, they shed the -s and take the vowel 
of the preceding syllable : wa-na-ka = wanax, ai-ti-jo-qo = Al61o�t�. An exception 

t is the Knossos ox name wo-no-qo-so = Oivo�t�. 
m is preserved in mn- : de-mi-ni-:ia, a-mi-ni-so, etc. r in -rw- is usually omitted : 

ko-wo = korwos, pa-we-a =pharwea ; but it is retained in a-ra-ru-wo-a = ararwoa 
! (cf. the feminine a-ra-ru-ja) . The group -nw- is usually written -nu-w- : ke-se

nu-wi-ja = xenwia, pe-ru-si-nu-wo =perusinwon ; the sign nwa sometimes replaces 
-nu-wa- : pe-ru-si-nwa, pa2-nu-wa-sofpa2-nwa-so, a-mi-nu-wa-tafa-mi-nwa-, e-nu
wa-ri-:io / e-tzzp(J-ri-jo. 

� § 1 1 .  Polysyllabic signs 

Nearly all the Mycenaean signs indicate a simple vowel (a, e, etc. )  or 
a consonant-plus-vowel open syllable (ta, ka, etc. ) ; there is no evidence for 
syllables of the types common in cuneiform, at, ak, etc., and tar, kar, etc. 

But in addition to the special sign for nwa, *62 appears to represent pte : 
pe-te-re-wafpte-re-wa on the Knossos ' chariot wheel ' tablets. Two other com
plex syllables are each confined to a single word on the same ' wheel ' tablets, 
and are probably abbreviations resulting from long repetition : o-da-*87-ta 
replaces o-da-ku-we-ta (also o-da-ke-we-ta and even o-da-tu-we-ta) and seems to 
represent kwe ; te-mi-*71-ta contains a sign which looks like a ' monogram ' 
of ne + ko at Knossos (but te +ko in the later Pylos version) ,  though this inter
pretation is contested. 

§ 1 2 .  Polyphones 
We have not so far been forced to assume any cases of a sign carrying two 

or more quite different phonetic values, a complication present to a high degree 
in cuneiform. 

t t § 1 3. Homophones 
There are a number of signs which appear to duplicate values already 

covered, e.g. a2 ai2 pa2 pu2? ra2 ra3 ro2 ta2 on the right-hand column 
of fig. 4· Andrews assumes that there is in fact a sixth vowel schwa (;;) ) , and also 
allots signs for palatalized and labialized consonants ; Palmer suggests that 
Linear A had a series of palatalized consonants whose syllables were taken over 
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by the Greeks for various abbreviating uses. A consistent pattern in the func
tion of these supernumerary signs is not yet discernible. 

-i-a2- alternates with -i-ja- in the middle of words (see § 3) , especially where 
an -h- may be suspected of intervening : a-pi-a2-ro = Amphihalos. a2 may also 
represent initial ha- in a2-te-ro = hateron. But its most frequent use at Pylos and 
Mycenae is to represent the final -a of neuter -s- stems in the nominative 
plural : pa-we-a2 = pharweha, ke-re-a2 = skefeha, me-zo-a2 = mezoha ' larger ' ,  te-tu-ko
wo-a2 = tetukhwoha. Such words are spelt with -a at Knossos, with the exception 
of ]-a2 on Le786-788 and Ld l009, which is perhaps to be restored as 
pa-we-a2 (as on the newly transcribed Knossos fragment L 7378) . The usage 
may vary within the same set of tablets : we-a-re-Jafwe-a2-re-jo on the Pylos 
tablets. 

pa2 sometimes represents ba (see § 4) , but note pa2-ra-to-ro =spalathron, 
ku-su-to-ro-pa2 = xui!Stroplui. 

ra2 probably represents -ria in the ending of female agent nouns such as 
a-ke-ti-ra2fa-ke-ti-ri·Ja, etc., but not necessarily in the Pylos man's name spelt 
indifferently Ta-ra2-to and Ta-ra-to. 

ra3 seems to represent raiflai in pi-je-ra3 =phielai (plur.) ,  e-ra3-wo = elaiwon, 
ku-te-ra3 and ze-pu2?-ra3 (plur.) , pe-ra3-ko-ra-i-ja. 

ro2 appears to show no differentiation in tu-ro2 = turoi, ku-pa-ru2fku-pa-ro, 
pi-ti-ro2-we-sa = ptilowessa, but to represent rio in po-pu-ro2 cf. po-pu-re-ja. 

ta2 represents tia in Pylos ra-wa-ra-ta2 cf. ra-wa-ra-ti-jo, a-*Bs-ta2fa-si-ja-ti-ja, 
probably· not in the adjective ko-ro-ta2 cf. ko-ro-to. The vocalization of the Pylos 
man's name (gen.) o-ta2-we-ofo-to-wo-o is quite uncertain. 

§ 14. Incomplete spellings 
In repeated writing of long words in standard formulae, a middle or final 

sign may be omitted : this is probably to be regarded as a scribal error rather 
than as a valid part of the spelling rules. 

It is common in the ending -me-na : a-ja-me-(na), ki-ti-me-(na), ke-ke-me-(na). 
Note also A-( re )-ku-tu-ru-wo, e-pi-( de )-da-to, Te-qi-( ri)-Jo-ne, to-( so )-pe-mo, 
a-( ra )-ro-mo-te-me-na. 

§ 1 5· The use of the divider 
Word-division follows the classical pattern, with a few exceptions. The 

enclitic conjunctions -que ' and ' ,  -de ' but ' ,  are always joined to the preceding 
word ; the adverbs ou-, ouki- ' not '  and ho- or hOs- ' thus ' (or ' how ' ?) to the 
word that follows. A few word-pairs recurring together in standard formulae 
may be written without division : a-ta-na-po-ti-ni�ja = Athtinti potnia, a-ne-mo-t-
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je-re-ja = anemon hiereia, to-so-pe-ma = tosson sperma. Conversely compounds 
are occasionally split : a-pu I ke-ka-u-me-no = apukekaumenos, e-ne-wo I pe-za = enne
wopeza. The divider will be indicated by the absence of a hyphen in tran
scription. 

Risch has suggested that the syllabary has an antipathy to words of only 
one sign, liable to be taken as ideograms : hence such spellings as to-so-pa = 
tossos pans (but to-so I pa-te = tossoi pantes) , qo-o (for monosyllabic g"ons ?) . 

6. T H E  M Y C E N AEAN I D E O G RAMS 

The objects and commodities being counted may sometimes only be written 
out long-hand, as on the Pylos ' furniture ' tablets or on some of those from 
Mycenae which ]jst condiments ; but more often the numbers are preceded 
by an ideogram, either a purely visual symbol or a syllabic sign used in 
abbreviation. This is invariably the case with cereals, wine, oil and livestock ; 
and where groups of tradespeople are being counted, the sign for MAN or 
WOMAN is always inserted. ' Thirty shepherds ' will appear as 'poimenes MAN 30 ', 
a visual parallel to the ' classifiers ' obligatory in Chinese counting, e.g. san ko 
jen = ' three piece man ', i p' i lii = ' one single-animal donkey ', etc. 

The Mycenaean ideograms known at Easter 1 955 are listed on fig. 1 0  in 
the numbered order agreed with Bennett, which follows in principle, but ,not 
in detail, the referencing system proposed by Dow ( 1 954, p. 88) .  These of 
course represent only a fraction of the ideograms which may have been in 
daily use in the palaces and merchants' houses ; the syllabary evidently forms 
a virtually closed system, but new ideograms could at any time be extemporized 
to describe new objects. The Knossos, Pylos and Mycenae tablets show, how
ever, that the signs for the staple commodities of Mycenaean life were com
pletely standardized. 

Evidence for the meanings of the ideograms will be discussed in the sections 
of Part 11 dealing with the tablets on which they mainly occur ; let us con
centrate here on the general principles of their use and derivation. The following 
classification into six types does not materially affect their status (and may 
have been differently appreciated by the scribes themselves) , but merely indi
cates the basis on which they appear to us to have been devised : 

r .  Naturalistic and self-explanatory pictorial signs 

The indication of ' foal ' (po-ro) by omitting the mane from the HORSE  
ideogram finds an  exact counterpart on  the proto-Elamite tablets. C H ARIOTS 
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are differentiated to  show the presence or absence of  bodywork and wheels, 
and the various types of vessels, implements and weapons are specified by 
detailed drawings. In all such cases a verbal description in long-hand generally 
precedes the ideogram. It has been thought odd that the words ' a  small 
three-handled goblet ' should require further illustration by the symbol t:J ,  
but no other explanation is possible where, as often, the same description 
occurs with the same ideogram on tablets from different sites. In the speci
fication of such manufactured articles, the verbal description is probably the 
primary one, the ideogram being added partly as a habitual ' classifier ', partly 
to aid the non-literate members of the household (which may have included 
the highest as well as the lowest) in seeing the contents of the tablets at a glance. 
The ideograms of this first type have of course given invaluable help to the 
decipherment by indicating the general context of the tablets and specific 
vocabulary equations. 

2. Conventionalized and abstract pictorial symbols 

The possible meaning of these ideograms may be guessed from the vocabulary 
context of the tablets, or from more naturalistic counterparts in Linear A and 
in the ' hieroglyphs ', like the agricultural staples discussed on p. 35· But it 
is only proved certain where the Greek long-hand spelling is itself added, e.g. 
pa-we-a ' cloths ' to Q on 214 = Ld57 1 ,  ka-ko ' bronze ' to ; on 253 =Jn0 1 ,  or 
e-ra3-wo ' olive oil ' to ' on a new Pylos tablet (Gn l l 84) .  Though schematic, 
the M A N  and W O M A N  signs are unmistakable from their more detailed variants ; 
but the difference of meaning intended by the more naturalistic M A N  8 and 
M AN c is unknown. 

3· Ideograms ligatured with a syllabic sign 
Where we find a pictorial symbol differentiated by a syllabic sign ' sur

charged ' above or inside it, it is a reasonable assumption that we have to do 
with the abbrevi\qtion of a Greek noun or adjective ; this is confirmed by cases 
where the same ideogram may also be described by words in long-hand. The 
A written within the A M P H O R A  symbol clearly stands for the amphiphorlwes 
of 233 = Uc l 60 ;  the K O  within the H I D E  sign differentiates it as a kiiwos, 
' sheepskin ' ( 171  = Un7 18) from the H I D E + w r  (wrinos, ' oxhide ') ; P I G s + s·r 
evidently represents sialoi, ' fattened pigs ' (75 = Cn02) ; and S H E E P + T A  may 
be connected with the word ta-to-mo on Cn09. 

But the ligatures C L OT H + z o  and C L O T H + K u  already occur in the same 
form at Agia Triada (HT 38) , and warn us against pressing the argument 
too far. The frequent division of CATTLE, P I GS, S H E E P, G OATS, H O RSES  
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K P M 

People and animals 

lOO A- � x t x M /I N  

101 A- ;li M li Ne 

102 A- f � WOMI\N 

103 B t M II N 1 

t04 Cn y"' D E E R  

105 Ca S- � � HORSE 

105' Ca � H E - 1\SS 

IO)c Ca � FOAL 

1o6' C- D- f 'f R A M  

Io6b C- D- 'if 'f EWE 

Cn 'E S H EEP+TII 

*21 jf 'f S H E E P  

'75 2 2 Kind of sheep 

107' C- � "1 H E -GOAT 

107b C- Me ��� "'A S H E - GOAT 

*22 I "'T GOAT 

108' C- � l"' 801\R 

108b C- ir' l"' S O W  

lr 1'1G-t� ! 

.,. PIGtK/1 

*85 C- ?"' }'" P I G  

109' C- l< y O X / B U LL 

109b C- Jr )' COW 

C- } OX+ S I  

'23 C- 'r I' ox 
Units of measurement 

1 10 -o 0 0 0 Volume 

I l l  � H  n e  1 � �  1 � Volume 

1 1 2  T T I TTT  T Dry 

1 13 1 {l '1 �  1 '\ � Liquid 

1 14 't Weight 

'21  'f Weight 

'2 t Weight 

1 1 5  8 2 2 2 2 Weight 

1 1 6  H "t::t O tt Weight 

t l7 i � � i � Weight 

! 18 

*72 

*74 

* 15 

*61 

120 

121 

122 

'30 

*65 

123 

*70 

*31 

*81 

*9 
*So 
124 

125 

126 

*34 

127 

128 

130 

131  

132 

133 

134 

135 

* 1 3  

G-

S-

S-

E- F-
F-
F- U-

F 

F 

F-

F-

K P M 

m m 
� 

l t �· 
� �� 
Pf 15 

By dry measure 

V If 't' 
"' � i 
"l '1 "1 'f 

' 
� � 
f y y 

ltit ltVl 

T A L E N T  

Bunch? 

Pair 

Single 

Deficit 

W HEAT 

BARLEY 

O L I V E S  

O L I V E S t ll  

O L I V EStTI 

FIGS 

F L O U R  

G- Un 0 � -A J\ CON D I M E N T  

G - 1ft Coriander 

G- , ' 1' Coriander 

G- 'f Sesame 

G- � Cumin 

G- r Celery 

G- �14 M Fennel 

G- ��  Cyperus 

F- � r ( Cyperus? 

F- l ( Cyperus? 

( ( Month's ration? 

Un ' Fruit? 

G- E\ Safflower 

By liquid measure 

F- � 'l  ""1 � O L I V E  OIL 

G � O I L+/\ 

Fs U- � � m W I N E  

lir lq 
Un � ? 

Un r � Unguent? 

Un A A ? 

Fs Gg t �  HO N E Y  

Gg Amphora of honey 

Un If Honey? 



140 

141 

142 

' 53  

'44 

'61 

'33 

143 

' 3 1  

145 

146 

t50 

l j l  
1 52 

1 ;3 

' 54 

r; s  
156 

157 

158 

159 

16o 
161 

!62 

163 

164 

165 

1-
Kn 

Me 

Ma 

Ma 

Ma 

Np 

La 

N-

K p M 
By weight 

I"' I�' � 
� 

"0 
� I  
1:, 
&-! 

T'T 
2 ? 

B R O N Z E  

GOLD 

Beeswax? 

? 

Beeswax? 

? 

S A F F RO N  

Silver? 

By weight or in units 

1 r Linen 

L- 0- �4 lf( � WOOL 

M- � !II fll M A tcxrilc? 

Counted in units 

Me � Agrimi goal? 

Me � Agrimi horn 

M- '!h. � O X H I D E  

Un $ S H E E PS K I N  

On 0 ? • 

G- - A conraincr 

Un � C H E E S E  

Un � ? 

Ld cil Bundle 

L- D CLOTH 

L- f!l ril l!l  CLOTH+PA 

L- fjfl CLOTH+TE 

L 1!1 CLOTH+ZO 

L � CLOTH+PU 

L lE CLOTH + K U  

La IYll A kind of cloth? 

L- � w  ? 

Se ! CORSLET 

Se g TUN IC+QE 

L y T U N I C+ K I  

L \!]' T U N IC+RI 

Sh a CORSLET (scl) 

L �H:l A kind of cloth? 

Se f;:::1 I NGOT 

166 

167 

168 

169 

170 

1 7 1  

172 

173 

174 

175 

176 

177 

l78 

179 

180 

1 8 1  

182 

183 

184 

185 

186 

187 

t88 

Oa 

Oa 

Pp 

Pa 

Ch 

G Sn 

K 
t:t:J I 

p M 

� 2±3  
� 

N/ 60  
£ 
I I 

u ro �  
Mn U ........ ""'=:' 
Gv W #f  
Gv "f 
Gv ,. 
u 1lh 
u A 
u � 
u [i 
u 6 
u t'r 
u IS 
u � 
Ws H 
Wa .l!l 
X a � 

fb 
Vessels 

Silver ingor? 

I NGOT 

Adze? 

? 

? 

� 
Beeswax? 

? 

Seedling? 

F I G  T R E E  

O L I V E  TREF. 

? 

? 

? 

? 

Thong? 

? 

? 

? 

? 

? 

cf. 130? 

? 

200-2 1 3  Sec Chaplcr t o ,  fig. 16 

Furniture 

220 Ta jcr:::::pl FOOTSTOOL 

Weapons 

230 R ----- SPEAR 

231 R :.--+ 
ARROW -> 

232 Ta ; ? 

. 233 Ra t � SWORD 

Chariots 

240 Se � W H E E L E D  CHARIOT 

241 Sd Se <ir:PS• W H E E L - LESS C H A R IOT 

242 Sf Sg n--- C H A R I OT F R A M E  

243 Sa So 

5 l t l  
W H E EL 

Sa W H E E L+TE 

Fig. r o. The Mycenaean ideograms (after Bennelt), with their most usual 
tablet contexts and suggested meanings. 
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and ASSES  into two categories by a variation i n  the form of the upright 
(generally taken to be a sex distinction) is likely to have been inherited from 
Linear A, and even there it may not necessarily have been based on a ligature 
with phonetic signs. 

4· Single syllabic signs used as ideograms 

Here, too, the derivation of the sign use from the initials of Greek words is 
proved by a number of examples. o and o-pa-wo-ta ' plates? ' are equated on 
such Pylos tablets as 292 = Sh 740 ;  similarly P A with parawaio ' pair of cheek
pieces ' ,  and KO with koruthos (gen.)  ' helmet ' .  On the Mycenae ' condiment ' 
tablets (105-107) the commodities may be written long-hand as koriandna, 
siisama, kuminon, etc., or counted by the abbreviations K O, S A, K U, etc. ; 
' coriander ' is in addition found as K o either before or inside ideogram no. I 23.  

Where the syllabic and ideographic uses of the sign have evidently developed 
side by side from Linear A and the ' hieroglyphs ', the search for a Greek 
derivation is of course pointless : the syllable 'f ni is also used as the ideogram 
for ' figs ' ,  but the pronunciation of the latter is probably indicated by the quite 
unrelated su-za ( = silka ?) . In some cases the ' syllabic ' ideograms stand not 
for the commodity itself but for an adjective describing some subdivision of it 
which is being counted : they are in fact ' adjuncts ' (see § 6) �eing counted 
apart from the ideograms to which they refer. This is the case with the 
secondary numbers associated with the symbol o, frequent on all classes of 

t Mycenaean tablets and sometimes expanded to o-pe-ro, which probably stands 
for ophelontes, opMlomena, etc., ' things which ought to have been there but 
aren't ' .  It will be seen that the same syllabic abbreviations may stand for 
quite different meanings in different contexts. 

5. Two or three syllabic signs telescoped into a ' monogram ' 

The frequent ' monogram ' \tl (probably w o o L) is apparently inherited 
from Linear A, and may originally have represented a 'Minoan ' M A + R u ;  
but the process of forming such abbreviations from Greek words is clearly 
seen in the alternative spellings ka-na-ko/KA + N A+ K o '  safflower ' on the M ycenae 
' condiment ' tablets, and in me-ri/M E + RI ' honey ' on Knossos 206 = Gg705, 
etc. ' Honey ' is still spelt in full me-ri-to (gen. melitos) on Pylos 1 7 1  = Un7 1 8, 
and this variability suggests that most of the ' monograms ' are only optional 
abbreviations, which may be used at the scribe's discretion where time or 
space is short. 

Pylos 17 1  = Un7 18 provides the surprising examples T u +  R 02 ' cheeses ' and 
A + R E + R o  (or A + R E + P A  ' fat ' ? ) ,  which are actually introduced by the full 
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spelling of the words on their first occurrence-as if  to say ' in what follows, 
T u +  R o2 is to be taken as an abbreviation for tu-ro2 '. After being used for over 
200 years one might have expected such abbreviations to be self-explanatory. 

6.  'Adjuncts ' ,  small syllabic signs written before ideograms 

Apart from the ubiquitous o.- ( = op!zelomenon, etc. ) ,  the ' adjuncts ' are most 
frequently found categorizing WOMEN, children, S H E E P  and C L O T H s ;  they 
are not included in fig. ro. They probably all stand for the initial syllables of 
Greek adjectives or nouns, intended to differentiate the meaning of the ideo
grams, but their identification is largely guesswork except where they can 
clearly be seen to replace a word spelt out in full. Thus mi. c L OTHS  ( dis
tinguished from pe. C L OTHS) is proved by Knossos L 1 568 to represent 
mi-ja-ro ( ' dirty ' ?) ; and di. w o M EN and di. children are probably connected 
with the words de-di-ku-ja =dedi( da )khuiai or di-da-ka-re = didaskal- and refer in 
some way to training or education. In a number of situations ne.-, pe.- and pa.
may be suspected of standing for newos ' young, new ',  * presgusfpresguteros 
' senior ' (or perusinwos ' last year's ' ?) and palaios ' aged, old ' ;  but proof is 
difficult. The adjuncts e.- and ma.- added to the enigmatic ideogram no. r 77 
on Knossos U �4 78 may suggest some such contrast as elakhus ' short ' fmakros 
' long ' .  

Ideograms indicating material or contents are occasionally added in a 
manner equivalent to adjuncts or monograms, e.g. : G O LD (?)  joined to C U P S, 
etc., on 172 = Kn02 and 238 = Tn996, B RO N Z E  linked with a dipas vessel on 
230 = K  740, and H O N E Y  with A M P H ORA on Gg706. 

7. N UM E R A L S  A N D  M ET H O D S  OF M EA S U R EM E NT 

Such items as M E N, W O M E N, S H E E P, J U G S  Or C H A R I OTS are naturally 
counted in units, their numbers being expressed by a simple decimal notation, 
by which 

I 2,345 is WTitten �� go::','l 
This system is identical with that of Linear A, though the sign for Io,ooo is 
not yet attested there. Dow ( 1 954, p. 1 24) has described the most usual 
patterns for the strokes making up the tens and units. The sign for the numeral,r 
is usually distinguishable from the word-divider by being lifted to the top of 
the line ( 1 ) ,  and where a list of names is so divided, for example Jn725 or 
Knossos V 83 1 (Evans' ' contract or official pronouncement ' ,  PM, IV, p. 6g8) ,  
we must in fact read aloud ' one ' after each item. No signs for fractions have 
been found following numerals on the Mycenaean tablets, but this does not 
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prove their non-existence ; if  we happened to  have a record of such things as 
' I t loaves ' or ' 31 days ' we might well see fractional symbols used, possibly 
identical with those of Linear A (see p. 36) . 

When the scribe COUnts CHARIOT-H ORSES, D R A U G HT - O X E N, W H E ELS  
and sometimes C O RS L ETS, the numerals are preceded by the signs Z E  or  M O. 
The numbers occurring with Z E  vary from I to 462, but only I is found after 
M o, and this item always comes last if at all. Furumark ( I  954, p. 28) inde
pendently recognized that z E represents ;:eugos ' a  pair ' and that M o stands 
for monwos (Att. �ovos) ' a  single one ' .  With ' one pair '  and ' two pairs ' the 
nouns and adjectives describing the commodity are written in the dual form 
(see p. 370) . ' Five wheels ' are written @l' " 'l ', or ' two pairs and a single 
one '. The typical entry for the complement of a chariot on the Knossos Se
tablets (see pp. 379-8 1 )  is : 

Man's name : � 11 � 11f.f 1  
Evans (PM, rv, pp. 797, 807) proposed to interpret Z E  and M O  symbolically, 
the ' saw ' denoting carpentry-work and the ' whip ' the function of the 
charioteer. 

For the larger number of agricultural and industrial commodities measured 
by weight and by bulk, the Mycenaean scribe possessed a series of signs for 
fractional quantitie.r, whose function and ratios have been brilliantly explained 
by Bennett ( 1 950) . A given weight of metal is expressed in the form 

m r l 22 t=t 2 i 6, 

where the successively smaller measures are parallel to our ' I cwt., 3 qr., 
20 lb., IO  oz.', and we may assume that the Mycenaean symbols stood, like 
ours, for the actual names of units. The Mycenaean practice is in striking 

t contrast to that of Linear A, where no such subsidiary measures are found. 
The odd amounts are there expressed as fractions of the primary units, e.g. 
1 + l+ l +h= rH;  and of these units only that for weight appears to have 
a distinguishing symbol. Ben nett saw here a fundamental difference in methods 
of measurement. The Linear A fractions imply that odd amounts of, let us say, 
grain were estimated by pouring the residue once only into a number of smaller 
vessels scaled successively l ,  1 ,  l, etc., of the primary unit ; the M ycenaean 
stewards measured grain in vessels representing fa and .Jri of the unit, each of 
which was filled as many times as the residue allowed. He recognized in the 
Linear B weights and measures a system introduced, together with the new 
language, from outside Crete, probably from the Greek mainland or from its 
trading dependencies. I t  should be noted, however, that several of the 
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Mycenaean symbols are clearly derived from Linear A fractions (see p. 36) , 
and possibly express analogous ratios. 

The ratios of Mycenaean weights and measures established by Bennett 
( I 950) , and revised from more recent material, are as follows : 

D R Y  M EASURE  L I Q.UID  MEASURE  
Unit : 1 St  2nd grd 4th 1 St 2nd grd 4th 
Symbol : None T HJ '<:> None "¥ ,<j HJ ""' 
Fraction of the preceding : n 1 i 1 t i 6 "3" 
Fraction of the whole : I iri .to- l 1 1 n T6 n 

It will be seen that the third and fourth terms have the same ratios and symbols 
in both series, and probably represent identical names and quantities : compare 
our own two series, which share pint and quart but diverge to bushel and gallon. 
T and '1 both represent six times 4, and must also be equivalent, though 
probably with different names. The primary dry unit is 3! times the size of 
the liquid uni t ;  neither of these has a distinguishing symbol, so that numbers 
directly following W H E A T  or W I N E  apply to the appropriate largest unit. 

WEIGHT 
Unit : <!) 1 St 2nd 3rd 4th 5th 
Symbol: m 1. 1 f:l (t) l,?,C 'f (t) 
Fraction of the preceding : -!'6 l. Probahly r\ ! or less • 
Fraction of the whole : 1 rh rtn � or less n 

The status of the rare symbols enclosed in brackets is uncertain. The corn- t 
modity ltf is generally measured in whole numbers, but on several Knossos 
tablets (e.g. 7 1  = Dkl072) it is evidently weighed in units which are n of m 
and are divided fractionally into 3 l . Some commodities, like R I  on Pylos 
Ma03, occasionally occur in quantities like l 63, not reduced to the primary 
unit. 

Bennett's ratios are confirmed by the summations which occur on a number 
of tablets : the weight series especially by Pylos J n845 ; the liquid series by 
200 = Fpl and 93 = Fo l 0 1 ; and the dry series by F 5 1 (Bennett, MT I, 
pp. 446-8) . 

In  order not to distort the transcriptions of the tablets in Part 11, quotations 
of weights and measures will be printed with the original Mycehaean symbols ; 
but for a fuller understanding of the texts in translation it is desirable to arri�e 
at approximate conversion factors which will enable us to assess the actual 
quantities involved . .  Four types of evidence must here be reconciled : 

I .  The analogy of contemporary and classical systems of weights and 
measures, especially where they show parallel ratios. 
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2 .  Minoan-M ycenaean objects believed to be standards of weight or volume, 
or to show serial gradation of size. Logarithmic graph paper will be found 
useful in all these comparisons. 

3· The use of contemporary and classical records to suggest ' reasonable ' 
amounts of the commodities listed, especially where they appear to be rations 
for a fixed period. 

4· Cases where the scribe himself appears to record ·a conversion factor, 
either of weight in terms of volume, or of weight or volume in terms of some 
standard object. 

The following comparative data for weights and measures are subject to 
controversy and should be used with caution, as should those printed in works 
of reference, many of which perpetuate the confusion expertly introduced into 
the subject by Lehmann-Haupt and Sir Flinders Petrie. It is clear, too, that 
beside the official standards a great variety of local measures probably existed 
side by side for various special purposes. 

Babylonia and other areas using cuneifonn script (c. I 400 n.c. ) . 
W E I G H T :  I biltu (light talent of 30· 1 kg. ) = 6o manu = 36oo fiqlu (S·s g.) ; but a 

kakkaru at Alalakh has only r 8oo shekels. 
VoLUME :  r qurrufGU R  (c. 300 litres) = 3  imlru (' donkey-load ' of c. r oo 1 . )  or 

s massiktufP I =  30 sutufn AN = 300 qafsila (c. I ·o I . ) .  Thureau-Dangin first sug
gested qa = 0 ·4 l . , later concluded qa = c. r ·o 1., accepted by Lacheman ( 1 939) 
and Goetze. Lewy ( 1944) argues that qa = I  ·34 !. 

Egypt (c. I400 B.c.) . 

W E I G H T :  I dbn (9o·gs g. ) = r o qdt (' kit' of 9·o9 g.) .  
VoLUME :  I tJr (8o 1 . )  = 4  oipi (20 1 .) = r 6  Mt (s i . ) = r 6o hin (o·s l . ) .  

Biblical measures, with traces of a similar .rystem at  Ugarit (capitals) . 
WEIGHT :  I kikkarfK K R  (34'3 kg. ) = SO manehfMN = 3000 feqelfT K L  ( I  I '42 g.) . 
D RY :  r bOmer or kor (230-400 1.) = 2  letek/LT f!. =  ro 'efd = 30 fe'a. 
L r Q.UID :  r ba! ( = 'ifd of 23-40 1 .) = 6  hin = I 8 qab = 72 logfLG (o·3 r-o·s4 L ) .  The 

higher figures are based on traditional Roman equations, the lower are estimated 
from restored measuring vessels of the early period (Barrois, I9S3) and confirmed 
by Lewy ( I 944) .  

Classical Athens. 
WEIGHT :  r talanton (c. 25'8 kg.) = 6o mnai = 3000 stateres (8·6 g.) = 6ooo drakhmai 

(4·3 g. ) .  Aeginetan standards heavier by t· 
D R Y :  I medimnos (43·s l . ) = 6  hekteis = 48 khoinikes (o·9o6 l .) = I 92 kotylai (0·227 ! . ) .  

Spartan (' Pheidonian ' ) medimnos perhaps larger by f. 
L rQ.U I D :  I metretes (2 1 ·7s l. ?) = 8 ?  khoes = 96 ?  kotylai (0·227 ! . ) . 
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8.  T H E  A B S O L U T E  VA L U E S  O F  T H E  S YM B O L S  
F O R  W E I G H T  

Evans (PM, rv, p. 65 1 )  and Sundwall ( 1 932) very plausibly identified the 
' Palace Standard ' of weight as a talent (cf. Greek TaAavTa ' pair of scales ' ) ,  
equal in  value to the gypsum octopus weight of 29,000 grams found in 
Magazine 1 5  at Knossos, or to the average weight of the nineteen copper 
ingots from Agia Triada (29, 1 32 grams) . The latter may admittedly not be 
LM 11 in date, but such a talent tends to remain constant, due to its limiting 
value as the largest ingot which can conveniently be shouldered by one man 
(compare the Kftjw tribute-bearers on the Egyptian wall-paintings), and as 
the largest unit weight which can be lifted on to the scales (which may explain 

J the etymology of Taf-mrrov) . Two Knossos tablets in fact record the weight of 
ingots : Oa730 lis� sixty ingots at a total of m 52-h , Oa733 lists ten ingots at 
a figure which may be completed as 6 or 8 m. If the talent m has a value 
of exactly 29 kg., the absolute values will be as in the first column of the 
following table ; but at the cost of a possible slight error, the more even figures 
of the last column will be used in the translations in Part 11 of this book. 

m 1 = 29 kg. (64 lb.) � 3o kg. 
l 1 = 967 g. (2 lb., 2t oz.) 1 kg. 

ft 1 = 242 g. (8f oz.) 250 g. 
i I =  20·2 g. (3 1 2 grains) 20·8 g. 
'f 1 = 3·36 g. or less 3·4 g. or less 

The commodity lJ) is consequently measured in units of just under 3 kg. t 
(6·4 lb. ) .  As it appears frequently both on Knossos SHE E P  and textile tablets, 
it probably represents W O O L  (as suggested by Evans, SM 11, p. 28) and 
' woollen cloth ' .  On Alalakh tablet no. 36 1 (Wiseman, 1952, p. r oo) 308 sheep 
yield ninety shekels weight (or 760 g.) of usable wool each : the measure 1tJ 
therefore represents approximately the wool from four sheep. Why such a unit 
should be chosen is not clear, but it is perhaps significant that the units of 
w o o L  stipulated on the Knossos Dk- tablets are regularly t the number of 
sheep (e.g. 71 = Dkl072) . 

Little correspondence can be traced between our suggested weight values 
and the miscellaneous metrical objects, of varied place and date, listed by 
Evans (PM, 1v, pp. 653-6) and Glotz ( 1 925) : these do not indeed form any 
consistent series among themselves. A striking exception is the gold coils and 
rings from the Mycenae Acropolis Treasure (see p. 359) . 

The Mycenaean talent is similar in value to the contemporary Babylonian 
light talent, and its subdivision into thirty may distantly reflect the sexagesimal 
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division of  the latter ; but  note that the biblical and U garitic talent is divided 
into fifty minas, not sixty. Any similarity to the classical standards of weight 
is evidently due to the persistence of the ' talent ' in the East Mediterranean 
under Phoenician trade domination, and not to the preservation of Mycenaean 
standards on Greek soil through the ' Dark Ages ' : the absence of any central 
authority capable of enforcing such standards makes a direct survival of weights 
or measures unlikely. 

9. T H E  A B S O L U T E  VAL U ES O F  T H E  S YM B O L S  

F O R  V O L UM E  

The smallest unit of volume is indicated b y  "O, clearly the measure of a ' cup ' ,  
paralleled by the Greek kotyle, Egyptian ' hin ' , Israelite log and Akkadian qa. 
If we assume that its value lies, like these, between 0·227 and I ·o litre (roughly 
between t pint and 2 pints) ,  then the primary dry unit will be 240 times larger, 
or between 54! and 240 litres. 

Bennett ( I 950, p. 2 I 9) pointed out a parallel between the relative sizes of 
the Mycenaean dry and liquid units and the classical medimnos and metretes , 
but the proportion he quotes for the smallest unit of all, the kyathos, is incorrect. 
Sundwall ( I  953) identified '0 as a kotyle of 0·227 litre, giving a dry unit of 
320 kotylai = I  'Aeginetan ' medimnos of 72 ·48 (?) litres, and a liquid unit of 
96 kotylai= r Attic metretes of 2 1 ·7s li trF:s ; hut his number nf -o is  hasr.d on 
a divergent and probably erroneous scheme of ratios. He suggests a direct 
link between the M ycenaean and classical systems. 

On the ' condiment ' tablets from Mycenae (eh. vn, pp. 225-3 I )  the com
modity kniikos eruthrii (the red florets of Carthamus tinctorius) is measured by 
weight, in some cases paired with dry measures of kniikos leukii (the seeds of 
the same plant) . 

The weights of eruthrii vary from l I to l 3 (967-2900 g . ) ,  the volumes of 
leukii are regularly <I I .  If we assume for the sake of argument that eruthrii has 
a density of about I5 lb. per cubic foot ( = 240 g. per litre) ,  and leukii of about 
40 lb. ( = 8oo g. per litre) , and that the recorded amounts of both substances 
fall approximately within the same range, then two possible sets of limiting 
values for the primary dry unit are suggested : 

r .  If <I I of leukii is equal in bulk to l I -3 of eruthrii, then the dry unit has 
g67 to 2900 . a value of -- ·--- x 6o = 240-725 litres. 240 

2. If <I I of leukii is equal in weight to l r -3 of eruthrii, then the dry unit has 
967 to 2900 . 

a value of - -800 - x 6o = 72-2 r 6  litres. 
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These wide limits, which are compatible with those deduced from the 
parallels of kotyle, etc., can be narrowed somewhat by considering the evidence 
for rations, in the light of the following parallels : 

go 

IJ1esopotamia (2 I 00-I400 B.c. ) : The tablets from Ur (Legrain, I 947, nos. 894-I I 89) 
and Laga� (Genouillac, I909, p. xxxv) agree with the later Nuzi texts (Lacheman, 
I 939, p. 6) in fixing the monthly grain ration of women slaves and menial workers at 
30 qa (40 I. on Lewy's equation, with a daily value of c. 284s calories, 30 I. on Thureau
Dangin's), of their children at 20 or sometimes IO qa, and of artisans at 4o- I 20 qa 
according to skill and status. Lewy suggests that the 30 qa workers ate their grain 
roasted, while the higher social groups received a larger amount to allow for milling 
and baking ; but the latter may equally have been designed for the support of families 
and for the privilege of bartering the surplus. 

Estimate for the Persian ar"!Y (Herodotus vu, I 87) : at least I khoinix of wheat a day 
= 27! I. per month. This same figure is assumed as the Athenian daily ration, and 
implicit in the Homeric use of the term. 

Spartarz army at Sphakteria (Thuc. IV, I 6) : 2 khoinikes of barley a day, or ss !. per month. 

There are three Mycenaean contexts where groups of people, not individually 
named, have rations listed after them : 

I .  The Pylas Ab- tablets, where numbers of women and children are credited 
with r.CJnal amounts ofw H E A  T and F I GS.  No exact ratio per person is observed, 
but though some groups receive up to 50 per cent more, the basic or minimum 
allowance seems to be T 2 per woman and T I per child (see p. I 57) .  If this 
T 2 is equated with the Mesopotamian women's ration of go or 40 1., the primary t 
dry unit will have a value of I 50-200 1., within the range of our ' cup ' and 
knakos analogies above ; but a somewhat lower value may be suggested by the 
fact that most of the women actually get more than T 2, and a ration of figs 
as well. 

2. Knossos 35 = Am81 9, where eighteen men and eight boys receive ' sitos 
C R E S C E N T  1 B A R L E Y  gt ' .  As hinted by Myres (SM II, p. g) the C R E S C E N T  
may mean ' one month's work ', for which each person receives an average of 
exactly T gi, perhaps between 56 and 75 I. on the equation just proposed . 

3· Pylas An3 1 ,  where fifty-two men apparently receive 2i units of w H E A T, 
2! of F 1 G s and 5! of B A R L E Y ;  the combined cereal ration would be only 
T I !  per man (perhaps between 22! �nd 30 ! . ) ,  which is on the low side ana 
perhaps not the scale for a full month. 

The most frequent size of Mycenaean stirrup-jar, such as have been found in 
quantity in the basements of the Mycenae houses excavated by Wace since 
1 952, and at many other sites both in Greece ·and in the Near East, has 
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t a capacity of approximately I 2- I 4 I .  Like our own quart and pint bottles, 
it is likely that this stirrup-jar represents a unitary quantity in the system of 
liquid measure, and the most probable value seems to be one liquid If 
(equivalent to one dry T, which we have seen to have a possible value of 1 5  I .  
or less) . In  the translations of  Part I I ,  the value of  If will be  taken at  the 
convenient figure of I 2 I . : 

D R Y  M E A S U R E  

I unit = 1 20 litres 
T I = I 2  I .  

4 I =2 J .  

L I QU I D  M E A S U R E  

1 unit = 3 6  I .  
If I = 1 2  J .  

"CJ I = t I .  (approx. I pint) 

A more accurate determination must await further evidence ; the I 954 Pylos 
tablet Gnl l 84 may conceivably be taken to show that the normal volume of 
the stirrup-jar in fact contains '1 I t  (see p. 2 1 7) ,  in which case all the above 
figures must be reduced somewhat. The difficulty which results from these 
conversion factors in interpreting pe-mo on the Py Ios land tablets as ' seed corn ' 
will be discussed below (pp. 237-8) . 

Evans (PM, IV, p. 648) states that the later pithoi in the Knossos magazines 
normally contain about 185 litres, or the contents of about fourteen stirrup
jars ; but their recorded dimensions and illustrations suggest that their volume 
is in fact about 50 per cent larger than this, and nearer to that of the pithoi from 
the basement of the House of the Oil Merchant at Mycenae. 

It will be noted that the ratios and volumes of the biblical system for liquids 
show some analogy with the Myccnaean :  there are reasons for regarding the 
former as survivals of a general Canaanite system, traces of which can be seen 
in use at Ugarit, but a direct influence on Mycenae is perhaps doubtful. The 
primary dry unit also corresponds, perhaps accidentally, with the Babylonian 
imeru . or ' donkey-load ', which is similarly subdivided into ten. 

t 1 0. P O S S I B L E  S U R V I VA L S :  T H E  C Y P R I O T S C R I P TS 

No evidence has been found for writing in Greece between the Pylos tablets 
of c. 1 200 B.C. and the introduction of an alphabetic system based on the 
Phoenician in about 850 B.C. Wace ( 1 954) is unwilling to accept this argumentum 
e silentio for a break in Greek literacy, but this is not the only field in which 
sub-Mycenaean culture appears to show a retrogression. Though recent excava
tions have tended to show that the break caused by the ' Dorian invasion ' is 
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less .fundamental than had been thought, the great palaces which had fostered 
(and perhaps monopolized) the art of writing certainly ceased to exist. 

A possible descendant of Minoan-Mycenaean writing is, however, to be 
found in Cyprus, where a linear syllabary was in use during the Late Bronze 
Age. First identified on three clay balls from Enkomi found by Murray in 
1 896, it was named the ' Cypro-Minoan script ' by Evans (SM I, p. 69) : this 
term begs the question of a possible relationship, and it would be safer for the 
present to refer to it simply as the ' Cypriot linear script ' .  The material 
admirably reviewed by Daniel ( 1 94 1 )  has been considerably increased by 
excavation (see Masson, 1 954) and falls into six groups : 

1 .  Signs incised on the handles, or painted on the bottoms, of Cypriot pottery in 
both the Mycenaean and local styles (from many sites in Cyprus and the Near East) . 

2. Signs incised on copper ingots. 
3· Signs written with a blunt stylus on clay balls, afterwards baked ( twenty-seven 

from Enkomi, one from Hala Sultan Tekke),  or engraved on seals. 
4· Three baked clay tablets found at Enkomi in 1 952-3, and dated to 1 225 n.c. or 

earlier (Dikaios, 1 953, p. 237) .  Two are much damaged, but the third preserves twenty
two continuous lines of text, representing the surviving quarter of an opisthographic 
tablet of two columns, which must have contained some two hundred lines, probably 
of a literary nature. The very small characters are written left-to-right with jabbing 
strokes of a sharp stylus, and are separated by word-dividers but not by guide-lines. 
Masson is probably right in considering that they represent a more advanced stage i n  
the use o f  the script than (3 ) .  

5· A fragmentary tablet, with seven lines on each face, found b y  Schaeffer in a 
private house at Ras Shamra (Ugarit), together with records in Ugaritic and Akkadian 
(to be published in Ugaritica, m) . 

6. Three lines of a baked tablet, found at Enkomi in 1 955 and kindly communicated 
to us by Dr Dikaios. The signs are more than twice as large as those of (4) , and are 
freer, more continuous and more ' linear' in outline ; there are guide-lines but not, 
apparently, word-dividers. It  is dated by its Late Cypriot I context to c. 1 500 n.c. 

Our signary (fig. I 1 )  is restricted to the fifty-seven syllabic signs so far clearly 
differentiated on the later Enkomi tablets (4) which constitute the most exten
sive examples of the script ;  appended to these are the twenty-five signs which 
can be isolated on the Ugarit tablet (5) ,  kindly supplied by Masson. It will 
be noted that there are divergences as well as identities between the two series ; 
the scripts of the other categories of Cypriot inscriptions also show a general, 
rather than a detailed, relationship with each other, and more examples of 
each are required before we can judge whether they in fact represent successive 
stages of a single development. 
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The bulk of the Cypriot material comes from Enkomi, a site which Schaeffer 
regards as the seat of a M ycenaean king. The theory of an 'Achaean ' settle
ment of part of Cyprus between 1400 and 1 350 B.c.,  contemporary with the 
sudden preponderance of Mycenaean pottery, is also accepted by Myres, 
Gjerstad, Furumark and Stubbings, and finds some support in Hittite references 
to the activities of A!Jbijawii. Sittig ( 1 955 b) has already attempted to read the 
1 953 tablet in Greek, but the material will hardly be sufficient to offer hope 

Enkomi 15  , . X2 29 f X6 43 'J xs 57 w X 7  12  tTl X I  

I ' X 2  16 ,, 6 30 't' 1 2  44 1!' 10 ;8 "' 9 1 3  YW I 

2 '"" 1 3  17 I•' 5 3 1 � J 45 ,,, 1 1  Ugarit 1 4  ¥ I 

3 + 7 !8 "' l 32 0 21 46 (vJ I l + 2 1 5  -v- I 

4 � 7 19 it) 1 3  33 Ft ; 47 ,,., 8 2 t- J 16 ·r I 

5 i 9 20 � 1 1  34 tl I 48 l!.l ' t 5 :1: J 3 1 7 " 
6 � 9 21  " ; 35 £ I 49 IJ.f 10 4 1 I 1 8  .. !.- 2 

7 t I 22 "' 10 36 e ' 50 t!' 5 ; T I 19 'lt J 

8 I' 2 23 A 2 37  El' 6 5 1  I l l  7 6 f J 20 '\1. l 

9 �' 4 24 ' s 38 � I 52  \'t 11  7 (I) J 2 1  Jr I 

10 L" 2 25 ••• 1 ·1 39 
@I I :' 3  /AI 1\) 8 I l l  I 22 '? I 

! I  "'' J 26 u • 40 � ' 54 l!J I 9 
, ,, !!I I 23 n' I 

1 2  •• " 27 H ·• 4 1  ;, 2 55 .,., 2 1  1 0  liJ J 2.1 '}t I 

1\ 28 1\ 
1 4  1 3  " " .12 f! I 56 tt-1 0 1 1  � 2 2) " 2?  

Fig. 1 1 . The Cypriol linear script, as used on the 1 953 tablets from Enkomi and Ugarit. 
The smaller figures show the numbc1· of recognizable occurrences. 

of decipherment until the discovery of the main Enkomi archives confidently 
predicted by Schaeffer. It is clear, at any rate, that the Cypriot linear script 
is far from being merely a local variety of Linear B. Though analogous in its 
general layout, word-division and predominantly left-to-right direction, it 
shows few exact resemblances in the forms of the signs ; and if the Enkomi 
tablets really contain an 'Achaean ' dialect brought from the Greek mainland, 
it is surprising that they are not written in Linear B, which at all other 
Mycenaean sites shows such complete uniformity. At best one might suppose 
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t!y-t the Achaea�s arrived in Cyprus at a time when �ine�r B had n�t yet come 
into general use m Greece, and that they adapted an mdrgenous scnpt already 
in use in the island. 

Writing does in fact seem to have been known in Cyprus before the proposed 
date of the Mycenaean influx. The American excavations at Bamboula 
(Kourion) were said to reveal a use of the Cypriot linear script extending from 
Late Cypriot Ia : 2  (c. I 500 B.c.) down to about 1 1 50 B.C. (Daniel, I 94 I ,  
pp. 25 I ,  270) ; the bulk of this material consists of single potters' marks 
(notoriously untrustworthy as evidence for a developed script) , and the vessels 
earlier than I400 B.c. merely carry the elementary patterns t ,  X or ;t .  But 
Dikaios' I 955 tablet (6) may provide conclusive proof that the Cypriot linear 
script was already in use before the evolution of the Mycenaean syllabary, and 
may lend support to Evans' view that it was derived directly from the Linear A 
of Crete. 

The latest use of writing at Enkomi is found on bronze ingots of the twelfth
eleventh centuries (Cypriot Iron I ) ,  i.e. from after Schaeffer's suggested occu
pation of the city by the ' Sea Peoples ' prior to its final destruction about 
1 050 B.C. There are no certain examples of non-Semitic writing in Cyprus 
between this date and the first occurrence of the classical Cypriot syllabary 
on pottery of the seventh or eighth century. We are thus faced with a problem 
of interrupted literacy similar to that in Greece itself, and aggravated by the 
fact that the eleventh century is precisely the date generally assumed for the 
larger influx of population which gave classical Cyprus its predominantly 
Greek character. 

The Cypriot syllabary, first detected by the Due de Luynes in I852 and 
partially deciphered by George Smith in I 87 I ,  has fifty-five signs. More than 
500 inscriptions are known, extending in date down to the end of the third 
century B.c. The majority contain the local Arcado-Cyprian dialect of Greek 
(whose affinities with the dialect of our Mycenaean tablets will be stressed in 
eh. m) , but never the koini; the syllabary is also used for an indigenous lan
guage which has been called ' Eteocyprian ' (corpus in Friedrich, 1 932) and 
which remains incomprehensible in spite of a bilingual from Amathus. It is 
often a matter of dispute whether a particular inscription is written in Greek 
or in ' Eteocyprian ' (as pointed out in the good general review of Cypriot 
epigraphy by Mitford, I 952) . It is a surprising fact that Cyprus, part of which 
was occupied by the Phoenicians from at least the ninth century, was the area 
in which a non-alphabetic writing of Greek survived longest. 

The published signaries of the syllabary uncritically lump together forms of 
widely differing place and date, and are misleading as a basis for comparison 
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Fig. 12. The classical Cypriot syllabary (after M.itford) . 
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THE MYCENAEAN WRITING SYSTEM 

with earlier scripts. T. B. Mitford has kindly supplied us with the material 
for fig. 1 2 ,  and with the following explanatory notes : 

(i) These two tables are composed at first-hand from the following inscriptions: 

T A B L E  A :  

1 .  An unpublished epitaph from Marium of the mid-sixth century. 
2. The ' Bulwer Tablet' from the Western Karpas (Sitzb. Berl. 1 9 10, pp. 148 ff.) .  

This is thought by Meister to be of sixth-century date, and i s  probably early. 
3· The Bronze Tablet of ldalium (SCDI, 6o), dated either to the time of the 

Ionic Revolt (so E. Meyer, Oberhummer, Gjerstad) or to the mid-fifth 
century (so Hil l ) .  Cf. G. F. Hill, A History of Cyprus, 1, pp. 153 ff. 

4· An unpublished epitaph from Marium which is probably early. 
5· The Bilingual of ldalium (SCDI, 59), dated to 389/8 B.c. 

TA B LE B : 
6. Unpublished inscriptions from the Kouklia siege-mound constructed during 

the Persian investment of Old Paphos in 499/8 B.c. 
7·  JHS, 9 ( 1888), p. 256, no. 2 (Hoffmann, Cr. Dialekt.e, 59, no. 109) , from the 

Aphrodite temple at Old Paphos and probably of fourth- or fifth-century 
date. 

8. The First Stele of Agia Moni (Meister, Cr. Dialekt.e, 2, no. 36a), of the late 
fourth century. 

g. The Second Stele of Agia Moni (Meister, Cr. Dialekt.e, 2, no. 36b), of the late 
fourth century. 

10. An unpublished inscription of New Paphos of the late fourth century. 
1 1. The First Inscription from the Grotto of Apollo Hylates at New Paphos 

(SCDI, 31 ) ,  of fourth(?)-century date. 
12.  The Second Inscription from the Grotto of Apollo Hylates (SCDI, 32), of 

fourth(?)-century date. 
13 .  The K.hapotarni Stele (Anatolian Studies presented to W. H. Buckler, pp. 197 ff.), 

of the late fourth century. 
14. An unpublished inscription of Lapithiou, of the fifth or sixth century. 

(ii) In these tables signs taken from (2) and (6) are not specially numbered. 
(iii) There is no significance in the order in which the variants of each sign are 

presented. 

In spite of the missing historical links, the small number of signs which 
correspond exactly, and its generally right-to-left direction, Masson ( r 954, p. 444) 
is probably correct in assuming that this Cypriot syllabary represents a direct 
descendant of the linear script of t'l.e Enkomi tablets. We may well expect 
a few changes and substitutions in the intervening 700 years, even if both 
systems contain Greek; and we must also reckon with the influence ofvarying 
writing materials. Myres thought that the Cypriot syllabary forms were 
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determined, like those of the N orthern runes and oghams, by being cut on wood ; 
the same influences might account for the divergence of the ' Cypro-Minoan '  
forms from the more flowing lines of the supposed 'Minoan ' prototypes; and 
the script of the Enkomi tablets is clearly somewhat specialized in being 
minutely written on clay (less than half the normal size of Linear B), its outlines 
being dissolved into patterns of small jabbing incisions. 

It will be clear, then, that the attempt to trace a continuous and detailed 
descent ' Hieroglyphic '-Linear A-Linear B--Cypriot linear script-Cypriot 
syllabary is fraught with obstacles which are likely to remain insuperable so 
long as evidence for the successive links is missing, and until more of the 
successive phases have been deciphered. One can have little confidence in an 
apparent similarity between a Linear B sign and a sign of the Cypriot syllabary 
if no plausible intermediate form can be recognized among the Enkomi signary 
of fig. I I .  The most ambitious tabulation has so far been Daniel's ( I94I, figs. I ,  
2,  3 ,  g). He  believed with Evans that the Cypriot scripts were derived from 
Minoan Linear A rather than from Mycenaean Linear B ;  Casson ( I937) on 
equally slender grounds derived the Cypriot linear script from Greek mainland 
forms. 

But it is only fair to admit that Daniel, in tracing what may appear rather 
superficial similarities, did succeed in deducing correct Linear B values from 
the Cypriot signs for dafta, lo, na, pa, po, se and ti. These are in fact among the 
simplest patterns (common to both Linear A and B) which might occur spon
taneously in any ' linear' script; but the fact that the phonetic values also agree 
does indicate some fundamental connexion; further explanation must await 
the decipherment of the Enkomi tablets. The more complex Cypriot signs 
a, e, ka, ke, ku, la, me,pe,pu, ra, si, su, te, tu, z:.o led Daniel to erroneous equations, 
as might be expected. 

The known syllabic values for the half-dozen or so simplest Cypriot syllabary 
signs played no deliberate part in our decipherment of Linear B, which on 
principle excluded evidence from outside scripts. That is not to say that 
suggestions like Evans' po-lo =nw/..os ' foal' (PM, IV, p. 799) may not have 
been an unconscious influence in our choice of sound-values for testing. 
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T H E  M Y C EN A E A N  L A N G U A G E  

1 .  S C R I P T  AND LANGUAGE 
THE account of the decipherment has shown how the idea that the language 
underlying the script was Greek first gained credence. It seemed obvious that 
a solution which yielded immediately recognizable Greek words could not be 
totally wrong, and this was confirmed by two other factors : the possibility of 
explaining the pattern of declension by archaic Greek models, and the subse
quent discovery that many at first sight aberrant forms agreed with the hypo
thetical reconstructions of the comparativists. 

On the other hand the inadequacy of the script led to considerable un
certainty about the exact form of many words, which could only be given an 
intelligible shape by the assumption of certain rules of orthography. The 
suspicion therefore arose whether the attempt to force Mycenaean spellings 
to fit classical forms might not be a Procrustean operation which would arbi
trarily produce far greater similarity Lhan iu fac.;L t:xisted. Mycenaean might 
be a non-Greek, but closely related Indo-European language; or it could be 
an aberrant dialect of Greek, showing, like the dubious remains of Macedonian, 
a general resemblance but considerable difference in its specific forms. 

If there were reason to believe that the script was evolved originally for the 
recording of Greek, we might argue that its inadequacy for classical Greek 
proved that Mycenaean was radically different. But in view of the certainly 
Minoan origin of the Linear Scripts, this argument is unfounded. Any script 
is better than none, and the Mycenaeans cannot be criticized for having failed 
to adopt the refinements which made syllabic writing a more serviceable 
instrument for the later Cypriots. The suggestion that documents of the type 
so far found require a less accurate notation than continuous prose is true, but 
dangerous in view of our restricted knowledge of the extent of literacy; we 
have already one sentence running to twenty-three words, and another of 
complicated construction has seventeen. 

' 

We may first examine the claim of Mycenaean to be a dialect of Greek. 
This will be justified if we can demonstrate enough features which are known 
to be typical of Greek. The material, though scanty, is none the less sufficient 
to show some of the principal phonetic changes: loss of initial and intervocalic 
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*-s- ; loss of initial *j- or its replacement in some words by z-;  devoicing of 
I.-E. voiced aspirates (concealed by the script except in the case of the dentals) ; 
the development of *kj, *tj before vowel to s, of *gj, *dj to z ;  the vocalism a 
(in some cases o) from syllabic liquids or nasals. Typically Greek features of 
morphology are : the wide extension of stems in -Eiis ; the 3rd si�g. of the present 
indicative of the thematic verb in -e ( =-et) ; and the form of the infinitive in 
-(e)en. It is, however, the vocabulary that is most strikingly Greek. It contains 
a considerable number of words which are known in Greek, but have no certain 
cognates in other languages: e.g. ava�, j3ao-t/.evs, Srnas, V.atov, �-tapa6ov, 
ae!.tvov, alTOS. It could be argued that these arc pre-Greek and therefore 
without significance. But a much larger number, although belonging to well
known I.-E. families, appear in forms which are specifically Greek. A few 
examples must suffice : OIJ<pt<poprus, aviat, ypaVs, 6e6s, 6paws, Kapv�, 1-t€3wv, 
TTOS, TpiTTos, cpaayavov, xat.K6s. 

This evidence taken together proves beyond reasonable doubt that M ycenaean 
is a form of Greek. It remains therefore to establish its affinities within that 
language. Study of the historical dialects had long since led to the conclusion 
that Arcadian and Cypriot were the relics of a dialect once widely spoken over 
Southern Greece. Since this was largely replaced by Doric dialects, and the 
end of the Mycenaean age was identified with the legend of the Dorian 
invasions, it was a natural conclusion that the dialect of Mycenaean Greece 
would be an ancestor of Arcadian. This view, however, has been challenged 
by Merlingen (I 954, I 955) and by P. B. S. Andrews in discussions at the London 
Seminar and elsewhere. 

t Before we turn to the positive evidence we must therefore discuss certain 
objections. While a few modifications of the traditional view of the prehistory 
of the Greek language seem possible, the main outlines are well established. 
The historical distribution, with dialects as widely separated linguistically as 
Attic and Megarian in close geographical contact, could not have arisen with
out considerable movements of population. The position of the West Greek 
dialects strongly suggests that they were newcomers displacing other dialects 
or compressing them into small areas such as Arcadia and Attica, where the 
local traditions agree in representing the inhabitants as ' autochthonous' .  But 
at the time of this Dorian migration, East and West Greek must already have 
been differentiated ; therefore the period when all Greeks spoke a common 
dialect ( Urgriechisclz) must have been considerably earlier, and it has been 
generally supposed that it preceded the arrival of the first Greeks in Greece, 
but the theory of Risch ( 1955) makes this unnecessary. Merlingen ( I 954, p. 4) 
assumes from the mutual intelligibility of the historical dialects that their 
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break-up could not go back as much as 1000 years; but this is to ignore 
the effects of convergence, which was certainly at work long before the influ
ence of Attic became dominant. Another factor bearing on the chronology 
of the dialect distribution is the close agreement between Arcadian and 
Cypriot. This implies not only that Arcadian was once spoken on the coast 
of the Peloponnese, but, since the colonization of Cyprus took place in 
Mycenaean times (Schaeffer, 1952, 1, p. 343) ,  that it was the dialect spoken 
at that period. Any attempt to displace Mycenaean from its assumed position 
of ancestor to Arcadian and Cypriot must demonstrate circumstances in which 
the ancestral dialect could have occupied Southern Greece. Such a dialect 
must have existed in that area in the Mycenaean period, and the tablets give 
clear evidence of the language in use at three of the principal sites; the con
clusion of their identity seems inescapable. 

If the script represents accurately the phonetics of Mycenaean Greek, then 
it follows that this dialect had no descendants recorded in classical times. If the 
Mycenaeans confused the sounds of l and r, then their descendants could never 
have separated them again correctly. We have therefore to reconcile our 
suggestion that Mycenaean is likely to be the ancestor of Arcadian with the 
admitted difficulties of the script. 

It is certain that Linear B is derived from an earlier Minoan script, probably 
represented by Linear A. It is therefore a reasonable assumption that the form 
of the syllabary reflects not Greek but another language, which we may for 
convenience designate 'Minoan '. This may perhaps have resembled the Poly
nesian type, consisting mainly of open syllables, final consonants being either 
absent or at least not significant, after the pattern of hula hula or kia ora, rather 
than that of KVW\Ji or Lq>iy�. Likewise the oppositions of the stops-voiced/ 
unvoiced, aspiratedfunaspirated-seem to have had no place in the system. 
But examples from other scripts warn us against explaining as linguistic evidence 
features that may only be economy measures. Many cuneiform signs are used 
with a lack of discrimination between bfp, dft, etc., which (except in the case 
of Hittite) does not necessarily reflect on the language being written ; and the 
lack of written vowels in Phoenician does not imply the previous existence of 
a language without them. On the other hand 'Minoan ' may have contained 
oppositions of a different kind, which would make little impression on ears 
accustomed to the phonemic distinctions of Greek. Two signs have been identi
fied of a second series for r ( =l) ,  and it seems almost certain that these 
represented in 'Minoan' some sort of palatalized liquid (see p. 47) .  Similarly 
Pal mer ( 1955 b, p. 42) has suggested that the syllabary contains a whole series 
of doublets based on an original opposition between palatalized and non-
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palatalized consonants. On the value of pa2 see below (p. 8 r ) .  The opposition 
of dft(h) is probably not to be referred to 'Minoan ' ;  rather we may suppose 
that language to have had two dental sounds distinguished by their place of 
articulation, and this distinction being useless in Greek, the signs were adopted 
to represent an opposition which was important for Greek. This is the more 
probable in view of a precisely similar development in the adaptation to Greek 
of the Phoenician alphabet. The opposition of tf! being unknown in Greek, the 
sign for ! was superfluous; but it was seized upon to represent the distinction 
of tfth, which was important for Greek. This value of6 is common to all the 
earliest Greek alphabets, and the corresponding sounds ph and kh are either 
not distinguished from the unaspirated or are noted by the digraphs nH, KH. 

2. FOREIGN ELEME NTS IN MYCENAEAN 
I t  has been suggested that Mycenaean is a mixed language, containing both 
Greek and other elements. It is hardly necessary to point out that a completely 
' pure' language is virtually unknown; and that Greek itself contains a large 
number of vocabulary elements which cannot be certainly traced in the other 
I.-E. languages. It is possible that the proportion of non-Greek words was 
higher in Mycenaean than in Attic, or even Homeric Greek; but it would be 
rash to assume that all the words that so far defy interprr.tatinn were offoreign 
origin. Experience has shown that they often prove to be unfamiliar forms or 
derivatives of known Greek roots; or to be explicable with the aid of dialect 
words preserved in Glossaries. The final classification of a language depends 
ultimately on its grammar and syntax, and it will be shown in what follows 
that in this respect Mycenaean displays undeniably Greek features. Even 
without the supposition of extensive borrowing, a considerable alteration in 
the vocabulary may be expected in the period intervening between the 
Mycenaean tablets and classical texts and inscriptions. The links would be 
even fewer if the epic dialect did not constitute a bridge between the two, 
enshrining as it undoubtedly does many relics of the Mycenaean vocabulary 
which would otherwise be quite unknown to us. Nor must we forget that the 
dialects most likely to be descended from Mycenaean are among the worst 
known. 

It cannot be denied that there are Mycenaean words which appear to have 
no relatives in Greek; but this cannot be asserted unless we can determine 
independently the meaning of the Mycenaean word in question. One example 
may suffice : the word a-ja-me-no (fern. a-ja-me-na) occurs in contexts which 
allow us to deduce the meaning. It is frequently, though not always, con-
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structed with a dative (instrumental), e.g. e-re-pa-te=elephantei; and it must 
mean ' decorated ', or possibly decorated in some special way, perhaps by inlay. 
No one so far has been able to suggest a Greek word with which it can be 
associated; nevertheless it has the appearance of a passive participle of the 
ordinary Greek type; the spelling a-ja- may conceal a reduplicated form ( aiai-) ; 
and it appears to have as its opposite a-na-i-ta, which shows the familiarprivative 
a(n)- combined with an unreduplicated base and a -to- suffix. In such cases it 
is tempting to scour the I.-E. languages for a possible etymology (Georgiev 
has in fact found a possible parallel in Hieroglyphic Hittite) ; but the etymo
logical method as a means of interpretation in the absence of contextual con
firmation is rightly out of favour, and has recently been strongly condemned 
by Friedrich ( 1954, pp. 123-8). There are many factors which can have con- t 
tributed to the loss of Mycenaean words from the later Greek vocabulary. 

Some speculation has centred round the question of the native language of 
the scribes. If more than one language were in use in Mycenaean Greece, 
this would lead to interesting historical conclusions. It may be deduced from 
the areas of non-Greek speech in historical times that such communities also 
existed at the earlier period. There is, however, nothing in the tablets to con
firm this except the undoubted presence of non-Greek names. There are no 
tablets of reasonable extent which do not give some sign of being written in 
Greek, though of course lists of names may well have a foreign look. Merlingen 
( 1955, p. 45) supposes the Greeks to have been a subject class, who kept all 
the accounts, under the rule of non-Greek 'Achaean' masters; Andrews prefers 
to make the rulers Greek, but the scribes foreigners obliged to write in their 
masters' language. There is not a scrap of real evidence to support the former 
hypothesis; only some rather questionable deductions from a group of words 
in Greek alleged to be borrowings from a hypothetical I.-E. language. Even if 
this language really existed, there is no reason to assign it to the rulers of 
Mycenaean Greece. Nor does this theory account satisfactorily for the clearly 
Greek names borne by some of the leading citizens of Pylos; E-ke-ra2-wo is t 
a man of great importance and may even be the king (see p. 265), but it is 
hard to believe that he has not a Greek name, Ekheldwo11. It does not seem 
possible to correlate the Greek names of the tablets with any social class. 

The contention of Andrews is based upon rather more solid evidence, namely 
the apparent blunders in spelling and grammar which mar the texts. It ;s of 
course true that in the early years of Greek rule foreign scribes may have been 
employed. But even if such a situation is conceivable at Knossos at the end 
of the fifteenth century, it can hardly have been true ofPylos also two centuries 
later. There is of course a serious objection to the acceptance of the theory that 
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the scribes were not fully conversant with Greek. I t  will allow every incon
venient form to be set aside, and great liberties can be taken with the interpreta
tion. At one stroke Andrews would thus destroy the discipline that we have 
imposed on the solution : that the forms should be consistent and explicable 
in terrns of comparative or historical parallels. Any new form which does not 
fit into the accepted pattern has been rigorously tested before being admitted, 
or is regarded merely as tentative and provisional. Whereas, if Andrews be 
right, it is unnecessary to frame any theory to explain these forms, as each can 
be explained away separately as an incorrect form due to the ignorance of the 
scribes. This is not to say that scribes make no errors ; they are as frequent 
as in any other group of documents not intended for publication-the non
literary papyri would afford a close parallel. Such erroneous forms have 
frequently caused us much trouble. The curious wo-zo-e, obviously connected 
with the finite verb wo-ze and the participle wo-zo, was at first thought to be 
an optative; but the discovery of further similar texts has revealed that it 
should be an infinitive, and the expected wo-ze-e has now been found. Similar 
errors may underlie some of the other isolated forms which still cause difficulty. 

Certain writers have shown a cavalier attitude to the strict linguistic tests 
which we have tried to apply. Admittedly no promising interpretation should 
be abandoned merely because it conflicts with a suggested but not well grounded 
etymology. But equally no interpretation can afford to ignore hard facts, such 
as the digamma in V.atov (Carratelli, 1955, p. 3) or the original long l of 
avEer}t<e (Meriggi, I954a, p. 69) · Where the interpretation conflicts with an 
accepted but not certainly proved view, this should be noted and some explana
tion attempted; contrast Furumark's casual omission to mention the difficulty 
of finding the suffix -TEOS (believed to be from *-TEfOS) in the word qe-le-a 
( 1 954, p. 42). 

t A further point which may be debated is the language of the inventor of 
Linear B. Here all evidence fails us and we can only argue from general 
probability. Since the script is derived from a Minoan source, the adapter 
must have been to some extent bilingual ; whether Greeks would have learned 
Minoan or Minoans Greek depends upon the circumstances in which they 
came into contact. Furumark ( 1 954; p. 107) attributes the formation of 
Linear B to the mainland at the time when Cretan influence was strong in the 
shaft-grave era; this view is supported by Carratelli ( I  954, p. 1 16), who adduces 
as further evidence the mature style of writing on the mainland vases, which 
he dates early. If this assumption is correct it is perhaps more likely that 
a Minoan craftsman should have taught his Greek employers the secret of 
writing; but in making deductions about speech habits from writing habits we 
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must not lose sight of the fact that the codif1ers of the ancient scripts were 
experts in neither phonetics, comparative philology nor time-and-motion study, 
and their solutions are not always those which a UNESCO sub-committee 
might have proposed. 

3. THE R E LATI O N  O F  MYCENAEAN T O  THE 
H I ST O R I CAL D I A L ECTS 

It cannot be denied that during the Mycenacan period the differences of  the 
Greek dialects then in existence must have been much less strongly marked. 
The digamma has left traces in every branch of the language ; only in Attic
Ionic is it never found, but its presence at no very remote date may be deduced. 
The form KOP'l implies that Attic preserved F after p until the change of a 
to 'l was completed, a change which in central Ionic was not complete at the 
end of the seventh century. The Ionic form of the same word with compensatory 
lengthening shows that the loss of F took place after the separation of Attic 
from Ionic, which is almost certainly post-Mycenaean. Thus many of the 
distinctive dialect features will vanish as we approach the period of Common 
Greek. The preservation of an archaic form, which is often distinctive in the 
historical period, ceases to have any significance at such an early date. The 
only criteria for this purpose are those in which the dialect has made an 
innovation or a choice between two available forms. It need scarcely be added 
that the material is still too scanty to answer many of the questions we should 
like to ask. 

Most significant is the change in certain circumstances of -ti to -si. This is t 
characteristic of the fundamental division of the dialects into East and West 
Greek. It is certainly present in Mycenaean, though it must be stressed that 
since the interpretation of the script is empirical, the sibilant may represent not 
the a of classical Greek, but some intermediate stage such as ts. Examples are: 
grd plur. of pres. indic. act. e-ko-si, di-do-si, etc . ;  verbal nouns a-pu-do-si (Latin 
and Sanskrit -ti-) ; the preposition po-si=noTi (Arcad., etc., nos) ; derivatives 
of stems ending in t :  ra-wa-ke-si-Jo (ra-wa-ke-ta) , e-qe-si-jo (e-qe-ta) ,  pa-qo-si-Jo 
(pa-qo-ta) ,  u-wa-si-Jo ( u-wa-ta), e-pi-ko-ru-si-Jo (cf. K6pvs, -veos), ke-ro-si-Ja 
( = yepovaia < * geront-ili) , ko-ri-si-Jo ( ko-ri-to = K6p!V6os), za-ku-si-Jo (cf. ZaKvveos) . 
The classical forms in -v61os are analogical or borrowed from West Greek;  
cf. Att. npo!3ai\iaiOS from npoi3Cxi\lv6os (Schwyzer, Gram. I ,  p. 272) .  Parallel 
to this is the change in the divine name po-se-da-o=Poseidaon (W.Gk. noT-, 
E.Gk. noa-) ; perhaps influenced by the adjective po-si-da-i-Jo= Epic noal5rfios. 
There are, however, some signs that the development was not complete in the 
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Mycenaean period. -ti- followed by a vowel survives in some proper names: 
e.g. pa-i-ti-jo (from pa-i-to = Cl>atcn6s) as in classical ct>aiCJTtOS, as regularly 
following s, ti-ri-ti-ja ( ti-ri-to) , ra-ti-jo ( ra-to = 1\o:rw) classical /\cmos; mi-ra-ti-ja = 
Milatiai ( MiAT)Tos) ;  men's names o-ti-na-wo perhaps = 'Opcrt-, ta-ti-qo-we-u= 
LTacrt- (LTT)crt-)? In two cases the word shows both forms: the man's name 
tu-si-je-u is also written tu-ti-je-u, and the feminine ethnic adjective ti-nwa-si-ja 
has its genitive plural written ti-nwa-ti-ja-o. 

Other evidence for Mycenaean's affinities with East Greek is to be found 
in the form of certain words: i-je-ro (and derivatives) reflects E.Gk. lep6s not 
W.Gk. lap6s; and a-te-mi-to=Artemitos E.Gk. wApTEI.IIS, not W.Gk. wApTOI.IIS. 

Proceeding by elimination we can next point to several differences between 
Mycenaean and Attic-Ionic, although, as indicated above, the proto-lonic 
which presumably existed in the Mycenaean period would not be strongly 
differentiated from other forms of East Greek. The preposition a-pu is the most 
striking instance, agreeing with Arc., Cypr., Lesb. and Thess. &mi against 
Att.-lon. &n-6. This is surely not to be explained as due to the Arc.-Cypr. 
change of final -o to -v, since it is shared with the Aeolic dialects. The develop
ment of the vocalism o instead of a from a syllabic liquid or nasal is a feature 

t of both Arc.-Cypr. and Aeolic. The circumstances of this are not yet fully 
explained, but it is unnecessary to adopt the suggestion of Merlingen ( I  954, 
p. 3) that the spellings reflect the presence of the unmodified sounds. qe-to-ro
q"etru- is exactly paralleled by Thess. nETpo-, and if the other examples are not 
directly attested this is only due to the lack of adequate dialect records. The 

t treatment of the contract verbs is still too obscure to use in evidence; but the 
form te-re-ja, if rightly interpreted as 3rd sing. pres. indic., seems to suggest an 
athematic conjugation (see Vocabulary, p. 409) .  The infinitive, however, is in 
-en, as probably in Attic where *-aev>-av (Schwyzer, Gram. I, p. 807). The 
athematic conjugation of these verbs is found in Arc., Cypr., Lesb. and Thess. 
The form i-ja-te iater agrees with Cypr. against Att. io:rp6s, Ion. IT)Tp6s ; but 
since agent nouns in -ter are common in Mycenaean and the type in -TPOS is an 
innovation, this may not be conclusive. 

We are left then with a probable connexion with two dialect groups : Arcado
Cyprian and Aeolic. On historical grounds we might expect the affinities of 
Mycenaean to lie rather with the former, and Palmer has expressed his support 
for that view. But although there is some positive evidence, there seems as 
yet to be little certain indication which dissociates Mycenaean from the Aeolic 
group. This may be partly due to the difficulty of reconstructing a common 
Aeolic from dialects which have been strongly influenced by West Greek. 
We can, however, point to a few features of Mycenaean which are especially 
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typical of Aeolic : adjectives of material in -et os and -tOS (see p. 8g) ; and the 
use of patronymic adjectives in place of the genitive of the father's name, 
which is not found in Arc. or Cypr. On the other hand the evidence of vocabu
lary seems to emphasize rather the connexion with Arc.-Cypr. Such words 
as Srncxs and cpaoyavov are said to be Cypr. The form of the temporal adverb 
o-te=hote agrees with Arc.-Cypr. (and also Att.-lon.) <'he against Lesb. cha. 
The probable presence of primary media-passive endings of the 3rd person 
in -toi rather than -tai is not significant now that Ruiperez ( 1 952) has demon
strated that these are not innovations of Arc.-Cypr. but inherited. 

The traditional view of the Aeolic dialects has been surprisingly changed by 
Porzig ( 1 954) and Risch ( 1955), who have demonstrated that East Thessalian 
preserves a purer form of the dialect than Lesbian. On thi� theory the Aeolic 
dialects belong to the group which retain -Tt (e.g. in rroTi, against Lesbian np6s, 
which may be borrowed from Ionic). The effect of this change is to emphasize 
the affinity of Mycenaean to Arcado-Cyprian, and to suggest that Ionic may 
in fact be no more than a subsequently differentiated branch of Arcado
Cyprian. Certainly the Mycenaean vases from Boeotia and Attica, which t 
might be assumed to be Ionic at this period (c( Herodotus v, 58, 2), show no 
traces of significant variation in the dialect, though their evidence is too meagre 
to afford any satisfactory proof. 

4. DIALECT DIFFERENCES I N  MYCE NAEAN 
It would not be surprising if Knossos and Pylas, in view of their separation in 
time rather than space, showed differences of dialect. In fact the dialect 
appears to be extremely uniform, and the differences which have been found 
are more likely matters of orthography than phonetics. Pylos makes much 
greater use of a2 than Knossos (e.g. in the plural of neuters-stems), and Knossos 
often prefers the fuller spelling of an i-diphthong (KN ko-to-i-na PY ko-to-na, 
KN a-pi-qo-i-ta PY a-pi-qo-ta-if this is the same name). But some differences 
have been shown by new finds to be merely a matter of personal choice: the 
Knossos spelling ko-ri-ja-do-no with ja but Pylas ko-ri-a2-da-na with a2 has been 
shown to be without significance by a tablet from Mycenae (Ge605) which 
exhibits both forms. 

Since the bulk of the material so far comes from Pylas it is not always possible 
to confirm particular features at Knossos. But nothing has emerged so far 
which seems likely to be significant. The material from Mycenae is much more 
scanty, and hardly allows the drawing of any conclusions about the dialect 
in use there; but with one exception the forms found there agree very closely 
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with those at Pylos. The exception is the distinct preference shown by Mycenae 
texts for the third declension dative singular in -i instead of -e (see p. 86) . 

But datives in -i are not unknown at Pylos (e.g. ko-re-te-ri OnOl) ,  and Mycenae 
also has examples of -e, so there is no consistent differentiation. Fresh finds 
may lead us to revise our views on this point ; but at present the dialect pre
sents an extraordinary degree of homogeneity compared with classical inscrip
tions as widely scattered in time and space. Not until Hellenistic times was 

t Greece to recapture such linguistic unity. 
It is possible that this is a false appearance due to the conservatism of the 

scribal schools; thus the texts may represent not the actual state of Greek at 
r 200 B. c., but that at some earlier date-perhaps the sixteenth-fifteenth cen
turies-when the spelling was fixed. Aberrations from the standard would then 
be explicable as due to the influence of the actual speech of the period. Certainly 
such a theory will help to explain the problems of z and pa2• On the other 
hand a strong central influence has a stabilizing effect on a language, and 
spoken Greek too may have remained at an archaic stage throughout the 
Mycenacan period, only giving way to innovative change in the chaos following 
the dissolution of the Achaean empire. 

5. PHONOLOGY 
t This section collects representative examples from the vocabulary to illustrate 

the relationship of the Mycenaean spelling to the historical development of 
the sounds as far as known. Only the most restricted use has been made of 
proper names. References for all the words quoted will be found in the 
Vocabulary, or in the case of proper names in the Index of Personal Names, 
or the lists of place-names at the end of eh. v (pp. 146-so). 

V o w E LS 

a, a2=d, ii :  a-ke= agei, ma-te= miitir ; 
= a  : pa-te= pater ; 
= 1!!, �: a2-te-ro=hateron, ace. pe-re-u-ro-na=Pleurona, a-ki-ti-to = aktiton ; 

a + r=r, {: ta-ra-si-Ja= talasiii, pa-we-a2=pharwea, cf. a-re-pa (in ligature, 
see p. 284) =aleiphar. 

e = l, i: e-ke=ekhei, pa-te=patir ; 
= i: ku-te-so = kutisos ; = ' prothetic ' e :  e-ru-ta-ra = eruthrii. 

�� Note. Most of the certain examples of e = Gk. 1 are in proper names or non-Greek 
words : i-pe-me-de-ja = 'l<piiJ.EOEia (not from Icp1, contrast wi-pi-no-o = 'lcpivoos), mt-nu-wa 
= Mlvvas, ai-ke-wa-to = ai-ki-wa-to, pa2-me-si-Jo = pa2-mi-si-jo (cf. naiJ.IO"OS)' de-ko-to 
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= di-ko-to (?), e-pa-sa-na-ti = i-pa-sa-na-ti (where a n  error is excluded by the deliberate 
correction of e- to i-). Examples in apparent diphthongs are not easily explained : 
mi-to-we-sa-e, e-qe-ta-e, to-e (wo-zo-e is erroneous). On the question of datives in -'e 
see p. 85. Cf. i = l. 

i = i, i: e-pi = epi, si-to = sit os; 
=l: di-pa= depa.r. 

Note r .  i = Gk. e is less frequent than the reverse, see above. Also perhaps in i-mi-ri.jo 
= Himerios. It is a possible explanation of i-qo = hrrros < *ekwos, but this is Common 
Greek. For a possible dissimilation of e-e > e-i, cf. KN a-pe-i-si ? = PY a-pe-e-si = apunsi, 
and the dative singular of stems in -s (sec p. 86). 

Note 2 .  Confusion of i and u is not only found in the Ko1vij, but also in pre-Grcek 
words and names: e.g. 'Eft.euoVvlOS (Oius, Thera), 'Eft.evhw1a (Sparta) = 'EA£vaiv1os 
(Att., etc.) ; Lacon. Tlv!iapl!iav for more usual TvvS-; IJOAlf'(S)os = IJ6ft.vf'Sos, f31f3ft.os = 
f3vf3ft.os. There seem to be rare examples of this in Myc. : man's name ta-ni-ko = 
ta-nu-ko, place-name u-ta-no= "ITavos; cf. mo-ri-wo-do = mo/iwdos (?) = IJOAvf'Sos. 

o = o, o :  po-de = podei, do-se= dosei. 
=ii :  < r, !: qe-to-ro = Thess . TrETpo- Att. Tcrpa-, to-pe-za =lorpu.a (Tpeme3a), 

wo-ze=wor;:.ei< *wrgj-, o-ka=orkhii (apxiJ ; but perhaps from 7!1) ; <7!1, rz: 
a-no-wo-to= anouoton ( < *rz-ousrz-to-, cf. gen. ovOTos) , a-pi-qo-to=amphig"otos t 
( < *-g"1!1-to-), e-ne-wo-=ennewo- ( < * (e)newrz-) ; of uncertain origin: pa-ro= 
Tiap&, ko-wo = KWOS ( < :�?), ko-no-ni-pi ( Kavwv?), place-name ti-pa-ra-ki-ri-ja = 
u-po-ra-ki-ri-ja. Similar alternations occur in Arc., Cypr., Lesb., Thess. and 
Boeot.; also in words of uncertain etymology : e.g. aCITOK6<;j6CITOK6<;, 
aCITacpisj6CITacpls. 

=u: e-wi-su-;:.o-ko=e-wi-su-;:.u?-ko=-zugo- ; possible in po-ro-du-ma-te, po-ru-da- t 
ma-te, see Vocabulary s.v. du-ma. 

u = u, tl :  e-ru-ta-ra = eruthrd, tu-ro2 = ttlroi ;  
as silent vowel: before w :  ke-se-nu-wi-ja = xenwia ; before m? : see du-ma in  
Vocabulary; cf. anaptyctic u in  Lat. dracuma, etc. 

=i: see above. 
= o :  u-ru-pi-ja-jo = '0AVIJlrlOiot. � 

DIPHTHONGS 

a-i: almost certainly not two syllables in pa-i-to = <l>mCIT6s. Alternates with a:  
a-na-i-ta= a-na-ta. On the dat. plur. of a-stems see p .  84. 

a-j = ai :  in adjectives from feminines in -a (e.g. a-ko-ra-jo= agoraios). 

ai : ai-ka-sa-ma =aixmans. Very rare except as initial. The identification of *34 tt  
as ai2 depends on the equation of ._34-ke-u in PY 237 = Ta709 with ai-ke-u 
in 236=Ta641 ,  and is otherwise very dubious. 
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a-u : pu-ra-u-to-ro = puraustro, ka-ra-u-ko = Glaukos. 

t e-i: usually to be interpreted as two syllables. pe-i may represent Arc. crcpElS. 
Final -ei in verbs is always written -e. 

e-u : e-u-da-mo = Eudtimos, re-u-ko = leukO. 

e-w : probably for eu in e-we-pe-se-so-me-na = eu hepsesomena, e-wa-ko-ro = e-u-wa
ko-ro =Euag(o)ros, but this may be phonetic. 

o-i: ko-to-i-na=ko-to-na=ktointi; ko-i-no= ko-no =skhoinos. For -o-i in the dat. 
plur. of a-stems see p. 84. 

o-j : te-o-jo = theoio. 

o-u : negative o-u-, a-ro-u-ra= aroura(ns). 

u-j : fern. perf. part. a-ra-ru-ja = araruia. 

VOWEL CONTRACTION 

Elision of short final vowels is sometimes found in the compounded forms of 
the prepositions : e.g. a-pe-e-si ( ap- = apu-), pa-ra-wa-Jo = par-tiwaio, me-ta-no = 
Met-tinor, e-pe-ke-u=Ep-eigeus; but in many cases the vowel is maintained, not 
only when an etymological -h- intervenes : po-si-e-e-si = posi-eensi, o-pi-a2-ra = 
opi-hala, e-pi-ja-ta = Epi-halttis. 

Vowel contraction of the types found in Classical Greek seems to be unknown; 
cases like ko-to-na-no-lw= ktointi anonos, ko-to-no-ko =ktoino-okhos are isolated and 
probably faulty. Even like vowels are regularly retained in contact, though 
this would be explained if, as is not unlikely, intervocalic -h- survived : e.g. 
ko-to-no-o-ko = ktoino-(h )okhos, e-ma-a2 = Herma(h?) ai, e-ke-e = ekhe(h) en. The pre
Greek contractions are exemplified by no-pe-re-a2 = nophelea from *ne-ophel-. 

S PURIOUS DIPHTHONGS 

The ' spurious' diphthongs are of course represented in Mycenaean by the 
pure vowels, and where there is no contraction it is impossible to tell whether 
lengthening had taken place. -o-sa in the fern. participle probably represents 
-onsa (as in Arcadian) ;  in other doubtful cases such vowels have been tran
scribed with a circumflex accent : e.g. a-ke-re = agerei, wo-ra-we-sa = woltiwessa. 

SEMIVOWELS 

j :  used to indicate diphthongal i (see above) or as a glide : e.g. i-je-re-u = hiereus. 
This is sometimes omitted and we find i-e-re-u as an alternative spelling, just 
as in Cypr. iepevs as well as ljepeos. 

The loss of I.-E. -J- in intervocalic position is proved by the first component 
of a man's name a-e-ri-qo-ta= Aeri- (cf. Horn. i'jp1, t)ep1os, Avest. ayar•). 
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-sj- appears usually to yield -j- as in the gen. of the a-stems: -o-jo < *-osjo. 
Although we have transcribed this form as -oio on the Homeric model, it 
may be questioned whether -j- has not here a consonantal value, thus 
accounting for the metrically recoverable Homeric forms in -oo. A similar 
wavering between the two values may explain the alternation of -e-jo and 
-e-o in the formation of adjectives of material (see p. 8g). Similar alterna
tions in spelling are not infrequent in names : e.g. a-ti-ke-m-Ja but a-pi-ke-ne-a= 
-geneia, re-wa-jofre-wa-o. Advantage has been taken of this to put for
ward some interpretations : e.g. ke-ra-ja-pi = keraiaphi, Horn. KEpa6s, a-ta-o = 
Antaios. 

The existence of medial -w.J- seems likely in two words which have alter
native spellings: me-wi-jojme-u-jo = �eic.uv, di-wi-jajdi-u-ja probably= Lltfla. 
Cf. [pa2]-si-re-wi-jo-te = basilew.Jontes (J3acnAeVW). t 

Initial J- occurs in the adverb Jo- (also o-), probably=hci< *JOd. Other 
cases where it appears optional are:Ja-ke-te-re= a-ke-te-re, man's name.Ja-sa-ro 
= a-sa-ro. 

w :  initial :  wa-na-ka=wanax, we-to=wetos, wi-pi-no-o= Wiplzinoos, wo-ze=worzei, 
wo-i-ko=woikon. From *sw-, perhaps to be interpreted hw-: wo-jo= hwoio (?),  
we-pe-za = hweppeza ( b< + mo-) . Before r :  wa-ra-wi-ta = wrawista 'damaged ', 
wi-ri-ni-jo= wrinio; cf. o-u-ru-to=hci wruntoi, u being written as there is no 
sign for wu. After d: du-wo-u-pi = dwouphi ( ?) , du-wo-.Jo = Dwoios. 

lntervocalic: ka-ra-wi-po-ro = Klawiphoros, ka-ke-we = khalkiwes. 
With consonants : -dw- : wi-do-wo-i-.Jo = Widwoios; -wd- : mo-ri-wo-do = 

moliwdos (?) = �6AtJ3oos ; -nw- : ke-se-nu-wi-ja = xenwia, pe-ru-si-nu-wo = peru
sinwon; -rw- : do-we-jo= dorweios, ko-wa= korwa, pu-wo=Purwos ( < *purswos) ; 
-wr- : e-wi-ri-po = Ewripos (or= Eu-wripos ?) ; -sw- : wi-so-wo-pa-na = wiswo- ( lcro-) 
but also e-wi-su- ; -thw- : ma-ra-tu-wo = marathwon (in a loan-word, but te-o = 
tlteon if from *dhwes- shows loss of w in an inherited word). 

As a glide after u: tu-we-a = tltuea, ta-ra-nu-we = thrdnues, ku-wa-no = kuanoi, 
a-re-ku-tu-ru-wo = Alektruon. 

Note. In several words we have 'intrusive' w, where not expected from the etymology t 
or dialect forms; e.g. pe-ru-si-nu-wo, me-wi-jo. In others the expected w is absent: 
e-ne-ka = hmeka (not * henweka),  o-ro-me-no = oromenos, i-je-re-ja = hiereia, po-se-da-o = 

Poseidaon (Corinth. -arwv). On these see Chadwick ( 1954b, pp. 6-7) and p. 8g. ' 

w used to represent u before a vowel seems probable in e-we-pe-se-so-me-na = eu � 
hepsisomena, e-wa-ko-ro = Euag(o )ros, a-no-wo-to = anouoton. Cf. the alternations 
in proper names: ru-ko-wo-rofru-ko-u-ro = Lukouros, ra-wa-ra-tafra-u-ra-ta = 
Laurantha ? , adj. ra-wa-ra-ti-jo, ra-wa-ra-ta2Jra-u-ra-ti-jo, -ja. 
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r = r, l :  re-wo-to-ro-ko-wo = lewotrokhowoi. See p. 44· 

m = m :  ma-te= nuitir. 
n = n :  ne-wo=newos. 

S P I RANTS 

s :  initial only in words of foreign origin or due to development from other 
sounds : si-to = silos, sa-sa-nUL= stisama, se-ri-no =selinon, si-a2-ro = sialons, su-za = 

suka (?). su-qo-ta-o =sug"ottiOn ( crvf'c.:>TTIS) is a familiar if inexplicable form. 
Preceding a consonant it is sometimes apparently dropped: pa-ka-na = 

phasgana ; written in do-so-mo=dosmos. In ai-ka-sa-ma=aixmans it is preserved 
where classical Greek only retains its trace as an aspirate ( alxllt'l) .  Inter
vocalic -s-< t before j or in some cases i (see p. 73) : to-so= tossos, e-ko-si = 

t ekhonsi ; < kj: pa-sa-ro = passalo, wa-na-se-wi-ja from fCxvacrcra. 

t h :  There is no sign for the aspirate, nor are any aspirated consonants dis
tinguished. In the absence therefore of any notation, interpreted forms have 
been given the form which agrees most closely with classical Greek : initial h
and aspirated consonants are written where expected on later or comparative 
evidence, intervocalic -h- is omitted, except in a few cases of compounds. 
This is not intended to express an opinion on the extent of psilosis in 
Mycenaean, but merely to accommodate the reconstructions to a familiar 
pattern. The absence of contraction (see p. 78) is a slight indication in 
favour of retention of intervocalic -h- ; but where the etymology is uncertain 
or .disputed the choice is not easy; should we for instance be justified in 
writing dohelos? (Cf. Chadwick, 1 954, p. 14.) 

The use of a 2  where we expect ha does not involve any departure from the 
principle laid down. It is reasonable to suppose that 'Minoan ' distinguished 
no aspirates, and the opposition of afa2 may have corresponded to some
thing like the Hebrew X/31. It is noticeable that a2 sometimes alternates 
with ja (see p. 47). Andrews' theory of a sixth (schwa) vowel is not yet 
supported by convincing examples, and the variations in spelling are better 
explained as due to uncertainty in the use of signs having an original value 
without phonemic significance in Greek. 

,I z :  z has been used to transliterate the consonant which has obvious affinities 
with the Greek 3 (see p. 44). This is not to say that its sound was identical, 
but it serves as a useful symbol. The cases of alternation with k suggest 
a palatalized k', g' ; but the fact that it also represents *dj in -pe-za < *-pedja 
seems to prove that it was already some sort of sibilant. A theory which 
would account for its behaviour as observed so far is that in 'Minoan ' it 
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had the value le', which was occasionally substituted for le by Greeks, the 
distinction ofvelars and palatals having been lost in Common Greek; it was 
correctly used for *gj but with assibilation of this sound it was extended to 
similar sounds with a different history. So far it seems to be restricted to 
voiced stops, which, like d, conflicts with the theoretical basis of the syllabary. 
This is, however, the natural result of the development of *lcj to ss in Greek 
(cf. p. So), which is a further proof that z was a sibilant in Mycenaean. 

z is also used in those words which show s· initially from I.-E. *j� : 
ze-u-lce-u-si = zeugeusi, ze abbreviation of zeugos, e-wi-su-zu?-lco (also -zo-ko) = 
-zugo· ; ze-so-me-rw, a-re-pa-zo-o, zo-a from the root of sEW. 

The use of za=ya in Cypriot may be connected, but Lejeune rejects the 
transliteration za in favour of lea'. 

STOPS 

p, k,  t ,  d:  the use of these is shown on p. 44, §4. A theory to account for the 
separation of d/t(h) is suggested above (p. 70). The question of pa2 is 
discussed in the next section. 

Labio-velars: q. The presence of labio-velars in Urgriechirch has long been t 
accepted. The date at which they were lost no doubt differed in the dialects, 
Aeolic confusing them with the labials, while Arcadian maintains a distinc
tion before e and 1 in the early inscription from Mantinea (Schwyzer, Dial. 
66r ) .  In Cypriot the labio-velar is confused with s :  si-se='TIS. Their sound 
in M ycenaean can only be conjectured ; the interpretation assumes that they 
remained at that date more or less unchanged (hence written q", g" or q"h, 
as devoicing of mediae aspiratae is assumed, see p. 68). Pal mer ( 1954b, 
p. 53), however, suggests that they were already assibilated, hence his 
identification of the man's name a-i-qe-u as Afsseus and the verbal form 
e-lce-qe as future=hexei. Against this it may be observed that q-s- is once 
used to write x (qi-si-pe-e=xiphee) ,  though this does not necessarily exclude 
a sound such as /cJ. The identification of mo-qo-so = M6'VO$= Hitt. MulcJaJ 
was discussed by Chadwick ( r 954b, p. 5). 

The same signs evidently do duty for *kw as for the labio-velar : i-q9 = imros ; 
hence we may legitimately expect to find them used also for *ghw in com
pounds of6i)p; see entries beginning qe-r- in Index of Personal Names, p. 424¥ 

As stated above (p. 45) there is no sign for qa, but pa is regularly used to 
denote the initial syllable of nO:s, if this is correctly derived from *kwtint-. 
It is possible that before a the loss of the velar element had already begun, 
though the distinction remained elsewhere. Thus if pa2 were originally qa, 
phonetic change would have made it a homophone of pa. pa2 occurs in 
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a number of words in which we postulate a labio-velar: e.g. o-pa2-wo-ni 
Opawoni (but o-pa) ; but in most cases the etymology is too obscure: e.g. 
pa2-si-re-u = 13acrtf..Eiis, ti-ri-jo-pa2 = T pt6lTas, pa2-ra2 = nat-.f..as. In pa2-ra-to-ro 
the variants O'lT6:Aa6pov, 01<6:Acxvepov, etc., point tosqua-. But ku-su-to-ro-pa2 = 

xunstropha is derived from *strebh-. 
In other positions too there are some signs of an alternation of p and q. 

In PY 1 16 = En659 the man's name OJ-re-qo-ta-o (gen.) is apparently re
peated in the dative as Pe-re-qo-ta, though their identity is not certain (see 
p. 245) . If this name represents classical *T t)AEq>OV'T11S or the like, the develop
ment of the labio-velar before e to p would be surprising as this is found 
in Aeolic but not Arcadian. Easier to accept is the alternative spelling 
ra-qi-ti-ra2 for ra-pi-ti-ra2=raptriai, since the development to p before a con
sonant is universal. As the traditional etymology of p6:1rroo is disproved by 
the lack of the initial digamma, there is no external evidence to prove which 
spelling is the original one; but the masculine raptlr is spelt with pte, and the 
participle e-ra-pe-me-na also shows p instead of the expected assimilation. 
Thus the use of q here seems to be the abnormality, whereas in the former 
case it is the use of p. These examples are perhaps to be explained by a theory 
of traditional spelling (see p. 76) ; this would imply that the pronunciation 
was at least in a transitional phase. If this is really so, it is remarkable that 
there is so little inr:onsistency in the spelling. 

Although the decipherment has confirmed the etymology of many words 
containing labio-velars (note especially a-to-ro-qo &vepOOlTOS) there are a few 
surprises. to-ro-qo is plausibly identified with TpOlTOS, cf. to-ro-qe-jo-me-no and 
the man's name e-u-to-ro-qo, which conflicts with Skt. trdpate, Lat. trepit; 
if correct we must accept Meillet's connexion with Lat. torqueo : see to-ro-qo 
in Vocabulary. If the equation of qe-to with lTieos be right, this destroys 
another accepted etymology ; but it should be noticed that the spelling 
with e for i may indicate a foreign origin. 

t AssiMILATION 

Evidence of assimilation of another consonant before p is fairly extensive, 
though the nature of the resultant group can only be conjectured from the 
notation. A stop + p appears to yield -PP- (cf. Horn. K6:nnEcrE, etc. ) :  po-pi <pod
phi, e-ka-ma-pi <ekhmat-phi (or egma- ?), ko-ru-pi <koruth-phi ;  we-pe-za< (h)wek
pedja. We may assume partial assimilation of n> m :  ki-to-pi<khiton-phi; and of 
nt > m :  re-wo-pi < lewont-phi (cf. re-wo-te-jo= lewonteios) , a-di-ri-ja-pi < andriant-phi. 
It is hardly without significance that Homer has no examples of the -q>t ter
mination with stems in stops or liquids (EO')(ap6cpt and KOTVAT)Oov6cpt are plainly 
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secondary) ; was *f..to�J.<pt too far removed from f..e6v-rwv and too easily replaced 
by Atovcn? 

Assimilation before the -si of the dative plural can sometimes be assumed : 
pi-we-ri-si is probably from piwerid-si, cf. dat. sing. pi-we-ri-di ; pa-si <pant-si 
(presumably= pansi) , de-ma-si < dermat-si; pi-ri-e-te-si (cf. nom. plur. pi-ri-je
te-re) is ambiguous. 

On the other hand ' etymological' spellings are found where we should 
expect assimilation ; possibly merely as a convention to avoid confusion. 
po-ni-ki-pi <Phoinik-phi may be an exception in a foreign word. More surprising 
are e-ra-pe-me-na < errap-mena ( perf. pass. of parrrw) ; a-ra-ro-mo-te-me-na where 
the variant a-ra-ro-mo-to-me-na points to -tm-. 

I N IT IALpt-

Initial pt- for classical1T- seems to occur in two personal names: po-to-re-ma-ta 
= Ptolemattis, [e-u ]-ru-po-to-re-mo-jo = Euruptolemoio. Another apparent instance 
is po-to-ri-jo= Ptolion? KN 39 =Asl51 7, but until the context is clear this must 
remain tentative. This feature cannot be used to determine dialect affinities, 
since its use in proper names is much more widespread than in vocabulary 
words. 

6. M O R P H O L OGY 
N o u Ns 

The case system is remarkably close to that of Homer. Four cases can be t 
distinguished in the singular, five in the plural, the instrumental being marked 
by the suffix -pi in the first and third declensions. In the sing. the instr. coalesces 
with the dat. in all declensions. 

Feminine a-stems 
Sing. Dual Plur. 

Nom. 
{ t-.Je-re-.J I a . . I 

to-pe-;:. 1 o a-m-.J • a 
po-ti-ni-j , a I 

Ace. ta�r
.
a-si-j i a ko-to-n : a ' 

Gen. 1-.Je-re-.J . a ko-to-n l o ? ko-to-11 1 a-o 
Dat. po-ti-ni-j ! a a-ke-ti-r�� 1 a-i 

. lnstr. a-m-.J , a-pt 

This may be interpreted according to the spelling rules as :  sing. -tf, -tin, -as, -ai ; 
plur. -ai, -ans, -aon, -a'i, -aplzi. 

+ 
+ 
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t Dual: the extension of -ai as the nom. plur. termination led to its replace
ment as the inherited dual ending. This gap was filled by Attic with -0: on 
the analogy of the o-stems. Mycenaean appears to have borrowed the ending 
of the o-stems -o; cf. fern. dual KaAV'f'O:IJEvW (Hes. Op. 198), and the use of Tw 
as feminine even in Attic. The restoration of the genitive is less certain ;  -oin 
is possible under the spelling rules. Other examples of the dual are i-qi-jo, 
pte-no, and adjectives agreeing with these substantives. 

Ace. plur. : ko-to-na seems to be ace. plur. in PY 43 = SnO I ; other examples 
are a-ro-u-ra PY 154 = EqOI , o-pi-ke-re-mi-ni-ja (ace. of respect) PY 243 =Ta708, 
ai-ka-sa-ma PY 257 =Jn09. 

Dat. plur. : on the interpretation of this form see below. 

Masculine a-stems 

These follow exactly the pattern of the feminines except that the gen. sing. 
is in -a-o = -ao ; there is no exam plc of an instrumental plural. Two obscure 
forms in -a-e may be duals: e-qe-ta-e KN 29 =As82 1 ,  we-ka-ta-e KN X 1044 ;  
possibly to be explained as an extension of the dual ending of the consonant 
stems. This might account for the Homeric dual of masculine stems in -0: 
(not -11) ; and it may be significant that Homer never uses the dual of a feminine 

t a-stem. The presence or absence of final -s in the nom. sing. cannot be tested ; 
in view of Homeric and dialect forms without -s, it may well have been absent. 
In interpreted forms, however, this -s has been restored to mark the distinction 
from the feminines. 

0-stems 
Sing. Dual Plur. 

Nom. ko-w 0 pa-sa-r I o ko-w l o 
Ace. te- ; o si-a2-r I o 
Gen. te- ! o-jo a-ne-m o 
Dat. da-m 0 le- ! o-i 
Instr. e-re-pa-le:J. I o 

Neuters : Sing. Plur. 
Nom. ko-ri-ja-do-n I o ko-ri-ja-da-n I a 
Ace. a2-te-r , o do-r a 

These may be interpreted : sing. -os, -on (neut. -on), -oio, -oi ; dual -o; plur. -oi, 
-ons (neut. -a), -on, -oi'i (? ) ,  -ois (?) .  

11  Dat. plur. : the spelling -o-i is clearly parallel to -a-i in the a-stems and must 
represent a similar form. We originally interpreted these as -ois, -ais ( -ois, -iiis ?), 
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the I.-E. instrumental ending (Skt. -ais) . But the new Pylos furniture tablets 
have shown that the ' instrumental '  of o-stems is in -o, not -o-i or -o-pi (e.g. 
e-re-pa-te-jo a-di-ri-ja-pi re-wo-pi-qe 243 = Ta 708). Since this case is distinguished 
in the spelling from the dative (e.g. pa-si-te-o-i) it is probably different in form, 
though we cannot exclude the possibility that -o and -o-i a.re merely alternative 
spellings of -ois (cf. p. 44). Theoretical considerations have led to the postula
tion of a dative (originally locative) : *-oihi < * -oisi, which was later restored 
by analogy. Merlingen and Andrews have therefore suggested that this is 
what the spelling implies. A definite decision is hardly possible on the evidence 
so far, but -oi'i has been adopted as the interpretation in order to maintain the 
distinction. In any case the a-stems must here be copying the o-stems, and we 
have written -ti'i to match. 

Instrumental : a very few cases of the termination -o-pi have been found, t 
only at Knossos, so that this may be a dialect difference. At least it is clear 
that this termination was not restricted to consonant stems, as proposed by 
Shipp ( 1953, p. g). KN Sel042 (joined with 1006) contains the words: 
e-re-pa-te-Jo-pi o-mo-pi, where the latter word may be hormophi; e-re-pa-te-Jo-pi 
is repeated in line 2, but here unfortunately we have lost the noun in agreement. 
i-ku-wo-i-pi KN 207 = V  280 is an isolated form of uncertain meaning; Ventris 
proposes an instrumental dual. 

Locative : Ventris suggests that di-da-ka-re (seep. 1 62) is a locative didaskalei of 
the type of oiKet. A termination -o1 would be indistinguishable from the dative . 

.Nou. Compound adjectives in -os (often used as substantives) have two terminations : 
e.g. a-ka-ra-no agreeing with to-pe-;ca PY 241 =Ta7 1 5 ;  a-pi-qo-ro ko-wo =amphiq•olon 
(fern. gen. plur.) korwoi PY 11 = Ad690. 

Consonant stems 
Sing. Dual Plur. 

Nom. J po-me 
I I wa-na-ka 1 ti-ri-flo-d I e po-me-n e 

Ace. pe-re-u-ro-n 
' 

a pa-ki-ja-n a (?) 
Gen. po-me-n 0 ka-ra-ma-t 0 (?) 

Dat. f po-me-n e 
si I ko-re-te-r 

pa-

Instr. po- : pi 

Interpretation : sing. zero or -s, -a, -os, -ei or -i; dual -e; plur. -es, -as, -on, 
-si, -phi. 

+ 
+ 

Dat. sing. : two explanations of -e are possible. It may be part of the general ,, 
confusion of l and i (see p. 76), and stand for the original -i of the locativc. 
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This seems to be certain in those cases where the script has -i. This is much less 
frequent than -e at Pylos and Knossos, except in the s-stems (see below). 
M ycenae, however, shows a marked preference for -i (e.g. ka-ke-wi, ke-ra-me-wi, 
pi-we-ri-di), though -e does also occur (o-pe-ra-no-re). Alternatively we may 
interpret -e as -ei, the old I.-E. dative termination preserved in Old Latin and 
other languages, and in traces in Greek. The latter has been adopted in this 
book, but again without any desire to prejudge the issue. 

Stems in s: the type in -is shows the declension: nom. -e (neut. -e), gen. -e-o, 
dat. -e-i; dual -e-e (all genders) ; plur. neut. -e-a or -e-a2, dat. -e-si ( =-essi), 
instr. -e-pi ( =-esphi). The neuter di-pa=dipas has dual di-pa-e. Comparative 

t adjectives do not show -11- in the declension:  me-zo, me-wi-jo ( =mezon or mezos ? 
etc.) have dual -o-e, plur. -o-e, neut. -o-a2 ( =-oes, -oa, Att. -ovs, -w) . Perfect 
participles in the masculine and neuter show the same declension : neut. plur. 
a-ra-ru-wo-a, te-tu-ko-wo-a2 • 

Stems in i :  some examples are found in the nom. sing., e.g. a-pu-do-si= 
apudosis; but there is no evidence of the declension except instr. plur. 
po-ti-pi = portiphi. 

Stems in u :  evidence is very scanty. Nom. sing. ta-ra-nu has plur. ta-ra-nu-we, 
-ues, like aT6)(vs; gen. sing. in man's name e-te-wa-tu-o = Etewastuos. The dative 
ka-ru-we (instr. plur. ka-ru-pi) presumably also belongs to this type; cf. Pylos 
place-name a-pu2?-we. There is no evidence of the ablaut declension : -vs, 
-e[F ]os, except perhaps te-re-te-we and pa-ke-we = pakhewes. 

Stems in tiu : nom. plur. ka-ra-we = grriwes. 
Stems in eu : sing. nom. -e-u, gen. -e-wo, dat. -e-we (MY -e-wi) ; dual -e-we ; 

plur. nom. -e-we, dat. -e-u-si, instr. -e-u-pi. To be interpreted: -eus, -ewos, -ewei 
or -ewi; -ewe ; -ewes, -eusi, -euphi. 

Note 1 .  Adjectives of the type in -went- have feminine -we-sa = -wessa with analogical 
e for a <  *-w1,1tja. The masculine is typified by the man's name ko-ma-we = Komtiwens, 
gen. ko-ma-we-to = Komtiwentos. Examples of the feminine arc: pi-ti-ro2-we-sa, ko-ro
no-we-sa, mi-to-we-sa. The perf. participle has fern. a-ra-ru-Ja = araruia ( < *-usJa) ; 
pres. part. of verb 'to be ' :  a-pe-a-sa = apeassai ( < *-es(ltja), masc. a-pe-o-te = apeontes. 

Note 2. The case and number of the termination -pi= -qll. It will be observed that 
the term ' instrumental ' has been applied to the case formed by this suffix. This 
follows the generally accepted view that it is a relic of an I.-E. instrumental (cf. Skt. 
-bhis), and is supported by its use after passive or intransitive verbs such as ' equipped 
with', ' inlaid with '. Its frequent use with place-names seems equally to prove that 
it also has the value of locative. 

Its number is proved to be plural (or dual) by the opposition of ka-ru-wefka-ru-pi, 
a-di-ri-Ja-tefa-di-ri-Ja-pi, e-ka-ma-tefe-ka-ma-pi, po-ni-kefpo-ni-ki-pi, po-defpo-pi in parallel 
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contexts on the furniture tablets. Cf. also du-wo-u-pi te-re-ja-e PY 148 = Ep04 with 
e-me-de te-[re ]-ja Eb40. 

This conclusion agrees as regards case, but not number, with that reached on the t 
Homeric evidence by Shipp ( 1953, p. 15). 

PRONOUNS  
These are very rare and mostly doubtful. 
mi=min: da-mo-de-mi pa-si=drimos de min phiisi (?) PY 135 =Ep704; cf. 

e-ke-de-mi PY 196 =Na70. 
pe-i =spheis, sphe'i ? Dat. plur., cf. Arc. a<pets, Att. a<p[cn. + 
to-e PY Eb842 = to-me PY 148 = Ep04 in identical context (see p. 263). The � 

phrase is obscure, but to-efto-me may represent the dative of a demonstrative. 
If not erroneous to-e may be toi or toi-e = *T�[ (cf. Elean Tot, Boeot. Tott, etc.). 
to-me may be explained as to-(s)me with the suffix -( a)!-ll found in Cret. OTI!-ll = 

c;>TlVI, cf. Skt. loc. tdsmin. 
to-jo : possibly genitive of the demonstrative. 
to-i-qe : dat. plur. toi'i-que ? 
to-to : ' this ' =Toiho; see Vocabulary, p. 410. t t  
wo-jo : = (h)woio=olo, gen. of pron. adj. ' his own ' ?  
Note. It seems most unlikely that any forms are to be explained as a definite article, 
since this is clearly absent from many contexts where its presence would be demanded 
by classical usage. 

N u M E RALs 

These are poorly represented, mostly in compounds. 
I : dat. e-me = hemei shows preservation of the original -m- replaced by -n- in 

all dialects. 
2 :  instr. du-wo-u-pi; see Vocabulary, p. 39 1 .  
3 :  in  compounds ti-ri- = tri-. 
4 :  in compounds qe-to-ro-=quetro- (-ro-< *r) . 
6:  in compounds we-= (h)wek- (Cret., etc., re�). 
9 : in compounds e-ne-wo-= ennewo- (o < * 1"1)· 

THE V E R B  

Terminations 
The theory of Ruiperez ( 1 952) that the Arcadian medio-passive primary 

tenninations in -Tot were original and not, as had been supposed, secondary is 
supported by the new evidence. As the final -i is not written and there is 
ordinarily no augment (see below), it is impossible to distinguish a present 
from an imperfect. But two considerations seem to indicate that we are right 
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in taking these forms as present. ( 1 )  e-ke-qe e-u-ke-to-qe . . .  e-ke-e PY 140 = Eb35 ; 
if both verbs are imperfect, then the e-ke of the common formula must be so 
too; but present is much more likely in such a formula. ( 2) to-sa-de o-u-di-do-to 
PY 198 = Ng02 is plainly parallel with to-sa-de na-u-do-mo o-u-di-do-si PY 189 = 
Na65, etc. ; since di-do-si cannot be anything but present, so presumably is 
di-do-to. In many other passages a present is preferable, and e-pi-de-da-to is 
more likely to be perfect than pluperfect. 

t Augment 

+ 
+ 

The syllabic augment is normally absent, such forms as a-pu-do-ke=apu-doke 
being regular in the secondary tenses. An apparent exception is a-pe-do-ke 
in a new Pylos tablet (Gnl l84}, which at present remains isolated. The tem
poral augment would of course be concealed by the notation. 

Reduplication 

Reduplication in the perfect follows the regular pattern ; a-ra-ru-ja and 
a-ra-ro-mo-te-me-na show the special 'Attic ' reduplication of verbs beginning 
with a vowel plus sonant. e-ra-pe-me-na has the ordinary form of reduplication 
=epp-. 

Verbal forms 

No finite forms other than third persons occur. 
Active: thematic present: sing. e-ke= ekhei, plur. e-ko-si = ekhonsi; in fin. 

e-ke-e = ekheen, a-na-ke-e = anageen, wo-ze-e = worzeen ; part. wo-zo = worzon, e-ko-te 
=ekhontes. 

Athematic present :  sing. pa-si=phtisi (?}, plur. di-do-si= dido(n)si, ki-ti-Je-si= 
ktiensi ; part. i-jo, i1·o-te = ion, iontes. 

Future: sing. do-se= dosei, plur. do-so-si= dosonsi; part. de-me-o-te = demeontes. 
Aorist :  a-ke-re-se=agrlse (?), wi-de=wide ( = doe), o-po-ro=ophlon ; part. 

a-ke-ra2-te = agerantes? 
Perfect : part. a-ra-ru-ja = araruia, te-tu-ko-wo-a2 = tetukhwoa. 
Middle: thematic present: e-u-ke-to=eukhetoi, e-ke-jo-to=en-keiontoi (?) ; part. 

wo-zo-me-no. 
Athematic present: plur. di-do-to= dido(n)toi, -u-ru-to=wruntoi ; part. ki-ti

me-na = ktimerui. 
Future : part. e-pe-se-so-me-na = hepslsomena, ze-so-me-no = zesomeno-. 
Aorist : de-ka-sa-to = dexato, pa-ro-ke-ne-[to J = paro-geneto, dt-ko-to = dekto, ze-to = 

gento; infin. wi-de-ta-i= widesthai (?) .  
Perfect: e-pi-de-da-to =epidedastoi; part. de-de-me-no= dedemeno. 
The contract verbs are barely represented, but we may detect one in te-re-ja, 
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which seems to be 3rd sing. pres. indic. ( = teleia, like the proposed reading 
86:1Jva for Oa!Jvc;t in Homer, cf. Schwyzcr, Gram. 1, p. 659) ; infin. te-re-ja-e= 
teleiaen (as Att. TtiJ<lv< *TtiJ6:ev, cf. Schwyzcr, Gram. 1, p. 807) .  

The verb ' to be'  : 
Present: plur. e-e-si=eensi (also ap-, en-, posi-) ;  dual e-to =eston (?) .  
Imperative : 3rd pfur. e-e-to=eento (? or imperfect?). 
Part. : e-o, e-o-te =eon, eontes (also ap-) ; fern. a-pe-a-sa= apeassai. 
Imperfect: sing. a-pe=ap-es (?). 
Future : e-so-to= essontoi (?). 

W o R n - FoRMATION 
Only a few points deserve special comment. 
( 1 ) Feminines in -eia from masculines in -eus. These forms have been discussed 

by Chadwick ( 1954b, p. 7) .  The clearest is i-je-re-ja=lziereia, and it  is now 
evident that contrary to all supposition the feminines do not contain the -w
of the masculine. Other examples are : the names i-do-me-ne-ja = ldomeneia 
( ' IOo!JeoJevs), ke-ra-me-ja = Kerameia ( KEpaiJEVS), e-ro-pa-ke-ja ( e-ro-pa-ke-u). Other 
occupational names are do-qe-ja (cf. man's name do-qe-u), ri-ne-ja-o, i-te-ja-o, 
pa-ke-te-ja, ka-ru-ti-je-ja-o, a-ra-ka-te-ja, e-ne-re-ja, ko-u-re-ja, o-nu-ke-ja, te-pe-ja-o. 
Contrast the adjectival formations pa2-si-re-wi-ja, i-je-re-wi-jo, where the termi
nation is -ewios; cf. Cypr. i-e-re-vi-ja-ne ' sanctuary '. 

(2) Adjectives of Material. These show an alternation between -e-jo, -e-o, 
and -i·Jo, which recalls the similar variation between -eos and -e•os in Homer. 
Forms in -•os are also found in Lesb. and Thess. One word exemplifies all 
three forms: wi-ri-ne-jo, wi-ri-ne-o, wi-ri-ni-jo = wrineos. 

(3) Adjectives in -teros. wa-na-ka-te-ro appears to be wanakteros ' royal ' .  The t 
objection of Meriggi ( 1 954, p. 34) that in PY 130 = Eo371 (Ea24) ke-ra-me-wo 
wa-na-ka-te-ro shows lack of concord is hardly sufficient to outweigh the neuter 
wa-na-ka-te-ra. Such cases of grammatical oversight are not uncommon (see 
p. 72) ; and cf. PY 108 = Ea81 7, where we have po-me qualifying genitive 
mo-ro-qo-ro-jo instead of the correct po-me-no found on 109 = Ea 782. Less certain 
is po-ku-te-ro, which appears to be formed from po-ku-ta of unknown meaning. 

7. S Y N TA X  
There are several examples of perfect participles active used in  the intransitive 
sense familiar in Homer: a-ra-ru-ja, a-ra-ru-wo-a ' fitted (with) ' ,  cf. 01<oA6maow 
6:pf)p6Ta (Od. vu, 45) ; te-tu-k.u-wo-a 'well made' (of garments and wheels), 
cf. Po6s ptvoio TETEV)(WS ( Od. xu, 423) ; possibly de-di-(da)-ku-ja ' taught ' .  
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An idiom familiar in Sanskrit, the use of a reduplicated locative such as pade
pade ' at every step ', varfe-varfe ' every year', is found for the first time in Greek: 
we-te-i-we-te-i ' annually ' (see p. 279). 

pa-ro governs the dative, where Attic 1Tapc:'x would demand the genitive; 
cf. the use of the dative with &mJ in Arcadian. me-ta also appears to govern 
the dative in the phrase me-ta pe-i, where the dative is Homeric. The accusative 
and infinitive construction appears to be proved by PY 140 = Eb35, cf. 135 = 
Ep704. One other subordinate clause has so far been identified, a relative 
temporal clause introduced by o-te = hole PY 235 = Ta 7 1 1 .  

The development of prepositions is already complete, as might be expected 
t from comparative evidence. The instrumental -qH, however, often stands alone, 

and where accompanied by a preposition we may detect a relic of the earlier 
independence : o-pi . . .  qe-to-ro-po-pi o-ro-me-no PY 3 1  = Ae04 suggests the ' tmesis' 
of the Homeric E1Ti . . . opoVTcn (Od. xrv, 104) where there is no noun expressed. 

Word order would seem to be of importance where the inflexions are so 
largely hidden by the script. There seems to be some consistency in the 
formulas, though divergent orders are not to be excluded. The order : subject, 
verb, object, is regular. But the common introductory word o- (jo-) seems 
usually to have a verb following; possible exceptions are KN 260 =0g0467, 
213 = L  641 .  The order then may be either subject, object (e.g. PY 257 = Jn09) 
or object, subject (e.g. PY 75 = Cn02) depending which is being listed. The 
clauses beginning o-da-a2 show more freedom; the subject usually follows 
immediately, the verb, if expressed, being postponed; but in PY 151 = Eb36 
we have object, verb, subject. Adjectives tend to precede the noun, but this 
is often obscured by the fact that when items are being listed the noun naturally 
takes precedence. Two or more adjectives applied to one noun show asyndeton 
(e.g. PY 241 =Ta71 5. 2) ; but a series of attributive nouns are coupled with 
-qe (e.g. PY 242=Ta707, 246 =Ta722). On occasion two instrumentals may 
be balanced on either side of a participle: se-re-mo-ka-ra-a-pi qe-qi-no-me-na 
a-di-ri-Ja-pi-qe PY 243 = Ta 708. 

The definite article as such is clearly absent. Where forms of 6, f), T6 appear 
to occur they are probably demonstratives and are listed under Pronouns. 

8. V O CABULARY 

It was shown above (p. 68) that the vocabulary was essentially Greek. It re
mains here to discuss its affinities inside Greek. Of the words identified 
a remarkable number are rare and poetic, while some are known only from 
sources as late as Hellenistic times. It is most revealing to find that words we 
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had thought to be post-classical are of such venerable antiquity ; it should 
never be assumed that absence from the literary record implies absence from 
the vocabulary. A good example is the word pu-ra-u-to-ro in a list of vessels 
and implements ; it can hardly be anything but puraustro ' a  pair of fire-tongs ', 
found in Herodas (third century) and an inscription of the fourth century n.c. 

Such a humble item of furniture might well escape mention in literature 
altogether, and its late appearance can now be seen to be without significance. 

The words which we know only in Homer and in poetry are archaic survivals t 
of an earlier period, and there is nothing surprising in finding them in ordinary 
use in Mycenaean documents. The words for ' swords' and ' spears' (phasgana, 
enkhea) both belong to this category. The names of vessels are numerous and 
some of them cannot be identified with classical words ; a-pi-po-re-we is especially 
notable as showing the Homeric form without haplology (amphiphoriwes), and 
its replacement by a-po-re-we=amphorewe at Mycenae, and perhaps at Pylos, 
shows that the classical form is also of great antiquity. A few words are 
recorded by glossaries as Cypriot: di-pa Srnas, pa-ka-na q>exaycxvov. The name 
of the ' king' wa-rza-ka = wanax was by classical times obsolete (except in special 
uses) in the whole of Greece but Cyprus. 

Of special interest are the Semitic loan-words, which prove that Phoenician 
influence had begun in the Mycenaean period. The Greeks had already 
borrowed from them the names of two luxury articles: ku-7'u-so = A!trwu�·, and 
ki-to = khiton ; and of at least two spices : ku-mi-no = kumino11 and sa-sa-ma = sdsama ; 
probably also ku-pa-ro = kupairos. The word po-ni-ke = phoinikei ' griffin' (?) and 
po-ni-ki-ja = phoinikia ' red ' also probably imply contact with Phoenicia. 

The following particles are found: 
-de=de ' but', ' and '. 
o-,jo-=hO ( = ws) attested as Doric by grammarians, and found in the com

pounds Attic w-Se, Alcman oo-T'. 

+ 
+ 

o-da-a2: probably a strengthened form of the preceding; see Vocabulary, ,[ 
p. 400· 

o-te = hole ' when'. 
O·U·=OU ' not'. 
o-u-ki = oukhi? 
-qe=q"e (Te) ' and '. For usages where the meaning is obscure see p. 246. 
Suffixes of motion : 
-de = -de ' towards ' .  
-le= -then ' from' :  a-po-te =apothen ?, a-po-le-ro-te = amphoterothen, e-te=enthen? 

A number of place-names ending in -te are more likely datives (locativcs) of 
consonant stems. 



C H A P T E R  IV 

T H E  P E R S O N A L  N A M E S  

t A T  least 65 per cent of the recorded Mycenaean words are proper names, the 
interpretation of which is beset by even greater difficulties than those en
countered in the interpretation of the vocabulary. The place-names are dis
cussed elsewhere (see eh. v ,  pp. 1 39-50). The personal names, which occur on 
almost every tablet and often comprise the greater part of the text, are ex
tremely numerous; well over a thousand have so far been recorded. A com
parison with known Greek names, both legendary and historical, leads to many 
tempting identifications; but whereas the identification of a vocabulary word 
can be checked by its meaning as determined by context, that of a personal 
name must always depend entirely on the superficial resemblance. All the 
parallels proposed in this chapter must be regarded as subject to this quali
fication, and thus in a different class from the vocabulary words. 

The degree of probability increases with the length of the word, for the 
longer the word, the less chance there is of a different word resulting in the 
same spelling. Thus the interpretation of e-te-wo-ke-re-we-i-Jo as the patronymic 
adjective from 'ETEoi<Afis can be regarded as certain ; but shorter words often 
admit of several identifications, and when, as is frequently the case, only the 
nominative is recorded the range may be wide. 

The methods adopted to distinguish personal names require description. 
The most obvious is the association of single words with the ideogram for MAN 
or W O M A N  and the numeral 1 ,  a feature of the long lists such as KN 38 = 

Asl 516, MY 46 = Aul02. In other cases the context clearly demands a name, 
as in the lists of persons in the Pylos Eo-series (1 18-130), or the names of smiths 
in the Pylos Jn- tablets (253-257) . Similarly some tablets appear to have 
a consistent formula, such as the Knossos D (sheep) series (64-70) ,  all of which 
begin with a personal name. If names thus proved are found in other lists, 
there is a strong presumption that the remaining words in the same list are 
also names; though cases do occur of composite lists containing also places 
or trade-names (e.g. PY 258 = Kn01 ) .  In a few cases the identification of 
a name depends chiefly on its resemblance to a known Greek name. 

In the present state of our knowledge there are many doubtful cases, and 
the catalogue has been compiled so as to err on the side of exclusion rather than 
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inclusion. Many more words, especially on small fragments, are probably 
names, but evidence that might justify their inclusion is lacking. On the other 
hand it may be hoped that few words have been wrongly admitted, though in 
some cases doubt exists whether the name is that of a person, or is that of 
a place, an ethnic adjective, or a title. 

One important question which we might expect to answer from a study of 
the names is the extent of foreign admixture among the Mycenaean Greek 
population. Unfortunately the problem admits no easy solution. If the Greek 
language were imposed on a foreign population, the subsequent generations 
would doubtless show progressively higher proportions of Greek names. But 
even in classical times there arc large numbers which do not seem to be 
significant in Greek. Thus no exact correlation between names and origins 
can be expected. There is too a further problem :  where do we draw the line 
between Greek and foreign? There must inevitably be disagreement about 
the degree of resemblance necessary to establish a Greek origin for a name; 
and when the effects of ' popular etymology ' are taken into account, it is 
obvious that the basis for a statistical survey is lacking. Similar considerations 
apply to the Mycenaean names with even greater force ; for we can only con
jecture the form that underlies the spelling. The longer names are mostly 
explicable as Greek; the shorter ones offer such a range of possibilities that 
there must be few which the exercise of sufficient ingenuity will not allow us 
to derive from a known Greek base. The negative evidence is therefore lacking 
to permit a proportional calculation; we can only point to names which arc 
clearly Greek and to others which have an unfamiliar aspect. Certainly the 
names cannot be used to support a theory that any language other than Greek 
was in actual use in the Mycenaean kingdoms. 

It should be pointed out that the list of names given in the Index of Personal 
Names (pp. 4 I4-27) is biased and must not be used for statistical purposes. 
It does not represent the complete catalogue from which this chapter has been 
compiled, but only the names occurring in the texts printed in Part II, and 
a selection of the more interesting ones from other tablets. 

I .  MEN' S  NAM E S  

N AMES E N D I N G  I N  -a 
Some of these names may in fact be unidentified feminines, owing to the 

impossibility of distinguishing the gender in the nominative (see Women's 
Names, p. 1 o I ) .  Otherwise these are mainly names corresponding to the Greek 
masculines of the first declension (-a(s), gen. -ao) . In view of the existence of 
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masculines in -a in Homer, Boeotian and Elean, it seems very doubtful if we 
t are justified in restoring a final -s  in the nom. sing. The -s has been restored 

here in the forms quoted in interpretation merely as a convenient means of 
distinguishing masculines and feminines; it is not intended to imply any judg
ment as to the probable form (see p. 84). The other main type represented 
is that in -cxvs (gen. -CXVTOS) ; there are also a few anomalous types such as 
pe-re-ku-wa-na-ka, where the final -a is only a device of the spelling to suggest 
the double consonant of the ending -r6:va� . . 

Compared with later Greek names the most notable absence is that of names 
ending with the patronymic suffix -Bas (classical -O:ST)s, -iS11s) . The few names 
ending -a-da, -i-da do not appear to be of this type except possibly da-i-ta-ra-da 
(cf. Homeric l1a1Twp). The same is, however, true of the Homeric names, 
where these patronymics are either epithets or used as substitutes for the real 
name. 

There is a large group (50) ending in -a-ta, some of which seem to be the 
representatives of the classical suffix -TJTT)S: a-ra-ta=Aliitas ('AA6:Tas Pindar), 
ko-ma-ta = Komiilas (Ko�n1rrfls), ko-ne-wa-ta = Skhoinewiilas ? (cf. LXo•v6:Tas), ma
ka-ta = Makhalas?, po-to-re-ma-ta= Plolemiilas (Boeot. TToAEil6:Tas) ; po-to-ri-ka-ta 
= Ptolikhiilas?, ra-u-ra-ta = Lauriitas?, re-u-ka-la = Leukiilas, se-ri-na-ta = Selintilas, 
ta-ra-ma-la = Thalamlilas (ethnic of 9aA6:1la•). 

A smaller group in -e-ta contains probable representatives of the classical 
types in -E.,s, -i}Tl)S: a2-e-la =Aetas, i-ke-la = Hikelas; a-ke-la = Agitas?, e-u-me-ta 
= Eumittis. Other interesting names of this class are: o-pe-la (cf. o-pe-re-la, 
which may not, however, be the same word) = Ophelltis (Thess. and Boeot.) ,  
o-re-la= Oresttis; ko-ma-we-ta = Komawenttis?. 

Finally there is an important group ( 1 5) in -qo-la, one of which has at Knossos 
the variant -qo-i-ta. (See p. 43 on the possible significance of this as a spelling 
variant.) Owing to the ambiguity of the spelling and the peculiarity of the 

t dialect this can correspond to four Greek suffixes: -guoltis = -�O:Tl)s (for change 
of a and o see p. 77, and cf. a-pi-qo-lo in Vocabulary) or -�WTl)S, -quhontas= 
-q>OVTl)S, or -quhoitiis = -q>OiTl)s. The variant -qo-i-la can only represent the last 
possibility. The following is the list of names with this suffix, together with 
some suggestions for the identification of the first part of the compound: 

a-t-ri-qo-ta = 'Aept- (' Hpt-). 
a-na-qo-ta = 'Ava-. 
a-no-qo-ta = 'Avw-? 
a-pi-qo-ta = 'A�o�<pt-, variant a-pi-qo-i-ta. 
a-tu-qo-ta 
da-i-qo-ta = l::.rfi- (6.T)t<p6VTT)S). 
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do-qo-ta 
e-u-ru-qo-ta = Evpv- (Evpvj3<hT)s Horn.). 
pa-qo-ta 
pe-ri-qo-ta-o (gen.) = n£pl-. 
po-ru-qo-ta = noAV- (noAvcp6VTT)S Horn.). 
qe-re-qo-ta-o (gen.) = T T)A£-. 
qo-ta 
ra-wo-qo-ta = Aao- (cf. Aaocp6VTT) fern.). 
ro-qo-ta 
wi-jo-qo-ta = 'lo- (16s ' poison ' ;  cf. 'loJ'Cn-TJs). 

NAMES E N D I N G  I N  -e 

Of the several possible Greek types which this spelling may represent only 
two seem to be directly attested in the personal names : -T)S, gen. -eos, and -evs, 
gen. -evros. Any others occurring are not attested in an oblique case which 
would reveal the declension. The most common type is that in -e, gen. -e-o, 
dat. -e-i (not apparently -e-e). 

There is a group of names in -me-de corresponding to the Greek -l.li)Sfls : 

a-no-me-de = Ana- ? 
a-pi-me-de=Amphimidis (possibly not a name but a title). 
e-u-me-de = Ekhemidis (cf. 'Exe1.1{)6a fern.). 
e-ti-me-de-i ( dat.). 
e-u-me-de = Ev1.1i}6T)s (Horn.) . 
pe-ri-me-de = neptl.li}6T)S (Horn.) . 

There is one certain name in -me-ne: e-u-me-ne=Eumenis. The other names t 
with this ending may represent different formations: ri-me-ne= Limnes ?;  
a-re-me-ne (with an apparent variant a-re-zo-me-ne) on the jars from Thebes. 

The suffix -ke-re-we = Greek -KAEflS, -KII.iis is found in: e-ri-ke-re-we = Eriklewis?, 
[da?]-mo-ke-re-we-i (dat.) =Damoklewis (6al.lal<Afis), ke-ro-ke-re-we-o (gen.) = 
Kheroklewis?, na-u-si-ke-re-[we] =Nausiklewis; and the patronymic e-te-wo-ke-re
we-i-jo presupposes the name Etewoklewis ( = 'ETEol<Afis) . 

The other type of declension seems only to occur in names which are 
etymologically adjectives in -went- ( -T)ets, -6ets) : ko-ma-we (gen. ko-ma-we-to, 
dat. ko-ma-we-te) =Komawens (Kol.ll)ets), ai-ta-ro-we= Aithalowens (al6aA6ets) . 

NAMES E N D I N G  I N  -i 

Hardly any of these names reveal their declension by oblique cases, and in 
many instances the gender is obscure; it is likely that a number of these are in 
fact feminine. Some are clearly shown to be masculine by association with the 
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ideogram M A N, or by their trade : ke-ki and to-ro-wi in lists of smiths (KepKiS is 
attested only as a woman's name), ka-ra-pi an e-te-do-mo. 

It seems likely that to-ro-wi-ko PY 62 = Cn655. 2 is the genitive of to-ro-wi; 
if so this is presumably a stem in -1�. We might expect a spelling *to-ro-wi-ki 
on the analogy of wa-na-ka ; but the latter is more likely a deliberate anomaly 
due to the ambiguity of *wa-na. 

N A M E S  E N D I N G  I N  -0 
As might be expected this is by far the largest class of masculine names. 

On the basis of the inflected forms they may be subdivided into six groups : 

Nom. Gen. Dat. Greek 
(a) -o -0-)0 -o -os -010 
{b) -o -o-o -ws -oos 
(c) -o -o-no -o-ne -wv -ovos or -wvos 
(d) -o -o-ro -o-re -wp -opos 
(e) -0 -o-to -o-le -wv -OVTOS 

(f) -qo -qo -qe -Oijl -OlTOS 

(a) o-s terns. The great bulk of names fall certainly or probably into this class. 
For convenience of treatment these will be further subdivided. Owing to their 
great numbers only a small selection of the more interesting names is here 
analysed. 

There is a large class which are known in Greek as common nouns (both 
substantives and adjectives), some at least being also attested as personal 
names. In the latter case the Greek word is given a capital letter. 

Titles : pu-ra-ko <l>vAcn<os (Horn.}, wi-do-wo-i-jo Widwoios (cf. ISvio1, !3iSv1ot, 
etc.). 

Animals: e-ki-no Ex_ivos, ru-ko AvKos (or 1\Vl<c.vv ?) , ta-u-ro T a\ipos. 
Other objects : ai-la-ro Ai6c:xAos, ku-pe-se-ro K�AvEAos, ma-ma-ro M6:p1-1apos, 

pe-po-ro nrnAOS, ru-ro 1\vpos, ti-ri-po-di-ko TprrroSiOl<OS (also as common noun 
MY 234 = Ue61 I ) ,  ze-pu2-ro Zeq>vpos. 

Adjectives of colour: e-ru-to-ro MEpv6pos, ka-ra-u-ko fi\aOl<os (Horn.), ka-sa-to 
z6:v6os (Horn.), ko-so-u-to zoii6os, pu-wo Corinthian nvpros ( = nvppos) , 
re-u-ko-jo (gen.) 1\evKOS (Horn.) . 

Other adjectives : de-ki-si-wo = Dexiwos ( Ae�16s), de-ko-lo SeKTOS or SeKOTOS 
( = SeJ<OTos), di-so Stcrcr6s, du-wo-jo= Dwoios (So16s), mo-ro-qo-ro = Molog"ros 
( llOAo(3p6s) , na-pu-ti-jo = .N tiputios ( vrpnmos) , pe-se-ro 't'eM6s, pi-ri-to-jo (gen.) 
<l>iAICTTOS, po-ti-jo noVTIOS, si-mo (cf. woman's name si-ma) 2:illOS· 

Derivatives in -lOS (excluding those from place-names, see below) : a-ka-ta-jo 
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'AK<aios, a-ko-mo-ni-jo = Akmonios ( • AKilWV) ,  a-ko-ra-jo &yopaioc;, a-pa-z-tz-;o = 
Haphaistios ("Hq>ato-ros) , a-wo-i-Jo = Awoios ( ' HcTx>s ?) , ai-ki-,jo Aiytoc;, ai-so-ni-jo = 
Aisonios (Aiawv), e-ko-to-ri-jo = Hektorios (e-ko-to •EK<wp; Horn. 'EK<6peoc; as 
adj . ) ,  e-ni-,ja-u-si-jo 'EvtaVatos, ka-ri-si-Jo Xapicrtos, me-de-i-Jo MT)oetos, o-pi-si-,jo 
"O'f'IOS, pa-na-re-jo = Panareios (nav6:pfls)) pa-ra-ti-Jo (variant paz-Taz-ti-,jo) naA
A.6:vTtos, pa-qo-si-jo = Pang"osios ? (cf. pa-qo-ta), qe-ra-di-ri-,jo = Q:elandrios (T Tjt..av
opos) , sa-u-ri-,jo = Saurios (:LaOpos) , wa-du-ri-,jo = W adulios ("Hovt..os) , we-we-si-,jo = 
Werwesios (Elpos, cf. e!peatwvT)) ,  wi-tu-ri-Jo = Witulios ("hvi\os) . 

A group of names in -me-no appear to be medio-passive participles : a-me-no t 
• Apllevos ?, a2-nu-me-no = Amumenos ( O:pvvj..lat) ? , ai-nu-me-no = Ainumenos ( aivv
j..lat) ?, e-u-ko-me-no = Eukhomenos (e\Jxoj..lat), ku-ru-me-no KAV!lEVOS, o-po-ro-me-TW = 
Hoplomenos (cmAo!lat) ?, wa-do-me-no = Wtidomenos (il5o!lat) . Others less easy 
to explain are : ka-e-sa-me-no, ke-sa-me-no (possibly variants of the same name; 
cf. Kacrcra!lev6s), pi-ra-me-no, and *ku-sa-me-no to be deduced from the patro
nymic ku-sa-me-ni-jo {Kwew ?} . 

Compound names of the typical Greek form and with obvious meaning 
are frequent; but both here and in other sections compounds occur one 
member of which seems obvious, while the other remains obscure. Some of 
these are here listed exempli gratia : 

a-ke-ra-wo Ageltiwos 'AytAaos 
a-ko-ro-qo-ro Agroq"olos ? (cf. Latin Agricola) 
a-pi-a2-ro 'Al!q>iaAOS 
a-pi-do-ro 'Al!q>i5wpos (cf. woman's name a-pi-do-ra) 
a-pi-Ja-ko-ro-jo (gen.) Amphiagros or Amphitigoros 
a-Pi·:Ja-re-wo Amphiariwos 'Al!q>l<XPT)OS 
a-pi-ra-wo Amphiltiwos 
a-pi-wa-to Amphiwastos? 
a-ti-pa-mo Antiphtimos 'Av•iq>l)I!OS 
a-tu-ko Atukhos ? 
a-u-po-no Aupnos 
a-wi-to-do-to Awistodotos ? 
[de] -ke-se-ra-wo Dexeltiwos t.e�iAaOS 
e-ke-da-mo 'Ext5a�oLos 
e-ri-we-ro Eriwiros ( = Horn. �p{l)pos) ? 
e-ti-ra-wo ? -ltiwos (cf. e-ti-me-de) 
e-u-da-mo Ev5a�Jos 
e-u-ka-ro Euktilos ( EVKTJAOS) 
e-u-ko-ro EvKoAos, Evxopos, EvKAos? 
e-u-na-wo Euntiwos EvvT]OS 
e-u-po-ro Evq.opos, Evnopos 
e-u-po-ro-wo Euplowos ECmAovs 
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e-u-ru-da-mo EvpvSa�os 
[ e-u ]-ru-po-to-re-mo-jo (gen.) Evpv1TT6Ae�os 
e-u-to-ro-qo Eutroq"os Ei:rrpolTOS 
e-u-wa-ko-ro Evayopos, Euaypos 
i-su-ku-wo-do-to Iskhuodotos ? 
ma-na-si-we-ko Mruisiwergos Mv11crlepyos 
ne-wo-ki-to Newo-? 
o-ku-na-wo Okuntiwos 
o-pi-ri-mi-ni-jo Opilimnios (cf. 'Emt-l�vtos) 
o-ti-na-wo Ortintiwos? 
pe-ri-to-wo Ptrithowos netpl6oos 
pi-ro-we-ko Philowergos <l>tf-oiipyos 
po-ru-ka-to Polukastos ? (cf. noAVKCraTTl) 
ra-wo-do-ko Ltiwodokos /\a65oKos 
ra-wo-po-qo Ltiwopoq"os? (cf. ll11�o-K61Tos) 
ra-wo-qo-no Ltiwog"honos (cf. /\ec..>cp6VTilS) 
ru-ko-wo-ro (variant ru-ko-u-ro) Lukoworos (cf. 1\vKovpia) 
ti-ri-da-ro Tridtilos (cf. • Apl-511'-os, etc.) 
wa-du-ka-sa-ro W tidu- ? 
wa-du-na-ro W tidu- ? 
wa-tu-o-ko W astuokhos • AaTiioxos 
wi-pi-no-o Wiphinoos 'lcplvoos 

The following names are identical with or are derived from place-names : 

ai-ku-pi-ti-jo Alyvrrnos 
ai-ta-jo Aithaios (Ai6ata) 
i-wa-so lwasos (cf. "lacrov "Apyos Horn.) 
ka-so K6:cros 
ko-ru-da-ro-jo (gen.) KopvSat-Ms 
ku-pi-ri-jo KV1Tptos 
ku-ra-no Kulltinos (KvAATJVTl) 
ku-ta-i-jo Kutaios (K\rTatov) 
ku-lt-ro Kuthiros (Kv6{jpa) 
ma-ra-nt')O Ma'-civtos 
o-ka-ri-jo Oikhalios (Oixa'-111 Horn.) 
pa2-me-si-:JO (variant pa2-mi-si-jo) Pamisios (n6:�tcros) 
pa2-ra-jo <l>apaios 
po-i-ti-jo Phoitios ( <l>oniat) 
ra-pa-sa-ko 1\ci�\jJaKOS 
re-pi-ri:io uprios (1\hrpeov) 
rt-u-ka-so Leukasos ( 1\eVKacrla) 
ru-ki-jo 1\\tKtos 
ru-na-so Lurnassos ( /\vpVT�crcr6s) 
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lu-n-;o T vptos? 
tu-ri-si-jo-jo (gen.) TvAicnos 

Names attested in Greek, but not otherwise classified : a-nu-to wAVVToS, 
ko-do-ro K65pos, ko-ka-ro KwK<lAOS, mo-qo-so = Moq•sos (MO\vos ; cf. Hittite Mukfaf) , 
pi-ra-Jo <l>tAaios, pi-ri-no <l>tAivos, pu-wi-no = Purwinos (Tlvpptvos), si-ra-no LtAav6s, 
wi-ri-Ja-no = Wrianos ( = 'Ptav6s ?) . 

(b) -c..>S, -6os. These are very rare ; perhaps genitives to-ro-o (TpW$, Tpw6s ?), 
a-pi-qo-o. 

(c) -cuv, -ovos or -cuvos. Most prominent is a class of names in -a-wo, though 
the identification is often uncertain in default of evidence of declension. Among 
those plausibly identified or certified by inflexion are: a-ka-wo (dat. -ne) = 
Alkawon?, a-mu-ta-wo (gen. -no) = 'A�Jv66:cuv (Horn.), a-re-ta-wo = 'ApET6:c.>v 
(Horn.), a-ri-Ja-wo (dat. -ne), a-ti-Ja-wo= Antitiwon ( = 'Av-ricuv) ?, e-ke-ra2-wo 
(gen. -no, dat. -ne) = Ekhelawon (cf. 'Exe?-.aos), ma-ka-wo = Max6:cuv, me-za-wo 
( dat. -ni) = Mezawon ?, o-pa2-wo-ni ( dat.) = Opawon ?, pi-ri-ta-wo-no (gen.) = 
Brithawon ?, pi-ro-pa2-wo = Philoppawon (cf. <l>t?-.oKTT')�Jc.>v) ? . The type with 
genitive -cuvos is represented by the divine name po-se-da-o (dat. -ne or -ni) 
Tlocm56:cuv ; and is to be inferred from identifications such as de-u-ka-ri-Jo 
�M<<XAicuv. 

(d) -cup, -opos. There are two probable uncompounded names in this class: 
a-ko-to = w AKTc.>p, e-ko-to = ·EKTc.>p (cf. e-ko-to-ri-Jo) ; and a compound of uncertain 
identity: e-u-we-to (gen. -ro) Eultiir?. Apart from these most names belonging 
to this group are compounds ending in -a-no ( = -i)vcup) : 

a-ka-sa-no Alxanar (Naxian 'AAxaf!vop) 
a-la-no (gen. -ro, dat. -re) = • AVTTjvc..>p 
do-ri-ka-no Dolikhtinor? 
e-ka-no Ekhtinor (cf. 'Exavlipa) 
me-la-no (dat. -re) Mettimir (cf. METc:'.tv£tpa) 
ne-11-.Ja-no (dat. -re) Nestitinor? 
o-pe-ra-no (dat. -re) Oplultinor (cf. 'Ocp£Aavlipos) 
ra-ke-da-no ( dat. -re) ? -anar 

(e) -cuv, -ov-ros. The only proven examples are i-na-o (dat. i-na-o-te), and 
a-pi-(J)o-to (gen.) perhaps Amphiontos (classical 'A1-1<plovos) . 

(f) -0\¥, -onos. The presence of -o in the spelling of the nominative is purely 
formal ; cf. the final -a of wa-na-ka = r6:va� : ai-ti-Jo-qo (gen. ai-ti-Jo-qo, dat. 
ai-ti-Jo-qe) = Al6io�j.�; po-ki-ro-qo probably Poikiloq"s. 
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NAMES E N D I N G  IN -u 

These are comparatively rare except for the stems in -e-u (see below). It is 
possible in default of inflexional evidence that some conceal consonantal ter
minations ; e.g. ko-ku might be KOKKV� used as a name. Others have a foreign 
look: e.g. o-tu which is perhaps the name wOTvs attested as Paphlagonian. 
Apparently Greek arc: e-te-wa-tu-o (gen.) = Etewastus?, o-ku = Okus ?, re-u-ko-o-

t pu2-ru (read as Leuk{r}ophrus by Palmcr), wa-de-o (gen.) = Wtidus (f)5Vs) . 

There are over roo names in -e-u, corresponding to the archaic Greek type 
in -rus. Some have clear etymologies (e.g. do-ro-me-u=Dromeus from 5p61Jos) ; 
others, as in the historical names, are apparently foreign. An interesting group 
is formed by those derived from verbal stems with a -s- suffix : a-re-ke-se-u 
( OAEl<-)' a-we-ke-se-u ( ae�w)' de-ke-se-u {oEKOIJOl) '  e-ne-ke-se-u (tvcyK-)' ka-ri-se-u 
(xapisOIJOl ?), o-na-se-u (6viV111Jl), pa-ra-ke-se-we (dat.) (npaaaw), pi-re-se-[u] 

t ( qu;\ew), qo-wa-ke-se-u = CUow-axeus ( &yw), te-se-u ( TIST)IJl). 
A full list of these names in -e-u follows: 

a-1-qe-u 
a-ka-re-u 
a-ke-u 
a-ki-re-u 
a-na-te-u 
a-pa-je-u 
a-pe-te-u 
a-re-ke-se-u 
a-ri-ke-u 
a-ro-Je-u 
a-ta-ma-ne-u 
a-ta-ze-u 
a-to-re-u 
a-we-ke-se-u 
ai-ke-u 
a�-ki-e-we ( dat.) 
41-Tt-U 
da-to-re-u 
de-ke-se-u 
do-qe-r1 
do-ro-me-u 
e-do-mo-ne-u 
e-ne-ke-se-u 
e-ni-pa-te-we ( dat.) 
e-o-te-u 
e-pe-ke-u 
e-po-me-ne-u 
e-re-u ( ?) 
e-ro-pa-ke-u 

e-ta-je-u 
e-ta-wo-ne-u 
e-te-we (dat.) 
e-wi-te-u 
1-mo-ro-ne-u 
1-ne-u 
i-le-u 
ka-e-se-u 
ka-ke-u 
ka-nu-se-u 
ka-ri-se-u 
ka-te-u 
ke-me-u 
ke-re-le-u 
ke-re-u 
ke-ro-u-le-u 
ki-e-u (ki-je-u) 
ko-pe-re-u 
ko-le-u 
ku-ke-re-u 
ku-ne-u 
ma-re-u 
me-re-u 
me-te-we ( dat.) 
me-to-qe-u 
mo-re-u 
ne-qe-u 
no-e-u 
o-ke-te-u 
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o-ke-u 
o-ko-me-ne-u 
o-na-se-u 
o-ne-u 
o-pe-te-re-u ( o-pe-to-re-u) 
pa-da-je-u 
pa-de-we-u 
pa-ra-ke-se-we ( dat.) 
pa-sa-re-wo (gen.) ( ?) 
pe-ke-u 
pe-qe-u 
pe-ri-te-u 
pe-te-u 
pi-ke-re-u 
pi-re-se-[ u ?] 
pi-ta-ke-u 
po-i-te-u 
po-ke-we (dat.) 
po-ro-qe-re-je-wo (gen.) 
po-ro-u-te-u 
po-ru-we-wo (gen.) 
po-te-u 
pu-te-u 
qe-re-me-ne-u 

THE PERSONAL NAMES 

qe-ta-ra-je-u 
qe-ta-se-u ( = qe-te-st-u ?) 
qo-wa-ke-se-u 
sa-ke-re-u 
la-mi-je-u 
ta-re-u 
/a-ta-ke-u 
ta-ti-qo-we-u 
te-pe-u 
te-po-se-u 
te-se-u 
te-te-re-u 
te-te-u 
to-ke-u 
tu-ke-ne-u 
tu-ru-we-u 
tu-si-je-u 
tu-ti-je-u 
u-re-u 
wa-di-re-we (dat. ?) 
we-da-ne-wo (gen.) 
we-te-re-u 
wi-ja-te-wo (gen.) 
wi-*65-te-u 

2. WOMEN'S NAMES 
In a number of cases it is possible to identify a name as belonging to a woman 
by the presence of an ideogram or the gender of an attribute. No distinction 
is possible on grammatical grounds, since the masculine and feminine a-stems 
cannot be distinguished unless the name occurs in the genitive. There are 
therefore a number of names which are ambiguous; and these are treated as 
masculine in default of evidence; where there is good reason to suspect they 
might be feminine this is indicated in the Index. 

The great majority of proven women's names end in -a. The exceptions are 
a group of 1 o ending in -i which presumably correspond to Greek stems in -IS: 
e-pa-sa-na-ti (variant i-pa-sa-na-ti), lr.o-pi, mu-ti MvpTtS, mu-ti-ri MvpTtAiS, 
qo-ja-ni, sa-mi, tu-*49-mi, tu-ri-Ja-ti (cf 8vpEfrns fern. adj.), tu-ri-ti, wa-ra-ti; 
six ending in -o, presumably Greek_ -oo: ka-na-to-po, ku-tu-pa2-rw, ru-ta2-no, t 
ta-ka-to, tu-zo, * 18-to-no; four in -u (Greek -vs, -v�? perhaps foreign) : a-zu?, 
ke-pu, ma-zu?, wi-ja-na-tu ; and one in -e: si-nu-ke. 

Other known or recognizable names include: a-pi-do-ra=Amphidora (cf. 
'A!-lcp[Sc.upos) , a-ti-ke-ne-:Ja = Antigeneia, Arti-? (for termination cf. ke-pu-ke-ne-ja), 
ai-wa:ia =A la iT), i-do-me-ne-ja = Idomeneia (cf. 'ISo!-lEVEVS), ke-ra-me-ja (fern. of 
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KEpaJ..IeVS), mu-ka-ra = MVKc:XAT), pi-ra-ka-ra = Philagui (cf. <l>l;\aypos), pi-ro-na = 

Philona, pu-wa= nvppa (cf. pu-wo), si-ma=LiJ..IT), ta-ra-mi-ka= Thalamika, -iska?, 
te.pa2:ja=8T)j3aia, u-wa-mi-:}a =Huamia (cf. town 'YaJ..IEia in Messenia). 

3. NAMES RECURRING AT DIFFERENT PLACES 

A fair number of the personal names are attested at more than one place. 
There can be no question, at least as far as Knossos and Pylos are concerned, 
of these referring to the same persons. It is also probable that different people 
are intended when the same name recurs in the same place but in a different 
context; for instance ti-pado who is called a shepherd (po-me) on PY 128 = 

Eo278 (EbO l )  can hardly be the same man as ti-pado who is a smith at 
A-ke-re-wa on 253 =JnO I .  

t The following lists show all the certain or probable personal names which 
occur at two or more places; where one source has only a different inflexional 
form or a variant spelling this is shown in brackets. Names which are certainly 
feminine are so shown. 

ai-lco-ta 
ai-ta-ro-we 
a-lea-sa-no 
a-lca-ta-jo 
a-lca-wo 
a-lce-ra-wo 
a-lce-ta 
a-lci-re-u (PY a-ki-re-we) 
a-no-Ice-we 
a-pi-me-de 
a-pi-qo-ta 
a-re-lci-si-to 
a-si-wi-jo 
a-ta-no (PY a-ta-no-ro) 
a-ta-o 
a-ta-wo 
a-ti-pa-mo 
a-ti-ro ( ?) 
a-tu-/eo 
a-*64-jo 
de-�i-si-wo ( PY de-lci-si-wo-jo) 
di-wo 
do-ri-lca-o 
du-ni-jo 
e-lce-da-mo 
e-ke-me-de 

KNOSSOS A N D  PYLOS 

e-lci-no ( PY e-lci-no-jo) 
e-ta-wo-ne-u ( KN e-ta-wo-ne-we) 
e-te-wa (KN e-te-wa-o?) 
e-u-lco-me-no 
e-u-po-ro-wo 
i-da-i-jo 
i-ra-ta 
i-wa-lca 
lca-ro-qo 
lea-so 
lca-ta-no 
lce-sa-do-ro 
Ice-ti-ro ( ?) 
ke-to 
ki-je-u (PY ki-e-u) 
ki-ri-ja-i-Jo ( KN lci-ra2-i-Jo) 
ko-do 
/co-ma-we (PY KN lco-ma-we-te) 
lco-pe-re-u 
lco-ro 
lco-sa-ma-to 
ku-ri-sa-to 
lcu-ro2 (KN lcu-rodo) 
ku-ru-me-no 
ma-ri-ti-wi-Jo 
me-nu-wa 
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me-ta-no (KN me-la-no-re) 
me-za-wo (PY me-za-wo-ni) 
mo-da 
mo-go-so (PY mo-go-so-jo) 
na-e-si-jo 
na-pu-ti-jo 
o-na-se-u 
pa-na-re-jo 
pa-pa-ro 
pa-ra-ko 
pa-wa-wo 
pe-po-ro 
pe-qe-u 
pe-re-wa-ta 
pe-ri-te-u 
pi-ra-me-no 
po-ro-ko 
po-ro-u-te-u 
po-ru-da-si-jo ( ?) 

i-na-o 
ka-sa-to 
ke-re-no 

pe-u-ro ( KN pe-se-ro-jo) 

THE PERSONAL N A M E S  

qo-te-ro 
ra-u-ra-ta ( PY ra-wa-ra-ta) 
re-u-ka-ta 
r�-wa-jo ( PY re-wa-o) 
n-so-wa 
r1-.�o 
ru-ro 
sa-mu-ta-jo 
ta-we-si-jo (PY ta-we-si-jo-jo) 
te-pada (fem.) 
te-u-to 
te-wa-jo 
ti-pa2-Jo 
wa-na-ta-Jo 
we-we-si:io 
wo-di-je-ja (fern.) 
wo-di-jo 
zo-wi-jo 

PYLOS AND MYCENAE 

o-pe-ra-no (MY o-pe-ra-no-re) 
te-ra-wo (PY te-ra-wo-ne) 

KNOSSOS AND MYCENAE 

pu-wu 

KNOSSOS, PYLOS AND MYCENAE 
ka-ri-se-u 

a-nu-to 
e-u-da-mo 

KNOSSOS AND THE BES 

la-de-so 

KNOSSOS, PYLOS AND THEBES 

e-wa-ko-ro (PY e-u-wa-ko-ro) 
KNOSSOS AND E L EUSIS 

du-pu2?-ra-zo (EL da-pu2?-ra-zo) 

4. HOMERIC PARALLELS 

Among the personal names are a fair number which recall names familiar 
from Homer. The list appended enumerates fifty-eight, which, making due 
allowance for the spelling conventions and difference of dialect, may be equated 
with Homeric names. Not all of these may be correctly identified ; but at least 
the majority are likely to be right. And to these may be added a further list 
of similar but not identical names. The root of the name may be the same but 
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with a different sufflx :  e.g. a-pi-jo-to (gen.), cf. 'Ailcplcuv, 'A!lcplovos; o-wi-ro, 
cf. 'O'i�ros ; i-ke-ta=Hiketds, cf. 'h<crc'xcuv. There may be a difference of gender: 
e.g. i-do-me-ne-ja, feminine of ' 15ollEVeVS (see p. 8g). Or the word may occur 
in Homer, but not as a personal name: e.g. na-pu-li-jo= .Naputios (vrrrnrnos) ; 
i-wa-so (also a place-name) , cf. wlaaov '"Apyos (Od. xvm, 246). 

None of the names can be plausibly identified with any historical character 
named by Homer; the name of Nestor is absent as well as that of Minos. 
Kretheus and Amythaon are figures in Pylian history, but the owners of these 
names on the tablets are hardly of sufficient importance to allow identification, 
even if the chronology were acceptable. The duplication of names (see p. 102) 
suggests that there was a comparatively limited range of names in use in 
Mycenaean times, and when Homer gives the same name to more than one 
character, his invention is not necessarily to be judged barren. The evidence 
that famous names such as Hector and Achilles (the latter found at both 
Knossos and Pylos) might be borne by a number of men-some of humble 
rank, for the former is theoio doelos-throws a new light on the attempts at identi
fying Achaean names in the Hittite documents. Our suggestion (Evidmce, 
p. 95) that these names confirmed the view that the myths were already current 
has been rightly criticized by Banti ( I  954, p. 3 I o) and others. 

It is remarkable that this list includes twenty men who are named by Homer 
as Trojans or fighting on the Trojan side : Agelaos, An tenor, Aretaon, Deukalion 
Eumedes, Glaukos, Hektor, Ilos, Laodokos, Lykon, Pandaros, Pedaios, Pedasos, 
Perimos, Phegeus, Phylakos, Pyrasos, Pyris, Tros, Xanthos. Two of these names 
are also given to Greeks. A discussion of the conclusions to be drawn from this 
fact  lies beyond the scope of this book; but twenty out of fifty-eight is a sig
nificant proportion. There is also a group of names which may be termed 
mythical, i.e. not given to real persons in the story of the poems : Aiaie, Aloeus, 
Ephialtes, Iphimedeia, Kastor, Tantalos. Two names, if the second is correctly 
interpreted, are those of Phaiakians : Amphialos, Ponteus. 

Names which can be exactly paralleled in Homer 
ai-ku-pi-ti-jo Alyvrrnos 
ai-ti-jo-qo AI6101Y (only as ethnic) 
ai-to Ai6wv 
ai-wa Aias 
ai-wa-ja A !a( T} 
a-ke-ra-wo 'AyfAaos, 'AytAews 
a-ki-re-u • AXIAAEVS 
a-ko-to • AKTwp 
a-mu-ta-wo 'Allv6Cx(A)V 

a-pa-re-u 'Acpaprus 
a-pi-at-ro 'Allcpi<XAos 
a-pi-ja-re-wo ' Aj..lcplapaoc; (' A�o�cpu!.:pl)os 

Pindar) 
a-re-ku-trl-ru-wo 'MeKTpv(A)v 
a-re-la-wo 'ApETcX(A)V 
a-ro-je-u 'M(A)EVS 
a-ta-no 'AVTi}v(A)p 
th-u-ka-ri-jo AevKaAI(A)V 
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e-ko-to • EKTWp 
e-pe-ke-u 'ElTElyevs 
e-pi-ja-la 'E<pi<XATT)S 
t-/a-wo-nt-u 'ETEWVEVS 
e-u-me-de Ev1-u't61Js 
e-u-na-wo E\i\n)os 
e-u-ru-qo-ta Evpvf36:TI)s 
i-pe-me-de-ja 'l<plj..lt6Ela 
ka-ra-u-ko rAcriiKOS 
ka-ro-qo XapolTos, X6:po'¥ 
ka-sa-to %av6os 
ka-to (gen. ka-to-ro) Ka<TTwp 
ke-re-te-u KpT)6evs 
ko-pe-re-u KolTpevs 
ku-ru-me-no KAvj..levos 
ma-ka-wo Maxawv 
ne-ri-to Nl)pnos 
o-re-/a 'Opt<TTI)S 
pa-di-jo na\'Siwv 
pa2-da-ro nuvSapOS 
pa!-da-so nl)Saaos 

THE PERSONAL N A M E S  

pe-da-i-o nt)Sa1os 
pe-ke-u <I>T)yevs 
pe-ri-mt-de neplj.!i)SI)s 
pe-ri-mo mplj.!OS 
pe-ri-to-wo neapl6oos 
po-ru-qo-ta no/.vcp6VTI)S 
po-le-u noVTEVS 
pu-ra-ko <l>vAaKOS 
pu-ra-so nvpaaos 
pu-ri nvp1s 
ra-wo-do-ko /\a66oKOS 
re-u-ko-jo (gen.) 1\evKoS 
ru-ki-jo 1\vKIOS (only as ethnic) 
ru-ko 1\vKwv 
ta-ta-ro TaVTaAOS 
te-se-u 01)aevs 
/o-ro-o (gen.) Tpt:ls 
tu-we-la evt<TTT)s 
wi-pi-no-o 'lcplvoos 
wi-ro •11.os, •1pos 

5. T H E  NAMES G I V E N  T O  OXEN 

Furumark ( 1954, pp. 28-9) drew attention to a group of Knossos Ch tablets 
on which pairs of animals are given names (see p. 2 1 3) .  The ideogram which 
Furumark took to be H O RSE is now identified as ox (see p. 195), and we have 
therefore the names given by the Greeks of Mycenaean Crete to several yokes 
of their oxen. Only horses have names in Homer; but we need not doubt 
that the Mycenaean ploughman had names for his oxen. Significantly all the 
names appear to be Greek: ai-wo-ro=Aiwolos (cxi6Aos) , ke-ra-no (Kel.atv6s) , 
[ko]-so-u-to (�ov66s, also as a man's name), po-da-ko (n6oapyos, a name given 
to two horses in Homer) , to-ma-ko (o-r6�apyos), wo-no-qo-so= Woinoqus (oivo\fl, 
an epithet of oxen as well as the sea in Homer) . 
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CHAPTER V 

T H E  E V I D E N C E  O F  T H E  TAB L E T S  

t THis chapter is intended to summarize the information which can be derived 
both from the circumstances in which the tablets were written and from the 
subject-matter that decipherment has revealed ; and to supplement the picture 
of Mycenaean life which had been drawn from the purely archaeological 
evidence (see especially Wace, 1949, pp. 102- I 8).  It inevitably repeats, though 
in a more synoptic form, many of the observations and conclusions in the 
commentary to Part I I  of this book, where the text of the key tablets quoted in 
evidence will be found. 

Even before decipherment, a study of the more pictorial ideograms enabled 
a summary of the apparent contents of the Knossos tablets to be included in 
PM, IV (pp. 666-872) and SM 1/ (pp. 5o-62). Following our JHS I953 
article, valuable surveys of the picture resulting from the then published 
M ycenaean tablets were made by Furumark ( I  954), Carratelli ( I  954 a) and 
others. 

Similar summaries, based on more complex but more certainly interpreted 
material, have been published for the Akkadian tablets from the Hurrian 
palaces at N uzi (' Epigraphical evidences of the material culture of the Nuzians ', 
Lacheman, I939) and at Alalakh (Wiseman, 1953, pp. I-1 7) .  Together with 
the alphabetic and cuneiform tablets from Ugarit (published piecemeal by 
Virolleaud in Syria, and to be re-edited in the forthcoming definitive volumes 
on Ugarit), these contemporary records present the most useful and significant 
analogies with the Mycenaean tablets, and will often be found quoted in our 
commentary. In spite of some differences in climate and culture, the simi
larities in the size and organization of the royal palaces and in the purposes 
for which the tablets were written ensure close parallels, not only in the listed 
commodities and their amounts, but even on occasion in details of phraseology 
and layout. Some direct knowledge of each other's scribal methods, through 
the medium of Mycenaean traders, cannot be entirely ruled out. Some earlier 
cuneiform sets may also provide useful material for comparison, particularly 
the Akkadian tablets from Ur of the third dynasty (Legrain, I947) and of the 
Old Babylonian period (Figulla & Martin, 1953). Conspicuously absent from 
the M ycenaean records are the contracts of sale, loan, exchange and marriage 
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common in the other sets : this may argue a difference either in the judicial 
function of the king or in the materials on which such things were recorded. 

No apology is needed for quoting Homeric parallels to the linguistic forms on 
the Mycenaean tablets : in spite ofthe relatively late date of our written texts, 
the Iliad and Odysstry may for the most part be safely taken as our earliest 
evidence for the classical language, and some of the features of our M ycenaean 
dialect are preserved by them alone. 

But how far may we be justified in quoting from Homer material parallels 
to the subject-matter of our tablets? A full answer would require a discussion 
of the sources, composition and transmission of the epics for which we have 
neither space nor qualifications; but the reasonable view exemplified by 
Lorimer ( I  950) would impose a considerable degree of restraint. Although 
the substance of the Iliad and Odysstry is derived from a real historical setting 
in the Mycenaean age by a continuous tradition of retelling, the detail and 
simile in their final elaboration are for the most part taken from the material 
culture and institutions of the eighth century B. c.-except where anachronism 
would clearly offend a generally-remembered tradition (e.g. of bronze weapons, 
of the absence of Dorians or cavalry, and of the geographical extent of Greek 
settlement as reflected in the Catalogue ofShips) . Some allusions to Mycenaean 
articles or institutions may be preserved in set phrases which the metre makes 
difficult to modify ; and a very few more detailed memories may have been 
preserved embedded ' in the amber of traditional poetry ', such as the descrip
tions of the boar's tusk helmet, of the metal inlay on Achilles' shield, and of 
Nestor's cup (though the last is denied by Furumark). 

But even if we can find few specifically Mycenaean things in Homer, there 
are inevitably broad similarities between the activities of the Greeks for whom 
our tablets were written and the life which he and his audience, looking at the 
world around them, thought it reasonable that their ancestors should have led. 
The fact that this testimony is linked by an identity of climate and geography, 
and by continuity of history and race, to some extent annuls the priority which 
the Ugarit, Alalakh and Nuzi evidence might claim on account of its closeness 
of date. 

It is extremely improbable that any distinctive passage of the Iliad or Odysstry, 
in the form in which we now know them, should already have been composed 
in Mycenaean times : in fact a large proportion of their lines will no longer fit 
the metre when retrospective allowance has been made for the intervening 
linguistic changes (though this is no argument against the intrinsic suitability of 
the hexameter as a vehicle for the earlier dialect). But both epics clearly 
derive from an earlier and wider repertoire, in which familiar themes were 
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elaborated by extemporization, plagiarism or deliberate innovation, and with 
the aid of stock formulae and stereotyped devices for articulating the narrative; 
and they preserve some evidence of an earlier stage in which the native dialect 
of the rhapsodes was not Ionic but Aeolic or 'Achaean '. It is reasonable to 
suppose with Lorimer ( 1950, pp. 453-8) that similar poems in Greek, and 
probably in hexameters, were already being recited at Knossos, Pylas and 
Mycenae. Some of Homer's connective formulae may already have been 
indispensable in their Mycenaean forms, e.g. ·� q>erro, Tci> 5e . . .  or *Tov 5, 
Crnalle•yw61JEVOS nocriq>a, etc . ;  we should perhaps not be surprised to find that 
some repetitive lines already existed in their entirety, let us say: 

*5UcrET6 Kw' <'xf�1110S O"KijcXOVT6 KwE rravcra1 QyVIai. 

Resistance to the idea of a developed Mycenaean poetry may well spring from 
a feeling that a form of Greek of such antiquity would not, like Homer, possess 
adequate resources of vocabulary compounds, connective particles, syntax 
patterns and inflexional forms. There is little basis for this prejudice, easy 
though it is to understand. In the language of everyday life, on which every 
literary style must ultimately be based, there is no reason to suppose that the 
men of Pylas and Mycenae were less articulate than their descendants of 
Socrates' time or our own; and the example of Anglo-Saxon poetry reminds 
us that the lndo-European languages have, with the passage of time and in 
areas of higher culture, tended to a progressive simplification of their formal 
resources rather than to their elaboration. 

We tread on more dangerous ground when we speculate with Wace whether 
such Mycenaean epics may not already have been committed to writing, and 
have survived part at least of the ' dark age' in a Linear B edition ; or with 
Webster ( 1955, p. r 1 )  on the possibility that the scribes of the tablets were 
themselves the aoidoi of our period. He draws attention to the dactylic rhythm 
of the preambles to 41 =Anl4 and 53 =An l 2 ;  and finds an echo of the catalogue 
style of the ' furniture' and ' chariot' tablets (235-246, 265-277) in such 
passages as Od. v1, 6g-7o :  

and Od. v,  234-5 : 

cXrrf}VT)V 
V'¥T)Ai)v M<VI<Aov, \mep-rtpi1J apapviav, 

rr0..EKVV IJ�yav, <'i:piJEVOV W TfaAcXIJf.10"1, 
X<'xAKEOV, a1Jq>OTEpw6ev <'xKOXIJEVOV. 

Apart from such aberrant examples of literary description, it is difficult to 
find close parallels in alphabetic Greek to the context and phraseology of the 
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Mycenaean accounts except in some of the Attic temple inventories and in the 
papyri of the Ptolemaic and Roman periods. But in the effort to form a more 
precise picture of the transactions and administrative problems which give rise 
to the different groups of tablets and their formulae, there may well be other 
sets of records, further removed geographically but still in some respects closer 
to the tempo of Mycenaean civilization than to that of our own, which we 
should not neglect in the search for helpful analogies. 

I .  T H E  EXTENT O F  M Y CENAEAN LI T ERACY 

Apart from some fifty inscriptions on jars (nearly all from Thebes and Tiryns) 
and one indistinct wall-graffito at Knossos, since destroyed (SM I, p. 5 1 ,  fig. 27), 
all the surviving examples of Mycenaean writing are on clay tablets and sealings, 
and consist exclusively of lists of commodities and personnel. The clay docu
ments were not baked by the scribes, but have been preserved by the fires which 
destroyed the various buildings in which they were kept. Though it is evident 
that very many more clay tablets must have been written than have been 
accidentally preserved, opinion is divided on the possible use of more perishable 
materials for literary purposes, and on the extent ofMycenaean literacy outside 
a narrow class of scribes serving the royal palaces. The following points have 
been cited in favour of an extensive knowledge of writing: 

1. The tablets found in the three adjoining houses below the citadel at 
Mycenae appear to be the records of private citizens, probably merchants 
(Wace, 1953 b) . 

2. ' The inscriptions on stirrup-jars presumably mean that more persons 
than the upper and middle classes could read and write: it would obviously 
be no use to inscribe stirrup-jars if only a few persons could read what was 
written on them' (ibid. p. 426). 

3· From an analysis of handwriting, perhaps still questionable in some details 
but unassailable in principle, Bennett has shown that at least six scribes wrote 
the tablets in the M ycenae ' House of the Oil Merchant ' ;  and that more than 
thirty were responsible for each of the Pylos and Knossos sets, in some cases 
a particular scribe being associated with a single kind of record (MT I, 1953, 
p. 438). 

4· The shapes of the Linear A and B signs suggest that they were not 
designed primarily for scratching on clay but for writing in ink on skins or 
papyrus (compare, too, Pliny's note that the Cretans had originally written 
on palm-leaves, NH, xm, 69) .  The use of clay for store-room inventories was 
probably a protection against mice. Many of the Minoan clay sealings have 
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the impression of thin strings, perhaps securing papyrus, on one face; and clay 
sealings from the 1 948 excavation at Sklavokampos near Knossos show im
pressions from identical seal-stones as sealings found at Agia Triada, Gournia 
and Zakro, proving an exchange of correspondence between these sites 
(Marinatos, 195 1 ) .  The same function is assigned by Evans (SM I, p. so) to 
the very numerous LM II sealings from the ' Room of the Archives ' at Knossos 
(N on fig. 13, p. 1 15). 

Linear B is not intrinsically unsuited to a literary use (at least by comparison 
with some of the contemporary scripts), and it is plausible that letters and 
merchants' accounts should have been written in it; but there are a number of 
points in favour of Dow's view of a restricted or ' special '  literacy ( 1954, 
pp. 108-13, 120-2) : 

1 .  There is so far a more or less complete absence of styluses, pens and ink
pots from the archaeological record. 

2. The script is never used publicly (like the Egyptian hieroglyphs and most 
ancient scripts) for descriptive texts to wall paintings or for monumental 
inscriptions of any kind. The number of inscribed stirrup-jars is very small 
compared with the vast numbers which have no trace of writing, and which 
include all those found as exports. Written inventories are a necessary pre
caution against theft, but poetry, liturgies and laws can be preserved orally. 

3· It cannot yet be shown conclusively that the three Mycenae buildings 
really are the houses of private citizens, rather than appendages of the royal 
administration like the 'Armoury' and ' Little Palace' at Knossos. The mention 
of ' seventeen bakers' on 46 = Au I 02 arouses some suspicion. 

4· If the break caused by the ' Dorian invasion' is as gentle as Wace argues, 
then the art of writing, which then to all intents and purposes disappears, 
cannot have been at all deeply rooted. 

5· The almost identical sign-forms, spelling, phraseology and tablet shape 
and arrangement shown at Knossos, Pylos and Mycenae (despite considerable 
differences in date and place) may themselves show that writing was the 
preserve of specialists trained in a rigidly conservative scribal school. 

2. B U R EA U C R A T I C  METHODS 

Many of the details of this fixed scribal routine have already been discussed 
by Evans and Bennett. The tablets were made from a plastic grey clay, which 
now appears dark grey, brown or red according to the temperature and oxygen 
supply of the fire which baked them; sometimes a body of coarser stuff was 
surfaced all over with a finer clay, now particularly liable to flake off. The 
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writing was done from left to right with a drawing motion (not jabbing or 
pressing) with the fine point of a stylus; its passage raises an edge and enables 
the order of making the strokes in each sign to be determined. The scribe or 
his assistant shaped the tablets on a flat surface, shortly before use, to the size 
and proportion to suit the expected length and nature of the record. The 
variety of sizes shows that a template was not used. The front of the tablet is 
generally a true flat surface, while the back is more domed and often bears 
traces of hand- and finge1-prints. There are two basic shapes of tablet (see the t 
frontispiece) : 

1 .  The more frequent 'palm-leaf' type, of the approximate proportions of 
a modern cheque-book, with rounded, pointed or square-cut ends; at Knossos 
often reinforced by a string down the middle. This was used to record a single 
transaction, particularly of the kind which was afterwards intended to be re
copied on to a larger summary tablet (e.g. Pylos 132 = Eb818 which reappears 
as the first line of l31  = EpOI ) . Many of the ' palm-leaves ' have only a single 
line of writing. Others, after an introductory proper name in large letters, 
are divided by a longitudinal cross-line to allow for a more complex entry 
(e.g. Knossos 66 = Dcl l29) . A small number of tablets, where a single trans
action requires a long description or includes different sub-headings, are 
divided by one or more horizontal cross-lines from end to end, and the writing 
is all of the same size (e.g. Pylos 236 = Ta64l )  : these can be regarded as inter
mediate in shape between the ' palm-leaf' and the second basic shape: 

2. The rectangular 'page ' type, longer than wide and divided over its entire 
surface by horizontal cross-lines, drawn free-hand approximately 1 o mm. apart. 
This shape was used particularly for long lists of personnel and rations, for 
transactions involving a number of different commodities, and for summaries 
of a number of separate ' palm-leaves '. The second letter of Bennett's prefix 
(at Pylos and Mycenae only) indicates the shape of the tablet: a-m are ' palm
leaves ', n-z are ' pages '. 

The writing on the tablets is generally punctuated into a number of suffi
ciently distinct sections by the commodity ideograms and numbers, which 
mostly occur at the end of a line; but on the few tablets which have no written 
ideograms and are written entirely in a continuous ' literary' form (e.g. 244 = 
Ta714) there is no indication whatever of commas and full stops. Frequently 
a secondary annotation immediately before the ideogram is written in smaller 
script than the rest of the tablet, and this change ofletter-size, indicated as f in 
transcription, can generally be expressed as punctuation in translation. Where 
the entry is too long for the space allowed by the scribe on a ' palm-leaf' or 
between two cross-lines of a ' page ', he continues the text above the first part: 
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consequently the mechanical transcription of a Mycenaean text does not 
always indicate the correct order of reading (e.g. on the Knossos ' chariot ' 
tablets, see fig. 2 ) .  

Between ' paragraphs ' and before totals, but not after the frequently intro
ductory sentence of the first line, the text is generally spaced by leaving one 
line vacant. Where several lines are left vacant (as on 172 = Kn02 or 207 = 

V 280) some special reason must be sought. The use of o-da-a2 • • •  (probably 
'and in the following way') to introduce a new paragraph is so far confined 
to Pylos. 

Sometimes, as on the Pylos Jn- tablets (253-257), two paragraphs have been 
separated before or after writing by cutting the tablet along one of the hori
zontal cross-lines. On two Mycenae tablets, Oel l 7  and Oel20, Wace suggests 
that the top line may have been deliberately broken off when the clay was dry 
as a kind of counterfoil, but this is uncertain in view of a possible tendency 
of the tablets to fracture accidentally along the cross-lines. 

t Where necessary the writing is continued on the back, the tablet being turned 
over in our own sideways fashion, not top-to-bottom as at Enkomi and in 
Mesopotamia. The front and back must have been written within a few hours 
of each other, before the clay became too dry to take writing cleanly: the same 
applies to erasures, corrections, additions and the use of x as an apparent 
check-mark to additions and subtractions (though on PY Cn04 thi� i� �tatnl 
to have been scratched on when the clay was dry, like line 8 of An24). 
Nevertheless, the connexion between the front and back of some tablets is 
obscure, as for example on Mycenae 234 = Ue6 1 1  and particularly Mycenae 
Oel06, whose reverse has the drawing of a standing man. Wace ( 1953h, p. 425) 
explains this, perhaps not quite conclusively, as the trial sketch of a fresco
painter; and suggests that not only artists but also architects may have used 
clay tablets in designing. Knossos 1 720 (SM I!, pi. xviii) certainly looks like 
a ' seal-engraver's sketch ' .  

The comparatively rare examples of writing on the edge of a tablet were 
explained by Evans (SM I, p. 45) as a ready indication of its contents when 
' stacked like books on a modern shelf'. In most cases, however, it contains 
a total or afterthought which could not be accommodated elsewhere on the 
tablet, and does not appear to be of any possible help in picking out a particular 
document from the files. 

From the analogy of other contemporary tablets, we may expect that the 
scribe was called upon both to catalogue commodities and personnel arriving 
at the palace, and to record those sent out or assigned to particular purposes ; 
and in addition, perhaps, to inventory the state of a particular store-room or 
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labour group at a given time. In some cases we are helped by an explicit 
description, as in introductory sentences like ' Olive oil which Kokalos delivered 
to Eumedes' (Pylos Gnl l 84) ,  ' Contributions by the wood-cutters to the work
shops' (252 = Vn06), ' Contributions of bronze for arrows and spears' (257 = 

Jn09),  ' Oarsmen to go to Pleuron ' (53 =Anl2) ,  or ' Smiths receiving an alloca
tion of bronze' (253 =JnOI ) .  In  other cases, where the tablet merely contains 
lists of proper names and ideograms, it may be a matter of guesswork for us 
to determine whether the tablet records receipt or dispatch. 

Where place-names occur with large amounts of agricultural staples, we 
may suspect that these represent actual or expected tribute to the palace; but 
when men's names are listed in the dative with small amounts of the same 
commodities, they are probably the recipients of rations from the palace. The 
lists of chariots, tripods, furniture and garments (see chs. X-XI) can be inter
preted in different ways. 

On some tablets listing miscellaneous persons and commodities (e.g. 41 = 
Afl l 4, 234 = Ue6 1 1 )  the relationship between the items and the order in which 
they are presented are now very difficult to explain. With these may be com
pared such Ugarit tablets as RS 1 1 . 799 : ' The merchandise to Ybnn: 4200 
measures of oil, 6oo of perfumed oil, 2 talents of iron, 100 teirm trees, 30 almugg£m 
trees, 50 talents of reeds, 2 talents of brr, 2 talents of perfume, 20 olive trees, 
1o shekels of oil of myrrh.' Virolleaud comments ( 1940, p. 274) : ' L'ordrc 
suivant lequel sont enumeres ces differents produits parait assez surprenant, 
et surtout l'alternance des objets volumineux ou nombreux avec des parfums 
subtils ne pesant que quelques grammes. S'il apparait difficile aujourd'hui de 
se rendre compte de la suite des idees et des faits, quand on est en presence 
d'un document aussi concret que celui-la, on ne saurait s'etonner d'eprouver 
tant de peine a relier les unes aux autres les idees ou les images qui se trouvent 
notees-indiquees plutot qu'exprimees ou decrites-dans les compositions 
poetiques de Ras Shamra.' This admission may warn us against the assump
tion that a Mycenaean literary text, if we were lucky enough to unearth one, 
might necessarily prove easier to interpret than the present tablets. 

Since the palace revenue is presumably derived largely from feudal dues and t 
from foreign conquest, monetary or other media of exchange do not play any 
significant part in the records. We have not yet been able to identify any 
payments in silver or gold for services rendered, such as occur at Alalakb 
(Wiseman, 1953, pp. 10 1-3) ; and the Mycenae tablets, if they really are 
merchants' accounts, do not give any clear indication of the medium of ex
change by which business was transacted (see 105 = Ge602).  

A few of the tablets are introduced by the formula ' In the month of So-and- ! 
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so' (e.g. 200 = Fpl and 207 =V 280 at Knossos, and perhaps 167 = Es650 and 
172 = Kn02 at Pylos) : this exceptional dating is probably intended as a check 
on the fulfilment of a prescribed ritual rather than as a normal aid to the 
economic administration of the palace. The known Knossos month names, 
which include one striking correspondence with the classical Arcadian calendar, 
are listed on p. 304. No other dating, either by month, by year or by eponym, 
can be discerned : its absence is probably due to the seasonal nature of the 
tablets, which were pulped at intervals of a year or less (possibly after sum
marizing on papyrus or some other material) . A characteristic feature, recurring 
on all types of Mycenaean tablet, is the secondary entry introduced by o or 
o-pe-ro, representing the amount which is missing from the consignment or 
nominal roll compared with the numbers expected. On the Pylos M a- tablets 
(e.g. 179) figures are given for the pe-ru-si-nu-wo o-pe-ro, ' amount owing last 
year' or ' from last year ', which again suggests the annual nature of the 
records. There is a reference to toto wetos ' this year' on 43 = SnO I ,  and to 
hateron wetos ' next year' on 178 = Ma 1 3. 

After writing, the tablets were dried (not baked) and then generally filed 
away in boxes of gypsum or wood, or in wicker baskets, and stacked on shelves 
in rooms set aside for the purpose. The boxes and baskets were secured with 
cord and sealed with prismatic lumps of clay impressed with seal-stones and 

t inscribed with personal names or with a reference to the itemized commodities. 

+ 
+ 

The name of the responsible scribe, which never seems to occur on the tablets 
themselves, may sometimes have been recorded here. Similar sealings were 
used to secure actual stores, like the wooden boxes of arrows found in the 
Knossos 'Armoury' (PM, 1v, p. 6 1 7, see 264 = Ws l704) .  

The Knossos tablets were found scattered over a wide area. The main 
find-spots arc indicated on the key plan of the palace (fig. I 3) by the letters 
A to Q, which will be added to the tablet headings in Part I I :  
A. Clay 'bath' in room near the south-west corner of the Central Court. 
B. ' Deposit of the chariot tablets', in a closet under the small staircase north-east of 

the South Propylaea. 
C. Room of the Column-bases = Lobby of the Stone Seat. 
D. Magazine of the Vase Tablets, and further side of wall to south. 
E. Third and fourth West Magazines, and the south end of the Long Corridor. 
F. Eighth to twelfth Magazines, and the middle of the Long Corridor. 
G. Fifteenth Magazine, and the north end of the Long Corridor. 
H. Near the Corridor of the Stone Basin. 
I. 
]. 
K. 

Room of the Saffron-gatherer Fresco. 
Room of the Ceiling Spirals. 
Northern Entrance Passage, adjoining the Bull Relief. 
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L. Upper East-west Corridor, in the Domestic Quarter. 
M. Corridor of the Sword Tablets. 
N. From above the Room of the Plaster Couch and the Queen's Bathroom. 
0. West Court, outside the west wall of the Magazines. 
P. Basement of the ' Arsenal ' building, north-west of the palace. 
Q.. The Little Palace, on the other side of the modern road. 
R. ' Hieroglyphic '  deposit under staircase at the north end of the Long Corridor . 

. ., 

Fig. 13. Diagrammatic plan of the palace at Knossos. 

No great reliance should be placed on the detailed attributions : it is clejir 
that Evans' noting of find-spots, never entirely complete or consistent, has 
become further confused in the editing and printing of SM //. For example 
231 = K  872, which is stated by Evans to be part of the ' Deposit of Vase 
Tablets' at D (PM, rv, p. 729), is assigned in SM // to K. This tablet was 
believed by Evans to have been specially baked, and was attributed, apparently 
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from the style of the vessels represented, to the ' earlier stages of the Last 
Palace Period ', or LM I b. The ' sword' tablets from M were first assigned to 
the LM Ill a period of reoccupation after the destruction, from the shape of 
the weapons (SM I, p. 55, corrected in PM, Iv, p. 854). But Myres is probably 
right in regarding the tablets as the record of little more than the last year 
before the destruction. 

Fig. 14. Key plan of the palace at Pylos (based on the survey by Theocharis, 1954). 

The only tablets found in situ were at B, a small ground floor chamber with 
the appearance of a bureau or office : the rectangular space at the back of 
which the shelves for the tablets had probably stood was cut off from the 
entrance by a bench. In all other cases Evans considered that the tablets had 
fallen into their present positions from an upper storey during the collapse 
and decay of the palace, as shown by the stratification of the floor structures : 
this also applies to the tablets found in the bath-shaped receptable at A 
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(PM, IV, p. 668). Considerable lateral drift may also have to be taken into 
account. Evans suggests that some tablets may even have fallen from a roof
terrace, where they were being dried at the time of the catastrophe (ibid. 
p. 669)· 

Many of the find-spots show mixed groups of different contexts, but there 
are consistent series dealing with ritual offerings of oil at A, with chariots and 
horses at B, with vases and honey offerings at D, with condiments at E, with 
women and children at F, with textiles at F and G, with livestock and wool at K 
and L, with swords at M, and with chariots, wheels and arrows at P. Remains 
of gypsum chests were found at D, F and K, and of wooden boxes at A and N. 

With few exceptions the Pylos tablets probably represent the contents of the 
Archive Room at the time of its destruction. This small chamber (ARon fig. I4) 
has a raised bench running round three sides, and was probably linked by 
a doorway to the main gate of the palace (Blegen, 1955, p. 34) .  This location, 
very convenient for the supervision of incoming and outgoing goods and 
personnel, recalls the introduction to some of the Nuzi tablets : 'Written at 
the door of the palace gate' (Lacheman, I 939, p. 530). A considerable number 
of the tablets had found their way from the Archive Room into its annex and 
other adjoining spaces during the sack and disintegration of the palace and 
as the result of more recent stone-robbing. Tablets evidently derived from other 
offices, probably on an upper floor, include 238 = Tn996 (found in Pantry 4 
in I953) and fifteen red pieces recovered in the Megaron in 1 952. The tablets 
found in the three Mycenae houses had all fallen into the basements from an 
upper floor, possibly two storeys higher (Wace, I953b, p. 423). 

3. M Y C ENAEAN ARITHMETIC 

It is difficult to gauge the limits of the Mycenaean Greeks' mathematical 
ability from the tablets, since we do not possess (as we do from Egypt and 
Babylonia) any texts of a deliberately scientific or didactic nature; but there 
are no grounds for supposing that they lagged far behind their neighbours in 
the ability to use reasonably effective techniques of arithmetic and mensuration 
for the everyday purposes of palace economy, trade and building operations. 
It is unreasonable of Dow ( I 954, p, I 23) to criticize them for not adoptiqg 
a duodecimal or sexagesimal system of numeration, which is naturally alien 
to speakers of an Indo-European language (and to most men with ten fingers 
and toes) : its ponderous, and by no means exclusive, use in Mesopotamia 
appears to be due to various accidents in the evolution of local weights and 
measures rather than to any theoretical advantages in operation (Lewy, 1949). 
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And it is absurd to expect them to anticipate the binary system used in modern 
electronic calculating machines (Dow, 1954, p. 1 24) .  He goes on to say: 
' The Minoan system is so cumbrous that multiplication or division in it would 
be as difficult as in the Roman, or more so. We may reasonably conclude 
that the Minoans had no " mathematics " much beyond the sort preserved to us.' 
But it is dangerous to deduce from a certain clumsiness in expressing numbers 
on paper that more complex mathematical operations were in fact impossible; 
it is sufficient to recall the very elaborate mathematical reference tables used 
in Babylonia, with which the inherent difficulties of sexagesimal mental arith
metic were circumvented. 

Many of the Mycenaean tablets contain a total derived by simple addition 
from the separate items of the list, or a subtraction to show the amount 
' missing' by comparison with the expected contribution. These operations 
may be either in units, as in lists of men and women (e.g. 38 = As 15 16,  
39 =Asl 5 1 7) ,  or in weights and measures which, as described on pp. 53-5, arc 
subdivided in heterogeneous ratios like our £. s. d. and tons cwt. lb. oz. Pylos 
tablet Jn845, for example, lists eight smiths each of whom receives I 1 f:t 2 of 
bronze, which is totalled in line 8 as ' so much bronze : l r 2 ' .  Similar summa
tions of liquid measure are found on 200 = Fp l  and 93 = Fo ! O l ,  and of dry 
measure on F 5 1 .  That the items and totals sometimes do not agree (as on 
255 =Jn658) must be attributed to lapses or uncorrected afterthoughts by the 
scribe, rather than to any theoretical inability to carry out the operation. 

Similar afterthought or incomplete erasure is generally responsible for 
anomalies in the order of writing the tens and digits ; for cases where the tens 
or digits exceed 9 (e.g. Knossos Gg7 l l  rev.) ; and for entries where the scribe 
quotes an excessive number of units of a weight or measure which should 
properly have been reduced to the higher unit (e.g. 'l 3 on F 452).  Bennett 
(Index, p. 1 r 7) quotes six examples of'  tallying ' ,  i.e. the use of a tablet or part 
of a tablet for a rough totting-up of units prior to the final writing-in of the 
total. Pylos Eq03 rev. shows a tallying by groups of 5 digits, eventually reduced 
to a total of 1 37. Knossos C 162, which totals sheep and pigs, contains sur
prising number groups in which hundreds, tens and digits are all in excess of g, 
and appears to have been used several times over as rough working in carrying 
out the addition. 

A more advanced calculation is shown by the Pylos Ma- tablets (see 
pp. 289-95), where a number of townships are put down for a contribution of 
six different commodities, mostly so far unidentified. The scale of the total 
contribution varies for each town, but the mutual proportions of the six com
modities remain constant at 7 : 7 : 2 :  3 :  1 i :  r 50. The variation from the ideal 
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values seldom exceeds 1 ·0, and it is generally due to the levelling of resulting 
fractions : it is clear that the Mycenaean administrator was quite capable of 
determining the correct answers to such an exercise in proportion. The Ma
tablets are of further interest in the operation of addition and subtraction by 
which the actual amounts delivered of these six commodities are compared 
with the stipulated contribution. Three other tablets (75 = Cn02, 250 = V nO I 
and V nOS) list contributions of a single commodity against nine of the same 
series of townships, and while not exactly proportional they conform to the 
same order of size as in the Ma- tablets. We may suppose that these townships 
were arranged, for the purposes of taxation, in a conventional order of size 
and importance. 

A similar parallelism in the relative sizes of the entries, not governed by 
exact ratios, is shown by the Pylos Es- series (see pp. 275-So). The Knossos 
Me- tablets (see p. 301 ) ,  of which all but I I  are very fragmentary, contain 
lists of four commodities, one of which Evans identified as the horns of agrimi 
goats for making composite bows. Their amounts conform, with rather wider 
variations than on the Pylos M a- tablets, to a ratio of s :  3 :  2 :  4· 

A large number of the Knossos ' sheep ' tablets list flocks whose totals are 
exactly so, 100, ISO, 200 or 300. These animals are subdivided into various 
categories, the main distinction being that of sex; where their irregular numbers 
do not add up to the exact ' hecatomb' total, the appropriate deficit is stated 
to be ' missing '. A further complication is shown by the Knossos Dl- series 
(73-74 ) ,  where in addition a quantity of wool is recorded, whose stipulated 
weight in I units is equal to .(,; of the number of sheep. On the Dk- series, 
however (71-72) ,  which record RAMS alone, the proportion of wool is always 
t of the number of sheep. 

The Pylos Ab- series of tablets contain a long list of varying groups of women, 
girls and boys, together with their monthly (?) ration in grain and figs. Their 
minimum rate seems to be T 2 per woman and T 1 per child (see p. 1 57) ,  
but in  most cases their total allocation is in  excess of  this figure. The lack of  an 
exact and constant proportion is evidently due, not to the mathematical in
competence of the scribe, but to various unknown factors in the ages and 
circumstances of the different groups. 

4. S O C I A L  ORGANI ZAT I O N  

The frequent qualification of people by occupational names makes it possible 
to draw some general deductions about the structure of society in a Mycenaean 
kingdom; further work will no doubt extend and correct the picture offered 
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here. Most of the evidence comes from Pylos, but many of the important 
words recur at Knossos, and there is no indication that the social structure 
was significantly different. The absence of any palace records from Mycenae 
excludes any deductions about that kingdom, though there seems no reason 
to assume that Pylos was exceptional. The apparent differences between the 
Mycenaean and Homeric patterns are explicable in terms of the Homeric 
question (see p. 107). 

A monarchical system of government is proved for both Knossos and Pylos 
by references to the king (wanax) ; the absence of any further qualification 
shows that the state knew one king only. The suggestion of Palmer ( 1954b, 
p. 37) that he was a priest-king is likely enough on archaeological as well as 
comparative grounds; but that his power was temporal as well as spiritual is 
guaranteed by the elaborate records of his civil service. A number of trades
men-a potter, a fuller and an armourer (?)-arc referred to as ' royal' 
(wanakteros) , and the same word in a doubtful context on a jar from Thebes 
seems at least to prove the existence of another kingdom there. The king is 
never referred to by name and title at once, though he may be mentioned by 
name alone: Ekhelawon at Pylos is clearly a man of supreme importance, and 
the precedence accorded him in 171 = Un71 8  makes it almost certain that we 
have here the first contemporarily attested Mycenaean monarch. 

The Pylas distribution of <EilEvTJ (152 - ErOl )  ranks next to the kiug's the 
allocation of the ltiwtigetiis. His name is a known Greek compound, surviving 
in verse in the form 7-.ayE-ras, though apparently meaning only ' leader ', 
' prince ', without the technical sense it must bear in Mycenaean. There is no 
direct clue in the tablets to his peculiar function, but both the etymology and 
the Teutonic parallels adduced by Palmer ( 1954b, pp. 35-6) suggest that he 
was the military commander whose duty it was to lead the host in war. If the 
Germanic parallel were exact (cf. Tacitus, Germania, 7), we might expect him 
to be elected only in time of war; and we may be sure from the military tablets 
(eh. vx) that Pylos was at this time on a war footing. But he is also found at 
Knossos, where so far there is no indication of preparations against an attack. 
Compare §§ I, 22-4 of the autobiography of the Hittite king Hattusilis Ill : 
' But when my father Mursilis became a god, my brother Muwatallis seated 
himself on the throne of his father; and before the face of my brother I became 
chief of the armed forces (E N  K I . K A L . B A D) .' Occupational names are also 
qualified by the adjective ltiwiigesios (e.g. PY 195 =Na67) .  

The lemenos list enumerates next some officials called te-re-ta, <EAeo-rai, an 
official title which survived in Elis down to the classical period. They are 
assigned jointly the same amount of grain (land?) as the king, but it is divided 
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among three holders, so that the individual holdings are the same as that of 
the lawagettis. Palmer ( 1954b, p. 39) equates the telestai with the Hittite 
L u 1 LK 1 ' fief-holders ' owing a special duty to the king, and contrasts them with 
the ' artisans ', whom he equates with the Homeric ornuoepyoi, a word not 
found yet in the tablets, though damos is very common. Some sort of feudal 
system ofland tenure is certain (see p. 234) ;  but Palmer's view is open to objec
tion, especially because of the newly published Pylos text 171 = Un7l8, where 
the telestai seem to be equated with the dtimos. Considerable numbers of telestai 
seem to be proved by the instance of 1 14 = En02, where the district Pa-ki-ja
alone contains fourteen, and at Knossos by 47 = Am826 where no less than 
forty-five telestai of Aptara are mentioned. It is likely that the verb te-re-ja-e 
(teleiaen ?) expresses the function of the telesttis, and since it is replaced in other 
cases by wo-ze-e (worzeen) which seems to be the function of the ka-ma-e-u, it 
probably indicates some kind of feuqal service. 

The ka-ma-e-u is plainly the holder of the land called ka-ma. The most t 
natural explanation of this is that it is the obsolete noun *xalla from which 
the locative xa1-1ai was formed, a conclusion supported by a Cretan gloss in 
Hesychius. Its meaning, however, is more specialized and it denotes a par
ticular kind of feudal holding (see p. 261 ) .  The men distinguished by this 
title seem to be of humble status; they include a baker (?) and a ' slave of the 
god '. 

A more important title is the e-qe-ta, hequettis= rnE-m,s. It is a rare word in t 
classical Greek and seems to mean no more than ' companion, follower'. But 
Palmer ( 1 954b, p. 5 1 )  is probably right in seeing in this word the equivalent 
of the Homeric haipos, and understanding it to mean ' companion of the king' 
like the late Latin comes and similar words in Celtic and Germanic. The proof 
of their position emerges from the military tablets, where they are regularly 
dignified by a patronymic, a rare distinction elsewhere. They seem to be 
attached to bodies of troops in the capacity of staff officers; possibly as liaison 
officers representing the central authority, the command being in the hands 
of the local lords. On the other hand they are occasionally mentioned in 
contexts relating to land tenure (e.g. PY 55 = An 724, and 142 = Eb32 where 
one (or more) is coupled with the priestess, the key-bearers and a man called 
We-le-re-u) . They may have slaves (p. 258), and they have a distinctive kind qf 
garment (p. 3 17 ) .  

In addition to these we find also a number of officials who appear to be � 
confined to outlying regions. We do not find them associated with Pylos or 
Knossos, but with subordinate towns. The title pa2-si-re-u is clearly to be con
nected with the Homeric l3a<r1Aevs, who is not a king, but a kind offeudal lord, 
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master of his own territory but owning allegiance to the king. Carratelli ( 1 954, 
p. 2 1 7) disagrees with this view (also expressed by Furumark, 1954, p. 19) and 
would sec in these f3am:Aeis religious functionaries like the cpv:Aof3acrt:Aeis. But 
their association with the outlying towns is significant. They have a pa2-si-re
wi-ja, probably ' retinue ', less likely ' palace', and in K.N 38 =Asl 5 16 it is 
noteworthy that this term follows the place-name Se-to-i-ja and another name 
(Phaistos ?) lost in a lacuna, while the first section contains the heading Knosia 
ltiwtige(si)a, implying a parallel between the ltiwagetas at Knossos and the basileus 
elsewhere. 

The k.e-ro-si-.fa, geronsia = yepovcria is perhaps the council of a basileus since 
on PY 40 = An22 this word is associated with a man who is elsewhere called 
pa2-si-re-u. It is less certain whether the erased k.e-ro-te in KN B 800 is gerontes, 
and if so whether it should be connected as proposed by Carratelli ( r 954, 
p. 2 J 7) .  

Another title which seems likewise to be provincial is mo-ro-pa2, probably 
to be interpreted moroppas (Pal mer: j..IOip6m:Xs) ' possessor of a portion, share

holder '. His importance is vouched for by the fact that Klumenos who is 
moroppas in PY 43 = SnO I is on 58= An654 commander of a regiment. Their 
region al location is to be inferred from a variety of indications : their presence 
in the tribute list 258 = KnOl ; the fact that Ka-do-wo moroppas of 43 =SnOl is 
elsewhere associated with the place-name Ma-ro-; the entry on the same tablet 
which shows that Klumenos was ko-re-te of the place 1-te-re-wa. 

Finally we hear of a local official caJied the k.o-re-te, who seems to be a kind of 
mayor (Furumark: Dorfschulze). The word is an agent noun in -tiT, not yet 
satisfactorily interpreted, but his status emerges clearly enough from PY 257 = 

Jn09, where we have sixteen places named and contributions of bronze from 
the k.o-re-te and po-ro-ko-re-te of each. The prefix pro- must mean in this case 
' vice-' or 'sub-', a sense not preserved in any classical compound. The heading 
to this tablet enumerates not only these two, but also a variety of other titles 
which are not mentioned again below. Is the explanation that the heading 
gives all the possible alternative titles which are equivalent to the two general 
terms k.o-re-te and po-ro-k.o-re-te? Against this it may be argued that the 
k.lawiphoroi are elsewhere feminine, though it is less likely that the same is true 
of du-ma-te. The da-mo-k.o-ro who is mentioned a few times may perhaps be 
another title or another local official appointed by the king. There are occasional 
references to ki-ti-ta ' settlers' and me-ta-k.i-ti-ta ' colonists (?) ', but it would not 
seem safe to draw any conclusions from these words yet. 

t Of the humbler members of the population we can say less. The variety of 
trades followed shows a highly developed division of labour, but it is not clear 
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how far the craftsmen were royal servants, or even slaves, or what other status 
they enjoyed. There is one very obvious omission from the list of trades, the 
absence of any word implying that the raising of crops was a specific occupa
tion. On the contrary land tenure documents mention craftsmen such as 
fullers and agricultural workers such as shepherds. This suggests that everyone 
in addition to his special occupation also farmed a portion of land. 

Among the occupational names there are many still not satisfactorily inter
preted, and in some other cases the precise significance of the word is lost ; 
etymology is often a poor guide to meaning. Thus the list of trades must be 
regarded as incomplete. For an explanation of the words quoted here see the 
Vocabulary. 

Among the public servants we hear of a messenger and a herald (a-ke-ro, 
ka-ru-ke) ; but the name of the scribe still eludes us. The agricultural workers 
named include shepherds (po-me) , goat-herds (ai-ki-pa-la), huntsmen (ku-na
ke-la-i), and wood-cutters (du-ru-to-mo). The building trades are represented 
by masons {to-ko-do-mo) and carpenters (te-ko-to) ; ship construction is a separate 
trade (na-u-do-mo). Metal-workers include bronzesmiths (ka-ke-u) and cutlers 
(?, pi-ri-Je-te), and other manufacturers are bow-makers (to-ko-so-wo-ko), 
chair(?)-mal<ers (to-ro-no-wo-ko) and potters (ke-ra-me-we). The making of cloth 
was a women's occupation ; we hear of carders, spinners and weavers (pe-ki-ti-ra2, 
a-ra-ka-te-Ja, i-te-Ja-o), and there are separate designations for flax-workers 
(ri-ne-Ja) , and perhaps for the makers of some of the other special kinds of 
garment (a-pu-ko-wo-ko, e-ne-re-Ja, o-nu-ke-Ja) .  The fulling of cloth was a man's 
trade (ka-na-pe-u) and the king had his own fuller. The making of garments 
was shared by men and women (ra-pte, ra-pi-ti-ra2). Luxury trades are attested 
by unguent-boilers (a-re-pa-z;o-o) and goldsmiths (ku-ru-so-wo-ko) . We have one 
reference to a physician (i-Ja-te). The grinding and measuring out of grain were 
done by women ( me-re-ti-ri-Ja, si-to-ko-wo) ,  but the making of bread by men 
(a-to-po-qo) ; Blegen ( 1950) seems unjustified in his assumption that the 
Mycenaean figurine of a bread-maker is female. More menial occupations 
seem to be indicated by stokers (pu-ka-wo), ox-drivers (?, z;e-u-ke-u-si) and, 
among the women, bath-attendants (re-wo-to-ro-ko-wo) and serving women 
( a-pi-qo-ro). 

The existence of slavery in some form is certain. Some slaves (do-e-ro, do-e-ra� 
are plainly stated to be the property of individuals : e.g. the women of 
Amphiq"lwittis (K.N 20 = Ak824), or those belonging to the smiths and following 
their masters' trade (PY 253 =JnO L ) .  The slave of We-da-ne-u is even in the 
position of having to contribute to his master's revenue and is not distinguished 
in his treatment from the rest of the group who appear to be free men (see 
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p. 276). The Pylos tablet 28 = An42 suggests that a single slave parent of either 
sex made the child a slave, contrary to the rule of classical Greece; but this 

t deduction is not inevitable. The Pylos tablets of the classes Aa and Ab (see 
p. 155) imply that the labour force was recruited by raids in which captive 
women and children were brought home and taught trades, and this conclusion 
seems to be confirmed by the word ' captives ' (ra-wi-ja-ja) applied to some of 
these women: others are referred to by ethnic adjectives. The Ad series sug
gests that the children of slaves were an important element in the manpower 
available. On the other hand there is some evidence that women of this 
class also worked for wages (e-ke-ro-qo-no) ; but possibly these were not wage
earners on their own account, but were hired out to augment the palace 
revenues. 

But by far the greater number of slaves named at Pylos are ' slaves of the god 
(or goddess) ' .  Two explanations of this phrase are possible: we may either 
suppose that a number of slaves became the property of a deity instead of 
a man, or that the title really conceals some quite different status from that of 
ordinary slaves. In the former case we need not think exclusively of the 
lep6SovA.ol or temple-slaves of later times; dedication to a deity could be 
a method of holding public property, as we see to be the case with the lands 
of Dionysus and Athena recorded in the famous tables of Heraclea. The other 
alternative is made attractive by the fact that slaves of the god have leases of 
land and seem in fact to live on much the same terms as free men. The 
translation ' slave' is probably here leading us to a false conception of social 
status, and it might be preferable to adopt feudal terminology, such as ' serf' 
or ' villein '. The parallel of Near Eastern societies in which similar titles are 
actually honorific probably does not hold good for Mycenaean Greece; for 
there are a few isolated cases in which the slave of a man seems to enjoy the 
same status as a slave of the god ; and the slaves of the priestess raise an awkward 
point in social precedence. 

At Knossos we learn almost nothing of the military organizatwn apart from 
the existence of the lawagetiis; but at Pylos preparations were being made 
against an attack, and a series of tablets are concerned with naval and military 
matters (see pp. 1 83-94) . From these it appears that the command of the bodies 
of men detailed to watch the coast was in the hands of local lords, each of 
whom was assisted by a small group of officers ; while each sector had allocated 
as well a heq"etiis, who may have been a liaison officer representing the king. 
The details of the troops are obscure, since the words applied to them, ke-ki-de 
and ku-re-we, are not satisfactorily explained; Pal mer ( 1 954b, p. 52 n. 4) 
suggests that the latter word means elsewhere ' men-at-arms ', but insists that 
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it is here a place-name. Other groups of men are merely referred to by ethnic 
adjectives. The total number of troops recorded on the surviving tablets of the 
military series is 740. 

Rowers to man warships seem to have been drawn as necessary from the 
coastal towns; it is probable that they were conscripts rather than professionals, 
at least if our interpretation of 55 = An 724 is correct. Rowers are also mentioned 
as the fathers ofthesonsofsomeslave women at Pylos (15 = Ad684).  At Knossos 
rowers surprisingly figure in a list of local officials who are supplying or 
receiving cattle (83 = Ch902) .  

5. M Y C ENAEAN R E L I G I O N  

The evidence of the tablets for the religious practices and beliefs of the t 
Mycenaean Greeks has naturally aroused much interest; the principal reli
gious texts have been discussed by almost all writers, and Carratelli ( I  955 a) 
has devoted a special article to this subject. It has also been discussed at the 
London Seminar, and Palmer has made many interesting suggestions in addi
tion to those in his published articles. While much is still in dispute or obscure, 
this section can lay no claim to finality ; it may be useful, however, to collect 
together the scattered evidence for further study. 

The gods are mentioned on the tablets only in one capacity: as the recipients 
of various offerings. If we could be sure that the presence of one divine name 
in such a list guaranteed the divinity of the remainder, it would be easy to list 
the Mycenaean pantheon. But it is quite clear that the offering lists may 
contain-for what reason we can only guess-human beings as well; the 
clearest case is that of the Pylos Es tablets (see p. 279) ; and since the ' priestess 
of the winds' figures frequently at Knossos, some of the other entries too may 
be the names or titles of human representatives of a deity. 

Z E us  is clearly intended in PY 172 = Kn02, where we have the dative 
di-we= Diwei, and (if the amended reading is accepted) the genitive in the 
next line: DrimiUi Diwos hie(ri)wei. The word di-u-jo = Diwjo- on the same tablet 
is plainly a derivative, though its gender and case can only be guessed ( = the 
shrine of Zeus ?) . di-u-ja in the same text must therefore be the feminine, and 
this is proved to be the name of a goddess by the fact that she receives the 
offering of a gold cup and a woman. di-wi-ja in PY 28 = An42 is probably 
a variant spelling (DiwjafDiwia, cf. me-u-jofme-wi-jo) of the genitive (Diwias 
doe/a) ; also without context on KN X 97. Cf. the goddess b.lflO: in a Pamphylian 
inscription (Schwyzer, Dial. 686, I ) ,  said to be the Magna Mater. One fact 
is clear, that this female counterpart to Zeus is not to be identified with Hera, 
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who is mentioned on the same tablet and paired with Zeus in a quite classical 
manner. di-we is also found in obscure contexts (with offerings of barley ?) 
on K.N F 51 rev. and PY 44 = An29 rev. ; di-wo on K.N E 842 may be a divine 
name as the text includes the word le-o-i, but on Dxl503 it is a man's name in 
the nominative. The month name Diwioio (gen.)  occurs once (.KN Fp5). 

H E R A  is coupled with Zeus on PY 172 = Kn02. The spelling e-ra refutes 

the suspicious etymology from *·Hpra (see p. 28g). Her name is perhaps to 
be restored also in PY Unl l .  8. The same spelling at Knossos is undoubted l y  a 
place-name, the adjective from which is e-ra-Jo, -Ja, except perhaps 29= As82 1 .  

P o S E !  D O N  is sec urely attested a t  both Knossos and Pylos. The spel ling is 
consistently po-se-da-o-, thus proving that the Corinthian forms in -56:fc..>V are 
secondary (Chadwick, 1 954b, p. 7) .  He is the recipient of dosmoi in the Pylos 
Es tablets (p. 279) and of a wide range of offerings on 17 l = Un7 1 8. As in 
classical Greek, derivatives show i for ei in the second syl lable : po-si-da-i-Jo 
(PY 172 = Kn02 + )  is PosiddiOll ' the shrine (or the like) of Poseido n ' ; po-si-da-i

je-u-si (PY FnO I } = Posidmeusi appears to be a dative plural, but its meaning 
is uncertain ;  and po-si-da-e-ja (172 = Kn02) is another female counterpart, as 

Diwia is to Zeus. There is also a divinity called e-ne-si-da-o-ne ( dat . ; .KN M 719 ,  
to b e  restored o n  204 = Gg704, Gg707), probably= Ennesidaonei; cf. the names 
of Poseidon 'Ew<XTioas, 'EW<XTiyatos, etc. (see p. 309). 

A R E s  is not clearly named. The word a-re appears without context on 
a Knossos fragment (X 58 1 6) . A-re-jo KN Vc208, A-re-i-Jo .KN 213  = L  64 1 , 
and A-re-me-ne Thebes m arc all proper names which may be derived, 
though the Aeolic forms of • ApT)S (" Aprus, 'Ape\iios) make this questionable. 
Ona-re-Ja, apparently an epithet ofHermes, see p. 288. The name e-rzu-wa-ri-Jo = 
'Evvaf..tos figures in the list of gods KN 208 = V  52; whether on PY SS = An 724 

the spelling e-nwa-ri-jo is the divine name is controversial. 
A P O LLO does not appear, but we have pa-Ja-wo-= natafCJ.>V- (Homeric 

nati)wv), KN 208 =V 52. pa-Ja-ni-Jo KN Fp354, read by Furumark as Paianioi 
(perhaps a month name?}, is probably not connected, as the contraction of 
-dwon- to -an- cannot be Mycenacan. 

H E R M E S  has the form e-ma-a2 (dat. ) =Hermddi PY 172 = Kn02, U n l l .  On 
the form and etymology sec p. 288. 

A T H E N A  is clearly named once: a-ta-na po-ti-ni-Ja (apparently without 
a divider) = Atharuii Potnidi KN 208 =V 52. Ventris also proposes to restore 
her name [a]-ta-na in MY X I .  It seems clear that at Knossos 'TT'6TVta is used 
as the epithet of Athena, exactly as in the Homeric 'TT'OTVt' 'A6T)vaiT). But in 
other tablets from both Knossos and Pylos Potnia appears as a divine name 
standing by itself (e .g. KN 205 = Gg702, M 729, PY FnO l ,  172 = Kn02, Vn07) .  
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No evidence which would identify this deity has so far appeared, and thus 
none of the guesses can be tested ; she seems to be of some importance, but is 
not necessarily the protectress of Pylos. There is also a derived adjective with 
the surprising form po-ti-ni-ja-we-jo, as if formed from ncnvtrus; cf. the adjective 
wa-na-se-wi-Ja which stands in a similar relation to ravaaaa. This epithet appears 
chiefly on sheep tablets at Knossos; at Pylos it designates groups of smiths and 
is occasionally used of individuals; it may of course have no religious associa
tions here. 

A R T  E M  1 s is the owner of the slave Ai-ki-wa-ro on PY 167 = Es650. Her 
name has the East Greek form a-te-mi-to Artemitos, with declension in T not o. 
PY Un l l  lists along with other divine names a-ti-mi-te which may be the 
dative Artimitei with i for e. There is no evidence yet to support the suggestion 
that Artemis is the goddess meant in the common formula theo io doe/os. 

DIONYSUS is a surprising name to find, and there is no evidence to prove t 
that it is divine. It occurs only once in the genitive case on a Pylos fragment 
Xa06 : di-wo-nu-so-jo [. 

H E P H A ESTUS is not directly mentioned, but may be assumed if the man's 
name a-pa-i-ti-jo (KN L 588) is correctly interpreted as Haphaistios or 
Haphaistio11. 

Of the minor deities known from Greek sources, E I L E I T H Y I A  is known at 
Knossos in the spelling e-re-u-ti-ja 'EAru6ia (recorded at Messene and else
where) . KN 206 = Gg705 shows her as the recipient of a jar of honey at 
Amnisos, which recalls at once the famous cave mentioned in the Odyssey and 
by Strabo (see p. 3 1 0) .  She also seems to receive wool (KN Od714, Od715) .  
E R T N Y S  has been proposed by Furumark as the interpretation of e-ri-nu ! 
(apparently dative) in the offering list KN 200 = Fpl  (cf. Fs390). DEMETER ,I 
may be the right interpretation of da-ma-te PY 1 14 = En02, but in use at least 
this is not a divine name; see the discussion on p. 242. A cult of the W I NDS 
is attested by the Knossos offerings to Anemon hiereidi, the priestess of the 
Winds. A Dov E-GonnEsspe-re-*82=Peleia (Pal mer) seems likely on PY 172 = 
Kn02; the name recurs on a new tablet found in r 954 (U n 1 1 89), with offerings 
of cows, sheep and pigs (cf. suouetaurilia) .  

Dedications to A L L T H E  G o ns (pansi theoi'i) are a frequent feature of the t t 
Knossos offering lists, but do not appear at Pylos. This may suggest that it, is 
a particularly Minoan feature which though adopted by the Greek rulers of 
Crete did not spread to the mainland ; but arguments from silence can hardly 
be admitted until we have more material. Although not unknown in classical 
Greece, such dedications are commonest in Hellenistic times. It has been 
suggested that it implies a connexion with the Vedic hymns to the ViJve Devti� 
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(All-gods) ; but these are said to be a later accretion to the Veda, not an 
original inheritance. 

A number of other deities or sacred places emerge from tablets such as 

KN 200 = Fpl and PY 172= Kn02, where a fuller discussion will be found. 
The Daidaleion seems an appropriate name for a shrine at Knossos. At Pylos 
we find Iphimedeia, a semi-mythical figure in Homer, apparently receiving 
divine honours. The identity of the other deities is unknown or conjectural. 

The offerings recorded at Knossos differ from those at Pylos in that livestock 
are rarely mentioned. None of the tablets dealing with livestock can be proved 
to have any religious significance, though this is not always impossible; 

t Sundwall's theory of hecatombs must be abandoned (see p. 198). KN Fh347 
is exceptional in showing both oil and cattle; but its religious context is not 
certain as it contains no demonstrably divine name. The usual offerings are 
grain (both wheat and barley) and flour, oil, wine, figs and honey; occasionally 
wool (e.g. G 866), and some of the vessels recorded in the K series may be 
intended as offerings though not so specified. At Pylos we have records of 
quantities of wheat contributed annually to Poseidon ; these are presumably 
payments in kind for the upkeep of his shrine and ceremonial. A number of 
texts list miscellaneous commodities ( Un series), but not all of these are 
offerings; the only one clearly identifiable as such is 171 = U n 7 18. Here the 
coutriLutions promised to Poseidon take the form of one ox, two rams; a con
siderable amount of wheat, flour and wine; some cheeses, honey, two sheepskins 
and a quantity of unguent. This may be provision for a sacrificial meal. 

! 172 = Kn02 records offerings of gold vessels and human beings; what becomes 
of the latter is not clear, but they are more likely to be cup-bearers than victims 
for sacrifice. Some of the spice tablets at both Knossos and Pylos may be 
religious in motive. 

Whatever the religious functions of the king may have been, he was assisted 
by a considerable priesthood. A priest called We-te-re-u figures prominently 
on the land tenure documents at Pylos, and two more are mentioned on 
44 = An29. There is a priestess of the Winds at Knossos (see above). At Pylos 
we have frequent references to ' the priestess ' without further qualification, 
just as we have one deity referred to as theos without a name. This can only 
refer to the principal deity of the town, who is therefore presumably female. 
There is also a priestess at Pa-ki-ja-, who may be in the service of Potnia. We 
have one reference to a hieroworgos; how this title is distinguished from hiereus 
is not clear. The klawiphoroi or ' key-bearers ' appear in company with the 
priestess and are female ; the title (in various forms) is well known in antiquitY.. 

� The male occupational name da-ko-ro seems to be the same word as 3ex1<6pos, 
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but there is no proof that ' temple attendant' is here the right sense, and the 
etymological sense of ' floor-sweeper' is more probable. Other titles may well 
be religious, such as the women called lci-ri-te-wi-ja; but we can at present say 
nothing about their status or function. 

6. A G R I C U L T U R E  AND LAND T E N U R E  

The surviving tablets probably would not give anything like a complete picture 
of the domesticated and wild animals and plants which were important in the 
Mycenaean economy, even if their interpretation was certain. Many of the 
provisions are recorded by conventional symbols, rather than by recognizable 
pictures or by words spelt out in Greek. We can generally tell whether these 
provisions are counted in units, or measured by dry bulk or liquid volume, or 
weighed; but for a closer guess we must take into account the animal and 
plant remains which occur archaeologically at Minoan and Mycenaean sites, 
or which are represented in the art of the period. We may also use, more 
cautiously, the lists of foodstuffs found on the cuneiform tablets and mentioned 
in later Greek literature. 

A full survey of the archaeological remains was made in Vickery's Food in 
Early Greece (1936), and this can be amplified by more recent finds. In  the 
following list the asterisked items ( *) have been found both at important 
Cretan sites (in Middle and Late Minoan) and at the chief Mycenaean centres 
of the Mainland; the rest are so far restricted to finds from one or other 
group. 

Cereals: *wheat, *barley. These were certainly the most important Aegean grains: 
emmer wheat and barley appear predominantly on the cuneiform tablets, and are 
the only cereals listed in the llittite laws. A single oat grain was found at Orcho
menos ; the supposed rye on Thera is very doubtful. Millet was restricted to Macedonia 
by Vickery, though Evans claims a find at Knossos (PM, IV, pp. 622, 630). 

Leguminous plants: *broad beans (Viciafaba), *peas (Pisum sativum), *chick peas (Cicer 
arietinum), *grass peas (Lathyrus sativus), *bitter vetches (Ervum ervilia), *lentils (Lens 
escu/enta) .  The same leguminous plants are found in contemporary cuneiform records, 
where they are often milled and used in bread-making, or else eaten as a kind of 
porridge (as in classical Greece). 

Seasonings: aniseed (Pimpine//a anisum, Thera), coriander (Coriandrum sativum, Thera) ; 
the latter is also common in cuneiform records. 

Fruits: *olives and *olive oil, *grapes ; dried figs (Phaistos), almonds (Phaistos) ; pears 
(only Sesklo and Dimini, Early Helladic). 

Animals: •ox (mostly Bos brachyceros, also Bos primigenius and some hybrids), *sheep 
(Ovis aries palustris), •goat (Capra hircus), agrimi goat (Capra aega_grus creticus, Tylissos), 
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*pig (Sus domesticus indicus) ,  wild boar (Sus scrofajerus, Tylissos), ass (Tylissos), horse 
(Tylissos, LM I) ,  dog (Tylissos ) .  Remains of cheese were found on Thera. 

Sea food: •shell-fish ; fish-bones, oysters and mussels (M ycenae). 
The shapes and meanings of the M ycenaean commodity ideograms will be 

discussed in greater detail in the appropriate chapters of Part II .  The following 
summary is intended to show the extent to which the tablets conform to the 
archaeological picture, and to correct a few misleading identifications made in 
the surveys of the Knossos economy by Evans and Myres (PM, xv; SM 11, 
PP· 59-6, ) . 

The conventionalized symbols t and 'I represent the two main cereals. 
They form the first and more important component in rations, and are only 
once issued together (PY An3 l ) .  t is the more frequent, and is alone used in 
calculating the acreages of fields. We have taken 'i' to be wheat, and 'I to 
represent barley (the latter already suggested by Evans, PM, IV, p. 625) ; but 
it is conceivable that these identifications should be reversed. 

The absence of recognizable bread-ovens from Mycenaean sites has led to 
some doubt whether bread was baked (as it certainly was by the Hittites and 
Semites) , but this is resolved by the mention of the trade arto-poq"oi ' bakers ' 
(cf. &p-ro1 in the Odyssey). Meleuron ' flour' was also issued as rations and for 
cult offerings (171 = Un718) .  

Sundwall's identification of t as ' poppy-seed ' is very improbable, especially 
in view of the large quantities involved. Of the two other supposed cereals 
listed by Myres (SM 11, p. 32), 'l is a liquid measure, and � (' millet or beer ' )  
is proved by  Pylos Gn 1 184 to  represent e-ra3-wo = elaiwon ' olive oil ' ,  as already 
suggested by Furumark ( 1 954, p. r r6) and Bennett (MT I, p. 448).  

Olive oil is  also very common both as a ration (e.g. MY 93 = Fo ! O l )  and 
as a cult offering (K.N 200 = Fpl, etc.). The fruit of the olive seems to be repre
sented by 'I' ,  Pylos '1 (if the reading e-ra-wa in the last line of KN 94 = F 84 1 
is in fact intended as a description of it). The ideogram cannot be saffron, as 
Evans thought (PM, rv, p. 7 18) ; but that plant may be represented by T, 
of which very small quantities, measured by weight in the units used for gold, 
are found at Knossos on Np267, etc. Issues of fruit generally accompany 
wheat or barley rations; equal to or smaller than the latter in the case of figs 
(9 = Ab27, etc.), larger in the case of olives (Fn06). No other ideograms for 
fruit can yet be identified, but apples, pears and pomegranates were pre
sumably cultivated in addition to the authenticated grapes and almonds. 

The ideogram lii ( 171  = Un718, etc., and cf. the Linear A version, p. 35) 
has plausibly been identified by Sundwall as wine, the existence of which is 
confirmed by the ox name Wo-no-qo-so= OivO\jJ (Knossos Ch897, Ch! O I S) ,  
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paralleled by the Homeric !3Qe oivom. Evans (PM, 1, p. 415) argued that 
beer was the main Minoan drink, but not only is there a lack of characteristic 
beer-straining vessels (such as were used for instance by the Philistines) but 
any memory ofbecr is totally absent from Homer. Though beer was commoner 
than grape-wine or date-wine in Mesopotamia, wine was the usual drink 
among the Hittites. 

No signs for the leguminous plants can yet be identified ; but Knossos, Pylos 
and Mycenae share a considerable list of condiments, of which coriander is 
the most frequent and which also mentions by name celery, cumin, cyperus, 
fennel, mint, pennyroyal, safflower (both flowers and seeds) and sesame (see 
pp. 22 1-31 ) .  Several of these have Semitic names and were probably derived 
from Syria, though they may have begun to be cultivated in Greece in 
Mycenaean times. Honey occurs in a number of ritual offerings (KN 206 = 

Gg70S, PY 171 = Un7 18). Salt, included in some of the cuneiform ration lists, 
has not yet been identified. Flax was apparently grown locally (184 = Nn01 ,  
etc.) and used for linen garments, and presumably also for making sails, thread, 
string and nets (cf. Homeric f-ivov). Beetroots are apparently indicated by t 
the title ttutl-agoros (?, 120 = Eo03) ,  which may imply that they grew wild along 
the coastal areas. We might also expect to find cucumbers, onions, garlic, 
leeks and other vegetables included in the Mycenaean diet. 

Seven kinds of livestock occur on the tablets, in the following descending 
order of numbers : sheep, goat, pig (su-), ox (guou-) , horse (hiqquos), ass (onos) 
and deer (eloph- ?) ; specific reference to asses has been provided by Chad wick's t 
1955 join to 82 = Ca89S, where their ideograms are virtually indistinguishable 
from those of the horses. The livestock ideograms are differentiated in a number 
of ways (see p. rg6), but of these distinctions only that between males and 
females, also regularly shown in cuneiform lists, is certain ; and it is not clear 
whether different breeds are represented (on a possible sign for the wild goat, 
see p. 302). Evans, Myres and Furumark wrongly identified the 'ox' sign 
(no. 109) as a horse, and the ' goat' (no. 1 07) as an ox. 

Numerous flocks of sheep and goats (perhaps belonging to the king) are � 
recorded as pasturing on the lands of neighbouring towns under their shepherds, 
each of whom is responsible to one of a small group of overseers who agbei, 
' collects ', the specified quotas of animals and wool (63 = Cc660). The wool� 
whose consignments are measured by weight, is spun and woven by the palace 
women, and the finished cloths are measured in the same units (see p. 3 1 6) ;  
the sheep also provide sheepskins, kowea, presumably for use as rugs, bedspreads 
and ceremonial skirts (cf. fig. 15) .  A special category of sheep is recorded as 
being kept in sheep-pens, stathmoi (Cn09, CniO). 
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Among the swine a valuable category of sialoi ' fat pigs' is mentioned 
(75 = Cn02), distinct from the larger herds listed with the sheep and goats 
(Cnl l-Cnl3) ,  which were presumably left to forage in the woods. Among 
the relatively small numbers of cattle, teams of working oxen (g"owes) wergatai, 
are mentioned on Knossos 84 = C 59 ; and these include a number of pairs 
whose actual names are given (e.g. 85 =Ch896). Horses are rare (only two 
are listed on the surviving Pylos tablets), and were probably intended primarily 
for chariot work, although some riding must certainly have been done (Hood, 
1953)· 

Deer occur on two Pylos tablets (CnOl ,  Cn868) : their ideograms are not 
differentiated for sex, etc., and they probably represent carcases of venison. 
The dog is implicit in the term kun-tigetai ' huntsmen' and occurs, of course, in 
Mycenaean hunting scenes. 

t The cattle provide ox-hides, from which various leather (wrineios) articles 
are made. Of dairy produce, only cheeses (turoi, 171 = Un718) are mentioned 
by name; milk, cream and butter, which figure in the Babylonian and Hittite 
records, do not have any certain Mycenaean ideograms, and do not seem to 
have been much used in later Greece. The composition of the aleiphar used in 
preparing aromatic unguent (103 = Un08), is uncertain, though the evidence 
of Pylos Gnl l 84 suggests that it may have been olive oil. 

No birds or fish can be identified with certainty, though it is probable Lhal 
the Mycenaeans kept or caught ducks, geese and pigeons. The man's name 
'AAEK'Tpvwv (which also occurs in the Iliad) does nothing to solve the vexed 
question of when the cock was introduced into Greece, since the word probably 
simply means ' the pugnacious one'. The octopus (polupos) occurs as a decorative 
feature in ivory on 246 = Ta722, but it may well have been eaten, as it is today. 

A large number of tablets from Pylos (108-154) apparently list the varying 
amounts of wheat which are to be sown on various fields. The practice of 
recording acreages by their amounts of seed (according to a fixed ratio which 
it is difficult to determine exactly) is also found at Nuzi and underlies the 
Sumerian methods of measuring area (Lewy, 1 949). These tablets can thus 
be interpreted as a cadastral survey of land tenure, although the legal basis 
of such tenure and the exact purposes of the survey remain largely a matter 
of conjecture. The references to different types and sizes of holding (temenos, 
ktoina, khama, etc.), and to the different classes of individuals who occupy 
these, enable some deductions to be made as to the structure of society at Pylos 
(see above, pp. 1 20-4). 

Discounting tablets whose entries are repetitious, the total amount of seed 
grain recorded on the surviving Pylos E- tablets appears to be about 720 dry 
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units of wheat, possibly about 86,400 litres, perhaps sufficient for an arable 
area of I 730 ha (4270 acres) : with a fivefold yield, this might feed I500 slaves 
for a year. But it is dangerous to deduce much from these figures, since the 
tablets are only a fragmentary set and the scope of the survey is unknown. 

There are only a few Knossos tablets of a similar class recording holdings of 
wheat land (155-162), and they add little to our picture of Mycenaean land 
tenure, which is discussed in detail at the beginning of eh. vnr. Also listed on 
a few tablets are orchards (phutaliai, KN E 849) ,  whose olive and fig trees, 
numbered in hundreds, are illustrated ideographically (165 = Gv862, etc.) .  

7 .  I N D USTRY A N D  TRADE 

The long list of trades and occupations which can be identified on the tablets t 
(see p. I 23) implies a specialization of labour which goes far beyond that seen 
in Homer, where King Odysseus knows how to build his own boat or bed, 
and boasts of his skill with the scythe and plough. The Homeric picture may 
be due in part to a lower standard ofliving in the eighth century B. c., but more, 
perhaps, to the fact that the poet's interest in institutions and economic life is 
not that of the modern sociologist, and introduces no more detail than is 
necessary to provide a consistent background for epic narrative. A more 
complex organization of production in Mycenaean times might in any case 
have been inferred from the high level of craftsmanship in many industries, 
from the size of the palace and settlements, and from the number of trades 
which can be identified on the similar tablets from Nuzi, Alalakh and Ugarit 
(see especially Virolleaud, 1940) .  This specialization is confirmed by nominal 
rolls (particularly the Pylos E- tablets, 108-151)  where the individual names 
are regularly identified by their occupations: ' Eumedes the unguent-boiler', 
' Brithawon the potter ', ' Thisbaios the shepherd ', etc. 

It is more difficult to determine the precise status of these different trades
men, to guess where in the topography of the excavated sites their places of 
work are likely to have been, and to assess how far the products of their labour 
may have been available in a free market. 

In the Mesopotamian temple-state economy of the third millennium B.c. 

the craftsmen were bond men controlled and fed by the palace, and this relation
ship is still reflected in the low status of the smith as a mufkenu in the Code of 
ljammurabi (§ 274). The Ur tablets (Legrain, I947) list the activities of eight 
palace workshops, those of the sculptors, goldsmiths, lapidaries, carpenters, 
smiths, fullers and tanners, tailors, and caulkers (bitumen workers). A large 
proportion of the remaining production (textiles, food, pottery, etc.) was 
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carried out by the large and varied female labour force attached to the palace. 
Imports from outside were the responsibility of the palace treasurer. 

The later and more nearly contemporary records from Ugarit and Alalakh 
and from the Hittite country show the majority of the craftsmen constituting 
a more or less free ' middle class ', organized in trade guilds and having their 
places of work in bazaars in the towns. Some craftsmen might be permanently 
employed by the palace, but a considerable proportion of its needs were fulfilled 
by outside hire and purchase (through the medium of silver), both of local 
production and of the imports made by more or less independent merchants. 

I t  will be the task of the continuing analysis of the Mycenaean tablets to 
determine which of these two sets of conditions they more nearly fit. It is 
probable, at any rate, that the large numbers of women recorded on the 
Knossos and Pylos ration lists (see 1 -28), whose occupational names are largely 
connected with textile production, had a servile status and were recruited by 
pillage and barter abroad. Such tablets as 50 = An l8, with their enumeration 
of men pursuing fairly menial occupations, read like lists of palace servants; 
but others, like 52 = An26, with their record of tailors, potters and goldsmiths 
in different places, might more reasonably be taken to refer to trades whose 
products were not the exclusive monopoly of the palace. If so, the absence 
of payment in metal or in kind (except for occasional rations in cereals and 
fruit as on Fn02, An31 )  may suggest census and records of seasonal forced 
labour (like the luu.i to which the Hittite ' men of the tool '  were subject). 
References to the ' estate of the cowherds' (Ea l 2) and ' of the swineherds' 
(Ea08) and ' of the beekeepers ? '  (Ea820) possibly indicate that these formed 
some kind of collective associations (cf. the classical noq..IEviSat, etc.). Many 
craftsmen are described as holding land at Pylos ; and Palmer ( 1 955, p. r g) 
suggests that Srn.lloepyo[ (which in the Oqyssey is applied to seers, physicians, 
carpenters, bards and heralds) originally meant ' the class that tills the land 
of the village commune ' rather than ' those who work for the common people ', 
though this modification of the etymology does not seem essential to explain 
the apparent facts. Some of the craftsmen are expressly described as wanakteros 
' belonging to the king' or as lawagesios ' belonging to the leader',  which would 
certainly suggest that others of their profession were free to work on their own 
account. The occupations to which this applies are those oftheknapheus ' fuller', 
e-te-do-mo ' artificer? ',  poimen ' shepherd ', kerameus ' potter' and a-mo-te-u ' chariot
builder and wheelwright ? ' ;  and it seems that groups of these, at any rate, must 
have formed part of the palace machine. The work of the potters was evidently 
decentralized to sites convenient for kilns, of which several Mycenaean remains 
have been found (Wace, 1 949, p. 106) ; the workshop of the chariot-builders 
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is probably to be identified in the a-mo-te-jo-na-de of Pylos 252 = Vn06, the 
only place of work to be named specifically on the tablets. 

Decentralization is also shown by the Pylos Jn- tablets (253-256), which 
record the issue (or absence of issue) of weights of bronze to the smiths of 
a number oflocalities, similar to the distribution of piece-work from the palace 
store-houses recorded on the Sumerian inventories and on Alalakh tablets 
(396-408). Some of their headings look more like clan names than place
names, possibly suggesting small closed communities of tinkers. The smiths are 
the most frequent subject of an annotation in tribute lists which reads ' The 
So-and-so do not contribute ' (e.g. on 176 = Mal2  and 192= Na50), and this 
has generally been taken as a record of the preferential treatment which this 
trade receives on account of its full-time operations and its indispensability 
to the war effort: this status is paralleled in other primitive or early societies. 
The Pylos smiths are also distinguished by the possession of doeloi ' slaves ' .  
In addition to bronze (ka-ko), other sets of tablets also mention gold (ku-ru-so, 
23l = K  872, etc.), silver (a-ku-ro, 290 = Sa03) and lead (mo-ri-wo-do, 259 = 
Og 1 527) ;  but there are no details of their working. 

The inventories of pottery, metal ware, furniture, weapons and chariots (see 
chs. x and x1) do not unfortunately record who made them or how they were 
acquired, and only seldom contain clues to a possible importation from outside. 
Among the latter, note the mention of Kydonia, Phaistos and Se-to-i-ja on 
the Knossos ' chariot' tablets (265-277),  and the description ke-re-si-jo we-ke, 
'of Cretan style or workmanship ? ', applied to tripod cauldrons on Pylos 
236 =Ta641, etc. The Knossos tablets listing ' cloths ' are, however, frequently 
introduced by adjectives derived from different Cretan place-names (e.g. 213 = 
L 641 ) ;  but there is some uncertainty whether the textiles themselves always 
come directly from these towns, or are merely woven by women supplied to 
the palace by them. 

Timbers specified on the ' chariot' and ' furniture' tablets include pe-te-re-wa 
(elm), e-ri-ka (willow), ki-da-pa (?), ku-te-so (ebony?), mi-ra2 (yew?), pu-ko-so 
(boxwood) and ku-pa-ri-se-ja (adj., cypress). Other materials used in their 
details and decoration are kyanos (see 239 = Ta642), horn (adj. *ke-ra-i-jo) 
and, as we should expect from Homer and from Egyptian and Syrian parallels, 
extensive areas of ivory inlay (e-re-pa, adj. e-re-pa-te-jo) .  Wace ( 1949, p. ro8) 
agrees with Barnett in suggesting that the raw material was imported from Syrja 
(whose carved ivories show affinities with the Mycenaean, and where the 
elephant existed in early times) rather than through Egypt. 

Evidence of contact with Syria (e.g. Ugarit, Byblos, Beirut, Tyre) is shown 
by the Semitic names of the three condiments sa-sa-ma =aiJaaj.la, ku-mi-no = 
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l<li�lvov and ku-pa-ro = KIIrra1pos (e.g. on 102=Ga51 7, 103 = Un08, 105 = Ge602, 
etc.) ; it is uncertain whether these reflect continuing imports, or earlier loan
words (perhaps through a 'Minoan ' intermediary) for things now obtained 
from other more local sources. The latter is almost certainly the case with the 
other two Semitic borrowings ku-ru-so =xpvcr6s (see p. 343) and ki-to = xrrwv 
(p. 3 19) .  These five words are shown to have already been absorbed by Greek 
in the Bronze Age, and not to be borrowings from the time of Phoenician 
initiative in the eleventh-eighth centuries B.c. 

On the other hand the Greek use of the word <l>olvu<es for the Canaanites 
was probably already current at the time of our tablets, even though the 
detailed development of the various meanings of this probably non-Indo
European word is obscure: it is significant that the Semitic ' Canaan' ( Kinabbi) 
itself appears to be related to a word for a dyestuff (cf. cpoiv1� ' crimson ' ) .  
Po-ni-ki-ja on the 'chariot ' tablets (267 = Sd0409, etc.) is probably ' painted 
crimson ' ;  while po-ni-ke (instr. sing. of cpoiv1�) possibly means 'griffin' on 
246 = Ta722. Po-ni-ki-jo as the name of an unidentified substance on 99 = 
Ga418, etc., may refer to its colour, but it may equally well describe it as 
' the condiment from Canaan '. The spelling of the initial in these words dis
proves any connexion with cp6vos ' murder' (*quhonos) . 

Though the word ku-pi-ri-Jo is probably K\rrrpiOS, and implies that Cyprus 
was already known by its classical name (which bears no relation to its Hittite, 
Semitic and Egyptian names), in the three Pylosoccurrences it is a man's name ; 
but on Knossos Ga51 7 and Ga676, where it occurs with K\rrraipOS and coriander, 
it may well indicate an import from the east. The word ai-ku-pi-ti-jo (revealed 
by Bennett's join of Dbl l 05 with X 1 446) is also only a man's name, but it 
presupposes that Aiyvrrros was already the Greek name for ' Egypt ' .  At the same 
period the name at U garit for both ' Egypt' and 'Memphis' was !fikupta 
(Virolleaud, 1953, p. 192),  corresponding to the !fikuptab of the Amarna letters 
and to lft-k'-pt� in Egyptian ; and from these the Mycenaean name was 
evidently borrowed. 

The hierarchy of officials needed to supervise the many craftsmen and the 
volume of imports and exports can only be guessed; but it is possible that 
A-ko-so-ta, who appears with various functions in the preamble to a number 
of Pylos tablets (154 = Eq0l ,  103 = Un08, PnO l ,  Wa91 7),  had a function 
similar to that of the fatammum or chief steward at Alalakh and at other places. 
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8. H I STORICAL E V I D ENCE 
In the absence of any Mycenaean monumental inscriptions, or of any tablets 
other than palace or household accounts, the documentary evidence for his
torical situations and events is extremely fragmentary and indirect. 

The mere fact that Greek can now be shown to have been written at Knossos 
in LM 1 1  does, of course, supply new and conclusive proof of the theory that 
Crete had begun to be occupied by the 'Achaeans' during the fifteenth century 
n.c. or earlier (see Foreword, pp. xxii ff.) ;  and the close relationship apparent 
between their dialect and those of the later Arcadians and Cypriots provides 
some confirmatory evidence for the sequence in which the Greek tribes settled 
in the Aegean. 

The place-names which appear on the Knossos and Pylos tablets, where 
they can be identified with known sites, provide some evidence for the areas 
effectively controlled by these kingdoms at the time (see pp. 1 3g ff. ) ;  and a few 
possible references to foreign lands have been discussed under ' Industry and 
trade'. 

Although many of the men's names on the tablets are identical with those 
of heroes recorded in Homer and other epic writers, there are (as might be 
expected) no cases where an actual historical personage can be identified. 
The possibility is discussed on p. 265 that the name of the last king of Pylos 
in tact occurs in the spelling E-ke-ra2-wo, dat. E-ke-ra2-wo-ne (also E-ke-ra-ne ?) ,  
gen. E-ke-ra2-wo-no. This does not fit the name of any Neleid king of Pylos 
preserved in the traditional genealogy, whose usual form reads : 

Kretheus (Poseidon) 
Neleus Amythaon, etc. (migrate from lolkos to Pylos) 

1--------, 
Nestor Periklymenos and ten other brothers 

Thr�symcdcs Antilokhos Peisis;ratos Str1atios Are1tos 
I 

Sill os 
I 

Alkmaion (expelled from Pylos, takes refuge in Athens) 

1 
Perseus 

Some similarity is shown by the name of Ekhelaos, son of Penthilos, colonizer 
of Lesbos ; and by that of one of Nestor's brothers, which appears in different 
transmissions as Epilaos or Epileon. 

Blegen's excavations show that the palace at Pylos was of comparatively 
short duration, ' wholly within the not very long stage called Late Helladic Ill B '  
( 1 955, p. 37) ;  its foundation fairly late in the Mycenaean age may, as has been 
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suggested, be connected with the traditional arrival of Neleus, and with the 
transfer of' Pylos' from another site recorded by Pausanias (Iv, 36, I ) .  It has 
been proposed that the name ma-to-ro-pu-ro ( Cn I 0 .  5) shou Id be interpreted 
Matro-pulos, i.e. ' the original Pylos ' .  

Though the tablets record local kings and chieftains, there is no surviving 
evidence for the organization and foreign relations of'Achaea' as a centralized 
power (which the Hittite references to Abbijawii lead one to expect), beyond 
the spelling a-ka-wi-.Ja-de on Knossos 78 = C 91 4 : this may conceivably repre
sent Akhaiwiiin-de, but even so it may be the name of a town rather than of 
a state. The two occurrences of the patronymic Etewoklewei'os at Pylos confirm 
the Mycenaean connexions of the name Eteokles, and make it more probable 
that Forrer was right in identifying with it the name of the chieftain Tawakalawas 
who appears in Hittite correspondence with 'Achaea' concerning the port of 
Milawata (Miletos ?). 

t Since the Knossos, Pylos and Mycenae tablets all appear to have been 
written shortly before the final destruction of their sites (probably by human 
agency), it is natural to speculate whether their subject-matter contains any 
anticipation of the impending catastrophe ; but with few exceptions it would 
seem that their contents are no different from what one would expect from 
a routine year; the mere listing of swords, chariots and armour does not 
necessarily imply a desperate preparation against attack. 

A definite historical value may, however, be given to the preamble of Pylos 
53 = An 1 2 :  eretai Pleuronadt ionles ' oarsmen to go to Pleuron '. Thirty men are 
listed in all, probably the complement of a single ship. If their destination is 
in fact the important Aetolian city of that name (cf. Il. n, 639) ,  their journey 
may have some connexion with the disturbances constituting the ' Dorian 
invasion ' :  this is traditionally regarded as having crossed towards Elis from 
the nearby town of Naupaktos (cf. Pausanias, x, 38, 1 0), and its first victims 
may well have been the inhabitants of the Mycenaean enclave on the north 
shores of the Gulf of Corinth. 

The same historical situation may lie behind several of the Pylos An- tablets 
listing officers and men (56-60, pp. r88-g4) ,  if their function is correctly inter
preted as that of a kind of Home Guard detailed to watch sectors of the coast 
for the approach of enemy ships. The masons listed on 41 =An 14 may possibly 
be effecting repairs to the defences of Pylos, though toikho- might imply the 
walls of individual buildings rather than city-walls (for which there is no 
archaeological evidence). 
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9. G E O G R A P H I C A L  N A M E S  

(Proverbial) 

The Cretan place-names played an important part in the process of decipher
ment (see p. 22). The characteristic feature of place-names thus revealed is 
the presence alongside the simple name of the ethnic adjective in -ios, and this 
provides a useful test by which the more frequently occurring names can be 
detected. A similar test is offered by names which recur with and without the 
suffix of ' motion towards ' -de. With these criteria we can then establish the 
presence of a place-name in a set place in a formula, and deduce that all other 
words found in that position are likewise places. Similarly the presence of 
several place-names in a list may lead to the conclusion that the rest are also 
places. 

Other formal considerations have been proposed, but these are somewhat 
dangerous. Turner ( 1 954) in a very useful study of the Pylos place-names 
works also with the ending -le, which he interprets as the ablatival suffix -then. 
There is no reason to doubt the existence of this suffix in Mycenaean, and it is 
probably to be found in a-po-te-ro-te = ampholerothen ; nor is it disputed that most 
of the words listed by Turner are place-names. But it is noticeable that the 
names ending in -te belong almost exclusively to a class in -wo-te. In a few 
cases other forms are found which reveal a declension: nom. e-ri-no-wo, gen. 
e-ri-no-wo-to, dat.-loc. e-ri-no-wo-te. Thus we may regard all these names as 
locative datives in -tei, and the ending cannot therefore be used as a test. The 
dative and instrumental plurals in -si and -pi can also be used as locatives ; 
but this too is not helpful as a criterion. 

The remarks made in eh. IV (p. 92) on the risks of translating Mycenaean 
spe!Jings into classical names apply with almost equal force to the identification 
of place-names. Certainly when the Knossos tablets present speJlings which 
resemble the names of prominent Cretan towns we can feel confidence in the 
equation. But the presence at Pylos of names which could be places as far 
distant as Orkhomenos in Arcadia or even Corinth raises quite a different 
question. A glance at a classical dictionary is sufficient to disclose that in 
ancient Greece, as in every country, a number of places bear the same name. 
Thus even if we correctly interpret the spelling as a name, there is no guarantee, 
apart from the probability engendered by geographical proximity, that the 
name can be safely attached to any site. The case of the common Pylos name 
Re-u-ko-to-ro is instructive: there can be little doubt that this represents a name 
known in classical Greek as AeiiKTpov. But unfortunately there are three such 
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places known in the Peloponnese, two of them within reasonable distance of 
Pylos. And who is to say that there were not others, of which we have no record 
in our ancient sources? Muhlestein (r955a) in a suggestive pamphlet has 
spread the limits of the Pylian kingdom over half the Peloponnese; we beg to 
suggest that it is a sounder policy to expect the names to be confined to 
Messenia, or at least the south-western quarter of the Peloponnese. Names 
which seem to be located outside this area should be regarded with grave 
suspicion and not identified without strong reason. 

Another difficulty that must be faced is the habit of migrants taking the name 
of their towns with them. Many of the duplicated names in Greece are said 
to be due to this process ; but equally many may be common nouns in some 
pre-Greek language, and in default of clear historical tradition these two cases 
cannot now be distinguished. Old names may have been replaced for other 
reasons, and the decay of ancient towns and the rise of their neighbours is 
another factor leading to profound changes on a political map. If an expected 
name-for instance Gortys in Crete-is apparently absent from the tablets, 
we must not jump to hasty conclusions; it may be represented under a different 
name. Equally if an obviously important town on the tablets has no apparent 
equivalent in classical geography, no deductions are safe. The Messenian Pylos 
would appear to have moved twice: from its Mycenaean site at Ano Englianos 
to the classical one at Coryphasion (Paleokastro) ; and from there to its present 
position at the southern end of the bay of Navarino. Extreme caution must 
therefore guide our tentative discussion of the political geography of Mycenaean 
Crete and Messenia. 

The analysis of the types of names found does not at Knossos lead to any 
t striking conclusions. The absence of names beginning with n, o or q may be 

purely accidental. At Pylos there are two distinctive types, neither of which 
is represented in the Knossos list. One is the type ending in -e-wa: A-ke-re-wa, 
A-pi-te-wa, E-ra-te-wa (plural), 1-te-re-wa, Si-re-wa, Wo-no-qe-wa. These may 
correspond to the type of Teyea, Mcxf..ea, KpoKEai, etc.; but the loss of the 
distinctive digamma makes this uncertain. The other has the dative ending 
-wo-te referred to above: A2-fJa-tu-wo-te, A2-ru-wo-te, Do-ro-qo-so-wo-te, E-ri-no
wo-te (nom. E-ri-1lo-wo), ace. Ne-do-wo-ta, Pe-re-wo-te, Sa-ri-nu-wo-te, Sijo-wo-te. 
With one exception the preceding vowel is o or u, which suggests that the 
termination is added directly to a stem ending in a consonant. We may have 
here the origin of the type in -oOs, -OVVTOS as in LKIAI'.oOs, <l>l'.!oOs, etc., though 
some may represent rather -wv, -OVTOS. There are also a number ending in -eus, 
but these are hard to separate from the ordinary ethnics of this form. The 
rarity of names with clear Greek meanings is obvious both at Knossos and Pylos. 
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The words which can plausibly be identified as place-names in the Knossos t 
tablets are listed below. They amount to fifty-two separate places, excluding 
the reference to Cyprus. Of these twelve can with varying degrees of certainty 
be located on a map: Amnisos, Aptara, Dikte, Inatos, Itanos, Knossos, Kydonia, 
Lato, Lyktos (Lyttos), Phaistos, Setaia, Tylissos. The doubtful cases are Itanos, 
spelt U-ta-no (for other cases of variation between i and u see p. 77) and 
Setaia, spelt Se-to-i-ja ; a and o are confused elsewhere (see p. 77), but not in 
a diphthong. To these we may perhaps add Pa2-ra-i-so = Praisos and Su-ki-ri-ta = 

Sybrita. 
Two facts emerge clearly from these names: that the area in contact with, 

and probably subject to, Knossos covers virtually the whole of Crete; and that 
no names can be located outside the island. The isolated case of Kuprios applied 
to spices implies no more than trade. Thus there is so far no evidence to 
support the theory of a thalassocracy, at least at the time of the fall of Knossos. 

The list of towns subject to ldomeneus in the Catalogue (/l. n, 645-9) is 
restricted to the central area : Knossos, Gortys, Lyktos, Miletos, Lykastos, 
Phaistos and Rhytion. Four of these do not appear (in a recognizable form) 
on the tablets. Elsewhere in Homer we meet the Kv5wves ( Od. m, 292 ;  XIX, I 76) ; 
their town Kydonia, which is mentioned on the tablets, is excluded from Homer 
by its metrical shape. The same applies to Akhaiwia, which may be connected 
with thr. Cretan 'Axa1oi of Od. XIX, I 75· 

There does not seem to be sufficient evidence on which to found any attempt 
at locating the place-names which cannot be identified. Most of them occur 
singly on separate tablets, and there is nothing to show that lists such as 
83 = Ch902 follow any regular geographical order. 

Even more difficult to place on the map are the names on the Pylos tablets, 
though this is perhaps not altogether surprising in view of the scanty informa
tion about Messenia given by the ancient authorities. The first problem con
cerns the site of Pylos itself, a hotly disputed subject even in antiquity. One 
new fact which the decipherment has contributed to this problem is that the 
tablets refer repeatedly to a place called Pu-ro ; and that this is of supreme 
importance appears from its prominence on a tablet such as 172 = Kn02, or 
from the numbers of women assigned to it on the Ab tablets; and not less fro� 
its omission from all documents which can be regarded as tribute lists. It is 
a reasonable conjecture that it is the name of the site where the tablets were 
found. The next step, that of identifying the Palace at Ano Englianos with t 
the Pylos of Nestor, was taken in advance of the decipherment by Blegen and 
Kourouniotis ( 1 939 b ) ,  and although their view has been challenged it obviously 
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now receives very strong support. The absence from the tablets of the names 
of Nestor and his family is no objection if the fall of Pylos took place a genera
tion or more after the Trojan War, which is the conclusion of the most recent 
chronological surveys . The suggestion of Turner ( 1954, p. 20) that Pylos is the 
name of the aggregate of towns forming the kingdom is worth considering, 
though it appears to be used as an ordinary place-name, and can serve as an 
adequate definition of the whereabouts of two masons (41 = An 14) .  The name 
Ke-re-za appears to be a part of Pylos. 

t Two lists (75 = Cn02, 250 = V  nO I )  enumerate nine towns in the same order ; 
and a third example of this list can be restored in V n05 owing to the joining 
of a new fragment. The same names form the first nine entries on the tablet 
dealing with contributions of bronze 257 =Jn09, except that Ro-u-so replaces 
E-ra-to. It is clear that these arc the principal towns of the kingdom, and their 
occurrence in a fixed order has given rise to some speculation. The order cannot 
be one of relative importance, for Pe-to-no, the third, makes the largest con
tribution of fat hogs and receives the largest share of the wine (?) and probably 
also of the sa-pi-de ; Jn09 is useless for this purpose as the contribution of all 
nine is the same. The figures are as follows: 

Cn02 V nO! V nOS 
Pi-*82 3 so 
Me-ta-pa 3 so 
Pe-to-no 6 100 '200 
Pa-lci-ja- 2 3S So 
A-pu2 ?- 2 3S 6o 
A-lce-re-wa 2 30 40 
E-ra-to 3 so 
K a-ra-do-ro 2 40 
Ri-jo 2 '20 

The suggestion that the order is based on a standard (quasi-alphabetical) order 
of the syllabary-the two names which begin with the same sign come together 
-is ingenious but unverifiable. It is more plausible to assume a geographical 
order (north to south ?), though this too cannot be demonstrated with certainty; 
and the parallel of the Athenian tribute lists shows that purely arbitrary orders 
may be adopted in such cases; it would be impossible to reconstruct the map 
of the Aegean merely from the Athenian documents. OnJy one of the places 
can be fixed with much probabili�y: Ri-jo must be Rhion, a name associated 
with the promontory on which stands the modern Kor6ni (the ancient Asine) ; 
even this is not certain, for it is a name applicable to any promontory. 
Ka-ra-do-ro = Kharadros is likewise the name of a common geographical feature. 
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We were at first inclined to associate Pa-ki-ja- with L<pcryla, a known name of 
the island of Sphaktcria. Two considerations, however, have caused us to 
question this : the Mycenaean name appears to be alternatively Pa-ki-ja-na, 
Pa-ki-ja-ni-ja (fern. a-stem ?) or Pa-ki-ja-m ( =-tines, plural), neither of which 
corresponds closely with any classical form of the name; and Webster has 
pointed out that it is an important place and that the amount of land it 
possesses seems too large for that available on Sphakteria; Chadwick was told 
in Pylos that the island is not now cultivable. It is possible that the name refers 
to the whole area of the mainland bordering the bay of Navarino, but this is 
only a guess. Metapa is known as the name of a town in Acarnania, but there 
were no doubt several of the same name. The most significant evidence here is 
that of an inscription in the Elean dialect found at Olympia (Schwyzer, Dial. 
414) which mentions the Me-rennot. Perhaps therefore the town is to be located 
in the direction of El is, somewhere in Triphylia. IfPalmer's value for *82= ja2 
is right, Pi-ja2 may be equated with Cl>eta in Pisatis, the modern Katakolo; 
but this is to stretch rather far the northern limits of the kingdom. Homer 
(Od. xv, 297) apparently mentions <Deal as a place passed by Telemachos 
between Pylos and Elis. 

It has not passed unnoticed that Homer assigns nine towns to Nestor's 
kingdom: 

oi oe nv!.ov T' EvE�OVTO Kal • ApftVI)V epaTElV�V 
Kai 9pvov, 'AAq>EtoTo 1r6pov, Kal liiKTtTov AI1TV 
Kal KVlTaptcroftEVTa Kal 'A�q>tylvetav lvatov 
Kal nTEAEOV Kai "EAos Kal f1wptOY. (//. 11, 591-4) 

Similarly in the Odyssey (m, 7) Telemachus arriving at Pylos finds the citizens 
sacrificing at nine altars. The coincidence is remarkable and may well be 
historical; it should, however, be noted that Homer's list includes Pylos in 
the nine, the tablets exclude it. Only one pair in the two sets of nine can be 
equated 1 A-pu2?- is perhaps Almi, a name appropriate to any town on a height. 
It is not securely identified but is said to be in Elis. Of the other Homeric 
names KVTTaptacrT)ets is represented on the tablets by the ethnic Kuparissioi and 
still bears a similar name, Kyparissla; the name [Ku]-pa-ri-so is a likely 
restoration on 187 = Na49. The word A-pi-ke-ne-a on a fragment could be 
'A�<ptyiveta. "Ef..os is no doubt the correct interpretation of the dative E-re-e 
or E-re-i, but its location is uncertain. The meaning suggests that we should 
look for a site on marshy ground, and the obvious place is the seaward end of 
the Messenian plain. 

This brings us to the remaining seven names of 257 = J n09 : Ti-mi-to a-ke-e, 
Ra-wa-ra-ta2 , Sa-ma-ra, A-si-ja-ti-ja, E-ra-te-re-wa-pi, ,(a-ma-e-wi-ja, E-re-i. These 
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seem to form another group ; they recur (except for the last) on the M a tablets, 
so are certainly also tributary. On 257 = Jn09 they contribute no less bronze, 
and in some cases more, than the first nine, so they cannot be dismissed as less 
important towns. This is confirmed by their assessments on the Ma tablets 
(p. 29 1 )  where Ra-wa-ra-ta2 has a larger assessment than Pe-to-no. Their grouping 
is therefore probably geographical. Now the two Ng tablets (198 and 199) 
record the totals for two districts which are called De-we-ro-ai-ko-ra-i-ja and 
Pe-ra3-ko-ra-i-ja, i.e. on this side and on that of some feature called Ai-ko-ra-. 
The most prominent natural feature visible from the site of the Palace is the 
wall of hills (Aya, Antilaris, etc.) which runs parallel with the sea from 
Kyparissia in the north to a little south ofKhora (Ligoudista). This is identified 
by Kiepert, by Blegen, by educated locals and by most modern maps with the 
Aly<XAeov mentioned by Strabo (vm, 4, 2) as the mountain under which the 
first city of Pylos had stood; it is tempting to regard this as the name contained 
in the compounds, for the substitution of o for a is not unusual. Marinatos 
once suggested Aly<XAtov was the smaller hill of Manglava, between Antilaris 
and Likodimo, and above the Mycenaean settlement at Iklina. On some maps 
the name Alyai\eov is attributed to the conical hill of Ayos Nikolaos (above the 
present town of PylosfNavarino), for no good reason. The damaged tablet 
OnOl seems to show that these two districts correspond to the groups of nine 
and seven. The heading is lost, but may be conjectured to have contained 
De-we-ro-ai-ko-ra-i-jo. The names preserved in the first paragraph are E-ra-to 
(in the adjectival form E-ra-te-i-jo) and Pa-ki-ja-ni-ja on a new fragment ; both 
these belong to the nine. The second paragraph is headed Pe-ra-a-ko-ra-i-Jo, 
and contains the names of five out of the seven (some differently spelt) together 
with E-sa-re-wi-ja, perhaps in place of Za-ma-e-wi-ja with which it is coupled in 
Vn03. 

Ti-mi-to a-ke-e is interpreted by Palmer ( 1954b, p. 49) as Themi(s)tos ageei 
( &yos being given the sense ' sacred land ') .  This ingenious idea does not help 
us to locate it, for whatever its meaning it is undoubtedly the name of a locality 
like the others in this list. It has the variant form Ti-mi-ti-ja or Te-mi-ti-Ja, 
where the preservation of -ti- goes to confirm the interpretation Themistia. 

How far to the east the kingdom extends is not easy to determine. If 
Ne-do-wo-ta (ace.) on the military tablets is the river Ne5wv flowing into the 
Messenian gulf, this might be a clue ; but the interpretation comes into conflict 
with U-ru-pi-ja-jo = Olumpiaioi in the same line. Re-u-ko-to-ro might be the town 
usually called /\eVK-Tpa on the Laconian border; but there is nothing to connect 
it with the coast, and it could equally well be /\eiiKTpov in southern Arcadia, 
if either of the two. The seven 1IToi\leepa offered by Agamemnon to Achilles 
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(Jl. IX, 149-52) are described as VECXTal nv;\ov TJIJcx66EVTOS, and seem to lie 
round the shores of the Messenian gulf; they must at that time have been an 
independent area belonging neither to Menelaos nor to Nestor, or some protest 
would have been made. This would limit the eastward extension of the 
kingdom, but there is nothing in the tablets to prove that this was also the 
situation at the time of the fall of Pylos. 

To the north-east too the limits are undefined. A number of names can be 
equated with places in Arcadia, but how many of these should be accepted is 
doubtful. Ro-u-so = Aovcrol, Ru-ko-a2- = AVK6a, A-si-ja-ti-ja = 'Acrf.a are plausible 
guesses ; E-ko-me-no, however, is hardly likely to be the Arcadian 'Opxo1Jev6s, 
nor 1-wa-so ·1acros on the eastern border of Arcadia. 

The names of the places from which rowers come are presumably on the 
coast. Ro-o-wa may be the port of Pylos (see p. 187) ; Ri-jo and A-ke-re-wa are 
among the nine. E-wi-ri-po offers hope of identification, for Euripos implies 
the existence of a strait with an appreciable current. There are only two 
straits off the Messenian coast: that between the island of Proti and the 
mainland, which is relatively wide and affords a safe anchorage ; and the 
Methoni strait formed by the island of Sapientsa. This is restricted by rocks 
and shoals to a narrow navigable channel, and according to the Admiralty 
Mediterranean Pilot Book (m, p. 6 1 )  ' the current sets westward through the 
Methoni strait at the rate of ahout one knot during moderate weather '. This 
strongly suggests a location near this channel. 

The military tablets (56-60) are prefaced by a reference to the coast which 
implies that the places where troops are stationed are coastal towns. This 
confirms the placing of Ro-o-wa and A-ke-re-wa, and adds 0-wi-to-no and 
Ti-mi-to a-ke-i. The mention in these tablets of U-ru-pi-ja-jo and 0-ru-ma-si-ja-jo 
strongly suggests '0;\VIJTIIa and 'Epv1.1av6os, which would imply contacts far to 
the north ; but these names are not found in the tribute lists, and they may well 
lie outside the limits of the kingdom of Pylos, th-ough perhaps allied to it for 
defence. The same applies to the two references to Pleuron, if this is the famous 
city in Aetolia. 

Other ethnic groups mentioned are the Ko-ro-ku-ra-i-jo who may be from 
Corcyra or Krokyleia ;  and the Zakynthians whose name is also associated 
with chariot wheels. The ethnic adjectives used to describe slave-women (see t 
p. 156) seem to belong to Asia Minor: Lemnos, Knidos and Miletos (though 
this might be the Cretan town) and possibly Khios. There are also women 
from Kythera, and perhaps even a colony of men from that island in the 
territory of Pylos. 
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t 1 0 .  L I ST O F  P LA C ES NAMED AT K N O S S O S  A N D  .P Y L O S  
The following two lists index the words which can be  plausibly identified as 
place-names at Knossos and Pylos respectively. Only one reference is usually 
given for each form quoted, additional examples being indicated by the plus 
sign ( + ) . Names which can with reasonable certainty be located on a map 
arc printed in bold type. 

K N O S S O S  
a-ka, Dal350+. 

a-ka-i-jo, V d62 + . Ethnic. 
a-ka-wi-ja-tl•, 78= C 9 1 4·. Akllaiwitin-til.. [Cf. Hiu. 

Al•biiawa.] a-mi-ni-so, 200=Fpl+. Amniuu (on the site see 
p. 3 10). ['AIJVICJOs Od. XJX, 188.) 

tJ-mi·ni-so-de, 20 I = Fp 1 4  + . Amni.S<>n-de. a-mi-ni-si-jof-ja, 34 =Am GO I + .  Ethnic: Amni
sios. 

a-pa-ta-..-a, 83= Ch902 + .  Aptanutl. ("Atnapa; the form • Atntpcr i.. due to popular etymo
logy.] 

a-pa-ta-wa-jo, 41 = Am826 + .  Ethnic: Aplarwaios. 
tla-<14-re-jo-de, 200= Fpl + .  Daidaleum..U. [Cf. 

llcr(SaA05 1/. XVIII, 592 ;  llcraliaAiliat Attic 
deme.] 

dtJ-mi-11i-jo, V 337 + .  Ethnic? [Cf. 'Em5aiJVJ)5; 
also PY da-mi-ni-jo.J See p. 1 6 1 .  

tia-ra-/eo, Ddl579 + .  
da-wo, 84=C 59+. VeniN: D41wos=li�Aos? 

da-wi-jof-ja, Am568 + .  Ethnic. 
tla-•u-to, As40+ (also E L EUSJS t}. Georgiev: 

Dalwnthos= Z<'sKvv005. 
tla-•u-ti-jof-ja, F 669 + .  Ethnic. 

da-•83-ja, Dvl086. 
tla-•Bj-ja-de, Fp363 + .  Ace.+ -d1. 
da-•83-ja-i, F 670. Loc. plur. : -d'i. 

di-ka·ta-de, Fp7 + .  Dilctan-de. (LIIKTTI.] 
di-ka-ta-jo, 200= Fpl. Ethnic: Dikl<lios. 

di-ro, Dall67 + .  
do-ti-ja, Cel39 + .  (In some cases possibly fern. or 

neut. ethnic.) [Cf. llw-raov wtlilov in 
Thessaly.] 

e-ko-so, Dx46 + .  &os ? (Not 'A�05= F6t�J>5.] 
e-A-i-si-jo/-ja, As821 + .  

e-ra, Dcl298 + .  
e-ra-dl, Fh357. Ace.+ -de. 
e-ra-jof-ja, V 431 + . EthJtic. 

t-li·wa, Fsl9. 
e-ti-wa-ja, X 68 1 .  Ethnic; cf. woman's name 

Ap639. 
ktrntrso, 213= L 641 + .  Kn6so1. [KvW<T6s 11. u, 

646+ .) 
lco-no-si-jof-ja, V 56+. Ethnic: Kn6sios. 

ku-dtrni-ja, 84= C 59 + .  Kudiinia. (KvSwvla ; cf. 
KvSwv.s Od. 111, 29�.] 

ku-do-ni-ja..U, L 588. K udoni4n-de. 

ka-pi-ri-jo, Fh347 + .  Ethnic: Kuprios. {Applied 
to spices; cf. man's name at Pylos.) (K\rnpaJ>5; 
cf. K\rnP05 Od. 1v, 83.) 

ku-la-lo, X 80+. KutaiJtos? (Cf. KV-ratov.J 
lw-ta·i-to, 83 = Ch902. Alternative spelling of 

the preceding? 
lcu-ta-ti-jof-ja, Ga419 + .  Ethnic. 

ma·ri, 01 94 7 + .  
mtJ·Ja, Dw4·2 + .  

ma-sa·de, X 744. Ace.+ -dt. 
pa-i-to, E 36 + .  PhaiJtos. (<llciO'TOs 11. 11, 648.) 

pa-i-ti-jof-ja, X 681 + .  Ethnic: PhaiJtioJ. 
pa.-ko-we, Ap6 1 8 +  (also T t ll Y N $  11). The 

tempting identification Phdgowens (cf. Attic 
deme CI>TJyoiis) is belied by the declension and 
derivatives. 

pa,-ko-we-e, pa0-ko-we-i, Dx794, On 1093+ . Loc. 
pa,-ko-we-i-jof-ja, 100= Og4·2 4+ . Ethnic. 

pa1-mo, Ga4 1 7  + .  
pa,-mi-jof-ja, 88=E 749+. Ethnic. 

pa-na-Jo, E 843 + .  PanuusoJ? 
pa1-ra, L 473 + .  Furumarlc: Pharai. [<llc.pal i n  

various paru of the mainland, none in Crete.] 
pa1-ra-jo, Ga+23 + .  Ethnic: Pharaios. 

pa1-ra-i-so, V 466, (X 5285. J Georgiev: ParaiJas 
or PraiJas (possibly a man's name). (Tlpaur6s.] 

pa1-sa-ro-we, Dbl329. Ventru: Psallowens. [Cf. 
�05· vA11 Hesych.J 

pu-na-Jo, X 967 + .  
pu-na-si-fi, Ga34 + .  Ethnic. 

pu-so, As604 + . 
pu-si-jof-ja, 88 = E 749 + . Ethnic. 

ra-ja, Da 1202 + .  Laia? (Cf. Aaaatoa people: in 
Macedonia; Pylos place-name ra-i-pi.J 

ra-ma-na-dt, Fb353. Ace. + -de. [Cf. 'Pa�o�vo(is, 
l\i\IJVJ>5 ? ;  Pylos ra-mi-ni-jo.) 

ra·Ju-to, As606+. lAsanlhoJ? [Cf. l\iiaJ>5, 1\<raala.] 
ra-su-ti-jo, Le: 761 .  .Ethnic. 

ra-to, J 58+ . .Ut4. [1\<r:Tw.] 
ra-ti-jo, 87 = E 668. Ethnic: .Utios. 

re-ko-no, C 918. 
re-ko·m>-Jo, C 912 + . Gen. 

ri-jo-M, Dm l l 74 + .  [Cf. 'Pacrv6s Cretan poet.] 
ri-u-no, X 149. Alternative spelling of the pre

ceding? 
ri-•6s·no, U 49. Perhaps alternaaive spe!Ung. 
ri-jo-ni-jof-ja, Od563 + .  Ethnic. 
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ru-ki-to, V 1 59+ . Lulcll>.s. (1\in<Tos /1. n, 647.] 
ru-ki-ti-jo/-ja, X 37 + .  Ethnic : Lulctios. 

sa-TUJ-I<J·ih, Fs2 + .  Ace.+ -<11. 
sa-pa-ka-11-ri-ja, 01941. Siuig: SpluzJctiria. 
st!·to-i-ja, As40 + .  Slloia. ( = l:rrrala.] 
si-ja-du-WI, 01930 + .  
si-ra-ro, 83 = Ch902 + . 

si-ra-ri-ja, Lc512. Ethnic. 
su·ki-ri-ta, Dnl092 + .  Sugrita ?  [ = l:Vflp1Ta?] 

su-lri-ri-ta-jo, C 9 1 1  + .  Ethnic: Sugril<lios. 
su-ri-mo, 29 = As821 + .  

su-ri-mi-jo, 99 = Ga418. Ethnic. 
11-re-no, Fp363. (Cf. 91\pT)v river near Knossos.] 
ti-ri-to, Ufl20 + .  [Cf. Tpha old name for Knossos 

(Hesych.).] 

ti-ri-ti-jof-ja, 88 = E 749 + . Ethnic. 
tu-ni-ja, Dbl606 + .  Place or ethnic? [Cf. 'E;>.TVVia 

(now Kunari) south of Knossos.] 
tu-ri-so, 84=C 59+. Tulisos. (Tv1.•o6<; lnscr. 

Cret. 1, go, 1 ;  now Tylissos.] 
tu-ri-si-jo f -ja, 81=£ 668+. Ethnic : Tulisios. 

u-ta·no, 202= Fpl3 + .  Utanos. [ = "ITavos.] 
u·la·ni-jo, 88 = E 749 + .  Ethnic : Utanios. 

wi·na·to, As604 + .  WiMI<Js. ("IVOTo5; probably 
on the present bay ofTsutsuro.] 

Place-names with untranscribed initiab. 
*47·da-th, 200=Fpl. 
• ·ll·ku-I<J-<k, 202 = Fp 13.  Ace. + -de. 
• 47·so-dt, Fh351 + .  Ace. + -de. 
*8s-ri-mo-de, 202= Fpl3. Ace. + -dt. [Cf. su-ri-mo.] 

PYLOS 
a-da-ra-11-ja, Aa785 [44=An29]. Place or descrip

tion of women? Adrasteia (i)? (Cf. 'ASpl\<n"fla 
11. "· 828.] 

ai-wi-jo, Na25. 
a1-ka-Q1-ki-ri-jo, 60 = An66 1. ·---alcrion? 

a,-ka-a1-ki-ri-ja-jo, 16 = Cn22. Ethnic ? 
a·ka-ti-jo-ne, 254=Jn04. Loc.? 
a-kt-re-wa, 54= Anl9+. (One of the nine 

towns.) 
a-Ice-re-wa-lk, 250 = V nO I. Ace. + -th. 

a,-ki-ja, 45 = An830. 
a,-ki-ra, Na856. 
a,-ma-i-wa, Na39. [Cf. 'Ailala title of Demeter.) 
a-ne-u-11, Cn 14. Loc. ? 

Dt·nt·u·ll, Cn 12. Alternative spelling of the 
preceding. 

a-nu-wa, 52= An26. 
a-pa·re·u-pi, Cn643 + .  Loc. plur. MUhlestein : cf. 

'A�pclis. 
n-pa-ri-ka-na·W<-ja, Na 16. 
a-pa-1<1, Na27. 
a,-pa-tu-wo-11, Cnl2. Loc. [Cf. 'A-rraToVp•a?] 
a-pe..lce-e, J n03. Loc. 

a-pe-kt-i-jo, J n03. Ethnic. 
a-pi-kt-ru-a, Xal2. Amph igt���a ?  [Cf. 'Ailq>�ytvtta 

11. "· 593·1 
a·pi·no·t·wi-jo, 184= NnOI + .  Place or ethnic? 
a-pi-u-wa, 51= An43 + . 
a-pa-ru-wt, 53 = An l2 + . Loc. 

a-pu-nt·wt, 1 5 =  Ad684. Alternative spelling of 
the preceding. 

a-pu-ka, 44 = An29. Ethnic: .tfn? 
a-pu.?-ka-ne, S9= An656 + .  Nom. plur. of the 

preceding? 
a-pu,?-W<, 49=An07 + .  Loc. Aipu.i? (One of the 

nine towns.) (Aimi /1. n, 592.] 
a-pu,?-dt, 250= V nO!. Aipu-dt. 
a-pu,?-ja, 258 = KnO I .  Ethnic :  Aipuia ? 

a1-ra-lu·a, 16 = Cn22. Miihlestein: cf. 'Apa1&vpia, 
'ApaVTia, old names of Ph! ius. 

a1-ra-lu·wa, 51= An43. Alternative spelling of 
the preceding. 

a1-ru·wo-u, S6= An657. Loc.: Halwontti? ['MoO<; 
Arcadia, Paus. v1n, 25, 2.) 

a-ro·wo, 251 = Vn02. Possibly nom. of the pre
ceding; or a common noun; see Vocabulary, 
p. g8g. 

a-sa-pi, Na33. Loc. plur. 
a-si-ja-ti-ja, 31 = Ae04 + .  [Cf. 'Aola Arcadia, 

(founded by 'Ao<<h05)?] 
a-sa-li-ja, Mn02. Alternative spelling of the 

preceding. 
a-•Bs·ta,, Ma17. Alternative spelling of the 

preceding. 
a·ll·rt-wi-ja, Cn l 4 + .  [Cf. 'ATptlis?] 
da-rni-ni-jo/-ja, 54= An l9 + . Ethnic or place? 

(Cf. 'E.,.(SaJ.lvos; KN da-mi-ni-jo.] 
da·wt·u-pi, Cn03 [925). Loc. plur. 
dt·W<·ro·ai-ko-ra·i·ja, 198= Ng02. Name of a dis

trict; see p. 144. D<Uro-aigola ia ?  
di-wi-ja-1<1, 184= NnOI. 
do·ro•qO·So·wo-u, Na07. Loc. (Divider after qo 

doubtful.) 
t·ko-mt·llo, Cn 12 + . Erkhownos. ['Epxoi'<V6<; = 

'OpxoJ.l(v6<;, but hardly that in Arcadia.] 
t·kO·ml·nt·u, 183= Nn831 ( = 02). Ethnic or 

man's name ? :  ErkhomtntUS. [Cf. man's name 
0-ko-w-ru-u.] 

t·ko-ml-TUJ·I<l-<>, 44= An29 + .  Gen. plur. of 
ethnic : ErkhomentiU16n. 

e·ko-so·no, Na31 .  
e-na-po-ra, 16 = Cn22 + .  Enarsphoros? (Spartan 

hero 'Evapocp6pos Ale m. Parth. 3; not a 
common noun (Debrunner, V on der Miihll).] 

•-ni-pa-lt·wt, 255=Jn658 + .  Loc. [Cf. river-god 
'EvmE\is Od. XJ, 238 ?] 

t·Pi·qo-ra1, M nO I .  Place or common noun ; '  see 
Vocabulary, p. 392. Ep iq'"olai? ('E1rmoXal.] 

e-ra·te·re-wa-o, 258 = Kn01 + .  Gen. plur. :  EJa. 
trtwa6n. (Cf. 'E;>.cnp(•)•a= 'EXcn .. a Thes
protia; man's name 'EAOTpE\15 Od. vm, 1 1 .) 

t-ra-ll·rt-wa-pi, CnO I. Loc. plur. : Elatrewaphi. 
t-rn-u-re-wt, Ma07. Loc. sing. : Elatrlwti. (Pos· 

sibly a different place.) 
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e-ra-to-de, 250= V nO I .  Elatos-de? (On� ofth� nin� 
towns.) [Cf. man's nam� "EAcrros 11. vt, 33.) 

e-ra-te-i, 75= Cn02. Loc. : Elaui. 
e-ra-te-i-jo, OnOl. Ethnic: Elauws. 

e-re-e, 258= KnO t + .  Loc.: Heleei. rEAos 11. u, 
594-l 

e-re-i, 257 =Jn09. Alt�rnative sp�lling of th� 
pr�c�ding. 

e-re-e-u, 183=Nn83l ( = 02). Ethnic of pr�c�ding 
or separat� nam�; not a place? 

e-re-e-wo, Na60. Gen. : -lwos. 
e-re-e-we, An 723 + .  Loc.: -iwei. 

e-ri-no-wo, NaSI. 
e-ri-no-wo-to, I 54= EqO I .  Gen.: -wontos ? 
e-ri-no-wo-te, Cn09 + . Loc. : -wonlti? 

e-ro-mJJ-to, An25. [Cf. o-m-ma-to ?] 
e-ro,-ne, Na34. Loc. Palmer: cf. 'EA£wv //. u, 500. 
e-sa-re-wi-ja, M a 15 +. Derivative of the title 

e-sa-re-u (cf. pa,-si-re-wi-ja, za-ma-e-wi-ja); 
= ' estate of the t.'? 

e-u-de-we-ro, 6 = Ab02 + .  Eudeiwelos? [Cf. Ev-
SEIEAOS name of Aspl�don, Strabo.] 

e-u-ta-re- [ ,  Na I 085. 
e-wi-ku-wo-u, NaiO. Loc.: -wontei? 
e-wi-ri-po, 54= Ant 9. Ewripos. [Evpnros; probably 

Meth6ni, se� p. '45-l 
e-wi-ri-pi-ja, Aa06. Ethnic: Ewripiai. 

e-wi-lt·u, Cn l 7. 
e-wi-u-wi-jo, M nO I + .  Ethnic. 

i-na-ne, 5 1 =  An20. Nom. plur.? 
i-na-pi, An24. Loc. plur. 
i-na-ni-ja, A� I + . Ethnic or plac� ? ;  cf. 

pa-ki-ja-rri-ja. 
i-u-re-wa, 258 = KnO I + . 
i-wa-so, 57=An43 + .  1wasos. [Cf. "laaov "Apyos 

Od. xvm, 246 ;  Miihlestein id�ntifies with 
"laaos on Arcadian-Laconian border.] 

i-wa-si-jo-ta, 76= Cn22. Ethnic : Iwasiotai. 
ka-pa-ra1-dt, 26= An02 + .  F�m. �thnic? (nom. 

plur.). 
ka-pa-ra1-do, Ad679. G�n. plur. 

ka-ra-do-ro, 257=Jn09 + .  Klraradros. (One of the 
nin� towns.) [X6pa5pos river near Messene, 
Paus. IV, 23, 5 ; cf. XaA65ptot in Elean inscr. 
Schwyzer, Dial. 4 1 5.] 

ka-ra-do-ro-de, 250= V nO I. Kharadron-de. 
ka-ra-u-jo, An09. 
ka-ro-kt·t, 52= An26. 
ke-t, AalO+. Loc.? 

kt-i-jo, Na29. Ethnic or place ? G�orgi�v: 
Keios. 

kt-i-ja-ka-ra-na, 184= NnOI. ----krli111i? 
r;e-i-ja-ka-ra-na, Xa07. Alternative spelling of 

the prec�ding. 
ke-ra-ti-jo-jo, An09. Gen.: Gerautioio. [repaiOTiov 

Arcadia.) 
ke-re-u, An31. Nom. plur.: Krius ? [Kpf)s.] 
kt-re-ti-wo, Na09. 
kt-re-za, Ab25 + .  A place at Pylos. [Not 

= Kpfiaaat.] 
ki-ka-ne-wi-jo-de, Vn07. Ace.+ -de. 

ki-ni-di-ja, Abl 2 + .  Fern. ethnic: Knidiai. [Kvi
Sos.] 

ki-ni-di-ja-o, Ad683. G�n. plur.: Knidilion. 
ki-si-wi-ja, Aa770. Fern. ethnic: Xiwiai. [=XTa• ? 

(Xtos<Xhos).] 
ki-si-wi-ja-o, Ad675. Gen. plur.: Xiwilion. 

ko-ri-to, Ad07. Korinthos. [Not the known 
K6ptv6os.) 

ko-ri-si-jo, 52= An26 + .  Ethnic: Korinsios. [Cf. 
woman's name ko-ri-si-ja.) 

ko-ro-du-wo, Na1041. 
ko-ro-jo-wo-wi-ja, M nO I .  KMroio worwia ? 
ko-ro-ki-ja, 26 = An02 + .  Fem. ethnic? 

ko-ro-ki-ja-o, Ad680. Gen. plur. 
ko-ro-ku-ra-i-jo, Na45 + .  Ethnic; Ventris, Furu

mark : Krokulaioi (cf. KpoKVAEta) ; Sittig: 
Korkuraioi. 

ko-tu-wo, 131 = EqO I .  Gen. 
ko-tu-we, Na908. Loc. 

[ku)-pa-ri-so, 187= Na49. Kuparusos. [Kvn6-
p•aaos, Horn. Kvnap•aai)EJS I/. n, 593, now 
K yparissla.) 

ku-pa-ri-si-jo, 56= An657. Ethnic: Kuparissioi. 
ku-te-ra,, Aal4. Fem. ethnic? :  Kuthirai. [Kv-

6flpa.] 
ku-u-ra-o, Ad696. Gen. plur.: Kuthirli6n. 

ku-u-re-u-pi, 28 = An42 + .  Loc. plur. of ethnic or 
plac� : Kuthireuphi? 

ma-ra-ne-nu-we, S4=Anl9. Loc. 
ma-ra-ne-ni-jo, 175 = M  a I 0. Ethnic. 

ma-ro, Cn05 + .  rcr. MfiAos.) 
ma-ro-pi, 61 = Cn04 + .  Loc. plur. ? 

ma-IQ-ro-pu-ro, CnlO. Miihlestein :  Mlitro-pulos (i.e. 
the city from which Pylos was founded). 

me-ka-o, Nal2. G�n.: Meglio ? [Cf. m�n's names 
Moyf)s, M<y6Sfls.] 

me-sa-po, Na28. Mmapos? [Cf. Meaaanta1 
Laconia.] 

me-ta-pa, 44= An29 + .  Metapa. (On� of the nine 
towns.) [Mhana; cf. TOs METatrlos in El�an 
inscr. Schwyz�r, Diol. 414.) 

me·ta-pa-de, 250 = V nO I .  Metapan-dt. 
me-ta-pi-jo, 58= An654. Ethnic : Metapios. 

me-u-to, Na04 + .  
me-u-to-dt, 41 = Anl4. Acc.+ -dt. 

mi-ra-ti-ja, Aal7 + .  Fern. ethnic: Miltitioi. [Mi
AflTOS in Ionia or MIA<ITOS in Crete?) 

mi-ra-ti-ja-o, Ad09, Ad689. Gen. plur.: Mila
tition. 

na-i-se-wi-jo, J n692 + . Ethnic? 
rtt-do-wo-ta-de, 60=An661. Nedwonta-de? [NtSc.:>v 

river of E. Messenia.) 
rtt-we-u, Ad02. Masc. ethnic? 

ne-we-wi-ja, Ab20 + .  Fem. ethnic. 
rtt-we-wi-ja-o, AdO I. Gen. plur. 

o-pi-ke-ri-jo, An35. Perhaps not a plac�: Opi
skherion? 

o-pi-lce-ri-jo-de, 5 5 = An724 ( = 32). Acc. + -dt? 
o-re-e-wo, Cn 1 1 .  Gen.: Oreiwos? [Cf. 'Wp<Os 

Euboea.) 
o-re-mo a-ke-re-u, J n06. 
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o-ru·17Ul·to, 76= Cn22. Orumanthos? ( = 'Epv1-1av6os.] 
o-ru·17Ul·si-ja-jo, 57= An43. Ethnic. 

o-wi-to-no, 44= An29 + .  
o-wi-ti-ni-jo, S6= An657. Ethnic. 

pa-ka-a-ka-ri, 196 = Na 70. Pligo Akharis? 
pa-ki-ja-na, 1 14= En02, Nai l + .  Apparently gen. 

and loc. (One of tbe nine towns.) (Possibly 
Sphagian-, cf. Icpayla= Icp<Xl<TTJpla: Stt p. '43·) 

pa-ki-ja-ni-ja, 114= En02. Ethnic or alternative 
spelling ? 

pa-ki-ja-ne, XcOI .  Ethnic (muc. plur.) used as 
place-name? 

pa-ki-ja-pi, 2S7=Jn09. Instr.-loc. plur. 
pa-ki-ja-si, S I = An20 + .  Dat.-loc. plur. 

pa-ko, 49 = An07. PhDgos? [Cf. CllTJy6s Tbessaly, 
Cllflyua Arcadia.J 

pa-na-pi, Cn 13. Loc. plur.: Phanophi? (Cf. Cllava 
Aetolia.J 

pa.-wo-na-Je, Vn07. Ace.+ -de. 
pe-ra1-ko-ra-i-ja, 199 = NgO I + . Pera-aigolaia? See 

p. ' 44· 
pt-ra-a-ko-ra-i-ja, OnO I. Alternative spelling of 

tbe preceding. 
pt-ra-ko-ra-i-ja, Adl5. Alternative (defective?) 

spelling. 
JH!•re-u-ro-na-de, S3 =An 12. Pltur6na-th. [llMvpC::.v 

Aetolia, /1. 11, 639 +-J 
J>t·rt-u-ro-ni-jo, 59= An656. Ethnic: Pltur6nios. 

pe-re-wo-u, Na08+ .  Loc. 
pt-to-no, 1S = Cn02 + .  (One of the nine towns.) 

pe-to-no-dt, 2SO= V nO l .  Ace. + -de. 
pi ko-na, 194= N&58. 
pi-pu-u, 49= An07. Loc. 
pi-•82, 7S= Cn02 + .  (One of the nine towns.) 

Phia? (Cil<ta Triphylia? Cf. Cll<al, dubious 
reading in Od. xv, 297.] 

pi-082-th, 2SO= V nO I .  Phian-Je. 
po-ra-i, S9 = An656. Dat.-loc. plur. =po-ra-pi? 
po-ra-pi, S3=Anl2 + .  Loc. plur. : Phorophi? 

[Cilapal Messenia?J 
po-ti-ja-kt�. S4= An 19 + .  Loc. (Cf. ti-mi-to 

a-kt-e.] 
po-to-ro-wa-pi, Aa 1 1  + .  Loc. plur. 
po-wi-u-ja, J n02 + .  
pu.?-ra1-a-k4-re-u, 184= NnOI. Ethnic ? Palmer: 

Puragrtus. 
pu.?-ra,-a-ki-ri-jo, Na52. Alternative spelling of 

the preceding? 
pu-ro, Aal5+. Pulot. (Tlv�os /1. xt, 671 + .] 

pu-ro-jo, Anl5. Gen.: Puloio. 
qe-re-me�, NalO. Loc. 
qo-pi-ja, Na30. [Cf. Bol�'l Thessaly, 11. n, 7 1 2 ;  or 

Cllot�la Sicyon.J 
qo-ro-mu-ro, Na841. Bromulot? (Cf. Bp61105, 

Bpo11lmcos against etymology.] 
qo-ta, Na23. 
qo-ta-wo, SO=Anl8 rev. + .  
ra-i-pi, Nal7. 
ra-mi-ni-jof-ja, Anl3+. Ethnic. Umniot or 

Rhamniot? (Aiii1V05, 'Pa11�-J 
ra-ni-jo-ne, S2 = An26. 

ra-u-ra-ti-ja, OnO I. IAuranthia? 
ra-wa-ra-ta, , 257 =Jn09 + .  Alternative spelling 

of the preceding. 
ra-u-ra-ti-jo, Ad664. Ethnic. 
ra-wa-ra-ti-jof-ja, Cn 13, 4S = An830. Alter-

native spelling of the preceding. 
re-ka-ta-ne, 52= An26. Loc. or ethnic ? 
rt·J>a.·st-wo, Cn 1 1 .  Gen.: -iwot. 
re-pe-u-ri-jo, Cnl4. upeurion? [Cf. Nrrptov 

Triphylia.J 
U·ti·we·i, S I  = An20. Loc. 
re-u-ko-to-ro, 41 =An 14 + .  uuktron. [ AEiixTpov 

Laconia, Arcadia, Achaea.] 
ri-jo, S3= Anl2 + .  (One of the nine towns.) 

Rhion. ['Piov Messenia (Strabo, vm, 36o) ; 
modern Kor6ni.J 

ri-ta-pi, Na71. Loc. plur. : Litsophi? [Cf. 1\laaa 
Crete, /\laaat Thrace.] 

ri-to-we-ja, Na26. 
ro-o-wo, 53= Anl2 + .  (Possibly the port of Pylos; 

see p. 1 87.) 
ro-u-1o, 7 = Aa 717 + . IAwai. [ /\ovaol Arcadia.] 

ro-u-ti-jo, 2S2=Vn06+. Ethnic: Lousiot. 
ru-ke·wo·wo·wi-ja, Na35. Lu(n)kiwot worwia? 
ru-ko-a,-[kt]·rt·u·u, Jn08. Lukoagrtuthen? [Cf. 

/\vt<6a Arcadia.] 
sa·rna·ra, 181 = Mal4+ . 

ta·ma·ra-de, 41 =An 14. Ace. + -de. 
sa-17Ul·ri·wa, Na 73. 
sa·ri·nu-wo-u, An09 + .  Loc.: Salinwontn? [:U

��vo� stream in Triphylia.] 
ta·ri-no-u, Vn04. Alternative spelling of the 

preceding. 
si-jo-wo-u, Cn09. Loc. 
Ii·rt·wa, 182= Mal8+. 
to-ro·pt-(), 52= An26. 
so·wo·le, see do·ro-qo-so·wo-te. 
ta-mi-ta-na, 191 = Na26. 
ta-ra·kt-wi·f.  An25. Trakhewi[a] ? (Tpaxlla.] 
u-mi-ti-ja, OnO I .  = ti-mi-ti-ja. 
U·rt·nt·wt, SI =An20. Loc. sing. or nom. plur. ? 

u-re·ne-wi-ja, An38. Ethnic. 
u-se-e, Na15. Loc. 
te-ta-ra-ne, S3=An l 2 + .  Loc. or nom. plur. 

[Carratelli TETpOv,.] 
te·tu·ru-we, 184=Nn01 + .  Loc. (Same place as 

the preceding?) 
ti-mi-to a-ke-e, 176=Mal2+. Palmer: Tlremi(s)tos 

ageei. 
li·rrai·/9 �-ke-i, 60= An661 .  Alternative spelling 

of the preceding. 
ti-mi-ti-ja, 2S8= KnO t + .  Apparently not ethnic, 

but an alternative form of the place-name : 
Tlremistia. [Cf. te-mi-ti-ja.] 

ti·nwa-si-jof-ja, 2S8=Kn01 + .  Ethnic. [Cf. Tpt-
vaa6s?] 

li-nwa-ti-ja-o, I S =  Ad684, cf. Xa633. Alter
native spelling of the gen. plur. fern. of the 
preceding. 

to-ro-wa-so, Na47. 
u-ka-jo, 184=Nn01. 
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u-pa-ra-ki-ri-ja, An08. Huparakria? [ = 'Ymp-
ln<pla.J 

u-po-ra-Jri-ri-ja, Cn 13. Alternative spelling of the 
preceding. 

u-pi-ja-ki-ri-jo, 58= An654. Alternative spelling? 
u-pa-di-jo-no, Na 18. Gen. 
�-rQ-•86, Na37. 
u-w-pi-ja-jo, 57= An43 + .  Ethnic: Ulumpiaios. 

Cf. u-ru-pi-ja-[ KN X 392. [Cf. ·v?.wtros 
= •OAVI-\TI"OS.) 

u-ru-pi-ja-jo-jo, 76= Cn22. Gen.: Ulumpiaioio. 
u-wa-si, 59= An656. Oat.-loc. plur. 
wa-a,-u-pi, Na 19. Loc. plur. ? 

wa-a1-u-we, 52= An26. Ethnic? 
wa-re-u-ka-ra, Na576. 

wa-wo-u-de, 58= An654, cf. Xb02. 
wi-ja-da-ra, Ad02. 
wi-ja-we-ra1, J nOS + . 
wi-nu-ri-jo, 54= An 19. 
wo-no-qN/)9, Na45, cf. 258= KnOl. 
wo-qe-we, 54=Anl9+. (Same place as the pre

ceding?) 
wo-tu-wa-ne, Cn09. 
l!l-ku-si-jof-ja, (54=Anl9) 286=Sa787+. Ethnic: 

Zakunsios. [Z6Kw6os ; cf. man's name 
.ca-ku-si-jo .) 

za-ma-e-wi-ja, 257=Jn09 [MalO Vn03J. [Cf. 
ka-ma-e-u in Vocabulary.) 

u-i-ja-lca-ra-na, see after lce-i-ja-ka-ra-na. 
[ . ] -ka-si-da, 52= An26. 



PART I I  

S E L E C T E D  TA B L E T S  

TRAN S C R I PT I O N, T R ANSLATION, 
C O M MENTARY 





E X P L ANATORY N O T E S  O N  T H E  P R E S E N TATION 

NUMBERING 
We have chosen 300 of the most interesting Mycenaean tablets for discussion here; 

they include 122 from the Knossos excavations of 1 9oo-,h 1 05 from Pylos 1939, sixty
three from Pylos 1952, one from Pylos 1 953, five from Mycenae 1 952 and four from 
Mycenae 1954. They have been arranged in groups according to their context and 
given consecutive numbers from 1 to 300. These numbers are intended to help the user 
of this book, but Bennett's classification is everywhere added (e.g. 1 = AaO I } ,  and should 
continue to be used alone in future references to the tablets. The new numbers adopted 
in PT ll for the 1939 tablets were received too late for general use in this book, but 
have been added in square brackets where such tablets are transcribed. 

A concordance of these tablets in the order of their original publication will be found 
on pp. 445-8; for the Knossos tablets Bennett's references consist of Evans' numeration 
(SM l/) with the addition of a two-letter prefix indicating the context. A further 
concordance {pp. 44g-52) lists all the 1939 Pylos tablets in serial order of their new 
numbers, irrespective of prefix, together with their old numbers. The Pylos tablets found 
in 1952 and later are referenced by their inventory numbers (as in PT 11}, which run 
upwards from 622. 

The bracketed letters added by us to the Knossos tablet headings refer to the alleged 
find-spot (see fig. 13, p. 1 15}, the Roman figures to the plate in SM ll on which a 
legible photograph may be found; e.g. 29=As821 (K lix). 

TRANSCRIPTION 
The transcription of the Mycenaean phonetic signs follows the values given in fig. 4, 

p. 2 3 ;  where the value is unknown, Bennett's signary numbers are used with an 
asterisk, e.g. *Bs-de-we-sa. Ideograms are transcribed in small capitals with the meanings 
suggested in fig. 1 o, pp. so- 1 ,  and in the ' boxes' at the head of each section; evidence 
for these identifications will be given in the commentary. Unidentified ideograms are 
referred to by asterisked numbers * 1 0o-*243 as in fig. 10. Such spellings as o.ki. S H E E P  
refer to small syllabic signs used as ' adjuncts' (i.e. abbreviated descriptive notes) : their 
function is discussed on p. 53 and in the commentary to the relevant groups of tablets. 
Weights and measures are printed with the original Mycenaean symbols, but in the 
translation are converted into their suggested metric equivalents with the ratios pro
posed on pp. 5 7-60. 

The tablet readings published by Evans and Bennett have been independently 
checked by one or both of us from the originals in Greece. The state of the text is shown 
by the following conventions: 

�-�p Faint, damaged or careless signs, whose traces are compatible with the 
restoration proposed, though not necessarily to the exclusion of other 
possible readings. 

End of the line broken off, or too abraded to be read. 
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Uncertain whether part of the text has been lost or not. 
The evidence of the tablet, or reliable analogy, indicates that the word is 

complete before the lacuna. 
The evidence indicates that the word is not complete. 
The evidence is insufficient to decide the question. 
Editors' restoration of sign completely lost. 
Two signs lost. 
Space for approximately fifteen lost or illegible signs. 
A missing ideogram, whose identity cannot be inferred. 
Missing numerals and weights and measures. 
Numerals probably complete. 
Tens probably incomplete. 
Digits probably incomplete. 
Uncertain whether numerals are complete or not. 
Superfluous sign added in error by the scribe. 
Sign accidentally or deliberately omitted by the scribe. 
Sign erased by the scribe. 
Scribe's corrected reading over erasure, or sign squeezed in above the line. 
Change by the scribe to a different size of writing. 

TRANSLATION 
An attempted English rendering of each tablet is added, except where it consists 

entirely of repetitive phrases. Doubtful and controversial translations of words and 
ideograms are printed in italics, without which a number of the tablets would appear 
as an impenetrable forest of question-marks. 

Proper names which do not have a possible Greek explanation are printed in the 
transcription form; otherwise they are ' translated ' into an approximation to the con
temporary Greek form. Where the assumed classical parallel is obscured by phonetic 
changes (e.g. po-ru-qo-la- Poluq"hontas-no"Avcp6VTflS), the reading can be checked in 
the index of personal names (pp. 414-27) and of place-names (pp. 1 46-50). Where 
necessary, place-names are distinguished by P, men's names by m and women's by r. 
NOTES 

It was felt that a complete Greek version of each tablet would demand both excessive 
space and a premature finality in the interpretation. Where the equivalent Greek 
vocabulary and syntax are not obvious from the transcription and translation, they 
will be discussed in the Notes on the first appearance of the formula. The suggested 
Greek pronunciation and etymology of every word appearing on t11e published tablets 
can in any case be checked against tJ1e comprehensive Vocabulary (pp. 385-41 3). 

Greek type will only be used for classical forms and quotations, the approximate 
Mycenaean pronunciation being indicated in Roman letters on the lines discussed in 
the Preface. We have adopted a conventional spelling of datives singular in -ti (e.g. 
poimmti, wanaklti) and of datives plural in -a'i (fern.) and -oi'i (masc.) ; the actual 
pronunciation of these forms is disputed (see p. 85). 
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L I S T S  OF P E R S O N N E L  

I .  WOM E N  A N D  C H I L D R E N  AT PYLOS {Aa, Ab, Ad) f 
THE Pylos tablets of these three series form a connected group. Aa and Ab 
tablets both enumerate women and children, the latter adding a reference 
to two commodities, wheat and figs. The Ad tablets list 
men and boys who are specifically stated to be the sons 100 
of various groups of women largely identifiable with those 
mentioned in Aa and Ab. 

The relation between the Aa and Ab series seems 
to be unique, for the headings in at least twenty-one 1 0 1  

cases are repeated in each series; and there is a general 
102 

resemblance in the figures given which suggests that 
these record the numerical strength of the same groups 

MAN 

MANe 

WOMAN 

at different times. Contrary to what appears to have been the usual custom, 
the first set were not destroyed on being replaced ; possibly the second census 
was not complete when the records came to an end. There does not seem to be 
any means of gauging the interval between the two counts, though we may 
conjecture an annual revision of the lists to be l.ikely. In one case the numbers 
remain constant (Aa795 :  Ab19 ; probably also Aa05 : Ab1 1  +35) ; elsewhere 
the increases and decreases seem to be about equal. The total of the 
numbers preserved on the Aa tablets is 63 1 women, 376 girls and 261 boys, 
or 1268 souls in all. Those on the Ab series are smaller (370+ 190 +  1 49= 709) .  
In estimating the actual numbers of this class allowance must be made for lost 
or damaged tablets; but the A a group may contain a few duplicates. 

Since some of these tablets contain nothing but an enumeration of the 
women and children, it follows that the record is primarily a census and the 
other entries are subsidiary. The same applies to the Ad tablets, where the 
only entry is the number of men and boys, except for three cases in which there, 
is a further note of a deficit ( o-pe-ro) . 

The groups of women are described in three ways, which may be variously 
combined. The description usually begins with a place-name, though this may 
be omitted (see below). Then the group is normally described by its trade or 
occupation : e.g. lewotrok.hcwoi ' bath-attendants ', meletriai ' corn-grinders ', 
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ampukoworgoi ' headband-makers ', alakateiai ' spinners ', pektriai ' carders '. In 
some cases an ethnic adjective appears to be substituted for the trade: K nidiai 
(Knidos), Milatiai (Miletus), Kuther(i)ai (Kythera), Lamniai (?) (Lemnos) . 
Others not identifiable but probably ethnic are ti-nwa-si-ja, a-da-ra-te-ja (cf. 
'Aopfjo-re!cc, Il. u, 828), ze-pu2?-ra, ki-si-wi-ja (from an early form of Khios ?). 
In the Ad tablets both trade and ethnic may be coupled : e.g. ti-nwa-ti-ja-o 
i-te-ja-o ' of the weavers ofT.' (15 = Ad684) .  Here too there may in some cases 
be an indication of the fathers of the children; as in this same tablet where 
they are also called: a-pu-ne-we e-re-ta-o ko-wo ' the sons of rowers at A.' 

It is tempting to speculate about the status and origin of these women. 
The menial tasks that they perform suggest that they were slaves: possibly the 
labour force for the industry on which the wealth of the Mycenaean kingdoms 
must at least in part have been built. The casual references to the fathers of 
the children also seem to indicate that they are not the product of any regular 
union. The absence of men listed in their own right is surprising; women appear 
to predominate, and where the men are listed it is as the sons of the women. 
The deficiency of men is to some extent compensated by certain of the lists 
in the An series, though these may not be strictly parallel; some at least seem 
to be allocations of labour for special purposes. It may be suggested that the 
labour force is in part the product of piratical raids on the non-Greek areas 
of the Aegean. If the C"kfr.atcrl inhabitants were carried off into slavery this 
would account for the preponderance of women and children, most of the men 
being killed in the fighting or subsequently slaughtered. The interpretation of 
ra-wi-ja-ja as ' captives ' (see 16 = Ad686) supports this view; though it might 
be supposed that these women are distinguished from the other categories. 
They would, however, only be called ' captives' for a short time, before being 
assigned to an occupation. Virolleaud ( 1953, p. 193) quotes an Ugaritic text 
which refers to bn amht kt ' the sons of the slave-women of Kt' ( = Kition in 
Cyprus ?)-an almost exact parallel for the Ad tablets. The ethnic names may 
then be a clue to the places raided by the ships of Pylos. It is plain from 
numerous references in Homer that ' Viking' raids of this sort were everyday 
occurrences in Mycenaean Greece; and the incursion of sea-peoples repelled 
by Ramses Ill was probably a major expedition of this type. Indeed the 
Trojan War may have begun as a similar operation. The insecurity of early 
Greece as described by Thucydides (1, 5, 6) is likely enough; and the raison 
d'etre of the hegemony of Mycenae was probably the comparative security it 
afforded to the subordinate powers. 

A notable characteristic of the Ab tablets, apart from the added formula, 
is a difference in the form of the heading. In Aa the location is ordinarily 
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omitted if it is Pylos; Aal5 is excep.tional, Aal6  is now reclassified as Ab564. 
The writer of the Ab series begins each entry with a place-name, though once 
or twice he seems to have forgotten it (e.g. Ab03) or to have inserted it as an 
afterthought (Ab23, Ab31 + 789) .  The hypothesis of at least two writers is 
supported by differences in spelling : Aa spells the feminine agent suffix 
-ti-ri-ja, Ab -ti-ra2• A study of the handwriting confirms this conclusion. 

Tablets of both groups end with a formula which has the usual form: DA 1 
TA 1 (Aa) or D A  TA (Ab) ; the distinction is not, however, absolute, and 
within each group either part or the whole formula may be omitted ; the order 
may also be reversed. No numbers other than one ever appear, and it is 
therefore certain that the formula does not express any ration or allocation, 
which should show some variation according to the numbers of women con
cerned. This disproves Webster's suggestion ( 1954, p. 1 1) that o A is a measure 
of land, as in PY 114= En02, where DA 40 is glossed to-sa da-ma-te. The 
same abbreviation may have different meanings in different contexts. For 
a possible correlation of this formula with the rations on the Ab tablets 
see below. The same formula appears on some Knossos tablets dealing with 
women and children (e.g. 1 8 = Ak6 l l ) ,  and there the numeral following TA 
may be 2 .  

Where a ration ofwheat and figs is specified (Ab tablets only), the amounts 
are roughly proportional to the numbers of womeu anc.l chikln:n. The amounts 
of the two commodities are always identical. The basis of the calculation would 
appear to be a ration ofT 2 for each woman, with half that amount for each 
child irrespective of sex. This is further proof that the calculation of rations 
is not the sole purpose of the census. In  Abl5 +899 eight women, three girls 
and three boys receive T 22 ( = 8 x 2 + 6) ; Ab31 + 789 six women, six girls 
( ' boys' is here a scribal error) and three boys receive T 2 1  ( =6 x 2 +9) ;  
A b41 + 7 45 two women and one girl receive T 5 ( = 2 x 2 + 1 ) .  The same scale 
is suggested by Ab06 where there are no children, but the number of women 
is damaged ; the ration, however, is T 4, i.e. that presumed for two women. 

Although the figures never fall below this basic level, in most cases the ration t 
is supplemented by a factor varying up to more than one-half (Abl9) ,  and not 
infrequently one-third or more (Ab01 , 6 =Ab02, Ab09, Abl 7, Ab30) . There 
appears to be no principle by which the amount of this supplement can be 
derived from the details recorded; it is perhaps an allowance for the skilled

' 

or heavy nature of the work performed. Of the three clear cases of the basic 
ration it is noticeable that in two the DA TA formula is absent, while in the 
third the right-hand edge of the tablet is missing; Ab06 has only TA. Wherever 
the full formula DA T A  (or TA D A) is found, there is an improvement on the 
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basic ration; TA alone is accompanied by a very small supplement (one-twelfth) 
on Ab16. This correlation may, however, be accidental, for the presence of 
the formula will not explain the variations in the proportion of the increase. 

It was suggested in eh. n (p. 6o) that T 2 represents an absolute value of 
approximately 24 litres. This was based partly on a possible equation between 
weight and bulk in the case of kno.lws 'safflower', and on a reasonable range 
of values for the smallest unit -o r ; but also on the specific assumption that 
these Ab rations are monthly ones. Such a ration of 24 litres is little less than 
the /choinix (27 litres) regarded as the classical monthly ration for a fighting 
man; it is often supplemented and is in any case accompanied by an equal 
quantity of another commodity which is almost certainly figs. The identifica
tion is to some extent guesswork, but a monthly ration seems to fit better than 
a daily or yearly one. 

Rations of figs are not unknown in antiquity. Two Cretan inscriptions 
(Inscr. Cret. rv, 79 and 144) give yearly rations (possibly for a group) which 
include 100 medimni of figs and 200 medimni of barley; cf. also rv, 77· Cato 
(Agr. 56) recommends a reduction in the ration of bread for slaves ' when they 
start: �ting figs'. 

1 =AaOl [62] 
me-re-h-n:Ja WOMEN 7 ko-wa 10 ko-wo 6 
Seven corn-grinding women, ten girls, six boys. 
me-re-ti-ri-ja : the identification of this word depends upon the interpretation of me-re-u-ro 

as 'Hour' in PY 171 = Un718 (see Vocabulary, p. 399}. Corn grinding is one of the 
tasks commonly undertaken by women; c£ yvvf) . . •  cXM-rpls (Od. xx, 105). 

t 2 =Aa815 
a-ke-ti-ra2 WOMEN 38 ko-wa 33 ko·WO 16 DA I TA I 

Thirty-eight nurses, thirty-three girls, sixteen boys; one da-, one ta-. 
a-ke-ti-rlls: not satisfactorily identified; for other suggestions see Vocabulary (p. 387}. 

It is plainly a common occupation among women. The translation 'nurses' is based 
on the gloss of Hesychius &yhpu:x· 11aia; McKem:ie's suggestion (Cl. Qjlarl. xv, 48} 
that this word is a dissimilation of *ayphp1a is only a guess, and the dissimilation 
might even be of Mycenaean date. On DA TA see above (p. 157). · 

3 =Ad694 
pe-ki-ti-ra2-o ko-wo MEN 4 ko-wo 3 
Four sons of the carders, three boys. 
pe-ki-ti-ra1-o: pektriMn, from 'JTEKOO 
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Jw-wo: this word is used on these tablets in two senses: (a) 'son (of)', (b) ' boy' (as 
opposed to grown man). 

4 =Aa04 (240] 

a-ra-ka-te-ja WOMEN 21 ko-wa 25 ko-wo 4 TA I 

Twenty-one spinning-women, twenty-five girls, four boys; one ta- . 

a-ra-ka-te-ja: a derivative of ftAcn<chrj. This tablet and Aa03 appear to break the rule 
that there are not two tablets in the same series with identical headings; possibly the 
broken portion contained the statement of rations, which would assign it to the Ab 
class; but in these TA DA usually follows the rations. 

5 = Aa792 

/ci-ni-di-ja WOMEN 21  ko-wa 12 ko-wo 10 DA I TA I 

Twenty-one Cnidian women, twelve girls, ten boys; one da-, one ta-. 
ki-ni-di-ja: K'nidiai, ethnic of Kv!Sos. 

6 =Ab02 [379] 

L WHEAT 2 T 8 e-u-de-we-ro WOMEN 8 ko-wa 2 lf.O-WO 3 
FIGS 2 T 8 TA DA 

At Eudeiwelos ; eight women, two girls, three boys; 336 l. of wheat, 336 l. of 
figs; la-, da-. 

e-u-de-we-ro: an unidentified place-name, which recalls the Homeric epithet, of uncertain 
meaning and etymology, evSdeAos; if this is correct the spelling will help to resolve 
some of the difficulties of the Homeric word. 

7 =Aa717 

ro-u-so a-ke-ti-ri-:ia WOMEN 32 ko-wa 18 ko-wo 8 DA 1 TA I 

At Lousoi: thirty-two nurses, eighteen girls, eight boys; one da-, one ta-. 
ro-u-so: a place under the control of Pylos, cf. 178=Mal3, 252= Vn06, probably 

Aovao{ in Arcadia. The addition of the place-name distinguishes this entry from the 
nurses at Pylos (2=Aa815). 

8 = Ad670 

e-u-de-we-ro ri-ne·:ia-o ko-wo MEN 4 

At Eudeiwelos : four sons of the flax-workers. 
The women are here given a trade-name, but may be the same group as those meant 

in 6=Ab02 above. 

ri-ne-ja-jo: a common occupation among women, probably lineiaon, a derivative of 
AtiiOV. 
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9=Ab27 [553J 
WHEAT I I  T I 

pu-ro re-wo-to-ro-ko-wo (WOMEN) 37 ko-wa I3 ko-wo I5 T 1 FIGS II 
TA DA 

At Pylos : thirty-seven (women) bath-attendants, thirteen girls, fifteen boys; 
1332 1. of wheat, I332 I. offigs; ta-, da-. 

This tablet is remarkable for the omission of the ideogram for WOMEN before the 
numeral thirty-seven, clearly an oversight in view of the extreme regularity of this 
class. Bennett in Indlx read re-wo-to-ro ko-wo as two words, though there is no 
sign of a word-divider. That the bath-attendants are women is proved by the ideo
gram in Aa783, and the expression re-wo-to-ro-ko-wo ko-wo in 10 = Ad676. 

re-wo-w-ro-ko-wo : lewotro!chowoi, Ho m. XoE'Tpox6o) ( Od. xx, 297).  Their number is not 
excessive if their duties included the carrying of all the water required in the house
hold. The apparent metathesis of the first two vowels is unexpected but not inex
plicable. Ruiperez (1950) explains the disyllabic aorists of the type O"Toptacn as 
arising from a metathesis of *O"TEp6acn. On this basis he is prepared to accept 
*A£rooa1 > Xoiaa• ; thus the original base may have been MfO-. The same vowel order 
is shown by the adjective re-wo-te-re-jo 238 = Tn996. 

1 0 = Ad676 
pu-ro re-wo-to-ro-ko-wo ko-wo MEN 22 ko-wo 1 1  

At Pylos : twenty-two sons of the bath-attendants, deven boys. 

1 1 = Ad690 

pu-ro a-pi-qo-ro ko-wo MEN [4] IO ko-wo 4 [o. MEN 31 
At Pylos : ton sons of the waiting-women, four boys. 
o-pi-qo-ro : amphiq•olon = &J,1<pi'TT6Xwv. 

t 12=Ad671 

ka-ru-ti-je-ja-o-qe o. MEN 5 

pu-ro a-pu-ko-wo-ko pa-ke-te-ja-o-qe MEN 6 [9] ko-wo 6 

At Pylos: six (sons) of the headband-makers and the musicians and the 
sweepers, six boys; deficit five men. 

The second line is to be read first, the words being written in above owing to lack of 
space. The sons of the women of three trades are recorded jointly; cf. the next tablet. 

a-pu-ko-wo-ko: ampu!co-worgon; 6:Jl'TTV� is Homeric (Il. xxu, 469). 
pa-ke-te-ja-o-qe: no satisfactory explanation; if from the root of'TTaf:�(o) it should probably 

begin pa-wi-; possibly a derivative of 1TT1KTI). 
ka-ru-ti-je-ja-o-qe: the .form suggests a feminine from a masculine in -eV,. Perhaps from 

KaAAVv(o), cf. Kc!UV.vv6pov, KIXAAvvnjs. 
o.: as an abbreviation appears to stand for o-pe-ro, i.e. deficit (see Vocabulary, p. 401). 
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13=Ad691 
e-ke-ro-qo-no-qe pa-wo-ko-qe 

pu-ro o-pi-ro-qo ko-wo MEN g 

13-16 

At Pylos : Jiine sons of the supernumerary women, and of the wage-earners and 
casual workers. 

o-pi-ro-qo: opiloiq"on, = hnAolmuv; i.e. the women not yet allocated to particular duties. 
e-ke-ro-qo-no-qe: Palrner ( 1954b, p. 23) proposes enkhiroq"oinon, from *ty){elp6-1ro1vos. For 

�npa= tJicr66s cf. Schwyzer, Dial. 325', and Cypr. li)(epov Schwyzer, Disl. 679A5• 
pa-wo-ko-qe: the nominative pa-W(J-ke occurs in Aa795. Palmer proposes par-worge.s, 

a compound of 1rap- with the base *worg-. The apocope of a preposition cannot yet 
be paralleled. 

14=Ad697+ 698 

da-mi-ni-ja e-�-.[ . ]-qe-rp-me-no ¥� :t:f[ 
[ n ]-ne:�a-o ko-wo 

At Damnia: x sons of the flax-workers; . . .  
da-mi-ni-ja: presumably a place-name since it is not a genitive plural. Cf. 'E1ri-Sa�o�vos? 

da-mi-ni-jo MEN 40 occurs on 54 = PY Anl9 and is common on the Knossos tablets, 
chiefly those dealing with sheep (see p. 203). The top line gives further information 
about this group. Possibly restore e-re-[e] qe-ro-me-no=erun g'llomenoi 'willing to 
row', or e-re-[ta] qe-ro-me-no=erelai q"elommoi 'becoming rowers' (cf. Horn. Tdhop.a1). 

15=Ad684 

a..pu-ne-we e-re-ta-o ko-wo 
pu-ro ti-nwa-ti-ja-o i-te-ja-o ko-wo MEN 5 ko-wo 2 
At Pylos: five sons of the Ti-nwa-sian weavers (sons of rowers at A-pu-ne-we) , 

two boys. 
ti-nwa-ti1·a-o: the same as the ti-nwa-si-ja (nom.) PY Abl4. It is probably an ethnic 

adjective from an unrecorded place-name *ti-nwa-to (-cr:veos?). Nouns in -t- usually 
fonn adjectives in -si-jo =·O'IQS (see p. 73); but there is some wavering, e.g. �ra-ti-ja 
from Mlt.frros. It is possible that the sound was at this stage intennediate, perhaps 
-ts- as suggested by Andrews. 

i-te-ja-o: hiiteiiWn, a derivative with the suffix -eia from !OT6s (cf. IOTovpy6s) ? 
a-pu-ne-we: a place-name, elsewhere spelt a-po-ne-we S3=Anl2, S4=Anl9, probably 

in the dative case. The top line is to be read together with the lower; i.e. the parentage 
is recorded on both sides, cf. 28=An42. 

16 =Ad686 
o-u-pa-ro-ke-ne-[ to ? a ]-ka-zpp-ta-ra-/fp-po-ro 

pu-ro ke-re-za ra·wi:J·a-ja-o ko-wo MEN 15 
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At Ke-re-za, Pylos: fifteen sons of the captives; Alkawon the ... did not present 
himself. 

ke-re-{.a: this word was taken by Furumark in Ab25 and Ab26 (reading ke-re-ta3) as 
Kpi)TTcxa; but although this interpretation might still be possible owing to the 
ambiguity of {.a, it seems to be disproved by this tablet, which shows that it is not 
part of the description of the women since it is not a genitive pluraL It occurs as 
first word, followed by ra-wi-Ja-ja on Aa807 ;  and on Ab25 and Ab26 it is preceded 
by pu-ro, apparently without a divider. It seems more likely therefore that it is 
a place at Pylos. 

ra-wi-ja-ja-jo : liiwiaitiiin, derivative of Dor. t.ata, Ion. AT)hl ' booty ' ;  cf. AT)Iaoas . . . 
yvvaiKCXS (Il. xx, 193) .  This has also been proposed by Georgiev. 

ou parogeneto Alkiiwan ... -phoros: the name a-ka-wo occurs in other tablets at Pylos, 
though not qualified. 

ta-ra-ko-po-ro : hardly tragophoros ' wearing a goat-skin' (cf. TpayT)cp6pos, di-pte-ra-po-ro) .  
The reading -ko- is very uncertain. 

2. WOME N  AND C H I LD R E N  AT K NOSSOS (Ai, Ak) 

This is a much less homogeneous group than the corresponding tablets at 
Pylos. The introductory word may be a Cretan place-name or the feminine 
of the ethnic adjective derived from one. In some cases there is added or 
substituted a man's name, which may be in the genitive (e.g. Ai63, Ak622), 
though in other cases the syntactic relationship is unexpressed and the name 
stands in the nominative as a mere heading (e.g. Ag91, 20 = Ak824; in this 
tablet Furumark is unjustified in presuming a-pi-qo-i-ta to be an adjective in 
agreement with do-e-ra, since a compound adjective should normally have only 
two terminations) . This tablet specifically refers to the women as slaves, and 
it is likely that the same applies to the whole group. The children are further 
subdivided into ' older' (me-zo) and ' younger' (me-wi-jo, me-u-Jo). 

There are a number of other annotations, mostly abbreviations at which we 
can only guess (e.g. pa. di.-, pe. di.-, ne. di.-, di. za.-, zo. di.-, de.-, tu.-, *85.-). 
The frequent di.- is fairly certainly a contraction of a word spelt more fully 
di-da-ka-re ne. 22= Ak781 ,  di-da-ka-re[ Ak783, Ak784, di-da-ka-[ Ak828. The 
form of this word is obscure; the final ne.- is probably an independent abbrevia
tion (see below). The recurrent di-da-ka-re may then be for didaskale(ion), 
but the dropping of the extra sign needed is surprising though not impossible; 
in the other cases the end of the word is lost and di-da-ka might stand for 
didakhii( i) . But the -re appears to be part of the word. Ventris suggests didaskalei, 
a locative of the type of oiKEI. Whatever the exact form it seems plausible to 
conjecture a meaning 'under instruction' or the like, and to compare it with 
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de-di-ku-Ja 18 =Ak611 (abbreviated to de.- Ak620 ?) .  Thls word too appears 
to be incorrectly spelt if intended for dedidakhuiai, perfect participle of �i156:CTKw; 
the meaning is clearly intransitive (see p. 89) ' having completed their training '. 
It is hardly likely that this has reference to general education ; much more 
probably these are women newly enslaved who have to be taught a trade; 
cf. the Homeric custom by which slave-women are regularly described by such 
phrases as C(!.I.Vj.IOVa epya !ovias ( ll. IX, 2 70) ; cf. TCxS . . . epya OIOO�aj.IEV tpya3ea6at 
Od. xxu, 422. 

Of the other abbreviations ne.- and pe.- may be newoterai (or simply newai) t 
and presguterai; pa.- possibly palaiai. The same suggestions were made by 
Furumark { 1954) . 

The expression DA 1 TA 1 already noted at Pylos recurs at Knossos, and 
here we have also TA 2. The relation of these entries to the rest of the text 
remains obscure. 

17 =Ai739 (H li) 

1 ra-su-to / a-ke-ti-ri-Ja WOMEN 2 
2 ko-wa 1 ko-wo 1 

At Lasunthos: two nurses, one girl, one boy. 

ra-su-to: a place-name ; the adjective ra-su-ti-jo occurs on Lc761; cf. 1\aao<;, 1\acraia. 

18 =Ak6l l (? xliv) 
OA 1 

1 to-te-ja TA 2 WOMEN 10( + ) (1�-di-ku-.}a WOMAN l ( 
2 ko-wa me-zo-e 4 ko-wo me-wt-;o 1 [ 
--- : two ta-, one da-; 10+ women ; one trained woman; four older girls, 

one younger boy. 

to-te-ja: not found elsewhere. 
de-di-ku-ja: see above. 
me-<.o-e : mezoes; on the form of the declension of me-zo and me-wi-jo see p. 86. 

19=Ak627 (F?  lii) 
DA I 

]-to a-no-zo-Jo TA I [wOMEN] 9 pe. di. 2 
2 ko-wa me] -zo-e 7 ko-wa me-wi-jo-e R9J ' 1 o' 
3 ko-wo me-zo]-e 2 ko-wo me-wi-;·o-e [91 'ro' 

At ---to: nine [female) (slaves) of A-no-zo; one da-, one ta-; two older women 
under instruction; seven older girls, ten younger girls, two older boys, ten 
younger boys. 
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a-no-zo-jo : presumably a man's name in the genitive. 
pe.di-: see above, p. 162. 
me-zo-e (line 3) : here dual mezoe. 
Compare the women and children of two sizes listed on the Sumerian palace ration
lists from Laga! (e.g. Genouillac tgog, TSA, xu): 

40 I. of emmer-wheat to the woman ldlulahlah, 
20 I. to a boy ( dumu-ni/4), 

• • 

two girls (dumu-sal) at 20 1., 
six serving-women at 40 1., 
one small boy (!ag-dug-nita) at 20 1., 
two small girls (Jag-dug-sal) at 20 1., etc. 

20 =Ak824 (K lviii) 
1 a-pi-qo-i-ta / do-e-ra WOMEN 32 ko-wa me-zo-e 5 ko-wa me-wi-jo-e 1 5  
2 ko-wo me-wi-:}o-e 4 
Amphiquhoitas: thirty-two female slaves, five older girls, fifteen younger girls, 

four younger boys. 

a-pi-qo-i-ta : only here in this spelling, which can hardly be anything but Amphiq"hoitas 
= 'A����oiTT)s. Elsewhere we find a-pi-qo-ta (see index of personal names). Furumark 
understands as adjective a����OITal (no meaning given), see p. 162. 

21=Ak624 (F?  xlvi) 

1 ri-jo-ni-ja ��� 
2 ne. f di. 3 ko-wa me-zo-e [ nn 
3 ko-wo di. 3 ko-wo me-zo-e [ nn 

Ri-jo-nian women : x da-, x ta- . . . ; three young women under instruction, x older 
girls • . .  , three boys under instruction, x older boys . . . .  

ri-jo-ni-ja : feminine ethnic of the place-name ri-jo-no (Ap639, etc.). 
The annotation di.- applied to boys is unusual; in view of the order it may distinguish 

a class of boys older than those called me-zo-e. 

22=Ak78l (J liii) 
] WOMEN 17 ( 
] ko-wa [ 

3 ] di-da-ka-re ne. 1 ko-wo 
. . .  seventeen women ... x girls . . .  one young woman under instruction, x boys . . . .  

di-da-ka-re : see commentary, p. 162 above. 
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3. MEN, WOMEN AND CHILDRE N  AT KNOSSOS (Ag, Ai) 
Some tablets record only small numbers of women (and in one case men) ; 
they may be records of families, but the introductory name is ambiguous and 
may refer to the owner of a group of slaves as elsewhere. 

23 =Agl654 (?) 
qe-n-.JO MANe I WOMAN I ko-wa ( 
QJ-ri-.J'o (man), one woman (wife ?) ,  one girl (daughter?) . . . . 

qe-ri-jo : probably a personal name. But it may be genitive, i.e. slaves of Q..; cf. the 
next tablet. 

24=Ai63 (0 xxiv) 
pe-se-ro-jo e-e-st 
WOMAN I ko-wa I ko-wo I 
(The slaves ? family ?) ofPsellos are: one woman (wife ?) ,  one girl (daughter?), 

one boy (son ?). 

pe-se-ro-jo : Pselloio; the name recurs in the nominative or dative on MY 105= Ge602. 
e-e-si: eensi, 3rd pers. plur. of pres. ind. ofel11! (see p. 8g). 
ko-wa : the numeral is quite clear on the original. 

4. WOMEN WORKERS AT KNOSSOS 

At Knossos women are not so often referred to by trade-names as at Pylos; 
this sample shows a classification of women containing one of the words found 
at Pylos. 

25 = Ap694 (G xlvi) 
I )-j� ko-u-re-ja WOMEN ( 
2 ) ka-ra-we WOMEN ( 
3 ) a-;:;e-ti-ri-ja WOMEN ( 

ko-u:re-ja : here apparently a feminine trade-name, also found on textile tablets (Lc581) 
where it must be connected with the annotation ko-u-ra often associated with pa-we-a 
( pharwea) . Georgiev notes '=K01Jp€ta' without comment; presumably as feminine 
ofKovpevs; but this root has a spurious diphthong arising from *Kopo--. A connexion 
with Kovpetov does not seem more satisfactory. 

ka-ra-we: grtiwes, 'old women'. 
a-ze-ti-ri-ja: the same word as a-ke-ti-ra, PY 2 = Aa815. 

t 
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5. WOMEN WORKERS AT PYLOS 

Some similar lists from Pylos record large groups of women classified according 
to occupation or origin. 

t 26 = An02 (292] 
si-to-ko-wo 

2 ka-pa-ra2-de WOMEN 24 lco-wo 10[ +? 
s ko-ro-ki-ja woMEN 8 ko-wo [ nn 
4 ki-ni-di-[ja WOMEN] 2 1  ko-[wo nn 

Measurers of grain: twenty-four Ka-pa-ra2-de women, ro+ boys, eight Ko-ro
ki-ja women, x boys, twenty-one Cnidian women, x boys. 

si-to-ko-wo: sitokhowoi, presumably women responsible for measuring out the correct 
amounts of criTos. Bennett takes this as an abstract of Aa788, Aa02, and 5 =Aa792, 
and restores the numerals accordingly. In this case ko-wo will mean 'children'. 

ka-pa-ra1-de: the reading of the second sign has been corrected by Bennett to pa. 
Probably a feminine ethnic in -a6e�. It reappears on Aa788 and the genitive 
ka-pa-ra.-do on Ad679. 

ko-ro-ki-ja: probably another feminine ethnic. Hardly from KpOKOS or KpOKTJ (ace. KpOKa 
Hesych.). The word reappears on Pylos Aa02, Ab07, its genitive ko-ro-ki-ja-o onAd680. 

27 = Ae08 [303) 
i-:Je-ro-jo [ku-ru-so-jo i-je-ro-jo]. 

pu-ro i-je-re·ja do-e-ra e-ne-lca lcu-ru-so-jo WOMEN 14[ + 
At Pylos: 14 + female slaves of the priestess on account of sacred gold. 

i-je-re-ja: hiereias. We find a woman named e-ra-ta-ra described as 'slave of the priestess' 
on 119=Eo02. 

t-1111-ka: herUJka, despite the presumed ·�vf£1<a of the etymologists. 
ku-ru-so-jo i-je-ro-jo: khrusoio hieroio. The nature of the transaction is obscure; were the 

slaves given to the priestess in return for some gold which had been offered? Or are 
they allocated to look after the gold ritual objects? 

28 = An42 [607] 
1 me-ta-pa lce-ri-mi-ja do-qe-ja ki-ri-te-wi-ja 
2 do-qe-ja do-e-ro pa-te mo.-te-de ku-te-re-u-pi 

woMEN 6 do-qe-ja do-e-r a e-qe-ta-i e-e-to 
4 le-re-/e-we WOMEN (6) '13' 
5 do-qe-ja do-e-ro pa-te ma-te-de di-wi-ja do-e-ra 
6 woMEN 3 do-qe-ja do-e-ra ma-te pa-te-de lca-ke-u 

woMAN I do-qe-ja do-e-r a ma-te pa-te-de ka-lce-u 
r66 
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vacant 2 
lea 

At Metapa: --- women barley-reapers. Six women reapers, their father 
a slave and their mother among the Kytherans; thirteen women reapers, 
------ ; three women reapers, their father a slave and their mother 
a slave of Diwia; one woman reaper, her mother a slave and her father a smith; 
three women reapers, their mother a slave and their father a smith. 

The arrangement of this tablet is unusual since the phrases regularly run on from one 
line to the next (2-3, 3-4, s-6, 6-7, 7-8). It is therefore difficult to know how to 
punctuate lines 1-2. Possibly Jci-ri-te-wi-Ja is part of the phrase ma-te-de Jcu-te-rt-u-pi 
inserted above for lack of space or as an afterthought. 

Metllpa: a well-known place-name, but hardly that in Acamania; possibly on the 
Elean border, see list of place-names (p. 148). 

lce-ri-mi-Ja: the only other instance of this word is on Knossos Lc535, a fragment 
mentioning also talasia 'pensum' and introduced by the totalling formula w-sa. 
Possibly a derivative of xdp, but the meaning is obscure; cf. also KE71111S glossed as 
'1Tals i'l 71V!ct6ov (sic) by Hesychius. 

do-qe-Ja: this is clearly a key-word on this tablet, but unfortunately it occurs nowhere t 
else; a man's name do-qe-u KN B 804 looks like the corresponding masculine (cf. 
i-Je-re-ufi-Je-re-Ja; see p. Sg). In this case, however, it must be a description of the 
women. Various attempts at interpretation have been made; our original idea was to 
connect it with 66p'1Tov, but the sense is unsatisfactory. The analogy of other words 
such as 14-1111 = 6p6� leads one to suspect dorq"eia- •Spcnma, cf. masc. 11a).o-0p61rrtes 
(Sappho). The etymology of Spmw is not certain; but there is no objection to a 
labio-vela.r in the word, the,. being generalized as frequendy. The word will perhaps 
mean 'picker', possibly 'reaper' or 'gleaner'. 

lci-ri-te-wi-Ja: elsewhere this word stands alone as a description of women (lci-ri-te-wi-Ja 
e-ke-si 131 = Eb21, 13S = Ep704, but is here probably an adjective qualifying do-qe-Ja, 
if the order is sound. If this means 'reaper', it may perhaps be connected with 
Kpt6al 'barley'; the form of the adjective is not without parallel, cf. wa-NJ-Se-wi-Ja 
23S=Ta711 from ravaaacr. 

doe/os paiir, mtilir de . . .. 
lcu-te-re-u..pi: Georgiev and Andrews suggest lchutreuphi 'potters'; but the ordinary word ! 

for 'potter' is lcerameus (S2=An26), and its recurrence as first word on NaOl seems 
to prove that it is a place-name (see p. 297). It is presumably the instrumental plural 
of an ethnic in -eus, used to designate the area. The -phi suffix must here have locafive 
functions. It is natural to connect this with lcu-te-ra, Aal4, Ab22, gen. plur. lcu-te-ra-o 
Ad696; some derivative of the island Kuthira? lcu-te-re-u-pi refers perhaps to a colony 
of Kytherans settled within the Pylian territory. 

e-qe-tiJ-i: luq"eld'i = hrhats. The added -i is the mark of the dative plural, whatever 
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the form intended (see p .  84). Palmer i s  right i n  supposing the heq•etas to be an 
important person (see on S1 =An43 below), probably a companion of the king. 

t e-e-to : the initial e-e- recalls e-e-si and suggests that this too is some part of eliJ{; possibly 
the 3rd plural present imperative, to be read eesto(n) or eento(n). But an imperative 
seems out of place here. Andrews has called attention to the gloss laVTO' i')crav 
(Hesych.), and suggested that this is some sort of 3rd plural imperfect ( = •ehtnt). 
Perhaps the middle conjugation is not impossible; cf. Horn., Aeol.lcrcro, Delph. i')Tat, 
Mess. i'jVTat (dubious Horn. eicrro Od. xx, 106). 

te-re-te-we: apparently dative singular, or nominative plural or dual of a stem in -us or 
-ros. The difficulty is that if from -ms, it must be masculine and so cannot apply to 
the women. The analogy of the other entries leads us to expect that this too has 
something to do with parentage, but so far it has proved impossible to extract any 
convincing meaning from it. The figure 6 may have been changed to 1 3  to include 
the 7 recorded below. 

di-wi-ja : possibly nominative feminine singular of an adjective diwios =Horn. Bios; 
perhaps in the meaning 'of Zeus' not found in Homer; cf. the month name di-wi-jo-jo 
K N  FpS (see p. 305). More likely to be equated with di-u-ja (cf. me-wi-jofme-u-jo), 
both representing a pronunciation diwja, which is certainly a divine name in 
172=Kn02; cf. l:.tft(a] (=Magna Mater according to Meister) in a Pamphylian 
inscription (Schwyzer, Dial. 686, 1). If so, to be read here as genitive, another of 
the slaves belonging to deities. 

6. I NDIVIDUAL M E N  AT KNOSSOS (As) 
In some cases persons are recorded singly ; in such cases the name is usually 
given, followed by the trade or duties to which he is assigned. The purpose of 
these records is probably to keep a note of the numbers for whose feeding or 
payment the palace is responsible, as in the case of the groups of women. 

t 29 = As821 (K lix) 
1 ]-ra.jo e-qe-ta-� e-ne-ka ti-mi-to MEN � ki-ta-ne-to I su-ri-mo e-ne-ka o-pa MAN 1 
2 ]-!!�-we Nf!. i:ie-[re]-u po-me e-ne-ka I o-pa MAN 1 ko-pe-re-u / e-qe-ta e-ki-si.jo 

M AN I 
. . . two followers on account of tribute; Ki-ta-ne-to at Su-ri-mol> on account of 

dues; . .. priest at E-ra, shepherd on account of dues; Kopreus, follower, of 
Exosl>. 

For the readings sec KT /I. The tablet is badly preserved and many signs are doubtful. 
e-qe-ta-e: a strange form, but in view of the numeral 2 possibly intended as a dual. 

Perhaps the termination of the consonant stems extended to the masculine a-stems. 
ti-mi-to: read by Palmer ( 1954b, p. 49) as Themi(s)tos in the Pylos place-name ti-mi-to 

a-Ice-e. Here possibly as a common noun= ' dues, tribute', cf. Amapas TeMovcrt 
6EIJI<TTOS Jl. IX, 156 (if rightly so taken). 
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ki-ta-ne-to: a man's name which reappears in connexion with the place Su-ri-mo on 
Dal!OB. 

o-pa : a word which recurs several times at Knossos and once at Pylos, usually following 
a man's name in the genitive. Perhaps hopa < •soq"a, postulated as the base of 
6naoov. But a sense ' retinue, following ' seems absurd here, in particular of a 
shepherd. It may be a feudal term and like ti-mi-to mean some form of service or 
goods due to the lord. This would give a satisfactory semantic development for 
6naoov, 6TITIS6s, but the etymology is obscure. 

�-rq. i-je-[re ]-u : Ben nett read ta-ra-pu2 ?-je-[. If correct e-ra may be either genitive of 
the goddess Hera, or more likely locative of the place-name. Is the same man both 
priest and shepherd? 

ko-pe-re-u : a man's name also found at Pylos; = Konpe\Js /I. xv, 639. 
e-ki-si-jo: the word has been split to leave room for the ideogram and numeral. Ethnic 

adjective from the common place-name e-ko-so, thus showing that the vowel after k 
is ' dead' ; cannot be • A�os ( = F6:�os). 

7. INDIVID UAL M E N  AT PY LOS (Ae) 

30 = Ae03 [264] 
pi-ra-jo / ai-ki-pa-ta su-ra-te du-ni-jo-(jo) me-tu-ra su-ra-se M AN [ 1 ]  
Philaios the goat-herd (who is acting as?) seizer has seized the cattle of Dunios. 

ai-ki-pa-ta: aigipa(s)ttir? The first part of the compound is obvious; Palmer (t9!Hb, 
p. 24) derives the second from the verbal root •pat- 'see', found in Cypr. glosses, 
and in the reduplicated form mnrralvoo. 

su-ra-u: apparently the agent noun from the verb to which su-ra-se belongs. The 
identification with avA.6:oo seems hard to avoid, but the sense is unsatisfactory. 
Cattle-raiding is not to be excluded, but the use of a formal agent noun added to 
the trade-name is puzzling. The phrase du-ni-jo-jo me-tu-ra su-ra-se recurs on two other 
tablets of this group (A eO I, Ae02). 

du-ni-jo : a common name at Knossos as well as Pylos, where he is callrd 'servant of 
the god' (143= Ep705). 

me-tu-ra: presumably the object of su-ra-se; = IJ(nJAa 'hornless cattle '?  
su-ra-se: aor. sultire or fut. sultirei? 

3 1  =Ae04 [ 1 34] (see plate II (b), facing p. 110) 

ke-ro-wo po-me a-si-ja-ti-ja o-pi ta-ra-ma-( ta )-o qe-to-ro-po-pi o-ro-me-no M AN 1 
Ke-ro-wo the shepherd at A-si-ja-ti-jaP watching over the cattle ofThalamatas. 

ke-ro-wo: nom. of an o-stem, as the gen. ke-ro-wo-jo is found 62 = Cn655. Not therefore 
gen. to ke-ro-we Cn09, as proposed by Carratelli (1954, p. go). 

a-si-ja-ti-ja: it is impossible to determine the case, but a locative-dative is preferable 
to genitive on grounds of syntax. 

r6g 
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ta-ra-ma-(ta)-o: restored from the following tablet. 
qe-to-ro-po-pi : tfelropo( d) phi= TETpemoo-1. 

32 = Ae05 [ 108) 
qo-te-ro ai-ki-pa-ta o-pi ta-ra-ma-ta-o qe-[ to-ro-po-pi] o-ro-me-[no M AN 1] 
Qo-te-ro the goat-herd watching over the cattle of Thalamatas. 

t 33 = Ae07 [26] 
ko-ru-da-ro-jo do-e-ro o-pi pe-rrz? MEN 4[ 
Four (or more) slaves of Korudallos in charge of seed-corn. 

pe-mo : spermoi: a more likely reading than pe·rrz�. The numeral must be between 4 and 
8 if written normally (cf. Dow, 1 954, p. 124). 

8. W O R K  G R O U P S  OF M E N  AT KNOSSOS (Am, As, B) 

t 34 = Am601 (? xciv) 
e-te e-so-to a-mo-ra-ma 

to-so a-mt-m-n-;o MEN g 
Total men of Amnisos : nine; the rations are to be from there. 
e-te: tntlun? 
e-so-to: either a full spelling of estiJ 'let there be', or a grd plur. future essontoi. 
a-mo-ra-ma: harmolama ' food-levy' ?  (cf. apl!aAla and see Vocabulary, p. 387). The note 

presumably implies thatArnnisos, not Knossos, is responsible for providing their rations. 

� 35 = Am819 (K) 
we-ke-i-ja MEN I8 ko-wo 8 

pa2-ra I si-to MONTH? I BARLEY g T 7 <I 3 

At PharaiP: wages for eighteen men and eight boys: grain per month I 170 I .  
of barley. 

we-ke-i-ja: possibly a derivative of lpyov. Furumark (1954, p. 22) = 'Tagewerk'. 
Ventris has suggested that the crescent-shaped ideogram •34 may be the moon, 
used ideographicaJJy for month, as frequently in other languages, though Greek uses 
different words. The quantity of the rations works out at 45 I. per person if the boys 
are reckoned on the same scaJe as the men. This is high in comparison with the 
issues to women at Pylos (p. 158). But this is an issue of barley, and is perhaps the 
wages of free men, not a ration for slaves. 

tt 36 =B 8 17  (K lx) 

to-so I ku-su-to-ro-pa2 MEN b [ 
So many men in aggregate . . . .  
ku-su-to-ro-pa,.: runstrophii. 
The significance of the alternative forms of the ideogram for man is still unknown. 
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37=B 823 
M£Nb 10  

lu-wi-jo I ta-pa-e-o-le a-pe-o-Il MEN b 4 
. . .  men, ten present, four absent. 
Ul-pa-e-o-te: plainly the opposite of apeonlts 'absent'; perhaps tarplza eontes, with an 

adverbial formation in -ii (cf. 6a�Ja) from Tapcptes. 

38=Asl516 (? lxx.xvii) 

This, the longest Knossos tablet, consists of an enumeration by name of at 
least sixty-seven men, under headings which suggest, as seen by Furumark 
( 1 954, p. rg) administrative areas. There are a number, though not a large 
proportion, of convincingly Greek names: Philinos, Agoraios, Purwos, 
[De]xelawos, Khariseus, Opsios, Amphiwastos, Amphilawos. But many 
others are equally certainly non-Creek: e.g. pa2-me-si-jo, mi-ja-ra-ro, si-ja
pu2?-ro, pi-ja-si-ro, pi-ja-se-me. 

1 [illegible introduction in large letters] 
2 ko-no-si-ja ra-wa-ke-(si)-ja q.-nu-wi-ko M AN 1 [ 
3 a-ra-da-jo MAN I pi-Ja-si-ro MAN I q.'q.-me-[ MAN I 

]-ro MAN I po-lo MAN I si-pu2? MAN pu-le MAN I jf!.-Sa-no 

5 pa2-me-si-Jo MAN I mi-ja-ra-ro MAN 1 mz-ru-ro MAN 1 
6 [a]-ki-wa-la MAN 1 u-ra-mo-no MAN I pi-ri-no MAN 1 
7 qa-to-no-ro M AN 1 pe-te-ki-ja M AN I ko-ni-da-Jo M AN 1 
8 a-ko-ra-jo MAN I wa-du-na-to MAN 1 qo-te-ro MAN 1 

MAN I 

9 i-te-U M AN I pu-10-TO M AN I ka-ri-se-u M AN ai-ko-ta M AN I 
IO ka-ke MAN 1 ru-na MAN 1 pu-WO MAN I a-ta-<;e-u MAN I 
11 a-ra-na-ro M AN 1 si-ja-puz? -ro M AN I to-so x MEN 3 1 
12 [? pa-i] -!i--jo a-nu-to pa2-si-re-wi-ja M AN 1 su-ki-ri-to M AN 1, 

etc., etc. 
19 pi-Ja-se-me MAN 1 
20 se-to-i-Ja I su-ke-re-o 

to-SO X MEN 23 
pa2-si-re-wi-ja M AN 1 ku-to MAN I ,  etc. 

This tablet divides into three sections, listing men under three place-names, Knossos, 
Setoia and a third which is lost in a lacuna. TI1e first two sections end with a totalling 
formula and a check-mark; the end of the last section is lost. The heading is illegible. 

ra-wa-ke-(si)-ja: almost certainly to be corrected as the corresponding term in sections 2 
and 3 is pa1-si-re-wi-ja (basiliwia); presumably a feminine or neuter noun has to' be 
understood. The use of these terms suggests that the basiliwes of subordinate districts 
were in some sense analogous to the liiwagetas at Knossos. 

The first M AN ideogram in each paragraph does not seem to be included in the totals; 
possibly a-nu-wi-lco is an adverbial phase (sec Vocabulary, p. 388). 
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t 39 =Asl51 7  (? lxxxviii) 

REVERSE: 

leiq"omenoi: ' being left' ? 

] -no re-qo-me-no 
2 ? pa2] -si-re-u 1 a-di-nwa-ta 1 
3 . ]-sa-ta 1 ti-pado 1 
• da-wa-no 1 [ ]-wo 1 

qi-qe-ro 1 wi-du-[ ] 1 
6 ku-ra-no 1 {i(l-rpi-[.] 1 
7 e-ru-to-ro 1 ku-ta-i-jo 1 
8 ku-r9-nu-we-to 1 pa2-ra-jo 1 
9 ri-zo 1 pa-na-re-jo 1 
10 ke-ka-to 1 to-so MEN b 17 

vac at 
12 o-pi e-sa-re-we to-ro-no-wo-ko 
u po-to-ri-jo 1 pe-we-ri-io 1 
14 41!--ni-jo 1 

vacat 
za-mz-;o MEN 9 

vacat 

basileus: the local chieftain? Or a personal name? He is counted in the total. Note 
the omission of the MAN ideogram. 

tu-su: Bt:nnett's reading to-sa seems to be unjustified when compared with the form of 
sa written in line 3· The sign was originally intended for something else, and has 
been corrected. Furumark ( 1954, p. 19) also reads to-so. 

o-pi e-sa-re-we: opi ---lwei thronoworgoi: Ptolwn, Pe-we-ri-jo, Dunios. e-sa-re-u seems to be 
the title of an official, but the meaning of the whole phrase is obscure. Thronoworgoi 
may be makers of chairs or garlands, but notice that the form of 6p6vos at Pylos is 
to-no. Po-to-ri-jo is more likely a man's name than the genitive of ptolis. 

9. WORK GROUPS OF MEN AT PYLOS (An) 

The key to the following tablet lies in the word ke-ro-si-ja, which is found 
again only on An23. It appears to describe both individuals and groups of 
men, and is most likely geronsia ( = yepovaia) 'council of elders '. Each entry 
is introduced by a name in the genitive. Of these four names, A-pi-qo-ta and 
Ta-we-si-jo are found as men's names at Knossos. The only one to recur at 
Pylos is A-pi-qo-ta who seems to be called basileus at A-pe-ke-e on J n03 ; the entry 
is marred by a lacuna. It would therefore seem likely that these four are basiliwes 
or local chieftains, and the list records some of their counsellors. On the reverse 
the numbers seem to be much larger than the totals of the individual entries. 
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40 =An22 [261] (joined with 857) 

]-zp� ke-'ke-tu-wo-e' 
2 o-ta2-we-o ke-ro-si-Ja ai-nu-me-no M AN [I] 
' o-ta2-we-o ke-ro-si-Ja qo-te-ro M AN [ I ]  
• o-ta2-we-o ke-ro-si-Ja a2-e-ta [M  A N  I] 
s o-ta2-we-o ke-ro-si-Ja o-du-pa3-ro [M AN I] 
6 a-pi-Jo-to ke-ro-si-Ja ku-[ ne?]-u M AN [I] 
7 a-pi-Jo-to ke-ro-si-ja o-wo-to MAN I 
8 a-pi-jo-to ke-ro-si-ja a-ra+;o MAN I 
9 a-pi-jo-[to] ke-ro-si-Ja ri-zo MAN I 
IO ta-we-[si-Jo:jo] ke-ro-si-ja [ MAN I 
11 ta-we-si-Uo ]:jo ke-ro-si-Ja [ ] MAN 1 
12 ta-we-si-[jo]-Jo ke-ro-si-Ja [ .  ]-wa-ne-u MAN 1 
13 a-pi-qo-[ta-o] ke-ro-si-ja {l#-so-ni-Jo MAN I 
14 a-[pi-qo-ta-o] ke-ro-si-Ja a-[. ]-te M AN [ I ]  
IS ( ) ke-ro-si-_ja a-[ ) M AN I 
16 ( MAN I 
17 [ ke-ro ]-si-Ja o-[ . ]-ka-[ 
18 a-[pi-qo-ta-o ke-ro-si]-ja o-ro-[ 

REVERSE! 

1 ta-we-si-Jo-Jo ke-ro-St-ja te-l M AN I] 
2 [ ta-we] -si-Jo-Jo ke-ro-si-Ja tu-ru-we-u M AN I 

vacat 
4 [ta]-we-si-Jo-Jo ke-ro-si (sic) MEN 20 
s a-pi-qo-ta-o ke-ro-si-Ja MEN I 7 
6 a-pi-o-to ke-ro-si·:ia MEN [I 8] 
7 o-!!1-l.P!I-[ o ke] -ro-si-Ja ME N [ 14·] 

vacat 
9 ka-ma-e-[we] MEN 1 0[ + ?] 

40 

It is singularly unfortunate that the first line is fragmentary. ke-kt-tu-wo-e is con
ceivably a perfect participle. At line 5 of the reverse the hand changes. 

o-ta1-we-o: it seems clear that this is the same name as that spelt o-to-wo-o in line 8 of 
the reverse and in An23, despite the phonetic difficulties. It is less certain if it is the 
same name as o-lu-wo-we who is a smith at E-ni-pa-te-we (255=Jn658, Jn725) ;  tile 
dative of which o-to-wo-we-i recurs on Vn851.  

Lines s-8 of the reverse are apparently repeated by An23 lines 1-4, thus allowing the 
restorations shown in the text. 

ka-ma-e-we: this is the name given to holders of land called ka-ma who represent a 
special feudal class: see p. 261.  
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t 41 = An l4 [35] 

de-me-o-te 1 to-ko-do-mo 
2 pu-ro MEN 
3 sa-ma-ra-de 

2 me-te-to-de MEN 3 
MEN 3 re-u-ko-lo-ro MEN 4 

vacat 
5 a-ta-ro lu-ru-pte-ri-ja o-no 
6 WOOL 2 SHE-GOATS 4 bJ 3 WINE 10 FIGS 4 

Masons who are to build : Pylos two, to Me-te-toP three, to Sa-ma-raP three, 
Leuktron four. 

A-ta-ro .. . : 6 kg. of wool, four she-goats, three ... , 360 I. of wine, 480 I. of figs. 

toikhodomoi demeontes. The classical distinction between Toixos and TdXOS is not neces
sarily to be read into this compound. It is not impossible that this is an attempt to 
put the defences in order, though it may relate merely to normal building operations. 
The distinction between the places which have the suffix of motion -de and those 
which have not may imply that the masons are already at Pylos and Leuktron (to be 
read as locatives) and are being sent to the other towns. 

a-ta-ro: the relation of this entry to the preceding is obscure; perhaps we should not 
look for a connexion between them. The phrase tu-rn-pte-ri-ja o-no recurs on UnO!, 
preceded by ku-pi-ri-Jo which is probably there a man's name, Kuprios ; hence a-ta-ro 
here may be one too. 

tu-ru-pte-ri-ja: a connexion with 6pVrr-rw seems obvious, though it is hard to interpret 
if the meaning is 'crushing'. 

o-no: Furumark ( 1954, p. 33) proposes to interpret as wvos despite the absence of 
digamma ( < •roavos) 'Einkaufspreis'. Carratelli (1 954, p. 94) similarly 'cost of 
demolition'? Palmer (1954h, p. 22) prefers c5vos in the sense of'rnill-stone'. In the 
latter case the significance of the commodities enumerated is obscure. 

On the ideogram * 146, perhaps some sort of textile, see p. 290. 

42 = An17 [37] 

1 o-<:a-mi-[ 
2 pa-ra-we-wo 
3 . [ a-pt-no-�-
4 e-na-[po-ro 
s [ 

] e-ne-ka 
[ . . ]-jo 

) MEN 2 

) I 
] 

This tablet is clearly related to 250 =V nO! (p. 346), which is an account of a distribution 
of wine. The sense of the heading here is puzzling and no translation seems safe 
enough to print. 

o-za-mi-[: Vcntris connects with 3Tll.lt6w 'thus they are penalized'. The occupational 
name za-mi-jo (of uncertain meaning) might be better as this is a list of men; but 
o- at Pylos is normally followed by a verb. 
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pa-ra-we-wo : cf. 250 =V nO I. Possibly a man's name. The next word is not [wo-no]:io 
as the parallel might suggest. The list appears to consist of place-names in the locative. 

An29 is unique among the Pylos ' man ' tablets in that its second paragraph t 
lists not MEN but the symbols 'zE r' which normally indicate ' one pair ' .  
Webster has drawn our attention to the close parallel shown by SnOl ,  in which 
the entries also count ' one pair ' ;  where the paragraphs arc similarly intro
duced by o-da-a2; and where the ktoinans ekhontes of line 1 2  can be taken as 
a direct antithesis to the aktoinoi of An29 . 9 (cf. talasian ekhontesfatalasioi on 
253 =JnOI, etc.) . The two tablets have here been printed together on the 
assumption that they belong to a single set; they are similar in size and arc in 
the same hand. 

The first paragraph of SnO I would appear to introduce the set, since its 
individuals are important enough to be described as ?ba ]siliwjonlt and classi
fied as mo-ro-pa2 and ko-re-te ( ' mayor of a village ' ?) .  This paragraph evidently 
covers much the same territory as 258 = KnO I, a list of contributions of gold, 
where the men's names Luros, Poikiloqus, Psolion and the place-names 1-te-re-wa 
and Ti-mi-ti-ja recur (also a-to-mo). 

The second paragraph of SnO I and the two sections of An29 (here lettered 
as § 3 and § 4, admittedly without any certain justification) then seem to 
record members of successively lower classes in the hierarchy. § 2 embraces 
the class of ' ktoina-holders' or telestai; § 3 lists a class of men who are evidently 
particularly involved in the ' military tablets ', since the names .Ne-wo-ki-lo, 
Ro-u-ko, A-e-ri-qo-ta and Ai-ko-ta recur there (59 =An656, 57 = An43, 56 = 
An657, 56 =An657) ; and finally § 4 refers to the men ' without a ktoitza'. Other 
names common both to this set and to the ' military tablets ' are Klumenos 
(§ I and 58 = An654) ,  Ke-ki-jo (§ 4 and 56= An657) and possibly Eruthras 
(§ I and 58 =An654) .  

The identity of the object which is counted in pairs is not hinted at, and is 
hard to guess (horses ?) . More puzzling still is the ideogram I, of which SnOl 
shows a subsidiary accounting and which has earned SnOl its isolated position 
in Bennett's classification. This is found twice at Knossos, but not in helpful 
contexts : G 464 records the o-pe-ro of two places, which is not less than I 4 
and 3 I 56 litres of barley in one case, and not less than I 4 and t8oo litres 
of barley in the other. The other Knossos tablet, G 519, is only a fragment, 
but mentions kupairos and apudosis. All that can be deduced from the Pylos 

tablet is that it is counted in multiples of three, and is the object or product 
of the verb a-ke-re-se; it does not occur where this verb is absent or negatived, 
although the item ' one pair' is common to all the entries except two. The 
enigmatic ideogram will be shown as x in transcription and translation. 
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t 43 =SnOl [64] 
t [ ± 5 ]-�i-re-wi-jo-te 
2 [ ]-ja mo-ro-pa2 to-to we-to o-a-ke-re-se z E I x 3 
3 ka-do-wo mo-ro-pa2 o-u-qe a-ke-re-se z E I 
4 ru-ro mo-ro-pa2 o-u-qe a-ke-re-se z E I 
5 ku-ru-me-no mo-ro-pa2 i-te-re-wa ko-re-te to-to we-to [ o] -a-ke-re-se x 6 
6 p�-ri-mo ti-mi-ti-ja ko-re-te to-to we-to [ o ]-a-ke-re-se z E I x 3 
7 pe-ri-me-de-o i-*65 po-so-ri-jo-no te-ra-ni-ja a-ke-re-se to-to we-to 'o-a-ke-re-se' 

X I2 
8 po-ki-ro-qo e-qe-o a-to-mo z E I 

vacant 3 
12 o-da-a2 ko-to-na e-ko-te 
13 e-ta-wo-ne-u to-to-we-to o-a-ke-re-se z E I x 6 
14 a-qi-zo-we {to-to} to-to-we-to o-a-ke-re-se z E I [x nn] 
t5 ne-qe-u e-te-wo-ke-re-we-i-jo to-to we-to o-a-ke-re-se z E I [ x nil] 
16 me-r.pj e-ru-ta-ra me-ta-pa ki-e-wo to-to-we-to o-a-ke-re-se z E I [ x nn] 

§ I Those functioning as basiliwes [contribute as follows ?] : 
[So-and-so] the share-holder this year took as follows: one pair, three x. 
Ka-do-wo the share-holder did not take: one pair. 
Luros the share-holder did not take: one pair. 
Klumenos the share-holder, mayor of 1-te-re-wa, this year took as follows: six x. 
Perimos the mayor of Thimistia this year took as follows: one pair, three x. 
The son of Perimedes took . . . of Psolion, this year he took as follows : twelve x. 
Poikiloqus the . . .  : one pair. 

§ 2 And the holders of land as follows : 
Etawoneus this year took as follows : one pair, six x. 
A-qi-zo-we this year took as follows: one pair, x x. 
Ne-qe-u son of Etewoklewes this year took as follows: one pair, x x. 
Me-wi Eruthras at Metapa of Ki-e-u this year took as follows: one pair, x x. 

In line I, Ben nett suggests the restoration [pa2]-si-re-wi:Jo-te = basilewjontes. It is in any 
case likely that this fragmentary word is the nom. masc. plur. of a present participle 
of a verb in -evw (Elean -eiw), thereby confirming Brugmann's proposed derivation 
from *-Tirjw (Schwyzer, Gram. 1, p. 728 n. 1). 

mo-ro-pa2: mo(i)ro-ppiis ' possessor of a share or portion ' ;  evidently a high ranking title. 
to-to we-to: despite the phonological difficulties this must be toto ( =•oiho) wetos; 

contrast hateron welos on PY 178= Mal3. 
o-a-ke-re-se: that this contains a separable o- is proved by lines 3, 4 and 7: M agrese. 

The sense in which the verb is used cannot be guessed without a knowledge of the 
meaning of the ideograms. A future agresei is also possible. 
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i-*65: Ventris suggests a comparison with lvts; but it is not yet possible to give a certain 
value to this sign. 

te-ra-ni-ja : is this perhaps the word represented by the ideogram x ?  'Thus he took the 
tt-ra-ni-ja of Psolion' ?  Or a place-name? 

t-qe-o a-to-mo: cf. t-qe-a-o a-to-mo KN V 56. Milhlestein has suggested that i-?.(1 a-to-mo-i 
on 91 = Fn02 is an alternative spelling (though the trades there seem to be much 
more humble}, and reads tq"taonfiq"jtis arthmos, 'chariot joiner' (cf. i-qi-ja on 
266 = Sd0401, etc.) : this appears extremely doubtful. 

o-da-a2 ko-to-na e-ko-te: Andrews understands the word o-da-a1 as a verb, Furumark 
( 1954, p. 38) as a substantive 'Antei l ' :  he translates the heading to § 3 as ' Leute, 
die schuldig sind, Anteile zu liefern ', and to § 4 as ' Folgende landlose Leute . . .  
Anteile '. But its position as first word in its clause, and the fact that it often parallels 
a verbal prefix o- elsewhere on the same tablet, make it virtually certain that it is 
an introductory particle, probably an expanded form of o-. 

to-to to-to-we-to: dittography. 
e-ru-ta-ra : to understand a feminine name here (' Me-wi the red ' ?) conflicts with the 

exclusively masculine character of the rest of the list. ' Eruthras the younger' (for 
me-wi-jo ?) . 

ki-e-wo : gen. of Ki-e-u SS= An 724 ? His position in the syntax is obscure, but perhaps 
parallel to Psolionos in line 7· 

44 = An29 (2 18) 
1 o-da-a2 a-na-ke-e o-pe-ro-!� [ ? 

rz-so-wa l-Je-re-u [ 
3 ne-wo-ki-to i:ie-[re ]-u da-i:ia-ke-re-u 
4 [ro ]-u-ko ku-sa-me-ni-].0 me-ta-pa 
5 . 

[ ] . a-e-n-qo-ta o-wl-to-no 
6 ai-ko-ta a-da-ra-[ ti:io ?] 

vacant 2 
9 o-da-a2 e-ke:io-to a-ko-to-no 
1o pa-ku-ro2 de-wi:io 1 1 [? a ]-ka-re-u e-ko-me-na-ta-o 12 [ ] ke-ki:io 
13 (? pi]-me-ta po-ru-da-si:io 
14 [ ] me-nu-a2 
1 5 ma-ra-te-u a-pu-ka 
16 [ .]-qo-te-wo i-*65 

REVERSE: 
di-we-si-pp-¥-ti-mi-to-qo-[ 

ai.J-te 

MAN 1 
MAN 1 
MAN 
MAN 1 
MAN 1 

ZE 1 

ZE 

ZE 1 

ZE 1 

ZE 1 

ZE 1 

ZE l 

§ 3 And those who arc obliged to bring (men?),  as follows : 
Ri-so-wa the priest . . .  : one man. 
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44-45 D O C U M E N T S  I N  MYCE N A E A N  G R E EK 

Ne-wo-ki-to the priest, the divider of lands: one man . 
Ro-u-ko the son of Kusamenos at Metapa : one man. 
Aeriquhoitas . . .  at 0-wi-to-noP: one man. 
Ai-ko-ta son of Adrastos : one man. 

§ 4 And those without land are included as follows : 

Pa-ku-ro2 • • •  : one pair, 
etc. 

a-na-ke-e: anageen ' bring, contribute'. There does not seem to be room in the damaged 
portion at the end of the line for an explicit object to the verb, but ayw demands 
that it should be a person or an animal. It is not clear whether the MAN ideograms 
in lines 2-6 refer to Aeriq"hoitas, etc., or merely to unnamed men that they have 
supplied. The analogy of the other paragraphs favours the latter. 

o-pe-ro-te: ophllontes. 
da-i-ja-ke-re-u: this may also be a place-name (like Me-la-pa, etc. in succeeding lines. Cf. 

0-re-mo-a-ke-re-u, Pu2 ?-ra2-a-ke-re-u. 
e-ke-jo-to : possibly the 3rd plural present of eyKEtl!at; see Vocabulary, p. 392. 
ai2 ?-te: cf. ai-le-re, name of an occupation on KN 48 = B  10 1 .  
ma-ra-te-u: perhaps a title rather than a name; cf. 56=An657, 195= Na67. 
a-pu-ka: cf. a-pu2 ?-ka S9=An656, a-pu2?-ka-ne 56=An657. Apparently a place-name. 
i-*65 with a name in the genitive: cf. 43 =Sn0 1 .7. 

The following badly damaged tablet is interesting for its reference to large 
numbers of men in various occupations, and to areas of land expressed by the 
abbreviation DA (see p. 242). 

t 45 = An830 

3 lines illegible 

4 T{lq.-ra-ti-sa [ 
vac at 

6 a-le-re-wi-ja e-o ko-re-te-ri-jo !c�-ke-me-no D A 30[ 
vacat 

8 e-sa-re-wi-ja pq.-ro-m:Ja te-u-po-r!J·[?] (DA nn) 
9 [ ]-no DA 50 
10 [ ¥ .Ji: �  18  1 1 [ qo ]-u-ko-ro ra-wa-ra-tz-;q. MEN 66 
12 o-pi-da-mi-jo pi-*82 qo-[u-ko]-r!' rg � �Q 
13 a2-ki-ja qo-u-ko-ro M E N  6o[ 

A-le-re-wi-ja: a place-name ; derivative of ' ATpE\Js? 
e-o : the masc. or neut. participle e8n is surprising unless A-le-re-wi-ja is a masculine 

a-stem : ' which is common land belonging to the ko-re-le' ?  Ben nett reads e-so. 
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DA : in view of 1 14 = En02 probably a unit of superficial area. 
e-sa-re-wi-ja: a derivative of the title e-sa-re-u, apparently functioning as a place-name: 

' the settlement of the e.'? Ben nett reads ro-ro-ni-Ja for pa-ro-ni-ja. 
Lines 1 1-13 record g•oukoloi ' cowherds ' at three places; those at Pi-•82 arc described 

as opidamioi ' local inhabitants' ?  a2-ki-ja is not mentioned elsewhere. 

10. WORK G R O U P S  O F  M E N  AT M Y CENAE 

One of the few tablets found at Mycenae seems to fall into this class of tablets 
dealing with occupational groups. It is a mere list of names, with the trade
name as a separate entry at the bottom. 

46 = Au l02 (see frontispiece) 
1 wa-ra-pi-si-ro 1-.Jo-qe 
2 na-su-to 
3 te-ra-wo ka-ri-f�-u-qe 
� e-M-ne e-u-po-ro-qe 
s *85-.J·a-to ko-no-pu2?-du-ro-qe 
6 ke-re-no 
7 wa-a2-ta dt-u-ki-jo-qe 
8 mo-i-da 
9 o-ri-ko 

vacant 4 

14 a-to-po-qo 

MEN 2 
MAN I 
M E N  2 
M E N  2 
M E N  2 
M E N  2 
M E N  2 
MAN I 
M E N  3 

] 

Where there arc two names the second is linked with -q•e. The numerals in lines 6 and g 
are puzzling if these arc men's names. 

ke-re-no: Gerinos? recurs in PY Cnl2. 
a-to-po-qo: artopoq•oi = &pToK6TTot: the lacuna may have contained the summation 

MEN 17. If so seventeen bakers seems a large number to figure in a tablet from a 

t 

+ + 

private house. t t 

1 1 .  LISTS O F  M I X ED TRAD ESM EN AT KNOSSOS 

These usually record a place-name followed by numbers of men analysed by 
trades. 

47 = Am826 (K lix) 
a-pa-ta-wa-jo f te-re-ta M E N  45 [ 

te-ko-to-ne M E N  5 
Men of Aptara: forty-five (or more) fief-holders, five carpenters. 
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a-pa-14-wa-jo: Ap14rwaioi, cf. a-pa-ta-wa Aptarwa KN 83 = Ch902, = • Arrrapa in W estem 
Crete (so also Furumark, 1954, p. 22). The etymology of this name is unknown; 
the form "A1Titpa is clearly due to popular etymology. 

te-re-ia: telesl4i, officers of the feudal hierarchy: see Palmer, 1955, p. 1 1 . 
te-ko-to-ne: tektones. 

t 48 =B 101 (? xxiv) 

+ + 

ko-wi-ro-wo-ko ME Nb [ nn] q.j-te-re MEN b 8 [ 

ko-wi-ro-wo-ko: kowiloworgoi 'makers of hollow-ware' ?  Cf. Ko!Aos apyvpOS Kal xpva6s 
Theopomp. Hist. 283a, ' silver and gold plate' (Liddell and Scott'). 

ai-te-re: · possibly the agent noun from the verb th(': participle of which appears as 
a-ja-mt-na 'inlaid ' .  Cf. ai2?-te PY 44= An29. Chadwick suggests that the correct 
reading may be du-. 

12. LISTS OF MIXED TRAD ESMEN AT PYLOS 

These are similar to the parallel group at Knossos though longer and more 
detailed. The documentation of the workers was obviously more highly organ
ized at Pylos. The full significance of many of the occupational terms cannot 
now be grasped, even when they are etymologically clear. 

11 49= An07 r427l 
1 a-pu2?-we da-ko-ro MEN 5 e-ri-no-wo-[te ] 
2 pa-ko ml-ri-du-ma-te MEN 5 [aD a-ke-re-[wa ] 
3 a-to-po-qo MEN 2 . pi-pu-te pu-ka-wo MEN 3 [ ] 

At Aipu five temple-servants; at E-ri-no-wo . . . ; at Pa-ko five . . .  ; at A-ke-re-wa . . .  
two bakers ;  at Pi-pu three fire-kindlers . . .  . 

a-pu2?-we: a place-name in the dative; perhaps =A!mi (ll. 11, 592) ? 
da-ko-ro: dakoroi = 3aK6po1 ? 
e-ri-no-wo-[te]: cf. PY Na51, Cn09, etc. 
me-ri-du-ma-te: one of the compounds of du-ma: see Vocabulary. 
pu-ka-wo: purkawoi, cf. TrVPKcwJs, etc. 

tt  50=An18 [39) 
1 pu-ka-wo + 
2 me-ri-du-ma-te 
3 mi-ka-ta + 
4 o-pi-te-u-ke-e-we 
5 e-to-wo-ko + 

MEN 1 6  
M E N  10 + 
MEN 3 
MEN 4 + 
MEN 5 

6 ka-sa-to + M AN 
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1 pu-ka-wo + M E N  
8 me-ri-da-ma-le M E N  
9 [ o-pi]-te-u-ke-e-we M E N  
10 [mi-ka]-ta M E N  
1 1  [e-to ]-wo-ko M E N  

RE VERS E : 
1 Pf!-ru-da-ma-te M E N  4 

vacat 
3 pa2-ra2-te MAN 
4 pu-ko-ro MAN 
5 q.-ko-so-!q. M AN 
6 pi-ri-ja-me-ja MAN 
7 e-ni-ja-u-si-jo MAN 

23 
6 
5 
6 
3 

8 pte-jo-ri MAN qo-ta-wo [ 
9 a-ta M A N  te-o-po-[ ] 

vacant 2 

+ 
+ 
a-to-po-qo 

so 

M E N  3 

Sixteen fire-kindlers, ten me-ri-du-ma-te, three mi-ka-ta, four riggers, five 
armourers; Xanthos. 

Twenty-three fire-kindlers, siX me-ri-da-ma-te, five nggers, siX mi-ka-ta, three 
armourcrs, three bakers. 

Four po-ru-da-ma-le. 
For Pallas, Purkolos, Axotas, Priameias, Eniausios, Pte-jo-ri, Qp-ta-wo (?), 

Anthas, Theopo(mpos ?). 

The obverse falls into two sections ( 1-6, 7-1 1 )  which are in different hands; the second 
writer also wrote the reverse. Almost all the entries are accompanied by a check
mark ( + ). The reverse consists, after the first line, of a list of individuals entered by 
name in the dative case. 

me-ri-du-ma-te: see Vocabulary s.v. du-ma; in line 8 spelt with -da- for -du-. 
mi-ka-ta: miktai ' mixers' ? 
o-pi-te-u-ke-e-we: opiteukheiwes, derivative of Trii)(o<;, but in what sense? 
e-to-wo-ko: from fv'Teo:? Cf. e-te-do-mo. 
ka-sa-to : the attempt ofMeriggi ( 1954, p. 33) and Carratelli ( 1954, p. 92) to read this 

as a common noun *xantos=�Cnm,s is rendered unlikely by the absence of a numeral 
with the ideogram; cf. the list of names on the reverse. The mixing of names artd 
occupations in a single list can be paralleled, e.g. Anl5. 

a-ko-so-ta : Axotas or Arxotas is an important man at Pylos ; cf. 154 = EqO 1 ,  103 = Un08, 
249 = Va02. 

qo-ta-wo: only elsewhere on Na24, where it is probably a place-name; as the ideogram 
is missing this cannot be excluded here. 
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t 5 1  = An20 [ 18) 

DOCUMENTS IN MYCENAEAN CREEK 

1 '-re-u-te-ri-[ 
2 te-ko-to-na-pe M A N  [ 1 

1-na-(l!·Ja M AN I ( MAN ( 
4 !r-si-we-i (MAN) I a-se-e M A N  I 

vacat 
6 te-re-ne-we to-�1}-do-mo-a-pe-o M AN 1 

�-na-ne M A N  I te-ko-to-na-pe 
vacat 

9 qo-u-ko-ro I ti-no M E N  go 
vacat 

1 1  pa-ki-ja-si to-so te-�IJ-!IJ-ne I [ti]-!IIJ 
12 MEN 254( 

The heading is again fragmentary and little is clear except that we are told of some 
missing carpenters and cowherds. The numbers arc surprisingly large. Reference 
to men and women who are ' missing' is also made on 37 = B  823, 55 = An724, 
Ap633, An33; similar annotation to miscellaneous lists of craftsmen is seen in the 
Ur tablets (e.g. Legrain, 1947, no. 1486) : ' Sculptor, goldsmiths (one missing, two 
at the smithy), . . .  lbni-Adad the bow-maker, two smiths (one missing) : those of the 
scale-control. Goldsmiths, fullers, hired tailor, caulkers, two rope-makers (one ill) : 
those in the workshop.' 

e-re-u-te-ri-[ : dat. of e-re-u-le-re PY 76 = Cn22? or eleutheri( os) ? 
le-ko-to-na-pe: the comparison of te-ko-lo a-pe PY An24 shows convincingly that this is a 

rare case of sandhi, the final -n of tektOn coalescing with the initial vowel of the following 
word. This confirms our supposition that the final consonants were not lost in speech. 
The meaning of the second word is not plain, but in view of a-pe-o in Line 6 is probably 
apes imperfect of Crn£11-11 ' was absent'. 

i-na-ni-ja : a place-name, cf. PY AeO l ,  Ae02 ; the simpler form i-na-ne in line 7· 
te-re-ne-we: possibly a place-name in the dative; cf. te-re-ne-wi-ja An852, a fragment 

which is clearly similar to this tablet. 
to-ko-dq-mo-a-pe-o: the word-divider is dropped, but there is no sandhi; toikhodomos apeon. 
ti-no: perhaps thinos 'of the coast'. Not to be compared with Cret. Oiva (cf. Carratelli, 

1 954, p. 2 16) < 6fiva. The reading is very uncertain. 
pa-ki-ja-si: dat. -ansi (cf. pa-ki-ja-ne XcO I )  of a variant form of the place-name pa-ki-ja-na. 

t 52= An26 [207) 

about 3 lines missing 
4 ( M E N  10 
s [ ) pz-n-.Je-te-re MEN 2 
6 [?re-ka-ta]-ne a-de-te-re M E N  2 
7 re-ka-[ta]-ne ke-ra-me-we M E N  2 
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8 re-ka-ta-ne da-ko-ro 
9 wa-a2-te-we po-ku-ta 10 a-nu-wa ku-ru-so-wo-ko 1 1  [ ] me-ri-da-ma-te 12 [ J:jo to-ko-so-wo-ko 
13 a-pi-no-[e-wi-jo ? 
14 so-ro-pe-o ra-pte-re 
15 ko-ri-si-.fo ra-pte-re 
16 ka-ro-ke-e ra-pte-re 17 ra-m-Jo-ne ra-pte-re 
18 ]-ka-si-da ra-pte-re 

MEN  12  
M E N  1 0  
M E N  4 
M E N  2 
M E N  5 
M E N  [nn] 
(MEN nn) 
(MEN nn) 
(MEN nn) 
M E N  (nn) 
M E N  20( 

52 

A list of tradesmen prefixed by what appear to be ethnic adjectives; very few of these 
are recorded elsewhere. Some seem to be place-names rather than adjectives. 
a-pi-no-e-wi-jo are mentioned in PY 184 = N nO 1 ,  etc. ; ko-ri-si-jo is probably Korinsioi 
from ko-ri-to Korinthos, PY Ad07; wa-a2-te-we is to be connected with wa-a2-te-pi 
PY Nal9. 

pi-ri-je-te-re: the singular pi-ri-je-te is found on the Knossos sword tablets, which suggests 
a connexion with rrpicu: prietire 'cutlers ' ?  

a-de-te-re: singular PY Eq887. Perhaps an-detire ' binders ' .  
keramiwe: ' porters '. 
da-lco-ro : see on 49 = An07. 
po-lcu-ta : pos-lchutai ' wine-pourers' ?  
lcu-ru-so-wo-lco : lchrusoworgoi 'goldsmiths'. 
to-lco-so-wo-lco : toxoworgoi ' bow-makers'. 
ra-pte-re : raptires ' tailors ' ;  the word has no digamma, see Vocabulary, p. 407. 

1 3. ROWERS AND TROOPS AT PYLOS 

The following group of tablets falls into two parts: one naval, one military. 
The subject-matter of the naval tablets is indicated by the word ' rowers' 
which appears in the first line of all three. The first is a list of the numbers 
of rowers to be provided by various towns for an expedition to Pleuron. The 
second is probably somewhat similar, but the heading is almost all lost, and 
the numerals are much larger; in all 443 men are recorded, and some numbers 
are obviously missing in the lacuna at the right-hand edge. These numbers ma�e 
it certain that we are not here concerned with a peaceful mercantile venture, 
but a naval operation ; and it would be unlikely that the business of trade 
would be thus organized by a central authority. It is possible that the thirty 
men specified in 53 =Anl2  is the complement of a Mycenaean ship; but the 
evidence of Homer suggests a figure of fifty oarsmen per ship (G. Thomson, 
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1949, p.  423), so thirty may be only part of the complement or for a smaller 
ship. The second tablet then appears to allow for at least nine ships. Even so 
this is a small figure compared with the ninety which Nestor took to Troy. 
The third tablet is more enigmatic, for despite Bennett's join with a new 
fragment there are irritating lacunae ; the heading speaks clearly of ' rowers 
who are absent '  (without leave ?).  Until more of the linguistic problems are 
solved we must be cautious in theorizing about the significance of this 
document. 

t The second group of tablets are distinguished by the word o-ka. Only one 
of these (57 = An43) was known from the 1939 finds; even so several people, 
including Palmer ( r 955, p. 20) and Muhlestein ( r 954), had suggested that this 
was a military document, since it associated large numbers of men with 
place-names. Miihlestein's suggestion that a variant form of the M A N  ideogram 
on these tablets meant ' armed man' is unfounded ; it can be shown to be due 
merely to a difference of handwriting. Palmer interpreted the tablet as a record 
of troop movements to guard against a threatened invasion from the north
a threat which the destruction of Pylos shows to have been unsuccessfully 
countered. Muhlestein goes further in identifying some of the places mentioned 
with historical place-names scattered over the west, north and centre of the 
Peloponnese; if right this would imply a vast dominion stretching almost to 
the gates ofMycenae. But would such a kingdom have been controlled from 
a remote spot in the far south-west? There is no evidence in tradition for such 
a large kingdom, and it is at variance with the Catalogue of Ships, not that we 
can expect a close coincidence. More serious is the objection raised by one 
of the new tablets (56 = An657), which has a heading preceding the recurrent 
formula and may therefore have introduced the whole series. This heading 
informs us that these are dispositions to guard the coastal regions. We must 
therefore reject any interpretations which involve places far distant from the sea. 

Tradition and dialect evidence suggest that the Mycenaean kingdoms fell 
before invaders coming from the north-west ;  and there are reasons for thinking 
that Pylos was especially concerned with the coastal area to the north. The 
identification of U-ru-pi-ja-jo with 'O�v�mia and of 0-ru-ma-ii-jo with 'Epvllaveos 
has independently suggested to several minds that we have a reference to the 
general area ofElis. The two references to Pleuron are interesting as suggesting, 
not that Pleuron was in the orbit of Pylos, but that there was an alliance with 
an Aetolian kingdom; which would be natural enough if the danger came from 
the north-west. But O-ka-ra3 can hardly be the Aetolian OlxcV.iT) ; it is very 
dangerous to press the evidence of place-names (see p. 1 39). Pylos may have 
been desperately engaged in an attempt to organize the defence of the whole 
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west coast-an impossible task without immense resources, and the resultant 
splitting of forces may have been responsible for her defeat. 

A curious fact which Palmer and Miihlestein have both emphasized is the 
connexion between 57 = An43 and 76 = Cn22. Several of the place-names 
recur, including the pair o-ka-ra3 a2-ra-tu-(w)a, and the phrase pi-ru-te ku-re-we 
(another pair of place-names according to Palmer). 76 = Cn22 is a list of 
oxen, and will be discussed in the next chapter. Palmer has attempted to 
bring the two into close connexion by supposing a religious motive for the 
distribution of cattle-sacrificial animals to ensure divine favour in the 
threatened sectors. The clue to this puzzle is the heading of the cattle tablet, 
on which there is unfortunately still no agreement. 

The repeating pattern of the military tablets is plain, though the meaning 
of some of the key words is not. It begins with a man's name in the genitive 
followed by o-ka. This is most satisfactorily explained as orkhii = apxit, pre
sumably in the sense of ' command ' ;  cf. opxaiJos. P. von der Miihll suggests 
6rkhii= opxos ' Reihe, Zug' (Miihlestein, 1955a, Nachtrag). Then we have 
a list of from three to seven names in the nominative, presumably the subordi
nate commanders. The pattern continues with varied phrases including two 
trade-names ke-ki-de and ku-re-we (some kind of troops?) accompanied by 
place-names or ethnics, and followed by M E N  and a numeral. Palmer appositely 
quotes: 

hrr' lacxv 1)ye�-t6VES cpVAcXKCIJV, b<crTOV 5� �KacrT� 
KOVpOl d:�-tcx crrerxov . . . .  (It. 1x, s5-6) 

The final item is the formula me-ta-qe pe-i e-qe-ta followed by a name. The 
last word was at first thought to be a verb, but it now appears likely that the 
middle termination is -toi not -tai (see p. 87) ;  it must therefore be the noun 
!zequetiis ( =rnhl,s) used as a title. The name is usually accompanied by 
a patronymic adjective, a rare distinction which Palmer is probably right in 
supposing to prove the high rank of the hequetiis. 

53 =Anl2 [ 1 ]  
1 e-re-ta pe-re-u-ro-na-de f i-jo-te 
2 ro-o-wa M E N  8 
3 ri-jo M E N  5 
4 po-ra-pi MEN 4 

s te-ta-ra-ne MEN 6 
6 a-po-ne-we MEN 7 

vacant 2 
185 
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Rowers to go to Plcuron : eight from Ro-o-wa, five from Rhion, four from 
Po-ra-, six from Te-ta-ra-ne, seven from A-po-ne-we. 

eretai Pleuronade iontes: possibly the Homeric Pleuron in Aetolia (It. n, 639 + ) , but there 
is no evidence to support a positive identification. All tlte towns from which the 
rowers come are mentioned elsewhere, but none are satisfactorily interpreted except 
Ri-jo=Rlrion, a common place-name, which is associated wit11 Asine in Messenia. 

Po-ra-pi: presumably an instrumental plural serving as locative: Plumiphi (<l>apal) ? 
Carratelli ( 1954, p. 226) = l:lTopa(o)qn. 

Te-ta-ra-ne: hardly TETpavTJ as suggested by Carratelli as it must be dative. 

t 54 = An l 9 [ 6 1 0) 
t [ ]-ne e-re-ta 
2 ( ] -e ki-ti-ta 
3 [ ] -la 
4 [ ] -!ci-ti-ta 
5 rrz�-l(l-ki-ti-ta 
6 e-wi-ri-po 
7 a-ke-re-wa 

n-.JO 
9 te-la-ra-ne 
10 a-po-ne-we 
11 ma-ra-1u-nu-we 
12 [ za ]-ku-si:io 
13 da-mi-ni-Jo 
1 4 we-da-ne-wo 
1 5 pp-ku-ta 

vacant 5 

MEN 46 
M E N  19 
M EN 36 
MEN 3 
M E N  9 
MEN 25 
MEN 24 
MEN 3 1 
MEN 37 
M EN 40 
MEN 8 
MEN 40 
MEN 2 0  
MEN I O  

[ ] 
[ ] 
[ ] 
[ ] 
po-si-ke-te-re 
wo-qe-we [ ] 
wi-nu-ri:io [ 
me-la-[ 
me-ta-[ 
po-ti-Ja-ke-e 
za-e-lo-ro 
e-kt.-ra2-wo-no 
ko-ni:io 1 26 me-ta-ki-ti-la 
we-re-ka-ra-( la) te-pa2-ta-qe 

¥ !!' �  Q 
MEN 3 
MEN 40 
MEN 26 
MEN 20 

ki-ti-16: ktitai ' settlers', melaktitai ' new residents, mcties ' ?  In view of the association 
with ktimena the terms probably have a special feudal meaning. 

E-wi-ri-po: place-name, Euripos ; A-ke-re-wa, Ri-jo, Te-ta-ra-ne, A-po-ne-we, and Ma-ra-
ne-nu-we are all also place-names; cf. 53 = An 12.  

po-si-ke-le-re: pos-ik(t)lires 'suppliants, refugees' ?  
wo-qe-we: cf. SS = An 724; perhaps a place-name. 
wi-nu-ri-jo: place-name or ethnic? 
mt-ta- [ : metaktitai or Metapa? 
po-ti-ja-ke-t: place-name; cf. Ti-mi-to a-ke-e. 
[ za ]-ku-si:jo: cf. za-ku-si-ja PY 286 = Sa 787 and man's name ..(.a-lcu-si-jo MY Oe l 2 2 ;  

= ..(.akunsioi (of Zakunthos) . 
da-mi-ni-jo: a place-name, common on the D tablets from Knossos, but only found 

elsewhere at Pylos in the form da-mi-ni-ja 14= Ad697. 
E-lr.e-ra1-wo-no, We-da-ne-wo: the entries so far have been either place-names, ethnic 
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adjectives or descriptive tides; here we pass abruptly to the genitive of men's names. 
Elcheliiwon and We-da-ne-u are obviously men of importance if they can produce forty 
and twenty men respectively; Ben nett reads the latter figure too as forty ; see further 
pp. 265 and 279. 

ko-ni-jo : in view of the absence of the ideogram Ventris proposes skhoinioi ' ropes' (see 
Vocabulary) ; but the dropping of the ideogram may be due to lack of space. 

we-re-ka-ra-(ta): cf. PY AnOB. 

55 = An 724 ( = An32 joined) t 
1 ro-o-wa e-re-ta a-pe-o-te 
2 me-nu-wa a-pe-e-ke a-re-sa-ni-e 
3 o-pi-ke-ri-jo-de ki-ti-ta o-pe-ro-ta [ej 

e-re-e M A N  1 
5 e-ke-ra2-wo-ne a-pe-e-ke a2-ri-e [M AN 1 1 
6 o-pe-ro-te e-re-e M E N  5 
7 ra-wa-ke-ta a-pe-e-[ke ]-� M AN [ nn] 
8 ta-ti-qo-we-u o-[ ]-qe-[ . .  ] M AN 1 
9 a-ke-re-wa ki-e-u o-pe-[ ] -� a-ri-ja-to 
10  ki-ti-ta M AN 1 o-ro-ll-.JO di-qo a-[ . . ] 
• •  o-p�-riJ [ . . .  ] e-ko-si-qe e-qe-ta ka-ma 
12 e-to-ni-.J.O e-{lzp"-n-.Jo MAN 1 
13 wo-qe-we [e]-qo-te ru-ki-ja a-ko-wo lrf � �  (nn] 
14 ri-jo o-no e-qo-te M E N  10[ 

No translation is attempted in view of the numerous problems. The general sense is 
plain : there are rowers missing, and certain places and lords are responsible; but it 
does not seem possible to offer an easy solution to the question why they are missing 
-absent without leave ?-or what is being done about it. 

Ro-o-wa: obviously an important coastal town; it provides eight of the thirty men for 
Pleuron (53= An! 2) ; it is the seat of a coastal command (57 = An43). As the 
Lawagetas and other important people such as Ekhelawon are associated with it 
here, it may well be the port of Pylos itself. 

Me-nu-wa : a man's name found in the form Me-nu-a1 44 = An29; = Mlllvas? In view 
of E-ke-ra2-wo-ne all the three nouns preceding a-pe-e-ke are presumably datives. This 
suggests that a-pe-e-ke is an impersonal verb and a-re-sa-n:i-e and a2-ri-e arc infinitives 
following it. Satisfactory interpretations are lacking. a-pe-e-ke fits well as apheike 
(acplrn.u), though this is not used impersonally. But there are other possibilities: 
ap-eekhe ( cmexw) or amphe-ekhei ( = a�Jcpl- ;  cf. a-pi-e-ke PY 97 = U n03}. The sense of 
a-re-sa-ni-e and a2-ri-e cannot be deduced from the context; Ventris compares the latter 
with a2-ri-sa PY 154 = EqO I .  

o-pi-ke-ri-jo-de: only found again, without the -de suffix, i n  a very fragmentary context 
PY An35, which is possibly another list of rowers. The final -de might be enclitic 
' but' or the suffix of motion towards. If the former, Ventris suggests opikhirion 
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= vTioxelptov (cf. Od. xv, 448) ; if  the latter, Chad wick proposes a place-name 
Opiskherion, cf. tmaxepoo, Ixep(l). 

ki-ti-ta : probably ktittin ophllonta. 
e-re-e : Ventris: helui ' he will take' (but the future fA(;) is only found at a late date). 

Chad wick: ereen infinitive of *�pw, root verb later replaced by lptcrcrw ; ' a  settler 
who is under obligation to serve as a rower'. For ophllon + infin. cf. [o]phllOn-q"e 
teleiaen Eb39. In any case this word is probably not the same as e-re-e 258 = Kn0 1 ,  
where it appears to be dative of a place-name, probably Helos. 

o-pe-ro-te : presumably plural ophllontes in view of the numeral 5 ;  but this cannot be 
reconciled with the accusative in line 3· 

ra-wa-ke-ta: ltiwtigettii ' the leader of the army' .  The lacuna might contain [ a-re-sa-ni]-e 
or [o-pe-ro-ta e-re]-e. 

Ta-ti-qo-we-u :  a man's name, recurring as one of the commanders on the military 
tablets (58= An654) ; Sttitig"oweus? 

A-ke-re-wa: a new section must begin here with the change of scene. 
Ki-e-u : apparently a man's name; cf. 43 = SnO I .  
o-pe- [ :  ophl[lon (or -lonta) ere]en? 
a-ri-ja-to : 3rd sing. middle of a2-ri-e? 
o-ro-ti-jo di-qo: the latter may be a man's name at Knossos DJ 930. 
e-ko-si-qe: ekhonsi-q•e heq"etai khamtis ? etonion . . . 'and the followers have the freehold of 

the holding'. The vocabulary here is that found on the land ownership tablets; see 
pp. 253, 261 .  The connecting link must be the holding of land in return for feudal 
service. 

e-nwa-ri-Jo : = E-nu-wa-ri-jo = Enualios? Bennett reads e-[. ]-se-ri-jo. 
wo-qe-we: cf. 54=Anl9. 
e-qo-te : heq"ontes with active inflexion = �1T6�-tevm ? 
a-ko-wo : hardly akorwos (Homeric fu<ovpos) . 
Ri-jo : another change of scene. 
o-no: cf. 41 =Anl4, but this may be a different word. The phrase probably recurs on 

An35 edge. 

56 = An657 
1 o-u-ru-to o-pi-a2-ra e-pi-ko-wo 

ma-re-wo o-ka o-wi-to-no 
3 a-pe-ri-ta-wo o-re-ta e-te-wa ko-ki-jo 

su-we-ro-wz-.;o o-wi-ti-ni-Jo o-ka-ra3 
vacat 

6 ne-da-wa-ta-o o-ka e-ke-me-de 

MEN 50 

7 a-pi-je-ta ma-ra-te-u 
8 a2-ru-wo-te ke-ki-de 

ta-ni-ko 
ku-pa-ri-si-jo MEN  20 

vacat 
10 ai-ta-re-u-si ku-pa-ri-si-jo ke-ki-de 111 E N  1 o 
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1 1  me-ta-qe pe-i e-qe-ta lce-ki-jo 
12 a-e-ri-qo-ta e-ra-po n-me-ne 
13 o-ka-ra o-wi-to-no M E N  30 ke-ki-de-qe a-pul-ka-ne 
14 M E N  20 me-ta-qe pe-i ai-ko-ta e-qe-ta 

Thus the watchers are guarding the coast. 

§ r Command of Maleus at 0-wi-to-no : Ampelitawon, Orestas, Etewas, 
Kokkion. 

Fifty su-we-ro-wi-jo men of 0-wi-to-no at Oikhalia. 

§ 2 Command of Nedwatas : Ekhemedes, Amphi-e-ta the ma-ra-te-u, Ta-ni-ko. 

Twenty Kuparissian lce-ki-de men at A-ru-wo-te, 
ten Kuparissian ke-ki-de men at Aithalewes, 
(and with them the Follower Kerkios). 

Aeriquhoitas, Elaphos, Ri-me-ne. 
Thirty men from Oikhalia to 0-wi-to-no, 
and twenty ke-ki-de men from A-pu-ka, 
(and with them the Follower Ai-ko-ta) . 

The section numbers here and in succeeding tablets are inserted merely for ease of 
reference. 

o-u-ru-to : th<" nl"gative ou makes no sense here. It is ulutt: likdy that u-ru-to represents 
a verb beginning wr- (so written because there is no sign for wu), and o- is the usual 
prefix. Probably therefore an athematic 3rd plur. present indic. M wruntoi (cf. 
pv�a•). 

opi(h)ala: ' the coastal regions', cf. Ta hn6a/..6:acna. 
epikowoi: cf. the man's name Pu-ko-wo = Purkowos, Delph. nvpK6ot. It will mean 

' watchers, look-outs'. Not = hrtKovpol ' allies ' ;  see Vocabulary, p. 392. 
0-wi-to-no : clearly a place-name with medial -t(h)n-; cf. the adjective 0-wi-ti-ni-jo. 
su-we-ro-wi-jo: it is not clear where the list of names ends; this word may be a name or 

go with what follows. 
0-ka-raa: cf. 0-ka-ra in line 13. Possibly Oikhalia (so Palmer), on the Messenian

Arcadian frontier, the later Andania or Karnasion; but this seems far removed from 
the sea. Alternatively the town in Aetolia, though this too is not on the coast. 

ma-ra-te-u: cf. ma-ra-te-we PY 195 = Na67 ; apparently a tide or occupational name 
rather than a personal name. 

A2-ru-wo-te: probably a place-name in the dative; not 'AAoii) in Arcadia? 
ke-ki-de: possibly a description of some sort of troops. 
Kuparissioi: from Kvrraptcrcria (cf. Kvrraptcrcnie•s, ll. 11, 593). 
Aithaleusi: dative of ethnic used as place-name? 
pe-i: spheis or sphe'i = aq>iat ; cf. Arcad. crtpEIS (dat. plur.). 
A-pu2?-ka-ne: nom. masc. plur. of ethnic? Cf. A-pu-ka 44 = An29. 
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1 to-ro-o o-ka ro-o-wa 2 ka-da-si-jo mo-ro-pa2 wo-;::o 
3 ki-n"-ja-i-jo wa-tu-wa-o-ko mu-to-na 
4 o-ka-ra3 a2-ra-tu-wa M E N  1 1 o [ ) 

vacat 
6 ke-wo-no-Jo o-ka ka-ke-[ 
7 tu-si-Je-u po-te-u [ 
8 a-J;i-te-wa i-wa-so MEN 

vacat 

] 
]-zpl)-ne-[ 
[ ] 

10 a2-te-piJ de-wi-Jo ko-ma-we 
1 1  o-ai2? -ta-qe u-ru-pi-ja-Jo 
12 o-ru-ma-si-Ja-Jo M E N  30 

vacat 
14 pi-ru-te ku-re-we M E N  50 
15 me-ta-qe pe-i e-qe-ta ro-u-ko 
16 ku-sa-me-ni-jo 

§ 3 Command ofTros at Ro-o-wa : Ka-da-si-jo a share-holder, performing feudal 
service, Kriaios, Wastuaokhos, Mu-to-na. 

1 10 menfrom Oikhalia to A-ra-tu-wa. 

§ 4 Command of Ke-wo-no : . . .  , Tu-si-je-u, Ponteus, . . . . 
x men from Amphi-te-wa to I wasos. 

A-te-po, De-wi-jo, Komawens, 
and thirty men . . .  of Olympia and Erymanthus. 
Fifty ku-re-we men from Pi-ru-, 
(and with them the Follower Ro-u-ko son of Kusamenos) . 

Troos: a surprising name to find at Pylos. 
wo-zo: worzon, the verb has a technical sense as a feudal term, sec p. '255· 
A2-ra-tu-wa: also spelt A2-ra-tu-a 16 = Cn22, pointing to a glide. Mtihlestein compares 

• Apa16vpta, • Apavrla, old names of Phlius in the Argolid. 
ka-ke-[ :  Wade-Gery suggests Khalke[dei] =X<XAKiS in Triphylia. 
A-pi-te-wa 1-wa-so: probably places not people; Palmer takes them as a pair of towns 

denoting a sector. Mtihlestein identifies the latter with "laaos on the Arcadian
Laconian border. 

A-le-po De-wi-jo : Muhlestein = 'ApT11Tovs (or "AVT1�) and b.lr•os. 
U/umpiaioi: a form "YAvlllTOS is mentioned as Aeolic for ·o�'Jil1TOS by a grammarian. 
0-ru-ma-si-ja-jo: a derivative of *Orumansia, itself derived from 0-ru-ma-to 16 = Cn22 

= 'Epvllav6os? The form is explained as due to remote assimilation by Mtihlestein. 
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The connexion of two geographical names from the same area seems to guarantee 
the interpretation; but even this may be illusory. 

Pi-ru-le ku-re-we: cf. 76 = Cn22. The latter word seems to denote another kind of troops 
distinguished from ke-ki-de. The view of Pal mer ( 1954b, p. 52) that it is a place-name 
is refuted by the next tablet. 

Ro-u-ko: cf. 44 = An29. 

58 = An654 

1 ku-ru-me-no-jo o-ka pe-ri-te-u 
2 wo-ne-wa a-ti-Ja-wo e-ru-ta-ra 
3 o-ai/ -la me-ta-pi-Jo ke-ki-de 

M E N  50 
vac at 

6 u-pi-Ja-ki-ri-.Jo ku-re-we MEN 6o 
7 me-ta-qe pe-i e-qe-ta 
8 a-re-ku-tu-ru-wo e-te-wo-ke-re-we-

1-.JO 
vacat 

11 ta-ti-qo-we-wo o-ka to-wa 
12 po-ki-ro-qo pe-ri-no de-u-ka-ri-.Jo 
13 ra-pe-do do-qo-ro pe-ri-ra-wo 
14 e-no-wa-ro to-so-de pe-di-.Je-we 
15 wa-wo-u-de ke-ki-de MEN 10  
16 u-ru-pi-ja-Jo M E N  10  ku-re-we M E N  20 
17 t-wa-so M E N  1 0  
IB o-ka-ra3 M E N  10  

§ 5 Command of Klumenos : Perintheus, Woinewas, Antiaon, Eruthras. 
Fifty . . .  ke-ki-de men of Metapa, 
sixty lru-re-we men of U-pi-akron, 
(and with them the Follower Alektruon son of Etewoklewes) . 

§ 6 Command of Statiguoweus : . . .  , PoikiJoqus, Pelinos, Deukalion, Ra-pe-do, 
Do-qo-ro, Perilawos, E-no-wa-ro. 
The following numbers of plainsmen: 

Ten ke-ki-de men of Wa-wo-u-, 
ten men of Olympia, 
twenty ku-re-we men; 
ten men at I wasos, 
ten men at Oikhalia. 
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Klumenoio: a Homeric name; he is  described as mo( i)roppas on 43 = SnO I .  
o-ai2?-ta: cf. 5 7 = An43. 
U-pi-ja-ki-ri-jo: presumably an ethnic, cf. U-pa-ra-ki-ri-ja PY An08, U-po-ra-ki-ri-ja 

Cnl 3. 
Alektruon: another Homeric name, recurring on PY 167 = Es650. He is presumably the 

brother of Ne-qe-u, another son of Eteocles mentioned on 43 = SnOI. 
To-wa: a man or a place? 
pediiwes: = ne61eis; but ' plainsmen' seem odd; not ' foot-soldiers' ?  
Wa-wo-u-de: analogy suggests that this i s  a place-name or ethnic; cf. wa-wo-u-[ PY 

Xb02. 

t 59 = An656 
1 wa-pa-ro-jo o-ka 
2 [ • • • •  ] e-ri-ko-wo 
3 a-ki-wo-ni-jo (?) 

ne-wo-ki-to 
a2-di-je-u 

• wa-ka-ti-ja-ta ke-ki-de sa-pi-da 
5 me-ta-qe pe-i e-qe-ta 
G pe-re-qo-ni-jo a-re-i-jo 
7 ne-wo-ki-to wo-wz-Ja ko-ro-ku-ra-i-jo 
8 MEN  20 me-ta-qe pe-i e-qe-ta 
9 di-wi-je-u 

vac at 
1 1 du-wo-jo-jo o-k.a a-k.e-re-wa 
12 a2-ku-ni-jo pe-ri-me-de (?] 
13 pu/-ti-ja a-pu2?-ka-ne ke-ki-de po-ra-i MEN  20 
14 me-ta-qe pe-i e-qe-ta r/.i-ko-na-ro a-da-ra-#-j? 
15 u-wa-sz ke-ki-de ne-wo M E N  1 o 
16 me-ta-qe pe-i pe-re-u-ro-ni-jo e-qe-ta 

vacat 
18 a-ke-re-wa ko-ro-ku-ra-i-jo MEN 50 
19 me-ta-qe pe-i e-qe-ta ka-e-sa-me-no 20 a-pu2?-ka 

§ 7 Command of Wapalos: Newo-ki-to, Erikowos, Ardieus, A-ki-wo-ni-jo . 
. . . ke-ki-de men of Wa-ka-ti-ja ; 
(and with them the Follower Presguonios son of Ares). 

Newo-ki-to borders : 
Twenty men of Krokula ; 
(and with them the Follower Diwieus) . 

§ 8 Command of Dwoios at A-ke-re-wa : A-ku-ni-jo, Perimedes, Puthias. 
Twenty ke-ki-de men of A-pu-ka at Po-rai; 
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(and with them the Follower Di-ko-na-ro son of Adrastos) . 
Ten young ke-ki-de men at U-wa-si; 
(and with them a follower from Pleuron) .  
Fifty men of Krokula at  A-ke-re-wa ; 
(and with them the Follower Ka-e-sa-menos of A-pu-ka). 

59-60 

Ne-wo-ki-to: perhaps the same person as the priest of 44 = An29. Pal mer ( 1955, p. 10) : 
Newokhiton. 

Erikowos: (or -gowos, -kowon) a 'slave of the god' in PY Ep02 ; here more likely the 
basileus of Jn845. 

sa-pi-da : cf. sa-pi-de MY 105 -Ge602, PY Vn05 ; but the explanation ' boxes' proposed 
there makes no sense here. ke-ki-de is elsewhere followed by M E N  and a numeral, 
sometimes with an ethnic adjective intervening. 

wo-wi-ja : poS&ibly worwia = op•cx. Elsewhere apparently a second member of a place
name, the first part of which is a man's name in the genitive; cf. Ko-ro-jo-wo-wi-ja 
PY MnO l ,  Ru-ke-wo-wo-wi-ja Na35. 

Diwieus: here clearly a man's name; cf. di-wi-je-we PY 76 = Cn22, where Pal mer takes 
it as adjective with ereutires, 'of Zeus '. 

Dwoioio : ' Double'. 
A-pu2?-ka-ne: plural of an ethnic, the singular of which recurs in A-pu2?-ka line 20. 
P/euronios: ethnic or name? Elsewhere e-qe-ta precedes the name (except for 56= 

An657 . 14), so the variation may be significant; cf. the mention of Pleuron in 
PY 53 = Anl2. 

60 = An661 
• e-#-no-jo o-ka e-o-te-u 
2 a-!i-n>-9' i-da-i-:io e-se-re-a2 
3 e-na-p9-r9 t-wa-so M E N  70 
4 ( . ]-o-ri-( ) M E N  30 
s ka-rq.-do-ro ko-ro-ku-ra-i-jo MEN [ nn] 
6 ?:f!.·e-to-ro ko-ro-ku-ra-i-jo MEN 20 
7 me-ta-qe pe-i e-qe-ta wo-ro-tu-mi-ni-jl} 

vac at 
9 e-ko-me-na-ta-o o-ka 
10 #-'!li-!9 q.-ke-i ma-r,-u ro-qo-ta 
1 1 q.-�d . ]-u a-kt-wa-to 
12 q.2-ka-a2-ki-ri-jo u-ru-pi-ja-jo 
1 3 ne-do-wo-ta-de MEN 30 me-ta-qe pe-i e-qe-ta 

§ 9 Command of Ekhinos: E-o-te-u and A-ti-ro, Idaios, E-se-re-a. 
Seventy menfrom E-na-po-ro to lwasos, 
thirty men . . .  , 
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x men of Krokula at Kharadros, 
twenty men of Krokula at Za-e-to-ro ; 
(and with them the Follower Wo-ro-tu-mnios) . 

§ ro  Command of Erkhomenatas at Ti-mi-to-a-ke-i :  Maleus, Re-qo-ta, A-ke-u, 
Arkh.ewastos. 

Thirty men of A-ka-akron a11d Olympia to Nedwon ; 
(and with them a follower). 

A-ti-ro-qe : possibly complete as a name, connective -q"e being unusual in these lists; 
but A-ti-ro recurs at Knossos. 

E-na-po-ro: interpreted as a common noun enarsphoroi by Debrunncr and V on der Muhll 
(MOhlestein, 1955a, Nachtrag) ; but its identification as a place is guaranteed by its 
inclusion in the tribute lists of the Na group (Na02, 184 = NnO l ;  cf. Vn04 where it  
reappears in company with Kharadros) ; possibly a place named after the hero 
Enarsphoros. 

ti-mi-to a-ke-i, the common place-name, more usually spell with a-kt-e. The reading 
is doubtful ; Bennetl pi-[•82]. 

a2-ka-a3-ki-ri-jo : cf. A2-ka-a2-ki-ri-ja-jo PY 76 -Cn22. 
Nedwonla-de : accusative of Neowv river of Eastern Messenia? 
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L I V E S T O C K  A N D  A G R I C U L T U R A L  P R O D U C E  

THIS  chapter must begin with a discussion of the ideograms for livestock which 
are set out below : 

*23 r OX *22 I GOAT 

• og• f O X / B U L L  107. � HE-COAT 

109b j( COW 107b '11 SHE-GOAT 

'ill OX +SI  

*85 'f>' PlO 

*21  er SHEEP 108• � B O A R  

106· '1 RAM I08b if' sow 

J 06b if EWE }'- PIG+SJ  

'f SHEEP+TA � PIG + KA 

*75 2 Kind of sheep? 

105 � HORSE 

104 ;.� DEER � FOAL 

The domestic animals of the tablets are four, if we exclude the deer which 
appears on only three tablets (PY CoO l ,  868, 875) .  To these may be added the 
horse, which appears only in connexion with chariots, and is clearly used only 
for military purposes (see p. 379) .  The signs for the H ORSE and the DEER 
are self-evident; that for the P I G  is almost as clear, and was recognized by 
Evans (PM, IV, p. 722). The identification of the other three signs has been 
much disputed. Evans, followed by Furumark and others, thought that the 
o x  was a variant of the HORSE.  Others, including Palmer ( 1954a, p. 67) ,  
have preferred the value o x  (cf. Carratelli, I954• p .  2 1 9 ) .  It  is comparatively 
scarce; it occurs in pairs on a series of Knossos tablets (e.g. 83 = Ch902) ar{d 
is qualified by the word wergatai (e.g. KN 84 = C 59, cf. f3oOs tpyCrrt)s 
Archilochus, 39, etc.) .  The proof seems to lie in PY 76 = Cn22, where five of 
these animals are enumerated, the heading containing the word qo-o; this is 
almost certainly a part of the word corresponding to f3ovs, the best suggestion 
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being that of E. Risch {Mi.ihlestein, 1955a, Nachtrag) that it is  a scriptio plena 
for g"os (ace. plur.). It is also observable that the ideogram though stylized 
clearly shows a horn, and the meaning o x  may be regarded as certain. 

It would seem likely therefore that the remaining two signs should represent 
sheep and goats, and the problem becomes merely that of deciding which is 
which. SHEEP are much more numerous than GOATs; and they are repeatedly 
associated with the sign w ooL, sometimes with nothing intervening (see p. 205). 
This in turn is associated with textiles (see p. 3 14), and the animal product 
most likely to be used in garments is wool. Goats' hair or goatskin is not 
impossible, but is obviously less likely to be a common commodity. Finally 
we may point to the apparent use of sHE-GOAT as the female of the AGRIMI  
(see p. 302 ) .  The use of sign *75=WE for a kind of  sheep suggests an abbrevia
tion of we talon 'yearling ' ;  it may also be used of goats, see p. 208. 

C O M P O U N D  SIGNS 

The question of the compound signs is only partially resolved. The signs 
indicating sex are certainly identified ; the rest obscure. Those with two hori
zontal bars indicate male animals, those with a bifurcated stem females. Evans 
(PM, 1v, p. 723) had already conjectured that these signs represented the sex 
and had correctly interpreted them; his interpretation was, however, attacked 
by Sundwall ( 1936, pp. 25-38), who reversed the sexes, taking RA M for instance 
as ' cow '. The sexes were finally determined by Kober ( 1 949, p. 398) who 
demonstrated that the word for ' total ' now read as to-so, to-sa, showed gram
matical inflexion, and that RAMS were counted with the same form as MEN, 
and EWES with the same form as WOMEN. The complication of a third gender, 
indistinguishable in this word from the feminine plural, does not vitiate the 
conclusion, since the neuter can be ruled out when it is a case of distinguishing 
between the two sexes. The undifferentiated forms of the livestock signs have 
been transcribed by the name of the species; but it is possible that these in fact 
indicate the young animals, and we should call them rather CALF, LAMB, etc. 
On the different forms of the H ORSE sign see p. 2 10. 109", properly BULL, 
is used also to denote the castrated, working o x. 

The other compounds are less common and their meaning is unexplained. 
The syllabic sign si compounded with P IG  is specifically coupled with the 
word sialos on PY 75 =Cn02. But this may be fortuitous, since the o x  is also 
compounded with si, and these signs may well be taken over from Linear A ;  
B u L L  for instance figures in the tables of Carratelli ( 1 945, p. 4 79). The sHEEP  
sign compounded with ta figures only on  PY Cn09, Cn  10 ,  both of  which have 
the introductory word ta-to-mo, perhaps stathmos. 
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ADJUNCTS 

In addition to the t:ompound signs, adjuncts written before the ideogram 
are frequently used (more often at Knossos than at Pylos) . The following table 
shows which occur: 

S H E E P  0 
R A M  0 pa pe /ci ne lci.ne za sa 
EWE 0 se 
HE· GOAT Ql 
P I G  0 

o is certainly here as elsewhere an abbreviation of o-pe-ro (or the like) and 
means ' lacking, deficient'. No entirely satisfactory explanations have yet been 
proposed for the remaining adjuncts. The analogy of the cuneiform tablets 
suggests the following distinctions for sheep, in addition to male/female: 

wool sheep I hair sheep I eating sheep 
grain-fed I grass-fed I fattened I milk-fed 
shorn I unshorn 
sheep I lamb 

It would be an interesting, though perhaps unprofitable, game to look for 
Greek words which could be abbreviated by the phonetic symbols, and which 
would corrcsponrl to these distinctions. pe suggests pekos ( = rr6Kos) or pekws 
'shorn'. ne and pa might be newos and palaios (cf. the adjuncts ne and pa 
applied to WOMEN, p. 163). ki might be connected with XIA6s ' green fodder ' 
(hardly Kp16s ' ram'), sa with Ol)KOS (Dor. a<XK6s) ' fold ' or oi)TES (Dor. aChes) 
' this year '. But it must be emphasized that such guesses cannot be verified. 

PURPOSE OF THE TABLETS 

The livestock tablets from Knossos attracted a good deal of attention pre
vious to the decipherment. Evans (PM, IV, p. 723) first called attention to 
the large numbers of cattle involved ; but it was Sundwall ( 1936) who pointed 
out the curious fact that on most of the complete tablets the figures add up 
to 100 or a similar round number, including the deficit noted by o. (For 
examples and a fuller discussion see p. 201 .) The numbers at Pylos are not so 
obviously round figures, but the majority are multiples of ten, and of the 
remainder a fair number end in five. At Pylos, however, we do not have the 
check provided by the mathematics of the deficit. 

It is on this fact that any theory of the transaction recorded must be based. 
They cannot be a simple census of flocks of sheep and other cattle, since 
a natural distribution would not show these round numbers, nor would this 
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explain the deficits. Real flocks too would hardly show the disproportion of 
rams to ewes which is evident. It follows then that these are allocations or 
contributions, and that performance in many cases falls short of the amount 
due. The high numbers of rams would not occur if these were allocations by 
the palace;  but they would naturally occur if the owners were obliged to supply 
so many sheep annually. They would of course pick out the least useful members 
for the regeneration of the flock. We may therefore feel sure that those are 
right who have seen in these tablets a record of tribute imposed on his subjects 
by the overlord. Sundwall, regarding the cattle as oxen, suggested that these 
were ' hecatombs ' of sacrificial animals. Altl10ugh this explanation cannot be 
ruled out, the numbers seem far too large for this purpose. Several of the 
Knossos tablets which apparently give totals have figures in excess of 2000 ; 
one fragment contains the numeral rg,ooo. This would have been piety indeed. 
Even if the figures are regarded as tribute, they are large for an annual con
tribution. Evans was certainly right in setting down cattle-raising as one of the 
principal sources of wealth. It might be tempting to regard these sheep not 
as real animals, but merely as a token of exchange, as oxen are used as 
a standard of measurement in Homer; but imaginary sheep cannot be divided 
into rams and ewes, apart from the other subdivisions. Nor is there any 
evidence in the tablets of anything approaching currency. Every commodity 
is listed separately, and there is never any sign of equivalence between one 
unit and another. 

The state of the Knossos tablets and the fact that some of them appear 
to record the totals make it very difficult to arrive at any firm conclusions 
on the numbers mentioned. There are too a considerable number among 
the newly published fragments. The much smaller number of tablets involved 
at Pylas make the census easier. Even so it must be remembered that our 
collection of tablets is doubtless far from complete, and many tablets have not 
survived entire. On the other hand some may duplicate entries relating to 
the same cattle. In any case, as explained above, there is good reason to think 
that the figures recorded are only a small percentage of the total flocks. 

Male Female Unclassified Total 

S H E E P  82 1 7  '554 g86 10157 
G O A T S  1004 77' so r825 
PIGS 57 234 249 540 
OXEN 8 8 
S T A G S  16 16 

The above table shows the total numbers of each of the principal categories of 
livestock at Pylas on C- tablets sufficiently preserved. Damaged numerals have 
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been read as the smallest number which can be restored. The proportions 
of s H E E P  I GOATS I PIGS are probably reasonably accurate, but the relative 
scarcity of OXEN is surprising. 

I .  F L O C K S  O F  S H E E P  A N D  GOATS AT P Y L O S  (Cc, Cn) t 
The first example illustrates the formula: (place-name) we-re-Ice. Ventris and 
others have proposed wergei (with a scriptio plena to avoid confusion) ' encloses '. 
But these cannot be the total numbers of cattle kept at these places, and the 
construction seems a little curious. It is noticeable that Ro-u-so, which is later 
a plural Aovcroi, is equally followed by we-re-Ice, not *we-ro-ko-si. We might 
expect a formula with prefixed o- to introduce the enumeration, cf. 75 = Cn02. 
It may therefore be wondered whether we-re-ke is a plural substantive, which 
is in some way applicable to both sheep and goats. The place-names occurring 
in this series are: Pi-*82, Ro-u-so (twice) and A-ke-re-wa. In the text quoted 
each entry consists of paro followed by a man's name in the dative; the single 
exception has Ma-ro-pi (place-name in locative-instrumental plural ?) and 
apparently the name in the nominative. In the preceding line an erroneous 
nominative has been changed to the dative. 

61 = Cn04 ( lg l )  

pi-*82 we-re-ke 
2 pa-ro pi-me-ta RAMS 200 
3 pa-ro ku-pi-ri-jo RAMS sox 
� pa-ro ko-ru-no RAMS IOOX 
5 pa-ro po-ro-u-te-we RAMS 90x 
6 ma-ro-pi to-ro-wi RA M s 1 go x 
7 pa-ro ke-ro-wo RAMS t gox 
8 pa-ro po-ke-we E wE s 2 7 
9 pa-ro a-we-Ice-se-we RAMS 180 
10  pa-ro e-ti-ra-wo RAMS IOOX 
1 1  pa-ro se-no EwES 44 x 
12 pa-ro do-qo-no RA M s 8o x 
1 3  pa-ro me-te-we RAMS t6gx 
l 4 pa-ro pu-wi-no SHE-GOATS 55 

Pi-*82 meioses : 

pa-ro o-ku-ka RAMS t g o x  
pa-ro a-ka-ma-wo RAMS  1 20 x 
pa-ro ne-ri-to RAMS go x 
pa-ro o-wa-fco SHE-GOATS 54X 
pa-ro a-no-po RAMS rgox 

pa-ro ra-pa-sa-ko RAMS 9 1  x 
pa-ro a-rt-wo-ne RAMS 100 
pa-ro po-ko-ro R A  M s r oo x 

pa-ro a-ta-ma-ne-we RA M s 140 x 
pa-ro ko-ro EWES 24x 
pa-ro wo-ki-to RAMS 73 x 
pa-ro ke-sa-me-no E w £ s 40 x 

from Pi-me-ta 
from Ogugas 
from Kuprios 
from Alkmawos 

200 rams 
1 30 rams 
50 rams 

1 20 rams, etc. 
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Ke-ro-wo: if  this is the same man as that described as a shepherd at  Asiatia 31 -Ae04, 
this is further proof of the identity of the S HEEP ideogram, and suggests that all these 
men are the herdsmen and not the owners of the flocks. 

The next tablet deals with the same area and eight of the personal names are 
the same. In this case the sheep are not recorded as ' from' a person, but the 
place-name is followed by either (a) a man's name in the nominative after 
which there is another name in the genitive and the word a-ko-ra (probably= 
agord in the sense ' collection ' or ' flock ', see Vocabulary, p. 387), or (b) a man's 
name in .the nominative or genitive followed by pa-ra-jo. If this is some part 
of 1TcxAa16s it presumably cannot be in agreement with the man's name where 
this is in the genitive, though a failure of concord cannot be ruled out. In the 
second tablet quoted here the expression 'x's flock' is substituted by ' x  a-ke-re ' , 
i.e. agerei. Hence we may suppose that the men so designated are in some way 
responsible for ' collecting' the cattle. There are only four of them: A-pi-me-de, 
A-ke-o, A-ko-so-ta and We-da-ne-u. The latter two are mentioned elsewhere in 
contexts that make it plain they are people of some importance: We-da-neus 
is one of the persons who receive minor contributions on the Poseidon tablets 
(169 = Es646, 170 = Es64g) ;  A(r)xotas is issuing spices on 103 = Un08, inspecting 
land on 131 = EqOl ,  and he appears on several other tablets. It would seem 
likely therefore that these four are officials or representatives of the palace. 

t 62 = CuG�� 
1 ma-ro-pi 
2 ma-ro-pi 
3 ma-ro-pi 
4 ma-ro-pi 
5 ma-ro-pi 
6 ma-ro-pi 
1 ma-ro-pi 
il ma-ro-pi 
9 ma-ro-pi 
10 ma-ro-pi 
1 1  ma-ro-pi 
12 ma-ro-pi 
13 ma-ro-pi 
14  ma-ro-pi 
15 ma-ro-pi 16 ma-ro-pi 
17 ma-ro-pi 

pa-ra-Jo 
pa-ra-jo 

qe-re-wa-o 
to-ro-wi-ko 
ke-ro-wo-jo 
ra-pa-sa-ko-Jo 

R A M S  

R A M S  

R A MS 

R A M S  

pu-wi-no a-pi-me-de-o a-ko-ra R A  M s 
t-wa-so we-da-ne-wo a-ko-ra R A M S  

ti-T[Iq,-wo pa-ra-jo 
o-ka-ri-Jo pa-ra-Jo 
e-ti-ra-wo pa-ra-Jo 
a-ta-ma-ne-u pa-ra-jo 
qi-ri-ta-ko a-ke-o-jo a-ko-ra 
a-n-wo a-ke-o-Jo a-ko-ra 
�-r�:JO we-da-ne-wo a-ko-ra 
o-pe-re-ta we-da-ne-wo 
po-ro-pa2-ta-jo we-da-ne-wo 
to-ru-ko-ro we-da-ne-wo 
ma-ma-ro we-da-ne-wo 

200 

R A M S  

R A M S  

R A M S  70 
R A M S  60 
R A M S  go 
[X nn) 
[X] 6o 
E W E S  86 
EWES 63 
E W E S  88 
R A M S go 
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18 [ma-ro]-pi ma-du-ro we-da-ne-wo R A M S  100 
19 [ma-ro]-pi se-no we-da-[ne]-wo EWES  40 
20 [ ma-ro-pi] ta-ta-ke-u [ we-da] -ne-wo EwEs 30 
At Ma-ro- : the . . .  of Q:elewas 136 rams. 
At Ma-ro- : the . . .  of Trowix: 1 33 rams, 

etc., etc. 

a-ke-o a-ke-re 
me-ta-pa / pa-ro ka-ra-su-no H E -Go  A TS 30 
At Metapa : Alkeos collects thirty he-goats from Ka-ra-su-no. 

2. FLOCKS O F  S H E E P  AT K N O S S O S  (Da-Dg) 

62�3 

All the tablets of this group are really alike, varying only in the different ways 
in which the total is built up. They begin with a man's name, presumably 
that of the shepherd as in the parallel tablets at Pylos, written in tall characters; 
then the tablet is usually divided by a horizontal line, the top 
line containing the name of the ' collector ' in the nominative t o6• 1 R A M  

or genitive, and the number of rams and/or ewes; the lower 
line usually gives the place-name and any minor entry, such 1 06b if EWE 

as the deficit. These positions, however, are not invariable. 
Unlike the Pylos tablets, there is a separate tablet for each entry. The numbers 
are as a rule round hundreds, or a series oflesser numbers adding up to a round 
total. In these cases the sum is never shown on the tablet. A few examples 
will illustrate the principle : 

Total 

Dal l 47 R A M S  tOO 100 
Dcl l48 R A M S  95 pe. RAMS 5 100 
Ddl l50 R A M S  70 E W E S  29 pa. RAMS 100 
Del l 5 1  R A M S  264 EWES 22 0. RAMS 1 4  300 
Del l 52 R A M S  46 EWES 22 0 .  RAMS 1 2  8o 
Del l  54 R A M S  9' 0 .  RAMS 9 100 

At least thirty places are mentioned on these tablets-the exact figure 
depends on whether a few which occur only once are correctly identified as 
names. These places can be safely presumed to be in some sense tributary 'i:o 
Knossos. The only ones which can be located geographically are: Phaistos, 
La to, Lyktos, Tylissos, and probably Se-to-i-Ja = Setaia and U-ta-no = Ita nos. 
This distribution covers central and eastern Crete; the only two places known 
from the tablets in West Crete (Kydonia and Aptara) do not figure in this 
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series. It would, however, be rash to generalize from what may in any case 
be an accidental distribution, since we can locate so few of the place-names. 
The western towns may possibly be 

·
excused from sending sheep owing to the 

lack of suitable cattle roads. 
The coUectors are a little more numerous than at Pylos, but a large number 

of tablets do not bear this entry. The two most frequently recurring names are 
U-ta-jo and We-we-si-jo, the former in connexion with ten places (Da-wo, 
Da-* 22-to, Do-ti-ja, E-ko-so, Ku-ta-to, Phaistos, Pa3-ko-we, Ra-su-to, Ri-jo-no, 
Tu-ni-Ja) ,  the latter with eight (Da-ra-ko, Da-wo, Da-*22-to, Di-ro, E-ko-so, 
Ku-ta-to, Phaistos, Su-ri-mo). Since there is considerable overlapping we cannot 
suppose that the collectors were each responsible for separate areas. 

64 = Dal 22 1 (L lxxvii) 

. RAMS  200( 
m-ta-ro-we I 

pa3-ko-we [ 
Aithalowens: 200 rams at Pa3-ko-we. 

Aithalowens : = al6a;\6e1s; the name recurs at Pylos. 

t 65 = Db I 232 (L lxxviii) 

na-pu-ti-jo I 
�A�S 23 �WES �7 
t:-n-to pe-n-qo-te1o 

Naputios: twenty-three rams, twenty-seven ewes at Ti-ri-to ; (collector) 
Peri-qo-te-jo . 

.Ntiputios: = Vl)1TVTIOS. 
Ti-ri-to: recalls TpiT(T)a, the old name of Knossos according to Hesych. 
Pe-ri-qo-te-Jo : the name of the ' collector' or official responsible. Note the unusual 

arrangement. The numbers add up to fifty. 

66 = Dc l l29 (L lxxviii, numbered I I6 I )  

U-ta-jo RAMS 37 
po-ro-u-te-u I da-*22-to 0. RAMS 63 

Plouteus: at Da-*22-to, thirty-seven rams, deficit sixty-three rams; (collector) 
U-ta-jo. 

67 = Dd l l 7 1 (L xci) 

RAMS 20 EWES 72 
po-ro I pa-i-to pa. RAMS 8 

Poros: at Phaistos, twenty rams, seventy-two ewes; eight pa- rams. 
pa.: stands here in the same position and relation to the other numerals as o. The total 

is 100. 
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68 = De l 648 (L?) 
•. 

I 
we-we-st-)O-jo RA M s s8 EwEs  2 

a-... -mo 
ku-ta-to 0. RAMS 50 

Anthemos : at Ku-ta-to, fifty-eight rams, two ewes; deficitfiffY rams; (collection) 
of W erwesios. 

Here the name of the 'collector' stands in the genitive. The total, if the numerals are 
correctly read, is 1 1 o. 

69 = Df l l l9 (L xci) 

d k I 
da-mi-ni-:fo RAMS  56 

e- e-se-u 
ku-ta-to pe .. RAMS 28 

E W E S  1 6  

Dexeus : atDamnio- in Ku-ta-to, fifty-six rams, sixteen ewes, twenty-eightpe- rams. 

Da-mi-ni-jo : from its usage alone this seems to be another place-name; when associated 
with another name this is always Ku-ta-to, so it may be a local district of this place. 

70 = Dgl l58 (L lx.wili) 

. . WC-Wt-si-jo R A M S  63 E W E S  25 
a-m-.Ja-to J . 

pa-t-tO pa. R A M S  2 0. RAMS I �  

Aniatos: at Phaistos, sixty-three rams, twenty-five ewes, two pa- rams; deficit 
twelve rams; (collector) Werwesios. 

The total including the pa- rams is 102 ; they can hardly be excluded from the calcula
tion in view of cases like 67 = Da 1 1  7 1  where they arc needed to make the 1 oo, but 
the reading of the last figure is uncertain, and the ' two' may have been erased. 

3. FLOCKS O F  S H E E P  A N D  CON S I G NM E NTS OF 
WOOL AT KNOSSOS (Dk, Dl) 

These tablets are similar in general form to the preceding series, but differ in 
having an entry with the ideogram W O O L. The identity of this sign is still not 
fully confirmed, and some are inclined to regard it as a mere unit of measure
ment or value. It is, however, principally used in con
nexion with S H E E P, as here, or with textiles (cLOTHS, 
pa-we-a) . It is normally counted, but is subdivided by 
I into thirds, written I 1 and I 2. Further subdivision by 
weight occurs in the Od tablets. Since I 1 =approx. 
1 kg., the WOOL unit must be equivalent to about 
3 kg. 

145 

R A M  

E WE 

W O O L  

The amount ofwooL is proportionate to the number of sHEEP, the deficits 
being noted in the usual way. The proportion is shown between the total 
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number of sheep and the total amount of wool, and the deficit of wool is not 
proportionate to the deficit of sheep. In one set of tablets the proportion is 
four sheep : one unit of wool. 

S H E E P  W O O L  
Dkl070 100 7 + 1 8  = 25 
Dkl071 so 6 + 6! = 1 2! 
Dkl072 100 13! +  1 1 i = 25 
Dkl073 50 6f + si = 12! 
Dkl074 100 19 + 6 = 2 5  

It was at first thought that in some cases the proportion was incorrectly 
calculated ; but checking of the original tablets shows that these cases are due 
to misreading of the numerals, which are often damaged ( 1070 and 1073 are 
here corrected) .  The approximation of 1 2 !  to the correct 1 2! seems to indicate 
that division was not customary except into thirds. 

In the second set the proportion is ten sheep: one unit of wool, a difference 
which suggests that these are arbitrary figures, rather than the yield of two 
different kinds of sheep. 

Dl933 
Dl 938 
Dl 943 
Dl 946 
Dl 947 

71 = Dkl072 (L lxxiv) 

SHEEP 

40 + �20 + 6 o =  120 
50 + 40 + 1 0 =  100 
go + go = 180 
70 + 70 = 140 
8o + r o + 70 = 16o 

k t I 
X RAMS lOO WOOL ' 3  I I 

a- e-u 
ku-ta-to o. WOOL 1 1 / 2  

W O O L  

3 + 9 = 12 
7 + 3 = 10 

1 1 + 7 = 13 
7 + 7 = 14 

1 1 + 5 = 16 

Ka-te-u : at Ku-ta-to, 100 rams; 40 kg. of wool ; deficit 35 kg. of wool. 

x is a 'check mark' here as on 6 1 = Cn04. 

72 = Dkl074 (L lxxiv) 

I 
X RAMS  100 W O O L  19  

e-ru-to-ro 
ku-ta-to o. wooL 6 

Eruthros : at Ku-ta-to, roo rams, 57 kg. ofwool; deficit 18  kg. of wool. 

t 73 = Dl 943 (K lviii) 
po-ti-ni-ja-we-(jo) EWES go WOOL 1 1  

a-ko-i-da / 
pa2-nwa-so o.ki. RAMS go 0. WOOL (8! ' 7 ' 
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A-ko-i-da : at Pa-nwa-so, ninety ewes, 33 kg. of wool ; deficit ninety ki- rams and 
2 1 kg. of wool; belonging to the Mistress. 

Po-ti-ni-ja-we- : shown by other similar tablets (DI 930, DJ 933, Dl 946) to have lost its 
final -jo. The meaning is difficult; it is clearly a derivative of po-ti-ni-ja Potnia, though 
the Mistress is not necessarily divine in this context. On the other hand this place 
on the tablet is normally occupied by a man's name, and it is just possible that 
Potniaweios is a man at Knossos, though the word is certainly adjectival at Pylos. 

The last numeral has been corrected by the erasure of the last stroke. 

74 = Dl l06l (K xciii) 
[to]-sa / pa-i-ti-ja S H E E P  W O O L  45Q 
So much sheep's wool from Phaistos : 1368 kg. 

The sign preceding wooL is badly damaged by a crack; but apparently nothing 
intervenes between the two ideograms. This collocation can now also be found on 
DIM4, 7135, 7280, 7300. 

4. M I S C E L L A N E O U S  LIVESTOCK AT PYLOS (Cn) 

I ox *75 z Kind of sheep? 

A\r o x + si 1 07° 1" HE-GOAT 

� P I G + S I  107b � SHE-GOAT 

er R A M  

As shown above, pigs and cattle are not often recorded at Pylos. Perhaps 
Pylos was not so rich in livestock generally as Knossos. A particularly 
interesting record of pigs gives us one of the examples of the nine towns which 
seem to be the chief tributaries (see p. 142). 

75 = Cn02 [608] 
1 jo-a-se-so-si 
2 o-pi-da-mi-jo 
3 pi-*82 
4 me-ta-pa 
5 pe-to-no 
6 pa-ki-ja-si 
7 a-pu2?-we 
8 a-ke-re-wa 

P r o s + s r  3 
P I G s + s r  3 
P r o s + s r  6 
P I GS + S I  2 
P I G s + s r  2 
P I G S + S I  2 

How the local inhabitants 
will fatten fat hogs : 

at Pi-*82 three hogs 
at Metapa three hogs 
at Pe-to-no six hogs 
at Pa-ki-ja- two hogs 
at Aipu two hogs 
at A-ke-re-wa two hogs 
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75-76 D O C U M ENTS I N  M Y C E N A E A N  G R E E K  

9 e-ra-te-i P 1 c s + s 1 3 at E-ra-tos three hogs 
1 0  ka-ra-do-ro PIGs+si  2 at Kharadros two hogs 
1 1  ri-jo P IGs+si  2 at Rhion two hogs 

jo-a-se-so-si: an example of jo- =o-, hO; cf. jo-do-so-si PY 257=Jn09. This spelling is 
hardly to be regarded as due to preservation of the initial j- of Indo-Europcan; it 
alternates with simple o-. The verb is difficult. Palmer ( 1 954b, pp. 1 9-22) takes it as 
asisonsi, future of aw (&crm) ; the ordinary future is acrw so a special formation must 
be supposed. But the analogy of the other lists of tribute suggests that a verb of 
giving, sending or providing would be more appropriate, though there does not seem 
to be any suitable verb in Greek; the future of iTJJJI hisonsi leaves the first syUable 
unexplained. 

opidamioi: according to the sense of the verb this can be either nominative plural ' local 
inhabitants' or accusative plural agreeing with sialons. Since the list details a number 
of localities, the former is slightly more likely. The other alternative suggested by 
Pal mer (loc. cit.) ' how the fat hogs in the demes arc to batten' seems to take no 
account of the subsequent list. 

The two tablets quoted dealing with oxen both raise special problems. The 
first is connected by its place-names with the military dispositions of 57 = An43 
(see p. r 85) .  Palmer ( I954b, pp. 20, 53) has explained this tablet as a list of 
oxen which are being assigned to the sectors indicated, as sacrificial victims 
to ensure divine favour in the event of a battle. That there is some connexion 
cannot be denied ; but less picturesque explanations, such as food-supply, can 
be imagined. The correctness of Palmer's view depends to some extent on his 
ingenious interpretation of i-.Je-si as from not il'}I.II but another homonymous 
verb connected with lep6s and meaning ' to dedicate or sacrifice'. Some 
support for this comes from the apparent use of the verb in 172 = Kn02, where 
the context is certainly religious. However, some reasons for doubting the 
explanation here are advanced in the notes; but the difficulties are far from 
solved, and any translation must be regarded as very tentative. 

The second tablet refers to livestock of other kinds, and apparently records 
the colour of some oxen. This, combined with the smaU numbers involved, 
may suggest sacrificial victims; but the text is too damaged for any firm 
conclusions. 

t 76 = Cn22 [3] 
1 .Jn-i-je-si me-za-na 
2 e-re-u-te-re di-wi-je-we qo-o 
3 a2-ra-tu-a o-ka-ra3 ox I 

4 pi-ru-te ku-re-we ox I 

s e-na-po-ro i-wa-si-jo-ta o x  1 
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6 o-ru-ma-to u-ru-pi-ja-jo o x  1 
7 a2-ka-a2-ki-ri-ja-jo u-ru-pi-ja-jo-jo o x  1 

vacant 2 
How . . .  are sending oxen to the inspector Diwieus: 

A-ra-tu-a and Oikhalia : one ox. 
The ku-re-we men at Pi-ru- : one ox. 
The men of I wasos at E-na-po-ro: one ox. 
The men of Olympia at Erumanthos : one ox. 
The . . . of the Olympian : one ox. 

jo-i-je-si : hO hiensi : 'send' or ' sacrifice ' ?  

76-77 

me-za-na: Palmer and Georgiev both believe this to be a spelling, variously explruned, 
for melana.s ' black' ;  but if it agrees with qo-o, the word-order is extremely strange. 
Andrews and Milhlestein interpret as Memintin ' to Messene', which is perhaps 
possible, although -aa- arising from dental + j is ordinarily written s (e.g. to-so) ; but 
the name in view of its termjnation may be pre-Greek. The other examples of this 
word (296 = Sh 736, me-za-ne 91 = Fn02) throw very little light on the meaning. 

e-re-u-te-re : Pal mer's ereutir ( = epwvrrnis) 'searcher, inspector' is preferable to the 
attempts of Furumark ( 1954, p. 26) and Mohlestein ( 1954, p. 1 1 )  to make the word 
a personal name Eleuthir. What is not clear is whether it is dative singular or 
nominative plural. Palmer prefers the latter, makjng di-wi-je-we an adjective ('of 
Zeus') in agreement. Meriggi ( 1954, p. 28) takes di-wi-je-we as the nom. plur. 
subject. But it is rughly probable that /cu-re-we is nominative plur. as it is the title 
of a class of armed men in the mHitary tablets (see p. 1 9 1 ) ;  and i-wa-si-jo-ta must 
be an ethnic Jwasiotai. If then the individual entries each contain a subject (the 
groups of men) and an object (the oxen), it is hard to see how ereulires can be equated 
with them. On the other hand a heq•ettis named Diwieus is mentioned in 59=An656, 
and the words e-qe-ta e-re-u-te-re appear together on a fragmentary sealing Wa917. 
It therefore seems easier to take these words as dative singular, and thls in turn 
implies a meaning 'send' for the verb. 

qo-o: the suggestion of E. Risch (Mtihlestein, 1955a, Nachtrag), that this is a scriptio 
plena for g•o(n)s ace. plur. = J'oiis, cf. Skt. gti� (hardly singular g•on) ,  offers the easiest 
solution to the difficulty caused by the apparent lack of the digamma. The scribes 
seem to have tried to avoid any monosyllabic word. 

A2-ka-a2-ki-ri-ja-jo : this would appear to be not a place-name but an ethnic, and the 
genitive singular U-ru-pi-Ja-jo-jo is surprising if not an error; cf. a2-ka-a1-ki-ri-jo 
u-ru-pi-ja-jo 60 = An661. 

77 =Cn23 [418] 
1 pa-ro we-u-da-ne-we 
2 r�-t;.-ko a-ko-ro-we-e 
3 re-[ u] -�p ma-ra-�t;. 

OXEN+SI  2 
pe-ko a-ko-ro-we 
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4 [ 3 HE-GOATS 3 WE 3 SHE-GOATS 3 
s [ ] 2 ] 2 
6 [ ] 
7 re-u-ko [ . . . ] p�-�1} a-ko-ro-we [ ] 

RAM I HE-GOAT WE [ ] 
From We-u-da-ne-u : 

Two oxen uniformly white, 
one ox uniformly white . . .  , 
three . . . , three he-goats, three yearlings, three she-goats, etc. 

We-u-da-ne-we : probably an alternative spelling of We-da-ne-we, but it may be a different 
person. 

a-ko-ro-we-e : dual akhrowee 'pale' or more likely hakhrowee ' uniformly coloured '. 
ma-ra-ku pe-ko : a comparison of line 2 suggests that these two words should be taken 

together as some qualification of ' uniformly white'. They are in fact written in 
characters of the same size, while the preceding and following words are respectively 
slightly larger and smaller. ma-ra-ku might be for �paxvs, if this is from *mr-, cf. 
Avest. mmzu- ; but the Aeolic form is j3p6xvs. pe-ko is perhaps to be connected with 
1TEO'KOS (neut.) 'hide', an accusative of respect? 

The ideographic use of *75 ( = wE) here in connexion with goats as well as sheep 
suggests that it may mean not a kind of sheep, but merely a young animal ; it is 
attractive to identify it with wetalon 'yearling'. Note that the last ideogram in line 4 
is probably female, not male as shown in 'The Pylos Tablets '. 

Line 6 probably contained a fresh heading: pa-ro followed by another name. 

5. M I S C E LLANEOUS L I V ESTOCK AT KNOSSOS 
(C, Ca, Ch, Co, Dm, Dn) 

1o6• 1' RAM IOg• ¥ OX / BULL 

106b 1f IOgb 
'-r 

EWE Jf cow 

107" 1f H E - G O A T  1 70 & Calf? 

107b � S HE-GOAT 1o8• tr BOAR 

t� 
- Tr 105 HORSE 108b sow 

*23 
"' '  
r o x  

Some of the tablets dealing with livestock at  Knossos seem to be not lists of 
tribute, as in the case of the sheep, but gifts or allocations which are being 
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sent out by the Palace. Others are possibly totals, but their relation to the 
other records is still obscure. 

78 = C  9 14 (K lxvii) 
. . pa-ra-ti-jo RAMS 50 

a-ka-wz-.Ja-de / 
pa-ro HE-G OATS 50 

To Achaea: from Pallantios, fifty rams, fifty he-goats. 

Akhaiwijtin-de: the -de suffix marks this out as a place-name, and the spelling exactly 
fits the form • Axa•rla postulated as the Greek original of the Hittite Abbijawti. There 
is, however, no clue to its location. It is by no means impossible that it is merely a 
place in Crete, though nowhere else mentioned on the tablets. Most of the proposed 
locations of the Hittite name (Rhodes, Cyprus, or even the Greek mainland) would 
be possible, for there is no reason why sheep and goats should not be carried by sea. 
The status of Pallantios is obscure; spelt Pa1-ra1-ti-jo the name recurs on Dgl235, 
where he is presumably a shepherd. 

t 

One series of tablets (Dn) appears to give totals of rams for each of the places ! 
mentioned. The entries complete enough to transcribe are listed below: 

Ai1?-so so 
Da-wo 2440 
Da- *22-to 1370 
E-ko-so 2262 
E-ra '34 
Luktos 200[ 
Phaistos 1509 
Pu.,-ko-we 2003 
Pu-na-so 330 
Ra-ja 904 
Su-ki-ri-ta 517 
[Su]-ri-mo 2390 
Ti-ri-to so 
Unknown 10,892 
Total 25,051 

There is also a fragment with the numeral 1g,ooo [ + ?] , which should perhaps 
be added in. What these figures represent is hard to say; they do not appear 
to bear any relation to the total numbers of sheep represented on the other 
tablets. The figure for E-ra ( I 34) can hardly be related either to the total 
number of sheep recorded on surviving (published) tablets (8og) or to the 
deficit ( 2 15) or to their sum ( 1024) .  
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79 = Dnl094 (joined with 1 3 1 1  L lxxii, lxxxv) 

pa-i-to R A M S  1 509 [40! 
da-wo R A M S  2440 

t 80 = C 9 1 3  (K lxxi) 
pa-ro e-le-wa-no ai. H E - G o A T  I ( 
pa-ro ko-ma-we-te H E - G o A T  1 pa-[ro ? 
From Etewainos one ai- he-goat; . . .  ; from Komawens one he-goat; from . . . . 

t 81 = Dm 1 1 80 (joined with 5048 L) 
ai-mi-re-we RAMS 4 pa-i-to 
e-ka-ra-e-we R A M S  20 

At Phaistos: four . . .  rams, twenty . . .  rams. 
ai-mi-re-we, e-ka-ra-e-we: these two words characterize a small group of tablets, all of 

much the same form, except that ai-mi-re-we is sometimes omitted, and in one case 
(Dm 1 1 84) we have the entry ]-we-to o-pa. This latter word may be a term describing 
some sort of tribute (sec p. 1 69). As pointed out by Carratclli ( 1 954, pp. 22o-1 ) , 
the numbers of e-ka-ra-e-we are greatly in excess of those of the other category. The 
natural interpretation is to regard these two words as masculine nominative plurals 
describing the rams; Carratdli, however, takes them as dative singular (-iwei), 
denoting the person to whom the animals are sent, and connects them with roxapa 
( = a  sacrificer on a fire altar) and at11a ( = a  sacrificer of C'rnvpa lepa). The formation 
of the second name is obscure, the meaning of both doubtful. No wholly satisfactory 
solution has yet been proposed; see the Vocabulary for further suggestions. 

82 = Ca895 
i-qo � 5 
o-no � 3 

(K lxvi; see plate 11 (a), facing p. I ro) 
l� 4 po-ro If [ 

po-ro ft\ 2 � 4 [ 

Horses: five mares, four (full-grown) horses, x foals. 
Asses : three she-asses, two foals, four he-asses. 
The beginning of this tablet, containing the initial two words and half the horse's head 

on the second line, was found by Chadwick among some unpublished fragments in 
Iraklion Museum in April 1955. It had already attracted much attention, and Evans 
(PM, IV, p. 799) first pointed out that the foals are distinguished from the horses by 
being shown without manes. This distinction certainly holds for the last two entries 
of line 1 ; the left side of the first ideogram in the line is broken, but may have had 
a mane. This is the ordinary form on the chariot tablets (Se), the mane usually being 
tied up into three ' top-knots '. On the other hand the second line is more difficult, 
since it is now clear that none of the animals have manes, the first and •.hird showing 
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innead the usual marks of sex. Whether any distinction is intended between the 
ideograms of lines 1 and 2 is hard to say ; no immediate differences are apparent, 
and if the latter arc really intended for asses the characteristic long ears do not seem 
to be adequately represented. It is possible that the ideogram (as we may suspect 
in other cases too) is merely a conventional form used alike for horse and ass, the 
distinction here being adequately indicated by the initial words. 

In each case three sorts of animal are listed separately, though in a different order. 
In the second line the distinction is clearly between female, male and foals, and this 
is therefore likely to apply to the first line as well, though the first two ideograms seem 
to lack distinguishing featu res ; if the fi rst were complete the difference might be 
seen, as suggested in the drawings here. 

hiqq"oi: a welcome confirmation of our interpretation of this word, which some have 
been inclined to doubt. 

polO: dual in line 2. Evans had suggested this reading on the basis of the Cypriot 
syllabary, but he was so convinced that the language was not Greek that he rejected 
it as illusory. 

onoi: without prejudice to the other places where o-no is found (never in contexts 
suggesting an animal; see Vocabulary) , the interpretation here seems incontestable ; 
i-qo and o-no are clearly parallel words describing animals of equine type. 

83 = Ch902 (K lxiii) t 
[Probably about twelve lines of this very thick tablet lost.] 

mi-ru-ro si-pe-we ox nt. M I 2  
o-du-ru-wi-jo ko-re-te ox ne. &I I 2  

3 wa-to I ko-re-te o x  nt. ll I2 wa-lo I tj.q.-1}1,1-WO o x  ll 1 2  
si-ra-ro ko-re-te ll 1 2  ox I nt. 

5 pa3-ko-we e-ra-nt &I I 2 OX I nt. 
6 o-du-ru-we u-wo-qe-we I 1 2  OX  I ne. 

ri-jo-no ko-re-te &I I 2  o x  I ne. 
8 ru-ki-ti-jo &I 1 2 OX I ne. 
9 a-pa-la-wa ko-re-te a 1 2  o x  I ne. 
10 ku-ta-i-to ko-re-te ll 1 2  o x  I nt. 
1 1  

T�·IJ.(I-jo e-re-la 0 X ne. & 12 
12 ( • •  ]-wa-to we-re-zp� o x  1 nt. & 1 2  

[One or more lines lost.] 
Mi-ru-ro at Si-pe-we (?) : one ox, twelve young calves. 
The mayor of Odrus : one ox, twelve ;·oung calves. 
The mayor of Wa-lo : one ox, twelve young calves. Da-nu-wo of Wa-lo: one ox, 

twelve calves. 
The mayor of Si-ra-ro : one ox, twelve young calves. 
The E-ra-ne at Pa-lco-we: one ox, twelve young calves. 
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The U-wo-qe-we at Odrus : one ox, twelve young calves. 
The mayor of Ri·}o-no : one ox, twelve young calves. 
The people of Luktos: one ox, twelve young calves. 
The mayor of Aptara : one ox, twelve young calves. 
The mayor of Ku-ta-i-to : one ox, twelve young calves. 
The rowers of Re-na: one ox, twe!veyoung calves. 
The we-re-we . . . : one ox, twelve young calves. 

The key to this puzzle is the ideogram M; the number of these is always a dozen, and 
it is preceded by the adjunct ne. which elsewhere may be newos ' young'. The sug
gestion that it is a special sign for CALF has here been followed in the translation 
but without conviction. In three cases the vertical stroke of the ox ideogram seems 
to have something attached to it, possibly a ligature with -ta, though this is not 
recognized by Ben nett; cf. s H E E P +  TA PY Cn09. 

Mi-ru-ro : a man's name, cf. 38=Asl516. 
Odruios: apparently the adjective of Odruei (dat.) line 6. The name recalls the Thracian 

'OSpvcra1 (cf. ·oepus). Surprisingly the word recurs on a Theban jar: ka-u-no 
o-du-ru-wi-jo wa-na-ka-te-ro (TH I). 

ko-re-te : as at Pylos the title of some kind of local official, perhaps mayor. The Greek 
form is obscure, see Vocabulary, p. 397· 

wa-to: apparently an otherwise unknown place-name. The recurrence of this word on 
the The ban jars is a strange coincidence. The suggested reading wastos 'citizen' 
(cf. Bjorck, t9.'i4a, p. 123) is not altogether satisfar.tory; it might !ten: rncan the 
citizens of the town of Knossos, as distinct from the Palace. 

da-nu-wo: Bennett read mi-pa3-wo; possibly a title rather than a name. 
e-ra-ne: surely not He/lanes? Some connexion with the place-name E-ra? 
u-wo-qe-we: cf. u-wo-qe-1)� V 145, a tablet with several echoes of this one, including 

u-du-ru-wo, perhaps genitive to o-du-ru-we, and we-re-we. 

t 84 = C 59 (?  xxiii) 
1 [ . ]-sa I we-ka-ta OXEN 

2 [ I  or  2 ]-to I 
ta-ra-me-to 
we-ka-ta 

. da-mo 

6 da-wo I we-ka-ta oxEN 6 
da-mo 

OXEN 6 da-*22-to I we-ka-ta OXEN 6 

3 tu-n-so I OXEN 6 ku-do-ni-ja I we-ka-ta we-ka-ta OXEN 50 

At . . .  -sa : six working oxen. 
At Da-wo: six working oxen. 
At . . .  -to: six working oxen; . . . . 
At Da-*22-to: six working oxen;for the village. 
At Tulissos: six working oxen; for the village. 
At Kudonia: fifty working oxen. 
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wergatai: ' workers ', a word used especially of oxen; so also Carratelli ( 1 954, p.  2 19) .  
Furumark's f�K<rra ( = �6VTa) translated 'gezahmte' cannot be justified either on 
grounds of form ( Cret. fEKa6ea is not the earliest form and in any case is feminine: 
Bechtel, Griech. Dial. n, p. 694) or of meaning. The use of the male form of the ox 
ideogram (except in one case, probably an oversight) does not of course imply that 
the beasts were not castrated. The mention of Kudonia is interesting as it appears 
to show that western Crete too was under the control of Knossos ; the references to 
it on the chariot tablets are ambiguous. 

An interesting series of tablets (some of those with the Ch prefix) give us an t 
intimate glimpse of rustic life. They record yokes of oxen, which are given 
names; these were identified by Furumark ( 1954, pp. 28-g).  A full list of 
these names will be found at the end of the Index of Personal Names (p. 427) .  

85 = Ch896 (K lxvii) 
ke-ra-no-qe ta-za-ro I ai-wo-ro ne.we. OXEN Z E  1 

Ta-za-ro : one yoke of young working oxen, Aiwolos and Kelainos. 

Ta-;:.a-ro : the name of the ox-driver? 
ne.we. : abbreviations of newos ' young' and we-ka-la = wergatiis ' working'? Cf. the 

preceding tablet. 

Mixed livestock are occasionally recorded under the heading of a place-name 
and the word a-ko-ra-ja or a-ko-ra-Jo, probably agoraios. This may mean 
' belonging to the agora or collection' in the sense explained above ; see p. 200. 
It might, however, merely denote ' belonging to the herd ', and it is remarkable 
that in opposition to the tribute lists of cattle, the males are in a much sounder 
proportion to the females, though still sometimes excessive for breeding pur
poses. The places named on the surviving tablets are: Wa-to, Kudonia, 
Ka-ta-ra-i, Si-ra-ro, Aptara and Odrus. 

86 = Co907 (K lxviii) 
1 si-ra-ro I a-ko-ra-jo RA M s 202 E w E s  7 50 
2 H E-GOATS 1 25 S H E -GOATS 240 BOARS 2 1  SOWS 60 B U LLS 2 COWS 10  

6 .  GRAIN C O N S I G NM E NTS AND RAT I O N S  AT K N O S S O S  (E, F) 

Although there is no indication whether these tablets record payments or 
receipts, the former seems more likely on general grounds, 
as the people concerned are often ethnic groups. We are 
not told their numbers, so there is no possibility of calcu
lating a ration. In most cases the commodity is the staple 

120 f W H E A T  

( Month? 

+ 
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grain w H EAT, but occasionally other commodities are added such as o L l  YES;  
cf. the rations of wheat and figs at Pylos (p.  157) .  The crescent-shaped ideo
gram is discussed in the notes on KN 35 =Am819. 

87 = E 668 (F? xlviii) 
1 ro-ki-ti-jo w H E A T  246 T 7 
2 tu-ri-si-jo W H E AT 261 ra-ti-jo WHEAT 30 T 5 

Men of Luktos: 29,604 1. of wheat. 
Men of Tulissos: 3 1 ,320 I. of wheat. 
Men of La to: 366o I. of wheat. 

t 88 = E  749 (I lii) 
1 pa2-ra-jo W H E AT 25 
2 ru-/ci-ti-jo W H E AT 2 1 (  + 

3 ti-ri-ti-jo W H E AT ( ) 
� (su)-rj-mi-jo W H E AT ( ) T 2 4 3 
5 pa2-mi-jo W H EAT 1 2  T 5 6 u-ta-ni-jo W H E AT ( ) 
7 pu-si-jo WHEAT ( ) 

vacant 3 
Men of Pharai : 3000 I. of wheat. 
Men of Luktos: 2 5 20 I. of wheat. 
Men of Ti-ri-to : x I. of wheat. 
Men of Su-ri-mo: (3o + )  I. of wheat. 
Men of Pa-mo: 1500 I. of wheat. 
Men of ltanos : x I. of wheat. 
Men of Pu-so : x I. of wheat. 

The figures in lines 4 and 5 are added from a new fragment joined by Bennett. 

t 89 = E 777 (] liii) 

R E V E R S E :  

1 ko-no-si-ja ki-ri-te-wi·Ja-i month 1 W H E AT 100 
2 a-mi-ni-si-ja month 1 W H EAT 100 
3 pa-i-ti-ja month I W H EAT IOO 

a-ze-ti-ri-ja wHEAT [ 
Women ofKnossos (for the ki-ri-te-wi-ja women) : ration for one month 12 ,000 I. 

of wheat. 
Women of Amnisos : ration for one month 12,000 I. of wheat. 
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L I VESTOCK A N D  A G R I C U L T U R A L  P R O D U C E  

Women of Phaistos : ration for one month 12 ,ooo I .  of wheat. 
Nurses: x I . of wheat. 

89-90 

If the crescent-shaped sign is rightly interpreted as ' month' here we have fairly clearly 
a distribution of rations, in this case to women, as is shown by the feminine endings 
and the two female occupational names. Either the rations are very generous or 
large numbers of women are concerned; 500 at each place on the Pylos ration scale 
(see p. 1 57).  

ki-ri-te-wi-ja-i: possibly a religious office, see Vocabulary; the form is dative plural. 
a-ze-ti-ri-ja : one of the cases of substitution of z fork ; = a-ke-ti-ri·ja (see on PY 2 = Aa8! 5) .  

The form here could be dative singular or nominative plural. 

90 = G  820 (K lviii) t 
1 ]-fl'i e-ko-si a-pi ku-do-ni-ja pa-sa ki-ri-ta month 1 
2 ]-ja-qe pa3-ko-we-i-Ja-qe months 4 

3 ]-ti:ia ku-ta-ti-Ja-qe po-ti-ni-ja-we-ja a-pu ke-u-po-dt-ja months 4 
. . .  have in the region of Kudonia all the barley: one month's rations. 
Women of. . .  and Pa-ko-we : four months' rations. 
Women of. . .  and Ku-ta-to, belonging to the Mistress, from . . .  : four months' 

rations. 
ekhonsi amphi Kudoniai pansan krithan (or pansans krithans) : similarly read by Furumark 

(1954, p. 30) and Carratelli ( 1954, p. 89). Ventris reads a-/'1 for Bennett's a-pu, either 
of which makes sense. 

po-ti-ni-ja-we-ja : the feminine of the adjective derived from n&rvta; it is not clear here 
whether it agrees with the women froin the places mentioned or is to be taken with 
ke-u-po-de-ja. This is a feminine to ke-u-po-da (KN X 442, X 1044; PY 190 -Na55, 
etc., see p. 299), but its meaning is unknown ; Furumark ' aus dem Magazin (??) 
der Potnia '. 

7. G R A I N  R AT I O N S  AT PYLOS (Fn) 

The group of tablets classified as Fn is marked by the grain ideogram which 
is provisionally identified as B A R LEY. The entries consist largely of occupa
tional names in the dative, and would therefore appear to be a distribution 
of pay or rations; the size of the groups is not specified 

'C) when the entry is plural. The amounts range from two to 1 2 1  1 BARLEY 

a maximum of8o litres. In some cases other commodities 
are also included in the ration ; figs in FnO I ,  olives in Fn05, Fn06 and 
Fn9 18. Apparently included in some lists are offerings to shrines: FnOl has 
entries Posidalondt and Pa-ki-ja-na-dt and even U-po-jo Potnidi (cf. Furumark, 
1954. p. 35). 
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t 91  = Fn02 [50] 
• a-ki-to-jo pa2-si-re-W!-.Ja 
2 ke-ko-jo pa2-si-re-wi-ja 
3 a-ta-no-ro pa2-si-re-wi-ja 

me-za-ne B A R L E Y  

s me-ri-du-(ma)-te B A R L E Y  

6 di-pte-ra-po-ro B A R L E Y  

7 a-to-po-qo B A R L E Y  

8 o-pi-te-u-ke-e-we B A R L E Y  

9 ze-u-ke-u-si B A R L E Y  

vacat 
11 *85-[. ] -ja-te-wo do-e-ro-i 
12 mi-jo-[pa2] do-e-ro-i 
13 a-pi-[ . . . ] do-e-ro-i 
14 [ • ] -rp9-[ . . . .  do-e-ro] -i 

vacant 5 
(Distribution of) barley: 

for the retinue of Alkithos: x l. 
for the retinue of Kerkos : x l. 
for the retinue of Antanor: x l. 
for the me-za-ne: 1· I. 
for the shore-man : 2 l. 
for the me-ri-du-ma : 6 l. 
for the mi-ka-ta : 6 l. 
for the leather-bearer: 4 l. 
for the armourer: 4 I. 
for the baker: 4 I. 
for the po-ro-du-ma : 6 I. 
for the rigger:  4 I. 
for the i-za-a cutters : 6 I. 
for the yokers: 8 l. 

for the slaves of. . . : I 2 l .  
for the slaves of Mi-jo-pa : 6 I. 
for the slaves of Amphi- . . . : 6 I. 
for the slaves of. . . : 36 l. 

4 2 
4 3 

4 2 
4 2 
4 2 
4 4 

B A R L E Y  ( 
B A R L E Y  ( 
B A R L E Y  T [  
ai-ki-a2-ri-jo (B A R L E Y) 4 1 (  
mi-ka-ta B A R L E Y  4 3 
e-to-wo-ko (B A R L E Y) 4 2 
po-ro-du-ma-te B A R L E Y  4 3 

i-f;{!-a-to-mo-i B A R L E Y  4 3 

B A R L E Y  T I 

B A R L E Y  4 3 

B A R L E Y  4 3 
B A R L E Y  T 3 

pa2-si-re-wi-ja: basiliwiai. This implies that the men named in the genitive are f3aalAeis; 
unfortunately only one is named outside the Fn group, Antanor, who is associated 
with the place Pa-ki-ja- in Vn04. 
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me-;:.a-ne: of the remaining entries two are certainly dative plural, as is do-e-ro-i in the 
second paragraph ; if therefore the rest are dative, they must be singular. 

di-pte-ra-po-ro: diphtheraphoroi ' wearer of a leather garment', perhaps a title of a trade 
or post? Or -poloi ' leather-seller' ;  or even a metathesis for diphtheraloiphOi 'school
master'? See Vocabulary, p. 390. 

i-;:.a-a-to-mo: possibly containing the word a-to-mo = arthmos, cf. e-qe-(a)-o a-to-mo 
43 = SnOI. Or -tomos ' cutter' as in du-ru-to-mo? 

mi-jo-[pa1] : can be supplied from Fn867, and if genitive must be feminine. 

8. O I L  C O N S IGNM E NTS O R  R AT I O N S  AT KNOSSOS A N D  t 
M Y C E N A E  (Fh, Fo) 

It seems clear from the archaeological evidence that olive-oil was in extensive 
use in Mycenaean Greece. It is thus surprising to find that records dealing 
with it are not very common; some at least of those at Knossos are religious 
offerings. There is, however, a group of small tablets 
which appear not to be religious, but allocations of oil. 130 "f oLtVE-OJL  
The introductory word, which may be  a dative, is often 
a personal name, but occupational terms also appear; and sometimes a place
name is added. There are also a number of other terms occasionally found, 
such as apudosis ' payment ' and zo-a which seems to be 3611, some sort of decoction 
of oil. 

92 = Fh349 (C . xxxii) 
ru-ki-to f a-pu-do-si o 1 L 53 [ 
Luktos: payment 1908 l. of oil. 

Mention of oil at Pylas is even rarer; it may have not yet been produced t 
in Messenia and be therefore a luxury article, an impression also obtained 
from the references to it in Homer. One of the new tablets from Blegen's 
excavations of 1 954 (Gn l l 84) ,  however, plainly records a transaction in oil 
between two men who are elsewhere named as ' unguent-boilers ' ;  and the 
identity of the ideogram is happily confirmed by the spelling e-ra3-wo=elaiwon. 
Its text runs: ko-ka-ro a-pe-do-ke e-ra3-wo to-so e-u-me-de-i o 1 L 18 ;  pa-ro 
i-pe-se-wa ka-ra-re-we 38. ' Kokalos repaid the following quantity of olive-oil 
to Eumedes: 648 l . ;  from I psewas thirty-eight stirrup-jars.' The association of 
e-ra3-wo with o 1 L is confirmed by four or five new tablets found in 1955 in tile 
pithos magazine behind the Megaron. At Mycenae Wace in 1952 named the 
building which he had discovered two years earlier ' the House of the Oil
merchant '  because the basement yielded thirty large stirrup-jars which ' had 
originally contained oil, for their clay is heavily impregnated with oil' (Wace, 
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I 953 h, p. 423) . This name is not entirely substantiated by the tablets found in 
this house, since most of them refer to wool. But one tablet, which is quoted 
here, bears testimony to dealings in oil, apparently a distribution to various 
persons and groups. Dealings in wool would of course hardly leave an 
archaeological trace, and if the owner of the house was really a merchant he 
may have dealt in at least two commodities. 

t 93 = Fol O l  

a-ne-a2 
ma-no 

4 3 pa-na-ki 4 1 
<I r a-r1a-*88 4 r 

3 lo-ti-ja <l 1 we-t-we-sa 
4 ke-ra-so 4 1 

4 I 

� pi-we-ri-si 'f I tu-mi-[ J 4 r 
6 ko-ma-la 4 1 na-ta-ra-ma <) [ 1 J 
7 pe-ta-[ . ]  <I 1 pu-ka-ro [ 4 I ]  
8 o-ta-ki <I 1 
9 e-ro-pa-ke-ta o 1 L I 
10 a-ke-ti-ri-ja-i 4 4 

vacant 4 
15 to-so o 1 L 2 'If I <I r 

For Aineas : 6 I. of oil. 
for Phainax : 2 1. of oil, etc. 

Total : 86 I. of oil. 

a-na-*88: the last sign is unlike any recorded elsewhere, but may be a variant of 
*jg=ra3; cf. the man's name a-na-ro KN Dl928. 

pi-we-ri-si: dative plural of nrepioes; cf. pi-we-ri-di Oe I 03 ; man's name Pi-we-ri-ja-to. 
PY 254 =Jn04. Does this imply not a sale but an offering? 

a-ke-ti-ri-ja-i: dative plural ; see Vocabulary, p. 387. 

9. M I X E D  RAT I O N S  AND C O N S I GNMENTS AT K N O S S O S  

120 't' WHEAT 122 r O L IVES 

*30 i FIGS � O L I V E S + A  

� O L I V ES +T I  

(F) 

This small class of tablets from Knossos shows a mixture of various agricultural 
products. Some tablets seem to belong to the lists of offerings (e.g. F 953), 
but others are more likely secular. The commodities are chiefly wheat and 
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L I V E S T O C K  A N D  A G R I C U L T U R A L  P R O D U C E  94-95 

barley, but the tablets quoted are of interest as adding figs and olives. The 
identity of the sign 122 OLI VES seems to be confirmed by the reading, but no 
explanation has yet been offered of the ligatured versions of it. 

94 = F  84 1 (joined with 867 K lxii, lxiii) 
1 ]-ti-ja sa-pi-ti-[ ne ]-we-jo [ 
2 a-di-*22-sa WHEAT T Q P I G S  � ( 
3 }-!l{J-di-mi-zo-jo ( ? }  WH EAT 2 FIGS  34 ( 
4 pa-i-to mi-sa-ra-jo sa-p1-l1-ne-we-jo 
5 su-za F 1 G s 7 5 ka-po e-[ra-wa ? 
6 e-ra]-wa OLIVES  46 e-ra-wa [ 

vacant 2 

Too fragmentary for translation ; the quantities in lines 5 and 6 are considerable: 
gooo I. of figs and 5520 I. of olives. 

sa-pi-ti-ne-we-jo : cf. the man's name sa-pi-li-nu-wo 38 = As 1 516.  Possibly a patronymic, 
in which case mi-sa-ra-jo will be a man's name. 

su-za : cf. 166 = Gv864. Apparently for suka ' figs', with z for k as in other words. 
ka-po e-[ra-wa : karpoi eiaiwtis ' fruits of the olive '?  In the next line e-ra-wa is presumably 

plural 'olives'. 

95 = F  852 (K liv) 
1 da-wo f a-ma e-pi-ke-re WHEAT to,ooo[ 

OLIVES+A 70 OLIVES+TI 20 9!�( 
At Da-wo: harvest . . .  : 1 ,200,000 ( +) 1. of wheat. 

a- olives 8400 1., ti- olives 2400 I, x 1. of oil. 

a-ma : occurs five times at Knossos in connexion with W H EAT. The formula a-ma e-pi-ke-re 
is repeated once (F 851 ) ;  elsewhere a-ma is preceded by broken words which may 
be names, and once appears on a fragment with da-mo, but not on the same line. 
It seems likely that it has something to do with 6:�Iac..> ' reap' ;  possibly a noun 
= ' harvest', though a third singular of the verb cannot be excluded (for the form 
cf. te-re-ja).  a1111 in later Greek means 'shovel' or ' bucket' and Ventris has proposed 
ama epikkllis 'bucket full to the brim', but the relevance of this to the context is 
uncertain. The latter word could also be a hypothetical episkheris (cf. hriCJ)(EpW). 

10. M I X E D  R ATIONS A N D  C O N S I G NM ENTS AT PYLOS (Un) , 

A small group of tablets record a large variety of agricultural produce and 
livestock, in considerable amounts. Unfortunately in no case is the heading 
really intelligible; some appear to be a requisition, and in one place a deficit 
is recorded. But the reason for this impost is not clear. Most of the ideograms 
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are now identified. No. 1 25 has been provisionally named cyperus ; what 
appears to be the same sign is at Knossos also found in a form (no. 1 24) which 
contains the CONDI MENT sign (no. 1 23), and this is glossed ku-pa-ro on 
102 = Ga51 7. The same sign is also found with superimposed ku (no. I 26). 

t The value of no. *65 FLOUR is given by 171 = Un718, where the sign in 

1 2 1  '-l B A R LE Y  

122  '1 O L I V E S  

13 1  � W I N E  

1 06a t RAM, and other livestock ideograms 

1 25 r Cyperus? 

*65 tffi" F L O U R  

1 32 � ? 

ME ""IF Honey? 

*30 Y' F I C S  

146 M A textile? 

a simplified form is glossed by me-re-u-ro = meleuron = &Arupov (see Vocabulary, 
p. 399). No. 1 32 is a liquid, but its nature is entirely unknown. The abbrevia
tion M E, J:)eing a liquid, is probably meli ' honey' ;  there is nothing to show that 
it has the same meaning when it appears as an entry on the Ma tablets (see 
p. 290), where the quantities are very large if we transcribe the figures as liquid 
units (;�6 1.) .  The meaning of no. 146 is discussed on p. 290, and the suggestion 
is made that it is some kind of textile. 

96 = Un02 [ 138] 
I /Ju-ro qe-te-a2 pa-ro du-ni-jo 
2 BAR.LEY 1 8  T 5 po-pa2 OLIVES 4 T 3 4 5 

WINE  I3 RAMS 1 5  WE 8 EWE I HE-GOATS 1 3  PIGS  1 2  
4 P IG+SI  I COW I BULLS 2 
� me-za-wo-ni B AR LE Y 4 T 8 4 I ka-pa OLIVES 7 
At Pylos: due from Dunios: 2220 l. of barley, 526 1. of eating olives, 468 l. of wine, 

fifteen rams, eight yearlings, one ewe, thirteen he-goats, twelve pigs, one fat 
hog, one cow, two bulls. 

From Mezawon : 578 1. of barley, 840 1. of. . .  olives. 

qe-te-a2: a word which recurs at Knossos in the forms qe-le-a and qe-le-o (see Vocabulary, 
p. 406). It must record the nature of the transaction and Furumark ( 1954, p. 42) 
is probably right in regarding it as meaning • to be supplied, due'. It is more difficult 
to find a satisfactory etymology. A connexion with 6eaaaa6at ' pray for', Horn. 
em66eO"TOS, is possible, but the meaning presents obstacles, and Furumark's q"hestea 
cannot be explained by the suffix -TEOS, which is generally agreed to be from *-TEfOS. 

220 
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Possibly to be identified with Tt:A6os • payment due'; in this case the form qe-te-o must 
be genitive. 

po-pa2: also applied to O L I VES at Knossos 164= Gv863. Probably denotes some kind t 
of olive as distinguished from ka-pa. The spelling would fit <pop�i], cpop�6:s, possibly 
meaning ' for eating'. 

ka-pa: the name of a different kind of olive; connected with <71<6:<p11 • trough ', i.e. for 
pressing? 

97 = Un03 [2] 
1 pa-ki-ja-si mu?-jo-me-no e-pi wa-na-ka-te 
2 q.-pi-e-ke o-pi-u-( u )-ke-e-u 
3 BARLEY I 6  T 4 *125 T I � 3 o. <I 5 
4 FLOUR I T 2 OLIVES 3 T 2 *132 'f 2 ME 'f I 

F IGS  I OX  I RAMS 26 EWES 6 HE-GOATS 2 S HE-GOATS 2 
6 PIG+SI  I SOWS 6 WINE 20 If I *146 2 
At Pa-ki-ja-P :  . . .  for the king, the rigger keeps : I g68 I. of barley, I 8 I. of cyperus 

(deficit IO  1.), I 44  I . of flour, 384 I. of olives, 24 I . of . . . , I 2  I . of honey, 
I 20 I. of figs, one ox, twenty-six rams, six ewes, two he-goats, two she-goats, 
one fat hog, six sows, 732 I. of wine, two cloths. 

mu?-jo-me-no: to judge by the form this might be a middle or passive participle, but 
hardly IJVOIJEVOS unless= IJVOVIJEVOS. It is possible that it is dative: 'on the O<'.casion 
of the initiation of the king ' .  rnl + dat. = ·in the time of' is found in Arcadian. 

wa-na-ka-te: wanaktei, with the same use of a as a dead vowel (after the nominative 
wa-na-ka) as in wa-na-ka-te-ro. 

q.-pi-e-ke : amphi-ekhei = OIJTriXEI? or aph-iike=&<pfT'll<£? Carratelli ( 1954a, pp. 101-2) 
translates 'collects' .  

opiteukheeus: the restoration is almost certain in view of the other examples of this word 
(see Vocabulary, p. 402), but the meaning of the Te\Jxea is not yet discovered. 

1 1 .  S P I CES AT KNOSSOS (Ga, Og) 

+ 
+ 

All three sites have produced written evidence of the use of spices or condi- � 
ments, though in this case the richest find comes from Mycenae. The use of 
spices such as coriander and aniseed is attested archaeologically for the Bronze 
Age, and it is reasonable to suppose that many of 
the condiments used in classical times for culinary or 123 tJ coNDIMENT 
medicinal purposes had been known much earlier. 
Few have names with lndo-European cognates, and 124 9 Cyperus? 

most were probably in use in the Aegean area before 
the arrival of the Greeks, or were introduced by trade during the M ycenaean 
age. Coriander and cyperus are both described at Knossos as ' Cyprian ' ,  which 
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98-101 D O C U M E N T S  I N  M Y C E N A E A N  G R E E K  

probably refers to their provenance ; and there i s  an  unidentified spice called 
Phoinikio- which clearly betrays its origin. The ideogram no. I 23  was taken by 
Evans to represent a building without eaves (' granary ' sign-PM, IV, p. 622), 
despite the presence in some forms of what is obviously a handle. For Myres 
(SM 11, p. 33) it was ' obviously a rick or granary ', and in the form no. I 24 
' the cylindrical wicker-structure with lifting handle, stili in use among the 
Southern Slavs ' .  I t  resembles more closely a large pepper-pot, and its true 
significance emerged from the identification of coriander and cyperus as a 
result of the decipherment (Evidence, p. 92). From its use with the fractional 
signs for dry measure (e.g. Ga41 5) it follows that it denotes the unit of spice 
(approx. I 20 1 . ) .  The variant no. I 24 appears to contain the ' cyperus ' ideo
gram no. I 25. 

t 98 = Ga41 5  (E xxxiv) 

ru-ki-ti-jo I ko-ri-ja-do-no C O N D I M E N T 2 T 6 

Men of Luktos : 3 1  2 I. of coriander seed. 

ko-ri-ja-do-no: this word is found also at Pylos and Mycenae, where its plural is also 
spelt ko-ri-a2-da-na. It is an ancestral form of Kopiavvov, Kopiav5pov, which may be 
derived from koria(n)dnon by assimilation and popular etymology. The fruits of the 
coriander, Coriandrum sativum, are widely used as a condiment. The ancients se�m to 
have obtained it from Egypt, though it was originally imported into Egypt from 
India. 

99=Ga418 (E xxxiii) 

. . . 
I 

po-ni-ki-Jo I 3 
su-n-m1-;o . .  

ko-n-;a-do-no T 5 [ 2 B 

Men of Su-ri-mo: 3 kg. of Phoenician spice, 6o I. of coriander seed. 

100 =0g424 (E xxxiv) 

pa3-ko-we-i-Jo I ��;��10�:-jo 
l 5 

Men of Pa-ko-we: payment 5 kg. of Phoenician spice. 

101 =Ga675 (F lx, xlix) 

wa-na-ka-te I pe-ma C O N D I M E N T  1 0  
For the king: 1 200 I .  of seed for condiment. 

The absence of a word or sign indicating the nature of the condiment is unusual, but 
cf. Ga416.  These tablets may have formed part of a series which made it unnecessary 
to repeat the name of the commodity on each. 
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1 02 = Ga5 1 7 (F xi) 
. / ku-pi-ri-jo tu-w1-no ku-pa-ro •124 I 

T winon : 1 20 I. of cyperus seed from Cyprus. 

T wirnin : cf. tu-wi-no-no Ga676, which may be genitive. Probably a man's name, 
perhaps "" Iivwv. 

ku-pi-ri-jo: not, like po-ni-lci-jo, the name of a separate commodity, so presumably 
adjectival ;  it might mean only ' of the Cyprian variety'. At Pylos it is a man's name, 
but this is unlikely here. 

12.  S P I C E S  AT PYLOS (Un) 

The two chief spices at Knossos, cyperus and coriander, reappear at Pylos, 
together with other enigmatic ideograms. No. 1 5 7 is so far unidentified ; it 
appears to be counted, or if in standard units is not yet found with any 
fractions. It is also found on An23 reverse, which 
seems to have no connexion with the obverse and 1 23 
ranks for classification with the two Un tablets quoted 
here. No. 1 27 (also found on An23 rev.) is a mono- 157 

gram of K A+ P o, though it is impossible to be sure 
of the order in which these signs are to read ; cf. the 

127 
monogram A+ RE+ PA in descending order in Un06, 
in ascending order in 171 = U n 7 18. It seems likcl y 

1 3 1  

that this should be connected with ka-po in KN 94 = 1 3 1  b 
F 841 = karpos ' fruit • . No. I 3 I b appears to be 
merely half of no. 13 1  W I N E, but cannot be identical M E  
with it since i t  appears in the same List; possibly a 
special kind of wine (e.g. must). The presence of no. 145 
145 WOOL among a list of commodities such as 

CONDIMENT 

? 

Fruit? 

WINE 

? 

Honey? 

WOOL 

spices, fruit and wine is also puzzling, in particular in the second of these 
tablets, where it has the annotation wi-ri-za. This cannot be unconnected, since 
it recurs at Knossos. It is possible that there is some confusion here between 
the w o o L  ideogram and the syllabic sign MA used at Mycenae as an abbrevia
tion for ' fennel' (see p. 227) ; there seems to be similar confusion on KN 203 r 
F 953.  

103 = Un08 (267) 
1 o-do-ke a-ko-so-ta 
2 tu-we-la a-re-pa-<.o-o 
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3 tu-we-a a-re-pa-te (ze-so-meB 
ze-so-me-no (ko] 

5 ko-ri-a2-da-na C 0 N D IME  N T 6 
6 ku-pa-ro2 CONDIMENT 6 *157 � 6  
7 KA+PO 2 T 5 WINE 20 M E  2 
8 WOOL 2 *ljl h 2 

three lines erased 
Thus A(r)xotas gave spices to Thuestas the unguent-boiler, for unguent which 

is to be boiled : 
coriander seed 720 l. 
cyperus seed 720 l .  
. . .  16  units. 

fruits 300 l. 
wine 720 I. 
honey 72 I. 
woo/ 6 kg. 
must 72 I. 

hO doke: cf. a-pu-do-ke. 
tu-we-la : taken by Furumark ( 1 954, p. 4 1 )  as thuesttis, correctly seen by Palmer ( 1 9546, 

p. 21) to be a man's name. Evidently names not infrequently fitted professions; 
cf. ka-ke-u the name of a xcxi.Kf\Js Jn750. 

aleipluJJ:.ooi: the identification of this trade-name gains further confirmation from Pylos 
Gnl l 84, where two men who are elsewhere given this title are engaged in a transaction 
concerning olive-oil (see p. 2 1 7) .  

thuea : aromatic substances used in the making of perfumes; the sense of'  burnt offering' 
for 6Vos is not necessarily the earliest;  cf. (l;\atov) Te6vw�Jivov 'perfumed' (ll. XIV, 
1 72). . 

t aleiphatei zesomenoi: the words of which aleipha-zoos is compounded. Palmer translates : 
' How A. gave to T., the unguent-boiler, the 6Vea for boiling in (or with) the unguent.' 
But this would require ze-so-me-na. The translation proposed involves a rare use of 
the dative to denote purpose : cf. 'Hpat<Aelots yovais, Pind. Isth. vu, 7, 'for the 
begetting of Herakles '. In either case the future middle participle must be taken in 
passive sense. It would also be just possible to take it as a true middle with Thuesttii: 
' Thus A. gave to T., who is to boil spices in unguent'; the object of doke would 
then be koria(n)dna, etc. But the order is against this. 

t 104 = Un09 [249) 

po-ti-[ ni]-ja-we-jp 
1 pi-ra-jo / a-r�-p{l-?:!1-[ o ) ku-pa-ro2 

wi-ri-za w o o L  2 [ ) 
CONDIMENT 2 

* 157 10 
T 5 
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] T 6 
vacant 2 

Philaios the unguent-boiler of the Mistress : 300 I. of cyperus seed ; root (?) 
6 kg. of wool; I O  units of. . .  ; 72 I. of . . . .  

a-,-pq.-{.p- [ o :  Chadwick disagrees with Bennett's reading of the last preserved sign as 
!!If; it could be zo, thus allowing an obvious restoration. 

wi-ri-za: found again with wooL on a Knossos fragment OdM26. It would seem to 
be the equivalent of pl3a (Lesb. f3pla5a), but its meaning is obscure. 

13. S P I C E S  AT MYCENAE (Ge) 

The three texts quoted here are representative of a group of seven similar 
tablets found by W ace in the House of the Sphinxes in I 954· These together 
with the other Mycenae tablets are being published by Bennett (MT I!) with 
a commentary by Chadwick. 

The tablets numbered Ge602-608 form part of a consistent series dealing with 
a range of commodities, most of which can be confidently identified with 
herbs and spices. Some tablets have an introductory phrase, but apart from 
this the text consists entirely of a list of personal names, each followed by 
specified quantities of the various commodities. Ge606 and Ge607 are slightly 
different in form, but deal with the same t.:ommodities. The names in the lists 
vary between nominative and dative, even on the same tablet: Pe-ke-u 105 = 
Ge602 (nom.), but Ka-e-se-we (dat.) two lines further on; c( Ka-e-se-u Ge605. 
Possibly the dative implies that the transaction was indirect, i.e. 'on behalf of'. 

The purpose of the records is to some extent conjectural; but if the House 
of the Sphinxes is in fact a private house and not an appendage of the palace, 
they may be a merchant's records of his business dealings. Since the amounts 
associated with each name are comparatively small and are not totalled, they 
may represent sales of these commodities; and in some cases the wording 
suggests that they are amounts outstanding against future payment. In  the 
absence of any form of currency the debt can only be recorded in terms ofthe 
actual commodities sold. 

Lists of spices in a rather different context, referring to the produce of 
certain places, are quoted by Lacheman ( I  939, p. 535) from the N uzi tablets. 
Among the spices mentioned both there and at Mycenae are coriander, fennel 
and kamunu, which Lachcman following Bezold translates as ' caraway ' .  

A new ideogram which makes its appearance o n  these tablets is no. I 55, 
which looks like some sort of dish or basket. It may perhaps be a container 
in which the spices were kept. There is also a form without handles, which is 
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virtually indistinguishable from the metric sign -o ( = approx. o·s 1 . ) ,  but 
seems here to be a container; it is transcribed as c u P .  The metric sign itself 
has a handle on a new Pylos tablet (Un l l 85) .  Since the principal commodities 
recur frequently it will be convenient to discuss them before commenting on 
the texts. 

123 li C O N DIMENT KU � Cum in 

P E  � Bunch? M A  M Fennel 

155 "t::! B A S K E T  M I  V Mint? 

'Q CUP SA y Sesame 

KO rr Coriander 

ka-da-mi-ja: apparently kardamia, a feminine or neuter plural form for Kap6a�ov 'garden
cress, Lepidium sativum ', the pungent seed of which was much used as a condiment 
especially in Persia (Xcn. Cyr. 1 , 2, 8, Aelian Var. hist. m, 39) .  The alternative 
reading lca-da-mi-ta suggests KcxAa�tv6a, a kind of mint, if we accept the representa
tion of A by d in pre-Greek words; cf. da-pu1?-ri-to·:fo = "AaJ'>vplvfloto in KN 205 = 
Gg702. 

ka-na-ko : this occurs by itself or in the ligature K A + NA + KO. More often, however, 
it is qualified by an adjective : e-ru-ta-ra = eruthrti 'red', or re-u-ka =leulrti 'white ' ;  
t-ru-ta-ra may even stand by itself. ka-na-ko re-u-ka is always measured; e-ru-la-ra 
is always weighed (weights from 1 to 3 kg.). This is clearly the plant known as 
KvfiKOS (original long a is attested by the Doric adjective KVaK6s), the gender of 
which varies between masculine and feminine. The identification of the plant has 
been contested, but is generally supposed to be safflower, Carthamus tinctorius, the 
florets of which are used to make a red dye. The oil is also used medicinally and 
for culinary purposes. Dioscorides (tv, 88) says that the flower of Kvf\KOS is used as 
a relish (els Ta 1Tpoao"''ti�crra). The distinction of 'red' and 'white' seems to be 
confirmed by the varying senses of the adjective recorded by Hesychius: KVT)K6v· 
TO KpoKI30V xpw�a. &lro TOV Civflovs · OTE Se &lro Kap1TOV, TO AEVK6V. It serves 
here to distinguish the red florets from the pale seeds. It should be observed that 
KviiKOS has an I.-E. etymology and is originally an adjective of colour ' tawny'. 

t ka-ra-ko : probably the Boeotian yMr:x.wv (or y"Aaxw) = Attic J'>"Atixwv, Ion. yAtixwv, 
' pcnnyroyal, Mentha pulegium '. It was used as a condiment in cooking; cf. KVKewv 
J'>AfiXWvias, Ar. Pax, 712 .  

t ko-no or once ko-i-no : this is counted (numbers from 2 to 12) and is  qualified by a-po-!t·i[, 
t-IJt-me-na (abbreviated to £) and DE. The variations of spelling can be paralleled 
in other words (e.g. ko-to-na at Pylos =ko-to-i-na at Knossos). At Knossos ko:no is 
found on one tablet 203 = F 953 + 955, where it prefaces the abbreviation M A. 
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It is probably to be equated with the Greek crxolvos (which is sometimes feminine) ; 
but with precisely which of the plants so designated is not clear. Possibly ' ginger
grass, Cymbopogon scltoenanthus', a fragrant plant used in the manufacture of perfumes 
and later imported into Greece from Syria for this purpose. See especially 
Theophrastus, H.P. rx, 7, 3, where it is said not to grow in Europe. 

ko-ri-ja-da-na, ko-ri-a2-da-na: abbreviated KO, sometimes inserted in the C O N D I M E N T  
ideogram. I t  is measured (amounts from 1 2  t o  24 l.). ' Coriander' ; see on 
98=Ga41 5. 

ku-mi-no, ku-mi-na : abbreviated K U ;  it is measured (amounts from rt to 4 1 . ) .  KVI!Ivov 
'cumin, Cuminum cyminum '. The word is Semitic, though Akkad. kamiinu is alleged to 
mean ' caraway '.  According to Dioscorides (m, 59) it was imported from Egypt and 
Ethiopia, but also grown in Galatia and Cilicia. An oriental provenance is at least 
likely. It is widely used in cooking. 

ma-ra-tu-wo: abbreviated M A ;  it is measured (amounts from t to 2 1.).  maratltwon, to be 
equated with the classical forms 116:pa6ov or 1.16:pa6pov. The former is usually explained 
as derived by dissimilation from the latter; we may, however, suspect in the latter 
the influence of the suffix -6pov. The measured quantities clearly refer to the seed, 
which is used in cooking. The plant is widespread in distribution, so that this is 
more likely a local product than an import. 

mi-ta: abbreviated M I  (? ) ; counted with P E  (numbers 1 ,  2 and perhaps 20). It is 
possible that P E  represents some sort of measure; perhaps ' bunch'. The use of pe in 
Cypriot as an abbreviation of the coin -rrtA£KVs can hardly be relevant. The plant 
is obviously 1.1iv6a, 1J(v6T), some kind of mint, a common and widely distributed 
plant. 

sa-pi-de : counted (numbers 6 and 1 2 ) .  The identification is uncertain, and may be a 
container rather than a spice. The word recurs at Pylos (Vn05, to which a new 
fragment found in 1954 has been joined), where numbers of these are mentioned in 
connexion with the nine towns; the numbers are damaged, those readable being 
200, So, 6o and 40. Possibly sarpides ' boxes ' ;  cf. crap-rr!s = crap-rr6s, An. Ox. 11, 466, 
and cr6:p-rrovs · Kl�c.)Tovs, Hesych. A connexion with cr6:A-rrf) 'saupe fish ' or crf)-rria 
'cuttle-fish' seems much less likely. 

sa-sa-ma : abbreviated S A ;  measured (amounts 1 to 5 1.) .  Equivalent to OT)OCriJT) 
or crljaa·�.�a. The word is Semitic, the Ugaritic form (ffmr1) being nearest to the 
Greek. The oil resembles olive-oil, but the small quantities of seeds can hardly 
have been intended for pressing. The seeds are themselves eaten, and a sweetmeat 
called ltalvds is still made from them in Greece today. I t  was grown in antiquity in 
Mesopotamia, but is said not to have been introduced into Egypt before the first 
millennium B.C. 

se-ri-no : measured (amounts from ! to 5 1.). creA1vov ' celery, Apium graveolens'. The 
seed is clearly intended. 

105 = Ge602 
1 jo-o-po-ro a-ro-[ 2-3] -mi:fo f {Je-se-ro 
2 jJu2 ? -ke ma-ra-tu-wo -o 1 [ 
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3 pe-ke-u ku-mi-no -o [ ] 
[ma-ra]-tu-wo 4 1 

sa-sa-ma -o 2 
sa-pi-t/.� 6 

4 ka-e-se-we ka-na-ko e-ru-ta-ra [ 
[sa]-sa-ma � 1 
ma-ra-tu-wo � 1 
sa-pi-� 6 

5 ke-po ka-na-ko e-ru-ta-ra I 

mi-ta 
ko-no 

PE 2 
a-po-!�-i[ 

] 

6 [ l D E  I 
BASKET ( 1 ]  

How . . .  owed for spices to Psellos : 
Pu-ke : fennel seed o·s l. 
Phegeus : cumin x 

fennel seed 2 1. 
sesame seed I 1. 
boxes 6 

For Ka-e-se-u: red safflower x 
sesame seed 2 1. 
fennel seed 2 1. 
boxes 6 

Ke-po: red safflower x 
. . .  x 
mint 2 bunches 
rushes . . .  
. . . I bundle 

[ I ]  basket. 

jo-o-po-ro: hO ophlon ' how' or ' thus they owed '. wcp!.ov is originally aorist to 6cpeit.w, 
Cf. o-o-pe-ro-si hO ophllonsi PY 184 = NnO J .  

a-ro-[ :  Palmer conjectures a-ro-[ma-ta] = apwllCXTa. But the shape of the break does 
not favour this restoration ; and it does not lead to an easy solution of the next word, 
which may be the nominative plural subject. The comparison of the first word of 
Ge606 [do?]-si-mi:ia might suggest a similar restoration here; cf. do-si-mi:io PY 
Wa730. 

pe-se-ro: written in smaller characters. Cf. the man's name in the genitive pe-se-ro:io 
KN 24=Ai63 ; ='t'eAA<'i)? The word is not known as a name until late, but the 
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adjective is at least as early as Aeschylus. The syntax is obscure, and he may be not 
the merchant himself, but his clerk. 

a-po-11-i[: The reading is uncertain and the apparent absence of a numeral is 
surprising. 

o E :  possibly= de.rma • bundle'. 

106= Ge603 t 
1 ke-po ko C O N DI M E N T  T !2 

ka-na-ko re-u-ka � I 
d{Z-ra-[ • •  ]-ta-qe 20 
[ ka ]-na-ko e-ru-ta-ra l I 
[?]ka-ra-to C U P  1 

2 pu-ke-o ko T 2 
ku <I 2 
ma u 2 
sa u 2 
ka-na-ko I 1 c u P  I 
ko-no 1 o t·!l'·me-na I 

1-na-o ko T 2 
ku <I I 

!'!lf 2oD 
ko-no I O  
ka-na-ko 

4 T{Z-ke-t/.{Z-110 ko 

E I 
e-ru-(ta-ra) 

T 2 
ku <I 2 

a-ke-re-wi-jo 

[ erased ? ] 
ko-no I 2 � [ I )  
CUP I 

ko T 2 
ku <I I 

ma <I I 

I I 

no-ko (sic) 10 DE ( 1 )  

6 pe-ke-u 
CUP I 

ko T 2 
ku <I I '0 2  
ma � 1 
ko-no 1 0  E 1 
ka-na-ko l 2 
CUP I 
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7 pu-wo ko T 2 
ku 4 2 
ma 4 [ 
ko-no D E  1 
C U P  I 

R E  VERSE: 7!1�-[ 
Ke-po : coriander seed 24 I .  

white safflower 2 I. 
. . .  20 
red safflower 1 kg. 
basket 1 

Pu-ke-o: coriander seed 24 I. 
cumin 4 !. 
fennel seed 1 l. 
sesame 1 I. 
safflower 1 kg., cup 1.  
rushes 1 o e-nt·-me-na 1 

lnaon : coriander seed 24 I. 
cumin 2 I. 
mint 20 
rushes 1 o e- 1 
red safflower 1 kg. 

etc. 

] 2 

There is no introductory phrase, and the personal names are all in the nominative. 
It is perhaps one of a set, of which the preceding tablet forms the first. 

ka-ra-to : if the word is complete as it stands this might be kalatlws, i.e. a description of 
the C U P  ideogram which follows, which may be no more than a handleless variant 
of the BASKET. 

rtJ.-kt-4tJ.-no: nominative to ra-kt-da-no-rt 107 = Ge604. This is evidently one of the class 
of names in -linor, but the first part of the compound is obscure. 

a-kt-rt-wijo : this recalls the Pylas place-name A-kt-rt-wa; the use of ethnic adjectives 
as personal names is found elsewhere on the tablets (see p. g8). 

pu-wo: Purwos = nvppos; also found at Knossos. 

107 = Ge604 

1 ke-e-pe o-pe-ro ka-na-ko e-ru-ta-ra [ 

ku 4 1 
230 
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2 i-na-o-u o-pe-ro ku <I 1 

3 ra-ke-da-no-re 

sa <I 1 
ko-no 2 
se-n-no l 2 

o-pe-ro e-ru-ta-ra 
ma <I 1 
sa <I 1 

c u p  [ 

I 1 

4 a-ke-re-wi-jo o-pe-ro e-ru-ta-ra l 3 
5 pu-ke-( o o )-pe-ro(ro} ka-na-ko l 1 

ma u 2 
sa u 2 
ka-da-mi-ja [ ) 

107 

In this tablet all the names are in the dative, followed in each case by the word 
o-pe-ro 'deficit'. In line 5 the scribe h� written pe-ro-ro, which is plainly 
an error, and the name is probably pu-ke-o as in 106= Ge603.2 rather than 
a variant form of pu2?-ke 105 = Ge602.2 .  



CHAPT E R  VIII 

t L A N D  O W N E R S H I P  A N D  L A N D  U S E  

THE E- series of tablets, one of the most extensive at Pylas but regrettably 
poorly represented at Knossos, is distinguished by the ideogram no. 1 20, which 
is measured in amounts varying from 137 units (? 16,440 litres) down to 
� I ( 2 litres). This commodity is one of the staple cereal 
grains, and has here been translated as 'wheat ' ;  Furumark 120 Jf W H E A T  

and Carratelli read ' barley '. 
Even before decipherment it was possible to guess, from the complex arrange

ment of the Pylas E- tablets, that they record hierarchies of different classes of 
persons on an apparently territorial basis. This was confirmed by phonetic 
transcription: the word ko-to-na (Knossos ko-to-i-na), whose detailed listing 
constitutes the primary purpose of the series, is evidently the classical KToiva. 
This term was used on Rhodes of a territorial unit equivalent to the Attic 
deme, and is glossed by Hesychius in the plural as Sij�os �EIJEPI<Y�Evos ' sub
divided deme ' ;  it is derived from the stem * kti- ' settle, with buildings and for 
cullivalion' (d. Skt. lqiti� ' settlement', Arm. fen ' settled; village ' ) .  At Pylos 
it apparently refers to the small-scale unit of cultivation, a ' field' or ' plot'. 

Since our first reference to the E- tablets as records of land-tenure (Evidence, 
pp. 98---9) they have been discussed in greater detail by Furumark ( I  954, 
pp. 36-7), Webster ( 1954, pp. 13-1 4) ,  Carratelli ( 1954a, pp. 102-12, 1954b, 
pp. 221-2), and Palmer ( 1955, pp. 6-x8). Our commentary on this series, 
of which a large and representative selection is printed below, owes much 
to their analysis. 

The ktoinai are generally described as being either ki-ti-me-na or ke-ke-me-na : 

the exact significance of this distinction is disputed. The first term, which is 
confined to the ' first set' of tablets (114= En02 et seq.) apparently recording 
actual ownership, is clearly ktimenai, from the same stem * kti- ' settle' and 
formally identical with the participle seen in : 

Od. XXIV, 226: TOV s· o{ov 'TTCXT�p· evpev tii-KTll.lEV1J tv 6:Awfj. 
Od. IX, 1 30 :  oi K� aqnv Kai vijaov tii-KTll.lEVllV �Cxl.lOVTo, etc. 

Carratelli supports the suggestion that ktimenaif?kekeimenai distinguish 
' cultivated ' land from ' fallow ' or ' uncultivated ' ;  there is a parallel in the 
distinction at Ugarit between id ubdy ' uncultivated or fallow fields ' from those 
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that are n'my ' blooming ' (Virolleaud, 1 95 1 ,  p. 32) .  But it  can hardly be 
a coincidence that ?kekeimenai is almost invariably confined to fields admini
stered by the damos or ' village' (a term which might refer either to its people 
or to its land). The only exceptions are EalO, Eal l ,  where ?kekeimenai ktoinai 
are attributed to the ' swine-herds' and ' cowherds ' ;  146 = Eb34 (cf. Ep03 . 14) 
and 140 = Eb35, where they are recorded as subject to the obscure condition 
e-to-ni-jo ; and Ea809. 

Our translations will provisionally follow Furumark in translating the par
ticiples as ' private' and ' communal ' respectively, even though these may be 
their effective rather than their etymological meanings. Ktimenai may once 
have meant ' land outside the ager publicus reclaimed by private initiative '. 
Webster compares Od. xxxv, 205-7 (and Nilsson's commentary, 1 933, p. 242) : 

oi o' hrel lK TTOAlOS KCITE�av, Taxa 6' O:ypov TKOVTO 
KaAOV /\aepTaO TE"fVYIJEVOV, ov pa trOT' a\/Tos 
1\aepTl'\S K T E Cx T t <r cr ev,  lmi I.ICrAa tr6AA' EIJOY1'\0EV. 

On this view, the ktoinai ktimenai correspond approximately to the category 
of yfj ISt6KT1lTOS in the Egyptian system of land tenure recorded at Tebtunis 
(Rostovtzeff, 194 1 ,  pp. 274-92). Less probable alternatives are ' land actually 
occupied by its owners' or ' land with a separate dwelling on it ' ,  which the 
usual translation of Horn. £0-KTil.levos uy ' gout! lo live in' might suggest. 

The second term ke-ke-me-na may perhaps be formally connected with KEillat, 
KEliJEVOS, whose stem shows reduplication in Skt. five ; there are, however, 
other possible derivations (e.g. from the stem of Homeric yeVTo ' seized ' ) .  
Palmer ( 1955, p. 7 )  connects ?kekeimenai with Kotv6s 'common' and with 
Germanic haim- ' nucleated village settlement ' :  the sense ' communal ' would 
be confirmed by the phrase ke-ke-me-na ko-to-na ko-na (Ep02 .3) ,  if the 
spelling in fact represents ?kekeimenas ktoinas koinas and not an erroneous 
repetition of syllables by the scribe. 

Palmer ( 1955, p. I I ) appositely compares the stipulations of the Hittite 
Code (§§ 39-40, trans. Goetze, in Pritchard, 1950) : 

If the inhabitant of a town has possession of another inhabitant's fields, he shall also 
perform the respective feudal service to the liege lord ; if he allows the fields to lie idle, 
another man may take the fields, but he must not sell them. 

If a 'craftsman' disappears and a socman is assigned in his stead, if the socman says 
' this is my craftsman's fee but this other one is my socage', he shall secure for himself 
a sealed deed concerning the fields; then he has legal possession of the craftsman's fee 
and shall also perform the socage. If he refuses the craftsman's service, they will declare 
the folds of the craftsman vacant, and the people of the town shall work them. 
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From these and other somewhat obscure clauses on the same subject it 
appears that Hittite land was in principle divided into two classes (see Gurney, 
1 952, pp. 102-3) .  The inalienable land of the socman (' liege-man' or ' fief
holder')  is held under specific terms of service (saMan), and on his death the 
fief returns to the palace; the holding of the craftsman (lit. ' man of the tool ' ) ,  
or member of the artisan class, derives its title from the local authority, can 
be bought and sold, but reverts to the ' men of the village ' when the title lapses. 

The owners of ktoinai ktimenai at Pylos, among whom no women appear, 
are classified as te-re-ta ( 1 14= En02 . 2, cf. 152 = Er0l . 6) ,  probably telestai; 
cf. Elean ahe fhas ahe TeAea-ra ' whether he be private citizen or magistrate ' .  
In  view of  initial t-, not q•-, the Mycenaean term is probably from TEA11 
' services due' rather than from TEAOS ' fulfilment', and it may imply original 
feudal obligations on the part of holders of such land. Pal mer ( r 955, p. 1 3) 
suggests a direct comparison between these obligations and the saMan of the 
Hittite land-owning class. He translates telestai as ' barons', arguing· that this 
term, perhaps derived from a Germanic bara related to cp6pos ' tribute ', may 
reflect a parallel feudal organization. 

Palmer similarly equates the lands administered by the Pylos damos with the 
Hittite ' village land ' ;  and suggests that the Homeric name 0111..liOEpy6s, applied 
to craftsmen, minstrels and physicians, in fact originally meant ' those who 
work village land', i.e. a parallel class to the Hittite ' men of the tool' .  

To make deductions about the precise conditions ofMycenaean land tenure 
from the apparent etymology of the terms used is of course rather precarious, 
in view of the historical adaptations which the system and its terminology may 
have undergone since the Greeks' original settlement in the country. Palmer's 
attempt to use them for a reconstruction of the ' Indo-European' institutions 
which they may have brought into the country with them encounters the same 
difficulties (as well as neglecting the possible influence of'Minoan ' institutions) ; 
but it represents the courageous first step in a necessary line of enquiry. 

The evidence of the tablets does not allow us to assume with certainty that 
the land administered by the damos is in fact an ager publicus, in the sense of 
being owned on a collective basis and subject to periodical redistribution. It is 
conceivable that the ?kekeimenai ktoinai merely represent the residue of such 
a system ; perhaps ' land lying uncared-for ' ,  whose ownership has lapsed due 
to death or punishment, and which only then reverts to the village for admini
stration-as seems to be the case with the ' vacant' craftsman's land in the 
Hittite clauses. Compare also Gardiner's remarks on the category of khato land 
in the Wilbour Papyrus ( 1 948, n, p. 2 10) . 

For a theoretical discussion of primitive land tenure, sec Thomson, 1949, 
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pp. 297-33 1 .  He makes i t  clear that the OfjiJ.OI represent the units of clan settle
ment, initially founded on a collective administration of the land. The 
agglomeration of these original villages into centralized towns was evidently 
not far advanced in Mycenaean times: Thucydides (1, 5 and 1 0) preserves 
a memory of' unfortified TIOAElS whose people lived in scattered villages '.  Most 
of the references to the dtimos on the Pylos tablets probably apply, not to the 
centre ' Pylos' itself (only the palace and the seat of administration?), but to 
the satellite village of Pa-ki-ja-, one of the nine which are frequently listed 
together in a ftxed order. Most of the spellings of this name appear to imply 
a nominative plural in -tines, which looks more like a clan or tribal name than 
primarily a place-name (cf. ·E;\;\aves, 'AKapvaves). Is the theos who figures 
so largely in the records of this village (cf. l72 =Kn02 rev.) a tutelary divinity 
of the clan ? Thomson ( 1 949, pp. 36 1-2) concludes from Od. m, 7 that Pylos 
consisted of nine 8f11J.ot ; the possible connexion with the nine villages of the 
tablets has long been noted by Blegen and Bennett. 

Though the ' first set' of Pylos tablets contains records for ktoinai ktimenai 
as such, there are no tablets listing the land of the damos except in the form of 
o-na-ta (singular o-na-to, evidently neuter). These apparently constitute some 
kind of subordinate title to the use of particular fields, and we have translated 
them as ' leases '. Those who have ' leases ' of ktoinai ktimenai in the ' first set' are 
called o-na-te-re (nom. plur.) ,  something like ' tenants '.  Whether the onata para 
dtimoi represent the only way in which the ' communal' land was farmed is not 
clear, since the surviving records may well be confined to certain restricted 
categories of tenure, in which the palace authorities were particularly interested. 

One might have considered translating o-na-to as wvrrrov (Dor. wvcrr6v) 
' bought, buyable ', whatever this precisely means in a primitive economy; but 
the Skt. vasndm suggests that wviJ (Lesb. 6vva) should have initial *w-, and 
a derivation of the Mycenaean term from 6viv111J.l ' bestow a benefit '  is more 
probable. Such an ontiton may originally have meant a plot of land given to 
a retainer as a reward, cf. Od. XIV, 62-7 : 

. . .  Os KEV Ell' evSVKEWS eq>ii\EI Kexl KTfjow 6l!'exaaev, 
olKOV TE Ki\fipov TE li'OAVIJ.V�O'TTJV TE yuvexTKa, 
oJCx TE � o{Kfjl avex� EV6UIJ.OS eSWKEV, 
Os ol li'Oi\i\a KCxiJ.l]O'I, 6e6s s· Ell'l epyov aE�T), 
ws Kexl EIJOl TOSE epyov ae�ETexl, � Eli'IIJiiJVW. 
Ti;) Kt IJE ll'oi\i\' WVTJO'EV &vex�, d ex\rr66' ty�pa. 

Is the expression ke-ra o-na-to on 137 = Eb30 (cf. 135 = Ep704 . 2) con
ceivably the complete form of the expression, i.e. yepas 6v11T6v ' a  pension 
which brings (repeated) profit ' ?  Cf. also Od. XXIII, 24 :  ere OE TOVTO ye yfipas 
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6vf}cm. But the fact that the owners of the larger ktoinai can themselves be 
onatim of another man's land makes it unlikely that all the ' tenants' at Pylos 
have actually received their holdings as rewards for services rendered. The 
form onliter (cf. classical6vf}Tcvp) suggests by its form ' one who bestows a benefit' 
rather than the expected ' beneficiary ', but it may be denominal from onlilon ; 
cf. Cx(nncrnip (Horn. CxCTTT'Io-rftS), etc. 

The class of onalires includes fullers, potters and other trades, as well as one 
or two priests or priestesses ; the great majority, however, are described simply 
as ' servants of the god ', including both men ( theoio doelos) and women (t. doe la). 
This is probably a formal title, and does not rank them in the servile class of 
the doeloi and doelai of the other tablets, on which these are counted but not 
referred to by individual names. It is tempting to compare the name lep6oovA.o1 
given to the farmers of temple lands in Egypt (Rostovtzeff, ibid.). Their precise 
status here is obscure. Does the large number of these ' theodules' (and of 
religious functionaries in the ' third set ' ,  pp. 252-8) imply that the land tenure 
recorded on these tablets is primarily connected with the organization of 
religious institutions at Pylos? Or is it due to the fact that certain favoured 
craftsmen and temple acolytes were the only persons, below telestas level, who 
were allowed to hold leases of land? Or are the theoio doeloi just farmers, whose 
liability to pay temple dues is thereby recorded ? 

Two other kinds of land-holding, the kama and the temenos, will be discussed 
later in this chapter (pp. 26 1 ,  266). 

The relation between the schedule of lar.d holdings and their corresponding 
amounts of wHEAT is expressed by the phrase to-so-(de) pe-mo or pe-ma (only 
on 152 = Er0 l ,  153 = Er02). Since pe-ma is applied to coriander-seed on KN 
Ga674, it is natural to read it as CTTTEplla ' seed ' (or ' sowing', class. generally 
CTTTOpCx or CTTT6pos). Pe-mo apparently has the same meaning, either as a spelling 
variant ( -mo from *-m11 ?) or as a doublet in -mos, cf. 65vpll6s{c58vplla, 
Kcx6apll6S/KO:eaplla in Aeschylus. 

It is not clear whether the amounts of seed grain are a record of an actual 
transaction (an issue from the royal granaries? ) ,  or merely a theoretical way 
of expressing the acreages of the land (being recorded for purposes of taxation?). 
In either case there is evidently an accepted density of sowing which makes it 
unneces:·al y to record the acreages in other measures of area (except once on 
1 14 = Er.J2 . 1 ) .  The Nuzi texts use the Babylonian imeru ' donkey-load' to 
measure both amounts of grain and the acreages of fields ; Lewy ( 1949) argues 
that the Sumerian system of land measure is similarly derived from the corre
sponding unit volumes of seed, and quotes the Arab lexicographers as defining 
units of surface area by the volumes of grain needed to sew them. 
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The densities of sowing quoted for ancient times by  Neo-Babylonian texts, 
by Cicero and Columella, and by the Talmud are in agreement with those in 
use today, and vary generally between 150 and 200 litres to the hectare 
( rt-2i bushels to the acre). Webster ( 1954, p. 1 3) has pointed out the absurdly 
low acreages which result for the Pylos lands if we use this rate of seeding, 
and the litre equivalents of the wheat measures suggested in eh. u, as our 
conversion factors. The situation is somewhat improved if we assume that the 
amounts of wheat are those actually issued for a season's sowing, not theoretical 
acreage equivalents, and that half the land is at one time left fallow: in that 
case we may double the area of the king's temenos, and of the ktoinai ktimenai, 
which we have calculated from the sperma figures. The alternative by which 
pe-mo is regarded, not as wheat sown, but as some kind of tax levied on the 
crops of the ktoinai (Carratelli, 1954a, pp. 102, I to) does not produce any 
improvement in the figures, since a reasonable levy on a crop of grain might 
well be larger than the amount of seed required to produce that crop; but it 
cannot be excluded merely on this account. 

Lewy . ( 1944) has shown, however, that the rate of seeding assumed in 
Mesopotamian records earlier than c. 1000 B.c. was very considerably less than 
the modern figure. She quotes 50 litres per hectare for the Neo-Sumerian and 
Kassite periods, 6o litres for the Nuzi texts; and adduces evidence from the 
Mishna for an earlier system of cereal culture in whil:h ' instead of leaving an 
entire field fallow for one season, the farmers of the ancient Near East prevented 
the exhaustion of their soil by dividing their fields into one-furrow beds which 
were alternately tilled and left fallow'. The spacing of these sown furrows 
would be three times wider or more than that usual under the later system. 
Whether or not this explanation will hold good for Mycenaean Greece, it may 
be of interest to see what acreages result for the Pylos lands if we take a sowing 
of so litres per hectare, and the value of the wheat unit measure as 1 20 litres 
(i.e. a factor of 2·4 hectares per unit measure) . 

King's temenos 
Total for ' first set' 
Medium-sized ktoina 
ktimena 

Medium-sized onaton 
Smallest onaton 

(once only) 

Sowing of wluat 
50 units (6ooo 1.) 
40 units 
2 T 3 

T I 
4 I 

Area 

120 ha = 297 acres 
g6 ha= 237 acres 

s·4 ha = 13'3 acres 

0·24 ha=fo- acre 
o·o4 ha = 1'1i acre 

Population supported 
83 men for a year 
67 men for a year 

4 men for a year 

t man for a year
' 

A man for a year 

The small size of some of the fields is not surprising for Greek terrain, and is 
paralleled on the Alalakh tablets (Wiseman, 1953) and the Wilbour Papyrus 
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(see below) . The figures for ' population supported ' are estimated on a s-fold 
consumable yield (which is the upper limit quoted for wheat on the Nuzi 
tablets, Lacheman, 1939), and on a monthly ration of T 2t=30 litres : this 
result is not, of course, affected by variations in the rate of seeding which we 
assume. The surviving tablets evidently record only a very small fraction of 
the total acreage required to feed the population of Pylos and its outlying 
settlements. Either the smaller tenants had more land to support their families 
than the diminutive onata recorded on the surviving tablets; or else these are 
no more than allotments with which they supplemented an income derived 
from other work, as is evident in the ease of the potters and fullers. For com
parison, in Anglo-Saxon times the normal holding for a peasant household 
owning two plough-oxen was a quarter-hide (30 acres), though 'cottars' might 
support themselves on as little as 5 acres. 

One might still speculate (with Webster, 1954, p. 13) whether the pe-mo 
figures, while indeed referring to seed-corn, may in fact ' only represent some 
known fraction of the total sowing ' ;  one might imagine, for example, that the 
palace granaries provided half or a quarter of the seed required, possibly in 
a situation of emergency ; or that the palace granaries received from the farmers 
a tax equal to half or a quarter of their sowing (and hence the different formula 
applying to the temenos of the king, 152 = ErO I ?) . There is no explicit evidence 
with which to attempt a final answer to this difficult problem. 

Two examples of cuneiform tablets of somewhat similar context may be 
compared. 

1 .  Sumerian, from Laga5 (Genouillac, 1909, TSA, xxxvm) : 
2580 litres of emmer-wheat (first time), 6oo litres of cm mer-wheat (second 
time) and 1 260 litres of barley have been drawn for the field Datiramma: 
the steward Eniggal delivered them from the Ekiqala building to the farm 
superintendent Ur-Enki (sixth year). 

2. Nuzi (AASOR 16, 1935-6, no. 87) : 
500 litres of barley, given to Kipali for sowing on five im!ru of land 
belonging to Uzna; the lands ofUzna are for ' partnership ' (cf. o-na-to ??) 
and Kipali shall not dispose of them. 

Note that Babylonian issues of seed grain sometimes include an extra above 
that calculated for the acreage, to allow fodder for the plough animals (see also 
p. 260). 

The closest parallel to the arrangement of the Pylos E- tablets is, however, 
provided by the paragraphs of the long Wilbour Papyrus (Gardiner, 1948). 
I t  contains a cadastral survey, made in about 1 1 50 n.c., of a large number of 
fields along the left bank of the Nile, together with their assessment for taxes 
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of em mer-wheat. In  spite of  the elaborate phraseology and calculation of  each 
paragraph, Gardiner admits that much of the real meaning and purpose of 
the series remains obscure, as it must with our Pylas tablets. 

The different terms which differentiate the fields show distinctions ( 1 )  of 
ownership, whether by individuals, temples, Crown, etc.; ( 2) of condition
' newly opened up',  ' (normal) arable ', ' tired ', ' uncultivated ', etc. ; (3) of 
location with regard to the rise and fall of the Nile flood. The entries of small
holders which constitute many of the paragraphs resemble those at Pylos in 
their listing of personal names and occupations, and in the fact that many 
women appear. E.g. : 

§ 84. The landing-place of Pharaoh in l:lardai. Measurement made to the south of 
P-ma: 

The lady l:lat�or, together with her brethren : 3 arouras = !  at • !  measures of corn. 
Apportioned for Suchus of P-ma, cultivated by the hand of I:Iori : 10 arouras 

= 2�·  at 1 ! measures. 
The charioteer Pra'(�i)wenmaf, cultivated by the hand of the cultivator Amcne-

mopc: ( 20) 5 arouras = ! at 1 ! measures. 
The lady Tkamen : 5 arouras = !  at 1 !  measures. 
The herdsman Set(em)�ab: 5 arouras = !  at t !  measures. 
The bee-keeper Pkhore : 5 arouras = !  at • l  measures. 
The retainer NakhtJ:likhopshef: 5 arouras = l at I t  measures. 
The stable-master �e�ikhopshef: 5 arouras = !  at ' t  measures. 
The slave Shedemdei : 3 arouras = !  at t !  measures, 

etc. 

The size of such small-holdings varies from as little as o·o164 ha (n acre) 
up to 1 1  ha (27 acres), while the fields of k.hato land belonging to the Crown 
have limits of o·ss-93 ha ( t i-230 acres) : Gardiner (u, p. 98) quotes Lozach
Hug for the statement that in recent times about 40 per cent of holdings in 
Egypt were of ! acre or less. 

I .  TYPICAL FORM U L A E  ON SHORT PYLOS TAB L ETS 

Before examining the large and complex tablets which make up the three most 
important 'sets', let us look at the typical land-tenure formulae in isolation, 
as they occur on some smaller tablets. The first three examples all refer to th� 
shepherd Mo-ro-qo-ro. On the first his name appears in the genitive as the 
actual ' owner' of a ktoinli ktimend; on the second a tenant is recorded as having 
a lease ' from Mo-ro-qo-ro's plot ' ;  the third (the most usual wording of the same 
formula) describes a lease ' from Mo-ro-qo-ro himself', where his name goes 
into the dative case. Note the grammatical agreement shown by the descrip-
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tion poimenos (gen.), poimenei ( dat.) ; but on the first tablet (as on 1 1 1  = Ea23) 
poimin appears added in small letters above the line, as if in parenthesis, where 
we should logically expect the genitive case. 

t 108 = Ea817 

mo-ro-qo-ro-jo f ko-to-na ki-ti-me-na 'po-me' w H EAT 3 T I <I I 

The private plot of Mologuros (shepherd) : 374 !. wheat. 

109 = Ea782 
ru-ko-ro e-ke o-na-to 'ra-wa-ke-si-jo' pa-ro mo-ro-qo-ro-jo ko-to-na po-me-no 

W H EAT T I 

Lugros, servant of the commander (similarb' on Ea09, Ea823, Ea882), holds 
a lease from the plot of Mologuros the shepherd : I 2 l. wheat. 

1 10 = Ea800 
ke-re-te-u e-ke o-na-to pa-ro mo-ro-qo-ro po-me-ne wHEAT 2 
Kretheus holds a lease from Mologuros the shepherd : 240 I. wheat. 
The same variation in formulae is shown by the tablets referring to another 
shepherd : 

1 1 1  = Ea23 [71]  
ko-do-jo / 'po-me' ko-to-na-ki-ti-me-na wHEAT I T 4 <I 3 
The private plot of ?Koldos (shepherd) : I 74 !. wheat. 

1 1 2 = Ea825 

ta-ra-ma-ta / e-ke o-na-to pa-ro ko-do 'jlo-me-ne' wHEAT T I 

Thalamatas holds a lease from ?Koldos the shepherd : I 2 1. wheat. 
Ko-do's third tablet exemplifies the second kind of ' lease' recorded on the 
E- tablets, that held not from an individual but from the ddmos (see the 
' fourth set', pp. 258-64). 

1 13 = Ea824 

ko-do e-ke o-na-to pa-ro da-mo 'po-me' wHEAT T 4 
?Koldos the shepherd holds a lease from the village : 48 I. wheat. 

2. T H E  F I RST PYLOS SET 

t The thirteen paragraphs making up this series have been preserved in two 
separate recensions, of which the larger tablets (' Version A') introduced by 
1 14 = En02 have here been printed first and may represent the later and more 
polished documentation. The reason for the two versions, whose items show 
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identical quantities and order but some variatiom in spelling and phraseology, 
is not altogether clear; but a large proportion of the remaining E- tablets show 
a similar bureaucratic duplication, as will be seen from the other sets printed 
below. 

The ' first set' gives the complete breakdown for an area of ktimena (' private ' ?) 
land which, though not large (approx. g6 ha, or 240 acres ?}, shows a complex 
pattern of land tenure. The introductory adjective Pa-ki-ja-ni-ja is evidently 
derived from Pa-ki-ja-, the name of one of the nine ' satellite towns', and shows 
the location of the land. Why do no other place-names appear on the Pylos 
E- tablets ? Do the other records of land, in the absence of a specific title, also 
refer to Pa-ki-ja, or to the territory of ' Pylos' itself? The existence of a series 
for Pa-ki-ja, but for none of the other nine, may be due to the accidents of 
survival ; but it might also indicate that Pa-ki-ja represents the largest fertile 
area close to ' Pylos ' ;  which may be the name (transferred from another site 
by a migrating dynasty?) only of the palace complex itself. 

V E RSION A 

1 14 = En02 (609] 
pa-ki-ja-ni-ja to-sa da-ma-te D A 40 
to-so-de te-re-ta e-ne-e-si M E N  14  

3 wa-na-tn-;Jn-;Jo ko-to-na lti-ti-me-na lo-so-de-pe-mo wHEAT 2 4 1 
o-da-a2 o-na-te-[re] e-ko-si wa-na-ta-;J.0-;].0 ko-to-na 

5 a-tu-ko e-te-do-mo wa-na-ka-te-ro o-na-to e-ke (to-so )-de pe-mo wHEAT 
4 I 

6 1-nt-;Ja te-o-jo do-e-ra o-na-to e-ke to-so-de pe-mo w HEAT T 2 4 4 
7 e-*65-to te-o-;J·o do-e-ro o-na-to e-ke to-so-de pe-mo WHEAT T 2 
8 si-ma te-o-;j·o do-e-ra o-ua-to e-ke to-so-de pe-mo w H EAT T 1 

vacat 
10 a-ma-ru-ta-o ko-to-na ki-ti-me-na to-so-de pe-mo w H E AT 2 T 3 
1 1  [ o-da-a2 e-ko-si a] -ma-ru-ta-o ko-to-na o-na-te-re 
12  [ so-u-ro te-o-jo do] -e-ro o-na-to e-ke to-so-de pe-mo wHEAT 4 3 
13 [ e-do-mo-ne-u Ie-o] -jo do-e-ro o-na-to e-ke to-so-de pe-mo wHEAT T [ 1 ]  
1 4 [e-sa-ro te-o-jo do] -e-ro [o-na-to] e-ke [to-so-de] p�·'!IIJ WHEAT 4 3 
1 5 [wa-na-ta-jo te-re-ta . . . .  o]-!l<l-!IJ e-ke to-so-de pe-mo WHEAT T 1 
16 [e-ra-la-ra 1-Je-re-:Ja do-e-r a] pa-ki-ja-na o-na-to e-ke to-so-de pe-mo 

WHEAT T I 

17 [po-so-re-;J·a te-o-jo do-e-r a o] -na-to e-ke to-so-de pe-mo w H EAT 
T I 4 3 

18 [i-;J'e-re-;J·a pa-ki-;J·a-na o-na]-to e-ke to-so-de pe-mo WHEAT T 3 
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(There are) so many acreages belonging to Pa-ki-Ja-P: 40, 
And there are so many fief-holders upon them : fourteen men. 

§ I The private plot of ?W arnataios, so much seed : 242 I. wheat. 
Now this is how the te/Ulnls hold plots belonging to ? Warnataios: 

? Atukhos the king's artificer holds a lease, so much seed : 2 I. wheat, 
1.,  servant (f.) of the god, holds a lease, so much seed : 32 I. wheat, 
E., servant (m.) of the god, holds a lease, so much seed : 24 I. wheat, 
S., servant (f.) of the god, holds a lease, so much seed : 1 2  I. wheat. 

§ 2 The private plot of Amaruntas, so much seed : 276 l. wheat. 
Now this is how the tenants hold plots belonging to Amaruntas : 

S., servant (m.) of the god, holds a lease, so much seed : 6 J. wheat, 
E., servant (m.) of the god, holds a lease, so much seed : 1 2  I. wheat, 
E., servant (m.) of the god, holds a lease, so much seed : 6 I. wheat, 
? Warnataios the.fief-holder holds a lease, so much seed : 1 2 1 .  wheat, 
E., the servant (f.) of the priestess of Pa-ki-JaP, holds a lease, so much seed : 

1 2  I .  wheat, 
P., servant (f.) of the god, holds a lease, so much seed : 1 8 ! .  wheat, 
The priestess of Pa-ki-:JaP holds a lease, so much seed : 36 I. wheat. 

t da-IIUJ-te: since it cannot be neuter plural, this noun must be either feminine singular 
or plural ; the name of a class of persons (cf. du-IIUJ-te 251 = Jn09 damartes?) is excluded 
by the lack of a M A N  or WOMAN ideogram. The ethnic adjective P., and en-eensi in 
line 2, suggest a topographical term whose initial is repeated in the ideogram DA 

(also found on Knossos tablets of similar context, e.g. 157 = Uf835). If it is a measure 
of area, it is significant that the total amount of WHEAT recorded on this set of 
tablets appears to add up to approximately 40 measures (c. 48oo litres). Webster 
( 1 954) and Furumark ( 1954) accept Damtitir = ' corn-land ' ;  this is doubted by 
CarrateUi ( 1954, p. 225) who suggests a derivative of *dam-fdom-, perhaps ' family 
units' (originally the area of land regarded as sufficient for one household, like the 
Old English ' hide'?) .  

! to-so-de (line 2) : enclitic -de ' and'? These fourteen telestai are evidently the individuals 
whose ktoinai introduce each of the separate paragraphs of the set. The same persons 
are also described as ktoinookhoi on 131 = EpOl ; and ?Warnataios, subject of the first 
paragraph, is described as a telestas when he himself appears as a ' tenant' in the 
second. There is an evident discrepancy in the fact that the set appears to consist 
of only thirteen paragraphs, and it is possible that the ktoinai of § 6 in fact have two 
telestai (a different explanation by Ben nett, see p. 261 ) .  

ko-to-na ki-ti-me-na (line 3) :  it is not clear from the spelling, or  vital to the meaning, 
whether this is to be taken as singular or plural. 

o-na-te-re e-ko-si (lines 4 and 1 1 ) :  note the free variation in word-order (not extended 
to the introductory o-da-a2) shown by the successive recurrences of this phrase; 
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e-ke-si on 115 "" En03 . 21 is clearly a scribaJ lapse, and not to be equated with the 
' spears' of 257 =Jn09 . 3 .  As usual on these tablets, ekMijekhonsi implies ' tenancy ' ,  
not ownership (recorded by the genitive, a s  i n  lines 3 and 10) .  An  alternative con
struction could be: ' how they occupy ?Wamataios' ktoina (singular) ' ;  but the usual 
opposition onaton ktoinii.sfonata ktoinaon suggests that the ktoina is the unit of individual 
working, not the unit of overall ownership. 

1 15  = En03 (74) 

I ru-*83-o ko-to-na-ki-ti-me-(na) to-so-de pe-mo w H E AT I T (5) 
2 o-da-a2 o-na-te-re ru-*83-o ko-to-na e-ko-si 
3 pe-ki-ta ka-na-pe-u wa-na-ka-te-ro ( o] -na-to e-ke to-so-de pe-mo w H EAT T r 
4 mz-ra te-o-jo do-e-ra ( o-na-to) e-ke to-so-de pe-mo w H EAT T I 

5 te-se-u te-o-jo do-e-ro o-na-to e-ke to-so-de pe-mo w HEAT T 4 
6 ma-re-ku-na te-o7jo do-e-ro ( !) o-[ na-to e-ke to-so-de pe ]-mo w H .E AT T 1 
7 e-ko-to te-[o]-jo do-e-ro o-na-to e-ke to-so-de pe-mo WHEAT � 3 
8 ma-zu ? te-[ o-jo do-e ] -ra o-na-to e-ke to-so-de pe-mo w H E AT <1 [3) 
9 e-*65-to te-o-jo do-e-[ro] o-na-to e-ke to-so-de pe-mo w H E AT 4 I 

vacat 
1 1  ai-ti-:Jo-qo ko-to-na ki-ti-me-na to-so-de pe-mo w HEAT I T 5 <I 4 
1 2 o-da-a2 o-na-te-re e-ko-si ai-ti-jo-9p ko-to-na 
1 3 e-pa-sa-na-ti te-o-jo do-e-ra o-na-to e-ke to-so-de pe-mo w H EAT T 2 
1 4 ku-*63-so [te]-o-jo do-e-ro o-na-to e-ke to-so-de pe-mo W H EAT T I 
15 ta-ra2-to te-o-jo do-e-ro o-na-to e-ke to-so-de pe-mo WHEAT T 1 
16 we-te-re-u i-e-re-u o-na-to e-ke to-so-de pe-mo w HEAT T 5 
1 7  e-ko-to te-o-jo do-e-ro o-na-to e-ke to-so-de pe-mo wHEAT T I 

1 8 ko-ri-si-Ja te-o-jo do-e-r a o-na-to e-ke to-so-de pe-mo w HEAT T 5 
vacat 

20 pi-ke-re-wo ko-to-na ki-ti-me-na to-so-de pe-mo w H E A T  2 T 6 
21 o-da-a2 o-na-te-re e-ke-si (sic) pi-ke-re-wo ko-to-na 
22 ai-wa-ja te-o-jo do-e-ra o-na-to e-ke to-so-de pe-mo wHEAT T 
23 pe-ki-ta ka-na-pe-u wa-na-ka-te-ro o-na-to e-ke to-so-de pe-mo 

WHEAT T 2 
24 ko-ri-si-ja te-o-jo do-e-r a o-na-to e-ke to-so-de pe-mo wHEAT T 5 

§ 3 The private plot of R. ,  so much seed : 1 8o I. wheat. 
Now this is how the tenants hold plots belonging to R. : 

P., the king's fuller, holds a lease, so much seed : 1 2 I. wheat, 
? Smila, servant ([) of the god, holds a lease, so much seed : 1 2  I. wheat, 
Theseus, servant (m.) of the god, holds a lease, so much seed:  48 I. wheat, 

etc. 
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§ 4 The private plot of Aithioqus, so much seed: 1 88 !. wheat. 
Now this is how the tenants hold plots belonging to Aithioqus: 

E., servant (f. )  of the god, holds a lease, so much seed : 24 I. wheat, 
etc. 

§ 5 The private plot of Pikreus, so much seed : 3 1 2  I. wheat. 
Now this is how the tenants hold plots belonging to Pikreus: 

Aiwaia, servant (f.) of the god, holds a lease, so much seed: 1 2 !. wheat, 
P., the king's fuller, holds a lease, so much seed : 24 l. wheat, 
Korinsia, servant (f.) of the god, holds a lease, so much seed : 6o I. wheat. 

ru-*83-o (gen.), ru-*83-e (dat.), evidently shows a consonant declension parallel to 
a-ta-no-rofa-ta-no-re, etc. ; but the ending of the dative prevents a comparison with 
names in -is on the model of -me-de-of-me-de-i. If the rare sign *83 conceals the 
alternative spelling of some such name as ru-kew-ofru-kew-e, then the implied syllable
division is quite unprecedented. 

/a-ra1-to (line 15) appears in ' Version B '  as ta-ra-to on 12l = Eo04, where in addition 
e-pa-sa-na-tir is deliberately spelt i-pa-sa-na-ti, and i-e-re-u reappears as i-je-re-u. Such 
variations might perhaps suggest oral dictation rather than visual copying: in eithe.r 
case the scribe has allowed himself some freedom in modifying the precise wording 
of the repetitive formulae. Like Hektor, Korinsia, Pe-ki-ta and We-te-re-u, the man 
Ta-ra1-to is recorded as holding leases of ktoinai belonging to more than one te/estas. 

t 1 16 = En659 
1 qe-re-qo-ta-o ki-ti-rru-na to-so-de pe-mo WHEAT 2 T 3 
2 o-da-a2 o-na-te-re e-ko-si qe-re-qo-ta-o ko-to-na 

ra-su-ro te-o-jo do-e-ro o-na-to e-ke to-so-de pe-mo wHEAT T 1 
4 we-te-re-u i-e-re-u o-na-to e-ke to-so-de be-mo WHEAT T 1 
5 tu-ri-ja-ti te-o-jo do-e-ra e-ke pq.-riJ pe-re-qo-ta (sic) pe-qo-ta to-so pe-mo 

WHEAT T 9 
6 ta-ra2-to te-o-jo do-e-ro o-[ na ]-to e-ke to-so-de pe-mo wHEAT <I 3 

vac at 
8 a-da-ma-o-jo ko-to-na ki-ti-rru-[ na] to-so-de pe-mo w HEAT 1 T 8 
9 o-da-a2 0-[lq.-te-re e-ko-si a-da-ma-o-jiJ ko-to-na 
10 ta-ra2-to te-o-jo do-e-ro o-na-to e-ke to-so-de [pe-mo] WHEAT T 2 <I 4 

vacat 
12 q.-1-q�-wo ko-to-na ki-ti-me-na to-so-de pe-mo wHEAT [ 1 J T 2 
1 3 o-da-at ta-ra2-[ to le ]-o-jo do-e-ro o-na-to e-ke to-so-de pe-mo w H E AT T 1 <I 3 

vacat 
15 ra-ku-ro-jo ko-to-na ki-ti-[rru-na to]-so-de pe-mo WHEAT 1 T 1 <I 3 
16 o-da-a2 i-ra-ta te-o-jo do-e-[ro? o]-na-to e-ke to-so-de pe-mo WHEAT <I 3 

vacat 
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1 8 a-ka-ta-[jo ]:io ko-to-na ki-ti-me-na to-so-de pe-mo WHEAT 3 T 2 
1 9 o-da-a2 ka-ra-[pa3?-so te]-o:io [do-e]-ro o-na-to e-ke W H E AT T 2 
§ 6 The private (plot) of ?Q:ileq"honttis, so much seed : 276 l. wheat. 

Now this is how the tenants hold plots belonging to Q.: 
R., servant (m.) of the god, holds a lease, so much seed : I 2 l. wheat, 
W. the priest holds a lease, so much seed : 1 2 l. wheat, 
Thuriatis, servant (f.) of the god, from P. ( !) the old man, so much seed : 

108 l. wheat, 
T., servant (m.) of the god, holds a lease, so much seed : 6 l. wheat. 

§ 7 The private plot of Admaos, so much seed : 2 I 6 I. wheat. 
Now this is how the tenants hold plots belonging to Admaos: 

T., servant (m.) of the god, holds a lease, so much seed : 32 l. wheat. 
§ 8 The private plot of A-eus, so much seed : I 44 I. wheat. 

Now this is how T., servant (m.) of the god, holds a lease, so much seed : 
t 8  1. wheat. 

§ g The private plot of R., so much seed: I 38 l. wheat. 
Now this is how I., servant of the god, holds a lease, so much seed : 6 1. wheat. 

§ to  The private plot of Aktaios, so much seed : 384 l. wheat. 
Now this is how K., servant (m.) of the god, holds a lease, so much seed : 

24 l. wheat. 

qe-re-qo-ta-o : perhaps the equivalent of a classical *T11�-<p6VTTJs, cf. Ti)�cpos. It is t 
remarkable that the other occurrences of this individual's name, including that on 
line 5 of the same tablet, are spelt with initial pe-. Ben nett regards this as betraying 
a less archaic pronunciation of the labio-velar; if so, it shows, surprisingly, the 
Aeolic development rather than the Arcadian. On Eb22 and on 148 = Ep04 . 10 
pe-re-qo-ta is qualified as pa-da-je-ufpa-de-we-u (an ethnic?), and in ' Version B '  
( 123 = Eo06) the dative pa-da-je-we replaces his name entirely. The possibility cannot 
be excluded that the additional word pe-qo-ta (connected with npea�V'Tlls?) of 
116 = En659 . 5 and of 123 = Eo06 . 4, 6 serves to distinguish one Telephontes from 
another, thus explaining the absence of a fourteenth paragraph. But though 
qe-re-qo-ta-o in line t might conceivably be genitive plural, it could hardly be dual. 
A further difficulty is presented by the fact that ' Version B' of § 6 shows an extra 
' tenant' in line 6. 

Liru 10: o-na-te-re is used in the plural even though only one entry follows. This anomaly 
is corrected in the remaining three paragraphs by a telescoped version of the formul:t, 
of which only o-da-a2 (Mda ar ' thus in turn'?) remains. 

1 1 7 = En0l [467) 

1 ti-pado:io ko-to-na ki-ti-me-na to-so-de pe-mo w HEAT 8 T 3 
vacal 
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3 po-te-wo ko-to-rza ki-ti-me-( na) to-so-de pe-mo wHEAT 2 T 4 
vacat 

5 pi-ri-ta-wo-no ko-lo-na ki-ti-me-na ke-ra-me-wo to-so-de pe-mo w H EAT 1 T 1 

§ 1 1  The privat� plot of Thisbaios (the shepherd) : 996 l. wheat, 
§ 1 2  the private plot of Ponteus: 288 l. wheat, 
§ 1 3  the private plot of Brithawon the (royal) potter, so much seed : 132 !. 

wheat. 

Although these last three entries show ktoinai no smaller than the rest, they are dis
tinguished by having no subsidiary ' tenants', and also by considerable variations of 
wording in ' Version B ' .  

VERSION B 
Its main differences from ' Version A' are the omission of the o-da-a2 formula 

introducing the ' tenants ' ;  its replacement by the phrase 'pa-ro X (dat.) ' in 
each entry; the elimination of to-so-de pe-mo; and the expansion on e-ke to 

t e-ke-qe. This last peculiarity, which apparently adds nothing to the meaning, 
has been discussed by Carratelli ( 1954a, pp. 223-4), who suggests that it is 
a ' fossilized ' first half of an original ' both . . .  and' formula with two verbs: 
note, however, that e-ke-qe e-u-ke-to-qe on 140 = Eb35 is probably not an 
example of ' both . . .  and', since its ' Version A' on 135 =Ep704.5 agrees with 
the other entries in reverting to e-ke e-u-ke-to-qe. This -q"e used by the scribe 
of ' Version B '  should probably be explained either as another example of the 
puzzling early use ofTE to mean something other than strictly ' and' (Schwyzer, 
Gram. u, pp. 574-6), or as an indication that he regarded the naming of the 
' tenant'  as a separate proposition, i.e. ' (Here is) X., and he holds a lease', 
or the like. 

t 1 1 8  = EoOl (21 1 ] 
1 wa-na-ta-jo-jo ko-to-na ki-ti-me-na w H EAT 2 [ 4 1 ]  
2 a-tu-ko e-te-do-mo e-ke-qe o-na-to pa-ro wa-na-la-[jo] w H EAT 4 1 
3 i-ni-ja te-o-jo do-e-ra e-ke-qe o-na-to pa-ro wa-na-ta-[jo] w H E A T  

[T  2 4 4] 
4 e-* 65-to te-o:io do-e-ro e-ke-qe o-11a-to pa-ro wa-( na )-ta-[jo] 

WHEAT (T 2) 
5 si-ma te-o-jo do-e-ra e-ke-qe o-na-to pa-ro wa-na-ta-jo w H EAT T 1 

§ 1 The private plot of ?Warnataios: 242 l. wheat. 
?Atukhos the artificer, and he holds a lease from W. : 2 1. wheat, 

etc. 
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1 19 = Eo02 [224] 
1 a-ma-ru-ta-o ko-to-na-ki-ti-me-na w H EAT 2 T [3] 

so-u-ro te-o-jo do-e-ro e-ke-qe o-[ na Hp-pg-rp (a-ma-ru-ta] 'Pa-ra-ko' 
WHEAT 4 3 

3 e-do-mo-ne-u te-o-jo do-e-ro e-ke-qe o-[na-to) pa-ro (a-ma-ru-ta) 'pa-ra-ko' 
WHEAT T I 

e-sa-ro te-o-jo do-e-ro e-ke-qe o-[ na-to] pa-ro a-ma-ru-ta w H EAT 4 3 
5 wa-na-ta:jo te-re-ta e-ke-qe o-na-to pa-ro a-ma-ru-ta w 11 EAT T 1 
6 e-ra-ta-ra i-je-re-ja do-e-ra pa-ki-Ja-na e-ke-qe pa-ro a-ma-ru-ta W H EAT T 1 
7 po-so-re-ja te-o-jo do-e-ra e-ke-qe o-na-to pa-ro (a-ma-ru-ta) 'ta-ta-ro' 

W H E AT T I 4 3 
8 i-je-re-ja pa-ki-ja-na e-ke-qe o-na-to pa-ro a-ma-ru-ta wHEAT T 3 

§ 2 The private plot of Amaruntas: 276 I. wheat. 
S., servant of the god, and he holds a lease from Phalaikos (Amaruntas erased) : 

6 I. wheat, 
etc. 

Lines 2, 3 and 7: the action of the scribe in erasing ' Amaruntas' and recording that the 
' leases' are in fact held from Phalaikos and Tantalos is not taken into account in 
' Version A'. Are these two men, who appear separately on 131 = EpOI as lctoinoolclwi, 
relatives of Amaruntas? Or are they holders of some kind of intermediate lease, 
So-u-ro and the others being sub-tenants? 

120 = Eo03 
1 [ ru-*83-0) 

[peH1-ta 

(276) 
te-u-ta-ra-ko-ro ki-ti-me-[na ko]-to-na W H EAT I T 5 

ka-na-pe-u wa-na-ka-te-ro e-ke-qe [ o ]-na-to (pa-ro) ru-*83-e 
WHEAT T I 

mz-ra te-o-jo do-e-ra e-ke-qe o-na-to pa-ro ru-*83-e W H EA T T 1 
4 te-se-u te-o-jo do-e-ro e-ke-qe o-na-to pa-ro ru-*83-e WHEAT T 4 

5 T(UJ.-re-ku-na le-o-jo do-e-ra ( ! ) e-ke-qe o-na-to pa-ro ru-* 83-e wHEAT T I 
6 e-ko-to te-o-jo do-e-ro e-ke-qe o-na-to pa-ro ru-*83-e W H EAT 4 3 
7 ma-zu ? te-o-(jo) do-e-ra e-ke-qe o-na-to pa-ro ru-*83-e W H EAT 4 3 
8 e-*65-to te-o-jo do-e-ro-e-ke-qe o-na-to pa-ro ru-*83-e w H E AT 4 1 
§ 3 The private plot of R. the beetroot-gathmr: I So I. wheat. 

P., the king's fuller, and he holds a lease (from) R . :  1 2  I. wheat, 
etc. 

Line t. The occupation te-u-ta-ra-lco-ro (teutl-agoros?) recurs on PY An09. If it agrees t 
with R. here, we must assume that the genitival ( -jo) has been omitted in error. Or 
shou Id we read 'the private plot of the beetroot-gatherers (vested in) R.'? 
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t 121 =Eo04 [247] 

1 at-lt:JO-qo ki-ti-me-na ko-to-na I to-so-de-pe-mo wH EAT [ I T 5 <I 4] 
2 e-ko-to te-o-jo do-e-ro e-ke-qe o-na-to pa-ro ai-ti-jo-qe ko-to-no-o-ko 

WHEAT T ( 1 )  
3 ko-ri-si-ja te-o-jo do-e-ra e-ke-qe o-na-to ki-ti-me-na ko-to-na 

[ai-ti-jo-qo] 'ai-ti-jo-qe' wH EAT T 5 
4 [e-pa-sa-na-ti) 'i-pa-sa-na-ti' te-o-jo do-e-ra e-ke-qe o-na-to pa-ro 

ai-ti-jo-qe wHEAT T 2 

5 ku-*63-so te-o-jo do-e-ro e-ke-qe o-na-to pa-ro ai-ti-jo-qe wHEAT T 
6 ta-ra-to te-o:J'o do-e-ro e-ke-qe o-na-to pa-ro az-lt:Jo-qe wHEAT T I 
7 we-te-re-u t:Je-re-u e-ke-qe o-na-to pa-ro ai-ti-jo-qe wHEAT T 5 

§ 4 The private plot of Aithioqus, so much seed : 188 I. wheat. 
Hektor, servant (m.) of the god, and he holds a lease from Aithioqus the 

plot-owner: I 2  I. wheat, 
Korinsia, servant (f.) of the god, and she holds a lease of a private plot 

belonging to Aithioqus: 6o I. wheat, 
I . ,  servant (f.) of the god, and she holds a lease from Aithioqus: 24 !. wheat, 

etc. 

Line 2 :  note the addition of ktoinookMi to describe the actual owner of the plot. 
Line 3: the variant formula introduced here by the scribe does not seem to indicate any 

distinction in sense; and il does not appear in ' Version A '  (115 = En03 . 18) ; but 
note that the list of ' tenants' there begins with E-pa-sa-na-ti, which in ' Version B'  
is the first entry to have the completely normal formula. The scribe's original 
Ai-ti-jo-qo (gen.) in line 3 is of course correct; it appears to have been altered to -qe 
under the influence of the Ai-ti-jo-qe which occurs (correctly) in all the other entries. 

122 = Eo05 [ 160) 
1 pi-ke-re-wo ko-to-na ki-ti-me-na I to-so-de pe-mo [wH EAT] 2 T 6 
2 ai-wa-ja te-o-jo do-e-ra e-ke-qe o-na-to pa-ro pi-ke-re-we wH EAT T 1 
3 pe-ki-ta ka-na-pe-u wa-na-ka-te-ro e-ke-qe o-na-to pa-ro 'pi-ke-re-we' 

WHEAT T 2 
4 [ ko-ri-si]-ja te-o-jo do-e-ra e-ke-qe o-na-to pa-ro pi-ke-re-we wH EAT T 5 

§ 5 The private plot of Pikreus, so much seed : 3 I 2 I. wheat. 
Aiwaia, servant (f.) of the god, and she holds a lease from Pikreus: 1 2  I. wheat. 

etc. 

t 123 = Eo06 (444) 
1 (? qe-re-qo-ta-o ko]-to-na ki-ti-me-na WH EAT 4 
2 [ra-su-ro te-o:J·o do-e ]-!9 e-ke-qe o-n a-to pa-ro pa-da-je-we [wHEAT T I ]  
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3 [ we-te-re-u ije] -re-u e-ke-qe o-na-to pa-ro pa-daje-we wHEAT [T 1 ]  
4 [tu-rija-ti le-ojo do-e-ra] e-ke-qe pa-ro pa-daje-we pe-qo-la w HEAT [ nn] 
s [ta-ra2-to te-ojo do-e]-n> e-ke-qe pa-ro pa-da-Je-we WHEAT [� 3] 
6 [ ? ] e-ke-qe pa-[ro pa]-daje-we pe-qo-ta WHEAT T [nn] 
§ 6 The private plot of Q. : 480 1. wheat, 

etc. 

124 = Eo3 5 1 (former! y Ec02) 
1 a-da-ma-(o)-Jo ��-��-na ki-!i-[me-na WHEAT I T 8] 
2 ta-ra2-to te-�-j� do-e-[ro e-ke-qe o-na-to pa-ro a-da-ma-o WHEAT T 2 <1 4] 
§ 7 The private plot of Admaos: 2 I 6 1. wheat. 

T., servant (m.) of the god, and he holds a lease from Admaos: 32 !. wheat. 

125 = Eo4 7 1 (including former Ec03) t 
1 a-i-qe-wo ko-to-na ki-ti-me-na wHEAT 1 T 2 
2 ta-ra2-to te-o-Jo do-e-ro e-ke-qe o-na-to pa-ro a-i-qe-we WHEAT T I � 3 
§ 8 The private plot of A. : I 44 I. wheat. 

T., servant (m.) of the god, and he holds a lease from A. : I 8  1. wheat. 

126 = Eo281 (formerly Ec04) 
1 [ra-ku-rojo ko-to-na ki-ti-me-na] w H E AT I T I � 3 
2 [i-ra-ta tc-ojo do-e-ro ? e ]-��-qe o-na-tu pu-ru ra-ku-ro wHEAT <I 3 
§ 9 The private plot of R. : I 38 1. wheat, 

1., the servant of the god, and he (?) holds a lease from R.:  6 1. wheat. 

127 = Eo269 (formerly Eb26) 
. . ko-to-na ki-ti-me-na 

a-ka-la-.JO-.JO wHEAT 3 T 2 
ka-na-pe-wo f to-so-de pe-mo 

Eo G E :  ka-ra-pa3-so te-ojo do-e-ro e-ke-qe o-na-to pa-ro a-ka-tajo 
to-so-de pe-mo w H E AT T 2 

§ IO  The private plot of Aktaios the fuller, so much seed : 384 I. wheat. 
K., servant (m.) of the god, and he holds a lease from Aktaios, so much seed : 

24 !. wheat. 

+ 
+ 

128 = Eo278 (formerly EbO I )  � 
ti-pa2-jo po-me e-ke-qe wo-wo ko-to-no w H E AT (8 T 3 ?] 
§ I I Thisbaios the shepherd, and he holds the confines of two (?) plots : 996 ?  I .  

wheat. 
ko-to-no (scarcely xeov6s) can apparently only be explained as a dual (ktoinoin?), in 

the declension of which Mycenaean feminines do not show -a- (p. 84) .  The phrase 
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recurs on 141 = Eb20 as ke-ke-me-no ko-to-[no?] wo-wo, which is replaced on 135 -
Ep704 simply by ke-ke-me-no. Wo-wo seems to represent worwon(s), either the Homeric 
ovpov ' land-measure' or opos ' boundary, boundary-stone'. 

129 = Eo268 (formerly Ea20' 
po-te-wo / ko-to-na w H EAT 2 T 4 
§ I 2 The plot of Ponteus : 288 I. wheat. 

1 30 = Eo37 1 (formerly Ea24) 

[pi-ri]-ta-wo-(no) 
ke-ra-me-wo wa-na-ka-te-ro-(Jo) 
ko-to-rw-ki-ti-me-na 

W H EAT ( I  T 1 )  

§ 1 3  The private plot of Brithawon the king's potter: r 3 2  I .  wheat. 
The lack of concordance in the description of the potter seems to be due to a confusion 

between the two varieties of this formula, either Britluiwon ekhd . . .  or Brithiiwonos 
ktoina . . . . 

3. THE SECOND PYLOS S E T  

' Version A'  of this set is contained on a single tablet, 1 3 1 = Ep01 . This is 
apparently a resume of the ' communal plots ' which are rented (presumably 
at Pa-ki-Ja-, too) by the same important class of men who are recorded as 
owning ' private plots' of their own in the • first set' of tablets. Six of the 
telestai of that set reappear in this list, together with the two names Phalaikos 
and Tantalos which are added over erasure on 1 19  = Eo02. Also listed are 
A-tu-ko e-te-do-mo, only a ' tenant ' in the ' first set', and two men Ku-so and 
Ke-ra-u-Jo whom we do not meet again. 

The different wording which distinguishes the first and second sections of 
1 3 1  = EpOl reappears in the individual tablets of ' Version B '  (except that 
e-ke-qe there extends throughout), but it is difficult to say whether a definite 
distinction of meaning is implied. ' Version B '  shows that ktoinookhos (written 
in smaller letters over EpOl . 2) should be inserted at the end of each entry in 
the first section. As in lines 8- 14, it should evidently be taken to mean 
'Aithioqus holds a lease from the dtimos, being himself a plot-owner ' ;  compare 
148 = Ep04 . 1 1 ,  where the present participle of the verb ' to be' is in fact added : 
[Phalai]kos . . .  , ktoinookhos eon. Carratelli rightly criticizes Furumark's analysis 
ktoinookhos-paro-dtimoi, ' one who holds his plot from the dtimos'. 

The leases of ' communal plots' by men and women who are not themselves 
ktoinookhoi are catalogued on the large Ep- tablets in the ' fourth set' (below, 
p. 258). 
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V E RSION  A 
13 1  = EpOl [30 1 ]  

1 ke-ke-me-na ko-to-na a-no-no / to-so-de pe-mo [wHEAT 1 T r ?) 
2 ai-ti-jo-qo o-na-to e-ke pa-ro da-mo ke-ke-me-na ko-to-na 'ko-to-no o-ko' 

to-so [pe-mo] W H EAT r T 4 4 3 
3 wa-na-ta-jo o-na-to e-ke pa-ro da-mo ke-ke-me-na ko-to-na to-so-de-pe-mo 

WHEAT T 5 
1 a-da-ma-o o-na-to e-ke pa-ro da-mo ke-ke-me-na ko-to-na to-so-[de pe]·mo 

WHEAT T 4 
5 a-tu-ko e-te-do-mo o-na-to e-ke pa-ro da-mo ke-ke-me-na ko-[to-na to-so 

pe-mo W H E AT nn) 
6 !�-!�-ro o-rza-to e-ke pa-ro da-mo ke-ke-me-na ko-to-na to-so-pe-mo 

[wH EAT T 5 ?] 
vacat 

8 pi-ke-re-u e-ke-qe ke-ke-me-na ko-to-na ko-to-no-o-ko to-so pe-mo [wH EAT nn] 
9 ra-ku-ro e-ke-qe ke-ke-me-na ko-to-na ko-to-rzo-o-ko to-so pe-mo wH EAT [ nn] 
1 0  ku-so e-ke-qe ke-ke-me-na ko-to-na ko-to-no-o-ko to-so pe-mo wH EAT 4 [ nn] 
1 1  ke-ra-u-jo e-ke-qe ke-ke-me-na ko-to-na ko-to-no-o-ko to-(so )-pe-mo 

W H E AT T 4 
1 2 pa-ra-ko e-ke-qe ke-ke-me-na ko-to-na ko-to-no-o-ko to-so-pe-mo wHEAT T 7 
1 3  ko-tu-[ro2] e-ke-qe ke-ke-me-na ko-to-na ko-to-no-o-ko to-so pe-mo 

WHEAT T I 
14 a-i-qe-u e-ke-qe ke-ke-me-na ko-to-na ko-to-no-o-ko to-so pe-mo wHEAT T 6 

§ 1 Communal plots not leased, so much seed : I 32? I. wheat. 

§ 2 Aithioqus holds the lease of a communal plot from the village (being himself) 
a plot-owner: so much seed : I 74 I. wheat, 

§ 3 W. holds the lease of a communal plot from the village (being himself 
a plot-owner) : so much seed : 6o I. wheat, 

etc. 

§ 1 3  A-i-qe-u, and he holds a communal plot (being himself) a plot-owner: 
so much seed : 72 I. wheat. 

t 

a-no-no: Webster ( 1 954, p. 1 3) and Carratelli independently agree with us in suggesting t 
a compound adjective an-onoi ' not subject to o-na-to ', which would explain the 
absence of a personal name in the first position. But who actually farms this land? 
Ea22 contains the puzzling annotation ke-ke-me-na ko-to-na-(a)-no-no: Amphialos ekhei. 
The new tablet Ea801 reads Klu(me)noio melitiwos ktoina a-no-no ke-ke-me- [na?] . 
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VERSION B 
As Bennett has pointed out to us, the entries of 131 = EpOl are duplicated 

by the separate tablets Eb818 (§ 1 ) ,  Eb08 (§ 2) ,  Eb09 (§3), Eb747 (§ 4), Eb05 
(§ 7) ,  Eb02 (§ 8), Eb893 (§ g) ,  Eb04 (§ 10) , Eb03 (§ 1 1 ) , Eb23 + 892 (§ 1 2 )  and 
Eb895 (§ 13) .  

132 = Eb818 (including former Ea21 )  
ke-ke-me-na ko-lo-na a-no-no to-so·de pe-mo wHEAT 1 T (8] ' 1 '  
§ 1 Communal plots not leased, so much seed : 132 I .  wheat. 

133  = Eb08( + 846) 
1 ai-ti-jo-qo e-ke-qe o-na-to ke-ke-me-na ko-to-na 
2 pa-ro da-mo ko-to-no-o-ko / to-so-de pe-mo w HE AT 1 T 4 <I 3 
§ 2 Aithioqus, and he holds the lease of a communal plot from the village 

(being himself) a plot-owner : so much seed : 1 74 !. wheat. 

134 = Eb895 + 906 
1 a-i-qe-u e-ke-qe ke-ke-me-na ko-to-na 
2 ko-to-no-o-ko to-so-de pe-mo wHEAT T 6 
§ 1 3  A., and he holds a communal plot (being himself) a plot-owner :  so much 

seed : ? 72 I. wheat. 

4. THE T H I R D  PYLOS SET 

The subjects of this list, which contains several formulae unique in complexity, 
seem to share a religious function. Only two of the entries refer specifically to 
ondta paro dtimoi; some at least of the remainder evidently describe other, more 
obscure, kinds of holding. 

VERSJON A 
1 35 = Ep704 

1 o-pe-to-re-u qe-ja-me-no e-ke ke-ke-me-na ko-to-na to-so pe-mo [wHEAT] 2 T 5 
2 u-wa-mi-ja te-o-jo do-e-ra o-na-to e-ke-qe i-je-re-ja �,-ra to-so pe-mo 

WHEAT T I <I 3 
3 e-ri-ta i-je-re-ja o-na-to e-ke ke-ke-me-na ko-to-na pa-ro da-mo to-so pe-mo 

WHEAT T 4 
4 ki-ri-te-wi-ja o-na-to e-ko-si ke-ke-me-na ko-to-na pa-ro da-mo to-so pe-mo 

WH EAT I T 9 
5 e-ri-ta i-je-re-ja e-ke e-u-ke-to-qe e-to-ni-jo e-kt.-e te-o / da-mo-de-mi pa-si 

ko-to-na-o 
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T 9 6 lce-ke-me-na-o o-na-to e-lce-e to-so pe-mo w H E AT 3 

7 lca-pa-ti-Ja lca-ra-wi-po-ro e-ke Ice-Ice-me-no o-pe-ro-sa du-wo-u-pi wo-ze-e 
o-u-wo-ze [to) 

8 to-[so pe-mo W H E A T  nn] t 

§ 1 O.Q.. holds a communal plot, so much seed : 300 I. wheat, 

§ 2 Huamia, servant (f.) of the god, and she holds as a lease a geras of the 
priestess ; so much seed : I 8 I. wheat, 

§ 3 Eritha the priestess holds the lease of a communal plot from the village; 
so much seed : 48 I. wheat, 

§ 4 The /c.-women hold the lease of a communal plot from the village, so much 
seed : 228 I. wheat, 

§ 5 Eritha the priestess holds (this), and she claims that (her) god holds the 
freehold; but the village says that he/she (merely?) holds the lease of communal 
plots : so much seed: 468 I. wheat, 

§ 6 Karpathia the key-bearer (f.) holds two (?) communal (plots) ; although 
under an obligation to perform with the two, she does not perform : so much 
seed : x I. wheat. 

o-pe-to-re-u qt-jtZ-mr-no: the vocalization of these wo11.ls is uncertain. Are they both 
proper names, or is one a title? In ' Version B '  the first is spelt o-pe-te-re-u (cf. 
Oq>ehp€\iw 'sweep'? ) ;  similarly on Ea805 : o-pe-te-re-u e-ru-ka a-no-pa1-si-ja. The 
last word, which apparently describes the cause or justification of his holding, seems 
to be a noun parallel to classical compounds with -j3acria. 

Line 2 :  the position of onaton before elr.hti q•e seems ungrammatical and does not corre
spond with ' Version B ' :  it is perhaps due to confusion by the copyist with the 
wording ontiton elr.hti seen in the next line. If o-na-to lr.e-ra really means ontiton geras 
' a  beneficial pension ', one might have expected paro hiertitii, 'from the priestess' .  

ki-ri-te-wi-ja : the function of these women is uncertain (see 28 = An42, p. 1 67) .  
Lines s-6: the 'communal plots' here are evidently quite distinct from the small ' lease 

from the village' attributed to the same priestess in line 3· She is presumably the 
same ' priestess of Pa-lr.i-ja- '  who also holds a '  lease' from Amaruntas in 119 = Eo02 . 8. 
As the congruent elr.hei ' has' and phtisi = 'f>'t]O"i show, eulr.hetoi is in the present tense, 
with ' Arcadian ' -'TOI for Attic -'Tm (see p. 87) :  it does not mean ' prays' or ' boasts ' 
but 'solemnly or insistently declares ', which is nearest to its original sense. Th" ' 
construction with infinitive is only used in Homer of the subject of the verb: e\i)(OIJOI 
elva1 ' I  claim to be . . .  ' ; should one translate here 'and she claims to hold the 
e-to-ni-jo for her god '? 

The meaning of e-to-ni-jo is uncertain. It  recurs only on 146 = Eb34 (cf. Ep03 . 14),  
of 'communal plots' held by Amphimedes; and on 55 =An724 . 1 2 (see p. 188). It 

10 253 C O l  
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seems to describe a privileged title to originally ' communal' land, quite distinct from 
the status of ' ownership' implied by the term ktimenai. See Vocabulary, p. 394, and 
cf. Carratelli, 19540, p. 106. 

The construction of the second half of the sentence, and the explanation of the 
divergent wording in • Version B ' , are problematical. In da-ma-de-mi the third syllable 
must be the enclitic -de which articulates the second clause in ' Version B ' :  the pro
posed dlimas de min follows the normal word-order, cf. Od. IV, 1 16, v6T)a< Se �·v 
Mevet..aos, etc. Compare e-ke-de-mi a2-ku-mi-ja on Na70 :  �XEt Se �·v 'A� �tOS, where 
min would appear to mean ' i t '  rather than ' himfher' (the most frequent Homeric 
use). �·v is the anaphoric pronoun referring back to a person just mentioned : it is 
not reflexive except in subordinate clauses with a new grammatical subject, e.g. ll. 
v, 845: 'A6flvTJ Siiv' "A•Sos KvveT)v, �f) �tv !Sot 6!3p•�os "Api\S· This sentence cannot 
therefore mean ' but she says that she herself has . . .  ', which one might deduce from 
the apparcn t wording of ' Version B '  alone. Another alternative might be ' but she 
says that the damas has . . .  ' ;  but this leaves min without a reasonable explanation, 
and it would be most unexpected if the priestess, whose name introduces the whole 
sentence, should at the end turn out not to be herself the party interested in the 
amount of seed corn listed. The same objection can be levelled at Carratelli and 
Wcbster when they translate the ka-ta-na-a-ka of ' Version B' as ' but (she declares) 
that the plot-owners have . . .  ' . That the dtimas should be so personified that it can 
be recorded as ' saying' something is not unreasonable, even for this date: in the 
aniilan para damoi formula it occupies the same position as human beings do in antitan 
para Aitfliaq•ei, etc. 

kliiwipharas : as suggested by the order hiereia kliiwipharas q"e on 142 = Eb32, and by the 
parallel hiereiiis daelasfKarpathiiis daelas on Ep03 . 8-9 (and cf. 27 = Ae08/Ae09), this 
female title is that of a religious office (' temple superintendent ' ?) .  Compare Attic 
I<M1Soii)(os ' priestess ' ;  Kt..e1So<p6pos; Doric Kt..q:Ko<p6pos, title of a priest at Messene 
(IG 5(1) . 1 447) .  In 'Version B '  the word [ . .  ]-ja-pi (probably Pa-ki-ja-pi as on 
257 = J n09 . 7) is added : compare hiereia Pa-ki-ja-na on 119 = Eo02 . 8. 

aphilansa duauphi warz:.un au warz:.ei : though mis-spelt wa-z:.o-e, the first verb was recognized 
as an infinitive in ' Version B' by Carratelli ( 1 954a, p. 1 1 0), before the publication 
of Ep704. Formally identical with Homeric pe3w ' act, accomplish (a deed), perform 
(a sacrifice)' and with its doublet �pSw (*repyjw > •rtpzSw) of the same meanings, 
its significance in this context is uncertain. Variant forms of the same formula are 
repeated on 148 = Ep04 (see p. 261 )  and on three fragmentary tablets: 

Ep04 .6 ,  7, 9, 1 3 :  . . . ekhei q"e warz:.ei q"e . 
. . . he both holds the land and 'performs'. 

Ep04 . 4 :  . . .  ] duauphi teleiaen, auq"e warz:.ei . 
. . . (under an obligation) to • perform' with two, but he does not ' perform '. 

t Eb39 + 940 : . . .  o ]philiin q"e teleiaen, auq•e teleiii . 
. . . and under an obligation to ' perform', but he does not ' perform' .  

Eb40 : . . . te J leiaen, hemei de teleiii . 
. . . (under an obligation to ' perform' with two), but he ' performs' with one. 
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Eb37 :  . . .  ] duouphi de [ . . .  
. . . but (he ' performs') with two. 
Carratelli ( 1954a, p. 1 1 0) supports the interpretation wor�ei = ' cultivates, ploughs', 

a meaning which is not shown by the classical pf.3w/epow, but which might perhaps 
be inferred from yEwpy6s, Homeric fpya 'cultivated lands'

' 
and from epy6:30IJOI in 

I-Icsiod. The expressions ' with one', 'with two' might then refer to the multiple 
ploughing stipulated when fallow land was brought back into cultivation (Thornson, 
1 949, p. 309) ; and these entries might be taken as implying possible penalties for the 
non-cultivation ofland, similar to those mentioned in the Hittite Code (above, p. 233) 
and in §§ 42-3 of Hammurabi's code (Pritchard, 1950) : 

' If a seignior rented a field for cultivation, but has not produced grain in the field, 
they shall prove that he did not work on the field and he shall give grain to the owner 
of the field on the basis of those adjoining it .  If he did not cultivate the field, but has 
neglected it, he shall give grain to the owner of the field on the basis of those adjoining 
i t ;  furthermore, the field which he neglected he shall break up with mattocks, harrow 
and return to the owner of the field.' 

It is very remarkable, however, that the fact of '? cultivating' or ' not ?cultivating' 
should only be recorded for a minute fraction of the total number of tenants. If the 
pe-mo is regarded as a tax, then this might be payable whether the land was cultivated 
or not, as in the Hammurabi clause; but if it is actually seed grain issued, then its 
provision for uncultivated land seems senseless. Carratelli has himself pointed out 
that the wor�ei formula is almost entirely confined to entries concerning the type of 
holding called ka-ma. The present participle wor�onjwor�ontes is also restricted to a 
corresponding class of men called ka-ma-e-we (and once to a mo-ro-pa2 moropptis 
' ? portion-owner' on 57=An43). From the variations in the formula, particularly 
Ep04 .4, it appears th:;tt wor�ei is synonymous with te-re-ja (grd sing. present from 
*TEAEIOIJI = Homeric TEAEiw ' pay ' ? ) ;  and it is more probable that these verbs refer 
to some kind of feudal dues or services which a holding of ka-ma land entails. 

Compare the following two entries on Ep03, which diverge from the orzaton paro 
damoi formula general on the remainder of the tablet, and which may be intended 
to be synonymous: 

Li11e 5: Psoleia theoio dQelii onato11 ekhei [paro X.] kamaiwei worzontei : 
'She holds a lease from the kama-owner, who renders the services.' 

Line 7 :  Meleus hiereiiis doe/()s ontiton ekhei paro [Pto]lematiii kamaewei, ouq"e wor�ei : 
' He holds a lease from the kama-owner, and does not himself render the services.' 
It is significant that on all other entries except Ep03 . 7 which refer to 'not per

forming' we have an explanatory clause with ophilonjophllonsa ' although being under 
an obligation to do so'. , 

This stipulation may reflect a similar situation to that in § 47 of the Hittite Code 
(later recension) : 

' If any one buys all the fields of a " craftsman", they shall ask the king, and he 
shall render those services which the king orders. If there still remain fields in the 
hands of the man from whom he buys, he shall not render the services. '  

255 10·2 
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The precise meaning of the instrumentals duouphi ' with two' and e-mt ' with one' 
(cf. 236 = Ta641 . 1 )  is hard to determine. It is possible that kt-kt-mt-no here implies 
a pair of ktoinai (cf. 128 = Eo278), and one might argue that the ' key-bearer' is 
consequently called upon to render services 'in respect of the two of them'. The 
other examples of the same formula, however, are all fragmentary, and it is impossible 
to check whether they also refer to multiple holdings. 

V ERSION B 

136 = Eb31 [294) 
1 o-pe-te-re-u qe-ja-me-no e-ke-qe ke-ke-me-na ko-to-na 
2 to-so-de pe-mo WHEAT 2 T 5 
§ 1 O.Q.., and he holds a communal plot, so much seed: 300 l. wheat. 

t l 37 = Eb30 [416) 
1 u-wa-mi-ja te-o-jo do-e-ra e-[ ke ]-qe i-Je-[re-ja] ke-ra o-[ na-to] 
2 to-so-de pe-mo W H E A T  T � 4 S 
§ 2 Huamia, servant (f.) ofthe god, and she holds ofthe priestess a geras-lease 

(a beneficial pension ?),  so much seed : 30 ? l. wheat. 

1 38 = Eb10 [409) 
1 i-je-re-:Ja pa-ki-ja-na e-ke-[ qe o-na-to ke-kt-me-na] 
2 k.o-to-na pa-ro-da-mo [to-so pe-mo W H E AT T 4 ?] 
§ 3 The priestess of Pa-ki-ja-P holds the lease of a communal plot from the village, 

so much seed : ? 48 l. wheat. 

t l 39 = Eb21 ( + Ebl4) [321]  
1 [ki-ri-wi-] 'ki-ri-te-wi-ja' e-ko-si [o-na-ta ke-ke ]-me-na-o 
2 ko-[ to-na-o pa-ro da-mo to-so ]-de pe-mo w H E AT I T 9 
§ 4 The k..-women hold the leases of communal plots from the village, so much 

seed : 228 l. wheat. 
Note that the 'leases' and plots are here in the plural, compared with singular in 

' Version A'.  The fragment printed together with Eb21 in PT I has been found 
not to belong with it. 

140 = Eb35 [297] (see plate Ill (a), facing p. I I I ) 

1 i-Je-re-ja e-ke-qe e-u-ke-to-qe e-to-ni-:Jo e-ke-e te-o 
2 ko-to-no-o-ko-de ko-to-na-o k.e-k.e-me-na-o o-na-ta e-ke-e 
3 W H EAT 3 T 9 4 3 
§ 5 The priestess, and she holds (this), and she claims the (her) god holds the 

freehold, but the actual plot-owner (claims) that hefshe holds the [eQSeS of 
communal ploto; : 474 1. wheat. 
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The divergences from ' Version A '  are as follows: the omission of' Eritha';  the enclitic 
in ekhei q"e; the substitution of ktoinookhos de for damos de min phiisi; the omission of 
to-sB pe-mo ; and the additional <I 3 in the total. Our translation assumes that the t 
' village' is here referred to as the recognized or reputed ktoinookhos of the site; but 
an alternative might be ' . . .  but she claims that she holds the leases, being herself 
a plot-owner' (cf. 131 = EpOl . 2) .  A similar analysis is made by Chantraine (1955, 
p. 25)· 

141 = Eb20 [338] 
1 ka-pa-ti-ja ka-ra-wi-po-[ro pa-ki]-ja-pi e-ke-qe f to-so-de pe-mo 
2 ke-ke-me-no ko-to-[ no] wo-wo o-pe-ro-i�-de wo-;;o-e o-wo-;;e wHEAT [ nn] 

§ 6 Karpathia, the key-bearer (f.) at Pa-ki-ja-P, and she holds the confines of 
two (?) communal plots; but though under an obligation to perform, she does 
not perform : so much seed: x 1. wheat. 

The words to-so-de pe-mo have evidently been fitted into the end of line 1 due to lack 
of space. The wording shows a number of divergences from that of ' Version A'. 
The last two words, which at first resisted reasonable explanation (cf. Evidence, 
p. 101 ) ,  are now shown to be mis-spellings, wo-zo-e standing for wo-ze-e =worzeen, 
and o-wo-ze for the more correct o-u-wo-ze. 

As a pendant to the ' third set' may be added a further tablet devoted to the 
priestess and her acolytes: 

142 = Eb32 [31 7] 
1 [ o ]-4�-a2 l:Je-re-ja ka-ra-wi-po-ro-qe e-qe-ta-qe 
2 we-te-re-u-qe o-na-ta to-so-de pe-mo w H EAT 2 1 T 6 

Now this is how the priestess and the key-bearer and the attendants and 
?Westreus (hold) leases: so much seed: 2592 1. wheat. 

The formula o-da-a2 ( = wlie apa?) suggests that this tablet is itself one of a set. The 
only other E- tablets which begin in the same way are 151 = Eb36, which similarly 
recapitulates the ' leases' held by the category of ktoinetai, and the fragmentary tablet 
Eb847 + 849 (see next note) ; but 149 = Eb33, which does the same for the class of 
kamaiwes, may well belong to the same series. Does this tablet Eb32, with its very 
large total, represent a meticulous digest and addition of all the individual holdings 
in these four names which are scattered throughout the rest of the year's census? 
If so, its surviving records must be very incomplete, since a total of only about nine 
units can be extracted from them for the priestess and the others. 

e-qe-ta = heq"etlis, lit. ' follower'. Palmer ( rgss, p. :2 1 )  suggests translating it on 
57 = An43, etc., where it apparently represents a military rank, by the word 'count' 
(comes = haipos). It might be plural here, to judge from the entry on Eb847: o-da-a2 
e-qe-[ta? . . .  e]-ko-si o-na-ta, etc. If the word e-qe-ta-qe is taken as singular (which the 
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parallelism of  the three other entries rather favours) it may be  necessary to  restore 
Eb847 as heq"e[tao doeloi] ' the servants of the count', or the like. (Since writing this, 
the addition of a 1954 fragment has shown that Eb847 is in fact to be read o-da-a2 
e-qe-si-jo do-e-ro e-ko-si o-na-ta, etc.) 

we-te-re-u: we already know him as a hiereus on 115  = En03 . 1 6, etc. 

5. THE F O U RTH PYLOS S E T  

After the second and third sets, which record the ' leases' which the land
owners and the priestess hold from the village, the fourth set catalogues (with 
a few exceptions) those held by the inferior class of craftsmen and theoio doeloi, 
whom we have already met as tenants of ktoinai ktimenai in the first set. 
' Version A' is represented by the four very large tablets Ep02, Ep03, Ep04 and 
Ep 705, of which only the last two are reproduced here. ' Version B '  is broken 
down into individual entries on a number of small tablets, of which only 
a fraction survive. The name Hektor occurs twice as the holder of a ' lease 
from the village ' :  are these two different individuals ? 

143 = Ep705 

1!1(l-ra3-wa te-o-jo do-e-ra o-na-to e-ke ke-[ke-me-na ko-to-na pa-ro da-mo 
to-so pe-mo W H E AT] T 2 

2 ka-ta-no te-o-jo do-e-ro o-na-to e-ke [ ke-ke-me-na ko-to-na pa-ro da-mo 
to-so pe]-mo W H EAT T 2 

3 du-ni-jo te-o-jo do-e-ro o-na-to e-[ ke ke-ke-me-na ko-to-na pa-ro da-mo to-so] 
pe-mo W H E AT T I 

e-sa-ro te-o-jo do-e-ro o-na-to [e-ke ke-ke-me-na ko-to-na pa-ro] da-mo 
to-so-pe-mo wHEAT 4 2 

5 ka-ra-u-du-ro le-o-jo do-e-ro o-na-to e-ke [ ke-ke-me-na ko ]-to-na pa-ro da-mo 
to-so-pe-mo WHEAT T 2 

6 to-ro-ja te-o-jo do-e-ra o-na-to e-ke ke-ke-me- [ na] ko-to-na pa-ro da-mo / 
to-so pe-mo WH EAT T 1 

o-re-a2 te-o-jo do-e-ro o-na-to e-ke ke-ke-me-na [ko-to ]-na pa-ro da-mo 
to-so-pe-mo WHEAT 4 2 

8 e-ko-to te-o-jo do-e-ro o-na-to e-ke ke-ke-me-na ko-to-na (ko-to-na) 'pa-ro 
da' -mo to-so pe-mo wH EAT T 2 

9 pu-ko-wo te-o-jo do-e-ro o-na-to e-ke ke-ke-me-na [ ko-to-na pa-ro da-mo] 
to-so-pe-mo wHEAT T 2 

10 ta-ra-mi-ka te-o-jo do-e-r a o-na-to e-ke ke-[ ke-me-na ko-to-na pa-ro da ] -mo 
to-so-pe-mo wH EAT T 1 
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§ r ?Marraiwa, servant (f.) of the god, holds the lease of a communal plot 
from the village: so much seed : 24 I. wheat , 

etc. 

The first entry of 143 = Ep705 is duplicated by Eb866 (as § 2 by Eb890, t 
§ 3 by Eb43, § 5 by Eb838, § 8 by Eb913, § IO by Eb27) : 

144 = Eb866 
ke-ke-me-na ko-to-na pa-ro da-mo 

ma-ra3-wa . J k 
W H E AT [T 2] 

te-o-.;o uo-e-ra e- e-qe o-na-to 

The woman's name was written Ma-ra-wa and the second letter corrected. 

145 = Ea05 [259] 

o-ke-u 
u-me-ta-qe [? u ]-po 

w H E AT T 2 
e-ke o-na-to pa-ro da-mo 

0. holds a lease from the village, and ?Eumetas under him (?) : 24 I. wheat. 

This unique variation in the standard formula suggests some form of subtenancy. The 
full name E-u-me-ta ( = Ev�-tl)TT}S) occurs on KN Dl 1 388. Ben nett reads q.-po. 

+ + 

Several entries on Ep03 diverge entirely from the paro dtimoi formula. The � 
last line reads : Amphi[mides . . .  ] ekhei e-to-ni-jo ?kekeimends ktoinds . . . . This 
reappears in ' Version B' as :  

146 = Eb34 (473] 
1 a-pi-me-de e-ke-qe e-to-ni-jo ke-ke-me-na-o ko-to-na-o 
2 to-so-de pe-mo W H E A T  4 T 6 
Amphimedes, and he holds the freehold of communal plots, so much seed : 552 l .  

wheat. 

As in the ' third set', § 4, 'Version B' here shows ' leases' and 'plots ' in the plural. 
Ep03 . 1 1- 12  also refer to two men as being Amphimideos doeloi; a person of this name 
is a 'sheep collector' on PY 62= Cn655. The recurrence of Amphimideos p�ku-ta t t 
on K.N C 9 1 1 . 10 (cf. gen. pe-ri-me-de-o on 43=Sn01) gives rise to a suspicion that 
A. may be a title rather than a personal name. 

Ep03 lines 4 and 5 record two different kinds of leases which the woman 
Psoleia holds : first that of a ' communal' plot from the village, then one from 
a kamaeus (quoted above, p. 255) .  A more elaborate summary of leases held 
by a single individual is seen in the four entries devoted to Kretheus on the' 
following tablet : 

147 = Eq03 [59] 
I ( W H E AT 6 
2 ke-re-u e-ke o-na-to ke-ke-me-(na) ko-to-na W H E AT :;! (T] 4 

259 
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147 

3 ke-re-te-u 
4 ke-re-te-u 

5 ke-re-te-u 

e-ke 
e-ke 
pa-ro 
e-ke 
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o-na-to ke-ke-me-na ko-to-na su-qo-ta-o 
o-na-to pa-ro da-mo wHEAT 3 
ra-wa-ke-si-jo [?] wHEAT 2 

e-ne-ka i-qo-jo wHEAT 5 
vacat 

7 du-ni-jo e-ke o-na-to pa-ro da-mo WHEAT I T 6 

W H E AT I 

R EVERSE:  a tallying in 5's, making up a total of 137 units ofwHEAT. 

Lines 3-5 :  

T 8 

Kretheus holds the lease of a communal plot of the swineherds : 2 I 6 I. wheat, 
Kretheus holds a lease from the village : 360 I. wheat, 

he holds (one) from the commander's (temenos ?) : 240 I. wheat, 
Kretheus holds (this) on account of the horse: 6oo I. wheat. 

ke-re-u in line 2 is probably not a mis-spelling of Kretheus, since the same name recurs 
on Ea827. 

Krethtus himselfis the subject of four other single-entry tablets, none of whose wordings 
and amounts appear to correspond with Eq03 : 

Eal l :  Kritheus tkhti (o)ntiton {to} ?kektimtniis ktoiniis g•oug•ottion: W H EAT T 1 
Ea77 1 :  Kritheus ekhti ontiton mtlitiwon ktointis : W H E AT T 5 
110= Ea800: Kritheus ekhei ontiton paro Molog•roi poimtnti : W HEAT T '2 
Ea806 : K ritheus ekhti ontiton ? kektimtniis paro dtimoi: w H EAT 1 T '2 [ 
t-ne-ka i-qo-jo: the meaning of this c:ut1 y is obscure. It is dangerous to take ' Kretheus' 

ant horse' as proof that it was used for riding rather than chariot-driving, since the 
noun may perhaps (like classical +t hrrros) have been used collectively. Carratelli 
( 1954b, p. 222) quotes with approval Furumark's suggestion that WHEAT 5 in line 5 
is in fact a total of the two entries in line 4 : 'Both the commune and the military 
authority have contributed for the horse provided by Kretheus.' But there is no 
clear evidence of a summation in the layout of the tablet (one would expect to-so}, 
and if the grain is taken as fodder for the animal(s), this interpretation can hardly 
be reconciled with the normal meaning of ontiton paro dtimoi as a land-holding. That 
the heneka hiqq"oio entry should mean extra grain for Kretheus' plough animals (on the 
Babylonian analogy) seems impossible, in view of the light build of early horses and 
the limit on tractive power set by their inefficient harnessing. But compare the 
Homeric use of the hardier mule for ploughing, ll. x, 351 .  Kretheus' holding is 
probably to be compared with the acreages frequently introduced on the contem
porary Wilbour Papyrus with the words 'field for horses which the stable-master 
So-and-so bespoke '. Gardiner ( 1948, u, p. 78) quotes a model letter from Papyrus 
Sallier 1 :  ' 30 arouras of fields were given to me to make into food for the pair of 
horses of Pharaoh which are in my charge, and now, behold, they have been taken 
from me . . .  ' ; and he concludes: ' It would seem, then, that stable-masters of Pharaoh 
were entitled to lay claim to such land as they needed for grazing the horses entrusted 
to them, as well no doubt as for their personal support.' 
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The long tablet Ep04 can be divided into two sections, which show different 
formulae. The first (lines 1-13) refers to holdings of ka-ma land, and to some t 
kinds of service rendered in return. This ka-ma, whose occupants or tenants 
are called ka-ma-e-we, has been compared (first by Huxley) with the Cretan 
gloss K<XJJCxlr TOV &yp6v (cf. X<XJJal) ; it also occurs in the expression worgioneio
ka-ma on 171 = Un718 . l l , with which compare worgioneio- e-re-mo on 152= 
ErOl . 7 (p. 266). It apparently describes a feudal holding distinct from temenos 
and ktoina ktimend, entailing certain definite obligations whose fulfilment is the 
concern of the palace, and partly vested in a class of priests (i.e. the *worgiones= 
6pyewves) . 

A pair of lines ( 1 1-12) describe a kama holding by the ktoinookhos Phalaikos 
(whom we know from 1 19 = Eo02 . 2, 131 = EpOl . 12) ,  and a lease held from 
him by a theoio doe/a. It is these two entries which Bennett regards as repre
senting the missing fourteenth paragraph of the ' first set', mistakenly copied 
out of order. The rest of that set, however, refers exclusively to ktoinai 
ktimenai. 

The second part of the tablet (lines 1 4-20) repeats the normal oniiton paro 
diimoi formula of 143 =Ep715, etc., and will be omitted here. 

148= Ep04 [613] 
I [ 
2 [? e-me-de te-re-ja 
3 [? Ko- . -ro o-na-to 

? o-pe-ro-qe du ]-wu-u-pi te-re-Ja-e 
to-so pe-mo] WHEAT 10 T I 
e-ke ke-ke ]-me-na ko-to-na ka-ma-e-u wo-;:.e-qe 

to-so-pe-mo [wHEAT nn] 
4 [ ? o-pe-ro-qe] du-wo-u-pi te-re-Ja-e o-u-qe wo-ze [ 
s [to-so pe]-mo WHEAT [nn] 
6 [ . •  ]-re-u q.-si-to-po-qo ka-ma e-ke-qe wo-ze-qe to-so-pe-mo W HEAT 1 T � 
1 [ .  ]-ke-re-u i-Je-ro-wo-ko ka-ma-e-u o-na-to e-ke wo-;:.e-qe to-so-pe-mo wHEAT I 
8 [sa-sa-wo] o-na-to e-ke ka-ma-e-u e-pj-qe to-me te-ra-pi-[ke] to-so pe-mo 

WHEAT I T 5 
9 [e-u]-ru-wo-ta te-o-jo [do-e]-ro e-ke-[qe? ka]-ma o-na-to [wo]-ze-qe to-so 

pe-[mo] WHEAT 1 T 3 
10 [pe-re ]-qo-ta pa-de-we-u [e ]-ke-qe ka-ma o-na-to si-ri-jo-(Jo) ra-ke to-so-pe-mo 

WHEAT J 

1 1  [pa-ra]-ko [o-na-to e-ke] ka-ma ko-to-no-o-ko e-o to-so pe-mo WHEAT 1 
12 [po-so ]-re-[Ja te-o ]-jo do-e-ra e-ke o-na-to pa-ro pa-ra-ko to-so pe-mo 

WH EAT T I <I 3 
-ko mi]-ka-ta pa-de-we-u ka-ma-e-u e-ke-qe wo-;:.e-qe to-so pe-mo 

WHEAT T 5 
13 

+ + 
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§ 1 ( cf Eb40 ?) : . . .  though under a n  obligation to render the seruices in respect 
of two, he (only) renders them in respect of one; so much seed : 1 2 1 2 !. 

wheat. 

§ 2 (cf. Eb38) : K. holds the lease of a communal plot as a kama-holder and 
renders the services; so much seed: x I. wheat. 

§ 3 (cf. Eb39 ?) : . . .  though under an obligation to render the seruices in respect 
of two, he does not render them at all; so much seed : x l. wheat. 

§ 4 ( c( Eb25) :  So-and-so the cook both holds a kama and renders the services ; 
so much seed : 144 l. wheat. 

§ 5 So-and-so the sacrificing priest holds a lease as a kama-holder and renders 
the services; so much seed : 120 I. wheat. 

§ 6 ( c( Eb842) : S. holds a lease as a kama-holder, and in return for this he 
serves; so much seed : 180 I. wheat. 

§ 7 (cf. Eb24) :  E. ,  the servant (m.) of the god, both holds the lease of a kama 
and renders the services; so much seed : 156 I. wheat. 

§ 8 (cf. Eb22) : P., the (priest) ofP., and he holds the lease of a kama; he has 
obtained the portion of S. (?) ; so much seed : 120 l. wheat. 

§ g (cf. Eol 73) :  Phalaikos has the lease of a kama, being himself a plot
owner; so much seed : 1 20 I. wheat. 
Psoleia, servant (f.) of the god, holds a lease from Phalaikos; so much 
seed : r8 1. wheat. 

§ 10  (cf. Eb839) :  So-and-so, the miktlis of P., both holds as a kama-holder 
and renders the services ; so much seed : 6o I. wheat. 

§ r and § 3 : o-pe-ro-qe is restored on the analogy of Eb39 (sec p. 254) .  Compared with 
the logical sequence . . . ophilonsa wor.t:.een, ou wor.t:.ti of 1 35 = Ep704 . 7, this wording 
. . . ophllOn q"t teleiaen, ouq•e wor.t:.ti shows not only a puzzling alternation of verb but 
also some degree of anacoluthon-unlcss ouq•e is taken in the sense of ovo£ 'not even' 
rather than as a connective 'but not'. Compare also 43 = SnO I . 3-4. 

§ 2 :  if Bennett is right in regarding Eb38 as the corresponding ' Version B', that differs· 
in showing the participle worz.on instead of the indicative worz.ti q•e. It is also signi
ficant in writing corrected ka-ma-e-u over a pa-ro da-mo in erasure, showing that, 
though the ka-ma fields are included in the wider classification of ? Jcektimenai ktoinai, 
they are not collectively administered by the village. It is difficult to decide whether 
the variant formulae 

(a) . . .  tkhti kamtin . . . 
(b) . . . tkhei ontilon (ktktimeruis ktoiruis) kamaeus . . .  
(c) . . . elclui ontilon kamiis . . .  
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are intended to be entirely synonymous; but (a) and (b) alternate in § 4 and its 
other version Eb25, and all three entail the action of wor<.ttn. 

§ 4 : the reading si/.()-po!fos (Evidence, p. g6) is uncertain, since the damaged symbol t 
which precedes si seems to be syllabic and not a word-divider. On the corresponding 
Eb25 only ]-to-po-qo survives, and the numerals differ in reading W H E AT 1 T '2. 
Should we read {a}-si-to-po-qo here, the a- being due to a careless anticipation of 
arto-poq•os 'baker'? 

§ 6: e-pi-qe to-me te-ra-pi-[ . ] :  Eb842 reads e-pi-qe to-e te-ra-pi-ke. With the scribes' t 
apparent prejudice against one-sign words, to-e may perhaps be intended as a fuller 
spelling of the dative pronoun T�; is to-me a variant form to'mei (cf. Skt. tdsmai ' to 
that ')  with the dative ending seen in Gortyn oTt�t ' to whomever'?  Cf. rnt TOVTC:>, 
rnt ToiaSe, etc., 'on this condition ', and /l. x, 304, T{S KEV �ot T66e {pyov Tef.Eam 
Sw� fm �eyaf.e:>; ' in return for a large gift' .  The verb te-ra-pi-ke (?  therapiskei) 
appears to be a derivative of the stem of 6epernwv, perhaps an earlier equivalent of 
6epcmevw 'do service'. 

§ 8: the corresponding Eb22 reads : pe-re-qo-ta pa-da-je-u i:ie-[ ka-ma si-[ ri]-Jo:io ra-ke [ 
The same variation in the spelling of P.'s ethnic ( ?) description is guaranteed by 
mi-ka-ta pa-dt-we-u (§ 10) compared with mi-ka-ta pa-da-je-u on Eb839. The word � 
ra-ke appears to be t.Cx)(e (from t.ayxavw) 'obtained by lot, gained possession'. 
Note that the subjects of § g and § 10, who are in the telesttis class, are alone in not 
being required to wor<.ttn, etc. 

We will close the discussion of the four main sets of Pylos land-tenure lists t t  
with three small tablets which, like 142 = Eb32 and Eb847 (see above, p .  257) ,  
appear to represent selective totals extracted from the lists for particular 
categories of individuals. 

149 = Eb33 (236) 
1 ka-ma-e-we o-na-ta e-ko-te ke-ke-me-na-o ko-to-na-o 
2 wo-zo-te to-so pe-mo w H E A T 30 T 2 4 3 
The kama-holders, having leases of communal plots (and) rendering the services, 

so much seed : 3630 I. wheat. 

Does this total include all the ka-ma entries on 148 = Ep04, as well as those of the same 
type on other tablets which have been lost? If so, what is the function of the similar 
total for ka-ma-e-we on the next tablet? Does xunstrophti ' grand total ' imply a digest 
of several sub-totals of the Eb33 type? It is of course possible that some of these 
tablets refer to different geographical areas, which were kept separate in the filing 
system, but not individually headed by place-names (like those which we know to 
refer to Pa-ki-Ja-) ; or even that apparent cases of duplication refer to two consecutive 
seasons. 
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t 150 = Ec07 [41 1) 
1 ku-su-to-ro-pa2 J Pff-!lJ [o-e-ko-si?] te-re-ta W H E AT 44 [? 
2 ka-ma-e-we W H E AT 58 T 5 

E D G E : te-o-jo do-e-ra 

Aggregate of all (that) thefof-holders (? have) : 5280+ l. wheat, 
Aggregate of all (that) the kama-holders (have) : 7020 l. wheat. 

Here again, does the total for the telestai include the fourteen of the ' first set' (who 
between them are assigned about thirty-four units), or the three of 152 = ErOI (with 
thirty units) ? 

151 = Eb36 [901 )  
1 o-da-a2 ke-ke-me-na-( o) ko-to-na-o o-na-ta e-ko-si ko-to-ne-ta 
2 to-so pe-mo W H EAT 3 [?) 
Now this is how the ' men of the ktoina ' hold leases of the communal plots, so 

much seed : 360 + l. wheat. 

! Note the unusual inversion of the word-order. The form KTolvhal ' members of a 
township'  is known from inscriptions of Syme, north of Rhodes. It is surprising to 
find it at this early date, since Buck and Petersen (Reverse Index, p. 545) regards 
KTolvhT]s = KTOlv<hns, �vil.hns, Carpathian S0:11h0:s = 5niJ6TllS and Argive KWIJhO:s 
= KWIItlTllS as modified by the analogy of oiKETllS· What the ktoinetai represent in the 
Pylos set-up is difficult to guess: the term is probably not synonymous with ktoinookhoi. 
Cf. also ko-to-ne-we with M A N "  on Be995. 

6. THE E S TATES O F  T H E  K I N G  

The important Pylos tablet ErOl has already been widely discussed (Euidence, 
p. 99, Furumark, I954, p. 35, Meriggi, I954b, pp. 34-5, Carratelli, I954a, 
pp. I I�I2, Palmer, 1955, pp. 9- Io) ,  and general conclusions drawn from it 
as to the structure of Mycenaean society. 

Carratelli understands telestaon (temenos) in line s, but da-ma-te or ktoinai 
ktimenai would be expected on the analogy of the ' first set'. These three 
' fief-holders' are evidently distinct from the fourteen residents of Pa-ki-ja listed 
in lines 1-2 of 1 14 = En02. Does ErO 1 ,  as the princely temenea would suggest, 
refer to land in the immediate neighbourhood of the palace ? 

For the relation between the wanax and the lawagettis, see p. I 20. The new 
tablet 171 = Un7 18 (p. 282) shows a similar hierarchical division into four 
paragraphs, although the subject is not the seed corn proportional to these 
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lands, but the offerings which are to be taken from them for Poseidon. There 
are certain differences in the order and wording : 

Er01 Un71 8  
( 1 ) wanakteron temenos = ( 1 ) E-ke-ra2-wo 
(2) lawagesion temenos = (3) lawagetas 
(3) telestiiiin (ktoinai) = (2) damos 
(4) worgioneio- e-re-mo = (4) worgioneio- kama 

The sequence king-military leader is paralleled on PY U n 1 1 , lines 7 and 1 0 :  
wanaktei-lawagetai; but 55 =An724 (An32), lines 5 and 7 ,  substitutes the order 
E-ke-ra2-wonei-lawagetai. This suggests that ? Ekhelawon is either the name of 
the king himself or that of a representative member of his household. The 
latter would be more likely if E-ke-ra-ne (U n ! I  . I )  is regarded as a defective 
spelling of the same dative. 

The name [E]-ke-ra2-[wo] reappears on tablet 153 = Er02, which Bennett 
has printed together with ErO I on account of the spelling pe-ma which it shares 
and the fact that a single scribe apparently wrote these two tablets and no 
others. If he is indeed the king, E. has evidently built up an estate of ' private 
plots' in addition to the hereditary temenos assigned to his office at the original 
land-division. 

The furthr.r 1Y1nation between the teleslai of ErOl and the damos of Un71 8  
is surprising, after the apparently sharp contrast between these entities on the 
other land-tenure tablets. But damos probably means no more than Village, 
as opposed to Palace, and the telestai may well have been regarded as important 
members of it : in addition to holding ' private plots' in the village, they may 
themselves have sat on the council responsible for allotting the leases of 
' communal plots' paro damoi. Outside the immediate vicinity of the palace, 
we apparently find basillwes (further defined as ko-re-te-re and mo-ro-pa2) in 
charge of the villages (see 43=Sn01, 258 = KnOl ) ; but in the damos attached to 
Pylos itself they evidently have no place in the hierarchy. 

Carratelli agrees with us in taking wo-ro-ki-jo-ne-jo as equivalent to 6pyEw
VIKOs, from the term 6pyE(.;'wEs ' members of a religious association ' ;  it is spelt 
6pylovas (ace. plur.) in the Homeric hymn to Apollo, and derived from 
(F)6py•a ' rites ' .  Thomson ( 1949, p. 1 1 2)  infers ' that the orgeones were a body 
of persons appointed by and from the dimotai to administer the village cult', 
which was centred on an 6py6:s ' rich land or grove sacred to a god' (though 
this word may not in fact be etymologically connected). The action worzeen 
which is apparently the duty of holders of kama land may perhaps be construed 
in this light as meaning ' to contribute to the (F)6py•a '. 
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The gender and meaning of  e-re-mo arc not clear. yfi �pfi�os ' waste land ' 
would call for feminine -ne-ja (as kama in fact should on U n 7 1 8) .  Or is w. not 
an adjective but a noun worgion-eion ' the place of the worgiones ' ?  Should 
?erimon be taken to mean ' uninhabited land', or ' land left inviolate, free of 
annexation or encumbrance ' ?  

152 = ErO I [3 12] 

1 wa-na-ka-le-ro te-me-no 
2 to-so-jo pe-ma w H EAT 30 
3 ra-wa-ke-si-jo le-me-no wH EAT I o 

vacat 
5 te-re-ta-o 
6 to-so-de 

to-so-pe-ma w H EAT 30 
te-re-ta M E N  3 

7 wo-ro-ki-jo-ne-jo 
8 to-so-jo pe-ma 

e-re-mo 
W H E AT 6 

vac at 

§ 1 The preserve of the king, seed at so much: g6oo I. wheat. 

§ 2 The preserve of the military leader, seed at so much : I 200 I. wheat. 

§ 3 (The lands) of the fief-holders, so much seed : 3600 I. wheat; and (there are) 
so many fief-holders : three. 

§ 4 The unencumbered (land) of the cult association, seed at so much : 720 I. 
wheat. 

wanakteron lemenos : cf. TE�EVQ5 j3<:xcn/..r'fiov, ll. xvm, 550. The lemenos is an estate 'cut off' 
(•i�vw) for the use of ruler or chief; the meaning ' precinct of a god' is secondary. 

tossoio sperma: why the spelling pe-ma should be restricted to ErOI and Er02 is not clear. 
One might argue that we indeed have CTTrEp�cx 'seed, ?sowing' here, but that pe-mo 
on the other tablets has a quite different meaning; but no distinction is apparent 
in the context. Why the genitive tossoio in lines 2 and 8? ' A  sowing of so much (grain) ' ;  
or ' seed of such (an amount or value) ', gen. pretii? 

tossoide ttlestai : as in 114 = En02 . 2 and 153 = Er02 . 4, 6, to-so-de follows to-so in a linked 
pair of entries, and suggests that -de should here be taken as the particle Se ' and, 
but'. 

A further link with 171 = Un7l8 is provided by sa-ra-pe-do-[ in Er02.2. It is 
evidently not the name Sarpedon, but an inflexional variant of the �(l-ra-pe-da 
which introduces the other tablet. Its ending (neuter plural?) recalls the 
-lTEOov of Greek topographical terms such as yswlTEOov ' plot', aAtlTEOov ' coastal 
plain', oiv6m5ov ' vineyard ', Hesychius �Aems5ov · TE�Evos ; perhaps it is a local 
place-name, here to be read in the locative, -pedoi'i. Bennett's integration of 
temenos in line 2 is not supported by a word-divider, and -pu2 ? is extremely 
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rare as a word-ending. We would compare TIEq>VTEVJ.lEvOS ' planted with fruit 
trees ', and interpret the two sections of the tablet as referring to acreages of 
E.'s wheat-fields and to a census of the trees or vines in E.'s orchards. This 
twofold division of a chief's lands is frequently alluded to by Homer: 

11. v1, 1 94-5 : Kai J.lEV ol (BeAA£pocp6VT1)) AV!< tot TEJ.lEVOS TOJ.lOV f�oxov (xAAwv, 
KaAov, <pVTaAtfis KOI apovpT}S, ocppa VEJ.lOlTO. 

11. IX, 578-Bo : evea J.llV (MeAeaypov) i)vwyov TEJ.lEVOS mptKaAAES tAea6at 
nevTT}KovT6yuov, To J.!Ev f}J.ltau olvone5oto, 
TtJ.ll<7U 5e "JJlATtV apoatv m5(oto TOJ.!E<r6at. 

J/. XIV, 1 2 1-3 : (Tu5rus) voTe 5t 5WJ.l0 
acpvetov ('}t6Toto, CxAIS 5e ol fiaav c5:poupaa 
nupocp6poa, 1TOAAOI 5€ <pVTWV �aav opxOTol OJ.lcpis. 

Od. VI, 293-4 : evea 5€ 1TOTpos EJ.lOV (' AAKiv6oao) TEJ.lEVOS TE6aAuTa T' aA<..>Tj, 
TOaaov OnO 1TTOAI05, ooaov TE yey<..>ve J3oi)aas. 

153 = Er02 (with addition of new fragments) (880] 

1 [ e ]-ke-ra2-[ wo ki]-ti-me-no e-ke 
2 sa-ra-pe-do-[i ? pe ]-pu2?-te-me-tzo 
3 to-so [pe-ma] wHEAT 30[ + 20 ?] 
4 to-so-de [ . . .  ]-to pe-ma WHEAT 42( + 2 ?] 
s to-sa we-j�-[we J J ioo[ 
6 to-sa-de !11--?:.{l [?] 1000[ 

vacat 
8 ku-su-to-ro-pa2 to-!f) pe-ma 94 

?Ekhelawon has private (lands) on the S - peda, planted with trees. 
So much seed : ?6ooo I. wheat, 
so much seed of the [ . . .  ] : ?5280 I. wheat. 
So many [ . . .  ] : 1 100 ?  
So many fig-trees: 1 ooo ? 

Aggregate, so much seed : 1 1 ,280 I. 

The detailed descriptions of the four items are unfortunately fragmentary, but the high 
numbers of the last two are comparable with those of the Knossos lists of trees (see 
below, pp. 272-4). 

we-j�-[we: may be restored from KN 164 = Ga863, =some kind of plant. 
,f!J-�(l: sukiai ' fig-trees ' as in 165 = Gv862. See p. 272. 
If the figure of 42 W H E A T  in line 4 is intended purely as an acreage-equivalent, Oile 

might restore [a-ki-ti]-to ' untilled' here: in antithesis to ki-li-me-no in line 1 ?  
Pylos EqOI has up to now received little discussion, due to the great difficulty 

of interpretation ;  it is clear, however, that it deals with territory further 
removed from the palace than any of the other land-tenure tablets. The 
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subjects of  at  least the first three entries are not individuals but the names of 
outlying villages : A-ke-re-wa is well known as the sixth of the ' Pylos 9 ', while 
E-ri-no-wo-te (loc.) is listed with A-ke-re-wa and A-pu2?-we on An07 and with 
Lousoi on MnO I .  Its nominative is spelt E-ri-no-wo (Na5l ) ,  which (like 
Sa-ri-nu-wo-tefSa-ri-no-te, A2-pa-tu-wo-te, Pe-re-wo-te) suggests -wonf-wontos : 
a (possibly non-Greek) development of the adjectival -*went-f-wont- (cf. 

t :LeAIVOVS, etc.) ? The locative ko-tu-we is found on Na908. 
The amounts of seed are evidently too small for the total acreages of these 

villages : the tablet must record a restricted category of land, defined by the 
introduction and, in particular, by the puzzling word o-ro-Jo. A photograph 
of this tablet was published by Blegen, 1939h (Fig. ro),  and Hrozny ( 1949) 
prints a translation which, however fantastic its methods, nevertheless suggests 
that it is a record of the condition of fields. 

! 154 =EqOl [2 1 3) 
1 o-wi-de a-ko-so-ta to-ro-qe-Jo-me-no a-ro-u-ra a2-ri-sa 

a-ke-re-wa o-ro1o to-so-de pe-mo w H EAT 8 
3 o-da-a2 e-ri-no-wo-to o-ro-Jo to-so-de pe-mo w H EAT ! o 
4 o-da-a2 ko-tu-l!J9 o-ro1o to-so-de pe-mo w H EAT 20 
5 o-da-a2 po-ti-ni-Ja-we-Jo-Jo o-te-pe-o-Jo o-ro-Jo to-so-de pe-mo w H E AT 6 
6 o-da-a2 ko-no o-ro-Jo to-so pe-mo w H E A T  40 
Thus Axotas has observed on his tour of inspection, counting the corn-lands of 

A-ke-re-waP; of the loss, so much (acreage of) seed : 960 1. wheat. 
And similarly those of E-ri-no-wo; of the loss, so much seed: 1 200 1. wheat. 
And similarly those of Ko-tu ; of the loss, so much seed : 2400 1. wheat. 
And similarly those of queenly 0-te-pe-o: of the loss, so much seed : 720 I. 

wheat. 
And similarly those which are common; of the loss, so much seed : 4800 I .  

wheat. 

hO wide = Attic wSe dSe: the same introduction is found to the list of vessels 235 = Ta7 1 1 ,  
evidently another record guaranteed by personal inspection; cf. Od. rv, 41 1-1 2 :  

cpwKas IJEV Tot -rrpwTov 6:p t6 1Jt) a e t  Kai e-rretatv· 
a\rrap erri)v lrCxOOS lrEIJTiaaae-rat ijSe iOTlTOI, etc. 

Axotas' name occurs with other aorists on PnOI . I  and 103 = Un08 . I , and in the 
genitive A-ko-so-ta-o as one of the 'sheep collectors ' (p. 200) : he was possibly one of 
the chief stewards of the palace. The connective o-da-a2 occurs in lines g-6 but not 
in the first item: it evidently resumes, in abbreviated form, the ' thus' formula of the 
introduction, which must be regarded as forming a continuous sentence through 
lines 1-2 (in the same way, o-da-a2 da-mo on 171 = Un7 1 8 .  7 picks up the o- of line 2).  
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troq"tiomenos: middle/ passive participle of the 'iterative-intensive '  form ( -• ejo, cf. 
Schwyzer, Gram. 1, 7 19-20) of Tprnc..:>, of which the active Tp6rreov ' turned' occurs 
once in //. xvm, 224. If it agrees with Axotas, it should perhaps be taken in the sense 
of Tptrro�a• 'go on a circuitous journey', cf. Od. xv, So: El 6' t6t!.t•s Tpacp6fivm 
av' 'EAM!ia Kal �EO"OV "Apyos, and Herod. u, 3 =  Kal Si] Kal ts 91)�as TE Kal ts 'HA!ov 
rr6Atv hparr6�11v, etc. Compare also the Homeric rrepnporrtc..:>v tvtavT6s ' revolving 
year'. 

a1-ri-sa appears from its form to be an aorist participle, which must agree with Axotas 
rather than with the feminine arouranr. The classical verbs aAIVStc..:> ' make to roll' 
and aAI3c..:> 'salt' do not fit the sense, nor (f)aAI3c..:> 'gather together' the spelling. 
Perhaps the verb *apt- 'count', from which ap1-6�6s ' number', apt6�tc..:> 'count' 
(evidently a later substitution) and Homeric v-l)ptTOS ' innumerable' are derived. 
Compare also a2-ri-e, 55 = An724 . 5 (p. 187) .  The sequence of tenses aorist-iterative 
present-aorist is explained by the ' aspect' function of Greek participles, the ' touring' 
evidently being regarded as a continuous process, the ' counting' as a series of five 
discrete acts. 

o-ro-Jo : Palmer reads *oloio ' (seed) of barley', comparing ovAal (*6Afal), Arc. 6;\oal, t 
'sacrificial barley', 6Avpa ' Einkorn wheat'. Other possibilities are wpoto (*J6T-) 
'of the year' ; or the genitive of the noun •olos which underlies the Homeric adjective 
ovAos, Dor. WAOS, 'destructive'. In the latter case the tablet may record the acreages 
of parts of these villages which have been laid waste or allowed to deteriorate. 
Compare Telemachus' complaint to Menelaus, Od. IV, 3 1 8 :  t0"61ETal �01 olKOS, c5Ac..:>Ae 
!it rrlova lpya, ' my rich plough-lands have been ruined '. Thi� intrrprl"t::.tion is 
extremely uncertain. 

po-ti-ni-Ja-we-Jo-Jo : the subdivision of part of a village community by the adjective t 
?potnia(we}ios 'of the Mistress? '  is also seen in the lists of smiths on JnOI and Jn03. 
No reasonable explanation can be offered. 

ko-no : possibly Kotv6s 'common', though the numerals and the introduction o-da-a1 
prevent us from regarding it as a total of the preceding items. In these the genitives 
probably qualify arouranr rather than o-ro-Jo, but koino- can only agree if it is here a 
two-ending adjective, as in Sophocles, Tr. 207. The form of the adjective to-so (for 
to-so-de) is probably not significant. 

7. KNOSSOS LAN D-T E N U R E  TABLETS 

The Knossos tablets listing the w H EAT ideogram (classified by Bennett w!th 
the prefix E) do not appear to share any of the characteristic Pylos land-tenure 
formulae, and should probably be regarded as a record of actual consignments 
of grain from outlying villages: the amounts listed are generally larger than 
on the Pylos E- tablets, often running into hundreds of units. Of interest are 
the words ra-wa-ke-si-jo on E 1 569 . 2 (and its apparent mis-spelling ra-wa-e-si-jo 
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on E 846. 1 ) ,  which might refer to a ltiwtigesion temenos; and the heading to the 
fragmentary E 849 which includes a total of I 30 units of w H E A T :  pu-ta-ri-ja 
pe-ra-[ . . . . This appears to be the word q>VTai\ta ' plantation, orchard ', and one 
might expect, as in Homer, to find it kept distinct from corn-land ; but the 
first half of the tablet may have included olives or figs, and in any case corn can 
well be grown in areas between olive-trees (cf. Columella, De re rustica, v, 8-g). 

The equivalent of the Pylos land-tenure series is to be found in the two dozen 
tablets to which Bennett has given the prefix Uf The words eklzei, ?kekeimenti, 
ktointi and telesttis help to establish the identity of 
context ;  but the formula tossonde ?spermo is replaced DA 
by the use of the ideogram DA, apparently a land
measure, whose only occurrence at Pylas is on 1 14 = P A  

En02 . 1 .  We saw there that it is apparently equivalent 
to the acreage sown with I unit of wheat (about 

A unit of land 
measure 

A fraction of the 
preceding 

2 ·4 ha, or 6 acres ?) .  At Knossos it is subdivided into a smaller unit P A :  
as it is followed by the number 3 on 158 = Uf836, the P A is evidently a quarter 
of the DA or less. Does it stand for spadion (original form of crra8tov) ' a  single 
ploughing' ? 

This Late Minoan series is too fragmentary to permit a detailed comparison 
with the system of land-tenure seen in operation at Pylas. 

155 = Uf981 (K) 

ko-!p-i-na 
e-ri-ke-re-we 

e-ke-pu-te-ri-ja 
Eriklewes holds an orchard plot . . . . 

Bennett's Index (p. 66) gives ko-ti-i-na, which is not supported by the original :  note the 
fuller spelling of the diphthong. Is pu-te-ri-ja merely a variant phutelia for cpVTaAta? 
Or an adjective phutiria.n agreeing with ktoinan ' a  plot suitable for planting; given 
to a gardener'? Or a noun describing a holding (parallel to onaton, etc.) 'a lease for 
planting, as a reward for planting'?  In any case the term suggests that these fields 
are probably orchard or vineyard, not corn-land. 

t 156 = Ufl03 1 joined (K lxxi) 

�p-to-i-na 
pe-n-.;e-.;a e-ke pu-te-ri-ja o A I ti-ri-to [ 
P. holds an orchard plot . . . .  

This appears to be a woman's name. The same formula occurs a third time on Ufl022, 
only e-ke-pu-te- [ and ko-to-i- [ surviving. 
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157 = Uf835 (K lxiv) 
ke-ke-me-na 

] -do e-ke ti-ri-to pu-le D A 1 P A 1 
. . .  -do holds a communal orchard plot at ?TrittosP: 6 ?  acres. 

157-161 

ti-ri-to : probably not ' a  third share' or the like (cf. the Attic lKTi]llopot?), but a place
name parallel to those on other tablets of the series. Ti-ri-lo (cf. TpiTTa, said to be 
an old name of Knossos) is a place frequently mentioned on the Knossos sheep 
tablets, and its adjective Ti-ri-li-jo parallels Pa2-ra-jo on E 749· 

pu-le is either an abbreviation for pu-te-ri-ja (as pu on Uf432 . 2?) ,  or a word ?phutir 
'planter, gardener ' ;  cf. Palmer's reading of pu1?-te-re ki-ti-je-si (PY 193 = Na57) 
as phulires kliensi ' the gardeners plant, bring into cultivation ' .  

ke-ke-me-na : the contrasted word ktimemi only occurs at Knossos on X 7753. On Uf432, 
however, the second paragraph is introduced by e-te-do-mo ki-te-[ ,  which may be 
intended for klei-[toi or the Like (with the 'dead' vowel in kl- generalized as in Lukitos 
and in wanak"teros?) : ' it is brought into cultivation by the e-te-domoi' (cf. 114 = 
En02 . 5) . 

158 = Uf836 (K lxvii) 
wo-we-u 

ku-ka-da-ro pa2-ra pi-di-jo D A 1 P A 3 
K., the worweus, at Pa2-ra (?Phidios) : 7? acres. 

wo-we-u is a trade-name known only from C 9 I I . 3 :  ' Ri-wo the worweus of the place 
Su-lci-ri-ta '. The classical 6prus came to mean ' mule' ('he who traces the furrow') ; 
does it mean 'superintendent of the field boundaries' here? The context of the word 
Pi-di-jo, which seems to be a proper name, is uncertain: a second party to the 
transaction? 

159 = Uf990 (K) 
a-ri-ja-wo pa2-ra te-re-ta [ 
A-awon, afief-holder at Pa2-ra ; . . . . 

160 = Uf970 (K) 
te-re-ta 

]-ra ti-ri-to wo-ne-[ 
So-and-so, a fief-holder at ?Trittos, . . . . 

161 = Uf839 (K lxvii) 
te-re-ta ke-ma-qe-me me-ra 

ko-do da-* 22-to ke-nu-wa-so I? �  [ nn] 
? Koldos, at the place D. (K. ) ;  a fief-holder, and . . . . 
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Da-*22-to: a frequent place-name on Knossos tablets, also unexpectedly occurring on 
the Eleusis vase. Adjective Da-*22-ti-jo, etc. 

Ke-nu-wa-so: another second party to the transaction? Cf. the non-Greek man's name 
Pa2-nwa-sof Pa2-nu-wa-so, navVo:c:ns, etc. 

ke-ma-qe-me me-ra : a puzzling group. me-ra might conceivably be �ijAo: 'sheep'. 

t 162 = Uf983 (K lxxi) 

o-pi po-to-ri-ka-ta 

]-do-wo e-ko-so ke-ke-TTU-na [D A nn] 

So-and-so, a communal (plot) at E-ko-soP, . . .  : 

E-ko-so is probably the frequent place-name of that spelling (adjective E-ki-si-jo, etc.) 
rather than e�w ' outside' or e�wv 'intending to keep'. The last word looks like a 
compound parallel to TnoAiotKOS, etc. 

t 163 = X 984 (K) 
t ]pa-te ke-ke-me-na 
2 ] zo-wa e-pi-;:;o-ta ke-ra ke-ke-'me-na' [ 

The exact context of the tablet is very uncertain, but the word ke-ke-me-na suggests that 
it is part of the Uf- series; ke-ra recurs on PY 135 = Ep 704 and 137 = Eb30. ' Living 
things' in classical Greek is confined to the form *sWftO: > Jc:";)o:; it is uncertain when 
this secondary form, not fonnd in Homer, may be considered to have developed. 
Classical hnsw only has the sense 'survive'.  The Homeric participle JWVTOS is 
explained as a contraction of JWoVTOS, but the verb shows traces of an earlier 
athematic conjugation (see Schwyzer, Gram. I, p. 675) .  

8 .  K N O S S O S  ORCHARDS 

The purpose of this series (classified as  Gu-) and the identity of the main 
ideograms have been recognized by Evans (PM, rv, p. 7 1 7) and by Myres 
(SM /1, p. 6o). The olive-tree is clearly recognizable 
on Gv862, line 2 :  the word po-pa2 in line 3 associates 1 76 

it with the more schematic ideogram no. 1 2 2  on Pylos 
96 = Un02 . 2, which probably means O L I V E S  and ' 75 

recurs on Knossos 94 = F 841 in company with the 
spelling e-ra-wa. 

' 74 
The fig-tree ideogram of Gv862, line 1 ,  is more 

diagrammatic, being based on a linearized version of 

O L I V E - T R E E  

F I G - T R E E  

a} See�ling, 
cutung, 

b layer? 

the ' hieroglyphic '  fig-spray sign (see above, p. 3 1  ) . The description su-;:;a ( ?  
sukia=ovKfj, Dor. GVKicx) also accompanies, on  94 = F  84 1 ,  the form of the 
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same ideogram without a ' trunk' (identical to the syllabic sign ni) which 
represents the fruit of the fig. 

The meaning of ideograms no. I 74, which seem to repeat themselves at the 
end of each section, may be defined by the cpVTa of Gv864 . 3, possibly ' newly
planted specimens ' of each variety (cf. Furumark, 1954, p. 40). On this basis, 
the four ideograms of Gv862, lines 2 and 3, would show olive trees of pro
gressively lessening maturity, rather than a number of different species of fruit 
tree on the model of Alkinoos' orchard (Od. vn, 1 14- 16) : 

fv6a 5t 5ev5pEa �aKpCx lTE<pVKaO"I TT)AE66c.>VTa, 
oyxval Kai po1ai Kai �T)AEal ayAa6KaplTOl 
<7VKEal TE YAVKEpai Kai l;\aial TT)AE66oocral. 

The only introductory sentence is preserved on tablet 164=Gv863. This 
may be compared to that on a Nuzi tablet of similar context: ' The trees from 
the orchard of the town Ta§eniwa: . . .  ' (Lacheman, 1939, p. 534). 

164 = Gv863 (K lxvii) 
1 pr.12-ra / jo-e-ke-to-qo wo-na-si si-[ 
2 ?]we-je-we ? S E E D L I N G s •  4�0 SU. F I G - T R E E S  109 [ 
Pa2-raP :  thus the place has in its vineyards . . . . 
420 newfy planted . . . , 109 fig-trees, . . . . 

hO ekhei toq"os woinassi: we have met the place Pa2-ra on the other Knossos land tablets. 
Bennett's Index reading Pa2-ra-jo is not supported by the photograph, but there are 
traces of a possible second divider after jo. This prefix has the function of an intro
ductory 'thus', as on 257=Jn09 . 1  (jo-do-so-si ' thus they will give'),  etc. The 
etymology of TOlTOS ' locality' is uncertain: Osthoff proposes • toq"o-. The word 
wo-na-si is here taken as the locative of Hesychius' gloss olv6:5es · a�m;\w6e1s TOlTOI; 
from oivl) 'vine' one would expect wo-na-i. 

165 = Gv862 (K lxv) 

2 
) su-za F I G - T R E E S  I 7 70 

) O L I VE-TREES 405 
I O + ?  ( . .  ) ! I 7  ? S E E D L I N G Sb 20 

vac at 
)365 ? S E E D L I N Gs• 225 

As Myres remarks, the first tree in line 3 gives the appearance of having been pruned; 
the second appears to be a young tree without much development of trunk. Of the 
possible vocalizations of po-pa2, rr6plTT) ' brooch', <po[(3T) ' radiant', <p6(3T) ' lock of hair; 
foliage', <pop(3t1 ' fodder, food ' and <popJ36:s ' providing food ',  only the last two appear 
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t o  fit the use of the term with O L I V ES at Pylas. It is not clear from the photograph 
whether po-pa2 may not be preceded by other letters; an adjective like evcpopj3os or 
noi'.Vcpopf3os could not agree with feminine elaiwai, unless Stvopea is understood. 

166= Gv864 (K) 
) ? S E E D L I N G Sa 69 ( 
) su-za F I G - T R E E S  53( 
) pu-ta ? S E E D L I N G S ' (nn 
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C H A PT E R  I X  

P R O P O R T I O N A L  T R I B U T E  A N D  

R I T U A L  O F F E R I N G S 

THE forty-two tablets transcribed in this chapter deal with a variety of miscel
laneous commodities, and their classification by Ben nett includes eight different 
prefix initials (E- F- G- K- M- N- U- V-) ; they share, however, a number 
of characteristic features of context and arrangement which makes it con
venient to study them as a group. 

(a) Though often fragmentary, the different series which these tablets repre
sent are all of them records of tribute or offerings, assessed in accordance with 
schedules showing a fixed order. 

(b) The operations are evidently of a seasonal or periodic nature, as proved 
by the use of month-names in their headings, and by such expressions as ' last 
year', ' next year' in their entries. 

(c) The tablets show in detail how the theoretical assessment of the con
tribution (dosmos) compares with the amount actually delivered (apudosis), and 
records the deficit (ophelo-) which may result from this sum after allowance 
has been made for amounts which the contributors may have been ' let off' 
( aneta or eleuthera ekhonsi, ou. didonsi). The assessments themselves are calculated 
with reasonable accuracy in accordance with various fixed ratios, and demon
strate the most advanced Mycenaean mathematics we have yet seen in 
operation. 

(d) A number of the tablets lay down the scale on which offerings are made 
to a number of different shrines, priestesses and divinities. These are of great 
importance in providing our only written evidence for Mycenaean religion, 
and unexpectedly reveal the worship of many of the gods and goddesses known 
from classical sources. 

I .  T H E  PYLOS 'DOSMOS'  TABLETS 

The WHEAT ideogram reappears in the set of fifteen tablets found in 1952 and 
classified as Es- (see Bennett, PT /1, pp. r 5g-6 r ) :  these m. 
show a list of thirteen men's names, in three separate 1 20 T W H EAT 
versions devoted to different operations. Only the first of these, 167 = Es650, 
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has the tossonde ?spermo formula which is characteristic of the land-tenure 
tablets (eh. vm). The second version, complete on 168 = Es644, lists the 
names in the same order as the subject of a dosmos wetei-wetei (see below) ; 
the third version is distributed among thirteen separate tablets (169 = Es646, 
etc.) which record a larger dosmos to the god Poseidon and much smaller ones 
to three entities whose function is rather uncertain. 

t The following table shows the thirteen men's names rearranged in order of 
descending importance, with their spermata and dosmoi converted to litres at 
a conversion factor of T 1 = 1 2  I. With three exceptions the amounts form 
regularly descending series in each column, but they have evidently not been 
arrived at by any completely rigid system of proportions : the average ratio of 
30 : 5 : 1 2 :  1 ,  which can be deduced from the estimated totals of the whole 
series, only applies exactly to one individual's assessment, that of ?Worthias. 

DosMos 

?spmno wtlti-wetti· Poseidaonti Diwiewti 
etc. Total 

Alektryon 840 1. 1 14 1. 276 1. 32 I. 486 1. 
Kopreus 720 84 180 20 324 
? Hoplomenos 480 ? 204 16 ? 
? Worthili.� 240 40 g6 R 160 
A-ne-o 18o 30 6o 2 g6 
Lukouros 168 ? 84 6 ? 
0-ka 144 28 84 6 128 
? Philotawon 144 28? 84 6 128? 
Ku-da-ma-ro 144 28? 84 6 128? 
Aigi - os 1 20 ? 72 4 ? 
Se-no 120 24 6o 4 g6 
Servant of W - neus 48 16 36 2 58 
Ka-ra-i 36 6 2 ? 

A fourteenth individual, Pi-ro-te-ko-to, closes the list on 167 = Es650 ;  but the 
amount of his ?spermo was either never entered or has been erased, and his 
name does not reappear. Of the other names, an Alektryon Etewokleweios is 
known as a heq"etas attached to the ' troops' on 58 = An654 (cf. the form 
A-ku-tu-ru-zpiJ- on KN Fh364) ;  the Se-no who is a shepherd at Ma-ro-pi on 
62 = Cn655 and Cn04 may well be a different person. 

The fourteen evidently form a group quite distinct from the land-owners 
of Pa-ki-ja- whom we have met in eh. VIII; yet the size of Alektryon's holding 
(7 units) is larger than any single ktoina there ; the smallest, that of Ka-ra-i 
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is equivalent to a generous ' lease' in the first set (see p. 240) . Where is their 
land situated? 

A possible clue is given by the amount of wHEAT listed. The total ?spermo 
for the thirteen men (with slight uncertainty as to Lukouros' entry) is 28·2 units; 
and we have seen that the ' lands of the telestai' which follow the royal temenea 
on 152 = ErO 1 are assessed at 30 units. Those lands, however, have only 3 telestai 
upon them : if the Es- tablets in fact record the acreages and obligations of the 
men owning land in the immediate neighbourhood of the palace at Pylos, we 
shall have to assume that telestds rank is only held by three of the first names on 
the list. Some of the thirteen or fourteen may in fact be ' tenants ', but the 
formula e-ke to-so-de pe-mo does not apparently attempt to make any 
differentiation. 

167 = Es650 
I ki-ri-ti-jo-jo ko-pe-re-u e-ke to-so-de pe-mo WHEAT 6 
2 a-re-ku-tu-ru-wo e-ke to-so-de pe-mo WHEAT 7 
3 se-no e-ke to-so-de pe-mo WHEAT I 

4 o-po-ro-me-no e-ke to-so-de pe-mo WHEAT 4 
5 ai-ki-wa-ro a-te-mi-to do-e-ro e-ke to-so-de pe-mo WHEAT I 

6 we-da-ne-wo do-e-ro e-ke to-so-de pe-mo WHEAT T 4 
7 wo-ro-ti-ja-o e-ke to-so-de pe-mo WHEAT 2 

8 ka-ra-i I e-ke to-so-de pe-mo WHEAT T 3 
I a-ne-o e-ke to-so-de pe-mo WHEAT I 

REVERSE :  
1 ru-Jco-wo-ro 
2 o-lea 

e-ke to-so-de pe-mo w H E  AT I 

3 pi-ro-ta-wo 
4 Jcu-da-ma-ro 
5 pi-ro-te-ko-to 

In the month of ?Krithios : 

e-ke 
e-ke 
e-ke 
e-ke 

to-so-de 
to-so-de 
to-so-de 
to-so-de 

pe-mo 
pe-mo 
pe-mo 
pe-mo 

W H E AT I 
WHEAT I 
WHEAT I 

WHEAT i 

§ 1 Kopreus, he has (an acreage of) so much seed : 720 I. wheat. 
§ 2 Alektryon, he has so much seed : 840 1. wheat. 
§ 3 Se-no, he has so much seed : I 20 I. wheat. 
§ 4 ?Hoplomenos, he has so much seed : 480 1. wheat. 
§ 5 Aigi- os, servant of Artemis, he has so much seed: 1 20 1. wheat. 
§ 6 The servant of W- neus, he has so much seed : 48 I. wheat. 
§ 7 ?Worthias, he has so much seed : 240 I wheat, 

etc. 

T .') 

T 4 
T 2 
T 2 
T 2 
? 
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t ? K1ithioio : the analogy o f  the Knossos tablets similarly introduced by a gemuve 
adject.ive (e.g. FpS, Diwioio minos, see p. 305) suggests that this is the name of a 
month. If so, it is the only one recorded at Pylos, with the possible cxcept.ion of 
po-ro-wi-to-jo on 172 = Kn02. If ? Krithio- was the name of either a man or a place, 
it would surely be of sufficient importance to occur freely on other tablets. 

eJclui lossonde ? spermo: comparing the formulae on the other land-tenure tablets, we 
might also punctuate 'he holds (land): so much seed' (especially if to-so-de is to be 
read losson de 'and so much', which is always a possibility) . 

A-le-mi-to do-e-ro : the genitive 'ApTEiltTOS (Doric 'ApT6:1!tTOS, perhaps by popular etymo
logy from 6:pTa�o�os) is attested in N. W. Greek inscr. ; 'ApTe�o�t6os may perhaps be an 
innovation. Whether all the theoio doeloi are in fact ' slaves of Artemis' is of course 
very uncertain (sec also p. 236). A possible dative ' to Artemis' occurs in A-ti-mi-te 
(PY Unl 1 . 5) .  

? Worthiao : the other two versions (where the genitive would in fact b e  more correct) 
show the nominative Wo-ro-ti·:fa; possibly the genit.ive W - newos in the preceding 
line induced the confusion. This 'servant (or slave) of W- neus' is not ment.ioned 
by name in any of the three versions; for W- neus himself see below, p. 279. 

Pi-ro-le-Jco-to: Ben nett reads this as one word (Philotekton ?) . Or ' Philon, the joiner'? 

t 168 = Es644 

1 ko-pe-re-wo do-so-mo we-te-i-we-te-i w H E AT T 7 
2 a-re-ku-tu-ru-wo-no we-te-i-we-te-i wHEAT T 9 4 3 
3 [se ]-lW do-so-mo we-te-i-we-te-i wHEAT T 2 
4 o-po-ro-me-no do-so-mo we-te-i-we-te-i wHEAT [ nn] 
� ai-ki-wa-ro do-so-mo we-te-i-we-te-i wHEAT [ nn] 
6 we-da-ne-wo do-e-ro do-so-mo we-te-i-we-te-i wHEAT T 1 <I 2 
7 [ wo-ro-ti-ja] do-so-mo we-te-i-we-te-i wHEAT T 3 4 2 
8 [ ka-ra-i] do-so-[ mo] we-te-i-we-te-i wHEAT •I 3 
9 [a ]-�-o do-so-mo we-te-i-we-te-i wH E A T T 2 4 3 
10 [ru-ko-wo-ro do-so]-mo we-te-[i-we]-te-i [wH EAT nn] 
1 1  [ o-ka do] -so-mo we-te-i-we-te-i wHEAT T 2 4 1 
12 pi-ro-ta-wo do-so-mo we-te-i-[we]-te-i WHEAT T 2 4 [ 
13 ku-da-ma-ro do-so-mo we-te-i-we-te-i WH EA 1" T 2 [ J 

§ 1 The year-by-year contribution of Kopreus: 84 1. wheat. 
§ 2 The year-by-year (contribution) of Alektryon : 1 14 1 . wheat. 
§ 3 Se-no, (his) year-by-year contribution : 24 I. wheat, 

etc. 

Kopriwos dosmos : note that the genit.ivc is maintained only in the first two entries; in the 
third version, only Alektryon shows this case. The word dosmos, which is evidently 
equivalent in sense to classical 66<ns, 66�o�a, 5t:>s, etc., survives in the Arcadian com-
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pound ernv5oa1J6s 'sale', adj. ernv!iOOIJIOS ' saleable'. The noun ending -ms was 
originally the mark of compounds (Schwyzcr, Gram. 11 504), and there is some doubt 
whether the simple *dosis already existed in Mycenaean times; for apu-dosis, see 
p. 291 . The fuller spelling of -.rm- also occurs in de-so-mo ( = de.rmos, KN Ral548). 

we-u-i-we-u-i: this reduplicated locativc of the word fETOS 'year' apparently shares the 
meaning of the classical adverb <liJcpte-rEI ' year by year' (cf. aiJcpte-rtw 'offer yearly 
sacrifices', EM, xc, 26) : the archaic construction can be paralleled by Sanskrit 
padepade ' at every step', varfevarft ' every year' (cf. a.lso such modern Greek idioms 
as cpeyy6:pta cpeyy6:pta 'once in a blue moon '). From the fact that no recipient is 
mentioned, the tablet may record a tithe to the palace. It is equivalent to only about 
one sixth of the sowing; but the four other dosmoi help to bring the total levy on each 
individual up to between 45 and 1 25 per cent of the ? spmno figure, weighing more 
heavily on the smaller holders. 

169 = Es646 
1 ko-pe-re-u po-se-da-o-ne do-so-rrw 

ai2?-ke-te-si do-so-mo 
we-da-ne-we do-so-mo 
di-wi-je-we do-so-rrw 

§ 1 Kopreus : (his) contribution to Poseidon :  
contribution to the Protectors: 2 0  I .  wheat, 
contribution to W- ne us: 20 I. wheat, 
contribution to Diwieus: 20 I. wheat. 

W H E AT I T 5 
W H E A T  T I 4 4 
W H E AT T I <1 4 
WHEAT T I <1 4 

180 I. wheat, 

Poseidaiinei do.rmos: this word-order is preserved on the tablets headed by the first five 
names in the standard list; the sixth saves space by omitting dosmos and reads: 
W- niwos doe/os Poseidaiinei; the remainder, perhaps under its influence, show do.rmos 
Poseidaiinei. The genitive Poseidaonos on 170= Es649 is presumably a scriba.l error; 
a further spelling difference is seen in IW-ko-u-ro, Es729. 

Ai:?-ke-te-si: dative plural in -tirsi, possibly from the dual noun ai,?-ka-te-re on t 
248 =Va01 (see p. 348). For Horn. a!.KTi]p? 

We-da-ne-we: except for those of Alektryon, Kopreus and ? Hoplomenos, all the tablets 
show the genitive W- niwos in this position: no difference in meaning is probably 
intended. W-neus is one of the ' sheep collectors' on the Pylos Cn- tablets (pp. ' 99-201) ,  
on a par with Axotas and Amphimedes. He and Diwieus a.lso head a pair of  tablets 
(76 = Cn23 and 77 = Cn22) listing cattle, possibly for sacrifice: they are apparently 
important figures in palace and cult administration. Di-wi-je-we is certainly not a 
dative of Ze\is, for which Di-we is the Mycenaean spelling (p. 286). 

170 = Es649 

1 a-re-ku-tu-ru-[ wo ]-ne po-se-da-o-no do-so-mo 
ai2?-ke-te-si do-so-mo 
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we-da-ne-we do-so-mo w H E A T  T 2 4 4 
di-we-je-we do-so-mo w H EAT T 2 4 4 

§ 2 Alektryon's contribution to Poseidon: 276 !. wheat, 
contribution to the Protectors : 32 I. wheat, 
contribution to W - neus: 32 I. wheat, 
contribution to Diwieus: 32 I. wheat. 

The entries for the remaining eleven names are contained on the Es- tablets 645, 64 7, 
653. 703, 728, 726, 648, 729, 727, 651 and 652. 

The expression ' a  dosmos to Poseidon' serves as the introduction to the first 
of two extremely important ritual tablets from Pylos. The offerings on U n 7 1 8  
are headed by the word $q.-ra-pe-da, recurring on 153 = Er02 (where it was 
thought to be the name of a tract of agricultural land adjacent to the Palace) ,  
and consist of varying amounts of nine different kinds of farm produce, divided 
into four paragraphs. These show a remarkable parallelism with the four 
entries on 152 = ErO I, more fully discussed on p. 265, and appear to represent 
the four different categories of person who own land in this area: ?Ekhelliwon 
(either the king or one of his representatives) ; the dtimos or ' village ' (perhaps 
including the class of telestai, ' fief-holders ') ; the ' military leader ' ;  and the 
worgiones or 'cult association '. Their offerings are in roughly descending pro
portions, like their sperma on ErO l .  

The importance of Poscidon al Py los is emphasized by 172 = Kn02, and has 
a possible echo in Book m of the Ot!Jssey, where Telemachos' arrival finds the 
people arranged in three companies offering bulls to Poseidon (perhaps as 
the legendary grandfather of Nestor, as the scholiast points out) : 

KAOOI, noaeiSaov yan)oxe, �T)O� �EYTJP!JS 
t'j�iv EVxO�EVOIO"I "TEAEVTijO"al TCxOE {pya. 
NeaTop• ��v 1Tpc:.:niO"Ta Kal vl6:a1 KiiSos 61TCX3E, 
a\m'xp lmiT' &AAOIO"I SiSov xap(eaaav a�o•f3ftv 
oV�1TaO"IV nvA(OIO"IV CxyaKMITfiS EKCXT6�(3T)s. (111, 55-9) 

Similar multiple offerings of different commodities are usual in cuneiform 
records of ritual operations at various seasons of the year. Here is a Sumerian 
example from Laga� (Genouillac, TSA, no. I, I ) :  

Seven sacks of flour, three pots of light ale, four pots of dark ale, two measures of oil, 
two measures of dates, two measures of wine, two lake (?) fish, one sheep, one white 
kid, one lamb-to the god Nina. 

A closer parallel, both in the objects and amounts represented and in the 
probable degree of historical connexion, can be found in classical offerings of 
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the type listed, for example, on the late fourth-century B.c. sacrificial calendar 
from Cos (SGDI, 3636-8, Schwyzer, Dial. 25 1c) : 

Tp!T\( aVOj.IWOV . . . . • HpC%KMi ts KoviaaAOV, �Us . 
ToiiTov �� 6 lap€\15, T4> St 6e4> lepa SiSoTal: 

Kp16<lv Tpia tlllllllSij.IVa, 
Kai <mVpwv Tpeis TeTapTfjs, 
Kal j.IEAITOS Thopes KOTVf.ta1, 
Kal TVpol oieo1 SvwSeKa, 
Kai hrves Kalvc)s, 
Kai cppvyavoov cix60S Kal �VAtoov cix60S, 
Kal oTvov Tpia tillixoa. 

The most explicit Minoan or Mycenaean representation of a sacrifice is seen 
on the painted sarcophagus from Agia Triadha, the two longer panels of which 
are illustrated in fig. I 5· It is dated to the earliest part ofLM Ill, contemporary 
with or slightly later than the destruction of Knossos, and certain features of 
style and detail have been regarded as showing Mainland influence. A full 
discussion of attempts to interpret these scenes is given by Nilsson ( I  950, 
pp. 426-43) ; two general problems make it risky to use them as an exact 
illustration of the Pylos ritual tablets : 

( I )  Opinion is divided as to whether the cult scenes illustrate a specifically 
funerary ritual, or offerings to a deificrl imagl' of thr clr::�rl, or merely ::1. series 
of normal sacrifices to a deity, only indirectly connected with the fact of burial. 

(2) Nilsson suggests that the sarcophagus may have been made to the order 
of a Mycenaean chieftain, but admits that the example of earlier cult scenes 
from Agia Triada show that a 'Minoan' sacrifice had much the same outward 
appearance. As with so much of Late Minoan and Mycenaean representative 
art, we are now faced with the possibility that 'Greek' institutions (or at least 
ones hitherto only known to us in a later Greek garb) are being carried on 
with the trappings of 'Minoan' ritual, art and social conventions. There is 
some parallel in the representative art of the Renaissance; if only a part were 
to survive, future archaeologists might well doubt the reality of Christianity 
in that period. We must also take into account the process of syncretism between 
' lndo-European ' and 'Aegean ' deities which has been generally assumed, and 
which has analogies in the pantheons of the other Near Eastern cultures, 
particularly of the Hittites and Hurrians. 

Analogies between Un7 1 8  and the sarcophagus are seen in the objects 
sacrificed (the ox, the two goats under the table, the vessels containing liquids, 
and the basket of ' fruit '-which might perhaps be cheeses) ; and the fact 
that women officiate connects with the preponderance of hiereiai at Pylos and 
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Knossos. Sheepskins, whose purpose on Un7 1 8  is not self-evident, appear on 
the sarcophagus as the ceremonial lower garments of the acolytes (cf. Evans, 
PM, rv, p. 401  ) ,  and as a kind of cloak to the effigy (?) in front of the shrine. The 
grain and wine which precede the bull and rams in lines 3 and 7 are probably 
to be connected with Nestor's ritual of ov:Aoxvmt and :AotJ31) oivov detailed in 
Od. m, 429-63, already invoked for the sarcophagus by von Duhn. Cf. also 
Od. xrx, I 97 .  

Fig. 15.  The Agia Triada sarcophagus. 

t 171 = Un7 18  
1 �(1.-ra-pe-da po-se-da-o-ni f do-so-mo 
2 o-wi-de-ta-i do-so-mo to-so e-ke-raz-WO 

3 do-se W H EAT 4 W I N E  3 B U L L  I 
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4 tu-ro2 TU + R 02 IO ko-wo S K I N + K O  I 
5 me-ri-to 4 3 

vacat 
7 o-da-a2 da-mo WHEAT 2 WINE 2 
8 RAMS 2 T U + R02 5 a-re-TO A + R E + J? �  4 2 S K I N + K O  I 
9 to-so-de ra-wa-ke-ta do-se 
I O  RAMS 2 me-re-u-ro iT T 6 
1 1  w I NE 'l 2 o-da-a2 wo-ro-ki-jo-ne-jo ka-ma 
IZ WHEAT T 6 WINE � I T U + R 02 5 me-ri-[to] 
1 3  � I •I I 

The S - pedaP to Poseidon, its contribution. 
§ I As far as one can see, ?Ekhclawon will give so much as a contribution : 

480 I. wheat, 1 o8 I. wine, one bull, ten cheeses, one sheepskin, ?6 I. of honey. 
§ 2 And similarly the village (will give) : 240 I. wheat, 72 I. wine, two rams, 

five cheeses, 4 I. fat, one sheepskin. 

§ 3 And the military leader will give so much : two rams, 72 I. flour, 24 l. wine. 
§ 4 And similarly the estate of the cult association (will give) : 72 I. wheat, 

? 1 2  I. wine, five cheeses, ? 14 I. of honey. 

Poseidaoni: other Pylos examples of this alternative spelling of the dative ending are 
ko-re-te-ri OnO! . 5, Me-<:.a-wo-ni 96 = Un02. 5. See p. 85. 

o-wi-de-ta-i: the difficulty of interpreting this word leaves in doubt the punctuation and 
syntax of the first two lines, but the repetition of dosmos shows them to be clivided 
into two clauses. Both terms recur on the fragmentary label Wa73 1 :  

do-so-mo 
o-wi-de-ta-( 

The dative plural of a noun in -ttis (*owi-detli'i ' sheep-trussers ', cf. Fig. 15??) seems 
unlikely, since the analogy of 154= EqOI (o-wi-de, etc.) suggests that o- is also a 
prefixed adverb or conjunction here, whose clause is recapitulated by the o-da-a! of 
paragraphs § 2 and § 4· The infinitive f10t0'6al seems the obvious choice for the 
second element, although the etymology of the encling -0'6al does not suggest an 
original disyllable (Schwyzer, Cram. 1, p. Bog). The restrictive construction <l>s +  
infinitive is not attested before Herodotus' <l>s t�Jol SoKte1v ' as far as it seems to me', 
although the Homeric 6aii�Ja loea&al, eic. show some analogy with it. Is this a 
scribal formula to emphasize that the transaction has not yet actually occurred, and 
that some correction might be expected? , 

tu-ro1 : note the surprising repetition of the spelling in the form of a ' monogram' (see 
p. 52), which apparently recurs on KN U 7498. 

ko-wo : compare the ideogram no. 152, SKIN + WI, which we interpret as wrinos ' ox
hide'.  This spelling seems to represent the Homeric Kwas (*qouns), declined as if from 
-os, ' sheepskin, fleece ' .  
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a-re-ro : i t  is impossible to read aAEvpov, since the ideogram is reckoned as a liquid on 
Un06, and 'flour' is already indicated by the word meleuron of line 10 (see Voca
bulary, p. 399). The monogram on Un06 has a double cross-bar (i.e. A + R E + P A 

- &Mtq.ap?), and it is tempting to regard the present spelling as an error. 

Pylos 172 = Kn02 has already been discussed at length by Furumark ( 1954, 
pp. 5 1-3), Meriggi ( 1954h, pp. 19-22) , Carratelli ( 1954a, pp. 1 1 3- 14, 1955) 
and by Palmer at the London Seminar. Despite difficulty in explaining the 
introductory formula, there is general agreement on the purpose of the tablet : 
it clearly records ritual offering or exhibition of cups and bowls of some 
precious material, carried out under the edict of the pala,ce 
before the shrines or images of various divinities. The 1 41 
individual vessels are accompanied by MAN or WOMAN 
ideograms. Ben nett first suggested that these are figurines 
of the same material, and a suspicion of human sacrifice 
may also occur; but it seems more probable that their 
main function is to carry the vessels, just like the men 

COLD 

BOWL 

C U P  

and women illustrated on  the LM I a 'Cup bearer' and ' Procession' frescoes 
at Knossos, of whom Evans says (PM, u, p. 7 10) : ' It is a fair conclusion that 
the scenes here depicted were intended as a glorified representation of actual 
ceremonial processions in which, at fixed seasons, the acolytes and ministers of 
the Palace cult carried out the sacred vessels and other relics to be shown to the 
assembled people in the West Court.' 

It is in this light that the syntax of this difficult text should probably be 
examined. The following translations of lines 1-2 have so far been proposed : 

F u R U M A R K :  ' Let them be sent to the shrine of Poseidon, and bring the gifts and 
cupbearers to the city ' ?  

M E R t c c z :  ' They were sent to the shrine of Poseidon, and the city sent gifts and 
acolytes ' ?  

P A L M  E R :  'A ceremony o f  consecration was performed in the Poseideion, and the town 
was purified, gifts were brought and the defilement was purified.' 

It is fairly generally agreed that the adjectival formations such as Po-si-da-i-jo 
which differentiate three of the introductory formulae are the names of places 
rather than the titles of priests or festivals, since the fourth formula provides 
in their place Pa-ki-ja-si, well known as a local toponym ; note also Po-si-da-i-Jo-de 
on FnO 1 . 2. But the ending of Pa-ki-ja-si and the absence of the usual allative 
suffix -de indicate that these are all in the locative case; it is therefore difficult 
to regard i-Je-to as a part ofiru.u with the sense ' send to', and preferable to take 
it as the description of an activity which takes place at the different localities. 
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Pal mer goes so far as to postulate .a verb i-je- ' to sacrifice', distinct from the 
classical iT)Ilt and related to lep6s. 

Close examination of the tablet reveals a divider between pe-re and po-re-na-qe 
in lines 2, 8 and rev. 2. The recurring verbs pe-re and a-ke evidently show the 
classical distinction of sense between cpspc.v and ayc.v, cf. 1/. xxm, 5 1 2- 13 :  5wl<f 
5' ayetv hapotcn ywaiKa Kal Tpi1fo5a cpepetv. They record the activities 
appropriate to the two separate sets of ideograms on the tablet, the carrying 
of the cups and bowls (dora ' gifts ') and the conducting of the men and women 
(po-re-na ?) . Though one might logically expect this last word to be an unattested 
noun meaning something like ' cup-bearer ', it is possible that it merely repre
sents cpopijvcn ' to carry'. 

The tense, voice, person and subject of the verbs i-je-to I pe-re I a-ke are 
problematical (as is the function of the -qe added to the first). There are three 
alternatives : 

1 .  They are activelmiddle indicative. i-je-to could represent hietoilhientoi 
(present middle, 3rd sing . .  or plur.) or hietolhiento (imperfect middle) ; a-ke 
and pe-re can only be 3rd or 2nd sing. active, present or imperfect. It is 
cifficult to find a subject for these verbs. Is it the initial pu-ro = Pylos? Or must 
we understand 'he', for the king or one of his officials ? 

2. They are passive. Palmer regards a-ke, etc., as aorist passives in -e, -en. 
This formation in Homer (e.g. rnm11) is generally regarded as having been 
originally restricted to intransitives (pVT), etc., Schwyzer, Gram. 1, pp. 756-6o) ; 
but while forms in -6rj are probably late innovations, Palm er is perhaps justified 
in arguing that the Mycenaean verb may already be allowed to possess some 
specifically passive forms. 

3· They are imperatives. In this case a-ke and pe-re can only correspond to the 
classical singulars aye and cpepe ; but they need not necessarily be taken as 
instructions to a single person, since the plural forms are the result of an 
innovating tendency in the different Indo-European languages. In the same 
way the form hieto need not be specifically passive or 3rd person : the original 
function of -to is that of forming generalized imperatives indifferent as to person 
or voice (Schwyzer, Gram. I, p. 8o r ) ,  as seen in early Latin and in the Cyprian 
gloss €A.6ETC.VS ' €A.6e. But it is not clear why -to should be added to the first 
verb and not to the other two. 

The third alternative has been followed in the printed translation, but 
without any very strong conviction. It must be admitted that securely identified 
imperatives have not yet been found in any other introductory formulae. 

Quite apart from the syntax of the paragraphs, a further problem is set by 
the peculiar way in which they are disposed on the tablet. In its present form 
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each face of the tablet is  divided by cross-lines into five sections of varying length ; 
and several of these sections are left blank, a fact which must require some 
special explanation. The only other tablet which shows similar blank entries 
is Knossos 207 = V  280, which is introduced by a month· name and which 
there is reason to think represents a calendar or diary of fifteen successive days. 
Palmer has already proposed to identify po-ro-wi-to-Jo (Kn02, ' reverse', line 1 ) 
as a month name Plowi(s)toio ' the time for sailing again ' (cf. 1TAW!sw, nAwi�a 
' sailing weather') .  An alternative explanation of the blank entries might con
ceivably be that the tablet records a series of processions all occurring on the 
same day, but that some of those for whom provision was made failed to 
materialize. 

If Kn02 really represents a calendar of the ceremonies prescribed for ten 
days of a Pylos month (purposely divided into five days on each side?) , then 
we might expect po-ro-wi-to-Jo to represent the first word of the complete text, 
and the ' reverse ' to be the first side written. The tablet bears considerable 
signs of erasure and re-use, and Ben nett's initial ' reverse' (preserved in our 
transcription) is the flatter side, i.e. the original obverse; in his new edition 
published in PT 11 Bennett now regards the side beginning po-ro-wi-to-Jo as 
the obverse. The writing is hasty and careless : one case of an omitted sign is 
certain (in line 5 ) ,  and two more are highly probable. 

t 172 = Kn02 [Tn3 16) 
O B V E RS E :  11 i-Je-to-qe po-si-da-i-Jo a-ke-qe wa-tu 
P u - R  o 2 do-ra-qe pe-re po-re-na-qe a-ke 

3 G O L D  C U P  I W O M E N  2 qo-wi-Ja ( . .  ) ko-ma-we-te-ia 

P U-RO 

P U- R O  

• i-Je-to-qe pe-re-*82-Jo i-pe-me-de-Ja-(Jo?)-qe di-u-Ja-Jo-qe 
s do-ra-qe pe-re-po-re-na-qe a-(ke) pe-re-*82 G O L D + a o w L  1 

W O M A N  I 

6 i-pe-me-de-Ja G O LD + B O W L  I di-u-Ja G O L D  B O W L  I 

7 e-ma-a2 I q.-re-Ja G O LD C U P  1 M A N  1 

8 i-Je-to-qe di-u-Jo do-ra-qe pe-re po-re-na-qe a-�� 
9 di-we G O L D  B O W L  I MAN I e-ra G O L D  B O W L  I 
10 di-ri-mi-Jo I di-wo i-Je-(re?)-we G O L D  B O W L  1 

vacat 

W O M A N  l 

W O M A N  I 

? 

P U - RO 12- 16 vacant 
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R E V E R S E :  

1 po-ro-wi-to-jo { 2 i-je-to-qe pa-ki-Ja-si do-ra-qe 
P U - R O  3 k . . . 

a- e po-tz-nt-)a G O L D  C U P  I 
pe-re po-re-na-qe 

W O M A N  I 
4 ma-!l{l-Sa G OLD B OW L  I W O M A N  I po-si-da-e-ja G O L D  B OW L  I W O M A N  l 

5 ti-ri-se-ro-e G O L D  C U P  I do-po-ta G O L D  C U P  I 

vacat 

P U - R O  7 - 1 0  vacant 

O B V E R S E :  

( 1 st) P Y L O S :  perform a certain action at the (shrine) o f  Poseidon and . . .  the 
town, and bring the gifts and bring those to carry them. 

One gold cup, two women . . . . 
(2nd) P Y  L O S :  pe1jorm a certain action at the (shrines) of the Dove-goddess and of 

Iphemedeia and ofDiwja, and bring the gifts and bring those to carry them. 
To the Dove-goddess : one gold bowl, one woman. 
To lphemedeia :  one gold bowl. 
To Diwja :  one gold bowl, one woman. 
To Her;mes . . .  : one gold cup, one man. 

(3rd) P Y L O S :  pe1jorm a certain action at the (shrine) of Zeus, and bring the gifts 
and bring those to carry them. 

To Zeus: one gold bowl, one man. 
To Hera: one gold bowl, one woman. 
To Drimios the priest of Zeus : one gold bowl, [one man?]. 

(4th) blank. 
(5th) P Y L O S :  blank. 

RE V E R S E :  

( In  the month?) of ? Plowi(s)tos: 

( 1 st) P Y  L O S :  perform a certain action at the place Pa-ki-ja-ne, and bring the gifts 
and bring those to carry them. 

To the Mistress : one gold cup, one woman. 
(2nd) To ? Mnasa : one gold bowl, one woman. 

To Posidaeia: one gold bowl, one woman. 
(3rd) To the ' thrice-hero ' :  one gold cup. 

To the ' lord of the house ' : one gold cup. 
(4th) blank. 
(5th) P Y L O S :  blank. 

11-2 
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Posidtiloi: compare Od. v1, 266: �vea Se Te acp' O:yopT) K<lAov noa1S{jlov O:�cp[s. Mycenaean 
shares the classical distinction in vowel between the noun (-sei-) and adjective (-si-) 
in this name. Poseidon is not mentioned by name in line 3, since his is the only 
offering. 

a-kt-qt wa-tu =age q•e wastu? There is nothing lost after tu, as Bennett's 1951 drawing 
suggests. Is this phrase, whose meaning is obscure, meant to be understood in all the 
paragraphs? If we translate ' bring to the town ', then what is the object? And should 
we not expect was tu-de? If we regard was tu itself as the object of age, ' bring the towns
people' (compare Evans' showing of the sacred vessels 'to the assembled people '),  
this presupposes a personalized sense of a<TTV which is so far quite unparalleled. It is 
these difficulties which have evidently led Palmer to postulate in this line a quite 
different verb *cS:yw ' purify ' related to ayv6s, cS:ylOS, &3o�a1. 

qo-wi-ja, etc . :  the second word, too uncertain to be read, seems to consist of two signs 
written over an erased three-letter word. The phrase may be intended as a description 
of the preceding women. qo-wi-ja is apparently from g"ous 'ox ' :  acrobats for the bull 
games? ?  ko-ma-we-te-ja cannot mean 'long-haired ', for which -wessa would be the 
feminine. Note that these words do not show the expected dual in -o: Chadwick 
suggests that they arc in fact the names of female divinities associated with the 
Posidtiion, and possibly explaining the sex of the cup-bearers, which elsewhere agrees 
with that of the recipients. 

pe-re-*82 : the vowel ending is probably -a in view of the adjectival formation in -jo, 
which parallels that from di-u-ja. Pal mer reads *82 as ja2, comparing the men's 
names Ki-ri-*82-}ofKi-ri-ja-i-joJKi-ra2-i-jo; and reads ntM1a ' dove-goddess' (cf. the 
neM1a1 at Dodona). This goddess now recurs on Pylos Unl l89, as the recipient of 
female animals, and with Po-se-da-o-ne (erased) on the same tablet. Does *82 represent 
jaifjai, so that the form is in fact dative plural? 

Jphemedeitii = 'lqu�eSe1a, the mother of Otus and Ephialtes by Poseidon, Od. XI, 305. 
The absence of initial W- and the spelling -pe- show that this name does not contain 
lqu; contrast the man's name Wi-pi-no-o = ' lcp[voos. Almost certainly a pre-Greek 
deity, whose name has been modified by popular etymology; the confusion oft and i 
seems to be confined to non-Greek words. 

Diwjtii (disyllabic like me-u-jo = mewjon?) : compare the goddess 6lfla on an early fourth
century Pamphylian inscription (Schwyzer, Dial. 6861). This paragraph, like lines 
4 and 5 of the ' reverse ', evidently deals with a mixed collection of deities, who may 
have features of their cult in common. 

E-ma-a2 (also Un I I . 8) : apparently Hermtitii, cf. Horn. 'Ep1.1iis, 'Ep1.1das, dial. 'Ep1.10:s, 
'Ep1.1awv, 'Ep1.1aos, etc. The etymology from ep1.1a 'cairn' is disproved by the absence 
of r- in early Cretan inscriptions and in Homer. A-re-ja is obscure: cf. the epithet 
"Ap11a (ace.) applied to Zeus and Enyalios, and "Ape1av, "Ap11av to Athena, in a 
fourth-century inscription from Arcadian Orchomenos, Schwyzer, Dial. 665c. The 
connexion with "Ap11s is doubtful, unless the Aeol. "Apevs, 'Ape\iios is secondary. 

diwjo- 'of Zeus ' :  note the different spelling (and meaning?) of di-wi-ja on 28 -An42. 
The meaning 'of Zeus' is very rare for the classical Sios, and no temple-name is 
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formed from it. Compare, however, the Knossos month-name Di-wi-jo with the 
classical lliO}. 

E-ra : the association with Zeus makes the identification with Hcra almost inevitable. 
The etymology < •• HpfO: must be abandoned ; it is built on the isolated Elean 
'EpfO:OIOIS, the derivation of which from the divine name is only assumed. It is 
contradicted by dialect forms without f, e.g. Cypr. •f:pa•, Schwyzer, Dial. 681 (4),  
and by the Attic · Hpa, since •· Hpra would give ·HpTJ (cf. KOpTJ). Chadwick suggests 
reading E-(ra] on Unl i . S between Potnitii and Hmntitii. 

di-ri-mi-jo, etc. :  the second word appears to be di-wo (gen.) rather than Bennett's di-we. 
This would prevent us from regarding Drimios as an epithet of Zeus (cf. llpli!Jv•os 
6 ZEVs i')TOI 5a:(IJ())V" OVT(,) '!l"apa na�o��v;\io•s, Tzetzes ad Lycophron, Alex. 536) ; but 
this 'priest of Zeus' may conceivably be a hero figure rather than a living person. 

Potnitii: the specification 'at Pa-ki-ja-ne' makes it unnecessary to name her more 
exactly ; whoever she is, the Mistress is almost certainly the divinity served by the 
'priestess of Pa-ki-ja-ne' on the Pylos land tenure tablets, and possibly that understood 
in the phrase theoio dot/os. Compare Athtinti potnia on Knossos 208 =V 52 ?  Or the 
phrase Artemitos doelos on 167 = Es650 (and "ApTEIJIS 'TI"oTVIa 6Tjp<7>v, ll. XXI, 470) ? 
Or the title al noTVIal -Demeter and Persephone (and read ' the Demeter of 
Pa-ki-ja-ne' on 114 = En02 . I ) ?  

Posidtieitii: her name shows the same structural relation to that of Poseidon as Diwja's 
does to Zeus. 

Tris-hiroei?: the subject of an article by Hembcrg ( 1954), who regards him as an 
ancestral figure related to the Attic TPI(To)mhope<;, lit. 'great-grandfathers', rrcorrl�rl 
as having the function of ev�poi Kal �v;\aKES TWV WEIJWV. One would, however, 
expect -e-ro-we in the dative. 

Hemberg also joins Furumark and Carratelli in reading do-po-ta as a variant form of 
5ecnr6TT}S (*doms-pottis beside •tiems-; cf. 56�o�O>, Skt. dlimpati- ' master') ; or more 
likely dospottis from •drru- (cf. Arcad. 5eKOTO> < •de�-tos). Note that for some reason 
(the absence of a public procession?) neither of these last entries includes a 'cup
bearer'. 

2. PROPORTIONAL T R I B UTE FROM PYLOS V I LLAGES t 

(i) THE Ma- TAB LETS 

The arithmetic and phraseology of the eighteen tablets which make up the 
M a- series have been discussed by Bennett ( 195 1 c, p. g6), Furumark ( 1954, 
pp. 42-3), Sundwall ( 1953b) and Carratelli ( 1954a, p. 97 ; 1954b, p. 220). 
Each tablet is a reckoning of varying amounts of a list of six commodities i� 
fixed order, which will for simplicity be transcribed by the letters A-F. 
It  will be noticed that A, D and F are measured in whole numbers, B, 
C and E in units of weight : this distinction will not be further indicated in 
transcription. 
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The ideogram D probably represents wrinoi 'oxhides' (more clearly on 
Knossos M 797, identified in SM /1, p. 61 ,  no. B 1 0 1 ) .  The other pictorial 
symbol, A, looks like the syllabic sign pte with an inserted we ; but the Knossos 
forms of this sign (e.g. on M 467) diverge considerably from the Knossos pte, 
and on M 757 and M 57 12  it even has a ' fringe ' along 
the bottom similar to that of the C L O T H  ideogram (sec A � A textile? 
p. 3 1 3) .  It is associated with wooL on M 559 and on 
M683, as well as on the fragmentary Pylos Un853, in B i.t 
which Poseidon's name occurs in the preamble. I t  

c probably represents some textile material. Tablets MnOl 
and Mn02 are lists of this commodity by itself. 

The other four commodities are recorded by syllabic 
' initials', and there is no guarantee that they have the E IJi 
same meaning as similar syllables used as abbreviations 
in other contexts. Note, however, that ke-ro is used at F 'f 
Knossos ( U 436, U 746) as an adjunct to the circular 

Beeswa.x ? 

Oxhides 

? 

? 

ideogram measured by weight on the Knossos Me- tablets, which are similar 
in arrangement to this Pylos series (see below, p. 302). It may represent 
KT)p6s ' beeswax ' ;  though there is some doubt whether the Common Greek 
may not be *1<ap6s (cf. Boisacq s.v.) . A, B, D, E and F also occur on a 
fragmentary tablet of different arrangement, Mn03. 

The six commodities are probably all materials required by the palace 
workshops (though not all of metal, as Carratelli assumes), but whether for 
connected or various purposes is uncertain. The first line of each tablet records 
a place-name, followed by amounts of the six commodities which are clearly 
calculated in a fixed proportion of 7 : 7 : 2 : 3 : 1 !  : 1 50. The first table gives the 
ideal scheme, including fractions, which results from exact calculation : 

A B c D E F 

1 7t 1 7t 5 7�  3t 375 
2 1 23! 65 1 0 5 500 
28 28 8 1 2  6 6oo 
42 42 1 2  1 8  9 goo 
463 46i 1 3! 20 1 0  1000 
63 63 1 8  2 7  1 3! 1350 
70 70 20 30 1 5 1500 

The next table shows the amounts actually recorded, arranged in ascending 
order: where these diverge from the ideal values by 1 ·0 or more, they have 
been printed in heavy type. 

290 
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The eighteen place-names agree with the fourteen legible on 257 =Jn09, 
with the exception of £-re-i (Jn09. 19) and A-si-ja-ti-Ja (Jn09. 16, which may, 
however, be an alternative spelling of A-*85-ta2). The ' Pylos 9 '  are all rep re-
sented : the last two columns of the table below give for comparison the amounts 
of ' fat hogs ' and ' wine (?) ' recorded for these nine on 75 = Cn02 and 250 = 
V nO ! .  These show a similar scheme of rising proportions, evidently adapted 
to the relative importance of the different villages. 

A B c D E F Cn02 V nO!  

Ma09 Ri-jo 17  1 7 5 7 4 362 2 20 
M a 1 3  Ro-u-so 1 7  1 7  5 8 4 ? 

Ma08 Ka-ra-do-ro 1 8  18  4 8 4 440 2 40 
Ma04 Pa-ki-ja-pi 22 22 7 1 0  4? 500? 2 35 
Ma05 A-pu2?-we 23 23 7 1 0  5 500 2 35 
Ma06 A-ke-re-wa 23 23 7 1 0  5 500 2 30 
Mal l A-te-re-wi-ja 23 23 7 ? 10  ? ? 
M a l 2  Ti-mi-to a-ke-e 24 24 7 1 0  5 500 
Mal4 Sa-ma-ra 24. 24 7 1 0  5 500 
Ma 1 7  A-*85-ta2 '24 24 ? ? ? 500 
MaO! Pi-*82 28 28 8 22 ? 6oo 3 50 
M a l O  [ Za) -ma-e-wi-ja '28 28 8 1 2  5 6oo 
Ma02 Me-ta-pa 28 28 8 1 2  6 6oo 3 50 
M a l 5  E-sa-re-wi-Ja 42 42 1 2  1 8  8 goo 
Ma07 E-ra-te-re-we 46 46 ? 1 0  1000 3 50 
Ma03 Pe-to-no 63 63 17 27 ? 1350 6 lOO 
M a 1 6  Ra-wa-ra-ta2 70 ? 20 30 20 1500? 
Mal8 Si-re-wa ( ' assessment' not recorded) 

The shortest tablet of the series (Ma07) has only a single line, tabulating 
the calculated proportions for the village E-ra-te-re-we. Furumark is no doubt 
right in regarding this first-line entry as the total ' assessment' which the villages 
are required to contribute; and the absence of any further entry here would 
indicate that the full amount has in fact been received. 

On four tablets the term apudosis ( ' actual delivery ') describes a contribution 
which falls short of the total assessment, and the adjunct o.- is used with each 
ideogram to show the resulting ' debt' (ophelo-) : this calculation is evidently 
the main purpose of the series. On the surviving Knossos tablets, a regular 
pair of entries with a-pu-do-si and o-pe-ro is only found on X 409, G 461 
and Gal  530. In the translations of the Ma- tablets printed below, it will be 
seen that the amounts in each column below the first line together add up to 
the total ' assessment' above. 
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173 = Ma06 (222] 
1 a-ke-re-wa A 23 B 23 c 7 D 1 0  E 5  F 500 
2 a-pu-do-si A 1 0  o. 1 3 B 22 0. I C 7 D 8  o. 2 £ 5 F 500 

A B c D E F 
A-ke-re-wa (assessment) 23  23 kg. 7 kg. 10  5 kg. 500 
Actual delivery 1 0  22 7 8 5 500 
Owing 1 3 2 

174 = Ma08 [346] 
1 ka-ra-do-ro A t 8  B I 8  C 4 D [ ] 
2 a-pu-do-si A 14 0. 4 B 16  o .  2 c 4  D 8 £ 4 F 440 

A B c D E F 
Kharadros (assessment) 1 8  I 8  kg. 4 kg. [8 4 kg. 440] 
Actual delivery 14 I6  4 8 4 440 
Owing 4 2 

175 = M  a 10 [393) 
1 [za]-ma-e-wi-ja A 28 B 28 C 8 D I 2  E 5 F 6oo 
2 a-pu-do-si A 20 a-ne-ta-de A I B 2 1 C 5 o. I D 8 E 6 
3 o-da-a2 ma-ra-ne-ni-jo o-u-di-do-si A 7 B 7 C 2 D 3 E 2 

F 450 
F I 5o 

,(a-ma-e-wi·Ja (assessment) 
Actual delivery 
Remitted 
Owing 
Thus M. are/is excused payment 

A B C D E 
28 28 kg. 8 kg. I 2  5 kg. 
20 2 1  5 8 6 

7 7 2 3 2 

F 
6oo 
450 

The sum is here complicated by a common formula which states that a particular class 
' does not give' a certain amount. From the fact that this deficit is not taken into 
account in calculating the overall ' debt', Furumark ( I  954, p. 43) is evidently right 
in regarding it as a free allowance, by which the theoretical assessment for each 
village is officially reduced. This is made clearer by the parallel use of the words 
lAeV&pa, lAevetpwoe on the Na- tablets (see p. 298). The class in question is most 
often that of the khalkiwes 'smiths', and it would be interesting to know if the listed 
commodities are in fact the product of the smithies; or whether they are materials 
which the smiths (or other classes named) are likely to need in the villages more 
urgently than in the palace workshops; or whether the formula is in fact only the 
equivalent of saying: ' The village of X. is excused payment of so much, in recognition 
of the fact that it has so many smiths working on government contracts ' (cf. the Jn
tablets, pp. 352-8). 
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Tablet 183 - Nn83 1 shows a breakdown of a levy of 45 sA (see p. 295) among the 
different members of a single village. 'The smith' is represented among them; and 
it seems likely that the Ma- tribute was also allocated in detail among the different 
classes of each village, some of which might receive preferential treatment. The 
tendency of the smiths in particular to claim exemption from feudal obligations in 
time of emergency is reflected, for example, in § 56 of the contemporary Hittite Code. 

Compare Ma-ra-ne-ni-Jo witQ Ma-ra-ne-nu-we, a class or place providing rowers on 
54 -Anl9. 

The sums for D and E are anomalous, since the village contributes three more of 
E than it need, and a debt of one D goes unnoticed: perhaps these discrepancies were 
regarded as cancelling each other out. An additional concession for A is introduced 
by the word aneta (cf. avecns �6pwv ' remission of taxes '). 

176 = Ma l 2  [ 123) 
1 ti-mi-to a-ke-e A 24 B 24 C 7 
2 a-pu-do-si A 2 1  o. 2 B C D 
3 o-da-a2 ka-ke-we o-u-di-do-si A 1 

Ti-mi-to a-ke-e (assessment) 
Actual delivery 
Owing 
Thus the smiths are excused payment 

D 10  E 5 
E F 
B 1 F to  

A B 
24 24 kg. 
2 1  (23) 

2 

F 5oo 

C D 
7 kg. 1 0  

(7) ( 10) 

E 
5 kg. 

(5) 

F 
500 

(490) 

10 

The entries of line 2 reveal something of the scribe's procedure: he has written in the 
ideograms for the six commodities, but has not bothered to complete the amounts of 
apudosis for the last five, evidently because no 'debt' in fact resulted from them. We 
can therefore restore them by subtracting the smith's allowance from the total 
' assessment'. 

From there it is a short step to the layout shown on the next two tablets, where 
no apudosis entry figures at all, and where we must again assume that the delivery 
was satisfactory and incurred no 'debt'. 

177 = Ma02 [90) 
1 me-ta-pa A 28 B 28 C 8 
2 o-da-a2 ka-ke-we o-u-di-do-si 

ku-re-we o-u-di-do-si 

D 1 2  
A 1 
A 4 

E 6  
B ! 
B 4  

F 6oo 
D ! 
D 2 E I t F 1oo 

ku-re-we : Carratelli ( 1 954 b, p. 220) suggests skuliwes ' leather workers' {cf. (JK\if.o,f f 
(JKVrOS 'hide', <JKVTEVs, Hem. <JKVTOTOIJ.OS). Sec also p. 19 1 .  

178 = Mal 3 [365) 
ro-u-so A I 7 B I 7 C 5 D 8 

2 o-da-a2 ka-ke-we a2-te-ro we-to 
E 4 F [ 
di-do-si A I 

293 
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haltron wetos didonsi: evidently a less generous concession than the ou didonsi formula. 
Either ' some other year' or, more probably, ' in the following year' (cf. Attic ecrrepq: 
'on the morrow ', and the root meaning of hepos as 'one or other of two') .  The 
temporal accusative (where rE-rei might be expected) recurs in to-to we-to ( 43 = S!IO I )  
and may perhaps be explained as referring to an inclusive period rather than a single 
point of time; but cf. also Horn. a\rrfi1-1ap 'on the same day', Attic Ti}v wpav ' a t  the 
proper season', etc. (Schwyzer, Gram. n, p. 70). 

On the remainder of the tablets the deficit resulting from the calculation is 
shown in the entry perusinwon ophelo-, which is equivalent to the ' debt '  figures 
( o.-) included in the apudosis entry of the first tablets. Their identity of function, 
in spite of the different wording, is shown by the fact that the two formulae 
never occur on the same tablet, and that only one tablet of either type is extant 
for each place-name. The variations are probably due to the accounts being 
completed at different times, or to differences in the other records from which 
they are abstracted. The whole series must presumably be regarded as referring 
to Tiepv<n ' last year' (or ' the season which is past '), and as a collation of 
the season's records made after all the returns are complete. 

t The occurrence of perusinwa ophelo- on two of the tablets makes it difficult to 
read the second word as a noun Oq>ei\os ' debt ' (only ' usefulness ' in Greek), 
and preferable to understand 6q�eti\6(�evov), 6q>eti\6(�eva) ; unless we punctuate 
' the things oflast year: the deficit ' .  On Mal6 the ideograms have the adjunct 
o.- added to them, and the deficit of E is written, surprisingly, o.pe-ro instead 
of o.o. The adjunct o.- also occurs with an ou didonsi amount on 180 = MaOl . 2, 
where i t  seems out of place. 

On the remaining tablets the ' actual delivery' can be restored as the dif
ference between the ' assessment' and the remaining items. A puzzling excep
tion is the sum for F on the next tablet, where the full assessment of 362 is 
recorded as owing, in spite of the smiths' free allowance of forty: this deficit 
of unparalleled size may be suspected of having been inserted in error. 

179 = Ma09 [ 1 93] 
1 ri-Jo A I 7 B r 7 C 5 D 7 E 4 F 362 
2 pe-ru-si-nu-( wo) o-pe-ro A 2 E 4 F 362 
3 o-da-a2 ka-ke-we o-u-di-do-si A 2 B 1 F 40 

o-da-a2 pe-ra3-qo A I D I [?) 

Pe-ra3-qo : applying the common vocalization rai to ra8, Andrews reads the name of the 
Thessalian tribe of nEpat�oi, recorded at Dodona in It. n, 749· This is difficult to 
control. 
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180 = MaO! [225] 
1 pi-*82 A 28 B 28 C 8 D 22 [E 6] F 6oo 
2 pe-ru-si-nu-wa / o-pe-ro 're-u-k.o-to-ro' B 2 

o-da-a2 k.a-k.e-we o-u-di-do-si '<;a-we-!�' o A 1 B 1 F 1 6  
LeulctronP <.a-we-le : to be taken together? The purpose of this annotation is obscure. The 

place-name L. occurs, for example, with Sa-ma-ra on 4 1  =Anl4. 

181 = Mal 4 (378] 
1 sa-ma-ra A 24 B 24 c 7 D l O  E 5 
2 o-da-a2 ka-ke-we o-u-di-do-si 'D �' A 3 

pe-ru-si-nu-wo o-pe-ro 

182 = Mal8 [ 1 26] 

A I D 2 

i-na-ma-ta 

F lOO 

F soo 
B 3 c 2 

1 pe-ru-si-nu-wa n-re-wa o-pe-ro do-si-mi-ja 
2 A 3 B C r  

'F 6o' 

This tablet is exceptional in showing no ' assessment' entry. The word dosmia presumably 
means ' (items owing last season) belonging to the dosmos', perhaps the generic name 
for a levy of this type. Compare also the enigmatic basketry-label Wa730 :  

]-ra-o do-so-mo t o  
sa-ma-ra do-si-mi-jo-qe 

The place-name Si-re-wa recurs on Mn01 . 4. I t  is tempting to read i-na-ma-ta as a 
neuter plural qualified by the adjectives in -a, but difficult to find one to fit. Cf. 
Arcadian [v O!lcna m'xVTa ' in perpetuity', IG 5(2), s?-but this presupposes a 

t 

+ + 

Mycenaean form in- which is contradicted by en-eensi 114 = En02. 2 .  ,, 

(ii) THE N- T ABLE'l'S tt 
The ideogram S A  occurs on only three fragmentary Knossos tablets, and is 
confined at Pylos to the N- series (Na Ng Nn) .  The pronunciation is probably 
given by the word ri-no ( 184 = Nn01 . 1 ) =Alvov, which might r sA Linen? 
mean any or all of ' flax ', ' linen thread ', ' net', 'sail', ' linen 
cloth ' or ' linen garment'. Like w o o L?, it is weighed at Knossos but measured 
in whole numbers at Pylos. Skeins of linen thread or bales of linen cloth seem 
the most probable : the totalling to-sa-de perhaps implies the plural Aiva. As 
with the ideogram N I = ' figs ', the phonetic use of the sign bears no apparent 
relation to the initial of the Greek word. 

The commodity is evidently subject to the same kind of yearly levy as the 
six items counted on the M a- tablets above, but the number of different villages 
responsible for it is very much larger. 
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Nn831 shows an assessment of forty-five SA for a single village (probably 
to be restored as Ko-ri-to, cf. Anl3, Ad07), broken down among its inhabitants. 
Some are mentioned by name, some by trade : the ko-re-te (' mayor', more or 
less synonymous with f3ao-tAevs?) contributes more than half. 

f 183 = Nn83 l (including former Nn02) 
1 ko-ri-[. ri]-no (do- J ?Korinthos (will give?] linen : 
2 u-re-[ ] SA 4 U . :  four of linen. 
3 a-mo-ke-re-[?] SA A. : one of Linen. 

e-re-e-u 
5 qo-u-ko-ro 
6 a-ro-.Je-u 
7 a-mu? -ta-wo 
8 e-po-me-ne-u 
9 ko-re-te 
10 po-me-ne 
1 1  lca-ke-u 

SA 2 
SA  2 
SA I 

SA  4 
SA  4 
SA 24 
SA  2 
SA  I 

E. : two of linen. 
The cowherd(s) : two of linen. 
A. : one of linen. 
? Amuthaon: four of linen. 
?Hepomeneus: four of Linen. 
The mayor: twenty-four of linen. 
The shepherds: two of Linen. 
The smith: one of linen. 

For the last word in line 1 one might expect dosmos or dosei, but the reason for the 
erasure is obscure. 

e-re-e-u: possibly the name of a trade, cf. e-re-e-wo on Na60. 

NnOI is a record of the ddic.it �hown by the S A  deliv�:rit:s of nine villages. 
Nearly all the place-names are known from other tablets, and the sequence 
A-pi-no-e-wi·Jo-E-na-po-ro is found again on Vn04. Three of the names recur 
in the surviving .Na- series, all with larger amounts of SA :  

Pu2? -ra2-a-ke-re-u 
E-na-po-ro 
Te-tu-ru-we 

NnOl : 10 
NnO I : 33 
NnO l :  38 

Na52 : 2 7 + 3  
Na02 : 70 
Nal 4 : 40 

From this, and from the fact that the .Na- totals are generally in round numbers 
(10's), we conclude that the latter are a record of the theoretical assessments, 
of which NnOI (and the lost tablets of the same series) enable us to deduce 
the amounts actually delivered. 

t 184 = Nn01 [228] 
1 o-o-pe-ro-si n-no / o-pe-ro 
2 u-ka-jo s A  20 ro-o-wa 
3 pu2?-ra2-a-ke-re-u SA  10  
4 SA 5 di-wi-ja-ta SA 6o 
� a-pi-no-e-wi-jo sA 28 

2g6 

SA  35 
ke-i-ja-lca-ra-na 
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6 po-ra-pi SA 10 e-na-po-ro S A  33 
7 te-tu-ru-we S A  38 

vacant 8 
Thus they owe linen. Deficit: U-ka-joP, twenty of linen. 

Ro-o-waP, thirty-five of linen, 
etc. 

184-187 

The simplest form of assessment is shown by the tablets Na01-Na44, which 
merely contain a place-name followed directly by an amount of SA. The 
figures vary between five and 100, averaging nineteen per village; the most 
frequent entries are ten and thirty. Each name only occurs once in the whole t 
series, with the exception of Erkhomenos duplicated on Na 72 (perhaps to 
be excluded from it?) .  

185 = Na32 (419) 
re-u-ko-to-ro SA 1 0  

Leuktron : ten of linen. 

On seven tablets the assessment is qualified by the formula ' X. ekhonsi',  in 
which X. is one of the three terms applied to soldiers (?) on the five An- tablets 
dealing with ' troops' (see pp. 183-94) ;  the place-names also agree with those 
detailed there. Apparently all the entries on the Na- tabl<>:t� which have verbal 
formulae, additional to the place-name, are intended to distinguish amounts 
which are not expected to be delivered to the palace (see below) ; and the 
wording 'X. ekhonsi' may be taken to mean either 

'The X. are in occupation of the place (and they will use the linen)', or 
'The X. (who are at the place) are retaining it for their own use'. 

186 =Na46 (543) 
ka-ra-do-ro I ko-[ro]-ku-ra-i-jo 'e-ko-si' SA 30 

Kharadros: the men of Krokula are in possession : thirty of linen. 

Compare ka-ra-do-ro ko-ro-ku-ra-i-jo MEN on 60= An661 . 5 {p. 193) .  

187 =Na49 (514) 
[ ku ]-pg-ri-so I ke-ki-de e-ko-si SA 30 

Kuparissos : the ke-ki-de are in possession: thirty of Linen. 

Compare ku-pa-ri-si-jo ke-ki-de M E N  on 56 = An657 . 8  and 1 0  (p. 1 88). Probably 
the present Kyparissia, on the coast 25-30 km. north of Pylos (KvmxplO'cri)ElS ll. u, 
593, KvnaplO'O"ia Strabo, KvnapJO'O'OS Scylax, Pliny). 
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t 188 = Na928 

( ] u-ru-pi-ja-jo 'e-ko-si' sA  1 o 

(Place-name :] the men of ?Olympia are in possession : ten of linen. 

For ?Ulumpiaioi comparc 57 = An43 . 1 1 ,  58 = An654 . 16, 60 = An661 . 12, 76= Cn22 . 6-7. 
Sec p. rgo. 

A number of the .Na- tablets record two different amounts of S A, one 
immediately following the place-name, the other introduced by a clause 
tossade X. eleu/Mra or tossade X. ou didonsi. As on the Ma- tablets, these two 
formulae evidently refer to a free allowance deducted from the official assess
ment, as has been recognized by Furumark ( 1 954, p. 43) and Webster ( 1 954, 
p. I s) .  Their interconnexion is clearly shown in the long formula of the next 
tablet, and is confirmed by the totals for the whole series. If one adds up the 
surviving ' assessment ' entries (in which the numerals directly follow the place
name), one arrives at a total of 1245 s A ;  all the entries which represent 
' authorized concessions' (e.g. ekhonsi, eleuthera, ou didonsi, aktiton) together yield 
336. These figures may be compared with the cumulative totals recorded on 
198 = Ng02 and 199=Ng0 1 ,  which (when restored approximately in propor
tion with the entries ofNg02) probably indicate an expected delivery of about 
1 500 sA, and an allowance which ' is not given' of about 550. 

On five of the tablets with two or three entries, their amounts add up exactly 
to thirty, a frequent amount on the single-entry tablets; and it is clear that 
the first number does not, as on the M a- tablets, record the whole ' assessment' 
but only the ' delivery' to be expected when the concessions have been sub
tracted from it (Furumark, ibid. ) .  This is also plain on Na65, where the second 
amount is larger than the first . 

! 189 =Na65 (568) 

[?a-ke-re]-�.pq SA  go 
e-sa-re-u ke-(u)-po-da e-re-u-te-ro-se 
to-sa-de na-u-do-mo o-u-di-do-si 

? A-ke-re-waP : thirty of linen. 

SA 50 

And the shipbuilders are excused payment of so much-the e-sa-re-u 
Ke-u-podas made it free : fifty of linen. 

The title e-sa-re-u only recurs on Knossos 39=Asl 5 17 ,  q.v. Webster ( 1954, p. rs) 
connects the A{vov concessions directly with the requirements of the trades named, 
i.e. sails and ropes for the naudomoi (see Vocabulary), thread and cloth (for shields, 
cuirasses, etc.) for the khalkiwes, nets and ropes for the kuntigetai. The same reserva
tions apply as in the case of the Ma- concessions (sec p. 293) .  
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Both the secondary sense of t7>.ev0epos and the verb-formation in -6w (originally confined 
to tenses other than present, Schwyzer, Gram. 1, p. 727) appear earlier than one 
might have expected. 

190 =Na55 (g95) 

(top edge : ke-lce-me-no-.Jo wa-te-u) 
e-re-u-te-ro-se sA  1 5 

SA  nn] 
to-sa-de pe-i ke-u-po-if.q. �-sa-re-u 

[Place-name: x of linen. J 

And Ke-u-podas the e-sa-re-u made so much free to them: fifteen of linen. 

pe-i = sphe'i or possibly spheis, ' to them', as on 56 - An657.  1 1 ,  etc. The note written 
along the top edge is obscure. 

191 = Na56 [248] 

ta-mi-ta-na I ku-na-ke-ta-i 'e-re-u-te-ro' sA go 

Ta-mi-ta-naP:  free to the huntsmen: thirty of linen. 

e-re-u-te-ro : the singular also appears (wrongly?) on Na54. 

192 = Na50 (252] 
e-re-u-te-ra s A  6 
to-sa-de ka-ke-we 

Rh ion: twenty-four of linen. 

rt-.)0 SA  24 

And the smiths (have) a free allowance : six of linen. 

lea-Ice-we: the dative plural kumigetti'i on 191 = Na56 suggests the alternative reading 
' a  free allowance to the smith' (singular) here. The plural is perhaps more likely 
on the analogy of the M a- tablets, and that of ma-ra-te-we ou didonsi on 195 -Na67. 

193 = Na57 (520] 
to-i-qe e-re-u-le-ra ] • ;I k " . . . 
pu2. -te-re t-lt:)e-.n sA  go 

[Place-name:] the planters are bringing into cultivation, and there is a free 
allowance for these : thirty of linen. 

lci-ti-je-si: the derivation of the verb from an original *KTelllt = KT(JW (cf. Skt. k1ili) is 
due to Palmer ( 1954a, p. 67) . 

to-j-qe : toi'i or tois, dat. plur. ? 

194 = Na58 [gg4] 
wa-na-ka e-ke 

pi-ka-na I e-re-u-te-ra sA  20 
Pi-ka-naP: a free allowance-the king is in possession : twenty of linen. 
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wa-na-ka : the place may conceivably have a wanax of its own ('the king has a free 
allowance '?) ; but it is more probable that the position of the king in the formulae 
is similar to that of the lco-ro-ku-ra-i-jo, etc. on 186 = Na46 ff. No other entry combines 
elclui and eleuthera in a continuous sentence, or writes the latter on the bottom line. 
Perhaps the king has already made a levy (in person?) on the place, and the seasonal 
contribution is therefore excused. 

195 =Na67 [245] 

e-wi-te-wi-jo SA  20 
o-u-di-do-si sA r o 
to-sa-de ma-ra-le-we 

E-wi-te-wi-joP: twenty of linen. 
ra-wa-ke-si-jo 

And the military leader's ma-ra-te-we are excused payment of so much: ten of 
Linen. 

ma-ra-te-we: see Vocabulary. This tablet shows the alternative ou didonsi formula: that 
and the alternative eleuthera occupy successive lines of Na66, probably without 
distinction of meaning. 

196 = Na70 [926] 
e-ke-de-mi a2-ku-mi-jo 

t pa-ka-a-ka-ri a-ki-ti-to sA  6 
Pa-ka-a-ka-riP : (? the land is) uncultivated, and A2-ku-mi-jo holds it : six-of linen. 
e-ke-de-mi :  apparently elchn. de min, cf. da-mo-de-mi =damos de min 13S = Ep704 . 5. Does 

this entry mean that no flax has been grown during the relevant season? 

! 197 = Na69 [1088] 
? to-sa-de o-u-di-do ]-si s A  20 

[ . . .  ?e ] -ke a-ki-ti-to 
[Place-name :  So-and-so] holds the uncultivated land [and he is excused 

payment of so much ?] : twenty of linen. 
The series closes with the two Ng- tablets, which we have seen to represent 

a cumulative total of all the assessments. The figures for ' delivery ' and 
' allowance' are split into two different categories by the varying prefix of the 
introductory adjectives, whose explanation we owe to Andn:ws. 

198 = Ng02 [3 19] 
1 de-we-ro-ai-ko-ra-i-ja sA I 239 
2 to-sa-de o-u-di-do-lo s A  45 7 
Those from this side of ? Aigaleon : I 239 of !inert ; 

and so many arc not contributed : 45 7 of linen. 
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dewero-Aigolaia? :  classical oevpo, perhaps from *oE-CXfEpO (Schwyzer, Cram. I, p. 632 : t 
*oe-avpo, cf. Avestan avar ' here, hither'?), is not found in the sense 'on this side of'. 
But cf. Aristophanes Tcl Tijoe Kai Tcl oevpo, Aristotle TC. oevpo • objects near enough 
to be sensible', English on the hither side, Swedish hit ' hither', hit-om 'on this side of', 
etc. 

Aigol- is perhaps to be identified with mount Aigaleon; see p. 144· 
The tablet OnO! is evidently divided in the same way into villages ' this side of A.' 

and ' beyond A.', and reveals E-ra-to- to be in the first category, and Ra-wa-ra-ti-Ja, 
E-sa-re-wi-ja, E-ra-te-re-wa, ?Ti-mi-to, Sa-ma-ra, A-si-ja-ti-ja and • Ti-nwa-so to be in 
the second. The latter are repeated on the last part of257 =Jn09 (lines 13-•9), which 
is probably arranged on a similar geographical basis. It is noteworthy that none of 
the villages ' beyond Aigalcon ' occurs on the three tablets which deal with levies of 
' rowers', nor on the five which appear to record the disposition of coastal guards 
(except for the doubtful reading ti-mi-to on 60=An661 ) .  There is unfortunately no 
more detailed evidence for dividing the villages of the Na- tablets among the two 
provinces, but the further one is evidently much less important than the nearer. 

The adjectives can either be understood as applying to the territory, 'the lands 
this side of Aigaleon' (cf. Ta \rmpaKpla 'the uplands', also the division of Attica 
intO ol 'Ymp<%Kp101 and ol OapcxAOI, etc.), or tO the objects themselves, totalled by 
to-sa-de in the second line. 

o-u-di-do-to: probably singular, tossa de ou didotoi, agreeing with the neuter plural subject 
(unless this is to be taken as feminine). 

199 = NgO 1 [33�J 
1 pe-ra3-ko-ra-i-ja s A  200( + 
2 to-sa-de o-u-di-do-to [sA nn] 
Those from beyond ? Aigaleon : 200 of linen ; 

and so many are not contributed : x of linen. 

pe-ra3-ko-ra-i-ja -pera(i)-Aigolaia? :  compare pe-ra3-ko-ra-i-ja WaOl . 2, pe-ra-ko-ra-i-ja 
Ad 15, pe-ra-a-ko-ra-i-jo OnO I . 8 ;  Horn. nipT)v O:Ms 'on the other side of the sea', 
Aeschylus tK ntpas NCXVlTaKTias, I) Oepaia ' land on the other side (of a river or sea), 
etc.'; Skt. para ' away! '  (cf. o£\.ipo!). The name of the site Perakhora north of Corinth, 
compared by Turner ( 1 954, p. 19), was Oepa!a in antiquity. 

3. T H E  KNOSSOS Me- S E R I E S  

Bennett has demonstrated to us that the commodities of the eighteen frag,
mentary Me- tablets, found in the ' Arsenal ' building at Knossos together with 
records of chariots, wheels, spears and arrows, show a listing in fixed order 
and proportion similar to that of the six items of tribute on the Pylos Ma
series. Evans (PM, IV, p. 833) identified the last commodity J as the horn 
of the agrimi goat ( capra aegagrus creticus) used in the manufacture of 
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composite bows like the T6�ov bi�oov l�c:IAov aly6s aypiov of ll. IV, 1 05 ;  he 
also noted that the numbers of ' horns ' are always even (except now on 
Mc5098, and on M 0452 where 'one horn' is introduced by [?ke]-ra). 

The second ideogram H is the normal ' she-goat ' 
symbol found on the livestock tablets, and Evans C l?J Buck agrimi' 

suggested that semi-domesticated agrimi may have ,1 1" r; She-goat 
been kept in enclosures to ensure a regular supply of 
horns; but in any case the ideograms most probably 1 
represent carcases sent in by the hunters, whose names 

Honeycombs? 

possibly appear as the variable introduction to the ] f11 Agrimi horn 
tablets. The first ideogram G, not found elsewhere, 
appears to combine the upper constant of the 'goat' symbols with syllabic ra 
(or ra-so, cf. Aatcrlfiov ??) : it may be the ideogram for a buck agrimi, the doe 
not needing to be distinguished from the domesticated nanny-goat when ap
pearing in conjunction with him. 

The third ideogram I, measured by weight, is problematical. One cannot 
argue that all the separate items on the tablet arc likely to be needed in the 
manufacture of bows, since this can hardly be true of the first two; on the 
other hand, it is difficult to think of a weighed substance which might be 
derived directly from wild goats. For a possible ke-ro ' beeswax ', sec p. 290; 
was this a product of the mountain-sides where the goats were hunted ? 
Compare IJEAtcrcrac.uv nhpT)S El< y/\acpvpfis tpxo�JEvac.uv (It. rr, 88) with 
aTya ayptov nhpT)S �Kj3aivoVTa (It. IV, 107).  Apart from their horns, the 
agrimi carcases would also provide meat (Od. IX, 1 55) and rugs, etc. (Od. XIV, 

so). 
The Me- tablets are too fragmentary to be worth transcribing individuaUy, 

but the following table shows the amounts visible on the eleven best-preserved 

c H I J 
Mc5098 345 208 154 kg. 345 
Mc0462 + 5792 + 5808 62 30 24 kg. 52 
Mc0454 + 0458 30 1 7 13 kg. 26 
Mc0455 28 I 7 1 2  kg. 24 
Mc0453 + 5 798 28? I 7 1 2  kg. 24 
Mc51 1 8  1 5 20 
Mc0459 + 23 1 4 1 0  kg. 20 
Mc0456 + 04 7 7 16  10 7 kg. 1 4 
Mcl508 + 1 528+ 1564 t6  1 0  6 kg. 1 2  
Mc0460 14  8 6 kg. 1 2 ?  
Mc0464 12  6 kg. 
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of them. The values approximate to a ratio of 5 : 3 : 2 : 4 ;  where they diverge 
from the ideal proportion by 2·0 or more they are printed in heavy type. 
Mc5098 is possibly the total of the complete series, though high numbers of 
G and H also occur on the fragmentary M 5 107. 

It is not clear whether the tablets are the record of an expected quota, or of 
an actual delivery. The horns are considerably fewer than might have been 
provided by the number of goats listed, but perhaps only a proportion of them 
were of acceptable length and curvature. 

4. O F F E R I N G S  TO D l V I N I T J ES AT K N OSSOS 

The eleven tablets of the Fp- series were found by Evans at the beginning of 
the campaign of I goo, lying in a bath-shaped receptacle of clay at basement 
level between the East Propylaeum and the central court (point A on fig. 1 3, 
p. I I 5), together with the remains of the wooden box 

130 '9, OLIVE-OIL 
in which they and the Fs- series (see below) had been , 
neatly filed in order. The identification of their only ideogram as ' olive-oil ' 
was tentatively suggested by Furumark ( 1954, p. 1 16) and Bennett (MT I, 
p. 448) , and is now confirmed by the vocalization e-ra3-wo on a number of 
Pylos tablets (see p. 2 1 7) .  

Both Furumark and Meriggi ( 1954b, pp. 22-6) have recognized from the 
month-names which introduce each tablet that the series forms part of a ritual 
calendar, specifying or recording offerings sent to a limited number of places, 
priests and divinities. It is not always easy to decide in which of these cate
gories the listed names arc to be placed, but the allative accusative ending -de 
may be taken as a criterion of place-names. 

Within the sub-paragraphs introduced by each toponym three expressions 
are found to recur, which will be referenced as P, Q and A in the synoptic 
table below. They presumably refer to shrines of the same cult in different 
places. 

P: pa-si-le-o-i -ptinsi lheoi'i, ' to all the gods'. See the article ' Pantheon' in Paulys RE, 
xvm, 3, cols. 6g8-73o. The dedication of shrines and offerings TTaa1v 6eois or 6eois 
TTaalv Kai m:Xaa1s seems to have had its widest vogue in Hellenistic times. Pausanias 
records two altars 6eois TTaalV tv Kolvi;> at Olympia (v, 14, 8; 15, 1 ;  15, 10), as well 
as others elsewhere in the Peloponnese. The words ?do]-ra le-o-i introduce KN 
E 842 .  I ,  which shows di-wo on the same line. 

Q.: qe-ra-si-ja - Q'erasitii? Note qe-ra-si-jo on Fp1 6  and possibly Fpl8 .  Furumark con
nects this name or title with Horn. Tipas (*q"e�s) ' meteorological phenomenon'. 
Schulzc (Q.uaest. Ep. p. 1 76) regards the name of the Theban seer Teiresias as 
similarly derived (for the second vowel, cf. Etruscan Terasiai, Terasials), and Robert, 
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Oidipus, p. 6g, thought he might originally have been ' a  chthonic oracle god ' (of 
ambiguous sex?). cr. also Zevs TepcXaTIOS. 

A :  a-ne-mo-i-je-re-ja = 'Avf.r,J.wv lepeic;x. See the article "AvEr,J.Ol in Paulys RE, 1, 2, 
cols. 2 1 76-So. Compare Herodotus vu, 1 78 :  t.ef..<poi r,J.Ev Sij KCITa To XPllaTDplov h1 
Kai viiv TOVS avEr,J.OVS lf..aOl<OVTOI ; further the EvSaver,J.Ol at Athens and • Aver,J.OKOiTal 
at Corinth. 

Where a place-name occurs without any such qualification, the offering is 
presumably to the tutelary deity or spirit of the locality, whom it is superfluous 
to name (cf. Dikta- on Fpl and Fp7) :  these entries are shown as X on the 
table below. 

Where P, Q., etc. occur without any place-name, Furumark suggests that 
they refer to the vicinity of Knossos itself: they have been entered in the 
column Nil. The status of the words si-ja-ma-to and e-ke-se-si is uncertain, and 
their initials are shown bracketed. 

Within each month the place-names appear to have been entered in a more 
or less standard order, though this is spread over several tablets in each case, 
and the greater part of the series must be lost. The table below attempts to 
place the surviving tablets in their approximate sequence (though the order 
of the months themselves is of course unknown) . The amounts of oil for each 
entry appear to be identical in successive months, with the exception of the 
larger entry for P at Pa-de on 200 = Fpl .  

! I I _ ' ] } !  l l  � 1 1 1 I 
I 

I 
·- I ·� ,.!_ .. i i 'ii � � � � 

_·_ra_b_le_t __ ._M_o_n_th ___ __ z_ � � � � �-·- _• _ __ •_ � 
?J-de-u-ki-jo-jo m. I d X XPQ Pt XA Fpl 

Fpl6 
Fp48 
Fp6 
Fp15 
Fp7 
FpiB 

Fp5 
Fpl4 
Fp13 

Wo-dt-wi-jo m. PQ 
Wo-dt-wi-jo m. , (<) I XQP P 

I Ka-ra-t-ri-ju 1. PQ J ,. Ka-ra-e-ri-jo m. XP I 
K a-ra-e-ri-jo m. X : I , 

I Ka-ra-t-ri-jo j QP ! I 
Di-wi-jo-jo m. QP l 1 i 

I I A-ma-ko-lo m. (•) Q ,. � Pa 
Ra-pn-lo m .  I I i Xp XPQA A I  

De-u-ki-jo-jo = Deukioio minos? Sittig reads a 1pp- before this group on 200 = Fp I . I ,  and 
takes it as a fuller spelling of wo-de-wi-jo-jo ; but the duplication of entries on Fp48 
(found apart from the others?) makes this unlikely, unless the latter belongs to a 
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different year or series. Chadwick reads a possible !I·· Cf. De-u-ki-jo as a man's name 
on MY 46=Aul02. 

Wo-de-wi-jo: the month recurs on 207 = V  280 and in the genitive on 203 = F 953. 
U-de-wi-jp-jo on Pylos Jn07 has been corrected to U-de-wi-ni-jo (cf. U-de-wi-nt on 
CnlO, probably a place-name). 

Ka-ra-e-ri-jo : from Kpaipa 'head' (•kra-eira?), or cf. the Ephesian month IO.ap1wv? 
The form Ka-ra-e-i-jo on Fp354 may be a mis-spelling of the same word (though the 
context, like that of Fpl4S and Fp363, suggests that it should be classified Fh-) ; and 
the following words l:io and Pa-ja-ni-jo may also be the names of months. [ka]-ra-e
ri-jo-jo me-no recurs on Gg7369 and Oa7374. 

Di-wi-jo-jo = Diwioio minos. Cf. ll.ios, first month of the Macedonian year, also in use 
in Aetolia, Lesbos, etc. Cf. ]-wi-jo-jo on G 726. 

A-ma-ko-lo : not a-ma-ko-ro, as read by Furumark and in Ben nett's Index. 
Ra-pa-lo = Lapato(-jo) minos. As pointed out by Sittig, the name of this month survives 

in the Arcadian IJT)VOs 1\a:rrerr{i) of an inscription of Orchomenos (Schwyzer, Dial. 
667 ; cf. Carratelli, 1955, p. 5) .  

The word minos recurs at Knossos on M 724, Wb M I 33  and Od5672, but 
the month-names are unfortunately lost. To the six or seven months listed 
above, we may perhaps add po-ro-wi-Lo-jo and ki-ri-ti-jo-jo at Pylas (and new 
evidence on the unpublished 1955 tablets) .  The calendars of the two palaces 
may of course have differed somewhat. Does the solitary me of E 842 .  I 
stand for men ' month ' ?  None of the nawes iut:ulified shows the typical 
Attic-Ionic month formation in -1wv, which is probably a comparatively late 
secondary development. 

For a cuneiform parallel to the Knossos Fp- tablets, compare Alalakh 
nos. 309- 18  (Wiseman, 1953, p. 92),  which record monthly issues of barley 
and sesame-oil to temples and priests. E.g.: 

309: In the month of Tammuz, 1! ( ?) qa of barley to the gods, 1! qa to Tarbuziti, 
1 qa to the goddess ljepat, 1 qa to the carpenters, l qa to the gods, l qa to Beruwa. 
Total 6! (sic) . 

3 1 o :  In the month of I yyar, 1 ! (  ?) qa of barley to the gods, 1 t qa to Tarbuziti, 5 qa 
to Beruwa, 5 qa to the aldermen. Total 1 3. 

200 = Fpl  (A xix) 
1 [?]-de-u-ki-Jo:jo I me-no 
2 (#-ka-ta-jo I tfi-we o 1 L 'l 1 
3 da-da-re-jo-de o 1 L 'l 2 
4 pa-de 0 I L 'l I 

5 pa-si-le-o-i o I L  I 

t 



200 D O C U M ENTS JN MYCENAEAN G R E E K  

6 qe-ra-si-ja O I L  1f [ 1 ? )  
7 a-mi-ni-so I pa-si-le-o-i (O I L) 'l [ 2 ?) 

e-rz-nu O I L  4 3 
9 *47-da-de O I L  � I IO a".:.ne-mo 1 i-je-re-ja (o r L) 4 4 
12  

vacat 
lo-so O I L  3 l'f 2  � 2  

In the month of Deukios: 
To the Diktaian Zeus : 1 2  I. oil. 
To Daidaleion : 24 I. oil. 

To Pa-de- : 1 2  l. oil, 
To all the gods : 36 I. oil, 
To the augur: ? 1 2  l. oil. 

Amnisos, to all the gods : ? 24 I. oil, 
To ?Erinys :  ? 6 I. oil. 

To * 47-da- : 2 I. oil, 
To the priestess of the winds: 8 I. oi I. 
(total) 1 36 I. oil. 

Bennett (MT I, 1953, p. 446) recognized the figures in the last line as a total. Reading 
4 2 in line 8, he assumes that lines 6 and 7 between them account for 't 3 4 1 ;  but 
Pa-de Q.. shows '1 1 on Fp48 and A-mi-ni-so P. 't 2 on 201 = Fpl4, and one might 
expect the same entries here. Chadwick reads 4 3 in line 8 of the original. 

41-ka-ta-jo r!i-we : Bennett reads [ .  ]-ka-la·Jo IJ�·we, but the doubtful signs appear to be 
mis-shapen di's. Dikttinde recurs without qualification on Fp7, G 866 and the frag
mentary Fh5467, where i-je-re-ja appears in the second line. The association of Zeus 
with Mount Dikte (now 'AcpEVTT]S Xpto-r6s in the flacn6tc:mKa opT]), which perhaps 
results from syncretism with a 'Minoan' mountain god, is explained in Hesiod's 
Theogony, pp. 477 ff. : these lines describe how Rhea was smuggled from the mainland 
to the Cretan town of Lyktos (Ru-ki-to of the tablet,s), taken to Dikte, and hidden in 
the cave in the ' Aegean Mountain'  where she gave birth to Zeus. Ztlis �tKTaios is, 
for example, invoked in the civic oath of ltanos (Dittenberger, Syll.3 526) : �ia 
�lKTaiov Kal "Hpav Kal 6eoVs TOlls lv �lKT<;I Ka\ 'A6ava{av no:.\ta!ia Kal 6eoVs OOCTOlS 
tv 'A6avaic;r �Tat naVTas ; and discussed (with an erroneous location of the moun
tain) by Strabo, x, 478: eipT]Tal Se, CITl Tc7>V 'ETEOKpTjTW\1 \nrfipxev T'J npaaos, Kai St&n 
lVTa\i6a TO Tov 6tKTa{ov �10s lep6v· Kal yap T') 61KTT] lfAT]crlov, ol!x, Ws "Apo-ros, 
' c5peos crxeSov 'ISaioto' ·  Kal yap XlA(ovs iJ 6IKTT] TfiS "IST]s CxnEXEI. 

Evans ( 1897) lent his support to the identification of the 6tKTaiov &vrpov (Strabo, 
x, 476) with the cave near the village of Psykhro, 30 km. south-east of Knossos, 
where continuous votive deposits from MM 11  down to Geometric have come to 
light since its first exploration by HaJbherr and Hatzidakis in 1886. The offerings 
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on the Fp- tablets are perhaps confined to a restricted association of cults, possibly 
centred on sky or weather gods. 

da-da-re-jo-de : Furumark and Meriggi read llaa5clt.e6voe. Cf. Steph . Byz.: llaloat.a . . .  

a<a\ Kpt)TflS OAAfl (TT6Aas). 
pa-de : 203 "'= F  955 has the form pa-de-i (locative?), which makes it doubtful whether t 

-tk can here be allative. 
a-mi-ni-so, elsewhere with -tk: see 206"'= Gg705, below. 
e-ri-nu : Furumark ( 1954, p. 34) takes this as a defective spelling of the dative singular 

of 'Epavl)s (plural for Meriggi). In addition to her (or their) function as an avenging 
deity, 'Epav\Js appears as an epithet of Dcmeter in Arcadia (Pausanias, vrn, 25, 6, etc.) 
and in Hcsychius' gloss E. = 'Acppo5hTJs eiowt.ov ; so that her early status is uncertain. 

* 47-da-de: presumably a different name from * 47-lcu-to-de (Fp 13) and • 47·so-de 
(Fh351, etc.). 

201 = Fp l 4  (joined to Fp27 and Fp28; A) 
1 a-TrUl-ko-to 'me-no' fjo-te-r�-pa-to '9 q ..' I e-ke-se-si 4 1 

2 qe-ra-si-ja 'l 1 a-mi-ni-so-de I pa-si-te-o-i 'l 2 a-re <I ( ] 

In the month of A-ma-ko-to: 
. . .  2 J. (oil), 

To the augur : I2 litres. 
To Amnisos, to all the gods: 24 litres, 

To A-re: [ ] 
jo-te-re-pa-to e-ke-se-si : Meriggi ( 1954b, p. 25) recognizes a verbal formula, and reads 

o TpemeTo •-E�eaa 'what was directed towards the deities E.' (but the Mycenaean 
form of Tprnw appears to have had a labia-velar). ws TEP'¥avTO i�tai ' thus they took 
delight in the discharge '??  But this leaves the first entry without a specified recipient. 
There is a common place-nameE-ko-so, adj.E-ki-si-jo, but this can hardly be its locative. 

a-re: Furumark reads 'to Ares ', but one might expect •a-re-we (*"ApTJfl). 

202 = Fpl 3, now in the British Museum. (A xx) 
1 ra-pa-to 'me-no' I * 47-ku-to-tk o I L  <I I pi-pi-tu-na 4 I 
2 *85-ri-mo-de o 1 L 4 4 pa-si-te-o-i 'l I qe-ra-St:Ja 'l I 
3 a-ne-mo-i-je-re-ja o 1 L 1 u-ta-no I a-ne-mo-i-je-re-ja 'l 1 <I 2 

In the month of Lapatos: 
To • 47-ku-to : 2 I. oil, 

To Pi-pi-tu-na : 2 litres. 
To • Bs-ri-mo : 8 I. oil, 

To all the gods: 1 2  litres, 
To the augur: 1 2 litres, 
To the priestess of the winds : 36 I. oil. 

?Ita nos, to the priestess of the winds : I 6 litres. 
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Note that the oil ideogram is only entered in the first item of each line. 
pi-pi-tu-na: Furumark compares �(Ki\Nvcx in form ; that her name should actually have 

been assimilated to Greek S(�m�ov 'net' from a native • Piptunna seems unlikely, since 
the name �(I<TTI might well have provided its original derivation. 

*Bs-ri-mo-de : Furumark reads *85 as su, and regards the name as a variant spelling of 
the place Su-ri-mo. Compare Pylos A-si-ja-ti-jafA-*Bs-ta2, which confirms the con
sonant s- but not, apparently, the vowel (*Bs=si, sa or sja?). See also p. 337· 

u-ta-no, adj. u-ta-ni-jo, etc. : possibly ltanos, at the eastern tip of Crete, though this seems 
very far away ( 1 20 km. by road) for a town which apparently supplies sheep to the 
palace. 

The relation between these tablets and the seventeen of the Fs- series which 
were found with them is not altogether clear. These each contain an undated 
record of an offering or ration of five to six commodities in fixed order and 
in more or less constant amounts (the numbers in brackets show the surviving 
occurrences) : 

B A R L E Y :  T I { I 3) T 2 { I )  
F IGS :  4 2 (2) 4 3 (g) T I { I ) 
F L O U R :  '0 I (g) '0 2 (4) 
O I L :  '0 I (4) '0 2 (6) 
W I N E :  4 I (7) 4 2 (3) 
H O N E Y :  Nil (6) '0 I (3) '0 2 { I )  

=.I2-24 litres. 
= 4- I 2  litres. 
= !-I  litre. 
=!-I litre. 
= 2-4 litres. 
= !- I  litre. 

Several of the introductory words have -de, which suggests that they are 
place-names. Apart from Pa-de (cf. 200 = Fp l )  they are all unique, and of 
non-Greek appearance. Except for the absence of oxen and sheep, the com
modities may perhaps be compared with those listed on 171 = Un71 8. 

Other fragmentary groups of Knossos tablets found elsewhere in the palace 
show signs of belonging to similar calendars of offerings. Small amounts of oil 
are recorded as going Da-*83-ja-de i-je-ro ( ' to the shrine ' )  on Fh363 and 
[Da ]-*83:ia-de on Fh365, where the second line has a parallel [ ]-da-so-de . 
Tablets F g53 and F g55 seem to be part of a series listing the same months 
and places as the Fp- series, but recording the commodities MA and K o ;  these 
recur, together with the enigmatic word ko-no, on the 'spice' tablets from 
Mycenae, where they are used as abbreviations of marathwon ' fennel ' and 
koria(n)drwn ' coriander ' (see p.  227) .  Meriggi has convincingly suggested that 
these two fragments should be joined thus: 

t 203 = F g53 + g55 (K lxiii + lx) 
1 wo-de-[ wi]-jo-jo f me-[ no . . ]-ri-;jo-de 
2 ko-no M A 3 ko-ri-[ja-do-no nn) pa-de-i ko-no M A 2 K o T 
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3 pa-sa-ja ko-no [nn KO 
] pa-si-te-o-i nn 

a-mi-ni-so-de 
MA 2 KO T 4 

In the month of Wo-de-wi-jo : 
To [ ] -ri-jo : 3 ko-no of fennel, x I. of coriander. 
At Pa-de- : 2 ko-no of fennel, g6 I. of coriander. 
To Pa-sa-ja: x ko-no of fennel, x I. of coriander. 
To Amnisos, to all the gods: 2 ko-no of fennel, 48 I. of coriander. 

]-ri-jo-de : Meriggi suggests [Da-da]-ri-jo-de, but cf. ]-ki-ri-jo-de on Fs26. 
Pa-sa-ja : this name is repeated on V 45 1 below Si-ja-ma-[to ], which itself occurs directly 

after the month-name (and before Pa-de) on Fp48. 
The last MA in the third line has the small stroke over it which normally distinguishes 

the wooL(?) ideogram: this is presumably an error. 

Another fragmentary series, of which we have perhaps little more than a 
month's records, deals with offerings of jars of honey : one 
of these, Gg l 0, was apparently found together with the r f 
Fp- and Fs- series. Offerings of oil and honey (l..lEAtTOS 
Ked &Aeicpcrros �q>tcpopfias, ll. x.x.m, 1 70) are among the rites at the funeral 
of Patroclus. The word ' amphora' is indicated by the A surcharged over the 
ideogram on Gg704, etc. 

204 = Gg704 (D I )  
1 [ ] me-no 
2 [?t-ne-si-da)-o-ne me-ri A M P H O R A + A  l 

In the month of . . .  : 
One jar of honey to the Earth-shaker. 

The month reference, unfortunately incomplete, suggests that this is the first tablet of a set. 
]-o-ne could be completed Po-se-da-o-ne, but the more immediate parallel is e-ne-si-da
o-ne on M 7 19, cf. Gg7 1 7  (where me-na is probably not �-tfiva but a name, MiJvTJ ' Moon
goddess ' as on E842, where ] -pe-ro2-ne could be 'Y1TEpiovt). Meriggi compares E. with 
Poseidon's names 'EvvoO"Iyat�, 'EvOO'Ix6cuv (ll. xm, 34, VII, 445, etc., cf. e!voO'I�vM�) 
or 'EvvOO'ISCis (Pindar). If this connexion is maintained, the etymology •tvro6t
(*wedh-fwodh-, also in w6tcu and perhaps tepls) would indicate a graphic ne for -nwe
similar to that required in e-ne-ka = ·�VfEKa (cf. Pylos Sa-ri-nu-wo-tefSa-ri-no-te), in the 
absence of a convenient shortening like the sign nwa = -nu-wa-. It might also indicate 
that, though the second part ofKretschmer's etymology Poseidon <TI6cns 6as 'husband 
of Earth' may be correct, a parallel verbal form should be sought for the first half; 
but a relative of Lat. quatio, O.H.G. scutten, Old Norse hossa 'shake' would appear 
in the Mycenaean spelling with a labio-velar. 
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t 205 = Gg702 (D 1 )  

1 pa-si-te-o-i I me-ri A M P  H o  R A  1 
2 da-pu2 ?-ri-to-jo I po-ti-ni-ja 'me-ri' A M P H O R A  1 
One jar of honey to all the gods, 
One jar of honey to the Mistress of the ?Labyrinth. 

da-pu2?-ri-to-Jo (gen. ) :  this place-name probably recurs in the da-pu-ri-to-[ of the frag
mcnta.ry X 140, and might conceivably be a fuller spelling of the Da-*22-to of 
Knossos and Elcusis. To identify it with t.a!)vp1V6os involves the highly uncertain 
assumption that the initial consonant has some intermediate sound peculiar to 
'Aegean '. But cf. the alternation Labamas/ Tabamas in the Anatolian dynastic name 
of the Hittite kings of the Old Kingdom (Gurney, 1 952, p. 64) ; also Aaq>VTJ/5Cxq>VTJ. 

t 206 = Gg705 (D 1 )  

1 ] a-mi-ni-so I e-re-u-ti-ja M E +  R I  A M P H o R A  1 
2 ) pa-si-te-o-i M E + R I  A M P H O R A  I 

3 )-��-!"1!1 M E + R 1  A M P H O R A  I 

Amnisos: One jar of honey to Eleuthia, 
One jar of honey to all the gods, 
One jar of honey [ . . .  ) . 

E-re-u-ti-ja = Attic Elf.�tevi�, in which the quasi-participial ending is probably due to 
popular etymology. The form 'Et.ev6ia, known from Messenia and Laconia (also 
'Et.evaia, 'Et.vaia),  is probably a long-standing variant to the 'Et.eV6v(t)a which is 
the Cretan form in classical times. Her name also appears on three tablets (Od714-16) 
apparently listing woollen garments. Pausanias (1v, 20, 2) records that the priestess 
of Eileithyia Sosipolis at Olympia put out for her llCXJas llEilayl!evas llEAtTt. For the 
traditional connexion of E. with Amnisos, cf. Od. XJX, 1 88-go: 

('06vaaevs) a-ri;ae 5' lv • A�-tvla(i'>, oe. TE crneos EIAet6vlT]S, 
tv AlllEOIV xat.moiat, �-t6yts 6' VlTclAV�EV aet.Aas. 
ali-riKa 5' ' 15o�-tevfia llETCxAAa aa-rv6e (Kvv.>aa6v6e} aveAewv, 

and Strabo, x, 476, 8 :  Mivv.> Se q>aatv ElTIVEI'll xp{Jaaa6at T(i'> 'A�-tvtac;>, CllTOV TO Ti;S 
E!Aetevias lep6v. 

The site of Amnisos is generally identified with Pali6khora, at the east end of the 
long sandy beach of Karter6s, 7 km. east of lraklion, where Marinatos found a Late 
Minoan building in 1932. He believes this bay to have formed the chief port of 
Knossos; a rival claimant is the ' Harbour Town'  located by Evans on the eastern 
outskirts of Iraklion itself, which, though less convenient for the beaching of ships, 
is easier of access to the palace. Whatever the name of this other port may have been 
in early times, the proposed location of Amnisos appears to be confirmed by the 
nearby cave at Ayi Theodori, first excavated by HaLZidakis in 1886 (cf. Marinatos, 
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np<Xl<TIKCr, 19'29, PP· 95-104; Evans, PM, 11, p. 839). where a deposit was found 
slretch.ing from Neolithic to Geometric, around an idol in the form of a 'stalagm.it.ic 
omphalos'. 

Chadwick and Bennetl read ]-�F-ne in line 3· 

207 = V  280 (B xxx) 

1 wo-ck-wi-jo 
vacant 

5 to-pe-z.a o-u-ki-u-mi + 
vacant 

1 1 a-pe-ti-ra2 f o-u-te-mi + 
12 
13 

l s e-pi 

o-u-te-mi+ 
o-u-u-mi+ 
o-u-te-mi+ 

i-lru-wo-i-pi 
vacal 

The month of Wo-de-wi-jo: 

(4th) The tables : it is not right. 

( 1 0th) The re leasers : it is not right. 
( 1 1 th) The releasm: it is not right. 
( 1 2th) The re leasers : it is not right. 
( 13th) The releasers: it is not right. 
( 14th) At the waist (??). 

Meriggi ( 1954b, p. '24) plausibly regards this tablet as a record of the J')�tpa1 anocppaS� 
or dies nifa.rti of the first or second half of a Knossos month. As in the case of 
172 = Kn02, a calendar will most reasonably explain the deliberate leaving of blank 
entries. The expression oiJ et�us, oli)(l et�•s has an exact classical counterpart, but 
the objects or actions to which it applies arc obscure : arc they the names of festivals 
or ceremonies, which can only take place in circumstances ascertained to be 
favourable? And did they in fact take place on the day corresponding to the next 
succeeding blank entry? 

to-pe-?.a is now known from Pylos 239 � Ta642, etc. to mean ' table' (probably torpe?.a) :  
tables of offerings? a-pe-ti-ra2 is apparently a feminine agent noun in -tria; from 
acpl11�·? 

e-pi i-ku-wo-i-pi, without ou themis formula or ' check mark ' :  a fuller spelling of i-qo
(*ikwos) ' horse'? Or a phrase relating the middle or end of the month to a phase 
of the moon : epi ixuoiphi (dual instr., cf. l�iJs, 1�\its, ' waist ' ) ? ?  

t 

208 = V  52 (?) t 
1 a-ta-na-po-ti-ni-ja 1 [ . • •  ] 
2 e-nu-wa-ri-jo 1 pa-ja-wo-[ ne? 1 ]  po-se-da-[o-ne 1 ?) 
To Mistress Athcna : 1 
To . . .  
To Enyalios: 1 
To Paian : [ 1 ] 
To Poseidon : [ 1 ]  

a-ta-na-po-ti-ni-ja : cf. //. v1, 305 : TI6TVL' 'AST]vaiT], tpvahrro�•. Sta 6£ac.Jv. Nilsson ( 1950, 
p. 499) suggests that Athc:na ' was originally the: goddess who protected the palace 
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of the Mycenaean king, and whose cult belonged and whose protection was afforded 
to the king personally' (cf. 20S = Gg702?). The name Potnia (not necessarily referring 
to the same goddess) also occurs on Knossos M 729. 2. 

1-nu-wa-ri-jo = 'Evval.•os, an early god of war (11. n, 65 1, etc.), perhaps a consort of 
'Evvw, later regarded as an epithet of Ares. The name possibly recurs in the form 
E-T)l!Jf!.-ri-Jo on Pylos SS = An 724. 

pa-ja-wo = Homeric nauiwv 11. v, 401, Dor. naiC]v (•nau"irwv, perhaps from nalw 
' strike'), healer god, later identified with Apollo. It is not clear whether the names 
on this tablet are in the nominative or dative. 

po-se-da-[o-ne: cf. 169= Es646, etc. at Pylos. The name only recurs at Knossos on 
X 5560: ]-ke po-se-da-o 1 [ • 
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CHAPTER X 

T E X T I L E S, V E S S E L S  A N D  F U R N I T U R E  

I .  T EXTILES AT KNOSSOS t 
THE numerous Knossos tablets characterized by Evans' ' banner' ideogram 
(no. 159) and classified by Bennett with the prefix L- have been discussed in 
some detail by Furumark ( 1954, pp. 44-8) and Bjorck ( 1954b). Their most 
characteristic vocabulary word is the plural pa-we-a=pharwea, whose identity 

159 D D  CLOTH 1-• 164 f:i �  A kind of cloth 

� �  CLOTH l-2 + T E  ' 45 r W O O L  

� (Adjunct) 162 £ T U N I C + K I  

1!1 CLOTH 3 + P U  158 cf! Bundle? 

with the Homeric tpapos proves that the ' banner' is in fact a piece of cloth: 
the ideogram probably represents an upright loom with loom-weights on the 
warp rather than a garment with a tasselled fringe. Small superior figures 
have been added to the word CLOTH in transcription to indicate the number 
of intermediate strokes springing from the bottom horizontal, although these 
variations are probably not significant except on 210 = Lc526. The Linear A 
version, found only on Agia Triada tablet HT 38, has two intermediate 
strokes, and (surprisingly) the surcharged initials K u and z o also found occa
sionally at Knossos. The Pylos version, found on the 1952 tablets, has a ' fringe' 
of three strokes at top as well as bottom, and the surcharge P A (presumably 
pharwos) in the contexts where the Knossos ideogram is blank. The meaning 
of the curious adjunct No. r6 r  is obscure (see p. 320), but evidently not a 
' superintendent of olive groves ' (Evans, PM, rv, p. 7 16).  

The lack of naturalistic variation in the ideograms makes it difficult to 
visualize the actual textiles or garments listed and to interpret the associated

' 

vocabulary. The Homeric <papas itself is still remarkably unspecific in meaning: 
' a  large cloth for a sail' ( Od. v, 258), ' a  large cloak' (Il. u, 43, etc.),  ' a  funerary 
shroud ' (xvm, 353). 

Late Minoan man's dress is usually shown on frescoes and engravings as 
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consisting of no more than a kilt; a more abbreviated garment with prominent 
cod-piece and open sides is worn by infantrymen, boxers and gymnasts 
(including women). Women normally wear a long flounced skirt, sometimes 
with an ' apron ', and above the waist an open bolero with prominent short 
sleeves over a diaphanous or non-existent blouse. The white robes worn by 
men and women (e.g. on the Agia Triada sarcophagus, fig. 1 5, and on the 
Palanquin Fresco, PM, u, pp. 770-3) have been considered to have an 
exclusively ritual use, and large formal cloaks have been regarded as the pre
rogative of chieftains ; but something more than a kilt must evidently have 
been worn by all classes at least during the winter. 

On the Mainland some kind of divided drawers takes the place of the kilt, 
and soldiers and retainers wear a white tunic coming down to above the knees. 
Women's dress is apparently similar to that of Crete. 

The word pharwea has here been rendered somewhat arbitrarily as ' cloaks ', 
but the remaining occurrences of the ' banner' ideogram merely as ' cloths ', 
with little or no attempt to guess the exact shape and purpose of the textiles. 

The ideogram translated as w o o L  is derived from a Linear A monogram 
of the signs M A + R u ;  its meaning is indicated by its prominent place on the 
S H E E P  tablets (see p. 203). Even where wool is counted together with 
C LOTHS in large numbers, its method of measurement is betrayed by occa
sional fractional amounts reckoned in l (e.g. on 2i 1 = Lc532) ; Ben nett has 
shown that / 3  go to the normal w o o L  unit of weight, which is therefore 
equivalent to about 3 kg. (approximately the weight of a heavy blanket or of 
a present-day winter overcoat) . On the Mainland WOOL only occurs with 
whole numbers; and on Mycenae 227 =0cl27 it is itself introduced by pa-we-a2, 
suggesting that it has come to mean an indivisible unit of woollen material 
parallel to the CLOTH ideogram. 

Parallel accounts of cloth and wool are found at Alalakh, e.g. no. 357 
( Wiseman, 1953, p .  99) : ' Account of thirty-seven pieces of cloth and thirty-five 
measures of wool belonging to the Jakanaku official's store ' ;  and at U garit, 
e.g. RS, XI, 732B (Virolleaud, 1940, p. 257) : 

Five tunics, 500 shekels of purple·wool . . .  for the king, 
Two tunics, 200 shekels of purple wool . . .  for the queen, 
One tunic, 1 oo shekels of purple wool . . .  for the king's son, 
One tunic, 100 shekels of purple wool . . .  (for various officials). 

Knossos tablets 214 = Ld5 7 1 ff. are probably palace inventories of cloaks de
signed, as at Ugarit, for ' distribution to functionaries, for example those who 
lived in the palace itself, who were guaranteed to receive a new garment when 
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their old one was worn out' (Virolleaud, 1953, p. 193) . Medieval English 
account rolls show a similar grading of officials according to the value and 
elaborateness of the robes which they receive from the king as part of their 
allowance. 

The Le- and L- series, on the other hand, probably represent for the most part 
receipts of cloth and wool from outlying villages, since they are introduced by 
place-names and include entries of o-pe-ro ' debt ' (L 4 73, L 869) and a-pu-do-si 
' delivery ' (L 5867, L 5930). The surviving range of place-names is as follows: 

A-mi-ni-so, Da-te-we-ja, Da-wi-ja, Da-* 22-ti-ja, Do-tija, E-ki-si-ja, E-ra-ja, 
]a-pu..?-wija, Ko-no-so (te-pe-ja), Pa-i-tija, Pa2-mija, Ra-su-tijo, Ri-jo-ni-ja, 
Se-lo-ija, Ti-ri-to, Tu-nija, Tu-ri-si-ja, ) -ro-wo-we-ja. 

I t  will be seen that the majority are in the -a form of the adjective : this can 
be taken either as referring to the pharwea themselves or to the groups of 
women who have manufactured the goods. 

209 = Lc525 (F xl) 

wa-na-ka-te-ra C LO T H 2 + T E  49 W O O L  200( + 
se-to-i-ja 

tu-na-no C L OTH 1 3 W O O L  (nn) 
From Se-to-i-ja : 

Forty edged cloths of royal type, 200 + measures of wool ;  
Three cloths of tu-na-no type, several hundred (?) measures of wool. 

CLOTH+TE :  Mycenaean wheels are distinguished as being te-mi-*71-ta (Pylos 
WHEELS+ TE) or o-da-ku-we-ta (see p. 370) .  The second term is also applied to 
woollen cloths on 220= L 870, and it is possible that they refer to different kinds of 
decorative border, C L O T H + T E  containing the initial of the first. Some of the 
instances of C L O T H +  T E  in Bennett's Index (p. 1 r6) must be corrected to C L O T H + PA 
(e.g. Le786). 

tu-na-no: the meaning of this term is unknown. It regularly occurs with the plain CLOTH 

ideogram on the second line of tablets whose first lists C L O T H + T E  (with pe-ko-to) 
or plain C L O T H  (with ko-u-ra) .  On 212= Lc535 all three categories are separately 
totalled. The traces of numerals after the second wooL seem to include hundreds. 

210= Lc526 

d 
. . pe-ko-to 

a-Wl-.Ja 
tu-na-no 

From Da-wo : 

C L OTH 1 +TE ! 9  C L O T H2+ T E  1 4  ( 
C L O TI- 1 1 3 W O O L  (nn) 

Ten edged cloths (type A) of pe-ko-to, fourteen edged cloths (type B) . . . ; 
Three cloths of tu-na-110 type, x measures of wool. 

pe-ko-to: occurs on the similar Lc527 and on 2 1 2 = Lc535, and introduces ideogram 
no. 164- on L 698 (cf. 225 = L 520). It is probably connected with the woman's 
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210-212 D O C U M E NTS I N  MYCENAEAN G R E E K  

trade pe-ki-ti-raz =Pektria ' wool-carder?' at Pylos (cf. pe-ki-ti-[ on L 656) ; but 
'carded' seems meaningless when applied to wool which is already woven into cloth. 
The second meaning of -rrtKc.:> is 'cut, shear' :  some process analogous to that used in 
velvet-making? On· this tablet, as on Lc527 and L 5746, two separate entries of 
CLOTH +TE are differentiated by a varying number of intermediate strokes to the 
' fringe '. 

t 211  = Lc532 +554 (F) 

]-�!J·WO 
pa-we-a f ko-u-ra C L O T H 1 I6 WOOL 26 / 2  

tu-na-no CLOTH 1 I W O O L  3 C L OTH 1 +TE 4 W O O L  26 

] : Sixteen cloaks of ko-u-ra type, 26! measures of wool ; 
One cloth of tu-na-no type, three measures of wool; 
Four edged cloths, twenty-six measures of wool. 

pa-we-a ko-u-ra : the words are written out of alignment, so that it is doubtful whether 
they are in grammatical agreement. Furumark's connexion with Kovpa 'shearing, 
fleece' is impossible, since the Mycenaean form should be kora < *korsa. Cf. ko-u-re-ja 
applied to WOOL On Lc581 ,  to WOMEN On 25 = Ap694 (p. 1 65). 

The three separate entries for wooL on this tablet arc puzzling, since they seem to be 
closely allied with the three categories of CLOTH. It is possible that the wooL 
entries do not in fact represent a separate consignment but a record of the weight 
of wool in the cloths themselves. The numerals on the Le- and L- series are mostly 
fragmentary, but the only complete ko-u-ra entry, on this tablet, would give a ratio 
ol exactly I f  measures (or 5 kg.) per cloth ; we can probably restore t !  on Le557 
and 3i on Le556. The tu-na-no entries in the second line generally give 3 measures 
per cloth (but 4 on Lc530, and apparently about 100 on 209 = Lc525!) .  The sur
viving entries for cLOTH+ TE would give 6! on this tablet and 7 on Lc553. See 
also 225 = L 520, where a ratio of 6 is apparent. Sundwall long ago suggested that 
the wooL ideogram is exclusively a unit of value (cf. PM, Iv, p. 663) ;  but this will 
not work on the D- tablets. Although the SHEEP and wooL are in a fixed ratio in 
the totals, their proportions are quite erratic in the subsidiary sections of the account. 

212 = Lc535 + 538 (F) jta-ra-si-ja pa-we-a [ ko-u-ra cLOTH nn ?] 
to-sa ke-ri-mi-ja [tu]-na-no [ CLOTH nn ? ]  

pe-ko-to (C LOTH+TE nn ?) 
So much piece-work of the ke-ri-mi-ja : x cloaks of ko-u-ra type, 

x tu-na-no cloths, 
x pe-ko-to cloths. 

la-ra-si-ja 'allocation of raw material by weight' ( = Lat. pensum) . See the Pylos 
BRONZE tablets, p. 352. 

ke-ri-mi-Ja : see Pylos 28 = An42, where it is applied to slave-girls. 
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TEXTILES, VESSELS AND F U R N ITURE 213-214 

213 = L 641 (F ? xliv) t 
1 o-a-po-te de-ka-sa-!p a-re-i-jo I o-u-qe po-[ 
2 pa-i-ti-ja pe. CLOTH+TE 2 mi. C L OTH+TE 14 da-wi1·a pe. CLOTH+ 

TE [nn] 
3 do-ti-ja mi. C L O T H + T E  6 pa2-mz1a C L OTH+TE (nn) 
• ko-no-so f te-pe-ja mi. C L OTH+TE 3 tu-m-;a C LOTH+TE [nn] 
Thus Areios received delivery from outside, and there are not . . .  : 

From Phaistos : Two clean edged cloths, fourteen dirry edged cloths, 
From Da-wo: . . .  x clean edged cloths, 

etc. 
o-a-po-te = hO ' thus ' +  &rrw6ev ' from afar' ;  compare the introduction hO-dexato on 

Pylas PnOl . I ;  and ]-ra-wo de-ko-to ta-ra-si-Ja J !1�- [ ,  ' [? Age]lawos received the 
piece-work ', on the adjoining L 642, which is evidently of identical context and which 
preserves the alternative Homeric form of the aorist, 6€KTo. 

The adjuncts pe.- and mi.- also occur with this ideogram on KN L 1 568. The second 
is spelt in full mi-Ja-ro in the first entry, which may represent the Homeric 1,.11ap6s 
' stained, defiled', though Boisacq postulates *miw'Tos; pe- might then represent 
nelTAVIJEVOS ' washed clean '.  

te-pe-Ja : its recurrence on PY Ad07 (in the genitive plural) suggests that it is a woman's 
trade. Possibly something like sterpheiai, cf. 01€pcpos ' hide' (Furumark). Trus would 
confirm that the ethnics all refer to women workers. These Knossos women are 
presumably somewhere in the town, and emwOev tueaus ' from outside the palace'. 

214 = Ld57 1 (G xlii) ; Ld572 is identical 
pe-ne-we-ta a-ro2-a B u N D L E ?  I 

pa-we-a I e-qe-si-ja re-u-ko-nu-ka cLOTH 3 25 
Twenty-five cloaks with white o-nu-ke suitable for Followers, provided with 

pe-ne-, of better quality; and one bundle. 
e-qe-si-Ja : probably formed from e-qe-ta (a military or religious title), but disconcertingly 

used of wHEELS on PY 288 = Sa790. 
re-u-ko-nu-ka = leuk-onukha, parallel to po-ki-ro-nu-ka = poikil-onukha on 217 = L 587, etc. 

The simple word o-nu-ke ( onukhes ?) is used with the w o o L  ideogram on Od682 and 
M 683. It is also written on one face of the sealing Wsl703: the other face has 
stalhmos ( 'weight')  and the seal-impression itself is cancelled with the weight symbol i. 
The tablet L 1 568, mentioned above in connexion with the adjunct mi.-, has on its 
edge the puzzling annotation : 

a-ze-ti-ri-Ja ne-ki-ri-de 
o-pi-ma-lu o-nu-ke wooL 1 o-pi-po-ni-ke-Ja [ 
tnl1,.1apTVs? cf. tmcpotvicrcrw 

o-nu-ka also occurs with CLOTHS on Ld584, as if to mean ' with o-nu-ke of unspecified 
colour' (though the form of the adjective is anomalous). The connexion with ovv�, 
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214-216 D O C U M E NTS I N  M Y C E N A E A N  GREEK 

' nail, claw, onyx ', etc., is problematical ; the sense of the word seems to be that of 
some kind of decoration made of woollen thread, which may be measured separately, 
but which is designed for application to garments (cf. ' lace', etc.). Bjorck ( 1954b, 
p. 272) suggests ' border, fringe ' .  Compare ovv� in the sense of an ornamental band 
on the Erechtheion building inscription. 

pe-ne-we-ta: a neuter plural adjective in -wmta (dual on Ld5108 ?) ; the initial element 
is obscure. Not for lTVEov-ra ' fragrant'? Chad wick suggests pen-wenta, from 1Tlvos 
' natural grease in wool'. 

a-ro2-a occurs on several other Ld- tablets, and is applied to W H E E L S  on So0430: the 
feminine plural a-ro2-e is found on L 735 applied to pu-ka-ta-ri-ja cloths. The parallel 
declension of me-<.o-a2fme-<.o-e suggests the comparative &pelwv; for this use of ro2 
cf. po-pu-ro2 =Porphurtio on L 758. Perhaps *&plwv (cf. apt-o-ros) ? The form a-ro2-Jo 
on 279 = So043 7 is puzzling. 

The numeral with the ideogram in the top line remains 1. irrespective of tl1e number 
of cloaks (and is often written after them), and Bjorck is probably right in identifying 
it as the container or wrapping in which they are kept rather than as a ' hat' or 
other garment. 

t 215 = Ld573 (G xJii) 

e-ru-ta-ra-pi 

pa-we-a I ke-se-nu-wi-ja re-u-ko-nu-ka cLOTH 3 35 B u N D L E ?  1 

Thirty-five cloaks with white o-nu-ke suitable for guest-gifts, with red (some
things) ; and one bundle. 

ke-se-nu-wi-ja = Homeric �eivta 'guest-gifts', here adjectival. On Ld649 ke-se-ne- [ is 
probably an alternative spelling ke-se-ne-we-ja, but note the Homeric by-form 
�etvrfia < *�EVfTJfta. Compare also [ ? ke-se]-nu-we-jo on X 651 ,  whose context is 
shown by the genitive pa-we-o in line 1. Bjorck's doubts whether e-ru-ta-ra-pi repre
sents the feminine instrumental tpv6pcxcp1 seem unjustifiable. 

216 = Ld871 ( K ?  lxvii) 

pa-ro re-wa-jo 

]-ra pe-ne-we-ta I e-qe-si-Ja te-tu-ko-wo-a CLOT H4 6 
Six [garments] provided with pe-ne-, suitable for Followers, well made; from R. 

]-ra : a neuter noun, possibly e-ne-ra (cf. the dual e-ne-ro re-u-ko on L 695) ;  the context 
of e-ne-ra on Ai762 is not clear from Evans' drawing; e-ne-re-ja is a description of 
women on Ak638. Bjorck connects the word with Horn. £vepot ' those below ' :  
' under-garments, under-blankets ' ?  Cf. Od. x, 353 : €J'af..f..e 6p6vo1s evt pf)yea Kaf..a, 
1Topcpvpea Kae&rrepe', &rr£vepee 5£ f..i6' &rrtJ'cxf..f..ev. 

te-tu-ko-wo-a, formally perfect participle active of Te\Jxw, but used in sense of Horn:· 
TE"rVYI.lEVOS ; see Vocabulary, p. 409. 



T E X T I L ES, V ES S ELS A N D  FURN I T U R E  217-219 

217 = L 587 + 589 + 596 (G) 
1 po-ki-ro-nu-ka C L OT H 2  24 re-u-ko-nu-ka C L O T H 2  372 
2 ko-ro-ta2 C L O T H 2  14  pa3?-ra-ku-ja C L O T H 2  42 po-ri-wa C L O T H 2  
edge : !IJ·!fl. C L O T H 2  149 
Twenty-four cloths with coloured o-nu-ke, 372 with white o-nu-ke, 
fourteen dyed cloths, forty-two of the colour of pa-ra-ku, one grey one. 

So ma'!Y cloths (in all ?) : 1 49· 

ko-ro-la2 : perhaps the same word as ko-ro-to on Mycenae Oel 06 (see Vocabulary, p. 398), 
but -la2 may imply -tia. Not for krokia ' yellow ' ?  

pa3? -ra-ku-ja : probably an alternative spelling of pa-ra-ku-ja Ld580. Or ' adorned with 
pa-ra-ku ' ?  For the unidentified precious material pa-ra-ku see 239 = Ta642. 

po-ri-wa = Horn. nof.16s (of grey hair, a wolf, steel, the sea). 

The sum (?) on the edge unaccountably bears no relation to the separate items. 

218 = L 598 (G x lv) 

1 [ ]-ta-o po-ki-ro-nu-ka C L O T H 1  I 
2 [re-u-ko-nu]-ka C L O T H 1 37 ko-ro-ta2 C L O T H 1 2 
edge: to-sa C L O T H 1  40 0. C L O T H 1  6 
. . .  of [ ]-tas : one cloth with coloured o-nu-ke, 

thirty-seven cloths with white o-nu-ke, 
two dyed cloths. 

So many in all : forty cloths. 
Deficit: six cloths. 

This tablet is apparently introduced by a man's name, tike the five pointed out by 
Bjorck (Lc48 1 ,  etc.) each of which has the enigmatic word to-u-ka followed by 
wooL on the reverse. The ending -ka in line I ,  like po-ri-wa on the preceding tablet, 
may indicate that the name of the cloths is here feminine. 

219 = L  594 (G xlv) 

ri-ta pa-we-a 
[da}le-we-ja C L O T H 1 I T U N I C + K I  I 

Linen clothes from D . :  one cloak, one tunic. 

ri-ta pa-we-a : also on X 5927. With this tablet we leave the category of woollen gar
ments: ri-ta is the Homeric neuter plural AiTo: ' linen cloth', probably adjectival 
here. The T U N I C  ideogram differs from the CORSLET sign (sec p. 380) by the 
absence of cross-lines and the less pronounced shoulder-loops. The surcharged K 1 
probably stands for the ki-lo = xtTwv of 222 =J 693, and identifies the garment as a 
shirt, a lightly protected tunic, or a� the foundation of a corslet before the addition 
of armour. The word is borrowed from the Semitic form seen in Hebrew /c'tonct, 
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219-222 D O C U M E NTS I N  MYCENAEAN GREEK 

U garitic ktnl (probably) and Akkadian kit in tu ' linen dress ' ;  the basic kitu, kitinnu 
means 'linen' itself in Akkadian, but it is perhaps better to assume that the My
cenaean word was borrowed as the name of a specific garment. On Le I 78 the T u N I c  

occurs with the surcharge RI (litos?) and the annotation u-po-we: compare Hesychius 
lirro(*f)ECTTTlS · XlTt:>v. 

220 = L 870 (K? !xi) 
[o]-(i{l-ku-we-ta f we-we-e-a C L O T H 3  I T U N I C + KI 1 

Woollen clothes provided with o-da-k- : one cloak, one tunic. 
Compare the formula of Od. vm, 392, etc. : 'apos �V'Tl'AWES f]6£ XITwva. 

t 221 = L  647 + M 1 2 + 5943 + 5974 (F) 
nu-wa-ja pe. C L OTH (nn) W .  C L O T H  1 7  T U N I C + KI 3 

[ ]-ra e-ni-qe e-ra-pe-me-na 'nu-wa-Ja' C L O T H  1 [ ]-ra2 C L O T H  1 
[Garments :] x clean cloths of nu-wa-ja type, 

seventeen dirry cloths, three tunics, 
one cloth of nu-wa-ja type, torn and mended, 
one . . .  cloth. 

Joined by Bennett from four fragments in 1954. The meaning of nu-wa-ja is unknown 
(cf. nu-wa-i-[ X 663) .  It is just possible that the unidentified adjunct, which seems 
to be a monogram of mi + pu1, is an alternative way of writing mi-jq-ro ' dirty ' ? ;  
pu2 for ll'AVTEov ' must be washed' ?  

t-ni-qt occurs on two other fragments as t-ni-qe nu-[ and e-ni-qe pe-nt-[ ;  see Vocabulary, 
p. 392· 

e-ra-pe-me-na: the perfect participle passive of (Xrn-rc.> ' stitch', i.e. mapmenti > tppaiJ.IJ.EVTJ, 
with a surprising lack of assimilation. Cf. ra-pte ' tailor', ra-pi-ti-ra1 ' seamstress', 
neither of which shows the postulated *f·· 

t 222 =J 693 (F xlvi) 
1 ri-no f re-po-to 'qe-te-o' ki-to B R o N z E  I 1 
2 sa-pa i 2 � 1 e-pi-lci-to-ni-Ja B R o N z E  I ! 
Fine linen, of the tribute : a tunic= 1 kg. of bronze . . . 

a sa-pa=45 g. (of bronze) ,  
over-shirt(s) = r kg. of bronze . . .  

ri-no re-po-to = "Aivov i\el1'T6v, cf. It. xvm, 595: Twv 6' ai IJ.EV AE'Tl'TcXS 666vas £xov, oi 6€ 
XITwvas eiaT' wvf]Tovs. The form qe-te-a2 (neuter plural) occurs on Pylos 96 = Un02, 
q.v. It is uncertain whether the B R o N z E  figures are an indication of the value of the 
items or of their actual weight (' measured in bronze units', in default of special 
units like those for wool?) ; but a ' tunic of fine linen' is perhaps unlikely to weigh 
more than 300 g. or so. 

kito = xi'Tt:>v : other cases of this word occur in less clear contexts : ki-to-pi on Lc787 
(instr. plur., cf. pa-we-pi =pharwesphi L 104), ki-to-na on L 785. 
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TEXTILES, VESSELS A N D  F U R N I T U R E  222-225 

sa-pa : this garment recurs on Mycenae Oel08. 
e-pi-ki-to-ni-ja : presumably epilchitimia. A similar formation is seen in the expression 

e-pi-ro-pa-ja o-du-we te-o-qo-ri-ja on the related tablet in the same hand Od696 : 
cf. AWlTT) ' cloak', Od. xm, 224, and 6EOn6AOS ' priest'. Note also o-pi-i-ta-Ja on 
X 537 (cf. I<TT6s ' loom, web'?). 

223 = L 471 (? xciv) 
[pu]-ka-ta-ri:ja I re-u-ka 'me-;;o-e' CLOTH4+Pu 10  

Ten white double cloaks, larger size. 

pu-lca-ta-ri-ja : this word recurs on the Mycenae tablet X 508. Chadwick rejects a 
connexion with lTVKlCXA(JW ' fight, box', and suggests a dissimilated form of •ptulct-, 
i.e. 'a  garment of double thickness' =  Homeric oilTACX� (fern., se. XACXivcx). The 
feminine gender is proved by the ending of mu.oes ' larger'. Me-zo- [ also occurs on 
Lc504 ; Bjorck suggests emending me-ko-ta on L 469 to read megistai ' largest', which 
actually occurs on X 537. 

224 = L  474 joined ( E ?  xlviii) 
po-pu-re-ja I pu-ka-ta-ri-ja CLOTH3 +Pu 2 1  
Twenty-one purple double cloaks. 

po-pu-re-ja : cf. the dual po-pu-ro1 with two C L O T H S + P U  on L 758; and wa-rza-lca-te-ro 
po-pu-re-[ on X 976, suggesting that purple was already a favourite royal c.olnur. 
CL: Od. XJX, 225 : XACXiVCXV nopcpvpeT)V OVAT)V fx.e oios 'Oovo-ae\is OllTAijv. 

t 

225 = L 520 (F) + 
+ 

I do-ti-ja W 0 0 L I 8 pe-re-ke B 3 
2 ka-ma WOOL 1 2  e 2 
3 sa-mu ?-ta-jo WOOL 24 B 4 
Do-ti-jaP: 54 kg. of wool, makes three cloths. 

The ka-ma: 36 kg. of wool, makes two cloths. 
Sa-mu-ta-jom :  72 kg. of wool, makes four cloths. 

pe-re-lce : possibly nep•exe• ( ' embraces, comprises, makes'), with nep before a vowel as 
in Cyprian, Pamphylian, etc. Evans (PM, tv, pp. 662-3) pointed out the 'numerical 
equation' on this tablet, and regarded the second ideogram as a unit of weight, 
identical to a Zakro stone weight of MM Ill which has a similar design on one face 
and six dots on the other, and which weighs 220 grams. If there is in fact an equation 
on this tablet, then the value represented must be much larger, since six times the

' 

w o o L  unit makes 18 kg. It is clear in any case from L 698 (where the ideogram 
is introduced by pe-ko-to and has the normal ' fringe' at the bottom) that i t  is no more 
than a specialized form of the C L O T H  sign. 
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226-228 D O CUMENTS IN MYC'ENAEAN G R E E K  

2 .  T E X T I L ES AT M Y C E N A E  

Of the three dozen tablets found by Wace in  1952 in  the ' House of the Oil 
Merchant '  and published by Bennett, all but two probably list the w o o L  
ideogram. The majority consist largely of personal names i n  the dative (e.g. 
Ophelanorei on Oe I 26), and seem to be the record of cloths or clothes issued to 
members of a large household. 

t 226 = 0el 29 
di-ke 

ne-wo ka-na-pe-we w o o L  4 
Four woollen cloths to the young (or new) fuller Di-ke. 

Other occupational names found in this context are a-ke-ti-ri-Ja ' nurse ? ' ,  
pe-re-ke-we (plekiwei ? ) ,  a-to-po-qo ' baker', ke-ra-me-wi ' potter', ka-ke-wi 'smith ' 
(note the unusual datives in -i) ; also ko-wo 'son ' and tu-ka-te-re ' daughter ' .  
General textile vocabulary shared with the other sites includes ta-ra-si-Ja 
= talasia (cf. 212= Lc535) ,  o-no (also with w o O L  on Pylos 41 =Anl4 and 
UnO I )  and pa-we-a2 =pharwea. 

t 227 =0e l 27 
pa-we-a2 e-we-pe-se-so-me-na w o o L  20 
Twenty woollen cloaks which are to be well boiled. 

e-we-pe-se-so-me-na : apparently eV �'fT}<Y6�eva, from ElfW ' boil ( trans.) '. The meaning is 
uncertain: cf. lljll)aacr6at ' to dye' (Pollux, 2 A. D.) ? Or cf. the word ba!lu ' cooked' 
frequently applied to clothes at Nuzi, interpreted as ' bleached' (Lacheman, 1 939, 
p. 543)? Or are the clothes simply going to the laundry? 

,r 228 =0ei i J  + 1 36 
1 pe-ru-si-nwa o-u-ka [? 
2 wo-ro-[1�-Ja pa-we-si[ 
3 ne-[ wa ?] o-u-ka 
4 [ ]-ki-ni-Ja WOOL 100[ 
5 [ ]o-ta-pa-ro-le-wa-ro w o o L  200[ 

Last year's o-u-ka : 
x woollen cloths for cloaks . 

New o-u-ka : 
100 cloths of. . . -ki-ni-Ja type. 
200 cloths . . .  , which are from Te-wa-ro. 
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TEXTILES, VESSELS AND FURNITURE 228 

o-u-ka (cf. o-u-ko Oel08) : meaning unknown. Compare the Knossos word to-u-ka 
(Lc48 1 ,  etc.)? 

wo-ro-M-ja : a form wloneia from *wolnos > ov/..os ' wool ', with the metathesis seen in the 
by-form /..fivos < *wlanos? Pal mer proposes womeia = apveta 'of lambs'. Ben nett reads 
pa-we-si-jo followed by the wooL ideogram, but the end of line 2 is very uncertain. 

o-ta- : the very tentative division onta paro Te-wa-ro would involve the form oVTa of the 
present participle which is so far confined to Attic; but o may not be initial. 

3. TEXTILES AT PYLOS 

Ten very fragmentary tablets of a textile context (classified La-) were found 
at Pylos in 1952. They share with Knossos the word ko-u-ra (cf. 2 1 1  = Lc532 ) ;  
the genitive wanalctos ' of the king' is found on the reverse of La622 (cf. 

145 � WOOL 

143 ( Silver? 

159 l!l C L O T H + P A 

160 [I Kind of cloth? 

209 = Lc525) ;  the ideogram no. 1 43 occurs with the weight symbol i on the 
reverse of La630, and is perhaps identical with that suggested for ' silver' 
(see p. 35 r ,  and compare the metal weights on 222 := J 693) .  

4. M YCENAEAN V E S S E L  N AM ES 

The ideograms for vessels show a great variety of forms, and it is not feasible 
to allot a separate reference number for all of them; new tablets may easily 
extend the range. Although they are intended as a more or less faithful drawing 
of the numerous different types in use, it is characteristic of both Knossos and 
Pylos that the scribe almost always adds the Greek name of the vessel type 
either in full spelling or as a ' surcharged ' initial (the references to these initials 
in SM If, p. 59 should be treated with caution). The fact that the same names 
recur with the same shapes at the two palaces effectively disproves the objection 
which has been raised that such an added description is superfluous and 
improbable. That the practice is inherited from Linear A is suggested by the 
Agia Triada tablet HT 3 1 (PM, rv, p .  732, fig. 7 1 7) , where vessels are anno-;. 
tated with sign-groups corresponding to Linear B su-pu and ka-ro-p�, cups 
with pa2-pa3, su-pa3-ra and pa-ta-qe : the difference of language is obvious. 
Thirteen vessel types with known Mycenaean names are shown in fig. r6. 

Even though the ideograms are naturalistic and provided with Greek names, 
it is not easy to connect all of them securely with types known from the 
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archaeological record, or to fit them accurately into the classification of shapes 
set out by Furumark (MP, figs. 2-2 1 ) .  There are two main reasons for this : 

1. The connexion of classical Greek vessel-names with classical shapes is itself to 
some extent a matter of guesswork; and not only have the classical shapes des.igned for 
each specific purpose undergone marked changes from their Mycenaean equivalents, 
but the Greek names themselves can be seen to show shifts of meaning between earlier 
and later writers. 

Knossos Pylos Mycenae T ranscriplion 

200 � t;:f'i:::J pi·jt-raJ BOILING PAN pi..aJ·rG 
t;r 'irl  TRIPOD 

201 ci·ri·PG-U ci-ri-po·di·Ao CAULDRON 

202 W�o di·po <:J \7 0  di·po GOBLETI 

203 \1 qt-to qe-co WINE JAR? 

204 � \1 qe-ro-111:1 tillER 

205 � 1} a-u-we JUG 

2o6 � Aa-ti HYORIA 

207 a Au·rt,·Ju-pa1 TRIPOD 
AMPHORA 

208 <iC:J 't;1 't:;J BOWL 

209 0 '  a-pi-po-rt·wt � I-re-a>< tl·po·rt·wt AMPHORA 

ey. STIRRUP 

210 Jta-ra-rt·t/Jf ka-ra·rt·Wt JAR 

211  w po·<i·l. l·t« WATER BOWL? 

21i uf/6 u·do·ro 'V u·diJ·ro WATER JARI 

213 c::7 i-po-nu COOKING 
BOWL 

Fig. 16. Myccnaean vessel ideogranu and their names. 

2. That most of the ideograms (at any rate nos. 2�) represent metal rather than 
pottery types is indicated not only by their profiles but by the B R O N Z E  ideogram 
(nos. 202, 205 and 208), and by the fact that they are counted, like those of GOLD, 

in small numbers from one to three. By contrast, note that in 1953 Blcgen found 2853 
plain pottery kylixes in Room 2 and 2147 bowls and ' teacups' in Room 5 at Pylos: 
the tablets listing these sets, if they were listed at aU, would evidently have a very 
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different appearance. Owing to their melting-down value, finds of metal vessels are 
almost entirely confined to undisturbed burials ofkings and chieftains, and to household 
treasures which have escaped looting by concealment. The bulk of such finds date from 
r6oo-1 400 B.C., and it is a moot point whether metal shapes and decoration so far 
characteristic only of Late Minoan and Helladic 1-11 may in fact be assumed to be 
still in use around 1200 B. c., and used to illustrate the phraseology of the Pylos tablets. 
But some of the more valuable objects may of course be heirlooms rather than of recent 
manufacture. 

The majority of the fourteen types listed above evidently belong to the 
characteristic furnishing of a chieftain's apartments, and are designed largely 
for the heating and carrying of water for baths and hand-washing (and pos
sibly to a lesser extent for the preparation and 
consumption of drink).  Such services are shown 
on the Knossos tablet K 93 (fig. I 7),  where the 
first set apparently comprises our types 200, 2 I 2 
and 205, the second our types 208 and 204. 
Similar sets of bronze vessels provide (together 

Fig. 1 7· KnOSSO! tablet K 93. 

with weapons and Palace Style vases) the typical grave furniture of chieftains. 
A representative group from the LM II ' Tomb of the Tripod Hearth ' at Zafer 
Papoura (PM, m, p. 634, fig. 398) is shown in fig. I 8 :  relatives of our types 
200, 20 I ,  204 and 208 can be seen, together with the ladle of 229 = K 434 and 
the lamp (?) of 237 = Ta 709. 

The ' Chieftain's Grave' at Zafer Papoura (PM, IV, p. 86 I ,  fig. 843) yielded 
a ewer of type 204, a two-handled bowl, a ' frying-pan' (lamp ?),  a mirror, 
two swords and two spears. Similar groups of bronze vessels from houses 
adjoining the palace are discussed by Evans (PM, 11, pp. 623 ff.) ,  and include 
two tripods and a ewer from a house to the S.E. of the South House (fig. 394). 
Note also the hoard of bronze vessels (types 200, 20 I ,  204) from the 4th Shaft 
Grave (Schliemann, I 878, pp. 273-8). The following notes discuss in more 
detail the identification of our types. 

200. pi-a2-ra or pi-je-ra3 (plural), ' boiling-pan ' :  a large shallow vessel, designed to 
expose a large area to the fire, and provided with high-swung handles for suspension. 
The foot apparently shown on 237 = Ta709. 1 is unusual, since it is much too narrow 
to keep the vessel in equilibrium; it is not entirely clear on the tablet. These vessels 
are evidently considerably smaller than the huge hemispherical bronze cauldrons 
with three handles found at Tylissos, of which the largest had a diameter of 1 ·40 m. 
The name agrees in sense with the a�q>(6nos q>taAfl &m:ipCJTos of It. xxm, 270, and 
shows the same vowel-alternation as the classical q>taAfl/q>tEAfl. 

20 r .  ti-ri-po, plural ti-ri-po-de = Tphros, cf. It. xvm, 346 :  ol St Aoe-rpox6ov TphroS' 
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io-raaav tv rrvpl K11AEC¥. The ideogram conforms to the Bronze Age pattern in showing 
the legs attached to the belly rather than to the underside of the handles, but in a 
rather more schematic way than on the surviving metal examples. 

t 202. di-pa, dual di-pa-e: spelling, gende·r and declension suggest identity with the 
Homeric Srnas 'goblet', but the precise shape and use:: arc:: far from certain. Late 
Minoan and Helladic drinking vessels belong to the class of 'stemmed cups' (MP, 
figs. 16-1 7) .  The earlier version A in fig. 1 9  is exemplified by the four gold cups from 

Fig. r8. Contents of the Tomb of the Tripod Hearth, Zafer Papoura 

(Evans, Palace of Minos, 11, p. 634, fig. gg8). 

the Mycenac acropolis treasure (Thomas, 1939), the silver ' crater' from Shaft 11 at 
Dendra, and the ' loving cup' on the Knossos Camp-stool Fresco (PM, rv, p. 365, 
fig. 305c) ; and is paralleled in pottery by the ' Ephyraean goblet ' .  The kylix from 
the end of the Mycenaean age has a narrower stem, and either one or two handles 
which may be low (B) or high-swung (C). The identification of our dipas with such 
a cup is made difficult by the marked constriction at the neck of the ideogram ; 
by the fact that the handles arc shown high-swung even at Knossos; by the broad 
base and lack of foot on the Knossos version; and by the four handles on 236 = Ta64 1 ,  
which would seem to interfere with either drinking, pouring or scooping (unless 
arranged in the paired fashion which has been argued for Nestor's famous ' four-
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handled Srnas' in ll. X I ,  632-7) .  The alternative of assuming that the ideogram is 
only a schematic indication of a ' piriform amphora' (MP, fig. 4) with handles below 
the neck encounters the objection that the qe-to of 236 = Ta64 1 . 2 is deliberately so 
distinguished in drawing. The collocation with tripods might suggest that the dipas 
is used for bath-water rather than drink, but its narrow base and handleless variety 
prove it to be quite small. 

203. qe-to (plural) : this vessel appears to have two horizontal handles (like the small t 
pithoid jar, MP, fig. 3, no. 27). Bennett's suggested identification with the classical 
rri6os 'wine-jar', ' wine-cask', is hard to reconcile with the current etymology. 

204. qe-ra-na (sing.) :  a bronze ewer or 'oinochoe' of the type usual in the surviving t 
bronze hoards: these generally show a horizontal ring two-thirds of the way from 
handle to base, to help in pouring (cf. Kopwv6recrcra on 23S =Ta7 1 1 ?). Palmcr's 
comparison with rrtAavos ' funerary libation' would apparently involve an un
etymological use of q-. Alternatively cf. Old Norse huerna 'pot', Gothic hwairnei 
(fern.) 'cranium' (cf. Lat. testa) ? One might expect the prokhowos of Mycenae 
234 = Ue61 1 to have a similar appearance. 

8 c 
Fig. 19. Late Helladic drinking cups. 

205. a-te-we (plural) : a word in -eus, describing a straight-sided ewer or 'cream-jug' 
with a more elongated neck than (204) .  The first vessel on fig. 1 7 differs in its curved 
handle and tilted spout. 

206. ka-ti (singular) : a globular pitcher with the indication of two extra smaller handles 
at the widest part of the body, which may be designed to help carry the vessel on 
the head. As in the classical hydria and in Mycenaean globular jugs of pottery (MP, 
fig. 7, nos. 128 and 129), one might expect to find these two handles in fact set on 
the opposite axis to the main one. The spelling represents the ancestor of the classical 
KT)6is, KT)66:p1ov 'dice-shaker or voting urn' (cf. vSpia in the same sense, and Hesychius' 
Arcadian gloss KCx6tSOI "  vSpial). 

207. ku-ru-su-pa3? :  a squat globular amphora with three legs or a tripod stal)d. 
Probably not a compound of xpvcr6s 'gold ' but a native 'Minoan' word, to judge 
from the Agia Triada vessel names ka-ro-paa, su-pu and su-pa3-ra quoted above ; cf. the 
Hittite (Hurrian) buprulb- ' pilgrim flask'? 

208. A shallow bowl with upstanding ring handle riveted on: on 229 = K 434 the 
bouom end of the ring stands clear of the body, the condition usual in the surviving 
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examples. According to size and context this ideogram may evidently represent 
anything from a large bronze basin (cf. fig. 18, object b ;  and PM, n, p. 631 ,  fig. 
395 a, b, c) to a small gold or silver bowl like those 
from Marathon, Mycenae, Dendra and from Ai 
lannis by Knossos (]HS, 74, 1 954, PI. IX). The 
Homeric MI'T)� (e.g. Od. 1, 1 37) is a possible Greek 
name for this type. On 238 = Tn996 .  4 the bronze 
bowls apparently have feet, which makes them 
similar to the pedestalled bowls found in the 
Shaft Graves at Mycenac (fig. 20). 

t 209. a-pi-po-re-we, a-po-re-we = CxiJ<pt<popfifE�, CxiJ<pO
pfire�. The Mainland spelling already shows the 
telescoped form (metrically impossible in Homer), 
but the clear etymology ' carried on both sides' 
has preserved the bond between name and shape 
down to classical times. Evans (PM, 1v, p. 732) 
shows that the single honey amphoras on 204 = 

Fig. �o. Pedestallcd bowl from the 
Fourth Shaft Grave, Mycenae. 

Gg704, etc. arc probably of metal, pointing particularly to the handles on Gg709 
(of which his fig. 7 1 6  gives an inaccurate impression) ; but the amphoras on 233 = 
Ucl60 rev. may be of pottery, as the 18oo specimens of Gg700 certainly are. Evans 
(PM, IV, p. 734) says that the latter have a surcharged A and 'spouts' like stirrup
jars, but publishes no photo; Ben nett's Index (p. 1 1 4) does not refer to either of these 
peculiarities. 

! 2 1 0 .  lw-ra-u-we: called 'stirrup-handled vases' in SM 11; the 'stJouL' which appears 
in profile on Evans' drawing is not clear on the photograph (and indeed unexpected, 
since the mouth of a stirrup-jar projects in the opposite axis to the handles) but is 
confirmed by Chadwick's autopsy. The use of the word on Pylos Gnl l 84 suggest� 
that this vessel type does in fact represent a stirrup-jar used for oil storage, and the 
large number ( 1 80) counted on Uc778 again points to a pottery type; but note that 
Evans infers the existence of stirrup-jars in metal from the rivet decoration of some 
from Shaft Grave 68 at Zafer Papoura (PM, u, p. 640). Krairiwes from Kpaipa 

'head', or kltiriwes from I<Afip� (cf. KAT)pc.lTpls ' voting urn ') ? ?  What Evans inter
prets as the neck of a stirrup-jar on U 746 is in fact the word ke-ro above t!Je ideogram 
no. 1 72. 

2 1 1 .  That po-ti- [ on 232 = K  875 .6  represents the initial of the vessels introduced by 
]-we and surchargedpo on K 873 is only a conjecture. The ideogram shows a shallow 
bowl or cup (numerals 32, 24, 22) of similar outline to the dipas but with two handles 
set on the widest part of the body. On K 873 the first line adds u-do, presumably 
vocup. 

212. u-do-ro (plural) :  apparently a conical bucket-shaped bowl with two horizontal ( ?) 
handles (absent on K 774, 776). The horizontal line near the top may indicate a 
separate rim or lid (shown open on 238 = Tn996 . 4?). It is perhaps the vessel seen 
to the left of K 93 (fig. 1 7  above) between the basin and the jug. This vessel was 
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possibly used for baling out the bath in 238 ;, Tn996, and resembles the conical bronze 
pans from Knossos (PM, 11, fig. 394, no. 4 ; fig. 396) and from Shaft V in chamber 
tomb no. 7 at Dendra. Some similarity is also shown by the bronze tankard from 
Tiryns and by the same shape in clay from Pylos, but these have only one handle. 
The name is evidently derived from v5po- ' water', but the form v5pos itself is only 
found with the meaning 'water-snake' in Greek. 

2 1 3. i-po-M (plural) : a shallow open dish. The classical 1Trv6s (of uncertain etymology) 
means 'an earthenware dish or cover in which food was baked' and, no doubt as 
a secondary development, ' oven, furnace '. 

5. I NVENTO R I ES OF VESSELS AT KNOSSOS 

229 = K  434 (D xxxv) 
) ! B O W L  I 1. I 

] -de-wa-pi ko-no-ni-pi f!J I 

One . . .  , one bowl, one ladle, 
one (jug] with . . .  bars. 

Evans compares the silver ladle from the Vaphio tomb (PM, 1v, fig. 91 1 ) ;  note also 
object o on fig. 1 8  above. 

ko-no-ni-pi: Evans describes the ideogram as a 'jug, the handle of which is partly 
obliterated; it seems to have had a raised ring round its neck' ;  Chad wick confirms 
Lhal il has a dear band round the neck. ko-no-ni-pi (wrongly printed in Hennett's 
Index as -ja) is evidently a feminine noun (cf. 244 = Ta714 . 3) with genitive singular 
in -nios or -Tlidos. Does it represent Kavovis ' cross-bar'? Cf. also ll. XIII, 407 : a01TI5a 
. . .  5vw Kav6vecrcr' apapviav. A restoration [peri]derwaphi = lTEp15EpalOS • round the 
neck' would, however, violate both the declension rules for compound adjectives 
and the accepted etymology of 5epf1 from * g•erwa. 

230 = K  740 (H li) 
I ?  [ 
2 f/.j-pa B R O N Z E  G O B L E T? + r;> !  3 ! 

3 qe-ro2 B R O N Z E  l';J I Q  
4 ku-ru-su-pa3? . T R I P O D - A M P H O RA I 

5 pi-ri-je z E 1 
6 [ me-[ 

uncertain number of lines missing 

di-pa: probably an error for plural *di-pa-a. The plural 5eTTa in Homer is not a valid 
analogy, since it is everywhere the result of elision. 

qe-ro2 : Evans (PM, IV, p. 732) says that the ideogram ' must probably be regarded as 
a variant of the cuirass sign seen on the Chariot tablets'. It has the yoke-shaped top 

t 
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+ 
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characteristic of  the T U N I C  symbol (sec p .  3 13) and recurs in  the armour context 
of 299 = V  789 and 300 = G 5670, q.v. 

pi-ri-je :  the absence of another ideogram suggests that we should take z E not as ' pairs' 
but in the sense 'saw ' ;  but one would expect pi-ri-jo for lTpic.ov. The function of the 
dots in lines 4 and 5 is uncertain;  ditto signs for ' bronze ' ?  

t 2 3 1  = K 872 (D  or K ?  lxi) 

I [ ] ke-ra-a b [nn] 
2 ( ]-me-no ne-pa2-sa-pi 6 
3 [ 

]-Pi-te-le ku-ru-so 
ne -{Ja2-sa-pi we. "U,. 3 

? two bull's head ' rhytons ' (? gilded] on the horns ; 
one bull's head ' rhyton ' [? decorated] with ne-pa2-sa- ; 
three silver cups [? decorated] with ne-pa2-sa-, the rim of gold. 

Lines r and 2 :  a comparable ' hull's head rhyton' is shown among Keftiu tribute in the 
early fifteenth century n.c. Egyptian tomb of User-Amon. The black steatite example 
from the Little Palace (PM, 11, pp. 527 ff.) has tridachna shell inlay round the nose 
and in irregular patches; eyes of crystal and red jasper; small medallions with 
revolving rays between the horns; and probably horns of wood covered with gold 
foil. The silver one from the fourth shaft grave at Myeenae (PM, u, p. 53 1 ,  fig. 333) 
has horns of wood plated with gold, gold inlay round the muzzle, and a gold rosette 
on the forehead. The objects or substance represented in this context by ne-pa2-sa-pi 
(instr. plur.) is unknown, but it also enters into the cups of line 3, and into the 
composition of the man's name Ne-pa.1-sa-ta on PY Fn03. 

]-p#-te-te : cf. o-pi-te-te-re, PY 251 = Vn02. 5. Either 'lid' (cf. t-rr!6ella, Horn. t1T!6rwa) 
or ' applied band' (cf. mp!6e1-1a).  Compare the silver bowls from Dendra and 
Mycenae with a gold plate attached to the rim; Nuzi tablet SMN 589 ( 'a  cup of 
silver with its edges covered in gold ', Lacheman, 1 939, p. 538) ; and Od. rv, 6 1 5- 1 6 :  
apy\tpeos Se ECT"TIV emas, xpvo-<';) 6' �lTi xe!Aea KEKpaaVTal. The cups are of the same 
shape as the gold ones from Vaphio and those shown in the Egyptian tomb of 
Senmut. Such cups were also made of bronze (cf. PM, n, fig. 288c, from Tomb 12  
at Mochlos). There appears to be a diminutive wo, of unknown significance, written 
to the right of the ideogram. 

t 232 = K 875 (K lxv) 
1 [ . . .  ] I fJa�-si-re-wi-ja I di-pa a-no-wo-to [\J 1 ]  
2 pe-ri-ta I pa2-si-re-wi-ja I di-pa a-no-wo-to [\J 1 ]  
3 wi-na-jo I jJa2-si-re-wi-ja I di-pa a-no-wo-to [ \} r ]  
4 i-da-i-jo I jJa2-si-re-wi-ja I di-pa a-M-wo-to [ \} 1 ]  
� sa-me-ti-jo I pa2-si-re-wi-Ja I di-pa a-no-wo-to [Cl 1 ]  
6 i-je-re-wi-jo pa2-si-[re-wi]-jq a-no-wo-to Q ! po-ti-[ ] 
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So-and-so (the basileus' retinue) : one goblet(?) without a handle, 
etc. 

232-234 

The bottom line is damaged. Evans' drawing shows the number 1 o, but this horizontal 
appears to be a crack in the clay. For the ' goblet without a handle' cf. Pylas 
236 = Ta641 . 3. 

233 = Uc160 reverse (? xxvii) 

I ?  ( 
2 a-pi-po-re-we rJ 3[ three amphoras . . .  
3 i-po-no o 14  [ fourteen cooking bowls . .  . 
4 [ u ]-(ip-rp 'V 1 7  seventeen water jars . .  . 

uncertain number of lines lost 

The other side of this tablet is a fragmentary list of wine and other measured com
modities. The small T which follows the ideograms on Evans' drawing is a single 
ten with a vertical crack in the clay. 

6. V E S S E L S  AT M Y C E N A E  

234 = Ue6 I l reverse. (House of the Sphinxes) 

1 �t;-pe-ra 4 a-po-re-we 2 pe-ri-ke 3 
2 ka-ra-tc-ra r po-ro-ko-wo 4 a-ta-ra 1 o 
3 ?] pa-ke-te-re 30 ka-na-to 5 qe-t1:1a 1 o 
4 '1�-to 2 ti-ri-po-di-�9 8 ka-rq.-#-ri-jp 7 

Four drinking cups, two amphoras, three pitchers, 
one mixing-bowl, four pouring jugs, ten ladles, 
thirty . . .  , five baskets, ten small wine:J·ars, 
two wine-jars, eight small tripods, seven baskets. 
The other side of this tablet is a list of olives, figs and wine. The list of vessels is unfor

tunately not accompanied by ideograms; a considerable store of different pottery 
types was found in a room adjacent to that in which this tablet was discovered in 
1954. In the doorway of this store-room a number of clay sealings were found in 
1953; they arc inscribed with a series of words apparently describing vessels or 
utensils, some of which recur on 234= Ue6 1 1 .  

�1}-pe-ra: probably the Homeric K\nrEMa. Note the absence of the di-pa from this list 
of vessels apparently devoted largely to drinking purposes. 

pe-ri-kt = TrfAIK£S: the word is quoted by Pollux (x, 67) from Cratinus, and mentio�ed 
by Athenaeus (x1, 495) in the form TrEAIKal. The grammarians were by no means 
sure of the meaning: l<liht�, rrpoxototov and xovs are all given as equivalents. 

ka-ra-te-ra : apparently kratlra, but the accusative is surprising; possibly for a derivative 
kratirili? Old Latin crelerra is supposed to be an early borrowing of the Ionic 
accusative KPTJTfipa by way of Etruscan. 
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po-ro-ko-wo = Horn. 1rp6xoos. Cretan 1rp6Koos is used as a measure. 
a-ta-ra: possibly ant/a. A neuter avr;\.ov is quoted from Pollux (1, 92) ; the sense ' bucket' 

is not recorded before Manetho. Cf. Hesychius avr;\.la · KaSicn<os. 
pa-ke-te-re occurs on Pylos Vn879 (probably to be restored on 251 = Vn02 . 6) ; no 

plausible explanation. From acp6:3w or m)yvw!? Cf. also ]-ke-te-ri-ja with the 
' lamp? '  on 237 = Ta709. 

ka-na-to: cf. KavaaTpov, Kavaa6ov? Not yvaeos in some technical sense? 
qe-ti-ja: probably a diminutive of qe-to (236 = Ta641 .  2, q.v.) , which is apparently to be 

read in line 4· 
ti-ri-po-di-ko = tripodiskoi. Also a man's name on PY Cn 1 2 .  8: cf. the Attic deme 

T pmoSiaKos. 
ka-rl.l-!i-ri-.jp: connected with KaAa6os? 

t 7. I N V E N T O R I E S  OF VESSELS AND F U R N I T U R E  AT PYLOS 

THE Ta- S ERIES 
Among the documents which were found by Blegen in the campaigns of 1952-3 
and have appeared in Ben nett's second ( 1955) edition of the Pylos tablets, the 
most important (both for further decipherment and for the light they throw 
on Mycenaean culture) are the series which have been classified by the prefix 
Ta-. One of these, 236 = Ta641 with its tripods and four-handled ' goblets ' ,  
was separately published by Blegen ( 1953, cf. Ventris, 1954a, p.  18} ,  and has 
Ut:t:u invaluable in providing a conclusive check on the decipherment. An 
earlier draft of the present chapter has already been partly published in Eranos 
(53, 1 955, 109-24) ; Bennett has independently arrived at a very similar idea 
of their meaning. 

The Ta- series consists of thirteen tablets of' palm-leaf' shape in grey-burnt 
clay, exceptionally neatly written and well preserved. From their similar 
context, ' hand ' and common locus, adjoining the Archive Room, they 
evidently constitute a coherent set written for a single occasion. Ta7 10,  
which merely repeats Ta721 lines 3-4, has been omitted here; but the red 
tablet Tn996 (with ' bath-tubs ' )  may conveniently be discussed together with 
the series because of its similar subject-matter, even though found some dis
tance away (in Room 4, Blegen, 1 954, p. 28) . We have printed first 7 1 1 , 641 ,  
709 and 996 which record vessels and utensils; next 642, 7 13 and 7 15 which 
list the article to-pe-za; then 707, 708 and 7 1 4 which record to-no and ta-ra-nu 
in combination; and finally 721  and 722, where ta-ra-nu (plural ta-ra-nu-we) 
are counted alone and illustrated by the ideogram cc::f . 

Although this rectangular object with its looped ends at first sight resembles 
a vessel, its name tlminus, plural tlminues, is clearly the Homeric 6pi)vvs 
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' footstool '. On Ta 722 . 1  the object can be seen to have short legs under it. 
An identical piece of furniture is visible under the feet of the seated goddess 
on the large gold signet-ring from Tiryns. Doubts were expressed by Evans 
as to the ring's authenticity, but the odd form of the footstool could hardly 
have been anticipated by a forger. Wace tells us that he and Seager examined 
the ring and shared Karo's opinion that it is genuine. 

The spelling of the objects to-no and to-pe-za will be discussed below; but the 
first, which regularly forms a pair with thranus, is evidently the equivalent of 
6p6vos ' chair ', the second of Tperne3a ' table '. The furniture listed on the 

Fig. 2 1 .  The gold signet ring from Tiryns. 

surviVmg tablets comprises eleven tables, five chairs and fifteen footstools 
(four of them paired with chairs) . The low number of chairs may suggest that 
part of their inventory is missing, or possibly that some of the thranues were 
intended to be sat on. A close parallel is given by the Akkadian tablets 
nos. 4 1 7-24 from Alalakh (Wiseman, 1953, pp. 108-9),  e.g. no. 4 19 :  ' twenty 
tables, thirty-two chairs and thirty-five footstools, for the house of Irioalpa '. 

The construction and decoration of this furniture have fortunately been 
listed in detail by the Pylos scribe, offering a fascinating sidelight on what we 
already know of Mycenaean craftsmanship and of its favourite design motifs. 
Compare especially Furumark's analysis in Mycenaean Pottery (MP), the ivory 
ornaments found at Mycenae in 1952-4 (Wace, 1954, where their function as 
furniture decoration is stressed), and those from Delos (de Santerre & Treheux, 
1948, with full references to previous Mycenaean ivories) .  Note also the ivory 
fragments found in Pylos Rooms 53 and 54 in 1 954, ' evidently fallen from a 
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lady's apartment above ' (Blegen, 1 955, p .  34) .  The specification makes great 
use of adjectives in -FE<r<ra and -eaos to specify the component details, and 
applies to the furniture two recurrent passive participles in -�evos. The first 
of these, a-ja-me-no, is known from the specification ofKnossos chariots 200 years 
earlier (e.g. 266= Sd040 I ) :  it apparently describes the inlay or veneering of wood 
with more costly materials, especially ivory. The second, qe-qi-no-me-no or 
qe-qi-no-to, probably refers to the turning or carving of particular designs. 

The Ta- tablets appear to list the furnishings of a luxurious reception room 
(furniture, vessels and arrangements for heating), and their context and 
vocabulary find a significant echo in Od. xrx, 53-62 : 

'H 5' fev tK 6aACxllOIO mpicppwv nl')ve716maa. 
Ti:i lfap0: llW KAI<Yii')V lTVpl KCrr6Eaav, M' ap' tcpi3E, 

Savwn)v tAtcpavTI Kal apy\J� (iiv lfOTE TEKTWV 

lfOii')<Y' 'iKilaAIOS) Kai \rrro 6pijwv lfOGiv f}KE 

1rpoacpvi' t� a\rrfis, 66' tlfl llEya j36:71Ano Kwas. 
f}A6ov 5� Oll'!Jai AEVKw71evoa EK llEy6:poao. 
at 0' CxlTO llEV <YiTOV 1TOAVV ljpeov floe Tpa1TE3aS 

Kal Stna'' lv6ev ap' avSpes VrrEpllEVEOVTES lmvov. 

The Ta- tablets are also valuable in providing the longest extant Mycenaean 
sentences (244 = Ta 7 1 4  has twenty-three consecutive words), and in throwing 
new light on the formation of the feminine dual {see 241 =Ta71 5) and of the 
instrumental case in the plural. The latter regularly shows -phi as the ending of 
consonant strms and of feminine -ti- stems ; but masculine and neuter -o- stems 
merely end in -o in the instrumental plural, probably to be interpreted as -ois 
(see p. 85). This is clearly demonstrated in 246 = Ta722 . 2-3 : 

elephanteiois kariia'plzi lewonteiois ' with ivory lions' heads ', 
elephanteitiphi karuphi ' with ivory nuts { ?) '. 

In the Mycenaean consonant declensions the ending -phi is added directly to 
the stem, as in oxeo-cpt and ope<rq>l (Horn. K01VATl00VO<pl is evidently an innova
tion). The resulting consonant groups are reduced by assimilation, already 
seen in the form qe-to-ro-po-pi of 3 1  = Ae04 (cf. Horn. Kern cp6:Aapa, KaJ3J3aAe, 
K6:mreae) : 

but 

po-pi = *pod phi (cf. Vedic padblzis) > popphi, 
re-wo-pi = * lewontphi > lewomplzi, 

po-ni-ki-pi =Phoinik-plzi (a loan-word ?). 

The instrumental singular is already identical with the dative-locative in all 
declensions. 
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235 = Ta7 l l  

1 o-wi-de pu2 ?-ke-qi-ri o-te wa-na-ka te-ke *85-ke-wa da-mo-ko-ro 
qe-ra-na wa-na-se-wt-ja qo-u-ka-ra ko-ki-re-ja E w E R  1 

qe-ra-na a-mo-te-wi-ja ko-ro-no-we-sa (no ideogram) 
qe-ra-na wa-na-se-WI:JG ku-na-ja qo-u-ka-ra W-qi-de-we-sa E W E R  I 

235 

Thus P. (fern. ?) made inspection, on the occasion when the king appointed 
Sigewas (?) to be a damokoros : 

One ewer of the queen's set, hull's head design, decorated with sea-shells; 
one ewer of the !tarmost's set, with a curved handle. 
One ewer of the queen's set, a woman's gift, buU's head design, decorated 

with a running spiral. 

M wide P. hole wanax thike S. dtimokoron : this sentence may be intended to serve as 
introduction to the whole Ta- series. The aorist wide also introduces 154 = EqO I : 
M wide Axolti.s; it possibly refers to the checking of the transaction by the responsible 
official. For thike ' appointed' cf. Il. v1, 300: Tl'tv yap T pwes f6r)Kav 'Ae,valfls ltpetav. 
*85-ke-wa is named on 258 = KnO I . 21 as an official of places contributing gold; the 
title da-mo-ko-ro (synonymous with ko-re-te and ba.rileus?) also occurs on OnO! and 
KN L 642, X 7922. An analogous introductory phrase is seen on some of the tablets 
from Alalakh, e.g. no. 355 : 4 ana '" Tagu<.i, inuma !arru ana "1Abena a!bu ' four (birds) to 
Taguzi, when the king went to stay in Abena '. Cf. also nos. 376, 378, 409, 4 1 1  and 
414. 

qe-ra-na ' ewer ' :  sec p. 327. 
wa-na-se-wi-ja : apparently an adjective from avaaaa formed under the influence of 

j3aatArj'los, etc. (cf. Horn. �etvi]ia, Ionic yvvatK!)ia). Alternatively ' as a gift to the 
queen' ?  

qo-u-ka-ra : probably g•ou-kara rather than -gala. Full-face heads o f  cattle (MP, motif 
no. 4, ' Bucranium ') occur on the silver cup from Dendra, and on the ' Vaphio' cup 
illustrated on the Egyptian tomb of Senmut (PM, n, p. 737) .  

ko-ki-re-ja = konkhileia? A descriptive adjective also applied to tables (240 = Ta71 3) :  
cf. KOKa71ta, KOY)(VAfl, KOyyVAIOS, KoxJ..ias, etc. Compare MP, motif no. 23, 'Whorl
shell', of which ivory examples have been found at Mycenae (Wace, 1954, p. 1 50) 
together with cockle sheUs. Note that the bronze ewer of identical shape from the 
Knossos ' Chieftain's Grave' (PM, rv, p. 86o, fig. 843) has cockle shells in metal 
attached to the two extremities of the handle. 

a-mo-te-wi-ja : derived from the title a-mo-te-wo (gen. sing.) seen on PY Ea25. 
ko-ro-no-we-sa: from KOPWVfl 'sea-bird' Od. v, 66 (cf. MP, motif no. 7, and Evans, PM, IV, 

pp. 329-39). Or from KOpWVfl 'curved handle', Od. 1, 44 1 : 6Vp11v 5' tt�pvaae 
KopwVI) apyvpE1) (and see p. 327). 

ku-na-ja: apparcnlly gunaiti, in Homer only in the phrase (oAe-ro) yvvalwv dveKa 6wpwv. 
to-qi-de-we-sa = torq•idwma? Cf. to-qi-de-ja (237 = Ta709) ,  a-ja-me-no to-qi-de (245 = 

Ta72 1) .  This seems to be an ornamental feature rather than a physical appendage, 
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and does not occur in  the plural. Connected with torqueo and with eliTpooO'ea6a•· 
nncrrpt\cpe0'6a• (Hesych.) in the sense of' running spiral ' ornament (MP, motif no. 46) ; 
and more distantly with Tp6ms, gen. Tp6mos or TjXnnSos, 'ship's keel ' ?  The 
' running spiral' is frequent on all classes of LM and Mycenaean objects, together 
with the other band patterns 'half-rosettes and triglyph',  ' rosettes' ,  ' ivy leaves' and 
' triglyph band ' (de San terre : ' baguette d ligatures') . Ivory specimens of all five of these, 
from Mycenaean furniture, have been found at Mycenae and Delos. There are in 
all five examples of feminine adjectives in -wessa on the Ta- series (for the decorative 
sense, compare Horn. hl�T)S av6el!6e•s, etc.). The suffix is added directly to the word
stem, as in Indo-Iranian and Hittite (see Buck and Petersen, Reverse Index, p. 460) ; 
the classical &o;nS6e�s, etc. are innovations. 

t 236 =Ta641 (see plate Ill (b), facing p. I I I )  
1 ti-ri-po-de f ai-ke-u ke-re-si-jo we-ke tf 2 

ti-ri-po e-me po-de o-wo-we };( 1 

ti-ri-po ke-re-si-jo we-ke a-pu kef ka-u-me-1)9 
'ke-re-a2 1)9-[pe-re ?' T R I P o D  I ]  

2 qe-to WINE-J A R ?  3 di-pa me-<:o-{e} qe-to-ro-we \! I 
di-pa-e me-zo-e ti-ri-o-we-e tj 2 

di-pa me-wi-jo qe-lo-ro-we '(} 
3 di-pa me-w110 ti-ri-jo-we lJ 

di-pa me-wt:JO a-no-we Q 
Two tripod cauldrons of Cretan workmanship, of ai-ke-u type ; 
one tripod cauldron with a single handle on one foot; 
one tripod cauldron of Cretan workmanship, burnt away at the legs, useless. 
Three wine1'ars; one larger-sized goblet with four handles; two larger-sized 

goblets with three handles; one smaller-sized goblet with four handles; one 
smaller-sized goblet with three handles; one smaller-sized goblet without a 
handle. 

ke-re-si-jo we-ke: the first translation 'Aigeus the Cretan brings them' (Ventris, 1954a, 
p. 18) is certainly wrong: ' Cretan' should be Kpits, the omission of Aigeus in the 
third clause would be anomalous, and a verbal phrase (we-ke = wekhei, cf. Pamph. 
rexhw ?) is unparalleled in the rest of the series. Pal mer plausibly reads krisio-wergis 
'of Cretan style or workmanship ' ,  cf. qnaAal AV1<1ovpyeis Demosth. XLIX, 31 ,  Kpa�fipes 
Kop1v61ovpyris Callix., etc. We should, however, expect the dual -we-ke-e in the first 
clause (or are the second numeral and the smaller word ti-ri-po-de added as an 
afterthought?). Is ai-ke-u (spelt ai2?-ke-u on 237 = Ta 709. 3) an adjective describing 
the tripod, or the name of a man inserted in parenthesis? Webster suggests that the 
ideogram represents a handle in the form of a goat's head : compare Schliemann's 
Warrior Vase from Mycenae (Thomas, 1939, p. 70), where a double handle is formed 
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at each side by the recurving horns of a cow ( ?) in relief. No such double handle is 
shown, however, on 237 = Ta709. 3. 

e-me po-de o-wo-we: the alternation e-me-de / du-wo-u-pi-de on Eb37/  Eb40 (sec p. 254), 
etc. shows that e-me is the dative of • one' ( • semi>  hemi > lvl) ; and the 
form oiw-owes • with one handle' is suggested by the similar compounds 
on the rest of the tablet. The Mycenaean three legged • incense-burners' 
(MP, fig. 2 1 ,  nos. 3 1 5-16) show an analogous handle arrangement, 
evidently only suitable for a fairly small vessel. Such a design does not, 
however, agree with the ideogram as drawn. 

� 
\� 

ke-re-a2 = ske/ea : in the accusative of respect, cf. To <n<tAOS TIETIT)pw�tvos Demosth. xvm, 
67, Tovs 6cp6aA�ovs �hecp6ap�tvot Xen. An. IV, 5, 12 (Schwyzer, Gram. 11, p. 85) .  Less 
probably xeiAEa 'on the rim ',  cf. Od. IV, 6 1 6. The final (!9-[ may perhaps be com
pleted as ntiphe/es, cf. 288 = Sa790 (p. 374) .  

qe-to : see p. 327, no. 203. 
di-pa me-wi-jo a-no-we = dipas mewjon anowes : for the vessel type, see p. 326, no. 202. The 

formation -owes (from •-ouses • -cared, -handled') is only paralleled once in classical 
Greek, in Theocritus' Ktacni�tov a�cpwes • two-handled cup' (1, 28). The more usual 
-ov=os (*-ous(!los) > -wTOS is attested for Mycenaean by the di-pa a-no-wo-to which 
on KN 232 = K 875 accompanies the same ideogram. 

237 =Ta709 ( + 7 12) 
1 pi-je-ra3 lo-qi-de-ja t::;:! 3 pa-ko-lo[ c. 10  lost 

]-ke-te-ri-ja -c1 1 kn-l1!-ri-jn 6 
2 *85-le 1 pu-ra-u-to-ro 2 pa2-ra-to-ro 1 e-[ · c. 1 0  lost 

]-ra i-lo-we-sa pe-de-we-sa so-we-ne-ja *85-de-we-sa-qe 
3 ti-ri-po ke-re-si-jo we-ke ai2? �ke-u T R 1 P o o [ 1 c. 1 o lost 

)-u T R I P O D  I 
Three boiling pans with running spiral decoration, x fixtures, . . .  , one lamp, six 

hammers ; 
one brush, two fire-tongs, one fire-rake, . . .  , one [ ] with an upright and 

socket, decorated with grooves and pomegranates; 
one tripod cauldron of Cretan workmanship, of ai-ke-u type ; one tripod 

cauldron . . . . 
pi-je-ra3 = phie/ai: sec p. 325, no. 200. 
pa-ko-to[ ) : connected with classical TIT)KTOs, etc.? 
]-ke-te-ri-ja : a feminine noun similar in structure to �aKTT)pia. The ideogram appears 

to represent a lamp (cf. fig. 18, objects e,J and o) : /uktiriti, cf. AV){vos? Perhaps to 
be completed as pa-ke-te-ri-ja, as on the sealing MY Wtso6. 

ko-te-ri-ja (plur.) : not KavTfJptov • branding-iron' but a word of similar structure. 
Possibly kortin"on, cf. KopTtw/KpoT£w, KpOTT)�a? 

*85-te=sislir? From ai3w ' hiss when put on the fire ' ?  Or from aeiw ' shake' (for the 
vowel, cf. Skt. tuifali) ? Pal mer: sarlir ' brush ' ?  
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pu-ra-u-to-ro=puraustro, either dual o f  the feminine form Tt\.tpavcrrpo: IG, 22. 47· 18 ,  or 
a neuter cf. m1po:crrpov Herodas, JV, 62 (perhaps a mis-spelling). 

pa2-ra-to-ro : Pal mer proposes cm<XAo:6pov (Pollux) = <n<c:lMv6pov. 
histo-wessa ped-wtssa? Cf. Horn. lcrroTie5T) ' fixing for the foot of the mast ' ?  Does -ra 

(fern.) conceal another phiela? 
so-we-ne-Ja, adjective from so-we-no (245 =Ta721, etc.). Hardly �6o:vov (*qso"11"om). 

Connected with awA�v, awAfivos 'gutter, groove, pipe, shellfish ' ?  A kind of de
corative band? 

*85-de-we-sa-qe: adjective from *85-de-pi (instr. plur., 245 = Ta721). Chadwick com
pares a15T) ' pomegranate' (also ' water-lily'). The form of the stem ending is obscure: 
-dewessaf-desphi? 

Fig. 22. MM Ill b (or LM I a?) bathtub from the S.E. Bathroom, Knos.sos. 

t 238 = Tn996 
1 [ • ] -t9 a-te-re-e-te-jo re-wo-te-re-jo cS 3 
2 u-do-ro V 3 pi-a2-ra '1:=5 3 
3 ( a-po ] -U-Wt 'f} 2 ka-ti � I a-te-we B R  0 N Z  E � 7 Td 
• [ . . .  ] if 3 / po-ka-ta-ma G O L D  '\:::1 1 B R O N Z E  "lv 3 
Three ? drainable tubs for bath-water, three water jars, three boiling pans, 

two amphoras, one hydria, seven bronze jugs, . . .  , three . . . . 
Additional property : one gold bowl, three bronze pedestalled bowls . . . . 

re-wo-te-re-Jo = lewotreioi is evidently derived from the same noun as the female occupation 
lewotrokhowoi ' bath-pourers' on 9 = Ab27. These are distinguished from Horn. 
AOETpox6os by the unexpected vowel metathesis (or lack of metathesis, see p. r6o). 
The first word, in which one would expect a generic word for ' tub', may perhaps 
be restored as dokhoi (cf. Hesychius Sox6s · Aov-n)p). The adjective a-te-re-e-te-Jo is 
probably not identical with a-te-re-te-a on KN 278 = So894; perhaps connected with 
&VTAOS ' bilgc(-watcr)', O:vTAiov ' baler', 6:VTAtw 'bale out'. The ending -e-e-te-Jo 
may be equivalent to the classical -T)TtKOs ( aVTAT)TtKQs ' suitable for irrigatjon ', only 

3 A.D. ) ;  but the double vowel is anomalous, even coming from a ' contracted ' verb. 
Possibly ' which has to be baled out', referring to the fact that true Minoan-
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Myccnaean baths generally have no outlet hole, unlike the larnakes which were 
widely used (in Crete) for burial. These larnakes share with our bath the handles at 
sides and ends, but arc flat on top to allow the fitting of a lid. Only one of the few 
extant baths shows, to a much lesser degree, the higher back end of the Pylos ideo
gram : that found in the S.E. Bathroom at Knossos (PM, m, p. 386, fig. 257) .  The 
' rowlocks ' on the side are possibly designed to take the carrying pole of a hot-water 
vessel with high-swung handles like those of our phitlai. The line at upper left on 
the ideogram may suggest the profile of a metal tub. Blegen ( 1 955, p. 33) suggests 
that Room 61 at Pylos may have been a bathroom. In 1955 he uncovered an apart
ment containing an elaborately built-in bath, in which a drinking-cup was lying. 

po-ka-ta-ma, in small�:r letters, does not seem to be the name of a vessel type, but a 
general description of the more precious vessels which close the list: pos-ktama from 
the ancestor of np0<7KiciOilal (but note posi- in composition at Knossos, 271 = Sd0422) ? 
But *KTalla is an unattested form, Doric and Arcadian using na1-1a instead. 

239 =Ta642 
1 to-pe-za ra-e-ja we-a-re-;a a-ja-me-na a2-rg-lj.-do-pi ku-wa-no-qe 

pa-ra-ke-we-[qe ku-ru-so-qe] e-ne-wo pe-[ za) 
2 to-pe-za ra-e-ja me-no-e-;a e-re-pa-te a-;a-me-na qe-qi-no-to *85-de-pi 

ko-ru-pi-qe 
3 to-pe-za ra-e-;a a-pi-qo-to 'e-ne-wo pe-za' e-re-pa-te-jo po-pi 

e-ka-ma-te-qe qe-qi-no-to-qe to-qi-de 
One stone table, of spring type, inlaid with ' aquamarines ' and kyanos and silver 

and gold, a nine-footer. 
One crescent-shaped stone table, inlaid with ivory carved in the form of pome

granates and helmets. 
One stone table of encircled type, a nine-footer, with feet and strutting of ivory 

and a carved running spiral. 

to-pe-za appears to represent a pronunciation torpeza, an ' Achaean' evolution of • (q•)tr
pedja (though Boeotian has Tphrt3a, Tprne66a, and early tables more often had three 
legs in order to stand steady on uneven floors). 

ra-e-ja : Mycenaean -eiosf-eosf-ios occurs in place of classical -JYOS in all adjectives of 
material, but the equivalent of t..aivos should properly be written *ra-we-ja if the 
etymology •t..Cq:as is correct. If these tables really are 'of stone', one might expect 
this only to apply to areas of inlay on the top, as in the case of the ' ivory table' of 
240 =Ta71 3 . 2. But compare Blegen's 1954 find ( 1955, p. 34): ' Dispersed here arfd 
there in the hollow (in front of the Propylon) were many fragments of a large circular 
disk, perhaps a table top, made of variegated marble. The table had a diameter of 
nearly o·so m. and was probably supported on three legs. The disk had a carved 
design along its edges, and its upper surface bore a simple, inlaid decoration com
posed of small circular insets of red stone, arranged in groups of one, two and three.' 
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we-a-re-ja (cf. we-a2-re-Jo on 244 = Ta7 14) in form exactly parallels lap1V6s (*wesr-), but 
the meaning is obscure. Otherwise possibly a form of v6:Aetos 'with crystal inlay', 
cf. the Knossos gaming-board (PM, r, pp. 47 1 ff., also PM, IV, pp. 928 ff.) .  

a-ja-me-na : ' inlaid', ' veneered' or ' pegged ', typically of ivory on wood, and already 
familiar from the Knossos chariot tablets, where the form a-na-i-t- probably means 
'not inlaid', and suggests a reduplicated form aiai(s)memi. No plausible etymology. 

a2-ro-u-do-pi: it is uncertain whether the word divides after -ro. Initial a2- is uncommon, 
but represents ha- in a2-te-ro : conceivably halos hudo1phi 'with waters of the sea', 
figurative name for some substance (cf. aquamarine, Meerschaum) ? Compare 'A;\o
cru5vf1, epithet of Thetis Il. xx, 207. 

ku-wa-no-qe (cf. ku-wa-ni-jo-qe 244 = Ta7 14) = Horn. Kvavos, Kv6:veos. Wace has suggested 
that kyanos represents niello, the blue-black metallic amalgam whose decorative use 
is exemplified in the contemporary Enkomi bowl (Schaeffer, 1 952, pp. 379 ff.) and 
on the dagger blades and silver cups from Mycenae, but this involves certain diffi
culties. Niello is applied in powdered form into incised patterns cut in silver or gold, 
fused under heat, and then scraped and polished level with the metal surface. One 
might imagine silver or gold ornaments, previously decorated with niello, being 
applied to furniture complete; but 244 =Ta71 4 describes a chair, presumably of 
wood, inlaid 'with gold phoenixes and with phoenixes of kyanos ', which suggests 
that the material is capable of forming a decorative element on its own. The classical 
word Kvavos is applied both to lapis-lazuli and to its synthetic imitation ; and such 
blue glass is known both from contemporary Egyptian furnishings and from the frieze 
to the Great Megaron at Tiryns (cf. mpi Se 6ptYJ<Os Kv6:voto Od. vu, 87) .  A substance 
more like niello might admittedly be mou: plausible for the oiiJOl IJEAavos Kv6:voto 
on Agamemnon's breastplate (ll. XI, 24) ;  but compare Alalakh tablet no. 427 : ' 1 8 
lapis-lazuli stones, 2 shekels of pure silver and 1 shekel of gold, given to the man 
Takul;tli for making a quiver'. 

pa-ra-ke-we (elsewhere pa-ra-ku-we) might suggest the dat. sing. of �paxlis ' short ' (name 
of an unidentified alloy?), but cf. Aeol. (3p6xvs. Mtihlestein suggests *taA-apyvs or 
*1rap-apyvs, compounded with an archaic form of the word for 'silver'. Or from 
the Akkadian bamiqtu, Hebrew btireqet ' emerald' (from which the class. O"IJ6:pay5os 
was later re-borrowed via India)? 

e-ne-wo pe-<.a = ennewo-pe<_a (*en-new(! 'nine', cf. Arc. 5eKo ' ten', Lesb. EvOTOS ' ninth'). 
If we translate Tp6:1rqav KVav61re3av Il. XI, 629, 'with feet of kyanos ', we should 
consistently read 'with nine feet '  here, which seems an impossible design. Note the 
apparently three-legged table-top found by Blegen : do our ' nine-pe<.a' and ' six-pe<.a' 
(240 =Ta713) tables have three main supports, but triple and double extremities of 
some kind? Chadwick translates ' nine feet long' (cf. 5m65T]S, Tpim5os, EKaTOIJ· 
1Te5os) ; or 'with nine fields or panels ', or 'nine-sided' (cf. TETp6:1Te5os ' square '),  
or 'with nine-fold border' (cf. 1re3a, 1re3is 'border', and cf. the KVKAOl SeKa xaAKEOl 
of Agamemnon's shield, ll. Xl, 33)? Wace takes Tp6:1re3av KVav61re3av to mean ' with 
a border of niello' rather than 'with blue glass feet', which is admittedly improbable 
if taken quite literally. 
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me-no-e-ja : cf. �T)voet5l'Js 'semi-circular', Herodotus, 1, 75? Not 'Minoan ' !  
qe-qi-no-to i n  line 2 is probably to be taken with e-re-pa-te (' inlaid with carved ivory ')  

in contrast to the perfect qe-qi-M-me-na which is  applied to the tables and chair-backs 
themselves; and similarly to be taken with to-qi-de in line 3, which the adjectival 
concord does not necessarily prove to be masculine, since -Ios may here do duty for 
feminine as well (cf. Od. v, 422 KA\rTOs 'A�cptTpiTTJ, and Schwyzer, Gram. 1, p. 502). 
OJ-qi-M-to appears to represent the Homeric 5tvwT6s, but its etymology and redupli
cation are hard to explain. 5tvwT6s clearly does not mean merely ' turned on a 
lathe' :  it may perhaps originally have referred to lapidary work executed with a 
drill. 

ko-ru-pi-qe: assimilated from *koruthphi, cf. gen. sing. ko-ru-to on 293 = Sh737. Compare 
the ivory helmets found in the Mycenae houses. 

a-pi-qo-to = amphig•otos, (passive) verbal adj. from Horn. 6:�cpt�cxivw 'surround, embrace'. 
It may refer to a broad edging round the top. Muhlestein suggests ' which can be 
walked round', i.e. ' free-standing' (cf. hr(�CXTOS ' climbable ', l��OS ' accessible'). 
In a compound the feminine -Ios is of course to be expected. Pal mer: ' with splayed 
legs'. 

popphi ekhmatei q"e: the use of the dative-instrumental without verb or preposition for 
comitative 'with I is foreign to classical Greek. Homeric ex�cx is used of a river
bank (Il. xm, 139), of buttresses to a fortification (xn, 26o), of stones used to prop 
ships (XIv, 410). 

240 =Ta713 
1 to-pe-�a ra-e-.Ja ku-te-se-jo e-ka-ma-pi e-re-pa-te-jo-qe a-pi-qo-to 

e-ne-wo-pe-�a qe-qi-no-me-na to-qi-de 
2 to-pe-�a e-re-pa-te-ja po-ro-e-kt pi-ti-ro2-we-sa we-pe-;:.a qe-qi-no-me-na 

to-qi-de 
3 to-pe-;:.a ku-te-se-ja e-re-pa-te-jo e-ka-ma-pi a-pi-qo-to e-ne-wo-pe-;:.a 

ko-ki-re-ja 
One stone table with strutting of ebony and ivory, of encircled type, a nine-footer, 

carved with a running spiral. 
One ivory table of projecting type, decorated with a feather pattern, a six-foot er, 

carved with a running spiral. 
One ebony table with ivory strutting, of encircled type, a nine-footer, decorated 

with sea-shells. 

ku-te-se-jo = kuteseiois (instr. plur.) ' made of ku-te-so' (242 = Ta707. 3) ;  cf. KliTtabc; 
' bastard ebony', Theophr. HP, 1, 6, 1 ,  v, 3, 1 .  

po-ro-e-ke = proekhis, cf. Horn. orpotxw ' project', Plut. npoexf)s 'three-dimensional ', 
apparently in antithesis to amphig•otos. MUhlestein suggests a table set against a wall. 

pi-ti-ro2-we-sa =ptilowessa, from TITlAov 'soft plumage; insect's wing ' ;  presumably a 
decorative feature and not TITIAwT6s 'stuffed with feathers '. It should perhaps be 
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noted that Tutankhamen's tomb contained batons inlaid with beetles' wing-cases 
(Carter, 1927, u, p. 35) .  Beazley compares cpt6Aaa rrnAc.>Tol, IG 22 . 1 443 . 1 35. 

we-pe-;:;a = < *hwek-pe;:;a, cf. inscr. £Knovs, £Km5os = ��ernovs. The assimilation • kp >pp 
has no exact classical parallels; cf. Lat. • sexuiri > seuiri. 

241 = Ta7 1 5 

1 to-pe-<a ku-te-se-Ja e-re-[pa]-tejo e-ka-ma-pi a-pi-qo-to e-ne-wo pe-<a 
ko-ki-reja 

to-pe-;:.a a-ka-ra-no e-re-pa-teja a-pi-qo-to 1 

to-pe-za a-ka-ra-no e-re-pa-te-Ja po-ro-e-ke 
3 to-pe-;:.o mHa2 a-pi-qo-to pu-ko-so e-ke-e e-ne-wo pe-<o to-qi-dejo 

a-Ja-me-no pa-ra-ku-we 2 

One ebony table with ivory strutting, of encircled type, a nine-footer, decorated 
with sea-shells; 

one ' headless ' ivory table of encircled type; 
one ' headless ' ivory table of fJroJecting type; 
two tables of )'tW, of encircled type, containing box-wood, nine-footers, decorated 

with running spirals, inlaid with silver. 

t a-ka-ra-no = m(('xpl")vos? The ending -o betrays a compound. It is perhaps significant 
that these two entries, together with that of the me-no-e-ja table on 239 = Ta642. 2, 
alone omit a -pe;:;a qualification. 

mi-ra2 cannot be an adjective agreeing with torpe;:;o; perhaps the name of a timber in 
the genitive, like pulewti.s, he/ikti.s on the Knossos wheel tablets. Cf. (a)IJTAa�, (a)IJTAOS; 
possibly for IJEA(l") 'ash', though Schulz postulated *IJEAfla. 

pu-ko-so e-ke-e: probably not the infinitive ekhun 'to have' (cf. 140 = Eb35), but the 
dual of an adjective in -l)s, originally restricted to compounds : puxo-ekhis? Not 
puxo-enkhls? Cf. also Nuzi tablet SMN 1422 (Lacheman, 1939, p. 536) : ' 1  table of 
boxwood with its feet inlaid with silver, etc.'. 

The endings in line 3 are clear evidence for a feminine dual in -o, which we had already 
suspected from 135 = Ep704 . 7, 266= Sd0401 and L 758. This Mycenaean form 
evidently dates from the time when the original /£ •-ai had already become ineffective 
due to the change of the feminine plural from *-ti.s to -at, but when -0: had not yet 
been introduced on the analogy of the masculine -otf-c.>. The analogy of 5Vw and 
atJcpc.> (both masc. and fern.) must have played an important part in the history of 
the Mycenaean form. 

t 242 = Ta707 
1 to-no 'ku-te-tajo' (sic) ku-ru-sa-pi o-pi-ke-re-mi-nija-pi o-ni-tija-pi 

ta-ra-nu-qe aja-me-no e-re-pa-tejo *85-de-pi 
2 to-no ku-te-sejo e-re-pa-teja-pi o-pi-ke-re-mi-nija-pi se-re-mo-ka-ra-o-# 

qe-qi-no-me-na a-di-rija-te-qe po-ti-pi-qe 
3 ta-ra-rzu ku-te-so aja-me-no e-re-pa-tejo *85-de-pi 
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One ebony chair with golden back decorated with birds; and a footstool inlaid 
with ivory pomegranates. 

One ebony chair with ivory back carved with a pair of.finials and with a man's 
figure and heifers; one footstool, ebony inlaid with ivory pomegranates. 

to-no is probably for thornos, cf. Cypr. 66pva� · \rrron6Stov Hesych. A spelling to-no = 
thro-nos would do violence to the spelling rules (but cf. to-ro-no-wo-ko = throno-worgos? 
on 39 = Asl5 1 7) .  The similarity of the furniture found in the tomb ofTutankhamen 
extends to the phraseology of Carter's captions, e.g. : 

PI. LIX (vol. t) : ' A  small chair carved of ebony and inlaid with ivory ; it has 
antelope and floral devices of embossed gold on the panels of the arms '.  

PI.  LXII :  'A  magnificent chair of wood overlaid with sheet gold and richly 
adorned with ·polychrome faience, glass and stone inlay'. 

PI. LXXIV b: ' An ebony stool richly inlaid with ivory and embellished with 
heavy gold mountings ' .  

Compare also the furniture listed by Thothmes III among the loot from Megiddo 
(Breasted, u, p. 436) : ' 6  chairs of the enemy, of ivory, ebony and carob wood, 
wrought with gold ; 6 footstools belonging to them; 6 large tables of ivory and carob 
wood '. 

Also such tablets from Nuzi as SMN 1 250 (Lacheman, 1939, p. 537) :  ' I chair of 
wood, I box (quppu) inlaid with gold ;  I chair inlaid with ivory and silver, with 
its box' .  

ku-ru-sa-pi:  instr. plur. fern. At this date xpvcr6s, like the Hebrew and Ugaritic baruf 
from which it is borrowed, means indifferently 'gold' (n.) or ' golden' (adj. ) .  The 
Mycenaean form of the adjective may possibly be reflected in the numerous Homeric 
passages where the xpvcreos of the text must be scanned as a disyllable, e.g. Il. r, 1 5  
xpvcr£� &vex C71<1)1rTp�, etc. 

o-pi-ke-re-mi-ni-ja-pi, instr. plur. fern. :  cf. Hesych. clll'jllKEAEilVi> ' hanging evenly on both 
shoulders', &ll<ptKEAEilVOv = all<pl{3ap£s, or ' chair carried by two men'. The root 
meaning of •kelemn- is hard to deduce : 'shoulder' ?  'carrying-yoke' ?  Or ' carrying
pole ' to a palanquin rather than a normal chair? An alternative suggestion is 
opikrimniaphi from KPflllVOs ' an overhanging lip ' :  in either case the meaning would 
appear to refer to the edges of the back or arms, which the Tutankhamen parallels 
suggest as the most favoured place for decorative treatment. 

se-re-mo-ka-ra-o-� is probably a compound of Kapa ' head '.  The form -ka-ra-a-pi {243 = 
Ta 708) is instr. plur., presumably for -k(a)rlia1phi, cf. Horn. gen. sing. Kapt)aToS, 
KpaaTo). The variant on this tablet is perhaps a dual i n  -oiin. Cf. [ qo ]-u-ka-ra-o-i 
on 244=Ta714. Se-re-mo- from crtAila ' plank, deck, bench, seat' (cf. O.H.G. swelli 
' beam' ) ?  If the 'half-rosettes and triglyph' motif is derived from the architectural 
pattern of a row of decorated beam-ends, could that be the meaning of this term? 
Otherwise a projection of the uprights of the back (for the form cf. Kto-Kpavov 
' capital ' ) ?  

qe-qi-no-me-na i n  line 2 evidently agrees in  sense with opikelemniaphi (similarly on 
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243 = Ta708 . 2) ,  but  the ending -phi has been suppressed from the participle in  order 
to make clearer the relation to its own subordinate instrumentals. 

andriantei q"t portiplli q•e: TIOPTIS ' heifer', ll. v, 162. Evidently not taurokathapsia but a 
bucolic scene like the bull-snaring on the Vaphio cups. Probably not q>OpTiS 
' merchant-ship', Od. v, 250. 

t 243 =Ta708 
1 to-no 
2 to-no 

ku-te-se-jo 
ku-te-se-jo 

a-ja-me-no o-pi-ke-re-mi-ni-ja e-re-pa-te 
/ e-re-pa-te-ja-pi o-pi-ke-re-mi-ni-ja-pi se-re-mo-ka-ra-a-pi 

3 ta-ra-1zu ku-te-se-jo a-ja-me-no e-re-pa-te-jo 
One ebony chair inlaid with ivory on the back. 

qe-qi-no-me-na a-di-ri-ja-pi-qe 
a-di-ri-ja-pi re-wo-pi-qe 

One ebony chair with ivory back carved with finials and with figures of men; 
one ebony footstool inlaid with figures of men and lions in ivory. 

o-pi-ke-re-mi-ni-ja (fern. ace. plur. -ans) in line 1 is in the accusative of respect, as on 
244 = Ta714 . I and skelta on 236= Ta641 . I , q.v. 

andriamphi lewomphi q•e: compare the lion-hunting scene on the inlaid dagger from 
Tomb IV at Mycenae (PM, 111, fig. 70). 

::: 244 =Ta714 
1 to-no we-a2-re-jo a-Ja-me-no ku-wa-no pa-ra-ku-we-qe ku-ru-so-qe 

o-pi-ke-re-mi-ni-ja 
2 a-Ja-me-na ku-ru-so a-di-ri-Ja-pi se-re-mo-ka-ra-o-i-qe ku-ru-so 

[ .-(l-ka-r(l·!J·iD ku-ru-so-qe po-ni-ki-pi 
3 ku-wa-ni-jo-qe po-ni-ki-pi ta-ra-nu a-ja-me-no ku-wa-no pa-ra-ku-we-qe 

ku-ru-so-qe ku-ru-sa-pi-qe ko-no-ni-pi 
One chair of spring type, inlaid with kyanos and silver and gold on the back, 

(which is) inlaid with men's figures in gold, and with a pair of gold .finials, 
and with golden griffins and with griffins of kyanos. 

One footstool inlaid with kyanos and silver and gold, and with golden bars. 

The deleted word in line 2 can be restored as qo-u-ka-ra-o-i ' bulls' heads' ;  cf. 235 = 
Ta7 1 1 .  

po-ni-ki-Pi =phoinik-phi (masc.). I t  has been suggested that the name of the fabulous 
bird q>oivt� (Hesiod, Frg. 1 7 1  . 4) was first applied to the ' griffins' and sphinxes so 
prominent. in Mycenaean art, particularly on the ivories from Mycenae, Delos and 
Enkomi (they are often confronted heraldically in pairs). The more directly-attested 
meaning q>oivt� = ' palm-tree' finds an equally good analogy in Motif no. 1 5  (MP, 
p. 278 ) ;  but on 246 = Ta722 line 1 it is perhaps more natural to find living creatures 
as the subject of all four elements in the design. 

ko-no-ni-pi: see 229 = K 434 (p. 329). 
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245 =Ta721 
1 ta-ra-1111 a-1a-me-no e-re-pa-te-jo *85-de-pi to-qi-de-qe 

ka-ru-we-qe FOOTSTOOL I 
2 ta-ra-nu-we a-1a-me-no e-re-pa-te-jo *85-de-pi so-we-no-qe 

to-qi-de-qe FOOTSTOOL 3 

3· 4 ta-ra-nu a:Ja-me-no e-re-pa-te-jo *85-de-pi so-we-no-qe F OOTSTOOL 1 

5 ta-ra-nu a-ja-me-no e-re-pa-te-jo *85-de-pi FoOTSTooL 1 
One footstool inlaid with ivory pomegranates and running spiral and nut. 
Three footstools inlaid with ivory pomegranates and grooves and running spiral. 
One footstool inlaid with ivory pomegranates and grooves (twice). 
One footstool inlaid with ivory pomegranates. 

so-we-no-qe (cf. 237 = Ta709, so-we-ne-ja) : owing to the ambiguity inherent in the spelling 
-o, a form such as this may be either instr. sing. (-oi) or plur. (-ois). The same applies 
to the masculines a-to-ro-qo and i-qo on the next tablet. 

ka-ru-we (instr. sing.) :  cf. ka-ru-pi (instr. plur.) on the next tablet. yfjpvs 'voice' fits 
spelling, declension and feminine gender, but is nonsensical. A form of Kapvov ' nut' 
(cf. ahrusfa!Kvos) ? Cf. <ptcXAT) Kapvc.m'l 'cup adorned with a nut-shaped boss ' 
IG, 1 1  (2). 16 1  B 30. Or for XEAVS (fern.) ' tortoise, lyre '?  

246 =Ta722 
1 ta-ra-nu a:Ja-me-no e-re-pa-te-jo f a-to-ro-qo i-qo-qe po-ru-po-de-qe 

po-ni-ke-qe FOOTSTOOL I 

2 ta-ra-nu a-Ja-me-no e-re-pa-te-jo ka-ra-a-pi re-wo-te-jo 
SO-We-no-qe FOOTSTOOL I 

3 ta-ra-nu a-ja-me-no e-re-pa-te-ja-pi ka-ru-pi FOOTSTOOL 1 
ta-ra-nu a-ja-me-no e-re-pa-te-ja-pi ka-ru-pi FOOTSTOOL 1 

One footstool inlaid with a man and a horse and an octopus and a griffin in 
ivory. 

One footstool inlaid with ivory lions' heads and grooves. 
One footstool inlaid with ivory nuts (twice). 

Thrtinus aiai(s)menos elephanteiois anthroq•oi hiqq"oi q"e polupodei q"t phoinikei q•e: the spelling 
of 'man' lends support to Brugmann's derivation from *andr-htiq"os (cf. Hesych. 
Spwljl). lf ' man' and ' horse' are taken as singular, we may perhaps visualize the 
decoration as being distributed over four symmetrical panels, with one creature in 
each (like the rectangular 'Warrior' ivory from Delos, de Santerre, 1 948, no. 1 ) :  
Compare the four rectangular panels from the top of a box (?) found i n  the 'Tomb 
of the Tripod Hearth' at Zafer Papoura (Evans, 1 90, p. 44, fig. 40). If we read 
'with men and horses ', it is tempting to regard them as part of a single composition ; 
cf. the 'Groom and horse' motif (MP, p. 449), and the 'Groom and horse ' fresco 
from Tsountas' excavations (Wace, Mycenae, fig. 99b). The octopus (inaccurately 
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labelled 'cuttlefish'-a quite distinct species-as motif no. 2 1 , MP, p. 302) is of 
course extremely common in all fields of LM and Mycenaean decoration. Compare 
the floor-squares in the Pylos throne room and in the Great Megaron at Tiryns. 

Euphanteiois kariia'phi lewonteiois: decoration with lions' heads is less common on My
cenaean objects than men's or bulls' heads, but compare the ivory pommel from 
Myccnae, Karo, Schachtgrliber, PI. LXXV I I .  lttwv ' lion' is already a stem in -nt- in 
spite of *lewanja > f..eawa. An ultimate Semitic origin was suggested by Curtius 
(cf. Canaanite-Ugaritic labi'u, fern. lahi'tu) ; if so, it has somewhere picked up an 
extension -nl-, betraying possible Anatolian mediation, which is also to be seen in 
elephant- (cf. Hebrew 'elif, Ugaritic and Akkadian alpu ' ox ' ?) .  

Fig. 23. Ivories from Mycenae and Dend.ra. 

Stubbings has suggested to us that the two similar sets ofivory decoration with volute 
ends found in situ in Tomb 5 18  at Mycenae (Wace, 1 932, p. 84, fig. 30) and in 
Tomb 8 at Dendra (Persson, 1952, PI. II) may be from the fronts of footstools: both 
sets measure 36 cm. ( 1 4 in.) overall. 

t 247 = Ta7 16 
1 pa-sa-ro ku-ru-so a-pi to-ni-jo 2 wa-o --1 2 
2 qi-si-pe-e X 2 
Two swords (two gold studs on either side of the hilt; two . . .  -s). 

The ideogram in the second line unfortunately coincides with a crack in the clay, but 
it appears to be the representation of a sword or dagger rather than the symbol z E 
indicating a pair, since the row of small strokes normally found to the right of that 
sign is missing. Swords are unlikely to be counted in pairs, a.nd ' two pairs' would 
lead us to expect a plural qi-si-pe-a2 (but see p. 370 below for inconsistencies in such 
uses of the dual). 

Owing to its smaller writing the top line is probably a specification of parts of these 
swords rather than a list of separate objects. The Homeric naaaaf..os is only used of 
a ' peg' to hang things on, but the derivation from m')yvv�1 and the Attic mrrraf..evc.> 
' fasten with pegs or rivets' show the basic constructional sense. It is normally only 
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the heads of the rivets on the hilt of Late Minoan and Mycenaean swords and daggers 
which are covered with gold ; and it is not clear whether the two bosses of a single 
rivet, or the heads of two separate sets of rivets, are here referred to; nor is the 
position indicated by the word to-ni-jo clea.r. T6pJJo<;, TOpJJlov ' peg, tenon, socket for 
peg' or <TT61JIOV 'aperture, bit' can hardly be reconciled with the spelling. A single 
word amphitomios, cf. Eur. 6:JJcphopvo<; ' well-rounded'?  The typical construction of 
t.he hilt of a LM II sword is shown in fig. 24 (cf. Hood, 1952, p. 2]3 ; Evans, PM, 1v, 
pp. 845-67) :  variations in outline between the ' cruciform' and ' horned' varieties, 
etc. are here disregarded. The ' hilt-plate ' ,  shown as A, is fixed by two rivets and 
frequently supplied as a separate piece from the covering of the hand-grip B and 

- -

A B c 

1 
Fig. 24. Typical LM 11 sword hilt. 

pommel C; it may be not only of gold plating but also of crystal, faience and ivory, 
and presumably also of cheaper materials. The number of rivets to B is almost 
always three. 

The word wa-o and its ideogram a.re puzzling. O:op 'sword ' is excluded by its 
etymology (*awor or *!!Sor?) and by the lack of a dual ending. The ideogram is 
probably not a double axe (improbable in the context, and small votive double ax<;S 
are not of this rectangular shape) but possibly a rivet seen in sectional view; an 
anomalous spelling of wtilo or walla = 1);\w, cf. �iq>o<; apyvp6TJAOV ll. 11, 45? Are the 
hilts of these weapons perhaps fastened with two large gold-capped pegs and two 
smaller plain rivets (compare those on the dagger from a Knossos warrior grave, 
Hood, 1952, p. 270, fig. 1 2 ) ?  
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The use of  q-s- for x- in �lcpos i s  surprising and unparalleled ; and the entry hardly 
fits into the context of the other tablets in the Ta- series, unless the weapons are 
intended as gifts. Is the ideogram conceivably intended for a 'falchion' (sickle
shaped knife, admittedly not yet found in a Mycenaean context) for which the 
Egyptian name bepe! might supply an etymology for �lcpos? 

8. PYLOS L I STS O F  M I S CELLANEOUS CONTENT 

We will close this chapter with five tablets on which no ideograms appear 
(Bennett's classification V-) and whose context and translation are for the most 
part uncertain. The commentary will be kept to the minimum; see the 
Vocabulary (p. g8s) for further notes. 

t 248 = V  aO 1 [IS] 
1 pu-ro o-[da]-a2 o-[ . .  ]-ke e-J� o-u-qe e-to ai3 ?-ka-te-re 2 

2 [pe] -re-ku-wa-na-ka [.] -ke e-te pu-ro e-ke-qe a-po-te-ro-te 
' [ . ] -ra-�(Z-te-ra' 1 

edge : pe-re-ku-wa-na-ka pu-ro e-ti-wa-jo / ai3? -ka-te-re 'a-mo-i-je-to' 
Pylos: now thus . . .  , and two ai3 ?-ka-tere are not (present) ; Presguanax has 

arrived at Pylos from thence, and has one chit from each of them. 
(Presguanax, Pylos . . .  : the two ai3 ?-ka-tlre are being sent presently.) 

ai3-ka-te-re (dual) : cf. dat. plur. ai2?-ke-te-si 169 = Es646, etc.? Andrews has suggested 
restoring [a]-ra-ka-te-ra in line 2, which he regards as an alternative spelling of the 
same word in the accusative singular. It would be surprising to find such a variation 
on the same tablet, and it may be preferable to read [xa]p<XKTi'jpa ' engraving, 
symbol, token' (' clay sealing, tablet '?), but Chadwick reports that the traces do not 
favour the reading ka-. a-po-te-ro-te = 6:�-t<p<>Tepw&v. 

a-mo-i-je-to = ap�o�oi iea6ov? Or lhwflta6w 'let them be sent'? Or a�o�(;)s ' somehow' ?  

t 249 = Va02 [482) 
qe-qt-no-me-no 

e-re-pa a-no-po a-ko-so-ta z E e-wi-so-zu? -ko 4 ro-i-ko 3 
Ivory . . .  Axotasm, pairs : four evenly-matched, turned, three crooked. 

,J 250=Vn01 [20) (cf. 42 = An l 7) 

o-a2 e-pi-de-da-to 
2 pa-ra-we-wo wo-no 
3 j>i-*82-de so 
4 me-ta-pa-de so 

Thus the wine of Pa-ra-we
has been distributed: 
so to Pi-*82, 
so to Metapa, 
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� pe-to-no-de 1 oo 100 to Pe-to-no, 
6 pa-ki-ja-na-de 35 
7 a-pu2 ?-de 35 

35 to Pa-ki-ja-ne, 
35 to ? Aipy, 

8 a-Ice-re-wa-de 30 
9 e-ra-to-de 50 

30 to A-ke-re-wa, 
50 to E-ra-to, 

1 0  ka-ra-do-ro-de 40 
1 1  ri-jo-de 20 

40 to Kharadros, 
20 to Rhion. 

251 = Vn02 (46) 
1 pi-le-[ ) 
2 ka-pi-ni-ja I po-ti-Ja [ ) 
3 ka-pi-ni-ja I e-!11-TTii-rti�i<l [ ] 
4 ka-pi-ni-ja I ta-ra-nu-we 1 1 
� ai3? -ki-no-o 8o o-pi-te-te-re 50 + 
6 e-to-ki-j(l 1 3  [? pa Hr-!r-rr 140 
7 pi-!pp-ta-o I ta-ra-nu-we 6 
8 qe-re-ti-ri-jo 2 me-ta-se-we 1 o 
9 r-po-wo-ke 1 pu-to-ro 16 
10 ai3 ? -ki-no-o I pu-to-ro 1 oo 
1 1  !(l-lo-mo a-ro-wo e-pi-•6s-ko 
12 r-(ru-mi)-ni:ja 2 /ci-wo-qe I 

250-252 

Only a few of the entries can be understood : po-ti-ja = topTia? ; ka-pi-ni-ja = t<Cmvrj, 
t<crnvla 'smoke-stack' ;  e-ru-mi-ni-ja = El\\.!IJv•m (' roof beams', Hesychius) ; ta-ra-nu-we = 
6pl)vv£s (here equivalent to 6pavos ' beam'?) ; ki-wo-qe t<lwv ' column ' ? ;  o-pi-te-te-re 
from •6mTI6rnu? These seem to show that the tablet deals with carpentry items 
for building construction. ai-ki-no-o is apparently part of a chariot or its decoration 
on Knossos 276 = Se I 006. 

The list is continued on the even more difficult Vn879, which records eight a-ti-[ja ?] 
pe-•65-ka, twenty-four ko-ni-ti-Ja-ja pe-*65-ka, ten e-lo-ki-ja pa2-ra-de-ro and eighty-six 
pa-ke-te-re pat·ra-de-ro. Perhaps e-to-ki-ja represents tVTolx•os 'on a wall' (' wall
plates'?) and paktires ' dowels' or ' fixing-pieces ' (cf. nfiy�a). 

Vn851 apparently records a distribution of de-mi-ni-ja ( = Horn. Se�v1a ' beds') to 
both men and women in the dative case. 

252 = V  n06 ( I  0) 

I )  

1 o-di-do-si du-ru-to-mo 
2 a-mo-te-jo-na-de e-pi-pu-ta 50 
3 a-ko-so-ne I 100) 50 
4 to-sa-de ro-u-sz-;o a-ko-ro a-ko-so-11t 
5 1 oo to-sa-de e-pi-pu-ta 1 oo 
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252 D O C U M E N T S  I N  M Y CE N A E A N  G R E E K  

Thus the woodcutters contribute to the chariot workshop: 
50 saplings, 50 axles. 

And the ' fields of Lousos ' (cf. Un04) (contribute) so many: 
100 axles, and so many saplings : 100. 

a-mo-te-jo-na-de : allative in -de of a workshop noun in -€wv (cf. Ho m. XaAKEWv 'smithy ') 
formed from the word a-mo-ta seen on the W H E E L  tablets, see p. 3 7 1 .  

I n  line 4 the form to-sa-de is anomalous with the masculine c5:�oV€S, and may either refer 
to 5ev5pea, �vt.a, etc., or be an anticipation of e-pi-pu-la which had come first in 
lines 1-3. In a consistent syntax we should also expect the accusative *a-ko-so-na. 
These ' saplings' ( ?) were presumably used for the bent-wood parts of the chariot 
assembly, like the veovs op1H)KOS of 1/. XXJ, 38 (cf. Theoc. xxv, 247)· 
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CHAPTER X I  

M E T A L S  A N D  M I L I T A R Y  E QU I P M E N T  

T H E  identity of the first metal ideogram is proved by its totalling to-so-de t 
ka-ko =TOOcr6croe xat..I<6S on the Pylos ]n- tablets, to which the form with an 
extra crossbar is almost entirely confined. I t  is also used as an adjunct to 
metal vessels and other objects (Knossos 230 = K 740 and 
Pylos 238 =Tn996) including an I N G O T  (Oa734) ;  and is '4° 

written under a WHEELED C H A R I O T  on Sc223, where 
W E  

it perhaps refers to the wheels (cf. 278 = So894) .  These 
uses make it safe to translate the symbol generally by 

,4, 
' bronze' rather than ' copper' (like XaAI<Qs in Homer, 

B R O N Z E  

Silver? 

G O L D  

with the possible exception of xat..Kos £pv6p6s, It. rx, 365) ; the unalloyed metal 
possibly had no separate symbol. On 222=J 693 small weights of B R O N Z E  

are introduced by t..ivov t..rn-T6v ' fine linen ', and appear to be an indication 
of value. 

The Pylos ideogram here translated as o o L o is confined to tablets 258 = KnO I 
(listing weights of c. 62-250 grams) and 172 = Kn02 and 238 = Tn996, where 
it is an adjunct qualifying valuable vessels. Bennett ( 1950, p. 218) wrote that 
' the unusually small quantities with this ideogram in KnO 1 would indicate a 
material of considerable intrinsic value '. 

Although the use of adjuncts to indicate the material of vessels and equip
ment is the exception rather than the rule, one should expect to find somewhere 
a third ideogram to indicate ' silver' (whose full spelling a-ku-ro is confined to 
290= Sa03) . This is possibly to be identified in the W E  which is used as an ! 
adjunct to the ' Vaphio cup' on 231  = K  872 (only a part of this is recorded 
by the text as being of gold), and which is written over the I N G OT ideogram 
on Oa734bis; its presence may also be suspected on KN J 58, although 
Bennett read WE as the last syllable of pa2-ra-o-we. Note also the similar 
ideogram on Pylas La630 (reverse) ,  quoted on p. 323. This use of w E  is to 
be distinguished from that on C 41 1 ,  96 = U n02, etc., where it clearly describes 
a kind of sheep; and from the reversed S with cross-bar and dots which 
probably represents rh-o- of a talent. Silver is relatively uncommon both in 
Homer and in the archaeological record. 
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DOCU M ENTS I N  MYCENAEAN G R E E K  

I .  METALS AT P Y L O S  
t Twenty-seven tablets of the Jn-series ( excluding257 = J n09 andJ n88 I )  evidently 

belong to a single set and conform to a rigid pattern. Each is introduced by 
a place-name and the phrase khalkiwes talasiti11 ekhontes ' smiths having a talasia ' ,  
followed by a number of men's names with an amount of B R O N Z E  each. The 
second paragraph, introduced by tossoide khalkiwes atalasioi 'so many smiths 
without a talasia ', consists of an enumeration of further men's names without 
any BRONZE  entries at all. 

Chadwick and Bjorck simultaneously recognized that the classical TcxAaoia 
( = TcxAaotovpyla 'wool-spinning ') is here used in the more general sense ' an 
amount allocated by weight for processing ' :  it is evidently derived more 
immediately from Tai'.<XVTov ' weight' than from the cognate TciAas ' long
suffering' (so Boisacq, s.u.). The Latin pensum still shows both stages of an 
identical semantic development. 

The same context is shown by some Third Dynasty tablets from Ur (Legrain, 
1947 ; c. 2 1 00 B.c.). No. 324 lists ' copper to work into dagger blades, issued 
by the treasurer's office ' ;  no. 354, ' beaten copper, from the office located at 
the chariot shed, delivered to the smiths at r6t manehs 2 shekels ( =8·25 kg.) 
per head ' ;  no. 357, the same at IO manehs ( = 5 kg.) .  The more nearly con
temporary Alalakh tablet no. 402 (Wiseman, 1 953, p. r o:;) lists ' 4 half-talents 
( =6o kg.) of copper for the smiths of the town Bera5ena, 4000 shekels 
( = 33·5 kg.) of copper for arrow-heads, and 6oo shekels ( = 5 kg.) of copper 
for doors '.  

From the fact that a number of the smiths' names recur on other series of 
tablets (for instance among the names of shepherds), Webster has suggested 
that their work may have been on a part-time basis, like the seasonal iron
smelting by Hittite peasants referred to by Gurney ( 1952, p. 83) .  Compare 
also Il. xxm, 832-5, where Achilles says of the ingot of pig-iron offered as a 
prize: ' Even if the winner's fertile farm is at a remote spot, he will be able to 
go on using it for five revolving years : his shepherd or ploughman will not 
have to go to the town through lack of iron, but will have it at hand.' This 
conclusion is very uncertain, since the names which recur are among the 
commonest Mycenaean stock, and may equally well be found at Knossos or 
Mycenae (e.g. Xanthos on Pylos Jn06 and 50=Anl8, Mycenae Go6l0  and 
Knossos C 91 2) .  There is no guarantee that the Pylos doublets refer to the 
same individuals, quite apart from the different place-names with which they 
are associated. 

The most elaborate example of the standard lay-out is shown by 253 =JnOl ,  
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METALS AND M I L ITARY EQU I PMENT 253 

where a third paragraph lists the slaves of both ' active' and ' inactive' smiths. 
These slaves are not named or numbered, but we may perhaps allow one to 
each smith whose name is written in the genitive (the corresponding nomi
natives elsewhere on the tablet are identified by capitals in our transcription). 
A ' slave of Q.e-[ '  occurs among the ' inactive smiths ' on Jn03 ; similarly a 
' slave of Dektos' on Jn07, a ' slave of Euetor' on Jn750. A separate list of 
slaves, one to each smith (their names lost), forms the reverse ofjn706; the end 
of Jn03 lists large groups of men (five, ten, thirty-one) belonging to certain 
individuals not apparently smiths, since their names do not recur on the tablet. 

On three tablets (Jn02,Jn03,Jn845) the first paragraph ends with the entry 
' So-and-so the basileus ', perhaps the name of the local chieftain who supervised 
the distribution. Onjn725 the division of the 2f& talents of bronze among the 
twenty-seven smiths is not individually measured. 

253 =JnOl [3 10) 
1 a-kt-re-wa ka-ke-we ta-ra-si-ja e-ko-te 

B R O N Z E  I I t=t 2 qe-ta-wo 
B R O N Z E  I I *=t 2 ta-mi-je-u 
B R O N Z E  I I t=t 2 e-u-do-no 

2 !i-Pado 
3 ai-so-ni-jo 
4 e-u-ru-wo-ta 

P O - R O - U - T E - !J 

vac at 
R R oN z E I I t=t 2 zpf-du-wa-ko 

7 to-so-de a-ta-ra-si-jo ka-ke-we 
8 P A- QO-S I -J O K E - W E - T O  wa-(di?)-re-u 
9 pe-ta-ro 

vac at 
1 1  to-so-de do-e-ro ke-we-to-jo i-wa-ka-o 
12 pa-qo-si-jo-jo po-ro-u-te-wo 

vacat 

B R O N Z E  I I *=t 2 
B R O N Z E  I I *=t 2  
B R O N Z E  I I *'* 2 
B R O N Z E  l 1  f:t 2 

14 po-ti-ni-ja-zp�-jo ka-��-zp� ta-ra-si-ja 
I S i-ma-di-jo B R o N z E  I 2 tu-ke-ne-u 
16 ( ) B R O N Z E  l 3 I - W A - K A  

e-ko-te 
B R O N Z E  I 3 

B R O N Z E  I 3 
1 7 [ a]-ta-ra-si-jo pu2 ?-[ . l;j{Z-ko 

§ I .  Smiths at A-ke-re-wa having an allocation : 
Thisbaios : I ·s kg. bronze; Quhestawon :  I ·S kg. bronze ; etc. 
And so many smiths without an allocation :  

Pangu6sios, Ke-we-to, Wadileus, Petalos. 
And so many slaves : (those) of Ke-we-to, lwakhiis, Panguosios, Plouteus. 
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253-254 D O C U M E N T S  I N  M Y C E N A E A N  G R E E K  

§ 2. Smiths of the mistress (at A-ke-re-wa) having an al location :  
etc. 

po-ti-ni-ja-we-jo : the smiths distinguished by this enigmatic adjective evidently belong 
equally to the place A., since lwakhas' slave is included in the third paragraph. 
The same division of the smiths occurs in the two sections of Jn03 (cut apart after 
writing) introduced by: 

A-pe-ke-i-jo ka-ke-we. . . (adjective) 
A-pe-ke-e ka-ke-we po-ti-ni-ja-we-jo (locative ?) 

It occurs as a description of tradesmen on Pylos 148 = Ep04 and Un09, and in the 
feminine on Knossos 90 = G 820. Its function on the Knossos Dl- series is obscure 
(a man's name, title, or adjective applied to sheep?).  Despite the -we-, a derivation 
from lTOTV1a ' mistress' seems probable :  a class of persons specially subservient to 
Athcna? Or to the queen rather than to the king? 

ka-ke-we ta-ra-si-Ja e-ko-te 

t 254 =Jn04 [389] 

1 q.-ka-si-Jo-ne 
2 pi-rq.-me-no B R O N Z E  l 3 ma-u-ti-,jo B R O N Z E  / 3 e-do-mo-ne-u 

3 fca-ra-wi-fco B R O N Z E l I ft 2 
4 sa-mu ? -ta-.}o 
5 ka-ra-pa-so 

B R O N Z E  / I  ft 2 
B R O N Z E  l I ft 2 

B R O N Z E  l I ft 2 mo-re-u 
7 to-sa-de e-pi-da-to ka-ko pa-# 

vacat 
9 to-so-de ka-fco B R O N Z E  l 27 

vacat 
11 to-so-de . a-ta-ra-Sl:JO ka-ke-we 

pi-we-ri-Ja-ta 
wa-u-do-no 
pi-ta-ke-u 
ti-ta-[ . ]-wo 
B R O N Z E  l 6 

12 te-te-re-u pq.-pq.-Jo pi-ro-we-ko a2-nu-me-no 
1 3 ko-so-u-to 

Smiths at A-ka-si:J·o- having an allocation :  

Philamenos : 3 kg. bronze; etc. 

B R O N Z E  

B R O N Z E  

B R ON Z E  

B R O N Z E  

And so much bronze is shared out among them all: 6 kg. 

So much bronze (in all) : 27 kg. 
And so many smiths without an allocation: etc. 

B R O N Z E  

l I ti 2  
l I ti 2  
l I ti 2  
l [ ] 

l 3 

e-pi-da-to recurs at the end of the first paragraph of Jn02. It is either an incomplete 
spelling of the epidedastoi of250 = V nO ! ,  or possibly some other tense of the same verb. 

Pi-ro-we-ko = <l>1t.ovpyos : cf. ma-na-si-we-ko Jn03. 2 = Mvf1crlepyos ' mindful of his work'. 
It is perhaps significant that the smiths seem to have a higher proportion of unmis
takably Greek names than appear on most of the other lists. 
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The damaged set of numerals in line 6 needs to be restored as I 1 tt 2 in order to justify 
the total (cf. Bcnnctt, 1950, p. 2 1 5) .  

255 =Jn658 
1 ka-��-rp� ta-r£Nf-jq [e]-ko-si 
2 e-r:zf-pq.-!�-we we-we-sz-;o I B R o N z E  I 5 
3 ma-ka-wo 1 B R O N Z E  I 5 pi-ro-ne-ta I 
4 pa-��p-la I B R O N Z E  I 5 *85-ta-mo I 
5 po-ro-u-jo 1 B R o N z E  l 5 o-na-se-u I 

6 ( .  ]-ko I B R O N Z E  I 5 re-u-k.a-la I 
7 wa-�q.-ta 1 n R o N  z E l 5 o-tu-wo-we I 
8 wo-wi-ja-ta I B R o N z E  I 5 pe-re-ta I 

9 po-ro-e-ro I B R o N z E  I 5 o-pe-ra-no I 
IO a-!¥-�f! I B R O N Z E  I 5 (ko-
1 1  lo-[so-de] ka-ko B R O N Z E  4tA 3 I 20 
12 [to-so] -(I� a-ta-ra-si-jo 

vacat 

B R O N Z E  I 5 
B R O N Z E  l 5 
B R O N Z E  I 5 
B R O N Z E  l 5 
B R O N Z E  I 5 
B R O N Z E  I 5 
B R O N Z E  I 5 

I 

e-ko-si ""'ekhonsi ' th�y have', instead of the present participle ekhontes: this variation is 
shared by Jn706, where the total is introduced by to-so-de ka-ko e-ko-si. On Jn832 
the description ta/asian ekhontes is replaced by a-ke-te-rt ( -=  aCTKT)Tai 'those who practise 
their trade'?, cf. Horn. aCTKtc.> in sense ' work raw materials ') ; on J n650 it has in 
addition the word pa-ra-ke-te-e-we ( = Horn. lTpTJKTfipes?). The total on Jn658 seems 
to be a scribal error for &tl 2 I 2o. 

The following table gives a synopsis of the surviving tablets of this series. 
Of the fourteen different place-names, nine are not found on any other tablet, 
suggesting that some of the smiths may have lived in small communities of 
their own without other agricultural or maritime importance. Note the apparent 
progression shown by the entries 25l/26/27-54/56-78/8o-Io8, which may 
correspond to a bronze ingot weighing rather less than a talent. Compare 
Knossos Oa730, which lists sixty ingots at a total weight of 52i talents, or 
I 26! each. 

Tablet Place Active smiths Inactive smiths Bronze (kg.) 
]nO I A-ke-re-wa 1 2  5 23 
Jn02 Po-wi-te-ja 1 5 6? I08? 
Jn03 A-pe-ke-i-jo 10 1 5 54 

A-pe-ke-ep. 6 9 27 
Jn04 A-ka-si-jo-ne 1 1  5 27 
Jn05 Wi-ja-we-ra, 7 I 26 
Jn06 0-re-mo-a-ke-re-u 12  8?  s6 
Jn08 Ru-ko-az-[ . ]-re-u-/e 7 5 34 
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256 DOCUMENTS I N  MYCENAEAN G R E E K  

Tablet Place Active smiths Inactive smiths Bronze (kg.) 
Jn605 A-pi-no-e-wi- [jo] (fragmentary) 
Jn658 E-ni-pa-te-we 16 0 So 
Jn692 Na-i-se-wi-jo 2 6 12  
Jn693 A-lce-re-wa 3 0 16 

A-pu1?-we 7 2 26 
Jn706 Pa-to-do-te 10 4 so? 
Jn725 E-ni-pa-te-we 27 0 78 

[ .  ]-nu-we-jo 5 0 18 
Na-i-se-wi-jo (erased) 
A-lce-re-wa 4 0 12  

Jn750 A-si-ja-ti-ja 1 7  4 25! 
Jn832 Ro-u-so 3 4 (no entry) 
Jn845 8 7 1 2 
Jn937 [ ]-me-no 1 1 ?  0 16! 

Jn07, Jn927, Jn942, Jn944, etc.: place-name lost, and fragmentary. 
Total 193 8 1 701 

The frequencies of the individual allotments of bronze to smiths are as follows : 
1 kg. I !  kg. 2 kg. 3 kg. 4 kg. 4! kg. 5 kg. 6 kg. 7 kg. 8 kg. 12 ? kg. 

41 1 7  1 9 43 9 2 9 

The thin bronze arrow-heads (or ' arrow-plates', Evans, PM, rv, figs. 8 r6, 
8 1 8) of the type found in the Knossos ' Armoury ', and common at both 
Cretan and Mainland sites (including Pylas), weigh up to about 1 ·5 g. 

A each. Sword blades, on the other hand, and long spear-heads (such · · 

as those from the LM 1 1  warrior graves near Knossos, Hood, 1952, 
fig. 1 2) might scale up to 350 g. Hood (ibid. p. 256) gives the weight 
of his LM 11 bronze helmet as 695 g. : this includes the cheek-pieces, but 1 0  
per cent ihould perhaps be  added to allow for parts that are missing. 

The smaller of the two most common allotments at Pylas (that of I f  kg.) 
would be sufficient for making 1000 arrow-heads, the larger (5 kg.) enough 
for at least fourteen swords or spears. The total weight of bronze which can 
be totalled on all the surviving tablets (801 kg.) would make something like 
534,000 arrow-heads, or 2300 swords or spears, or 1 000 bronze helmets. It is 
tempting to regard the following tablet as a total of the complete series, from 
which approximately a quarter of the entries must then be assumed to be 
missing. 

256=Ja749 

to-so-pa m 34 l 26 

So much (bronze?) in all: 1046 kg., or just over a ton. 
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257 =Jn09 [ + 829] 
1 jo-do-so-si ko-re-te-re du-ma-te-qe 
2 po-ro-ko-re-le-re-qe ka-ra-wi-po-ro-qe o-pi-su-ko-qe o-pi-ka-pe-'e-we-qe' 
3 ka-ko na-wi-jo pa-la-jo-i-qe e-ke-si-qe ai-ka-sa-ma 
4 pi-*82 ko-re-le B R o N z E  l 2 po-ro-ko-re-te B R o N z E  # 3 

257 

� me-la-pa ko-re-te B R O N Z E  I 2 po-ro-ko-re-te B R O N Z E  # 3 

6 pe-to-no ko-re-te B R O N Z E  I 2 po-ro-ko-re-te B R O N Z E  # 3 

7 pa-ki-ja-pi ko-re-te B R O N Z E  l 2 po-ro-ko-re-te B R O N Z E  M 3 
8 a-pu2? -we ko-re-te B R o N z E  l 2 po-ro-ko-re-te B R o N z E  M 3 

9 [a]-ke-re-wa ko-re-le B R O N Z E  I 2 po-ro-ko-re-te B R ONZE # 3 
10 ro-tJ.-SO ko-re-te B R o N z E  l 2 po-ro-ko-re-te B R o N z E  M 3 

1 1 [ka]-rg-do-ro ko-re-te B R O N Z E  I 2 po-ro-ko-re-te B RO N Z E  M 3 
12  fnl-j!J ko-re-te B R O N Z E  I 2 po-ro-ko-re-te B R O N Z E  # 3 
13 [ti]-l]'li-!!1 a-ke-e ko-re-te B R O N Z E  l 2 po-ro-ko-re-te B R O N Z E  # 3 

14 (ra ]-wa-ra-ta2 ko-re-te B R o N z E  I 3 M 3 po-ro-ko-re-te B R o N z E  M 3 
15 [sa]-ma-ra ko-re-te B R O N Z E  I 3 M 3 po-ro-ko-re-te M 3 
16 [a]-si-ja-ti-ja ko-re-te B R O N Z E  I 2 po-ro-ko-re-te M 3 
1 7 e-ra-te-re-wa-pi ko-re-te B R o N z E  I 2 po-ro-ko-re-te # 3 
18 za-ma-e-wi-ja ko-re-te B R O N Z E  I 3 # 3 po-ro-ko-re-te M 3 

19 e-re-i ko-re-te B R o N z E  I 3 # 3 po-ro-ko-re-te # 3 

Thus the mayurs and their wives, and the vice-mayors and key-bearers and 
supervisors of jigs and hoeing, will contribute bronze for ships and the points 
for arrows and spears : 

Pi-*82, the mayor: 2 kg. bronze; the vice-mayor : 750 g. bronze, etc. 
(Total : mayors : 39 kg.; vice-mayors : 1 2  kg.) 

ko-re-te-re: the ko-re-te appears to be the ' mayor' or local chief responsible for each 
village (cf. 43 = SnO 1 ,  OnO I ,  258 = KnO 1) ,  and the po-ro-ko-re-te is probably his 
deputy; the two also occur together on KN V 865. For the problematical description 
-da-maJ-du-ma (formally = 06:11ap ?) see Vocabulary. The klliwiphoros occurs as a kind of 
priestess on 135 = Ep704, etc. The o-pi-su-ko are named with the o-pi-ko-wo ( = e-pi
ko-wo 'guards'?) and ke-ro-le =gerontes on Jn881 : 'guardians of fig trees'?? o-pi-ka
pe-e-we is reminiscent of Hesychius hn01<acpel)s 'one who harrows in the seed', 
brt01<acpeiov ' mattock, hoc' ;  but cf. also :UV, 'EmKapmos 'guardian of fruit'. It is 
not clear whether these arc predominantly civil or religious officials, but in the 
subsequent entries their contributions seem to be lumped together with those of the 
po-ro-ko-re-te-re. 

ka-ko na-wi-jo : compare S6pv vifiov 'ship's timbers', Od. 1x, 384. Nails and other 
fastcnings? It is difficult to see why these miscellaneous officials, rather than the 
khalkiwes of the other Jn- tablets, should be contributing such specialized items of 
bronzework ; unless the tablet in fact only records scrap bronze which is intended 
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for melting down and re-using for these purposes (and hence the lack of any sub
division between the different objects in the subsequent entries?). Chadwick suggests 
that na-wi-jo is from va6s: ' the bronze that is in the temples •. Compare the Hit lite 
' Instructions for temple officials', § 8 :  ' Furthermore, whatever silver, gold, garments 
or bronze implements of the gods you hold, you are merely their caretakers. You 
have no right to them, and none whatever to the things that are in the gods' houses.' 

? paltaioi'i q"e enkhessi q"t aixmans: that the first represent arrow-heads is proved by 
Knossos 264 = Wsl704, q.v. Webster points to the small amounts of bronze from each 
village (2·75 kg.), enough for about 1 8oo arrow-heads or 8 spear-heads, compared 
with the amounts on the other ]n- tablets (e.g. 47 kg. on the three tablets for 
A-ke-re-wa) .  He suggests that the arrow- and spear-heads may represent an offering 
or dedication rather than a regular war supply; or accumulations of votive offerings 
which are being confiscated as a desperate defence measure? 

Chadwick reads rO·!J·SO in line 10, where we should expect e-ra-te-i in the standard 
order. 

t 258 = KnOI [Jo438] 
I [ ]-le 
2 !d ] 
3 e-re-[e? 
4 po-ro-ko-re-(le 
5 do-ri-ka-o mo-[ro-pa2 
6 ru-ro mo-ro-pa2 
7 ne-da-wa-ta 
8 e-ke-me-de 
9 [Ro] -v-so ko-re-te 
•o P A - K r -1 A-N r - [1 o ?  ko ] -rr-[te] 
1 1  A- P u2 ? -1 A ko-re-[le] 
!2 K A - R A - D O - R O  /co-re-te 
13 [ ] ko-re-te 
14 [ ] 
15 ( ]-ma 
16 wo-no-[ ]-ma 
17 qo-wo-[ ] mo-[ro-pa2 ?] 
18 q.-ka·I!JI} 
19 E - R E - E po-ro-ko-re-te 
2o a-ke-ro pa2-si-re-u 
21 te-po-se-u T 1 - N w A - s  1-1 o ko-re-te 
22 po-ki-ro-qo 
23 *85-ke-wa 

C O L D  l 1 

C O L D) tf I 
C O L D) tf I 
C O L D) tf I 
C O L D  ( ) 1 
C O L D  ( ) 
C O L D  tf ( ) 
C O L D  l ( ) 
G O L D  l 5 X 
G O L D  l 5 

C O L D  l 5 X 
C O L D  l 5 X 
C O L D  tf I 

C O L D  l 6 X 
C O L D  tf ( 
C O L D  tf I 
G O L D  l 3 X 

G O L D  l 3 X 
C O L D  l 3 X 
C O L D  tf I 
G O L D  tf I 
G O L D tf 1 
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24 T 1-M 1 - T  1-J A ko-re-te 
2� I -T E-RE  -W A 
26 p 1-*82 
27 E - R  A-TE-RE-W A- 0 ko-re-te 
28 A-K E-RE-W A ko-re-te 
left edge: po-so-ri-jo-[ ]-ma c o L D i ( ]-jo a-!!J-TM 

258--259 

C O L D  i 6 
C O L D  i 6 X 
C O L D  i 6 X 
C O LD i 6 
C O LD i .'} X 
COLD i 3 X 

This tablet probably represents a tribute of gold from the chieftains (basi/eus, ko-rt-tt, 
mo-ro-pa2) of surrouncling villages. The recognizable place-names have been printed 
in capitals for easier reference: they correspond, though not in precise order, with 
t110se of257 =Jn09 and ofOnOl. Some of the personalities arc common to 43 = SnO I ,  
§ 1 ,  which suggests the restoration of a similar introduction basi/iwjontes here. Apart

' 

from line 2, the amounts of gold show the following distribution: 

i 3 i 5 i 6 ft I ( = 250 g.) 
4 5 5 10? 

An amount of i 7 occurs on La630 (rev.) and of i 9 and Og7434 on KN Np859 ; 
Bcnnctt ( 1 950, p. 2 1 7) concludes that i probably represents n of ft, or Tin of a 
talent (i.e. approximately Wl = 20·9 g.). It is significant that the plain gold rings 
and coils of gold wire from the Mycenae Acropolis treasure, in which Schliemann and 
Ridgeway long ago proposed to recognize standard units of value, centre on weights 
of 2 1-2 g. and 41-3 g. (as re-weighed for Thomas, 1 939, pp. 72-4) .  

Whether there is in fact a direct connexion between this tablet and 172 = Kn02 
(with its offerings of gold vessels) is uncertain. Webster has pointed out that the 
contributed amounts of gold faH within the range of weights shown by cups from the 
Mycenae shaft graves, and might be designed for such; but one would expect a 
considerable interval of time for the craftsmen to convert the raw materials into the 
finished vessels. 

259 = 0gl 527 

2. M E TALS A T  KNOSSOS 

1 [ mo-ri-wo-do I 3 
2 [ 2 mo-ri-wo-do I 3 
3 [ ] ft 2 mo-ri-wo-do I 3 
uncertain number of lines missing. 

mo-ri-wo-do : probably moliwdos = 1.16l.vf3Sos 'lead' (see Vocabulary, p. 400) ; similarly 
Georgiev, 1 954, p. 83. The preceding entries are probably for another metal (copper 
or tin?), part of a list of parallel allocations to smiths. Lead, used in the composition 
of bronze, is listed together with it on some Nuzi tablets (Lacheman, 1939, p. 538). 

t 

The only other Knossos tablets recording weights of metal are 222 = J 693, t 
already discussed in another context, and J 58 and J 58 bis. The following 
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tablet from the ' Armoury deposit '  may conveniently be included here, even 
though the identity of the weighed material is concealed by the loss of the 
final part of the introduction. 

t 260 = 0g0467 (P xviii) 
1 jo-a-mi-ni-so-de di-do-[ si 
2 ku-pe-se-ro I go me-to-re I [ nn 
3 ne-ri-wa-to I 15  pi-do-[ 
Thus they contribute [ . . .  ] to Amnisos: 

Kupselos : go kg. ; etc. 

3. SWORDS, SPEARS AND A R R OWS AT KNOSSOS 

! The twenty-two tablets classified by Bennett as Ra- were found in  a corridor 
at the S. W. corner of the ' Domestic Quarter' (M on fig. 13, p. 1 1 5), into 
which they had fallen, together with their wooden chests, 61 ' from a store-room on the floor above (Evans, PM, rv, pp. 233 [I If' swo R D 

853 ff.) ;  fragments of swords were found in the same 
corridor. I t  is not certain whether the second variant 

230 -- S P E A R  

of the swoRD ideogram represents a different type from 23 1 '"::::; A R R O w  
the ' cruciform' (see drawing on p.  347, above} , as Evans 
thought, or merely a more schematic form of the symbol. The characteristic 
vocabulary term for both variants is pa-ka-na = Horn. q>aoyava. 

261 = Ra l540 (M xc) 
to-sa I pa-ka-na SWORDS so[ 
So many swords (in all) : fifty. 

262 = Ral548 (M xc) 
tk-so-mo 

ku-ka-ro f pi-ri-je-te pa-ka-na a-ra-ru-wo-a s w oR os 3 
Kukalos, the cutler: three swords fitted with bindings. 

pi-ri-je-te (cf. dual pi-ri-je-te-re on 52= An26, q.u.) : also on Ral 547, Ral 549 ; on seven 
other tablets its place is taken by another occupational description ka-si-ko-no 
(cf. Pylos An3 1 ) :  see Vocabulary, p. 404. 

a-ra-ru-wo-a = Horn. ap11p6Ta, cf. fern. a-ra-ru-ja on 265 = Sd0403, etc. Fitted with 
what? A scabbard (Horn. KOAe6v) seems the most likely. The word de-so-mo = Sm�ois 
is perhaps not to be taken with ararwoa, in view of its position here and on Ral543 
(where there would have been room for it on the bottom line). It might therefore 
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be an additional item, perhaps equivalent to the Homeric TEAaiJWV or &opTf]p 
' sword-belt'. But in favour of a translation 'fitted with their hand-grips' (B in the 
drawing on p. 347) compare the scholiast on q>&ayava llEMvSETa ll. xv, 7 1 3 :  
cnST]p65ETa . . .  oi s� IJEAalvas AajXxs €x,oVTa. Ti]v 6£ Aa�i)v OEO"IJC>V KaAEi 6 Illlc.>V(Of1S· 
oi 6£ rnlllEAWs lv6e5elltva TIPOs Ti]v ;\aj:lftv. 

263 = R  048 1  bis (P) 
[e]-ke-a / ka-ka-re-q. S P E A R S  42 
Forty-two spears with bronze points. 

enkhea khalklirea : cf. xat.Ki)pei Sovpl /[. v, 145, etc. ;  this suggestion has also been made 
by Furumark and Sittig. Some'thing was undoubtedly written between ka-ka and 
re-a, taken by Evans and Bennett's Index as a divider; it is perhaps intended to be 
deleted. The last sign is very doubtful and was read as ne. 

264 = Wsl 704 (P) 

Sealing: (a) : o-pa (b) : pa-ta-ja (c) : A R R O W  

t 

This sealing, with Ws 1 702 and Wsl 705, were found in the ' Armoury' attached to the ! 
charred remains of two wooden boxes containing carbonized arrow-shafts and arrow
heads of the type shown on p. 356 (PM, 1v, pp. 617, 836--40) : the meaning of the word 
pa-la-ja (neuter plural, cf. 2S7 =Jn09 . 3) is thereby assured. The word o-pa recurs on 
the C H A RIOT and W H E E L  tablets and on 29= As82 1 ,  q.v. From the same buildinp; 
comes R 0482, on which the ARRow ideogram is followed by the high numbers 
6o1o and 2630 (which would require about 13 kg. of bronze). 

4. CHARIOTS WITHOUT W H E E L S  AT KNOSSOS 

Of the tablets found in the ' Armoury ' building by Evans in 1904, thirty of 
the longest deal with chariots ; the form of the vehicles has been discussed by 
Evans (PM, IV, pp. 785-825) and their descrip
tions, which include the longest extant Knossos 
sentences, by us in Evidence, p. 100 and by 24° 
Furumark ( 1954, pp. 54-g) . Unlike the single 
chariots listed on the tablets found in the palace 2·P 
itself (see below, 297 = Sc222, etc.), those from 

W H E E L E D  

C H A R I O T  

W H E E L - LESS 

C H A R I O T  

the Armoury are shown without wheels; a large 242 rT � C H A R I O T  ' 
� F R A M E  

number of other tablets from the same building 
list the wheels separately. Homer makes it clear that it was normally the 
practice to remove the wheels when not in use (ll. v, 722), and to place the 
chariots on stands and cover them with cloths ( vm, 44 1 ) .  
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t Fig. 25 shows the approximate appearance of the type of chariot listed, 
supplementing the evidence of the ideogram from Mycenaean vase-paintings, 
from the Tiryns fresco, and from the analogy of contemporary Egyptian chariot 
harness. The WHEEL-LESS CHARIOTS listed in the Sd- tablets are described 
as a-ra-ro-mo-te-me-na, apparently equivalent to the classical T)pJJOaJ..IEvOl ' put 
together', and their ideogram shows a vehicle which is ready for use except 

2 
Fig. 25. The Mycenaean chariot, and Egyptian yoke arrangements. 

for the fixing of the wheels and the harnessing of the horses. The simpler 
ideogram of the Sf- tablets (CHARIOT-FRAME) is qualified as a-na-mo-to 
( =CxvapJJO<TTOl ' not put together ' )  and represents the bare outline of the 
chassis structure, before the addition of the side-extensions (A), pole-stay (D) 
and yoke (F). 

The body (B) was framed in bent-wood and covered with either ox-hide 
or wickerwork, to judge from the indications of the vase-paintings; the cross
bracing (only seen in the WHEELED CHARIOT ideogram) was presumably a 
feature not actually visible on the exterior of the vehicle, except in lines of 
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stitching. The 'spur' (C) seen on the ideogram of Sc219 and Sc238, on the 
Tiryns fresco and on vases, is apparently a step formed by extending the rear 
framing member of the floor, which in all probability consisted of interwoven 
leather straps. The side-extensions (A), which perhaps afforded extra lateral 
defence for the warrior when mounting, appear generally to have been covered 
in with the same material as the body; but their method of attachment is not 
clear. One would expect the top members of A and of B to be formed of a 
continuous piece of wood, but the vase-paintings invariably show them as 
meeting at an oblique angle, and the CHARIOT-FRAME ideogram proves that 
the side-extensions do not form an integral part of the chassis. Perhaps, like 
the wheels, they were particularly liable to damage and in need of periodical 
replacement; and their removal would reduce the amount of storage room 
needed by each chariot. 

The other characteristic feature of the Mycenaean chariot is the pole-stay 
(D) which runs from the middle of the rail to the forward end of the pole 
(pv116s). This is taken by Evans to be a thong or cord, although on the Tiryns 
fresco at least it appears to be a solid wooden bar, effective in compression as 
well as tension. From it a number of appendages hang down: Evans argued 
that they are of a purely decorative nature, and that their ends are not 
attached to the pole. 

The pole (E) does not have the up-curving end seen on Geometric chariots, 
and a peg or hole may have been needed to anchor in position the 3vy6oea1JOV 
with which the yoke was lashed on. 

In the absence of explicit illustrations, the chief obscurity concerns the actual 
harnessing of the horses to the yoke. Contemporary Egyptian ·chariots had 
harness-saddles in the form of an inverted Y which were lashed to the yoke; 
they were applied over a wider saddle-pad, and had holes or hooks to take 
the combined ends of the breast-strap (G) and girth (H). Fig. 25 (r) shows 
the yoke arrangement of an unhamessed chariot shown on a painting for 
Rameses 11; (2) that of the chariots found in the tomb of Tutankhamen 
(Carter, 1927, n, p. 63), where the harness-saddles are of leather-covered wood 
with calcite reels on top and gold decoration on the outward-facing legs. 
Some such attachment with saddles, rather than the direct lashing of the 
breast-strap to the yoke, is perhaps indicated by the W-shaped attachments 
visible behind the yoke on most forms of the Knossos Se- and Sd- ideograms. 

Our difficulties begin when we try to interpret the detailed terminology of 
the Knossos tablets in the light of this picture. Their syntax and the mean
ing of the adjectives describing colour and material are clear enough; but not 
only do the nouns which describe the parts of a chariot fail to agree with the 
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nomenclature found in Homer, but their identification is equally open to contro
versy. Before going on to discuss them in detail, it is worth stating some of the basic 
principles which might reasonably be expected, a priori, to govern the scribe's 
choice of descriptive matter ; they are trite enough, but fundamental to all 
similar specifications of objects on the Mycenaean tablets, where the need to 
distinguish one from another is the prime function of the inventory. 

(I) Where the same noun occurs in every specification, but with different 
adjectives, it must refer to some prominent feature whose alternative methods 
of construction form the easiest way of telling one chariot from another. In 
the absence of the word ararwos ' fitted with ' or the conjunction -q•e ' and', we 
might expect the feature to be located somewhere on the ideogram as drawn, 
if only we knew where to look for it. 

(2) Where a noun and adjective occur exceptionally (e.g. do-we-jo i-qo-e-qe 
on 268 = Sd041 3) i t  may conceivably describe an item not found at all on the 
other chariots; but more probably it draws attention to a normal item made 
of an unusual material or shape. 

(3) Where an item is described as absent (e.g. o-u-qe pte-no on 270 = Sd0402), 
i t  must be one which one would normally expect to find on all the other 
chariots; but we cannot necessarily assume that its absence makes the chariot 
unserviceable. Whether the feature will also be absent from the ideogram 
depends on the conscientiousness of the scribe. 

a-ni-ja (instr. a-ni-ja-pi) =classical ftvial, Homeric f) via 'reins'. These form a partial 
exception to rule 3: although three tablets have the note ouq•e hiiniai posi(emsi) 'and 
there arc no reins attached', five others add araruiai hiiniiiphi 'provided with reins'; 
so that it is uncertain whether the reins, which are certainly not indicated on the 
ideogram as drawn, are to be assumed as present or absent when the chariot specifi
cation does not mention them at all (but see further under o-po-qo). 

t i-qo-e-qe, where it occurs, IS named first of the items, and on 268=Sd0413 even before 
po-ni-ki- 'crimson', which is possibly to be taken with it rather than with 'CHARIOT'. 
The word is evidently compounded with hiqq•o- 'horse', but the meaning and number 
of the ending arc uncertain: Pal mer proposes a derivative of •heq"omai 'follow'. Its 
adjective dorweios ( = Sovpnos, 'made of a S6pv, wooden pole or plank') suggests 
the possibility that it refers to the pole-stay (D), probably normally of leather, but 
on the Tiryns fresco at least consisting of a wooden bar. 

o-po-qo: always described as wi-ri-ni-jof-ne-jof-ne-o (Palmer: 'of fplv65, leather') with 
the exception of e-re-pa-te-jo 'of ivory' on 265 = Sd0403, where the chariot is itself 
'inlaid with ivory'. Pal mer suggests op-oq"on 'cheek-strap, cheek-piece' (cf. 1Tap�ma 
'blinkers'), comparing the ivory variety with /1. IV, 141-2: 

�S 6' cm TiS T' lAE�avTa yvvt) �o(vlKl �ll'JVIJ 

M1Jovis l)t Kc'mpa, 1Taprfiov e��EVal i1T1TWV. 
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Against this identification it may be objected that such decoration �f the bridle is 
not explicitly shown on any of the surviving paintings, and that under rule 1 one 
would expect the o-po-qo to be part of the structure shown in the ideogram. But the 
strong point in its favour is the fact that the only chariots which have no o-po-qo 
formula are those in which the bridles are expressly stated to be absent (Sd0402, 
271 = Sd0422, Sd04 I 6 ?) ; perhaps the o-po-qo formula is not to be taken as an auto
nomous annotation to the chariots themselves, but as an instrumental reading on 
from a-ni-ja (even where this is itself omitted), e.g . . . .  araruiai haniaphi wrineois 
opoq"ois . . .  , etc. 

o-pi-i-ja-pi (instr. plur. fern.) : presumably another part of the a-ni-ja (or, if the lack of 
-q"e is significant, a part of the o-po-qo itself) ; made of horn except on 267 = Sd0409, 
where it is of bronze. Horn was used for bits (classical xa/\tv6c;, <TT61ltov) in the 
contemporary Danubian cultures and in the terremare (Lorimer, 1 950, p. 308; Childe, 
1 947, p. 1 13) ; one bronze bit was found at Mycenae, two more at Miletus. Such 
a meaning would suit the context, though Evans (PM, IV, p. 830) believed that the 
bridle still consisted only of a '  nose-band' (which is incidentally the original meaning 
of htinia, cf. Skt. navam). The plural instead of dual (in *-oiin?) may be justified by 
assuming that each ' bit' is regarded as a pair. The vocalization of the compound 
o-pi-i-ja-pi, which is perhaps an -a- stem in -tiphi, rather than -amphi etc., is unknown: 
possibly from the root *si- in !1-1as ' strap', Skt. vdti ' tie', Av. hium ' harnessing'? 
Note also the word o-pi-i-ta-ja- on X 537, apparently a textiles tablet. An alternative 
suggestion is to derive the second part of the compound from •fa = Vedic i/4- ' pole 
of a car', Hittite �ifJa! (same meaning); the same stem occ.un; in Greek with ablaut 
in olijlov, oia� (Homeric oil)KES 'rings of the yoke '). In this case it might mean the 
pegs used to anchor in position the 3vy6SEcr11ov (see above). Palmer ( 1 955b, p. 36) 
translates 'bit', but compares Horn. 11\A(Is. 

i-qi-ja: the name of the chariot itself is clearly the adjective hiqq"iti = !rrrrla (cf. i-qo-jo 
= hnroto on 277 =Se I 028). The feminine gender requires that we understand some 
word like a11a�a; cf. Eurip. 6X1)1la hnmov 'horse-drawn carriage ', irrrrEtov 3vy6v 
'chariot yoke', ll. v, 799· 

The total numbers of chariots recorded at Knossos are more than I 20 
with wheels on the Se- tablets, some 41 without wheels on the Sd- and Se
tablets, and at least 237 in a ' not assembled ' state on the Sf- series, giving a 
total of 400 + .  What deductions can be made from these figures as to the total 
Knossos chariot force and as to its tactical use we leave it to others to decide, 
but it was evidently immeasurably smaller than the bodies of chariotry de
ployed by the Egyptians and Hittites on the more open battlefields of Syria. 

265 = Sd0403 (P xiv) 
2 [i]-qi-ja f a-Ja-me-na e-re-pa-te a-ra-ro-mo-te-me-(11,1 a-ra-ru-Ja 
1 e-re-pa-te-Jo o-po-qo ke-ra-ja-pi o-pi-i-Ja-pi 'ko-ki-da 9-/Jt,!' 

[ a-ni-Ja-pi] 

WHEEL-LESS CHARIOTS 3 

t 
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Three horse-(chariots without wheels) inlaid with ivory, (fu l ly) assembled, 
equipped with bridles with cheek-straps (decorated with) ivory (and) horn 
bits. Thefoudal contribution (of) Kolkhidas. 

An examination of these tablets shows that the upper line on the original is in fact 
written after the lower line (see p. 112). 

a-ja-me-na e-re-pa-te, ?aiai(s)menai elephantei: cf. 239 = Ta642. The position of this decora
tion must be somewhere on the body or pole itself (perhaps round the rail), since 
even the CHARIOT-FRAME is described as a-ja-me-na on 272=Sf0421, etc. None of 
our chariots is as elaborate as the gold-plated state chariots found in Tutankhamen's 
tomb (Carter, 1927, u, Pis. XVII-XXI), encrusted with semi-precious stones, glass 
and faience; or as the 'chariots inlaid with gold' of the Nuzi tablets (Lacheman, 
1939. p. 538). 

o-pa: see 29= As821, and compare 264 = Wsl704 and 296=Sh736. 

266 = Sd040 1  (P xiv) 

2 i-qi-jo I a-ja-me-no e-re-pa-te a-ra-n>-mo-te-me-no po-ni-[ ki-jo] 
1 a-ra-ru-ja a-ni-ja-pi wi-ri-ni-.Jo o-po-qo ke-ra-ja-pi o-pi-i-ja-pi 

WHEEL-LESS CHARIOTS (2) 
[Two] horse-(chariots without wheels) inlaid with ivory, (fully) assembled, 
painted crimson, equipped with bridles with leather cheek-straps (and) horn 

bits. 

i-qi-Jo: probably dual (cf. 241 = Ta 715, q.v.); the only other occurrence of this variant 
on Sd0415 has the numeral 2, though a-ra-ro-mo-te-me-na inconsistently preserves the 
plural ending. On Sd0401, i-qi-jo has been corrected from i-qi-ja. 

po-ni-ki-jo = cpo1viK£os, Horn. cpotvtK6EtS 'crimson', recurs on eight other cHAR 1 o T 
tablets and is probably synonymous (or nearly so) with the mi-to-we-sa=miltowessa 
which takes its place on four others. This represents class. �-tlf.Tetos, �-tiATtvos, lltAT
I)Atcpfjs 'painted with red ochre'. Compare the alternative Homeric epithets for 
ships cpotVIKOlTCxpl)OS and IJIATOlTCxpiJOS· 

t 267 = Sd0409 + 0481  (P) 
2 i-qi-ja I ptJ-ni-ki-jq, a-ra-ro-mo-te-me-na a:ia-[ me ]-?t(Z 
I wi-rf-?t�-0 o-(po)-qo ka-ke-ja-pi o-pi-(i:ja-ptJ WHEEL-LESS CHARIOT ! 
One horse-( chariot without wheels) painted crimson, (fully) assembled, inlaid; 

with leather cheek-straps (and) bronze bits. 

268 = Sd041 3 (P  xiv) 

2 [ i-qi] -ja I pa-i-to a-ra-ro-mo-te-me-na do-we-jo i-qo-e-qe po-ni-ki-[ 
1 [ a-ra-ru] -ja a-ni-.Ja-pi wt-n-nz-.JO o-po-qo ke-ra-.J·a-pi o-pi-i-ja-pi 

WHEEL-LESS CHARIOT (nn] 
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(One?) horse-( chariot without wheels) (fully) assembled, from.(?) Phaistos, · f 
its pole-stay of wood, painted crimson, equipped with bridles with leather 
cheek-straps (and) horn bits. 

269= Sd0404 (P xiv) 
2 ( l]-qi:ia I ku-do-ni:ia mi-to-we-sa-e a-ra-ro-mo-te-me-na 
1 [do-we ]:io z-qo-e-qe Wl-n-m:JO o-po-qo ke-ra-[ja-pi o ]-pi-i:ia-pi 

WHEEL-LESS CHARIOT (nn) 
[Three?] horse-(chariots without wheels) from(?) Kyclonia, painted red, 

(fully) assembled, their pole-stay of wood, with leather cheek-straps (and) horn 
bits. 

mi-to-we-sa-e: apparently an unusual spelling of -ssai; cf. t-qe-ta-e 29 = As82 1 ,  we-ka-ta-e 
X 1044. 

270 =Sd0402 (P xiv; see plate 11 (c), facing p. I 10) 

2 [i]-qi:ia I a-ra-ro-mo-te-me-[!q. po-ni-ki:ia o-u-qe a-m:Ja 
1 a-u-qe a-re-ta-to o-u-qe pte-no o-u-qe *85-ro o-u-qe 

po-si 
'pe-pa2-to' 

WHEEL-LESS CHARIOT (nn) 
[One?) horsc-(chariot without wheels) (fully) assembled, painted crimson ; 

and there are no bridles attached, nor a . . .  , nor heels, nor streamers, nor . . . . 

a-u-qt a-re-ta-to: a-u-qe is probably an error for o-u-qe rather than cxiln ' furthermore'. 
The vocalization of the second word is unknown, but might suggest -<TTCrTOS. 

pte-no: probably dual of Trlipva 'heel', possibly making up the 'spur' (Con fig. 25, 
p. 362). Or ' chocks' to go under the wheels? 

•Bs-ro: Furumark ( 1954, p. 57) connects this with o-expov ' brush' and with the 
• streamers ' which normally hang from the pole-strap, and which are absent from 
the ideogram here and on Sd0407. Possibly fern. dual= (mpw ' traces' .  

pe-pa2-to: see the next tablet. 

271 = Sd0422 (P xv) 
2 i-qi-ja I a-ro-mo-te-me-na (sic) o-u-qe a-ni:ia po-si-e-e-si 
1 0-u-qe pe-pa2-to u-po '( ) o-pa' WHEEL-LESS CHARIOT (nn) 
(One ?) horse-(chariot without wheels) (fully) assembled, and there are no 

bridles attached, nor any . . .  underneath. The feudal contribution of So-and-so_. 

po-si-e-e-si = np&ntat (cf. Arc. n6ea-rt < nooea-rt, SIC, cccvr, 12) ' they are attached to' 
or ' they are present in addition ' .  On 0402 and 0416 posi is used absolutely: ouq•e 
htiniai posi. Compare Sd04 12: ouq"e posi elephans 'and there is no ivory attached'. 

pe-pa2-to evidently refers in some way to the underpart of the chariot or harness. 
Furumark compares m(pw: ouq•e pepartoi hupo 'and it is not pierced (studded?) 
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underneath ', cf. It. 1, 246, axi'jTITpov xpuaei01s f]::l.otat nnrapi!Evov? More probably 
a noun, possibly compounded with per-= mp1-; or beginning pherb- (cf. cpop!'et6:)? 
Pal mer: •l'el'<rrov ' floor? step?' from root !'a-. 

272 = Sf0421 (P xv) 
i-qi-ja I a-na-mo-to a-ja-me-na CHARIOT-FRAMES 27 
Twenty-seven horse-(chariots) not (fully) assembled, inlaid. 

273 = Sf0420 (P xv) 
i-qi-ja I a-na-ta a-na-mo-to 'a-re-ki-si-to-Jo o-pa' 
Eighty horse-(chariots) not inlaid, not (fully) 

tribution of Alexinthos. 

CHARIOT-FRAMES 80 
assembled. The feudal con-

a-na-la (cf. a-na-i-ta on Sf0419, a-na-to Sf0423, Sf0425) alternates with a-ja-me-na on the 
SJ- tablets, beside the common denominator a-na-mo-to ( =fern. 6:v6:p11ocrrot). In 
spite of the inconsistency in the feminine ending, it probably represents the negative 
form an-ai(s)toi, which thus bears the same relationship to a-ja-me-na as a-na-mo-to 
does to a-ra-ro-mo-te-me-na. This was independently recognized by Chantraine. 

t 274 = Sf0428 (P xv) 
2 [i]-qi-Ja I po-ni-ki-Ja me-ta-ke-ku-me-na 
1 wi-ri-ne-o o-po-qo ke-ra-ja-pi o-pi-i-ja-pi t.J...--- I 
One horse-( chariot), painted crimson, dismantled; with leather cheek-straps (and) 

horn bits. 

The presence of the o-po-qo formula on this tablet looks at first sight like a flagrant 
breach of rule 1 (p. 364), in that a '  cheek-strap' is hardly to be expected on a chariot 
whose framing is so incomplete that even the rail is missing from the ideogram. The 
explanation probably lies, however, in the exceptional word me-ta-ke-ku-me-na, where 
the prefix I!ETa- suggests some form of dismantling or rebuilding, during which its 
original harness was not separated from it; cf. class. IIETaTTotew, 1!ETaaxeu6:3w, etc., 
' remodel '; IIETOXEW only means ' pour from one vessel into another', but compare 
XEOI!at in the sense ' be dissolved, scattered, dropped' and xtw 'cast' (cf. English 
' re-cast '). 

Unlike the others, the fourteen CHARIOT tablets classified as Se- were found 
in the North Entrance Passage (K on fig. I3, p. I 15); though showing the 
same ideogram as the Sd- tablets, their phraseology is markedly different, even 
if fragmentary; the references to ivory may suggest more highly decorated 
state chariots. 
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275 = Se879 (K lxvi) 
ai-ki-no-o 

pte-re-wa I pa-ra-ja e-te-re-ta po-ro-ti-ri WHE E L-LEss CHA�IOT [nn] 
[One?] old chariot of elm-wood . . .  -ed three times with ai-ki-no-o. 
t-Ie-re-la: probably a verbal adjective, and apparently a variant of e-ka-le-re-ta on the 

next tablet. From l�ap6pi\w ' dislocate '? Or cf. fKTPT)Ila, eKTpT)<71S ' trepanning hole'? 
Or en-trita, cf. Il. m, 448, lv TpT)TOial MXiEaalv (' inlaid'? ' morticed '? 'holed '?)? 
Another adjective describing these chariots is wo-ra-wNa on Se880, probably w&la
wessa from Horn. OVATJ ' scar'. 

po-ro-li-ri appears to contain • trins (ace.) ' three' or Iris ' thrice', on the analogy of the 
numeral 2 on the next tablet. Cf. np6Tp1Ta 'on three successive days', Horn. 
Ka6erna� ' once and for all', alivTpus 'by threes' .  

ai-ki-no-o: meaning unknown, cf. Pylos 2Sl=Vn02. 'Goat tendons' (cf. Skt. snqyu� 
' tendon, strap')?? Cf. Horn. vrupa �6E1a. 

276 = Sel006+l042 (K) 
e-re-pa-te-jo-pi o-mo-pi [ 

[? pte-re ]-wa I e-ka-te-re-ta ai-ki-no-o :? e-re-pa-te-jo-pi 
[? One chariot of elm-wood] . . .  -ed with two ai-ki-no-o, with ivory . . .  with 

bands of ivory . . .. 
o-mo-pt (iosll. plur.) probably from oillos 'decorative band' (ll. XI, 24) rather than from 

opllos ' chain', Olllla 'eye' or WllOS 'shoulder' .  Like e-re-pa-lt-jo-pi, this word apparently 
forms an exception to the rule at Pylos that -cp1 is not added to -o- stems. 

Sel007 uses the term e-wi-su-{o-ko, which recurs in an ivory context on PY 249 = Va02. 

277 = Se 1028 (K) 
e-re-pa-te-[ 

[? i] -qo-jo I ?.IJ-l!Jf!. [ or ?.IJ-jq. ? 
This tablet shows a deceptive resemblance to 163 = X  984 (q.v.), in spite of the 

apparent kt-kt-me-na of the latter and its publication in SM //cheek by jowl with 
tablets of the ' land ownership' series. 

5. CHAR IOT W HEELS AT KNOSSOS 

t 

+ 
+ 

Apart from 278 =So894, all the two dozen Knossos WHEEL tablets were found � 
in the 'Armoury ' building (see Evans, PM, zv, pp. 793-6). Like the vase
paintings and frescoes, they show a four-spoked design. Those from the tombs 
of Amenhotep Ill and Tutankhamen (Carter, 1 927, n, pp. 57-9) have under 
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their gold casing a structure of ash, the hubs bound with rawhide, and have 
leather tyres; Egyptian wall paintings also show bindings (some at least 
presumably of metal) at intervals round the spokes, 
at the junctions of spokes and felloe, and round the 243 
felloe. The chariot of the Tiryns fresco has similar 
markings on the spokes, and apparently has a separate MO 

tyre, which is divided by wider and narrower dark 
cross-lines which Evans suggests ' may have been wire ZE 

and metal bands'. 

WliEEL 

Single 

Pair 

The majority of the wheels are qualified by one or other of two names of 
timbers (ptelewti 'elm' and helika ' willow') and by one or other of two puzzling 
adjectives describing their construction, te-mi-*7 1 -ta and o-da-ku-we-ta (variously 
spelt). Both may well be adjectives in -wenta, and ]-mi-we-te on Sg890 bis 
appears to be a variant spelling of the first ; Ventris suggests, however, that 
*71 may be a monogram for ne+ko, i.e. termin ekhonta ' having a te-mi-'. It is 
tempting to see in te-mi-we{te-mi-*71 (cf. Horn. TEPIJIOEtS) an adjective 
meaning 1 provided with a (leather) tyre ' ;  even though Johannson's proposed 
connexion of the Homeric adjective with Skt. ctirma 1 leather' would demand 
the spelling qe- here, and is in any case not generally accepted. Some kind of 
decorati·;e or functional edging seems likely, at any rate. 

The alternative specification, which implies a noun-stem o-da-k-, is equally 
uncertain (note its application to textiles on 220=L 870). Connected with 
ooa� 1 biting' (' serrated edge ' ?) ,  or with oioa� 'unripe fig' (a kind of 
studding?) ? 

The z E and M o which precede the numerals do not, as Evans thought, refer 
to a carpenter's saw and the charioteer's whip, but are abbreviations of3eOyos 
' pair' and IJOVfOS ' single' (see p. 54). When the number of wheels is 'three 
pairs' or more, the descriptive adjectives are in the plural, as we might expect; 
but there is some inconsistency both at Knossos and at Pylos in the case of 
lower numbers. Both 'one pair' and ' two pairs' generally involve dual 
adjectives (the first presumably being read as 'two wheels ' ) ,  but one(?) pair 
takes the singular on 278 = So894, and one and a half pairs ( 1 three wheels ' )  
the plural on 284 = SaO I .  

The classical use of the dual, already very inconsistent in  Homer, is confined 
to two main functions: first, reference to ' natural pairs' (e.g. ears, eyes, 
draught-horses); second, the counting of ' accidental pairs '-but only where 
the words 8vw or 3eiiyos are expressly added (so in Attic temple inventories 
of the 5th-4th centuries B.C., e.g. cptW..a xpvcr& 11, etc.). Schwyzer (Gram. 11, 
p. 48) suggests that such ' accidental pairs' must originally have taken plural 
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concord ; but examples such as w-pe-zo ' two tables ' (241 = Ta715) and di-pa-e 
' two goblets' (236=Ta641) show that our Mycenaean dialect is at the inter
mediate stage where an explicit Svw requires the dual in all classes of noun and 
adjective, as in Indo-lranian and in Old Slavonic. 

The neuter adjectives of the WHE E L  tablets might naturally be taken as 
applying to the heteroclitic K\n<Aa ' wheels', literally ' circles ' ;  but there is a 
probability that the real term to be understood is a-mo-ta, and a possibility that 
this is notapiJOOTCx ' well-fitted' but harmota, ancestor of &piJcna' chariot ' (which 
evidently does not have this Homeric meaning at Knossos in view of i-qi-ja). 
This term is evidently connected with O:p116s ' fastening', O:p1.16sw ' put together', 
in allusion to the fact that the chariot must be assembled from a number of 
loose parts before use; and in the Mycenaean arsenals the word may have 
been applied specifically to the wheels. Cf. O:pllaTOlTT)y6s ' wheelwright', ll. rv, 
485, and a-mo-te-jo-na-de (harmoteiona-de ?) as the destination of axles and 
rniq>VTa (pliant branches for felloes ?) on 252 = Vn06. 

The total number of wheels separately listed on the Knossos tablets appears 
to be over a thousand pairs, but of these the 462! (?) pairs of o-da-ke-we-ta on 
So0446 may perhaps represent a repetitive total (note the o-pe-ro of sixteen 
pairs ' missing' in line 2) .  

278 = So894 (K lxi) 
1 a-te-re-te-a I pe-te-re-wa 'te-mi-* 71 · wHE E L  z E [ 1 ?) 
2 ka-ki-jo WHE E L  Z E  I ka-ko-de-ta WHE E L  Z E  (3+) 
3 ki-da-pa / te-mi-*71-ta WHEEL Z E  41 (MO 1?) 
4 o-da-tu-we-ta I e-ri-ka WH EEL z E 40( + 

. .. : one (?) pair of wheels of elm-wood, with ryres; 
one pair of bronze wheels; 
three + pairs of bronze-bound wheels; 
forty-one and a half (?) pairs of wheels of ki-da-pa wood, with ryres; 
forty+ pairs of wheels of willow-wood, with studs. 

a-te-re-u-a: perhaps the neuter plural of an adjective in -T]s with a- privative; not a 
verbal adjective in -Tta (-*uwa). 

ka-ki-jo = lchallrio (dual): possibly only the tyre was of solid bronze, although a wheel 
entirely of metal is perhaps not excluded, especially as only ooe pair is listed. 

ka-ko-de-ta = XaAK66ETa, cf. lcha/lcOi tkdeme110 and arguroi dedemeno at Pylos (see below]. 
As a tyre of solid silver is unlikely, these adjectives probably refer to metal bindings 
at intervals round the felloe or spokes, like those detected by Evans on the Tiryns 
fresco. 

ki-da-pa (not lci-da-ro, Ben nett, Index, p. 63): possibly a kind of timber, cf. cn<lv5al¥6s, 
CTKtv5aAai!OS, CTKI5aq>l)? 
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t 279=So0437 joined (P xvii) 
a-mo-ta I pte-re-wa a-ro2-jo te-mi-*71-te WHEE L  Z E  5 

Five pairs of wheels of elm-wood, of better class, with tyres. 
a-ro2")·o: apparently dual of a-ro1-a on 214=Ld571, 282=So0430. A mis-spelling for 

a-ro2-e? These duals do not agree with a-mo-ta and with the recorded number of 
wheels. 

t 280 = So0439 (P xvii) 

a-mo-ta I e-ri-ka te-mi-*71-ta WHEEL ZE 3 M O  WHE E L  [ I ]  
Three and a half pairs of wheels of willow-wood, with tyres. 

� 281 =So0440 (P xvii) 
a-mo-ta I pte-re-wa I o-da-*87-ta 'de-do-me-na' WHEEL ZE [nn] 
x pairs of wheels of elm-wood with studs, which have been contributed. 

o-da-*87-ta : the sign *87 is confined to this word, as *71 to the other wheel adjective; 
it appears to have the value kwe. 

de-do-me-na = SeSoiJtva: in contrast to worzomena (' manufactured'?) on So0438, etc.? 
Or does that also mean ' contributed' (cf. worzei at Pylos, p. 254) ?  

t t  282=So0430 (P xv) 
ko-ki-da u-pa Tle-WU 

e-ri-ka I o-da-*87-ta a-ro2-a WHEEL Z E  22 MO W H E E L  I 

Twenty-two and a half pairs of new wheels of willow-wood, with studs, of better 
quality. The feudal contribution (of) Kolkhidas. 

H 283 = So0442 (P xvii) 
o-pe-ro 

[ ]-ja I a-mo-te pe-ru-si-nwa ta-ra-si-ja WHEEL ZE I 

One pair of . . .  wheels owing from last year's allocation. 

The word-order and syntax are not very clear. Possibly harmote {dual) opMlo(meno) 
perusinwtis talasitis; a-mo-te could also be ap1J00611 (aor. pass.) or the nom. sing. of the 
occupational name a-mo-te-re (X 770 and X 6026) ; but it cannot be any part of 
apiJOcrT6s. In support of a Myc. form harmo 'wheel ' one may add the possible 
reading a-mo as nominative singular on KN So7485 . 3 ; the classical meaning of &p11a 
is paralleled by the fact that both in Sanskrit (ratha-) and in Tocharian A (kulcal) 
the term for 'chariot' is derived from an lE word for 'wheel'. 
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6. CHARIOT WHEELS AT PYLOS 

The vocabulary and arrangement of the Pylos WHEEL tablets, 200 years later, t 
are very like those of the Knossos series; and their 
adjectives show similar sequences of neuter duals or 243 

plurals according to the number of pairs listed. Pylos 
has, however, developed a variant of the WHEEL with 

WHEEL 

WHEEL+TE 

surcharged T E, which (to judge from 287 = Sa 793) probably stands for the 
qualification te-mi-* 71-ta. 

284 = SaO 1 [ 488] 
ku-pa-ri-se-Ja WHE E L + T E  Z E  I M O  I 

One and a half pairs of wheels of cypress wood, with �res. 

ku-pa-ri-se-ja: not to be confused with the place-name adjective Ku-pa-ri-si-jo on 
56= An65 7. The Homeric equivalent KV1Tapicrowos is only used once, of a door-post 
in Od. xvu, 340. 

285 = Sa02 [ 48 7) 
ke-ro-ke-re-we-o / wo-ka we-je-ke-e wHEE L +  T E z E 1 

One pair of wheels with tyres,fitfor driving, belonging to Kheroklewes. 
This tablet is typical of a set of thirteen, all introduced by a man's name in the genitive. 

Three of them have two pairs of wheels, the rest one pair each; all the descriptions 
are in the dual, as here. The remaining names are: Pa2-sa-re-p, Tu-ri-si-jo-jo, 
E-ke-i-jo-jo, Wo-ro-ko-jo, Wa-de-o, A-pa-si-jo-jo, Pe-qe-ro-jo, E-te-wa-jo-jo, Mo-qo-so-jo, 
Po-ru-we-wo, A-te-wo-jo, A-me-ja-to. 

wo-ka we-je-ke-e (dual): though its vocalization is very uncertain, it is likely that this 
description is the opposite of no-pe-re-e 'unfit for service' (see below), and hence 
means something like 'fit for use on this charioteer's vehicle'. It is tempting to 
connect the second word with the Homeric 6:-elK�S, bn-elK�S. we-je- could be an 
abnormal spelling or represent a disyllabic grade of the root; but there is a more 
serious objection that adjectives in -�s seem originally to have been all compounds 
(Schwyzer, Gram. 1, p. 513). Must we postulate a compound (with -ex�s) of the 
same prefix we-j- which reappears in the adjective we-ja-re-pe, etc. (possibly 'suitable 
for anointing', cf. Ol-T]Al��s. VE-T]Al�ftS, etc.?) applied to OIL on the Pylos tablets of 
1955? wo-ka cannot be the Homeric ox a 'pre-eminently ', since this is certaif\ly 
from fx.w, and probably a shortened form of £�oxa; but it might be a somewhat 
similar adverbial formation from *r£xw 'ride, take, in a chariot' (cf. oxea 'chariot. 
and //. x, 403: irrrro1 6:Aeye1vol 6xteaea1 'difficult to use in a chariot'). For the 
ending cf. Kpv�a, 1-1iya, criya, etc. Alternatively wo-ka may be a noun from the same 
stem, to be taken closely with the preceding genitive. 
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t 286 = Sa787 

pa-ra-jq. we-je-ke-a2 wHEEL z E go M o 1 
to-sa 

e-qe-si-jq. pa-ra-zpq. WHEEL Z E 12 <;a-ku-si-jq. WHEEL Z E 32 
So many (in all): thirty and a half pairs of old wheels, fit for driving ; 

twelve pairs of old wheels for Followers (?),  
thirty-two pairs of wheels of .{pkynthian type. 

e-qe-si-jq. pa-ra-1pq.: the second line is written near the edge of the tablet, and all three 
final signs look at first sight like -wa. e-qe-si-ja is also applied to 'cloaks' on 214 = 

Ld571, q.v.; if, as seems likely from 56= An657, the heq•etas is a military officer, it is 
perhaps reasonable that the design of both his uniform and his chariot should be in 
some way distinctive. 

;:.a-ku-si-ja : compare the [Za]-ku-si-jo which should probably be restored as an ethnic 
or place-name on 54 =Anl9, but which also occurs on Mycenae Oel 22 (as a man's 
name?).  The assibilation of the ending -v610s is also seen in Att. npo!'<lAknos, 
T plKopvcnos and in Pylos Ko-ri-si-jo, 0-ru-ma-si-ja-jo. 

t 287 = Sa793 
e-re-pa-to I te-mi-*71-la pa-ra-ja ta-na-wa WHEEL+TE ZE 11 

Eleven pairs of old spindly wheels with te-mi- of ivory. 

e-re-pa-to: Ventris is inclined to analyse this phrase as: elephantos termin-ekhonta ' having 
a termis of ivory ' ;  but this would indicate that the termis here represents some kind 
of decorative band rather than the actual running surface or ' tyre'. 

ta-na-wa: Horn. Tavcx6s, see Vocabulary, p. 408. 

� 288 = Sa790 
[ka-koD a-mo-ta e-qe-si-ja I no-pe-re-a2 WHEEL+TE ZE 6 
Six pairs of wheels for Followers (?) ,  unfit for service. 

no-pe-re-a2 = Att. O:vw<pef.f\; cf. Horn. O:vwvv�o�osjvwvv�o�os, etc. 

289= Sa682 
te-tu-ko-wo-a2 no-pe-re-a2 wHEEL z E 6 
Six pairs of heavily-built wheels, unfit for service. 

te-tu-ko-wo-a2 (cf. 216 = Ld87 1 )  = Horn. TETVy�o�eva; see Vocabulary, p. 409. 

290 = Sa03 (287] 
a-ku-ro / de-de-me-no wHEEL z E 1 

One pair of wheels bound with silver. 
a-ku-ro: this is the only occurrence of the word 6:pyvpos on the tablets. 
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291 = Sa794 
ka-ko de-de-me-no no-pe-re-e wHEEL z E 1 
One pair of wheels bound with bronze, unfit for service. 

7. CORSLETS A N D  H ELMETS AT PYLOS 

Twelve tablets found in 1952 (classification Sh-) list the C O R S L E T  ideogram. 
This resembles the Knossos CORSLET (see below, p. 38o) in its tapering 
sides and in the varying number of horizontal cross-lines; but instead of vertical 
shoulder loops it shows lateral projections which may 
represent short sleeves, and above the neck it adds a 163 � tf coRsLET 
construction which must probably be taken as a form 
of headgear. The identification of this Pylos ideogram as a set consisting of 
corslet and helmet is confirmed by the terminology to-ra-ke= ewpiil<Es and ko-ru-to 
(gen. sing.) =K6pv6os; and thus supplies new material for the discussion of 
the traditional picture of Heroic armour in Homer and its relation lo the 
archaeological evidence (see Evans, PM, IV, pp. 688-90, 8og-6; Lorimer, 
1950, pp. 196-245 ; Hood, 1952, pp. 256-6 1 ; Gray, 1954, etc.) .  

t 

Hood suggests that certain bronze plates found in the ' Tom be dei Nobili' t 
at Phaistos are part of armoured belts or corslets; but the absence of metal 
scales from all other Minoan and Mycenaean sites, and in particular from 
warrior graves, makes the direct archaeological evidence for a bronze corslet 
very slight. Mycenaean vase-paintings show only doubtful indications of 
body-armour, though the white dots on the tunics and helmets of the Mycenae 
'Warrior Vase' (Lorimer, 1950, PI. Ill) have been taken by some to represent 
metal disks. Two ivories from Enkomi in Cyprus do, however, depict a 
' lobster ' corslet similar to that worn by the ' Peoples of the Sea', divided into 
ribbed bands in inverted-V formation : there is general agreement that these 
were of metal. 

Evans (PM, tv, p. 688; SM 11, p. 57) regarded the Knossos CORSLET 

ideogram as representing ' a  form of body-armour consisting of horizontal 
plates of metal, presumably backed by leather or linen, and suspended from 
shoulder-pieces of a similar fashion'. He compared them with the horizontally 
banded corslets worn by some of the soldiers ofRameses II and by his Shardana 
mercenaries; but from their white colour and apparent rows of stitching 
Bonnet has argued that these were not of metal but of thickly wadded linen. 
Gray (p. 6) refers to a fragment of cloth fourteen layers thick from a Mycenaean 
burial, which is thought to be part of such a padded corslet. There seems to 
be no reason, however, why metal plates should not have been sewn into 
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wadding of this kind, and thus not appear as separately identifiable plates on 
the exterior. 

Lorimer is inclined to regard all Homeric references to a metal 6wpT)�, with 
the possible exception of the Achaean epithet X<lAKoxiTooves, as late accretions 
to the traditional picture ; but in view of the scale corslets evidenced by finds 
at Ugarit and Nuzi (and listed on the Nuzi tablets, see below) and faithfully 
depicted on the monuments of Amenhotep I I ,  Thothmes IV and Rameses Ill, 
Gray and Hood find i t  hard to believe that similar metal body-armour was 
unknown in the Aegean. Although the word XOAKEIOS is not found on the 
Mycenaean c o R SLET tablets, the object qe-ro2 (which appears to be part of 
a corslet, see 299 = V  789) is once qualified by the B R oNzE ideogram; and 
on some ' charioteer' tablets the corslet is erased and replaced by an ingot, 
as Evans pointed out. Such body armour may have been restricted almost 
entirely to charioteers, for whom the absence of a shield made it a necessity; 
which would help to explain its absence from chieftains' graves. 

The Pylos corslets are listed or identified by the varying number of o-pa-wo-ta 
which they comprise: ofthe twenty listed, sixteen have ' twenty large o-pa-wo-ta 
and ten small', the remainder ' twenty-two large ones and twelve small'. It 
is tempting to identify these with the horizontal bands shown on the ideogram, 
but it is not clear how they are to be distributed. Do the small ones make up 
the collar and sleeves? Or the upper part above the level of the armpit�? 
Or a more flexible section below the waist? And are those of the back counted 
separately from those of the front? One might expect the corslets to undo 
into two halves by fastenings along the side, but the references to ' pairs' are 
probably to be taken as the issue of two corslets to one chariot (cf. 297 = Sc222) 
rather than the division of each into two y\l<lAo1. 

o-pa-wo-ta apparently represents op-aworta ' things hung or attached around', 
from CxfElpc.> (cf. Horn. awt)opos 'joined with'' &opTi}p ' strap

,
; and apTac.> 

' attach', if from *arepTaw). Another inconclusive indication of its meaning is 
the fact that four o-pa-wo-ta (abbreviated o) are regularly applied to the K6pvs 
or ' helmet' in these sets; but note that the classification o does not include 
the two pa-ra-wa-jo, in which Bennett has recognized the equivalent of the 
*napO:fja in Horn. K6pv6os S1a X<lAKonapl)ov ' helmet with cheek-pieces of 
bronze', Od. xx1v, 523 (see Vocabulary, p. 403). 

' It is clear (as Hood points out, 1952, p. 258) that there was an extraordinary 
variety of helmet fashions in the Aegean at this period.' Fig. 26 shows a 
representative selection. Helmets made entirely of relatively thin bronze, and 
showing holes for the stitching of a padded under-cap, have been found in a 
LM II  warrior grave near Knossos (A: Hood, 1952, PI. so) and at Dendra 
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(B: Persson, I952, pp. I 19-I29), and are shown on the Agia Triada ' Boxer 
Rhyton' (C) ; a single bronze cheek-piece from Ialysos is in the British Museum. 

A very characteristic type is the conical boar's tusk helmet (D), with or 
without fanciful horns and plumes above ; the number of concentric rows of 
plates is most often four. Owing to the relative scarcity of the raw material, 
this helmet was probably confined to kings and chieftains. A simpler form of 

G 
A B c D 

• 
E F G H 

Fig. 26. Late Minoan and Mycenaean helmets 

conical headgear is shown on the vase from Tomb 5 at Isopata (E) : it has 
six concentric bands (excluding the bottom rim and terminal knob) which 
Lorimer regards as strips of leather, Hood as thick padding sewn together at 
intervals. A similar helmet, whose sections have a more pronounced bulge, 
is shown on the fragments of a faience relieffrom Shaft-Grave Ill at Mycenae 
(F) : it has four ' rolls', and four ' horns ' ;  a helmet with seven ' rolls' is seen 
on a LM l a  polychrome goblet from the Tomb of the Double Axes at Knossos 
(PM, m, p. 310, fig. I 98), with four ' rolls ' on a clay seal-impression (ibid. 
p. 3 I 3, fig. 205) .  More fanciful and unique types are shown on the late 
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'Warrior Vase ' from Mycenae (G) , where the spots are regarded as metal 
disks; and on a gold plaque-bead from Shaft-Grave I l l  (H), whose two thick 
' rolls ' are surmounted by a composite knob and by a horn. 

The head-gear shown full-face in the Pylos ideograms bears no unmistakable 
resemblance to any of these eight types, and it is not altogether clear whether 
the cap is to be taken as a simple cone and the lines below the cone as the 
cheek-pieces and neck of the corslet ;  or whether these lines indicate a wide 
bottom ' roll '  (surmounted by small horns as on F?) , above which a relatively 
narrow cone sticks up. In either case the disposition of the four o-pa-wo-ta is 
difficult to reconstruct. If they arc in fact concentric as on D, E and F, their 
width would be about 5 cm. ; and if the bands of the corslet were of the same 
width, about fifteen of them would be needed between neck and thigh. The 
scale corslets of Rameses I l l  have thirteen bands (Lorimer, 1 950, p. 1 98, 
fig. 1 7) · 

Very similar phraseology is seen in the N uzi tablets which list coats of mail 
for charioteers and horses (Lacheman, 1 939, p. 54 1 ) ,  e.g. : 

Bel-AJ:ti received from the palace one coat of mail that fits the body made of 400 large 
scales, 280 very small scales, the sides and decoration of which are of copper; one 
kurpisu (helmet) of copper made of zgo scales . . . .  

400 scales of the side, 200 (small?) scales of the side, 200 scales of the kurpisu Ninki
Te!up has received. 

But a complete identity of context can only be argued if we assume that our 
much smaller numbers of o-pa-wo-ta are not separate plates but rows of scales, 
perhaps sewn into separate belts before application to the corslet. 

The Semitic prince shown on the chariot ofThothmes IV (Lorimer, p. 198, 
fig. 16) has a helmet covered with approximately two dozen narrow bronze 
plates sewn radially between the crown and lower rim; an arrangement of 
four such petal-shaped plates, which avoids the difficulty of beating out a solid 
cone of bronze, may perhaps be argued for the Pylos helmets. The number of 
o-pa-wo-ta to the Pylos helmets also recalls the Homeric terms Tpvq>&Aeta and 
K6pvs TETpCcq>aAOS (Jl. XXII, 3 1 5, also CxiJq>iq>aAOS V, 743) ,  KW€1) TETpaq>&AflpOS 
( x1, 4 1 ) ;  but if these q><XAot and q>aAflpa are explained as ' horns ' or ' bosses ' ,  
then they evidently have no relevance to the meaning of o-pa-wo-ta as applied 
to corslets. 

292 = Sh740 

pa-ra·-Jo C O R S L E T  Z E  5 
wi-so-wo-pa-[1(1 o-pa-wo-ta me-zo-a2 o 20 
me-u-jo-a2 o 1 o ko-ru-to o 4 P A 2 
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Five pairs of old corslets: twenty larger-sized plates of equal . . .  ; 
ten smaller-sized plates ; 
Four plates of the helmet, two cheek-pieces. 

292-296 

wi-so-wo-pa-r:zq.: probably an adjective compounded with Taos (Cretan, Arc. riaros) 
• equal '. One might have expected laoj3o:pto:, laomxJ.eo:, laono:xeo:, laonXCXTto:, 
lao<po:veo:, etc. ;  possibly from nfivos ( = v<po:allo: Hesych. ) :  ' with an equal number of 
thicknesses of cloth ' ?  

The use of  o as an abbreviation is here quite distinct from its usual meaning ' amount 
owing or missing'. 

293 = Sh737 

coR s L E T  I o-pa-wo-ta / me-zo-a2 o 20 me-u-jo-a2 o 1 o 
ko-ru-to o 4 pa-ra-wa-jo 2 

One corslet: twenty larger-sized plates, ten smaller-sized plates, 
four plates of the helmet, two cheek-pieces. 

294 ,..., Sh 733 (four other tablets arc identical) 
c o R  s LET I me-zo-a2 o 20 me-u-;o-a2 o I o ko-ru-to o 4 PA 2 

295 = Sh 734 (three other tablets are identical) 
CORSLET I me-zo-a2 0 22 me-u-jo-a2 0 1 2  KO 0 4 PA 2 

The reverse of this tablet and of Sh739 have erased and illegible entries also apparently 
dealing with corslcts. 

296 = Sh736 

to-ra-ke a-me-ja-to o-pa me-za-!1(2 wo-ke ne. coR s L E T  5 
Five ntw corslets, the feudal contribution of A-me-ja- . . . .  
a-me-ja-to: genitive of a man's name as on Sa834, not �q.daVTOS • unstained '. The last 

two words, of which wo-ke appears verbal (fEpy- ' work' or f£X- 'convey '?), are 
incomprehensible; me-<.a-na recurs in 76 = Cn22, q.u. 

8. C HARIOTS AND CORSLETS AT KNOSSOS 

t 

The 1 40 Knossos Se- tablets were apparently all found together in a small t 
archive room in the West Wing of the palace (B on fig. 1 3, p. t t5) ,  Evans' 
' Chariot Tablet Deposit ' (PM, tv, pp. 786-g, 803-7) . Each is introduced by 
a man's name, and itemizes C O R S L ETS, W H E E L E D  C H A R I OTS (see p. 361 ) 
and H O R S E s, generally in that order. 

The extant tablets show eight cases of ' one corslet '  and fourteen of ' two 
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corslets ' ;  in the majority of cases the relevant numbers have been lost. On 
nine tablets the corslet has been erased and an ingot apparently inserted 
at the end of the line or on the reverse ; on three 
the ingot has been drawn in over the erasure 162 
itself. Evans regarded this as the record of an 106 
alternative issue of bronze sufficient to make a pair 
of corslets (these might then each contain about 16s 
I3 kg. of metal). The number of chariots is never 

CORSLET 

HORSE 

INGOT 

larger than one, and on two tablets they are absent altogether. There are 
eleven (?) entries with ' a  single horse ' (Mo), at least twenty-five with ' a  pair 
of horses' (zE). 

The tablets probably record the issue of equipment to charioteers : note that 
the man Me-nu-wa of Sc238 recurs on V 6o after an introductory word which 
Bennett read a-ni-wo-ko, Sittig a-ni-o-ko (Chadwick a-ni-p-ko) ,  and which is 
evidently the Homeric i)vioxot. 

On four tablets the corslet has a surcharged circle with dots ( =Q.E) instead 
of the usual horizontal lines, and on Sc266 this version of the ideogram is 
followed by Q.E alone with the numerals ' one pair ' :  it is difficult to guess the 
meaning. 

297 = Sc222 (B xxvii) 
mc-.<;a-wo C O R S L E T  2 H O R S E  Z £  l 

Mezawon: two corslets, one pair of horses. 

298 = Sc226 (B xxvii) 
ti-ri-jo-pa2 W H E E L E D  CHARIOT I C O R S L E T  I H ORSE I e-ko I 

Triopas : one chariot, one corslet, one horse-(already) having one. 
e-ko: we had previously taken this as £yxos 'one spear', but Furumark suggests £xwv, 

which is rather more plausible and may help to explain the other tablets where the 
chariot is accompanied by only one horse. Note that the usual MO is here omitted, 
as if phrasing and context made confusion impossible. 

The vocabulary of the Pylos C O R S L E T  tablets enables us to fit the following 
two Knossos fragments into their rightful context: 

t 299 = V  789 (J lii) 
qe-ro2 2 e-po-l!lf-[ 

]-ra e-pi-ko-ru-si-jo 2 pa-ra-wa-jo [ 

qe-ro2: we have already met this word on 230 = K 740, where it describes an object 
whose outline is reminiscent of the CORSLET ideogram and has the adjunct BRONZE. 
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It possibly represents some kind of foundation or framing to a metal-reinforced 
corslet. Perhaps from <TTit.t.w (*sq"eljo), cf. Hesych. <TTEAt.a· 3W0'1Ja, 0'1Tot.as ' leather 
jerkin', 0'1TEAT)� · yvvaaKEiov IIJCI'TIOV (Suidas}, <TT6t.os etc. Palmer ( 1 955 b, p. 38) 
suggests *q"helioi 'coats of mail ' ;  cf. <p<IA6v · TO <TTEpEov KliKAWIJa Toii <TTEpvov, 
Hesych., tc:XAapa, TETpQtat.os, etc. 

e-po-J!li-[jo] : 'shoulder pieces ' ?  Cf. hTWIJIOS (Euripides), ErrWIJis. 
e-pi-ko-ru-si-jo: evidently the adjectival equivalent (dual) of the description koruthos 

'of the helmet' on the Pylos tablets; to what noun does it refer? 

300 = G? 5670 
I ] fi'-T02 2 [ 

2 ko] -ru � 1 o-pa-wo-ta 

The identity of the H E L M ET ideogram (cf. fig. 26, A, p. 377) only became apparent 
on further cleaning of this fragment by Ventris in August 1955· Dr Platon has placed 
it on exhibition with other selected tablets on the ground floor of the Iraklion 
Museum. 
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CHAPTER I 

D I S C OV E RY A N D  D E C I P H E R M E N T  

p. 2Jt A N E W  table of the values of Mycenaean syllabic signs will be found below 
(Fig. 27) . Almost everything in the basic values given here has been accepted, 
the only exception being zu?, where it has proved impossible to confirm this 
value for * 79 owing to the lack of sufficient examples. The ' homophones' 
ought perhaps not to have been so labelled, since we never believed that they 
were purely optional variants ; it is now clearer what their special values were, 
though much still remains obscure. 

Basic values 

4 'J4 A 'f 0 tl u (' 
tfa � tft � tfi m tfo t tfu 'l I 

ja D jt � jo f 
ka EB kt 'A' ki " ko ' ku " 
ma td me 'I' mi V mo � mu y 
114 f lit 'f' Ill y 110 J IIU 1=1 
pa • JH � pi � po "i pu i 
qa ., qt 0 qi 'f 90 r 
ra b rt T ri I ro t ru 'f 
sa If St r si 14\ so 1 su e 
la l! lt + li ffl lo T lu ., 
wa fil Wt 2 wi ' WO 11 
.ta f .tt ' �0 t 

Special values 

a1 (ha) i" a1 (ai) � au )b tfwt .y, tfwo .t� 
nwa y: pu M pu1 (phu) 't' ra1 (rya) ,. ra1 (rai) : 
ro1 (ryo) • /a1 (ga) VJ lwt k two • 

Untranscribed and doubtful values 

•18 ' * 19 ! *22 7 *34 { *35 } 
•n ... *49 ii\ *56 pa,? M *63 'l1r *64 swi? � 
•6sju ? tA' •79 .tu? � *82 swa? )t *83 n *86 1,., 

Fig. 27. New table or the values or Mycenaean syllabic signs. 
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a2 appears to be always ha, if we accept the presence of intervocalic -h- in 
Mycenaean; but even so, its use in place of a1 in non-initial position is optional, 
and there is no trace of other vowels having aspirated variants. 

ai2? and ai3 ? (numbers * 34 and * 35) are certainly variant forms of the same 
sign. If they were distinct, this pair would be the only example in the syllabary 
of the mirror image of a sign having a different value ; no other pair of signs 
could be mistaken for each other if turned about a vertical axis. But the value 
proposed was always tentative and has not been confirmed, nor has any other 
convincing proposal been made for them. 

*87 (kwe) is more likely to be twe, since qe has presumably the sound kwe or 
something very much like it, and it is unlikely that there was another series 
of labialized velars. The identification is built solely upon o-da-*87-ta, which 
is also spelt o-da-tu-we-ta as well as o-da-kefku-we-ta ; see Glossary. 

pa2 should be given the value qa and inserted into the appropriate blank 
space in the basic values. The reason for failing to grasp its exact value despite 
some equations with Greek words is instructive: original *qua- became rra- in 
all Greek dialects, and two words spelt with pa1, pa (also pa-te, pa-si) = TTOS 
and pa-ra-jo = TTOAat6s, were thought to have had an initial labiovelar, thus 
showing that this development had already taken place in Mycenaean. We 
can now see that the etymologies proposed for these words are false, and we 
have a consistent distribution of qa in words of labiovelar origin distinguished 
from pa, which always represents a labial stop. 

pa3 ? :  this still remains a possible value, being built mainly on the equation 
of *56-ra-ku-ja with pa-ra-ku-ja ; but no decisive confirmation has been forth
coming. In any case it is likely to have a special value. 

pte: this appears to be an exception to the rule that signs represent only 
consonant+ vowel or consonant +semi-vowel + vowel. But if the original value 
had been pje, this would by a regular Greek phonetic change have yielded pte; 
cf. KAElTTEl < *l<AETT-yel . 

pu2: the transcription is certain, but the exact value is still unclear. It 
appears to be usually phu (e.g. pu2-te-re = phutires), but also bu, if da-pu2-ri-to-jo 
is really the equivalent of /\af3vpiv6o1o. 

ra2 : value rja, serves as replacement for ri-ja, but whether this is a matter of 
orthography or pronunciation is not clear. 

ra3: rai, e.g. e-ra3-wo = elaiwon = EAOIOV. 
ro2 : rjo, e.g. tu-ro2 = turjoi ( ?) = TiJpoL 
*85: not sja, a value based upon the false assumption that i t  occurs in the 

initial word of PY Ma 397. It  is now agreed that this damaged sign, which 
must have the value sja, is not *85. The value au was proposed independently 
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by Ephron ( 196 1 ,  pp. 7 1 ff.) and Petrusevsk.i and Ilievski ( 1 958) ; it has since 
been confirmed by new discoveries, especially the The ban name au-to-te-qa-jo = 
Autothlg•aios. It is so far the only case of a sign containing a diphthong in -u. 

ta2 (*66) : tja. But a new sign, * 9 1 ,  formerly taken as a variant of * 66, has 
now been recognized as a separate sign with the value two. 

Signs transcribed by numerals. 
*64: value possibly swi (Chadwick, 1g68a). 
*65: value generally accepted as ju, though no compelling proof has 

appeared. The value was originally proposed by Meriggi ( I 955h, pp. 66 ff.) 
and Palmer ( 1 955h, p. 43) .  

* 71 : value dwe proved by a new text (PY Sa 1266; Lang, 1958, p .  18g). 
*82: many suggestions have been made, the best supported being sa2 andja2• 

The variant swa, originally proposed by Gallavotti ( 1959, p. 1 65), seems to be 
the most likely value (Chadwick, 1g68a). 

C H A PTER I I  

T H E  M YC E N A E A N  W R I T I N G S Y S T E M  

p. 28t The exact dates of these periods can of course be endlessly disputed. The date 
of the destruction level at Knossos containing Linear B tablets has been 
questioned by Palmer ( •96 1 ,  chapter v1 ; 1963 h), but his conclusions have 
not generally found favour among archaeologists. At most it seems likely that 
the destruction of Late Minoan I I  Knossos fell within the Late Minoan I l ia  1 
period, thus reducing the date to perhaps c. ' 375· 1 340 is perhaps early for the 
beginning of Late Helladic I I I  b ;  but the cliscovery of tablets in a layer at 
Thebes apparently dated to Late Helladic Ill a seems to guarantee the 
presence of Linear B on the Mainland during the fourteenth century. 

' 
P· 32t An important argument in favour of assigning closely similar, if not identical, 

values to Linear A and Linear B syllabic signs can be drawn from the Cypriot 
syllabary (see pp. 63-6 and Fig. I 2 ) .  It is clear from differences in the structure 
of the Linear B and Cypriot systems that one is not directly derived from the 
other: the separation in Linear B of tfd and of lfr in Cypriot, the absence of 
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the complex signs from Cypriot, apart from the differences in spelling conven
tions, make it certain that both derive from an earlier script, which can hardly 
be anything but a form of Linear A. Despite the remoteness of the connexion, 
a few Cypriot signs are closely similar to Linear B signs with the same or similar 
value (see Fig. 28). 

Linear B Cypriot Linear B Cypriot 

1- da r la + TO + lo 

(1\ ti 1' ti 1 na T na 

r to 1 to 2 Wt z Wt 

:F pa :t: pa f St r St 

1 po 1 po 

Fig. 28. Linear B and Cypriot syllabic signs compar�d. 

Furthermore, it is not too fanciful to trace a distant resemblance in many more 
similarly paired signs. But if each of these pairs of signs has a common ancestor, 
and each of the pair has the same or similar value, then this must surely have 
been the value of the ancestral sign coo. Granted some uncertainties about the 
identification of individual signs, it seems clear that in the main the Linear B 
syllabic values must hold good also for Linear A; though it needs to be 
emphasized that the values so obtained can be only approximate, and it must 
not be supposed that Linear A had necessarily the same consonant structure 
or the five-vowel basis of Linear B, since this is dictated by the phonemic 
system of Greek. 

p. 38t The discovery of two sets of Linear B tablets at Thebes, in 1964-5 and 1 970, 
has both confirmed this prediction and gone a long way to fill the gap between 
Cretan and Mainland examples of Linear B. Platon has dated the first batch 
ofTheban tablets to LH Ill  a, so that they belong at least to the same century 
as the Knossos tablets; yet in form, script and language they seem to be 
indistinguishable from the Pylos tablets. 

P· 39t It now appears highly probable that the phonemic system for which the 
syllabary was originally devised did not distinguish voiced and aspirated 
consonants, but did provide for palatalized and labialized ones, i.e. consonants 
combined with either ay or a w semi-vowel. See further p. 390 below. 
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p. 4 1 t  Fig. 9· Although some minor additions could now be made to this table, in 
particular the addition of sign forms for the Thebes tablets, there is nothing 
significant in these additions, and nothing has happened to change the picture 
here presented, with two exceptions. The signs numbered 88 and 89 were 
omitted from this table ; 88 is now suppressed, and 89 has never been admitted 
to the canon, as it occurs only on a sherd from Knossos (Z 1 71 5 ;  Raison, 1968, 
pp. 183 If.) .  But it has become necessary to admit two more signs: go ,CL 
found at  both Knossos and Pylos, has been recognized as a single sign, instead 
of a special way of writing 42 twice ; thus the third variant of 42 in both columns 
K and P is to be suppressed. 91 is ��  which was previously read as a variant 
form of 66; it occurs only at Pylos. 

p. 43t The identification of sign 85 as au, used only in initial position, parallels the 
use of a3 (ai). The spelling at Knossos -a-e in 29= Am 821 and we-ka-ta-e in 
C 1044 is not erroneous, but is apparently a disyllabic dual ending. 

There is still no evidence that p- can represent f3 ;  pa2 is now securely identified 
as qa, see p. 386. 

P· 44! It has become clear that <.- also spells the product of *ky in ka-zo-e< *kakyohes 
(comparative of K01<65) , .ru-;:n. < *stikyni, etc. The exact phonetic equivalent is 
not certainly established, but the spellings tsfdz have been adopted in Part Ill 
and the Glossary, since an affricate of some sort, presumably undifferentiated 
in respect of voicing, seems necessary to account for the use of <.- to represent 
*t(y and initial *y, as well as *ky, *gy. 

P· 45t Q:h- may occur in some names to be connected with 6i)p ( < *g'hw-) and 
qe-te-se-u, if this is a name O::htheiseus (see Glossary). 

The identification of sign 16 as pa2 in place of qa was due to incorrect 
etymologies (TTO:$, TTaAat6s) which we can now correct by the Mycenaean 
evidence. Both these words contain original TT and qa is used whenever TT has 
a labio-velar origin. The terminations -qo-ta, -qo-to probably do not answer to 
classical -f3Cm1s, -�crros. 

The apparent variation in ra-pi-ti-ra2 ra-qi-ti-ra2 is illusory; the spellings 
represent two different words. But there is a tendenc:y where two labio-velars 
occur in one word for the first to be dissimilated to p :  e.g. i-po-po-qo-i = hippo
phorg•oihi (1Trnoq>6p�ots) .  This will account for qe-re-qo-ta-o (gen.) answering to 
pe-rt-qo-ta. The pronunciation of a labio-velar before a consonant is surprising, 
but q is regularly written in this position : e.g. a3-ti-Jo-qo = Aithioq"s (Ai6io'¥),  
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ke-ni-qe-te-we=kherniqutewes (cf. xepvtlfl). There is no reason to suppose that 
e-ri-ko-wo and e-n·-qi-ja are related names. 

P· 45! The suggested rule that a scriptio plma might be used for the clusters -rg- and 
-rm- has not been confirmed, and the examples quoted are probably to be 
explained otherwise. In -sm-, however, the s is regularly noted. 

P· 45� Exceptions to the rule that initial s is omitted before a stop are very doubtful ; 
but sm- is treated as in medial syllables: si-mi-te-u (man's name) =Smintluus. 

The alleged examples of omission of w- before consonant seem all to be 
based upon unsound etymologies. 

P· 46t For an alternative interpretation of wo-no-qo-so, see Glossary. 

p. 46! The group -nw- may be written either -nu-w- or with the vowel of the following 
syllable supplied with n :  ke-se-ni-wi-jo =xenwion. It is possible that n may be 
omitted in this group when followed by a morpheme boundary : pa-wo-ke=pan
worges (Chadwick, 1967a) . In the group -sw-, s is normally written : a-si-wi-jo= 
Aswios ("Acrtos) (Chadwick, 1g68a). 

P· 461! No polysyllabic signs have yet been detected, unless ra2 ( = rya), ro2 ( = ryo) ,  
dwo, etc., are sometimes to be read as having disyllabic value. It seems prefer
able to assume that, e.g., in the ending of feminine agent nouns, classical -Tpta, 
-ti-ra2 represents rather a monosyllabic -trya, though it is still uncertain whether 
the longer spelling -ti-ri-ja represents a graphic or a phonetic variant. The 
series of ' labialized'  signs with values consonant+ w + vowel has been much 
increased by later discoveries: *71 = dwe, *go= dwo, *4B=nwa, *87= twe, 
*91 = two, and possibly *82=swa, *64=swi. Although *62=pte appears to be 
an exception to the rule that no sign has a value beginning with two stops, this 
is almost certainly due to the special history of *py in Greek (see above, 
p. 386). 

p. 46tt It may be taken as axiomatic that there are no true homophones; all the 
apparent examples are probably due to overlapping values, where a sign has 
a restricted application. Thus a2 is constantly employed where the value ha 
would be appropriate, even in medial position; but a may be substituted for it, 
as the examples quoted on p. 47 demonstrate. The variations of spelling seem 
to be due to the preferences of individual scribes, not to differences of dialect 
between the various sites. 
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* 34 and * 35, which were provisionally i9entified as ai2 and ai3, have not 
been confirmed, and are now treated as unidentified ; there is still reason to 
think they are variants of the same sign. 

pa., is now transliterated qa: see above. 
pu2 appears to represent phu, but possibly bu in da-pu2-ri-to-jo. 
ta2 is definitely rya ; for o-ta2-we-o read o-two-we-o. 

p. 46t A great deal of discussion of individual ideograms has not seriously called in  
question the general conclusions stated here. It  has been suggested that the 
ideograms are conventional and therefore not actual pictures, so that acci
dental features may be mentioned in the description which do not tally with 
the details of the ideogram: e.g. the Knossos chariot tablets 265-271 con
sistently show the· frame as having no wheels fitted, but it is tempting to 
associate a-ra-ro-mo-te-me-na with a-mo-ta ' wheels ' and translate ' equipped 
with wheels ' ;  or e-me po-de (PY 236= Ta 641 )  may be taken as ' with one 
foot ', although the ideogram clearly shows three legs, for it would hardly be 
recognizable as a tripod-cauldron, if it did not. Similarly it has been shown 
(Killen, 1964a, pp. 7 1 ff.) that R A M  is employed as a sign not only for cas
trated males, and for lambs (with prefixed ki), but also for sheep of mixed sex, 
as well as specifically male sheep. 

Much argument has raged over the transliteration of ideograms, and the 
English authors were persuaded to abandon the use of their native language 
in the interests of international agreement. Since it was undesirable as well as 
impracticable to change the method used in this book, Part Ill and the 
Glossary continue to transcribe ideograms by English words; but it should be 
understood that this is a special expedient, and all future work should employ 
only the Latin names and numbers approved by the Fifth International 
Colloquium on Mycenaean Studies at Salamanca in 1970 (see Acta Mycenaea 
[Ruiperez, 1972], 1, pp. xx-xxi) .  

A number of new ideograms have been added to the list on pp. 50-1, partly 
as the result of fresh discoveries, more often through more careful discrimina
tion of variants. Since they are almost all unidentified there is little point in 
repeating the detai led list referred to above. The important ones are the subject 
of discussion where the texts are given in Part Ill. However, a few comments 
on points of detail are required. 

100 MAN is now used for all forms of the ideogram, so that 101 and 1 03 
are now suppressed. Ben nett ( 1966, pp. 1 8-25) has demonstrated the probable 
genesis of these variants, and the theory that 103 had a special significance 
(' craftsman ' :  Pal mer, 1963 a, p. 137) has not been confirmed. 
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*75 W E used ideographically may perhaps refer to other animals as well as 
sheep ; see WE in Glossary. 

*65 FLOUR is a possible meaning, but the sign may also refer to some kind 
of grain other than wheat or barley (Chadwick, 1966, p. 3 1 ) .  

125 seems not to b e  distinguished into two signs depending upon which way 
the top element points; 124 is a ligature of 125+123, 126 of 1 25+Ku. 

128 should have an extra element at the top; i t  is  a ligature of K A + N A + KO. 
130: the forms given in columns P and M should be transcribed O I L +  WE; 

whether the second form in column K is the equivalent of this is uncertain, 
but possible (Chadwick, 1 966, pp. 26-8 ; Bennett, 1 966, pp. 1 5-18) .  

131 : the variant forms are discussed by Bennett ( 1 966, pp. 1 1-15) and 
Chadwick ( 1 968c, pp. 196-7 ) ;  the suggestion (p. 223) that the incomplete 
form of 131 means ' new wine' still seems acceptable. 

133: a ligature of A +  R E +  PA in either ascending or descending order. 
134: no promising value for this ideogram has emerged, and the problem is 

complicated by the discovery of a similar, but not identical, sign (190) on the 
Mycenae Oi tablets. On this see 321 = Oi 701 ,  p. 506. 

135: a ligature of M E + Rl=meli ' honey'. 
1 42: no secure identification. 
143: silver is no more than a guess. 
* 31 =SA:  the connexion with flax looks good, but it is normally measured in 

units, hence perhaps bales oftiax fibres are meant rather than finished linen cloth. 
1 45 :  the attempts that have been made to give this sign a meaning other 

than w o o L  have failed (Killen, 1962a). 
1 46: on this see Lejeune ( 1 964b), Chadwiek ( 1964b, p. 24) .  Its connexion 

with textiles is beyond reasonable doubt, but its exact meaning is still unclear. 
152: the syllabic W I  inside the outline clearly stands for wi-ri-no= wrinos 

' oxhide ' .  
155: this is probably no  more than a variant of 1 1 0, which i s  used as a 

measure ; the equation with KOWAfl is tempting. 
156: a ligature of T u +  R02=tiiroi (or turyoi ?) .  
231 : the upper form is certainly an arrow; the lower form is more probably 

a light dart for throwing: see p. 5 13 .  
233: the s w o R D  may prove to be rather D A G G F. R ;  it i s  hard to judge scale 

or proportions on such a drawing, and the Homeric use of q>Cccryavov ought not 
to weigh too heavily against ' dagger'. 

A number of new ideograms have been recorded, but they are all rare, and 
some are possibly variants of others here listed. For full lists see Ruiperez, 
1 972, 1, pp. xx-xxi. 
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p. 52t On o-pe-ro, not itself an abbreviation, see Glossary, s.v. o-pe-rol. 

p. 53t On this subject see further Killen, rg64a, rg66a. Adjuncts are listed, and their 
meaning, where known, is given in the Glossary. 

p. 54 t On the Linear A system of fractions, see now Was ( r 97 I ) . 

P· sst Exceptionally KN Og 7504, listing ivory (e-re-pa-ta), has m 1 30, apparently a 
confusion of two ways of writing the same weight. 

p. s?t The sign probably always means WOOL rather than woollen cloth; but 
occasionally cloth is weighed in w o o L  units. 

p. s9t This equation fails to allow for the difference between wheat (in the Mycen
aean ration) and barley (in the Mesopotamian one) ; the ratio is roughly I :  2,  
as is  evident from the classical rations quoted above. The primary dry unit 
will thus have a range of 75-IOO I. 

p. 59! This tablet allows a mathematical equation (see p. 420) which proves that 9f 
units of barley can only be divided between the eighteen men and eight boys 
so as to give credible rations, if each man or boy receives T 3!· On the supposi
tion that barley has roughly half the value of wheat, this is nearly equivalent 
to the Pylos women's ration of T 2 of wheat. That this might also be a man's 
ration appears from MY Au 658.4, where twenty men are allocated four units 
of wheat. 

p. 6ot The necessary measurement of vessels was undertaken on the material 
recovered from Pylos by M. Lang ( rg64b). From the table she published it is 
evident that the system of measurement interferes with the values obtained at 
the lower end of the scale ; for instance, there are large concentrations of 
vessels measuring 0·25, 0·3, 0·4, o·s, o·6, o·7, 0·75 litres. Thus only the larger 
vessels are much use, but significant peaks appear around 2·4 and 3 ·2 litres. 
This suggests that o·8 litres is an element in the system, and Miss Lang identi
fied this with 4 I ,  thereby effecting a reduction on the figures proposed in 
the first edition of 6o%. The effect of this, however, would be to upset the 
range of values suggested on p. 59, and to make the smallest unit (-o) equal 
to o·2 1., which is lower than the smallest unit of any contemporary system. 
It would therefore seem more plausible to adapt Miss Lang's calculations by 
supposing that o·8 I. represents -o 2 ( = <I t), so that the vessels containing 
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2·4 and 3·2 I. would match figures of <I 1! and <I 2. This involves a reduction 
of 20% in the values proposed on p. 6o, viz. : 

DRY MEASURE 
1 unit = g6 litres 

T I =g·6 t. 

LIQ.UID MEASURE 
1 unit= 28·8 l. 

If I =g·6 l. 
<I = J ·6 l. 

"0 = 0'4 t. 

The discussion of this problem by Palm er ( 1 963 a, pp. 1 2-1 5) is vitiated by 
his unwarranted inference that T 5 represents the standard ration for a man 
(see pp. 4 18, 420). Once this is appreciated, as also the difference between 
rations of wheat and barley, which is at times overlooked by Pal mer, then the 
foundation of his argument collapses. Any attempt to correlate Mycenaean 
with classical measures can only function at the level of the kotyle and khoinix, 
which show the same 4 : 1 ratio as M ycenaean -o and <1. Thus Palmer's 
identification of <I with the khoinix may well be right linguistically, but there 
is no reason to prefer the Attic value of c. o·9 I. to the Pheidonian value of 
c. 1 ·3 I. It must be grasped that all values proposed are merely an attempt to 
establish an order of magnitude, and none should be regarded as an exact 
determination, which will probably remain impossible until a vessel is dis
covered which is clearly marked as a measure. 

The Pylos tablet Fr (formerly Gn) 1 184 is more helpful than appeared at 
first sight. Obvious as it may seem to us to standardize the size of vessels, 
ancient pots, being hand-made, show a wide range of values. If a stirrup-jar 
held exactly half a major unit of oil, only 36 jars would be needed for the 
1 8  units of oil here mentioned, instead of the 38 actually recorded. If, however, 
we divide 18 x 28·8 litres by 38, we obtain a value of 1 3·6 I. per jar, which is 
within the observed limits of 1 2- 14 !. (see p. 6o) . Again the figure is probably 
not exact, but is of the right order of magnitude. 

p. 6ot The study of ' Cypro-Minoan ' writing has made some progress since this 
section was written, but new finds have been relatively few: a clay cylinder 
from Enkomi and a further tablet from Ugarit are the most important. 
E. Masson ( 197 1 )  has put forward the interesting suggestion that the Enkomi 
tablets show a different application of the script from the other Cypriot 
examples, and that therefore two languages may be represented by this script. 

The important fact which concerns Mycenaean writing is that the affiliation 
of the various Cypriot scripts seems undoubted; but the date of the fragmentary 
tablet from Enkomi (no. 6 on p. 6 1  ) , c. 1 500 B.C., shows that the system must 
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have been adopted from Crete rather than Greece, and this is confirmed by 
the divergences between the organization of the classical Cypriot and Linear 
B systems. Their common parent seems to be Linear A, and this has the con
sequence that features of Linear B which are not shared by Cypriot ought not 
to be attributed to Linear A. Thus the two series of dentals, which Linear B 
distinguishes as voiced and unvoiced, probably represented a different distinc
tion in Linear A ;  it is Linear B da which corresponds to Cypriot ta, though ti 
and to agree in the two systems. 

The exact nature of this relationship will not become clear until the values 
of Cypro-Minoan signs can be determined. 

CHAPTER I l l  

T H E  M Y C E N A E A N  L A N G U A G E  

p. 68t On the prehistory of the Greek language, see now Chadwick, 1963c. 

P· 7 •t  A great deal of debate has raged around this question of the method to be 
adopted in interpreting Mycenaean words, but it is as absurd to deny any 
validity to the etymological method as it is to rely on it exclusively. Where 
the Mycenaean spelling exactly fits the classical word, having due regard to 
the difference of dialects, and the sense so offered can be shown to agree with 
the context, we should hesitate to refuse an identification. Cases which are 
based exclusively on such identities, without any support from the context, 
must be examined critically. A few such interpretations given in the Vocabu
lary of the first edition have been withdrawn from the Glossary of this edition. 
But the contextual method can rarely, without far more material than we have, 
define the meaning of a word as closely as the linguistic one; and we must often 
be content if the linguistic meaning is not inappropriate to what we can judge 
of the context. As our appreciation of the purpose of the tablets improves, so 
it becomes easier to judge between rival interpretations and to achieve mOre 
precision in tl1e meanings assigned. 

P· 71! The example of E-ke-ra2-wo was an unhappy choice, since it has become clear 
that ra2 is not just a substitute for raJ> but implies a special pronunciation, such 
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as rya ; and this i s  confirmed by what appears to be a variant spelling of the 
name, [e]-ke- ri:ia-wo PY Qa 1292. This name therefore belongs to the large 
class of Greek names ending in -iiwon (e.g. a- re-ta-wo = 'ApeTaoov, ma-ka-wo = 
Maxaoov ; see Landau, rgs8, pp. 185-6) ; but the identification of the first 
element is then speculative. We might cite instead among the leading citizens 
of Pylos a-pi-me-de= 'Ailq>lllTJSTJs, a-ko-so-ta temptingly interpreted by Palmer 
as Alxoitiis, or the *e-te-wo-ke- re-u·e =  'ETeoKA.fis who is to be reconstructed from 
the patronymic of his two sons. Transparently Greek names are to be found in 
all classes of society ; and although the Knossos sheep tablet� show an above
average proportion of apparently non-Greek names, many names of high 
officials too defy Greek interpretation. One is tempted to believe that the 
ethnic mixture was well advanced, even at Knossos, and that, as in classical 
times, we cannot deduce that a man was not a Greek speaker just because his 
name is meaningless in Greek. We might indeed argue a contrary proposition: 
that Greek names which are sobriquets (like e-ru-lo-ro ' Red ' or ti-ri-po-di-ko 
' Little Three-foot ') were given to non-Greek speakers by their Greek masters 
because their native names were difficult to pronounce or remember. 

P· 72t Researches by M. Pope ( 1964) have demonstrated that the date of borrowing 
of Linear B signs from Linear A cannot be as late as the latest (LM I) examples 
of the latter. This is some support for the view of Furumark and Puglic-�c
Carratelli, that the date of origin may lie as far back as the sixteenth century. 

P· 73t The division into East and West Greek dialects is perhaps not so fundamental 
as used to be thought, though it still serves to distinguish Arcado-Cypriot, 
Attic and Ionic from West Greek. On the view of Risch ( r 955) ,  Aeolic is to be 
regarded as basically on the West rather than East Greek side of the line, and 
East Greek no longer seems an adequate label for all non-Western dialects. 
The sibilant s of Mycenaean does not appear to represent anything but a or aa 
(see below, p. 398). 

P· 741 The suggestion that the apparent o vocalism of certain Mycenaean words 
like qe-to- ro-po-pi is really a graphic device for syllabic r has something to be 
said for i t ;  at least, if r survived in pronunciation, the scribes may have used 
ro as the nearest approximation in writing. If accepted, this allows personal 
names beginning a-no- to be interpreted as Anr- : e.g. a-no-me-de = Anpnidis, 
a-no-qo-ta = Anrq"hontas ; but A nor- is also possible. 

P· 74! The form to-ro-qe-jo-rne-no has also been cited as evidence for the thematic 
inflexion of verbs in -eoo ; but although the parallel with TpoTieoo appears close, 
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the j is left unexplained, and i t  is not impossible that the classical forms in 
-ew are a conflation of*-ejo and a different type in -imi. Until further evidence 
is forthcoming it seems safer not to build much on either of these verbs. 

p. 75t To the vases we can now add the tablets from Thebes, which at least confirm 
the general likeness of the Mycenaean dialect at all sites, though there is still 
too little for any real proof; it would certainly seem that the noun declension 
at Thebes follows the normal Mycenaean pattern. 

p. 76t It has been shown that these minor differences of spelling are associated with 
certain scribal hands. Consequently Risch ( I 966 b) has put forward the 
ingenious suggestion that the rarer forms represent a social difference and are, 
so to speak, sub-standard. As always, it is the sub-standard forms which tend 
to become the standard in the later history of the language. The evidence is 
still too tenuous to judge this suggestion. 

p. 76! A more up-to-date collection of examples of Mycenaean grammar has been 
printed by Vilborg ( I  960) and comments on this section will be restricted to 
corrections of errors and additions of importance. 

p. 76� Sec further Hester ( 1958). 

p. nt a-pi-qo-to is too obscure to be used for this purpose. 

p. 77! The interpretation of e-wi-su-;:.o-ko, e-wi-su-* 79-ko is dubious; the value ;:.u for 
* 79 remains unconfirmed. 

p. 77� Delete u-ru-pi-ja-jo = 'Of..vllmaioL In u-ru-to, u-ru- probably stands for wru- ; see 
Glossary. 

p. ntt Sign * 43 is now transcribed conventionally a3, but its value remains ai. On 
* 34, see above, p. 386. 

p. 78t pe-i is probably to be read sphehi; see Glossary. 

p. 79t The most likely explanation of ra2 and ro2 is that they note forms in -rya, -ryo, 
but it cannot be ruled out that these signs may sometimes function as disyllabic. 
The feminine agent suffix -Tpla is spelt -ti-n'-ja by one scribe at Pylos, -ti-ra2 
by another. 
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p. 79! It has become clear that there is no lack of consistency in the notation of w in 
Mycenaean script. The phoneme fw/ was never lost, so that the apparent cases 
of its absence must be due to faulty etymology. The intrusive w is also, where 
not a glide, due to the same cause. 

p. 79, More complicated are the cases of initial we- which correspond to later 
iJ + vowel (e.g. we-a-re-pe, we-a2-re-jo ; contrast we-a1-no-i = wehanoihi; Chad
wick, 1958b, p. 308) ; it is unclear whether this is graphic or phonetic. It is 
also possible that u substitutes for w +vowel in some words (other than o-u-ru-to, 
see above, which is motivated by the lack of a sign for wu) ; this explanation 
has been proposed for o-u-ka = owika. 

p. Sot There are still only these two examples of s<ky, and the first at least is suspect 
(see Glossary) ; wa-na-se-wi-Ja and the related wa-na-so-i arc thus isolated, and 
since the stem may have been wanakt-, as in dat. wa-TUl-ka-te, rather than 
wanak-, s may here be the product of kty. It is also possible that the resemblance 
of these words to avacrcra is a mirage. Thus it appears safer to delete this 
suggestion and to accept z as the normal Mycenaean reflex of ky (see below). 

p. Sot The case for the retention of intervocalic -h- now seems stronger and, where 
the etymology is certain, the reconstructed forms of the Glossary now show 
this. What is less certain, but may well be right, is whether Grassmann's Law, 
which governs the dissimilation of aspirates, had operated by this date. The 
similar facts of Sanskrit are no proof of its antiquity, and forms like ko-to-no-o-ko, 
if really ktoino-hokhos, argue in favour of its late date. However, the £egular 
restoration of these aspirates might cause confusion, and the interpretation of 
forms such as e-ke as ekhei rather than hekhei has been continued. The question is 
discussed by Ruijgh ( 1967, pp. 44-6) who favours the retention of these aspirates. 

p. So'i The interpretation of Mycenaean z has led to much debate. The facts are best 
explained on the theory that the sound was already some kind of sibilant 
(distinct from those indicated by s). Lejeune ( 1960c= 1 97 1 ,  pp. 95-139) 
favours a ' strong sibilant ' ;  but an affricate of the type ts (or tf) seems more 
plausible (Chadwick, 1964a, p. 32 1 ;  Heubeck, '97 '  b). The signs are presum
ably capable of use for both voiced and unvoiced forms, so the interpreted 
forms have been written with tsfdz, though this must not be taken as expressing 
a final judgement on its phonetic realization. The product of this ts would be 

classical crcr (Attic and Boeotian TT) or in initial position afT; dz would yield zd, 
noted regularly by 3· 
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The major difficulty in this view is the existence of the apparent alternation 
of k and �- It is just possible that a-�e-ti-ri-ja is a different word from a-ke-ti-ri-ja ; 
but the place name ke-i-ja-ka-ra-na is hardly likely to be different from 
�e-i-Ja-ka-ra-na. The fact that most of the examples are in proper names 
suggests that a substrate influence may be at work here. But in any case it 
appears easier to believe that ke and lse were different realizations of what 
must earlier have been palatalized k'e, than that these palatal forms continued 
in pronunciation, since no theory of this kind can account for � < dy and 
initial *y- of words like 3e\iyos. The origin of the �- series as having been devel
oped from ky- will fit the rules which appear to govern the structure of the 
syllabary; but the sound must have progressed beyond this point in order to 
explain the clear facts. 

The equation of the Mycenaean with the classical sibilants is complicated. 
Original ss, dental stop +s, and ry will all have developed to ss and then in 
Attic-Ionic and Arcadian to s. The Mycenaean notation s is ambiguous, and 
we cannot easily choose between lassos and losos as the interpretation of to-so. 
The words which have -tfy- with a morpheme boundary intervening (e.g. the 
feminine adjectives in -we-sa =-wessa) must have had -ss- in Mycenaean, since 
this is maintained in Arcadian. But the group -ky- is normally represented by 
Mycenaean �. hence this must still have been at a stage distinct from ss, 
probably therefore ts, which develops normally to Arcadian -crcr- (Attic -TT-) . 
The complications of -TT- in Attic are possibly due to Boeotian influence 
(Chadwick, 1969, pp. 9 1-3). 

The use of a special sign in some forms of Cypriot with a value ga is irrele
vant; there is no reason to think it had a spirant value as used to be assumed. 

P· s, t The pronunciation of the labio-velars remains a matter of conjecture, but the 
consensus of opinion favours their retention in Mycenaean. There is, however, 
one exception, hinted at on p. 82, but the essential point had not then been 
grasped. The two terms describing women, ra-pi-ti-ra2 and ra-qi-ti-ra1, can now 
be shown to refer to different groups and they must have different interpreta
tions. Once this confusing example is set aside, all the cases where a labial 
appears to replace a labia-velar occur in words which also contain a second 
labia-velar: thus the personal name pe-re-qo-ta is shown by the analysis of the 
tablets concerned to be identical with qe-re-qo-la, the first form being due to' a 
dissimilation of labio-velars. A form earlier unknown proves this conclusively :  
i-po-po-qo-i (PY F n  79, linked with ze-u-ke-u-si 'drivers of yokes of oxen') must 
be hippo-phorg"oihi ' horse-pasturers, ostlers ' .  In all other cases the -k'w- group 
of the word for ' horse ', which is not a labia-velar, but shares its treatment, 
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appears as q (i-qo, i-qi-ja, i-qe-ja) .  The cases where -kw- conceals a morpheme 
boundary are, however, spelt with two syllabic signs (e.g. o-da-ke-we-ta=odak
wenta, te-tu-ko-wo-a = tetukh-woha). 

The sign for qa ( * 1 6) has been discussed above. The new transcription is 
adopted throughout the Glossary and Part I l l ,  and pa2 in the earlier part of 
the book must be understood as qa. 

The identification of a labio-velar in the root of Tprnw is not entirely at 
variance with the Latin and Sanskrit forms with -p-. The lndo-European base 
*ter- will have had two suffixes, -P- and -qv-, in combination with which it will 
show zero grade in the base and full grade in the suffix; hence we can postulate 
for I.-E. *trep- and *treq11-, either or both of which may have led to Greek 
Tprnw ; but only the latter will account for Mycenaean to-ro-qo, etc. 

p. 82t It is possible, but not certain, that we-pe-za is to be interpreted hwespedza with 
-sp-< -ksp-. A remarkable assimilation occurs if pe-qa-to is pegg"aton < *ped
g"aton (see Glossary). 

p. 83t On the semantic value of the instrumental case see below, p. 403. The absence 
of an instrumental in the singular may well be merely a result of the spelling 
conventions; for the form of an instrumental would probably coincide 
graphically with the dative. Likewise, the existence of an independent locative 
c.annot he proved, since the singular a- and o-stem forms (-aa, -oa) would be 
indistinguishable from the dative. The consonant-stem datives in -i are 
certainly not restricted to locative force. 

p. s3: The form ko-to-no is now known to be accusative dual. There is a possible 
instance of a dative dual in wa-na-so-i, which might represent wanassoiin, but 
other interpretations are possible : see Glossary. 

p. a4t The explanation of the dual forms has been attacked, but still seems the most 
acceptable. It should be remarked that the dual of ko-wa ' girl ' is not written 
ko-wo (e.g. PY 6=Ab 379), since this would invite confusion with the word for 
' boy'. Whether this is a graphic device, or is the starting point for the classical 
development in -a is not clear ; but the parallel of Latin .filiabus, deabus may 
suggest that in these cases the later development had already begun. That the 
nominative plural had already become -ai is evident from occasional spellings 
with ra3, e.g. pi-je-ra3, di-pte-ra3• 

p. s4: The presence of final -s in the nominative singular of masculine a-stems may 
be deduced from the following consideration. The genitive singular in -do is 
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certainly, whatever the precise origin of the -o, an innovation replacing in
herited -ar; but the motive for this replacement must be to avoid confusion 
with the nominative singular, since there is evidence, at least for feminines, 
that the nominative plural was already in -ai (see above) .  Therefore there 
would have been no need for the innovation, had the nominative remained 
-a. The Homeric and dialect forms without final -s are either the short-vowel 
type (e.g. hrn6T0:),  which may have a special history, or in view of their restric
tion to a few dialects, notably Boeotian, may be later reformations rather than 
inherited archaisms. 

p. 841! Although the interpretation of -o-i, -a-i as variant spellings for -ois, -ais has 
been supported by Ruijgh ( 1967, pp. 76-8), the weight of opinion is now firmly 
in favour of -oihi, -ahi, supposing that intervocalic -h- is preserved. It must, 
however, be observed that it is impossible to set up a rule that where i is 
written after another vowel, this always indicates a disyllabic pronunciation; 
cf. the alternative spellings ko-to-na and ko-to-i-na of what must be diphthongal 
01 in KToiva, since this is an o-grade noun of the same type as noivl). The objec
tion that since the dative plural termination appears in third declension nouns 
as -si even where vowels precede (e.g. ka-ke-u-si, ti-ri-si), it should also have 
been restored in the first and second declensions may be countered with the 
theory that Mycenaean shows a transitional stage when the restoration of -si 
for -hi after a vowel had not yet extended outside the third declension ; see 
Lejeune, 1 968c, p. 220. 

p. 85t Kn Se 1042 is now joined to Se 891 ,  but the context still remains obscure ; it is, 
however, beyond question that e-re-pa-te-jo-pi is a masculine (or neuter) 
instrumental plural of an o-stem adjective. Other possible examples are cited 
by Lejeune ( 1 958a, pp. 166-7) ; wo-wo-pi in the compound mo-ro-ko-wo-wo-pi 
is hard to separate from wo-wo. 

p. 85! To the forms of the dative plural may be added ti-ri-lsi = trisi (from Tpeis), 
and probably tu-ka-!(l-1#, which, if the reading is sound, probably stands for 
thugatarsi (from 6vyCrrt)p). On the extension of -si from consonant stems, see 
above. 

p. 85 The suggestion that the dative singular in -e may be due to confusion with -i 
is definitely to be rejected, since it is now clear that this phenomenon is rare 
and restricted to special circumstances (Hester, 1958) .  The spelling -e is 
generally accepted as showing the inherited I.-E. termination -ei, which was 
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later replaced by the locatival forms in -i, a process which had clearly begun 
in Mycenaean times and was more advanced at Mycenae than elsewhere. 

p. 86t There is no good reason to suppose an abnormal paradigm of the type med;::on, 
plural med;::ohes; it is more probable that the nominative singular was still 
med;::os. The presence of intervocalic -h- in these words is demonstrated by the 
use of -a2 in the neuter plural, and may be presumed before other vowels. 

p. 87t This conclusion is supported by Lejeune ( 1958a, p. 184), but Shipp ( 196 I ,  
pp. 29-4 1 ) asserts that Homeric and Mycenaean Greek represent different 
lines of development, and that Homeric Greek is more archaic than Mycen
aean. This seems a desperate attempt to save his earlier theory. There is no 
evidence that the *-hh- element, observable in numerous I.-E. languages, is 
ever employed as a singular, if we exclude Greek, the case under discussion. 
In Armenian the plural has been recharacterized by the addition of the plural 
morpheme k', so that the use of -h in the singular is hardly proof that it is an 
inherited use. The Balto-Slavonic forms in -mi are enigmatic, but cannot be 
used to prove that -hhi was a singular morpheme. 

p. 87: The reconstruction sphehi, in line with -oihi, etc., seems preferable; but com
pare the note on p. 84 � above. 

p. 87� The attempt to interpret to-e, to-me as a verb (Palmer, 1963a, pp. 205-7 )  is 
unconvincing; in particular, an athematic infinitive in -men is unexpected in 
Mycenaean, and there are no parallels. to-e, however, as dative of a pronoun 
remains an isolated form and could even be an error. In PY Eb 156 the 
identification of *85 as au leads to the interpretation of to-Jo-q� au-to-Jo as toio 
q"e autoio 'and of the same', or perhaps rather ' and of him himself', since in 
this use 6 need not have been in origin the definite article. 

p.87tt to-to; more likely < *tod-tod than =ToCI-ro; see Glossary. 

p. 87t: No new numerals have appeared, but there are new forms: 
2: dwo (followed by numeral 2 as check, PY 323 = Sb 13 15.3) , probably to 

be read as duo, though dwo (as in O(f)WOEKa) is a)so possible. 
3 : ti-ri-si = trisi, dat. plur. 

p. 88t The example of a-pe-do-ke PY 305 = Fr (formerly Gn) 1 184 remains unique, 
and attempts have therefore been made to explain it as due to something 
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other than the augment (e.g. ap-es-doke with es <ex). But these may well prove 
to be unnecessary, for it is hard to explain the universality of the augment in 
later Greek if i t  did not exist in Mycenaean speech, even though unrecorded 
in the tablets. 

P· 88t Under aorist middle, delete ze-lo and infinitive wi-de-la-i. 

p. Sgt A new adjective in  -teros is {.f!.-we-te-ra = tsiiwe(s) tera ' this year's ' :  see Glossary. 

p. got The value of the termination -pi= -phi has been much disputed. Our original 
idea was that it served as an instrumental, and where this sense was excluded, 
notably in place names, the value was locatival. However, this leads to the 
surprising conclusion that there arc two ways of expressing the locative of a 
plural place name such as pa-ki-ja-ne: pa-ki-ja-si with the inherited locative 
ending -si and pa-ki-ja-pi. Consequently the theory was put forward, and most 
persuasively argued by Ilievski ( 1 96 1 ,  1 970), that the -pi forms of place names 
represented a survival of the ablative case. Since in classical Greek (but with 
the probable exception of Arcado-Cypriot) the ablative is syncretized with the 
genitive, it is necessary to suppose an earlier syncretism of ablative with 
instrumental (as in Latin) ; in the singular of o-stems the forms would have 
been identical. The ablatival theory has much to commend it, for it supplies 
a need ; there is no other locution which appears to express motion or origin 
from a place, for neither ernv nor �� appear to be used. On the other hand, a 
full survival of separate case-forms in all declensions and numbers for the 
ablative is doubtful, and we may perhaps see in Mycenaean the transitional 
stage when -phi had become restricted in this sense to place names, and 
survived only in a limited use, like the locative in Latin. It is possible that a 
better understanding of the purpose of certain sets of tablets where forms in 
-pi are used will clarify the question ; for instance, the Pylos Na tablets (see 
pp. 295-30 1 ,  468-73) ,  which are generally accepted as being payments 
received from the places enumerated, have four such forms (ku-te-re-u-pi, 
po-to-ro-wa-pi, ri-sa-pi, wa-a2-te-pi) and none in -si. Even so, consistency in such 
matters is not to be demanded of busy accountants. Since only plural place 
names of the first or third declension will show the -pi ending, their rarity ne�d 
occasion no surprise. However, this interpretation would involve also taking 
po-to-ro-wa-pi in PY Aa 76 as ablative, where a locative sense appears much 
more likely. Since both ablative and locative functions are shown by -<pt i n  
Homer, it i s  possible that the earlier distinctions were already breaking down 
in Mycenaean. 
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p. g•t The addition of a-sa-mi-to = ao-a�uv6os to the vocabulary is another notable 
example of the use of a Homeric word, which must be a borrowing from a 
pre-Greek source. 

p. g•t -de when used in the compound to-so-de IS also probably still connective 
(Ruijgh, 1967, pp. 337-50). 

p. g• "l On the analysis of o-da-a2 see p. 423 and Chad wick, I 97 1 ,  pp. I 02-3. 

CHAPTER I V  

T H E  P E R S O N A L  N A M E S  

p. 92t The study of the personal names has been pursued by many authors, in 
particular by Landau (I 958). The general considerations set forth here have 
not been impugned, and the additions to the catalogue of personal names have 
not chan��:ed the picture. It should be noted that the ' Index of Personal 
Names' mentioned on p. 93 has been replaced by a complete catalogue, but 
this is now incorporated in the Glossary of this edition. A considerable number 
of names which are incomplete has still been omitted. 

Since it is impossible to re-write this chapter to take account of new develop
ments, the commentary here will be restricted to important points, and no 
conclusions should be drawn from silence. 

P· 94f On the question of final -s, see pp. 400-1 .  

p. 94t I t  now appears improbable that -qo-ta can correspond to -f3Cmls, but the other 
choices remain open. 

p. 95f We may add a-ka-me-ne, possibly Alkamenis or Akhaimenes, and a-o-ri-me-ne= 
Ahorimenis. The form a-re-zo-me-ne has been shown to be due to a false 
restoration; it should be a-re-f-me-ne, a variant spelling of a-re-me-ne, both 
representing Areimenis. 

p. 97f The name pe-pi-te-me-no-jo (gen.) from the Thebes tablets is Pepithmenos, a 
reduplicated perfect participle from mi6w. 
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p. •oot The genitive wa-de-o cannot come from a u-stem. 

p. •oo: This type has been discussed by Szemerenyi ( 1957) ,  and it appears likely that 
they are shortened forms of compound names (e.g. 'AAe�e\Js from 'AAe�cxvSpos 
or the like). An interesting addition to the list is si-mi-te-u =!�tv6e\Js, the 
Homeric epithet of Apollo. 

p. tOtt Although it is impossible to prove this as yet, it may be that some women's 
names in -o represent feminine a-stems, a type unknown in classical Greece, 
though common among place names and common nouns. 

p. 1o2t These lists could now be expanded, but everything indicates that the stock of 
Mycenaean personal names is held in common by all Mycenaean peoples. 
The tablets from Thebes contain many names also known from other sites. 

CHAPTER V 

T H E  E V I D E N C E  O F  T H E  TAB L E T S  

P· •o6t This is the section of the book which is most difficult to bring up to date, 
because it is here that most progress is now being made. There are still many 
documents which are, to some extent, obscure; for even when we can translate 
them, we still need to know why such a fact needed to be recorded. The re
creation of the original archives is still far from complete, but the study of the 
tablets in their original sets, i.e. groups intended to be read by the scribe as a 
single document, has opened our eyes to many new facts. The cryptic style of 
the entries becomes more understandable when we can compare the tablets 
which were originally filed in the same basket. The arduous task of joining 
fragments, especially among the Knossos tablets, has also led to new discoveries. 

I would now take an even less optimistic view of the value of the Homeric 
poems as evidence for the material culture of Mycenaean Greece. The 
similarities are all too often those which are imposed by the nature of a 
monarchical society, operating a non-monetary economy in a small area, 
rather than individual details unlikely to recur by chance. Conflicts between 
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the archaeological evidence and the facts reported by Homer are many, and 
once the nature of the Homeric poems is appreciated, they are inevitable and 
without significance for our reaction to the poems. Mycenaean documents 
must be interpreted in the light of archaeological evidence and parallels 
from elsewhere; Homer must never be allowed to cast doubt on the facts 
recovered from the tablets, though at times he may confirm them. This is 
particularly important in the matter of geography; see section 9 and p. 41 5 
below. 

P· 1o9t New discoveries have not significantly changed the picture. The total absence 
of any kind of inscription on tombs or public buildings argues strongly against 
general literacy ; yet the study of handwriting confirms that literacy was not 
the prerogative of a few professional scribes. The number of different hands 
identifiable among the Knossos tablets may amount to as many as seventy
five (Olivier, rg67h, p. r o r ) .  We should think of all the main Palace officials 
as literate, and capable of setting stylus to clay when required. 

P· 1 1  1 t  There is a third type of tablet which is in some ways intermediate between the 
palm-leaf and the page type. These are larger than the usual palm-leaf, but 
although approaching the proportions of the page type are wider than they are 
high, often tapering slightly towards the right and left. Good examples are 
KN Ln 1 568, PY 169=Es 646, MY 106 = Ge 603. 

p. 1 1 2t  On the whole tablets were tailored to suit the text to be accommodated, and 
on large tablets each entry is normally accommodated on a single line (but 
entries are allowed to run over on PY 28 = An 607). Large areas ofuninscribed 
clay are generally avoided, but examples occur (e.g. PY Cn 1286). The use 
of the reverse is avoided in sets oflarge tablets intended to be read continuously. 
PY 172 = Tn 3 1 6  is clearly exceptional, and bears evidence of erasure and re
writing on a massive scale (see p. 458) . 

p. 1 •3t  A curious case where there appears to be an equivalence between two com
modities is PY 319 = Un 1 322, the text of which is unfortunately in a very bad 
state (Chadwick, rg64b). I t  does, however, appear that twice the ideogram 
* 1 46, apparently a textile or the like, is followed immediately by the ideogram 
WHEAT. Where two ideograms are so associated, one normally qualifies the 
other, but this can hardly apply here. The use of the word o-no on this tablet 
and elsewhere suggests a payment in kind ; see Glossary, s.v. o-no1 • 

The palace revenues may be in part the product of industries organized by 
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the royal officials. The production of woollen cloth at Knossos, and of linen 
and metal-goods at Pylos, seems to have been on a very large scale; and the 
surplus in these items may well have been traded abroad, by royal officials 
rather than private merchants, in exchange for luxuries like gold and ivory 
which were not available locally. 

P· 1 13t I t  is a strange fact  that all the tablets bearing a month date appear to be 
concerned with religious offerings. The reason for this has not been properly 
explained, for the records of rations for women and children at Pylos also seem 
to be calculated on a monthly basis, and this is explicitly stated in KN 35 = Am 
8 19, 89= E  777, yet in such documents there is never a mention of the date. 
The theory that KN 207 =V 280 and PY 172 = Tn 3 1 6  are calendars is cer
tainly false (see pp. 475, 459) . The term za-we-te= lsdwetes 'this year' is further 
confirmation of the absence of sets of documents relating to different years. 
The incomplete Pylos Ab series may be the next year's version of Aa, though 
there are differences in the content of the tablets; but once Ab had been com
pleted, the Aa series might perhaps have been scrapped. The cases where 
information collected on ' palm-leaf' tablets is recopied on to ' page' tablets 
(as the two versions of the Pylos land-ownership documents, 1 14-148) clearly 
do not relate to different years. 

P· ' 14t The sealings from Pylos and their probable relation to sets of tablets has been 
discussed by Chad wick ( 1958c) . It seems likely that baskets or boxes containing 
tablets were labelled with one or two words serving to identify them. 

P· • •4t Progress in locating the source of tablets has been recorded by Olivier ( r 967 b), 
but the general picture remains unchanged. Olivier's work on the scribal 
hands has revealed a curious fact about the tablets found at B (the Room of 
the Chariot Tablets) : although a number of different scribes can be distin
guished, almost the whole of the tablets from this area are so much alike i n  
handwriting that some special explanation is needed. A n  office under the 
control of an official who insisted that aU his clerks imitate his handwriting is 
the minimum hypothesis necessary to account for the facts; a theory that these 
documents belong to a scribal school (Chadwick, r968b) and in consequence 
cannot be used as evidence of a real situation has not been refuted, and must 
be reckoned as at  least a possibility. The chief difference would be that no 
deductions can be drawn from the Se tablets about the size of the chariot force 
at Knossos ; see p. 522. 
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P· 1 17t Many of the examples quoted are further discussed at the appropriate point 
in Part Ill.  Some of the apparent anomalies have been cleared up, and there 
can be no doubt that the scribes displayed a reasonable level of mathematical 
proficiency. 

p. 12ot The suggestion of ' priest-kings' has been attacked by Bennett ( 1961 ) ,  who 
rightly emphasizes that there is no positive evidence in the tablets pointing to 
the divinity of the king. There is, however, a problem over the word wanax, 
which is believed by many writers to be in some cases a divine title. The 
difficulty is to be sure when a deity is meant;  but there is at least a case for so 
interpreting the title on the Pylos Fr tablets (see p. 480). I f  the jar from Thebes 
is an import, the kingdom to be inferred from the adjective ' royal ' will be 
elsewhere; but it goes to confirm the ubiquity of kings in Mycenaean Greece. 
E-ke-ra2-wo is not to be rendered Ekhe/awon (see p. 395} ,  and it has been ques
tioned whether the Pylos tablet {171 = Un 7 18) proves his identity with the 
king; i t  would seem best to suspend judgement here. 

p. 12o: It must be confessed that there is still no compelling evidence that the lawagetds 
was a military officer; one might contemplate other solutions, for instance, 
that this was a title conferred on the heir apparent. Etymology is a weak basis 
on which to found an explanation of his function. 

p. 120, The function and status of the te-re-ta remains one of the most obscure problems 
connected with the holding of land. They are officials or functionaries who 
are mentioned in connexion with the holding of land, at least whenever the 
context is clear. It is also likely, on grounds of etymology and because of 
PY Eh 1 49 and 148 = Ep 6 13.4, that the verb te-re-ja-e expresses the function 
of the te-re-ta, but what this is remains uncertain. The new reading of Ep 6 13.4 
makes it virtually certain that Eh 149 and 94{) are parts of the same tablet. 

The main rival theories are: ( 1 )  the le-re-la have a religious function, and 
the name teleslds has obvious associations with TEAT) in the sense of religious 
obligations (see Chadwick, 1957a, pp. 1 26-9) ; (2) the le-re-ta are persons who 
hold land in return for services owed to the king (Palmer, 1 963a, pp. 19o-6) ; 
this associates the word with <EAT) in the sense of dues or taxes. Palmer rightly 
insists that the le-re-ta have other occupations, thus the function is not itself a 
full-time occupation. But religious office was rarely in Greece an exclusive 
occupation, and the community at Pa-ki-ja-ne was clearly a religious one, 
headed by a priestess. The holding of land in return for religious obligations 
can be paralleled in later Greece. 
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p. 121t It has been objected that the formation of the derivative ka-ma-e-u proves that 
ka-ma cannot be a feminine a-stem, since ko-to-na, which is certainly one, forms 
its derivative in -eu.r with elision of the -a (plural ko-to-ne-we) ; see p. 449· Thus 
a neuter in -as may be preferable. This, however, raises a problem in PY 148 = 
Ep 613 .9-10, where ka-ma followed by o-na-to would be naturally under
stood as genitive singular on the analogy of o-na-to ke-ke-me-na ko-to-na 
(lines 14-20) ; in this formula ko-to-na is shown to be genitive where it appears 
in the plural {140=Eb 297 ) .  

p. 121! A further detail about the e-qe-ta is revealed by PY 288=Sa 790, which shows 
that they had a distinctive type of chariot-wheel, and we may therefore pre
sume that they possessed chariots. They must have been the officers of the 
royal court, and they are distinguished from the local officials in charge of the 
coast-guard detachments. Their principal function in the tablets seems to be 
military, indeed they may have commanded the regiments of the Pylian army; 
but this does not exclude other functions associated with the royal household, 
and the religious context of some references (Palmer, 1963a, pp. 87, 1 5 1-3) .  
See further p .  429. 

p. 12 1�  The equation of qa-si-re-u with classical �acn/.Eiis can hardly be doubted, but 
it is still uncertain what was the status of the individuals who bore this title. 
Palmer ( r 963a, pp. 39, 280) goes so far as to question the identification with 
�aalAEVs, insisting that they are merely 'foremen' in charge of groups of 
smiths. This caution seems unjustified, but the semantic value in Mycenaean 
must be ' chief', from which it is easy enough to see how the sense of ' king' 
developed after the collapse of the Mycenaean kingdoms ruled by wanaktes. 
Homer, as usual, is confused in his terminology and fails to make the distinc
tion which Mycenaean usage demands. Similar considerations apply to 
ke-ro-si-ja (p. 122) which is very probably geronsiii, but has quite different 
associations from the later yepova(a. The term ke-ro-te recurs on PY Jn 881 in 
an obscure context in connexion with bronze, but this is no reason to doubt 
the etymological explanation. See further on this subject O'Neil ( 1970). 

p. 122t The list of trades could be a little expanded; for instance, the newer Mycenae 
tablets include the term 'cyanus-worker' (ku-wa-no-wo-ko) to set alongside the 
goldsmith. The ra-pte may be engaged in sewing leather rather than cloth ;' 
see p. 489. The stokers (pu-ka-wo) may perhaps be keepers of the sacred fire. 
The women workers engaged on textile production are either slaves or at least 
employees of the Palace, since both at Pylas and at Knossos the Palace is 
responsible for feeding them. 
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p. 124t The suggestion that the ethnics given to some of these women indicate places 
raided by the sh.ips ofPylos must be revised. If the mi-ra-li-.fa come from Miletus 
in Ionia, this appears to have been a Greek colony at this date, and is thus 
unlikely to have been raided for slaves. It therefore appears more probable 
that the places so named are the trading-posts or slave-markets through which 
the women were acquired, and the use of the term ' captives' for one group 
may imply that the others were acquired by other means. It has been suggested 
that the places named in this connexion are inside the domain of Pylos ; but 
it is remarkable that only one (ti-nwa-si-.fa) is a name elsewhere mentioned on 
the tablets and apparently within the control of Pylos. The names include 
mi-ra-ti-.fa ( Miletus), ki-ni-di-.fa ( Knidos), ra-111i-ni-.ja (Lemnos), a-* 64-.fa 
(probably Aswiai from Asia, the classical Lydia), <;e-pu2-ra3 (Zephyria= Hali
karnassos ?) ; so that collectively they reinforce one another and present a 
picture of trading-posts scattered along the west coast of Asia Minor. 

p. 125t It would be useless to list all the articles which have touched on Myccnaean 
religion ; a convenient review of all the relevant material has been published 
by M. Gerard-Rousseau ( 1968). Two facts stand out : one, duly acknowledged 
by all writers, is that most of the familiar gods of classical Greece arc named; 
the other, wh.ich tends sometimes to be overlooked, is that there is a roughly 
equal number of names which appear to be divine, but do not correspond to 
any classical titles. It must of course be remembered that even classical Greek 
inscriptions frequently show divine honours paid to shadowy figures otherwise 
unknown. At Knossos, at least, it seems likely that the local Cretan cults con
tinued alongside the Olympian ones, though how far syncretism had already 
progressed is difficult to judge. The Dictaean Zeus must surely represent a 
Cretan deity now worshipped under a Greek name. 

The major omission from this section is the name of Potnia (cf. p. 1 26), 
which was treated as if always, as it certainly is once at Knossos, an epithet of 
Athena. Reconsideration of the references, and the new instances which show 
her receiving offerings at Mycenae and Thebes, have suggested that she is a 
much more significant figure; see Chadwick, 1 957a. It is possible to believe 
that she is at each site the patron goddess, who is thus referred to instead of by 
her real name; but it is more likely that she is really the prominent female 
figure of both Minoan and Mycenaean art, who was later accepted into the 
canon under a variety of names, especially Demeter. It is now certain that 
Demeter is not named on the Myccnaean tablets (cf. p. 127),  and the etym
ology of her name from an alleged *oa 'earth' is highly suspicious. But her 
ti tie as ' mother of the gods' is reflected in ma-te-re le-i-.fa PY 306 = Fr 1 202 
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(see p. 48 1 ) ;  and her various aspects are indicated by the gcnjtives which 
precede her name : da-pu2-ri-to-jo KN 205 = Gg 702, possibly a form ofAaj3vptveos 
(see p. 475) ;  ne-wo-pe-o PY Cc 665 ; u-po-jo PY Fn 187, 310 = Fr 1 225 ; si-to-po
ti-ni-ja MY 321 = Oi 701 (si ton or a name Sito ?) ; and with adjective a-si-wi-ja 
PY F r 1 206 'of Asia ' ;  i-qe-Ja PY 312  =An 1281 'of horses '. The discovery of a 
shrine at Mycenae with a fresco figure of a goddess (Taylour, 1 969, 1970) 
strongly suggests that one of the communities of craftsmen there worshipped 
her; and this will in turn explain the epithet po-ti-ni-ja-we-jo applied at Py1os 
to smiths (253=Jn 3 10, etc.) and an unguent-boiler ( 104= Un 249) .  The 
sheep described by this epithet at Knossos will be her property or in some 
sense allocated to the support of her shrines. 

p. r26t Hcra is now found at Thcbes (Of 28) as the recipient of an offering of wool. 

p. r26! Ares is clearly named on KN 201 = Fp 14, in association with ' all the gods '. 
Whether the reading a-re on Me 4462, which now incorporates the fragment 
X 5816, is really the god's name is uncertain. To the personal names derived 
from Ares add : a-re-i-me-ne, a variant spelling of a-re-me-ne, also from Thebes 
jars, and a-re-i-ze-we-i (dat.) TH Of 37. On PY 55= An 724 e-nwa-ri-jo is a 
man's name and has notrung to do with the god. 

p. r261! In KN 208= V 52 the reading is now seen to be pa-ja-wo-ne, dative. In KN C 
394 we have apparently pq.-ja-p-ne, where it is difficult to read -wo-ne, and there 
is no good reason to regard this as a divine name. 

p. r26tt Additional references: PY Xn 1 357, TH Of3 l .  The form e-ma-a2-o KN D 41 1  
may be the genitive (sec Glossary) . 

p. 127t Dionysus is now found on another Pylos tablet (Xa 14 19) ,  but again it is a 
fragment with no clear context, though it does have on the reverse a form 
which appears to suggest a conncxion with wine (wo-no-wa-li-si). 

p. 127! The discovery of a deleted entry e-ri-nu-we (dative) on the lower edge of 
KN 208= V 52 confirms that Erinys is in the divine category. 

p. 1271! Demeter and the Dove-Goddess must both be deleted from this paragraph. 
The name pe-re-*82 is certainly that of a goddess, but the value of *82 is 
probably swa ; it is tempting to reconstruct the name as Preswd and to compare 
this with mp<7T) and the first element of the compound nepaeq>6VT). 
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P ·  127tt The entry te-o-i ' to the gods', without ' all ' ,  occurs on KN E 842, perhaps 
Fh 348, and PY 311  = Fr 1 226, Fr 1 355. The Pylos examples show that here 
at least we have not a specifically Cretan feature. 

P· 1 2Bt The statement that KN Fh 347 shows both oil and cattle must be corrected ; 
the sign for o x  has also the syllabic value mu, and from this and a few other 
examples it now appears that MU is used as an abbreviation, possibly for a 
large storage vessel (see Glossary, s.v. Mu). 

p. 12Bt On the human beings of PY 172=Tn 3 1 6  (formerly Kn02) see pp. 459-60. 

p. 1281! It is very difficult to determine how far titles may have been religious or 
secular. For instance, the pu-ka-wo ' firc-kindlers ' may have been attendants 
of a sacred fire rather than stokers. Olivier ( 1 g6o) saw in many such terms the 
titles of officials serving a sanctuary; but it is also clear that to establish a 
religious function for one title in a list does not necessarily establish a category 
for all. The question needs further study, but it is probable that with the sort 
of evidence we have it will never be possible fully to separate religious from 
secular titles. 

P· 13ot The statement that wheat and barley are issued together as a ration on a Pylos 
tablet (An 128, formerly A n31 )  must be questioned. The barley sign appears 
on the reverse of the tablet, with a quantity very nearly double that of the 
wheat entry on the obverse, thus suggesting that the ration calculated in wheat 
was to be issued in barley, and that barley has only half the value of wheat; 
but there is another entry on the obverse the ideogram of which is lost, and the 
figures on the reverse are over erasure and not entirely certain. This equation 
of wheat and barley is, however, confirmed elsewhere, for the basic ration of 
wheat appears to be T 2, of barley T 3t (see on KN 35 =Am 819, p. 420). I t  is 
therefore impossible that the identifications of the ideograms should be reversed. 

p. 130! The ideogram for W I N E  appeared on sealings recovered from the wine 
magazine at Pylos; there is no doubt of its identification. 

p. •3•t The mention of beetroot is an error for beet;  but the interpretation of this 
word as containing TriiT:hov is probably incorrect. 

p. •3•! Correct the form for ' deer' to elaph- ; the statement of the first edition was based 
upon a mistaken interpretation, but has been confirmed by new discoveries ; 
sec Glossary, s. v. e-ra-pe-ja. 
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P· 1 31 '11  The problem of the so-called 'collectors' is not yet satisfactorily resolved ; but 
they are not mere overseers. It now seems more likely that these people are 
important officers, possibly members of the royal family, who have assigned 
to them certain flocks and their produce. The king's property will then be 
restricted to the flocks (about two-thirds of the total) which have no 'collector' 
named. 

P· 132t Leather from the skins of other animals (pigs, deer, sheep and goats) is men
tioned in PY 317=Ub 1 3 18  (p. 490) . 

P· 133t Two important advances in our knowledge of Mycenaean industry must be 
recorded; but it must be added that little progress has been made in assessing 
the status ofcraftsmen. The work ofJ. T. Killen (see especially 1964b, tg66c) 
has revealed the extent and organization of the Cretan textile industry. It is 
clear that the wool of something like 1 oo,ooo sheep was shorn, spun and woven 
under the close control of the Palace ofKnossos ; and it is reasonable to assume 
that some portion of the output was used in foreign trade, as the presence of 
rolls of cloth among the gifts brought to Egypt from the Aegean suggests. The 
status of the women textile workers must have been humble, as is shown by the 
Palace's concern with the issue of their rations. But to ask whether they were 
slave or free may be putting the wrnng question ; the classical dichotomy of 
status is probably not relevant in societies of the Mycenaean type, and 
medieval parallels suggest that the unfree may have enjoyed a higher standard 
of living than the poorest of the free. At Pylos the series of tablets dealing with 
flax (184-199) is evidence for the production of linen fabrics, an industry 
probably restricted by climatic conditions to the south-west Peloponnese. 

The other advance concerns the smiths. Lejeune ( 1 961 b) has shown that 
the number of bronzesmiths active in the Pylian kingdom is very large in 
relation to the probable size of the population. Since there is still no evidence 
for the presence of ores in this area, it seems certain that the raw materials, 
copper and tin, must have been imported. This then explains the disastrous 
shortage of bronze which the tablets record, for overseas trade must surely 
have been hazardous at a time when fleets of raiders were sweeping the 
eastern Mediterranean as far as Egypt. 

The evidence that Cretan caves (Marinatos, 1 962) were in some cases' 
simultaneously smithies and cult-centres provides an explanation of the groups 
of smiths at Pylos who are designated by the name ofPotnia; and it is tempting 
to wonder if the Pylian metal industry may not have been established by 
refugees from the Cretan disaster consequent upon the eruption of Thera in 
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the fifteenth century a . c .  The references to metal goods as 'of Cretan work ' 
(ke-re-si-jo we-ke) may perhaps confirm this speculation. 

p. 1 38t Further study has confirmed that the Pylos tablets 56-60 indicate emergency 
measures taken by the king to guard against a raid from the sea. Those who 
insist that the destructions which all over Greece characterize the end of the 
LH I l l  b period were due to invaders moving wholly by land must not over
look this very clear evidence. The invaders, whoever they were, and Dorians 
now seem to be weak candidates for this title, must have operated, like the 
Persians of 480 B.c., by both land and sea; the Pylian kingdom was surely 
difficult to attack by land, for there are only two feasible routes, along the 
narrow coastal strip ofTriphylia, or through the passes of Arcadia. 

The fal l  of Knossos remains a mystery, but it is worth considering the 
negative fact, which remains true despite much excavation, that clay tablets 
in Linear B script have not been found in Crete outside Knossos, although 
there is now evidence for the later use of the script on jars at K ydonia ( Khania) 
and possibly at the east coast sites, if they are really the origin of some of the 
inscribed jars found at Thebes. This must be contrasted with the distribution 
of Linear A tablets over all the known Minoan palaces from Hagia Triada to 
Zakros. Taken together with the enormous degree of centralized control which 
the Knossos tablets prove, it is tempting to suggest that the cause of the fall of 
Knossos was primarily the overcentralization of the administration of Crete 
in the LM 11 period, which provoked a reaction from the outlying areas. The 
Knossian kingdom then in LM I l l  would have disintegrated into a collection 
of smaller states, a situation which seems also to have been reflected in the 
distribution of Palaces and archives in the Minoan period ; it is hard to 
believe that a Minoan ruler ofKnossos, even if nominally suzerain ofPhaistos, 
can have exercised the same degree of detailed control which we see, for 
instance, on the sheep and wool tablets of the Linear B period. 

p. ,4ot Names of places at Knossos beginning o- and q- are now certain;  in the latter 
case the effect was due to identifying qa as pa2• 

p. ,4,t The lists of place names on pp. 146-50 have not been corrected, but the names 
are fully discussed in the Glossary. It now seems clear that se-to-i-Ja is not 
Setaia, for apart from the phonetic difficulty it appears that this name is to be 
located in the central area. We might perhaps add to the list of names which 
can be located Kantanos and Kadiston Oros, both doubtful (see Glossary, s.v. 
ka-ta-no1 and ka-di-ti-Ja). More significant is the occurrence of o-du-ru-wi-Jo, 
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ethnic of the town o-du-ru-we, on a jar found at Thebes; and of wa-to no less 
than nine times on Theban jars. These might be dismissed as a coincidence, 
had it not been shown that the analysis of the clay of these vessels agrees closely 
with that from Zakros and Palaikastro respectively (Catling and Millett, 1965). 
The conclusions to be drawn from clay analysis are still imperfectly under
stood, but it is strange that two quite independent lines of investigation should 
suggest a Cretan origin. For a ful l  discussion of the location ofthe Cretan names 
see Chadwick, 1 973. 

p. •· P�  The question of the location of Homeric Pylos is too vast to be discussed here. 
Since 1 955 my views on the authenticity of the account of Mycenaean Greece 
preserved by Homer have changed, and I now believe the Homeric evidence 
to be almost worthless for this purpose. One major reason is precisely the 
complete lack of contact between Mycenaean geography as now known from 
the tablets and from archaeology on the one hand, and from the Homeric 
accounts on the other. The attempts which have been made to reconcile them, 
as on p. r 43, are unconvincing ; and it should be noted that the sole coinci
dence between the Catalogue's list of towns in Nestor's kingdom and the Nine 
Towns of the Pylos tablets, a-pu2=Ahr\J, must now be withdrawn, for even if 
initial al- can optionally be written a- rather than a3-, pu2 seems to be always 
phu (or possibly once bu). Mycenaean E-re-e is now known to belong to the 
Further Province, which is apparently excluded by Homer from Nestor's 
kingdom. 

It is of course possible to claim that the Homeric account dates from a 
different phase of the Mycenaean period from the tablets. But even so it is 
incredible that the names would have changed so dramatically over a period 
of even two hundred years, unless some major cataclysm had intervened. Hope 
Simpson and Lazenby ( 1 970) have therefore proposed a date in LH IIIc for 
the Catalogue of the Ships; but they ignore the fact that Ano Englianos was 
then a ruin, and cannot be Nestor's Pylos. 

The only way out of the impasses into which Homer leads us is to cut the 
Gordian knot and reject Homer as containing more than a distant and con
fused recollection of the Mycenaean age. Whether Nestor was an historical 
character or not, we have no means of telling; what is certain is that his 
historicity is totally irrelevant to our appreciation of the Homeric poems. 

' 

p. 142t In the first stages of our work it was natural to look for all possible identifica
tions of Mycenaean place names with classical ones ; but it is now clear that 
this method is unproductive, at least in this area, for continuity between 
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Mycenaean and later times seems to have been slight. The name of Pylas 
survived, but its location changed ; most of the other Mycenaean names either 
died out or became too unimportant to have been recorded by the Greek 
geographers. It must be remembered that our most detailed account of 
Messenian geography comes from Strabo, and is thus some twelve centuries 
distant from the period of the tablets. The problem is discussed at more length 
in Chadwick, 1963a. 

The identification of [Ku]-pa-ri-so with the site represented by modern 
K yparissia still seems probable, at least as a general location, if not the exact 
spot. Ri-jo is likely to be the modern Koroni, for the promontory more con
spicuous on the map, Cape Akritas, is barren and uninhabitable. The name 
Ne-do-wo-ta-de must surely refer to the river Nedon, on which modern Kala
mata stands, or a town near it. But the other names for which sites in Arcadia 
or Elis have been suggested now look very improbable; and it is more likely 
that classical Aovaoi in Arcadia owes its name to refugees from Mycenaean 
Ro-u-so than that the Pylian kingdom extended north-eastwards beyond the 
Messenian valley. 

The attempts to locate the northern frontier on or even beyond the Alpheios 
owe much to the unsound testimony of Homer. If Pi-*82 is Piswa (Chad wick, 
rg68a), this does not mean that we must include classical maa in the kingdom, 
any more than Ko-ri-to must be the classical K6ptv6os. U-ru-pi-ja-jo, now that 
we understand Mycenaean phonology better, cannot be associated with 
'OA.V(.lTTia and is probably a name beginning Wru-. 

Archaeology has shown that the valley of the Kyparissia river is thickly 
strewn with Mycenaean sites, but there is a natural gap to the north, along the 
line of the river Neda. This frontier allows us to confine the Pylian kingdom to 
plausible limits ; and Pi-*82, which is the most northerly of the major areas of 
the Hither Province, in which Pylas itself is situated, can then be well inland 
up the Kyparissia river valley, for it and the next town on the list, Me-ta-pa, 
have connexions with the Further Province. Pa-ki-Ja-ne must be close to Pylas 
(cf. PY 172=Tn 3 16) .  A-ke-re-wa is a coastal town to the south, probably on 
the bay of Navarino. Ka-ra-do-ro = Kharadros ' the Ravine ' (or possibly dual or 
plural?) must be in the extreme south of the peninsula, and a suitable site, 
dominated by two great ravines, exists at Phoinikous. 

The location of the Further Province (Pe-ra3-ko-ra-i-ja, see p. r 44) is thus 
beyond the mountain range which divides the coastal strip from the Messenian 
valley. It probably does not extend down much of the west side of the gulf, 
since Koroni belongs to the Hither Province; and the east side, leading to the 
M ani, is difficult of access. No place name can be identified east of the Nedon, 
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and the coast-guard tablets list only one town of the Further Province, 
Ti-mi-to-a-ke-e, thus suggesting that it has a short coastline. 

A suggestion made by Wyatt ( 1962), and further refined in an article by 
C. Shelmerdine in course of publication, on the way the figures were grouped 
in the assessments of the M a tablets leads to the interesting conclusion that the 
Further Province consisted of four sectors containing the following towns: 

(a) Ra-wa-ra-ta2 
(b) E-sa-re-wi-Ja, Za-ma-e-wi-Ja 
(c) A-[lja]-ta2, Sa-ma-ra, Ti-mi-to-a-kt-t 
(d) E-ra-te-rt-wt, A-te-re-wi-ja 

The principle behind the groups is that each makes approximately the same 
contribution; groups (a) and (b) are paired, and so are (c) and (d). This 
grouping is very unlikely to be arbitrary, but must correspond to the geo
graphical arrangement of the towns. The Messenian valley is bisected by 
natural features, the rivers running from north to south, and less obviously by 
the Skala hills running cast and west; thus the four groups are likely to answer 
to the four geographical sectors. Since we have in 257 = J n 829 a linear list of 
the Seven Towns (in Ma increased to eight by splitting E-re-i into two), and 
this begins in the Further Province at the coast ( Ti-mi-to-a-ke-e), it is possible 
to guess the likely distribution of the sectors : (a) south-east, (b) north-east, 
(c) south-west, (d) north-west. 

p. 145t The supposition that slave-women came from Asia Minor can perhaps be 
reinforced by the identifications of A-*64-,ja as possibly Aswiai ' women of 
Asia ', the older name for Lydia, and Ze-pu2-ra3 as derived from an old name 
of HaJikarnassos. But rather than imagine piratical raids by the ships of Pylos 
on these distant coasts, we can explain these epithets as indicating the trading
posts through which slaves, coming perhaps from inland areas, passed into 
Greek control: see above, p. 410. 

P· 146t The entries making up these lists are now to be found in their alphabetical 
positions in the Glossary (pp. 528-94). 
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CHAPTER VI 

L I S T S  O F  P E R S O N N E L  

p. • 55t Despite much that has been written on this subject, the views propounded 
here still seem the most probable. I t  is certain that we have a census of women 
and their children of menial status, about three-quarters of whom are located 
in Pylos, the remainder at a few other places, especially Leuktron, which 
appears to be the main royal establishment in the Further Province. Study of 
the scribal hands of the Aa tablets enables us to divide them into two sets 
corresponding to the two Provinces; the Ab tablets, however, have no entries 
for the Further Province. Thus either the record is incomplete, which accounts 
for the preservation of last year's records as well, or the rationing of the 
women in the Further Province is not carried out from Pylos. The argument 
against the latter view is that this does not account for the frequent, though 
minor, discrepancies in the numbers between the Aa and Ab tablets. 

p. •57t The principle on which the amount of the supplement is calculated was 
demonstrated by Palmer ( I 959, pp. I 37-42) and Ota ( 1 959) following im
proved readings by Bennett ( 1 95 7). The supplements are: T 2 correlating 
with TA;  T 5 correlating with D A ;  T 7 or T 9 both correlating with D A TA (i.e. 
T 7 = D A  I T A  1 ,  T 9 = D A  I T A  2) .  I t  has been suggested that these are 
rations for extra personnel (guards or supervisors) not recorded among the 
women; but it is easier to regard them as extra payments given to certain 
women already counted in the group who act as charge-hands or supervisors. 
One tablet (Ab 555) shows an impossibly large supplement ; Palm er ( 1963a,  
p. 1 I 7) ingeniously explained this as  w H EAT 16 written in error for w HEAT 
12 T 4 which would bring the supplement within the normal range. On the 
absolute values of the metric signs see p. 394· 

p. •s8t 2 = Aa 8 1 5. The translation ' nurses ' should now be abandoned ; see Glossary. 

p ,59t 4 = Aa 240. The separation of the Aa tablets into two sets relating to the two 
Provinces shows that Aa 89 refers to Leuktron, Aa 240 to Pylos. 

p. •59! 7 =Aa 7 1 7. ro-u-so is not to be identified with /\ovaoi in Arcadia, but another 
place of this name, probably sing. Lousos. 
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P· •6ot 12 =A a 67 1 .  ' Musicians ' and ' sweepers ' were guesses which now appear 
improbable; see Glossary. 

p. •6 • t  1 3  =Ad 69 1 .  pa-u•o-ko-qe may be rather pan-worgiin q"e ' and of the maids-of-all
work ' ;  see Chadwick ( t g67a). 

p. • 6 • !  14=Ad 697 .  The second restoration of the top line seems preferable since 
forms corresponding to Att. !3ov::\ollat but with e-vowel are dialectally more 
remote from Mycenaean. 

p. 163t The abbreviation pe is likely on the analogy of its use in describing sheep (see 
p. 433) to stand for perusinwai ' of last year', not of course referring to their 
birth as in the case of the sheep, but perhaps their recruitment to this group. 
Similarly za may stand for za-we-te (or an adjectival derivative) = tsawetes 
' this year'. tu may be for thugatir 'daughter' (see Killen, 1 966a) .  

p .  163! 18 = Ak 6 1 1 .  

lo-le-ja is likely to be an occupational term rather than an ethnic. 
de-di-lcu-ja : it has been suggested by Chantraine ( 1 957, p. 243) that tllis is not an 

incorrect spelling but a per( pple. of tl1e root of l:ieiKVVIJt = ' assigned (to work) ' .  
But if di-da-ka-re is  correctly connected with the root of l:itl:iCtO'Kw, the question of an 
erroneous form here must remain open. The distinction of ' under instruction' and 
'with instruction completed' is a valid one. 

p. •6311 19 = Ak 627. The join with 7025 reveals the first word of line 1 as da-* 22-to, a 
well-known place name, and confirms the restorations at the beginning of 
lines 2 and 3 ·  

P ·  •65t 2 3 = Ag 1 654. I t  now appears probable that M A Ne is nothing but  a scribal 
variant of the ordinary form of M A N. 

P· •66t 26=An 292. I t  should be noted that this is only the first four lines of a long 
tablet. Presumably other Aa tablets would have been abstracted on the same 
tablet. It is possible that si-to-ko-wo is not nominative plural but dative singular, 
that is to say, this is a list for the official in charge of issuing the rations, for i t  
is hardly likely that all 53 women, not to mention those o n  the lost part o f  the 

list, were measurers of grain. 

p. 167t do-qe-ja : the unverifiable suggestion has been made (by Palmer, rg63a, p. 1 28) that this 
is the name of a goddess, cf. di-wi-ja do-e-ra in line 5, which is almost certainly 
' slave of the goddess Diwia '. 
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p.  167! ku-te-re-u-pi : it would be equally possible to regard the suffix -phi as having ablative 
meaning. In any case the word functions as a place name. 

p. 168t e-e-to : no convincing explanation of this form has emerged, but it has yet to be shown 
that any tablet conveys orders; it would therefore seem that an imperative can be 
excluded. It is possible that it represents ehmto aor. mid. of il)�l (cf. grd sing. eiTo). 

p. 168! 29= Am 821 .  Corrections: l .  1 �-mi-to for ti-mi-to ; l. 2 begins ]!l'!l·we !q.-rq.. 
e-qe-ta-e: this reading is confirmed and seems to be the dual ending of masc. a-stems. 
t-mi-to, if correct, is obscure. 
o-pa: Palmer ( r g63a, p. 437) distinguishes three words, making this a goddess, the 

same spelling a place in Ce 50, and a sense ' work-shop' elsewhere. If we substitute a 
meaning such as 'contribution' for 'work-shop', there is nothing to prevent us from 
understanding all examples as the same word. The true meaning is probably more 
precise than this, but cannot be exactly determined. An etymology from *soq•a 
must now be excluded. 

P· 16gt 30=Ae 264. The gen. du-ni-jo-(jo) is restored on the analogy of Ae 8, which 
ends with the same three words. No satisfactory explanation has yet been given 
of me-tu-ra or su-ra-se. 

P· 17°t 33 = Ae 26. The reading pe-T'fl� seems to be epigraphically preferable, though 
less easy to interpret. Possibly a man's name, since workers at Knossos are 
often listed as o-pi a man, apparently meaning ' in the workshop of', ' chez'. 

p. qo! 34=Am 601 

e-so-to : the future es(s)ontoi is preferable to an imperative because of the abst:'Ce of 
orders on the tablets. 

p. qo� 35 = Am 819. There is no doubt that the crescent-shaped ideogram stands for 
M O N T H ;  cf. 89= E  777. The ration is extremely important for i t  gives the 
equation I8x + 8y=T 97f, where x = a  man's ration and y = a  boy's ration. I t  
can be shown mathematically that the only values for x and y which give a 
plausible solution are x=y= T 3t (i.e. -o go, which allows a ration of -o 3 per 
day, allowing 30 days to the lunar month) : sec Chad wick ( 1964a, pp. 323-4) .  
Barley rations in  antiquity were calculated as approximately double those of 
wheat, thus T 3f of barley is a reasonable equivalent of T 2 of wheat. That 
this figure is appropriate for men as well as women (see p. 418) is confirmed 
by a text from Mycenae, Au 658.4: to-so M A N  20 si-to W H E A T  4 (i.e. 
T 2 per man). 

p. qott 36 = B 817 .  There can be little doubt that ku-su-to-ro-qa means ' aggregate', a 
meaning possessed by Greek OV<TTpo<pi}. But the discovery that pa2 is qa and 
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always represents a labio-velar raises a complication, since <rrpeq>c..> is normally 
derived from * slrebh- not * slreg"h-. Hence other interpretations have been 
proposed, such as a derivative of the root of Tphrc..> (cf. lo-ro-qo, to-qi-de). But 
it is perhaps easier to assume that, as in the case of Tprnw, the classical form 
represents a contamination of the labial and labio-velar suffixes. 

p. • 7 •t 38 =As 1 5 16. Corrections: I. 8 wa-du-[.]-to MAN  I ;  I. IO  a-la-�e-u [MA N  I] .  
It  is  true that the paragraph running from lines 12  to 19 contains the MAN 
ideogram 24 times before the total MEN 23 ;  but the first paragraph (lines 
2-1 I )  apparently has only 3 1  entries, including that after a-nu-wi-ko in line 2. 
The last is damaged and the total is lost. 

p. , 7,t 39 =As 1 5 1 7. Corrections : I. 8 read ku-pa-nu-we-lo; I. I 4 read a3-ni-jo. 

o-pi e-sa-rt-we: probably 'in the work-shop of E.'. If so, /eiq�omenoi probably means in 
effect ' unassigned'. It is perhaps more likely that to-ro-no-wo-ko is dative in agreement 
with e-sa-re-we than nominative plural, but the practical effect is slight, since the 
three men in the work-shop of a chair-maker presumably follow the same trade. 

p. •73t 40 =An 261 .  Corrections: 11. 2-5 the first word should be transcribed o-two
we-o (see below) ; I. 6 read ku-!�-r�-u ; 11. 1 5- tS, readjustment of the fragments 
produces a l�xl in three lines only : 

15 Jke-ro-si-ja a[ ] M A N  1 
16 ke-ro-],rf;i(Z [ ] -ka-[.] MAN I 
17 ke-ro-J,ri-;i<Z o-p(Z-[.] [MAN I 

The meaning of ke-ro-si-ja, whatever its etymology, is plainly some kind of 
group associated with a local official. Palmer ( I963a, pp. 228 f.} ,  regarding 
qa-si-re-u = �acnA€VS as a ' foreman ' in charge of smiths, rejects the association 
with y£povaia. But if a 13aatAWS may be the local ruler of a community of 
smiths, it does not seem impossible that the senior members of the community 
should make up a council or senate. It is unnecessary to suppose that the terms 
arc incompatible. On the bronzesmiths see p. 509. 

o-two-we-o : it was shown by Lejeunc ( r962a) that sign *66- ta1 was to be distinguished 
from the sign which occurs only on this tablet as the second sign of this word. It js 
now numbered *91 and assigned the value two, since there is no doubt that it is the 
same man who is mentioned as o-lo-!P!I[ in line 7 of the reverse; perhaps o-lo-rpp[ -we-o] 
should be restored there. He is therefore perhaps the same man as the smith of 
2SS=Jn 658. The variant spelling on the reverse (also a-pi-o-tofa-pi-jo-to) is due to 
a change in scribal hand. 
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P ·  174t 41 = An 35. The fact that masons arc already located at  Pylos and Leuktron 
is explained by the fact that Lcuktron is the administrative centre of the 
Further Province (see p. 4 18 ) .  
tu-ru-pte-ri-ja : now interpreted as strupliritis (o-rpvlTTI)pla, a rare variant of O'TV'IITT')pia; 

see Pugliesc Carratelli, 1962, p. 7, Chadwick, 1964b, p. 23) 'alum'. 
o-no: although etymologically still obscure, there is little doubt that the meaning of 

this term is approximately 'object given in exchange', ' consideration ' and thus 
equivalent to ' price' ;  sec Chadwick, 1 964b, pp. 2 1-6. The absence of f in Cretan 
Av&, etc., has been traditionally explained as due to precocious loss before o ;  but it 
seems at least possible that the etymological connexions are unsound. Thus Furu
mark's suggestion wvos may not be wrong. The use of alum was mainly for dyeing, 
but when Amasis of Egypt gave the Delphians 1000 talents of it for the temple of 
Apollo (Herodotus 11 180), was this sold to provide funds or was it actually used for the 
temple? 

P· '75t The connexion of Aq 2 1 8  (formerly An29) with Aq 64 (formerly Sn0 1 )  is now 
generally admitted, and their prefixes have been changed to Aq to emphasize 
this fact. It is certain that o-da-a2 (Aq 64. 12, 2 18 . 1 ,9) is a word used to intro
duce the second and subsequent paragraphs of a document; it therefore 
follows that 2 1 8  which begins with this word cannot be the first tablet of this 
set. In spite of this Palmer ( 1963a, pp. 14o-6) has arranged the tablets in 
reverse order, assuming that another tablet is lost and that the broken entry 
in Aq 64 began with another o-da-a2• His argument is that 2 1 8  proceeds from 
M E N  to ZE and therefore 64 with no men but ZE throughout should follow. 
This is not impossible, but it is an unnecessary assumption. It should be 
observed that the entries throughout the two tablets each begin with a man's 
name; it is only those who ought to do something (a-na-ke-e o-pe-ro-te 2 18 . 1 )  
who are simply listed as MEN .  I t  is also to be observed (cf. p .  1 75) that the 
names on 64 have titles which demonstrate their importance (ko-re-le, mo-ro-qa), 
whereas those in 2 1 8  do not seem to rank higher than ' priest '  (i-je-re-u). 
Finally, the second paragraph of 64 is headed ko-to-na e-ko-te=ktoinans 
ekhontes ' holders of plots ', the second paragraph of 2 1 8  a-ko-to-no = aktoinoi 
' plot-less', which is not only the logical order but is precisely paralleled by the 
formulas of the Jn tablets (talasitin ekhontrsfatalasioi, see p. 352) .  

The signjficance of the document is still uncertain despite much discussion. 
The abbreviation z E is elsewhere used for zeugos ' pair', ' yoke', not only of 
animals like oxen and horses but also of inanimate objects like wheels. I t  is 
possible that it here abbreviates a different word altogether, though it is hard 
to see what. An alternative approach has been suggested by Ruiperez ( 1956, 
t957) ,  that zeugos here has the sense of a measure of land, i.e. the amount that 
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can be ploughed with a yoke of oxen, a semantic development seen in Latin 
iugenan, which is a singular reformed from the plural iugera equivalent to 
3E\Jyea. Hence Ruiperez concludes that the document relates to the division 
and allocation of land-holdings. Against this it might be argued that the 
second paragraph of 218 shows z E entries against names which are listed as 
aktoinoi ' having no plot ' ;  but z E might refer to a future allocation, or they 
might hold land other than ktoinai. The sense of e-ke-jo-to is unclear. Ruiperez 
also proposes that the mysterious ideogram I is a subdivision of z E, but its 
correlation with the verb a-ke-re-se (see p. 1 75) is against this, and it is not 
confirmed by its independent use at Knossos, as Ruiperez admits. 

The key to the whole document undoubtedly lay in the damaged first line 
of 64, and it must be observed that Bennett has now abandoned the reading 
given here and reads simply ]-re-wi-jo-te. While this does not exclude the 
restoration [qa-n]-re-wi:io-te, it  must be noted that the way is now open to 
other restorations, (e.g. [i·:Je]-re-wi-jo-le= hieriwyontes ' serving as priests ' ) .  
Another word must have preceded. In any ca�e it seems clear that it i s  a 
present participle . 

p. •76t 43 =Aq 64 (formerly Sn). Readings : I. 1 ]-re-wi-jo-te. 

mo-ro-qa (-pa2} : the labio-velar sign will here represent *k'w, as in i-qo = hrrros, hence we 
should transcribe by a double consonant: mo(i)ro-qq"lis. 

i-*65:  the most likely value for *65 is ju. It is possible that i-ju is the nominative of a 
Mycenacan word for 'son ' :  sec Glossary. 

te-ra-ni-ja: the analogy of other entries, especially line 5, might lead to the identification 
of this word as a substantive in apposition to i-*65 ;  if the analogy is exact, it would 
be an official title and po-so-ri-jo-no would then have to be a place name; cf. 258 = 
Jo 438 edge. But this analysis leaves the repetition a-ke-re-se . . .  o-a-ke-re-st un
explained, though it could be mere error, cf. to-to to-to in line 1 4. 

e-qt-o a-to-mo : the second word might be a title in KN C 979, where the other mem
bers of the set have du-ma (C 1030, C 1039, C 7057 ?) or da-mo-ko-ro (C 7058) in the 
same position in the formula. But this will hardly fit J n 832.9 : a-to-mo ka-kt-we 
a-ke-te, and better sense may be obtained by taking it to mean 'guild (of craftsmen}', 
which has the advantage that it enables us to identify the word with ap61-16s ' union', 
' league'. It is, however, still difficult to explain ka-ke-we which seems to be nomina
tive plural in apposition to a-to-mo singular, as confirmed by a-ke-te ; cf. ka-ke-we 
a-Ice-le-re in line 1 .  If correct, po-ki-ro-qo may then be genitive, Poikiloquos, rather than 
nominative. e-qe-o could then be genitive singular in agreement with Poikiloquos, 
or genitive plural further defining the trade practised by the guild. There is no reason 
why a list of local officials should not contain a corporate body of this kind. I t  is 
never safe to press the analogy of corresponding entries too far. 

o-da-a2: the usage of this word as introducing the second and subsequent paragraphs 
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of a list make it certain that it contains a connective particle. Hence we should 
analyse it as M d(e) with another particle of the approximate form *alra giving 
intensifying force. The whole word will therefore translate 'and thus', the verb 
or other phrase which introduced the first paragraph being understood with it. 
This analysis is confirmed by the variant forms o-� PY 250 = Vn 20, which stands 
at the head of an isolated tablet and hence lacks the connective; and by o-de-qa-a1 
PY 304 = 0n 300, to be analysed as M de q•(e) aha; see p. 467 ; Chadwick, 197 1 ,  
pp. 102-3. 

p. 177t 44=Aq (formerly An) 218. Corrections: l. 16  read qo-te-wo with no sign lost 
before it. 
a-na-ke-e: the interpretation anagehen has been generally accepted, but there is no 

agreement on its meaning; suggestions range from ' put to sea' to ' trace boundary 
furrows ' .  

da-i-ja-ke-re-u : the interpretation ' divider of lands' has been enthusiastically welcomed 
by those who see this document as concerned with allocations ofland, but it remains 
very questionable. 

p. r78t 45=An 830. Corrections : I. 2 at right ]ke-je-me[-no; I. 3 at left di-ri-wa-[ ;  I. 6 
read e-so for e-o ; 1. 8 ro-ro-ni-Ja ; I. 1 o qo-]!l-�?-r? M E N  18 [ ] • 

e-so: conceivably enso= eiaw with a-te-re-wi-ja genitive or accusative ' inside A.'. 
ko-re-te-ri-jo: adjective from ko-re-te (a local official). 

p. 1 79t A new set of 9 tablets from Pylos classified Ac appears to l�st men of the 
principal towns forming work-groups. The place-names preserved are ka-ra
do-ro, pi-*82, a-ke-re-wa, me-ta-pa (all among the Nine Towns ·of the Hither 
Province) ; two tablets begin with ethnics, pe-ti-ni-Jo (pe-to-no one of the Nine 
Towns) and te-mi-ti-jo (from ti-mi-to-a-ke-e, see Glossary, one of the Seven 
Towns of the Further Province). The place name or ethnic is followed by 
M E N  and a number ranging from 10  to 6g and, in every case but one, o-pe-ro 
M E N  and a smaller number. In  Ac 1276 o-pe-ro was written and then deleted. 
It would seem that the groups were almost all below strength; for the use of 
o-pe-ro 'deficit', ' not present ' in lists of persons, cf. Ad 35 7 and its abbreviation 
o in l l = Ad 671 .  

· 

301 =Ac 1 275 

302= Ac 1 280 
pe-ti-ni-jo M E N  (ig o-pe-ro M A N  1 

me-ta-pa M E N  22 o-pe-ro M A N  7 

P· ' 79! There arc now a few more broken tablets of this type from Myccnae and an 
interesting parallel list of women (see below, p. 425). 
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p. 1 79� 46=Au 102. Corrections : I. 5 read ko-no- [.]-du-ro-qe ; it appears that the third 
sign is not pu2 and may be an otherwise unknown sign. Some of the names 
reappear on other tablets which are lists of men's names : na-su-to, te-ra-wo 
and mo-i-da are among nine names on Au 657, e-ke-ne and te-ra-wo on Au 653, 
na-su-to on Au 660. This suggests that au-wi-ja-to on Au 653 and Au 657 is a 
variant spelling of au-ja-to (if this is not simply an error, but the scribe is 
different). The name might be Auiator (for * Auto-iator ' self-healer ' ) :  see 
Lejeune, rg66a, p. 25. 

i-jo-qe: it has been suggested that i-jo is a variant of i-*65 (if to be read i-ju) and means 
'son'. The parallel of vl6s/vi\ls is remarkable, but i- can hardly represent hui-. To 
accept this it would be necessary to suppose that two words, an o-stem *hios and a 
u-stem *huius had become contaminated, with different results in Mycenaean and 
classical Greek: see i-*65 in Glossary. While not impossible, this theory must be 
regarded as so far unproved. The strongest argument in favour of i-jo-qe = 'and son' 
is the parallel of tu-ka-te-qe 'and daughter' in the list of women quoted below. It 
may be irrelevant that Au 657 is headed simply i-jo-te, which is probably iontes 
' about to go', as in a more explicit context in PY 53 = An I .  

p. 179ft 303 =V 659 
I wo-di-je-ja de-mi-ni-ja 1 
2 ma-no a-re-ka-sa-da-ra-q� 2 
3 n-su-ra qo-ta-qe 2 
' e-ri-tu-pi-na te-o-do-ra-qe 2 
S 0-(0-WO-Wl")t tu-ka-te-qe 2 
6 a-ne-a2 tu-ka-te-qe 2 
7 pi-ro-wo-na ki-ra-qe 2 
8 [.]ka-ro ke-ti-de-qe 2 
9 ]-ri-mo-qe '2 

10 ]ma-ta-qe '2 
11 ]*Q.;:o 
12 ]q� '2 
13 

R I G H T E D G E :  i-ri-[.] ! ke-ra-so ki-ra-qe 2 

wo-di-Je-ja : a woman's name also found at Knossos and Pylos, perhaps Wordida (cf. 
ethnic ·Po61eVs). ' 

de-mi-ni-ja : there is a striking parallel in PY V n 851 ,  a list of names each with the 
numeral 1 and a check-mark but no ideogram, headed by a line of which nothing 
remains but the word de-mi-ni-ja at the right. Notice that here too it cannot be a 
woman's name, since the numeral is 1 (i.e. wo-di-je-ja), and all lines containing two 
names have the second ending in -qe. The interpretation demnia = 6t�o�v1a ' beds' or 
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' bedding' imposes itself. Were these women requiring accommodation and being 
issued with bedding? 

ma-no : this name, together with a-ne-a2 and ke-ra-so, reappears in MY 93 = Fo 101, 
where in default of evidence they were taken as masculine. 

a-re-ka-sa-da-ra-q,: the last sign is damaged but looks more like ka than qe; if so, it is 
clearly a scribal error. The name is Alexandrii. 

te-o-do-ra-qe: Theodorii q"e. 
lu-ka-te-qe: thugatir q"e 'and daughter'. That this is not a name is evident from its 

repetition in successive lines. The same argument might be applied to ki-ra-qe 
( I .  7, edge), and this may represent a noun: gillii ' infant' ,  cf. V�:oyat-6s and the 
name r!t-1-os. 

]ma-ta-qe: restore perhaps [ko-]ma-ta-qe, cf. 93 = Fo 1 0 1 .6. 

P· 1 79H 47=Am 826 

te-re-ta: the implications of this title arc still far from clear, some contexts suggesting a 
religious connexion, others a class of land-holders ; see pp. 1 20, 408. It is a little 
curious that this class, which is clearly not of humble status, should be so numerous 
at one town and coupled with carpenters. 

p. tSot 48 = B I 0 I .  The reading is certainly a3-te-re. 

p. tSot In  an attempt to account for some puzzling features in these lists Olivier 
( I  g6o) has suggested that some at least are lists of temple servants ; e.g. the 
pu-ka-wo ' fire kindlers ' might be the guardians of the sacred fire. There does 
not seem to be a sufficiently large group of titles with expressly religious 
implications to make this convincing. The pu-ka-wo might equally have such a 
humble task as charcoal-burning. 

p. t8o1! 49= An 427. Correction : I. 3 pi-pu-te, the pu is very doubtful. 

a-pu2-we: the identification with Alnv is to be rejected, since we should expect a3-
sometimes to be used for initial ai-, and pu2 stands for phu and perhaps bu. 

o. t8ott SO= An 39. Corrections: I. 1 I read e-]to-wo-ko M E N  4 ; reverse I. 8 [ ]qo-ta-wo 

��J.:-1[ .  

p .  r82t 5 1 =  An 18 .  Correction : 1 .  1 1 after to-so te- illegible. 

te-ko-to-na-pe:  this word is analysed by Palm er ( 1963 a, p. 132) as a place name, because 
some at least of the entries on this tablet consist of place names, but the analogy of 
texts such as An 424 shows that such lists do not repeat the place name for each entry, 
and we must not expect the same consistency from a Mycenaean scribe as a modern 
scholar. The word is discussed at length by Chadwick ( 1 967b), and although the 
place-name theory cannot be disproved the arguments against it arc strong. 
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p. 182! 52 =An 207 

po-ku-ta : pos-lchutai is improbable, partly because there is no evidence for the apocope 
of Myc. posi (Arc. TI()s). The adjective po-ku-te-ro can only be explained if the base is 
po-ku- to which the suffixes, -tiis and -teros arc added. 

ra-pte-re: perhaps men who sew leather rather than cloth = '  saddlers ' :  cf. ra-pte-ri-ja 
a-ni-ja PY 323 = Sb 1 315  ' reins with saddlers' work'. 

p. 184t The first group of tablets remains a collection of isolated documents, but the 
o-ka tablets have been intensively studied, and their structure has been largely 
elucidated, though many details remain obscure. The geography of the south
western Peloponnese, combined with archaeological field-work, makes it 
highly probable that the kingdom of Pylos was confined to the area between 
the rivers Neda in Triphylia and the Nedon on which the modern Kalamata 
stands, since this is a coherent area with satisfactory lines of inland communica
tion. The alleged references to Elis must be discounted ; neither of the names 
corresponds exactly, and in any case it is all too frequent for a place name to 
be duplicated. 

The total number of men listed on this set (excluding those named) is not 
less than 780; several figures may be incomplete. All the units are multiples 
of ro and range from ro to r ro. This in itself is sufficient to disprove the 
suggestion that this document records the mobilization of the Pylian army. 
For even if it were as small as this, which is highly improbable, it would be 
madness to divide it into small units, not one of which could be expected to 
hold off for long a large raiding party. It is therefore clear that the purpose of 
this organization is not strictly defensive but to provide an early warning 
system to guard against an unobserved landing. 

These 780 or more men are spaced out irregularly round the coast (opihala 
' coastal regions') in ten sectors, which are described as o-ka, whatever the 
correct interpretation of the word. Their location is not always clear, partly 
because the place name does not always occupy the same position in the 
formula, and also because many of the place names do not recur elsewhere. 
In § 1  the place name o-wi-to-no stands immediately after the heading ma-re-wo 
o-ka ; in § 2  there is no place name here because the two detachments of troops 
are at different places, 20 men at a2-ru-wo-te and 20 at a3-ta-re-u-si. Where 
Nedwatas, the commander of the o-ka, had his head-quarters is not specifiea, 
perhaps because it was too well known to the writer. In § 3 the o-ka of Tros is 
at ro-o-wa, but the 1 10 men of his detachment are at a2-ra-tu-wa. §4 is made 
more difficult by lacunae; perhaps ka-ke-[ is the beginning of a place name, 
and line 10 is apparently irregular, leaving us in doubt which of these words, 
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if any, is a place. § 5 is remarkable since the location of neither the o-ka of 
Klumenos nor his detachment of 50 men is specified. Since they are natives of 
me-ta-pa, it may be presumed that they are in that general area ; again it may 
have been sufficiently obvious to the writer where Klumenos, who was the 
ko-re-te of i-te-re-wa (43 =Aq 64), would dispose his guards. §6 also departs 
from the normal formula; it is unclear whether to-wa is a place or a man. 
Wa-wo-u-de is likely to be a topographical term, but whether it is the location 
or place of origin of the troops can only be guessed. The detachment of 6o 
men is, exceptionally, made up of five separate units. 

§ 7 is more regular. The o-ka of Wapalos is located at ne-wo-ki-to, but the 
number of his detachment is not given, for sa-pi-da takes the place of the usual 
M E N + number. It is tempting to search for some word as an interpretation 
which could serve as a substitute for a number (e.g. 'as required', ' as avail
able ') ,  but no plausible suggestion has been made. A subsidiary detachment 
of 20 men is at ne-wo-ki-to wo-wi-ja; if wo-wi-ja is worwia= oplc:t. ' frontier', 
this will perhaps make sense. 

In §8 Dwoios has his o-ka and main detachment at a-ke-re-wa, an important 
town; but a small force of ro, specifically called young, are at u-wa-si. § g  
repeats the pattern of§ 2 :  no location for the o-ka, but troops at four different 
places. Finally Erkhomenatas in § ro  has his head-quarters at ti-mi-to a-ke-i, 
the only town named which is known to be in the Further Province, but his 
detachment is being sent to Nedwon (probably the only name with allative 
-de, but cf. wa-wo-u-de in §6). 

Each o-ka has also a short list of named men. A number of these reappear 
on other Pylos tablets, but there is always the danger that the name is borne 
by two men (cf. ma-re-u in § r o who duplicates the name of the commander of 
o-ka § 1 ) .  Thus the recurrence of some of these names among the bronzesmiths 
(]n tablets, see pp. 352 ff.) is probably without significance. But the presence 
of six of these names on the diptych 43 = Aq 64 and 44 = Aq 218  is hardly 
likely to be an accident: ma-ra-te-u, e-ta-u:o-ne-u (now restored at 57 = An 51 9.7) ,  
de-wi-jo (if really a name), e-ru-ta-ra, po-ki-ro-qo, pe-ri-me-de. Two also recur on 
258 = Jo 438 : e-ke-me-de and po-ki-ro-qo again, in the company of ne-da-wa-ta, 
commander of o-ka § 2 .  All this suggests that they are people of consequence, 
at least on a local level, and this confirms the idea that they are the subordinate 
officers of the o-ka, no doubt in charge of the various detachments. 

The fact that many of the place names are not mentioned elsewhere is 
understandable if we remember that the function of these detachments is to 
act as look-outs. They will not therefore be posted in sheltered bays and 
harbours where settlements are likely, but on uninhabited cliffs and pro-
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montories; they would, however, still have been based upon the nearest town. 
This fits well with the pattern seen on the tablets. The order of these tablets 
should be corrected to place 58 = An 654 before 57 = An 519. 

Divided among the ten o-ka are 1 1  e-qe-ta, each introduced with the formula 
' and with them (is) the e-qe-ta So-and-so '. But they are not regularly spaced 
out, one to each o-ka. § 8 has no less than three, while § 7 has two; § § 1 ,  3 and 6 
have none. But since this is the last item in the formula and clearly refers 
backwards, there is no reason why the e-qe-ta should not be attached to all the 
detachments listed between him and the previous one. Thus a-e-ri-qo-la will 
cover not only § 2 but § 1 as well, and this may be why his location is stated 
separately, at e-ra-po ri-me-ne= ElaphOn limenei ' Deer-harbour'. Similarly 
a-re-i-jo covers both §6 and the main sector of§ 7, while di-wi-je-u is attached 
only to the small group of men on the ' frontier ' .  We may well ask why the end 
of§ 7 and the whole of§8 require the presence of so many e-qe-ta; presumably 
this is the most dangerous area. This would agree well with the picture 
presented above (p. 4 14) , for the area of the Bay of Navarino is not only the 
most attractive site for a landing, but is also nearest to the Palace. 

The function of the e-qe-ta can only be explained by examining all the 
information we have about this class. The use of patronymic adjectives with 
their names implies that they were persons of importance; they possessed 
slaves, and textiles and chariot-whf:ds <'Ire named after them (see Glossary, 
s.v. e-qe-si-jo). This suggests that they must have been the owners of chariots, 
the elite of the Mycenaean army; and their name which means ' Follower' 
(classical enhi)s from E1TO�at) is best interpreted as follower of the king, the 
members of the court. Their allocation to duties in connexion with coast
guards must therefore be to provide liaison with the king's headquarters at 
Pylos. Since we know they possessed chariots, they will have had a means of 
quick communication, for their charioteers could be used as despatch-riders. 
The existence of a network of roads sui table for horse-drawn vehicles has been 
made extremely probable by the discovery of traces of such roads. The 
allocation of one e-qe-ta to cover the first two (i.e. the most northerly) o-ka is 
thus easily intelligible, for there can have been only one major road leading 
northwards in the vicinity of the coast. 

It is tempting to go even further and suppose that apart from their function 
as liaison officers the e-qe-ta were also commanders of regiments of the Pylian 
army. The obvious target for the raiding force will be the unfortified Palace; 
thus the strategy of defence must be to cover all the approaches to the Palace, 
but at the same time to concentrate the strongest forces on the most likely line 
of attack. The other regiments will be placed on good lines of communication, 
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so that they can be quickly moved in case of need. No raider knowing the 
location of the Palace can have failed to attempt a landing in the area of the 
Bay of N avarino ; and this is precisely the district which seems to be designated 
in §§ 7 and 8, for this is undoubtedly the location of A-ke-re-wa. 

The mysterious words o-ka-ra (o-ka-ra3) ,  kt-ki-de, i-wa-so, o-* 34-ta, ku-re-we, 
pe-di-je-we, u-ru-pi-Ja-jo, ko-ro-Jcu-ra-i-jo seem all to be descriptions of the troops 
used for these duties. Some look like ethnic adjectives, but if so the places from 
which they are named are not elsewhere mentioned on the tablets, and they 
contrast with the real ethnics such as o-wi-ti-ni-jo (56= An 65 7 .4) or ku-pa-ri-si-jo 
(ibid. 8, 10) from known places. Only one offers a plausible etymological 
explanation:  pe-di-Je-we is likely to be pediiwes from molov ' plainsmen ', 
though it  is not impossible that it is equivalent to m3oi ' foot-soldiers'. None 
of the guesses made for the rest are convincing. But some of these names 
reappear on the Na tablets (see pp. 395 ff.), where the groups of Jce-ki-dl', 
ko-ro-ku-ra-i-jo and u-ru-pi-ja-jo are said to ' possess' (land or its produce ?). 
Great efforts have been made to connect soldiers with flax (see below, p. 470) ; 
but perhaps the effort is vain, and the connexion is by way of a third term. 
I f  we regard the names on the o-ka tablets not as varieties of soldiers, but as 
tribal names, their reappearance on the flax-tablets would require no special 
explanation, since the alleged coincidences in numbers between the two sets of 
tablets are not as remarkable as seemed at first sight. It is possible therefore 
that these men are drawn from communities resident within the kingdom of 
Pylos, but not part of the normal Greek population. They may well have 
retained their non-Greek language from the time before the settlement of the 
area by Greek-speakers ; but even if they had become linguistically assimilated 
to their masters, they would doubtless retain their old pre-hellenic names, 
though adapted to Greek declensions. 

One conclusion from these documents seems inescapable ;  that Pylos feared 
an attack coming by sea, and its subsequent destruction implies that these 
precautions were in the event in vain. The direction from which the attack 
was expected cannot be deduced ; the despatch of rowers to Pleuron would 
hardly be significant, even if we were sure it was the Aetolian Pleuron which 
was meant. Suspicion must fall upon the so-called Peoples of the Sea, who are 
known from Egyptian sources to have been active around the end of the 
thirteenth century and powerful enough to launch two major sea-borne attacks 
upon the Nile Delta. But no confirmation of this suspicion has yet been found. 

p. 185t 5 3 = An I .  The five place names in lines 2-6 have been understood as locativcs; 
the men are at these places, but will soon leave. But it would be equally possible 
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to regard them as ablatives, if we accept the idea of a limited survival of the 
ablative as a case-form in M ycenaean (see above, p. 403). It is noticeable that 
the only name which is a plural of the first or third declension (po-ra-pi, cf. 
po-ra-i clearly locative PY 59 = An 656 . 1 3) has the -pi suffix. 

P· •86t 54 =An 610 .  Corrections : I. 3 [me-] ta-ki-ti-ta ; I. 4 [ ]wa ki-ti-ta; I. 9 me-ta

ti[ -ti-ta. 
Despite the initial lacuna the pattern of this tablet is clear. The men listed 

belong to various coastal towns and are sometimes further specified by 
classifications: ki-ti-ta 'settlers' (whatever the special value of the term), 
me-ta-ki-ti-ta ' new settlers ', po-si-ke-te-re ' immigrants ' ,  po-ku-ta (meaning 
obscure). Entries so introduced refer to the last place named. There is also a 
category of men introduced by a man's name in the genitive: e-ke-ra2-wo-no, 
we-da-ne-wo. Both of these men are clearly important personages elsewhere on 
the tablets (e.g. 171  = Un 7 18 ,  168 = Es 644) . This leaves a few terms obscure : 
wo-qe-we P N ?, ko-ni-Jo P N  or ethnic? (the omission of M A N  is due to erasure 
and re-writing in a cramped space) ; we-re-ka-ra (-la), if rightly restored, and 
te-qa-ta may be occupational terms. 

p. •87t 55 =An 724. There are frequent traces of erasure and re-wntmg on this 
table t ;  I. 4 after M A N  1 another M A N  has been written faintly by another hand. 

No significant progress has been made with the problems presented by this 
tablet, though a brave effort by PerpiHou ( 1 968) should be mentioned. Any 
attempt to construct a regular formula encounters difficulties, and the 
frequent corrections lead us to suspect that scribal errors are present. For 
instance, M A N  1 in line 4 is preceded by o-pe-ro-ta e-re-e, which is apparently 
ophelonta and an infinitive (probably erehen ' to row ') ; but M E N  5 in line 6 has 
o-pe-ro-te e-re-e, where the first word seems to be nominative plural, ophelontes, 
unless we adopt the suggestion of Risch ( 1 958a) that -es functions as both 
nominative and accusative plural termination of consonant stems. I t  seems 
on the whole easier to believe that the syntax is incoherent. 

I t  is clear that the text divides into sections, each beginning with a place 
name : 11. 1 -8 ro-o-wa; 11. g- 1 2  a-ke-re-wa ; l .  1 3  wo-qe-we, if this is really a 
place; if not, this line belongs to a-ke-re-wa; l. 1 4  ri-Jo. a-pe-o-te seems in oth!!r 
contexts to refer to temporary absentees rather than permanently missing 
personnel ; i t  is therefore likely that the entries record the reasons why certain 
men are not present. If a-pe-e-ke is apheeke from acpiru.u, this would be an 
appropriate word, ' discharged ', ' released ' ,  but it demands a subject. In line 
2 this may be found in me-nu-wa ; but in line 5 e-ke-ra2-wo-ne is dative, unless 
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It  IS an error. Perpillou solves this problem by supposing me-nu-wa to be 
understood as the subject throughout ;  but if this were so, it is hard to explain 
why the verb should be repeated. Perpillou also gives an ingenious interpreta
tion of a2-ri-e as halien, accusative singular of W.tevs (for ace. in -en see Lejeune, 
197 1 ,  p. 262) ; but he has to suppose scribal incoherence and a failure to alter 
this to the plural when the original entry M A N  r was deleted and M A N  5 
inserted in the next line. He interprets a-re-sa-ni-e as a finite verbal form 
ens-an-ie prefixed by the particle ar; but in view of the retention of ev (lv) 
without the suffix -s in Arcadian and Cypriot to express motion into, ens 
( =els) would be surprising in Mycenaean. 

p. tgot 57=An 519. Corrections : I. 2 zo-wo (wo-zo was a mistake in transcription in 
the first two editions of the Pylos Tablets) ; I .  7 po-te-ur ],-ta-wo-ne-!l[ ;  I. 8 
M E N  �0(. 

p. 192t 59=An 656. Corrections: I. 2 the deleted word is [di-wije-u] ; I . 18 M E N  ()o[. 

p. 193t 60=An 661 . Corrections: 1. 2 a-ti-rg-[.] ; I .  4 [.] -o-n·-j9 �!1-r?-�!l[-ra-Ji-;i? M E N  

30; I .  5 M E N  !9[ ;  I. 8 now lost, but probably containing a word at the left. 

CHAPTER VII 

L I V E S T O C K  A N D  A G R I C U LT U R A L  

P R O D U C E  

p. 195t The identifications of the ideograms for domestic animals have now been 
generally accepted. The most important modification of the pattern set out 
here, apart from the use in transcription of Latin names and the abbrevia
tions m and.f for male anrl female, has been the valuable suggestion of Killen 
that the male ideogram was used as an all-purpose sign covering on occasion 
not only castrated males, but mixtures of males and females. That is very 
clear in KN 84=Ce 59 ; see p. 2 1 3. But its implications for the enormous 
series of Knossos sheep tablets are far-reaching and will be discussed below 
(p. 433) · 
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p. 197t Progress here has been slow, but Killen ( 1964a) has discussed pa, ;:,a, pe and se. 
Most of these seem to be indications of age, and the following are generally 
accepted : 

pa = pa-ra-jo = palaios ' old ' 
pe = pe-ru-si-nu-wo = perusinwos ' last year's ' 
ki= ' new-born' (obscure, but cf. ki-ra in Glossary) 
ne= ne-wo = newos ' young ' 
;:,a = za-we-te = tsawetes (or adjectival form) ' this year's ' 

On the other hand the adjunct se is restricted to a small group of tablets, and 
it seems clear that it represents rather the place name se-to-i-ja. 

p. 197! The merit of having advanced this problem to a definitive solution belongs to 
Kill en, whose studies summarized in his article ( 1964 b) have completely 
changed our view of this subject. These are restricted to the Knossos sheep 
tablets, and problems remain to be elucidated on the sheep of Pylos and other 
animals at both sites. 

The disproportion of rams to ewes which was so perplexing (cf. p. 198) is 
easily explained once it is appreciated that the ideogram R A M  can stand for 
wethers (i.e. castrated male sheep) ,  for enormous flocks of these have often 
been kept for wool-production. But since they would be incapable of regenera
tion, separate breeding flocks (Knossos DL series) were required, and every 
year the flocks of wethers must be counted and replacements drafted to 
maintain their proper strength. This at once provides a plausible explanation 
for the deficits, and makes it possible to regard the records as a census ; they 
are in fact the documents necessary for efficient flock management on a large 
scale. This is confirmed by the existence of remarkably similar records in 
medieval England and elsewhere. 

The tablets that show w o o L  are thus the records of the productivity of the 
flocks, and here too the figures agree well with medieval practice. 

p. 1 99t Confirmation of scriptio plena of the type required by we-re-ke= wergei has not 
been forthcoming, and it may be better to take this as a noun. Palmer ( 1 963a) 
proposes wreges ' herds' (cf. Vedic vraja- ' enclosure, herd ' ) ,  which is plausible 
though not attested in later Greek ; the sense of ' enclosure for sheep ' is not 
to be excluded. 

p. tgg! 6 1 = Cn 13 1 .  Corrections : the check-mark ( X) seems to have been attached 
to every entry except the last, but not always in the same place; I. g R A  MS 1 70 
(for 180) . 
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pa-ro : it may be questioned whether these are all flocks received from the shepherds 
named. Perhaps here pa-ro has merely locative sense, ' in the charge of'. 

p. 2oot 62 = Cn 655. Corrections : I. 7 ti-�9-wo; I. 1 3 ma-ro-pi !9-�9-j9 . . . [ X] 8o. 
pa-ra-jo : undoubtedly refers to the sheep, see above, p. 433· 
a-ko-ra : it now seems likely that the men designated here and at Knossos as • collectors' 

are in some ways beneficiaries of the produce of the flock. It is possible that the sheep 
and goats were nominally the property of the king, but that he assigned certain 
flocks to his nobles for their sustenance; at least these words need not imply that the 
persons named were tax-gatherers employed by the Palace. 

P· 2o•t It is now clear that the hundreds and other round figures on these tablets 
represent the notional strength of the flock; hence the deficit (o) indicates the 
number of replacements needed in the current year. As at Pylos the ' collectors' 
are probably nobles to whom the flocks are assigned, which will explain why 
the flocks of a particular man are not concentrated in one area. The name of a 
' collector' is sometimes substituted by what appears to be an adjective, 
especially po-ti-ni-ja-we-jo ; this seems to imply that these were allocated for the 
support of the goddess Potnia, or perhaps rather her human ministrants. The 
flocks which do not have a collector's name, about two-thirds of the archive, 
will then have belonged directly to the king. 

p. 2o2t 65 = Db 1 232 
pe-ri-qo-u-jo : it is possible that this is an adjective rather than a name; see Glossary. 

p. 2o3t 70= Dg 1 158. Correction :  read o. RAMS  10  (corrected from 1 2) .  

p. 2o3! The identity of ideogram *145 = W O O L  is  now agreed in  this context. I t  has 
been suggested that elsewhere (e.g. PY 103 = Un 267, 104 = Un 249) the same 
sign has a different meaning; but a plausible explanation of the presence of 
wool among ingredients of ointment can be given (see p.  441 ) ,  and there is 
no justification for doubting that the sign has the same meaning in all contexts. 

It has been suggested that w o o L  should be regarded as a ligature of the 
syllabic signs ma and ru. The ideogram is sometimes hardly distinguished from 
ma, but when carefully written has a small element at the upper centre which 
resembles re or ro, rarely ru. It seems certain that the ideogram was taken over 
from Linear A, in which it is quite clearly a ligature of the signs corresponding 
to ma and ru; but this is no justification for importing this analysis into Linear 
B where the second element has been reduced in size and distinctiveness to a 
point where it cannot be seriously regarded as forming a ligature. Whether 
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maru represents a Minoan word for ' wool ' or ' fleece ' which was borrowed by 
Greek as l-lcxAi\6s is purely a matter of speculation. 

In the Dl tablets we now regard ki. R A MS as being a convention for lambs, 
thus the relatively small yield of wool is accounted for by these being breeding 
flocks. 

p. 204t 73 = DJ 943 
po-ti-ni-ja-we ( -jo) :  see p. 434· 

p. 2o5t 74= Dp (formerly DJ) 106 1 .  The S H E E P  sign is apparently not R A M, but 
might be EwE;  both are found preceding wooL on Dp 7280. 7300 should be 
omitted from the references here. 

p. 2o6t 76= Cn 3 
The essential first step in analysing this tablet is to discover its syntax. It  

seems clear that i-je-si i s  a verb, preceded by the particle jo- = hO ' thus ' ;  that 
qo-o is its object= g'"os 'oxen ' ;  that di-wi-je-we is the dative of a man's name, 
though a title or even an ethnic cannot be entirely excluded, and that 
e-re-u-te-re is therefore likely to be a dative in apposition. The entries in 11. 3-7 
consist of a place name followed by a word which is elsewhere the description 
of a group of men, and is therefore likely to be nominative plural here, rather 
than dative singular (ku-re-we and o-ka-ra3 are the only forms which would 
distinguish singular from plural). If so, these men are the subjects of the verb 
i-je-si, and this leads to the conclusion that me-za-na may perhaps be another 
nominative plural and be a generic name which subsumes the more detailed 
classes of the individual entries. It seems unlikely that me-za-na can be an 
accusative of motion towards, since although this is theoretically possible 
Mycenaean Greek appears always to use the suffix -de to characterize 
such an accusative (e.g. pe-re-u-ro-na-de PY 5 3 =  An I ) .  If me-za-na is the 
subject, we then have the order: adverb-verb-subject-indirect object
object ;  cf. PY 252 = Vn 1 0  where it is adverb-verb-subject-accusative 
of destination-object, and a similar but more complicated example in 
PY 257 =Jn 829. 

The suggestion has been advanced above (p. 430) that the names o-ka-ra3, 
ku-re-we and u-ru-pi-ja-jo, which recur on the o-ka tablets (56-60), together 
with i-wa-si-jo-ta, which is paralleled there by i-wa-so, may be tribal names 
belonging to subject peoples. If this is correct, and me-za-na is the generic 
term for them, this makes i t  rather more probable that the word is to be con
nected with the classical name of the area, MecraT]via; the town was originally 
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MecraO:vcx. The spelling with �a, implying a pronunciation Metstina(i?} at this 
date, excludes a connex.ion with Greek IJEO"O"OS, which is in any case improb
able in  a word with the pre-Greek suffix -0:\15:. 
i-je-si: the first edition offered the choice of ' send' or 'sacrifice' for this word, and it is 

still difficult to decide. If 'send' is right, then e-re-u-te-re di-wi-je-we is probably 
the dative of the recipient, ' for the inspector( ?) Diwieus ' ;  the place names may then 
be ablatives, or locatives closely connected with the classes of men. If the meaning is 
' sacrifice', the existence of a verb of this form seems to be proved by PY 172 = Tn 316 
(see p. 462), but the meaning of e-re-u-te-re di-wi-je-we is difficult, if  the second word 
is, as elsewhere, the name of a man. It might be tempting to suppose an ablative 
(or dative) absolute, 'Diwieus being inspector', since it is hard to make him into a 
deity, despite his theophoric name and his association with Poseidon on the Es 
tablets. A sacrifice before battle, as urged insistently by Palmer ( 1963a, p. 1 76), is 
perfectly appropriate; but why were five battles anticipated, and why are the local 
levies, not the main force of the army, instructed to sacrifice bulls ? 

u-ru-pi-ja-jo-jo: the last syllable must be an error, an understandable case of dittography. 

p. 2o7t 77=Cn 418. Corrections : 1. 3 ma-ra-pj ; I. 8 at right w E[ ] P IG[. 

a-ko-ro-we-e: Palmer's assertion ( 1 963a, p. 405) that the new reading in I. 3 rules out 
'of uniform colour' is hardly justi.fied ; it is still possible to refer thus to an ox which is 
white except for dark patches underneath. But the alternative akrowehe 'with pointed 
ears ' is perhaps less open to objection, though there is insufficient evidence to settle 
the question. 

ma-ra-pi: the reading of the last sign is still uncertain, but if this is correct, it could be 
maltiphi, locative plural of the noun preserved in the classical phrase &rro llaAT)� 
'under the arm-pit' ;  that is to say, ' under the legs'. Pe-ko should then be an adjective 
of colour, and this suggests comparison with mpKv6s 'dark' and various forms invite 
the restoration of an earlier adjective *TiipKQS. Thus 'white, dark in the 116:;\at' 
(Palmer) is a possible, but not entirely convincing, solution. The specification of 
colour in connexion with oxen may be due to their use for sacrifice, white animals 
being often prescribed for sacrifice to the Olympian deities. 

p. 209f 78 = c 914 

a-ka-wi-ja-de: Palmer ( 1 963a, pp. 65, 184) objected that parallels show that this is the 
name of the herdsman, though he has now retracted this objection ( 1969, p. 485) .  
In  fact, the determination of hand (no. 1 1 2) shows that this tablet belongs to a group 
(including 80 = C  91 3) which has nothing to do with the main sheep archive (D 
tablets) .  Unfortunately few of these texts are complete, but there is nothing in them 
to suggest that a destination is out of place. The only word preserved on them which 
is not a personal name is sa-pa-ke-te-ri-ja C (not Dl) 941 ,  which has been taken as 
sphaktiria, possibly meaning ' for sacrifice', but a place name (cf. !cpCXKTT)pia in Mes
scnia) cannot be excluded. However, the spelling is somewhat abnormal (sa-pa- for 
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a�a-, -ka-le- rather than -ke-te-, but t:�. wa-na-ka-te-ro) and the identification is probably 
wrong. 

p. 209! The table of Dn entries needs correction in the light of improved readings, 
joins and re-allocation of tablets. 

Da-wo 2440 
Da-*22-to 1370 
E-ko-so 2252 
Pa-i-to 1509 
Pu-na-so 33° 
Pu-so 1034 
Qp-ra 2290 
Ra-ja 904 
Ri-jo-no 2000[ 
Ru-ki-to 4040[ 
Su-ki-ri-ta 5 17  
Su-ri-mo 2390 
Ti�ri-to 1222 
* s6-ko-we-i 2003 
Unknown 1 1 , 1 83 

Total 35·484 

In addition to thr. fr::tgment mentioned (Dn 1088) which reads 19,300(, there 
is also Dn 1 3 19 reading [a-]mi-ni-si.ja ne R A M  I I ,900[, and a fragment 
(Dn 5668) probably to be restored [pe-ri-]qo-te.jo R A M  3300[. Olivier ( 1967c) 
demonstrated that the Dn tablets are the totals of the flocks held by the 
Palace in each area, but that those belonging to the ' collectors ' are totalled 
separately (as on Dn 5668). 

p. 21ot 80 = C  913. See above on 78= C  9 14 .  

p. 210! 81 = Dm 1 180 

a3-mi-re-we, e-ka-ra-e-we. These words have been exhaustively discussed by Lejeune 
( 1962 b) ; he concludes that e-ka-ra-e-we cannot be a derivative in -Ells of taxapa, 
because this would not account for medial -ra-. He proposes instead engraiwes 
(ypaw) ' animals for fattening' ;  and compares a3-mi-re-we with ai1Jaa1<:X ' stone-wall', 
i.e. animals kept in enclosures. 

p. 2 1 1 t  83 = C  902. Corrections: this tablet has been removed from the special Ch 
series ; I. 1 1  read re-ri-jo ; I .  1 2  probably no sign lost in lacuna before wa-to. 

There has been no confirmation of the meaning of the rare ideogram here 
associated with o x E N ;  the adjunct ne suggests that they are young animals of 
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some sort, but perhaps of a different species. The omission of the numeral r 
after o x  on lines r-3 seems to be without significance. 
wa-to: found also on jars from Thebes, the analysis of the clay of which suggests that 

they may come from Palaikastro in eastern Crete; th.is then is a possible identification 
for this name. o-du-ru-wi-jo is on a Theban jar which may have come from Zakro. 

u-wo-qe-we : Palmer (1963a, p. 1 83) suggests uw-oq"iwes 'overseers ', a compound with 
the preposition v alleged to exist in Cypriot. In value it  is equivalent to brl. 

re-rj-jo : if this reading is correct, it could be Len"oi from t\tpos, but since all the other 
places on this tablet of which we know anything are in Crete, we must assume 
another place of the same name rather than a reference to the island. 

P· 2•2t 84 = Ce 59. Corrections: I. I at left ]"!l{l-sa; I. 2 at left ku-]!<Z·to, at end [.]-"!lP 
for da-mo over we-ka-la; I .  3 [. ]-mo for da-mo. 

It now seems that the reading da-mo in this tablet is unsound, though i t  is 
hard to sec what should stand in its place. If ta-ra-me-to, which stands in the 
parallel place at the beginning of line 2, is a man's name, [.]-mo is presumably 
another. ma-sa is known as a place name, so probably the word is complete. 

P· 213t The names given to oxen have now been included in the Glossary, and it is 
therefore necessary to give the amended list of complete names here : 
a3-wo-ro, KN Ch 896, (Ch 898), Ch 1029, Ch 5754, (Ch 5938), Aiwolos. 
[Cf. Aio�os Od. x, 2.) 
a�-zo-ro, KN Ch 1034. 
ke-ra-no, KN 85 = Ch 896, [Ch 7066). Ktlainos. 
ko-so-u-to, KN Ch 900, Xouthos. (Also as man's name.) 
po-da-ko, KN Ch 899, Ch 1029. Podargos. (TT65apyos name of two horses: Il. 

vm, r85, xxm, 295.) 
to-ma-ko, KN Ch 897, Ch 898, Ch 1015. Stomargos. 
wa-no, KN Ch 5724. 
wo-no-qo-so, KN Ch 897, Ch 10 15. Possibly spelling of Woinoq"s, but Woinoq•sos 

is perhaps more likely. (Oivo'+' as man's name Od. xxr, 144 ; cf. j36e oivone 
/l. XIII, 703 + .) 

p. 213! 86= Co 907. The place names belong to the same group as those in  83 = C 902 ; 
they are perhaps located in  the east and west of the island. 

p. 2 14t 88 = E 749. Corrections: I. 2 WHEAT 23( + ; I . 7 WHEAT ()(. 

p. 2 1 4! 89 = E 777. Corrections: in all three lines read wHEAT 1 00[, i.e. the figure 
is probably not a round number. 
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p. 2 15t  90= G 820. Corrections : l. 1 ]!l{l (for ){/#), to-sa for pa-sa. 

to-sa: tos(s)an kritluin 'so much barley ',  ' month 1 ' presumably means therefore ' one 
month's ration'. 

p. 2 •s! The identity of the ideogram no. 1 2 1  as B A R L E Y  seems to be established, 
apart from its general probability, by two facts. It would seem from An 128 
that an entry W H E A T  2 T 6 4 5 u 2 has been converted on the reverse 
to B A R L E Y  5 T 3 4 4 u [ ?], which is double the quantity ignoring the 
last unit; and there is good evidence from antiquity that for ration purposes 
wheat was regarded as roughly double the value of barley. The B A R L E Y  

ideogram also has the characteristic ' beard ' of an  ear of barley. 

p. 2 16t 91 = Fn 50. Corrections : I. 1 1 read au-[ ke-i-]ja-te-wo ; l. 1 3 a-pi-�-rq. do-e-ro-i. 
The supplements and the reading of l. 1 3 are guaranteed by the recurrence 
of these names in 3 1 2= An 1 28 1 ,  though this throws no light on the identity 
of the persons named. a-pi-e-ra will also be feminine, like mi-jo-qa. 

qa-si-re-wi-ja : since qa si-re-u apparently means no more than ' chief' and can be used of 
the man in charge of a group of bronzesmiths, it appears the word has risen in 
importance after the Mycenaean period. It is quite likely that it denotes a work
group under the control of the man named. 

me-za-ne: see on me-za-na, p. 435· But it is impossible to reconcile the two forms if 
me-za-na is nom. plur.; perhaps variant forms of a non-Greek word. 

i-za-a-to-mo-i: the reading of the second sign is confirmed. Milhlestein ( 1955, p. 124) 
ingeniously suggested that i-za- was derived from hiqq"ya, as a by-form to i-qi-ja = 
hiqq"ia. I t  remains impossible to verify the suggestion. 

p. 2 1 1t It now seems clear that the word a-pu-do-si ' payment ' is used to denote con
tributions by subjects to the Palace. In  these cases at least, as 92 = Fh 349, it 
is clear that the oil is being brought into the Palace stores; others are equally 
certainly records of disbursements, but there are still many tablets which are 
difficult to assign confidently to one side or other of the account book. 

p. 2 1 7! The information on oil at Pylos has been much increased by new finds and a 
section on this subject has been introduced into the Addenda on Chapter I X ;  
see p .  476 below. 

p. 2 1St 93 = Fo 10 I .  Corrections: I. 2 read a-na-*82; I. 9 e-ro-pa-ke-!q., the last sign could 
perhaps be -ja (Olivier, 1 969, p. 7) ,  the ideogram here and in ! . 1 5 is perhaps 
O I L + WJi:· 
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a-ne-a2: this, like ma-no and ke-ra-so, recurs on a tablet where the identifiable names are 
feminine (MY 303 = V  659, see p. 425), and we may presume they all are. Hence 
all of these may perhaps be women's names; certainly we-i-we-sa (1. 3) appears to 
have the feminine adjectival ending -wessa (perhaps Huiwma 'she who has many 
sons', if we- before vowel represents classical v-). 

a-na-*82: the new reading is due to Olivier. lf *82 is correctly identified as swa (Chad
wick 1g68a), the name is perhaps something like Arnaswa; it certainly has nothing 
to do with 6:vaaaa. 

pi-we-ri-si: ntepls is attested as a woman's name, but this does not explain the plural. 
The analogy of a-ke-ti-ri-ja-i, which is also plural, suggests that it might be some kind 
of title or group. Since 't 1 = <I  6, there may have been six of them. But a-ne-a2 
is singular, and receives three times the normal amount, so it is impossible to draw 
firm conclusions. E-ro-pa-ke-la (or -ke-ja) draws 6o times the normal amount. 

p. � •gt 94 = F 841 .  The w nEAT ideogram on both occurrences has the syllabic sign 
P E  ligatured with it. The significance of this addition is not known, but as an 
adjunct pe appears often to stand for perusinwos ' last year's '. This might not 
be impossible here too. 
su-;:;a : in 165 = Gv 862 this word is coupled witl1 a much more tree-like ideogram, 

making the interpretation sutsai < sukyai ' fig-trees ' certain there. It is open to question 
whether the same meaning is not intended here, as the annotation would seem 
superfluous if the fruit is meant; cf. I. 3· Ka-po can then introduce the fruit, if we 
reject the restoration e-lta-wu. The ideogram for 'figs' ( = syllabic ni) is doubtless a 
simplification of the 'tree' sign. In line 6 possibly the second e-ra-wa introduced a 
mention of olive-trees. 

p. ��ot The gloss 'flour' applied to no. *65 is not a certain proof that this is the value 
of the ideogram, since it would be possible to regard ' flour' as an extra piece 
of information rather than a verification. Thus *65 might rather stand for 
another grain (Chadwick, 1966, p. 3 1 ) .  

p. 221 t po-qa (po-pa2) : this word is one of the proofs that pa2 = qa, since it clearly belongs to the 
family of po-qe-wi-ja =��leX (see Glossary). 

p. ���: 97=Un 2. Correction: line 3 read * 125 + PA T 1 � 3 o 4 5 ;  o is here 
probably not the ordinary abbreviation of o-pe-ro 'deficit', but a shorthand 
for the ligature of*125 + o  which occurs elsewhere (e.g. Fa 16, Ua 434, Un 47) .  

mu-jo-me-no: the note has been misunderstood ; the form corresponds to I-IV61-1EVOS (l-Ive.> 
' close '), but this is unintelligible unless in sense it is equivalent to j.IVOVI-IEVOS (1-1vic..> 
' initiate '). Replacement of simple verbs by contract types is not rare (e.g. weic..> 
replaces *c:>ac..>, aor. Wo-cx ll. 1, 220, a-reptc..> exists alongside cnipo1-1at, etc.). The verb is 
presumably muiomenos ( < *mu(s?):>'o). Palmer's objection ( 1 963a, p. 258) that this 
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involves a 'non-Greek gerundival construction ' is hard to follow ; participles are 
used regularly in Greek to indicate time, especially in the genitive absolute, and with 
prepositions in expressions such as mpl rrt.Ti6ovaav O:yopav. His other objection, that 
'initiation can hardly apply to the god wanax', is mistaken, since he himself admits 
(p. 461) that the word refers both to the human ruler and the deity. 

a-pi-e-ke: a form derived from iT)�l seems to be excluded by the locative pa-ki-ja-si. 
Perhaps a part of the verb meaning 'sacrifice' or ' dedicate' seen in i-je-si, i-je-to, 
compounded with apu- or amphi- ? 

o-pi-te- (u )-ke-e-u : it is not impossible to interpret the word as written without (u ) 
(opistegeeus, Palmer, 1963a, p. 258), but it seems more likely to be a simple error. 
The opiteukhuus will be the overseer ofTEV)(ea, i.e. the store-keeper. There is nothing 
surprising in finding him elsewhere in humble company. 

p. 22 1 �  The use of ku-pi-ri-jo on condiment tablets seems now less likely to be an 
indication of origin, but the commodity known as Phoinikio- strongly suggests 
a Syrian origin. Among the condiments listed at Mycenae (see pp. 225-3 1 ) ,  
sa-sa-ma is certainly sesame, and its eastern origin is confirmed by  the Semitic 
name; but J. Innes Miller ( 1 g6g, p. 87) shows that in Roman times it was 
imported from India, so that the Phocnicians may have been only middlemen 
in a trade-route linking Greece with India at this much earlier date. If ko-no 
is ' sweet rush ' (p. 227) , this too is an Indian product; and the same is true 
of ku-pa-ro if it is Cyperus rotundus, the fragrant variety, but Cyperus Longus 
'galingale ' is also a possibility and this is a native of the eastern Mediterranean. 

P· 222t 98=Ga 4 1 5. Correction :  read CONDIMENT 1 T 6, equivalent to approxi-
mately 1 50 litres. 

p. 223t The signs for w 1 N E  have been discussed at length by Ben nett ( 1 g66) and 
Chad wick ( 1 g68c) ; it still seems most likely that the reduced variant (no. 
131 b) is intended for ' must ' .  

p. 223! The wooL ideogram has been exhaustively investigated by Killen ( 1 962a), 
who shows that its presence in lists of ingredients of unguent can be easily 
explained by the fact that raw wool is rich in grease (lanolin), which is used 
in the manufacture of ointments. Similarly wi-ri-za= wridza (pi3a) will refer 
to the root section of the wool, which is particularly rich in grease. The 
confusion between *r 45 and M A is also found at M ycenae (sec Killen, loc. cit . ) ,  
but there is no need to question w o o L  in the following two tablets. 

p. n�t a-re-pa-te <:e-so-me-no : Palmer now ( 1 963a, p. 270) translates ' for him [Thyestes) to 
boil . . .  in the unguent'. This meets the objection that the form should be <:t-so-me-na, 
but imposes an unnecessary middle sense on the participle. Since 3tw describes the 
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process of making &Aetcpcxp, ' to boil ' = '  to make by boiling ' , it seems preferable to 
allow the middle form to function as passive, as the -&r]- element of future and 
aorist passive is an innovation and is so far absent from Mycenaean; cf. e-we-pe-se-so
me-na (see Glossary), which is hard to understand if not passive. 

p. 224! 104= Un 249. Correction :  line 3 read] � � + P9 T 6. 
a-re-p(l-;:p[ -o: the reading is now printed thus by Ben nett and Olivier. 

p. 225t There has been a tendency to regard these tablets as proof that perfumed oil 
was produced at Mycenae as at Pylos. Although this is likely on archaeological 
grounds, for Wace named the first house he excavated the ' House of the Oil 
Merchant', it has been pointed out by Killen ( 1964c) that all the plants named 
are used in cooking to season food, but some of them have no smelL Thus we 
must suppose that these are used as flavouring, not as perfumes. The possible 
occurrence of the word 6:pw�a-ra to refer to them is no objection, since this 
covers both aromatic and flavouring herbs. 

p. 226t ka-ra-ko : the existence of this word has been called in question by the further study of 
Ge 605, where it was believed to occur twice. In line 1 the reading now preferred by 
Olivier is ka-)r(l-to (cf. 106= Ge 603. 1 )  and in line 6 ka-ra-[ where it is impossible to 
exclude ka-ra-to, though ka-ra-ko is a little easier. 

p. 226t ko-no : the reading e-ne-me-na in 106 = Ge 603.2 is confirmed, and the suggestion e-ro2-
me-na =m6menai must be rejected. This and the word abbreviated D E  probably 
refer to two different varieties of skhoinos (see on 105 = Ge 602 below). 

p. 227t 105=Ge 602 
jo-o-po-ro : while it is theoretically possible that ophlon is 1st person singular (Palmer, 

1 963a, p. 273),  the absence of any clear forms of finite verbs other than 3rd persons 
makes this highly improbable. The reference would only be intelligible if these 
were the private records of a merchant; but everything suggests that the buildings 
where these were found represent the workshops and living quarters of palace 
officials. 

a-ro- [ :  it seems possible to read a-ro-mo[-ta, if this is an acceptable form for apwllCXTa; 
cf. a-mo-ta = CipllCXTa, etc. 

pe-se-ro : Palmer's suggestion ( loc. cit.) that this is the first entry with a nil quantity is 
perhaps confirmed by the reading of a deleted (sa-sa-maj and a doubtful quantity 
after it, but the small size of script makes this uncertain . 

ku-mi-no: possibly read ku-mi-no-jp[ withjo in place of '0, but most of the entries appear 
to be accusative or nominative of the rubric. 

a-po-!�-i[: better reading a-po-te-r(l = amphotera, each of the two varieties of skhoinos (see 
p. 226). Probably to be taken as singular, since dual would presumably require 
a-po-te-ro. 

p. 229t 106 = Ge 603. Corrections l. 1 da-ra[ ]rrzi-ta-qe. Reverse : jJ!f-[. 
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C H A P T E R  VIII 

L A N D  O W N E R S H I P  A N D  L A N D  U S E  

p. 232t No class of Mycenaean documents has given rise to more argument than the 
Pylos land-tenure tablets ; yet they remain one of the more obscure areas of 
interpretation. It is not that the vocabulary or syntax are more than usually 
difficult, though here too there are unsolved problems. It is rather our total 
ignorance about the situation, of which the tablets record only marginal 
elements. Most of the attempts at a solution have started from a theory about 
the holding of land in Mycenaean Greece, and the evidence of the tablets 
has then been interpreted to fit this theory. I t  is fair to observe that without 
such a theory any total explanation is probably impossible; but the very small 
amount of hard fact which can be deduced from the documents allows the 
most extravagant varieties of interpretation. An attempt will be made here to 
extract the core of fact and no space will be wasted on the discussion of the 
many theories. 

The first fact which needs to be appreciated is that the Pylos E tablets are 
not a survey of the arable land of the whole kingdom or even the Hither 
Province. The vast majority of tablets refer to the place Pa-ki-ja-ne ( 1 14=En 
609.1  ) ,  which is the one of the Nine Towns closest to the Palace; it also figures 
in the religious document 172=Tn 316.rev.2 as the location of a shrine, and 
this together with the fact that so many of the persons listed on the four main 
sets have religious titles justifies us in regarding this place as in some respects 
a special case. The other two main sets of land documents (Ea and Es) refer 
apparently to different areas, but unfortunately we are given no means of 
locating them. We must therefore ask why, if this is a general survey, so little 
information has been received ; and it seems safer to conclude that the only 
areas listed are those in which special problems of tenure have arisen. It is 
thus extremely dangerous to generalize from the situation at Pa-ki-ja-ne, in so 
far as it can be deduced, for i t  may well be exceptional. 

It follows from this that any attempt to understand the way in which grain 
was grown and distributed is vain. Obviously the arable land must have bee.ri 
worked intensively to feed the population; but the details of the process escape 
us entirely. The Palace issued large quantities of grain each month; the 
fragment Fg 253 with its total of w H E A T  192 T 7 is likely to represent the 
monthly ration of tl1e women listed on the Ab tablets, and this is a quantity 
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of about 18,soo litres. An efficient means of collection must have existed to 
supply this need ; but we cannot find it in the surviving records. 

Secondly, it is clear that land is regarded as falling into one of two categories, 
called by the tablets ke-ke-me-na and ki-ti-me-na. The etymology of the first of 
these terms is still an unsolved mystery ; or rather there is no lack of plausible 
solutions, only of the means of choosing between them. But its effective sense 
was grasped very early by Furumark (sec p. 233), and the idea that such 
land is ' communal' is generally accepted. Its opposite, ki-ti-me-na, must 
therefore indicate ' private' land, though etymologically this is the present 
participle of an athematic verb *ktiemi=KTi3c..>, of which we have the 3rd 
person plural of present indicative ki-ti-je-si in 193 = Na 520. The contrast 
between this present participle and ke-ke-me-na, which is almost certainly a 
reduplicated perfect participle, needs to be accounted for by any theory of 
these terms' etymology. This is enough to disprove the suggestion (p. 233) that 
ki-ti-me-na means ' reclaimed by private initiative ' ;  it must mean either 
' inhabited ' or ' cultivated ', and since ke-ke-me-na also was cultivated, perhaps 
the distinction is between land on which the aristocracy had their country 
houses and land which is left for occupation by the local communities. This 
may lead us to accept the idea of Ruijgh ( 1 967, p. 366) that ke-ke-me-na is 
kekhementi, perfect participle of * kikhimi ' abandon' ;  cf. xT'Jpa 'widow', Skt. 
jdhati ' leave'. Against this it has been urged by Hr.nhrrk ( 1!)67) that the 
development of meaning seen in the classical representative of this verb, 
KIX6:vc..>, is hardly likely to be post-Mycenaean, and he therefore favours 
kekesmenos from the root *kes-' cut ' (cf. KE03c..>, Keic<>v). I t  is difficult to choose 
between these alternatives, but at least Heubeck has given good reasons for 
dismissing the other suggestions on morphological grounds. 

Thirdly, it must be admitted that we committed an error in employing the 
word ' feudal ' in our discussion of this subject, for it has given rise to much 
argument and misunderstanding. It ought properly to be restricted to the 
system of Medieval Europe, but it has been used loosely to denote any system 
in which land is occupied in return for services. Since a non-monetary economy 
is virtually obliged to institute some such system, there is nothing remarkable 
(much less Indo-European) in the existence of a ' feudal ' system in this sense 
at Pylos. It will arise spontaneously wherever parallel conditions exist. The 
specific features of Medieval feudalism are either absent or at least unproved. 
There is, for example, nothing to show that any of the obligations imposed on 
occupiers of land include military service. 

This said, it may be admitted that holdings of land seem to be associated 
with the performance of specified services, since we are told that some occu-
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piers 'ought' to perform some act, but have not done so (135 = Ep 704.7, 
148 = Ep 61 3.4). But the nature of this act remains a matter of speculation ; in 
both cases this obligation concerns the ke-ke-me-na land and thus the damos. 
There is no parallel obligation recorded on the holders of ki-te-me-na land, 
though it might be supposed that if these are ' barons' their holdings would 
entail services to the king. 

What these private occupiers do is to let out part of their holdings to 
onatires, translated ' tenants', but the implications of that term must be avoided. 
These onatires are the people who actually enjoy the produce of the land, but 
what they do in return is not specified. Presumably the nobles farm part of 
their estates themselves and let out other parts to ' tenants' in return for a 
share of the produce or some other ' rent'. The details of this process have 
been studied by Bennett ( 1956a). 

The derivation of o-na-to from ovivr)l.ll is now generally accepted ; but it is 
becoming clear that WVfl and derivatives are not to be connected with Skt. 
vasndm, Lat. uinum, since there exists a Mycenaean 'commercial ' term o-no 
(Chadwick, I964h, Lejeune, I964a) and the Cretan forms without r- in the 
Gortyn Law code are in fact the principal foundation for the ' rule ' that r
is lost before o in Cretan (and possibly in Homer). It  is not impossible that 
the loss of f led to the coalescence of two distinct words. 

Fourth!)', the status of the persons listed has been much discusst:u. Some:: are 
craftsmen, such as the king's fuller ( llS = En 74.3) ;  but the majority, apart 
from the high officials called te-re-ta, are religious : the priestess, the key
bearers, and the numerous te-o-jo do-e-ro and do-e-ra. The predominance of a 
priestess, and the fact that Pa-ki-ja-ne is the home of Potnia ( 172 = Tn 31 6) ,  
suggest that theos is here feminine. But the status of her servants is not that of 
slaves, since they hold plots of land; they must rather be temple servants or 
iep65ovAot, a relatively honorific position. 

Fifthly, the relation between the amounts of grain recorded and the land 
held needs to be explained. The practice of measuring land by the quantity 
of seed needed to sow it is widespread, from ancient Babylonia down to modern 
Mediterranean countries. In the Aegean islands it is still possible to hear of a 
vineyard described as ' two pinakia ', where the pinaki is a measure of volume. 
But the practical reason for the system has not been grasped. There is no 
absolute equation possible between seed-measurement and acreage, because 

' 

the ratio of seed to superficial area will vary widely according to the kind of 
land. A steep, stony hillside will clearly grow less wheat acre for acre, than a 
rich, level plain. But if both are measured in terms of productivity, it is possible 
to equate holdings of different types. Presumably the average yield would be 
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known, and the quantity of seed would be a fixed proportion of this. The 
system has the same advantages as the Persian measurement of distance by 
the parasang, or the modern Greek practice of specifying a journey as so many 
hours rather than kilometres, which can easily be meaningless in very moun
tainous country. 

Perhaps the rates of seeding for antiquity quoted on p. 237 are based upon 
rich corn-land, and the rocky slopes ofMessenian hiUs would demand a much 
lower rate. But even at the rate of 50 litres per hectare, the holdings arc small 
(see the table on p. 237) and it must be remembered that the suggested reduc
tion in the size of the metric unit .involves scaling these down by one fifth. If 
the unit is really to be halved or more, the problem becomes even more acute. 
1 t is hard to believe that pe-mo is anything but cnrep1-1a, or that there is a hidden 
factor by which all these figures need to be multiplied. It should be observed 
that the figures for the king's temenos are based not on 152 = Er 3 12  (wHEAT 
go), but on the suggestion, no longer accepted, that e-ke-ra2-wo is the name of 
the king, and that the figure attributed to him in 153 =Er  880.3 is really 
w H E A T  50. This figure seems probable in view of the total, so there must have 
been an estate of this size in private ownership, though perhaps not under 
grain. 

p. 240t 108= Ea 8 1 7. Correction: WHEAT 3 T 1 4 Q. 

P· 24ot The existence of these two recensions has given rise to much speculation. Two 
facts are clear. The quantities recorded on the two sets are identical, allowing 
for errors and incomplete preservation ; the situation is therefore different from 
the Pylas Aa and Ab tablets where the numbers of women and children are 
similar but not identical. From this we can deduce that no long period of time 
intervened between their redaction. Secondly, the fact that a clay tablet dries 
rapidly and further entries cannot thereafter be added is undoubtedly the 
reason why separate pieces of information were recorded on small tablets as 
they were received; if it proved necessary to combine these entries into a full 
catalogue, this would entail copying all the information on to larger tablets. 
This implies that Version B must precede Version A in time. 

However, the minor differences between the two versions call for some 
explanation, for ifVersion A were a mere copy of Version B we should expect 
it to be identical in wording as it is in figures. The explanation has been sought 
in a difference between plan and performance, as if Version B were 'prospec
tive' and A the completed record. It would be surprising if the plan was 
carried out so accurately, or if it was, that it should still be thought necessary 
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to record the facts a second time. But an adequate explanation is provided by 
the analysis ofscribal hands (Ben nett, 1958b). Version A is the work of hand 1 ,  

a prolific scribe. Version B is by two different scribes : Eb and Eo hand 4 1 ,  
Ea hand 43· I t  is thus possible to explain the difference in wording as due to 
the habits of different scribes. 

P· 242t da-ma-le: the interpretation Damlitir is too poetical and has been generally abandoned, 
though the goddess still sometimes appears in the list of Mycenaean deities quoted as 
appearing on the tablets. The most likely meaning is ' households' and this can prob
ably be extracted from damartes, the classical sense of oa�ap ' wife '  being a specialisa
tion from this. Bennett ( 1 956a) showed that the series refers to forty persons. 

P· 242 t to-so-de : Rwjgh ( 1967, pp. 343-50) has convincingly shown that the -de of this word is 
to be interpreted as 'and' introducing a separate clause; Warnalaioio ktoina ktimtnli 
is thus to be taken as a ' nominative of the rubric ' .  

1 16 = En 659. Corrections: I. 9 the scribe seems to have written o-to-te-re, a 
straightforward blunder due to the similarity of na and to and the fact that 
these two signs recur so often in o-na-to; I .  19 o-na-to e-ke to-so-de pe-mo 
W H E A T  T 2.  

P· 245t qe-re-qo-ta-o: the explanation is now seen to be a tendency to dissimilate two labio
velars in one word, for the same effect is visible in i-po-po-qo-i (PY Fn 79) = hippo
phorg"oihi (not hiqq"o-) ;  see Lejeune, 1 958a, p. 302. 

Various explanations have been offered of the -qe in e-ke-qe. The most interest
ing observation is that of Winter ( r 956, p. 507) that the presence of -qe 
correlates with the word order verb-object; when the object (o-na-to) pre
cedes the verb, the -qe is regularly dropped. Ruijgh ( 1967, pp. 3 1 7- 19) 
concludes that the second suggestion made here is correct ;  it introduces a 
separate clause, much as the -de of to-so-de pe-mo. This may seem strange 
syntax to us, but it is preferable to inventing a new meaning for -qe. 

P· 246t 1 18 = Eo 21 1 .  Correction : I. 2 W H E A T  [4 •] .  

P ·  247t Beetroot is an error for but; but the interpretation should be abandoned. No, 
satisfactory explanation has been offered. 

P· 248t 121 = Eo 247, line 3· It would perhaps be easier to regard the corrected form 
a3-ti-jo-qe as correct, but with omission of pa-ro (cf. 120 = Eo 276.2). It makes 
no difference to the sense. 
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p. 248! 123=Eo 444. Corrections: I .  1 W H EAT '? T [3] (cf. 1 16=En 659. 1 ) ;  I .  6, 
probably to be restored [tu-ri-ja-ti te-o-jo do-e-ra] ; at end read W H E A T  
T 2[. 

p. 249t 125 = Eo 471 [ +] 855. Correction: l . 1  [a-]1[-qe-wo ko-]to-na �i[-ti-]me-na. 

P· 249! 126=Eo 281 .  Corrections: I. 1 [ra-ku-ro-jo] ki-ti-me-na ko-!p-��; I. 2 [i-ra-ta] 
te-o-jo do-e-ro e-ke-qe. 

P· 249� 128 = Eo 278. Correction :  e-ke-qe dwo ko-to-no. The merit of this correction 
must be credited to Risch ( 1 957) ,  who saw that what Bennett had read as 
wo-wo was in reality a single sign composed of an element like wo followed by 
its mirror image. This, together with the confirmation that a-stems have a 
dual in -o, makes it certain that the translation should read : ' holds two plots ' .  

p. 251t 131 =Ep 30 1 .  Correction : 1 .  4 to-so pe-rrzp. 

p. 251! a-M-no: the o-na-to is a portion of a holding which is surrendered to someone else; 
thus 'not subject to o-na-to' need mean only that the holder does not have any 
o-na-le-re, but enjoys the full use of the land himself. 

p. 253t Lejeune ( 1966 b, p. 261 )  proposes the restoration of line 8 as to-[so pe-mo 
W H E A T  10  T]4, the last figure being preserved. For the reasons see the next 
note. 

p. 254t A further join to ' Ep04' = Ep 6 13 as re-numbered shows that ' Eb39 ' +940 
( = Eh 149[ + ]940) is the corresponding entry. I t  can perhaps be restored 
thus: 
1 te-re-ta su-ko[ po-ro-du-ma ? ]9-pe-ro-qe te-re-ja-e o-u-qe te-re-ja 
2 du-wo-u-pi-de [o-pe-re ? to-so-de pe-mo w H E A T  ! 9 + ]  
'The telestas, (the assistant superintendant] of figs ( ?) . . .  and being under an 
obligation to " perform" and he does not " perform ", but [he is under an 
obligation (to " perform ")] with two: so much seed, etc.' It is hard to see 
what other restoration after du-wo-u-pi-de in line 2 would have permitted the 
compiler of Version A to transcribe this as ' . . .  [under an obligation] to 
" perform " with two, and he does not " perform".' 

The interpretation of the two verbs both translated ' perform' is as obscure 
as ever. Palmer ( 1963a, p. 204) has proposed taking wo-ze as woizei< *woikyei 
comparing fOltdwv in Cretan. But this does not offer a convincing meaning, 
for fOIKiw ( = oiKew) in Cretan means 'dwell', and the verb wo-ze must have 
some reference to an obligation incurred in respect of the land. I have 
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suggested (Chadwick, 1957a, pp. 1 '2 7-8) that the obligation might be religious 
(cf. pe3w, another verb from the root *fepy-) and that te-re-Ja is the verb which 
describes the function of the te-re-ta; this last suggestion cannot be proved, but 
at least the words are associated by Eb 149 [ + ]  940. The association of these 
terms with ka-ma land does nothing to solve the problem. It has been pointed 
out by Heubeck ( 1 96 1  b, p. 3 10) and Lejeune ( 1962b, p. 410) that the deriva
tive ka-ma-e-we excludes the possibility that ka-ma is a feminine a-stem, since 
this should yield *ka-me-we (cf. ko-io-ne-we PY Ae 995 from ko-to-na) ; it would 
seem likely therefore that it is a neuter noun in -as. 

p. 256t 137 = Eb 416. Correction: the latest readings show i-Je-u[ -.fa ]t�-ra. Thus the 
keyword ke-ra (cf. 135 = Ep 704.2) is damaged on both occurrences. 

P· 256! l39 = Eb 321 + 1 1 56 [ + )  327. The addition of a fragment confirms that 
Palmer's suggestion ( 1 963 a, p. 21 1 )  was correct: read e-ko-si-qe [. 

P· 257t ko-to-rzo-o-ko could also be plural, i.e. the ktoinookhoi collectively are equivalent to the damos. 

P· 257! 141 = Eb 338. Correction: I. 2 read ko-lo-rzq dwo o-pe-ro-sa-de. For dwo cf. 
note on 128 = Eo 278 (p. 448 above). 

p.257� 142 = Eb 3 1 7. Th� set to which this tablet hdongs was identified by the fact 
that this and three others (now called Ed) are in a different hand. The com
plete set is discussed below under 149=Ed 236 (p. 450). 

p.  259t Read now: §3 by Eb 169, §5 by Eb 838, §8 by Eb 913, §10 by Eb 464. 

P· 259! 145 = Ea 259. Correction : u-me-ta-qe-Q-po. The division into two words is still 
possible: u-me-ta-qe a-po, but the :second cannot be the preposition apo, since 
this is regularly apu in Mycenaean; possibly amphO. Whether u-me-ta is an error 
for *e-u-me-ta is doubtful. If the upper line was added as an afterthought, this 
will explain why the verb e-ke was not changed to the dual. 

p. 259� The last line of Ep 539 can now be read as :  Amphi[ me]des ekhei e-to-ni-Jo 
kekheme[ntion k]tointi[on] in keeping with 146 = Eb 473. 

p. 259tt The suspicion that Amphimedes is not a personal name seems to be unjustified. ' 

p. 259!� 147 = Ea 59. Correction : I. 4· pa-ro ra-wa-ke-si-.fo �- r ]wHEAT 2.  
Kretheus probably appears on six other tablets : Ea! ! =  305, Ea 77 1 ,  1 10 = Ea 
800, Ea 806 quoted here, and also 

Ea 304 Kretheus ekhei ontiton paro Sa-ke-re-we : \Yl;IJ;:�T[, 
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Ea 809( K] retheus ekhei onaton kekhemeniis ktoiniis lawagesioio amzostiwos [ 
I n  Ea 7 7 1  the reading at the end is probably W H E A T  3 (perhaps corrected 
from wH E A T  1 T ,5). I t  appears that a-mo-le-wo cannot be restored after 
ra-wa-ke-si-jo in line 4 of Ea 59. Palmer ( 1 963a, p. 2 7 7) has explained e-ne-ka 
i-qo-jo as ' in the service of Hippos ' ,  where Hippos is a god equated with 
Poseidon Hippios. I t  cannot be claimed that this does anything to clarify the 
en try; nor does eveKa bear the sense ' in the service of'. 

p. 26• t ka-ma: sec note on this word above (p. 449). 

p. 261! 148= Ep 6 1 3 (re-numbered for 6 1 7) .  Corrections : I. 1 restored from Eb 495 : 
[ne-qe-wo e-da-e-wo ka-ma ]p-pe-ro[ du-]wo-u-pi te-re-ja-e; I. 3 if equation 
with Eb 862 is sound, restore [ko-i-r9] at  the beginning, but this cannot be 
definitely confirmed ; I. 4 [ te-re-]ta su-ko po-r9-du[-ma ? o-pe-ro ] du-wo-u-pi 
(cf. Eb 149 [ + )  940) ; I. 5 [ to-],r9-de p�-mo W H E A T  f Q [ ; l . 1  I [pa-]r(l-ko e-��-qe 
ka-ma; I. 1 3 �9[ -lu-ro2 mi-]ka-la (cf. Eb 839). 

p. 263t The reading a-pi-to-po-qo proposed by Palm er ( I  963 a, p. 483) is not possible. 

p. 263! to-me: this is still an unsolved problem. Scherer ( 1 959, p. 350) objected that Skt. tasmai 
was probably from *tosmoi (the long diphthong is certain), but the influence of 
consonant stem datives in -ei cannot be excluded. Scherer's solution is to take to- in 
both forms as dative toi coupled with two different particles: -me= men (IJ.EV solitan·um), 
-e = en, the suffix found in Argive Tov6e6vlv, Taotv. Palmer ( 1 963a, pp. 205-6) takes 
te-ra-pi-ke as dative of a man's name, and the disputed forms as verbs: to-me = thOmen, 

athematic infinitive, to-e = thOi, grd sing. aor. subj., of a verb related to the noun 
ew� ' penalty'. The change in construction is surprising, and even more an infinitive 
in -1.1ev, when we should expect an ancestor of Arcado-Cypriot -vat. Palmer also 
takes to-jo-q� in Eb 1 56.2 as an optative of the same verb ; but there at least it would 
seem like! y that to-jo-q� au-to-jo = toio q"e autoio 'and of the same' or 'and of him 
himself', but the context is far from clear. Cf. also to-!-qe PY 193 = Na 520. 

p. 263,! ra-ke : Palmer ( 1 g6ga, p. 45 1 ) suggests that this is not a verb, but locative of a noun 
lakhei. lf  this is from t-axes, we should expect ra-ke-i; but perhaps a root-noun •tax, 
gen. laklzos, is conceivable. 

p. 263tt It now appears from the scribal hands that four of the tablets previously 
assigned to Eb form a separate set and make up a single document. The use of 
four small tablets rather than one large one was probably dictated by the need 
for the tablets to fit the Eb file. The four arc now classified as Ed, and the set 
comprises 149 = Ed 236, 142= Ed 3 1 7, Ed 847 (see below), 15 1 = Ed 90 1 .  
For convenience the text of the whole series is printed here; it is obviously a 
summation of the figures in the previous sections. 
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149= Ed 236 
1 ka-ma-e-we o-na-la e-ko-le ke-ke-me-na-o ko-to-na-o 
2 wo-;:_o-te lo-so fJe-mo w H E A T  30 T 2 4 3 

142 = Ed 3 1 7  
l [o-]da-a2 i-je-re-Ja ka-ra-wi-po-ro-qe e-qe-la-qe [ n 
2 we-te-re-u-qe o-na-ta lo-so-de pe-mo w H E A T  2 1 T 6 

Ed 847 
1 o-da-a2 e-qe-S!:JO do-e-ro e-ko-si o-na-ta 

2 [ ku-su-qaD to-so-de pe-mo w H E  A 1' 1 T 3 4 4 

151  = Ed 90 1  
1 o-da-a2 ke-�{-me-na-() �f!-lo-na-o o-na-ta e-ko-si ko-1zo-ne-ta 
2 !9-so pe-mo \:V 1:1 Ji. � T 3 [ 

149-151 

§ 1 Holders of ka-ma, holding leases of communal plots (and) rendering the 
services, so much seed : 2905 I .  wheat. 

§ 2  And thus the Priestess and the Key-bearer and the Follower and Westreus 
(holding) leases : and so much seed: 2073 ·6 l. wheat. 

§3 And thus the slaves of the Follower hold leases : and so much seed: 1 3  I ·2 1. 
wheat. 

§ 4 And thus the men of the ktoina hold leases of the communal plots : so much 
seed: 288( + ?) I .  wheat. 
The details of the summary are the subject of a note by Lejeune ( 1 966b) .  

He has demonstrated, as far as the mutilated figures allow certainty, that this 
is a total, or rather series of totals, for the Ep tablets. The total of the figures 
preserved on Ep is w H E A T  53 T 2 <I 4, but a number of figures are 
missing and the total must be higher; but as Lejeune points out, this figure 
may list some plots twice, when the holder sub-lets. However, the amount to 
be subtracted for this is small (T 5 <I 2). The total of the Ed tablets is w H E A T  

56 T 2 4 1 ,  and there is only one figure incomplete, so i t  is fairly accurate. 
The agreement between these totals favours Lejeune's hypothesis. 

Further checks can be made on the individual tablets of the series. 142 = 
Ed 3 1 7  lists the four major holders : the Priestess (named as Eritha 135 = Ep 
704.3, 5) holding in all W H E A T  4 T 3 (including a large plot on behalf of 
her deity) ; the Key-bearer (named as Karpathia 1 35 = Ep 704. 7) whose holding 
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is missing on both 135 = Ep 704 and 141 = Eb 338, but we know she had two 
plots ; the Follower, who is identified by Lejeune as Amphimidis and holds an 
e-to-ni-jo of wHEAT 4 T 6 (Ep 539. 14) ; and Westreus who is a priest 
and has a holding of wHEAT 2 T 3· The total of these figures is WHEAT 1 1  
T 2 ;  so compared with the figure WHEAT 2 1  T 6 of 142 = Ed 3 1 7, the double 
holding of the Key-bearer must have been WHEAT 10 T 4· This figure can 
be plausibly restored in 135 = Ep 704.8, since the 4 is legible after a lacuna. 

The slaves of the Follower (Ed 847) are listed as the slaves of Amphimedes 
in Ep 539. 1 0- 12. But the total of their holdings is only wHEAT 1 T 1 as against 
W H E AT 1 T 3 4 4 of Ed 847. One figure is damaged (T !?) but it does not 
appear easy to restore it as T 4 � 4, which is needed to balance the account. 

The scribe who wrote the Ed tablets was the same as the writer of the Ep 
tablets (vERSION A of this book, but actually the second version to be 
written) ; but the fact that he chose to copy the shape of the Eb tablets suggests 
that he may have been working from them rather than Ep, which he can have 
made later. Since the figures on the relevant Eb tablets are even worse pre
served than Ep, this may account for some discrepancies; but the figures are 
in total so close that it can hardly be doubted that the equation is correct and 
Lejeune's deductions are justified. 

P· 264t 150 = Ed 41 1 .  Correction : ! . 1  W H E :\ T  44 T :;!  1[ .  
This tablet, now reclassified Ed, is not a normal member of the set, since it 

was written by two different hands. Line 1 was written by the scribe of Eb, 
line 2 and the edge by the scribe of Ed. It is therefore a tempting hypothesis 
that the second line totals the other Ed tablets, and the figure of w 1o1 E A T  58 
T 5 is obviously close to the sum of the figures on the other tablets, WHEAT 56 
T 2 <I 1 .  Since the figure on 151 = Ed 901 is incomplete, it is interesting to 
speculate on possible restorations which would make an exact match. The 
high position of the three strokes visible after w H EAT makes it almost certain 
that the figure here was 5 or 6 ;  following this the shape of the break suggests 
the presence of T, then after a short interval two strokes are visible which 
might be the top of 4. There is no room for more than a medium-sized 
numeral following this. The difficulty is to propose a restoration consistent 
with 150= Ed 41 1 .2 ;  here Bennett and Olivier now read T !?  [, but the photo
graph shows traces of five strokes, though the last three were badly smudged, 
if not deliberately deleted, while the clay was still wet; no 4 entry can have 
stood there despite the [. The total of the three earlier Ed tablets is w H E A T  53 
T 2 <I 1 ; hence if Ed 90 I had wHEAT 5 alone, there would still have been 
4 1 more on Ed 41 1 .2 than could be accounted for if the reading were T 2. 
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Hence it seems certain that T 5 should be read, and this leads us to restore 
w HEAT 5 T 2 4 5 in Ed 90 I .  

This must lead us to re-examine line I. Whether the proposed restoration 
is right or not, the sense must be 'grand total of the holdings of the telestai'.  We 
know from 114 = En 609.2 that there were fourteen telestai at Pakijania, whose 
holdings of ktoina ktimena are listed in two versions on the Enf Eo tablets. If we 
add up the figures, restoring one from the other, the holdings of the thirteen 
ktoinai amount to W H E AT 3I T 5 4 2, the total of ondta to W H E A T  6 
T 4 4 2, making a grand total of WHEAT 37 T 8 4 4· The total on 
150 = Ed 41 1 . 1  is probably w HEAT 44 T 2 perhaps with a 4 following, 
though from the photograph this appears doubtful. The discrepancy is 
accounted for by the fact (see p. 242) that only thirteen ktoinai are listed, and 
we have to suppose that the fourteenth consisted of approximately w HEAT 6 
T 3 4 2 to make the total balance, a figure which is within the limits of 
variation of size of ktoinai. The interesting point here is that its inclusion in the 
grand total (ku-su-to-ro-qa) shows that this was drawn up before the correspond
ing Eo tablet was suppressed, and therefore presumably before V E RSION A 
(really the second version) was compiled, since 117 =En 467 was deliberately 
cut at the bottom after the third entry, no doubt to delete this fourteenth ktoina. 

If this argument is sound, one further fact emerges: telestai in line 1 refers 
not only to the fourteen telestai, but also to their oruitereJ, and ka-ma-e-we 
likewise in line 2 refers not only to the ka-ma-e-we of 149 = Ed 263, but to all 
the other holders of omila listed on the set of four Ed tablets. We can deplore 
the absence of a Mycenaean equivalent for ' etc.'; but the demonstration is a 
warning against reading too much into the headings used to introduce the all
important figures. It should be noted that this theory implies that the onata 
ceded by holders of ktoinai ktimenai are not counted in the amount given as the 
size of the ktoina ; note especially the estate of Aithioqus (115 = En 74. 1 1-18, 121 = 

Eo 247), which gives the ktoina as w HEAT 1 T 5 4 4 and the total of onata as 
W H E AT I T 5 ; if this were subtracted, Aithioqus would be left with 4 4, less than 
any of his onateres, but if added his estate is an average size (wHEAT 3 4 4) .  

p. 264! ko-to-ru-ta : Lejcune concludes that this means either those who receive allocations of 
land from the village other than the ktoinookhoi, or the complete collection of all who 
receive such allocations, including the ktoinookhoi. We have insufficient evidence fol'a 
decisive answer. 

p. 264� It can hardly be claimed that all that has been written on this subject since 
1955 has solved the problems; indeed the chief result is to increase the mis
givings which all interpretations arouse. It is clear that 152 = Er 312  lists a 
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special holcling of the Icing and the ltiwligetds, that of three members of the class 
of telestai and another area of uncertain designation. Almost everything else is 
speculation. 

The suggestion that E-ke-ra2-wo is the name of the Icing has not been con
firmed or refuted; at least he is a very important official. The reading 
[E]-ke-n':ja-wo on the new tablet Qa 1 292 is probable, and if this is indeed the 
same name it rules out Ekheliiwon, which would, it now seems, hardly be spelt 
with ra2 in any case; something like Enlcheliawon is more likely. The parallel 
between 152= Er 3 1 2  and 171 = Un 7 1 8  is perhaps less striking than appeared 
at first sight, though it cannot be denied that there is some connexion. 

The interpretation of wo-ro-ki·Jo-nejo now seems suspect because of the 
scriptio plena wo-ro-k- for worg-, which is contrary to the usual rules; Palm er 
( 1 963a, p. 2 1 4) has also rightly called attention to the morphological difficul
ties. Heubeck ( 1 96oa, p. r8) has suggested a derivation from p&� ' cleft', but 
this does not explain the term; it may be merely a place name. 

Palmer (loc. cit.) has suggested that to-so-Jo is a spelling for tosyo11 with a 
palatalized s; no parallels are quotable, and the forms to-so and to-so-de also 
occur on the same tablet. It seems therefore more likely that to-sojo is genitive 
singular, though the reason for the variation is still obscure. 

P· 267t 153 = Er 880. No further improvement of the text has been possible, but the 
readings weje[-we in l. 5 and su-�(l[ in I. 8 are slightly more certain. The ending 
of sa-ra-pe-do[ in l. 2 is quite uncertain. The other restorations still appear 
plausible, but it must be emphasized that they are conjectural. 

we:it[-we: Georgiev called attention to the gloss of Hesychius: vlf}v · "T'l)v c5:�TT£Aov. From 
this we may reconstruct a nominative vlf}� as Arcadian or Cypriot replacement of 
*virus (cf. lepts, etc.), of which the Mycenaean form would be the plural. The 
interpretation depends upon the theory that initial we- followed by a vowel may 
correspond to Greek v-; cf. we-a2-re1o, we-a-re-pe, we-e-wi:ia, we1e-ke-a1• 

p. 268t The place names in -wo-te have been discussed by Heubeck ( 196ob, 1961 c) 
and Lejeune ( 1 969), who support the idea that Greek inherited the suffix 
*-wont- as well as *-went-. The Mycenaean evidence suggests that *-wont- was 
restricted to place names, and even these were later remodelled to *-went
(e.g. '0rr6EVTt). The nominative may therefore have been in -wons rather than 
-won, if the later Ne5c.vv (-oVTos) is a re-formation. There is a possible example 
of the suffix at Knossos : e-wo-ta-de C 90 I .  

p 268! 154= Eq 213. Correction: l .  3 Olivier now reads W H E A T  �o; if this figure is 
correct the total on the tablet is 94 units of wheat, exactly the same as on 
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153 = Er 880. I t  can hardly be a coincidence that 94 = 4 7 x 2 ;  for the presence 
of multiples of 4 7 in the Es tablets, sec p. 457· 

The unique features of this tablet are still not convincingly solved. It  is 
generally agreed that to-ro-qe-jo-me-no is a medio-passive participle connected 
with either Tpem.v or o-rpecpw, so that 'on his tour of inspection' may well be 
close to the sense. But a2-ri-sa remains obscure, and although nominative 
singular of an aorist participle is possible, it could conceivably be accusative 
plural of an adjective agreeing with a-ro-u-ra, or even-that familiar last resort 
of baffied interpreters-a place name. Since the remaining lines all (except 
perhaps the last) refer to localities, the last explanation seems least likely, 
though it might be a region in which the specific localities lie. The objection 
to the suggestion ' counting' (p. 269) is that a2 is normally used only for Ita
and there is nothing to suggest a rough breathing in O:pt61J6<;; 6:- is regarded as 
perhaps prothetic by Chantraine ( r g68, p. 109). In any case there appears to 
be no classical Greek word to fit this pattern. 

p. 26gt o-ro-jo : Palmer now ( 1 963a, p. 218)  suggests that this is nominative or accusative of a 
noun meaning perhaps ' granary '. Certainly this makes the syntax easier, but the 
word resists satisfactory etymological explanation. The formula to-so-de pe-mo 
seems everywhere else to refer to land, not actual grain; so that o-ro-jo ought rather 
to be the description of a plot or holding. The comparison with Cypriot olpc;,v 
' district' is tempting, but cannot be exact. 

P· 26g! po-ti-ni-ja-we-jo-jo o-te-pe-o-jo: Pal mer ( 195 7 a, p. 569) acutely called attention to the 
element •pe-o 10 be extracted also from ne-wo-pe-o, if this is really a place name. But 
the analysis does nothing to identify the elements of the compound; <nrEOS is im
possible owing to the declension. The adjective potniaweios despite its bizarre form 
seems to be regular; the variant spellings po-ti-ni-ja-we-i-jo and po-ti-na-wi-jo are 
found; see Glossary. 

P· 27ot 156 = Uf I 031 .  Correction : delete [ at right ;  the tablet is cut, not broken, and 
the text is complete. 

P· 21•t  161 = Uf 839. Correction : the last sign in the lower line may be ! rather than 
I?�, but it would still appear to belong to this set. 

p. 272t 162 = Uf983 

o-pi po-to-ri-ka-ta : opi Ptolikhiiltii 'on the territory of P. '?  

p .  272! 163 = Ra 984. Corrections: lines r and 2 read de-de-me-na; I. 2 ]zo-wa; at end 
add s w o  R o [, the ideogram being here inverted. 
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This tablet is  now seen not to belong to this set, but goes with 277 = Ra 1028. 
Two Pylos tablets refer to wheels as arguroi or khalkoi dedemeno ' bound with 
silver' or ' bronze ' ;  this makes it reasonable to restore here [e-re-]pa-te de-th
me-na=elephantei dedemena ' bound with ivory '. On the same principle we might 
wonder if ke-ra de-de-me-na can mean 'bound with horn ' ;  for both horn and 
ivory on chariots, see pp. 365-8. But we should expect the dative (instrumental) 
to be spelt ke-ra-e; nor can neuter nominative keras agree with the participle. 
]zo-wa is shown to be complete by comparison with Ra 1028. e-pi-zo-ta recalls 
Homeric hriaac:.>Tpa (ll. v, 725, etc.), but it must have a different suffix; cf. 
Petrusevski, I g68, p. 1 28. 

P· 273t 165 = Gv 862. Corrections: l. I ]su-za ; l. 2 ]jp o L I V E - T R E E s  405 ; L3 ]i-po-qa. 

]su-za : there is no need to assume that the word is incomplete, though both here and 
in 166 = Gv 864 the break is immediately before su. It will probably represent 
sutsai < •siikyai, the adjectival derivative of aVKov which was replaced in later Greek 
by <1\IKla > OVKfj; the Doric variant OVKia is probably from a dialect where ea > 1a. 

)i-po-qa: if the reading is correct, po-qa might still be an independent word =��1), 
and the ]i the last sign of a noun in the dative plural, despite the absence of a divider. 
Alternatively a compound is possible, provided the noun is neuter. 

CHAPTER I X  

P R O P O R T I O N A L  T R I B U T E  A N D  

R I T UA L  O F F E R I N G S  

p. 276t Further work on the Es tablets has produced, if not real illumination, at least 
some gleams of light on the process by which the dosmoi were computed. The 
most complete study is that by M. Lang ( I 964a). She has established that the 
group of men originally numbered fourteen, as the fourteen names on 
167 = Es 650 imply; but the figures against the last name were deleted, and 
168 = Es 644 equally has a ruled but vacant fourteenth line which might 
indicate the same change. 

These calculations can be followed more easily if the table is reprinted 
giving the figures in T units and keeping the original order (see opposite). 
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Other Total for 
Annual recipients Poscidon, Total 

Seed contribution Poseidon (each) etc. contributions 

Ko-pt-rt-U 6o 7 15 t l 20 27 
A-re-ku-tu-ru-wo 70 9l 23 2f 31  40t 
Se-no 10 2 5 f 6 8 
0-po-ro-,...no 40 t + 17 I f  21 22+ 
A,-ki-wo-ro 10 [ ] 6 f 7 7 +  
Wt-da-111-WO d. 4 I f  3 i 3l 4t 
Wo-ro-ti-ja 20 3t 8 t 10 13t 
Ka-ra-i 3 i 2+ ? i 2l+ ? 3+ ? 
A-ne-o 15 2l 5 i 51 8 
Ru-ko-wo-ro '4 [ ] 7 l 8! Bl+ 
0-ka 12 2l ? 7 i Si tot? 
Pi-ro-ta-wo 12 2[i?J 7 l 8! tot ? 
Ku-da-rM-ro 12 2[i?] 7 l Bl tOt? 

Totals 282 34l+ 1 12 9! l40l 1741+ 

The explanation of these figures is not easy. As pointed out by Miss Lang, 
282 is a multiple of 47 and I4ot is within t of 47 x 3 = I4I .  But some other 
factor must be at work, since although the rounding off of I4I  to I40 would 
be plausible, the introduction of an odd t is difficult to explain. The mysterious 
47 reappears in two other tablets ( 1S3=Er 880 and 1S4=Eq 213) which both 
have now (see p. 454) a total of 91 ( -17 x 2) units of wheat. 

Miss Lang has found the other factor in the figure I 4, which is attractive 
in view of the evidence that there were originally fourteen names in this group. 
I40f will then be a compromise between I 4 X  IO= I40 and 47 X 3 = I4 I .  
282 ( = 4 7 x 6 )  approximates to I 4 x 2 0  = 280, and I I 2 is exactly I 4 x 8 .  In the 
'Annual contribution ' the figure for 0-po-ro-me-no should probably be at least 
3, and those for A3-ki-wa-ro and Ru-ko-wo-ro about 2 each, so it would not be 
impossible that this column added up to 42 = I  4 x 3·  

Some of the irregularities may be due to the wish to distribute the total 
among the thirteen names, keeping a due proportion, but at the same time 
avoiding any measure less than ! of a unit ( = 4). Wyatt ( I  g64) has produced 
an ingenious theoretical grouping of the names int0 four (instead of Miss 
Lang's three), each of which holds 70 units, but the last holds 72 as it is com
posed of four names and 70 is not divisible by four; but neither is it divisible 
by the three names in his third group. It is conceivable that having 282 units 
to distribute among I 3  names the Mycenaean officials might have proceeded 
as he suggests, dividing it into three lots of 70 and one of 72; but nothing will 
account satisfactorily for the great diversity in the figures actually given. 

One fact emerges clearly: the smaller the holding, the higher the total of 
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dosmoi expressed as a percentage. Thus the possessor of the largest holding 
(70 units) contributes a total of 40t or ss% ;  the two smallest contribute 
1 20·8% and 100% (if the latter figure is complete). 

From this i t  can be deduced that the quantities of wheat listed in the 
contribution tablets is not a deduction from the quantity of seed-corn. A 
reasonable hypothesis would be that 167 = Es 650 represents a holding of land 
expressed in terms of seed-corn, as on the other E tablets; its produce might 
therefore be as much as 20 to 50 times this value, so that the tax imposed 
would be relatively light. 

p. 278t ? Krithioio : we can now add the one certain example of a month name at Pylos : pa-ki
ja-ni-jo-jo me-no 309 = Fr 1224. 

p. 278� 168 = Es 644. Corrections : !. 4 W H E A T  T !  [ ;  L s  W H E AT T(. 
p. 279t Ai2 ?-ke-te-si: in the absence of any confirmation of the value of sign no. 34, the sugges

tion at.Kil'}p should be abandoned. 

p. 279! 170 = Es 649. Correction : l . r  the tablet seems to have a-re-ku-tu-ru-r.zr-ne but 
this must be an error for a-re-ku-tu-ru-wo-ne. 

p. 282t 171 = Un 7 18 .  Corrections : !. 1 sa-ra-pe-da confirmed; ! . 1 3 ] I <I I .  

o-wi-de-la-i: the suggested M widesthai should be withdrawn, and dative plural of a 
noun seems more probable. But no one has been able to improve on the etymological 
interpretation as owi-dettihi; the apparent parallel a3-ki-de-ta (alyt-) in Na 529 is a 
false reading, the last sign being now read as -jq.. I t  is uncertain whether o-wi-de-ta[ 
on Wa 73 1 is complete or not. Possibly the second element is -derttihi (S£pw) ' sheep
flaycrs '. But the relation of this word to po-se-da-o-ni in line 1 remains obscure. 

e-ke-ra2-wo: on this name see p. 454· 
tu-ro2: the ideogram on KN Ra 7498 seems to be a form of • 233 = sw oR o rather than 

this ' monogra m ' .  The spelling with ro2 implies a pronunciation turyoi, which would 
evolve into classical .Vpol (cf. <pvpw < *<pvp-yw). 

a-re-ro : the ligature is certainly A + R E +  P A  which justifies us in regarding this spelling 
as an error for a-re-pa; cf. 313 = U n 6. 7. 

me-re-u-ro : it has been generally accepted that this is meleuron = &t.evpov, but the inference 
that the ideogram ( = the syllabic sign *65, cf. Raison, 1964) has the value ' flour' is 
perhaps incorrect. It recurs on the Knossos Fs series, where offerings are listed 
consisting of quantities of barley, figs, oil, wine and honey (Chad wick, 1 966, p. 3 1 ) ;  
this strongly suggests that *65 is the designation of a grain other than wheat and 
barley, and ' flour' is an annotation specifying the form in which this grain is offered. 
It is probably vain to speculate about the nature of the grain. 

p. 284t The order of the two sides of this tablet (cf. p. 286) is still not entirely clear. 
It would appear that the text as we have it represents at least a second draft 
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on the same tablet, and traces of the previous text can be detected, especially 
on the 'obverse '. But it is now generally assumed that the ' reverse', beginning 
po-ro-wi-to-jo, is to be read first. I t  appears probable, though not certain, that 
the scribe first inscribed the ' obverse', deleted it, turned the tablet over and 
wrote the existing ' reverse ', but at line 7, having drawn the rules and entered 
the initial PU-RO, he became dissatisfied and turned back to the original 
'obverse ', writing as lines 1 -3 the text intended for ' reverse ' 7- 10 .  However, 
a case could still be made out for keeping to the order as printed here, since 
the formula of 'obverse' 1 -3 is irregular, with the insertion of a-ke-qe wa-tu 
and the omission of the name of the deity preceding the enumeration of the 
offerings. This could result from uncertainty about the form of each entry, 
which was resolved beginning with the second entry (lines 4-7) and was 
copied on the ' reverse ' ;  po-ro-wi-to-jo would then stand outside the repeating 
formula. But it may be preferable to take po-ro-wi-to-jo as a general heading 
to all that follows, like the preamble to the o-ka tablets (56= An 657 . I ) or the 
furniture tablets (235 =Ta 7 1 1 . 1 ) . 

The impression of haste and carelessness is evident throughout, and en
courages us to propose emendations with less qualms than elsewhere. It is also 
clear that the arrangement of the text is largely experimental, and not the 
result of deliberate spacing. The use of both faces of the tablet almost certainly 
implies that it is an isolated document, not a member of a set, since the 
continuation would then be made on the next tablet. Sets of large tablets do 
not have entries on the reverse. 

From these facts it is evident that the theory of a calendar of religious 
offerings must be abandoned. It could only represent part of a month, and 
there is no trace of the remainder of what would have been a long series of 
documents. It is true that po-ro-wi-to now recurs on two, possibly three, of the 
olive-oil tablets from Pylos, and there too might, but need not, be the name 
of a month (see p. 480). But even if correctly so identified, this tablet shows no 
more than the curious affinity of religious offerings for dates (sec pp. 304-5) .  
Moreover, the alleged parallel at Knossos (207 = V  280) is very far from certain 
(see p. 475} ,  and although the two texts might appear to support each other, 
they would be so totally different from anything else we possess that we ought 
not to assume this, if they can be fitted into the regular pattern of records, not 
prescriptions. ' 

However, even if it is not a calendar, there can be no doubt that the subject 
of the text is a series of offerings to deities. Zeus, Hera, Hermes and Potnia 
arc all familiar names ; the rest are mostly explicable even if less familiar. The 
offerings consist of thirteen gold vessels and ten human beings, eight women 
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and two men. The men are offered to male deities, the women to female deities, 
though a problem arises in the first paragraph of the 'obverse ', where no 
deities appear to be specified, though the place seems to be the shrine of 
Poseidon. It has been suggested that the ideograms M A N  and W O M A N  here 
refer not to human beings but to figurines; this would be contrary to every
thing we know about the use of ideograms on the tablets, and seems highly 
improbable without any clue. It may be regarded as certain that these ten 
people were being dedicated to the deities, but it remains an open question 
what rite was followed. 

The revulsion which we feel for human sacrifice must not influence our 
judgement here. It is clear that the gold vessels would become the property of 
the god, and we may presume that the owners of the human beings equally 
divested themselves of ownership. This might be by dedicating the person to 
the god's service ; but the doe/oi or doe/ai of deities in the tablets appear to be 
persons of some standing, since they can hold land. The true slaves appear to 
be owned by persons. Hence the alternative, that these people were committed 
to divine service by being sacrificed, begins to appear more likely. 

A new piece of archaeological evidence for the practice of human sacrifice 
in Mycenaean times has recently been reported (Protonotariou-Deilaki, 
1 g6g) : two human skeletons found buried in kneeling posture at the entrance 
to a tomb. This may encourage us to accept more ambiguous examples re
purlc::d earlier (see the article cited). We  may also have recourse, with all due 
caution, to Homer, and recall that not only were twelve Trojan youths 
sacrificed on Patroklos' pyre, but this is subordinated to the sacrifice of two 
out of his nine dogs (It. xxm, 1 73-6). On the other hand the twelve named 
men assigned to deities or religious functionaries on 312 =An 1281 can hardly 
have been sacrificed. 

We may now turn to the question of the purpose of the rite. If ten human 
beings, even if slaves or captives, and thirteen gold vessels arc being offered, 
in whatever sense, to a whole pantheon of deities, this is hardly an ordinary 
annual ritual. It is more likely to be a special occasion, and the hasty writing 
of the tablet may perhaps correspond to a hasty preparation. If so, and it must 
be emphasized that any such interpretation is speculative, it is likely to have 
been an apotropaic ceremony to avert impending disaster, perhaps consequent 
upon the news of a successful landing or the defeat of the defending forces. 
The supplication to Athena at Troy (11. VI, 269-3 1 1 ) suggests itself as a 
parallel; and perhaps this is the explanation of the alabaster vase at Zakro 
which was found broken into four pieces and scattered (Platon, 1968, p. 225) .  

Our first comments on this tablet insisted on the likelihood of  pe-re and a-ke 
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concealing forms of cpepw and ayw, two verbs which are so regularly coupled 
in Greek for bringing inanimate and animate objects. The inanimate objects 
which are carried must be the do-ra = dora ' gifts '. Thus the po-re-na must be 
the ten persons who are led to the rite; though no Greek word provides an 
interpretation it may seem appropriate to translate as 'victims '. If figurines 
were meant, the correct verb would be cpepw. Our suggested ' persons to 
carry the vessels in procession ' encounters the difficulty that three of the 
vessels have no one to carry them. It is much more likely that the offerings 
are all brought, but different verbs are used to convey the different means of 
movement. 

Palmer, however ( 1 963 a, p. 266) , while connecting pe-re with cpepw has 
interpreted a-ke as hagi ' was purified ' from a root found in ayv6s, &3o1Jat. We 
should expect this at Pylos to be spelt a2-ke, but usage is not entirely consistent. 
This has the advantage that wa-tu ( 'obverse' line 1 )  can be given its natural 
interpretation as wastu =&a-rv 'the town ' ;  but it involves taking po-re-na as 
nominative singular, which is difficult if the first part of po-re-no-zo-te-ri-ja 
Un 443.2 belongs to the same word ; cf. also po-re-no-tu-!�[ Ua 1413,  and 
po-re-si ( dat. plur. ?) TH Of 26. 

The question what part of cpepw and ayw pe-re and a-ke represent cannot be 
separated from the interpretation to be given i-je-to-qe. It might be a tempting 
solution to regard this ;�s the nominative singular required as subject tu Ll1t: 
two present indicatives ; but this leads to no easy interpretation, and most 
commentators have followed our lead in regarding it as a verbal form, with 
suffixed -qe. The presence of the connective, even if contrary to classical usage, 
is little different from the use of e-ke-qe in the E tablets (see pp. 246, 447) .  
Thus i f  i-je-to is a verb, i t  must presumably match with pe-re and a-ke. If  the 
latter pair are aorist passive, i-je-to should be the same; but its form is unsuit
able, for it might be an imperfect or even a perfect, but hardly an aorist, even 
if the classical type of aorist in -6T)v had not yet developed. The change from 
imperfect to aorist would be surprising; Palm er translates i-je-to ' a  ceremony 
of consecration was held' without commenting on the tense. It would therefore 
be simpler to regard i-je-to as present medio-passive in -toi (see p. 87),  agreeing 
with the present indicatives pherei and agei. The use of the present with no 
precise reference to ·time is common enough on the tablets ; cf. the present 
tenses of the N tablets (e.g. 195=Na 245, 193 = Na 520, 186=Na 543; 
184=Nn 228, etc.) .  

But i f  we accept this interpretation, we have to find a subject for the verbs. 
Who brings the offerings ? Or can pherei and agei be treated as impersonal 
'one brings ' ?  Two solutions seem possible; that pu-ro is used to mean ' the 
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people of Pylos ' or even the king acting on behalf of the kingdom ; or that 
po-ro-wi-to is the name of the official responsible and is to be understood out 
of the introductory genitive (se. ' these arc the offerings of po-ro-wi-to ') . The 
first seems preferable, though i t  is not entirely convincing; it hardly seems 
possible that wa-tu is wastu used as a substitute for Pulos, though this would 
of course make sense of the puzzling insertion in the formula, since a<TTV is so 
clearly distinguished in classical usage from rr6t.1s a� meaning the city as a 
collection of buildings. We can rule out the names of the deities as possible 
subjects since some are clearly in the dative (ti-ri-se-ro-e, di-we, i-je-we) and all 
may be. I t  would be possible to take po-si-da-i-jo, pe-re-*82-.}o, etc., as nomina
tives ( ' the priest of Poseidon, etc.') ; but this will not satisfy ' reverse ' line 2, 
where the dative pa-ki-ja-si occupies the same position in the formula. It is 
simpler to regard all these words as dative-locative. We can eliminate do-ra, 
not as being plural, but because the gifts arc obviously brought, they do not 
bring anything; and since po-re-na is parallel in structure to do-ra, this too is 
impossible. Thus we are led to the conclusion either that pu-ro is the subject, 
or that the subject was regarded by the writer as so obvious that it was 
unnecessary to specify him. 

The initial word i-je-to-qe must from its position be emphatic and set the 
tone for the following entry. This makes it difficult to associate with ir11..t1 
' send', and the presence of the locative-dative pa-ki-Ja-si in ' reverse ' line 2 
seems to prove that this meaning is wrong. I t  is therefore tempting to accept 
Palmer's idea ( 1 963a, p. 265) that it belongs to a verb which did not survive 
in classical Greek, but had a base *isl- with religious meaning seen in the 
adjective iep6s. It is of course true that *imo- (Skt. ijira-) would yield Greek 
iap6s, and this is the normal West Greek form; but the alternation of iap6s 
and iep6s is not explained by normal dialect alternations, and it is possible 
that the word contains two distinct origins which have become confused ; and 
this might account for the meaning 'strong' as well as ' sacred '. The verb at 
this stage might have retained the form ihemi as distinct from lziemi (or hilzimi) 
so that the confusion was graphic rather than phonetic ; and it may have been 
deponent, since there is no reason to regard ihetoi as passive rather than middle 
voice. In the translation proposed here it has been tentatively rendered 
' sacrifices ' .  

p .  286t 172 = Tn 3 1 6. Corrections : read ' reverse ' as  first side, followed by 'obverse ' ;  
obv. line 1 0  the suggested correction i-je- (re )-we for i-je-we is probably 
unnecessary. 
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Translation : ' R E v  E R sE '  : 

In the month of Plowistos. Pylos sacrifices at Pa-ki-ja-ne and brings gifts and leads 
victims. 

For the Mistress : one gold cup, one woman. 
For Mnasa : one gold bowl, one woman. 
For Posidaeia : one gold bowl, one woman. 
For the thrice-hero : one gold cup. 
For the Lord of the House : one gold cup. 

Pylos . . .  (blank) 

' O B V E R S E ' :  

Pylos sacrifices at the shrine of Poseidon and the ciry leads, and brings gifts and 
leads victims : one gold cup, two women ,Jor C"'owia (and?) Komawenteia. 
Pylos sacrifices at the shrines of Perse and lphemedeia and Diwia, and brings 
gifts and leads victims: 

For Perse : one gold bowl, one woman. 
For lphemedeia :  one gold bowl. 
For Diwia: one gold bowl, one woman. 
For Hermes Areia : one gold cup, one man. 

Pylos sacrifices at the shrine of Zeus and brings gifts and leads victims : 
For Zeus : one gold bowl, one man. 
For Hera: one gold bowl, one woman. 
For Drimios the son of Zeus: one gold bowl [ ?] 

Pylos . . .  (blank) 

qo-wi-Ja : the second explanation offered has been followed in translation. Komtiwenltiti 
(also TH Of 35) stands in much the same relation to Komtiwens, which is found as a 
man's name, as Posidaeiti does to Poseidiior1. Explanations which make these words 
adjectives describing the vessels do not account for the absence of a deity to receive 
this sacrifice, nor the sex of the two victims. G��'owiti might emerge as Boia in classical 
Greek, a woman's name and that of a town, also called Bo1al, which might be 
named after a local divinity. 

pe-re-*82: if, as seems likely (Chadwick, 1g68a), *82 has the value swa, this goddess 
must have some such name as Preswti. It is tempting to see in this a metathetized form 
of the classical mfX1TI (Od. x, 1 39) ,  daughter ofOceanus and wife ofHelios; whether 
it may be further identified with the first element of nEpaEq>6VT] is only speculative., 

DiwJai: as Ruijgh ( 1 967, p. 1 30) points out, the nominative might be either Diwyri 
or Diwyti, the former being a feminine from Zel)s ' the wife of Zeus ', the latter an 
adjectival form ' the daughter of Zeus '. Ruijgh is no doubt right in preferring the 
former explanation, despite the rarity of 6Ta in later Greek. 

E-ma-a2: also now at Xn 1 35 7 . I  and TH Of 3 1 .  
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di-ri-mi-jo, etc.: the form i-je-we is acceptable as dative to i-*65, if *65 =ju: (h)iewei 
'son'. At the same time it must be admitted that in such a carelessly written docu
ment the omission of a sign in this word is not improbable; we have quite certainly 
a at ' obverse' line: 5 for a-ke, and almost certainly i-pe-me-de-ja-qe for i-pe-me-de-ja
jo-qe in the previous line. On the: problem of i-*65 'son ' ,  sec Glossary. 

Tris-hiroei: the: name: recurs on Fr 1 204 as the recipient of oil. There is no good reason 
to expect a digamma in the: declension of ti?J->S; the formation with adverbial Tpta
suggests that ti?J->S was originally an adjective. If  the: men and women arc sacrificial 
victims, the last two deities on this side are not judged important enough to warrant 
one. 

p. 2B9t To the list of major studies of this series must be added those of Lejeune 
( 1 958a, pp. 65-9 1 ) ,  Wyatt ( 1 962) and Palmer ( 1 963 a, pp. 300-5). For the 
most part the analysis given in the first edition has been confirmed, but 
Palmcr's suggestion that the six commodities arc all aromatic substances and 
arc religious offerings is unlikely. 

The main part of Wyatt's article is an ingenious attempt to show how the 
figures of the assessment were obtained and to account for the apparent dis
crepancies visible in the table on p. 291 .  He assumes that the Palace set a total 
for the contributions of each commodity and that this figure was allocated 
among the towns by dividing it between the two Provinces, and then dividing 
each Province into two areas which were further divided into two r«'giom. 
This is certainly one way in which the figures may have been reached, but 
there are still minor discrepancies. His scheme does, however, lead to sugges
tions about the geographical location of some of the towns which are in line 
with those proposed above (see p. 41 7) .  

With two exceptions, the seventeen place names of the M a series, omitting 
182= Ma 1 26 which is plainly aberrant, can be equated with the sixteen of 
the standard list of the principal towns of the two provinces (257 = J n 829) .  
The exceptions arc a-te-re-wi-ja and e-sa-re-wi-ja (Ma 330, 335) ,  which appear 
instead of e-re-i. E-sa-re-wi-ja is shown uy 304 =On 300 to belong to the 
Further Province, and a-te-re-wi-ja is associated with it on An 830. We may 
therefore presume that these tablets belong to the Further Province, but that 
for some reason one of the regions has been divided into two. 

Little progress has been made with the identification of the six commodities. 
* 146 = A  is now generally believed to be some form of textile (Chad wick, 
1964b, Lejeunc, 1 964b) though doubts have been expressed by Palmer ( r963 a, 
esp. pp. 485-6) who rightly notes that this is used in offerings. However, the 
offering of garments is a familiar feature of Greek ritual. No good suggestions 
have been made for the weighed commodities B, C and E; the syllabic values 
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may well be abbreviations, but not necessarily of Greek words (cf. NI, sA).  
The suggestion of ' beeswax ' for K E (keros) has not received any confirmation. 
The last item, F, ought to be more easily identifiable, if it represents a Greek 
word, since not many things can occur in such profusion (figures over 1000 in 
some cases). I t  appears to be counted, which tells strongly against substances 
such as honey (meli) or wine (methu) which would demand liquid measures. 
The same argument applies to things measured in dry measure (meleuron 
' flour', see me-re-u-ro in Glossary) ; and it is hardly likely to be the name of a 
unit (melron, medimnos) since this would leave the substance unspecified. The 
only plausible solution is mela ' sheep and goats ', of which there may have 
been sufficient numbers available, and the ambiguity in the word would 
prevent the use of the animal ideograms which are specific; but it must be 
emphasized that all these guesses depend upon the word so abbreviated sur
viving into classical Greek, and it could well be something quite different. 

I t  is certain that these contributions are some kind of regular tax imposed 
on the towns, since deficits of the previous year are mentioned; 180= Ma 225 
refers to a remission granted to the smiths ' this year', and 178 = Ma 365 to a 
payment in ' the following year'. I t  is of interest that the assessments for the 
Further Province are considerably higher than for the Hither Province, 
despite the smaller number of towns ; but this would be understandable if they 
controlled the rich agricultural lami rof the Pamisos valley. 

p. 292t 174 = M  a 346. Correction : ! . 1  add at the end F 400[ (i.e. a figure probably in 
excess of 400).  

p. 293t 177 = Ma 90. On ku-re-we as the name of a class of inhabitants see p. 430. 

p. 293! 178 = M a 365 

haltron welos : this interpretation has been generally accepted, though Lcjcunc suggested 
taking a2-te-ro as hateroi ' the other smiths pay their annual contribution', but this 
seems to strain the meaning of welos. The parallel with <.a-we-le ' this year' (180= 
Ma 225) strongly suggests that this phrase means 'next year' (and not ' every other 
year ' ) .  

p.  294t The suggested abbreviation ophllo(mena) has not been confirmed, and it seems 
easier to accept incoherence of syntax, taking o-pe-ro as usual as a neuter noun. , 

p. 295t 180=Ma 225 

<_a-we-le: brilliantly identified by Pa1mer ( 1960, p. 6o; cf. 1963 a, p. 305) as tstiwe/es < 
*kytiwe/ts = o-i\-ns ' this year'. The word now recurs at Knossos (Fh 545 1 )  with its 
adjectival form ?.tJ.-we-te-ra (Fh 5 1 8) .  
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re-u-lco-to-ro : the reference to Leuktron, which is the administrative centre (cf. p. 418) 
of the Fur!her Province, is surprising on a tablet which deals with Pi-*82 (Piswa ?), 
one of the Nine Towns of the Hither Province. Perhaps the solution lies in the loca
tion of this town near the frontier between the two provinces; we believe it to lie at 
the northern extremity of the kingdom, and if it were in the Soulima valley (perhaps 
in the area of Malthi or even Peristeria (Moira) where such rich finds were made), 
it would be as accessible from the Pamisos valley as from Pylos via Kyparissia. 

P· 295! 182 = M a 126. Correction : I. 2 A 3 B ! C x .  

i-11a-ma-ta : solutions based upon Arcaclian lv=tv seem unlikely since this form of the 
preposition has not been reliably identified in Myccnaean. Palmer ( 1963a, p. 305) 
may be right in suggesting it is a personal name of the common type ending in 
-tittir. In Wa 730.1 the reading is perhaps 4(1-so-mo = 6aaiJ6s 'distribution'. 

P· 2951! It  will be useful to add here the badly damaged tablet On 300, since it is a 
vital piece of evidence in the determination of the geography of the kingdom 
of Pylos (see pp. 4 1 5- 1 7) . The ideogram *154 bears a general resemblance 
to * 152 and * 153 which are surcharged with syllabic wi and ko ,52 � 
and appear to stand for wrinos ' hide' and kOwos ' sheepskin '  4 respectively. But there are differences in the outline of * 154 and ' 53 � 
the resemblance may be fortuitous. The tablet gives no further 154 rJ. 
clue to the identity of the ideogram, since the heading is lost. v 

304 =0n 300 

[At least one line lost) 
2 *154 1 0  
3 ko-re-te-]ri * 154 5[ 

) *154[ 

a-pi-a2-ro 
]pa-ki-ja-ni-j<Z[ ] 'ko-re-le-ri' 

5 * 15 4) ! e-ra-te-Z-.JO 'ko-re-te-ri' 
6 ] -ni-jo[ ]du-ma-ti * 154 3 
7 da-mo-ko-ro[ ] vacat 
8 o-de-qa-a2 pe-ra-a-ko-ra-i-jo ( 
9 ra-u-ra-ti")'a ko-re-te * 154 �[ ]�-sa-re-wi-ja �9[-re-te 

10 e-[ ra-te ]-re-wa-o ko-re-te * 154 2 [  ]te-mi-ti-ja ko-re-te 
1 1  sa-ma[-ra] ko-re-le * 154[ )2 a-si-ja-ti-ja ko-re-te 
12 ]ma *154 2 te-po-se-u *154 3 
13 ) vacat 
14- !8 vacant 

*154 6 
*154 3 

]*154 3 
*!S1 J 
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A small fragment, On 1074, appears to belong to this tablet but cannot be 
accurately placed. No translation is given in view of the damaged state of the 
text and its tabular form. 

The second paragraph of this text clearly begins at line 8 with the word 
o-de-qa-a2, strongly reminiscent of o-da-a2 which so often serves the same 
purpose (e.g. 43 = Aq 64. 1 2 ,  44=Aq 2 1 8.9). The doubts over the presence of 
a divider between o-de and qa-a2 arc justified, and the four signs probably 
constitute a single word. Study by Olivier of this text has revealed that the 
scribe first wrote o-tk-qe pe-ra- and then deleted all but the first two signs 
and inscribed the present text. This confirms the view of o-da-a2 proposed by 
Chad wick ( 197 1 ,  pp. 1 02-3) that this is ho de plus a particle *a ha, for in this 
case we have plainly hO de q"(e) aha replacing hO de q"e= ws 5£ n. 

The paragraph is headed pe-ra-a-ko-ra-i-jo, plainly an adjectival form from 
pe-ra-ko-ra-i-ja Ae 398 and pe-ra3-ko-ra-i-ja 199 = Ng 332 ; for the details of the 
structure of this word see Chadwick, 1 963 a, pp. 1 37-8. It refers to places on 
the far side of the feature which divides the kingdom into two, and four of the 
following place names are identifiable with towns among the final seven of 
257 = J n 829 (ra-u-ra-ti-ja = ra-]wa-ra-ta2, te-mi-ti-ja = ti-mi-to-a-ke-e, sa-ma[ -ra] = 

[sa-]ma-ra, a-si-ja-ti-ja) . Of the other two e-sa-re-wi-ja reappears on Ma 330 
and on Vn 493 coupled with za-ma-e-wi-ja (175 = Ma 393, 257=Jn 829. 18),  
and despite the apparent lack of space e-[ra-te-] re-wa-o must be restored in 
line 10 (cf. 258 =Jo 438.27, also followed by ko-re-te; also e-ra-te-re-we Ma 333). 
It is therefore tempting in line 1 2  to restore [ e-re-o du-]ma, the duma of H elos, 
since du-ma and ko-re-te are clearly titles of the same sort (cf. 257 = J n 829 . 1 -2) .  
This leaves only te-po-se-u to account for, and he is shown by 258=Jo 438.21 
to be ti-nwa-si-jo ko-re-te. In other words the official is named instead of being 
given his title. 

We can now turn to the even more damaged first paragraph. Line r 
presumably contained the heading stating the subject of the record ; it prob
ably contained the word de-we-ro-a-ko-ra-i-jo or something similar. The nine 
following entries will then correspond to the Nine Towns of the Hither 
Province. Strangely the title ko-re-te-ri is here in the dative case, with the less 
usual locatival -i ending ; but rather than suppose a different operation in the 
first paragraph, we may put this down to scribal inconsequence. pa-ki-ja-ni-ja ' 
is the town nearest to Pylos, frequently mentioned on the tablets. a-pi-a2-ro= 
Amphihalos is an important person (An 1 92. 1 ,  Qa 1 297) but there is no 
evidence of his town. e-ra-te-i-jo is the adjective of e-ra-to which replaces ro-u-so 
in some versions of the List of the Nine Towns. In line 6 [du]-ni-Jo is a likely 
restoration (cf. An 1 92.2), but again we cannot conjecture the place name 
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which must fit in the lacuna. da-mo-ko-ro has been finally proved by KN C 
7058 + 7922 to be a title rather than a personal name. This too appears to 
stand, like te-po-se-u, outside the entries corresponding to the principal towns 
of the Province. 

P· 295tt The attempts that have been made to dissolve the connexion between the 
ideogram SA and the word ri-no = linon (184=Nn 228) have now generally 
been abandoned. But much doubt still surrounds the meaning of the word 
linon, since it can refer both to the raw fibres of the flax plant and to the thread 
and cloth prepared from them ; the other product of the plant, linseed, is in 
classical Greek called Aivov c.rnepiJCX, but might also be included in the Mycen
aean use of the word. 

As pointed out by Kill en ( 1966 b, p. 36) , ri-no is measured by weight at 
Knossos on Og 5778. Thus KN Ne 4479 with the entry SA  l 1 may be some 
confirmation that s A  on the Pylos tablets refers to a product of the flax plant. 
It is possible that standard bales of the fibres formed the basic unit in which 
the product was counted, and when it is weighed it is the seed which is meant. 

The formulas of the Na tablets may be divided into two basic types, depend
ing on whether there is one entry of sA or two. The simple class with one entry 
may be subdivided into those with a formula consisting only of a place name 
followed by SA and a number (e.g. 185- Na 419) and those whr.rr. thr. pl::..ce 
name has a qualifying phrase added, but no separate sA entry. This phrase may 
be as short as we-da-ne-wo ke (Na 856, 1041 ) , but in most cases contains the verb 
e-ko-si (Na 396, Na 405, 187=Na 5 1 4, Na 516, 186=Na 543, 188=Na 928) 
or e-ke (196=Na 926 ; cf. 194=Na 334, but this belongs to the type with 
e-re-u-te-ra, see below). 

The compound class consists of those with two or more entries of s A. These 
too are of two types, those with the formula:  Place name SA  number 
to-sa-de X e-re-u-te-ro (-ra) SA number, where X is a noun in the dative 
case (e.g. 192 =Na 252), and those where the second element is varied to 
to-sa-de X o-u-di-do-si, where X is a noun in the nominative (e.g. 189 = N a 
568, 19S=Na 245). Further annotations are added, but this division still 
holds good. 

There are two tablets apparently of the simple class with one SA  entry, but 
containing the e-re-u-te-ra formula: 19l = Na 248 and 194= Na 334; and one 
in which the first SA is not followed by a number (Na 924: ri-sa-pi S A  
me-to-re e-re-u-te-ro-se to-sa s A  10).  It seems likely that Na 924 implies a 
zero entry for the first SA, and therefore the other two may be regarded also 
as of the compound class, with sA  o understood after the place name. 
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From this classification it is clear that e-re-u-te-ra and o-u-di-do-si are in some 
sense equivalent, for the totalling tablets, 198=Ng 319 and 199= Ng 332, do 
not have anything corresponding to e-re-u-te-ra, but a single subordinate entry 
headed o-u-di-do-to, which must be the passive of o-u-di-do-si. At the same time 
the use of both formulas on one unfortunately incomplete tablet (Na 185.A 
]o-u-di-do-si S A  2 :  .B) e-re-u-te-ro S A  2) suggests that the distinction is not 
arbitrary. 

The e-re-u-te-ra formula may be varied by the use of the verb e-re-u-te-ro-se 
to indicate the official responsible for the remission ( 190 = N a 395) ,  and in 
one case this is  added to the o-u-di-do-si formula (189= Na 568), which is 
further proof that the terms are effectively synonymous. 

Thus the meaning of e-re-u-te-ro-se= eleutherose must be ' made free', ' re
mitted', which is a tolerable extension of the sense of the classical EAru6ep6u> 
'to free (a person) from debt' (Herodotus VI, 59. Plat. Rep. s66e) . This in turn 
will explain the use of the adjective in the sense of ' allowed free', ' remitted '. 
The nearest classical parallel seems to be its use to mean ' free of debts', 
' unencumbered ' (Dem. XXXV, 2 1 ) .  The wavering between e-re-u-te-ro and 
e-re-u-te-ra may be due to thinking of the plural units represented by S A  
(feminine?) or the collective neuter singular (linon) .  

It is  not clear whether these tablets represent an assessment or an actual 
delivery. There is no mention of a ddicit cxcrpt in the special document 
184=Nn 228, so perhaps we should regard the main entries as a forecast of 
the amount to be received. They differ from the assessments of the M a tablets 
by requiring the sums remitted in the compound tablets to be added to the 
first entry in order to produce the round numbers characteristic of the simple 
type. Thus: 

Na 245 
Na 252 
Na 425 
Na 529 

20+ 10=30 
24+ 6=30 
27 +  3=30 
1 8 +  s +  1 7 =40 

This explanation will satisfy the three tablets with presumed zero main entry 
listed above. Here the total assessment has been remitted, so that the delivery 
is forecast as zero. 

We can now ask what is the meaning of the group with only one entry, but 
an annotation including e-ko-si : are these too to be regarded as compound 
tablets with a zero assessment? Or are they forecasts of deliveries which the 
annotation does not cancel out? It is hard to see what purpose there would 
be in introducing yet a third way of denoting a rebate; and it is clear that the 
subjects of e-ko-si are words of a different type from the trade names which 
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figure in the remission formulas. We can perhaps put the question in another 
form and ask what is the object of e-ko-si; is it the following number of SA,  

which would imply that the Palace received nothing, or is it the territory in 
question which is ' occupied ' by this group of people ? 

196 = Na 926 may be helpful here in view of its variation on the formula. 
The territory is described as a-ki-ti-to =aktitos, which can hardly be uncul
tivated, if at least 6 units of flax are expected from it. Presumably it means 
' not subject to the process described by ki-ti-je-si' ( 193 = Na 520) which 
entitles those performing it to a remission. Perhaps the original sense was ' to 
render habitable'

'
' to build dwellings upon '. (Cf. K'Tiaae Se �apSaviT)v, rnei Ot llTW 

�lA lOS lpt) ev mSi� rrrn6f..ta"To ll. xx, '2 16.) From this the special sense of ki-ti-me-na 
' land under habitation ', ' lived upon', might develop to mean effectively 
' private estate '.  At least it is clearly the land which is called aktitos ; and the 
tablet goes on to note: ekhei de min A2. Here min can hardly refer to the flax, but 
to the land which is aktitos : ' and H. holds it ' .  If therefore the note does not 
here cancel the contribution, it is reasonable to assume that in the other cases 
too e-ko-si does not imply any rebate. In 194 = Na 334 the royal holding is 
specially exempted from contribution. 

The subjects of the verb e-ko-si on surviving tablets arc : ko-ro-ku-ra-i-jo 
(Na 396, Na 405, Na 5 1 6, 186=Na 543), ke-ki-de ( 187= Na 5 1 4 ;  cf.]��-ki-do 
Na 848), and u-ru-pi-ja-jo (Na 928). These are three of the names used on the 
o-ka tablets to refer to contingents of troops. Mi.ihlestein ( 1956a, pp. 16-18) 
first called attention to apparent similarities in the numbers, which he inter
preted as meaning that the troops were issued with one S A  apiece. Unfortun
ately, although this suggestion has been eagerly accepted, the evidence is far 
from satisfactory. 

187 = Na 5 14 lists SA 30 at [ku-]pa-ri-so with the note ke-ki-de e-ko-si; 
56=An 657 lists two detachments of ku-pa-ri-si-jo ke-ki-de of 20 and 10  men 
respectively. If the sum were any figure but 30, the commonest number in the 
.Na tablets, the coincidence would be striking. But both sets of tablets work for 
preference in multiples of 1 o, and the agreement might well arise by chance. 

186= Na 543 lists S A  30 at ka-ra-do-ro, which is held by ko-ro-ku-ra-i-jo (the 
restoration is beyond doubt) ; 60= An 661 .5 lists a number of ko-ro-ku-ra-i-jo 
at the same place, but although M E N  30 was originally read the figure is 
damaged and ! o[ is the safest reading. This coincidence therefore depends 
upon a very uncertain reading. 

Na I 027 has the simple entry : e-na-po-ro S A  70. 60 = An 661 reads e-na-po-ro 
i-wa-so M E N  70. On this basis Mi.ihlestein proposed regarding Na 1027 as 
having omitted the annotation i-wa-so e-ko-si. But of course this is quite 
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unjustified ; the .Na tablet is a normal assessment and no annotation was 
made. 

188= Na 928 had its left end missing, but records SA 1 0  and u-ru-pi-ja-jo 
e-ko-si. Mi.ihlestein proposed restoring the place name as *pe-di-.Jo to match 
58= An 654. 14- 1 6 :  to-so-de pe-di-je-we . . .  u-ru-pi-ja-jo MEN 10 .  Unfortun
ately the join of Na 928 with 929 and 953 shows that the name was really 
]a2-ke-wo-a-ki-[ which does not recur elsewhere. 

The hypothesis that one unit of SA was issued to each man in the coast
guard detachments is thus shown to be poorly founded. All that the facts show 
is that at certain places liable for a contribution of flax, there were 'occupiers' 
of land who bore special generic names and were drawn upon to provide the 
manpower required for the coastguard service. See further on these names, 
p. 430· 

Finally we may dispose of Palmer's suggestion that S A  stands for l inseed 
issued to the troops as emergency rations, for which he compares Thucydides 
1v, 26, 8. This refers to the parcels of food smuggled by underwater swimmers 
to the Spartans blockaded on Sphakteria. Clearly the need here was not for 
palatable food, but for food with a high nutritive value; it would need to have 
been boiled to render it non-toxic. To suggest its widespread use as military 
rations on such a slender basis is a dangerous hypothesis. It must also be 
remarked that linseed would presumably be measured in dry volume and in 
the absence of metric signs the figures would refer to the standard dry units, 
i .e. about 96 litres per man-a heroic ration. 

I t  is clearly a more economical hypothesis to suggest that the figures refer 
to the normal production of flax, which may have been a royal monopoly. 
The greater part of the flax still grown in Greece for ·  fibres is produced in 
Messenia and the adjacent areas (Chadwick, r g63a, p.  129), doubtless on 
account of the lavish water-supply which is required for retting. This explains 
also the relative scarcity of flax (s A) in Crete. For the use of linen cloth, see 
pp. 323, 522. 

It is interesting that instead of grouping the contributions under the Sixteen 
principal towns, each town or village is assessed separately. This suggests an 
agricultural product not requiring a process of manufacture or treatment in a 
central depot; contrast the Ma tablets. The tablets must have been divided 
between two files corresponding to the two Provinces and each accompanied 
by a totalling document (198, 199) ; but unfortunately they were all written 
by the same scribe and there is no way of restoring them to their correct 
files, except where we have independent evidence for the location of the 
place. 
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p.  2g6t 183 = N n 83 1 .  Corrections : ! . 1  [do-s0-7!!9D. 

p. 2!j6! 

It was perhaps inevitable that the restoration ko-ri[-ja-do-]no, which Ventris 
and I discussed and agreed to reject, should have been proposed (Palmer, 
1963 a, p. 3 10). One reason was that the two signs alone would have not filled 
the lacuna, but if a divider were included the spacing then becomes plausible. 
The other is that the restoration of a name of a spice matches ill with sA, if this 
signifies flax. It is true that ko-ri-to does not occur on any of the surviving .Na 
tablets ; but there is no objection to a place name as the heading for a tablet 
of this sort (cf. sa-ra-pe-da 171 = U n 7 1 8. 1 ) . Possibly ko-ri-[to-jo] or ko-ri-[ si-jo] 
would fit the gap better. It is uncertain whether the last word do-s0-1!19 ' con
tribution ' was intended to be deleted or not; the whole tablet appears to have 
been deleted and re-written. 

184=Nn 228 
The corresponding .Na tablets can be listed as follows 
1 u-ka-jo S A  20 
2 ro-o-wa SA 35 Na 568 ? ]-wa SA 2o +sA so 
3 pu2-ra2-a-ke-re-u SA 10  Na 425 pu2-ra2-a-ki-ri-jo SA 27 + S A  3 
' ke-i-ja-ka-ra-na SA 5 
5 di-wi-ja-ta SA 6o 
6 a-pi-no-e-wi-jo SA 28 Xa 58 a-pi-no-e-wi-[ 
7 po-ra-pi SA 1 0  X n  432 ? po-ra-[ 
8 e-na-po-ro SA 33 Na 1027 e-na-po-ro SA 70 
9 le-lu-ru-we SA 38 Na 1054 le-lu-ru-we SA 40 + ? 

If the few cases where both figures are preserved are to be trusted, the number 
of sA here is always smaller than the assessment of the .Na tablets. Thus if this 
is a record of deficits, the difference must be the actual deliveries received. In 
line 4 of this table the corresponding .Na tablet might be Xa 70 (with a variant 
of this form of the name, but probably not belonging to this series) ; but it 
should not be identified with the simple ke-i-jo of Na 577 with an assessment 
of SA 14. Ke-i-jo (cf. ke-i-ja Qa 1303) is clearly an adjectival form of ke-e 
(Aa 93, Ad 295) which is known to lie in the Further Province, whereas all 
the other place names on this tablet which can be assigned to provinces are 
in the Hither Province. Hence it seems probable that ke-i-ja-ka-ra-na (though 
a similar adjective qualifying krana = Kptivfl ' spring') and ke-i-jo are two differ
ent places, both producing flax ; it is notable that ke-e is shown by Ad 295 to 
be the home of ri-ne-ja-o = lineition ' flax workers'. 

Several of the places listed on this tablet are shown by their associatiOns to 
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be in the southern part of the Hither Province; on ro-o-wa sec p. 1 87 ; and 
e-na-po-ro is located between a-ke-re-wa and ka-ra-do-ro, sixth and eighth of the 
Nine Towns (p. 142 ) ,  by 60=An 661 .3. Po-ra-pi (in the locative form po-ra-i) 
seems to be placed a little further north by 59=An 656. 13. 

Some of the names also reappear on Mb or Mn tablets, associated with the 
ideogram * 1 46 ( =A, p. 290) which is believed to be some kind of textile. It 
does not follow that * 146 = ' linen cloth ', since it is also associated with wool 
(KN M 559, M 683) .  

p. 297t E-ko-me-no is duplicated on  197 = Na 406 and Na 941 ;  it is possible that these 
are two different places. U-ra-*86 occurs on Na 466 and the rare sign *86 also 
ends the names on Na 1039 and Na 1086, but this is hardly sufficient proof 
that the name is the same in each case. It  is not impossible that *86 is a 
' compound' sign preferred by this scribe, where others would spell out the 
group in two signs. The names appear to be all in the dative-locative, with the 
-pi ending in appropriate cases (plurals of a- and consonant-stems). 

p. 2g8t 188 = Na 928. As a result of a join with 929 + 953, the text now reads: 
]a2-ke-wo-a-ki-[ ]u-ru-pi-Ja-jo ' e-ko-si' SA 1 0  

U-ru-pi-ja-jo is not to be connected with Olympia. 

p. 2g8t 189=Na 568. Au alternative resturalion would be [ro-o]-wa, cf. 184 = Nn 
228.2. 

The title, if it is one, e-sa-re-u now recurs in the dative case e-sa-re-we on 
Cn 1 197.4. But it is not clear which of these terms is the name and which the 
title. Palm er takes ke-u-po-da as kheuspondtis ' libation-pourer' and hence 
e-sa-re-u as a personal name. 

p. 3oot a-ki-ti-to must mean something other than 'uncultivated ' ;  see p. 470 above. 

p. 300! 197 = Na 406 + 1088. The text now reads: 
o-qe-[ ]si sA  20 

e-ko-me-no di-wi-Ja-!pp e-ke a-ki-ti-to 

di-wi-ja-r.p!J: Diwyawon, a name found at both Knossos and Thebes. 
o-qe-( ]si: a tantalizing break, since there is no obvious word to fill the gap. Possibly 

o-qe represents ho q"e (o Te) written as one word with a following verb. If so, the verb 
must be athematic to end in -si in the 3rd person singular, so perhaps a restoration 
o-qe-[di-do-]si is possible, di-do-si here being didosi, 'and he contributes'. 

P· 3o• t  It is not clear whether de-we-ro- implies a pronunciation dewero, or whether 
we is here a spelling for u (cf. pp. 398, 492).  
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p. 3o• !  No real progress has been made with the interpretation of  this series. I ts 
presence in the Arsenal along with records of chariots and weapons suggests 
that it must have had a 'military' purpose, and the idea that it is connected 
with the manufacture of bows still seems the most plausible; cf. to-ko-so-wo-ko= 
toxoworgoi ' bow-makers ' at Pylos (An 207 . 1 2) .  In KN V 1 50 to-ko-so-ta 
a-te-u-ke 1 the interpretation seems certainly to be toxotiis ateukhis ' unequipped 
archer', but possibly the first word is to be taken as a personal name. 

No one has explained why animals are listed together with their horns; the 
number of horns would presumably be twice the number of animals, but the 
number of horns actually recorded (]) is always less than (or the same as) 
the number of male goats (G). Palmer ( 1963 h, p. 162) has objected that since 
there is a fixed relationship of 1 kg. of I to every 2 horns, this must be also an 
animal product. But he does not propose an identification, nor does he explain 
the relationship between the number of horns and the number of animals. 

The table on p. 302 needs only slight correction in the light of new readings, 
and none of the changes disturbs the conclusions dravm from it. Me 5098 has 
been improved by joins with 4457 and 8264, and is now re-numbered Me 4457. 
I t  begins in line 1 with the regular totalling formula: to-sa, probably neuter 
plural. Line 2 begins ��[, which it is tempting to restore as keras (or its plural). 
But the figure for ], apart from being the only odd number in this column, is 
doubly aberrant. I t  is the only case where the number of] is not less than the 
number of G; and it is the only ] figure which is not double the I figure (in 
Me 4462 read I 26). It seems clear that the tablet contains an error, and we 
should have had J 308. The mistake can have arisen by the scribe confusing 
308 with H 208 immediately above, and substituting instead the G figure. 

The most interesting addition is the fragment Me 5107 with the reading: 

G 354 H 2oo[ 

This is clearly another totalling document, like Me 4457. The purpose of 
Me 5 107, with no introductory word, is not clear, for it does not seem to be a 
copy of Me 4457, unless 354 is a careless error for 345 ; the second figure is 
incomplete. 

All the tablets of this series for which the find-spot is known were found in 
the Arsenal (P on the plan, p. 1 15) ,  except for Me 1 508. This was apparently 
found along with the sword tablets (p. 360) in the East wing (M). It also 
appears to duplicate Me 4456, the heading of which is the place name 
da-* 22-to; Me 1 528 has the ethnic adjective, da-* 22-ti-jo. The figures for G and 
H agree, but I is 6 kg. instead of 7 and ] is 1 2  instead of 14. Its find-spot is 
confirmed by its appearance, for it lacks the characteristically cracked surface 
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of the tablets from the Arsenal, though it was apparently written by the same 
scribe. 

P· 3°3t The eleven Fp tablets mentioned here are those with numbers between I and 
48, the last of which is alleged to have been found in the Room of the Chariot 
Tablets (B on the plan). There is also a trace of another parallel series in a 
different hand made up of Fp 354, 363, 5472 (possibly a part of the same 
tablet as 363) and 5504. The series has been discussed at length elsewhere 
(Chadwick, 1 966). 

The use of me-no=menos, genitive, with forms in both -o and -o-jo has given 
rise to tl1e theory that the o-stems in Mycenaean have alternative genitives i n  
- o  and in -oio (Luria, 1 957 ; cf. Chadwick, r g58a). The question cannot be 
finally resolved, but the alleged form i n  -o is curiously restricted in usage. 

p. 305t 200 = Fp I :  Corrections : I. 1 : no sign is missing before de-u-ki-Jo-jo, but the 
word is indented, probably because of the shape of the tablet; I. 2 the reading 
di-ka-ta-.Jo / di-we is certain. There are slight differences in the form of the o 1 L 

ideogram on this tablet, but since all the entries are totalled in ! . 1 2  they cannot 
be of great significance (see Chadwick, 1 966, pp. 27-8). 

p. 3o7t pa-de cannot be associated with lTaTs ( ' the divine child ') if the etymology < *lT<XftS is cor
rect ; but the etymology may be at fault. It seems to be the name of a deity, not a place. 

p. 3o8t 203 =Ga (formerly F) 953 [ + ]  955. Correction: I. 2 ] 2  pa-de-i. 

P· 3 •ot 205 = Gg 702 

da-pu2-ri-to-jo : the normal value of pu, is now known to be phu. But although a value pu 
would seem unlikely, bu is a possible alternative. 

P· 3 •o! 206 = Gg 705. Correction: ! . 3 read ]o-ne (cf. 204 = Gg 704). 

P· 3 • • t  207 = V 280 
The attempt to explain this text as a calendar does not lead to any satisfac· 

tory solution, and 172 = Pylos Tn 3 1 6  is not in any way paraUel. The fourteen 
lines, omitting the heading in l . r ,  might suggest the days of a month ; and 
wo-de-wi-.Jo is recorded as a month name on Fp 1 6, Fp 48 and 203 = Ga 953 
[ + ]  955. But the lacuna at the beginning of l l . I 2- I 4  can be paralleled oh 
PY Cn 328.5- 1 5, where the word a-ka-na-jo occupies this place in 1 1 . 2-4 and 
I .  5 begins with the isolated sign a. Clearly the word had to be repeated i n  each 
line, and the scribe could not be bothered to write it fourteen times. Thus 
it is likely that here too a-pe-ti-ra2 is to be understood in 1 1 . 1 2- 1 4 .  
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The only other word which is clear is to-pe-za (1.5), which on the Pylas 
furniture tablets (239-241) =torpedza =TpCrrrE3a ' table'. Though this could 
conceivably be the name of a festival (cf. U mbrian mefa ' offering ' = Latin 
mensa), it is only known to us as the name of a piece of furniture. o-u-ki-te-mi 
was interpreted as olix_i 6EIJIS ; but te-mi recurs in te-mi-dwe = termidwen (cf. 
TEPIJIOEIS) ' furnished with a TEPIJIS', the sense of the noun (' border' ,  ' edge ' ?) 
being obscure. At least this sense is not impossible here. o-u-ki will perhaps be 
rather oukis<*ou kwis=oVTis, with the normal treatment of the labio-velar 
in contact with u (cf. Thessalian KIS =TIS, probably generalized from ov KtS) . 
a-pe-ti-ra2 is interpreted by Lejeune ( rg6oa, p. 20) as an adjective with to-pe-za 
understood, perhaps amphesiria ' with seats on either side '. 

Much debate has raged around i-ku-wo-i-pi, most authors trying to make 
this a form ofi1T'TTOS; but if so, it is a unique spelling of the group -kw-, normally 
represented by q, unless heterosyllabic (cf. te-tu-ko-wo-a). The connexion pro
posed with l�vs < *laxvs (Boisacq) has been misunderstood by Palmer { t g66, 
p .  275) ; but is scarcely more satisfactory for the sense. I t  is probably unneces
sary to suppose a dual in -oiimphi (as Palmer does, loc. cit.) ; Vedic -eblzis is 
evidence for a form •-oibhi-s, and the Homeric examples of -oq>l are plainly 
secondary. The tablet is one of many acute problems posed by the ' Room of 
the Chariot Tablets ' ;  see p. 522. 

J.l· :l"!  208 - V  52. Correction : the join with a small fragment (8285) has revealed 
that the restoration of the second entry of 1. 2 was correct : read pa-Ja-wo-ne r .  
The lower edge also bears a deleted inscription [e-ri-nu-we pe-r9 ]. 

e-ri-nu-we = Erinuti is the expected dative to e-ri-nu (200 .. Fp 1 .8), which is perhaps a 
' nominative of the rubric'. 

5. O F F E R I N G S  O F  O I L  AT PYLOS (Fr) 

p. 3•2t Among the more recent finds at Pylos was a series of tablets which list quan
tities of olive oil. They were found, not in the Archive Room, but in the store
rooms fitted for the storage of oil on the N.E. side of the Palace. One of the 
most important (On, now Fr, 1 184) was published in time to allow us to 
quote the text on p.  2 r 7, but it is here repeated as the first of a selection of 
the new texts. These tablets were published with a commentary in 1958 by 
E. L. Bennett : The Olive Oil Tablets of Pylos, Supplement no. 2 to Minos, 
Salamanca. 

Fr 1 184 clearly indicates that oil was being prepared in the Palace work
shops for use as unguent. This would have been made by the addition of 
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perfumed ingredients and by decoction, a process described by the use of the 
verb sec..> ' boil' .  A list of some of the ingredients is to be found in 103 = Un 267, 
since these are supplied to a man described as aleiphazoos 'unguent-boiler'.  

The remrunder of the series are almost all records of the issue of oil to various 
recipients. In many cases the oil is qualified by one or more of a series of 
adjectives which denote the perfume: wo-do-we=wordowen (cf. �56arn . . .  
EAa(� //. xxm, 186) ' rose-scented ', pa-ko-we =sphakowen ' sage-scented ', 
ku-pa-ro-we=kupairowen ' cyperus-scented ',  e-ti-we ( ?). It is possible for oil to 
have two of these perfumes ( 1 203, 1 224) .  The single instance of a-e-ti-to is 
presumably the opposite of e-ti-we. The identification of this perfume is 
difficult; for a suggestion see the Glossary. 

The O I L  ideogram is sometimes in its simple form ( 1 204, 1209, 1 2 1 2, 1 23 1 ,  
1 238), but more often is ligatured with syllabic signs, usually A or P A, less often 
P O  and only once W E  ( 1 184). There is also one example of the compound 
ligature A -!- R E -1- PA replacing O I L  ( 1 198, cf. 17l = Un 7 18.8). There are 
eight cases where O I L + P A  correlates with pa-ko-we, and it is never found 
associated with one of the other words indicating perfumes (except where 
pa-ko-we also occurs) .  It is therefore very likely that P A is here an abbreviation 
of pa-ko-we. Since none of the other perfume names begins with a- or po
( excluding of course a-e-ti-to which is negative), these ligatures must refer to 
something different. O I L + A is once fmmit with a-ro-pa ( 1225) and it is tempt
ing to assume that this is the meaning of A :  aloipha ( &Ao1q>i)) ' grease ' or' unguent '. 
There is no obvious correlation on these tablets for PO, but the Knossos Ph
series uses the word po-ro-ko-wa to describe oil (Fh 350), which must be 
prokhowa (npoxo{)) ' outpouring ',  a possible term to describe runny oil as con
trasted with unguent. 

The other word which appears to describe the oil rather than its use is 
we-a-re-pe (with variant spelling we-ja-re-pe) .  This would appear to be a 
derivative of aAE!cp- ; cf. 51-T)Alcpi)s (Sophoclcs). There is some reason to think 
that we- before a vowel may represent u- cf. we-je-ke-a2 in the Glossary; thus a 
possible interpretation is ualeiphes ' for smearing on'. It is thus an alternative 
way of describing unguent, and it never appears on the same tablet as 
A +  R E +  P A  or a-ro-pa ; but on three of its four appearances it is followed by 
o 1 L + A ;  on the fourth there is no ideogram written. Thus even if the form is 
not exact, it is very likely to be a description of unguent. 

The word ke-se-ni-wi-jo ( 123 1 ) ,  cf. ]nu-wi-jo ( 1 255) ,  is plainly xenwion • of 
guests ' .  The word is also used of textiles where it must mean ' provided for or 
given as gifts to guests', since it is parallel to wanaktera and hequesia, • for the 
king', ' for heq"etai'. Since in this case we know that the oil was being given to 
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another recipient, Potnia, i t  follows that it must here mean ' received by way 
of a guest-gift' .  

The analysis of the remaining parts of the text is more difficult. We can 
easily identifY entries of the following types : 

( 1 ) Persons, some at least of whom arc divine, in the dative case: po-se
da-o-ne = Poseidiionei, wa-na-ka-te = Wanaklei, po-ti-ni-ja = Potniiii, ti-ri-se-ro-e = 
Trishiro(h)ei (cf. 172= PY Tn 3 16.rev.s, see p. 28g), le-o-i= theoilzi. 

( 2)  Addresses : ro-u-si-jo a-ko-ro = Lousioi agroi (or locative ?) , pa-ki-ja-na-de = 

P . . . iinas-de, di-wi-jo-de = Diwyon-de ' to the shrine of Zeus ' . 
(3) Date: pa-ki-ja-ni-jo-jo me-no ( 1224) = P . . . iinioio minas ' in  the month 

of P.' ; for a month-name derived from a place, cf. Attic Movvvx1wv. 
It is therefore reasonable to try to fit the more opaque terms into the frame

work so provided. But some preliminary cautions must be issued. It is possible 
for an address to be sufficient : ro-u-si-jo a-ko-ro ( 1 220. 1 ) ,  pa-ki-ja-na-de ( 1 209) .  
Equally the recipient, as we may term the ' person ' receiving the oil, may 
stand alone: ti-ri-se-ro-e ( 1 204), u-po-jo po-ti-ni-ja ( 1 225) ' the Mistress of 
H yp . . .  ' ;  in such cases we may presume that the recipient has only one 
address. Thus where a recipient has several addresses, we are entitled to infer 
that one of the other words in the entry is effectively the address. 

There is only one clear case of a date ( 1 224) and that in a text which con
tains no address. Since the month Pa-ki-ja-nios was presumably named after a 
festival celebrated at the place Pa-ki-jiines, i t  might in effect serve as an address. 
Thus although we cannot exclude the possibility that other opaque words are 
the names of festivals, we are entitled to presume that they could serve the 
purpose of locating the destination of the oil in space rather than time. Thus 
our three types of entries can be reduced to two. 

The form pa-ki-ja-ni-jo-i occurring once ( 12 16) can be understood as either 
an address or a date, but as in the case of pa-ki-ja-ni-jo-jo me-no the date 
would be equivalent to an address. The form is a dative-locative plural. 

The question must now be faced whether any entry contains two separate 
recipients, tl1at is, excluding plurals or duals such as ie-o-i. It should be 
observed that the copula -qe is never added to the words under discussion, 
though it is used with an epithet describing the oil (wo-do-we-qe 1223.2, where 
the preceding word is lost) . On the other hand asyndeton occurs in pa-ko-we 
e-ti-we ( 1 224) .  The reason for admitting two recipients is that it permits an 
attractive solution of wa-na-so-i as dative dual wanassoifn ' to the two queens '. 
Although there is no evidence for the form of the dative of the dual of a 
feminine s-stem, the nominative in -o and the analogy of -ouv in a-stems in 
Homer makes the formation plausible. Against this it may be argued that 
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*-ky- yields Myc. <:, and that *wanak-ya would thus be spelt *wa-na-�a; 
however this difficulty may perhaps be circumvented by supposing &vaaaa to 
be derived from *wanakt-ya, with the -t- of the declension of &va� already 
apparent in Mycenaean. 

But although it might be possible to regard wa-na-so-i wa-na-ka-te as • for 
the two Queens [and] the King', it is clearly simpler to regard wa-na-so-i as 
the address, a locative plural indicating the name of the shrine or locality. 
This explanation would then apply equally to di-pi-si-jo-i, which is parallel to 
it .  And we can now explain wa-na-se-wi-jo and di-pi-si-je-wi-jo as adjectival 
forms derived from the place names. Their form, with a suffix -e-wi-jo, is 
surprising, but it is common enough in later Greek, where -rj"ios, which began 
with stems in -rus (e.g. !'aat;\evs, !'aotArfios), was freely extended to other 
stems (e.g. TTOAEIJfj"ios). It is noticeable that wa-na-so-i and wa-na-se-wi-jo, as 
di-pi-si-.Jo-i and di-pi-si-je-wi-Jo, are mutually exclusive alternatives, and may 
thus have the same semantic value. 

Whether these words have Greek etymologies is another question. The var
iant spelling wa-no-so-i ( 1 2 19) may be a mere error; but if not, it could point 
to a non-Greek name of the type Wa(r)nas(s)os (cf. Kapvaa6s, Tiapvaa(o)6s, 
/\apvaao6s). The obvious interpretation of di-pi-si-jo-i as dipsioihi ( =Ot�f�iots} 
has given rise to the ingenious theory that the thirsty ones are the dead who 
require drink-offerings ; but these would hardly be appeased with perfumed 
oil. Adrados ( 1968) has drawn attention to the Thessalian month name 
LliljJIOS and insists rightly that this must reflect a cult title; he suspects a goddess 
*Lltlflia, perhaps a name for the Earth. But it is not clear why he makes 
di-pi-si-Jo-i masculine • the priests of Dipsia ' ;  it might equally refer to a place 
or a festival connected with her. It is most improbable that the spelling -jo-i 
can represent a nominative plural. 

Finally we must attempt to assign the other terms to appropriate categories. 
re-ke-to-ro-le-ri-jo (343) is associated with Poseidon, the variant re-ke-e-to-ro-te
ri-jo ( 1 2 1 7) with the address Pa-ki-jtines. Since Poseidon has another address 
(wa-no-so-i 12 19) ,  this term must serve to indicate the place and may be the 
name of his shrine at Pa-ki-jtines, since he has a festival there ( 1224). The 
Homeric phrase OTopeoat AEXOS (ll. IX, 62 1 ,  66o) • to make a bed' strongly 
supports an interpretation lekhe-strotlrion (Bennett, 1958a, p. 3 1 ) ,  but in what 
sense it is to be taken is not clear. PaJmer ( 1 963 a, p. 25 1 )  takes it as the nam'e 
of a festival and refers it to the lepos yaiJos ; but it might refer also to a divine 
banquet, where food is offered to the images of the gods reclining at table. 
The variant spelling has been variously explained ; Pal mer (loc. cit.) and 
Lejeune ( 1 96 1  b, p. 4 1 9) propose to treat it as a contact form rather than a true 
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compound, Palmer finding in it a dual Lekhe(h)e, Lejeune a dative Lekhe(h)ei. 
Alternatively the intrusive -e- may be explained away as en or es (from ex) 
attached to the second member of the compound. Neither of these solutions 
is convincing, and the origin of the longer form must remain obscure. 

The form to-no-e-ke-te-ri-Jo ( 1 222) is similar in structure, and serves to 
indicate the recipient of the offering, possibly by reference to a festival, since 
the place is already indicated by wa-na-so-i. Possible etymological explanations 
are discussed below. 

The word po-ro-wi-to occurs on two, possibly three, tablets ( 1 2 2 1 ,  1 232 ; 
12 18  ?) .  It is not likely to be a description of oil, and it is associated with 
wa-na-se-wi-Ja and di-pi-si-Jo-i which we have analysed as indications of 
address. It seems therefore that it must be either a recipient or an indication 
of date. The second explanation has been favoured by the occurrence of its 
genitive, po-ro-wi-to-jo, at the head of PY l72=Tn 31 6. If it is really a month
name, it is tiresome that the word nu-110 does not occur with it (as with pa-ki
ja-ni-jo-jo 309 = Fr 1 224) ; the etymological explanation Plowistos ' the month 
of sailing' is plausible. But the suspicion must remain that it is really the name 
of a person or deity to whom the offering is made. 

Similar considerations apply to me-tu-wo ne-wo (perhaps to be read as one 
word) in Fr 1 202. Here the recipient is plainly given, so it must be either an 
address or a date. Etymological interpretation leads to 1-1fflv, but if this is 
genitive 1JE6vos, then ne-wo must presumably be a short genitive in -o (see 
p. 475) ,  since a plural methuon newon is hardly likely. 

Finally we can approach the question of the identity of the recipients. 
Poseidon and Potnia (with her various epithets) arc divine ; so is Mater theia 
' the Divine Mother ' ( = Mother of the Gods ?). Trishiros is among the re
cipients of offerings on l72=Tn 3 16, so must presumably be a deity (perhaps 
a demi-god). This establishes a strong case for taking Wanax ' the King' as a 
cult-title of a deity rather than the human king of Pylos ; the fact that he has 
an address other than Pylos would have been sufficient indication that the 
human king was not meant. Hence we may be encouraged to take a-pi-qo-ro-i = 
Amphiq"oloihi (Fr 1 205) as here the title of some group of attendant deities, 
rather than the human palace servants listed on Aa 804 (cf. 1 1  = Ad 690).  

The word e-re-de ( 1228) looks at first sight like a place name with allative 
-de, but it is hard to suggest a form for an accusative which would end in -e in 
Mycenaean script. To suppose e-grade of an s-stem, Heles (Palmer 1963 a, 
p. 24 7) ,  seems arbitrary. Lejeune's suggestion of a form in -en, answering to the 
similar Arcadian forms from stems in -evs (e.g. h1eptv), seems equally doubtful. 
The form recurs together with ma-se-de on Mn 14 1 1 ,  a fragment; no other 
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place names are found with -de in the Mn series. It  does not seem impossible 
that it is really dative singular from a stem in -d-, but a final decision must 
depend upon more information. 

305 = Fr 1 184 
1 ko-ka-ro a-pe-do-ke e-ra3-wo to-so 
2 e-u-me-de-i O I L +  WE 1 8  
3 pa-ro i-pe-se-wa ka-ra-re-we 38 

Kokalos contributed so much olive oil to Eumedes: s x 8·4l. ofoil. From lpsewas, 
thirty-eight oil-jars. 

ko-ka-ro : Kokalos (the name of the mythical king of Sicily) is named as a-re-po-.l;o-o= 
aleipho-zohos ' unguent-boiler' in Fg 374. 

a-pe-do-ke: the only example of a verb in a past tense exhibiting the augment so far 
found in Mycenaean : contrast a-pu-do-ke KN Od 681. It has been suggested that this 
form is to be interpreted as ap-es-doke with es < ex =  CrnEl<OWKf, but this is probably 
unnecessary. 

e-u-me-de-i:  Eumedes is known from Ea 812 and Ea 820 to be another ' unguent
boiler'. 

ka-ra-re-we: on KN K 778 this word describes a two-handled jar with a spout, the so
called 'stirrup-jar' regularly used for oil. The form is uncertain, but the gloss xl.cxpov · 
V.cxlf)pOs KWEkvv (Hesych.) suggests a derivative in -rus: khlliriwes: see p. 494· 

The relationship between the two entries on this tablet seems to have been 
misunderstood by those who are anxious to prove that pa-ro has locatival rather 
that ablatival force. It is impossible to construe ka-ra-re-we as accusative after 
apedoke, nor is it probable that on the same tablet oil would be both measured 
in units and by the jar. Thus the second entry must record, with inconse
quential syntax, the issue to Eumedes of the jars necessary to contain the 
eighteen units of oil he is receiving from Kokalos. This in turn allows us to 
calculate the average volume of a stirrup-jar in terms of Mycenaean measures, 
namely 4 Si or I 3·7 l. on the revised values proposed (see p. 394) .  

306= Fr 1202 
me-tu-wo ne-wo ma-te-re te-z-.Ja 'pa-ko-we' o 1 L + P A 5 't I ' 4 4 '. 
To the Divine Mother at M . . .  , sage-scented oil : I 6o I. 
me-tu-wo ne-wo : see above, p. 480. 
ma-te-re te-i-ja : mlitrei is preferable to materei, but the form is ambiguous; the"ijai = &!c;t. 
pa-ko-we: sphakowen, see above. 
The quantity is surprisingly large but a similar amount occurs in 1206 and rather more 

than half this on 1208. 
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307= Fr 1220 

1 ro-u-si-jo a-ko-ro pa-ko-we o 1 L + P A <I 4 
2 di-pi-si-jo-i wa-na-ka-te o 1 L + P A 'l 1 

For the Lusian territory, sage-scented oil :  6·4 I .  

For the King at Dipsioi, sage-scented oil : g·6 I .  

ro-u-si-jo a-ko-ro: Lcusioi agroi if dative, but possibly to be taken as locative; cf. 252 = 

PY Vn 10.4. 
di-pi-si-jo-i :  in form probably Dipsioihi, equivalent to the adjective st..,aos, but serving 

as an address. 

308= Fr 1222 
wa-na-so-i to-no-e-ke-te-ri-jo ' o  1 L + P A <I I '  
For the holding of the throne at W. ; sage-scented oil : 1 ·6 I. 

wa-na-so-i: an address, see above, p. 479· 

U!-no-e-ke-te-ri-jo : many interpretations of this word have been attempted. It seems most 
plausible to take to-no- as thorno- = 6povo- as in the furniture tablets (242-244) ; cf. 
lekhe- in the parallel compound re-ke-(e)-to-ro-te-ri-jo, Fr 343, Fr 1 2 1 7. The second 
member is then perhaps hektirion (fxw), but helklirion (�Kc.>) cannot be excluded. 
Palmer's stonoegertirion 'the raising of the lamentation' ( 1963a, p. 252) is exceedingly 
ingenious and might conceivably be right. But it may perhaps be a shrine rather 
than a festival. 

309 = Fr 1224 
pa-ko-we e-li-we 

pa-ki-ja-ni·;jo-jo me-no po-se-da-o-ne o 1 L + p A -o 2 
In the month Pakijanios, for Poseidon: sage- and . . .  -scented oil : o·8 J. 
e-t'i-we: sec Glossary. 

310= Fr 1 225 
1 e-ra3-wo u-po-jo po-tt-nt-.)a 
2 we-a2-no-i a-ro-pa o 1 L + A 'l 1 
Olive oil for the Mistress of Hyp . . . , ointment for robes : g·6 I. oil. 

u-po-jo po-ti-ni-ja : also mentioned at Fn 187.8, where she receives barley and figs, 
and at Fr 1236, which locates her in the territory of Pa-ki-ja-ne. 

wt-a1-no-i: wehanoihi = tavois • for robes' (cf. Skt. va.ranam). 
a-ro-pa : aloipha 'ointment'. 



A D D I T I O N A L  CO M M E N T A R Y  3 1 1-312 

3 l l = Fr 1 226 
ro-u-si-jo a-ko-ro te-o-i pa-ko-we o 1 L + P A 4 3 [ 
For the Lusian territory, for the deities: sage-scented oil, 4·8( + ?) I .  

te-o-i :  their names are not specified, but the address wiJI have made their identity clear. 
Cf., however, F r 1355 te-o-i a-ro-pa pu-[. 

6. M I S C E L L A N E O U S  O F F E R I N G S  AT P Y LO S  

A few new and improved texts can be added here as further evidence for 
Mycenaean religion. The first is interesting for the repetition of some of the 
names found on 91 = Fn 50, and the implication that the owners of the slaves 
there are probably priests or religious functionaries of some sort. 

3 12 = An 1 28 1  
1 po-] ti-ni-ja 1-qe-]a 
2 ?do-so ]-mo o-pi-r-de-i 

a-ka re-u-si-wo-qe M A N  2 
4 au-ke-i-ja-te-we [ i-q�-j(l ¥ J.\ � B 
5 o-na-se-u ta-ni-ko-qe M A N  2 

me-ta-ka-wa pp-so-ro M A N  1 
mi-jo-qa[ ]e-we-za-no M A N 1 
a-pi-e-r(l to-ze-u M A N  1 

9 po-11]-a-ke-fi, po-ti-ni-ja 
10 au-ke-i-j(l·t�-rp�[ 
u mi-jo-qa ma-ra-si-jo[ 
12 me-ta-ka-wa ti-la-ra-[ 
13 a-pi-e-ra Tf!.-�p-ro 
14·16 v a c a n t  

re-n-wo 
]ro 
] 
] 

M A N  t 
M A N  I 
M A N  I 
M A N  I 
M A N  I 

For the Mistress of Horses, [contribution] at tht shrine: A. and R.: 2 men 
For Augeiateus : 0. and T. : 2 men 
For Metakawa : P. : r man 
For Mioq"a : . . . 1 man 
For Amphiera : T. : 1 man 
For the Mistress at . . . : R . :  1 man 

etc. 

po-ti-ni-ja i-qe-ja : Potniai hiqq•eiai = hrrrelq;. This seems the obvious interpretation of 
the adjective, and Palm er ( 1 966, p. 2 76) has collected the evidence for a horse-deity 
worshipped in the Peloponnese in classical times. 

do-so]-mo: the restoration is suggested by the formu.la of the Es tablets (168-170). 
o-pi-(-dt-i :  originally read o-pi-ke-ih-i, but this appears to be due to a correction of 
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o-pi-de-. The unelided i of opi suggests the presence of h ;  cf. o-pi-a1-ra 56= An 656. 1 .  
Perhaps therefore to be taken as two words, the preposition opi and the dative 
hede(h)i of eoos 'seat' (especially of a deity), 'shrine'. 

po-li]-a-ke-fi: there is some support for the reading ti before a which suggests comparison 
with the place name po-ti-ja-ke-e An 298.2. If the last sign is really ..si, this will 
preswnably be locative-dative of a plural form. It is put here to distinguish this 
household of the Mistress from that where she bears the form of a horse. It should 
be noted that the four names are repeated at this place. 

3 1 3 = Un 6 
(Broken at the top] 

1 po-se-tjq,[ -o-ne 
vac a t  

E W E J P I G + KA I 3 pe-re-*82 
4 pe-re-*82 
s 

C O W  I 
COW I E W E I P I G + K A J 

vac a t  
6 *146 37 *!99[ 
7 A + R E + PA '1 I 
8 O X  2 
Reverse : 

cow 2 

] w o o L  5 
� I ( 

�l;I �H [ 

2 )i-je-re-ja CLOTH + H ( 
3 ka-]ra-wi-po-ro cLoTH + T E [ 

S O W  I 
S O W  I 

The addition of two pieces ( 1 189, 1 250) has shown that this is a fragment of 
an interesting text. The reading po-se-da[-o-ne=Poseidaonei is confirmed by a 
deleted text still readable underneath the present one. Pe-re-*82 is the deity 
who receives offerings on 172=Tn 3 16.rev.5 ; see p. 463. P I G + K A  recurs on 
Un 853.5, again distinguished from s o w, so presumably male; it seems 
obvious that K A  stands for Kernpos ' boar', but probably not the wild boar. The 
ideogram * 146 ( = A  in the table on p. 290) is probably a textile. A + R E  + P A 

is a ligature of three syllabic signs in descending order, found also in 171 = Un 
7 18.8, = aleiphar ' unguent '. 

On the reverse the two words legible are i-je-re-ja ' priestess' and [ ka] -ra-wi
po-ro ' key-bearer ', the religious title found on 135 = Ep 704, etc. 

Excavations of the north-east wing of the Palace in 1957 yielded a new 
series of tablets, now given the prefix Qa. They are all single-line tablets 
characterized by the ideogram * 189, a rectangular frame in which is inscribed 
the syllabic sign KE. Judging by analogies, ke- is likely to be the 
first syllable of the Mycen�ean name for the object listed. The I89 {m 
numbers of this object vary from I (at least eight times) to 5· 
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Possibly some kind of textile (a ceremonial robe ?) is meant. The formula 
consists of a personal name (a-pi-a2-ro Qa 1 297), or a personal name and 
a place (e.g. a-te-ra-wo ka-ra-do-ro Qa 1 304), or a personal name and title 
(e.g. ka-wa-ra i-Je-re-ja 3 14=Qa 1289) or a title and a place name (e.g. 
i-je-re-u se-ri-no-wo-1� Qa 1 290 ' the priest at S.') .  In this it resembles the 
variations to be seen among the entries of 258=Jo 438. But the titles here 
appear to be religious; three tablets refer to a priest or priestess (Qa 1 290, 
1 296, 1300; cf. 1303 ?), and one to a man 'of the Mistress' (potniawios 316= 
Qa 1 299) .  This may lead us to suspect that po-qa-te-u (Qa 1 295) is phoiguasteus 
( q>o1i363w) ' prophet ' or ' ritual purifer '. 

Of the personal names a-pi-a2-ro = Amphihalos stands alone on 304 = On 
300.2, and is known also as a land-holder. [E]-ke-ri:ja-wo and me-nu-a2 recur 
on 55 = An 724, but since the latter occurs on two Qa tablets ( 1 293, 1 30 1 ) ,  i t  
is  perhaps a title rather than a name. Ne-qe-u e-da-e-u reappears as a land
holder Eb 496, cf. 148= Ep 61 3. 1 .  Thus the names listed here are all persons 
of consequence. 

314=Qa 1289 
ka-wa-ra i-je-re-ja * 1 89[ 

The priestess K . . .  

315=Qa 1 296 
a-o-ri-me-ne i-je-re-u * 189 [ 

The priest Ahorimenes . . .  

316=Qa 1 299 
ka-e-se-u po-ti-ni-ja-wi-jo * 189 I 
K., the man of the Mistress : one . . .  

The name Ka-e-se-u recurs at Mycenae 105 = Ge 602. The usual form of adjec
tive from Potnia is po-ti-ni·:Ja-we-jo, an equally obscure formation. 



209-213 DOCUMENTS I N  MYCENAEAN CREEK 

C H A P T E R  X 

T E X T I L E S, V E S S E L S  A N D  F U R N I T U R E  

P· 313t Later work on the subject of textiles has not rendered this account obsolete, 
and it is only necessary to add a few general comments. The use of the CLOTH 
ideogram with the same surcharged signs (K u and z o) in  both Linear A and 
Linear B has led to some confusion, and this has even been claimed as evidence 
that neither is Greek. The truth is simpler. The words used to describe special 
kinds of cloth are particularly liable to be borrowed and are often geographical 
in origin;  one has only to think of such English words as cashmere, crepe de chine, 
calico, cambric. Thus it would be inevitable that the Greeks established in Crete 
would continue the production of Minoan textiles and would perpetuate the 
Minoan names in a hellenized form. With the loss ofMinoan crafts in the post
Mycenaean period, these loan-words too would disappear from the Greek 
language, and this explains why we can interpret so few of the technical terms 
used on these tablets. K u and z o are doubtless abbreviations of Minoan words 
for particular fabrics which were borrowed into Mycenacan Greek. 

These tablets are the subject of a special study by J. T. Kill en (forthcoming). 
He interprets the Le type as records of the manufacture of textiles by groups 
of women working at various places in Crete; these tablets arc closely connec
ted with some of the Ak tablets (see pp. r63-4) ,  which were written by the 
same scribe and found in the same part of the Palace. The picture which 
emerges is of small industrial establishments in different parts of the island, 
but all closely controlled by Knossos. On the other hand, the textile industry 
at Pylos seems to be largely concentrated in the capital with only a few out
lying workshops. 

p. J•5t 209=Lc 525. Corrections: J. I CLOTH� + TE  49 WOOL IOO( 

p. 3,Gt 2 1 1  = Le 532 + 554. Corrections : I. 1 wooL 26 I 1 [ ;  I. 2 CLOTH + TE 4 
WOOL  2$(. 
ko-u-ra : now found also at Mycenae as epithet to pa-we-a2 L 7 10.2. 

p. 3 • 7t 213 = Le 641 
o-a-po-le : Kill en has shown that in Od 562.3 a-po-le pe-re, a-po-le must be a man's name. 

This leaves the interpretation of a-re-i-jo obscure, since if it is, as at Pylos, a patro
nymic adjective, its separation from the verb is remarkable. 
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A D D I T I O N A L  C O M M E N T A R Y  214-222 

P· 3 1 7t 214 = Ld 5 7 1 .  It now appears that the difference between Ld 5 7 1  and Ld 572 
is  only in the number of strokes in the ' fringe' of the C L O T H  ideogram ; Ld 572 
has only two. In any case it is  difficult to believe that one of these tablets is not 
intended to replace the other. 
re-u-ko-nu-ka: it can now be added that the nominative singular o-nu appears to stand on 

Od 68 1 ,  again in the context of wool. There seems little doubt that this is the same 
word as ovv�, but it has some technical meaning here. On the edge of Ln 1568 the 
reading has been changed to: o-pi ma-tu-zp� . . .  o-pi po-ni-ke-ja[ and Kill en has 
shown that o-pi is the preposition opi in the sense ' in the workshop of', 'chez '. 

pe-ne-we-ta : the rules of word-formation in Mycenaean exclude possibility of derivation 
from an o-stem; the root of this adjective must therefore be either a neuter s-stem 
(see Palmer, 1963a, p. 293) or a consonant stem. Perhaps therefore sphin-wtnta 
from acpt)v ' wedge ' ;  this might refer to tapering shape, but more likely describes some 
kind of decoration. 

p. 3r8t 215= Ld 573. The join of Ld 649 with 8 1 69 has completed this word as 
ke-se-ne-wi-ja, which violates the ordinary rule that -nw- is spelt with n + the 
vowel of the following syllable or u. It is here a reflcxion of the vowel of the 
preceding syllable. The expected spelling ke-se-ni-wi-jo is now found on 
PY Fr 1231 .  

p .  319t 217 = Ld 587 +589 + 596 + 8262. Correction : I .  I add to-sa before po-ki-ro-nu-ka. 
Edge: a lacuna before ]to-,rg may explain the significance of the number. 
Killen and Olivier ( 1968, p. 1 19) have shown that this tablet is the totalling 
document for tablets such as 218 = Ld 598. 

P· 3'9t 218=Ld 598 +661 . Corrections : I. 1 wi-jo-qo-ta-o; I. 2 re-u-ko-nu-ka. 

wi-jo-qo-ta-o: gen. of man's name, also found as that of a shepherd Db 1 305. 

p. 32ot 221 = L 647 
nu-wa-ja: the variant spelling nu-wa-i-ja is found on L 592 ( + 663) ,  followed by pa-we-a, 

and on L 5910+ 5920. 1 .  ]e-ni-qe nu-zp(Z-i-ja [ above a C L O T H  entry similar to the 
second in l. 1 of this tablet. It seems likely to be an adjective, but there is no plausible 
identification in Greek. 

e-ni-qe : all the extant examples are or may be introducing a second adjective des�ribing 
a number of textiles. It is therefore possible to interpret it as eni q"e ( = EVE<TTI ;re) 
'and there are among them ' ;  cf. tosoide te/estai enehensi PY 114 = En 609.2. Note 
especially L 593 + 5992 + 8587 : [ko ]-P!l-ra e-ni-qe pe-ne-we-ta • 161 c L O T  H1 4· 

p. 320! 222 = L 693. There has been no confirmation of the idea that the B R o N z E  
figures here represent value; i t  would seem more likely that the bronze is 
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actually used in making the tunic-perhaps more accurately described as a 
piece of armour. Similarly the epikhitonia will be bronze plates fitted on to the 
tunic; cf. e-pi-ko-ru-si-jo 'fittings on the helmet' 299=Sk 789. In Xe 537 the 
correct reading is probably o-pi i-ta-ja. 

p. 321t 224= L 474. Palmer ( r963 a, p. 297) is wrong in suggesting that, because in 
some cloth tablets this place is occupied by a description of women, po-pu-re-ja 
must here too be one= ' purple-dyers '.  The parallel of 223 = L  47 1 (in the 
same hand) shows that an adjective of colour is required. 

p. 321! 225 = L 520. It is clear that do-ti-ja is a place name and that sa-mu-ta-jo is a 
man's name. It is therefore likely that ka-ma is here not the same word as at 
Pylos but a man's name; and this leads to the suggestion that pe-re-ke, although 
displaced, is another, rather than a verb connecting the two entries. The 
apocopated form nEp has not been proved in Mycenaean, and the only likely 
verb would be TIAEl<El ' plaits ' for which there is no subject. 

p. 322t 226 = 0e 1 29. Correction : for di-ke read di-du-mo, man's name: Didumoi. 

Parallel to tu-ka-u-re is the new reading tu-ka-!{1.·/i Oe 1 12.2, which, if correct, must be 
dative plural thugatarsi < •-rsi. 

p. 322! 227 = Oe 1 2 7  

e-we-pe-se-so-rru-na : our interpretation is rejected by Pal mer ( 1963 a, p. 421)  on the 
grounds that it is one word; but does he read Homeric �VKTII-U'vov diuisim? His own 
EV· = hn- is suspicious since it occurs only in glosses, and the very existence of 
Cypriot i.J. has been questioned (Schercr, 1959, p. 1 73), though this may be excessive 
caution. Palm er would also connect the verb with hrw ' attend to', but does not 
explain the formation which is correct for the future of {'+'w. In either case the sense 
required seems to be passive, thus confirming the absence of the clement ·Ehl· from 
Mycenaean passive forms; cf. ?;No-me-no ' to be boiled' PY 103 = Un 267.4. A pos
sible explanation of the need for boiling may be the process employed to remove the 
natural grease of the wool, which is sometimes retained during weaving. Beekes 
( 1969, p. 67) conjectures a verb *ewephO corresponding, with prothetic �-. to O.H.G. 
wtban, Eng. weave, later replaced by i.Jcpaivw. The correlation of pa-wt-a1 with wooL 
instead of c L O T H  is puzzling; it is hard to believe that this i s  wool for the making of 
cloths, unless e-we-pe-se-so-me-na can refer to fabrication rather than treatment. 
Possibly the explanation is that the quantity of cloth was measured by weight 
rather than by counting; hence the translation should read '6o kg of woollen 
cloaks . . .  '. 

p. 3221[ 228 = 0e I l l . Corrections: I. 2 :  wo-ro-ne-ja pa-we-si f [.]-me-)o-i' '.YQQJ,.[ ;  
l. 3 end '.Y <? 9 � [ ;  I .  4 l-/<Z2-ni-• ,59· 
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o-u-ka: the best hypothesis is Palmer's ( 1 963a, p. 439) who would see in this word 
owika, adj. of 6fiS ' sheep'. This view is accepted, with some hesitation, by Chantraine 
( 1966, p. 1 77) .  The objection to the meaning is avoided if wo-ro-nt-ja means ' lamb's', 
though this does not explain o-�·-ko in Oe 108 and 120. The use of -u-J- alternating 
with -wi-j- in di-u-jafdi-wi-ja, etc. (Chantraine, loc. cit.), is not really a parallel, and 
we need further evidence to resolve this problem. 

wo-ro-ne-ja : best taken as wrontia, a metathesis of womeia, adj. from ptiv 'lamb', the 
original genitive of which was probably apv6s (i.e. FPftV, fCXpv6s). For the treatment of 
! > ro, cf. qe-to-ro-. 

pa-wt-si: not pa-we-si-jo as read earlier, =pharwes(s)i, with an adj. in agreement. 
J-I<I2-ni-*s9: Olivier ( 1969) suggests ]jp-/(!2-ni-*59 as a possible reading; if the last sign is 

really �a, this would recall e-pi-jo-ta-na PY Aa 95 = e-pi-ja-ta-ni-Ja Ad 687, a place name. 

p. 323t The meagre records with the ideograms CLOTH or w o o L  still do not include 
a single complete tablet. But such evidence as there is agrees with the corres
ponding documents from Knossos and Mycenae. New finds show that c L O T H +  
P U  occurred here too (La 1 394) ,  and La 1 393 has a broken first line which 
might be restored, e.g., o-de-ka-],r(l-to a-n-wo ta-ra-fsi:ja, or o-da-],r(l-to (cf. 
Wa 9 1 7) would do equally well. 

Growing conviction that * 146 is a textile suggests that the new Pylos Mb 
series should be mentioned here. Few tablets are complete, but some seem to 
have nothing but a place name followed by * 146 and a number: e.g. Mb 1396 
a-pi-no-e-wi-jo * 1 46 2. Other tablets apparently have personal names. The 
new fragments of Mn tablets are similar; they appear to list the same com
modity under place names and persons. 

p. 323! 3 A. L EATH E R  GOODS AT PYLOS 

The use of leather was earlier inferred from the word di-pte-ra-po-ro, but new 
finds from the north-east wing at Pylos in 1 957 provided evidence of the leather 
goods which could in any case be presumed to exist. Cf. also the new tablet 
323 = Sb 1 3 1 5  dealing with chariot-harness, no doubt also of leather. 

It is clear that the first tablet is a record of the issue of skins, mainly tanned 
leather, but some of rawhide (see below) .  The objects which are to be made 
from them are specified, either in apposition (nominative) or in the dative of 
purpose; occasionally a dependent genitive is found (e.g. pe-di-ro I. 5) .  The 
persons named are therefore likely to be leather-workers, and it is interesting 
that they include women as well as men. It is likely that the men are the 
rhaptires mentioned elsewhere, and thus the feminine rhaptriai also may refer 
to women who sew leather rather than cloth ; see on 323 = Sb 1 3 15 .  

Many of the technical terms are as yet unsolved, but the general sense of the 
tablet is clear. A few items seem to be of other materials if correctly interpreted. 
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317 = Ub 1 3 18. The central section of this tablet was not recovered until 1 964 
(Lang, 1965). There is a detailed study also by Ruijgh ( 1 g66). 
1 au-ke-i-ja-te-we ka-tu-re-rp#-ja-i di-pte-ra 4 

[ . . . . ]fl.j-pte-ra 2 

au-ke-i-ja-te-we o-ka di-pte-rf!-[ 
2 au-ke-i-ja-te-we o-pi-de-so-mo ka-tu-ro2 di-pte-ra 4 

ka-ne-ja wo-ro-ma-ta 4 
3 me-ti-ja-no to-pa ru-de-a2 flf-pte-ra 1 

a-re-se-si e-ru-ta-ra di-pte-rf!- 3 
wo-di-je-ja pe-di-ra 2 

• we-e-wi-ja di-pte-ra 1 o 
wz-rz-no we-ru-ma-ta ti-ri-n �e-u-ke-si 1 

5 wi-ri-no pe-di-ro e-ma-ta 4 
e-ra-pe-ja e-pi-u-ru-te-we E 2 

6 a-pe-i-ja u-po ka-ro we-[ ]-ja 1 
u-po we-e-wi-ja e-ra-pe-ja E 1 

7 mu-te-we we-re-ne-ja ku[ ]pe-re 1 

8·10 
mu-te-we di-pte-ra a3-�a pe-di-ro-i I 

v a c a n t  

For Augeiateus : 
For . . .  ( ?) : 

four skins for saddle-bags. 
two skins. 

For Augeiateus : 
2 For Augeiateus: 

. . .  skins (as) straps. 
four skins (as) bindings of pack-saddles; 
four panniers of basketry. 

3 

6 

Mestianor: one skin (as) fastenings of a hamper; 
three red skins for . . .  

(For) Wordieia : two (skins as) sandals; 
ten pig's skins; 
one hide (as) wrappers for three pairs (of sandals ?) ; 
four hides (as) laces of sandals; 
two deer skins (as) . . .  

(For) Amphehia: one pig's skin withfringes underneath ; 

For M yrteus : 
For Myrteus : 

one deer skin with pig's skin underneath. 
one sheep's (skin?) . . .  
one goat's skin for sandals. 

It is immediately apparent that some of the entries begin with personal 
names (e.g. au-ke-i-ja-te-we 312= An 1 28 1 .4. ;  me-ti-ja-no-ro Vn 1 19 l . l ,  associ
ated with wo-di-je-ja). Hence a-pe-i-ja and mu-te-we are also likely to be names. 
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Some are plainly in the dative, but me-ti-ja-no is nominative if a name in -aniir, 
as Vn 1 191  suggests; probably this is mere scribal inconsistency. On the other 
hand some entries do not begin with names, so we must assume that the 
previous name serves as heading until cancelled by the next. The entries are 
mainly hides (diphtherai) of various animals, and articles made of leather. 

ka-tu-re-�p1-ja-i; cf. ka-tu-r�2 in line 2, ka-tu-re-�pj[ KN X 1047.2 .  Miss Lang saw that 
these words could be associated with Kav6VAT) 'swelling', Kcxv6i)A.aa ' panniers for pack
animals', etc. The group is well discussed by Ruijgh (loc. cit.). The form here 
probably represents kanthuliwitilzi dative plural of a feminine derived from the 
adjective in -ewios ; the meaning is therefore likely to be ' saddle-bags'. 

o-ka: there is no reason why this should be the same word as designates a command on 
56-60. Ruijgh suggests holktii ' for pulling ' ;  but perhaps okhai (exw) ' supports ' ,  
' straps' would be possible. 

o-pi-de-so-mo: opidesmoi, cf. hr15e<Tilos used by medical writers to mean ' bandage'. 
ka-tu-ro2: kanthulion ? ' pack-saddles ' ?  
ka-ne-ja : the most likely suggestion is kaneia ' made of basketry', the adjective which 

survived into classical Greek only as a substantive Koveov ' basket '. Kovva is Semitic 
(Assyr. *anai ' reed'). 

wo-ro-ma-ta : wlomata = A.w�crra, a word only attested in Hellenistic Greek and meaning 
'a fringe on a garment'. But since it is probably derived from the root •wel- ' roll' 
(cf. e!A.�w, i'AA.w, etc.), it might here have some such sense as ' container', perhaps the 
panniers for use with the preceding straps and bindings on pack-saddles. 

me-ti-ja-no: man's name, Mestiiinar (Ruijgh), possibly Mitiiinor ( = Misi-, cf. MT)cnova�). 
to-pa ru-de-a1 : it has generally been assumed that one of these is a substantive, the other 

an adjective in agreement; but parallel phrases, like opidesmoi kanthulion above, suggest 
that they might both be substantives. Ru-de-a2= . . .  eha has the appearance of the 
plural of a neuter in -os (cf. pa-we-a2 =Pharweha). But there is no suitable identification 
known in later Greek. For to-pa Palm er ( 1963a, p. 459) suggested stoibii ' cushion ' ;  
Ruijgh a dative •storphiii ' consolidation '. But i t  is not impossible that o here represents 
r and we could interpret the spelling as lorpii = mpTTTJ 'large basket' ,  ' hamper'. 
Since one hide could not make a hamper, it must be the other noun which describes 
the leather articles, and to-pa will be genitive torpiis. Perhaps therefore the ru-de-a2 
are straps, hinges or fastenings, such as are often made of leather to attach lids to 
hampers, or for strengthening. 

a-re-se-si: obviously dative plural, but no satisfactory suggestion has been made for this 
word. They are made of red leather and three hides are allocated for them. Fragments 
of red leather were recovered from a Mycenaean tomb at Kazarma (Protonotariou
Deilaki, 1 969, p. 4) .  

wo-di:ie-ja : the woman who is  described as 'of Mcstianor' on Vn 1 1 9 1 ,  his wife or his 
slave ? Perhaps husband and wife worked together on leather goods. Pe-di-ra (cf. 
pe-di-ro line 5) is plainly rrt5Tha 'sandals', if the word should not be given the more 
general sense ' footwear ' ;  but the entry is cryptic, since ' two' can hardly mean 'a 
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pair' as  this would demand a dual. More likely the sandals are the objects to be 
made, and we must understand diphthero (dual) with the numeral. 

we-e-wi-ja : the proposed rule (Chadwick, 1958b, p. 308) that initial we- preceding a 
vowel may represent a Greek v- has not been generally accepted. Yet this is a highly 
convincing example. In the latter part of this tablet the animals from which the hides 
are taken are specified as deer, sheep and goats. If we assume that oxen are meant 
when no animal is specified, then the animal known to have been reared at Pylos 
which is missing from the list is the pig. The difficulty is that ve1os would appear to 
contain the normal -e•os ending of adjectives of material, and -e-wi-ja presumably 
implies -tir•os. The extension of this type, based upon stems in -Eiis, e.g. qa-si-re-wi-ja = 
g•asiliwili (!'acn).evs), i-je-re-wi-Jo = hieriwios (lepevs), is well attested for Homer, 
e.g. TrOAEilti•os, where there is no known *TrOAEI!EVS, and must be presumed to be 
Mycenaean also: cf. ro-u-si-je-wi7ja (ro-u-so), di-pi-si-je-wi-jo (di-pi-si-jo-i), wa-na
se-WI:JO (wa-na-so-i). Thus, remarkable as it may seem, we-e-wi-ja may represent 
huiwiai ' pig's', and classical ve•os could also continue that form. The spelling 
we-e-wi-ja recurs at Knossos (As 1 5 1 8 +  1529) in an obscure context. 

wi-ri-no : the contrast between wrinos = p1v6s and diphthera = S1cp6tpa is puzzling at 
first sight. 'PIV6s is often used of ox-hide, but if diphthera is the skin of other animals, 
this does not explain the entries at the beginning of this text where no animal is 
specified. Etymology and classical usage both suggest that S1cp6epa (cf. St�J�W) refers 
to the tanned hide, p1V6s to the raw hide. Homer even uses p1V6s of the skin of a 
living person (Il. v, 308, Od. v, 426). 

we-ru-ma-ta ti-ri-�i ;:e-u-ke-si: the interpretation of the first word must depend upon 
thr. otht"rs, and we must not lose sight of the fact that only one hide is useJ. Ti-ri-fi 
can hardly be anything but trisi, dat. ofTpels 'three'. Ruijgh, questioning the reading 
of the last sign, doubts the existence of the classical form with intervocalic -CT- already 
restored in Mycenaean ; but since the starting point of the spread of these forms 
must be the consonant stems (e.g. pa-si = pansi), and they had already readied the 
stems in -evs (ka-ke-u-si = khalkeusi), their extension to all third declension nouns is 
not unexpected, although they had not yet affected the o- and a-stems. ,(.e-u-ke-si is 
dative plural of 3eiiyos, the word regularly abbreviated as z E :  d;:euge(s)si. But is the 
meaning ' pair' or specifically ' a yoke of oxen' ? It is hard to think what could be made 
out of one hide which would constitute something for three yokes. This is a decisive 
objection to Ruijgh's werumata (tpvw) ' bridles' .  But his objection to the more attrac
tive welumata (eiA\JI.Ia Od. v1, 1 79) ' wrappers' disappears once we rid ourselves of the 
notion that 3eiiyos means a yoke of oxen. Since sandals are mentioned just above and 
immediately afterwards, is it impossible that these are the pairs meant?  

e-ma-ta: the reading was originally published as  e-[ . .  ]-ta, which effectively misled 
interpreters. Hermata = ep�o�crra, used in Homer (ll. x1v, 1 8 1 ; Od. xvm, 297) to mean 
' earrings', is a derivative of etpw and ought to be treated separately from ep�o�a 
' support'. The etymological sense 'that which is strung or fastened' suggests that i t  
means here the ' laces' used to secure sandals to  the foot, often reaching well up the calf. 

e-ra-pe-Ja: apparently only a variation on e-ra-pi-ja Ub 1 3 1 6, elapheiai (se. diphtherai), 
and the same word is represented by the abbreviation E with the numeral. Surpris-
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ingly the dual is not used, perhaps because the scribe was unsure of the number 
when he began the entry. 

e-pi-u-ru-te-we: the spelling -u-ru-, as in o-u-ru-to 56= An 657. 1 ,  must represent -wr-; 
cf. pv-rftp ' that which draws', 'strap'. Hence epiwrutiwes is a likely form, but the mean
ing is more difficult; Ruijgh, comparing rne1pva(q.levov Tl'Jv AEornrw, Hdt. IV, 8, 
' having spread the lion-skin upon him', suggests it may mean 'skins used as gar
ments' .  Since deer skin is used it will be something for which soft leather was needed, 
therefore not straps or ropes for pulling. 

a-pe-i-ja: if this is really a woman's name, then the entry consists only of the word 
we-[ . .  ]-ja with a qualifying u-po ka-ro. It is possible that this is the word missing in 
line 1 , where the second sign could well be pe. We-[ . .  ]-ja can be restored either as 
we-re-ne-ja (1. 7) or we-e-wi-ja (11. 4, 6) ; the latter is epigraphically more likely. 

ka-ro: of the many possible interpretations perhaps kairos (Kaipos) is best, meaning here 
a fringe hanging beneath (hupo) like the threads of the warp on a woven cloth. 

u-po we-e-wi-ja : since e-ra-pe-ja is certainly a deer skin, it cannot also be a pig's skin; 
but the two skins might be combined in some way (e.g. a garment with the upper 
part of deer skin, the lower of pig's skin; or even an outer layer of deer skin, and a 
lining of pig's skin, though this seems less likely). 

mu-te-we: presumably another personal name in the dative. 
we-re-ne-ja : almost certainly another adjective describing the animal from which the 

skin is taken : wrineia ' lamb's' (Heubeck, 1960, p. 19). If the hypothesis of an original 
•rpi}v, rapv6s is correct, this adjective will be built on the nominative instead of the 
root as apve1os. The greatest difficulty lies in accepting wo-ro-ne-ja = wroneia as an 
alternative fuuu. Is it possible that the words were already specialized and we-re-ne-ja 
means 'of a young ram' rather than ' lamb's ' ?  See Glossary. 

a3-.ta: aitk;O. < •aig-yO., 'goat's', the expected development of an adjective in •-yos 
attached to the stem aly-, but replaced in classical Greek by aiytiOS to retain the 
appearance of the stem. 

pe-di-ro-i: pediloihi, dative of purpose, ' for (the making of) sandals'. 

p. 326t 202. di-pa: some of the difficulties in the way of identifying this word with 
Bhrcrs can be removed by studying the earliest examples of the word in 
alphabetic Greek. In It. XI, 632, it is clear that this is no ordinary drinking
vessel, for we are told (11. 636-7) that anyone but Nestor would have had 
difficulty in lifting it from the table when it was full. Similarly the word was 
later used of the golden bowl in which the sun made its return journey across 
the ocean during the night (Pherecydes, 18a, Jakoby). 

p. 327t 203. qe-to: it is possible to identify the word with TTi6os if we assume that the 
origin is a base *gwhedh-, giving a Mycenaean form qu(h ?)ethos, and that TTi6os 
is an Aeolic word (cf. TTiavpes=Ttaaepes). But this involves rejecting the con
nexion with Germanic words such as Icelandic bit'a;  Latin fid-elia could still 
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belong with Tii6os. But neither the size of the vessel nor the form of the word 
favours the identification, and it may well be one of the numerous loan-words 
used for vessel-names in Greek (cf. 6:pvJ3aMos, f3iKOS, ::\eJ311s, ::\i)Kv6os) and this 
explains the confusion of Myc. e but classical 1, since this seems to occur only 
in non-Greek words (cf. ku-le-so, i-pa-sa-na-ti in Glossary; Hester, 1958) . 

p. 3�7! 204. qe-ra-na : various attempts have been made to provide this word with an 
etymology, such as a connexion with ( < *gwher-) ' vessel for hot-water' .  
Perhaps a better suggestion is * gwel- ' to pour in drops' (Skt. galanam, Gk. 
J3ai-.av-evs, etc.). But the ending -a-na recalls the pre-Greek suffix of place 
names -ova (·TlVTl) ,  and this too may be a loan-word. 

p. 328t 209. a-pi-po-re-we : the reference to Knossos Gg (now K) 700 should be 
deleted. These vessels are of the spouted type described under 2 1  o, and have 
surcharged KA, an abbreviation of ka-ra-re-we. The amphora with surcharged 
A occurs several times in the Knossos Gg series (e.g. 204 = Gg 704). 

P- 3�8! 2 10. ka-ra-re-we : the best interpretation of this word is due to Householder 
( 1959 a, p. 379) :  khlariwes, based upon a gloss of Hesychius: xt-ap6v · tAOOTlpOs 
Kw6c.uv. Pindar (Pyth. rx, 65) uses the expression xi-.ap(>v ye::\av, which has caused 
trouble to the commentators; since it is said of a Centaur, is it impossible that 
it means ' to laugh like an oil-jar' (i.e. with the characteristic noise made by 
pouring liquid from a narrow-necked vessel) ? 

p. 329t 229 = K 434. Correction : I. 1 at left probably Jr<Z (not ! ) . Perhaps the end of a 
feminine adjective in -we-sa ? 

ko-no-ni-pi: the suggestion that this means 'with cross-bars' has been criticized on 
archaeological grounds by Gray ( 1 959, p. 53), but no better solution has so far been 
proposed. 

p. 329! 230 = K 740. Correction : I. 6 'me-nO-!I!J[' (in very small signs above the line). 
di-pa : probably singular, with no effort to adapt the syntax to the numeral. 
qe-ro2: the armour tablets (299-300} show clearly that this is the name of a piece of 

equipment, two of which make a set. In that case, no drawing accompanies the word; 
here the drawing somewhat resembles the CORSLET sign (no. r62}, but is dis
tinguished from it. For a discussion and photograph see Chad wick ( 195 7 b). This text 
confirms that it is used in pairs as the number is even, and tells us that it is made of 
bronze. 

There are two possible lines of interpretation. We may ignore the differences and 
regard the ideogram as a form of C O R S L E T ;  if so, the numeral two must refer to a 
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' lobster' corslet made up of two pieces, like that found at Dendra in tg6o (Vermeule, 
1 964, p. 1 35) ;  but this had as well three flexible bands composing a k.ind of sk.irt. 
If this interpretation is correct, no plausible identification of qe-ro2 has been made, 
for attempts to connect the word with y\JriAov arc linguistically impossible. 

One argument in favour of this interpretation is the fact that the C O R S L E T  
ideogram is often surcharged with syllabic. QE, which could be  an  abbreviation of 
qe-ro2, though this cannot be confirmed. KN Se 266 is sometimes quoted as confirma
tion that QE is reckoned in pairs; but C O RSLET + QE is always followed by the 
numeral one, and on Se 266 the scribe wrote : C O RSLET + QE 1 Z E  1 ,  and then 
inserted a small qe as an afterthought before z E. Analogies suggest that the correction 
was itself an error; he should have inserted the ideogram H O R S E  which always 
precedes z E 1 in this series. 

The alternative (see Chadwick, loc. cit.) is to follow the order of the items of 
equipment on the armour tablets, which shows that these come between the check
pieces and the shoulder-guards. This leads to the suggestion that they are arm
guards to protect the upper arm below the shoulder guard. This has the advantage 
that it becomes possible to interpret qe-ro2 as sq•elio (dual), which can be equated 
with the Aeolic form cnrtA(A)Iov of the usual lj'iA1ov ' bracelet ' ;  it is uncertain whether 
cnr- represents the original order or a metathesis of '¥-, but a metathesis of such a 
difficult group as q•s- would not be surprising in Myccnaean (see, however, qi-si-pe-e 
in Glossary). This alternative has not been generally accepted, but no evidence has 
yet been found to resolve the question. 

p. 33ot 231 = K 873. Corrections: I. 1 ]ke-re-a ; I. 3 we and the small sign (probably the 
base of no rather than wo) after the ideogram are the remains of a deleted word. 

p. 33o! 232= K  875. Correction :  1. 6 numeral 10 over a deleted figure. No convincing 
explanation has been given of the meaning of qa-si-re-wi-ja, plainly a derivative 
of the official title qa-si-re-u, to be identified with f3ao1i\evs although the sense 
of ' king' is inappropriate. 

p. 33, t  233 = Uc 160 reverse. Corrections: I. 2 the numeral is probably Q ;  I. 4 t!IJ is 
quite uncertain, but the restoration is justified by PY 238=Tn 996.2. 

The obverse of this tablet is interesting for the recently improved reading 
de-r�-�-�IJ associated with the ideogram W I N E ;  the interpretation as dleukos= 
yi\eOKos ' sweet new wine' throws interesting light on the etymology of 
yi\Vl<Vs (Chadwick, r968c). 

p. 33,: 234= Ue 61 1 .  Corrections: the ' reverse ' should probably be regarded as the 
obverse. The left edge is missing in every line, but little or nothing is lost. In  
I. 1 the safer reading i s  ]pe-ra 4, but the restoration is probable; I .  4 ti-ri-po-di-ko 
and ka-ra-ti-ri-jo are certain readings. 
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On the sealings which repeat words from this tablet see Chadwick ( 1959) .  
The words which repeat are a-ta-ra(-qe) Wt 501,  ka-na-to Wt 502, 506, qe-ti-ja 
Wt 504, pa-ke-te-ri-ja Wt 506, and possibly ka-ra-ti-ri-jo which appears as 
ka-ra-sel-ti-ri-jo on Wt 507, with the text divided between two lines and se 
above the normal size. Possibly the se is not part of the word but an inde
pendent annotation. These sealings also supply two other words belonging to 
this semantic group : e-ku-se-we (Wt 50 l ) = enkhusiwes ' funnels' (already sug
gested in the Vocabulary of the first edition) and ke-ni-qe-te-we (Wt 503) = 
kherniqutcwes (cf. xepVlljJ) ' wash-hand basins'. A pottery funnel was found in 
this same room of the House of the Sphinxes. 
ka-ra-te-ra : the apparent accusative has given rise to the suggestion (Risch, 1958a) 

that all these words should be regarded as accusatives, and this leads to a theory that 
consonant stem accusatives plural may have an ending -es, as well as -as, which is 
evidenced by pa-ki-ja-na-de (-onas-de). Scribal inconsequence is more likely, but the 
possibility must be kept in mind. 

pa-ke-te-re : the repetition of this word on lists of building materials at Pylos and the 
large numbers there too (86 and 1 40) suggest that it is not a vessel but some other 
metal artifact. Perhaps some kind of peg or nail (on which to hang the vessels?) : 
piiktires (miYVVIl•) seems likely. 

ka-na-to: if the previous word means ' nails', perhaps gnathoi 'cramps' is not too fanci
ful ; cf. Aesch. P. V. 64 &6a�o�CXVTivov viiv acpT]VOs aVea6f1 yvCteov I <TTepvc..w 6tai!TT<X� 
lTOCJCJcXAEV' tppw�o�tvc,vs. 

qe-ti-ja : on the presence of diminutives in -tov in Mycenaean see Lejeune ( 1 g67) .  
H e  points out that the sealings must have been attached to baskets, and thus give 
only the names of small objects, the larger ones being ranged directly on the 
shelves. 

p. 332t The most important advance in the interpretation of this series comes from 
the discovery in 1957 of the missing piece of237=Ta 709 (Lang, 1958) .  

Some light is shed on the construction of the furniture by the much later 
thrones discovered at Salamis in Cyprus by Karageorghis ( 1967 a, 1967 b, 
p. 346 and Fig. 1 50) .  It is not at all improbable that the traditions of Mycen
aean craftsmanship continued there down to the Archaic period. One tomb, 
dated to the end of the eighth century B.c., contained three wooden thrones, 
of which the wood had perished, ' one decorated with silver, ivory and blue 
paste, the other with ivory and gold, the third only with ivory '. Ivory, gold 
and blue paste on chairs are clearly indicated in the Pylos tablets, and the 
mention of silver may perhaps lend some support to the suggestion (p. 340) 
that pa-ra-ke-we conceals another name for this metal (cf. a-ku-ro in Glossary) .  
There was also a wooden footstool covered with thin sheets of  silver to match 
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one of the thrones. To judge from its shape it must have held a cushion, and 
this confirms the idea (p. 333) that the thranues were seats rather than merely 
for the feet. 

Much debate has raged around the question of the purpose of this group of 
precious articles. Our phrase ' the furnishings of a luxurious reception room ' 
(p. 334) led to the obvious criticism that luxurious apartments do not contain 
damaged articles (the tripod-cauldron with the legs burnt off236=Ta 64l . l ), 
and it must not be thought that this inventory was of an apartment in use. 
The absence of beds would be surprising if it were. It must rather be the 
contents of a strong room, the store of KEI!lt)Atcx kept for use as gifts, where 
valuable but damaged objects would no doubt be kept until they were repaired 
or used as scrap. If Pu2-ke-qi-ri were the official responsible for these goods, it 
would be important on taking over to ensure that any damaged articles 
were so recorded, so that he could not be held responsible for the damage. 

Palmer, however, put forward an ingenious theory ( 1 957 b) that the inven
tory was made on the occasion of a burial and is a record of the contents of a 
tomb, which were observed when it was opened for a fresh interment. This 
would neatly explain the damaged items with traces of fire, since funeral rites 
often involved sacrificial meals. The objection was raised (Gray, 1 959 ;  cf. 
Palmer, 196o; Gray, 1960) that no known tholos in Messenia is large enough 
to house all the furniture listed, and in view of thr. labour involved the inven
tory cannot be the result of opening more than one tomb. The absence of beds 
is also striking in this context. But the crucial argument revolves around the 
meaning of the first line of 235 = Ta 7 1 1  : Palm er proposed the translation 
' when the King buried au-ke-wa Damoklos ', taking thlke to mean ' buried' 
and da-mo-ko-ro as a personal name. Subsequent work on the Knossos tablets 
by Olivier ( 1967 a) has produced clear evidence that da-mo-ko-ro is a title, not 
a name. It is harder to disprove that T16evcx1 can mean 'bury' when used in 
isolation, but it should be observed that this meaning is always indicated by 
something in the context-a corpse or bones as object, a phrase such as ' in the 
earth ' or ' in the tomb'. Even so, the idea cannot be entirely rejected; but 
combined with other arguments it seems preferable to regard theke as having 
its normal sense ' appointed '. 

p. 335t 235=Ta 7 1 1  
pu2-ke-qi-ri: there is no reason to suspect that the name is feminine; masculine names in 

-i  (as classical -•s) are known. 
au-ke-wa : the scribe started this word with a- which he deleted and wrote *85, a further 

confirmation of the value au; probably Augewas. 
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wa-na-se-wi-ja : Palm er ( 195 7 b) made the interesting suggestion that all the epithets 
describe the decoration rather than use of the vessel, and consequently this word is 
to be interpreted 'decorated with queen(s)', the queen being the title of a goddess. 
Similarly a-mo-te-wi-ja is taken to mean 'decorated with a charioteer'. To this 
Miss Gray ( 1959, p. 53) retorted that 'a goddess with women or a chariot with 
fighters on a jug involves the double improbability of the type of design and its appear
ance on a closed vessel with a strongly curved surface'.  Whether we know enough of 
Mycenaean metal-work (if the jugs are in fact metal) to pronounce what is probable 
may be questioned; but it is surely not necessary to suppose that all the epithets are 
of the same kind. It is possible that wa-na-se-wi-ja and a-mo-le-wi-ja refer to a type, 
shape or material conventionally so named, and we cannot expect to determine 
their meaning precisely. A list of English vases containing such expressions such as 
'To by jug', ' Wedgwood' or ' Crown Derby' would be similarly opaque to the 
uninitiated. 

ko-ro-no-we-sa : Palmer rightly objected that a derivative in -revs from an a-stem would 
demand ko-ro-na-; hence KopWVT) must be abandoned, but a neuter from the adjective 
Kopwv65 cannot be ex-cluded. Pal mer's own solution ( 195 7 b, p. 73) is klonowessa 
(Kt.6vos) 'decorated with a throng of warriors' ;  but the word means ' turmoil ' and 
this seems an odd description of a static scene. 

ku-na-ja : the identification with yWat05 is certain, but the ambiguity in the description 
persists. 

P· 336t 236=Ta 641 .  Correction: I. 1 ·�-re-a2 Tl3- !!'QQ[ x ') .  
The two certain instances of scribal error or inconsequence (I. 2 me-zo-e for 

me-zo, 11. 2-3 ti-ri-o-we-efti-ri-jo-we) may encourage us to suppose that a3-ke-u 
and we-ke are similarly singulars for duals. The second could be avoided by 
supposing we-ke to be instr.-dat. of a noun with ke-re-si-.Jo the adjective in 
apposition ; but kresiowergls is still the most attractive suggestion, and a3-ke-u 
remains a problem. Palmer's aigeus ' decorated with a goat motif' ( 1957 b, p. 
79) is intelligible if it refers to goat protomes (Gray, 1959, p. 52). Doubts 
about the use of the -E\Js suffix in quasi-adjectival forms can be set aside (cf. 
o-pi-ke-wi-ri-je-u 237= Ta 709.3), and the classical restriction to ethnics is 
probably not valid for Mycenaean. The ' Cretan workmanship' may mean not 
imported from Crete, but made by Cretan smiths working in the kingdom of 
Pylos, or even simply ' of Cretan type' .  
o-wo-we : the analogy of the other adjectives in -o-we on this tablet favours oiwowis 

'single-handled', and this is archaeologically possible. But 'with a single handle on 
one foot '  is an odd expression; nor could htmei podti mean 'on each foot'. It has been 
objected that this phrase cannot mean 'with (only) one foot' because the ideogram 
plainly shows three feet; but it is becoming clearer that despite attempts to accommo
date the ideogram to the object described these are stereotypes, and the effort of 
depicting recognizably a tripod-cauldron with two of its feet missing would be 
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beyond the artistic powers of the scribe. It is therefore better to take the phrase 
' with one foot '  separately from o-wo-we. If we reject the parallel of qe-to-ro-we, etc., 
we can interpret ow(w)owens (Palmer, 1963a, p. 344) and equate this with the 
Homeric <.Jrwets (1/. xxm, 264 + ) , which is certainly an artificial form. Palmcr's 
translation 'with "car" handles' is pu.zzling ; wTwets is generally understood as 
' having handles ', and if ovs is here the Greek for 'handle' it cannot simultaneously 
mean ' ear'. The earlier explanation may well prove to be the right one. 

me-wi-jo : there is no reason to reconstruct -n in the nominative singular, when it is 
absent from other parts of the declension ; meiwyos is not an impossible form for 
Mycenaean. 

p. 337t 237 = Ta 709. Completed text (see above, p. 496) : 

2 

pi-je-ra3 to-qi-de-ja C;:::! 3 pa-ko-to a-pe-te-me-ne \} 2 

po-ro-e-ke-te-ri-.Ja -= 1 ko-te-ri-ja 6 
au-le 1 pu-ra-u-to-ro 2 qa-ra-to-ro 1 e-ka-ra a-pi-qo-to pe-de-we-sa 1 

e-ka-ra i-to-we-sa pe-de-we-sa so-we-ne-ja au-de-we-'sa-qe 1 ' 
ti-ri-po ke-re-si-.Jo we-ke *34-ke-u T R I P O D  1 tz-n-po ke-re-si-jo we-ke 

o-pi-ke-wi-ri-je-u T R 1 P o D  1 
pa-ko-to : phakto the name of the large vessel shown, cf. cpaKT6v �hpov napO: • ApK6:<n, 

KOWAOl CrrrlKal Tpeis Lexicon Cyrilli ; cp<XK-Tat AT]VOi, arrruat, mJeAOl Hesychius 
(Naoumides, 1968). Is the female occupational term pa-ke-te-ja to be derived from 
this? 

a-pe-te-me-ne: aputhmene ' without a base' (Petru�evski, 1958) conflicts with the known 
spelling rules, but pe might be an error for pu; amphithmene ' with a strainer on either 
side' (Palmer, 1963a, p. 342) is unsatisfactory sense, as he admits, and should perhaps 
be amphi-hith-. 

po-ro-e-ke-te-ri-ja : prohe/ktirid (Pal mer) offers the best solution, 'an instrument for draw
ing forth', perhaps a kind of fork or rake. 

ko-te-ri-ja : khO(s)stiria(i) (xwvVVIJI, Palmer, 1963a, p. 343) ; but we should expect 
kheu- or khou-. 

au-te: auslir from a\iw 'kindle' ;  but the forms t�ava-nip (i�aVa-rplov), Ka-raiiaa1, etc., 
show that 'draw' is the original sense (Chantraine, 1968, p. 145). However, the 
association with tongs makes ' kindler' not improbable. 

e-ka-ra : eskhard, a word which meant, at least in origin, ' portable hearth ', ' brazier' ; 
cf. Latin altaria. An example of the object is to be seen in Fig. 18 (p. 326), item a. 

a-pi-qo-/Q: the term is also applied to tables (239 =Ta 642.3 + ). In 241 =Ta7 1 5.2 
(cf. 240 = Ta 7 1 3. 2, 3) it seems to form a contrast with po-ro-e-ke. But even if this is sq, 
there are too many explanations of either term for this to narrow the quest suffi
ciently. Since a-pi-qo-to is unlikely to describe material, po-ro-e-ke also should be inter
preted as referring to shape or type; but this does not exclude po-ro-e-ke being a 
compound of Triilpos ' marble' with a second element perhaps from • (h)ekhos = EXIJO 
' support '. Ruijgh ( 1967, p. 354) argues strongly against -qo-to = -f3=os ; if he is right, 
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this will eliminate 'that can be gone round ', i.e. free-standing, and 'splay-legged ' 
(Palmer, 1963a, p. 3 1 ) .  But his own suggestion amphiq•hoitos is unconvincing for the 
form, though the meaning ' with a rim around' would be satisfactory. 

i-to-we-sa: histowessa ' provided with a mast' (i.e. an upright on which to hang a pot?). 
au-de-we-sa-qe: the possible interpretations of this word which will also account for the 

instrumental plural au-de-pi have been exhaustively discussed by Lejeune ( 1966a, 
p. 16) who concludes that no word known from later Greek can satisfy the phonetic 
pattern. It is likely to be from a neuter noun in -5os, but no value for the first sign 
will yield a known word. It is therefore no obstacle to the view that • 85 = au, although 
this leads to no plausible interpretation. 

• 34-ke-u: the value ai for • 34 was largely derived from its apparent alternation with 
�-ke-u in 236 = Ta 641 . 1 ,  but has not been confirmed and must be rejected. 

o-pi-ke-wi-ri-je-u : no convincing interpretation. These words must describe ornaments or 
fittings which serve to distinguish the tripod-cauldrons. 

p. 33Bt 238 = Tn 996 
This tablet does not of course belong to the set represented by the Ta tablets. 

[a-po-]T{-we : there is not room to restore the long form a-pi-po-re-we found at Knossos 
(233 = Uc 160 rev.). 

ka-ti: the identification with K1)61s has been attacked on the grounds that this is a dice
box; but we do not know what vessels the ancients used for shaking dice, and in any 
case, the name could easily have been transferred to a different vessel. 

P· 339t l39 = Ta 642 

ra-e-ja: the case for interpreting this as laeia 'of marble' is strong. It appears to be the 
etymologists who are wrong in supposing *).aras on the strength of ).ev<11110S, etc. 

we-a-re-ja : there is little doubt that this corresponds to v<lAe[a, but whether the form 
should be interpreted as hua- or wea- remains uncertain. 

a-ja-me-na : a Luvian etymology (cf. aiamis ' made', ' wrought', Meriggi, 1954a, p. 8 1 )  
has been proposed, but is not convincing. The sense is almost certainly ' inlaid '. 

e-ne-wo-pe-�a: no satisfactory solution of this problem has emerged, but 'double and 
triple legs ending in a single foot are common' (Gray, 1 959, p. 53). Probably the 
equation of -ped;:a with ' foot' must not be taken too literally. But it remains curious 
that tables are almost all of the ' nine-foot' type. 

me-no-e-ja : Pal mer's objection ( 195 7 b, p. 63, 1963 a, p. 345) that this cannot be derived 
from the root *lll)Va- of llflV has been answered by Risch ( 1959, p. 222), who shows 
that other ablaut grades of this root may have been present in Mycenaean Greek. 
But it is possible that the word refers to material or decoration rather than shape; 
Ruijgh ( 1 967, p. 237) suggests 'decorated with crescents'. 

qe-qi-no-to: the correct solution to this problem was seen by D. M. ]ones ( 1958); the 
scribe finding the syntax difficult has used a parallel clause with a finite perfect verb: 
g•eg•inotoi 'it is decorated '. Heubeck ( 1966) provided an ingenious etymology for 
tlus word from the base • g"'911• 'live'. It may have started by meaning 'enliven', 
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'decorate with living creatures ' and then been generalized, as was classical 3c.>yp(tcpos; 
in usage it is clear that the technique here is carving as opposed to inlay (cf. Gray, 
I959. p. 53)· 

a-pi-qo-to : see on 237, p. 499 above. 

p. 34rt 240=Ta 7 1 3. Corrections: I. I to-qi-de I j  I. 2 to-qi-de I [to-pe-zaD. 

po-ro-e-ke : pro(h)ekhis 'projecting' remains a possibility, though the exact meaning is 
obscure. Ruijgh ( I967, p. 45) proposes poro(h)ekhis 'with support of marble', Palmer 
(I g63 a, p. 34 7) poroenkhis ({yxos). See on a-pi-qo-to, p. 499· 

pi-ti-ro8-we-sa : it appears we must reconstruct •ptilyon as doublet of TrTIAov to account 
for the use of ro8• 

we-pe-za: possibly (h)wespedza < *hweks-. 

p. 342t a-ka-ra-no: the fit with &KapTJVOS is so close it is hard to reject. A possible solution to the 
problem of its meaning was supplied by Platon's discovery at Kato Zakro of ' a  
stone pedestal stand with a device for holding and permitting interchangeable 
table-tops ' (Nestor I /I I /65, p. 4I I ;  cf. Chad wick, Nestor I /I 2/65, p. 4I 5).  If correct, 
this would prove that a-pi-qo-to and po-ro-e-ke did not refer to the tops of the tables. 
It would match the usual order if a-ka-ra-no were a description of material (Pal mer, 
I963a, p. 348), but if so it cannot be an adjective, since it must be a compound to 
have a feminine form in -o. 

pu-ko-so e-ke-e: the apparent parallel with po-ro-e-ke may be illusory. Clearly a compound 
of 'TTV�os. 

p. 342! 242 = Ta 707. Corrections: I .  I o-ni-ti-ja-pi I ,  au-de-pi I ; I. 2 se-re-mo-ka-ra-o-re, 
po-ti-pi-qe I . 

ku-ru-sa-pi: it has been suggested by Mtihlestein ( I956b) that adjectival khriis(s)os 
derives from *khriis-yos, and was later replaced by xpvaeos. 

se-re-mo-ka-ra-o-re: the reading of the last sign is difficult and both i and re appear 
possible; Bennett and Olivier now prefer re. The formation has been exhaustively 
discussed by Risch ( I966a) who concludes that an enlargement in -r of the stern 
Kapa 'head' is supported by the evidence of later Greek. But the identity of the 
first member (some sort of animal?) remains unsolved ; Muhlestein (I957) ingen
iously suggested Seirimo- = Il=IpT)vo-, sterns in m- having been eliminated from later 
Greek (cf. e-me, p. 87), but it is hard to imagine how Sirens' heads could have been 
distinguished from women's (Palrner, I963a, p. 349) ; and the link vowel -o- is 
unexpected. 

po-ti-pi : Miss Gray objects to ' heifers' on archaeological grounds ( I  959, p. 53), and 
finds 'calves' no better. 

p. 344t 243 = Ta 708. Corrections: I .  I ; e-re-pa-te I ; I. 3 re-wo-pi-qe I .  Ben nett and 
Olivier have deciphered the erasure at the end of line I as a repetition of 
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242=Ta 707.3,  except that ku-te-so is replaced by the more correct ku-te-se-jo. 
In line 3 the scribe wrote a-ja-me-no a-di-ri-ja-pi before deleting the second 
word and writing e-re-pa-te-jo over it. 

p. 344! 244 = Ta 7 1 4. Corrections : I. 2 se-re-mo-ka-ra-o-re-qe ; the deleted word was 
probably se-r�·TfU!·ka-ra-o-re ; I .  3 po-ni-ki-pi I ,  ko-no-ni-pi 1 .  
we-a2-re-jo : 'of rock-crystal ', not of course the whole chair, but this is mentioned as a 

prominent feature of the decoration. 
po-ni-ki-pi : arguments have been assembled against the notion that cpoiva� could mean 

'griffin' as a decorative motif, notably by Dcssenne ( 1 957) and Chantraine ( 1 958a). 
' Palm-tree • should therefore be substituted, here and in 246 = Ta 722. 1 ,  where 
there is no objection if these figures appear in separate panels. Although groom and 
horse would combine easily, we can hardly add the octopus climbing the palm-tree 
(but cf. Pliny, Nat. Hist. IX, 92). 

P· J46t 247 =Ta 7 1 6  
This remains the aberrant member o f  this set, differing i n  shape and vocabu
lary, and consequently most resistant to elucidation. Although the signs of the 
first line are smaller than those of the second, it does not seem possible here to 
regard the first line as a note appended to the entry in line 2. 

It is generally agreed that the ideogram in line 2 represents a rapier-like 
sword, and consequently the interpretation of qi-si-pe-e as q"siphee (�iq><>S) 
must be accepted. Heubeck ( 1958) has fully discussed the etymology and 
spelling. 

The objections to the rendering offered of the first line arc mustered by 
Pal mer ( 1963a, p. 358). Pa-sa-ro is unlikely to be naaa<lAw, because the product 
of *-9- seems to be consistently rendered by Myc. z (but cf. wa-na-so-i, etc.). 
Pal mer's psalo, from which IJXlA•ov 'chain' was formed, seems probable. A-pi 
to-ni-Jo is likely to be a divided compound, and it remains only to identify the 
second member. The presence of to-no= thornos in the context might suggest 
amphithornio (cf. Doria, 1956, p. 4) ' for fitting around chairs' ,  but why 
should gold chains be so used ? Palmer suggests amphitonio (T6vos) 'double 
stranded '. 

Whatever wa-o stands for, contraction will have resulted in an unviable 
classical form, and it is hardly surprising that the word is not identified. Any 
connexion with O:op can be certainly excluded if this word provides the first 
element of the man's name a-o-ri-me-ne (see Glossary) .  Ifwa-o is really a double
axe, the name might be Minoan, for the derivation oft.af3vpav6os from 1.6:f3pvs 
is suspect. 



ADDITIONAL COMMENTARY 248-251 

p. 34Bt 248 = V  a 1 5 .  Corrections : I .  1 for e-1� read e-�q.-1� or e-9�-�� ; I. 2 read [pe-]re-ku
wa-na-ka[ ]e-le; it is doubtful whether a sign is lost or not before ]ra-�q.-te-ra. 
For ai3? read • 35· 

No real progress has been made with this text ; the absence of ideograms 
makes it impossible to determine the subject. If the restoration o-[ da ]-a2 is 
correct in line 1 ,  this is presumably the continuation of another tablet, but no 
pair has been identified for it. Since o-da-a2 is normally first word, the restora
tion may well be wrong; the p- is doubtful. 

p. 34Bt 249 = V  a 482 
The value zu for * 79 has not been confirmed or disproved. 

a-no-po : Lejcune ( 1958a, p. 2 13) proposed anopon ' unworkcd ' ;  cf. o-pa in Glossary. 
Palm er ( 1963 a, p. 369) regards it as a man's name. 

ro-i-ko: the objection to {>o1K6s is that we should expect this word to have initial w-. 
Palm er ( 1 963 a, p. 368) proposed rhoiskoi 'small pomegranates ', ' knobs'. The prob
lems are discussed by Chantraine ( 1966, pp. 1 64-5) who arrives at the judgement: 
non liquet. 

p. 348'11 250= Vn 20 
o-a2: the only example of this word. Since a2 probably represents ha, it can hardly be 

hoia. More likely therefore the same word as o-da-aov but without the connective d(e), 
since this is an isolated tablet, not a continuation. 

P· 349t 251 = Vn 46 
The whole text is very difficult to read, but further study has produced an 
improved text. 

1 pi-ra3-[ 
2 ka-pi-ni-Ja a-ti-j{l (>[ 
a ka-pi-ni-Ja e-ru-mi-ni-Ja 4 
' ka-pi-ni-Ja ta-ra-nu-we 1 2  [ 
5 * 35-ki-no-o 8 1  o-pi-rq.�-te-re 40[ 
6 e-to-ki-Ja �3[ pa]-ke-le-re 140 
7 pi-ri-Ja-o ta-ra-nu-we 6 
8 qe-re-ti-ri-Jo 2 me-ta-se-we 1 o 
9 e-!fJ-WO-ke pu-to-ro 16  
10 * 35-ki-no-o pu-to-ro 1 oo 
11 ta-to-mo a-ro-wo e-pi-*65-ko 
12 �-r¥-rm-m:Ja 2 ki-wo-qe 

It is clear that this is part of a list of building materials; the beginning is 
lost or it might specify the IJ.Eyapov for which these items were required or 
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provided. The list may conceivably have included tools, metal fittings, etc., 
as well as timbers; but any interpretation must fit this general context. 

ka-pi-ni-ja : gen. kapnitis 'of the chimney '. Pal mer's objection ( 1 963a, p. 424) that timber 
would be inappropriate for this position results from a failure to understand the 
construction of Mycenaean roofs. The smoke-duct over the hearth in the megaron 
at Pylos was of earthenware (Blegen, 1953b, p. 6 1 )  but an elaborate structure of 
timber would have been needed to hold this in position, and the whole structure 
might properly be called ' chimney '. 

a-ti-ja : previously read po-ti-ja, but cf. Vn 879. 1  a-ti[ in what appears to be a similar 
list, if not a continuation of this. Probably neuter plural antia from avrios in some 
technical sense, perhaps ' cross-bars ' ;  cf. avriov (Aristophanes + )  ' a  part of a loom'. 
Together with elumniai and thranues these are the timbers for the chimney structure. 

* 35-ki-no-o: one reason for attributing the value ai3? to * 35 was the spelling a3-ki-no-o 
at Knossos as part of a chariot (275 = Se 879, 276 = Se 891 ) .  

o-p1-rtf3-lt-re : i f  the reading is correct this can hardly be anything but opi(r)rhaisteres, 
cf. poocrn)p 'hammer'. Perhaps not tools for construction but fittings to prevent 
damage to the ends of beams? 

e-to-ki-ja: entoikhia ' fittings for insertion in walls '. If the numbers are significant these 
will hardly be the beams surrounded by masonry making up the walls themselves 
( Palmer, 1963a, p. 367) . 

pi-ri-ja-o: a particularly happy discovery: phliiion ' door-posts '. 
qe-re-ti-ri-jo: possibly q"(e)lethrio, from a diminutive in -ion of rriAe6pov, rrAtepov, a 

measure of length in Homer and later Crr:r.k, hnt in origin dou bt!ess meaning a rod 
or pole. Ruijgh ( 1970, p. 3 1 5) proposes a derivative of �AijTpov ' fastening'. 

me-ta-se-we : a compound of ll£Ta-, but the second member is obscure. Connexion with 
ll£Tapcnos must be rejected, if it represents -arep-. 

e-fp-wo-ke: in this line and the next the problem arises that in previous entries the 
epithet (genitive) precedes and the second word is the substantive; but since * 35-ki
no-o also stands alone (line 5), it must be the substantive and pu-to-ro can therefore 
be the epithet. This seems to be the order also in I. 1 1 .  If so, pu-to-ro is probably 
genitive plural. 

ta-to-mo: the word recurs in tablets dealing with sheep (Cn 4, Cn 595), and the spelling 
corresponds to CTT�6s. This word has both the sense 'sheep-pen' (e.g. 11. u, 4 70) and 
' pillar' (e.g. Od. 1, 333). Thus the two contexts of the Mycenaean word answer to 
two Homeric senses of the Greek word. 

e-pi-*65-ko: if, as seems likely, the value of *65 isju, there is no word in the lexicon to 
suit this spelling. Pal mer ( 1955 b, p. 43; 1 963a, p. 367) has proposed to interpret this 
as �rri3vyos; it is of course true that 3 in 3vy6v corresponds toy of other Indo-European 
languages (Lat. iugum, Skt. yugam), but there is no example in later Greek of this 
sound surviving as y. Moreover, the root occurs in the Mycenaean words ;ce-u-ke-si 
and ;ce-u-ke-u-si and the abbreviation Z E, and seems always to be spelt with <.-. 
It is therefore extremely doubtful if this alternative can be accepted here. Palmer 
cites as parallel pe-*65-ka from the similar tablet Vn 879, which he interprets as 
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rrep3vya; but apocope ofmp( is unknown in Mycenaean, and an alternative explana
tion is here available (peyuka(s) = mVKTJ 'pine'). 

P· 35ot Three more miscellaneous documents from Pylos may be added here. 

318= Un 1314  
1 a-wa-ra-ka-na-o pa-ma-ko 
2 j?·qi wo-to-mo pe-re 1 
3 a-wa-ra-ka-na e-pi-ka �(}-ja pa-ra-we·'j?' 'do-we-jg-qe !QQ' 

At the end of I. 3 the scribe has divided the line in order to squeeze in the last 
word. Bennett and Olivier read pa-ra-we 'do-we-jo-qe' J$: �  20; but, as first 
pointed out by Palmer, the alleged 20 is almost certainly the top of a raised 
jo. The circular sign following it is very cramped, but neither K A  nor Q.E offer 
plausible sense, and a numeral is required. 

The general sense remains extremely obscure. pa-ma-ko is likely to be 
q><lp�OO<ov (if not $6:p�CXKOS as a man's name). Jo-qi is a correct spelling for 
ho(q)q"i (or yo- ?) =o,,.t and if pe-re=pherei, wo-to-mo is presumably a man's 
name. a-wa-ra-ka-na must be an a-stem with a genitive singular -ao if masculine, 
or plural -aon if feminine. It is easier to make fun of the suggestion that it is a 
Mycenaean form for &p<lxVfl than to suggest anything better; a derivative in 
-na of awlax> aiJA.a� 'furrow' is theoretically possible, but unconvincing for the 
sense. Do-we-jo( -qe) recurs a� a rlescription of a part of a chariot (KN 268 - Sd 
44 13 + , c( p. 364) = dorweioi-q•e ' and of wood ' ;  but this does not offer a likely 
solution for pa-ra-we-jg. 

319= Un 1 322 

)!I?( )p-no( ) W HEAT Q f! v� ( 
2 de-ku-tu-wo-�p [ ]o-no w H E AT 2 F 1 G s 2 
3 i-f�-l!)� O·!IP( ) W H E AT 1 2  

4 we-a2-no( ?n] -no re-po-to * 1 46 w H EAT 5 
5 we-( ]no[ ]*146 W I;I � � T  1 5  

The fragment is very much battered and i s  broken off at  both top and 
bottom. It was discussed at length by Chadwick ( r g64b). Its chief interest lies 
in the combination of the ideogram * 146, which appears to be some kind of 
textile (see p. 464) with the sign for W H EAT. In  other cases where two ideo
grams are written together (e.g. EWE w o o L  KN Dp 7280+ ), the first appears' 
to qualify the second; but textile obviously cannot qualify wheat, so it seems 
likely that the wheat represents in some sense the price of the textiles. It is, 
however, strange that the number of pieces of cloth is not specified; possibly 
this is the record of the keeper of the granary, who was interested in the issue 
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of the wheat, but not in the goods received in exchange. Lines 1-3 appear to 
give the payment in kind made to certain tradesmen. 

de-ku-lu-wo-tp: following a suggestion of H. MUhlestein, probably dektuworgoi ' for the 
net-maker'. This involves regarding classical ohnvov as a replacement of an earlier 
u-stem o(KTV recorded by the Etymologicum Magnum; and supposing Myceneaean 
e = 1 as in ku-te-so = !<&Taaos. If so, this may be evidence that the word is of Mediter
ranean origin rather than associated with oal<fiv 'cast'. Chantraine ( 1 g68, p. 284) ,  
however, suggests dtiklu-. 

o-no: attempts to associate this word with c!ivos seem to be blocked by the etymology 
*wos-no- {cf. Lat. ue11um, Skt. vosnd&; sec Lcjeune, 19640, p. 83). Mycenaean o-no 
might be associated with the root of 6viVTJI.II, and it is not entirely certain that 
Cretan 6vos results from a precocious loss of digamma before o. Mycenaean forms 
show that �(;\w, despite Arcadian f�MK6aa, had no digamma, and the etymology 
of W6tw is not certain. 

i-1�-rpf : if the reading is correct, dative (or nominative plural) of •mskus 'weaver', 
agent noun in -e\ts from lcrr6s 'loom'. Cf. i-te-jo-o 15 =Ad 684, gen. plur. of the 
corresponding feminine *histeia. 

wt-a2-no : cf. we-o2-no-i 310 = Fr 1 225, wehonoi 'fine robes'. The sign before ]-no seems 
not to be o, hence the restoration [ ri]-no re-po-lo= linon lepton 'fine linen', cf. KN 222 = 

L 693. 

320= Va 1 324 
1 e-ke-i-ja go 
2 pe-di-je-wi-ja 20 a-ko-so-ne 2 
Thirty spears; twenty . . .  ; two axles. 
e-lr.e-i-ja : enlr.hehioi ' spears', cf. lyxeiTJ //. v, 167 + . What difference there was in meaning 

between lyx.os and lyxelfl is not clear. The original form must have been *enlr.hes-ia, 
hence the restoration of intervocalic -h-; at least the spelling e-i must here represent 
two syllables. 

pe-di-je-wi-jo : cf. pe-di-je-we 58 = An 654. If this means ' foot-soldiers' (sec p. 192), 
perhaps the derivative pediiwioi (se. enlr.hehioi) means ' infantry-spears'. 

o-lr.o-so-ne: oxones, cf. 252 = Vn I 0. In this context the word might be used for any round 
poles thicker than those used for spears. 

g. M I S CELLANEOUS D O C U M ENTS FROM MYCENAE 

Excavation by Lord WiUiam Taylour of a house in  the Citadel at  Mycenae 
in 1960 produced a further group of six tablets (Oi), all fragments in a poor 
state of preservation. They are characterized by a new ideogram, 134 (l 
*190, which bears some resemblance to *134, but has been 
separated from it until further evidence shows whether they should 19° =fr. 
be regarded as variants or not. There is no clue to the nature of the com-
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modity, but it probably represents a foodstuff, since it is assigned to groups 
of workers and also to a deity. 

The presence of Potnia in these records (321 = Oi 70 1 ,  Oi 704) is particu
larly interesting in view of the recent discovery in the same area of evidence 
of an ivory workshop and a shrine of a goddess (Taylour, 1 g6g, 1970). It is 
very tempting to identify the female figure represented in the fresco as Potnia, 
the great Cretan goddess, and to speculate whether this cult might not have 
been brought to Mycenae originally by a guild of Cretan craftsmen. 

One tablet is quoted as a specimen; no translation is given as the interpreted 
words are commented on separately. 

321 = 0i 701 
[Broken at top J 
v a c a t  [ 

3 si-to-po-ti-ni-ja * 190 
4 po-ro-po-i * 1 go 1 o 
5 ka-na-pe-u-si * 190 6 

[
.
]-p!t2-ta do-ke-ko-o-ke-ne * 190 5 

[ku-wa-]no-wo-ko-i * 190 2 
s [Broken at bottom] 

si-to-po-ti-ni-ja : almost certainly to be divided si-to po-ti-ni-ja in view of the isolated 
po-ti-ni-ja, who receives 1 5  of • 190, in Oi 704. 1 .  The first word might be a divine 
name, Sltci(i), cf. Im� as a name of Demeter in Sicily (see Chadwick, 1963b, p. 58) ; 
or a place name, or even genitive plural silcin 'the Mistress of grains'. In any case 
a-ta-na-po-ti-ni-Ja KN 208 = V  52 is a close parallel. 

po-ro-po-i: the only interpretation proposed is dat. plur. propoihi of a noun *rrporr6s cf. 
6eo-rrp6rros, 'augur' (Petru!evski, 1966, p. 294). This is dependent on the etymo
logical connexion with rrprnw; a rival view is that -rrporros is assimilated from •-rrpoKos, 
cf. Lat. procus (Boisacq) .  Since the only identifiable dative plurals in this group arc 
descriptions of craftsmen, the sense is suspect too. 

ka-na-pe-u-si: knapheusi ' for the fullers'. 
[. ]-,b!l1-ta : there does not seem to be room to restore [e-pi]-pu1-ta, cf. e-pi-pu-ta PY 252 = 

Vn 10;  but -pu1-ta strongly suggests -<pVTa. 
do-ke-ko-o-ke-ne: cf. [do-]�, .. A:o-o-ke-(1,-i Oi 703, ko-o-ke-ne-i[ Oi 704. This makes it clear 

that do-ke is a separate word, presumably dcike 'gave' as elsewhere (see Glossary, 
s.v. di-do-si) .  Ko-o-ke-ne may then be a man's name (in -genis ?), but the shift to dativ� 
in Oi 703, 704 is puzzling. 

[ku-wa-Jno-wo-ko-i: the restoration is proved by the repetition of this word in Oi 703, 
Oi 704: kuanoworgoihi ' for the ryanus-workers '. On t<Vavos see p. 340 and Glossary, 
s.v. ku-wa-no. 
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CHAPTER XI 

M E TAL S  A N D  M I L I TA R Y  E QU I P M E N T  

p. 35•t The most remarkable addition to the list of articles to which the sign for 
B R O NZE is attached is the Knossos sealing Ws 8497, where i t  surmounts a 
rectangular object shown by the accompanying word to be a bath-tub : 
a-sa-mi-to=aaaj..llv6os, the Homeric word. This may be some support for 
suggesting that the bath-tubs of 238=Tn 996 at Pylos are also of bronze, 
though the ideogram is here applied only to smaller vessels. I t  now seems 
likely that on KN 222 = L  693 the bronze is intended to serve as fittings on a 
tunic, perhaps a piece of armour, rather than as an indication of value, for 
which no parallels have been discovered. 

P· 351! The suggestion that w E  on certain tablets stands for silver has not been con
firmed. On KN 231 = K  872 the we appears to be rather the remains of a 
deleted word. On J 58his = Og 1804 the reading is 8, not WE. This leaves 
only the I N G O T  with surcharged W E  on Oa 734bis= 1 808, as the reading on 
PY La 630 rev. is very doubtful. It remains tn1e that mentions of silver are 
less frequent than we should expect. 

P· 352t The total of Jn tablets after some joins now stands, with the same exceptions, 
at eighteen tablets and eight fragments, some of which may belong together. 
It has been suggested by Lejeune ( 1961 b, p. 419) and Palmer ( 1963a, p. 279) 
that ta-ra-si-ja should be interpreted talansia( < * talant-ia), and thus a different 
word from TcxAaaia. Obviously there is no way of resolving this question, but 
equally there is no reason for inventing a new form when the classical one fits 
as well. The semantic argument is without weight, as shown on p. 352, since 
the Latin parallel is so exact. Nor does the late date at which TcxAaaia is first 
attested (beginning of the fourth century B.c.) cast doubt on the word's 
antiquity, for it must be a derivative of *TW.6:rO:s or the like; it is hardly a 
' shortened form of TOAaatovpyia' (Palmer, loc. cit.), which is no earlier (Plato). 
But in default of evidence the question must be left open. 

Lejeune ( 196 1  b, p. 433) has demonstrated that 256=Ja 749 is almost 
certainly the totalling tablet for this series, as suggested on p. 356. I t  gives a 
total of 1046 kg of bronze, as against the total in excess of6oo kg shown by the 
seventeen tablets sufficiently complete to be usable. Thus rather more than 
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one-third of the Jn tablets are missing or too badly damaged to use. The 
number of smiths recorded is approximately 270, not counting the slaves; 
therefore the total number for the whole of the Pylian kingdom, allowing for 
the extra third, amounts to about 400 (Lejeune's figures, p. 425) .  

This in turn should lead us to reflect upon the numbers to be  expected in  
such a territory. It is hard to  estimate the numbers required, but bearing in  
mind the relative scarcity of bronze as compared with iron in  later ages, one 
can scarcely credit that so large a number would have been needed for 
domestic purposes. Unlike the village blacksmith of medieval and modern 
times, they are not scattered throughout the settlements, but are concentrated 
in groups of up to twenty-six or twenty-seven (one name in Jn 725 is deleted) 
in places, scarcely half of which are mentioned again in the Pylos archives. 
It would seem likely that they were located near good supplies of timber for 
use as fuel, and perhaps on hill-tops where the wind· would supply the necessary 
draught for their furnaces. For instance Ro-u-so figures in this list, and this 
place is shown by 252= Vn l O  to be a wood-producing area. 

The groups listed as po-ti-ni-ja-we-Jo (cf. p. 354) are almost certainly to be 
regarded as ' in the service of Potnia '. I t  may seem peculiar to us that guilds 
of craftsmen should be simultaneously devotees of a goddess, though medieval 
guilds offer parallels; but this is precisely what is to be deduced from the 
excavation of cave-sanctuaries in Crete. Arkalokhori, for example, has been 
shown to have been both a shrine and a bronze-smithy (Marinatos, 1962) .  It  
is  hardly pressing this evidence too far to suggest that the devotees of Potnia 
practised a similar combination of cult and craft ; indeed, these guilds may 
well have been descended from Cretan groups who emigrated at the time of 
the Minoan collapse and found refuge on the mainland ; cf. the vessels ' of 
Cretan workmanship '  PY 236 = Ta 641 ,  237 = Ta 709. A remarkable parallel 
has recently been discovered by Lord William Taylour in the Citadel House 
at M ycenae ; there an ivory-workshop adjoins a shrine with a fresco of a large 
female figure, doubtless Potnia herself (see p. 4 1 1 ) .  

These facts cast further doubt on the suggestion that the smiths were part
time or seasonal workers, though they may well have had to grow their own 
food. But it remains to expiain why nearly a third of the smiths listed are 
without allocations of bronze, and why the rest have relatively small quantities 
of metal on which to work. One smith onJn 601 has as much as 1 2  kg of metal, ' 
but 3 to 4 kg is normal, and some have as little as r · s  kg. Here it is tempting 
to speculate about the sources of raw material and the destination of the metal 
goods made in the kingdom of Pylos. The copper undoubtedly came from 
Cyprus, while the most accessible sources of tin were to the west of Greece; is 
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i t  not likely that a port on the sea-route linking the Aegean with the west 
would be where the two ingredients of the alloy met; and that the excessive 
numbers of workmen were due to the special position of Pylas as favourably 
placed both for the import of raw materials and for the export of finished 
goods ? At a time when sea-raiders were scouring the eastern Mediterranean, 
as Egyptian records show, and Pylas itself feared an attack from the sea (see 
p. 430), i t  would be hardly surprising if sea-communications had been 
interrupted and the Pylian bronze industry was suffering from an acute 
shortage of raw material. 

The identification of qa-si-re-u (pa2-si-re-u) with l3acnt..evs has been attacked 
by Palm er ( 1963 a, pp. 227 () on the grounds that the functions of the Mycen
aean qa-si-re-u are restricted to a craftsman context. While it is true that the 
term appears predominantly in the bronze tablets, it is not necessarily re
stricted to them and 258 =Jo 438 shows it in company with ko-re-te and 
mo-ro-qa, both officers of the local administration. Certainly its sense is 
different from the classical use of f3acnt..e1Js as ' king', but even then it was 
frequently used as the title of a religious official (e.g. apxwv f3acrtAEVS at Athens), 
so that its semantic development may have been from the religious to the 
secular sphere. The identity of qa-si-re-u with f3acrtAEVs as a word is hard to 
deny, seeing that !3- is almost certain to be derived from a labia-velar. 

p. 353t 253 = Jn 3 10. Corrections : Jn 605. 10  has two entries for slaves where the figure 
following the owner's name is 2 ;  this shows that the bars separating names of 
a-ta-ra-si-jo smiths as well as slave-owners should be taken as the numeral I .  
Line 8 read : PA- Q.O-S I -J 0 I K E - W E - T O  I wa-(di?)-re-u ( I ) ; J. 9 :  
pe-ta-ro I ; I. I I : ke-we-to-jo I i-wa-ka-o 1 ; I. I 2 pa-qo-sijojo 1 po-ro-u-te-wo I ; 
I .  I 7  [to-so-de a]-ta-ra-si-:io pu2-fija-ko 1 .  On po-ti-ni-ja-wejo see p. 509 above. 

P· 3Ylt 254 =Jn 389. Corrections : I. 6 :  Bennett and Olivier now read the damaged 
numerals as I 3, but point out that this needs to be corrected to I 1 (t=t ) 2 
to save the arithmetic. I. 8 was apparently inscribed with the text of I. 9, but 
was then deleted. 11 . 1 2-1 3 :  insert 1 after each name. 
e-pi-da-to : probably not a verb, but the verbal adjective epidastos (Lejeune, rgs8a, 

p. 226). 

p. 355t 255 = Jn 658. Corrections: the doubtful readings are mostly confirmed, except 
I. 1 : ka-ke-we ta-ra-si-jq. �-ko-si; I. 6 :  read [po-]rp-ko; I. 1 o :  {l-�¥-�9 ! n R oN z E 

l 5 fiko-ma-(l'p-ro BR 0 N Z  E l 5fi ;  JJ. I I and 1 2 :  to-so-de ; I. I I at right add (5D 
corresponding to deleted entry in I. 1 o. 
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The relation between this tablet and Jn 725 is intriguing. The second 
{deleted) paragraph of Jn 725 lists eight names at na-i-se-wi-.fo, which are 
repeated onJn 692, two having allocations of l 6, the rest without allocation. 
There are two .deleted totals for this paragraph on J n 725, l 1 2  and l 39{ + ?) , 
the first of which answers to the figures on Jn 692. This suggests that 725 is 
earlier and represents a first attempt at listing the smiths and allocating a 
total quantity of bronze; 692 would therefore be the final version. The first 
paragraph of 725 refers to e-ni-pa-te-we and lists 27 names, of which one is 
deleted ; 658 has only 1 7, of which one is deleted, and no a-ta-ra-si-jo. These 
might then be supplied from the ten extra names on 725. But the equation is 
not so simple. The name pi-ro-ne-ta of 658 does not appear on 725. Three 
names appear in altered form, if the readings are correct in both places : 
ma-ka-wo ( wo is damaged) seems to reappear as ma-ka-ta ; wa-ka-ta as wa-tu-ta ; 
po-ru-e-ro (po is damaged) as o-ru-we-ro (the substitution of we for e after u is 
merely a matter of spelling). Either our readings are unsound or the redaction 
of one tablet or the other was slovenly. Two scribes are concerned ; the scribe 
of658 also wrote only Jn 706 of the ]n tablets, the other one which uses e-ko-si 
in place of e-ko-te. The bronze total of 725 is .m 2 l r8, which has been slightly 
increased on 658 to yield a figure easily divisible by 16. The problem is dis
cussed at length by Lejeune ( 196I  b, pp. 430-2) .  

p .  357t 257 = J n 829. Corrections : I. 9 read : q..-ke-re-wa ; I. 1 1 : �q..-ra-do-ro ; I .  1 3 :  #-mi-to
a-ke-e; I. 14. B R O N Z E  I 2 t:t 3 (according to Bennett and Olivier, but 
regularity suggests that l 3 is more likely). 

I t  is agreed that this tablet is a list of contributions of quantities of bronze 
made by the local officials of the sixteen areas into which the kingdom is 
divided. The questions which remain to be answered are: 

( I )  Why are the ko-re-te and po-ro-ko-re-te, who alone actually contribute, 
accompanied in the preamble by other officials ? 

(2) Why is the total amount contributed, 5 1 kg, so small in relation to the 
quantities distributed (see the table on p. 356) ? 

(3) What is the structure of line 3 ?  
The first question is perhaps the easiest. I t  is not unknown for officials to 

bear varying titles for historical reasons while discharging the same function; 
thus the senior official of a Cambridge or Oxford college may be called Master; 
President, Provost, Principal, Dean, Warden, etc., though all occupy the same 
position in their colleges. Can we not therefore assume that ko-re-te and 
po-ro-ko-re-te are the generic titles for local officials, but that in certain areas 
they were known also by specific names? Thus du-ma emerges as an alternative 
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to ko-re-te, which i s  in  keeping with what we know of  its use; and the key
bearers and the others must be alternative titles which could all be subsumed 
under the heading po-ro-ko-re-te. A ' supervisor of figs' is perhaps a surprising 
title, but royal courts have usually been full of officials with strange-sounding 
titles, which often have little relation to their real duties; and the presence of 
figs in the slave-women's ration may be significant. It would appear that 
o-pi-ka-pe-e-we should be related to cn<a<pos rather than cn<aq>T) ; but in what sense 
the word is used is unclear; possibly the reference is to boats. 

The second question possibly depends upon the third, and may be post
poned. Line 3 clearly contains the object of the verb dosonsi :  ka-ko=khalkon 
represented by the ideogram B R O N Z E  in the entries below; cf. to-so-de ka-ko 
B R O N Z E  in 254=Jn 389.9. na-wi-jo has every appearance of being an epithet 
to ka-ko. a3-ka-sa-ma can hardly be singular in view of the dative plurals which 
precede; it cannot be genitive, dative or instrumental plural which would 
require an extra syllable, and nominative is excluded by sense and syntax ; it 
is therefore accusative aixmans ' points'. The question thus emerges whether 
the sequence -qe . . . -qe in pa-ta-jo-i-qe e-ke-si-qe is a ' double' use = '  both . . .  
and ' or two separate connectives, the first coupling ka-ko with a3-ka-sa-ma (and 
its attributive datives), the second linking the two datives. The ' double' use 
of -qe is rare, but not unknown, in Mycenaean ; see Ruijgh, 1967, pp. 290, 297, 
305, 309· Ruijgh himself (p. 309) prefers the second explanation of the present 
sc::ulc::uc.;c::. But Palmer ( 1963 a, p. 283) adopts the first, taking aixmans in apposi
tion to klzalkon 'bronze as points for arrows and spears '. Where opinion is so 
balanced, it is hard to make a firm judgement ; but I now incline to Palmer's 
explanation, because of possible parallels and because it offers a plausible 
solution to the second question posed above. 

The parallels are in 317 = Ub 1 3 18, where we have (on my interpretation) 
several entries which list the finished article in apposition to the raw material, 
sometimes with a dative or genitive appended. E.g. wi-ri-no we-ru-ma-ta 
ti-rz·-si <.e-u-ke-si 1 ' a  raw-hide as coverings for tl1ree pairs ' ;  o-pi-de-so-mo 
ka-tu-ro2 di-pte-ra 4 ' four skins as bindings of pack-saddles ' .  These are not 
exact parallels, but are sufficiently like ka-ko . . .  a3-ka-sa-ma to justify the 
translation ' bronze . . .  as points ' (i.e. to make points). 

The whole sentence may therefore translate: ' Thus the mayors and super
intendants, and vice-mayors and key-bearers and supervisors ofjigs and hulls, 
will contribute temple bronze as points for darts and spears.' I f  this is approx
imately correct, we may approach again the second question : how is the small 
quantity of bronze requisitioned to be explained ? There seems little chance 
that bronze or its constituent metals were produced in the south-western 
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Peloponnese; how then could these local officials be expected to find, some 
2 kg, some 3'75 kg each ? Clearly not by requisitioning the stocks of local 
smiths, since the bronze available has been issued to them by the Palace and 
they will have to account for it. Moreover, the bronze is clearly going to be 
allocated to smiths in order to transform it  into weapons. We may also reason
ably suppose that bronze vessels and artifacts, other than weapons, were very 
rare except among the aristocracy. But a possible source of bronze scrap lay 
in the dedicated objects, often old and useless, to be found in religious build
ings. It may be objected that no adjective from va6s ' temple' is found in 
classical Greek, whereas vciios (Ion. vrfios) from vcxOs 'ship' is well known; but 
if an adjective from va6s <*naswos existed, it too would have had the Mycen
aean form nawios. Nor is the alleged absence of Mycenaean temples a serious 
objection ; for the name need not imply a building or even a special room 
where religious ceremonies were performed : 'cult was an integrated part of 
the palace life, handled in palace halls which had other domestic functions as 
well' (Vermeule, 1964, p.  283). But shrines are not unknown on the Mainland 
(Taylour, 1964, pp. 67-g) .  Indeed this may explain why the contributions are 
demanded of the ' vice-mayors' as well as ' mayors '.  The subordinate officials 
could perhaps have been in charge of part of the territory, but in  this case it 
is odd that every district has one and none has more than one. But if the vice
mayor is merely the second ranking official of the district, hf' and the mayor 
might be the only two citizens wealthy enough to possess a house-shrine, and 
thus disposable bronze scrap. The shortage of metal attested by the whole of 
the Jn series of tablets will explain the need for these desperate measures; 
imports of raw material have been cut off precisely at the time when there is 
an overwhelming need for weapons. This theory equally explains the rebates 
for smiths in the Ma tablets (p. 292) and Na tablets (e.g. 192=Na 252). 

pa-ta-jo-i-qe: it was suggested (p. 358) that this word must mean 'arrows' since its 
nominative pa-ta-ja was found at Knossos on sealings in context with the remains of 
arrows. What seems to have been overlooked is that the ideogram transcribed 
A R R O W  on 264= Ws 1 704 (the lower illustration under no. 231 on p. 360) is very 
different from that on R 4482 (upper illustration ; see p. 361 and under 264). The 
latter are undoubtedly arrows, since they have a feathered flight at the rear end, and 
it is hard to be sure if they have a point, as shown; but the identity of the shaft with a 
largish barbed point is not so evident, and it would seem that pa-la-ja might rather be 
light missiles hurled manually, since if the interpretation paltaia is correct, the verb 
1rCU..f..w could hardly be used of an arrow, and the meaning of the later 1Taf..T6v is 
certainly 'javelin' or 'dart'. In later usage too alx�o�1'! is restricted to spears, and the 
word for the point of an arrow is oods. This of course raises the old question whether 
the Mycenaeans made use of throwing-spears as well as the heavy thrusting spear, 
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which is well attested by the large bronze spear-heads recovered. There is enough 
evidence to show that the weapon was not unknown, though it may have been used 
more for hunting than warfare ; it would not of course have penetrated any but the 
lightest armour. The Homeric evidence is totally unreliable, but there is no reason to 
suppose that wherever two spears are attributed to a warrior, this is an anachronism 
introduced from the Dark Age (Snodgrass, 1967, p. 23). 

P· 358f 258 = Jo 438. Correction : l. 1  [ ]ko-re-te. 
A few unimportant restorations arc confirmed, but no progress can be made 

epigraphically with this lacunose text. The heading remains enigmatic, even 
now that a fragment has completed the word at the end of line 1 as ko-re-te ; 
we might have expected a plural on the analogy of257 = Jn 829. It is significant 
that the quantity of gold in line 2 is four times the largest contributions in the 
remainder of the tablet; some high official must have been named here. 

It would seem likely that here too we have a list of local officials, and that 
the title ko-re-te must be understood also with the place names of lines 25 and 
26. 43 =Aq 64.5 shows that the ko-re-te of i-te-re-wa was called Klumenos and 
held the rank ofmo-ro-qa ; he commands an o-ka in 58=An 654. Thus we may 
perhaps assume that the three men here named as mo-ro-qa (lines 5, 6, 1 7) 
were the ko-re-te-re of their local districts. The broken word ending ]ma in 
lines 15, 16  may have been du-ma ' superintendant', cf. du-ma-te in 257 = Jn 829. 
The title qa-si-re-u (1. 20) fits this context well enough ; a-ke-ro is more likely to 
be a man's name than genitive plural angelon . .Ne-da-wa-ta (1. 7) is the com
mander of an o-ka in the north of the kingdom on 56= An 65 7, and E-ke-me-de 
(I. 8) is the first of his subordinate officers; they were perhaps ko-re-te and 
po-ro-ko-re-te of one of the northern districts. Po-ki-ro-qo ( l. 22) is an officer in the 
o-ka of Ta-ti-qo-we-wo in 58=An 654. Au-ke-wa (Augewds) is the da-mo-ko-ro 
appointed by the king in 235 = Ta 7 1 1  ; 304 =On 300 has da-mo-ko-ro in parallel 
position at the end of the Hither Province to te-po-se-u in the Further Province, 
the man who is des cri bed as the ti-nwa-si-jo ko-re-te (I. 2 1 ) .  

p. 359f 259= 0g 1 527. This piece appears to belong to a large tablet and one or more 
lines are missing at the top. Palmer ( rg63 a, p. 435) has doubted the identifica
tion of mo-ri-u·o-do, but in default of further context, some form of �6/..vj35os 
still seems most likely. 

p. 359! It is not certain that either J 58 or Og 1804 ( = J 58bis) relate to metal. On the 
ingot tablets (Oa) see p. 351 .  

p. 36ot 260= 0g 4467. Correction : ' ! .  3 read pi-ri[. 
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p. 36o! The situation of the sword tablets is remarkable, but can be explained if this 
area of the ' Domestic Quarter' was the location of the Royal Guard. The king 
must surely have had a small force of soldiers to guard him, and they may also 
have had a supply of weapons for issue to the royal family in case of emergency. 
Board man ( 1963, pp. 79-80) has suggested that the swords on these tablets are 
rather daggers ; the Homeric use of qx'xcryavov is liable to be inaccurate, and the 
suggestion cannot be controlled. But it remains plausible, and whichever it is, 
the form of the hilt favours an early date for the tablets. 

p. 36•t 263 = R 1815 ( = 048I bis) . The reading is still disputed, since the tablet was 
broken between ka-ka and re-q., and something seems to have stood between, 
though possibly iater deleted. Despite this, however, the reading ka-ka-re-q. 
has much to commend it. 

p. 36•!  On the meaning of pa-ta-Ja and the identification of the A R R O W  ideogram, 
sec p. 5 1 3  above. Perhaps therefore 'javelin', though the association with 
arrow-heads makes this questionable. 

P· 362t The word a-ra-ro-mo-te-me-na occurs exclusively with the full C H A R I O T  ideo
gram, but minus wheels. I t  appears therefore to alternate with a-na-mo-to on 
the tablets showing the bare C H A R I O T - F R A M E, and this is used once with a 
unique ideogram (Sf 4465 ) ,  which appears to represent pole and yoke without 
any car. The conclusion that this pair of words denotes the presence or 
absence of the equipment of the bare frame (back, pole-stay and yoke) seems 
inescapable. The suggestion of D. J. N. Lee ( 1958) that it means provided 
with or without wheels (a-mo-ta) must therefore be rejected, even though i t  is 
not impossible that a feature should be stated to be present when not illustrated 
by the ideogram. 

The pair formed by a-Ja-me-na (dual a-Ja-me-no) and a-na-i-ta, a-na-ta, a-na-to 
is more complicated. I f  a-na-mo-to is anarmostoi, then we should expect anai(s)toi 
or the like as the negative of the participle a-Ja-me-na. But it is evident that 
a-na-(i-)ta is twice used in the plural, contrary to the rule that compound 
adjectives have only two terminations. Palmer ( 1963a, p. 319) suggests that 
it is a noun, but this ignores a-na-to (Sg 888, Sf 4423, Sf 4425) where equally 
the tablet was, or may have been, introduced by i-qi-Ja in large characters; th,e 
number in all these cases cannot be recovered. On the whole it is probably 
easier to regard a-na-(i-)ta as a scribal error or inconsistency. 

p. 364t i-qo-e-qe : it should have been observed that this is unlikely to be a singular both because 
of the form and because a chariot has two horses. Perhaps therefore dual of a root 
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noun *hiqq"o-htq"s as proposed by Lejeune ( 1958a, p. 1 79, n. 76). The only likely part 
of a chariot to be so called would be the two harness-saddles attached to the yoke, 
which are described on p. 363 and illustrated in Fig. 25. Since they fit on the horse's 
neck, they might conceivably be described as ' horse-followers' .  

o-po-qo : Palmer ( 1 963a, p. 3 16) has correctly seen that this word is a compound ofopi
and the second element of lTpoo-c,)'!rov, llET·WlTov, etc. But opoq"o ought to mean not 
'nose-pieces ' but ' eye-pieces', and this leads to the suggestion that the word means 
' blinkers '. Blinkers of bronze are attested by the chariot and horses buried in the 
dromos of a tomb at Salamis in Cyprus, where Mycenaean customs seem to have 
survived down to a much later date (Karageorghis, 1966, p. 238; 1967h, p. 341 ) .  

P· 365t 265 = Sd 4403. In the translation for ' cheek-straps' read ' blinkers' and for 
'feudal contribution ' read ' work '. Similar corrections should be made in the 
translations of the following texts. 

P· 366t 267 = Sd 4409. Corrections: I. 2 read : a-ja-me-na; I. 1 : w1-n-ne-o o-pp-qo 
ka-ke-ja-pi o-pi-j-Jq.-pj W H E E L· LESS C H A R  1 0  T I .  

P· 367t 268 = Sd 441 3. Translation: for 'pole-stay ' read 'harness-saddles ' ;  for ' cheek
straps' read ' blinkers '.  

P· 3b7: 269 = Sd 44{)4. The upper edge of this tablet has the reading: 
po-ni-ki-ja W H E E L E D  C H A R I O T  I 

This is remarkable as being the only case of the form of the chariot with wheels 
being used outside the Se series (on which see below, p. 522). 

mi-to-we-sa-e: Lejeune ( 1958h, p. 2 1 )  suggested that the final -t was an independent 
adverb, en ' inside', graphically attached to the preceding word. But it is perhaps 
more likely that it is an abnormal spelling for the plural, possibly influenced by the 
dual of masculine a-stems (see p. 389). 

p. 367'i1 270 = Sd 4402 

au-ro : dual or plural of avA6s 'pipe' in some technical sense; cf. aVAoiaav SaSVI!otat 
Od. XIX, 227, of a buckle. 

pe-qa-lo (pe-pa2-to) : probably ptgg"alon < *ped-g"alon (cf. jXrr6s, j:Xxivw) ' that which is 
trodden by the foot, foot-board ' (cf. Palmer's suggestion on p. 368). 

,). 368t 274 = Sf 4428. The argument is not changed by substituting ' blinkers ' for 
' cheek-strap '. The probable sense of me-ta-ke-ku-me-na (metakekhumma) is 
' taken to pieces', 'knocked-down'.  
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p. 369t 276 = Se 891 + 1006 + 1042. The newly-joined fragment proves the restoration 
pte-re-wa. No progress has been made with the interpretation of this group of 
tablets. 

p. 36g! 277 = Ra 1028. This tablet can be re-classified on the basis of the joining of an 
almost illegible fragment and the suggestion by Olivier that 7498 is part of the 
same tablet. The complete text now reads: 

e-re-pa-te [ ]ri S W O R D  18 
]-qo:io I zo·zp<J[ I e-]pi[-zo-ta de-de-]me-na s w o R D  99 

The restorations are based upon 163 = Ra 984 as now corrected, except that 
the guess [r]-qo:io has not been confirmed. It would be possible to restore 
ke-ra before de-de-me-na in the second line, but this is perhaps a variable element 
in the formula. The s w o R D  ideogram in line 2 is inverted, exactly as in 
163 = Ra 984. 

p. 36g� Another fragment (So 1053) has now been identified as listing wheels, but 
not found in the Armoury. 

P· 37°t The value of * 71 as dwe was established by PY Sa 1266 te-mi-de-we-te. Hence 
the Mycenaean adjective must be termidwens, with the dental stem declension 
of TEpiJt�; Homeric TEP1Jt6ets is thus probably a li!.ter replacement with the 
link vowel -o- preserving the metrical shape (- v v - for - - -) . The exact 
nature of a TEpiJlS is not made any clearer. The alternative description is 
variously spelt o-da-ke-we-ta, o-da-ku-we-ta, o-da-tu-we-ta and o-da-*87-ta ; hence 
*87 is probably twe, since the value *kwe would presumably coincide with 
*78=qe. It is tempting to see in the first member of the compound some form 
related to 65o\is ' tooth ', perhaps referring to a design rather than a serrated 
surface to the wheel ; odat- might come from zero-grade *odr:t-, and odak- is 
possibly connected with o5a�. 

p. 37•t 278 =So 894. Corrections: for *71 read dwe in lines 1 and 3 ;  in line 3 read 
Z E  41 ¥9(1) .  

te-mi-dwe = termidwen; the neuter singular must b e  understood a s  referring t o  one pair ; 
the plural in line 3 equally refers to the 41 pairs. 

P· 37•! 322 = Sg 181 1 (formerly 890bis, now joined) (K) 
1 ) C H A R I O T - F R A M E  �2[ 
2 
3 ]-mi-we-te 

C H A R I OT - F R A M E  2�4 
W H E E L  ZE 2 1 [  
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] 
5 o-da-]��-we-la 
6 ]o-da-ke-we-ta 
7 ] 
Rev.: 1 7()( 
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vacat  

WHEEL ZE  8 
W H E E L Z E 7 a-mO ! ( 
W H E E L  Z E I n  

Thjs collection of fragments now reveals that one tablet could list both 
chariot-frames (cf. 272, 273), and wheels. The size of some of the figures 
suggests that this was a totalling document. 

[te]-mi-we-te: if rightly so restored, and not a mere slip, may be evidence that the i-stem 
declension of tennis already existed alongside the dental stem. 

P· 372t 279 =So 4437. Read : te-mi-dwe-te. 

p. 372! 280=So 4439. Read te-mi-dwe-ta and M O  W H E E L  1 .  

p. 372 281 =So 4440. Read o-da-twe-ta (see on 278 above) and W H E E L  Z E  6. 

p. 372tt 282 = So 4430. Read o-da-twe-la. On o-pa see p. 420. 

p. 372:! 283 =So 4442. The left-hand end of thjs tablet is probably X 44 72, giving the 
readjng: se-to[-]i-ja . One other wheel tablet begins with a place name, So 
4448 : pa-i-to. The reading a-mo ! , singular to a-mo-ta, is established for 7485, 
now joined to 322 = Sg 18 1 1 .  

p .  373t The most important discovery in  this field since the publication of the first 
edition has been the completion of Sa 753 by a new fragment (Lang, 1958, 
p. 182) giving this text: 

se-we-n"-ko-jo wo-ka e-qe-si-jo w H E E L  + T E z E 2 
This for the first time showed that wo-ka can occur independently of we-je-ke-e 
and thus cannot be an adverb. As was quickly pointed out by Palmer ( 1957 a, 
p. 580), the second explanation offered must be correct ;  we can reconstruct a 
feminjne noun wokhO. related to the verb *Ftxw. 

P· 373! 285 =Sa 487. Read : W H E E L + T E  Z E  2[ .  
The set to which this tablet belongs now numbers eighteen ; the names to 

be added are: Se-we-ri-ko-jo, E-ti-ra-wo-jo, A-re-to-to, E-pi-wo-qa-ta-o; the fifth 
name, E-te-wa-jo, incorrectly lacking its genitival ending, had occurred before 
(Sa 769) .  

we-je-ke-e: the opposition with no-pe-re-a2 wheels, which are never assigned to the chariot 
of a named person, makes it virtually certain that the effective sense of th.is word is 
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'serviceable ' .  How to extract this sense from the spelling is less certain, but the 
similar sense of rnJEJK!)S strongly suggests that a solution should be sought in that 
direction. The chief obstacle is that -EIKT'js is plainly from *-fUK!)s (cf. rn•ei.W.os 

without elision of •) ; we- could possibly be a spelling device for (h)u-, giving the pre
fix v- = rn1- which appears to occur in several Cypriot words (especially u·ke-ro-ne = 

\txtpev (gen.) ' wages' Schwyzer, Dial. 679.5, 1 5) .  To explain -je- we must therefore 
have recourse to a dissimilation *we-weikis > •we(y)eikis (Chadwick, 1 958b, p. 308; 
Chantraine, 1 959, p. 250). This solution has so many difficulties that great efforts 
have been made to find an alternative, but almost all produce unacceptable sense. 
The attempt to find E:yxos in the second member ( Palmer, 1 958, p. 1 7 ,  1 963a, 
p. 462; cf. Ruijgh, 1967, p. 380) involves, not merely the unexampled sense of 
'axle' for the noun, but also the assumption that Mycenaean chariots had their 
wheels mounted upon a removable axle rather than one integral with the frame. 
Other attempts to meet the required sense have been based upon we- as a spelling 
(or more likely variant form) of ev-, and an adjectival form in -ex!)s related to �xw, 
cf. pu-ko-so e-ke-e PY 24l =Ta 7 15, p. 342 (Gallavotti, 1 958, p. 67 ; Luria, 1 958, 
P· 259). 

p. 374t 286 = Sa 787. Read in upper line: W H E E L  Z E  3 ! ; m lower line : pa-ra�jq. 
za-ku-si-ja. 

The comparison of Sa 843, also completed since the first edition (Lang, 
r 959, p. I 3 I ) ,  shows a parallel text :  

to-sa we-je-ke-a2 ne-wa VfJ;I J? J? t- + T E z E 20 
This finally proved that ne-wa and pa-ra-ja were opposites, thus confirming 
that pa-ra-ja must be naAaia. 

p. 374! 287= Sa 793. Read te-mi-dwe-ta (see above, p. 5 1 7) .  

p. 374 "J 288 =Sa 790 

e-qe-si-ja must mean that the ' Followers' have a special pattern of chariot-wheel, and 
therefore they must possess chariots. 

p. 375t Excavation in 1957 produced a tablet dealing with chariot equipment, though 
the records of the chariots themselves are still missing. There is also an 
interesting list of men which seems to be connected with the manufacture of 
chariot-parts. 

323 = Sb 1 3 1 5 
1 ] -wo-ja a-m-;a te-u-ke-pi 5 di-pte-ra3 e-ru-ta-ra IQ[  
2 ro-u-si-je-wi-;·a 6 ra-pte-ri-;·a a-ni-ja 3 
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3 

2 

4 

ne-wa a-ni-ja a-na-pu-ke 5 / dwo 2 1/ a-pu-ke g 
a-ni-ja-e-e-ro-pa-jo-qe-rrJ-�fl. '2' 

a-pe-ne-wo 4 f a-pu-ke a-pe-ne-wo ' 1 '  1/ ne-wa po-qe-wi-ja z E 1 I 

Five sets of reins [fitted) with equipment;  sixteen red hides. 
Six (sets of reins) of Lousos type; three sets of reins with saddlers' 
work. 
Five sets of new reins without head-bands; nine (sets?) with two head
bands ; two sets of reins . . . 

Four . . .  ; one . . .  with head-band(s) ; eleven pairs of new halters. 
]-wo:ia : there has been erasure at this point and it is uncertain what happened ; it is 

tempting to suppose that the scribe wrote a-ra-ru-wo-a (traces of the a remain beneath 
ja) and intended to change the neuter to feminine plural by deleting a and substitut
ingja, forgetting that he needed also to delete wo. A contrast with the first entry of 
line 3 seems to be intended; but te-u-ke-pi might stand qualifying a-ni-ja even without 
the support of a participle. 

te-u-ke-pi : teukhesplzi, but in which of the many senses of uii)(os ? The Homeric sense of 
' armour' seems inappropriate, so perhaps it is more general, ' equipment'. 

di-pte-ra3 : diphtherai ' treated hides' ;  see on this p. 492. These may have been to cover 
the frame of the body of the chariot (cf. p. 362 and item B in Fig. 25). The red 
colour, as on 317 = Ub 1318, cf. p. 49 1 ,  recalls the other words for 'red' on the 
Knossos chariot tablets (po-ni-ki:ia 266 = Sd 440 I ,  267 = Sd 4409, 268 = Sd 4413, 
etc. ; mi-to-we-sa-e 269 = Sd 4404) . 

ro-u-si:ie-wi:ia: apparently a derivative in -iwios from the place name ro-u-so ; cf. 
wa-na-se-wi:io, di-pi-si:ie-wi:io, wo-de-wi:io, etc. This suffix does not seem to be res
tricted to stems where it can be analysed as -evs + -lOS; cf. Cretan 6n)1a < •ee-t)r1a. 
The name presumably indicates a type; cf. the epithet ' Zakynthian' used of wheels, 
PY 286 =Sa 787. 

ra-pte-ri:ia : plainly rhaptiriai, the adjective from pCXli"T1'Jp. This suggests that the sewing 
done by the rhaptires may be on leather, possibly ornamental stitching, since all 
reins would need some sewing. 

ne-wa a-ni:ia a-na-pu-ke : newai haniai anampukes 'new reins without head-bands'. 
The ampukes on this tablet arc plainly for horses, a sense attested by a compound in 
Pindar (see Glossary). 

dwo 2 :  these signs are much smaller than those on either side, and it is clear that the 
scribe inserted them as an afterthought; the numeral is meant to illustrate the 
interpretation of the syllabic sign, which exceptionally stands alone. Whether it is to 
be read dwo or disyllabically as duo remains uncertain. The note ' two' must refer to 
the following entry; but if the scribe meant to record nine sets of two head-bands 
(one for each horse), why did he not write Z E  9 'nine pairs' as he did for the halters 
in line 4 ? Since the preceding and following entries both relate to reins, is it not 
likely that this entry too is to be understood as referring to nine sets of reins equipped 
with head-bands, the numeral 'two' being inserted to show that a-pu-ke, which 
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might be instrumental singular, is to be thought of as dual? The result is inconsistent, 
but would have been clear enough to the writer. 

a-tzi-ja e-e-ro-pa-jo-qe-rp-!IJ. : there is no divider after a-ni-ja, and at the end of the line 
the scribe ran out of space, hence 2 is inserted above the line. This suggests that 
we might read a-ni-ja-e as a feminine dual, like mi-to-we-sa-e KN 269 = Sd 4404, 
see p. 516. The resultant word in either case remains obscure. Palmer ( 1 963a, 
p. 329) calls attention to ell-os, glossed by Hesychius as 5Ecr�o�6s, but its plural Eii-Ea 
shows that it is a neuter s-stem, and therefore cannot fit the Mycenaean spelling 
unless e-e-ro is complete and singular nominative or accusative. It may still be 
connected, for the other meanings given by Hcsychius include xat-tvoi and cpt�o�oL 

a-pe-ne-wo : the repetition of this word in the following entry, which has been squeezed 
in apparently after the last entry in the line was written, raises difficulties. The easiest 
solution is to regard it as an o-stem, appearing first in the nominative plural, then in 
the nominative singular; a-pu-ke will then be an annotation, as in dwo a-pu-ke of 
line 3· If a-pu-ke be nominative, it must be dual or plural, which conflicts with the 
numeral 1 ,  though even this is not a certain reading. The alternative is to take 
a-pe-ne-wo as genitive plural, understanding a-ni-ja with the first entry; but then we 
have again the problem of a-pu-ke followed by 1. Lejcune ( 1 958a, p. 335) adopting 
this solution interprets the word as apitziwon from *CmTJVEVS, an animal used to draw 
an eml)VT]. 

po-qe-wi-ja : phorg"iwiai ( cpop�Etai) • halters ' .  This matches with po-qa and i-po-po-qo-i 
(see Glossary), both of which show a labio-velar for the final consonant of the root 
represented by classical cpep�w. 

324= An 1282 
a-qi-ja-i 
ki-u-ro-i 

3 do-ka-ma-i 

M A N  I8 
M A N  I 3  
M A N  36 

4·5 v a c a n t  

a-mO-SI 
po-qe-wi-ja-i 

M A N  I 8  
M A N  5 

The whole tablet has been written, deleted and re-used ; but the final readings 
are perfectly clear. It is evident from a-mo-si = harmosi ' wheels ' and po-qe-wi-ja-i 
=phorg"ewiiihi ' halters' that we have a list of equipment for chariots, with 
varying numbers of men assigned to each. The items are all in the dative 
plural. The problems are to account for the other three words and to explain 
the numerals. There is clearly a basic unit of 18, which occurs in line I ,  is 
split into I 3 + 5 in line 2, and is doubled in line 3· If we assume that the 
number of men is somehow related to the amount of labour needed to make 
the item, then it is reasonable that more than three times as many men will 
be needed to make wheels as halters. 

a-qi-ja-i: it is almost irresistible to conjecture a scribal error and emend to i-qi-ja-i 
• chariots', although this word is so far known only at Knossos, and at Pylos wo-ka 
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appears to take its place. The equal number of men assigned t o  chariot-frames and 
to wheels is probably intelligible; though larger, a chariot requires less work to 
construct than a pair of wheels. 

ki-u-ro-i: Pal mer ( 1963 a, p. 328) quotes Hesychius: Kiovpos ' a  basket for corn ' ;  it 
would be more convincing if it could mean ' basketwork ' for the fabrication of 
chariot-bodies. Mycenaean -u- cannot correspond directly to classical -ou-. 

do-ka-ma-i: it is tempting to connect this with SoxiJli or even SpaxiJil ( < *drk-smii, cf. 
Spaaoo1Ja1), but the parallel of a3-ka-sa-ma shows that -ksm- in these words had not yet 
been reduced to -xiJ-. Apart from this, neither ' hand's breadth' nor ' handful ' offers 
satisfactory sense. A connexion with OOKOs 'beam' might be more promising semantic
ally. Any explanation must account for the large number of men assigned to this 
item. 

p. 375t The archaeological picture has been changed by the discovery in a tomb at  
Dendra in the Argolid in 1960 of a complete suit of bronze armour (Verdelis, 
1 g6 1 ; Astri:im, 1962). Although this is earlier in date and clearly of a different 
construction from the suits listed at Pylos, it can never again be asserted that 
bronze body-armour was not used in Mycenacan times. It does not, however, 
follow that the Pylos armour was entirely of bronze; the material of the 
' plates ' (o-pa-wo-ta) is never specified, and one may doubt the wisdom of 
wearing metal armour in a Greek summer. It is at least possible that some of 
the armour was of thick linen rather than metal, or that linen played some 
part in its construction ; in medieval times linen armour was much used, and 
if enough layers of material were superimposed could be very effective. The 
association of ingots with corslets on the Knossos tablets (p. 380) certainly 
suggests that the material was bronze, though the reason for the corrections 
has not been satisfactorily explained. 

P· 379t 296= Sh 736. Correction: read at end : wo-ke ne-rp(l[ Js. 
Possibly me-�a-na wo-ke is to be taken together as an indication of the type 

of craftsmanship ; cf. ke-re-si-Jo we-ke= Krisiowergis PY 236 = Ta 641 ,  
237=Ta 709. 

p. 379! The number of Se tablets has now been increased to 1 56, but many of these 
arc small fragments and the total number of tablets will probably have been 
rather smaller. The tablets from this deposit form an apparently closed group 
with little cross-reference to the other Archives, and although written by 
different scribes show a remarkable similarity of hand-writing (Oiivier, 1 g67 b, 
pp. 66-76 ;  Chadwick, tg68b, pp. 1 7-20). Their purpose remains enigmatic, 
for if it is a list of equipment issued to these warriors, the Knossian army must 
have been in a poor state to require so much material ; and if less than a full 
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complement of two corslets, one chariot and two horses is issued, is i t  because 
the warriors already have the remainder? This might explain the note e-ko I 

added after the record of one horse on 298 = Se 226. Alternatively, if it is the 
record of the equipment at present held by these men, the condition of the 
army is again parlous, since so many of them have defective equipment. 
Possibly we must understand this as a list of the equipment supplied by the 
Palace, the warriors supplying the remainder themselves. But even this theory 
is far from solving all the problems. 

The number of tablets listing one and two corslets can be corrected to 
fourteen and nineteen respectively, allowing those in which the C O R S L E T  

ideogram is followed immediately by another ideogram to count as instances 
of 1 ;  C O R S L E T  1 is written only eight times. Since no less than eighteen 
tablets show c O R S L E T  written and then deleted, perhaps the absence of the 
numeral may here be significant. It is clear that two corslets, presumably one 
for the warrior and the other for his driver, is the normal issue;  if the two 
pieces made up a single suit, we should expect them to be counted in pairs 
(z E), and it would be hard to explain the single pieces. The seven certain 
cases where an ingot has been inserted, often in substitution for a corslet 
and never together with one, also require an explanation. It is easy to say 
that this is the raw material issued in lieu of corslets ; but how long must 
the warrior wait until the armour has been fashioned from i t?  At least this 
would imply that there was no thought of suddenly mobilizing the army for 
service. 

The C O R S L E T  ideogram surcharged with Q.E has been taken as standing for 
qe-ro2, on which see 299= Sk 789 and p. 494· This is a mere guess which cannot 
be confirmed. The entry Q.E z E 1 on Se 266 is almost certainly a scribal error 
for H O RS E  Z E  1 ;  the Q.E has been squeezed in as an afterthought, and was 
probably suggested by the Q.E surcharged on the C O R S L ET. 

Of the introductory names preserved many do not recur at Knossos ; of 
those that do, most are on other tablets from the same find-spot. On V 60 the 
word a-ni-p-ko ' charioteer' is not necessarily to be taken as a heading to the 
complete list, but the association is probably significant; two names, a-e-da
do-ro and ta-pa-no, recur on F 153 (from the same archive) which is probably a 
list of rations. 

p. sBot The two tablets brought together here as 299 and 300 can now be seen to 
belong to a set of six fragments, the best preserved of which is here added. The 
prefix Sk has been allocated to this set, which is clearly akin to the Pylos Slz 
tablets, but shows differences of detail. 
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325 =Sk 8100 
2 qe-ro2 2 e-po-mi-jo 2 I o-pa-wo[ -la 

o-pa-wo-ta 
1 pa-ra I ko-ru H E L M E T  I o-pi-ko-ru-si-ja 4· pa-ra-wa[ -jo 2 

Pa-ra : one helmet, four helmet-plates, [two] cheek-pieces, two ann-guards, two 
shoulder-guards, . . .  plates. 
pa-ra: probably a man's name, though the similarity to ]-ra in 299 = Sk 789 is suspicious; 

no other tablet of the series has any part of the first word preserved. The lower line, 
which has a word written above it, is to be read first, as usual when there is no central 
ruling. 

ko-ru : korus, the confirmation of the restoration in 300 = Sk 5670 is welcome. 
o-pi-ko-ru-si-ja o-pa-wo-ta: owing to the way in which these words and the accompany

ing 4 are written, it would be equally possible to read o-pi-ko-ru-si-ja 2 o-pa-wo-ta 2. 
If so, one must ask why the words are not in the dual; cf. e-pi-ko-ru-si-jo in 299 = 

Sk 789. The variation in the form of the adjective is a striking confirmation that 
opi and epi were not significantly distinguished in sense, for the same scribe wrote 
both tablets. Clearly this is the equivalent of ko-ru-to o 4 on PY 292 = Sh 740, 293 = 

Sh 737. The same entry is repeated on Sk 8 1 49, but here its end is damaged. 
qe-ro2 : see on this word p. 494· 
e-po-mi-jo : the conjecture of 299 = Sk 789 is confirmed. 
o-pa-wo[ -la: the final entry may have concerned the plates of the corslet proper; it is 

not preserved on any of the other fragments of this set. 
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This glossary is not restricted to the texts printed in this book, but contains an entry for 
every complete Mycenaean word recorded up to 1972. Incomplete words are omitted 
unless they can be plausibly restored or arc otherwise of interest. Full references are not 
given for frequently occurring words, the sign + being used to indicate further references. 

Words are normally indexed under the simplest form quotable, and separable 
prefixes and suffixes are ignored in the alphabetical order. Thus words beginning with 
the prefix o- will be found under the simple form, though cross-references are included 
in case of doubt. Inflexional forms and derivatives are given separate headings under the 
main entry. The alphabetical order adopted is (unlike the first edition) by transliterated 
signs, so that, e.g., words beginning a2- are placed after those beginning a-, not com
bined into a single list. The following changes of practice in transliteration compared 
with the first edition, and consequently parts I and I 1  of this, have been adopted: 

az = a3 
pa2 = qa 
*85 = au (placed after a3} 

These changes have been made to conform with the internationally agreed system of 
transliteration. 

The combination of three indexes into one has meant that a convenient system had 
to be introduced to distinguish place names and personal names; hence the three 
abbreviations P N = place name, M N = man's name, w N = woman's name. A full list 
of abbreviations follows: 

ab I. ablative mid. middle 
ace. accusative M N  man's name 
act. active MY Mycenae 
adj. adjective neut. neuter 
aor. aorist nom. nominative 
a pp. apparently pass. passive 
conj. conjunction per f. perfect 
conjug. conjugation per h. perhaps 
dat. dative pers. person 
ctym. etymology plur. plural 
fern. feminine P N  place name 
fut. future poss. possibly 
gen. genitive pple. participle 
indic. indicative prec. preceding 
in f. infinitive prep. preposition 
inscr. inscription pres. present 
instr. instrumental pro b. probably 
KN Knossos py Pylos 
loc. locative rei. relative 
masc. masculine rev. reverse 

527 
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sb. 
si m. 
sing. 
s.v. 

substantive 
similar 
singular 
sub voce 

A, With AMPHORA id.ogram, KN 204= Gg 704 + :  
abbreviation of a-pi-f>t>-rt·U (see a-pi-po-rt-we). 

With o LIVE id.ogram, KN E669, 95= F 852 + :  
obscure. 

With OIL ideogram, PY 310=Fr 1225+. 
Probably= aloiphli 'ointment'. 

Ideographic use, PY Un 1320: obscure. 
a-da-ma-o, PY Eb 747, 1 3 1 = Ep 301, Jn 832. 

M N :  Admaos? 
a-da-ma-o-jo, PY 1 16 = En 659. Gen.: Admaoio. 
a-da·ma·jo, PY 124= Eo 351.  Defective spelling 

o fprec. 
a-da-ra-ko[, KN X 793. M N ?, dat.: perhaps 

AndrarkhiJi. [IIievski, 196ga, p. 2 t 6.] 
a-da-ra-ro, KN Da 5223. MN. 
a-da-ra·te·ja, PY Aa 785, Ab 388. Prob. not an 

ethnic as proposed (p. 156) , but since only 
one woman is recorded more likely a feminine 
personal name: Adrtisltia. [Cf. · A5p1\<TTEia //. 
n, 828.] 

a-da-ra-ti-jo, PY 44=Aq 218, 59=An 656. 
Patronymic adj. :  AdrtiJiios. [Cf. • A5pT]aT05, 
1/. XIV, t21  + .) 

a-da-wa·si-jo, KN C 912. Adj. describing man, 
perh. patronymic. 

9·cf9·wo-�[. KN B 164. MN. Oat.? 
a dc·mc we, PY Eq 116. MN. 
1}-dc-ra,, KN Ap 639. wN. 
a-de-re, PY Eq 34. Occupational term in -lir: an· 

dltir 'binder' ? Does.' ;  'riveter' Pal mer ( 1963a, 
p. 336). 

a-de·te·re, PY 52= An 207. Dual: ·tirt. 
a·de-we·[.], KN As 1516. MN. 
]a·di-je-wo, KN D 747. MN. Gen. cr . •  ,.di-jt-11. 
a-di-nwa·ta, KN 39= As 1517.  MN. 
a-di-ri-ia·te, PY 242= Ta 707. Inst. sing. masc. 

andrianlt(i) '(inlaid) with a figure of a man'. 
( av5plas Pindar 5 u.c. + .) 

a-di-ri-ja-pi, PY 243=Ta 708 + .  Instr. plur.: 
•andriant-phi > andriamphi. 

a-di-ri-jo, KN Do 7613. MN. Andrios? Andri6n ? 
("Av5p•os ethnic; 'Av5plwv.] 

a-di-022-sa, KN 94 = F 811. Obscure. 
a-do-we, TH Z 842, TI Z 24, Z 25. Single word 

inscribed on jars ; M N ?  
a-du-po-to, K N  C 9 1 1 .  MN. 
a-du-ru-po-to, KN Dg 1 107 + 1465. MN: Adruptos? 
a·e·da-do-ro, KN F 153, Se 237. MN. 
a-e-ri-qe, PY Jn 832. Perh. MN, but uncertain if 

-qt is the particle q•e 'and'. 
a-e-ri-qo, PY An 192,Jn 431. MN. Shortened form 

of next? Aeriq•J.os? 
a-e-ri..qo-ta, PY 44=Aq 218, 56= An 657 + .  MN. 

Aeri-q"hoittiJ ? (Hom. l\p•, 1\lp•os;-�iTT]S.] 

TH 
TI 
W N  

Thebcs 
Tiryns 
woman's name 

a-e-se-wa, PY Fn 79. MN. Oat. 
a·e·ti-to(, PY Fr 1200. Epithet of sage-scented oil: 

'without t·ti' (sec e-ti-we). 
ai-: for words beginning ai· see under a1•• 
a-i·qe·u, PY 1 34=Eb 895, 1 3 1 = Ep 301. MN. 

Ventris : Ahiqq"eus? Lejcunc ( 1968a) : Ahi
q"htiJ.S (hypocoristic of 0' A(h)I�VTas 'he 
who kills with the sword'). 

a-i-qe·wo, PY 1 16= En 659. Gen. 
a·i·qe-we, PY 125=Eo 471. Oat. 

a-ja-me-no, KN 266=Sd 4401 + ,  PY 242=Ta 
707 + .  Nom. sing. and plur. masc., perh. pf. 
pp1c. pass. aia(s)mt110s (aidmmos ?), -<>i. Also 
nom. dual fern.: -men6: 'inlaid'. [Meaning 
clear, but form and etymology obscure.) 

a-ja-me·na, KN 265 = Sd 4403 + ,  272 = Sf 442 1 , 
PY 239= Ta 642. Nom. sing. fern.: -mend. 

a·ja-me, KN Sd 4415. Defective spelling of 
prec. 

a-ka', KN Da 1078+, On 5318. PN. 

a-ka', PY 312=An 1281. MN. 
a-/.<(}·de, KN B 799. MN. 
a-ka-i-je-ja, TH Of27. Fern. adjectival formation 

on a-ka-i-jo ? 
a·ka·i·jo, KN De 1084, F 153, Vc 68, Vd 62 + .  

MN. Cf. a-ka1 ? 
a-ka·ma-jo, PY Fn 324. MN. Uat. ! Alkmaioi. 

(CN<IKII05· vtavlax05 Hesych.; cf. 'AAK!KIIwv.) 
a-ka·m(}·no, PY Jn 415. W N :  Allrmdn6r (IIievski, 

tg6gb, p. 1 74). ('AAKilftVWp.) 
a-ka-ma·wo, PY 61 = Cn 131 + ,  Jn 706 + .  MN. 

Nom. and dat. Alkmawos, -w6i? [Cf. 'AAkllcXWV 
I/. xn, 394·] 

a·ka·me-ne(, KN Xd 82. If complete, prob. MN. 
Akhaimenls or Alklimenls? ['Axa•IJiVT]S, 'AAka
IJiVT]S.) 

a·ka·na-jo, PY Cn 328+, Xa 1 337. Poss. PN or 
adj. describing sheep and goats: cf. a,-ka-M-jo. 

a-ka-ra-no, PY 241=Ta 715. Nom. sing. fern., 
adj. describing a table; perh. akartinos 
'headless' (i.e. designed to take detachable 
tops ?); in view of declension prob. compound 
with negative a-. (&K6pT]V05 Anth. Pal.] See 
pp. 342, 50 1 .  

a·ka·re-u, K N  G a  416. MN:  Agalltu!? Angareus? 
a-ka·re·u·te, PY Cn 4. Perh. P N in dat. -loc.; cf. 

a-ke-rt·U·It. 
a-ka-sa-no(, KN As 602. M N :  Alxlin6r. ['AAxol\vop 

Schwyzer, Dial. 761 .] 
a-ka-si-jo-ne, PY 254=Jn 389. P N :  loc.? 
a-ka-ta-jo, KN Dv 1086 + ,  PY 127 = Eo 269. W N :  

nom. and dat.: Aktaios, -aioi. ('At<TCIQ5.] 
a-ka-ta-jo-jo, PY [1 16= En 659], 127= Eo 269. 

Cen.: Aktaioio. 
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a-ka-ta-ra-u-scrde, KN Fp 5504. P�rh. P N in ac�. 
with allativ� -th. 

a-ka-to, KN Dv 5256, Se 256. w N :  Agalhos, 
AgatMn? ["Aya6os, 'Aya&>v.] 

a-ka-tcrwa, KN Vc 81. MN. 

a-ka-tcrwa-o, TH Ug 4 + .  G�n. 
a-ka-wi-ja-d�, KN 78= C 914. Prob. PN in ace. 

with allativ� -th: Akhaiwitin-th. [Cf. Hitt. 
A!Jbijawti.] Not N N as propos�d by Palm�r, 
s�� p. 436. 

a-ka-wo, KN Ga 738, PY 258=Jo 438. N N :  

A/kaw6n ? 
a-ka-wcrn�. PY Un 219. Oat. : -onei. 

a-k�. PY 172=Tn 316, MY u� 6 1 1 .  Prob. 3rd 
sing. pres. indic. act. of liyw: agei; s�e pp. 
�ss. 46 . .  

a-ke-a,, PY Vn 130. Nom. plur. n�ut.: angtha 
'win� jars'? [liyyos Od. xvt, • 3 + .] 

a-k�-e : •�� ti-mi-to-a-kt-t. 
a-ke-e-to, KN Da 1 195. w N. 

a-k�-o. PY An 192, 63=Cc 660. MN. 

a-ke-crjo, PY Cn 40+. Gen.: -oio. 
a-ke-ra-no, KN Vc 205. MN. 

a-ke-ra-wo, KN Vc 316, PY Cn 599 + .  MN: nom. 
and dat.: Agtltiwos or Arkhtltiwos, -w6i. 
('AyV.aos 11. vm, 257, 'AytA•ws Od. x..xu, 13 1 ; 
'Apx!Aaos.] 

a-ke-ra,-t�. PY Vn 493. Nom. plur. masc., aor. 
pple.: perh. aglrantes (ay•lpw, cf. a-kt-rt) 
'coll�ting, gath�ring' ; or less lik�ly angl/antes 
•announcing'. 

a-ke-re, PY 63=Cc 660. 3rd sing. pr<S.: aglrei 
'he collects (goats)'. Exact s�ns� not cl�ar. 
(ayEfpw //. IV, 377 + -) 

a-k�-r�·mo, KN Uf 838. Nom. sing., occupational 
t�rm: agrtm6n? (6ypE11C:w 'huntu' Etym. 
Mag.] 

a-ke-re-mcrno, KN V 865. Gen. sing.: agrtmonos. 
a-ke-re-se, PY 43 = Aq 64. 3rd sing. aor. or fut.: 

agrlse, agrisei 'took' or 'will tak�'. (ayp!w 'take' 
r�tained in Aeolic; cf. Hom. liyp!t 'come on!'] 

o-a-ke-re-se ibid. h6 agrlst(i) 'thus he took (will 
take)'. See pp. 176, 4�3-

a-ke-re-u, PY Cn 441. Nom. sing. MN or occu
pational t�rm? [ 6yp!� ?) 

a-ke-re-we, PY Un 1 193. Oat. sing. or perh. 
nom. plur. 

a-ke-re-u·t�, MY G� 606. PN?:  pcrh. abl. in 
-euthtn. 

a-ke-re-wa, PY [49 =An 427], 54= An 610, SS= 
An 724, 59=An 656, 253=Jn 310, 258=Jo 
438 + .  P N :  on� of the Nine Towns of the 
Hith�r Province (s�e p. 14�). 

a-ke-re-wa-de, PY 250= Vn 20. Ace.+ -th. 
a-ke-re-wi-jo, MY 106= Ge 603, 107"' Ge 604. 

MN. Nom. and dat. 
a-ke-ro1, PY Cn 1287, Ea 136, Vn 493. Nom. sing. 

and plur.: occupational term, perb. angtlos, 
-<>i; Palm<r ( 1963o, p. 404) sugg<Sts agtroi 
'coll�ctors'. 

a-ke-ro', PY 258=Jo 438. App. MN. 

a-ke-to, KN B 798, PY Cn 719. wr-�: nom. sing. 
(KN case unc�rtain): Agitds ? Akestas ? 
('Ay1\Ta�, 'Atd<Tr�.] 

a-f!.r-te, PY J n 832. A pp. nom. sing. of next, per h. 
error. 
a-ke-u-re, PY Jn 832. Nom. plur., description 

of bronze.smiths, replacing ta-rn-ri-ja t-ko-tt 
where no quantity of metal is specified: prob. 
askithes 'thos� who practise their craft'. 
(6<n<tw 'work raw mat�rials' //. xxm, 743·1 
Se� abo a,-kt-lt·rt, ja-lct-lt-re. 

a-ke-ti-jo, PY An 209. M N :  Akestios? ('AKt<TrtOS.] 
a-ke-ti-ra,, PY 2=Aa 815+,  TH Of 36. Nom. 

plur. fern., description of women (cf. n-lct-lt-re), 
prob. nskitriai 'practition�rs of a trade' but 
with more sp�cific rcf�r�nce unclear; poss. 
aktstriai 'sempstr=es' (6:K!aTpta 5 n.c.]. s�e 
pp. 158. 418. 

a-ke-ti-ra,-o, PY Ad 290 + .  Gen. plus.: -aon. 
a-ke-ti-ri-ja, KN 17=Ai 739+ ,  PY Aa 85+ .  

Nom. plur. (or dual ?) : variant sp�lling. 
a-ke-ti-ri-ja-i, PY Fn 187, Un 219, MY 93= 

Fo 101 + .  Oat. p1ur. -ahi. 
S�e also O•(.t•li-ri-ja. 

a-ke-tcrro, KN V 145. Pass. sb., m�aning and 
cas� unclear. 

a-ke-u, KN 0v 1 133, V 151 + .  M N :  Alktw? 
('AN<nts.] 

a-ke-wo, KN Ap 628. G�n.: A/lciwos. 
a-ke-wa-ta, PY Jn 431. M N ;  cf. a-lci-wa-ta. 
a-ke-wa-to, PY 60-An 661. MN. 

a-ki-a,-ri-ja-de : s�� a,-ki-a,-ri-ja. 
a-ki-re-u, KN Vc 106. MN, nom. : Alchilltus. 

('AxtAA�.] 
a-ki-re-we, PY Fn 79. Oat.: Alchi//iwti. 

a-ki-ri-ja, KN C 7064. Description of goats of 
both sexes: p�rh. agria (neut. plur. ?) 'wild 
creatures'. (ayp•os.] 

a-ki-ti-to, PY 197=Na 406 + ,  [153=Er 880?). 
Adj. describing land: aktitos, -on 'not in
habited'? (•�e p. 470). [liKTtTOS h. Hom.] 
Cf. Jci-ti-me-na. 

a-ki-to, PY Fn 79. MN, dat.: A/kith6i? (Cf. 
'AAKI&oos.] 

a-ki-tcrjo, PY 91 = Fn 50. Gen.: -thoio. 
a-ki-wa-ta, KN 38=A• 1516, B 801. M N ;  cf. 

a-ke-wa-ta. 
a-ki-wcrni-jo, PY 59= An 656. MN. 

a-kcri-da, KN 73=01 943. MN. 

a-kcrmcrni-jo, KN De 1 1 12 + .  M N :  Alcmonios. (Cf. 
"AK�, 'AKIJOVi5J)�.) 

a·ktrra, KN Dk 969, PY 62 = Cn 655 + .  Nom. 
sing., prob. agorti [6yopa] in ·�nse more 
closely relat�d to 6ydpw, perh. 'collection'. 
Prob. a term describing the official respon
sible for Rocks. 

a-kcrra-jo', KN 86= Co 907. Nom. plur. masc. ?, 
description of livestock: agoraioi '�longing 
to the agora '. 
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a-ko-ra-ja, KN Co 903 +. Nom. plur. nout. : 
agoraia. 

a-ko-ra-jo', KN 38= As 1516. M N :  Agora ios. 
a-ko-ro, KN DJ 932 + ,  PY 307=fr 1220 + ,  Ua 

1413, 252= Vn 10. Sb. qualified by adj. to 
form geographical namo, case and number 
uncertain: agros 'tcnitory'. [ayp<)s.) 

a-ko-ro-!,lt�-mo-jo, KN D 1025. MN?, gen. : Akro
dtimoio. ['AKpOSrwos.) 

a-ko-ro-qo-ro, KN Da 1079. M N :  Agroq•olos. [Cf. 
Latin A,gricola.) 

a-ko-ro-ta, KN Me 4459, MY Go 6 1 0 + .  Prob. 
MN. 

a-ko-ro-we, PY 77=Cn 4 18. Nom. sing. masc., 
description of oxen: poss. hnkhr6wls 'of 
uniform colour' (akhr6wls 'colourless' is diffi
cult in context); or akr-6wis 'with pointed 
ears' (Gallavoui). 

a-ko-ro-we-e, PY 77 = Cn 418.  Nom. dual: 
-we he. 

a-ko-ro-we-i, KN Ch 7100. App. variant 
spelling of dual, •ince followed by a os ZE I .  

a-ko-so-ne, PY V a 1323 + ,  252= Vn 10. Nom. 
(and ace.?) plur. : axones 'shafts, axles'. 
[a�wv; cf. ]ko-so-ni:ja.) 

a-ko-so-ta, PY 50=An 39 rev., 154= Eq 2 1 3, 
1 0 3 = U n  267, 249 =Va 482 + .  M N :  an 
important official; nom. pro b. Alxoitri.J 
(Palmer). (Cf. 'AAKOIT�.) 

a-ko-so-ta-o, PY Cn 40 +. Gen.: -ttio. 
a-ko-te-u, PY Cn 643. M N :  Akonttus? ['AKolTnli<;.) 
a-ko-to, KN Se 239, Se 250. M N :  Akt6r. (" AKT"'P 

11. "· 51 3 + ·1 
a-ko-to-no, ?Y 44=Aq 218.  Nom. plur. masc.: 

aktoinoi 'not possessing a plot'. 
a-ko-to-wo, PY Cn 45, Jn 43 1 + .  MN. 
]a-ko-we-i-ja, KN L 1649. Obscure. 
a-ko-wo, PY 55= An 724. Obscure; Pal mer 

( 1963a): anlrhoruxms (as object of e-qo-te) 
'neighbours', but this cannot be reconciled 
with wo-wo (q.v.) = worwos (6pos) . Sec p. 188. 

a-ku-di-ri-jo, KN De 1270, Xd 1 10. MN. 
a-ku-f)q-i, KN Cc 1 39. PN: loc. plur. 
a-ku-ri-ip[. KN As 609. M N: Argurios? 
a-ku-ro, PY 290=Sa 287. Material used for 

binding of wheels; irutr. sing. argur6i 'with 
silver'. [ &pyvpos.) 

a-ku-tu-ru-wo, KN Fh 364. M N :  perh. Alktm6n 
(Heubeck, 1957, p. 274), or mis-spelling of 
a-re-ku-tu-ru-wo ( q .  v.). 

a-ku-wo, KN U 1 09. Prob. MN: Alkuon ? 
a-ma, KN E 845 +, 95 = F 852 + .  Word occurring 

on tablets recording large quantities of 
grain, prob. nom. sing. amti 'harvest'. (Cf. 
&�aw 'reap', but possibly connected with 
6�ao�cn, 'collect', 6�ri : see Chantraine 1968, 
p. 72.] 

a-ma-ko-to, KN 201 = Fp 14. Name of a month, 
gen. (? ) :  Haimakt6? (ai�Cll<'l� Eur.) 

a-ma-no, KN Ap 5748?, As 1520. M N ? ;  in Ap W N ?  

a-ma-r�l-ta, PY 1 1 9 = Eo 224. M N ,  dat.: Amarun
t (h}ai? (Cf. 'A�opvyxEV<;, • A�>cxp\tv6ros.] 

a-ma-ru-ta-o, PY 1 14= En 609, 1 19 = Eo 224. 
Gen.: -I (h)ao. 

a-mO-rll·lo-de, TH Of 25. P N :  ace. + -de: Arnarun
thor�-dt. ('A�apvv6os in Euboea, or a"other 
place of the same name?] 

a-ma-to-wo, PY An 1 15. M N :  peril. Amathowos. 
[Cf. 'A1Jcx6oVs eponymous hero of Cypriot 
town.] 

a-ma-tu-na, PY Fn 187. MN. 
a-me-a, KN Da I 189 + .  MN; cf. a-mt:ia-to. 
a-me-ja, KN F 153. MN, nom. 

a-me-ja-to, PY Sa 834, 296:: Sh 736. Gen. 
a-me-ja-si[. KN B 799 rev. MN. 
a-me-no, PY .Jn 415. M N :  Armmos? Asmtrros? 

Arnein6n? [•Ap�JE\IOS, • AoiJ(\IOS, 'AIJ(Ivwv.] 
a-me-to, PY Jn 693. MN. 
a-mi-ia[, PY Vn 865. MN.  
a-mi-ke-te-to, KN O d  687. Perh. MN. 
a-mi-ni-so, KN 2 00  := Fp I +, PY An 943. P N :  

Amni.sos (on the site see p. 310}; no evidence 
to check whether Pylos reference refen to 
Cretan town. ['A�vta� Od. xrx, t88; Egypt 
a·mi-ni-1-1 Faure ( 1968).) 

a-mi-r�i-so-de, KN 201 = Fp 1 4 + .  Ace.: 
Amnison�t!t. 

a-mi-ni-si-joJ-ja, KN 34=Am 60 1 + .  Ethnic: 
AmniJios, .. ;a. 

a-mi-nu-wa-ta, PY Cn 436. MN. 
a-mi-nwa[, KN V 482. Pass. variant spelling. 

a-mi-si-ja, KN L 513.  Prob. defective spelling of 
a-mi-m"-si-ja. 

a-mi-to-no, KN Ra 1 543 .  MN. 
a-mo, KN 322 = Sg 1 8 1 1 .  Nom. sing. neut.: 

(h}armo 'wheel'. See pp. 371-2. (6piJCITC1 
'chariot' //. rv, 366+ ; the initial aspirate may 
not be original, cf. a-ra-ro-mo-11-me-na.) 

a-mo-ta, KN 279 =So 4437 +, PY 288 =Sa 790. 
Nom. plur.: (h)armota (with W H E E L  ideo
gram). 

a-mo-te, KN 283=So 4442. Nom. dual: 
(h)armatt. 

a-mo-si, PY 324= An 1282. Oat. plur.: 
(h)armosi. 

a-mo-i-je-to, PY 248= V a 1 5  rev. Prob. two 
words: harmo 'chariot'? hitloi 'is being sent' 
(Pa.lmer, t g6ga, p. 4o6). 

a-mo-ke-re[-we?], PY 1 8 3 :: N n  83 1 .  M N :  -kuwis? 
a-mo-ra-ma, KN 34= Am 601 + .  Nom. •ing. 

or plur. ? ;  prob. word meaning 'rations, 
supplies'. [Cf. ap�ra 'rations' Hesiod + ,  
Arc. apiJWACI, 6pi!W�CIAo · 6pTv�OTo Hesych. 
See Schmeja, r g68, p. •33·1 

a-mo-si, a-mo-ta : see a-mo. 
a-mo-ta-jo, PY Jn 320. M N :  Armostaios? (Ha- ?). 

[Cf. 'Ap�>Oa-rcrs.] 
a-mo-te-jo-na-de, PY 252 = Vn 10. Ace. + 

allative: (h)armotti6no·dt 'to the wheelwrights' 
workshops'. Seo p. 350. 
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a-mo-u-re, KN Xc 6026, X 770. Prob. dat. sing. 
or nom. dual of noun in -tir. 

a-m<rte-wi-ja, PY 235 = Ta 7 1 1 .  Nom. sing. fern. 
:>dj. describing ewer; prob. derivative of next 
(-iwia) but sense uncertain. Sec pp. 335, 4!)8. 

a-mo-u-wo, PY Ea 421. Gen. sing., occupational 
term: pos.s. (h)amu11iw<» 'wheelwright' or 
(h)am1ostiwos 'filler'. 

a-mu-ta-wo, KN V 756, PY 183=Nn 831, TH 
Ug 9. M N :  Amuthaw6n. ('A�>v66wv Od. XI, 259.)  

a-mu-ta-w<rno, PY J n 431.  Gen.: Amuthau·orros. 
a·na·i·ta, see a·na·lo. 
a-na-ka, KN Ne 4480. MN. 

a·na-ka-te, PY Un 219. Poss. dat., but error for 
wa-rra-ka-te cannot be excluded. 

a-na-ke-e, PY 44=Aq 2 1 8. Pres. inf., poss. 
arragthtrr 'bring, contribute'? (6v6yw.J 

a-na-ki-ti, KN Dv 147 1 .  MN. 
a-na-mo-to, KN 273 = Sf 4420 + .  Nom. fem. :  

anormoJtoi 'not fitted out' with reference to 
incompJc:le C H A R I O T  ideogram, not anh.ar� 
motoi 'wheelless', sec p. 5 15. 

a-na-m<rta, KN Sf 4465 : ncut. plur. ?, referring 
to obscure ideogram. 

a-na-pu-ke, PY 323= Sb 1 3 15. Nom. plur. fern., 
describing reins: anampuAtJ 'without head
bands'; cf. a-pu-lr.t. (&v<tll�.J 

IJ·na-qo-ta, KN 8 798. M N :  Anaq"hoit<U? (See 
p. 94·> 

a-na-re-u, KN Pp 494. MN. 
a-na-te-u, PY Jn 415. MN. 
a-na-to, KN Sg 888 +. Nom. plur. fern., describing 

chariot-frames: anai(s)toi 'not inlaid' (oppooed 
to a-ja-me-na). See p. 515. 

a-na-i-ta, KN Sf 4419 + .  A pp. nom. plur. fern., 
with fern. endings in compound adj. 

a-na-ta, KN 273 = Sf 4420. Shorter spelling of 
prec. 

a-na- •82, MY 93= Fo 101 .  WN. 

a-ne-a,, MY 93= Fo 101, 303 = V  659. W N :  Ainea? 
a-ne-mo, KN 200= Fp I .  Gen. plur.: anem6n 

'(priestess) of the winds'. (avtllOI/1. XIII, 795 + .] 
a-ne-mo-i-je-re-ja, KN 202 = Fp 13. Prec. 

wrillen continuously with following word: 
an11n6t1 hiereiai (sec i-je-re-ja). 

a-ne·o, PY 168=Es 644, 167=Es 650 + .  MN. 
a-ne·ra-to, KN Fh 342. MN, dal. 
a-ne-ta-de, PY 175 = M  a 393. Nom. plur. neut. 

introducing a rebate on contributions: antta 
de 'but remilled'. [avt'TOI 'set free', cf. 6V£a1s 
'remission of taxes'.] 

a-ne-te-wa, KN Ye 1 85 . ..  N. 
a-ne-u-da, KN Vc 215. WN. 
a-ne-u-te, PY Cn 40. PN: also spelt a2-ne-u-u. 
a-ni-ja, KN 270 = Sd 4402 + ,  PY 323 = Sb 1315.  

Nom. plur.: (h)aniai 'reins'. [Horn. i)vla, 
Pindar tivlc:n, All. �vla1, some dialects 
6v(at; cf. Skt. nlilya 'nose-rein'.] 

a-ni-ja-pi, KN 266=Sd 4401 + .  lnstr. plur. 
(araruiai) (h)aniaphi '(filled) with reins'. 

a·ni·ia·e (division doubtful), PY 323 = Sb 1315.  
Dual: (h)aniae? ('"' • 

a-ni-ja-ta, KN 70= Dg 1 158. M N :  An iatos ? 
a-ni-p-ka, KN V 60. Nom. sing. (prob. not plural 

referring to subsectucnt entries too): (h)ani
oAhos 'chariot-driver'. [t'lvloxos //. VIII, 8g + . ]  

a-no, PY Cn 254. MN?;  perh. to be read with next 
word as corn pound n-rro-dt-ki-Ji-wo; sec 
dt-ki-si-wo. 

a-n<rke-wa, PY An 192. Prob. occupational term 
or title, parallel to du-ma. 

a-no-ke-we, KN Db 1261, PY An 192. M N  (doubt
ful at Pylos); cf. a-no-u-�. 

a-no-me·de, PY Jn 706. M N :  Arromidis, llnormidis? 
[Cf. 'Av5po�>it6'1s.] 

a-no-no, PY Ea 801, 1 3 1 = Ep 301 + .  Nom. fem. 
sing. adj., describing ko-to·na ki-ti-rne-na : 
an6nos 'not subjc:ct to o-na-la'. 

a-n<rpo1, PY 249=Va 482. Nom. sing. masc., 
adj. describing ivory: per h. anUJ>os 'not 
subject to o-pa', or 'unworked' (Lejeune, 
t958a, p. 21 3). 

a·n<rpo2, PY 61 =Cn 1 3 1 .  MN. 
a-no-qa-si-ja, PY Ea 805. Gen. sing.: reason for 

allot men I of land. 
a-no·q<rta, KN i\k 615, Da 1289, Ye 1 73 + .  M N :  

Arrorq"hont<U ? (Cf. 6vSp€t�V'TilS /1. u ,  65 1 + .] 
a-n<rq<rta·o, KN Dq 45, E 847. Gen.: -ttiJ>. 

a-no-ra-ta, PY An 340, Jn 832 . ... N. 

a-n<rta, PY Jn 750. MN. 
a-n<rwe, PY 236=Ta 641. Nom. sing. neul., 

describing a vessel: aruiu'<'s 'without handles'. 
[Cf. OllcpW<s (Theocr.) 'two-handled'.] 

a·n<rw<rto, KN 232= K 875. Nom. sing. neut., 
describing a vessel: anowohm, anouoton? •with
out handles'. [61101icrr01 Thcocr.J 

a-no-�e-we, PY Cn 600. M N :  cf. a-no-Ice-we. 
a-n<rz<rio, KN 19=Ak 627. ws, gen. 
a-nu-ko, KN Ce 50, Db 1464 + .  MN. 
a-nu-mo, KN De 1362 + . M N. 
a-nu-no[, KN C 912. MN. 
a-nu-to, KN 38=As 15 16+,  TH Z 865 + ,  [TI 

Z 26?). MN: Anulos. ("AVV'TOI.] 
a-nu-to-jo, KN X 697. Gen.: Anuto io. 

a-nu-wa, PY 52=An 207. PN. 
a·nu-wa-to, KN Ap 639. WN. 
a-nu-wi-ko, KN 38=As 1516, Ws 8754. MN. 
p-<rri-jo, PY 60 =An 661. Possible reading of first 

word in line 4; PN. 
a-<rri-me-ne, PY 315=Qa 1296. MN: A(h)ori

m�nls? [ 6op, �tlVOI.) 
a-o-ze·io, PY Na 588. Perhaps second element of 

compound place narnc; see t-ro,-m. 
a-pa-i-ti-jo, KN L 588. MN:  Haphaistws, -ian.' 

['HopaiO'TtOS, -lwv.J 
a-pa-je-u, PY Jn 845. ws. 
]a-pa-ni-jo, KN Dv 5224. MN. 
a-pa·rl!·fl, KN 8 804. w s :  Aphartus. ('Aopaprus /1. 

XIII, 541.) 
a-pa-re-u-pi, PY Cn 286 +. P N :  loc. or abl. plur. 
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a-pa-ri-ka-na-w�-ja, PY Na )!46. PN. 
a-pa-sa-ki-jo, KN Me 4455, (PY Jn 937?]. M N ?  
a-pa-si-jo-jo, P Y  Sa 767. wN, gen. 
a-pa-ta, PY Na 551. P N. 
a-pa-ta-wa, KN 83 = C 902 + .  P N :  Aptarwa. 

("An-rcxpa; the form 'An-rEpa is due to 
popular etymology.] 

a-pa-ta-wa-jo, KN 47 =Am 826. Nom. plur. 
masc. ethnic: Aplarwtlioi. 

a-pa-ta-wa-ja, KN V 7670. Nom. plur.? fern.: 
Aptarwtliai. 

a-pa-u-ro, KN Me 4463. M N :  Aphauros? 
a-pe: see le-ko-to-a-pt. 
a-pe-a-sa: see a-pe-o. 
a-pe-do-k�. PY 305 = Fr 1 184. srd sing. aor. indic. 

act.: ap-ed4/ce. Unique example of augment, 
hence suggested ap-ts-d6kt, but this is less 
likely. cr. a-pu-do-kt. 

a-pe-e-ke, PY SS=An 724. Verbal form, meaning 
and identification uncertain; see p. 187. 

a-pe-..·#(, PY An 614. Prob. 3rd plur.: ap-Lhmsi 
'they are absent'. (c!rmtllt.] 

a-pe-i-ja, PY 317 = Ub 1318. Personal name, 
prob. fern. 

a-pe-i-si, KN Od 666. Obscure; poss. verbal form 
(a�isi 'will be deducted' Palmer) or verbal 
noun? 

a-pe-ke-.., PY Jn 431. PN, loc. 
a-pe-ke-i-jo, PY Jn 431. Nom. plur. rnasc., 

ethnic. (Cf. kt-t.) 
a-pe-ne·wo, PY 323=Sb 1315. Nom. sing. and 

plur.? Lejeune ( 1958a, p. 335) :  gen. plur. 
nJ•mlw6n 'of animals used to draw carts'. Sec 
p. 52 I .  

a-pe-o, K N  V 1 1 7?, P Y  S l = An 1 8 .  Nom. sing. 
rnasc. participle : afllh6n 'being absent'. 

a-pe-o-te, KN 37=B 823, PY SS=An 724. 
Nom. plur. masc.: apehonlts. 

a-pe-a-sa, KN Ak 615, Ap 618. Nom. plur. 
fern.:  apthassai. [Cf. Arc. laa(a)a, Cret. 
!<JTTa.] 

a-pe-re, KN U 49. Obscure. 
a-pe-ri-ta-wo, PY 56=An 657. wN: Ampelitaw6n ? 
a·pe·le·me·M, PY 237=Ta 709. Nom. dual, adj. 

describing pa-ko-to ; obscure. See p. 499· 
a-pe-te-u, PY Jn 692 + .  WN. 
a-pe-ti-ra1, KN 207 = V 280. Obscure : see pp. 

3 " ·  476. 
a-pi, KN 90 = G  820, PY 247=Ta 716. Prep. 

amphi (Kudonitii) 'around'; in PY prob. first 
member of compound. [&!Jfl.] 

a·pi-a1-ro, PY An 192, Ea 109, 304=0n 300, + .  
MN: Amphihalos. ['AIIflcV.� Od. VIII, 1 14.] 

a·pi·da-ta, KN Vc 175. wN. 
a-pi-do-ra, MY Oe 1 1 5  + .  w N, dat. ? :  Amphid6rtii. 
a-pi-do-ro, KN Xd 1 46. MN: Amphid6ros. 

['AIIfl5wpos.J 
a-pi-e-ke, PY 97 = Un 2. Perhaps a form of the 

verb seen in i-jt-Ji, i..jt-lo, q.v. 
a·pi..,·ra, PY 9 l = Fn 50, 312=An 1281, MY Oe 

103. Gen. and dat. of wN: perhaps Am· 
phimis, -ai. See p. iB3· 

a-pi-ja-ko-ro-jo, KN B 812. wN, gen.: Amphiagroio, 
Amphiagoroio ? 

a-pi·ia-re[, KN Xd 94, Xd 7568. M N ? :  if com
plete, Amphiarls ? or Amphiare[us] ? 

a-pi-je-ra, KN Dv 5241 ?, PY 56=An 657, [MY 
Oe 132?]. WN. 

a-pj-jo, PY jn 725. M N :  Amphi6n ? ['AIIf(Wv, -o�.J 
a-pi-jo-to, PY 40=An 261. Gen.: Amphionlos. 
a-pi-o-to, PY 40=An 261 rev. + .  Variant 

spelling of gen. 
a-pi·ka-ra-do-jo, PY Pa 398. MN, gen.: Amphi

kladoio ? 
a-pi-ke-ne-a, PY Xa 1044. Possibly P N :  Amphi

gtnea. [Cf. 'Allftytvua //. n, 593.] 
a-pi-me-de, KN B 801, PY 146=Eb 473 + .  M N :  

Amphimidis. ['AIIflllfl5'11·] 
a-pi-me-de-o, KN C 9 1 1 ,  PY 62 = Cn 655 + .  

Gen.: Amphimldthas. 
a-pi·no-e-wi-jo, PY 184=Nn 228 + .  PN (in form 

prob. ethnic). 
a-pi·o-to: see a-pi-jo. 
a·pi-po-re-we, KN 233= Uc 160 rev. Nom. plur., 

describing A w P 1-1 oR A ideogram : amphipho
rlwt!s 'amphoras'. (�f'fOPEVs Od. n, 290+ .] 

a-po-re-we, PY [238=Tn 996?], MY 234=Ue 
611 rev. Nom. dual: ampharlwt!. [Shorter 
form &11� Herodotw+.] 

a·pi-qo-i-ta. KN 20=Ai 824. wN?, app. gen. or 
nom. of rubric: Amphiq"hailtis. 

a·pi-qo-ro, PY Aa 804, 1 1  =Ad 690, TH Of 34. 
Nv111. ""u gen. plur., dat. sing.? describing 
women : amphiq•o/oi, -16n, -/6i 'attendants'. 
[�fhroA� Od. 1, 331.] 

a·pi-qo-ro-i, PY Fr 1205. Oat. plur.: am
phiq"o/oihi; see p. 48o. 

a-pi-qo-ta, KN C 915, PY Jn 431. MN, nom. and 
dat.: Amphiq•hailtis, -tai ? (cf. a-pi-qo-i-ta) . 

a·pi-qo-ta-o, PY 40=An 261, An 616 (mis
spelt a-pi-qo·o). Gen.: -t6o. 

a·pi-qo-to, PY 237=Ta 709, 239=Ta 642, 240= 
Ta 713, 241 = Ta 715. Nom. sing. and dual 
fern., adj. describing tables and portable 
hearths (taxapat) : obscure, see pp. 341 ,  499· 

a-pi·ra·wo, KN 38=As 1516. M N :  Amphi/4wos, 
-lawon. [Cf. n<plAa�.J 

a-pi-re-jo, KN Vc 199. M N. 
a-pi-re-we, KN V 337. Nom. plur.: obscure, perh. 

name of an article of armour ? 
a·pi-te[, KN U 876. Prob. the name of some 

artifact. 
a·pi-te-ja, PY Fn 187. PN or WN? 
a·pi-te-wa, PY 57= An 519, Na 1021. PN. 
a-pi-wa-to, KN As 15 16. MN: Amphiwaslo;? 
a-po-ne-we, PY 53=An I, 54=An 6 1 0. PN: loc. 

or abl. (See also a-pu-nt-.m.) 
a-po-r�·we: see a-pi-po-rt-wt. 
a-po-te, KN 2 1 3 = Le 641 (o-a-po-te), Od 562. 

Formerly taken as adv. op6thtn, but prob . ., N. 
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a-pe>-te-r(l, MY 105 =Ge 602. Reading prob. : 
ko-no-a-po-1'<-ra : skhoitwi amphoterai 'both kinds 
of rush'. (a�npos.) 

a-po-te-re>-te, PY 248= V a 15. Pro b. adv. nmpho
ter6thtn 'from both sides'. [6ii�Tip<.>e£v.) 

a-pu-, Only in composition; in KN 90=G 820 
read a-pi. Apu. ( arrv Aeol., Arc., Cypr. for 
cm6, not due tO phonetic change but possibly 
original form, cm6 being due to inAuence of 
im6.) 

a-pu-da-se-we, KN Gm 840. Nom. plur. or dat. 
sing., possibly apudaSJiwts, -itt'ti from •apu
da.JJtus 'distributor'. (&moaoecu, S<rrlopat.) 

a-pu-cle>-ke, K.N Od 681. 3rd sing. aor.: apudlikt 
'rendered, paid'. [cmool&.>llt //. tv, 478 + .] 
Cf. a-pNlo-kt. 

a-pu-de>-si, KN 92 = Fh 349 +, 100 = Ca 424 + ,  
PY 173=Ma 222+. Nom. sing. : apudaru 
'delivery' (i.e. amount delivered as opposed 
to n.ssessmcnt). (O:n66oats.) 

a-pu-clo-so[•nto ?], KN Ne 4484. Prob.: apudos(mos] 
= a-pu·da-si, cf. da-so-mo. [Arc. mru5ool)c)s.J 

a-pu-ka, PY 44 = Aq 218. Nom. sing., prob. 
ctltnic= a-pu,-ka. 

a-pu-b, PY 323=Sb 1315.  Nom. plur. (in line 3 
perhaps instr. sing. or dual) : ampukts 'front
lets, head-bands' (for horses). [611� 'h�ad
band for women', also for hones (llOV<lll'IT\/Kia 
Pindar).] 

a-pu ke-ka-u-me-no, PY 236=Ta 641. Nom. sing. 
rruuc.: apuktkaumenos, (of a tripod cauldron) 
'burnt away' (as to the legs). [cmOO<alw.] 

a-pu-k.i-sil, l''i Xn I :!4:!. Obscure. 
a-pu-ke>-we>-ko, PY Ab 210, Ad 671.  Nom. and 

gen. plur. fern., a class of women : ampuk-
worgoi 'head-band makers' (possibly for 
horses, ef. a-pu-ke). 

a-pu-ne-we, PY 15=Ad 684. Prob. PN, alternative 
spelling of a-po-ne-we. 

a-pu,(-de), PY 2SO= Vn 20. PN, one of the Nine 
Towns of the Hither Province; ace. + 
allative -de. Not Aipu (AITI'\t //. 11, 592], since 
pu, appears to stand for p!tu (and bu ?) but 
not pu, and we might expect a2, at least as a 
variant spelling. 

a-pu,-we, PY 49=An 427, 257=Jn 829, Ma 
124 + .  Loc. 

a-pu,-ja, PY 258=Jo 438. P N ;  alternative form of 
*a-pu,, rem. drrivative in -id. 

a-pu1-lca, KJ'II Xd I l l , PY S9=An 656. Nom. 
sing. ethnic name in -tin ; app. not from 
•a-pu1, which is a u-stem and would not 
explain le; see also a-pu-ka. 

a-pu2-ka-ne, PY 59= An 656. Nom. plur.: -<ines. 
]a-qa-ro, K N  Se 233 . M N .  

a-qa-to, KN As 1 5 1 6. M N .  

a-qe•mo, KN Ob 1 160. MN. 

a-qi-ja-i, PY 324=An 1282. Oat. plur., in list of 
words relating to chariots: poss. scribal error 
for i-qi-ja-i (see i-qi-ja). 

a-qi-ra, KN Xd J66,._Xd 300. Prob. MN. 

a-qi-ro, KN Oa 1 1 23. MN. 

a-qi-ru, KN Ce SO. MN. 

a-qi-ta[, KN V 7620. Obscure. 
a-qi-ti-ta, [KN Ap 639), MY Oe 103. WN. 

a-qi-z,o-we, PY 43 = Aq 64. MN. 

a-qo-ta, K N  L 588. MN, 

a-ra-da-j:�, KN 38=As 15 1 6. MN. 

a-ra-i-jo, PY 40=An 261. MN. 

a-ra-ka-jo, KN B 806. MN. 
a-ra-ka-te-ja, KN Ak 5009, Le 531,  PY Aa 69, 

TH Of 34. Nom. plur. or dat. sing., describing 
wome.n: DlaktJUiai, ·Di 'spinning-women'. 
(fiAox<rn, 'distaff', Od. rv, 135+ .) 

a-ra-lca-te-ja-o, PY Ad 677. Gen. plur.: -<i6n. 
a-ra-te-ja-o, PY Ad 380. Defective spelling of 

prec. 
a-ra-lco, KN A< 607, C 91 1, Ob 1236 + .  M H :  

Arakos. [" ApcxKos.) 
a-ra-na-ro, KN 38= As 15 16. •tN. 
a-ra-re>-mo-te-me-na, KN 21>5=Sd 4403, 267= 

Sd 4409, 268=Sd 4413+. Nom. sing. and 
plur. fem. (Sd 4415 a pp. error for dual); 
description of CHARIOT ideogram without 
wheels, contrasting with a-na-mo-to: ararmot
men<i, -a•' 'fiued out'. (Cf. Qpl1Q, 6:p1o163"'· but 
the details of their history are obscure .. ) 

a-ra-ro-me>-to-me-na, KN Sd 4416. Variant 
spelling or prec. 

a-ro-mo-te-me-na, KN 271 =Sd 4422. Incom
plete spelling. 

a-ra-re>-mo-te-me•no. KN 266=Sd 4401. Fern. 
dual: -mnt/J. 

a-ra-ru-ja, KN 266=Sd 4401 ,  265=Sd 4403 + .  
Nom. sing. and plur. fem.: araruia, -uiai 
(htiniti�hi) 'fiued (with reins) '. (apcxpula, 11. 
XV, 737 + .) 

a-ra-ru-wo-a, KN 262 = Ra 1548 + .  Nom. plur. 
neut. ararwoha '(swords) filled (with bind
ings)' .  

a-ra-rrt-wo-ja, K N  Sd 4408. Confusion of two 
prec. forms, a-ra-ru-wo- intended to be 
altered to a-ra-ru-ja. 

a-ra-si-jo, KN Of 1229, Fh 369, X 1463. MN: 

A/as(s)ios? [Cf. place name "AAaoaa or 
t\aaala in southern Crete.) 

a-ra-te-ja-o: see s.v. a-ra-ka-k-ja. 
a-re, KN 201 = Fp 14, Mc 4462. Divine name, app. 

dat.: Arti? In Me 4462 perhaps not the same 
word. l•Api)S, dat. "Apl)l, /1. v, 84 1 + ; see 
Heubeck, 196ge, p. 1 50.] 

a-re-i-jo, KN 213 = Le  641, PY 59= An 656. At 
PY patronymic adj . :  Arliqs ; at K.N perh. 
MN. ('Api\IOS.] Cf. a-rt-jo. 

' 

a-re-i-me-ne, TH Z 849, Z 851. MN: Areimtnll 
(Arii'- >) 

a-re-me-ne, TH Z 852. Alternative spelling. 
a-re-i-u-we-i, TH or 37. MN, dat.? 
a-re-ja, PY 172=Tn 3 16 rev. Dat. sing. masc., 

prob. epithet of Hermes; cf. Arc. • Apl)a (ace.). 
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a-re-jo, K N  Vc 208. M N :  cf. a-re-i-jo. 
a-re-ka-sa-da-ra(-qe), MY 303 = V  659 (last sign 

per h. lra wriuen in error for qe). w N :  Alexandrii 
(q"e). [Cf. 'AAI�av6�.] 

a-re-ke-u-u, KN Oa 1 1 56, MY Fu 7 1 1 .  M N :  
AltxtuJ. [aAl�w; Szemerenyi, 1 957, p .  18o.] 

a-re-ki-si-to, KN So 4433, PY Vn 665. •tN. 
a-re-ki-si-to-jo, KN So I 053. Gen. 

"-re-ko-to-re, KN Ce 152 rev. M N, dat.: Alektorei. 
(aAEKTc.>p.] 

a-re-ku-tu-ru-wo, l'Y 58=An 654, 167= Es 650. 
MN, nom.: AlelrtnWfl. ('A;I.<KTpVwV 11. xvu, 
6o2.) cr. a-ku-tu-ru-wo. 

a-re-ku-tu-ru-[wo]-ne (-ru-�p-ne app. error), PY 
170 = Es 649. Oat.: -onti. 

a-re-ku-tu-ru-wo-no, PY 168=Es 644. Gen.: 
...onos. 

a-re·me-ne : see a-re-i-mt-nl. 
a-re-pa, As ligature A +  RE+ PA, PY Fr 1 1 98, 313= 

Un 6,  1 7 1  = Un 718+.  In Un 7 1 8  preceded 
by a-rt-ro, error for a-re-pa : alti'pluzr 'ointment, 
unguent'. [&M1opap.) 

a-re-pa-te, PY 103 = Un 267. Oat.: aleiphaui. 
a-re-pa-lO-Q, PY 103= Un 267, [Un 249). Oat. 

(and nom.?) sing.: aleiphalo6i 'unguent
boiler, perfume-maker'. 

a-re-po-zo-o, PY Ea 8 1 2 + ,  Fg 374. Nom.; 
alternative spelling : aleipholOOJ. 

a-re-sa-ni-e, PY 55=An 724. Obscure ; sec p. 1 87. 
a-re-u-si, PY 317=Ub 1318. Oat. plur., object 

made of red leather. 
a-re-su-ti-jo, MY Au 609 rev. MN. 
a-re-ta-to, KN 270=Sd 4402. Part of a chariot; 

see p. 367. 
a-re-ta-wo[, KN As 645. M N :  Aretiiw6n. ['ApETawv 

1/. VI, 3 1 .) 
a-re-ta1, KN Df 1325, X 7556. M N :  Arlti.U? 

('Ap'1TICXS.) 
]a-re-te-re-u[, KN As 5557. Poss. MN. 
a-u-to-to, PY Sa 1265. MN, gen.: Aretltontos, 

Aretontos ? [' Ap{6wv, 'Ap{Twv; for declension 
cf. a-pi-jo.] 

a-re-u-ke[, KN Xd 182. M N ?  
a-re-t;Vp, P Y  A n  340. M N ,  nom. 
a-ri-ja-to, PY 55= An 724. M N ?  
a-ri-ja-wo, K N  159= Uf990. M N :  -iiwon. 

a-ri-ja-wo-ne, Fh 462. Oat. -iiwonei. 
a-ri-ke-u, KN Ai 966. M N :  HaliktuJ ? 
a-ri-ko, KN Oa 1353. loiN. 
a-ri-qa, PY jn 832. MN: Arisg"ii.r? ['AplajXxs.] 
a-ri-qo, PY An 723. P N ?  
a-ri-to-[. ]-jp, KN Fh 347. Obscure. 
a-ri-we- t;Ve[, KN F 153 rev. M N ?  
a-ri-wo, PY 62=Cn 655, La 1393. M N :  An'w6n ? 

('Aplwv; as name of horse /1. XXIII, 346.) 
a-ri-wo-ne, PY 61 = Cn 1 3 1 .  Oat.: Ariwonei ?  

a-ro-do-ro-o, K N  Fs 4 .  Prob. name o f  a divinity 
or shrine. 

a-ro-ja, KN E 843 ?, PY Fn 187. Prob. pe.rsonal 
narne, dat. 

a-ro-je-u, PY 183=Nn 831.  M N :  Aloiew? [Cf. 
'A;>.w<V<, 11. v, 386.) 

a-ro-ka, PY Un 1319. PN or MN? 
a-ro-mp[, MY 105=Cc 602. Heading to list of 

spices; reading uncertain, a-ro-ma[ (Palmer) 
is excluded, but a-rD-r!19[-ta ?] for QpWJ10TO is 
possible; cf. pe-mo for crrrlp110, etc. 

a-ro-mo-te-me-na: see a-ra-·ro-mo-tt-nu-na 
a-ro-pa, PY 310=Fr 1225+. Nom sing., describ

ing o 1 L ideogram: alaiphii 'unguent'. [aAOlfl\ 
Od. v1, 220+ ; cf. a-re-pa.] 

a-ro-po, PY An 199. Nom. plur., describing men : 
aloiphoi? 'anoint�rs, painters ?' 

a-ro-ta, PY La 626, [La 630). Description of 
te:xtiles, prob. neut. plur.: nl6sta? 'unsewn' 
(Lcjeune, 196oa, p. 1 5) . [&Ac.xno1· &ppacpot 
Hcsych.] 

a-ro-u, PY La 622. Obscure ; cf. prec. 
a-ro-u-ra, PY 154= Eq 213.  Ace. plur. ? :  arourans 

'corn-lands'. (apovpo• lTVp6q>opot /1. xtv, 
122+.]  

a-ro-we, KN K 774, X 658 rev. Obscure. 
a-ro-wo, PY 251 = Vn 46. In list of building 

materials, obscure. 
a-ro-wo-ta, KN Vc 1 84. MN. 
a-ro-zo, KN Le 536, L 8503. Nom. sing. masc. 

adj. describing a tunic. 
a-ro-la, KN L 5909. Neut. plur. 

a-ro1-a, KN 214=Ld 571, L 586 + ,  282=So 
+430. Nom. plur. neut. adj. applied to textiles 
and wheels: an·oha (arjaha ?) 'of better quality'. 
[Old comparative to &pt<rrOS, later replaced 
by 6pdwv.J 

a-ro1-e, KN L 735, L 7409. Nom. dual or plur. 
fern . :  ariolu(s). 

a-ro1-jo, KN 279cSo 4437. App. gen. sing. or 
nom. dual; form hard to explain, poss. error. 

a-sa-ma-o, PY Cn 1287. MN. 
a-sa-ma-to, PY Sa 76 1 . MN, gen. 
a-sa-mi-to, KN Ws 8497. On sealing with ideo

gram of rectangular shape; nom. sing. or 
plur.: asamintltoJ, -oi. [ &o6J1tv6os Od. 111, 
468+ .) 

a-sa-pi, PY Na 523. P N, loc. 
a-sa-ro, KN As 40. M N: Assaros? Cf. ja-sa-ro. [Cf. 

"Aaaapaxos 11. x:x, 232.) 
a-sa-ti-ja, PY Mn 162. Prob. variant speUing of 

a-si-ja-ti-ja. 
a-se-e, PY 5 1 =  An 18, [An 852). PN, loc. 
a-se-so-si, PY 75 = Cn 608 (jo-a-se-so-si). 3rd plur. 

fut.:  prob. (h6) asisonsi 'thus they will fatten 
(swine)'. (&aa1 11. v, 289 + .) 

a-si-ja-ti-ja, PY 3 1 = Ae 1 34, 257 =Jn 829, 304= 
On 300 + .  PN, one of the Seven Towns oft he 
Hither Province. Sec also a-sa-ti-ja, a-[ . ]-ta,. 

"-si-to-po-qo, PY [Eb 177], 148=Ep 613. Occu
pational term, nom. sing.; prob. a confusion 
of a-to·pa-qo (q.v.) and si-to·pa-qo: sitopoq•os 
'cook'. 

a-si-wi-ja, PY Fr 1206. Oat. sing. fern., epithet of 
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Potnia : Al!!Jitii 'Lydian' (Chadwick, 1 957, 
p. 1 25) .  ['Aol'!' !/. n, 46 1 ;  cf. Hitt. Ai!uUNt.J 
See also a-•64-ja. 

a·si-wi-jo, KN Of 1469, PY Cn 285 + ,  MY Au 
653 + .  M N :  Aswios. [•Ao•os.] See al>o a-*64-jo. 

a·so·na, PY An 129. Obscure : r N or occupational 
term? 

a-so-qi-jo, KN B 803, (PY Ad 689?]. w N: As6q"ios ? 
(cr. · A<rr..m6s. 1 

a-so-ta·o, PY Cn 719. Error for n-lw-so-ta-o. 
a-ta, PY 50=An 39 rev. M N ;  ef. a,·ta. 
a·ta-ma-ne·u, PY 62 = Cn 655. M N: Athamtineus ? 

[Cf. 'A6a�vts.) 
a-ta·ma·ne-we, PY 6 J = Cn 1 3 1 .  Oat.: ·iUNi. 

a·ta-ma·nO·\"�[, Tl Z 7. MN. 
a-ta-ma-ta, KN B 799. MN. 
a·ta·na-po-ti·ni-ja, KN 208= V 52. Prob. dat.: 

Athtintii potnitii 'for the Mistress Athena'. 
[tr6Tvt' 'A611110i'1 11. VI, 305.] See also 
po-ti-ni-ja. 

a-ta·no, KN As 603, As 1520, Vc 569. M N :  Antlin6r. 
['AVTI')vwp 11. tu, 262 + .) 

a-ta·no·re, PY Vn 130. Oat.: -ui. 
a-ta·no·ro, PY 9 1 = Fn 50. Gen. : -ros. 

a-ta-o, KN L 698, I'Y An 340, J n 431 + .  M N, nom. 
and dat.: Antaos, -6i? (Cf. 'AVTalos.) 

a·ta-o-jo, PY Vn 1 19 1 .  Gen. 
a-ta-ra, MY 234= Ue 6 1 1  rev., Wt 501 (·qe). 

Nom. plur. neut. or fem., a kind of vessel : 
ant/a ? [Cf. aVT�OS 'ship's hold' Od. xn, 
41 1  + ;  OVTAlov 'bucket' Aristoph. + ,  6:VTlllcx.) 

a-ta·ra·si·jo, PY 253=Jn 310, 254=Jn 389, 255= 
Jn 658 + .  Nom. plur. masc., of bronzesmiths: 
atala(n}.rioi 'without a ta-ra-.ri-ja'. On the -n·, 
see p. 5o8. 

a·ta·ro, PY 41 =An 35. WN, ef. a,·ta·ro. 
a-ta·ro-we, PY An 129. w N ;  cf. a,·ta·TO·W<. 
a·ta-ti-nu, KN F 1 53, Vd 1 37. MN. 
a-ta-tu-ro, PY Cn 436. M N. 
a·ta-wo, PY An 192. M N: Anthtiw6n? 

a-ta-wo-ne[, KN Xd 324. Oat. 
See al>o a-la-(? ]·wo-no. 

a·ta-wo-ne-jo, PY Eq 34 ( + 887). Obscure, per h. 
derivative of prec. 

a-ta-z.e·u, KN 38=As 1516. MN. 
a·ta·PJ·wo-no, PY Pa 889. MN, gen.; cf. a-ta·wo. 
a-te·i·ja-ta, KN Dk 1064 + .  MN. 
a-te-jo, KN Oa 1392, Db 1329+. Pos.s. MN, a 

'collector' of sheep, or an epithet of the sheep 
themselves. 

a·te-mi-to, PY 167= Es 650. Gen. : Arttmitos. 
["Ap-rt�•s, W. Gk. ·APT�•s, ·I.IITOS ; cf. 

• Ap-rt1.1lo•os < -h•os.] 
a·ti-mi-te, PY Un 219. Oat. of variant spelling : 

Artimitei. (Cf. a-ti[-mi-to? PY Fn 837.) 
a-te-mo, KN As 1520, 68=De 1648 + .  M N :  

Antkmos, Anthem6n? [Cf. 'Ave.1.11wv 11. tv, 
473·1 

a-u-ra-wo, PY Qa 1 304. N N :  Anteltiwos. [Cf. 
a-to-no ; Muhlestein, tg6g, p. 76.] 

a·te·re-e-te-jo, PY 238=Tn 996. Nom. plur. masc. 
adj. describing u AT H. 

a-te-re-te-a, KN 278= So 894. Prob. neut. plur. 
adj. describing w u e e L s; cf. prec. See p. 37 ' 

a-te-re-wi-ja, P Y  A a 779, 4 5  = An 830, M a 335 + .  
PN. 

a-te-u-ke, KN V 1 50. MN, or nom. sing. adj. ? : 
(toxol<is} auulchis 'unequipped' ? See p. 474-
[Q-nvxf'ls.] 

a-te-we, PY 238 = Tn 996. Nom. plur.: name of a 
kind of ewer or jug. 

a-te-wo-jo, PY Sa 797. M N, gen. 
a-ti-ja, PY 251 = Vn 46 (a-li-j{l), [Vn 879?], MY 

X I .  At PY nom. plur." neut. or fem., con· 
structional members of a chimney structure : 
perhaps antiD. [6:VT1ov as part of a loom, 
6:VTios.] MY context obscure. 

a-ti-ja-wo, PY 58= An 654, J n 845. M N: Anti<iw6n. 
[Cf. 'AVTiwv.) 

a-ti-jo, KN As 1516. MN. 

a-ti·ka, KN V 83 1 .  MN. 
a·ti·ke-ne-ja, MY Oe 1 10. w N, dat. ? :  Antigeneidi. 

[' AVTtyEvtiCI.] 
a·ti·mi-tt!: see a·lt·mi-to. 
a·ti-pa-mo, KN Ov 1470 [ + ] 5075, Od 562, PY 

J n 320 + .  M N: Antiphtinws. [' AVTitp'l�OS.] 
a-ti·ri-ja[. PY Ae 27. Obscure: P N ?  
a-ti-ro, K N  Dv 1272. M N :  cf. a-ti-r�>-[, P Y  60 =  

A n  66 1 .  
a-to, KN As 40. M N :  Anthos? ['Av6os.] 
a-to-me-ja, KN Ap 639. WN. 
a·to-mo, KN C 979, V 56; PY 43 = Aq 64, Jn 832, 

Jn 881, 258=Jo 438. Nom. sing., app. a 
guild of craftsmen : arthmos 'fellowship, 
league'. [ Q;>61.16s h. Horn. +, cf. 6p&l.l•os Od. 
xvt, 427-) Prob. not P N  even in Jn 832, cf. 
Jn 881. 

a-to-mo-na, KN Od 690. MN, dat. 
a-to-po-qo, PY 49=An 427+, 9 1 = Fn 50, MY 

46=Au 102. Nom. plur.: artopoq•oi 'bakers'. 
( QpTOK01TOS Herodotw + ,  arising from M ye. 
form by dissimilation and metathesis.] 

a-ro-po-qo-;, MY Oe 1 1 7. Oat. plur. 
a-to-ro-qo, PY 246=Ta 722. Oat. (instr.) sing.: 

anthr6q"oi 'with a human being'. [6v6pwrros 
of obscure origin.) 

a-tu-ko, KN Dg 1 102, X 1052, PY 1 14= En 609, 
1 1 8=Eo 2 1 1 , 1 3 1 = Ep 301, 2S5=Jn 658 + .  

M N .  [The suggested Atulchas (1st ed.) is 
unli.kely to be correct as being obviously 
ill-omened.] 

a-tu-qo-ta, KN B 799. MN. 
a-tu-qo-te-ra-to, KN V 1523. w N ?  
a·u-qe, KN 270= S d  4402. Error for o-u-qe. 
a-u-ta-na, KN Xd 7649. M N ?  
a-wa-ne-u, P Y  Vn 865. MN. 
a-wa-ra-ka-na, PY 3 1 8 = Un 1314. Prob. nom. 

(plur. ?), name of an artifact; e.g. awlalcnti, as 
derivative of c:tVlla� ( •ar).�) 'furrow', mean· 
ing perh. 'ploughshare'. Conncxion with 
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apaxiiTI is  highly improbable; Palmer ( 1963a) 
takes it as M N. 

a-wa-ra-ka-na-o, PY 3 1 8 = Un 1314. Gen. plur. 
(sing., if M�<). 

a-wa-si-ja, PY An 615. PN? 
a-wa-so, K N  Ob 1099 + .  MN. 
a-wa-ta, py An 340. MN: Awatas? (Cf. aft'f%.) 
a-wa-ti-ka-ra, KN Am 827. wN; cf. MN wa-ti-ko-ro. 
a-w�-k�-s�-u, PY Cn 285 + , Jn 605. MN: Awt.uus. 

(at�w; Szemerenyi, 1957, p. t8o.] 
a-w�-ke-u-w�, PY 61=Cn 1 3 1 .  Oat.: -lwei. 

a-we·u-pi, PY An 1 72. PN, loe. or abl. 
]a·wi-je-mo, KN X 7635. MN? 
a-wi-to·do-ro, KN U 4478. MN:  Awistodotos. [Cf. 

aiO"TOS.) 
a-wo-i-jo, KN Ov 1462+ 5279, PY Cn 599. MN, 

nom. and dat.: Aw6hios, -6i. ('H�.] 
a·wo-ro, KN B 800. MN: Aworos ? (Cf. a,·wo·ro.) 
a-wo-ti-jo, KN Od 1 157. MN. 
a·u·o, KN Ov 1226. MN. 
a-z�·ta, KN Ov 1466. MN. 
a-ze·ti·ri-ja, KN 25=Ap 694, 89=E 777 rev., 

Ln 1568 edge + .  Nom. plur. fem., description 
of women; prob. variant spelling of a-let-li-ra,. 

a-z�·to, KN X 766. Adj. describing ••-wa ? 
a·•Js·ka, KN Ld 786+. Adj. describing textiles? 
a-0J5·fp, PY La 626 (poss. a·0J�·Io). Adj. describ-. 'ing textiles? 
a-•s6-da-rp, KN C 91 1 .  "'"'· 
a-•s6-no, KN As 1520, Ov 5232. MN. 
a-•64·ia1, PY Aa 701, Ab 515. Nom. plur. fern. 

ethnic adj. : Aswiai 'women of Asia ( = Lydia) ', 
(Cf o-si-tt'i-ja; Chadwick, 1968a, p. 63.) 

a-•64-ia·o, PY Ad 315. Gen. plur.: Aswia6n. 
a-•64·ia1, PY Vn 1 191.  WN: Aswia. [Sing. ofprec.] 
a-064-jo, KN Se 261, PY Cn 1287, Fn 324 + .  

M N, nom. and dat.: Aswios, ·6i. Cf. a·Ji-wi-jo. 
a-•6s·ma·na·k�, KN Fs 3, (Fs 20]. Oat.?, recipi· 

ent of offerings, divine name? 
a-•6j-na, KN Od 714. Obscure. 
a-079, KN Ap 618, MY Oe 123. WN. 
a·[. )·ta1, PY Ma 397. Place name, app. alter

native spelling of a-si-ja-ti-jo, so that damaged 
sign has value sjo. 

"•• PY Un 1 3 19. ldcographic use, a kind of 
WHEAT ? 

a2-di-je·u, py 59= An 656. MN. Cf. o-di-je-wo. 
a,-e-ta, PY 40= An 261. MN. 
a,·ka-a,-ki-ri·io, PY 60=An 661. PN. 

a,-ka-a,-ki·ri·ia·jo, PY 76 = Cn 3. A pp. ethnic 
adj. 

a,-ke-te-re, KN V 1 18. Nom. dual ?:  =a·ke-u-re? 
]a,·ke-wo-a-ki·[, PY 188= Na 928. PN. 
a,-ki-ja, PY 45= An 830. PN. 
a,-ki·ra, PY Na 856. PN. 
a,-ku-mi-jo, PY 196=Na 926. MN? 
a,-ku-ni-jo, PY 59= An 656. M N. 
a1-ma-[. ]·wa, PY Na 1092. PN. 
a,-ne·u·te, PY Cn 599. P N, also spelt o-nt·U·It. 

a,-nu·-·no, PY 2S4=Jn 389. MN: Hanummos? 
[cf. Owllt, 6v\rrw ;  Chantraine, t g68, p. 93.] 

a1-pa-tu-wo·te, PY Cn 599. P N, toe. 
a1-ra-ka-wo, PY Cn 1287. MN. 
a1-ra-tu-a, PY 76= Cn 3. PN. 

a,-ra-tu-wa, PY 57=An 519. Variant spelling. 
a1-ri-e, PY 55=An 724. Obscure, see p. 187. 
a,-ri-sa, PY 154= Eq 213.  Obscure, see p. 26g. 
a,-rp[ ]!'-do-pi, PY 239 = Ta 642. Instr. plur., a 

material used to decorate furniture. Sec p. 340. 
a1-ru·wo-te, PY 56= An 657. PN, toe.: Halwonui? 

(Cf. 'AAO<is Arcadia, Paus. vtu, 25, 2.] 
a,·ta, PY An 209. MN. Cf. a-to. 
a,-t�·po, PY 57= An 51 9. PN or MN? 
a,-r�-ro, PY 178 = Ma 365. Ace. sing. neut.: 

haU.on (wetos) 'the next (year)', perhaps 
·�very o1her year' ? (<inpos < *sp-tnos; 
htpos only Att.-lon.) 

a,-ro, PY Un 1321. Obscure. 
a,-zo-qi-jo, PY Un 1 193. MN? 

A,, ldcographic use P Y  U n  1 185, apparently 
abbreviation of a,-ko-11a-jo. 

As adjunct, KN 80 = C 913, applied to coAT. 
a,-du-wo-na, KN Ap 769. WN. 
a2-ka-na-jo, PY Un 1 185. App. the name of a 

liquid, abbreviated "•· 
a2-ka-ra, KN L 567. MN. 
a2-ka-sa-ma, PY 257=Jn 829. Ace. plur. ? :  

aixmom 'points (for darts and spears)'. 
(fYJ(EOS CXIXllft, //. XVI, 315+ .) 

a,-ke-ta, KN Ov 1 139. MN. 
a,-ke-u, rY 236 = Ta 641. Formerly taken as .. N 

(Aig•us), but perh. nom. •ing. describing 
TRIPOD cauldron, despite failure of concord 
with dual ti·ri·/JO·de; Palmer ( 1963a, p. 344) 
aigeus as adj. 'with goat-head protomes'; or 
cf. aly<s 'high waves'? 

a,·lct·wa-ra, KN Oa 5205. MN. 
a,-ke-wa-to, KN Ov 1 190 +. M N;  cf. a,-ki-wa-to. 
a,-ki-a,-ri-it;t, TH Of25. PN, derivative of alytcxMs: 

Aigi(h)alia? 
a-ki-a,·ri-ia-de, TH Of 35. Ace.+ -d.: Aigi

(h)olian-dt. 
a,-ki-a,-ri-jo, PY 91 = Fn 50, Fn 79. MN, or 

occupational term ? Oat.: Aigi(h)ali6i? [Cf. 
cxlytaMs, prcc.] 

a,-ki-de-;t;t, PY Na 529. Prob. nom. plur. neut., 
of adj. describing flax? 

a2-ki-�-we, PY Vn 130. MN, dat.: Aigiiwei. [Cf. 
Alyt.VS, ethnic of Alyt w.] 

a,-ki-e-wo, PY Jn 605. Gen.: -lwos. 
a,-ki-no-o, KN 275=Sc 879, 276=Sc 891 

( + 1006). Nom. dual?, some part of chariot? 
Sec p. 369. 

a,-ki-pa-ta, KN Fh 346, PY 32=Ac 108 + .  Nom. 
and dat. sing.: oigi-pa(s}taJ?, -ai 'goat-herd'. 
[ex!� + obscure element.] 

a,-ki po, KN U 4478. MN:  Aigipos? [Cf. alylnov<;.] 
a,-ki-po-de, py Mb 1397. PN? cr. prcc. 
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a,-ki-si-jo, KN U 4478. MN. 
a,·ki-wa·ro, PY 168=Es 644, 167=Es650 + . MN. 
a,-ki-wa-to, KN Uf 987. MN. 
-a,·ke>-ra-i-ja: see de-we·ro-a0-ko-ra·i-ja. 
a,-ko-ta, KN 38=As 1516, PY 56=An 657, 44 = 

Aq 218. MN. 
a,·ku-pi-ti·jo, KN Db 1 105. M N :  Aiguptios. 

(Aiy\nmos Od. u, 15.] 
a,•me-wa, PY Vn 865, Xa 1376. MN. 
a,-mi-re-we, KN 81 = Dm 1 180+. Nom. plur. 

masc.: class of sheep, distinguished from 
e-ka-ra+u.¥!, q.v. See p. 437· 

a,·ni-jo, KN 39=As 1517. MN. 
a,-nu·me·no, PY 40=An 261.  MN: Ainume11os. 

(alw11a1.] 
a,-pu-ke·ne-ja, PY Fn 79. WN?. dat. 
a,-sa, PY Un 1426 (]a,-sa), TH Ug 14 (n,·sq). 

Nom. sing.: aisa 'portion'? [alaa Od. v, 40+ .1 
a,-u-we, PY Cr 868. P N ?  {Cf. -a,-se-wa[ PY An 

615?) 
a,·so-ni-jo, PY 40=An 261, 253=Jn 3 1 0 + ,  MY 

Ui 651. MN: Aisonios. [Cf. Aiawv Od. XI, 259, 
Alaovl6�.] 

a,-ta·jo, KN Ga 419. m<. 
a,-ta·re·u·si, PY 56=An 657. PN, loc. 
a,·ta·ro, PY jn 415. M N :  Aithalos. (Al&aAoo;.1 Cf. 

a-ta-ro. 
a,-ta·re>-we, KN 64= Da 1221, PY Cn 285 + .  M N :  

AitiMlaU¥!ns. [Cf. Al&a1.6<1s river in Mysia.J 
Cf. a-ta-ro-ux. 

a,-te, PY Un 1321. Nom. sing.? 
a,·te·re, KN 48-B 101 .  Nom. plur. occu

pational term: oitires 'inlayers' from verb 
found in a-ja·me-no? 

a,·ti·je>-qo, PY 133= Eh 846+ ,  1 1 5 =  En 74, 121 = 
Eo 247, 1 3 1 = Ep 301. MN, nom. and gen.: 
Aitltioq"s, Aitltioq•os. [AI61oms //. xxm, 
2o6 + .1 

a,-ti-jo-qc, PY 121 =Eo 247. Oat.: Aithioq•ti. 
a1·to, KN Da 6061. MN:  Aith611 ? (A16c.w Od. XJX, 

183.] 
]a,-tu·ti·j9[, KN L 5949. Obscure (fern. ethnic?). 
a,-wa, KN C 973. Possibly name of an ox: 

Aiwans ? [Alas /1. 1, 138 + ; Corinth. Atras 
Schwyzer, Dial. 122. 3·1 

a,·wa-ja, PY 1 15 = En 74, 122=Eo 160. WN: 
Aiwain ? (AiaiTJ Od. xu, 268.] 

a,-wa-ta, KN Vc 7612. W N :  Aiwat.U ? (Ah\�� Od. 
x, 137 + -1 

a,-wa-{p, KN As 1516. MN. 
a,·WO·(/i·i<>-no, PY Wr 1247. MN, gen.? 
a,·wo-ro, KN 85=Ch 696, Ch 1029, Ch 5754, 

[Ch 59381. Name ofanox: Aiwo/os. (ai6Aos.1 
a,-�. PY 317=Ub 1318. Nom. sing. fern. : oiika 

'goat's'. [ < •aigja; classical aiyEios.1 
a,·ze>-ro·qe, KN Ch 1034. Name of ox + ·q"t? 

AU, Adjunct to WOMAN: KN Ak 617. Obscure. 
1-au-a,-ta, KN C 1582. Annotation to oxen; cf. 

au-lo-a3-la. 

au-de-pi, PY 239=Ta 642+ .  Instr. plur., a 
decorative feature on furniture, see p. 338. 

au-de-we-sa(-qe) , PY 237 = Ta 709. Nom. sing. 
fern. : ·U¥!ssa 'decorated with au-de-pi', see prec. 

au-ja-to, MY 46=Au 102. MN, prob. the same 
nam� as au-wi-Ja·lc. 

au-ke·i-ja-te-we, PY 312= An 1281, 317= Ub 
1318. MN, dat. 

au[·ke·i·1ia·te·wo, PY 91 = Fn 50. Gen. 
au·ke·wa, PY An 192, 258=Jo 438, 235= Ta 7 1 1 .  

MN, nom. and ace. : Augew.U, -tin. [Avydas 
11. XI, 70 1 ;  Aliytas Pind. + .1 

au·ri-jo, KN As 604, Da 1080 +, TH Ug 5 . .r N :  
Aulios?;  a t  Thebes possibly adj. (Cf. a\iA1os.] 

au-ri-me>-de, KN 202= Fp 13. PN, ace. + -de. 
au·ro, KN 270=Sd 4402. Nom. plur. or dual: 

nuloi, 'pipes', some part of a chariot. See p. 
516. (aliMs of a buckle Od. x1x, 227.) 

au-ta-mo, PY 255=Jn 658,Jn 725. M N !  Authaim6n? 
(Cf. AillWV.) 

au-ta1, KN Db 1 1 66. MN. 
att·te, PY 237 = Ta 709. Nom . sing.: auslir 

'kindlcr'. See p. 499· [Cf. �<XV<nl\p.] 
au·te·ra, MY Oe 128. WN, dnt. ?: Authirai? 
au·to-9[, PY Cn 938. Variant spelling of next? 
au-te>-a,-ta, PY Cn 314. MN. 
au·t<>-a3·ta, KN Ch 972. MN; cf. prec. 
au-to-jo, PY Eb 156. Gen. sing.: (toio q"t) autoio 

'and of the same'. 
au·te>-te-qa-jo, TH Ug 4. MN: Autothlg•aios. [Cf. 

9TJf3aTos; Chadwick, 1971 ,  p. 129.] 
au·to·*31·ta-ra, PY Fn 187. Prob. MN or title. 
au·u-te, KN Od 666. Obscure; poss. auU¥!1ts 'this 

(same) year', but the spelling is unparalleled. 
[Petru!evski and Ilievski, 1958, p. 277.] 

au-wi-ja-to, MY Au 653, Au 657. MN; prob. the 
same name as au..,ja·lD. 

DA, Associated with WOMAN ideogram: KN 18= 
Ak 611 ,  21 = Ak 624+ ,  PY S=Aa 792, 2= 
Aa 815,  6 = Ab 379, 9=Ab 553 + :  perhaps= 
'supervisor'? 

Associated with MAN ideogram : KN As 608, 
As 625, PY 45 =An 830( ?), I 14 =En 609( ?) : 
as with women ? 

Adjunct to wooL ideogram : TH Of 34, Of 39, 
Of40. 

In obscure contexts: KN Me 4454, 157= Uf 
835 + ,  PY Un 1 193. 

da-da-re·io·de, KN 200 = Fp I + .  P N with allative 
-de: Daidaleion-de. [Cf. t.aiSaAos /1. XVIII, 592.1 

da·i·ja-ke-re·u, PY 44 = Aq 218. M N or epithet of 
himus (e.g. dai-agrtus 'divider of lands') ? 

da·i·pi-ta, KN B 799. MN. 
da-i-qe>-ta, KN Da 1 1 64. MN: Daiq•hont.U. 

(6rl'cp6��.] 
da·i·ra, KN Od 7388 edge, V 479. MN. 

da·i·ta·ra-ro, KN De 123 1.  MN. 
da-i·we>-wo, KN V 1043. MN. 
da·i·ze·to, KN Da 1317. MN. 
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da-ju-ro, KN De 1 167, Dv 1420. MN. 

Jda·i�-we, PY Vn 851. MN, dat. 
da-ku-ja-pi, PY Gn 720. ""'• loc.? 
da-ka-sa-na-ta, PY An 172. •• N. 
da-ko-ro, PY 52=An 207, An 424, 49=An 427. 

Nom. dual and plur., occupational term: 
ddwr6, -roi 'temple-servant'? [ < •diJI·koro-, 
cf. liocopos.] 

da-ko-ro-i, PY Un 219. Oat. plur.: dakoroihi. 
da-ko-so, KN As 1520. ••�"· 
da-ma-o-te, KN X 105 1 .  Ot»eure, poss. nom. 

plur. ma.c. fut. pple.: dam.nhonttJ. [Sa�alc.>.] 
da-mu-u, PY 1 1 4 = En 609. App. nom. plur. of 

fern. noun meaning approximately 'house
holds'. [Possibly S61.1op (from root of 156�) 
with later specialization of meaning as 'wife'.] 

da-mi-jo, PY Ea 803. Ace. sing.: damio11 'land 
belonging to the d4moJ'. [Si)lltOS 'public' 
Od. xx, �64+-J 

da-mi-ni-ja, PY [Aa 96], 14= Ad 697. P N ;  cf. 
d4-mi-ni-joJ. 

da-mi-ni-io', KN 69= Of 1 1 19 + ,  Ok 1076 + ,  V 
337, X 1019. Word occurring on sheep 
tablet$ in places occupied by both 'collector' 
and place name; possibly a place name 
subordinate to ku�la·lu, or a man's name; in 
V 337 and X 1019 context obscure. 

da-mi-ni-io', PY 54 =An 610. Nom. plur. ethnic?: 
Damnioi? [Cf. 'ErriSo�vos; d4-mi-ni-ja.] 

da-mo, KN C 9 1 1 ,  PY Ea 52 + ,  133= Eb 846+ ,  
1 3 1 = Ep 301 + ,  17t = Un 718. Nom.? and 
dat. sing.: damos, -6i. An entity which can 
allocate holdings of land, probably a village 
community; see Heubeck, tg6ga, p. 539· 
[Si'jllos.] 

dn-mo-d�-mi, PY 135= Ep 704. Damos de min 
(phd.si) , 'but the community says that she . . .  ' 
Sec p. �54· 

.(ia?-)mo-ke-re-we-i, PY Fn 324. MN, dat.: 
DtimokleUMhi. [ll.oi-IOI<Ai;s.] 

da-mo-ko-ro, KN C 7058, PY 304 =On 300, 
235=Ta 71 1 .  Nom.?, ace. and dat. sing., 
title of an official: prob. damo-, but secot.d 
member obscure (cf. ko-u-u). Now shown by 
KN text$ not to be proper name. [Heubeck, 
tg68.] 

da-na, KN Cc 152. M N ? 
da-na-jo, KN Db 1324, V 163 1 . M N :  DaMios? 

[Cf. 6ava6c;.) 
da-na-ko, PY An 209. MN. 
da-na-mo, KN E 847. MN? 
]da-na-ro, KN Dd 5174. MN. 

da-nu-wa-a-ri[, J'Y Mn 1412. Prob. PN, to be 
divided after wa? 

da-nu-wo, KN 83=C 902, C 911 .  M N ,  or title? 
da-nwa, KN Gg 701. Recipient of offerings; 

divine name? 
U�t·nwa-re, KN Db 1302, Se 5058. MN. 
da-o-ta, KN Ye 125. MN. 
da-pu-ri-(p[, KN Xd 140. Obscure; cf. da-pu,-ri-to-jo. 

du-pu1-ra-zo, Elcusis jar ( Raison, 1968, p. 1 �4).  
Perhaps ., N ;  cf. du-pu,-ra-lO. 

da-pu1-ri-to-jo, KN 205 = Gg 702, [Oa 745 + 7374). 
Gen. sing., place owned by Potnia: prob. 
Daburintlroio. [�crflvptv6os, with Aegean d for I 
(cf. '05vcrorus, ·o�vcrni>;, etc.); pu, = bu is also 
remarkable.] 

da-ra[. MY 106=Ge 603. Name of a spice? 
da-ra-ko, KN Dd 1579+. PN. 
da-ra-mu-ro, KN De 12�0- MN. Dramukn ? 

[ •5pc>o1�-v�os. J 
da-m-•s6, KN ur 432. MN. 

da-sa-fr, PY Wa 91 7  (]o-d4-sa-fp). 3rd sing. aor. : 
M dasnto 'thus he distributed'. [5crrlo�CII, 
(t)5ooa�f)V //. XVIII, 5 1  I + .) Cf. e-pi-de-da-lo. 

da-ti[ ]so, PY Jn 431. MN. 
](fq-so-de, KN Fh 365. P N, ace. + -de. 
qi(-Ja-mo, PY Wa 730 (if correct reading; cf. dt>

st>-mo ; see p. �). dilsmos 'distribution'. 
[5aall6<; 1/. r, t66+ .] 

da-ta-ja-ro, KN De 1 153. MN. 
da-ta-ra-mo, KN Dl 935. PN. 
da-u-ne-ja, KN Ap 639. WN. 
da-te-wa, KN V 147. MN. 
da-te-w<-ia, KN Ak 612, D 8174, Le 540, L 594 + .  

Nom. plur. fcm.: ethnic or occupational 
term? 

da-to-re-u, PY Cn 328. MN. 
da-to-ro, KN Dk 964, Dv 1 104. MN: Doitros? [Cf. 

ll.ohwp /1. vm, 275.) 
da-u-da-ro, PY Cn 1287. >tN. 
da-u-ta-ro, PY J n 431 .  M N. 
da-wa-no, KN 39=As 1517, Ga 423 rev., Me 

4454+ .  M N :  DwtinDJ? (Cf. s.;v < 05fav.) 
da-we-ro, KN C 912. Obscure; MN, gen.? 
da-we-u-pi, PY Cn 485, Cn 925. PN, loc. plur. 
da-wi, KN Db 1212.  MN. 
da-wi-[.],  KN 39=As 1517.  MN . 
da-wo, KN Ak 62 1, 84=Ce 59, 95= F 852 + .  PN. 

da-wi-io/-ia, KN Ak 780, Asn 568 +. Nom. 
plur. masc. and fern. ethnic adj. 

da-zo, KN As 5549, Ra 1547. M N ? 
da-*!12-to, KN As 40, 84=Ce 59, 66=0c 1 129, 

161 = Uf 839+ ,  Eleusis jar (Raison, rg68, 
p. 124). PN. 

da-0!/Ni-joJ-ja, KN E 669, Xe 544+ .  Nom. 
plur. masc. and fem. ethnic adj. 

da-•B:ria, KN Dv 1086 + .  PN. 
da-•BJ-ia-de, KN Fp 363 + . Ace. + -de. 
q�J-08J·ia-i, KN E 670. Oat.-loc. plur. 

da-*BJ-jo, KN De 1419, V 479 rev. + .  MN, cf. 
prec. 

DE, As adjunct to WOMAN, girls or boys: KN Ak 
610, Ak 620, Ak 5948: possibly abbreviation 
of de-di-lcu-ja. 

As adjunct to obscure ideogram • dig: I'Y Pa 49, 
Pa 53. 

Introducing numbers after lct>-IUJ 'rush': MY 105 
=Ge 602, 106=Gc 603 + :  possibly=desmd 
' bundle'. [6E= 5€0IJ(ll found in Papyri.] 
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-de1, PY 28=An 607 (TM-Il-de, pa-u-de), 140=Eb 
?.97 (ko-to-no-<>-ko-de), 141 = Eb 338 (o·JM·ro
sa-de), 1 3 5 : Ep 704 (da-mo-de-mi), 1 75 = Ma 
393 (a-nt-111-dt), 196= Na 926 (t·ke-dt-mi), etc. 
Adversative and connective particle: de 'but, 
and'. [SI.] Cr. also to-so-de. 

-de', KN 200= Fp I (da-da-re-jo-dt) , 201 = Fp 1 4 
(a-mi-ni-so-dt), 78= C 9 14 (a-ka-wi-ja-de), etc., 
PY 53=An I (f>t·rt·u-ro-na·de), 60= An 661 
(ne-do-wo-111-de), 250: Vn 20 (passim}, etc., 
TH Of26 + (do-dt). Enclitic allative particle: 
-dt 'to'. (·SE.] 

]de-a- ta, KN De 5190, Df 1 222. M N .  
de-de-me-no, PY 290=Sa 287, 291 :Sa 794. Nom. 

dual neut. pf. pple. : dedemerro, of wheels, 
'bound (with silver or bronze)'; cf. ka-ko-de-ta. 
[St5EI.I01 pf. pass. Od. x.x1v, 228 + .] 

de-de-me-na, KN 163=Ra 984. Nom. plur. 
fem. or neut. : dedemenai, -a, applied to 
daggers(?), cf. de-so-mo. 

]<k-di-ku-ja, KN 1 8 =  A k 6 1 1 ,  perhaps abbreviated 
de Ak 620 + .  Nom. sing. or plur. fern.; po!
sibly error for de-di-(da)-ku-ja : dedidaklwia(i) 
'i1\Struc1ed'. Cf. di-da-ko-re. 

de-do-me-na, KN 281 =So 444{) + ,  U 7507. Nom. 
plur. neut. (or fcm. ?) : dtdamena 'delivered'. 
See also di-do-si. 

de-do-wa-re-we, PY Fn 187. Oat. sing. : M N or title? 
de-ka-sa-to, KN [Fh 370?], 2 1 3 = Le 641 (de-ka

sa-Jp), PY Pn 30 (o-dt-ka-sa-to). 3rd sing. aor. 
mid.: dtxato 'received'. (ISI�aTo //. xvur, 
238, etc.] 

de-ke-se-u, KN Db 1426, 69= Of 1 1 19. M N :  
Dexeus? Derxeus? (Cf. St)(o1.1at, StpKOI.IOl; 
Szemerenyi,  1957, p. 18o.] 

de-ki-si-wo, KN C 908, (V 1524?], PY Cn 254. 
MN, dat.: Dexiw6i. (6t�1� (�•6s < 
*S•�•r6s), Pamph. 61�•fv<; (Masson, rg6o, 
p. 1 12).] 

de-ki-si-wo-jo, PY Vn 1 19 1 .  Gen.: Dexiwoio. 
de-ko-to', KN Le 642. Context incomplete, 

perhaps 3rd sing. aor. : dekto 'received' 
[StKTo /I . .xv, 88 + ), but possibly M N (see 
next). 

de-ko-to', PY Cn 600. M N :  Dektos. (5<KT6s.] 
de-ko-to-jo, PY Jn 413. Gen. 

de-ku-tu·wa-i<9[, PY 319= Un 1322. Oat. sing. or 
plur. ?: delrtuworgoi, -oihi, 'to the net-maker(s) '. 
[ *SoKTv<; (Shnvov Od. xxu, 386 + )  + 
·(r)opy6s ; e for o would imply a non-Creek 
origin, but Chantraine ( r g68, p. 284} pro
post! interpretation deiktu- keeping connexion 
with 61KETV 'throw'.) 

de-ma-si, KN Fh 353. Prob. dat. plur., recipients 
of o 1 L. (Suggested tkrmasi 'in leather bottle!' 
is improbable in view of parallel contexts.) 

de-me-o-te, PY 41 =An 35. Nom. plur. masc. fut. 
pple. : demthontes 'who are to do building 
work'. [61�w /1. vu, 436 +  . ]  

de-mi-ni-ja, P Y  V n  8 5 1 ,  M Y  303= V 659. Context 

obscure, but only Greek word 10 fit spelling is 
nom. plur. dtmnia 'bedding'. (S!I.Ivta /1. x.xov, 
644+.] 

de-nu'-ni-jo, PY Wr 1326. Sing. of prec. ? 
de-mo-qe, PY Cn 45. MN, dat. 
de-ni·mo, KN De 1303. MN. 
]de-ra-wo, PY Fn 324. MN, dat.: -law6i. 
de-rf·�J-I:<p, KN Uc 160. Nom. sing. annotation to 

WINE: dleukos 'sweet new wine'. (YArVK� 
(yAvK\1<; < •SAVkVs); Chad wick, 1968e.] 

de-so-mo, KN 262= Ra 1548 + .  lnstr. plur. 
masc. : dtsmois '(swords filled) with bands', 
= belts ("TU.auwv) or some other filling. 
(6ta1.16s /1. vr, 507 + ;  the sense of 'rivet' 
alleged in /1. xv111, 379 (Palmer 1963a, p. 
336) is unnec<!sary ; a band of metal could be 
hammered to shape to make a handle for a 
tripod.] 

de-u-jo-i, KN Fh 352. Oat. plur., recipients of 
O I L ?  

de-u-ka-ri-jo, PY 58=An 654. MN: Deukalion. 
(6EVkaA{WV /1. XIII, 45 1 + .) 

de-u-ke-ro, KN U 4478. MN. 
de-u-ki-jo, MY 46= Au 102 (de-u-ki-jo-qe). MN, 

Deukios, Deukion ? 
de-u-ki-jo-jo, KN 200 : Fp I. Gen. sing., name of 

a month. 
]de-wa-pi, KN 229 = K  434. See p. 329 . 
de-we-ra, KN Dv 2019. MN. 
1/�·we-ro, PY Jn 320. MN. 
de-we-ro-a,-ko-ra·i-ja, PY 198=Ng 319, (Wa 

948]. Name of a district :  Deuro-aigolaia? = 
the Hither Province. Ruijgh ( 1970, p. 3 17) 
propose! Dewero-. See p. 144. 

de-wi-jo, PY 57=An 519, 44=Aq 218. Obscure. 
01, As adjunct to WOMAN, girls and boys : KN Ai 

190, 21 =Ak 624, 19=Ak 627 + ,  Ap 629: 
probably abbreviation of di-da-kt.·re. 

As adjunct to ideograms of vessels: KN 230 
= K 740, K 829, K 7363. 

o 1 + PT E :  KN U 821 0; abbreviation of di-pte-ra ? 
Ideographic use: PY Ua 1252 :  obscure. 

di-da-ka-re, KN 22=Ak 781, Ak 783 + ,  (abbre
viated di ? 2 1 =Ak 624+ ). D<!cription of 
children; poss. loc. didaskaki 'at the school
master's'. Sense 'under instruction' is possible, 
but details of form obscure. 

di-da-ma-o, PY Xa 184. Obscure. 
di-dt!-fO, KN (B 799?] ,  Dv 1504. MN. (Cf. Linear 

A di·de-ru.] 
di-do-si, KN (260=0g 4467], PY 178=Ma 365, 

252= Vn 10 (o-di-do-si), 175= Ma 393+ 
(o-u-di-da-si), 189= Na 568 + (o-u-di-do-si). 
3rd plur. prcs.: didansi 'they give, deliver'. 
(516w�•.] 

di-do-to, PY 198=Ng 3 1 9, 199=Ng 332 
(o-u-di-do-to). 3rd sing. (or plur. ?} pre!. pass. : 
(ou) didatoi 'is (not) delivered'. 

do-se, PY 1 7 l =Un 718. 3rd sing. fut . :  d6ui 
'he will contribute'. 
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do-so-si, PY 257=Jn 829 (jo-do-so-si). 3rd plur. 
fut . :  dosonsi 'they will contribute'. 

do-ke, KN Ws 1 707, Xe 7 7 1 1 ,  PY 1 0 3 = U n  267 
(o-do-ke), MY 321 =Oi 701.  3rd sing. aor.: 
doke 'he contributed'. 

See also: tk-d()-mt-na. 
di-du-me, KN L 588. Obscure. 
di-du-mo, KN X 5751 ?, MY 226=0e 129. MN, 

dat.: Didumoi. [6!6v1Jos.) 
di-ka-ta-de, KN Fp 7, F 866 + .  PN, ace. + -de : 

Diktan-de 'to Oicte'. [6iKT!).j 
di-ka-ta-jo, KN 200= Fp I. Oat. sing. masc. 

ethnic adj . :  Diktaioi (Diwti) ' (to Zeus) of 
Dicte'. 

di-ktr-ta-ro, KN As 566, Dd 2010. MN. 
di-ki-nu-wo, KN Dv 1502. MN. 
t!i-ko-na-ro, PY 59=An 656. MN. 
di-ko-to, KN D 4 1 1 .  M N ?  
di-no-zo, TH Z 85 7, Z 858. M N ? Cf. no-di-zo. 
di-11u-wa-ra, PY Jn 725. MN. [Cf. Arc. 6nlliTTas.] 
di-pa, KN 232= K 875 + ,  PY 236=Ta 64 1 .  Nom. 

sing.: dipas 'vessel'. [Shras /1. xt, 632 + ,  
often in early use a large vessel, not a drinking
cup. ] di-pa KN 230= K 740 used with 
numeral 30 may be plur. (Lejeune, 19C3c, p. 
232.) 

di-pa-e, PY 236=Ta 641. Nom. dual: dipae 
'two vessels'. 

di-pi-ja, KN V 7577. App. fern. ethnic. 
di-pi-si-je-wi-jo, PY Fr 1218. App. adj. derived 

from next. 
di-pi-si-jo, PY Fr 1240. Prob. nom. of next. 

di-pi-•i-jo-i, PY '07= Fr 1220, Fr 1?31 + Prob. 
dat. plur., meaning obscure; perhaps the 
name of a recipient of o 1 L; if so, prob. 
dipsioilli 'for the thirsty ones', i.e. the dead 
(according to Guthrie, 1959, p. 45) or the 
Genii (according to Marinatos, 1966); priests 
of goddess Dipsia (the Earth ?),  cf. Thcssalian 
month 6ilytos (Adrados, 1968). See p. 479· 

di-pte-ra, PY 3 1 7 =  Ub 1 3 18. Nom. sing. and plur. 
(also dual ?) : diphthera, -rai 'a prepared hide, 
piece of leather'. [Stq>efpa Herodotus + . ) 

di-pte-ra,, PY 323=Sb 1315 .  Variant spelling 
of nom. plur.: diphtherai. 

di-pte-ra-po-ro, [KN C 954 (tli[-ptt-ra-)fJt>-ro-i?)], 
PY (Ea 814?), 91 = Fn 50, Un 219. Nom. 
and dat. sing., occupational term: dipilthera
phoros, -roi 'wearer of leather'? See p. 2 1 7. 

di-qa-ra[. KN Ap 628. w N ?  
di-qo, P Y  SS= An 724. Obscure, possibly M N 

()di-qo is MN at KN Dl 930). 
di-ra, KN Uf 432. MN. 
di-ra-p<rro, PY Ea 814. Prob. error for di-pte-ra-

flt>-ro, q.v. 
di-ra-qo, KN Dk 1075. MN. 
di-ra-wo-no, PY J n  750. MN, prob. gen. 
di-ri-mi-jo, PY 172=Tn 3 1 6  rev. Name of man or 

hero, recipient of offering; dat. 
di-ro, KN Oa 1338, De 1 1 6 7 + .  PN. 

di-so, K N  Se 255. MN.  [Prob. not Dissos, if = 
Staa65 < •Sr•xJos.] 

di-ta-ka-so, KN Dl 916, Ga 427. MN, nom. and 
dat.? 

di-u-ja, PY Cn 1287, 172=Tn 316 rev. Name of a 
female deity, gen. and dat.: DiW)Ias, Diwyai. 
[*6tf10: > Sia, rather than 6tf(a (Pamph.), 
according to Ruijgh ( 1 967, p. 132).) 

di-wi-ja, KN Xd 97, PY 28=An 607. Variant 
spelling, PY gen.: DiW)IaS. 

di-u-ja-jo(-qe) , PY 172= Tn 3 1 6  rev. Ace. neut. ? :  
DiW)Iaion 'the shrine of Diwya' ? 

di-u-ja-wo: see di-wi-ja-wo. 
di-u-jo, PY 172=Tn 3 1 6  rev. Ace. neut. ? :  

DiwJOOII 'the shrine of Zcus'? [Sios originally 
'of Zeus'.J See also di-wi-jo. 

di-wa-jo, KN V 1 523. MN. 
di-we, KN 200=Fp I, F 5 1  rev., PY 172=Tn 3 1 6  

rev. Oat.: Diwti 'to Zeus'. [ZEvS, 6tL) 
di-wo, PY 172=Tn 3 1 6  rev. Gen.: Diwos. 

di-we-se-ja, MY Oe 103. WN, dat.? 
di-we-so, KN V 15 1 . MN. 
di-wi-ja: sec di-u-ja. 
di-wi-ja-ta, PY 184= Nn 226. PN. 
di-wi-ja-wo, KN Ye 293, PY 197=Na 406, TH 

Ug 1 1 .  M N :  Ditl!}'awon ? [Cf. di-u-ja.) 
di-u-ja-wo, TH Of 26, Of 33. Variant spelling. 

di-wi-je-ja, KN Xd 97. WN or title? Cf. next. 
di-wi-je-u, PY 59=An 656, [44=Aq 2 1 8 ?]. In 

59 the name of an e-qe-ta; other contexts less 
clear but MN remains possible: Diwieus. [Cf. 
6tE�.) 

di-wi-je-we, PY 76- Cn 3, 169-Es 646 + .  
Oat.: Diwiiwti. 

di-wi-jo, PY Mb 1 366. Diwion 'shrine of Zeus' or 
as P N ?  (Variant spelling of di-u-jo.) 

di-wi-jo-de, PY Fr 1230. Ace. + -de : Diwion
de. 

di-wi-jtrjo, KN Fp 5. Name of month, gen.: 
Diwioio. [61os month-name in Macedonia 
and elsewhere.) 

di-wi-pa-ra, KN X 722. Obscure. 
di-wo, KN Dv 1 503, PY An 1 72. M N :  Diwon. 

[6iwv.] Sec also di-wt. 
di-wo-a-ne[, KN Xd 216. M N ? 
di-wo-nu-so[. PY Xa 1419.  In fragment, without 

clear context, pro b. divine name : Diwoniiso(s ?).  
[6t6vvaos.) 

di-wo-nu-so-jo, PY Xa 102. No context, gen.: 
n;womuoio. 

di-K·o-pu-ka-tll, K N  Fp 363. M N or title? 
di-za-so, KN Dv 1 505, Pp 493. MN. 
di-zo, KN As 1520, V 479, V 1523. MN, norn. and 

dat . :  Ditsos, -oi. [ > 6taa65, cf. di-so.] 
di-*6s-pa-ta, KN Ln 1 568. M N ;  Palmer: Diu

pltantas (with •6s =ju) .  
do-de, TH Of 26, Of 3 1 ,  O f  33. Preceded by 

names in gen., perhaps do-tk (don-tk ?) 'to the 
house (of)'. [ow, usu. ace. 11. r, 426+ .) 

do-e-ra, KN 20=Ai 624, Ap 626, Gg 7 1 3 + ,  PY 
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27 = Ae 303, 28=An 607, 1 37 = Eb 416 + ,  
I SO= Ed 4 1 1 ,  1 14= En 609 + ,  1 1 8 =  Eo 
2 1 1  + ,  148 = Ep 613. Nom. sing. and plur. 
fern.: dotlti, -ai 'maid-servant, bond woman 
slave'. [5oVAT) 11. m, 409 + .] 

dcre-ro, KN B 822, C 9 1 1  + ,  PY 3 3 = Ae 26, 28= 
An 607, Eb 156+, 1 14 = En 609, 168=Es 
644 + ,  1 18 = Eo 2 1 1 ,  148=Ep 613, 2S3=Jn 
3 10+.  Nom. sing. and plur. masc.: dM/os, -Qi 
'bondman, slave, servant'; on theuio dM/os see 
p. 236. [Ion. SoVAO$, Doric 5WAO$ < dM/os 
(dohL/os?) ; cf. Khotanese dohti 'man', Skt. 
Jasab.] 

do-e-rcri, PY 91 = Fn 50 + .  Oat. plur.: dMloihi. 
do-c-rcrjo, KN C 912 rev. Gen. sing.: dM/oio. 

dcrka-ma-i, PY 324=An 1282. Oat. plur., in a 
list which includes wheels and halters ; 
obscure, see p. 522. 

dcrke: see di-do-si. 
dcrke-kcro-ke-ne: see Jo-ke, s.v. di-do-si, and 

lco-o-lu-ne. 
dcrpo-ta, PY 172=Tn 316. Oat., recipient of an 

offering : poss. dospotoi 'to the Master'. 
[&"""6TfiS, iffrom •tkms-, with variant •doms
or •d'!'s-; but perhaps not a Greek name.) 

dcrqe-ja, PY 28=An 607. Uncertain whether the 
name of a goddess (gen.), or a description of 
the women (nom. plur.). See p. 167. 

dcrqe-u, KN B 804. MN. 
dcrqcrno, PY 61 =Cn 1 3 1 .  MN, dat. 
dcrqcrro, PY S8=An 654. MN. 
dcrqcrso, MY Au 609. MN. 
dcrra, PY 172=Tn 3 16 (do-ra-qt). Ace. plur.: 

dora 'gifts'. [6Wpov 11. vt, 293 + .] 
dcrre-we, KN Fh 342. wN, dat.? 
dcrri-je-we, PY Fn 867. M N, dat.: Doriiwei. 

[t.wpa<Vs.] 
(lp-ri-ka-no, KN U 4478. MN: Dolikhtin6r. 
dcrri-ka-o, KN V 958, PY 2S8=Jo 438. MN:  

Doli/chti6n. [t.oAax6:wv.) 
dcrri-wo, KN Xd 167. MN? 
dcrnrio, PY Jn 320. MN. 

dcrrcrjcrjo, PY Cn 45. Gen., but prob. error for 
dat. 

dcrrcrme-u, PY An 209. wN:  Dronuw. [t.p<>ll<lis.) 
dcrrcrqo, PY Na 384 (do-r<>-qo , so-wo-te perhaps to 

be read as a single word or compound). PN, 
loc. 

dcrse, dcrscrsi: see di-do-si. 
do-si-mi-jo, PY Wa 730 (do-si-mi-jo-qt). Nom. sing. 

or plur. masc. ? :  dosmios 'contributory', adj. 
from do-so-mo. [Cf. Arc. 6:mJ66o�t<>$.) 

dcrsi-mi-ja, PY 182= Ma 126, [MY Ge 606]. 
Nom. plur. neut. or fern. : dosmia(i). 

Jo-scrmo, PY 168=Es 644 + ,  1 7 1 =Un 718, Wa 
731. Nom. and ace. sing.: dosmos, -Qn 'contri
bution'. [Cf. Arc. 6:mJ6o<7v6c; 'payment'.) 

do-ti-ja, KN Ap 629, Ce 139, C 979, Dn 1200, 
2 1 3  =Le 641 + .  PN. [Cf. t,c;mov m61ov in 
Thessaly.) 

dcrti-jo, KN D 7134 (do-li-:jP) ,  V 653. Ethnic adj. 
of prec. or variant of P N? 

dcrti-jo-no[, KN V 831.  MN. 
dcrwa, KN V 5 1 13. Context obscure; poss. nom. 

plur.: dorwa 'shafts'? [66pv, plur. SoVpa Od. 
tx, 498 + < •dorwa.) Cf. do-wt-jo. 

dcrwe-jo, KN[269= Sd4404),Sd4407 + ,  PY318= 
Un 13 14 (do-we-jp-qt). Nom. sing. or plur.: 
dorweios, -Qj 'made of wood'. [6oVp<t<>$ Eurip. 
+ , Sovp6:n<>$ Od. vm 493 + ; cf. do-wa.J 

DU, Ideographic use: MY Ui 709; obscure. 
du-ko-so[, PY Jn 431. NN. 
du-ma, KN C 1030, C 1039, PY An 192. Nom. 

sing., title of official: form obscure, cf. do
ma-lt, nu-ri-du-ma-lt, po-ro-du-ma-lt. See pp. 
51 1-12.  

du-ma-te(-<Je), PY 2S7=Jn 829. Nom. plur. 
( + -q•e). 

Jdu-ma-ti, PY 304 =On 300. Oat. sing. 
du-ni, KN Dd 1201. MN. 
du-ni-ja, KN Fh 341. Obscure. 
du-ni-jo, KN 38=As 1 5 16, 39=As 1 5 1 7 + ,  PY 

147=Ea 59, 143=Ep 705, 96=Un 138+. 
MN, nom. and dat. 

du-ni-jo-jo, PY Ae 8 + .  Gen. 
du-pi-jo, KN Xd 267. MN. 
du-pu,-ra-zo, KN Da 1 173, V 479. MN. Cf. 

da-pu,-ra-�o. 
du-pu,-so, KN Fh 343. MN. 
du-<Jcrte-ja, TH Of 27. wN? 
du-re•u, PY Jn 845. MN. 
du-ri, KN Da I i43. MN:  Duris? [Livpas local name 

of Atlas and of a wind.] 
du-ru-po, KN As 1516,Fh 345+ . MN, nom. and dat. 
du-ru-to-mo, PY 2S2= Vn 10. Nom. plur. : 

tiruwmoi 'wood-cutters'. [6pvr6�JO$ /I. XI, 
86+.) 

du-sa-ni, KN Ap 639. WN. 

du-ta-so, KN Db 1 159. MN. 
du-to, KN As 1516. MN (two men of the same 

name?). 
(l!,l·lu-wa, KN Ap 639. WN. 

}du-wcrjo, PY Jn 750. MN: Dwoios? [6oa6c;, cf. 
Llola<;.) 

du-wo-jo-jo, PY 59= An 656. Gen.: Dwoioio. 
du-wcru-pi: see dwo. 
dwo PY 14l = Eb 338, 128 = Eo 278, 323=Sb 

' t315. Nom. and ace.: dwo (dw6?). [6\lo, Svw; 
cf. 6(f)W&xa.] Formerly read as wo-wo and 
only recognized as a separate sign by Risch 
( •957l· 

du-wcru-pi, PY Eb 149 (du-wo-u-pi-dt), Eb 495, 
148 = Ep 613 + .  Instr.: dwouphi or dwoiumphi? 
[Cf. Arc. dual in -o1w.) 

dwcrjo, KN V 492 OJwo-jo), X 6 126. NN;  cf. 
du-wo-jo. 

£, In connexion with C L O T H :  KN Ln 1568. 
As adjunct to obscure ideogram •177: KN U 

4478. 
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ldeographic uses :  KN U 5 7 1 7  (obscure), PY 
Un 1319 (obscure) ; PY Ub 1316, Ub 1317,  
317= Ub 1318: abbreviation of e-ra-pe-ja, 
(-pi-ja); MY 106=Ce 603: abbreviation of 
e .. ne·mt·na. 

e-da-e-u, (KN V 958?), PY Qa 1298. Nom. sing., 
tide or ethnic? 

�-da-1!-wo, PY Eb 495. Gen. sing. 
�-da-(.]-ni-ja(, KN U 4478. MN. 
�-do-mo-n�-u, PY (114= En 609), 1 19= Eo 224, 

254=jn 389 + .  MN. 
�-do-mo-ne-we, PY Cn 925. Oat. 

e-e-ro-pa-jo-Q�·rfNfl., PY 323=Sb 1315 (preceded 
by a-ni-ja without division). Reading and 
word.division uncertain. 

e-�·si, KN 24 = Ai 63, 271 = Sd 4422. 3rd plur. 
pres.: ehmsi 'they are', cf. •-ne-e-si, a-f>e-4-si. 
(An. Elal; Myc. form with generalization of 
•u-, < •umti, cf. Hiu. a;antsi.] 

e-o, PY 148=Ep 613. Nom. sing. masc. pple.: 
eMn 'being'. 

e-o-te, KN 37=B 823 (ta-pa-t-<J-It), PY An 611? 
Nom. plur. masc. : elulllleJ. 

See also e-e·lo, t·so-lo, a-pe-o, t·fll·t-si, e-ni-qe. 
e-e-to, PY 28=An 607. Obscure, prob. verbal 

form, from El�l or i'l�' ? See p. 168. 
]�-i-ja-si, KN B 804. MN. 
�-ka-ma·t�, PY 239=Ta 642. lnstr. sing., part of 

a table: tkhrnaUi 'with a support, strut'. 
[lXII<X /1. xrv, 410+ ; cf. also fy�a· 6XVpwll<X, 
<TriiA� Hesych.] See p. 341 . 

�-ka·ma-pi, PY 240=Ta 7 1 3 + .  lnstr. plur.: 
ekhrnapphi. 

�-ka-no, PY Jn 725. MN: Ekluin6r? 
�-ka-ra, PY 237 = Ta 709 (see p. 499). Nom. sing. : 

eskhard 'portable hearth, brazier'. (f<1x6pf) 
Od. VI, 52 + .] 

e-ka-ra-l!·w�, KN 8 1  = Dm 1180 + .  Nom. plur., 
term describing s H E E P ;  see pp. 210, 437· 

�-ka-sa·l�·ll[, PY Qa 1291.  M N :  Exantheus? [If 
correct, thu would be the only evidence for 
Myc. �.) 

�-ka-te-jo, KN Sf +418, X 768. Obscure; in Sf 
perhaps epithet of chariot-frames. 

�-ka-ce-re•ta, KN 276 =Se 891 ( + I 006). Pro b. 
adj. describing chariot-frames; cf. a-te-re-te-a, 
which suggests that this may be a compound 
with ekh-, cf. also e-te-re-/a. 

e-ke, KN 157=Uf 835 + ,  PY 109=Ea 782 + ,  
1 3 1 = Ep 301 + ,  153=Er 880, 194=Na 
334+. 3rd sing. pres.: ekhei 'he/she has, 
holds'. (fxE• Horn. + .) 

e-ke-de-mi, PY 196= Na 926, tkhti de min 'but 
he has it', cf. da-ma-tk-mi. 

e-ke-e, PY 140=Eb 297, 135=Ep 704. Pres. 
in f. : e/che/oen 'to have'. 

e-ke-qe, PY I 18= Eo 2 1 1  + ,  136= Eb 294 + ,  
248 = V a 15. Pro b. tkhei + -q•e 'and he/she 
has'. Sec p. 246. 

e-ke-si, PY 11  S = En 74. 2 1 .  Error for e-/co-si. 

e-ko, KN 298=Sc 226, So 4446. In Se 226 
perhaps nom. sing. masc. prcs. pple.: eJcMn 
'(already) having (one)' ;  but poss. tnkhas 
'spear', see [•)-ice-a; in So 4446 (reverse) 
obscure. 

e-ko-si, KN 90= C 820, PY 55= An 724, 151 = 
Ed 901 + ,  1 14 = En 609 + ,  255=Jn 658 + ,  
186 = Na 543. 3rd plur. pres.: e/chonsi 'they 
have1• 

e-ko-te, PY 43=Aq 64, 149= Ed 236, 253=Jn 
310. Nom. plur. masc. pres. pple.: ekhantes 
'having'. 

e-ke-a1, KN V 831. MN. 
[e-]ke-a', KN 263 = R  1815. Descriptjon of 

sPEARs; nom. plur. en/chtha 'spears'. [fyx� 
/1. vo, 329+ ; cf. e-/ce-i-ja.J 

e-ke-si(-qe), PY 257=Jn 829. Oat. plur.: 
enkhu(s)i q•e 'and for spears'. 

)�·ke·pll, KN Wb 5131 .  If correct, perhaps 
instr. plur. : tnkhesphi. 

e-ke·da-mo, KN Uf 1522, py Cn 285 . MN, nom. 
and dat. ? :  Elrhedtimos, -6i. ['Ext!ia�. 'Ext
Ofl�os.] 

e-ke-de-mi: see e-/ce. 
e-ke-e: see e-ke, pu-lco-so. 
e-ke-i-ja, PY 320=Va 1324. Prob. nom. plur.: 

mkhthwi 'spears ?' (in.ti'l /1. v, 267 + ; 
perhaps distinguished in meaning from 
fYXOS-) 

e-ke-i-ja-ta, PY Jn 750. M N :  En/chehidttis. [Cf.prec.) 
e-ke-i-jo-jo, PY Sa 760. M N, gen.: Enkhthioio ? 

Ekheioio? ["EYX"OS title of Aphrodite, 'Exdos 
NN.) 

e-ke-ja, PY V n 1339. w N ? ;  cf. e-lce-a1• 
e-ke-jo-to, PY 44=Aq 2 1 8. Prob. 3rd plur. of 

medie>-passive verb: -aniiJi. No plausible 
explanation of root (perhaps mlceionlai 
(fyx£1�ao) cf. od0VTa1). 

e-ke-me-de, KN (Dd 659], U 4478, PY 56=An 
657, 258=jo 438. MN: EJrhtmldls. (Cf. WN 
'EXEIII\5a.) 

e-ke-na-to, PY Ea 305. Error for e-ke o-na-IIJ. 
e-ke-ne, MY 46=Au 102, Au 653. N N :  Engenis? 

(lyyEVI\Si cf. 'Eyytvhwp.) 
e-ke·/W"WQ, KN U 4478. w N: Ekhenuos ? (llievsk.i) . 
e-ke-pu-te-ri-ja: see e-lc1 and pu-te-ri-ja. 
e-ke-qe: see •-Ice. 
e-ke-ra-ne, PY Un 219. Obscure, possibly PN. 

[Cf. 'Eyy•M� = 'Eyx<Ma• ?] 
e-ke-ra,-wo, PY (153=Er 880], 171 =Un 7 1 8. 

M N :  £nkht/itiw6n? 
e-ke-ra.-wo-no, PY 54 =An 610. Gen.: -wonas. 
e-ke-ra,-wo-ne, PY 55=An 724. Oat.: -wonei. 
[e-].(<�-ra,-u-na, PY Un 853. Variant spdling of 

ace.? 
(to]-ke-ri-ja-wo, PY Qa 1292. Variant spelling 

of nom. 
]e-ke-ri-jo-na, PY Vn 851. MN or WN? 
e-ke-ro, PY Jn 832, MY Au 609? (e-/ce-ro[) . MN: 

En/chiros ? [Cf. Cypr. lYX<pa.) 
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e-ke-r<H�o-no, PY Aa 777, Ab 563 + , 1 3 = Ad 691, 
An 199. Nom. and gen. plur.; description of 
men and women. Palm er: ttlldri•o-tf'oinDi, -6n 
'wage-earners'. See p. t 6 r .  

e-ke-se, KN B 799. MN. 

e-ke-se-si, KN 201 = Fp 14. Dat. piu•. ? ;  meaning 
obscure. 

e-ke-si, PY l iS =  En 74. Error for t-ko-si: see 
•-ke. 

c-ke-si-jo, PY Cn 4. MN. 
e-ke-si-qe: see [•-)A:e-o•. 
[ ?e-)ke-ti-ra-wo, KN V 7049. M IC Egtrti/<iwos ? 
e-ki, KN Od 688. Obscure. 
e-ki-no, KN Da 1078. MN: Ekhinos? [txTvos.) 

e-f:cj-no-jo, PY 60=An 661. Gen. E/cJrinoio. 
e-ki-si-jof-ja : sec s.v. e-lco-so. 
e-ki-wo, PY Jn 320. MN. Elchiwos, ElcJriw6n? 

["Ex•<>5. 'Exlwv.J 
e-ko : see s.v. e-ke. 
c-ko-me-na-ta-o, PY 60=An 661, 44=Aq 218. 

M N, gen.: E•khoiTllnliltio. [Cf. place name 
• Epx01lf116s. J 

c-ko-me-no, PY Cn 40, Cn 599, Na 406, Na 941. 
r N: E•khoiTJlnos. ('EpxotJ£\/Os, 'Opx-. but not to 
be identified with that in Arcadia.) 

c-ko-si: see e-h. 
e-ko-so, KN C 1030, Da 1 1 3 7 + ,  F 157+, L 

564+. P N :  Exos? [Not=·� which is earlier 
FQ(os.) 

c-ki-si-jof-ja, KN 29=Am 82 1 ,  Le 527 + .  
Ethnic: Exios, -Ui. 

e-ko-so-no, PY Na 507. PN. 
e-ko-tc : see e-h. 
c-ko-to, PY Eb 913, I I S = E n  74, 120=Eo 276, 

1 2 l = Eo 247, 143=Ep 705 + .  MN, Hektor. 
("EKTwp //. r, 242 + .) 

e-ko-to-ri-jo, PY Cn 45. MN, dat.: Hektori6i. 
c-ku-se-we(-qe), MY Wt 501. Nom. plur. : 

enkhuslwos 'funnels'. [tYJ(tw.J 
e-ma-a,, PY 172=Tn 316, Un 219, Xn 1357, TH 

Of 3 1 .  Divine name, dat.: Hermtihtii. ('Eppijs, 
'Ept.�<las, etc. //. u, 104, Od. xrv, 435 +-) 

e-ma-41-o, KN D 4 1 1, but perhaps o is not part 
of the word. If correct, possibly gen.: 
Hmntihtio ? Or alternatively a derivative 
meaning 'temple or fest.ival of Hermes' ? 

e-ma-ta, PY 317= Ub 1318. Neut. plur.: hermata 
'laces (for footwear)'. [!PIJ<ITa (from dpw 
'string, thread') 'earrings' 11. xrv, 182.) 

c-me, PY 236=Ta 641. _Dat. sing. masc.: �i 
'one'. [Att. ds, gen. t\/Os, from *htrns>hens, 
•hemos, Schwyzer, Cram. 1, s88.) 

e-me-de, PY Eb 495. As prec. + -de: 'but with 
one'. See p. 2!)4. [Taken as ab I. heml by 
Heubeck, 1g6gh, p. 12.) 

c-mc-si-jo[. KN De 138 1 ,  E 843. MN. [Previowly 
1aken as month name, but this is not in 
keeping with context.) 

e-me-si-jo-jo, KN Le 55 1 ,  L 8159, X 35. Gen. 
c-mi-ja-ta, KN V 831 . MN. 

r:-mi-to, KN 29 =Am 821.  Gen. following heneka. 
Formerly read ti-mi·lo. 

c-na-1-jo(, KN Xd 302, [Xd 7596 ?]. M N ?  
e-na-po-na, K N  O d  68 1 .  Obocure. 
c-na-po-ro, PY 60 = An 661, 76=Cn 3, IS4= 

Nn 228 + .  rN. 
]c-na-ri-po-to, KN Sg 884. Verbal adj. describing 

chariot frame :  ena/iptos 'oiled, painted'. 
[ l:v6Amn05 Hippocr.] 

e-ne-e-si, PY 1 14 =  En 609. 3rd plur. pres.: en
ehmsi 'they arc in'. [IV£1111.] 

c-nc-ka, KN 29=Am 821 , PY 27 = Ae 303, 42= 
An 37, 147= Ea 59, Ea 805. Preposition with 
gen . :  'for 1he sake of', 'because of'. [fvtKa, 
flva<a //. XIV, 89+ .  Not from fv+ *ftl'a 
(cf. tKwv) ; prob. ace. of obsolete noun (cf. 
xapw).J 

e-nc-ke-se-u, KN Da 108 1 .  M N :  Enexms. [tva<-; 
Szemerenyi, 1957, p. t8o.) 

e-ne-me-na, MY 106=Gc 603. Nom. fem. ofpple. 
describing a form of skhoinos (see ko-no), also 
abbreviated "• see p. 226. 

e-ne-o, KN As 625. Poss. nom. sing. masc. or 
neut. pple.: eneMn. 

e-ne-ra, KN Ai 762. Obscure: poss. connected 
with e-nt-rt-;}a. 

e-ne-ro, KN L 695. Possibly sing. 
e-ne-re-ja, KN Ak 638. Nom. plur. fern., descrip

tion of women : lmakers of t-M-ra'? 
e-ne-si-Ja-o-ne, KN [Gg 717], M 719. Dat. sing. 

prob. divine name. [Interpretation uncertain; 
sec Heubeck, 1957, pp. 277-8.) 

e-ne-ti-jo, PY Cn 45. toe N, dat.? 
e-ne-wo pe-za (also as one word), PY 239=Ta 

642 + .  Nom. sing. fcm. describing a table : 
e11newo-ped,{a 'with 9 . .  .';  see p. 340 and cf. 
wo-pe-�a. 

t!·ne·wo pe-zo, PY 241 = Ta 715. Dual form of 
prec. : -pet/�6. 

e-ni, PY Xn 1342. Context obscure; cf. e-ni-qt. 
e-ni-ja-u-si-jo, PY SO=An 39. NN. Oat. ? :  

Eniausi6i. [l:v•aVal05.) 
e-ni-pa-te-we, PY 2SS=Jn 658, Jn 725. PN, loc. 
e-ni-qe, KN L 593, 221 = L 647, L 5910, L 5924, 

L 596 1 , L 5998. Prob. not adj. describing 
CJ.OTII, but connective : eni q•t (=fVWTI n) 
'and there is (arc) among them'. [fvt 1/. 
xvm, 53+ .) 

e-ni-to-wo, PY Eb 1 1 87, Ep 539. MN. 
e-no-wa-ro, PY S8=An 654. NN or P N ?  
e-nu-wa-ri-jo, K N  208= V 52. Oat. divine name: 

Enuali6i. ['Ew6A105 1/. xvu, 2 1 1  + .] 
e-nwa-ri-jo, PY SS= An 724. M N: poss. Enw<ilios 

(cf. 'H>-•s). [Not to be confwed with the god 
'Ew6At<>5, see prec.] 

�o, �-o-t�: see s.v. e-e-si. 
e-o-te-u, PY 60=An 661. MN. 

e-pa-re, PY An 723. MN. 

e-pa-sa-na-ti, PY 1 15 = En 74, Ep 212. WN. 

[Identical with i-pa-sa-na-ti.] 
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e-pa-ta[, P Y  J n  937. MN. 

e-pe-i-ja-o, TH Of 4 1 , or 42. MN, gen.? [Cf. 
'Etria<;.] 

e-pe-ke, KN Dl 932. Obscure; not empe(s)ki.r 
'unshorn' (Palmer), since a wool clip is 
recorded (Killen, Nestor p. 25 7) .  

e-pe-ke-u, PY Jn 4 3 1 .  M N .  Epeig<US? ['Etruy.VS /1. 
XVI, 57'-l 

e-pi, KN Le 561 (e-pi-qe) ,  207= V 280, PY Eh 842, 
148 = Ep 6 1 3  (e-pi-qe), 97=Un 2. Pre
position with dat. : epi'upon',etc. [!trl; cf. o-pi.] 

e-pi-da-o, KN Vc 129. M N .  

e-pi-da-to, PY 254=Jn 389, Jn 601. De.<�cription 
of bronze, prob. adj . :  epidllstos 'distributed'. 
[Cf. &v<':-Sao-ros, etc.; cf. next.] 

e-pi-de-da-to, PY 250= Vn 20. 3rd sing. perf. 
pass. : epidedastoi 'has been distributed'. 
[tm616aaTal, Hesiod, Th. 789.) 

e-pi-ja-ta, PY An 1 15. M N .  Epihalta.r. ['EcplclATT)S 
11. v, 385.) 

e-pi-ja-ta-ni-ja, PY Ad 687. P N :  variant of 
e-pi-jo-ta-ruz. 

e-pi-jo-ta-na, PY Aa 95. P N :  variant of prec. 
e-pi-ka, PY 318 = Un 13 14. [Cf. e-pi-ko.] 
e-pi-ke-re, KN F 851, 95= F 852. Word describing 

harvest? See p. 219. 
]e-pi-ke-to, KN E 8122. Obscure. 
e-pi-ki-to-ni-ja, KN 222= L  693, [L 7514?]. 

Description of B RO N Z.E: epikhit4nia 'fittings 
on a tunic'. (Cf. ki-lo; see p. 488.) 

e-pi-ko, KN B 1025. [Cf. e-pi-ka.] 
e-pi-ko-e, I'Y Ad 672. P N. 

e-pi-ko-o, PY Aa 94. Variant of pree. 
e-pi-ko-ru-si-jo, KN 299 = Sk 789. Description of 

2 fittings as parts of a set of armour; dual 
epikorusio 'on the helmet'. [ < -KopV6-•os; see 
also o-pi-ki>-ru-si-ja.] 

e-pi-ko-wa, KN Fh 343, Fh 380. Description of 
olive oil: epikhowa 'oil for anointing'? [Cf. 
lmx6a· KOT<':xva•s Hesych.;  Godart, t 96g, 
p. 55 ; see also po-ro-ko-wa.] 

e-pi-ko-wo, KN As 4493 ?, PY 56=An 657. Nom. 
plur.: epikowoi 'watchers, guards'. [Cf. Delph. 
trvp-x6os 'watcher of the sacred fire'.] 

e-pi-pu-ta, PY 252=Vn 10. Nom. plur.: epiphuta 
'young trees, saplings'? [ITTI<pVollOI 'grow 
upon' H<rodotus; cf. pu-ta.J 

e-pi-qe: see e-pi. 
e-pi-qo-ra,, PY Mn 456. P N. [Cf. 'ETTITTOAai ?] 
e-pi-ro-pa-ja, KN Od 696. Description of wool: 

epilopaia ? [Cf. A,;,TTT) 'cloak';  see p. 321.) 
e-pi-ta-jo, PY Jn 927. M N .  

e-pi-u-ru-te-we, PY 317=PY Ub 1318. Nom. 
plur. perh. epiwrutiw<S (cf. pVT{Jp) .  See p. 493· 

e-pi-we-ti-ri-i(J, PY Ea 52. Nom. sing. masc.: 
description of a man, probably occupational 
term: epiweslrios ? [Cf. l<p<o-rpls 'upper 
garment'.) 

e-pi-wo-qa-ta-o, PY Sa 1266. MN: gen. Epiwoq•tao? 
(ITTi, fiTTOS, cf. 6tra.J 

e-pi-zo-ta, KN 163=Ra 984, 277 = Ra 1028. See 
pp. 456, 5 1 7-

e-pi-•6s:ko, PY 251 =V n 46. See p. 504. 
e-po, KN Ce 283, Ws 8712, PY Vn 493. Obscure; 

poss. not the same word in all cases. 
e-po-me-ne-(l, PY 183=Nn 831. M N :  Hepomeneus? . 

[ITTw 'busy oneself with'.] 
e-po-me-ne-we, PY Xn 1357. Dat.: -iwei. 

e-po-mi-jo, KN [299=Sk 789], 325=Sk 8100, 
Sk 8149, [V 337 ?]. Description of piece of 
armour;  dual: ep6mi6 'shoulder-pieces', 'paul
drons'. (ITTWIJIQS Lucian; ITTw11iS Eur. + .) 

e-po-wi-ja, PY An 615. PN. 

e-pu,-no, KN Ga 427. M N ?  
e-qa-na-q�[. PY Ua 158. Obscure. 
e-qa-ro, kN Dv 1 125. M N :  Eng•aros? ["E�Jj:\apos.J 
e-qe-a-o, KN V 56. Gen. plur. of occupational 

term? [Cf. next.] 
e-qe-o, PY 43 = Aq 64. Gen. plur. of occupational 

term? [Cf. prec.; attempts to connect these 
words with i-qo = iTTTTOS seem unlikely in ,·iew 
of initial e-.] . 

Je-qe-ra-wo, KN B 5025. M N: Heq•eliiwos? 
e-qe-si-jof-ja : sec s.v. <-qe-lil. 
e-qe-ta, KN 29 =Am 821, B 1055, PY 57= An 

5 19 + ,  142=Ed 317,  Wa 917.  Nom. sing. 
and plur. masc.: heq"eliis, -lili 'followers', i.e. 
companions of the king, important officers of 
the court. [ltr!Tas Pindar.) 

e-qe-ta-e, KN 29=Am 821. Nom. dual: 
heq"elile. 

e-qe-ta-i, PY 28=An 607. Dat. plur. : heq"ellihi. 
e-qe-si-jof-ja, KN 214= Ld 571 + ,  PY Ed 847, 

288=Sa 790+ ,  Wa 1 148. Adj. :  heq•esios, -iii, 
etc. 'of or belonging to heq"elili' (used of 
slaves, textiles and chariot-wheel<). 

e-qo-me-ne[, PY [Fr 1240 ?), Fr 1338. 
e-qo-te, PY An 615, 55= An 724. Obscure : poss. 

heq"onlts with act. inflexion ? 
e-ra1, KN Da 1323 + ,  Pp 498, X 722. PN. 

e-ra-de, KN Fh 357. Acc. + -de. 
e-ra-jof-ja, KN Ap 639, Fh I 059, Le 528 + ,  V 

431. Ethnic: -aios, -aUi, etc. 
e-ra•, PY 172=Tn 316, [Un 219], TH Of 28. 

Name of deity; dat. : Hiriii. ["HpT) /1. 1, 572 + ;  
not from •'Hpra as suggested by Elean 
HiPfOOIOIS.) 

e-ra-ne, KN C 902. Official title or M N ? 
e-ra·j1(<-ja, PY 317= Ub 1318. Fern. sing. (also 

plur.?), adj. describing leather goods: 
elapheiii 'of deerskin'. [IM<p<IOS Xen. + .] 

e-ra-pi-ja, PY Ub 1 3 1 6 :  Fern. plur. : elaphiai. 
e-ra-pi-ja-o (spelt e-ra-ti-ja-a in error), PY Ub 

1317.  Gen. plur. fern.:  elaphiaon. 
e-ra-pe-me-na, KN 221 = L 647. Fern. sing. or 

plur. perf. part. pass.: err(h)apmenii, -ai. 
[i>"'trTw thus proved to have no f· (sec Chad
wick and Baumbach, 1!)63, pp. 241-2); -pm
pass. etymological spelling rather than un
assirnilated in pronunciation ?] 
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e-ra-po ri-me-ne, PY 56= An 657. Prob. PN, loc.: 
ElapMn limeru:i 'at Deer Harbour', but might 
be two personal names. 

e-ra-se, PY Cn 4. Perh. tlase 'drove': see s.v. 
o-qe. 

e-ra-ta-ra, PY 1 14=En 609, 1 19 = Eo 224. wN. 
e-ra-te-i, PY 75 = Cn 608. p N, loc.: Elnuhi, one or 

the Nine Towns of the Hither Province, er. 
ro-u-JO. [Cf. 'EMnoa (in Phocis).] 

e-ra-to-de, PY 250= Vn 20. Ace. + -rk: 
Elatos-rk. 

Na·te·i-jo, PY 304=0n 300. Ethnic: Elauhics. 
e-ra-te-re-wa-o, PY 258=Jo 438, [304= 0n 300]. 

PN, gen. plur.: ElatrewMn? [Cf. wN 'E�aTp<� 
Od. VIII, 1 1 1.] 

e-ra-te-re-wa-pi, PY Cn 595, 2S7=Jn 829. Loc. 
(abl. ?) : -wiiphi. 

e-ra-re-re-we, py M a 333. p N, variant or prec.: 
Elntriwes? 

e-ra-ri-ja-o: see s.v. t-ra-�ja. 
e-ra-to, KN De 1359. w N: Eratos, Elatos? ["Epcn� 

·�mos.] 
e-ra-to-de : see s.v. t-ra-te-i. 
e-ra-wa[, KN 94= F 841. Gen. sing. or nom. plur.: 

tlaiwii 'olive-tree'. [tAalao Od. XI, 590+ .] 
e-ra·wo1, [KN F 726], PY Fr 1223. Nom. sing.: 

elaiwon 'olive-oil' with or L ideogram. [fAaoov 
11. x, 5 77 + ; ·f· attested by Lat. oleum < 
•elaiuom.] 

e-ra,-wo, PY 30S =Fr 1 184, Fr 1217, 310=Fr 
1225 + .  More accurate spelling: tlaiwon. 

c ra-wo', KN C 1039. Prob. wN, not 'olive-oil'. 
e-re-de, PY Fr 1228, Mn 1411. Obscuse, PN + 

-rk? 
e-re-dwo-e, KN As 604, V 655. Heading to lists or 

men; nom. plur.? 
e·re-e1, PY SS=An 724. Pres. inr. trttn 'to row', 

er. t·re·la. (tpioaw < 0fplT:)"". JJ. IX, 361  + .) 
See p. 188. 

�-re-e1: see s. v. e-re-i. 
e-re-e-u, PY 183=Nn 831. WN, nom . :  Helehtus? 

Or an official title? 
e-re-e-wo, PY Na 284. Gen.: -iwos. 
e-re-e-we, PY An 723, Cn 1 197, Jn 881. Oat. ? :  

-iwei. 
e•re-i, py 257=Jn 829. PN, loc.: Htlthi. r�os 

/I. u, 594, but not necessarily the same place.] 
e-re-e, PY [2S8=Jo 438], Xn 442. Alternative 

spelling? 
e-re-mo, PY I 52= Er 312. Possibly trimon 'waste 

land'. [lpfiiiOS Od. m, 270+ .] See p. 266. 
e-re-pa, KN Sd 4412, PY 249 = V a 482. Nom. 

sing.: elephans 'ivory'. [tAt�� 11. v, 583.] 
e-re-pa-ta, KN Og 7504. Ace.?: elephanta. 
e-re-pa-te, KN [163 = Ra 984?], 266=Sd 

4401 + , PY 239=Ta 642, 243 =Ta 708. 
Dat.-instr. sing. : tlephantti. 

e-re-pa-to, KN V 684, PY 287=Sa 793. Gen.: 
tkphantos. 

e-re-pa-i-ro, KN Vc 212. WN. 

e-re-pa-rp, KN Ce 144. MN? Variant spelling 
or prec. ? 

e-re-pa-te-jo, KN 265=Sd 4403, PY 239=Ta 
642 + .  Epithet of chariot frames and part.o or 
tables; adj.: elephanUios. [IA<cpcnrmos Diose.+ 
'of an elephant'.] 

e-re·pa-te-ja, PY 240=Ta 7 1 3 + .  Fern.: ekphan
UUi. 

e-re-pa·te·ja-pi, PY 242 = Ta 707 + .  lnstr. plur. 
fern.: •kphanuUiphi. 

e-re-pa-te-jo-pi, KN 276 = Se 891, [X 7814?]. 
Kn05Sian instr. plur. masc. or neut.: tk
phanteiophi. 

e·re·pa·te·o, KN Se 1007. Variant form: 
tlephanteos. 

e-re•ta, KN As 5941,  83=C 902, PY [14=Ad 
697], SJ=An I ,  SS=An 724 + .  Nom. sing. 
and plur. masc.: ertl4i •rowers, oarsmen'. 
[tpiTao Od. 1, 28o+.] 

e-re-ta-o, PY 15 =Ad 684. Gen. plur. : miOOn. 
r-re-te-ri-ja, PY Pa 889. Obscure. 
e·re·u·ta, KN B 5172, PY An 1423. WN? 
e-re-u·te·re, PY 76=Cn 3, Wa 917.  Oat. sing. or 

nom. plur.? Official title: trtulirti, -res? [Cf. 
Cret. lp<VT�.J See p. 207. 

e-re-u-te-ro, PY 191 = Na 248 + .  Nom. sing. 
neut. :  tltutlreron 'free of impost'. See pp. •g8, 
46g. [!Atvtlfpos /1. vr, 455+ .] 

e-re-u-te-ra, PY 192=Na 252+. Prob. neut. 
plur. : tkuthtra. 

e-re-u-te-ro-se, PY 190=Na 395 + .  3rd sing. aor. : 
tleullu1ii� 'he made focc'. [lAtvOtpc)w Herod
otus + .J 

e-re-u-ti-ja, KN 206=Gg 70.5, Od 714+.  Oat. of 
divine name: Ekuthim. [Lacon. 'E?.lv&ta, 
Cret. 'E).rv6,na, Horn. El).r!EI\na.] 

e-re-wi-jo, PY Vn 48. Followed by po-ti-ni-ja, 
apparently without division. Gen. plur.? 
Pal mer: Hirlwi6n 'at the festival of Hera', 
but a place would be more appropriate. 

e-ri-ka, KN 278=So 894, 280=So 4439. Gen. 
sing.: htliktis 'of willow-wood'. [Arc. !At"'l 
Theophr. Pro b. related to Lat. salix rather 
than OE welig 'willow' and ·���'1 'spiral'.) 

e•ri-ka-we-e, PY Un 1319. MH or P H ?  
e-ri-ke-re-we, KN 15S=Uf 981. w N :  Erilclewis. 
e·ri-ko-wo, PY S9=An 656, Ep 212, Jn 845 + .  

WN. 
e-ri-ma-si-ip, PY Pa 49. MN, dat. 
e·ri-no-wo, PY Na 106. PN, nom. for usual toe. 

e-ri·no-wo-te, PY [An 427], Cn 4, Mn 456. 
Dat.-loc.: -wontei. 

e•ri-no-wo-to, PY IS4=Eq 213. Gen.: -wonl•s. 
e-ri-nu, KN 200 = Fp I .  Divine name, nom. for 

dat. ? :  Erinus. ['Epn.V� /1. IX, 571 + .] 
e-ri-nu-we, KN 208 =V 52. Oat.: Erinuti. 

e-ri-qi-ja, PY [Eb 1440], Ep 539. W N :  Erig•Ui? 
[Cr. next.] 

e-ri-qi-jo, PY Ea 480. w:<: Erig•ios? [Cf. 'Ep•
��. etc., no�v-l!>oos, etc.] 
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e-ri-sa-ta, K N  Ne 4474. ><N. 
e-ri-ta, PY 135=Ep 704. WN, priest<SS : EritM? 

[Cf. 'Ep1�.] 
e·ri-ta-qi-jo, KN As 604. ><N. 
]e-ri-ta-ri-jo[, KN Xd 304, M s. Erithtil ios? [Cf. 

'Ep16�Aos.] 
e-ri-ti-qi[, KN B 802. ><N. 
e-ri-to-ti-no, PY Cn 4. I' N. 
e-ri-tu-pi-na, MY 303 = V  659. WN. 
e-ri-we-ro, PY Vn 130. MN, dat.: Eriwiroi. 

[lp(T)pos.) 
c-ri-•19, KN Ag 90, MN. 
e-ro-e, KN Se 244. M N ?  
e-ro-e-o, K N  Xd 1 1 6. Gen. of prcc. ? 
e-ro-mu-10, PY An 172. PN. 

e-ro-pa-b-ja, KN Le 534, Ld 595, MY 93=Fo 
101. Nom. plur. fern.; de5cription of women 
cloth-workers. Cf. t·TO·po-/ct·U. 

e-ro-pa-ke-u, KN As 4493. :otN or occupational 
term ? cr. t-ro-pa-lct-ja. 

e-ro-u-ta, KN Da 1 162. ><N. 
e-ro1-ne, PY Na 588. PN. 

e-ro,-qo, PY Ea 29, Ea 325 + .  ""· 
e-ru, 'MY 106= Ge 603. Incomplete spelling of 

t-ru-la-ra. 
e-ru-mi-ni-ja, PY 25 1 = Vn 46. Nom. plur.: 

rlumniai 'roof bearru'. [thv1'vio1 Hesych.] 
e-ru-si-jo, PY V n 1 30. w N, dat. : Enusi6i. ['EpVacnos.] 
e-ru-ta-jo, PY Jn 725. MN. 
e·m-ta-ra1, PY 58=An 654, 43=Aq 64. MN. 

Erutltr4s. ['EpVepat.J 
e-ru-ta-ra', PY 323=Sb 1315, 3 1 7 = Ub 1318, 

MY 105=Ge 602 + .  Nom. sing. or plur. 
fcm.: trulhrti, -oi 'red'. Cf. MN e-ru-to-ro. 
(t� /1. XIX, 38 +  .) 

c-ru-ta-ra-pi, KN 2 1 5 = Ld 573 + .  lnst.r. plur. 
fem.: trulhrtiphi 'with red (patterns, spots ?)'. 

e-ru-ti-rl·i(l[, KN Xd 297. w N :  Eruthrios. ['EpV&p1os.) 
1!-ru-to-ro, KN 39=As 1517, 72=Dk 1074. MN: 

Eruthros. Cf. e-ru-ta-ra. ['Epv6pos.) 
e-sa-pa-ke-m�[-na ?), KN X 7375. Perf. part. 

P""'·: upargmtna 'swathed' ? [Aor. ana�av 
Horn. h. Apollo 1 2 1 .] 

e-sa-re-u, PY 190= Na 395, Na 527. MN or more 
likely title. 

e...ra-re-we, KN 39=As 1517, PY Cn 1 197. Oat. 
e-sa-re-wi-ja, PY 45 = An 830, Ma 330, 

304=0n 300, Vn 493. PN. Cf. N<J-Tt·u. 
e-sa-ro, PY [ 1 14 = En 609), 1 19 = Eo 224, 143= 

Ep 705. MN. 
l!·se-re-a,, PY 60=An 661. MN. 
1!-se-re-e-jo, KN DJ 947, 01 949, 01 1046. Anno

tation giving ownership of Oocks of sh(:(:p, 
prob. derivative of WN (cf. prec.) or title. 

e-so, PY 45 = An 830. Poss. tTUO 'inside'. [do<.>.) 
Sec p. 424. 

e-so-to, KN Am 600, 34= Am 601. 3rd plur. fut.: 
e;(s)ontoi 'they will be'? 

t:·S(I·WO·ke, PY 251 = Vn 46. Sec p. 504. 
e·la·ie·u, PY An 5. MN: EtaituJ? [Cf. PN 'hotEls.] 

Na-wo-ne, KN [Ld 591], [Ld 5607), Xe 5540. 
MN, dat.? Cf. next. 

tHa-wo-ne·u, PY 57=An 519, 43= Aq 64. MN: 
EIOwolltUS. ['ETE(o)tl(\15 Od. IV, 2 2  + .] 

e-ta-,.•o-ne-wo, KN L 695. Gen.: Ekiwoniwos. 
e-ta·wo·ne·we, KN Ld 584. Oat.:  Ettiwoniwci. 

e-te, KN Am 600, 34=Am 601, PY 248= V a 1 5 ?  
J'oss. :  ro!htn 'from there'. (fv6t:v.) 

e-re-do-mo, KN Uf 432, PY Ea 808, 1 14 =En 609, 
1 18 = Eo 2 1 1 ,  1 3 1 = Ep 301. Occupational 
term: earlier suggestion tlllts-domos (cf. 
fVTEa) seems unlikely. 

e-te-jo, KN Gg 521. Oe5cription of amphoras. 
e·te·i(l[, KN Fh 359. Description of oil; fern.? 

e·te-re-rp, PY Cn 600. •• N. 

e-u-u-ra, KN 275= Se 879. Adj. describing 
chariot-frames; cf. t-lca-lt·rt·la. 

e-te-wa, PY 56=An 657, Cn 254. MN: Eteuxis. 
t!-le-wa-o, KN X 8270. Gen.: EttW<io or nom. 

EtewMn? 
e-te-wa-jo, PY Cn 600, Sa 1267, Xa 639. M N :  

Etewoios. (Sa 1267 error for gen.?) 
e-te·wa-jo-jo, PY Sa 769. Gen.: Etttva ioio. 

e-te-wa-no, KN 80= C 913.  >IN, dat.: Etttvainoi ?  
e·lt!·wa-ru-wo, KN C 9 1 2 .  M N ,  gen. : EttttXlJiuos. 
e-te-we, PY Cn 925. MN, dat.: Enllwti ? (Heubcck, 

1 957. p. 272.) 
e-te-wo-ke-re-we·i-jo, PY 58= An 654, 43=Aq 64. 

Patronymic adj.: Ettwoklewthios 'son of 
Eteocles'. [Cf. ,,, 'ETEWT)EIT) ll. IV, 386.] 

e·ti·ie·ja, PY Vn 85 1 . w N ?  
e•ti-me-de-i, PY Fn 324. M N, dat.: Entimidthi? 

(Heubeck. 1957, p. 272.) 
e-ti-ra-wo, PY 61 = Cn 131,  62=Cn 655. MN, nom. 

and dat.: Entiltiwos, -4i ? (Heubeck, 1 957, p. 
272) or Ertiltiwos? [Cf. AoiPTTJS·l 

e-ti·ra-wo-jo, PY Sa 1264. Gen.: -liiwoio. 
e·ti·ri-ja, PY Vn 851. WN? 
e-ti-wa, KN Fs 19. P N ?  
e-ti-wa-ja, K N  Ap 639, Od 681. WN. 
e-ti-wa-jo, PY 248= V a 15. MN (cf. prcc.)? 
e-ti·W0·(1(1[, PY Wr 1 359. M N ?  
e·li·we, P Y  Fr 343, Fr 1209, 309 = F r  1224. Adj. 

describing olive oil: ertiwt11? [ujeune, 1 958b, 
p. t8; cf. (PTIS · KPTJI'v0s prob. a plant.) Cr. 
Q•t·li-to. 

e-to, PY V a 15. 3rd pers. dual: eston 'are' ? 
e-to-ki-ja, PY 251 = Vn 46, Vn 879. Nom. plur. in 

list of building materials: tnloiJcltio 'wall· 
fittings' ? [fVTolx1os Xc:n. + .] 

e-to-mo-jo, I'Y Vn 1 19 1 .  MN, gen.: Hetoimoio ? 
(Cf. wN 'EToii'TJ.) 

e-ro-ni-jo, PY S S = An 724, 140=Eb 297, 146= 
Eb 473, Ep 539, 135= Ep 704. The name of a 
kind or land holding; see p. 253· 

e-ro-ro-qa-ra, KN Oa 878, U 736. Name of an 
artifact or M N ?  If MN, Esthlog"akis ? (Ruijgh, 
lg67. p. 355·> 

e-to-wo-ko, KN Fh 462, PY 50= An 39, 91 = Fn 
50. Occupational term, dat. sing. and nom. 
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plur.: mto-worgoi? Cf. t-l<-<io-f11D, but e-ltJ- is 
harcl to explain. 

e-to-wo-ko-i, PY Fn 79. Oat. plur. 
e-u-da-i-ta, K N  Dl 47. MN. 
c-u-da-mo, KN B 799, V 57, TH Z 853. MN: 

Eudamos or Eudaimon. [Ev&ruos, Eu5all'(.o)v.] 
e-u-d�-we-ro, PY 6:oAb 379 + .  PN: Eutkiu'tlos? 

[Cf. EUS.I<Aos name of Aspledon, Strabo.] 
e-u-do-no, PY 253=Jn 3 10. MN . 
e-u-ka-110, PY Un 1320. MN, dat. 
e-u-ka-ro, PY An 723, Jn 750. N N :  Eului/os. 

(WI<tJAOS, Dor. M<a>.os.) 
«-u-ke-to, PY 140=£b 297, 1 3 5 = Ep 704. 3rd 

5ing. pres. mid.: tWc/ulbi '5he decla.res' (not 
'prays'). (oVrc.> <ptjO( I(a\ £\i)(FTCII 1/. XIV, 366.) 

e-u-ko-me-no, PY Jn 725, (KN F 7748?]. M N :  
Eulc/uimtni)J. 

Nt·ka-ro, KN Dd 1 149+, V 482. MN: Eu/co/os, 
Euknoros, Euklos? (EvKOAOS, Eli)(opos, EV.V..os.] 

c-u-me-de, PY t:a 773 + .  M N :  EumidiJ. [E�n)StJs 
1/. x, 314-l 

e-u-mc-de-i, PY 305= Fr 1 184. Oat.: Eumidehi. 
e-u-me-ne, PY Ea 757, Ea 822, Jn 725. M N :  

Eumm ls. [ E\liltvt]s.] 
e-u-me-ta, K N  Dv 1388. W N :  Eumitlis. (Ev�>I\TTJs.] 
e-u-mo, KN Da 1390. >IN. 
e-u-nu-wo, KN As 1520, 8 799, Dv 1206. >tN: 

Ewtliwos. (EVvt]os /1. vu, 468.) 
e-u-o-mo[, KN Xd 127. M N :  Eu.(h)ormos ? 
e-u-po-ro, MY 46=Au 102. M N :  Euporos, Eu.phoros, 

Eup61os? [Eiirropos, Ev<popos, Elirrw}.os.] 
e-u-po-ro-wo, KN V 7620, PY Jn 601 + .  M N :  

Euplowos. [Eiirr}.ovs.] 
e-u-qo-ne, PY Vn 130. MN, dat. 
<!-u-ro-wa-[, KN X 408. M N? 
c-u-ru-da-mo, KN Xd 166. M N :  Eurudtimos. 

(EuP.:,Sauos.] 
�(NU-{J()·to-re-mo-jo, [KN Xd 92 ?] ,  PY Fn 324. 

MN, gen.: Euruptoltmoio. (EiipVTrToA£110S·] 
e-u-ru-qo-ta, KN V 147. M N :  Eurug•/uintli.r, 

Euruq"hoil4s ? 
c-u-ru-wo-ta, PY Eb 156, (148=Ep 613], 253= 

.Jn 3 1 0. w N :  Eurw4ta.r? (Eupc.:rnrs.] 
e-u-ta-re-�•(1, PY Na 525. M N, gen., forming P N 

with wo-wo: Eurlu!liwos? (Cf. EueaAI')s, 
EU661uos etc.] 

e-u·ffrt(l-qo,PY Jn 478. M N :  Eutroq•os? (E<iTpolfos.] 
e-u-wa-ko-ro, PY Jn 43 1. M N :  Euagoros, Euagros. 

(Euayopos, EOaypos.) See also e-WtJ-A:o-ro. 
e-u-wa-re, PY Jn 693. "' "' '  Euaris. [Eul\ptJs.] 
e-u-wc-to, PY Jn 750. M N :  Eu.it6r, EueJ1<5r? 

e-u-wc-to-ro, PY Jn 750. Gen.: -lbros. 
e-•·a-ko-ro, KN V 1005, TH [Z 850], [Z 883], 

[Z 884). NN: prob. variant spelling of 
•-u-WtJ-A:o-ro. 

c-wa-ra-jo, KN Db 1 367. MN. 
e-wi-da-si[, PY Na 104. Oat. plur.? 
e-we-de-u, KN Ga 423, Vc 312. MN. 
e-we-ki-ta, KN X 993. M N ?  
e-wc-pe-sc-so-me-na, MY 227=0e 127. Neut. 

plur., fut. pan. pass.: (pluirw<a) eu ltepsisomena 
'to be well boiled' ? [llyc.> 'boil'.] Palmer : 
compound of ru- ( == rn!) + hrw. 

e-w�-wa-ta, KN V 57, [Xd 3 1 3 ?].  M N  or title? 
e-wt-ku-wo-te, PY Nn 604. PN, foe.: -wonJn. 
e-wi-ri-pi-ja, PY Aa. 60. Ethnic; nom. plur. fem. :  

Ewrlpiai. [Cf. nexL) 
e-wi-ri-po, py 54=Ail 610. PN:£wripos. (ECipiTTQS.] 
e-wi-su-zo-ko, KN Se 965, Se 1007. Description of 

chariot-frames; perhaps compound of ewisu
= lao- < r•aro-, with prothetic vowel ll$ 
Hom. iiOtJ and -ar- > -su- ? But cf. wi-jo-wo
pa-M. 

e-wi-su-*75rko, PY V a 404, 249= V a 482. 
Perhaps variant of pr«X:., but see Lejeune 
(1958a, pp. 2 12- • 7.) 

e-wi-ta-jo, KN Vc 102. MN. 
e-wi-I";U, PY Gn 437, [Jn 832]. MN. 

e-w�•tc-we, PY Cn 40. Oat. 
e-wi-tl:-wi-jo, PY Mn 456, 1 95 = Na 245, Vn 130. 

PN. 
e-wi-to-wo, KN B 806. MN. 
c-wo-ta-de, KN C 901. PN: ace. + -de or loc.? 
k·wo-ta-o[, PY Cn 314. •tN, gen.? 
e-ze-ro, KN Od 563. Obscure. 
e-w-wo, KN Xe 5900, PY Cn 40, Cn 599. MN. 
e- •6s-to, PY 1 1 5 =  En 74, I 14= En 609, 1 1 8 =  Eo 

2 1 1 , 120= Eo 276. MN. 

i-da-i-}o, K N  232 = K  075, PY 60=An 661, TH 
Of20. MN. (Prob. not = ' 15atos.) 

i-da-ra-ta, KN Xd 154. NN. 
i-do-me•ne-ja, PY Eb 498, Ep 2 12. w N :  ldornmrit>. 

(Cf. 'ISo!JM� 1/. '• 145+.] 
i-1,/p-mc-ni-jo, P Y  Gn 428. NN, dat.: /dornmi6i? 
i-du, KN Ap 639. WN. 

i-e-r�-u: see i-je .. re-u. 
i-ja-me-i, PY Fn 324. MN, dat. 
i-ja-pu1-we, KN Le &16. P N, loc. [Cf. ja-pu,-wi:ia.] 
i·ia-te, PY Eq 146. Nom. sing.: itfllr 'physician'. 

(hrn'lp 11. n, 732 +, Cypr. 11cc. to-ni-ja-te-ra-n< 
TOY lcnlpav.) 

i-ja-wo-ne, KN 8 164, [Ws 1 707?], Xd 146. MN, 
dat. or nom. plur. of ethnic: ltiwones? [Cf. 
'16<Ms ll. xru, 685.] 

i-ie-rc-ia, KN 200= Fp I + ,  PY 27= Ae 303, 
140= Eb 297 + ,  1 14= En 609, 1 19= Eo 224, 
Ep 539+, 314=Qa 1289 + ,  3 1 3= Un 6. 
Nom. and gen. sing.: hiereia, -<is 'priestess'. 
(IEptiO /1. VI, 6oo+ .J 

i-je-re-u, KN 29= Am 821,  PY 44=Aq 2 18, 121 = 
Eo 247 + ,  Fn 837, Qa 1290, 3 1 5 = Qa 1296. 
Nom. sing. : hiertus 'priest'. [l<p<lis /1. ,1, 
62+ .] 

i-e-re-u, PY 1 1 5=En 74, 1 1 6=En 659. Variant 
spelling of prec. 

i-je-re-wo, PY Ea 756. Gen. sing.: hierlwos. 
i-je-re-wi-jo, KN 232= K 875. N N  or neut. adj. 

describing ves5el? Hieriwios or hierlwion? 
[Cf. l<p�Yov Od. xtv, 94 + .] 
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i-je-ro1, KN Fp 363. Adj. describing oil or neut. as 
sb. ? :  hieron 'sacred' or 'shrine'? [ltp6s /1. n, 

305 + -l 
i-je-ro-jo, PY 27= Ae 303. Gen. sing. of adj. 

describing gold : h ieroio. 
i-je-ro•, KN Dv 1447. M N :  Hier6n. ["ltpwv.) 
i-je-ro-wo-ko, PY [Eb 159], 148=Ep 613. Nom. 

sing.:  hieroworgos 'sacrificing priest'. (l•po<py6s 
Call. +.] 

i-je-to(-qe), PY 172=Tn 316. Prob. 3rd pers. of 
mid. verb: see p. 462. 

(io-)i-je-si, PY 76= Cn 3. 3rd plur. pres. act. 
of same verb? Or hienJi 'they send' (i'l�•J ? 

i-je-we, PY 172=Tn 316. Dat. sing., perhaps to 
i-*65:  hit�m:i 'son' or error for i-je-<re>-we 
(i-je-re-u) ? See p. 462. 

i-jo, KN V 1523, MY 46=Au 102. At MY either 
WN or more prob. nom. sing.: (h)ios 'son'. 
See p. 425. [Cf. i-*65.] Context at KN 
obscure, possibly sing. of next. 

i-io-te, KN B 7041, L 698, PY 53=An I, MY 
Au 657. Nom. plur. masc.: ionkJ 'who are to 
go'. (El�•. cf. lwv KolA!)� hrl V!)Os Od. n, 332.) 

i-ka-sa-ja, PY Gn 720. P N ? 
i-ka-se, KN Se 258. MN. cr. next. 
i-ke-se, KN Xd 143. MN. cr. prec. 
i-ke-se-ra, KN Dk 1077, Dv 1496. WN. 

i-ke-ta, KN B 799. M N :  Hiketds. [Cf. 'IK<Tawv 
/1. Ill, '47 + .) 

i-ku-to, MY Oi 705. lot N ? 
i-ku-tu-re, KN L 588. w N ? 
i-ku-wo-i-pi, KN 207 = V  280. I mtr. plur.: see p. 

476. 
i-ma-di-ja, PY Ea 816. MN or WN. 

i-ma-di-jo, P Y  Cn 436, Ea 29, 253=Jn 310. MN, 

nom. and dat. 
i-mi-ri-jo, KN Db 1 186. MN. 
]i-mi-so, KN Do 996. MN. 

i-mo-ro-ne-u, KN Vc 55, [PY Jn 927). MN. 

i-na, PY Eb 885, Ep 539. wN. 

i-na-ma-ta, PY 182= Ma 126. Obscure; see pp. 
295. 466. 

i-na-ne, py 5 1 = An 18. P N :  -<intJ. cr. next. 
i-na-pi, PY An 5 (deleted) . lnstr.: -dmphi. 

i-na-ni-ja, PY Ae 8, Ae 72. P N: -tiniti, variant of 
i-na-ne. 

i-na-o, PY An 209, MY 106=Ge 603 + .  MN. 

i-na-o-te, MY 107=Ge 604. Dat. 
i-ntNl, KN As 607, Da 1379, Xd 133? MN. 

i-ni-ja, PY 1 14=En 609, 1 1 8 = Eo 2 1 1 .  WN. 
i-pa-sa-na-ti, PY Eb 1350, 121 =Eo 247. WN. 

Corrected in 121 from e-po-sa-na-li, q.v. 
i-pe-me-de-ja, PY 172=Tn 316. Divine name, 

dat.: Iphtrrudtiiii. ('lq>l�l&1a Od. xr, 305, 
which is prob. deformed by popular etymo
logy; see p. 288.) 

i-pe-me-de-ja(-jo)-qe, PY 172=Tn 316. Prob. dat.
loc.: '(and) at the shrine of lphtrrudtia'. 

i-pe-ne-o[, PY Xa 1419. In context with divine 
names? 

i-pe-ra-ta, PY Jn 601. MN. 

i-pe-u-wa, PY 305=Fr 1 1 84. MN, dat. 
i-pe-ta, KN Dl 949. MN. 

i-po-no, KN 233= Uc 160 rev. Nom. plur.: ipnoi 
'dutch ovens', i.e. earthenware bowls wed 
for baking on a hearth. [l'!TVOs Herodotus + ; 
the alleged sense 'lantern' (Aristophanes) is 
non-existent.) 

i-po-po-qo-i(-qe), PY Fn 79. Dat. plur. occu
pational term: hippophorg•oihi 'horse-feeders, 
ostlers'. (hrn�pfl<>s Plato + ;  p by dis
similation from q, see p. 399.) 

]j-po-qa, KN 16S=Gv 862: see p. 456. 
i-qa-ro, KN Xd 7555. M N ? Hiqq"alos? ("lnna:>-�.) 
i-qe-ja, PY 312=An 1281. Epithet of Potnia, 

dat.: hiqq•nai '(the Mistress) of Horses'. 
(hmu� /1. v, 799 + .) 

i-qi-ja, KN [265 =Sd 4403), 267 = Sd 4409 + ,  
273 = Sf 4420 + .  Nom. sing. and plur. fern.: 
hiqq"iii, -ai 'chariot', associated with CUAR roT 
ideogram. [Originally adj. = tnm� with 
fern. substantive understood, possibly UKJkM, 
see wo-ka.J See also a-qi-ja-i. 

i-qi-jo, KN 266=Sd 440 1 + .  Nom. dual.: 
hiqq"i6. 

i-qo, KN 82= Ca 895, PY Fa 16, 246= Ta 722. 
Nom. plur., dat., instr. sing.: hiqq"oi, -6i 
'horses'. (Inn� < *tkUKJJ.) 

i-qo-jo, PY 147 =Ea 59. Gen.: hiqq"oio. Sense 
here and in Fa 16 uncertain, taken by 
Palmer as a god. 

i-qo-e-qe, KN 269 = Sd 4404 + .  Name of part of a 
chariot made of wood; prob. compound ol 
hiqq"tr 'horse'. See pp. 364, 5 '5· 

i-ra-ko-to, KN V 466. MN. 

i-ra-ta, KN Uf 1011, PY 1 16= En 659, (126= Eo 
281). WN. 

i-ro-to, KN C 912. NN. 

i-sa-na-o-ti, PY Cn 254. 1o1 N, dat. 
i-sa-wo, KN Se 253. MN. 

i-se-we-ri-jo, KN B 798, L 473, X 5105. MN. 

i-so-e-ko, PY Fn 187. MN or title? 
i-su-ku-wo-do-to, KN Fh 348. w N: lskhuodows ? 

[Apparently not from lax\Js if this has f•.) 
i-ta-do.-wa, MY Oe 106. WN?, dat. 
i-ta-ja, KN Ap 769, Xe 537. WN. 
i-ta-mo, KN Ap 618. WN. 

i-ta-no, KN Xe 5877. Apparently wN; cf. next. 
]i-ta-no, KN Ap 769. WN. 

i-ta-ra-jo, PY Jn 431. loiN. 
i-te-ja-o, PY 15=Ad 684. Gen. plur. fern. :  

histtiti6n, 'weaven'. (ICTT6s.) Cf. i-lt-W<:. 
i-te-re-wa, PY 43=Aq 64, 258=Jo 438. PN, nom. 

and gen. 
i-te-u, KN 38=As 1516. w N :  Histeus? Cf. next. 
i·fl'-wf, PY 319=Un 1322. Dat. sing. (or nom. 

plur. ) :  hi.stiwei 'weaver'. [ICTT6s.) See p. 5o6. 
i-te-we-ri-di, MY Oe 121 .  wN?, dat. 
i-ti-nu-ri, KN Dq 439. MN. 

i-to, KN As 1519. wN. 
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i·to-we-sa, PY 237=Ta 709. Nom. f<:m. sing. adj. 
describing a portabl<: h<:arth: histowessa 
'provided with a ta-r6s'. See pp. 338, 500. 

i-wa-ka, KN Uf 120, V 60, PY 253=Jn 310, Ub 
1317 .  MN:  Jwakhtis? 

i-wa-ka-o, PY 253=Jn 310. G<:n. : lwakhao. 
i-wa-ko, KN As 15 16. MN:  /wakkhos? 
i·wa-si-jo-ta, PY 76= Cn 3. Nom. plur. <:thnic 

name ? :  lwasi6tai. 
i·wa·so1, PY 57=An 519, S8=An 654, 60=An 

661. Nam<: of a group of men: /wasoi? Cf. 
prec. [Cf. 'laaov "Apyos Od. XVIII, 246 ; not 
to b<: identifi<:d with 'laaos in Arcadia.J 

i·wa·so•, PY 62=Cn 655. M N :  /wasos. 
i-we-ro, KN As 15 19. MN. 
i-�a-a·to-mo-i, PY 9 1  = Fn 50. Oat. plur. of 

compound of a-lo-mo : -arthmoihi. First dement 
obscur<: : Miihlestein hitsa- < *hiqq"fa·, but 
this is problematical. 

i·�·re, KN B 805. MN. 
i-*65, PY A<: 344, 43=Aq 64, 44=Aq 218, (Jn 

431], Jn 725. Eith<:r follows g<:n. of man's 
name or, with suffixed -qe, nom. of man's 
nam<:: (h)ius 'son'. Cf. i-je-we 172=Tn 316, 
possibly dat.; i-jo. [Tb<: valu<: of • 65 = ju is 
probabl<: though not yet c<:rtain ; if correct, 
i-ju and i-jo b<:ar a strang<: res<:mblanc<: to 
ulils and ul6s; possibly two diff<:r<:nt words 
for 'son' b<:cam<: contaminat<:d l<:ading to 
both having initial (h)i- in Myc., but ut- in 
lat<:r Gr<:ek; Heub<:ck, 197 1 C.] 

i-*6s-ke-o, KN Xd 105. Obscure. 
ja·ke·te·re, PY Mn 1 1 . Apparently variant 

spelling of a-kt·lt·rt, a,-ke·lt·rt. 
ja-ma-ra, KN V 503. MN. 
ja-ma-ta·ro, KN V 655. MN. 
]ja-mi-nu, KN Ap 5547. WN. 

ja-pa-ra-ro, KN V 429, V 652. MN. 
ja·pe·re·so, KN Fs 23. PN? 
ja·P9· KN V 655. P N? 
ia·pu,·wi-ja, KN Le 541. Nom. plur. fem. of 

ethnic; cf. i-ja-pu,-we. 
ja-qo, KN Me 4461. PN? 
ja-ra-to, KN D e  1424. MN. 
ja-ru, KN C 9 1 1 .  MN. 
;r;.-sa-no, KN 38=As 1516. MN. 
ja-sa-ro, KN V 832. MN. Cf. a-sa·ro. 
ja-ti-ri, KN De 1301. MN. 
je-�o, KN Db 1274, Dv 5989. MN. 
io·, KN 201 =Fp 14, 164=Gv 863, PY 76=Cn 3, 

75 = Cn 608, 257=Jn 829, MY 105=G<: 
602 + .  Variant sp<:lling of prefix o-, q.v. 

jo-e-ke·to-qo, KN 164=Gv 863. Obscur<: : see p. 
273· 

jo·i·ie-si: see s.v. i-je-to(·qe). 
jo-o-po-ro: see s. v. o-pe-ro•. 
;p-qi, PY 3 1 8 = U n  1314. Ace. neut. sing. rei . :  

hoqq"i 'which'. [o, -r t  < *yod·k"i(d).] 
jo-te-re-pa-to, KN 201 = Fp 14. Obscure : seep. 307. 

KA, As adjunct to STIRRUP·JAR (*210) : KN K 
700: abbreviation of *ka-ra-re-u (see lca-ra·rt· 
we). 

As adjunct to P I G :  PY 3 1 3 = Un 6, Un 853: 
abbreviation of Jcopros (Karrpos) 'boar'. 

ldcographic use : PY Un 2 1 9 ;  in list ofoff<:rings ? 
ka-a·no, KN X 728 edg<:. Obscure. 
ka-da·i·so, KN De 5018+ 7693. MN. [Cf. Jca..<fa. 

si-jo.] 
ka-da·i·to, KN Uf 5726. MN. 
ka-da-mi-ja, MY 107 = Ge 604. A spice, prob, 

kardamia = K6pOOIJOV, Kap6CXII1S 'garden cress', 
Lepidium salivum. 

ka-da-no, KN Dk 1065, Dv 1 128. MN: Ktidan6r? 
[Cf. K1)5os; Heubeck, 1957, P· 273.] 

]ka·da-ra-so, KN F 452. M N ?  
ka-d<l-ro, P Y  C n  40. MN, dat. 
ka·da-si-jo, PY S7=An 519. MN. 
]ka-di·ti-ja, KN V 1003. Fem. ethnic? Kodistioi ?  

[Cf. K6:5ta-rov 6pos N.W. Crete.] 
ka-do-wo, PY 43=Aq 64, Cn 719. MN. 
ka-e-sa·me-no, PY 59=An 656, TH Ug 5. MN: 

Kahtsamenos ? [Cf. Kaiw�Jat, KEKaaldvos; 
Heubeck, 1957, p .  275.] 

ka-e-sa·me-no-jo, PY Vn 1 1 91. Gen.: -noio. 
ka-e-u-u, PY 316=Qa 1299, MY Ge 605. WN:  

Kaheseus. [Cf. lca-e-sa-me-no; Heub<:ck, 1957, 
p. 276.] 

ka-e·se·we, MY lOS = Ge 602. Oat. (error?) : 
Kahtslwei. 

/p�·ja, PY 3 1 8 =  Un 1314. Obscure. 
ka·jo, KN Dv 1451. MN. 
ka-ka-po, PY Jn 320. MN: Kakkab<>s? 
ka-ka-re-r;., KN 263 = R  1815. Reading uncertain, 

appar<:ntly a gap after ka-ka : pro b. neut. 
plur.: (tnkhtha) khalkartha '(spears) with 
bronze points'. (XaliKl)pd 5ovpl /l. v, 1 45 +  .] 

ka·ke, KN 38=As 1516, B 799 ? loiN. 
ka-ke·ia·pi, KN 267= Sd 4409, Sd 5091, [Se893?]. 

Instr. plur. f<:m.: khalktiaphi 'of bronze'. 
[xCxXKEtOS /1. xm, 30 +  .] 

ka·ki-jo, KN 278=So 894. Dual neut.: khalki6 
'a pair of bronze (wheels) '. [Kii!CAa xa:>-J<Ea, 
11. v, 723.] 

ka-ke-u1, KN V 958, PY 28 = An 607, Jn 725, 
183=Nn 831. Nom. sing.: khalkeus 'bronz<:· 
smith'. [xaAJ<Eils 11. xtt, 295.] 

ka-ke-we, KN Fh 386, PY 253=Jn 3 1 0 + ,  
178=Ma 365 + ,  192=Na 252 + .  Nom. plur. 
(at KN dat. sing. ?) : khalkiwes ( -iwei). 

ka·ke·wi, MY 0<: 1 2 1 .  Oat. sing.: khalkiwi. 
ka·ke·u·si, PY An 129, Na 104. Oat. plur.: 

khalkeusi. 
ka-ke-u•, PY Jn 750. MN:  Khalkeus. (A smith by 

trade.) 
ka-ki-jo: see s. v. lca-ke-ja-pi. 
ka-ko, PY 254=Jn 389 + ,  291 =Sa 794 + .  Nom. 

and instr. sing.: khalkos, -oi 'bronz<:'. [XaliK� 
Hom . + .] 

ka-ko-de-ta, KN 278=So 894. Nom. plur. n<:ut., 
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of wheels : khallcodtll! 'bronze-bound'. [XaAK6-
Ii£Toc; Aesch. + .] 

ka-ma, KN L 520, PY SS= An 724, Ea 28, Eb 
159+, 148= Ep 613, 1 7 1  = Un 718. Nom. 
and ace. sing. A kind of agricultural holding, 
see p. 261.  (Prob. a neuc. noun in ooDJ to 
account for derivative ka-ma+u, but gen. 
sins. seems eo be needed in 148= Ep 6 1 3 ; cf. 
Pecru.!evski, 1970a, p. 126.) At � poss. MN. 

/f.�·ma"f, PY Eb 156. Dual? 
ka-ma4:·u, PY Eb 156+, 148=Ep 613. Nom. 

sing. 'man who ha! a ka-ma holding'. See p. 
261. 

ka-ma4:·we, PY 40= An 26 1 +, 149=Ed 236, 
150= Eel 4 1 1 ,  Ep 539. Oac. sing. and nom. 
plur.: -iwei, ·iWfs. 

ka-ma-jo, KN Am 5882. Nom. plur., description 
of men ? 

ka·ma·ti·jcrjo, TH Z 850, (Z 884 fiJ. MN: gen.: 
Kharmantioio? [Cf. X6p�os. XoWOVTI6T]s.] 

ka·ma-to, KN Oa 1275. MN. 
ka·mi-ni·to, KN Oa 1382?, De 1260, Ok 1073. MN. 
ka·mo, KN As 604. PN? 
ka·mcrni·io, K N  O a  1293. M N: Skam611ios? 
ka-na..a-po, KN Vc 7518. MN . 
ka-na·ko, MY 105=Ge 602 + ;  KA + N A +  KO Ge 

608. Nom. sing. fern.: lcntVcos 'saffiower', 
CarthamUJ li.nttoriUJ. [KYi'jKoc; Hippocr. + ,  6 
or 1).) See p. 226. 

ka·na·pe-u, PY Cn 1287, I I S = En 74, 120=Eo 
276+. Nom. sing. masc.: knapluus 'fuller, 
cloth-dresser'. [ocvacp<Vs irucr. 6 s.c. + ;  

yvocp<Vs prob. the later form, Schwyzcr, 
Gram. 1, 414.) 

ka-na-pe-we, MY 226=0e 129. Oat. sing. : 
kMp!Uwei. 

ka-na·pe·wo, PY 127 = Eo 269. Gen. sing. :  
ktlllphiwos. 

ka-na·pe·u-si, MY 321=0i 701 + .  Oat. plur.: 
knapheusi. 

ka-na·pcrto, KN V 96 1 . MN. 
ka·na·to, MY 234=Ue 6 1 1 ,  Wt 502 + .  Nom. (or 

ace.?) plur.: name of vessel or implement. 
Perhaps: tnathai 'clamps'. [yv66oc; in this 
sense Aesch. Pr. 64.) 

ka·na-tcrpa, KN Ap 639. WN. 
ka-ne·ia, PY 3 1 7 = Ub 1 3 18. Prob. neuc. plur. of 

adj.: kaw 'made of basketry'. [Cf. KCrvtov, 
K<lvtcov 'basket' 11. ex, 2 17 +.] See p. 491 .  

ka·ne·u·ta, KN Oa 13!;0. MN. 
ka·ni·to, KN Oh 1646, Ov 1449, X 7583? M N. 

Ktistopoulos : Kanithos. [Kavc6oc; modern 
name of spring on Mt lda; faure, 1967, p. 
sB.J 

ktt·nu-se·ll, KN As 602. M N :  CaniiStUJ. [Cf. f<XWII�· 
61)s ; Heubeck, 1957, p. 26g.) 

ka-nu·la·io, PY An 129. WN. 
ka·pa, KN E 71, PY 96= Un 138. At KN perhaps 

PN, cf. ka-pa-jo ; at PY description of olives 
(cf. ka-pa), see p. 22 1 .  

ka·pa-jo, K N  B 5752. Description of three men, 
perhaps ethnic of ka-pa. 

ka·pa•ra, l'Y Un 1 32 1 .  Introduces wine entry 
after to-sa ; Palmer ( 1963a, p. 424) compares 
cn<6opa).oc;· 6vT).I)T�P (Hesycl1.). 

ka·pa-ra,•, KN Ak 5009. Description of women 
cloch-workcr(s) ? :  poss. sing. of ethnic or 
descriptive term in -a.r. 

ka·pa·ra,..<fe, PY Aa 788, 26=An 292. Nom. 
plur. fern. : -�Jtks. 

ka-pa·ra,..<fo, PY Ad 679. Gen. plur. fern.: 
·adii11. 

ka·pa·ra,•, PY Jn 706. MN. 
ka·pa-ri-jo, KN U 4478, Ye 72, V 60, V 77. M N :  

Karpali6n. (KaplfaAI<o>v.) 
ka·pa·ri-io·ne, KN Fh 344. Oat. : Karpal ion4i. 

ka·pa·si·ja, PY Vn 851 . WN, possibly = ka-pa-ti-ja : 
Karpasiti? 

ka-fXI"SO, KN Ai 966. Obscure. 
ka·pa·ti·ja, PY 141 = Eb 338, 135= Ep 704 + ,  Un 

443. WN: Karpatlriti? (Cf. KaplT66coc; ethnic of 
K6p,.a6oc;, Hom. Kp(rna6oc; /I. n, 676 ;  cf. also 
ka-pa-si-ja.] 

ka-pe-se·wa·o, PY Cn 453. M N, gen., forming 
place name with wo-wo. 

ka·pi·ni-ja, PY 25 1 = Vn 46. Gen. sing. : kapnias 
'of the chimney'. [K01Tvla = KCX'TTVOS6KI) 
Moeris.] See p. 504. 

ka·pa, KN 94=F 841. Possibly nom. plur. : 
karpai e[laiuxfs ?) 'fruits of the olive'. The 
ligature KA + PO (PY An 616, 104= Un 249, 
103= Un 267, Un 592) may stand for the 

same word. 
ka-pte, KN Of 1230. WN:  Slutptir or Sktiptir ? 

[ <llCa'ITTf!p, cf. cncfj'IT'Tpov.] 
ka·pu·ro, KN V 961.  WN. 
ka-ra-a·pi, PY 246=Ta 722. lnstr. plur. neut.: 

krtiJJpphi or karaapphi ( < •.,t.phi) 'with (lions') 
heads'. [Horn. gen. sing. Kap�OTOS, KpOOTOS; 
Risch, 1966a.] 

ka·ra..<fo-ro, PY Ac 1273, 60=An 661, 75=Cn 
608, 257=Jn 829, 258=Jo 436, 174= Ma 
346, 186 = Na 543 + .  P N: Kharadros or dual 
Kharadr6? One of the Nine Towns of the Hi
ther Province, prob. Phoinikow. [xapa5poc;.] 

ka·ra·dcrro..<fe, PY 250= Vn 20. Ace. + ·tU. 
ka·ra..<fcrwa-ta, PY Ea 57. MN. 
ka·ra·e-ri-jo, KN fp 6 +. Name of month. 

ka·ra-e-i-jo, Kn fp 354. Erroneow or vasiant 
spelling. 

[kaJ·ra4:-ri·icrio, KN Gg 7369, M 1645. Gen.: 
-ioio. 

ka-ra-i, PY [168=Es 644), 167=Es 650 + .  M N  
(or wN?). 

ka-ra·lc9, MY Ge 605. �eading very uncertain in 
line 6A; in line I read [ka-]!9·/o. Possibly a 
herb: gltikh6n 'pcnnyroyal', Mentha pultgium. 
[Dor., Boeoc. yMx<->(v), Ion. y).�x<->v Ace. 
fl).�xwv.] 

ka·ra·ma-to, KN V 684. furumark: gen. plur. 
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klasmat6n 'fragments (of ivory)'. Cll3c un
cxpl.ained; Palmer suspects error for ka-ra
ma-ta. 

ka-ra-na-ko, KN B 988. Obllcurc; M N ?  
ka-ra-na-ta, KN Ye 65, X d  7906. MN:  Krantitas? 

(Cf. PN Kp(Mj.) 
ka-ra-ni-jo, PY Wr 1 1 99. Obllcurc. 
ka-ra-pa-so, PY 254=Jn 389, MY Oi 705. MN. 
ka-ra-pi, PY Ea 808. MN: Krambi.r? [Kpal-'!315.) 
ka-ra-re-we, KN K 778, PY 305= Fr 1 1 84. Nom. 

plur., name of an oil-jar, probably 'stirrup
jar'. Householder ( 1959a, p. 379) :  khltiriwa. 
[Cf. XAap6v· V.a111� Kw6wv Hesych.] See 
p. 494· 

ka-ra-se! ti-ri-jo, MY Wt 507. Variant or erron-
eous spelling of ka-ra-ti-ri-jo ? 

ka-ra-strmo, PY Fn 79. MN, dat.? 
ka-ra-su-no, PY 63= Cc 660. MN, dat. 
ka-ra-te-mi..tfe, PY Gn 428. M N, dat.? 
ka-ra-te-ra, MY 234= Uc 6 1 1 .  Apparently ace. 

sing.: krtitira 'mixing bowl'. [KPI'lTJ\p /1. xxn, 
74 ' + .) 

ka-ra-ti-ri-jo, MY 234=Ue 61 1 . Nom. plur.; 
name of vessel. Cf. lca-ra-se-ti-ri-jo. 

ka-ru-to, MY 106 = Gc 603, Ge 605? In a list of 
spices: possibly kalatlws 'bll3ket '?  

ka-ra-u-du-ro, PY Eb 838, 143= Ep 705. MN. . 
ka-ra-u-;q, MY Fu 7 1 1 .  MN ? : Kldwjtis? 
ka-ra-u-ko, PY Cn 265, Jn 706 + ,  [MY Z 7 13 ?). 

M N :  Glaulcos. [fhaiiKOS /1. 11, 676+.) 
ka-ra-u-ro, PY An 192, J n 750. M N : Kalauros? 

(KciAavpos eponymous hero of K<XAavpia.] 
ka-ra-wa-ni-ta, PY Cn 45. loiN, dat.? 
ka-ra-we, KN 25 = Ap 694, Ap 5668. Nom. plur. 

describing WOMEN:  griiwa 'old women'. 
[YPI'l0s Od. t, 1 91 + .] 

ka-ra-wi-ko, PY 254=Jn 389. M N :  K/dwislcos. 
(Chantraine, 1966, p. • 73·) 

ka-ra-wi-po-ro, PY 1 4 1 = Eb 338, 142=Ed 3 17, 
13S=Ep 704, 257=Jn 829, [3 1 3 = Un 6], 
Vn 46. Nom. and dat. sing., nom. plur., 
prob. always fern.: kltiwiphoros 'key-bearer', 
title of a religious office. [Dor. KA<p<oq>6pos, 
cf. Att. KAuSoV)(os 'priestess'. •KAafiS to be 
reconstructed "-' origin of KAEIS, etc., cf. Lat. 
claui.r, pro b. a loan.) 

ka-ra-wi-po-ro-jo, PY Ae 1 1 0. Gen. sing. : 
kltiwiphoroio. 

ka-ra-wi-so, PY Ja 1288. M N ?  
ka-ra- •s6-so, PY [ 1 16=En 659], 127=Eo 269 

edge. MN. Cf. ka·ra-pa-so. 
ka-ri-pi-jo, KN X 7916. M N ?  
ka-ri-se-u, KN 38=As 1 5 1 6 + ,  PY jn 43 1, M Y  

46=Au 102. M N :  Kharis<US. [Cf. next.] 
ka-ri-si-jo, PY Jn 706. M N :  Kharisios. [Xapia1os.] 
ka-ro', KN Fh 340. P N ?  (Godart, 1 968a, p. 599.) 
ka-ro•, PY 317 = Ub 13 18. Perhaps: kairos 

'fringe' ? [Kalpos, cf. Kalpoalwv Od. vu, 107.) 
See p. 493· 

ka·rtrke-e, PY 52= An 207. P N, loc. (Cf. ke-e.] 

ka-ro-qo, KN Se 257 + ,  PY Vn 865, M Y  Au 657. 
M N :  Kharoq•os or Kharoq•s. [Xaporros 11. n, 
672, Xapo.v 11. x•, 426.] 

ka-ro�p[, KN X 1047. Name of oLjccr ?  
ka-ru-ke, PY Fn 187, U n  2 19 . Oat. sing. : ktirulcei 

'herald'. (Kfipv� 1/. 11, 50+.) 
ku-ru-no, KN Dl 412, Dl 7 1 47. PN. 
ka-ru-pi: sec s.v. ka-ru-we. 
ka-ru-ti-je-ja-o(-qe), PY 12=Ad 67l. Gen. plur. 

fern. of occupational term, not ethnic in vi�w 
of formation in ·eia aruwering to masc. in -tus 
(Chadwick, 1964a, p. 323). 

ka-ru-we, PY 245 = Ta 72 1 .  lnstr. sing. fern. :  a 
decorative feature in ivory, perhaps karuti 
'nut, boss'. (Cf. Kapvov Batroch. + ; oiKVS/ 
oh<vos.] 

ka-ru-pi, PY 246=Ta 722. lnstr. plur.: perhaps 
karuphi., 

ka-sa-no, 'J!'Y V 63 1 . M N. 
ka-ra-ro, KN C 912, Dv 1 450. MN.  
ka-sa-to, K N  Ye 7537, P Y  50= A n  39, J n  320, 

MY Go 6 1 0, Oe 1 13. MN, nom. and dat.: 
Xanthos, -oi. [I6:veos 11. v, 152.] 

ka-si-ktrno, KN [Ra 1541),  (Ra 1546), Ra 
1556+, PY An 126. Term occurring in 

swoRD context; poss. occupational 1erm (cf. 
pi-ri-je-te) ; nom. plur. at l'Y. Lejeune ( 1g6o b) 
kasi- 'with'. 

ka-so', KN V 684. Name of material? 
ka-so', PY Cn 599. ><N, dat. [Cf. Kaaos PN, 11. u, 

676.] 
ka-ta-mi·iP, KN C 91 1 .  Nom. sing. masc., 

personal adj. ? : '(the slave) of •ka-ta-mo'. 
ka-ta-ni-ja, KN L 771.  Prob. nom. fern. plur., 

ethnic adj. of ka-ta-rwl: Kantoniai? 
ka-ta-no1, KN X 795. Possibly P N :  Kantanos? 

[KaVTavos S.-W. Crete.) 
ka-ta-no•, PY Eb 690, 1 43 = Ep 705. MN: KatmWr? 

(Cf. me-la-no.] 
ka-ta-ra, KN Np 85. PN, nom. plur. : Katrai? [Cf. 

KaTpE\is Paus. vm, 53, 4 ; Ilievski, 1959, p. 
1 26.) 

ka-ta-ra-i, KN Co 906. Loc. plur. : -dhi. 
f>t�·ta-ra-pi, KN V 145, (X 7773]. lnstr. plur. : 

-dphi. 
ka-ta-ro, KN X 8 101 , MY Z 202. Obscure ; M N ?  

[Cf. Ka6ap65.) 
ka-ta-wa, PY Cn 40, Jn 605. MN, nom. and dat. 

cr. next. 
ka-ta-wo, KN Dk 5201, Dv 1 1 13. MN. [Katarwos 

(•chapros Schwf2cr, Dial. 654) satisfies 
spelling, but seems an improbable name.) 

ka-{q1-rp, KN As 604. ><N. , 
ka-te-u, KN 71 = Dk 1072, Dv 1451 (subsequently 

deleted). M N :  Kasteus ? [Hcubeck, 1957, p. 
274·1 

ka-ti, PY 238=Tn 996. Nom. sing., name of jug 
or hydria : prob. lcathis. [Cf. •116is 'vessel for 
shaking dice', Kfl6Crptov 'voting urn', Arc. 
Kalh5ol (for -S•s?)· vSplal Hesych.) 
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ka·to, KN Dv 1 169, Dv 5287. N N :  Kasl6r? 
ka-to-ro, KN Do I 054 + ,  Dq 438, Dq 686. 

Gen.?: Kaswros. 
ka-tu·re·wi-ja-i, PY 317=Ub 1318. Oat. plur. : 

k<>ntJudiwidhi 'saddle-bags'? See p. 491 ,  and 
cf. k<J-tu-ro1• 

ka-tu-re·wi[, KN X 1047. Prob. nom. plur. 
ka·tu-ro1, PY 317=Ub 1318. Gen. plur.: k4n

thuli4n 'of pack-saddles'? [Cf. Kcxv8VAfl 
'swelling', Kav&T)Ata 'panniers for pack
animals', etc.) See p. 49 1.  

ka-u·da, KN Fs 21.  PN?  
ka-u-no, TH Z 839. M N :  Khaunos? [Heubeck, 

tg6gc, p. 146.] 
ka-u-ti·wr�, PY An 340. NN, 

ka-wa-do-ro, PY Ep 212. N N :  Ka/wantlros? (Heu
beck, 1957. p. 32.) 

ka-wa-ra, PY 314= Qa 1289. WN. 
ka-wa-ro, KN De 1287 (possibly incomplete at 

left). MN. 

ka-wa-ti·ro, PY An 340, Mb 1401. NN, nom. and 
dat. 

ka-wi-jo, PY An 192. Nom. sing., description of 
man or ethnic? 

ka-wi-ta, PY Cn 600. MN. 

l.c"·wo, KN Se 7471. Context obscure; could be 
k<l/wo(s) = KaA�. 

ka-:.a, KN Sp 4452. Description of object called 
wo-ra with horn-shaped ideogram; perhaps 
kiul/tsa < •klultlcy<i 'of bronze'. 

ka·:.�. PY Va 1323. Nom. plur., description of 
axones: k<ltso/w < •kalcyos-e.s. [Original corn
par. of K<n<"s; cf. �paaac .. w/!lpaxv;.] 

ka·*j6-tuJ·to, KN As 1516. NN. 
ka-•s6-no, KN Of 1219. NN. 

ka·*56-so-ta, KN Ap 769. WN. 

KE, As adjunct: KN As 608, As 625 (obscure). As 
adjunct to vessel : KN K 773 (per h. abbre
viation of Ju-ni-qa or kt-ni-qt-lt·Wf); to 
circular ideogram: KN U 436 (cf. KE + Ro1) ; 
inside rectangular frame ( = *s89): PY 314= 
Qa 1289, 315=Qa 1296+ .  

Associated with S A  ( = 'flax'): PY Na 856, Na 
1041 (poss. abbreviation of word describing 
land-holding, cf. lu-kt·mt·na). 

ldeographic use :  KN Ne 5100, PY 177 = M a 90, 
176=Ma 123+ (weighed commodity) ; (with 
numeral, not weighed) : KN Gg 71 1 .  

]ke-<1: see [t]-ke-a•. 
ke-do-jo, PY Ua 158. Gen. sing.? 
ke-do-si-ja, KN B 799, B 804. Heading to lists of 

rnen. 
ke-e, PY Aa 93, Ad 295. PN, loc. 

ke·i·ia, PY Qa 1303. Nom. sing. fem. of ethnic, 
or personal name? 

ke-i-jo, PY Na 577. Ethnic used as PN. 
ke-e·pe, MY 107=Ge 604. MN, dat. Possibly an 

error for kt-J>t-t, dat. of ke-po. 
ke-i-ja-ka-ra-na, PY 184=Nn 228. PN. Probably 

adj. (cf. lu-e) +krtind 'spring'. (KpftVfl.) 

ze·i-ja-ka-ra-na, PY Xa 70. Variant spelling of 
same name? 

ke-ka·to, KN 39=As 1517, PY Pn 30. MN. 

ke·ka·u·me-no: see a-pu Ju.k<J.u-mt-na. 
ke-ke-me-na, KN 157=Uf835, 162=Uf 983, Xe 

664+,  PY Ea 757+, 144=Eb 866 + ,  1 3 1 =  
Ep 30 l + . Nom. and gen. sing., nom. plur., 
perf. pple. pass. :  ktkt.SI'/Wiod, -M.s, -nai. The 
meaning is approximately 'belonging to the 
diimos, communal'. The form lcelusmtnti (cf. 
K!<!l3"'· Kdc.>v) 'divided' is recommended as 
most likely interpretation by Heubeck ( 1967). 

ke·ke-me·na-o, PY 146=Eb 473 +, 149=Ed 
236, 135=Ep 704. Gen. plur. fem. : lctkes
mLtui6n. 

ke·ke-me·no, PY 4S=An 830, 14l = Eb 338, 
135=Ep 704. Ace. dual fem.: lcelwmtnti. In 
An 830 interpretation of form doubtful. 

ke·ke-me-no-jo, PY 190= Na 395. Gen. sing. 
masc. or neut. : -menoio. 

ke-ke-tu·w�, PY 40=An 261. Heading to list of 
men, nom. plur. masc. of perf. pple. ? 

ke-ki', PY An 192. Nom. sing. description of man: 
-is? See p. 430. 

ke-ki-de, PY 56=An 657+, 187=Na 514+. 
Nom. plur. : -ides. 

)l.ce-ki-do, PY Na 848. Gen. plur. : -id6n ? 
ke-ki', PY Jn 692, Jn 725. NN. 

ke-ki-jo, PY S6=An 657, 44= Aq 218. MN or 
patronymic adj.? Cf. kt-lci1• 

ke-ko-jo, PY 91=Fn 50, MY Ui 651. MN, gen. 
ke-ku·r9. KN Xd 7656?, PY Mn 162. wN, dat. :  

/(.,J..JQi? (Cf. K.pt<vAu\.) 
ke-ma-qe·me, KN 161 = Uf 839. Context obscure. 
ke-ma-ta, KN V 684. Context obscure, but 

ktrmata 'slices' seems possibl�. [KlP\I'X.] 
ke-me-ri-jo, PY Fn 324. Qualification of man's 

name, perhaps ethnic or patronymic adj. 
ke-me-u, KN Dv 1427. M N :  KtlmLW? [Cf. KtAI!tS, 

lill�WS.] 
ke-ni-qa, KN Ws 8497. On sealing with a-sa-mi-14, 

nom. sing.?: khmtiq"s (or ace. lchnnig•a?) 
'vessel for washing the hands'? (xlpvrlf' Od. 
t, r 36 + 'water for washing the hands'; cf. 
xlpvr�V //. XXIV, 304 'vessel forth is purpose'.) 

ke·ni·qe-tt-we, [KN X 768], MY Wt 503. Nom. 
plur.: 'lcJrtmiq"liwts 'wash-hand-basins'. [Cf. 
xlpV11f', XEpVftrTOIJQI; see preC.j 

ke-nu-wa-so, KN 161 = Uf 839. Context obscure. 
ke-o-te-ja, TH Of 28. Fem. dat.: epithet of 

goddess Hera? 
ke-po, MY IOS=Ge 602, 106=Ge 603 + .  MN. 

ke-po-da: see lce-u-po-da. 
ke-pu, KN Ap 639. wN. 

ke-pu.-ie·u, KN Ye 7575. wN. 

ke-ra', KN 163 = Ra 984. Perhaps ace. sing.: 
ktras 'horn' (context obscure, see p. 456). 
[oclpa;.J 

]ke-ra-a, KN 231 = K 872. Nom. plur. ? :  
ktra(lt)a. 
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ke-ra-e, PY Sa 840. Dual: lcera(h)t? 
ke-ra•, PY 137= Eb 416, 135= Ep 704. Ace. sing., 

prob. : gtras 'gift of honour'. [yl� 6 Tl liiillOS 
rs"""v Od. vu, •so+ .] 

ke-ra-ja, KN V 831. MN. 

ke-ra-ja-pi, KN 266 =Sd 4401 +, 274=Sf 4428. 
Irutr. plur. fern.: ktraiaphi 'made of horn' 
(description of some fitment on chariots). 
[K£pa61 /1. tu, 24+ 'horned', if this is not 
from •K£paf61, cf. Lat. uruqs 'stag'; cf. K£pa!a 
'horn' Aesch. + .] 

ke-ra-i-ja-pi,KN Sd 4450. V ariantspellingofprec. 
ke-ra-me-ja, KN AP 639. w N :  Ktramna. [Fern. 

to K£pallf\ls.] 
ke-ra-me-u, PY Cn 1287. Nom. sing.: lceramms 

'potter'. (IClpallf\}s /1. XVIII, 001 + .) 
ke-ra-me-we, PY 52=An 207. Nom. dual: 

lceramiw.. 
ke-ra---wo, PY 1 17 = En 467, 130=Eo 371. 

Gen. sing.: lceramiwos. 
ke-ra-me-wi[, MY Oe 125. Oat. sing. : lctramiwi. 

ke-ra-no(-qe), KN 85 = Ch 896. Nam" of one of a 
yoke of oxen: Kelainos. [KtAatv61 'dark'.] 

ke-ra-so, MY 303 = V 659. W N :  Keraso? 
[Kipaaos.) 

ke-ra-ti-jo-jo, PY An 424. w N, gen. forming place 
name with wo-wo. 

ke-ra-u-jo, PY Eb 501, 1 3 1  = Ep 301. WN. 
ke-re, KN !u 1516, B 805. w N :  Kris ? [Kpi)s.) 
ke-re-a1, PY 236=Ta 641. Ace. plur. neut.: 

sktldta 'legs (of a tripod cauldron)'. [aKI:>-os 
(only of a man) /1. XVI, 3 14 + .) 

kl!-re-na, KN M 719. Obscure. 
ke-re-no, PY Cn 599, MY 46=Au 102. MN. Prob. 

nom. and dat.; at MY the entry v 1 R 2 is 
prob. an error for I or the second name has 
been omitted. Possibly Gerlnos. [Cf. ftpf)v•os.) 

ke-re-si-jo �ke, PY 236=Ta 641, 237=Ta 709. 
Description of tripod cauldrons. Palmer 
lcrisiowergis 'of Cretan style or workmanship', 
see p. 336. [Cf. /\VKIOEpyi)s Herodotus + ,  
Koptvlhovpyi]s, etc.] 

ke-re-ta-o, PY Cn 1287. Gen. sing. ofmasc. man's 
or god's name, or gen. plur. of fern. noun? 
Owner(s) of a do-e-ro. 

ke-re-te, PY An 128. Nom. plur.: Kritts? 
ke-re-te-u, PY 147 =Ea 59, Ea 304 + ,  1 10 = Ea 

800, X a 565? " N :  Kritheus. [Kpi]O.Vs Od. XI, 

237·1 
ke-re-ti-wo, PY Na 547. PN. 

ke-re-u, KN Ag 91, PY 147 = E:� 59 (error for 
kt-rt·lt-u ?), E:� 827. WN. 

ke-re-wa, KN Od 666?, Xd 282. M N :  Klewas ? 
[!Was.] 

ke-re-la, PY Aa 762, Aa 807, Ab 217, Ab 586, 
Ad 318, Ad 686. Name of place or area at 
Pylos. 

ke-ri-mi-ja, KN 2 1 2 = Lc 535, PY 28=An 607. 
Both contexts obscure ; perhaps an adj. 
describing women. 

ke-ro, PY Jn 413. MN. 
K E  + lt9t• KN [U 436?], U 746. Written over 

circular ideogram no. 172; possibly lcirion 
'honeycomb', but etymology of Kl]pOs 
uncertain. 

ke-ro-ke-re-we-o, PY 285=Sa 487. MN, gen.: 
Khirolcltw.hos. 

ke-ro-si-ja, PY 40=An 261, An 616. A group of 
men under a qa·si·re·u, pro b. geronsiti 'council 
of elders'. See pp. 1 72, 421 .  [ytpovc!a.] 

ke-ro-te, KN B 800 (erased) , PY Jn 881. Prob. 
nom. plur.: geronlts 'old men'. [ylpwv.) 

ke-ro-ta, KN Ld 785, Ld 786, Ld 788. Neut. 
plur. adj. describing cloth: prob. geronta 'old'. 
[Cf. pa-ra-ja = palaia in same context Ln 
1568; ylpov aCn<os Od. xxn, 184, etc.] 

ke-ro-u-te-u, PY Cn 600, [Fn 324]. M N :  Ktlouthrus? 
(Cf. KIA£v6os, aK6:>-ov6os.] 

ke-ro-u-teL-we], PY Fn 324. Oat. 
ke-ro-we, PY Cn 4. WN. 
ke-ro-wo, PY 3 1  =Ae 134, 61 = Cn 131. MN, nom. 

and dat.: Kerowos? 
ke-ro-wo-jo, PY 62 = Cn 655. Gen. 

ke-sa-da-ra, PY Ea 828, Fg 368, Mn 1368 + .  w N :  
KessandM ? [K<aa6v5pa (va.e inscr. for 
Kaaa6v5pa) : Heubeck, 1 957, pp. 32, 273.) 

ke-sa-do-ro, KN ru 1520, B 798. py Vn 130. M N :  

Kessandros ? (Cf. lct-sa-d4-ra.) 
[ke]-sa-do-ro-jo, KN B 809. Gen.: Kessandroio. 

ke-sa-me-no, PY 6 J = Cn 1 31 , Fn 324. MN: 
Kessammos. [Pple. of •t-K£5-cOili]V, cf. 
"'5v61; Heu�ck, 1957, p. 273.] 

ke-se-ni-wi-jo, I'Y Fr I�� I. Adj. describing oil :  
xmwion 'for guests'. (�dv1a ( ·�lvr•a) /I. XI, 

779 + .] 
(ke-se-]nu-wi-jo, PY Fr 1255. Alternative 

spelling of prec. 
ke-se-nu-wi-ja, KN 215= Ld 573 + . Neut. plur. 

describing textiles: xenwia. 
ke-se-ne-wi-ja, KN Ld 649. Alternative spelling 

ofprec. 
ke-se-nu-wo, PY Cn 286. M N ? : Xenw6n. (Core. 

Itvrwv.] 
ke-ta, PY Jn 706. MN. 
ke-ti-de(-qe), MY 303 =V 659. WN. 
ke-ti-ro, KN Da 1323, U 1 72 + , PY Jn 415. MN. 
ke-to, KN Da 1 1 34+, PY Cn 436. MN. 
ke-to-ro, KN C 954. M N. 
ke-u-po-da, PY 190= Na 395, Na 527. Prob. a 

title; Palmcr : Jcheuspondtis 'libation-pourer'? 
ke-po-da, PY 189= Na 568. Prob. defective 

spelling. 
Jce-u-po-da-o, KN C 1044, Dq 442. Gen. 

ke-u-po-de-ja, KN 90 = G  820. Obscure: seep. 21!;. 
ke-u-sa, KN Dl 946. MN. 

ke-we-no, PY Cn 600, Jn 43 1 . wN, nom. :�nd dat. 
ke-we-to, PY 253=Jn 310. MN. 

ke-we-to-jo, PY 253 =Jn 310. Gen. 
ke-wo-ncrjo, PY 57=An 519. MN (commander of 

an o-lea), gen. 
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]lc�wo-r�-u-si, KN Ws 1707. Obscure; clat. plur. ? 
k�·zo, PY Cn 328. >< N ?  
k�-·8J-•t8, K N  Dd 1425. MN. 
KT, � adjunct tO SHEEP and G O A T S :  KN C 7088, 

Oh 1243 + ,  Dk 1066 + ,  01 4 1 2  + , Do 9 1 9 + : 
meaning 'young', 'new-born' {Killen, 1964a, 
p. 78), perhaps abbreviation of word used in 
fem. ki-ra. 

As adjunct to TUNIC:  KN 219= L 594, 22 1 = 
L 647, 220= L 870 + :  =ki-w 'tunic'. 

ldeographic use: KN L 1649, U 5653{?):  
prob. = prec. 

ki-da-pa, KN 278 =So 894. I' rob. name of timber, 
cf. oKTv50\jl6s? 

ki-da-ro, KN E 842. Obscure, perhaps M N. [Cf. 
K•5opla epithet of Demeter.] 

ki-do-ro, KN X 7557. M N ?  
ki-du-ro, PY An 192. M N .  
ki-<!·U, PY SS= An 724. MN. 

ki-<!-wo, PY 43 = Aq 64. Gen. 
ki-je-u, KN Xd 94. Variant spelling of nom. 

ki-jo-n�-u-•i, PY Gn 428. Oat. plur. of occu
pational term? 

ki-ka-M wi-jo-de, PY Vn 48. Prob. P N + -<k; 
formerly read as one word. 

ki-ke-ro, KN As 1519. MN. 
ki-ma-ra, PY Aa 63. Nom. plur. fem., description 

of women, possibly ethnic. 
ki-ma-ra-o, PY Ad 668. Gen. plur. 

ki-ma-ta, KN � 1520. MN. 
]ki-ma-to, KN V 7620. MN (prob. complete) . 
ki-mu-ko, KN Dv 1085. MN. 
ki-mu-ku, KN Db 1327. MN. [Cf. prec.] 
ki-ni-di-ja, PY S=Aa 792, Ab 189, 26=An 292. 

Nom. plur. fern., descript.ion of women: 
Knidiai. [Kvl5o<;.J 

ki-ni-di-ja-o, PY Ad 683. Gen. plur.: Kniditi6n. 
ki-nu-qa, KN Ap 6 18. WN. 
ki-nu-ra, PY Qa 1301, Vn 865. MN: Kinurtis. 

[KnllipT)S /1. XI, 20.) 
ki-ra{-q�). MY 303= V 659 (twice). Either WN or 

more likely term of relationship {cf. tu-ka-1<-qe 
in same tablet) : possibly gilt! 'female infant'. 
[Cf. "'oy•>-� 'new-born' Od. xtl, 86+, 
Chadwick, 1g63 b, p. 65 ; see also Kl.] 

ki-ra-di-ja, KN V 1005. Nom. plur. fem. of ethnic 
adj . ?  [Cf. :1:KipQS epithet of Athena, &•p&5•ov 
6Kpov.] 

ki-ra-*56-so, KN Fh 360. M N ?  
ki-ra,-i-jo: see s.v. ki-ri-ja-i-jo. 
ki·r�i-sp, KN Da 1098 edge {erased). MN. 
ki-ri-ja-i-jo, PY 57= An 519. w N: Kiljaios, 

Kirjaios ? [KO.>-a•os, K•ppatos.] 
ki-ra1-i-jo, KN Se 103. Variant spelling. 

ki-ri-ja-si, KN B 80 1 .  MN. 
ki-ri-jo-t�, KN Da 1 163 + ,  Db 5272 +. Frequent 

annotation on SHEEP tablet•; prob. adj. 
describing RAMs. 

ki-ri-ko, KN X 1041. M N ? :  Krikos? [Cf. KpiKos.] 
ki-ri-n�-10, KN Dv 1248. wN. 

ki-ri-se-w�, PY An 298. Nom. dual or plur., a 
rnan's trad�: klrri.siwe.s canointers?, painters? ,  
plasTerers?' [Cf. xplw; xptoiJQ 'oil. plaster'; 
xPIO"TTJS 'white-washer' Hcsych.) 

ki-ri-ta1, KN 90=G 820. Ace. sing. or plur.: 
ATithtin, kritlums ' barley'. [K()•61\, Kp•Oal /1. x1, 
69 + .] 

ki-ri-ta', KN Ld 785. Prob. neut. plur. adj. 
describing CLOTH: khrista 'anointed, painted 
(with red spots?) '. [xpun�.) 

ki-ri-ta-de, KN Ws 8493, X 8768. Possibly PN + 
-d., perhaps fern. ace. plur., cf. next. 

ki-ri-ta-i, KN Od 5003. Dat.-loc. plur.? Or 
from ki-ri-t�• ? 

ki-ri-te-wi-ja, KN Fp 363, PY 28=An 607, 139= 
Eb 32 1 , 135= Ep 704. Nom. plur., a class of 
women possibly with a religious function. 
See p. t67. 

ki-ri-u-wi-ja-i, KN 89=E 777. Oat. plur. 
ki-ri-1�-wi-ja-pi, PY Un 1428. lnstr. plur. 

ki-ri-ti-jo-jo, PY 167= Es 650. Gen. sing.; 
possibly the name of a month: K rithioio ? 

ki-ri-•82-jo, PY Jn 320. M N :  Krisw"ios? [Kptootos 
adj. of Kplaa; Chad wick, 1 968•, p. 65.] 

ki-si-wi-ja, PY Aa 770, [Ab 194]. Nom. plur. fern. 
of ethnic adj. The suggestion that This is 
ancestral to Xtos (p. 1 56) depends upon tho 
assumption that •ksw developed to •kh{w). as 
•ksm to khm in alx�o�l\, cf. •a·ka-sa-rna; but if 
Xtos {aclj.) is really from •Xhos, we should 
expect an extra syllable. 

ki-si-wi-ja-o, PY Ad 675. Gen. plur.: -tion. 
ki-si-wi-je-ja, KN Xd 98. Context obscure; WN ? 
ki-si-wi-jp, KN V 60. MN. [Cf. ki-si-wi-j".] 
ki-ta-ne-to, KN 29=Am 821, Da 1 108. WN. 
ki-ta-no, KN Ga 1 530 + , X 1 385. Probably name 

of a condiment. 
ki-1i-j�-si, PY 193= Na 520, [Na 1 1 79]. 3rd plur. 

prcs.: /cli•rui 'they settle, bring into culti
vation' ?  [Athematic conjug. of verb later 
represented by KTilw, cf. Skt. Killi 'resides'; 
see Palmer, t 954b, p. 26.) 

ki-ti·m�-na. [KN X 7753 ?), PY I l l =  Ea 7 1 + ,  
1 1 7 = Ev 467+, 1 18 = Eo 21 1 + .  Nom. and 
gen. slng., nom. plur. rem.: ktimtnd, -41, -oi, 
serving to denote land not administered by 
the ddmos, soe pp. 233, 444· [Cf. M<lii'EVOS 
//. u, so1+.] 

[ki-]ti-me-no, PY 153= Er 880. Prob. ace. neut. 
sing. 

ki-ti·m�, PY 1 17 =  En 467. Defective spelling of 
ki-ti-m<-na. 

ki-ti-ta, PY 54= An 610, SS=An 724. Ace. sing., 
nom. plur.: ktittin, ·lai 'settlers, inhabitants'. 
[niTT)s Eur., cf. mptKTITat Od. XI, 288, and 
IIU!·Ia-/ci-ti-ta.) 

ki-to. KN Le 536, 222= L 693. Norn. sing. : 
khiton 'tunic', or possibly 'fine linen'. [XITWV 
'tunic' Od. xv, 6o + ,  Ion. K10wv.] See p. 320. 

ki-to-n�. KN L 77 1 . Prob. nom. plur. : khit6nu. 
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ki-to-na, KN Ld 785. Ace. sing. or plur.? 
ki-to-pi, KN Ld 787. lnnr. plur.: /chi14mphi. 

)ki-to-ni-ja : s�� s.v. t-pi-ki-to-ni-ja. 
ki-u-ro, KN B 80 1 , 01 47? MN. 
ki-u-ro-i, PY 324=An 1282. Dat. plur.; probably 

some part of or �quipmcnt for a chariol. 
Palm�r ( 1963 a, p. 328) : kiuroihi 'bask�ts'. (Cf. 
Klovpos Hesych., Hebr. ki.Y:f6r 'pot, basin'.] 

ki-wo(-qe) , PY 251 = Vn 46. Nom. sing. : kiw6n 
(q"e) 'and a column'. (Kiw• Od. XlX, 38 +  .) 

l:<i-wo-na-de, PY Vn 48. Ace. sing. + -lk ;  
Kiw6M-de, used as place nam�. 

ki-zo, KN Ap 5748. w N ?  
ki-•18-i-so, KN Oa 1363+ 1428. MN. 
KO, KN Ap 629; abbr�via1ion of ko-wo or ko-wa ? 

As adjuncc eo CLOTH: KN L 8105. 
In lists of spices: KN Ga 34, 203 = Ga 953 + ,  

PY Un 219, Un 592 (wich CONDIM ENT}, MY 
106 = c� 603 + ; abbr�viation of ko-ri-a,-da-na, 

etc. •coriander'. 
Ligacur�d with SKIN:  PY 1 7 1 = Un 718; abbr�

viation or k()+UJO 'sheep6skin'. 
On armour tab1�ts : PY 295=Sh 734, 293= 

Sh 737 + : abbr�viation of ktHII-Io (s�e ko-ru) 
'(plates) of th� helm�t'. 

ko-a, KN X 737. M N ?  
ko-a-ta, K N  B 798. MN, dal.? 

ko-a,-ta, PY jn 706. MN, prob. variant spelling. 
ko-do, KN 161 = Uf 839, PY 1 13 =  Ea 824, 112= 

Ea 825 + ,  Vn 130. MN, nom. and dat. 
ko-do-jo, PY I l l =  Ea 7 1 ,  Ea 754. G�n·. 

ko-do-ro, PY Jn 706. w N :  Kodros. (K6Spos.J 
ko-i-no: s� s.v. ko-M. 
ko-i-rp, PY Eb 862, 148=Ep 613. wN. 
ko-/:<4-r�u, TH Of 30. w N ?  [Cf. n�xt.) 
ko-ka-ro, PY Fg 374, 305= Fr 1 1 84. WN, nom. 

and dat. ? :  K6ka/os. [KW.CW.01.] 
ko-ki-da, KN 265=Sd 4403, 282=So 4430. 

Entry preceding o-pa, pass. MN in gen. (cf. 
a-rt-ki-si-to-jo). 

ko-ki-de-jo, KN Fh 5465. Context obscure; cf. prcc. 
ko-ki-jo, PY 56= An 657. MN: Kokkilm? (K010Ciw•.J 
ko-ki-re-ja, PY 235=Ta 7 1 1 ,  240=Ta 713, 241 = 

Ta 715. Nom. sing. fem . :  adj. describing 
�w�rs and tables: konkhilnti 'd«orat�d with 
sea-shells'? [Cf. K6x:>.os Eur. + ,  KOYJ(vAio• 
Epich. + ,  etc.) S�e p. 335· 

ko-ku, KN Oh 1240. M N :  Kokkux? 
ko-ku-ro, KN B 803. M N :  Gongulos (Landau) . 

[ r oyy\IAos.] 
ko-ma-do-ro, PY (255=Jn 658], Jn 725. MN. 
ko-ma·ta, MY 93=Fo 101,  (303 = V  659?]. WN: 

K omlitti. [Cf. w N Ko�>erra<;.) 
ko-ma-we, PY57=An519,Jn 750. M N :  Konuiwtns. 

[Ko�>l\ns.] 
ko-trA-we-to, KN Ok 920 + ,  Dv 1 272 + .  Gen. : 

KonuiwenloJ. 
ko-ma-we-te, KN 80=C 913,  Dk !049?, PY 

Cn 925. Oat.: Konuiwenlti. 
ko-ma-we-ta, KN B 798. MN, dat. ? :  Komtiwtnttii? 

ko-ma-w�te-ja, PY 172=Tn 316, TH Of 35. 
Name of a f�male deity? s�� p. 463. 

ko-11a, PY Ep 212,  MY Ue 652. At PY possibly 
erroneous repetition of preceding ko-to-na, or 
adj. koinJiJ ? At MY context obscure. 

ko-rre-wa-ta, PY Jn 431. MN, 
ko-ni-da-jo, KN 38=As 15 16. MN. 
ko-ni-it�• PY An 615. P N ?  [Cf. ko-no'.J 
ko-ni-jo, PY 54= An 610. The omission of the 

" " "  ideogram may be accidental, due to 
lack of spac�; perhaps nom. plur. masc., cf. 
ko-ni-ja. 

ko-ni-ti-ja-ja, PY Vn 879. Nom. plur. adj. or 

noun describing arcifacts. 
ko-no1, PY 203=Ca 953(+ ]955, MY IOS=Ge 

602 + .  Probably a condiment :  slchoinos, 
perhaps 'sw��t rush' or 'ginger-grass', Cym
bopagon Jehotnanthus. See p. 226. [Not Cr�can 
x6wo1 'cups' (as proposed by Maddoli, 
1968).] 

ko-i-no, MY Ce 606. Variant spelling. 
ko-no•, PY t54=Eq 2 1 3. With o-r�>-jo forming a 

place name; gen. plur.? (Cf. ko-ni-ja.] 
ko-no-ni-pi, KN 229 = K  434, PY 244=Ta 714. 

lnstr. plur. f�m., part of the decoration of a 
jug and a chair: possibly kononiphi 'cross-bars, 
rods'. [Cf. Kavo•ls (Kcrvwv) ; ko- for K:. is 
susp«t, but perhaps justified in a loan word 
(Babylonian �nil), though cf. ka-ne-ja.] 

ko-no-so, KN Ak 626, 2 1 3 = Le 641 + .  P N :  
Kn6sos. [Kvwo6s 11. n, 646 + ; cf. Egypt. 
/cu-nu-11 Faure ( 1 968).) 

ko-no-so-de, KN C 5753. Ace. + -d�: Kn6son-dt. 
ko-no-si-jof-ja, KN 38=As 1516, B 1055, 89= 

E 777, V 56 + .  Ethnic adj.:  Kn6sioi, -ai, etc. 
ko-no-[.J-tiu-ro(-qe), MY 46=Au 102 (formerly 

read ko-no-pu,-du-ro). "' "'· 
ko-o-ke·nt!, MY 321 = Oi 70 I (d<J-Ice-ko-o-kt-nt). 

wN, nom.: Ko6genlJ ? [Cf. Koaoytvt)s.] 
ko�·ke-ne-i, MY Oi 703, Oi 704. Oat. -gtnthi. 

lcp-pa-�j-jo, PY Fn 324. MN, dat .?  
ko-pe-re-u, KN 29=Am 821, PY 169=Es 646, 

167=Es 650. MN: Koprws. (K01Tp<Vs //. xv, 
639·] 

ko-pe-u-wo, PY 168=Es 644. G�n.: Kopriwos. 
ko-pe-re-we, KN Fh 5486. Oat. 

ko-pi, KN Ap 639. WN. 
ko-pi-na, PY 148= Ep 61 3. WN. 

ko-pu-ra, KN L 5998, [X 8267 ?]. Obscure; 
personal name? 

ko-ra, MY Ui 651. Perhaps WN, gen. 
ko-re-te, KN 83= C 902, V 865, PY 43= Aq 64, 

257=Jn 829, 258=Jo 438, 183=Nn 831,  
304=0n 300. Nom. sing. mase., title of 
official in tributary villages, 'mayor'? Form 
to be restored und�ar, but an agent noun in 
-Ur. See p. 51 1 .  [Cf. po-ro-ko-rt·le, do-mo-ko-ro.] 

ko-re·te-re, PY 257 =Jn 829, Xn 1357. Nom. 
plur., dat. sing. : -tires, -tirti. 

ko-re-te-ri, PY 304 =On 300. Oat. sing. : -liri. 
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ko-re-te-ri-jo, PY 45 =An 830. Adj. describing 
land belonging to a ko-r.-te: -tirios, -on. 

ko-re-wo, KN Ln 1568. MN ? 

ko-ri-a,-da-na, PY 103 = Un 267, MY Ge 605. 
Nom. plur. neut . :  korilwdna (-andna ?) 'cori
ander (seed)' Coriandrum saliuum. (xopiawa 
Anacr. 6 o.c. + ,  also xoplavSpov, xoplall�Aov, 
xoA{avSpov, x6ptov; classical forms in
fluenced by popular etymology; for Myc. 
pattern cf. 'Apt65111).] 

ko-ri-ja-da-na, MY Ge 605. Variant spelling. 
ko·ri·irrda-na, PY An 616. If correct, variant 

spelling. 
ko-ri-ja-do-no, KN 98= Ga 415, 99=Ga 418+ . 

Nom. sing.: kori(h)adnon. 
ko-ri-jo, KN Dv 1267. M N :  Skolios? [ <n<oXt�.] 
ko-ri-si-ja, PY Eb 347, 1 1 5 = En 74, [122=Eo 

160], 121 = Eo 247, Ep 212. WN: Koriruiti. 
(Fern. ethnic, see ko-ri-w.] 

ko-ri-to, PY Ad 921. P N  in Further Province: 
Korinthos. (Not to be identified with K6p1116os 
on the Isthmus.] 

ko-ri-si-jo, PY 52= An 207, An 209. Nom. plur. 
masc., ethnic adj.: Korins ioi. [Normal develop
ment of •Korinthios ;  Koplv6u)s in Att.-Ion. 
is analogical or borrowed from West Greek.] 

ko-ro1, PY Eq 146. Context fragmentary; gen. 
plur.: kh6r6n 'of the lands'? (xWp<>s /I. m, 
315 + -] 

ko-ro', KN De 1 152, PY 61  = Cn 131 .  MN, nom. 
and dat.: Khoiros, KM/os? [Xolpos, XwAos.] 

ko-ro-tlll·wo, PY Na 1041. PN. [Bennett suggests 
reading ko- ro- jp·�pp-u;o, cf. ko-ro-jo-WtJ-wi-ja.] 

ko-ro-ja-ne, KN Fh 382. MN, dat. 
ko-ro-ja-ta, PY Ae 72. M N. 

ko-ro-jo-wo-wi-ja, PY Mn 456. P N :  gen. sing. 
Kh6roio ? + worwia. (6ptov, cf. wo-wo.] 

ko-ro-ki-ja, PY Aa 354, Ab 372, 26=An 292. 
Nom. plur. fern. of ethnic adj. 

ko-ro-ki-ja-o, PY Ad 680. Gen. plur. 
ko-ro-ku-ra-i-jo, PY 59=An 656, 60=An 661, 

Na 396, 186=Na 543 + .  Nom. plur. masc. 
of ethnic adj. Attempts to relate this to 
K6pKVpa = Ktpxvpa or KpoxvXna are prob
ably vain. See p. 430. 

kv-ro-no-we-sa, PY 235 = Ta 7 1 1 .  Nom. sing. fern., 
describing a ewer: perhaps kor6notmssa 'with 
a curved handle'. [ xopw�. cf. xop<:Jvfl Od. t, 
441.] Palmer: klono.mssa 'decorated with a 
throng of warriors'. See p. 4g8. 

ko-ro-sa-no, KN Vc 53. M N .  

]ko-ro-te-wi-jo, PY Na 512. PN. 

ko-ro-to, MY Oe 106. Nom. sing., applied to 
wool ; possibly khrostos 'dyed'. [X�l"' might 
however yield •khrowistos.] 

ko-ro-ta,, KN 218=Ld 598 + .  Prob. neut. 
plur., applied to cloth, but la, prob. implies 
an ending -t(h)ia. This may therefore be a 
different word. [Perhaps cf. xpoaaol 'tassel!, 
fringe'.] 

ko-ro-tu-no, PY Jn 478. MN. 

ko-ro-we-ja[, KN X 1013. No context; cf. ko-ru
tm-ja? 

ko-ro-ze-ka, PY An 192. MN. 

ko-ru, KN [300=Sk 5670], 32S =Sk 8100, [Sk 
8149]. Nom. sing. /corus 'helmet'. (x6pvs Od. 
XXIV, 523 +.) 

ko-ru-to, PY 292 = Sh 740 +. Gen. sing.: 
koruthos. (Abbreviated KO PY 295= Sh 734 + .) 

ko-ru-pi(-qe), PY 239=Ta 642. Jnstr. plur.: 
lcorupphi (q"t) < •lcoruth-phi. 

ko-ru-da-ro-jo, PY 33=Ae 26. MN, gen.: Koru
dalloio. [Cf. KopvS.V.X� name of an Attic 
deme.) 

ko-ru-no, PY 61 = Cn 131 ,  Cn 719. MN, nom. and 
dat. 

ko-ru-ta-ta, PY Cn 254. MN, dat.: Koruthtittii? 
(Cf. !'ext.) 

ko-ru-to1, KN Dv 1310. M N :  Koruthos. [K6pv6os.) 
ko-ru-to•: see s.v. lco-ru. 
]ko-ru-we•ja, KN L 472. Fern. plur. adj. describing 

textile-workers. [Cf. ko-we-ja.) 
ko-sa-ma·ne, PY An 615. Obscure, W N ?  
ko-sa-ma-to, KN Ga685, PY [Eb915), Ep212. MN. 

ko-so, KN As 40. MN. 

ko-so-jo, KN Ap 637. Gen.? 
ko-so-ne, PY Cn 45. MN, dat. [Cf. prec.] 
]ko-so-ni-ja, KN U 437. Description of rectangular 

ideogram, perhaps [a]xoni4 'small shafts'. 
[a�6vtov Hero 3 a.c. + ;  ef. a-ko-so-nt.) 

ko-so-u-to, KN Ch 900 (/c9-su-u-11>-qt), PY 254 = 
Jn 389. At KN name of ox, at PY M N :  

Xuulhos. [zweos.j 
ko-ta-wo, PY Jn 431. MN. 

ko-te-ri-ja, PY 237=Ta 709. Name of a utensil in 
a list of hearth implements: nom. plur. fern. 
or neut. Palmer: kh6(s)stiria(i) 'shovel!', see 
p. 499· 

ko-te-ro, PY Xn 1 127 (deleted). No context. 
ko-te•u, KN Do 1054. MN. 

ko-ti, KN Db 5352, De 1084. WN. 

ko-to, KN C 912. MN: /(6th6n? [K,;,e,.,v.) 
ko-to-na, PY 43=Aq 64, J08=Ea 8 1 7 + ,  144= 

Eb 866 + ,  1 1 7 = En 467+ ,  1 18 = Eo 2 1 1 + ,  
1 3 1  = Ep 30 I + .  Nom. and gen. sing., nom. 
and ace. plur.: ktoirui, -dn, �ai, -ans, 'estate, 
plot of land'. [KTolvat· SiillOS I'<I'<P'"I'WOS 
Hesych.; a unit of land with religious 
associations in Rhodian inscrr. From •lc�i-, 
cf. ki-li-jt-si.] 

ko-to-i-na, KN 156= Uf 1031 + . Fuller spelling. 
ko-to-na-no-no, PY Ea 922. Mistake for ko-to-na 

(a)-no-no. 
ko-to-na-o, PY 140=Eb 297 + ,  J3S = Ep 704, 

Wa 784. Gen. plur.: ktointi6n. 
ko-to-no, PY 141  = Eb 338, 128= Eo 279. Ace. 

dual : ktoin6. 
ko-to-ne-ta, PY J S J = Ed 901. Nom. plur.: 

ktointlai ·m�n of the ktoina', exact meaning 
uncertain; see p. 453· (Rhod. X'Totvhat.] 
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ko-to-ni!-we, PY Ae 995. Nom. plur. = prec . ?  
ko-to-11o-o-ko, P Y  140=Eb 297, 133=Eb 

846 + , 121 = Eo247+ , 13 l = Ep 30i + . Nom. 
and ace. sing.: ktoino(h)okhos, -on, 'holder of a 
lctoina'. 

ko-to-no-ko, PY Eb 173. Mistake for /eo-to-no
o-leo. 

ko-tu-ro,, PY Cn 436, Eb 892 + ,  [13l = Ep 301), 
Jn 431, TH or 34. MN: Kotulion ? [Cf. 
K6TVAoo;, etc.) 

ko-(t,J·ro,-ne, PY Eb 1347. Dat.: Kotuli6nLi? 
ko-111-we, PY An 233, An 615, Na 908. PN, loc. : 

Gortuei? (r6pTVI in Arcadia, Palmer, 1 g63 a, 
p. 71 ,  but this is unlikely to be the correct 
location.) 

ko-lti-IYO, PY 154 = Eq 213.  Gen.: Gortuos ? 
ko-u-ra, KN 2 1 1  = Le 532 + ,  PY La 623 + ,  MY 

L 710. Nom. plur. neut. ?, description of 
textiles ; no satisfactory explanation. 

k<J-u-re-ja, KN Ak 643, 25 = Ap 694, Le 550, 
Le 581. Nom. plur. fern. or neut., description 
of textiles or more likely their makers : 'for 
ko-u-ra'. 

ko-wa, KN 23= Ag 1654 + ,  17=Ai 739 + ,  18= 
Ak 611  +, Ap 639, PY I =Aa 62 + ,  6=Ab 
379 + .  Nom. sing. and plur. fern. (also used 
for dual to prevent confusion with lco-wo):  
koruvi, -ai 'daughter, girl'. [KOVf''l 11. VI, 
420+ , Att. K6pfl, Arc. K6pra.) 

ko-wa-to, PY Cn 328. NN. 
ko-we, KN Ws 8498. Obscure. 
ko-wl!-ja, KN X 697. Prob. variant spelling of 

ko-ru-wt-ja. 
ko-wl!-jo, KN Dk 925. Describing sheep, 

masc. plur. ? 
ko-wi-ro-wo-ko, KN 48=B 1 0 1 .  Nom., number 

uncertain, name of a man's trade : kowilo
wcrgos 'make of hollow-ware'? Exact sense of 
Korhoo; here cannot be determined. [ KOtAovp
y� Zeno papyrus.) 

ko-wo1, KN Ag 87+ ,  17 =Ai 739 + ,  18=Ak 
6 1 1 + ,  35 = Am 8 1 9 + ,  V 482 + ,  PY l = Aa 
62 + ,  6=Ab 379 + ,  8=Ad 670 + ,  26=An 
292 +, MY Oe 121 .  Nom. sing., dual and 
plur., dat. sing.: lcorwos, -4, -oi, ..Ji 'boy, son; 
(in plur.} children'. [Kovpoo; Od. xrx, 523 + ,  
Att. K6poo;, Dor. Kwpoo;.) 

ko-wo•, PY 171 = Un 718. With ideogram 
11 1 DE + K O :  lciiwos 'sheepskin, Recce'. [Horn. 
KW<a, KW<aa (11. tx, 661 + }  should have a 
sing. •KWO';; perhaps KWal is inRuenced by 
other nouns in -01 such as St�Jas, Kipas, 
Kpias.] 

ko-za-ro, PY Jn 431. NN. [Cf. /co-/ca-ro ?] 
KU, As adjunct to CLOTH ideogram: KN L 514, 

L 5 1 5 + .  
As adjunct to WOOL ideogram : TH Of 26, or 

28, Of29+. 
As adjunct to •1:15 (cypcrus ?} : KN F 157, MY 

U e 652 : = ku-pa-ro ? 

ldeographic use: MY 106= Ge 603, 107=Ge 
604+ : abbreviation of lcu-mi-no 'cumin'. 

Obscure : PY Un 1319, MY Ui 709. 
ku-da-jo(-qe), KN V 1004. N N :  Kudaios, Khudaios ? 
ku-da-ma-ro, PY 168= Es 644, 167=Es 650. WN. 
ku-do, KN Df 1210. NN: Kudon ? [Kv&>v.) 
ku-do-ni-ja, KN 84=Ce 59, Co 904, 90=G 820, 

Le 481,  Sd 269=4404+ .  P N :  Kud6niti. 
[KvSwv(a (site of modern Chania}, cf. KvSw��t� 
Od. m, 292 ;  Egyptian ktny, F aure, t g68.] 

ku-do-ni-ja-de, KN L 588. Ace. + -de: Kud6nitin
de. 

)t<ll·do-ni-jo[, KN Xd 169. Masc. ethnic? 
ku-i-so, KN Da 5214. MN. 
ku-ja-ro, K N  De 1254, X 44. NN. 
ku-jo, KN Df 52 1 1. MN. 
ku-ka, MY Oe 1 2 1 .  MN, dat.: Gugai ? [rvyl)s.) 
ku-ka-da-ro, KN 158 = Uf 836. MN. 

ku-ka-110, KN De 1 337. MN. 

ku-ka-ra-so, PY Cn 643, Cn 719. MN. 
ku-ka-ro, KN Da 1 238, 262 = Ra 1548, V 653. 

M N :  Kulcalos ? [Cf. KvKMa name of Attic 
deme.] 

ku-ka-so, KN As 5719?, V 429. MN. 
ku-kl!-re-u, PY Jn 845. M N :  Kukleus. [KVI<A<\Is.) 
ku-ke-so, KN Dd 1306. MN. 
ku-ki!·IO, KN Da 1392. MN. 
ku-t<p-wi-rfl, KN X 7644. Obscure. 
ku-mi-no, MY 105=Ge 602 + .  Nom. sing. neut.: 

kuminon 'cumin', Cuminum eyminum. [KV�1vov 
Hippocr. 5 s.c. + .  Semitic loan-word, cf. 
Ugaritic kmn, Hebr. kamm6n. Altkad. kamunu.] 
See p. 227. 

ku-mi-na, MY Ge 605. Nom. plur.: kumina. 
ku-mi-so, KN Da 1202. MN. 
ku-mo-no, KN Dk 945. NN, dat.: Gumn6i? 
ku-mo-no-so, KN Da 1 3 1 3 .  NN. 
ku-na-ja, PY 235=Ta 7 1 1 .  Nom. sing. fern., 

description of a ewer : gunaia 'of a woman', 
exact sense uncertain, perhaps 'for women's 
use' or 'decorated with a figure of a woman' 
(Palmer}. [-yVva•a s,;:,pa Od. xt, 52 1 ,  etc.] 

ku-na-ke-ta-i, PY 191 = Na 248. Dat. plur. : 
lcunagettihi 'for the huntsmen'. [KVV'lYi-r!ll 
Od. tx, 120+, Dor. KWQYi-rQI.) 

ku-ne, MY Fu 7 1 1 .  MN?,  Kunis ? [KWT)s.) 
ku-ne-u, KN Da 1396. M N :  KunLUS ? 
ku-ni-ta, KN B 798. MN, dat.? 
ku-pa-nu-we-to, KN 39= As 1 517.  MN. 
ku-pa-ri-se-ja, PY 284= Sa 488. Nom. plur. neut. : 

kuparisseia '(wheels} of cypress-wood'. [Cf. 
KVTrap(aatvoo; Od. xvu, 340 + . ) 

[ku-]pa-ri-so, PY 187=Na 514. PN:  Kuparissos. 
[Kvrrap•aooo;, Horn. Kvrrap•aal\ets ll. n, 59:f; 
cf. present 1(11f>arissw, not necessarily the same 
site.] 

ku-pa-ri-si-jo, PY 56=An 657. Ethnic adj . :  
Kuparissioi. 

ku-pa-ro, KN Ga 465, 102=Ga 5 17+ . A condi
ment, nom. sing. : lcupairos, -on, 'Cyperus 
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rotundw'. [ K\nmpov Theophr. + •. also 
KV-n-Etpos, Ion. KVrrtpos, Dor. ICV1Tatpos 
(Alcman). Not in tense 'Cyp.rus longus' cf. ll. 
XXI, 35 1 .  Probably loan-word, cf. Hebr. 
A:6p.r.J 

ku-pa-ro,, PY 104= Un 249, 103= Un 267. 
Variant spelling: kuparyos? 

ku-ro-ro, PY An 6 I 6. Mistake for prec. 
ku-pa-ro-we, PY Fr 1203. Adj. describing oil, 

nom. sing. neut.: kupairow<n 'scented with 
cyperus'. 

ku-pq;-rp-Q(, PY Fr 1201.  Prob. false reading for 
prec. 

ku-pa-sa, K N  V 1 45. P N ?  
]lp,t-pq;-si-ja, KN V 1043. Perh. fem. or neut. 

plur. of ethnic adj. 
[ku ?-]pe-ra, MY 234= Uc 6 1 1 . Doubtful restora

tion; if correct, nom. plur.: kufMlla 'drinking 
cups'. (K\nreMa 11. nr, 2¥1+ . )  

ku-pe-re-te, KN B 799. M N. 

ku-pe-se-ro, KN 260=0g 4467. M N :  Kupulos. 
[K'¥Aos-l 

kll-pe·te-jo, KN X 974. Obscure. 
ku-pi-ri-jo, KN Fh 347+, 102=Ga 5 1 7 + ,  PY 

6 J = Cn 131,  Cn 719, Jn 320, Un 443. 
Unequivocally MN at PY in Cn and Jn;  
doubtful at  KN and PY Un 443, but strong 
reasons for regarding it as the name of an 
unguent-maker are adduced by Godart 
( tg68b). Kuprios. 

ku-po, MY Oe 103. Personal name, dat. : masc. 
or fern. ?  

ku-ra-no, K N  39=As 1517.  M N :  Kul/4nos? 
(Kv:Uflvos.] 

kll-re-we, KN B 164, PY S7=An 5 1 9 + ,  76= 
Cn 3, 177=Ma 90. Nom. masc. plur. Name 
of a class of men, possibly ethnic; see p. 430. 

lr-1'-ri-na-r.e-ja, PY Fn 187. Personal name or title, 
dat.? 

ku-ri-sa-to, KN X 8101,  PY An 5, Cn 4, Jn 706. 
MN. 

ku-ro-ro, : error for ku-pa-ro,, see s. v. ku-pa-ro. 
ku-ro1, KN As 603, U 4478, PY Ea 8 1 4. MN, nom. 

and dat.: Kiirios, -oi? [Kvp•os.] 
ku-ro,-jo, KN B 822. Gen.: Kiirioio. 

ku-ru-ka, KN Ye 5510. MN. [Prob. not GlukiU, 
see Chadwick, t 968c, p. 195.) 

ku-ru-me-ne-jo, KN Fh 5502. w N? 
ku-ru-me-no, KN Se 236, PY 43=Aq 64, TH Of 

33. M N :  Klummos. [KAii�JEVOS Od. 111, 452.) 
ku-ru-me-no-jo, PY 58= An 654. Gen.: Klu

menoio. 
ku-ru-me-ni-jo, KN Da I I 73. Patronymic adj. ? :  

Klu11umios 'son o f  K.' 
]ku-ru-ni-ta, KN X 1525. M N ?  
(f.(l•f(l•no, K N  As 625. MN? 

ku-ru-no-jo, PY Ea 801. Gen. 
ku-ru-so, KN 231 = K  872, PY 244=Ta 714, 

247=Ta 716. lnstr. sing. : khrusoi 'with gold'; 
also adj . :  khrwos, ..<Ji, -4, -ois 'golden' (perh. 

khrussos < •khrw-yos?). [Xp11<16<; 'gold', 11. vr, 
48 + ; xpvat(•)os (generally scanned as 
disyllable) 'golden', 11. 1, 15, etc. From Hebr. 
and Ugaritic /larii$-, both substantive and 
adj.] . 

ku-ru-so-jo, PY 27 = Ae 303. Gen. sing. : khrwow 
'of the gold'. 

ku-ru-sa-pi, PY 242=Ta 707, 244=Ta 7 14. 
lnstr. plur. fern. adj . :  khntSaphi 'golden'. 

ku-ru-so-wo-ko, PY 52=An 207. Nom. plur.: 
khrosoworgoi 'goldsmiths'. (xpvaovpy6<; Scp
tuagint + ; cf. xpvaox6os Od. 111, 425 + .] 

ku-ru-su-*56, KN 230= K 740. Nom. sing. : 
description of a three-legged vessel, poMibly 
a compound of khrus- 'gold'. See p. 321 .  

ku-m-zo, TH Z 840, 84 I ,  845 + .  Isolated inscr. on 
vases ; prob. MN. [Not Gluki6n, see Chadwick, 
1 g68c, P· 195.] 

ku-sa-me-ni-jo, PY S7= An 519, 44=Aq 218. 
Patronymic adj. from • KwsomeTIDs: Krwo
mmios. [ *KV<1a�vos participle to •1-Kv&
aa�T)v, cf. Kii6o<;, CIC. ; Heubeck, 1957, p. 273.) 

ku-so, PY Eb 893, 1 3 1  = Ep 301 . •tN. 

ku-so-no, PY Ae 8. MN. 
ku-su, KN L 698. Preposition with dat.:  xun 'with'. 

[� Horn. + .] 
ku-su-pa, KN Fh 367. Nom. sing. neut . :  to-so-ku

su-pa= toson xumpan 'so much (olive oil) 
altogether'. [�v�nas Od. vu, 21 4 + .] 

ku-su-pa-ta, KN Dp 699. Nom. plur. neut . :  
xumpanta. 

ku-su-qa, PY Ed 847· (deleted) . Prob. error for 
ku-m-to-ro-qa. 

ku-su-to-ro-qa, KN 36=B 817, PY 150=Ed 4 1 1 ,  
1 53 = Er 880. Nom. sing.: xunstroq•ha 'aggre
gate, total'. [Identity with av<rTpoq>�i is highly 
probable in view of meaning deducible from 
contexts, but this conflicts with current view 
of etymology of <TrpE<pW, which may be wrong; 
see Chadwick and Baumbach, 1963, p. 246.] 

ku-ta-i-jo, KN 39=As 1517.  MN. 
ku-ta-i-si-[, KN X 7891. WN, prob. ku-ta-i-si-[jo], 

variant spelling of next. 
ku-ta-si-jo, KN Dv 1237, Dv 1394. M N :  Kutaisios? 

[Cf. ku-ta-ti-jo.] 
ku-ta-to, KN [84= Ce 59], 68= De 1648, 69= 

Of 1 1 19, 71 = Dk 1072, 72=Dk 1074+. P N :  
Kutaiton? [Cf. K\natov ?] 

ku-ta-i-to, KN 83=C 902, Xd 146? Va.riant 
spelling. 

ku-ta-ti-jofja, KN Ga 419, 90=G 820 + .  
Ethnic adj . 

ku-te-ra,, PY Aa 506, Ab 562. Nom. fern. plur. of 
ethnic adj . :  Kutlrirai?  [Cf. PN KVOJ]pa?] 

ku-te-ra-o, PY Ad 390, Ad 679. Gen. plur. : 
KuthirMn ? 

ku-lf·r{!-u, PY 40=An 261.  MN: Kuthireus? [Cf. 
Kli&f]pa PN.) 

ku-te-re-u-pi, PY 28=An 607, Na 296. lnstr. 
plur. P N :  Kuthireuphi? [Cf. ku-te-re-u.] 
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ku-1�ro, K.N B 822. wN: KuthiroJ? [KVfl!lpos.] 
ku-1�-se-jo, PY 242=Ta 707, 243=Ta 708 + .  

Nom. sing. and instr. plur.: lcultJtioJ, -<>is 
'made of ebony'. [See ku-te-so.) 

ku-te-se-ja, PY 240 =Ta 7 1 3 + .  Nom. sing. 
fem.: kutueia. 

ku-te-ta-jo, PY 242 = Ta 707. Error for ku-lt-st-jo. 
ku-u:-so, PY 242=Ta 707. Nom. sing. ? : kutesoJ, 

a kind of wood, probably 'ebony'. [�<\mo� 
'bastard ebony', Laburnum vulgare, Theophr.) 

ku-to, KN 38=A. 1516. MN. 
ku-tu-qa-no, K.N Ap 639, Oa 1 16 1 ?  Per.;onal 

name, WN in Ap, MN in Da (if complete) . 
ku-wa-ni-jo(-qe) , PY 244 = Ta 714. Instr. plur. 

masc.:  kuwonioi1 'with (palm-trees?) of lapis
coloured glass'. [Kvaw� /I. XI, 26 + .  J 

ku-wa-no, PY 239=Ta 642, 244=Ta 714. lnstr. 
sing.: kuan4i '(inlaid) with kyanos, lapis
coloured glass'. [!<Vavos 11. x1, 24, both 
'lapi• lazuli' and 'blue glass paste imitating 
this'. Cf. Ugaritic iqnu, Akkad. uqnu 'lapis 
lazuli'? See further Halleux (1g6g).) 

ku-wa-no-wo-ko-i, MY Oi 703 + .  Oat. plur.: 
kuanoworgoihi 'for the kyano1-worker.>'. [Cf. 
ku-wo-no.) 

ku-wa-ta, KN Ws 8754. MN? 
ku-•6]-SO, py 1 15 = En 74, 1 2 1 : Eo 247. MN. 

MA, Ideographic use :  K.N 203=Ga 953, PY Un 
219, MY 106=Ge 603, 107=Ge 604: abbre
viation of ma-ra-tu-wo 'fennel'. Sometimes 
apparently used in error for wooL, which 
has an extra element. 

A. adjunct to ••n: K.N U 4478: obscure. 
ma-di, K.N A. 603, Ob 1 168. MN. 
ma-di-qo, KN B 806, Dl 930, Dv 1460, Kydonia 

jar? (Kadmo1 6, tg67, p. 107.) MN. 
ma-du-ro, PY 62= Cn 655. M N. 
ma-ka-ta, PY Jn 725. MN:  Makluil<U. [Max<Tras.] 

The same man aJ ma-1:4-wo, but which is 
correct? See p. 51 r .  

ma-ka-wo, P Y  255=Jn 658. MN: Makluiw6n. 
[Maxawv /1. u, 732 + .) Sec J.v. mn-1:4-ta. 

ma-ke-ra, K.N V 831. MN. 
ma-ke-ra-mo[, KN Xd 154. wN ? 
ma-ki, K.N Xd 107. wN? 
)ma-ki-nu-wo, KN Np 858 (prob. complete at  

left). MN? 
ma-ki-ro-ne, KN Gg 995. Oat., perh. divine name? 
ma-ma-ro, KN B 801 ?, PY 62=Cn 655. MN: 

Marmaro1. (M<ip!Japos.) 
ma-mi-di-lo, K.N G 9 1 1 .  w N ? 
ma-na-je-u[, K.N V 958. WN. 
ma-na-sa, PY 172=Tn 316. Oat., divine name. 
ma-na-si-we-ko, PY Jn 431. MN: Mruinuxrgos. 

(MifTIOlfpy�.) 
ma-ne, PY Mn 1407. Per.;onal name or place 

name? 
ma-ni-ko, PY Cn 1287. MN: Manilchos? (Thess. 

Mavox�; Chantraine, r g66, p. 168.] 

ma-no, MY 93 = Fo 101,  303 = V  659. wN, nom. 
and dat.: Man4? 

ma-no-u-ro, PY Jn 605, Jn 692, Un 725). MN. 
ma-q�. KN F 51.  Obscure. 
ma-ra, KN Xd 7662, PY Cn 328. MN. 
ma-ra-me-na[, PY Vn 1 191.  WN: perh. Mtildmtrui 

(cf. IJJ\),'1 'probe'), Ruijgh, 1967, p. 368. 
ma-ra-ne-nu-we, PY 54=:An 610, (Mn 1 4 10?]. PN. 

ma-ra-ne-ni-jo, PY 175= Ma 393. Variant form 
of prec. or ethnic ? 

ma-ra-ni-jo, PY Cn 643, Cn 719. MN:  Maianios? 
[Cf. PN MaAavla (Cyprus).] 

ma-ra-pj, PY 77 = Cn 418. Perhaps instr. plur.: 
ma/Ophi 'under the legs'. [Cf. vrrb llQ).I)s.] 
See p. 436. 

ma-ra-pi-jo, KN Od 1296. w N:  Maraphio• ? 
[ Mapa!poQS.) 

ma-ra-si-jo, PY 312=An 1281, Jn 706. MN. 
ma-ra-ta, PY Jn 750. MN. 
ma-ra-te-u, PY 56=An 657, 44=Aq 218, Cn 328. 

WN. 
ma-ra-te-we, PY 195=Na 245. Nom. plur., a 

class or trade. 
ma-ra-ti-sa, PY 45 = An 830. Obscure. 
ma-ra-tu-wo, MY IOS=Ge G02+ .  Nom. sing.:  

moratltwon 'fennd',Fotniculum vulgare. [11apa6ov, 
IJQpa6pov.) 

ma-ra,-wa, PY 144=Eb 866, 143=Ep 705. WN: 
Marraiwa? [Cf. MaPl"'l�.] 

ma-re-ku-na, PY 1 1 5= En 74, 120= Eo 276. Man's 
or woman's name ; the gender is wrong in one 
case. 

ma-re-wo, PY 56=An 657. wN, gen. : Mtillwos, 
Malllwos ? [Cf. MaA�, MaAA6s.) 

ma-ri, KN Dl 947, Dl 948. PN. 
ma-ri-jo, KN X 1581. Obscure, possibly ethnic 

ofprcc. 
ma-ri-ne[, MY X 508. Obscure, cf. next. 
ma-ri-ne-we, KN Ga 674, Gg 7 1 3 .  Oat. sing., 

name of deity ? 
mq.-ri-ne-wo, K.N A. 1519 (now seen to be 

· correct reading) : gen. 
]ma-ri-ne-we-ja-i, TH Of 25, Of 34. Dat. plur. 

fem. derivative of prec. 
ma-ri-ta, PY Jn 832. MN:  Malit�. (Ma).IT'll·) 
ma-ri-ti-wi-jo, K.N Da 1461, PY An 594, Cn 40, 

MY V 662. wN, nom. and dat. 
ma-ro', PY Cn <W. PN. (Perhaps abbreviation for 

ma-ro-pi?) 
ma-ro-pi, PY Cn 40, 61 = Cn 1 3 1 + .  Loc. plur.: 

Mtil6mphi? (Ruijgh, 1g67, p. 368.) 
ma-ro', PY Cn 328. WN. 
ma-ro-nl!, K.N Fh 347. MN, dat. (From ma-ro1 ?] 
ma-sa, KN 84= Ce 59?, Oq 42, Ga 1058, X 7776. 

PN. 
ma-sa-de, KN X 741. Ace. + -de? 

ma-u-de, PY Ce 1285, Mn 141 1 .  Obscure, P N or 
MN? 

ma-se-wi-ra,-[, KN Ws 1701. On sealing; obscure. 
ma-si-dwo, K.N Fh 360. w N. 
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ma-so-mo, KN Dl 932. PN? 
ma-so-ni-jo, PY Vn BSI. M N ,  dat.? 
ma-so-qe, KN F 854. MN + -q•e? 
ma-ta, PY Cn 4. PN with a-ka-rt-u-u? 
ma-ta-l, PY An 172. MN. 

ma-ta-ko, PY Jn 845. MN: MalthakoJ? 
ma-ta-u-ro, KN Dv 8151.  WN. 
ma-ta-wo, PY Ae 27. WN. 

ma-te, PY 28 = An 607. Nom. sing. rem.: m.tilir 
'mother'. [�1\Tf1p.] 

ma·t�-cle, PY 28 =An 607. malir de 'and the 
molher'. 

ma-u-re, PY 306= Fr 1202. Oat. $ing.: rmftrei 
(tllridi) 'to the Divine Mother'. 

ma-te·u-pl, K:'l: K 877. Obscure. 
?jma-te-..-e, PY Cn 40. MN, dat. 
ma-ti-jo. K:'l: D 1024. MN?  
ma-ti-ko. K :'l:  V c  295, V 831. M N :  MtitikhoJ. 

(MI\T•xos: C:hantraine, tg66, p. 1 73.] 
ma-to·ro-pu-ro, PY Cn 595. P N: MtitropuiOJ? 

ma-to-pu·ro. PY l\ln 1412. Error or variant 
form 1.\ltitatpuloJ ?) . 

ma-ru·•.••t, K:'l: Ln 1568. Personal name, dat. 
ma-u-ri-jo, PY Cn 40, 254 =Jn 389. MN, norn. and 

dat. 
ma-wa-si-jo, PY Jn 431. MN. 

mu-•79, PY l i S= En 74, 120= Eo 276. WN. 

M£. Adjunct to children: KN Ak 634, Ak 574 1 :  
prob. abbrc,·iation or me•u:io( -t) 'smaller'. 

ldeographic U$c: PY 177= Ma 90, 179= Ma 
1 93 + ,  Mn 1 1 ,  97=Un 2, Un 2 19, 103= 
t.: n 267: possibly not the same word in all 
cnses; sec p. 465. 

me-cle-i-jo, KN B 800. w N :  Mldei<Jt. (MI\S.•os.] 
me-ka-o, PY Na 571. •tN, gen. forming PN with 

wo-wo: Megdo? [Mlyrr;.) 
me-ki-ra, KN L 469?, Xe 537. Adj. describing 

cloths, prob. nom. plur. neut.: megi,ta 'of the 
largest size'. (lli)'IOTOS.) Cf. me-sa-la. 

me-ki-ri, KN Ov 1434. MN. 

m�·ki-ro·cl�[. PY Fr 12H. PN, acc. + -dt? 
me-ki-to-ki-ri-ra, PY [Aa 955], Ab 575. Descrip-

tion or one woman, probably her name: 
MegiJtokritti. [Cr. Mfy•oTo.V.�, etc., 'Aya110-
•p•TOS, etc.] 

me-no, KN E 842, Fs 3, Gg 717. PO>Sibly ace. sing.: 
mina 'mouth', but context obscure and 
perhaps a different word. 

me-na-wu-u[. KN Fh 5723. MN, dat.? 
me-ni-jo, PY Wa 1 1 4. Nom. sing. neut.: minion 

'monthly ration'. [Cr. llf1VI£lo.] 
me-no, KN 200=Fp I ,  201=Fp 1 4 + ,  204= 

Gg 704+ ,  M 1645, Oa 7374, PY 310= Fr 
1225. Gen. sing.: minas 'in the month of'. 
(LUll //. XIX, 1 1 7 + .) Cf. me-no, mt·ni:io, 
a-pi-me-ne. 

me-no-e-ja, PY 239=Ta 642. Adj. describing a 
table, nom. sing. rem. Obscure; earlier 
suggestion min«itl 'crescent-shaped' is in
correctly formed, unless there is a derivative 

•min6s in Myc. Perhaps name or a material 
(Palmer, 1963o, p. 345). 

me-nu-a,, I'Y 44=Aq 218, Qa 1293, Qa 1301. 
Nom. sing. title or an official. [Cf. MnNOI 
Hdt. •, 146+.) 

me-mt-wa, KN Se 238, V 60, Xd 7702, PY SS= 
An 724. Alternative spelling, prob. wed as 
WN at KN. 

me-('9, PY An 616. Nom. sing., name or a liquid. 
me-r a, KN 1 6 1  = Uf 839. Context obscure; sec 

p. 272. Perhaps PN, c.f. next. 
me-ro-de, KN f"h 5505. PN, ace. +-de? 
me-ra-to, PY Jn 832. WN: Mrlonlhos. [MV.ov&os.] 
me-re-ti-ri-ja, PY I =  Aa 62, Aa 764. Nom. plur. 

fern., a woman's trade : nultlrioi 'corn
grinders'. [Cf. mt-ll-u-ro=6Arupov 'Aour'; 
6Aflpts Od. xx, 105 + .] 

me-re-ri-ra,, PY Ab 789. Alternative spelling. 
m<"-re-ri-ra,[-o] , PY Ad 308. Gen. plur. 

me-re-u, PY Ep 539. M N: M ileus ? 
me-re-u-ro, PY 171  = U n 7 18. Nom. sing.: 

mtlruron 'Aour'. [116Mvpov Alcaeus, prob. 
inlluenced by 6Mvpov.) 

me-ri, KN 205 = Gg 702 + ; as monogram ME + R t 
Fs 2 + ,  206 = Gg 705 + .  Nom. sing. with 
AMPIIORA ideogram : mrli 'honey'. [110.1 Od. 
XX, 6g+ .) Cf. rnt-ri-ti:ia. 

rn<"-ri-to, PY 17 1 = Un 718. Gen. sing.: mtliiDs. 
me-ri-da-mu-re, PY 50=An 39, 52 = An 207. 

Nom. dual and plur., title of an official; 
perhaps me/idamarU, -Its 'supcrintendants of 
honey' (no doubt e.xercising othrr (religiow ?) 
funcllons). [l!f. dJt.mo.J 

me-ri-du-ma-te, [KN X 1045?), PY 50= An 39, 
All 424, 49=An 427+ .  Variant spelling? 

me-ri-du-ma-si, PY Fn 867. Oat. plur. 
me-rl-du-re, PY 91 = Fn 50. Error for me-ri-du

(ma)·lt. 
me-ri-re-wo, PY Ea 771,  Ea 481, Ea 801 + .  Gen. 

sing., man's trade: mtlilliiJas 'bee-keeper' ? 
[from I'V.IT- 'honey' rather than ...V.•ooo 
'bee' as I'V.•oa<ill Arist. + . ) 

me-ri-ri-jo, PY Wr 1360. Nom. •ing. masc. ?, with 
ideogram w1 N E :  mtlitias 'honeyed'. (Cf. olvos 
I'V.ht10S Plutarch 2. 6720.] 

me-ri-wa-ta, KN Ov 1255, [PY Jn '431 ?]. MN: 

MtliuJtiltis ? [Cf. �'V. fa? or MU.1o<TTol priests 
or Dionysoo.] 

m�-sa-po, PY Na 606. P N :  Messapot ? [Cf. M<aoa
nlo• Laconia.] 

me-sa-tu, KN L 735. Description ofCLOTtt, nom. 
plur. rem.? :  mes(s)atai 'or medium size or 
weight'. [lllooCJTOS 'midmost' 11. vm, 223 + .] 
cr. me-ki-la. 

me-sa-to, KN Wb 1714, Wb 5822 + .  On 
sealings with ideogram •t4fj; nom. sing. 
masc. or n(ul.? 

me-ra(-qe) , PY S7=An 5 1 9 + .  Prrp. with dat.: 
me/a q"t 'and with (them)'. [Cf. lltTO 61 CJ'!'•v 
Od. '"• q.) 
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me-ta-ka-wa, PY 312=An 1261. Prob. wN, d:u. : 
Mtlakalw<ii? 

me-ta-ke-ku-me-na, KN 274 = Sf 4426. Nom. sing. 
fern. of perf. ppl<. describing framework of a 
chariot : mttaktkhumtllli 'taken to pieces', 
'knocked down'? See p. 5 16. [llfla + xtw; 
cf. xv6ijv, etc.; for sense cf. Lat. confusus.] 

me-ta-ki-ti-ta, PY 54=An 610. Nom. plur., a 
class of men: mt14ktil4i 'fellow or new settlers' ; 
cf. ki-ti-14. (Cf. IJi"ToiKOS, llflavQ<rTI)S.) 

me-ta-no, PY Cn 7 19. w N :  MtltiMr. [Cf.MmlVEipa 
Hom. hymn Dem. 161 + ;  Heubeck, 1967, p. 3 1 .] 

me-ta-no-re, KN Uf 1522. Oat.: Mtltinorti. 
me-ta-pa, PY 302=Ac 1260, 28=An 607, 43= 

Aq 64, 7S=Cn 606, 257=Jn 629, 177=Ma 
90 + .  P N :  Metapa, one of the Nine Towns of 
the Hither Province. [Mhcnra, but not to be 
identified with know n sites.) 

me-ta-pa-de, 250 = Vn20. Ace. + -de: Mttapan-dt. 
me-ta-pi-jo, S8=An 654, Nom. plur. masc. 

ethnic adj. Mttapioi. [Cf. TOs METcnrios in 
Elean inscr. Schwyzer, Dial. 414.) 

]me-ta-ra-wo[, KN B 799. M N :  Mttaltiwos. 
me-ta-ri-ko-wo, KN Vc 29 1 . M N .  

me-ta-se-we, PY 251 = Vn 46. Nom. plur.: in lt.t 
of building materials ; see p. 504. 

me-ta-•47-wa, MY Go 610. MN, dat. 
me-te-to, PY Mn 456, Na 337, Vn 130. PN. 

me-te-to-de, PY 41 =An 35. 
me-te-we, PY 6 1 =Cn 131 .  M N ,  dat.: Mtthlwei, 

Mitiwei? 
me-ti-ja-no, [KN Np 273?], PY 317=Ub 1318. 

WN: Mestidnar (Ru•jgh, 1gl>t>) or Mistitin6r 
(Heubeck, 1 g67, p. 3 1) or Mititin6r (= Mi<i-, 
cf. Mf)alava�) ; cf. nt-ti-ja-no. 

me-ti-ja-no-ro, PY V n 1 191. Gen.: -<inaros. 
me-to-qe-u, PY An 192. M N :  Mtt6q•tus? [Cf. 

Mhwnos.] 
me-to-u, KN Oa 5295, 260=0g 4467, PY Na 

924. MN. 

me-tu-ra, PY 30= A< 264 + .  Pro b. ace., muning 
obscure. 

me-tu-ro, KN C 954. M N :  Mtthul/os? (Mt6vAA<>s.) 
me-tu-wo ne-wo (or as one word ?), PY 306 = Fr 

1202. Possibly dating formula; see p. 480. 
me-u-jo, KN Ak 612, Ak 6 1 4 + .  Nom. sing. masc. 

and fern. (apparently sometimes used in place 
of dual ) :  mei"i)'6s 'smaller', 'younger'. [IJliwv 
Horn.+ ; reconstruction of form uncertain: 
meiwijl)- Heubeck, 1g63o, pp. 1!)9-200.) 

me-wi-jo, KN 1 8 = Ak 6 1 1  + ,  PY 236=Ta 641. 
Alternative spelling, masc. and neut . :  -<is, -os. 

me-u-jo-e, KN Ak 6 1 3 + .  Nom. plur. masc. 
and fern.: mtiwyohts. 

me-wi-jo-e, KN 20=Ai 824, 19=Ak 627, Ak 
782 + ,  K 829. Alternative spelling of proc. 
(also as nom. dual: -ohe). 

me-u-jo-a1, PY 294 = Sh 733 + .  Nom. plur. 
neut.: meiwyoha. 

me-wi, PY 43=Aq 64. WN. 

me-wo-ni-jo, KN K 7599, U 4478. MN. 

me-za-na, PY 76 = Cn 3, 296 = Sh 736. Possibly 
nom. plur.; see p. 435· [Cf.MEaaava.) 

me-za-ne, PY 91 = Fn 50. Possibly dat. sing., 
but connexion with prec. problematic. Per
haps error for me-za-{wo)-nt, see next (Oiivier, 
lg6o, p. 1 18). 

me-za-wo, KN B 8206, 297=Sc 222. M N :  Mtdzti
w6n ?  

me-za-wo-ni, P Y  96= U n  136. Oat.: -woni. 
me-;z;o, KN Ak 6 12 + .  Nom. sing. masc. and 

fern.: medz6s 'larger', 'older'. [IJllJc.>V Horn. 
+ ,  Att.; other dialects lllJWv< •meg-j6n.) 

· me-zo-e, KN 20=Ai 824, 18=Ak 6 1 1 ,  19= 
Ak 627 + ,  Gg 5637, 223 = L  471, PY 236= 
Ta 641. Nom. dual and plur. masc. and fern . :  
mtdzoht, -ohts. 

me-zo-a,, PY 294 = Sh 733 + .  Nom. plur. 
neut.: mtdzoha. 

me-•86-ta, KN Ce 6 1 .  MN. 

M I, As adjunct to CLOTH +TE : KN 2 1 3 =  Le 641, 
Le 5930, Ln 1566; pos.<ibly abbreviation of 
mi-ja-ro. 

ldeographic use: MY 106=Ge 603 (erased): 
probably abbreviation of mi-ta 'mint'. 

-mi, PY 1 3S = Ep 704, 196=Na 926. Enclitic 
pronoun: min 'him', 'her'. [�•v Horn. + .] 

mi-ja-ra-ro, KN 38=As 1516. WN. 

mi-ja-ro, KN Ln 1566. Apparently description of 
cLOTH, also probably abbreviated to mi; 
obscure. 

mi-jo-qa, PY 312=An 1281, [9 1 = Fn 50). Fn 
867. Possibly W N  in gen. 

mi-ka-ri-jo, PY Cn 600, Jn 605. WN. 

mi-ka-ri-jo-jo, PY Jn 605. Gen. 
mi-ka-ta1, PY 50=An 39+, Eb 839, 148=Ep 

613, 91 = Fn 50. Nom. and dat. sing., nom. 
plur., name of a man's trade : possibly mikl<is, 
-tai 'mixer' in some technical significance. 

mi-ka-ta', KN Vc 64. MN, unless an example of 
mi-ka-141• 

mi-ka-to, KN Vc 67. M N .  

mi-ko-no, PY An 209. M N .  

mi-ni-so, KN Uf 1522. wN, dat.? 
mi-ra, PY Eb 905, I I S = En 74, 120=Eo 276, 

148= Ep 613. W N :  Smilti? [Cf. M N  I�lAflS.) 
mi-ra-ti-ja, PY Aa 798+, Ab 573. Nom. plur. 

fent., description of women : Miltitiai 'women 
of Miletus'. (Later M•��atos.] 

mi-ra-ti-ja-o, PY Ad 380 + .  Gen. plur.: 
Miltitition. 

mi-ra-ti-ra, PY Ab 382. Error for mi-ra-ti-ja. 
mi-ra,, PY 241 = Ta 715. Probably a kind of , 

wood for tables, see p. 342. 
mi-ru-ro, KN 38=As 1516, 83=C 902, Oa 1 127 + .  

MN. 

mi-sa-ra-jo, KN 94=F 841. MN: Misraios? [Cf. 
Mur 'Egypt'.) 

m i-ta, MY lOS = Ge 602 + .  A spice: mintha 'mint', 
Mtntlta uiridu. (�iv6a 6 s.c. + .) 
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mi-ta-qo, K N  D v  1292. MN. 
mi-ti, K N  DJ 463. MN. 
nri-to-we-sa, KN Sd 4407 +. Nom. sing. or plur. 

fern., of chariots: millowessa, --ai 'painted red'. 
(Cf. vijt� IIIATOTT6pi)OI 11. 11, 637.) 

mi-to-we-sa-e, KN 269=Sd 4404. If not an 
error, perhaps prec. + monosyllabic word : 
miltowwa(i) en 'painted red inside'. [Lejeune, 
• 9s8b, p. 2 1 . ) See p. 5 16. 

MO, Ideographic use, parallel to ZE, but with 
numeral t ,  referring to horses and wheels: 
KN Se 220 + ,  278=So 894, 282=So 4430+, 
PY 284 =Sa 488 + : abbreviation of •17Ulnwos 
'single'. [Ion. lloVvos, Att. 116v�.) 

mo-da, J>Y jn 601. MN. Cf. next. 
mo-i-da, MY 46= Au 102, Au 657. MN. Variant 

spelling of prec. ? 
nro-ni-ko, KN Da 1288, V 337. MN. [See Chan

traine, tg66, p. t6g.) 
mo-qo-so, KN De 1381.  M N :  Moq•sos. (M�; cf. 

Hitt. MukJai.] 
mo-qo-so-jo, PY Sa 774. Gen. : Moq•soio. 

mo-re, KN Dv 1214. MN. 
mo-re-u, PY 254=Jn 389, Jn 431, Jn 750. MN 

(three different men) : M6/eus? 
mo-ri-wo, l'Y Cn 1287. M N: Moliw6n? (MoA(wv I/. 

XI, 322+.)  
mo-ri-wt>-do, KN 259=0g 1527. Nom. sing., a 

substance measured by weight: moliwdos 
'lead'? (116At� 11. ltl, 237 ; also 116At�, 
116Avj35�, j36Atll�. etc.) 

mt>-ro-ko-wt>-wt>-pi, PY La 635. P N.?, loc. plur. ?, 
perhaps compound of mo-ro-lco and wo-wo 
(q.v.). 

mo-ro-qa, KN C 954, Xd 7586, PY 57= An 5 1 9, 
43=Aq 64, 2S8=Jo 438. Nom. sing. masc., 
title of local official. Palmer: mo(i)ro-qq•as 
'possessor of a share'. [11oipa, ��� (Locr. 
and Lesb.) a measure of land; rr6aaa6at 
'possess'.) 

mo-rt>-qo-ro, PY Ea 439, I I O = Ea 800. MN, dat.: 
Molog"r6i. [M61.oj3� ; cf. lloAoj:l� Od. xvn, 
21 9 + .] 

mt>-rt>-qo-ro-jo, PY 109 = Ea 782, lOS= Ea 817.  
Gen. : Molog•roio. 

MU, Identical with ideogram •109=ox (without 
marks of sex). Also in context with O I L :  KN 
Fh 347, Fh 3 7 1 ,  Fh 5452: Palmer (rg63 b, p. 
8 7 ;  rg65, p. 3 1 9) suggests a vessel holding 't4 
(i.e. 38·4 I. or 24 I. on his figures) . 

]mu-da, KN Dv 1 3 3 1 .  MN. 
mu-jo-me-no, PY 97 = Un 2. Prob. dat. sing. : 

muiomen6i 'being initiated'. [•11vlw ( < 0mus
y6), cf. IIVW, but in sense equivalent to IIVIw.) 
Sec p. 440. 

mu-ka-ra, KN Pp 498. M N ?  
mu-ko, PY An 172. MN:  Muk6n, MuskMn? 

[Mv•wv, Mliaxc.>V.J 
mu-ta-pi, PY An 5, Cn 4. PN. 
mu-te-we, PY 317=Ub 1318.  MN, dat. :  MurtiUH:i? 

mu-ri, PY Eb 858. W N :  prob. error for mu-ti-ri, q.v. 
mu-ti-ri, PY Ep 212. W N :  Murtilis. [Cf. P N  

MvpTtAI�.) 
mu·ti-ri-ko, PY Cn 1287. M N :  Mustiliskos? 

[Chantraine, 1966, p. 1 7 t .) 
mu-to-na, PY 57=An 519,Jn 706. M N :  Murt6ntis? 

[Cf. MvpTwv.) 
mu-to-wt>-ti, PY Eb 495 (edge). Obscure, perhaps 

loc. ofPN. 

na-e-rtJ-jtJ:, KN Ln 1568. Personal name. 
na-e-si-jo, KN V 147, PY Jn 750. MN. 
na-i-se-wi-jo, PY J n 692 +, Mn 1408. P N or 

ethnic adj. 
na-ki-zo, KN Ws 8499. MN? 
na-ma-ru-ko, P Y  C n  1 287. MN. 
na-pe·re-wa, PY Cr 868. P N ?  
na-pu-ti-jo, K N  65=Db 1232, PY J n  845. M N :  

Naputios. [Gf. 111"JTTVT'�-l 
na-ru, KN Db 1304. MN. 
na-si-jo, KN B 800. MN: Nasios (Gcorgiev) . 

(Nf)at� (vija�).) 
na-su-to, MY 46=Au 102, Au 657, Au 660. MN. 
na-su-.,p, KN B 799. M N .  
110-ta-ra-ma, MY 9 3  = F o  I 0 I .  Personal name, 

fern.?, dat. 
na-u-do-mo, KN U 736, I'Y 189= Na 568, Vn 865, 

[Xn 990] . Nom. plur.: naudomoi 'ship
builders'. [Cf. II<XV-TTI)Y�. to-ko-do-17Ul.] 

(l(l·u-pi-ri-jp[, KN Fh 5432 (doubtful reading) . If 
correct, cf. PN NalirrAtov; 

na-u-si-ke-re[-we?], KN Xd 2 14. M N :  Nausiklewis? 
[Navat.A�.) 

na-wa-to, PY Jn 4 15. MN. 
na-wi-jo, PY 257=Jn 829. Ace. sing. masc. :  

nliwion '(bronze) of the temple'. (Cf. va(r)� 
< 0vaO·f�· Alternatively possibly from va\is, 
vf)i� (Horn.).) See pp. 357, 5 ' 3· 

na-wi-ro, KN Db 1 507. MN:  Nliwilos? [Landau, 
'958.) 

NE, As adjunct to WOMAN and children: KN 21 = 
Ak 624, 22=Ak 78 1 + ,  Ap 629; "-' adjunct 
to animals: KN 85=Ch 896, 83=C 902, Oh 
1240, Dk 1066 + :  in both cases probably 
abbreviation of newoJ, ncwd •new' or •young'. 

ne-da-wa-ta, PY 258=Jo 438. MN:  Nedwlittir. 
[Cf. Nl5a river and nymph.] 

ne-da-wa-ta-o, PY 56=An 657. Gen. : Nedwlitlio. 
ne-de-we-e, PY Cn 595. PN, loc. 
ne-do-.,p-te, PY Cn 4. PN, loc.: Nedwontti. 

[Nt6wv river of E. Messenia.) 
ne-do-wt>-ta-de, PY 60=An 661. Ace. + -dz: 

Ntdwon/4-de. 
ne-e-ra-wo, PY Fn 79. NN, dat.: Nelre/liw6i. [Cf. 

NdAt�; Heubeck, 1 957, p. 30, Milhlestein, 
rg6g, p. 76.) 

ne-e-to, TH Of 38. MN, dat.? 
ne-ka-ta-ta, PY Vn 851. Man's or woman's name, 

dat. 
ne-ki-ri-de, KN Ak 780, Ln 1568, Ws 8 1 52. Nom. 
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plur. fern., probably description of women. 
(Apparently not nekridn 'shrouds', Chad wick, 
•962, p. 54·) 

ne-ki-ri-si, K.N Od 687. Oat. plur. 
ne-me-ta-wo, PY Cn 4. MN. 
ne-o-ta, KN As 1516. MN. 
ne-<rto, KN As 15 19. NN. 
ne-qa-sa-pi, KN 231 = K 872. lnstr. plur., decora

tion on metal vcsseb. 
ne-qa-sa·ta, PY Fn 324. M N, dat. 
ne-qe-u, PY 43=Aq 64, Jn 725, Qa 1298. MN. 

ne-qe-wo, PY Eb 495, (148= Ep 613]. Gen. 
ne-ri·to, PY 6 1 = Cn 13 1 .  "'"· dat.: .Niritoi. 

(N�piT� Od. XVII, 207.] 
ne-ri-wa-to, KN 260=0g 4467. MN. 
ne-se-e-we, PY Cr 868. t• N. 
ne-ti-ja-no, [K.N Np 273 ?], PY Cn 599. "' N :  

.NestU&16r. [Heubcck, 1957, p.  29.] 
ne-ti·ia·tw-re, PY Cn 40. Oat.: .Ntstitinorei. 

ne-we-wi-ja, KN Le 560, PY Aa 695, Ab 560. 
Nom. plur. fern., description of women 
textile worken. 

ne-we-wi-ja-o, PY Ad 357. Gen. plur. 
ne-wo, KN Fh 362 + ,  Od 689, X 658, PY 59= 

An 656, 306=Fr 1202, MY 226=0e 129. 
Nom. sing. and plur. masc., nom. sing. neut., 
dat. sing. masc., etc. : ntwos, -oi, �on, -6i 'new', 
'young'. [vt� Horn. +.)  

ne-wo-jo, KN Fh 5506. Gen. sing. : newoio. 
ne-wa, KN Dp 997, 282= So 4430 + ,  X 7722, 

PY Sa 843, 323=Sb 1315, [MY 228=0e 
I l l) ,  TH Of 34. Nom. and dat. sing., nom. 
plur. fe.m. and neut. : 11twti, .di, -oi, �. 

ne-wo-ki·to, PY 59= An 656, 44=Aq 218. Prob
ably PN; the form ne-wo-lci-w wo-wi-ja (An 
656. 7) implies a plur. 

ne-wo-pe-a, PY Aa 786, Ab 554, Ad 688, Cc 665. 
PN, prob. an o-stem, since loc. appean to be 
the same as nom. 

NI, ldeographic l!!e:  K.N Fs 2 + ,  94=F 841 + , 
Uc 161 ,  PY 6=Ab 379+, 41 =An 35, Fg 
253+, Fn 187, Ua 158, 97= Un 2 + ,  MY 
Ue 6 1 1 :  on evidence of KN 94= F 841 
equivalent to su-� 'figs'; taken over from 
Linear A, perhaps as abbreviation of Minoan 
word appearing as Greek glou vu<VA<ov 
(Neumann, 1962). 

Ligature with cup and circular ideogram: 
MY Ue 661. 

no-da-ro, KN As 609, De 1228. NN. 
no-di·lO, Tl Z 11 + . M N? Cf. di-nt>-�o. 
no-do-ro·we, KN As 625. Obscure. 
no-e-u, PY Jn 43 1 .  M N :  .NotUS. 
no-nu-we, KN Od 562. Penona1 name, dat. 
no-pe-re-a,, PY 289=Sa 682, 288=Sa 790 + .  

Nom. plur. neut., describing wheels: n6phelth4 
'unserviceable'. (av�f\s 6 a.c. + ;  cf. 
vWWJ.IO'i/<lvWw��. etc.) 

no-pe-re-e, PY 291 =Sa 794. Dual neut.: 
n6p�lt�. 

no-ri-wo-ki-de, TH Of 36. Perhaps dat. sing. of 
fcm. derivative of next : -worgidti. 

no·ri-wo-ko, PY Aa 98. Nom. plur. fern., a trade: 
-worgoi? 

no-ri-wo-ko-jo, PY Ad 669. Gen. sing. 
no-sa·ro, KN Dv 6059. MN. 
no-si-ro, KN As 603, Ln 1 568. MN. 
nu-to, KN V 482, Xe 5913. MN. 
nu-wa-ja, KN 221 = L 647. Nom. plur. neut., adj. 

describing cloth. See p. 320. 
nu-wa-i-ja, KN L 592, L 5910. 

o, As abbreviation of o-pt-ro1, very common : e.g. 
KN 73=01 943, 218=Ld 598, PY 12=Ad 
671 (cf. o-pt·.,• Ad 357), 176=Ma 123+.  

As abbreviation of o-pa-wo-ta (q.v.) : PY 293:..: 
Sh 737+. 

In ligature with B A R L E Y :  KN G 7509? 
In ligature with •1�5 (cyper•u): KN F 5079, 

PY Fa 16, Ua 434, Un 47, MY Ue 652; also 
alone= •1�5+0:  PY 97=Un 2.  

ldeographic use (not necessarily alwal" the 
same commodity) : PY 177=Ma 90+, Un 
219, TH Ug 3 + .  

o-, KN 2 1 3 = Le 641, PY 56= An 657, 154=Eq 
2 13 + .  Prefix, also speltjo-, usually auached 
to verbs and standing in initial position : M 
'thus'. [Cf. 6>-&, Alcman cl>-T', etc.) 

o-a-po-te: see a-po-u. 
o-a,, PY 250= Vn 20. Form of o-da-a, used when 

not connective: perhaps M 'ha reinforced 
form of hiJ 'thus'; see s.v. trda-a1• 

o-da-a,, PY 43=Aq 64, 44=Aq 2 1 8, 142=Ed 
3 1 7 + ,  1 14 = En 609+, 154=Eq 2 1 3 + ,  175 
=Ma 393 + ,  171 = Un 718. Phrase intro
ducing the second and subsequent paragraphs 
of a list, hence at the beginning of a tablet 
indicates it belongs to a set of which it is not 
the first member: hiJ d(e) oha 'and thl!!'. See 
p. 423. 

o-da-ke-we-ta, KN Sg 1 8 1 1 ,  So 4446. Nom. plur. 
neut., adj. describing wheeb and cloths: 
perhaps odakuxnliJ 'toothed' (i.e. with tooth· 
like decoration);  Lejeune, tg68d, p. 35, 
Heubeck, 1971 a. 

o-da-ku-we-ta, KN [L 870], So 4435. Variant 
spelling. 

o-da-tu·we·ta, KN 278=So 894. Variant fonn: 
odalwenta. 

o-da-•S,-ta, KN 282=So 4430 + .  Variant 
spelling, perhaps of o-da-lu-we-la, with •S,= 
I we. 

o-da-ra-o, KN Xe 59 13. MN? 
]o-da-sa-fp: see da-sa-{9. 
o-da-•S,-ta: see s.v. o-da-ke-we-ta. 
o-de-ka-sa-to: see de-ka-sa-w. 
o-de-qa-a1, PY 304=0n 300. Lengthened form of 

t>-da-a,: hiJ de q•(e) aha 'and also thus'. See 
p. 467. 

o-di-do-si, o·do-ke: sec s.v. di·do-si. 
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o-du, K N  V 479. MN. 

Q-du·w�, KN Od 696. Oat.? 
Q-du·ru·we, KN 83=C 902. PN, dat.-loc. On 

evidence of Theban jar perhaps to be identi
fied with Zakro (Catling and Milieu, 1965, 
p. 35) ·  

[o-]du-ru-wo, K N  Co 910. Gen. Cf. u-du-ru-wo. 
Q-du-ru·wi·io/·ia, KN Ai 982, 83 = C  902, TH 

Z 839. Ethnic adj. 
Q-du·•s6-ro, PY 40=An 261. MN. 

Q-ja-d�, KN Fs 9. Obscure, P N ?  
Q-ka', P Y  56=An 657 + . Title of a command held 

by a senior officer in the coast-guard: prob. 
orkha, cf. apxi}, 6pxcriJOS. See p. 1 85. 01hers 
suggest holkas 'merchant ship', but there is no 
reason why ships should be employed for this 
purpose. 

Q-ka1, PY 3 1 7 =  Uh 1 3 1 8. Prob. noun, article 
made from leather : perhaps oklrai 'supports', 
'straps'. [6xf}.] See p. 49 1 . 

Q-ka3, PY [168=Es 644], 167=Es 650, Es 727. 
MN. 

Q-ka·ra, (KN X 7631 ?], PY 56=An 657. At PY 
nom. plur., name of a class of men serving as 
coast-guards. See p. 430. At KN perh. MN. 

o-ka-ra3, PY 57=An 5 1 9 + ,  76= Cn 3. More 
usual spelling of nom. plur. 

Q-ka-ri-jo, PY 62= Cn 655. M N !  Oikhalios. [Cf. 
OIXcrAifl /1. n, 730.] 

jQ-ke·te, KN Xd 1 16. Obscure. 
Q-ke·te·u, PY J n 693. w N :  Oklretms? 
Q-ke-u, PY 14S=Ea 259, Ea 814. MN. 

O·ki·ra, rv Cn 285. MN. 
Q-ki-ri-so, PY Cn 202. wN. 

o-ki-ro, KN Da 1509. MN. 

Q-ko, PY Cn 436. MN. 

Q-kQ-me-ne·u, PY Ea 780. MN: OrkhommeUJ. (Cf. 
'Opxo�v6s as PN, /1. n, s 1 1 ,  Gos.J 

o·kQ-te, KN Vc 126, Vd 137, Xd 7SS8. MN. 

o-ku, KN As 8161, Da 1 1 70, DJ 792 +. MN: OkUJ. 
o-ku-ka, PY 6 1  = Cn 1 3 1 ,  Cn 719. MN, nom. and 

dat. : Ogugtis, -tii? [Cf. PN 'Wyvyi'l Od. 1, Ss.] 
o-ku-na-wo, KN V 60. M N :  0/wnawos. 
o-ku-no, KN Da 1082. MN. 

o-ku-su-wa-si, MY Ue 652. Obscure. 
Q-mi·ri-jo-i, KN Fh 356. Oat. plur., recipients of 

oil. Muhlestein ( 19s8, p. 223) :  Omrioihi = 
·o��pio•s 'Rain-spirits', cf. Z..iJs 6��P·�; 
but epenthetic � may be assumed on the 
analogy of 5 in a-di-ri-ja·le. 

o-mi-ri-so, KN C 9 1 1 .  MN. 

o·mQ-pi, KN 276 =Se 891, [Se I 007 ?]. I nstr. plur. : 
perhaps oimophi 'with bands (of ivory)'. [Cf. 
llEKC 0!1-101 . . .  KUOvoiO //. XI, 24; etymology 
uncertain.] See p. 36g. 

o·mu-ka·ra, KN Od 666. M N ? 
o-na, KN M 559, PY Ua IS8. At KN possibly PN, 

cf. next; at PY perhaps plur. of o-no, q.v. 
]o·na-d4![, KN Fh 543 1 .  Ace. of P N with -de? 
Q-na-jo, KN Dv 1 5 1 1 ,  E 670, PY Jn 832. At 

KN E 670 prob. ethnic adj . ;  at KN Dv 151 1 
and PY Jn 832 MN. 

Q-na-se-u, KN V 1523, PY 312=An 1281, 2SS= 
Jn 658 + .  MN: OntistuS. [Cf. Cypr. 'Ovcro1-; 
Szemerenyi, 19s7, p. 18o.] 

Q-na-te·r�, PY 1 14=En 609 + ,  Wa 784. Nom. 
plur.: onatlres 'persons holding an onaton'. See 
p. 235. (Cf. 6vl)Twp Hesych.J 

Q-na·to, PY 1 12 = Ea 82 5 + ,  l33=Eb 846, 1 14 =  
E n  609 + ,  1 18 = Eo 2 1 1 + ,  148 = Ep 6 1 3 + .  
Ace. sing. neut.:  ontiltln 'a portion (of land) 
enjoyed', 'beneficiary right'. See pp. 235, 445· 

Q-na·ia, PY 1 40 = Eb 297 + , 149=Ed 236, 
142 = E d  317.  Ace. plur.: onlita. 

Q-ne·u, KN Dd 1207. M N :  Orn=. ('OpwiJs.J 
o-ni-ti-ja-pi, PY 242= Ta 707. lnstr. plur. fern. of 

adjective describing part of a chair: orni· 
thitiphi 'decorated wit!> birds'. [ 6pvl6<� 
Aristoph. +. ]  

o·no1, KN Fh 347 + , M  559, Xe 657, PY  41 = A n 
35,  SS= A n 724 + , MY  O e I 08 + .  Nom. sing. 
of word meaning cconsiderationt, �payment' 
(Chad wick, 1964b); perhaps onon from root of 
6v(Vf1�' (Lejeune, 1g64a). Cf. o-na. See p. 
422. 

Q-no•, KN 82 = Ca 895, Ca 7788?. Nom. plur.: 
onoi 'asses'. (6� //. XI, 5S8 +  .) 

Q-nQ-ka·ra[, PY Mn 1412, Na 10�8 (]no-ka-ra-ro· 
rt). P N :  perhaps loc.: Ono-karaorei 'Ass-head'. 
[Cf. Risch, 1966a.] 

o-nQ-we·wQ-rp-[, KN Xe 657. To be separated 
o-no W<·wo·ro, cf. Fh 347; see o-no. 

o-nu, KN Od 681. In view of association with 
wool, prob. variant spelling of o-nu-ka. 

Q-nu-ka, KN Ld 584, Ld 591, Od 485.? Perhaps 
nom. sing. : onwc (cf. wa-na-ka = wanax; 
Palmer 1 963 a, p. 437j .  Sense obscure, but 
must be some part of or appendage to 
textiles which might be white or variegated 
(cf. po-lci-ro-nu-ka, re-u-ko-nu-ka). [Prob. same 
word as 6w�, but in some- technical sense.) 

Q-nu-ke, KN Ln 1568, M 683, Od 682, Ws 1 703. 
Nom. plur. (or dat. sing. ?) : onukhes. 

Q-nu-ke-ja, PY Ab 194. Nom. plur. fem.: 'women 
who make o-nu-kt'. 

Q-nu·l!:r·itNJ, PY Ad 675. Gen. plur. 
Q-Q-pe·ro·si: see o-pe-ro-si. 
Q-pa, KN 29=Am 821, Ce 50, Dm 1 184, E 971, 

L 695, 265 = Sd 4403 +, 273 = Sf 4420, 282 = 
So 4430, 264 =Ws 1704+, PY 296 =Sh 736, 
Wr 1325 + .  Nom. and gen. sing.: prob. a 
noun meaning roughly 'contribution'. See 
p. 420. [Etymology obscure; connexion with 
•soq•a (cf. 6nawv) must be excluded.] 

jQ-pa-rQ-U, PY Un 1321.  Obscure. 
o-pa-we[, KN Dv 1434. Perhaps beginning of M N  

in gen. 
Q-pa·wo-ne-ja, KN Fh 339. Obscure, not to be 

connected with 6nawv if from •soq•a; cf. 
o-pa. 
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o-pa-wo-ta, KN 300= Sk 5670, 32S=Sk 8100, PY 
292 =Sh 740 + .  Nom. plur. neut.: prob. 
'plates' or 'pads' attached to body-armour, 
perhaps o/J-awott<J, literally 'hung on'. [opi + 
O.lpw.) See p. 376. 

o-pe, KN B BOO. Obscure. 
o--a, PY Cn 570. WN, dat., perhaps identical 

with o-qt·qa. 
o-pe-ra-no, PY 25S=Jn 658 + .  W N :  Ophtlan6r. 

[Cf. Boeot. 'O,O.av5pos; Heubeck, 1957, 
p. 31.] 

o-pe-ra-no-ro, MY Ui 651. Gen.: Ophe/anoros. 
o-pe-ra-no-re, MY Oe 126. Oat.: Ophtltitwrei. 

o-pe-re-ta, PY An 209, 62 = Cn 655. w N :  Ophtlestas 
(Palmer). ['�MaTT)� /1. vm, 274.) 

o-pe-ro1, KN Ga 461 + ,  Gg 706, L 473 + ,  �3= 
So 4442 + , PY 301 = Ac 1275 + ,  Ad 357, 
Cn 4 + ,  182=Ma 126+, MY 107=Ge 604. 
Often abbreviated to o. Annotation intro
ducing mis.ing quantity: prob. nom. sing. 
neut. ophtlos 'deficit'. [In origin the same 
word as ¥os 'advantage', with different 
semantic development from 'that which is 
needed'.] 

o-pe-ro', PY Eb 149 (p-pt-ro-qe}, Eb 495, 148=Ep 
613.  Nom. sing. =· of pple.: ophi/6n 'being 
under obligation'. 

o-pe-ro-ta, PY SS= An 724. Ace. sing. masc.:  
ophilont<J. 

o-pe-ro-te, PY SS= An 724, 44=Aq 218. Nom. 
(and ace. ?) plur. masc.: ophllonus. 

•>-[w-ro-so, PV 141 = Eb 338 (o·pt·ro-sa-de), 
135=Ep 704. Nom. sing. fern. :  ophilonsa (tk). 

o-pe-ro-si, PY 184 = Nn 228 (o-u·pt·ro-n). 3rd 
plur. pres. indic.: (h6) ophilonsi 'thus they 
owe'. 

o-po-ro, MY IOS=Ge 602 (jtH>-po-ro). 3rd plur. 
aor. iodic.: (h6) ophlon 'thus they owed'. 

o-pe-se-to, PY Cn 600. WN. 

o-pe-ta, KN B 799. WN: Ophelt<i.s. ['O,tAT�.) 
o-pe-te-re-u, PY Ea 805, 136= Eb 294. WN. Cf. 

o-pt-11>-re-u. 
o-pe-te-we, KN So 4447. WN, dat.? 

o-pe-te-wo(-qe}, KN L 593. Gen.? 
o-pe-to-re-u, PY 135=Ep 704. w N ;  variant or 

incorrect spelling of o-pe-te-rt·u. 
o-pi, KN 39=As 1517, Fh 368, L 648+, Me 1508, 

Od 562+, 162=Uf 983 + ,  PY 33=Ae 26, 
32=Ae 108, 31 =Ae 134. Preposition with 
dat.: opi, at KN with personal names 'in the 
charge or house of (a supervisor)', at PY 
with animals 'responsible for', 'in charge of'. 
[•6'1TI- in 6rne.v, 6TTC.::.pa, etc., doublet of 
hrl; cf. Lat. oh, Osc. op, etc.) There is no 
compelling reason for postulating another 
word with the same spelling (Palmcr, 1963a, 
p. 438, cf. p. 485) ;  see further Killen, 1968. 

o-pi-a,-ra, PY 56= An 65 7. Ace. plur. neut . :  
opihala 'coastal regions'. [lop<>Aos 11. 11, 
538+ .) 

o-pi-da-mi-jo, PY 4S=An 830, 7S=Cn 608. Nom. 
plur. masc.: opidamioi 'resident'. [rn•l>ft�•os 
Od. 1, 194+ .) 

o-pi-de-so-mo, PY 3 1 7 = \Jb 1 3 1 8. Nom. plur.: 
opitksmoi 'bindings'. [htl&a� 'bandage', 
Aristoph. + .] 

o-pi-r-de-i, PY 312=An 1281.·Prob. to be read as 
two words : opi htdei 'at her seat' (i.e. shrine or 
temple). [f!)os, /1. v, 360 + .) 

o-pi-i-ja-pi, KN 266 = Sd 440 1 + , 274 = Sf 4428. 
lnstr. plur. fem.: part of the harness or 
equipment of a chariot: opi-hi<iphi 'attach
ments to reins' (0hia from •s9>1- 'bind'), 
Ruijgh, 1g67, p. 204. See also p. 365. 

o-pi-ka-pe-e-we(-qe), PY 257 =Jn 829. Nom. plur., 
title of an overseer. See pp. 357, 512. 

o-pi-ke-re-mi-ni-ja, PY 243=Ta 708, 244=Ta 
714. Ace. plur. fem., some part of a chair: 
perhaps opilcekmnians (cf. 6)1opudAo�vov) or 
opilcrimnians (cf. kP111l�). See p. 343· 

o-pi-ke-re-mi-ni-ja-pi, PY 242 = Ta 707 + .  lnstr. 
plur. 

o-pi-ke-ri-jo, PY An 615. P N :  Opislchtrion? 
o-pi-ke-ri-jo-de, PY SS= An 724. Ace. + -de. 

o-pi-ke-wi-ri-je-u, PY 237=Ta 709. Nom. sing., 
description of a tripod-cauldron. 

o-pi-ko-ru-si-ja, KN 32S=Sk 8100, Sk 8149. 
Description of 4 fittings as parts of armour; 
neut. plur.: opilcorusia 'on the helmet'. [See 
e-pi-lco-ru-n-jo.] 

o-pi-ko-wo, PY Jn 88 1 .  Nom. sing., perhaps a 
title: opilcowos? (cf. t·P•·ko·wo). 

o-pi-me-ne, PY An 7. Prob. to be divided : opi 
minei 'per month' (as opposed to daily 
rations). 

o-pi-qi-na, KN Ld 584.Prob. to be divided :o-pi qi-na. 
o-pi-ra-i-ja, PY Cn 1286. Obscure, poss. P N .  

o-pi·rtJ3-te-re, PY 25 1 = Vn 46. Nom. plur.: 
opirhaistires, cf. f>a•OTI'tp; perhaps not 'ham
mers' but some kind of fittings for beams. 
See p. 504. [Chadwick, Nestor 1/4/66, p. 431.] 

o-pi-ri-mi-ni-jo, KN Se 230. WN: Opilimnios. [Cf. 
'EmAI�v•os title of Poseidon.) 

o-pi-ro-qo, PY Aa 777, Ab 899, l3=Ad 691. Nom. 
and gen. plur. fem. :  opiloiq"oi, -on 'remaining', 
'supernumerary'. Cf. pe-ri-ro-qo. [!niAoiTT� 
Pindar +.] 

o-pi-si-jo, KN As 1516 + ,  PY Jn 927. MN: Opnos. 
["Ov•os IG 11, 868, ii, 20.] 

o-pi-si-ri-ja-w�, KN Le 646, L 8105. In cloth 
context, obscure. 

o-pi-su-ko, PY 2S7=Jn 829, Jn 881. Nom. plur. 
(and sing. ?): official title, pOS3ibly opisulcoi' 
'overseers of figs'? See p. 357· 

o-pi-te-k�-e-u, PY 97 = Un 2. Nom. sing., title of 
official?; perhaps error for o-pi-u-u-ke·e-u. 

o-pi-te-u-ke-e-w�, PY SO=An 39, 91 = Fn 50+. 
Nom. plur. and dat. sing., probably a title: 
opiuulchtiwts, -iwei 'overseer of Toli)(oa' but 
exact serue unclear. 
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o-pi-te-u-ke-we, KN B 798. Prob. defective 
spelling. 

o-pi-ti-ni-ja-ta, PY Eb 472, Eb 477. Nom. sing., 
title of a priest (cf. Ep 539). 

o-pi-tu-ra-jo, PY Fn 187. Title or M N ?  Oat. : 
Opitluuai6i. (Cf. &vpaios.) 

o-po-qo, KN 266=Sd 4401 + ,  274=Sf4428. Nom. 
dual or p1ur.: op6q"6, -<>i 'blinkers' (found in 
archaic tombs in Cyprus). [Cf. TtpOa-<.>rrov, 
1-lh_,rrov; Chadwick, N.stcr •/J/66, p. 429.] 

o-po-ro: see s. v. o-pe-ro•. 
o-po-ro-me-no, PY 168= Es 644, 167 = Es 650+ .  

M N :  Hoplomenos. (6nAo�1.) 
o-po-ro-u-si-jo, KN As 603. MN. 
o-qa, PY .Jn 601. MN: Oq•as? ("Wnos.] 
o-qt�-ja, KN Db 5212+ 8369. MN. 
o-Qa-wo-m·, PY Fn 324. MN, dat.: Oq•owoni? [Cf. 

6rrawv 11. x, 58+ .] 
o-qe e-ra-se, PY Cn 4. Apparently replacing the 

name <'fa man respomible for moving sheep 
from one station to another: per h. hos q•t 
e/ase 'and he who drove them'. [V.a\tvw 'drive 
(animals)', Od. IX, 237 ; cf. Gallavoui, 1956, 
p. 8.] 

o-qe-qa, PY Cn 45. MN, dat.; perhaps identical 
with o-pe-qa. 

o-qe( ]si, PY 197 = Na 406. Obscure, see p. 
473· 

o-qo-o-ki-te, KN L 588. Obscure (perhaps to be 
divided o-qo-o ki-te). 

o-re-<11, PY 143=Ep 705. w N :  OrtluU. ('Opil)S.) 
o-re-e-wo, PY Cn 600. M N, gen.: Ore(h)iwos, 

making PN with wo-wo. 
o-rr-i, KN B 7034. Possibly loc.: orehi 'on the 

mountain'? (&pas.] 
o-re-mo-a-ke-re-11, PY J n 320. P N. 
trre-ne-ja, KN Ld 579 + ,  L 5108. Nom. plur. 

neut., adj. describing cloths: perhaps 6/entia 
'decorated witb angular pattern'. (Cf. w:O..tllfl, 
•.:>;>..wos: Ruijgh, 1967, p. 239.) 

o-re-ne-a, KN L 593. Variant spelling. 
(o-]re-ne-o, KN L 758. Dual: 6ltnt6. 

o-re-o-pa, KN M 720. Obscure. 
o-re-ta, PY 56=An 657. WN: Or.skis. ('OptOTTJs 

11. v, 705 + .] 
trre-te-wo, KN Oq 439, [Dq 441]. MN, gen.? 
trrl-ko, MY 46=Au 102. Hardly man's name, 

perhaps nom. plur. [See Chadwick, MT 11, 
p. to6.] 

o-ri-mo, KN Ap 5748. wN? 
o-ro-do-ko, PY Vn 865. MN. 
o-ro-jo, PY 154= Eq 213. See pp. 268, 455· 
o-ro-ke-we, PY [Fn 324], Cn 428. MN, dat. 
o-ro-me-no, PY 32=Ae 108, 3 1 = Ae 134 + .  Nom. 

sing. masc.: opi . . .  (h)oromtr10s 'watching over 
(animals) '. (Cf. rnl . . .  6palf'TOI Od. XIV, 
104; prob. < •ser-, Avest. horaiti 'watches'.] 

o-ro-qa, KN V 479. MN. 
o-ro-ti-jo, PY SS= An 724. M N ?  
o-ru-ma-to, PY 7 6 =  Cn 3 .  PN, cf. 'Epv11crveos. 

o-ru-ma-si-ja-jo, PY 57= An 519. Pro b. serves 
as ethnic to o·ru-ma-l.o. 

o-ru-we-ro, PY J n 725. M N. The same man as 
J>o-ru-w.-ro, but which ;, correct? See p. 51 1 .  

o-sa-po-to, K N  A p  5748. wN? 
]o-se-ko-do, KN Fh 371.  w N? 
o-ta-ki, MY 93= Fo 101. Man's or woman's 

name, dat.: Oiwllri. (Heubeck, 1g63 b, p. 75; cf. 
a-ko-so-la.] 

o-ta-pa-ro-te-wa-ro, MY 228=0e I l l . To be 
divided o-ta J>o-ro lt·wo-ro? First word 
obscure; see p. 323. 

o-ta-re-wo, KN E 1035. Obscure, M N or P N ?  
o-te, PY 23S=Ta 7 1 1 .  Conj . :  hole 'when'. [on 

/1. I, 397 +.)  
o-te-pe-o-jo, PY 154= Eq 213. PN,  gen. See p. 455· 
o-te-ra, MY Oe 106. wN, gen. 
p-te-se-u, KN Db 1241. MN. 
o-ti-na-wo, PY Cn 285. W N :  Ortiruiwos. 
o-ti-ri-ja, PY Aa 313. Nom. plur. fem., name of a 

trade: -triai. 
o-ti-ra,, PY Ab 417. Alternative spelling. 
o-ti-ra1-o, PY Ad 663. Gen. plur.: -tri66n. 

o-(p-pe-(lf1-(cp-we-de-[, PY Sh 739 rev. Dubious 
reading. 

o-to-ro-qa, KN De 1371 + 8741, [Dv 8289), [PY 
Vn 493 ?]. M N. 

o-to-wo-o, PY An 616. MN, gen. Defective spelling 
for o-to-wo-<wtH, see s.v. o-tu-wo-wt. 

o-to-wo-wi-je, MY 303=V 659. WN. 
o-tu, PY An 5. wN. 

o-tu-wo-we, PY 255=Jn 658. MN. 
o-to-wo-we-i, PY Vn 851. Oat. 
o-two-we-o, PY 40=An 261. Gen. 
o-to-wo(-we-o?], PY 40=An 261 rev. Alterna-

tive spelling. See also o-to-wo-o. 
o-two-we-o: see s.v. o-tu·wo-wt. 
o-u-, KN 207= V  280, PY 16=Ad 686, 13S=Ep 

704, 177=Ma 90+, 19S=Na 245+, 198= 
Ng 3 1 9 + .  Negative particle: ou 'not'. (oli.) 
See also o-u-ki, o-u-qt. 

o-u-ki-, KN 207 = V  280. Negative particle or 
adj. ? :  ouk(h)i or oukiJ ( = wns). 

o-u-ko, MY Oe 108, Oe 120. Nom. sing. neut., 
associated with wool. 

o-u-ka, MY 228 = Oe I l l . Nom. plur.? 
o-u-qe, KN 2 1 3 =  Le 641, 270 = Sd 4402 +, PY 

43=Aq 64, Eb 149, 148=Ep 6 1 3 + ,  248= 
V a 15. Negative conjunction: ouq"t 'and not'. 
(ovn 'and not'.] 

O·U·TU·IO: see ·U·nJ-lO. 
o-u-te-mi: see -le-mi. 
o-wa-ko, PY61 =Cn 13 1,Jn 725. MN, nom. anddat. 
o-wa-si-jo, KN Ra 1558. MN. 

o-we-to, KN Dm 1 184. MN, gen. 
o-wi-da, PY Jn 725. MN. 
o-wi-de: see -wi-<k. 
o-wi-dNa-i, PY 1 7 1 = Un 718, Wa 731 ()o-wi-de

ta[). Oat. plur.: perhaps owidtrtahi 'sheep
Aayen'. See p. 458. 
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o·wi·ro, KN Od 12 18 .  M N :  Owi/os? [Cf. 'Oi?.Eii<; 
//. XIII, 6g7+.] 

o-wi-to-no, PY Aa 775, Ab 277, Ad 685, 56= An 
657, 44=Aq 2 18. PN:  ·l(h)nos? 

o-wi-ti-ni-jo, PY 56= An 657. Ethnic adj. : 
-t(h)nioi. 

o-wo-ta, PY Jn 725 . .. N. 
o-wo-to, PY 40=An 261, Vn 1 30. MN, nom. a.nd 

dat. 
o-wo-we, PY 236=Ta 641.  Nom. sing. masc., 

describing a tripod-cauldron: oiw6wis 'with 
a single handle' or owwo�tu 'provided with 
handles'? See p. 4!)8. 

o-wo·ze, PY 141 = Eb 338. Error or abbreviated 
spelling of D·U·wo·�•. see s.v. wo-ze. 

o-za-mi[. l'Y 42=An 37. Obscure, see p. 1 74. 
o-ze-to: see -u-to. 
o-•:n-di, KN As 1520. MN. 
o-*34-ta, PY 57=An 5 1 9, 58=An 654. Nom. 

plur.; name of a dass of men. 
o-*35-ta, TH Ug 3. MN, cf. prec.? 

p·*34·1a-o, TH Of33 ; prob. gen. of same name, 
showing that •34 and 035 are variants of the 
same sign. 

PA, Abbreviation of pa-ra-joJ-ja 'old', applied to 
women and sheep: KN Ak 6 1 4 + , C 394+, 
67=0d 1 1 7 1 + .  

Abbreviation of pa-ra-wa-jo 'cheek-pieces' :  PY 
294= Sh 733+ .  

Annotation on C L O T H :  obscure: KN Ln 1568. 
Ligatured with CLOTH: KN L 1 78 + ,  PY La 

623 + ,  Un 853. 
Ligatured with o t L, probably= pa-lco-we 'sage

scented' :  PY 306=Fr 1202+. 
Ligatured with ideogram •125 (cyperus) : PY 

97=Un 2. 
Ideographic use, associated with DA:  KN 157= 

Uf 835+ (see p. 270). Also in  obscure 
context :  PY Un 1319. 

As subdivision of wooL unit: TH Of 26, Of26, 
Of40+. 

pa, PY 256=Ja 749, Jn 601.  Nom. sing. ma..c.: 
to-so-pa = tos(s)os pans 'so much {bronze) in 
all'. [TTas, probably not from •kwant-; cf. 
Tokh. B. po, plur. panl4; Chadwick and 
Baumbach, 1963, pp. 233-4.) Cf. ku-s11-pa. 

pa-sa, KN X 8 109, [90=G 620 is a false 
reading]. Perhaps fem.:  pansa. 

pa-te, KN B 1055. Nom. plur. masc . :  (los(s)oi) 
pank.s. 

pa-ta, KN C 9 1 7 [ + ]916. Nom. plur. neut.: 
pan14. 

p"·tp(, PY 150= Ed 4 1 1 .  If correct reading, 
perhaps gen. sing. masc. or neut.: pantos 
'(tota.l) of the whole'. 

pa-si, KN 200=fp 1 + ,  206=Gg 705 + ,  PY 
254=Jn 389. Oat. plur.: pansi, esp. in 
pa-si-te-o-i (KN) = parui theoihi ' to all the 
gods'. 

pa-da-je-11, PY An 192, Eb 159+. Nom. sing. 
prob. a title or ethnic rather than a name; 
apparently also spelt pa-de-�-u, q.v. Cf. fla·d!, 
pa-d·-�· 

pa-da-je-we, PY Eb 1347, 123=Eo 444. Oat. 
pa-de, KN 200= Fp I + ,  Fs 6, Ga 456. Oat. sing., 

recipient of oil, possibly a divine name. 
pa-de·i, KN 203 = Ga 953( + ]955. Alternative 

spelling of dat. 
pa-de-we, PY Un 2 19. Oat. sing., perhaps divine 

name, cf. pa-tk. 
pa-de-we-u, PY 148=Ep 613 .  Apparently=pa-da. 

jc·u, q.v.; not an error since it occurs twice on 
this tablet. 

pa-di·jo, KN Se 224. "' N :  Pandi6n. [no:vS!wv /I. xu, 
372.) 

pa-i-ti-ja, KN Ap 639. w N :  Phai.stio. (Ethnic of 
<l>atcn6s, see pa-i-to.] 

pa-i-to, KN Oa 1 156+ ,  E 36, 94=F 841, Ga 
4 1 6 + .  P N :  Phai.stos. (<l>atcrr� 11. 11, 648.] 

pa·i·ti-joJ-ja, KN Ak 828, 74=Dp 1061, 89= 
E 777, 213= Le 64 1 ,  Od 681 + .  Ethnic adj . :  
Phaislios. 

pa-ja-ni, KN Ap 639. wN. 
pa-ja-ni-jo, KN Fp 35·�. Oat. sing., recipient of 

oil :  M N ?  (Connexion with nau)v < •natafWV 
(see pa-ja-wo-ne) must be excluded, unless 
this is a defective spelling.) 

pa-ja-ro, KN As 15 19 .  MN. 
pa-ja-so, KN De 1203, Ov 6290 + 8362. MN. 
pa·ja-wo-ne, KN 208= V 52. (Cf. p�-ja-p-n1 C 

394 ?) Oat., in a l.ist of divine names: Paio
wonei. (nan\wv /1. v, 401 + .) 

pa-ka, KN V 1523, PY An 7, MY Oe 1 1 2. loiN, 
nom. and dat. 

pa-ka-a-ka-ri, PY 196=Na 926. PN, prob. to be 
divided pa-ka a-lco-ri : perb. Pogo Akharisor si m. 

pa-ka-na, KN 261 = Ra 1540 + .  Nom. plur. neut.: 
phasgana 'swords' or 'daggers'? [ �crycxvov 11. 
xxm, 824 + ,  Cypr. according to Anec. Gr. 
1095; on the suggested meaning 'daggers' see 
Boardman, 1963, pp. 7g-8o; Snodgrass, 1967, 
p. 22.) 

pa-ke-ta, KN U 4478. loiN. 
pa-ke-te-ja. PY Aa 662, Ab 745, Ab 746. Nom. 

plur. (in Ab 745 changed from dual pa-ke-le· 
jo), women's trade, perhaps connected with 
pa-lco-to, q.v. (Ruijgh, 1963, p. 24 1 ; Chad
wick, 1 964•, p. 323: 'measurers'?). 

pa-ke·te-ja·o(-qe), PY 1 2 = Ad 67 1 .  Gen. plur. 
with -q"e. 

pa-ke-te-re, PY [251 = Vn 46], Vn 879, Wr 1415 ,  
MY 234=Ue 6 1 1  rev. Nom. plur., name of, 
some small fitting, possibly metal, not 
necessarily at MY a vessel: perhaps pdkllres 
'pegs', 'bolts'. (m\yw�t.J 

pa-ke-te-ri-ja, MY Wt 506. Neut. plur., diminutive 
of prec. : paktiria? 

pa-ke-we, KN L 7514. Obscure, possibly nom. 
plur. pakhewt.S 'thick'. [TTCl)(Vs.) 
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pa-ki-ja-na, P Y  138=Eb 400+ ,  1 14 = En 609, 
1 1 9 = Eo 224, Na 561. Probably PN, variant 
in -ana of n�xt, in so m� cas� loc. [A variant 
of th� f.,m. adj. in -<initi > -tin(n?)a has b.,m 
propos"d but is unn�<:ssary.) 

pa-ki-ja-ne, PY Vn 19, Xa 1 13. Nom. plur., PN: 
-<inu, on" of th" Nine Towns of the Hither 
Provinc.,. No convincing int.,rpr.,tation has 
b� propos�; th" root is probably non
Gr.,.,k, cf. 'AKapvavrs, 'Ayp•aws, etc. 

pa-ki-ja-na-de, PY Fn 187, Fr 1209+, 250= Vn 
20. Ace. plur. + -de. 

pa-ki·ja•si, PY Sl=An 18, 75 = Cn 608, 172= 
Tn 3 16 + .  Loc. plur. : ...VUi. 

pa-ki-ja-pi, PY 2S7=Jn 829, Ma 221.  Instr. 
(abl. ?) plur. : -timphi. 

pa-ki·ia-ni-jo, PY Fr 1236. Ethnic adj.: -anios 
(agros) 'territory of P.'. 

pa-ki-ja-ni-jo-jo, PY 309 = Fr 1224. Gen. sing. 
masc.: -<inioio (minos) 'month of P.', i . .,., when 
th" grut f�tival tak� plac" at P. [For 
d�rivation of month-nam" from place name, 
cf. MoV\1\J)(tc.:w.] 

pa-ki·ia-ni-jo-i, PY Fr 1216. Oat. plur.: 'at tit" 
f"ast of P.' or 'for th., pwpl" of P. ?'. 

pa-ki-ja-ni-ja, PY 114= En 609, (258=Jo 438], 
304 =On 300. P N, = pa-ki-ja-na. (Cf., e.g., 
'Axapvavrs(' AKapvavla.J 

pa-ko, PY 49= An 427, (P"rhaps to b., r�tor� 
52=An 207. 1 1). PN. [In PY Fr 1216 probably 
"rror for pa-ko-wt.] 

]pa-ko-qe, KN Cb 5728. Name of ox; cf. po-da-ko. 
pa-kc;-ro, PY 237 =Ta 709. Nom. dual phak/4, 

name of v<:ssel ; cf. �ov· �pov napci 
• Apo«iat, KOTV;...OI antKal Tp<ls Lexi&on 
Cyrilli (se<: Naoumides, tg68, p. 28o). Cf. 
pa-lu-u-ja? 

pa-ko-wa, PY La 624. Obscure. 
pa-ko-we, PY 306=Fr 1202, 307 =Fr 1220 + .  

Nom. sing. n"ut., adj. d�cribing oil: 
sphakowtn 'scent"d with sag.,'. 

pa-ku-ro, PY 44=Aq 218, Jn 750. WN. 

pa-ma-ko, PY318= Un 1314. Nom.sing. ?, possibly 
pharmakon 'drug'. (�p�a•ov Od. rv, 230+ .] 

pa-(J(il·ki, MY 93=Fo 101. wN?, dat.: Phainaki? 
[�lva�.] 

pa-na-pi, PY Cn 45. PN, instr. plur.: Phanaphi? 
[Cf. 4><rvO: Aetolia.) 

pa-na-re-jo, KN As 1516, 39=As 1 5 1 7 + ,  PY 
Fn 867. WN, nom. and dat.: Panareios, -6i. 
[Cf. navap1)s.] 

pa-na-•o, KN E 843, ur 1 2 1 + ,  X 1018. PN? 
Palmcr: Parnas(s)os? [napvaa(a)6s.] 

pa-pa-jo, PY 254 =Jn 389. M N :  Pamphaios. 
(na�<pa•os.J 

pa-pa-ra-f:ci. TH or 25- MN, dat.? [Cf. n�t.] 
pa-pa-ra-ko, PY Jn 845. MN. 
pa-pa-ro, KN Vc 206, Xd 207 + ,  PY Cn 643 +. 

M N :  Barbaros, Parparos? [86p!X>pos; PN 

napnapos.] 

pa-pu-•o, PY Jn 415. MN. 
pa-qo-si-jo, KN [B 988, Dq 441}, PY 2S3=Jn 

3 1 0 + .  W N :  Pang•6sios. (Cf. n�JX.rra5at 
Attic d�m�.] 

pa-qo-si-jo-jo, PY 253=Jn 310. Gen.: Pang•6-
sioio. 

pa-qo-la, PY 255 =Jn 658, Jn 725. WN: Pang"61tiJ. 
[Cf. prec.] 

pa-ra, KN [299 = Sk 789?], 32S=Sk 8100. MN? 
pa-ra-jo, P Y  An 298, 62 = Cn 655 + ,  292 = Sh 

740 + .  Nom. plur. masc.: pal4ioi 'old', som"
timcs �quival.,nt to 'last year's'. Possibly not 
th" sam" word in all cont�ts; for evidence of 
m"aning see pa-ra-ja b.,low. (na;...a•6s /1. XIV, 
to8 + ;  traditionally conn�ct� with TiiM, 
but this mll!t now b., rejected in th" light of 
M ye. SP"lling with pa-.] 

pa-ra-ja, KN Ln 1568, 275=S" 879, U 124, 
PY 286 =Sa 787, 287=Sa 793, TH Of 34. 
Nom. plur. n"ut. (and fem. ?), dat. sing. fem.:  
palaia, -<ii, contrast� at PY with ne-wa = 
newa 'new' in Sa 843. 

pa-ra-ke-se-we, PY Fn 324. MN, d"t.: Prtixiwti. 
[Szem.,renyi, 1957, p. t8o.] 

pa·r!l·lce-te�·u, PY Jn 832. Nom. sing., descrip
tion of a smith. 

pa-ra-ke-te�-we, PY Jn 750. Nom. plur. 
pa-ra-ke·we(-qe), PY 239=Ta 642. Instr. sing., 

nam� of a rnat.,rial U!� to inlay furniture, 
'"" p. 340-

pa-ra-ku-wt!, PY 244= Ta 714, 241=Ta 715. 
Variant spelling. 

pa·ra-ko, KN Se 258, PY Eb 377 + ,  1 1 9 =  Eo 224, 
1 3 1  = Ep 301, 148= Ep 613. wN, nom. and 
dat.: Plakos? Phalailcos? -6i. �axos moun
tain /1. VI, 3g6; <l>a>.atKOS.) 

pa-ra-ku, PY Cn 201. Obscure, wN? 
pa-ra-ku-ja, KN Ld 575. Nom. plur. neut., adj. 

describing t�tiles; cf. *56-ra-ku-ja. 
pa-ra-ti-jo, KN 78=C 914. WN, dat.: Pa/lanti6i? 

[n�avnos, adj.] 
pa-ra-to, KN Db 1373. wN: Plat4n? (mbTwv.) 
pa-ra-u-jo, KN Ga 425. wN? 
pa-ra-wa-jo, KN 299=Sk 789, [325=Sk 8100], 

PY 293 =Sh 737. Nom. dual : paraw(w)aio 
'pair of .,h.,u-pi�es·. [Cf. napo1al 'eh.,.,ks', 
Lesb. napalia.] 

pa-ra-we-;p, PY 318=Un 1314. Ruding and 
m"aning unc.,rtain, se" p. 505. 

pa-ra-we-wo, PY 42=An 37, 2SO=Vn 20. 
Obscur"; se" p. • 75· 

pa-ra-[ .  ]-we-jo, KN Sp 4451. R"ading unc.,rtain, 
appar.,ntly dual adj. 

pa-re, KN Dl 8177, Se 247, Se 249? WN: Phalu? 
[4>a;...1\s.] 

]pa-ri-so: se" [ku-]pn-ri-so. 
pa-ri·to, MY Wt 505. Obscur.,. . 
pa-ro, KN Ai 1 1 5, C 908+ ,  Dk 945, 216=L 

87 1 + , PY  An 129+, 6 l =Cn 131 + ,  109= 
Ea 782 + ,  Eb 747 + ,  1 18=Eo 2 1 1 + ,  1 3 1 =  
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Ep 301 + ,  305= Fr 1 184, Mb 14Ql, Mn 
162 + ,  Pa49+, 96= Un 138+, MY 228= 0e 
I l l ?. Prep. with dat.: paro 'from or at the 
hands of (a person)'. ('1Tap(r Homer+ ;  'IT6po 
Alcaeus, fr. 130, 12  Lobel-Page (Taillardat, 
•96o, p. 3) ;  see also Householder, 19596.] 

pa-r<>-k<'·M·(to], PY 16=Ad 686. 3rd sing. aor. 
middle: ou paro-gtnelo 'did not present him
sdf'. [Cf. Kal a'1v 'ITCip<yi)'Vflo &ml Od. 
xvu, ' 73·1 

pa-sa-ja, KN 203=Ga 953, X 451. Obscure, 
perhaps divine name. 

pa-sa-k<>-m<'·no, KN Vc 2 1 1 .  MN: Psa!comnzos? 
pa-sa-ro, PY 247=Ta 716. Nom. dual, objects 

made of gold: possibly psa/6 'chains'. (Cf. 
lji<V.zov; Palmer, 1963a, p. 358, whose 
objections to the interpretation passa/6 arc 
sound.] 

pa·s�ri-jo, MY Oc 121. Pa1ronymic adj.?, dat.: 
'the son of P.'. [Cf. u-wa-si-jo !co-wo KN Ai 
1 1 5.] 

pa-si': see s.v. pa. 
pa-si2, PY 135=Ep 704. 3rd sing. pres. : phti.ri 'says, 

affirms'. ['IJal Homer+ .] 
pa·si·te-o-i: see s.v. pa, U-o. 
pa-ta, PY Cn 40. MN, dat.: Phanltii ?  (<1>6vt'r)5.] 
pa-ta-ja, KN 264 = Ws 1704 + .  Nom. plur. neut., 

on sealings with ideogram showing stick with 
point, perhaps a small throwing-opear or 
javelin, different from the ARROW ideogram 
on KN R 4482: perhaps palkJia 'javdiru'. 
(Cf. '1Toh6v 'dart' Aristoph. + .] 

pa-ta·i<>-i, PY 257=Jn 829. Oat. plur.: pal
tawi.Jzi. 

pa-ta-u[, KN Xd 58. Obscure. 
pa-ta-ti-jo, KN C 9 1 1 .  Perhaps adj. from personal 

name: '(the slave) of P.'. 
pa·la·u-rra, KN As 608 ( +] 625. M N ?  
pa-te', PY 28 =An 607. Nom. sing.: patir 'father'. 

[ 'ITCITl'lp Homer + .] 
pa-te-de, PY 28=An 607, pallr dt 'and the 

father'. 
pa-te': see s.v. pa. 
pa-t<'·k<>-to, PY An 7, Fn 1427? MN, dat. 
pa-ti, KN As 1516, Od 1281. WN. 
�-19[: see s.v. pa. 
pa-to-ro, KN Uf 198. wN. 
pa-to-�r>-1<', PY Jn 706. PN, lac. 
pa-wa-so, KN Se 258. WN. 

pa-wa-wo, KN Se 254, PY Cn 285, Vn 493. MN. 
pa-w<'-a, KN 21 1 = Lc 532 + ,  214=Ld 57 1 + ,  

219 = L  594 + .  Nom. plur. neut.: pharwe(h)a 
'pieces of cloth'. ( cpO:pos Od. v, 258, /I. 11, 43 + ; 
cf. Lctt. burw.s 'sails'.] 

pa-w_.-a,, KN Ld 787 + ,  MY 227 = Oc 127, 
L 710. Variant opelling: pharweha. 

pa-we-o, KN L 651. Gen. plur. ?: pharwe(h)6n. 
1pa·w<'·Pi, KN L 104. lru1r. plur.: phnrwesphi. 
pa-we-si, MY 228 = Oe I l l . Oat. plur.: 

pharwes(s)i. 

pa-wi-no, KN B 799, B 805. MN. 
pa-wo, KN Ws 8499. On a sealing, perhaps 

pharwos sing. (see pa-u.'<·o), but context 
obscure. 

pa-wo-ke, PY Aa 795, Ab 558. Nom. plur., 
description of women: pan-worgts 'maids of all 
work' ? [Chadwick, •967•·1 

pa-wo-ko, PY 1 3 = Ad 691 (pa-wo-!c<>-qt), La632. 
Gen. plur.: panworg6n. Possibly not the same 
word in La 632. 

pa·ta·ti, KN 01 948. wN. 

pa-t<', KN V 1 14. N N ?  
pa2-: for words beginning pa,-, see under qa·. 
pa1-: for words beginning pa,· see under •s6. 
PE, Abbreviation of pt-ru-si-nu-wo/-wa 'last year's': 

(of women) KN 19=Ak 627 + ,  (of sheep) 
KN 69=Df 1 1 19 + .  

Annotation to cLOT 11 ( = pt-lco-to? Killcn, 
1g66c): KN 213= Le 641, Ln 1568 + ,  cf. 
py La 630. 

Annotation to TUN I C +  KJ ( =pt·nt-we-la? Kil
lcn, 1g66c) : KN Ld 595. 

Annotation to •t<Jfi: KN M 1645, M 7373. 
Ligatured with WHEAT: KN 94=F 841 (cf. 

PY Un 1319?). 
Ligatured with INGOT: KN On 733, Oa 734. 
ldcographic uses: PY Un 2 1 9, Un 1319;  used 

to measure wool: KN Od I 062 + , to measure 
mint: MY 105=Ge 602 + .  

pe-da, KN V 1 14. Prep. with ace. ? :  ptt/4 waslu 
'to the town'? [Chadwick, 1968b, p. 20.] 

pc-da-i-jc·r9£. KN Fh 20!3. Possibly to '>e 
divided: ptt/4 himm? 

pe-da-i-ra, KN Fh 341. WN. 

pe-de·W<'·Sa, PY 237=Ta 709. Nom. sing. fern., 
adj. describing a portable hearth: ptdwma 
'equipped with feet'. 

pe-di·i<'·W<', PY 58= An 654. Nom. plur., name of 
a class of men: ptdiiwes. (Cf. nE610!5.] See 
pp. 192, 430· 

pe-di·e-wi, PY Wr 1328. Oat. sing.? 
pe-di-je-wi-ja, PY Va 1324. Nom. plur., in con

text with spears and axles: f>tdiiwiai 'infantry 
spears,

? 
pe-di-ra, PY 317=Ub 1318. Nom. plur. neut.: 

ptdila 'sandals' or 'footwear' ? ('1Tt51Aa //. 
XXIV, 341 + .] 

pe-di-ro, PY 317=Ub 1318. Gen. plur.: 
ptdi/6n. 

pe-di-ro-i, PY 317=Ub 1318. Oat. plur.: 
ptdilai.Jzi. 

pe-i, PY 57=An 5 1 9 + ,  1 90 = Na 395. Dat. 
plur. 3rd per>. pron.: sphthi? sph•is? 'them'. 
[Horn., etc. a,.•(v), Att.-lon. o'lo1(v), Arc. 
aq><IS.] 

pe-ka-wo, KN Ye 66, Xd 80. MN. 
pe-ke-u, MY 105=Ge 602, 106=Ge 603 + .  MN: 

Sptrkhtus? (Landau, 1958, p.  JOt.] 
pe-ki-ta, PY 1 1 5 = En 74, 122=Eo 160, 120=Eo 

276. MN. 

s6g 
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pe-ki-ti-ra, PY [Aa 891],  Ab 578. Nom. plur. 
fern., a womants trade: plklriai •wool
carders'. [Cf. 5�>'1"'1. . .  Elp•a 'll"dK£fe xepolv 
Od. xvur, 316.] 

pe-ki-ti-ra.-o, PY 3 =Ad 694. Gen. plur.: 
ptktrili6n. 

pe-ki-ti[, KN Ld 656. To be restored a. this 
word? 

pe-ko, KN De 8080, Dv 1 62 1 ,  Dv 7098, PY 77= 
Cn 418. Prob. MN ('collector') at KN, 
perhaps adj. at PY. [Palmer: ptrkos (cf. 
TT£pt<\16s 'dark', TTIPKOS 'a kind of hawk'), 
1963a, P· 443·1 

pe-ko-to, KN 210= Lc 526 + ,  L 698 + .  Textile 
term, connected with pt-ki-ti-ra•? Sec p. 3 15. 

pe-ma, KN E 1569, 101 =Ga 675 + ,  PY 152= 
Er 312,  153=Er 880. Nom. sing. neut.: 
sptrma 'seed' (of wheat and coriander). 
[ <rrrlp�a Homer+ . ] 

pe-mo, PY 1 3 3 = E b  846 + ,  1 1 7=En 467 + ,  
121 = Eo 247, 1 3 i = Ep 301, 154=Eq 2 13, 
1 67 = Es 650. Variant form: spemw (cf. n-mo). 

pe·fr'f, PY 33=Ae 26. Possibly M N ,  dat.: see 
p. 420. 

pe-ne-we-ta, KN 214.: Ld 571 + ,  L 593, 2 1 6 = L  
8 7 1 .  Nom. plur. ncu1.; perhaps sphimmnta 
'with wedges', see p. 487. [cr�i)v Aesch. + ;  
cf. CT�flv6'1l"OIJS.] 

pe-ne-we-te, KN L 5 108. Nom. dual: sphin· 
went1? 

pe-pi-te-me-no-jo, TH Ug I + .  MN, gen.: Pepit},. 
mrnoio. [MOhlestein, .Nuwr 1/ 12/64, p. 361.] 

pe-po-ro, KN De 6060, PY Jn 60 1 .  MN: Pep/or? 
(ntTTAOS.) 

( ?pe-]pu.-te-me-no, PY 153= Er 880. Probably 
pephullmenon (or -lmenon ?) 'planted with trees'. 
[Cf. yij m�VTEVIJiv'l Her.] See p. 267. 

pe-qa-to, KN 270=Sd 4402, 271 =Sd 4422. Nom. 
sing., part of chariot: pegg•awn < •ptd-g•aton 
'foot-board'. [Wild, 1962, p. 128.] 

pe-qe-ro-jo, PY Sa 768. M N, gen. 
pe-qe-u, KN Vd 137, PY Jn 693. MN. 

pe•qe-we, PY Cn 45, Fn 79. Oat. 
pe-qo-no, KN B 798. MN. 
pe-qo-ta, PY 116= En 659, 123= Eo 444. Perhaps 

title or description used to distinguish two 
men of the same name. 

pe-ra-a-ko-ra·i-jo, PY 304=0n 300. Possibly nom. 
plur. ethnic or variant of P N pt-ra,-ko-ra-i-ja 
(q.v.). 

pe-ra-ko-no, MY Oe 1 1 8. M N ? 
pe•ra-ko-ra-i-ja: SCC S. V. pe-ra.-ko-ra-i-ja. 
pe-ra2, KN X 999. Obscure. 
pe-ra.·wp(, KN Xd 98. Obscure. 
pe·ra3-ko·ra·i·ja, PY 199=Ng 332, Wa 1 1 4. PN, 

the name of the Further Province (see pp. r 44, 
4 16): Ptraigolaili or sim. (TTipa; cf. AlyaAiov; 
Cbadwick, 1g63 a, p. 1 38.] 

pe-ra-ko-ra-i-ja, PY Pa 390. Variant or crron· 
cow form ? 

pe-ra.-qo, PY 179= M a 193. Nom. plur., name of 
a group of men, possibly Peraig•oi. (OepatJX>I; 
sec p. 294.] 

pe-re, KN Od 562, PY Ce 1 284, 172=Tn 316, 
318=Un 1 3 1 4. Probably in all cases 3rd 
si11g. pres.: phtrti ' carries ', 'bri11gs '. See p. 
46o. 

pe-re-i-to, PY Wr 1327. On scaling, apparently 
with J JORSE ideogram. 

pe-re-ke, KN 225 = L 520. Probably M N :  see p. 488. 
pe-re-ke-u, PY Cn 1287. Nom. sing., man's trade: 

possibly pkktw ' weaver '. [Cf. n:l.o•£\Js 
Epicharmus + .) 

pe-re-ke-we, PY Ae 574 + , MY Oe 130. Nom. 
plur. and dat. sing.: -iwet, -iwti, at MY in 
wooL conte..xt. 

pe-re-ko, KN Ag 88. M N. 
pe-re-ku-ta, PY An 172. Nom. sing. or plur.: 

pmgwas 'old man'. [Au. TTp<aJ'lV..'ls, Dor. 
TTpElyvs, 'll"pEIYEVT�, etc.) 

pe·re-ku-wa-na-ka, PY 248= V a 15. MN: Prts
guwamu. 

pe-re-qo-ni-jo, PY 59= An 656. Pro b. M N :  
Presg"6niot? [Cf. Oplcrfk.>v, Opocr(k.>vtci:5'll·] 

pe-re-qo-no, PY Jn 725. MN:  Presg"6not? [Cf. prec.] 
pe-re-qo-no-jo, PY Ea 270, Jn 605. Gen.: -cio. 

pe-re•qo-ta, KN Ge 50, PY An 192, Eb 159, 1 16= 
En 659, 148= Ep 6 1 3. MN, nom. and dat., also 
spelt in gen. qt-re-qo-ta-o (q.v.): Piltq•honllis, 
-tlii. (Cf. Boeot. net:l.•- ; hypocoristic T()A£�.] 

pe·re-ta, PY 255=Jn 658,Jn 725. MN. 
pe-re-u-ro-na-de, PY 53=An I. PN, acc.+ -dt : 

P/eur6na-lk 'to Pleuron '. [nAevf)Wv, Aetolia /1. 
11, 639 + .] 

pe-re·u-ro-ni-jo, PY 59=An 656. Nom. sing. of 
ethnic adj., or used as M t< ? :  Pltur6niot. 

pe-re-wa-ta, KN Vc 183, PY An 129. M N .  [Cf. 
pt-rt-08!1-ta.] 

pe-re-wo-te, PY Na 513,  Xa 176. PN, loc. (Phriwotti 
(�piap) Doria, tg61, p. 433 ; or for Ph/ei(wo)
wontei ( �AEWs) Lcjcune, 196g, p. 5 1  ?1 

pe-re-082, PY 172=Tn 316, 3 1 3 = Un 6. Divine 
name, dat. fern.: possibly Pruwlii. [Cf. nlpCTT), 
nepoe-cp6vf1; Chadwick, 1968a, p. 65.] 

pe·rc-•8:�-jo, PY 172=Tn 316. Probably dar.-
loc. of derivative adj . :  Prtswai6i ? ' a t  the 
shrine of P .'. 

p<:·re-082-ta, KN As 602. MN. [lf •8z=twa, cf. 
Pt·rt·wa-ta. ] 

pe-ri-je-ja, KN 156= Uf 1031. Man's or woman's 
name? 

pe-ri-jo-ta(-qe), KN V 1002. MN. 
pe-ri-ke, MY 234= Ue 6 1 1 .  Nom. plur., name of 

a vessel :  peliku. [ TTEAt�· KVAI� ii 'll"poxototov 
Cratin, 5 o.c. ap. Poll . ;  cf. Au. 'll"£A(Kf1 = xC>Vs, 
Aeol. TTMiKa ' ba.in '.) 

pe-ri·f:cf[, MY Au 609. MN, to be restored: Periklt
wlJ or sim.? 

pe-ri-me-de, PY 59=An 656. M N :  Perimidis. 
pe-ri·me-de-o, PY 43.:Aq 64. Gen.: Perimideos. 
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pe-ri-mo, KN Dv 5841 (f>f-ri-mo), PY 43=Aq 64. 
MN:  Pen mm. (fTtp1�0s 11. XVI, 6g:;.) 

p�-ri-no, PY S8 = An 654, Jn 706. MN:  Ptrinos? 
(Palmer; short form to •ntpfiiOOS or the 
like.] 

pe-ri-qo-ta, PY Jn 693. MN:  Ptrig"61ib? [Cf. 
n•p•l3c.rr66as (Georgiev) ; see p. 94.] 

p�-ri-qo-ta-o, KN Oq 42, Dq 46. Gen.: -t<io. 
pe-ri-qo-te-jo, KN Oa 1 172 +, 6S = Db 1232, De 

1231 + . Probably nom. plur., adj. describing 
sheep, rather than w N ;  exact function obscure. 

pe-ri-ra-wo, PY 58=An 654. M N :  Ptrilawos. 
(O•pfAaos.] 

pe-ri-ro-qo, KN V 479. Probably nom. plur. 
introducing li!t of men: periloiq•oi ' remaining '. 
l mpl�onros Arutophanes + ; cf. o-pi-ro-qo.) 

pe-ri-ta, KN 232 = K  875, .V 60. M N :  Perillb. 
[O•phas.J 

pe-ri-te, PY Vn 130. WN, dat. 
p�-ri-to-wo, KN (Vc 171], Vc 1 95, V 655. MN:  

Perithowos. [O••pflloos (nEI- metrical length
ening) 11. x11, 129.) 

pe-ro(-qe), KN As 605. M N :  Pell6n, Phtllos? 
rnruwv, <W.Aos.] 

p�-ro-ro, MY 107=Ge 604. Error for o-pe-ro. 
jpe-ro,-[, KN E 842. Sign at right perhaps -Q�; to 

be restored [u-)pe-ro,-ne: Huperionei? ("Ymplwv 
11. xrx, 3g8 + .] 

pe-ru-si-nu-wo, PY 181 = Ma 378 + .  Neut. sing.: 
ptrusinwon 'l3lt year's'. Abbreviated pe. 
[ mpval\IOs Aristoph. + ; from •pc-uti- (cf. 
rtTos), Skt. panlt '13lt year'; for suffix cf. 
perhaps Horn. 6nwp1\16s, where the i may be 
metri gratia.] 

pe-ru-si-nu, PY 179 = Ma 193. Defective spelling 
of prec. 

pe-ru-si-nu-wa, PY 180=Ma 225+ ,  Ub 1316. 
Fern. and neut. plur.: pcusinwai, -W<J. 

pe-ru-si-nwa, KN 283=So 4442, MY 228=0e 
I l l . Alternative spelling of prec. 

pe-ru-si-nwa-o, PY Ub 1317. Gen. plur. fern.: 
fJtrusinwMn. 

p�-s�-ro, MY 105 = Ge 602. w N, perhaps dat.: 
Psellos? ('l'ill6s ,... name only late; as adj. 
Aesch. + .) 

pe-se-ro-jo, KN 24=Ai 63. Gen . :  -oio. 
pe-ta-o-ni-jo, TH Ug 12. WN or adj. ?:  Pet<ionios? 

[Cf. nmwv 11. n, 500.) 
pe-tu-ro, PY 253=Jn 310. loiN: Pellllos. (OtTa>-.os.) 
pe-te-ki-ja, KN 38=As 1516. loiN. 
pe-te-re-wa : see s.v. pU.rt-W<J. 
p�-te-u, KN A• 603. MN. 
pe-to-no, PY 75=Cn 608, 257=Jn 829, Ma 120, 

Vn 19+ . PN, one of tbe Nine Town5 of the 
Hither Province : perhaps Ptllmos. 

pe-to-no-d�, PY 250= Vn 20. Ace. + -de. 
pe-ti-ni-jo, PY 301 =Ac 1275. Nom. plur. 

ethnic adj.: Ptthnioi? 
pe-to-no-qa, TH Of 29. Obscure. 
pe-w�-ri-jo, KN 39=As 151 7. wN. 

pe-*65-ka, PY Vn 879. P<»Sibly name of a timber 
or other material? pe-ju-ka suggests mli><11 
'pine', but the spelling would be surprising. 

pi-a,-ra, PY 238=Tn 996. Nom. plur. fern. :  
philuJ/Qi ' boiling-pan5 ' .  ( <piQA'l /1. XXIII, 243 + ,  
wed to collect the bones of Patroklos; later 
'drinking-bowl';  also cp•f�TJ.] 

pi-je-ra0, PY 237=Ta 709. Alternative spelling 
of prec. : phielai. 

pi-di-jo, KN 158= Uf836. Obscure. WN? 
pi-ja-ma-so, P Y  Fn 324. MN, dat. [Cf. clement 

piya- 'give' in Hitlite names.] 
pi-ja-mu-nu, KN Ap 5 748. w N ;  see note on pi-ja-ma

so. 
pi-ja-u-me, KN 38=As 1516. M N ;  see note on 

pi-ja-ma-so. 
pi-ja-Ji-ro, KN 38=As 1516. MN; see note on 

p:-ja-ma-so. 
pi-je-ro3: see s.v. pi-o1-ra. 
pi-ka-na, PY 194=Na 334. PN. 
pi-ke-re-u, PY Eb 496, 131 = Ep 30 I. M N: l'ikreus ? 

[Cf. Cypr. gen. pi-ki-re-wo Schwyzer, Dial. 
684, 5·1 

pi-ki!-re-wo, PY 1 15 = En 74, 122=Eo 160. 
Gen.: -iwos. 

pi-ke-r�-we, PY 122= Eo 160. Oat . :  -iwti. 
pi-ke-te-i, PY Gn 720. MN, dat.? 
pi-ki-nu-wo, KN Da 5217. MN. 
pi-ma-na-ro, KN As 1520, V 1523. MN. 
pi-me-ta, P"! 61 =Cn 1 3 1 .  wN, dat. 
pi-mo-no, KN Xe 692, Ws 8499. MN, nom. and dat. 
pi-pi, TH z 846, z 854. MN. 
pi-pi-tu-na, KN 202= Fp 13. Divine name; for 

ending cf. 6II<TVVVCI. See p. 3o8. 
pi-ra-jo, PY 30=Ae 264, 104=Un 249. N N :  

Phi/Q ios. [4>f}.a•os.] 
pi-ra-ka-ra, KN Ap 639. WN: Philagra. (Cf. 

4>f�aypos.J 
pi-ra-1«1-wo(-qi!), KN V 1005. MN:  Philakhaiwos. 

(tl>l�axa•os Schwyzer, Dial. 57·] 
pi-ra-ki, MY Au 657, Z 710. wN: Philagi$? [Cf. 

"Ay•s.J 
pi-ra-ki-jo, KN V 1002. MN. 
pi-ra-me-no, KN E 36, PY 254=Jn 389. MN:  

Philamenos. [Cf. <pl�aro 11. v ,  6 t +, cp•Millvos 
IG XIV, '549·1 

pi-ra-qo, KN Vc 18 1. NN. 
pi-ri!-/9, PY Fn 324. M N, dat.: Philillii. (4>•�TJT�.] 
pi-ri-da-ke, MY Oe 128. MN, dat. 
pi-ri-ja-me-ja, PY SO= An 39 rev. MN:  Priamtilis? 

(Cf. npfa�os /1. t, rg+ .] 
pi-ri-ja-o, PY 251 = Vn 46. Gen. plur.: phliMn 

'door-posu'. [cp�1al Od. xvu, 221.] 
pi-ri-je, KN 230 = K 740. With sign ZE; perhaPs 

here to be taken not ,... an abbreviation= 
' pair', but as ideogram for '.aw'. [Cf. 
nplwv ?] 

pi-ri-ji!-11!, KN 262 = Ra 1548 + .  Nom. sing., nante 
of trade concerned with swords: prietlr? 
'cutler'. [Cf. pi-ri-je, pi-ri-te; np10T1)p.] 
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pi-ri-e-te-re, P Y  Fn 1427. Oat. sing.: -tirti. 
pi-ri-je-te-re, PY 52= An 207. Nom. dual: -tire. 
pi-ri-e-te-si, PY An 7. Oat. plur. : -lirsi. 

pi-ri-no, KN 38=As 1516. M N :  Phi/inos? (<I>1M�.) 
pi-ri-sa-ta, KN U 4478. MN. 
pi-ri-ta, PY Vn 1 1 9 1 .  WN: Philisla. (<l>•lo.laTa.) 
pi-ri-]ta-wo, PY 130=Eo 371. M N :  Brithaw6n ? 

Plinthaw6n ? (Petrukvski, 1 959) .  t./ . l%.) 
pi-ri-ta-wo-no, PY 1 1 7 = En 467. Gen.: -awonos. 

pi-ri-te, KN Ra 1543. Probably mis-spelling of 
pi-ri-je-u, but could be prislir. ( np10T{jp.] 

pi-ri-to-jo, KN C 9 1 1 .  MN, gen.?:  Philistoio ?  
[<l>iAIOTQ5.) 

pi-ri-jl-wo, KN B 803. MN. 
pi-ro-i-ta, KN V 1523, [V 1526?]. MN: Philoitas. 

(<I><AoiTT)I; cf. <l>•l>.oiTI05 Od. xx, 185 + .] 
pi-ro-ka-te, PY Jn 832. MN. 
pi-ro-na, PY Ep 539. w N: Phil6tui? 
pi-ro-ne-ta, PY 2SS=Jn 658. MN. 
pi-ro-pa-ta-ra, PY Vn 1 1 9 1 .  wN: Philopatra. 
pi-r<>-pe-u-wa, TH Of 28. MN, dat.: Philopsiwai or 

Philopeisewai? [Cf. neuria1.] 
pi-ro-qa-wo, KN As 609. M N :  Philoqq•awon [cf. 

<I>1Aon{j�wv) or Phi/oq"aw611 [cf. o-qa-wo-ni] ? 
]pi-ro-qe-mo, MY Ue 6 1 1 .  MN. 
pi-ro-qo-[, PY Cn 254. MN, dat.: Philo-. 
pi-ro-ta-wo, PY 168= Es 644, 167= Es 650 + .  MN. 
pi-ro-te-ko-to, PY 167 = Es 650 rev. MN: Phi/otdcton, 

if correctly read as one word; see p. 278. 
pi-ro-we-ko, PY 2S4=Jn 389. M N :  Philown.l(os. 

(<1>1Aovpy05.] 
pi-rp-wo-na1, PY Ae 344. MN. [Cf. next.) 
pi-ro-wo-na•, MY 303=V 659. W N :  Philuwuitui? 
pi-ru-te, PY 57=An 519, 76=Cn 3. PN, -Ioc. 
pi-sa-wa-ta, KN B 1055. M N :  Piswatas ? [Cf. 

pi-082.] 
pi-ta-ke-u, PY 254=Jn 389. M N :  Pitluikeus? 
pi-ti-ro,-we-sa, PY 240 = Ta 713.  Nom. sing. fern. : 

ptilowessa (ptilio- ?) ' decorated with feather 
pattern ' ?  [nTIAov 'feathers, down ; insect's 
wing', Herodotus + . ] 

pj-wa-to, PY An 1423. M N ?  
pi-we-re, P Y  Aa 1 182. PN. 
pi-we-ri-di, MY Oe 103. Oat. sing. fern., perhaps 

ethnic, also used as w N :  PiiiJeridi. 
pi-we-ri-#, MY 93= Fo 1 0 1 .  Oat. plur. 

pi-we-ri-ja-ta, PY 254=Jn 389. M N :  PiiUtrUitas. 
(Cf. prec. ;  nup(T) //. XIV, 226.) 

pi-za-ra, KN X 1801. Obscure, MN? 
pi-082, PY Ac 1276, An 830, 6l = Cn 1 3 1 ,  

1S = Cn 608, 2S8 =Jo 438, 180=Ma 2 2 5 + .  
PN,  first of the Nine Towns of the Hither 
Province; probably Piswa. [ntaa, but not to 
be identified with Pisa on the Alpheios ; 
Chadwick, 1g68a, p. 64.] 

pi-•82-de, PY 250= Vn 20. Ace.+ -de: Piswan-de. 
pi-( . ]-te, PY 49= An 427. PN, loc. 
PO, Annotation to MAN',=po-ku-ta : KN B 808 + .  

Annotation to C L O T H :  KN L 7380. 
Ligatured with 021 1 (see p. 328) :KN Fs8, K873. 

Ligatured with O I L  (perhaps=po-ro-ko-wa, see 
p. 477) :  PY Fr 1203, Fr 1208. 

ldeographic use: KN C 7516. 
po-da, KN V 1524. Obscure. 
po-da-ko(-qe), KN Ch 899. Name of ox: Podargos 

(q•e). [n6Sapy05 name of two horses //. vm, 
1 85, XXIII, 295.) 

po-(1�-qe-re-#-je-wo, KN B 822. Obscure, gen. of 
adj . ?  

po-de, PY 236=Ta 6 4 1 .  Oat. sing. : podei 'foot, leg' 
(oftripod cauldron or table). [n� Homer + .] 

po-pi, PY 239=Ta 642. Instr. plur.:  popphi 
< *pod-phi. Cf. qe-to-ro-po-pi. 

po-i-te-u, KN Da 1083. M N :  Phoiteus? [Cf. next.] 
po-i-ti-jo, KN Da 1314. M N :  Phoitios. [Cf. place 

name <l>o1Tia1.] 
po-ka, KN Dp 997, Dp 7742. Nom. plur. polcai 

'fleeces'. [n6t<a1 variant of n6Kol. See Killen 
rg62b, 1 963.] 

po-ka-ro, KN Da 5195. MN. 
po-ka-ta-ma, PY 238=Tn 996. Nom. sing., 

annotation to golden and bronze vessels, 
perhaps their name, or pos-ktama ·'additional 
property' ? [Cf. po-si, Arc. n�; nii�a ; see s.v. 
po-ku-ta.] 

po-ke-we, PY 6 1 = Cn 131.  MN, dat.: PMkiiiJti? 
(� ethnic.] 

po-ki-ro-nu-ka, KN Ld 579, 218= Ld 598 + .  Nom. 
plur. neut.: poikil-onukha ?  (of garments) ' with 
many-coloured o-nu-ke ' (see o-nu-ka, and cf. 
re-u-ko-nu-ka) . [nOIKIA05 //. v, 735 + .] 

po-ki-rO-<Io, PY S8 = An 654, 43 = Aq 64, 258 = 
Jo 438. M N: Poikiloq•s, -Oq"os ? 

po-ki-te, KN B 806. MN. 
po-ko-ro, PY Cn 45, 61 = Cn 131.  MN, dat. 
po-ku-ta, KN B 815 + ,  C 9 1 1  + ,  L 469, PY 52= 

An 207, 54=An 610. Nom. sing. and plur., a 
class of men. The suggestion pos-/c.hutas is 
improbable in view of the lack of evidence for 
•pos =posi in Myc., but a compound of 
-khutas (xtw) is likely. [Cf. npoxli-n11= 
np6x005-] 

po-ku-te-ro, KN C 9 1 1 .  Apparently adj. to prec. 
(For formation cf. wa-na-ka-le-ro; this confirms 
that -la of po-ku-ta must be a suffix.) 

po-ma-ko, PY Cn 45. MN. Georgiev : Poimarkhos, 
-agos. 

PP·'!'�·no-ri, KN L 759 (deleted). Obscure ; if MN, 
dat., perhaps : Poinuinori. [Cf. noi�av!ip<>�.) 

po-me1, KN 29=Am 821, PY 31 =Ae 1 34, An 1 0 1 ,  
I l l =  Ea 71 + ,  128= E o  278. Nom. sing. 
masc.: poimin 'shepherd '. [ no1�{jv Od. x, 
8u.] 

po-me-ne, PY I I O = Ea 800 + ,  183=Nn 831.  
Oat. sing. and nom. plur. : poimenei, poiments. 

po-me-no, PY 109= Ea 782. Gen. sing.: poimenos. 
po-me•, KN Dd 1376. M N :  Poimin (in fact, a 

shepherd) . [no,�{jv.] 
po-mi-ni-jo, KN V 503, M N :  Poimni6n or Poimnios. 

(noi�V(WV, noi�VIQ5.) 
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po-1)�-t<rqe-1p, P Y  Eq 34.4. Obscure. 
po-ni-ja-ja, KN Sd 4408. Error for po-ni-ki-ja. 
po-ni-ke(-qe), PY 246=Ta 722. Instr. sing. masc . :  

phoinilui 'with a palm-tree ' ;  pro b .  not 
' griffin'. [opolvt� Od. vt, t63 + ·) See pp. 344, 

502. 
po-ni-ki-pi, PY 244 =Ta 714. lnstr. plur.: 

phoinikhphi. 
po-ni-ke-ja(, KN Ln 1568. wN, dat.: Phoinikeiai. 
po-ni-ki-ja, KN 270 = Sd 4402 + ,  Se 965 + ,  274= 

Sf 4428. Nom. sing. and plur. fern.: phoinikUi, 
-ai, describing chariots, prob. • painted 
crimson' (less likely 'of palm-wood '). (opo1Vi
KEOS Pindar + ,  cf. vias <p<>IVIK01Tapl)ovs Od. xt, 
124.) 

po-ni-ke-a, KN Se 880. Variant spelling: 
phoinikea. 

po-ni-ki-jo, KN 99 = Ga 418 + ,  [Od 5082 ?]. Nom. 
sing. neuL ? ;  name of a spice measur<d by 
weight: phoinikion? (In Od 5082, if rightly 
restored, perhaps adj., cf. po-ni-ki-ja.) There is 
no proof that <p<>IV[i•J•ov, lnscr. Cret. IV, 145, 
is a substantive, but it could be the same word 
(Maddoli, tg68). 

po-n<rqa-ta, PY Fn 324, KN Da 134 1 [ + ] 1454+ 
8777 ? MN, dat. : Pornoq•atai. [Cf. napVOijl, Aeol. 
1Topv6ntoo;; Ruijgh ( 1967, p. 355) :  Pono
g"al<is ?] 

p<rpi: see s.v. po-th. 
po-po, KN Ln 1568, L 513, L 567 + ,  Od 689+ .  

WN?, nom. and dat. 
p<rpo-i, MY Oi 702. Oat. plur., poss. variant of 

po-ro-po-i. 
po-pu..re-jp(, KN X 976. Nom. plur. masc. ? : 

porphureioi? [1Topq>�ip<os, 11. vm, 22 1 + .] 
p<rpu-re-ja, KN 224= L 474. Nom. plur. fern. :  

porphureiai. 
po-pu-ro,, KN L 758. Possibly nom. dual fern. :  

porphurw. 
po-qa, PY96=Un 138, TH Ug 1 7  (cf. KN 165= 

Gv 862). Word applied to olives, prob. 
phorg•a ' for eating', 'food '. (<pop�ti. /1. v, 
202 + ' food for animals';  on etymology see 
Chadwick and Baumbach ( 1963, p. 253).] 

po-qa-te-u, PY Qa 1295. Probably a title: poss. 
phoig"aJieuJ ' purifier' or ' prophet ' ?  [Cf. 
<p01�3W.j 

po-qe-wi-ja, PY 323=Sb 1315.  Nom. plur. fern. :  
phorg•eiai • halters'. [ <pop�ua X en.+.] 

po-qe-wi-ja-i, PY 324=An 1282. DaL plur. : 
phorg•eitihi. 

p<rra-i, PY 59=An 656. PN, dat.-loc. plur. 
p<rra-pi, PY 53 = An I, Mn 1408, 184= Nn 228. 

Instr. plur. 
po-re-na(-qe), PY 172=Tn 316. Prob. ace. plur. 

masc.; see pp. 285, 46 1 .  
po-re-si, TH Of 2 6 :  dat. plur.? 

po-re-no-tu-(�[, PY Ua 1413 .  Obscure, perh. 
compound of or containing a form of 
prec. 

po-re-n<rzo-te-ri-ja, PY Un 443. If divided 
po-re-no r.o-/e-ri-ja, the first word might be gen. 
(sing. or plur.) to cons. stem po-re-na (ace. 
plur.); r.o-te-ri-ja might then be tsoliria 
(owT1\pta) 'ransom of victim, prisoner, or the 
like'. This would involve accepting ow- as 
the product of •t!I0•2-, not a contraction of 
oafo- ( < •tiU,-l'o-). The problem is com
plicated by the presence in PY Un 443 of 
le-ri-ja immediately preceded by what is 
apparently B A R L E Y  2 ;  but po-re-no-r.o offers 
no easy solution. 

po-re-si: see s.v. po-re-na(-qe). 
po-ri-ko, PY Cn 328. M N :  Polikhos? [no�•xos.] 
po-ri-wa, KN 2 1 7 = Ld 587. Nom. plur. neuL: 

poliwa ' grey', of textiles. [1To�t6s 11. rx, 366.] 
p<rri-wo, KN C ') 1 1 . M N :  Poliwos? (Cf. prec.] 
po-ro1, KN 82 = Ca 895. Dual with ' mane less 

horse ' ideogram. Evans : polo ' two colts, 
foals '  (of horses or asses.l . [ 1TW�OS Od. xxm, 
246 + .) 

po-ro', KN 67 = Dd 1 1 7 1 .  MN, Georgiev: Po/os, 
but there are other possibilities. [nw�os.] 

po-ro-de-qo-no, KN F 5 1 .  Recipient of barle)•, 
man's or god's name? 

po-ro-du-ma-te, PY [148= Ep 613], 91 = fn 50. 
DaL sing. (Ep 6 1 3  po-rp-du[-ma], nom. sing.): 
pro- and obscure tide (see du-ma). 

po-ro-e-ke, PY 240=Ta 713, 241 =Ta 715. Nom. 
sing., epithet of a table: see p. 50 1 .  

p<rro-e-ke-te-ri-ja, P Y  237 = Ta 709. An imple
ment used in connexion with braziers: per h. 
prohelkliriti ' instrument for drawing forth'. 
(Palmer, 1 963a, p. 342.) 

p<rr<>-i-ra, KN Od 690. Personal name, dat. 
po-r<>-ko, KN Dv 1416, PY [255=Jn 658?), Jn 

725. MN. 
po-r<rko-re-te, KN V 865, PY 257=Jn 829, 

2S8=Jo 438. Nom. sing., official subor
dinate to ko-re-te. 

po-ro-k<rre-te-re(-qe), PY 257=Jn 829. Nom. 
plur. 

p<rro-ko-wa, KN Fh 350. Technical term describ
ing olive oil: prokhowd 'outpouring'. (1Tpoxo1\ 
' river-mouth, outpouring ' Horn.) Cf. e-pi-ko
wa. 

p<rro-ko-wo, MY 234=Ue 6 1 1  rev. Nom. plur.: 
prokhowoi 'jugs'. (1Tp0XOOS Od. xvm, 397 + ,  
Att. 1Tp0XOVS·] 

po-ro-po-i, MY 321=0i 701. Oat. plur.: see p. 
507· 

po-ro-qa-ta-jo, PY 62=Cn 655. MN.  [Cf. Attic 
deme np6o-rr�TQ ?j 

po-ro-su-re, KN Sg 888. Obscure; N N ?  
po-ro-te-ke, MY U e  66 1 (jo-po-ro-te-h). 3rd sing. 

aor. : (M) prothike 'Thus he set out'? The 
absence of a subject makes this obscure and 
doubtful (see Chadwick, 1963b, p. 62). 

po-ro-te-u, PY Eq 146. M N :  Proteus? [npwTEtJs.] 
po-ro-ti-ri, KN 275 =Se 879. Obscure: see p. 36g. 
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po-ro-to, KN Od 562. l'oss. M N :  Protos, but the 
structure of the text is obscure. 

po-ro-tu-qo-no, KN Vc 54. MN. 

po-ro-u-jo, PY 255=Jn 658, Jn 725. MN. 
po-ro-u-te-u, KN 66=Dc 1 1 29, PY 253=Jn 310, 

(Vn 493] + - MN: Pwuteus. (ffiovn,Js.) 
po-ro-u-te-wo, PY 253=Jn 310. Gen.: Pwutlwos. 
po-ro-u-te-we, PY 6 1  =Cn 131 .  Oat.: PlouSiwti. 

po-ro-we[, KN X 1014. Obscure. 
po-ro-wi-to, PY (Fr 1218?], Fr 1221,  Fr 1232. 

Possibly a month-name: Plowistos ' the month 
of sailing' (Palmer 1963a, p. 254); see pp. 
286, 459 . .. So. 

po-ro-wl-to-jo, PY 172=Tn 3 16. Gen. 
po-ru-da-ma-te, PY SO=An 39. Nom. plur.: 

varant spelling of po-ro-du·mtJ·Ie? 
po-ru-da-si-jo, KN V 1 18, PY 44=Aq 218. 

Patronymic or ethnic adj.? 
po-ru-e-ro, PY 2SS=]n 658. M N .  The same man as 

o-ru-wt-ro, but which is correct ? See p. 51 1 .  
po-ru-ka-to, KN Vc 74. M N :  Polukastos? [Cf. 

n�VKcuTTfl Od. m, 464.) 
po-ru·PO·de(-qe), PY 246=Ta 722. lnstr. sing. 

Bennett: polupodti • (inlaid) with an octopw '. 
(Gen. novl-&rro5os Od. v, 432 + .) 

po-ru-qo-ta, PY Cn 40, .Jn 845. MN, nom. and 
dat. : Poluq•hont4s. (Tlol-v<p6VT')� /I. IV, 395; 
the labio-velar preserved by analogy of other 
names in -q•hont.U.J 

PO·ru-qo-to, KNDa 1 1 37, PY An 128. At KN man's 
name: Polug•ow? At PY probably epithet. 

po-ru-te-we, KN Vc 1 76. MN. 

po-ru-to, PY An 5. WN. 

po-ru-we-wo, PY Sa 796. wN, gen. 
PO-se-da-o, PY Es 653. Nom. (prob. error for 

dat.) : Poseit!Mn ' Poseidon ', [nom:o&'twv Horn.; 
the Corinthian forms with -<>f6V must be 
secondary. On etymology see Hamp ( r g68).] 

po-u-da-o-no, KN X 5560?, PY Eq 34, 170= 
Es 649. Gen. : Pouid44nos. 

po-se-da-o-ne, [KN 208 = V  52], PY 169 = Es 
646+, [Fr 343], 309=Fr 1224 + ,  [313=Un 
6). Oat.: PoseitkWnei. 

po-se-da-o-ni, PY 171 = Un 718. Alternative 
dat.: PoseitUWni. 

po-si, KN 270=Sd 4402, 27 1 = Sd 442 2 + .  
Adverb: posi ' together, attached '. [•poti > 
Oor. TrOT!, TrCrr, Are.-Cyp. Tr6s, parallel to 
•proti > Horn. npOTI, Att.-lon., Lesb. Trp6s.] 

po-si-da-e-ja, PY 172=Tn 316. Oat. sing. of 
goddess's name : Posid4< itii. 

po-si-da-i-je-u·si, PY Fn 187. Oat. plur. : Posi
dtllj<USi ' for the priests of Poseidon ' ?  

po-si-da-i-jo, PY 172=Tn 316. Ace. neut.: 
Posid4'ion ' the shrine of Poseidon '?  

po-si-da-1-jo-de, PY Fn 187. Acc. +allative -th, 
' to the shrine of P .'. 

po-si-ke-111-re, PY 54= An 610. Nom. plur. masc., 
a class of men: pos-ik(t)tlm ?; 'suppliants' is 
an unlikely meaning, perb. 'newcomen ' ?  

[lodn]� Horn., hm\p Soph., Trpoahnwp 
Aesch.) 

po-so-pe-re-i, PY Cn 40. MN, dat.: Pos-opluki? 
[Cf. rrpoa�IAw.] 

po-so-ra-ko, PY .Jn 725 (deleted). loiN. 

po-so-re-ja, PY 1 19 = Eo 224 + ,  148 = Ep 61 3 + . 
W N :  Psole/4 ? 

po-so-ri-jo, PY 258=Jo 438, [Jn 601 ?). M N :  

Psoli6n? 
PO-so-ri-jo-no, PY 43=Aq 64. Gen. 

po-so-ro, PY 3 1 2 = An 1281, Jn 601 + .  M N :  

Psolon? ['1'6?-wv.] 
po-te-ja[, TH Of 41. Obscure. 
po-te-re-we, PY Fn 187. MN or trade-name?, dat. 
po-te-u, PY 57=An 519, Cn 45. M N :  Ponteus or 

Phoiteus? (noVTEiis; cf. po-i-te-u.] 
po-te-wo, PY 1 17 =  En 467, 129= Eo 268. Gen. 

po-ti-ja-ke-e, PY An 298, 54= An 610. PN, loe. 
[po-Jti-a·ke-si, PY 312 =An 1281. Pro b. variant 

of same name in loc. plur. 
PO·ti-jo, KN B 804. M N :  Pontios. (T16VToos.) 
po-ti-na-jo, PY Jn 692, Jn 725 + .  wN. 

po-ti-ni-ja, KN 205=Gg 702, M 729, Oa 7374, 
208=V 52, X 444?, PY 312=An 1281, Cc 
665, Fn 187, 310= Fr 1225 + ,  172=Tn 316, 
Vn 48, MY 321 =Oi 701 + ,  TH Of36. Name 
of goddess, nom.?, gen. and dat.: Polni4, 
Potni.U, Potnitii, 'the Mistress', Frequently 
with epithet and sometimes written as one 
word (a-ta-na-po-ti-ni-ja KN 208 = V  52, 
si-to-po-ti-ni-ja MY 321 = Oi 70 I). [ n6TVoa 
Horn. + ,  cf. Skt. pdtnl.] On the identification 
of lbe goddess, see Cbadwick, 1957a. 

po-ti-ni-ja-we-jo, KN Dl 930 + ,  PY Ep 613, 
253=Jn 3 10 + .  Nom. sing. masc. adj. 
derived from Trtrrvoa: Potni4wtios? 'of or 
belonging to Potnia '. [Potni-arw<ios Lejeune 
(rg62b, p. 407) ;  the form is difficult., see 
p. 127.] 

po-ti-ni-ja-we-jo-jo, PY IS4=Eq 213. Gen. sing. 
masc. or neut. 

po-ti-ni-ja-we-ja, KN 90 = G  820, Dp 997. Nom. 
sing. or plur. fern. or plur. neut. 

po-li-ni-ja-we, KN 73 = Dl 943. Defective 
spelling for po-ti-ni-ja-u.-jo. 

po-ti-ni-ja-we-i-jo, KN Dp 7742. Variant 
spe.lling for po-ti-tOi-ja-we-jo. 

po-ti-ni-ja-wi-jo, PY 316=Qa 1299. Variant 
form: Potni4U!WJ. 

po-ti-pi(-qe), PY 242= PY Ta 707. lnstr. plur.: 
portiphi ' with heifen'. [Tr6p'TIS /1. v, 162+.] 

po-ti-ro, KN [V 756], V 1002, V 1003+ . Obscure, 
apparently introduces two masc. names on 
tablets headed by a fern. ethnic adj. 

po-to, KN 38=As 1516. M N :  Pontos? [06VTos.] 
po-to-re-ma-ta, PY [Ep 539), .Jn 601. MN, nom. 

and dat.: Pwl.trMttis, -ttii. (Cf. n�.l!(rt�.) 
po-to-ri-jo, KN 39 = As 151  7. w N :  Pwli6n? 
PO·to-ri-ka-ta, KN 162= Uf 983. NN, dat.: 

PwliiC4Sttii, PwlikMt4i? 
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po-lo·ro-wa-pi, PY Aa 76, Ad 678, La 623, Na 262. 
PN: prob. loc.-instr. plur. 

po-wi-te-ja, PY Jn 60 1,  Na 923. PN. 
tJo-•34·wi-do, KN Se 235. ><N. 
pte-jo-ri, PY SO= An 39 rev. WN. 
pte-no, KN 270=Sd 4402, Sd 4405, Sd 4450. 

Nom. dual : ptmt6 ' foot-boards for mounting'. 
Seep. 367. [TrTlP"'l 'heel' //. x.xu, 397;  ' foot
board, mounting-step' Pollux 1, 144 (Petru
icvski, 1970b).] 

pte-re-wa, KN 275= Se 879+, 279=So 4437, 
281 =So 4440 + .  Gen. sing.?, describing 
wheels: pteleum 'of elm-wood', Ulmtu glabra. 
(TrT•AETJ 11. VI, 4 19 + ;  •rn:•Alfa, cf. OHG 

felawa ' willow '.] 
pe-11:-re-wa, KN 278 =So 894. Alternative 

spelling of prec. 
PU, Ligatured with CLOTH, abbreviation of pu-ka

ID-ri:Ja: KN 223 = L  471,  224 = L  474 + ,  PY 
La 1394, Wr 1374. 

pu-cla-so[, KN V 431. M N ?  
pu-i-re·wi, MY Go 610. MN, dat. 
pu-ka-ro, MY 93 = Fo 101, [303 = V  659?). Prob. 

WN, dat. 
pu-ka-ta-ri-ja, KN 224 = L 4 74 + ,  MY X 508. 

Nom. plur. fern., description ofcLOTtt + r u :  
possibly pukiDiiai 'of double thickness, folded '. 
[Cf. TrTUKT6<;, 'ITVK\16<;, etc. Ugaritic mizrtm 
'doubled garment' Cordon no. 88.) 

pu-ka-wo, PY SO=An 39, 49=An 427+. Nom. 
plur. masc., a man's trade: pur-kawoi 'fire
kindlen ', possibly a religious title. [Cf. 
TnJPK� Sopb., 'ITVpKalt\ 'pyre' //. VII, 

428 + ; tTVpiKao•, of the Delpbians, Orae. ap. 
Plut. 2. 4(>6e.] 

pu-ke-o, MY 106= Ge 603, [107= Ge 604?]. MN. 
pu-ke-se-ro, PY Jn 845. MN. 
pu-ko-ro, KN Xd 142?, PY 50=An 39 rev., Fn 

837, jn 478? MN. 
pu-ko-so e·ktH!, PY 24 1 = Ta 715. Nom. dual 

fern., describing tables: puxo-<klu(h}e ' with 
box-wood supportS'. [ m:.�os.) 

pu-ko-to, KN X 796. No context; MN? 
pu-ko-wo, PY 143=Ep 705. MN: PurkouJt)J? [Cf. 

nvpK6o•.] 
pu·ma-ra-ko, PY Cn 643. •tN. 
pu-na-si-jo, KN B 806. MN. [ = Ethnic adj. of next.] 
pu-na-so, KN C 979, Da 1588+ ,  On 1096. PN. 

pu-na-si-jo, KN Ga 34, Ga 420. Ethnic adj. 
pu-na-to, KN C 912.  MN. 
pu-nu-so, KN Of 1233. MN. 
pu-ra-ko[. KN Xd 141. MN?, if complete : Phulakos? 

(CIIVAaKo<; /1. VI, 35·) 
pu·rfl.·so, KN De 5677. M N :  PuraJos. (nvpao-os /1. 

XI, 491.) 
pu-ra-ta, PY Jn 605. MN: PuUiJtis or Pularw. 

(nvAt\TTJS as ethruc ; nvMpT'lS /I. XI, 49 1.] 
pu-ra-ta-o, PY Jn 605. Gen.: -IQQ. 

pu-ra·u·lo-ro, PY 237 = Ta 709. Nom. dual fern. 
or neut.: purauslr6 ' fire-tongs '. (11'Vpavcrrpa= 

nvp6:ypa IC, n', 47, 18, 4 u.c., 11'VpaV<1Tpov 
Hcrodas IV, 62; nup + •aus-, cf. Lat. ilaurio. 
Cf. Cypr. fvavov · fvO•s , (f}navov · ets 
Hesych. The Horn. aVW shows specialization 
of meaning, see Karageorghis, '9!>4-l 

pu·rt!·k·a, KN U 1478. •tN: Phuleum? [Cf. 
<l>vA<\Is; pu,-re-wa.] 

pu-ri, KN B 799, F 452, V 4 79. M N: Puris. (nvp•s 
1/. XVI, 416.) 

pu-ro, PY Aa 6 1 + ,  9 = Ab 553+, 12=Ad 671 + ,  
27=Ac 303 + ,  41=An 35, Cn 45, 172=Tn 
316. P N :  Pu/os. (nv;>.os /1. xt, 67 • + -l There 
are two places of this name, the second 
di.uinguished by the epithet ra-u-ro-ti-Jo, q.v. 

pu-ro-jo, PY An 129. Gen.: Puloio. 
pu-so, KN As 604, Da 1 339, De 926 + .  P N. 

pu-si-jof-ja, KN 88= E 749, Ga 992, X 450. 
Ethnic adj. 

ptHa, KN 166=Gv 864. Nom. plur. neut., 
describing TR E£ ideogram: phu/Q 'young 
plants'. [�VT6v Od. xxtv, 227 + .] 

pu-ta-ri-ja, KN E 849. Nom. sing. or plur. fem. : 
phuiD/Uj 'orchard, vineyard'. [ lpVTaAII'\ /1. v1, 
195 +-1 

ptHa-ta, KN X 7743. Obscure. 
pu-te1, KN 157= Uf835, Uf987?, Uf 5726. Nom. 

sing. :  phulir ' planter' ?  [Cf. lpVT<vw; sec also 
pu1-te-re.] 

pu-te', KN 38=As 1 5 16. MN. 
pu-te-ri-ja, KN l55=Uf981, [Uf 1022], Uf 1031. 

Ace. sing. following t-1« (and sometjmes not 
divided from it} : variant spelling of pu-ID·ri:Ja 
=phuiDiidn, or a derivative of pu-te=phutir? 

pu-te-u, PY Jn 431. M N :  Putlttus, Plwteus? [nv&Vs, 
<l>vrt\is.] 

pu-ti-ja, PY An 340, Qa 1294. MN:  Puthias. 
(nv&las.) 

pu·to-ro', PY 25 l = Vn 46. Gen. plur. ? :  item in 
list of building materials. See p. 504. 

pu-to-ro', KN 38= As 1516, Da 1333. MN. 
pu-wa, KN Ap 639. WN: Purwa. (Tivppa; cf. pu-wo.] 
pu-wa-ne, PY Jn 832. MN. 
pu-wi-no, PY 61 = Cn 1 3 1 ,  62=Cn 655. MN, nom. 

and dat.: Purwinos, --4i. [nvpp•vos.] 
pu-wo, KN 38=As 1516, C 912, MY 106=Ge 

603. w N:  Purwos or Purswos? (nvppos; 
Corinth. nvpf<>s (name of a hone) Schwy>er, 
Dial. 123, ' 5·] 

pU-1./l·ko, PY Cn 328. MN. 
pu-zo, KN Ap 5748. wN? 
pu[ ]-<>1-ko, PY An 340. M N. Cf. pu,·fi:Ja-ko. 
pu·(. ]-cla-ka, PY Ep 539. loiN. 
pu1-ke, MY 105=Gc 602+ .  MN. 
pu1-ke-qi-ri, PY 235 = Ta 7 1 1 .  M N. 
pu1-ke-qi-ri-ne-ja, TH Of 27. WN? (Cf. prec.] 
pu1-ra-ne-jo, KN B 799. MN. 
pu1-ra,-<>·ke-re-u, PY 184= Nn 228. Place name: 

Phulitis Agreus? (Lejcune, 1 962b, p. 4' 7-) 
pu1-ra1-<>-ki-ri-jo, PY Na 425. Variant of place 

name? Phulitis Agrios? 
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pu2-r�-p, KN Se 243. Obscure. 
pu2-re-wa, TH Of 26. MN, dat.: Phu/iwdi? [Cf. 

pu-re-wa.] 
pu2-ru-da-ro, KN Uf 432. MN:  Phludaros? [Cf. 

cp:>.v6ap6s; Palmer, 1955b, p. 40.) 
pu2-#-ia-ko, l'Y 253=Jn 310. MN: Phusiarkhos? 

Cf. pu·[ .]-a,-ko. 
]pu,-u-me-no: see [pt-]pu,-li-mL-no. 
pu,-t�-r�, KN V 159, PY 193= Na 520. Nom. 

plur.: phut/res • planters' ?  [Cf. cpVT.Vw, pu-1<1 ; 
Palmer, 1g63a, p. 449.] 

pu2-ti-ja, PY 59= An 656, jn 601. MN. [PimtiJs 
hypocoristic of �VTOS, Ruijgh, 1967, p. 159; 
poss. PhuthU!s=pu-ti-ja, if dissimilation of 
aspirates is not operative.] 

pu,-to, KN Uf 1522. MN, dat. [Phuthos= nveos?; 
see prec.] 

QA, Ligatured with 0124 (cyperus): KN Ga 5088, 
Ga 7358. 

q�;�-a2-ri-da, TH Of 39. Obscure. 
qa-Ja-ro, KN V 831. MN. [Poss. Q•at�dnros= 

06uoapoo; /1. IV, 88+ .) 
qa-da-so, KN Ob 1297. M N :  Q:tidasos? [n1\6aaos 

/1. VI, 21  + .) 
qa-da-wa-so, MY Oe 130. MN ?, dat.? 
qa-di-ja, KN C 9 1 1 .  MN. 
qa-i-po, KN Dg 1 101. MN. 
]qa-ka-na-pi[, KN X 4487. Irutr. plur. fern.? 
qa-ko-jo, PY Vn 1 191.  MN, gen. 
qa-me-si-jo, KN 38=As 15 16. MN. [Cf. qa-mi-si-jo?] 
qa-mi-si-jo, KN Se 135. MN: Q•amiJios. [Cf. 

nauiOO'i river in MesseniA; cf. qa-nu:-si-jo.] 
qa-mo, KNOa J:ll7,0b IO!l!l+ ,Ga417, Pp497.PN. 

qa-mi-jof-ja, KN Ak 6 1 3 + ,  88=E 749, Le 
543 + .  Ethnic adj. 

]qa-na-no-to, KN Oa 1351, Ov 7181,  Dv 7248. PN. 
qa-nu-wa-so, KN As 1516. M N :  Q•anuasos? 

[Oawaaos.] 
qa-nwa-so, KN 73= 01 943. PN. 
qa-qa-ro, KN As 604. MN. [Cf. Linear A qa-qa-ru 

HT 93+ ; sec Lejcune, 1g68b.] 
qa-ra, KN 35 = Am lli!J, Oa 1098 + ,  I64=Gv 

863, L 473, 158= Uf ll36 + .  PN. 
qa-ra-jo1, KN 88 = E 479, Ga 423 + .  Etltnic adj. 

qa-ra-de-m, PY Vn 879. Possibly name of a 
material? 

qa-ra-i-so, KN V 466, [Ov 5285 ?j. MN. [Cf. place 
name npata6s; Palmer (1955h, p. 38) = 
B:>.aiaoo;.J 

qa·ra·jo1, sec s.v. qn·ra. 
qa-ra-jo', KN 39=As 1517, V 429+ . MN. 
qa-ra-o, KN Og 1804. Obscure. 
qa-ra-si-jo, MY Au 657, [Au 658?]. MN. 
qa-ra-su-ti-jo, KN Dd I I 50, Ne 1489, Xd I 54. M N. 
qa-ra-to-ro, PY 237 = Ta 709. Nom. sing. Pal mer: 

sq"alalhron ' oven-rake'. [arr6'-o0pou Pollux.] 
qa-ra-we-ta, MY V 662. MN? 
qa-ra,, l'Y An 19:.!. M N :  Q"allans ? (.n6'-:>.as, 

-avtoo;.] 

qa-ra,-te, PY An 7, SO=An 39, TH Of38. Oat. 
qa-ra2-fp-de, TH Of 37. Gen.+ -de: 'to the 

house of Q.'. 
qa-ra2-ro, KN DJ 932. MN. 
qa-ra1-ti-jo, KN Og I 235. 01 N: Q•allanlias? 
qa-ra,-wo, KN Ge 50. MN. 
qa-ru-ko, MY Au 657, Au 660. MN. 
qa-sa-ko, KN C 912, Dd 1283. MN. 
qa-sa-re-p, PY Sa 755. M N, gen. 
qa-sa-ro-we, KN Ob 1329, E 848, Np 7923. PN. 
qa-si-da-ro, KN Ob I I 10, Ov 1490. MN. 
qa-si-re-u, PY jn 431,Jn 601 + ,  258=Jo 438, TH 

Of 42. Nom. sing.: g•a.sileus 'chief', used of 
local headmen, not sovereign. [�aa1:>.tli<; ; 
cf. �OIAijts . . .  dal aAAOI no:>.llol lu . . .  
'166KI) Od. I, 394·1 

(?qa-)si-re-we, KN B 779. Doubtful; perhaps 
nom. plur., but poss. dat. sing. ofwN, cf. KN 
39=As 1517. 2. 

qa-si-re-wi-ja, KN 38=As 1516, 232=K 075, 
PY [Fn 067 ?j, [Pa 398], Pa 889. Prob. fern. 
sing., derivative of qa·.si·rt·u:  g"'a.siliwr'ti, !ensc 
unclear, po3.S. group or area controlled by a 
g"asiltu.s. 

(?qa-si)-re-wi-jo-te, PY 43 = Aq 64. Possible 
restoration, but -si- cannot be confirmed; if 
correct, g•asilit<donlis ' functioning as g•asil
tus'? 

qa-ti-ja, KN As 1519. MN. 
qa-to-no-ro, KN 38=As 1516, Fh 5463. MN. 
qa-*83-10, KN Se 257. M N ?  
QE, Surcharged on CORSLET ideogram: K N  Se 

224, Sr 227 + ; on KN !=;,- 2(tl'i ;.wl,.u app,.n•nlly 
ideographic, but see p. 495· 

-qe, KN 85= Ch 896 + ,  90 = G  820, 221 = L 647, 
etc., PY 12=Ad 671 + ,  S1=An 5 1 9 + ,  148= 
Ep 6 1 3 + ,  257=Jn 829+ ,  etc., MY 46=Au 
102, 106=Ge 603, 303=V 659. Enclitic 
particle: -q•t ' and'. ["l'E; Lat. -que, Skt. eo, 
etc.) 

qe-da-do-ro, KN De 1294, Uf 121 .  MN. 
qe-ja-me-no, PY 136= Eb 294, 1 35 = Ep 704. 

Nom. sing. app. a title, in form prob. pple.: 
Ruijgh ( 1967, p. 376) q•tjamenos from a verb 
parallel to Tic.>, 'celebrant' or • reverend'. [It 
is difficult to treat it as MN, but c.f. Hcubeck, 
1957. p. 273·1 

qe-pa-ta-no, KN Ln J56B. w N ?  
qe-qi-no-me-no, PY 249= V a 482. Nom. plur. 

perf. pple. mid. or pass. : g•eg"iuomenoi 
'carved'. [Perhaps in origin 'endowed with 
life' cf. �Ios, Richardson, Heubeck, 1 g66; 
cf. StVW'T<Is Od. x1x, s6.J 

qc-qi-no-me-na, PY 242=Ta 707, 243=Ta 
708 +. Nom. sing. fcm. and pro b. instr. plur. : 
g•eg"iuomtmi. See pp. 343-4· 

qc-qi-no-to, PY 239 = Ta 64:l. 3rd sing. per f. : 
g"tg"iuotoi ' it is carved '. [0. M. ]ones, 1 958.) 

qe-ra-di-ri-jo, KN Se 246. M N :  Q"ilandrios. [Cf. 
T 1\'-auopoo;.) 
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qe-ra-jo, KN Vc 5523, V 482. M N :  Gcorgiev 
Q.•hiraios (Q.hw-?). [Cf. e.,pai� ethnic of 
el\pa;  &i)p < •.thllir·.] 

qe-ra-na, PY 23S=Ta 7 1 1 .  Nom. sing. fern.: 
' ewer, jug'. See pp. 327, 494· 

qe-ra-si-ja, KN [Fh 5475 ?], 200=Fp I ,  202= Fp 
13 + .  Prob. fern. dat. sing., name of a 

divinity. [Possibly to � connected with 81\p; 
Cf. lt6TVIQ 8.,pWV 1/. XXI, 470.) 

qe-ra-si-jo, KN Fp 16. Oat. sing. masc.? A 
male counterpart, or an error? 

qe-re-ma-o, KN V 7513, PY Qa 1295. M N :  

Q.•i/emaos? [Cf. TTl�E·, (Oiv6)-1.1a�.] 
qe·re·me-e, PY Na 540. P N, loc. 
qe·re-me-ne-u, PY Jn 845. M N :  Q."iltmtneus? 

Lejeune ( 1958a, p. 143) :  Q:rtmnrus (cf. 
np4�wov). 

qe-re-me-ti-wo, PY An 5, Cr 875 (·li-wo-[). Place 
name? 

qe-re-me-ti-re, PY Cn 4. Apparently variant 
or error for the same place name. 

qe-re-qo-ta-o, PY 116= En 659. MN, gen.: 
Q.•ifeq•honltio. [Nom. also spelt pt-rt·qo-ta, 
q.v.) 

qe·re-ti·ri-jo, PY 25 I =  Vn 46. Nom. dual: perhaps 
q•(e)lethri6 'poles'. [Cf. n0.<8pov, nAt8pov.] 
Or from �AijTpov 'fastening'. lll. xv, 678;  
Ruijgh, 1970, p.  3 '5-l See p.  504. 

qe-re-wa, KN Xd 122, Xd 296. M N :  Q.•i/ewtiJ? 
[Cf. T11Mas.] 

qe-re-wa-o, PY 62= Cn 655. Gen. 
qe-ri, KN Of 1360. MN. 

qc·ri-jo, K.l\1' 23= Ag 1651 . :.1:1 : Q."J-.iri6n ! [9'lpl<..>v.] 
qe·ri·ta, PY Eb 900, 148=Ep 613. WN. 

qe·ro, KN As 602, Db 1204, V 479. MN. 

]qe-ro-me-no, PY 14=Ad 697. Nom. sing. masc. 
pple.: q•t/omenos ' being'. (nV.o�.�ao (Aeol.).] 

qe-ro,, KN 230=K 740, 299=Sk 789, 300=Sk 
5670, 325=Sk 8100+. Nom. sing. and dual, 
(poss. plur.), describing bronze artifact in 
lists of armour: perh. sq•e/ion, -6 (cf. Aeol. 
crnV.{A)oov= ..,t).oov) ' arm-guards'. [Chad
wick, 1957b, p. t,.S.] See p. 494· 

]qe-sa-ma-qa, KN Fs 1 1 .  Obscure, possibly divine 
name. [Chadwick, 1966, p. 32.] 

qe·ta-Jco, PY Cn 45, Cn 570+,Jn 431. MN. 

Qt:·/9-·lco-io, PY Jn 431. Gen. 
qe·ta-ra-je-u, PY Jn 845. M N :  Q.•ttrairus? [Cf. 

Tnpa-?) 
qe·ta-se-u[, KN As 605. ,.N. 

qe-ta-wo, PY 253=Jn 310. MN. 

qe-te-jo, PY Fr 1206, Fr 1241. Prob. ncut. sing. of 
adj. meaning roughly 'to � paid', 'due'. 
Etymology uncertain :  possibly q•eiuios from 
root of Tlv<..> with analogical •-grade in root 
and suffix -teios (but -·ri� �licved to � 
< •-uwos). See Lejeune 19640, pp. 82-92. 

qe-u-o, KN Fh 348, L 513, 222=L693 + .  
Variant spell in g. 

qe-u-a, KN Fp 363. Neut. plur.? 

qe-u-a,, PY 96= Un 138. Variant spelling of 
prec.? 

qe-te-re-u, PY Vn 865. M N :  Q.•etrtw. [Cf. TE"TFa-?] 
qe-u-se-u, ,KN As 609. M N :  Q.•hthtistw? [Cf. 

op&oaf'tv<..>p (op6ia-) 11. tt, 833 + ;  Hcubcck, 
1957. p. 270-] 

qe·to, PY 236=Ta 641, MY 234 =Ue 6 1 1  rev. 
{)qf·lo). Nom. dual and plur.; name of a 
vessel. See pp. 327, 493· 

qe-ti-ja, MY 234= Uc 6 1 1  rev., Wt 504. Nom. 
plur. neut.; diminutive in -ion of prec. 

qe-to-ro-no, PY Jn 431. MN. 

qe-to-ro-po-pi, PY 31 =Ae 134, Ae 489 + .  Instr. 
plur.: q"tlropopphi ( < •-pod-phi) ' four-footed 
animals'. [Tnp&rroSa Herodotus + .) 

qe-to-ro-we, PY 236=Ta 641. Nom. sing. neut. 
Blegen: q•ttrowu • with four handles'. [Cf. 
a-no-we, ti-ri-jo-we.] 

qe-wa-ra, KN Me 4459. Obscure. 
Qt, As a unit of weight:  KN Np 85, Np 270+. 

See p. 55· 
qi-ja-to, KN Db 1 140. MN. 

qi-ia·zo, KN Dv 1500, Xe 5899. wN. 
qi-Jco-we-e, KN C 911 .  Obscure: P N ? 
qi-na, KN Ld 584 {o-pi-qi-na). Prob. WN, dat. 
qi-ni-u-we, KN D 1024. >�N, dat.? 
qi-nwa-so, KN De 1515. MN. 

qi-qe•ro, KN 39=As 1517. wN. 

qi-ri·ia·to, KN Ai 1037, Ai 5976, B 822, B 988[ + ]  
5 761. Annotation on personnel records: prob. 
3rd sing. aor. q•riato 'he bought'. [nplaTo Od. 
1, 430 of buying a slave.] 

qi-ri-ta-Jcu, PY 62 = Cu 655. M N. 

qi-si-ja-Jco, PY Jn 706. MN. 

qi-si-pe-e, PY 247 = Ta 716. Nom. dual: q•siphte 
' two swords·. w� 11. '· I 94 + ; see Heu
�ck, 1958.] See pp. 346, 3..S, 502. 

qi-si-ta, KN De 1264. >IN. 

qi-ta-ro, KN Dk 936. MN. 

qi-wo, TH Of 33. PN or "' N ?  [If MN, cf. Biwv.] 
qi-zo, KN Dd 1291. MN. 

QO, ldcographic we (obscure) : KN U 49. 
Possibly intended for o x ?  

)qo-i-(tq.[, K N  X 7735. Possibly q•oimi = nooVl), 
but reading doubtful. 

qo-ja-si, KN B 799 . .  MN. 

qo-ja-te, KN Od 667, Od 681. MN. 

qo-o, PY 76 = Cn 3. Pro b. ace. plur.: g•ons 'oxen'. 
[�; sec p. 207.) 

qo-pa-ra[. KN Fh 75 7 1 .  M N ? 
qo-pi-ja, PY Na 329. PN. 
qo-qo-ta-o, PY Ea 270, Ea 305 + .  Gen. sing. or 

plur.: g•og•orno, ·lti6n 'of the oxherd(s) '. 
[Prob. dissimilated from qo·u·qo·la, q.v., bu( 
here a trade rathe.r than a name.) 

qo-re-po-jl·ti, PY Fn 324. M N, dat. 
qo-ro-mu-ro, PY Na 841. PN. 

qo-ta', PY Na 532. PN. 
qo-ta•, MY 303 = V  659. WN. 

qo-ta-wo, PY Na 522. PN. 
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[ ]qo-ta-wo, PY SO=An 39 rev. WN. 
qo-te-ro, KN 38=As 1516, Da 1�95, PY 32=Ae 

108, 40=An 261. loiN. 
qo-te-wo, PY 44= Aq 218. WN, gen. 
qo-u-ka·ra, PY 235 = Ta 7 I l. Apparently adj., 

nom. sing., describing a ewer: g•oukard(J) (or 
·krds) 'with ox-head'. [�. K6:pa; Risch, 
J!)66 o.) 

[qo]·u-ka-ra-o-ft, PY 244=Ta 71�. Apparently 
an illusory reading: see u-re-mo-ka-ra-o-re. 

qo-u-ko-ro, KN [As 5609?, Xe 85-46?], PY SI= 
An 18, 45=An 830, An 852, J83=Nn 831. 
Nom. plur. : g•oulcoloi 'ox herds'. [flovl<6;l.oo 
11. xm, 571 + .) 

qo-u-ko·ro-jo, PY Ea 78 I. Gen. sing. : g•oukoloio. 
qo-u-qo-ta, KN L �0. w N, dat.: C"oug•otrii. [Cf. 

�T<l'; Pindar.) cr. qo-qo-lil-o. 
qo-wa·ke-s.,.,.[, KN As 602. WN: C"owaxiUJ. [JloVs, 

ciytl\l; Heubeck, 1957, p. 270.] 
qo-we, MY Fu 71 l. WN. 
qo-wi-ja, PY 172=Tn 316. See pp. 288, �63. 
qo-wo[, PY 258=Jo �38. WN. 
qo-to, MY Oe I 18. Obscure. 

RA, ldeographic use: PY Un 219. 
Obscure, perhaps incomplete word : PY Fr I 2 I 5. 
Apparently in ligature with O O A T :  KN Me 

4454+ ; see p. 302. 
ra�·ia, PY 239=Ta 642, 240=Ta 713. Nom. 

sing. fern., adj. describing tables: lui4 'of 
stone'. [On etymology and connexion with 
;l.Cia-; see Heubeck, •96t a.] 

ra-i-pi, PY Na 530. PN, loc.? 
ra·ia, KN As 607(?), C 979, Da 1202, Dn 1096 + .  

PN. 
ra·ia·mo, PY Xa 1420. WN? 
ra·ka, PY Un 592. Description of doubtful ideo

gram, prob. "•54· 
[?]ra-�"·te-ra, PY 248= V a 15. Obscure: see 

P· 3.S· 
ra-ke, PY Eb 159, 148= Ep 613. Perhaps verbal 

form, 3rd sing. aor. : loklu 'was allotted' 
(Georgiev) ; Palmer (1963a, p. 451) proposes 
dat. of noun: ID& (from lokluu masc.) 'in the 
allotment'. Sec p. 450· 

ra-ke-dil-na, MY I06=Gc 603. WN: Laluddn6r? 
[Cf. l\al<(6afJ.Uolv; Szemertnyi, 1959·) 

ra-ke-dll-no-re, MY 107=Ge 604. Dat.: -liMrn. 
]ra-ke-re-we[, KN Xd 305. wN?, -kllwls? 
ra-ke-u, PY Cn 254. WN, app. nom. for dat. 
ra-ku, KN V 653. WN. 
ra·ku·ro, PY Eb 566, 126=Eo 281, 131 =Ep 301. 

WN, nom. and dat. 
ra-ku·ro-jo, PY 1 16 = En 659, [126=Eo 281). 

Gen. 
ra·ma·jo. PY Cn 285, Jn 692+ .  loiN. 
ra·ma·na-de, KN Fh 353. PN, acc. +-de. 
ra·ma-o, PY Ub 1316. WN. 
ra-mi·ni-ja, PY Ab 186. Nom. plur. fcm. ethnic 

adj.: Ldmniai? (Aiill""'i·] 

ra-mi-ni-jo, PY An 209, Cn 328, Cn 719. w N :  
LdmnioJ? 

ra-mo, KN ur 120. Obscure, W N ?  
ra•mo-de[, T H  or 38. I f  complete, pro b. p N + -de. 
ra-ni, KN B 41, X 1801. MN. 
ra·ni-jo-ne, PY S2=An 207. Nom. plur. ethnic 

adj. or place name? 
ra-o-no, KN Dv 1249. WN. 
ra-pa-do, PY Ea �l. w N :  Lampad6n. [Cf. Aall-

11'a61wv.] 
ra·pcr·i·( ]-jp-i, PY Mn 1 1 .  Dat. plur., obscure. 
ra-pa-sa-ko, PY 6 1  = Cn 131 .  MN, dat.: LampJakoi. 

[Cf. place name AlrllljJQK�.) 
ra·pa·sa·ko-jo, PY 62 = Cn 655. Gen.: Lam

pJakoio. 
ra-pa-to, KN 202 = Fp 13. Month name, gen. ? :  

Lapot6. [11'1� Acrrr6:Tw, Schwyz:cr, Dial. 667 
(Arcadia) ; sec p. 305.) 

ra-pe-do, PY 58= An 654. "'"· 
ra-pi·ti..,a1, PY Ab 555. Nom. plur. fcm., a 

woman's trade: raplriai 'sewing.women ', 
'sempstresscs'. (�paa; cf. next.] 

ra-pte, PY An 172, Ea 28, Ea 29+·. Nom. sing., 
man's trade: r.'ulptlr 'sewing-man', perhaps 
'saddler'. (Cf. �rr;. ra-pi-ti-ra1; on etymo
logy of �"' see Chad wick and Baumbach, 
1963, PP· 241-2.] 

ra·pte-re, KN Fh 1056, V 159, PY S2=An 
207 + .  Nom. plur.: rlulpllru. 

[?ra-]pte·si, KN Fh 5432. Dat. plur.: rlulpllrsi? 
ra-pt,..ri·ja, PY 323=Sb 1315. Nom. plur. fern. 

of adj. : rlulpllriai ' (reins) with stitching work'. 
This suggests that the masculine trade at 
least was concerned with sewing leather 
rather than cloth. 

ra-qa-ra, KN Xc 7437. Obscure. 
ra-qi-ti-ra1, PY Ab 356. Nom. plur. fem., a 

woman's trade, not identical with ra-pi-ti-ra1 
(Bennett, 1956b, p. 1 31 ) ;  Lejcunc ( t958o, p. 
299) :  la'/"lrilli (cf. M;tall<lt), but sense 
obscure (implausible Ruijgh, 1967, p. 377 
'store-keepers'). 

ra-qi·ti·ra,�. PY Ab 667. Gen. plur. 
ra-ri-di-jo, KN C 9 l l .  Nom. sing. masc. adj., des-

cribing a slave: possessive of personal name? 
ra-sa-to, KN B 808. WN. 
]·ra-si-ne-wi-ja, PY Vn �. P N ?  
ra·su-ro, P Y  E b  1 1 74, 116=En 659, E p  2 1 2 .  WN. 
ra-su-ti-jo, KN L 761. M N ?  (Cf. qa-ra-m-ti-jo, PN 

ra-m-to.] 
ra-su·to, KN 1 7 = Ai 739, As 604, C 979, Da 

1 189+. PN. 
ra-te-me, KN V 653. wN. 
ra·to, KN Da 1321 + ,  Db l l85 + ,  Dn 1209, Xd 

58. P N :  Ldt6. (A<rrw.J 
ra·ti-jo, 87 = E 668. Ethnic adj.:  Ldtioi. 

ra-u-ra-ta, KN Dd 1300. WN: L4uratds? cr. 
rD·WtJ·rtJ·ld. 

ra·u·ra-ti-ja, PY 304=0n 300. PN, gen. sing.: 
L4urantllids or si m.? 
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ra-wa-ra-ti-ja, PY 45 =An 830. Variant spc\ling. 
ra-wa-ra-ta,, PY An 298, [257=Jn 829], Ma 

216. Variant spelling. 
ra-u-ra-ti-jo, PY Ad 664. Epithet of pu-ro, to 

distinguish this town, also called ra-u-ra-ti-ja, 
from the capital Pylos. 

ra-wa-ra-ti-jo, PY Cn 45. Variant spelling of 
prec. 

ra-u-ta, PY An 5, Jn 832. MN. 

]ra-wa-e-si-jo, KN E 846. Obscure; error for 
ra-wa-ke-si-jo? 

ra-wa-ke-ja, KN 38 =As 1516. In parallel context 
with qa-si•rt-wi-ja, hence prob. rrror for 
ra-UHJ-ke-(si)-ja, the office or retinue of the 
ra-UHJ-kt-14. 

ra-wa-ke-li[-ja?], KN Xd 154. See above. 
ra-wa·ke-ta, PY SS=An 724, [Ea 1406?], Un 

219, 17J=Un 718. Nom. and dat. sing.: 
14wtigelds, -llii 'leader of the people', see p. 
120. (Mytras Pindar +.]  

ra-wa-ke-si-jo, KN E 1569, PY 147= Ea 59+ ,  
1S2=Er 312, 195=Na 245. Nom. and dat. 

sing. masc., nom. sing. neut., nom. plur. 
masc., adj.: /4wtigesios, -on, etc. 'of or belong
ing to the Lawagetas '. 

ra-wa-ke-si-jo-jo, PY Ea 42 1 + . Gen. sing. of 
prec. 

ra-�fi·IJi, KN C 911 .  MN. 

ra-wa-ra-ta, PY An 723. PN?, variant of ri2-W4-rl2-
ti-ja ? Or MN, cf. ra-u-ra-14? 

ra-wa-ra-ti-jaf-jo, ra-wa-ra-ta,: see s. v. ra-u-ra-ti-j12. 
ra-wa-si-jo, KN E 288. Obscure ; w N or ethnic? 
ra-wi-ja-ja, PY Aa 807, Ab 586. Nom. plur. fem., 

description of women : 14wi4iai 'captives'. 
[Cf. A1')i66es /1. xx, 193 + ; Ion. A1')11'), Dor. 
).qa, Att. Alia < •Mfla.J 

ra-wi-ja-ja-o, PY 16=Ad 686. Gen. plur. fem.: 
14wiaiD4n. 

ra-wi-z,o, KN Db 1245. wN. 

ra-wo-do-ko, PY Ea 802. w N :  Lawodokos. [l\a600Kos 
JJ. IV, 87 + .J 

ra-wo-ke-ta, KN As 605, PY Jn 478. M N :  Lawo
skhtlds? [Hcubeck, 1g6ga, p. 537.] 

ra-wo-po-qo, KN As 4493. w N: Ltrwophorg•os? 
(1\f� Preisigke, W6rltrbuch ; cf. l\fw.pop
f'l16'1'i; Heubeck { 1g6ga, p. 537): Lawo
phog•os.] 

ra-wo-q<>-110, KN B 798, Me 4462. M N :  Lawo
q"hoMs. [Heubeck, tg6ga, p. 537.] 

ra-wo-qo-no-jo, KN Dl 928, D 1650. Gen.: 
!Awoq"hortoio. 

ra-wo-qo-ta, PY Jn 750. M N :  lAUXHJ"honllis. 
[Heubeck, tg6ga, p. 537-) 

ra-wo-ti-jo, KN Cc 61,  Vc 203. MN. 

RA., Identical with ideogram S A F P R O N .  

RE, As adjunct to CLOTH: KN Le 646, L 8105. 
ldeographic use: MY Ui 651. 

re-a-mo, PY An 209. MN. 

re-ka, py Eb 886, Eb 1344, Ep 212.  W N :  uskhii? 
(Cf. MN Nax'ls ; Palmer, 1954h, p. 27.] 

re-ka-sa, MY Oe 1 10. w N ?  
re-ka-111. KN B 806. MN. 
re-ka-ta-ne, PY 52=An 207. PN, loc., or masc. 

plur. of ethnic? 
re-ke-to-ro-te-ri-jo, PY Fr 343. Description of oil 

or name of festival? Ben nett: lekhestr6tlrion 
' for a spreading of couches', taken by some 
as implying a IEpOs yaJ.los, but perhaps 
rather a divine feast. 

re-ke-e-to-ro-te-ri-jo, PY Fr 1217. Variant of 
prec., but exact form obscure. 

)re·ki·si, KN X 7712. w N ;  prob. to be restored 
[a-]re-ki-si: Alexis. ["AAe�ts.] 

re-ko-no, KN C 917. MN. 

re-ko-no-jo, KN C 912, C 917. Gen. 
re-me-to, KN Pp 495, {]rt-me-to, KN Dd 1 106). 

NN. 
re-ne, KN [L 7866?], M 719. Context obscure. 
re·-·ri-jo, PY Cn 40. PN. 
re-pi-ri-jo, py Eq 146. M N :  uprios? [Cf. PN 

1\tlfp<ov.] 
re-pq-so, KN As 609, Xe 5540. I>IN. 

re-pq-to, KN 222 = L 693, PY 319= Un 1322. 
Neut. sing. qualifying linon: lepton ' line, thin'. 
(Jl. XVIII, 595 + .) 

re-qa-se-.. ·o, PY Cn 600. MN, gen. making PN with 
WO•WO. 

re-qo-me-no, KN 39=As 1517.  Nom. plur. masc.: 
lnq"omenoi ' lef' behind or over'; cf. o-pi-ro-qo, 
�ri-ro-qo. [ol 6' olot AillfOVTat Od. XXII, 
250 + .] 

,-q{>-na-to-mo, PY Eq 146. Nom. sing. masc., 
· name of a trade. 

re-qo-we, PY Jn 845. MN. 

re-ri·io, KN 8 3 = C  902. Ethnic adj.? [Cf. Nptos?] 
;e-si, KN Le 561. Context obscure. 
re-si-io[, KN X 7900. Context obscure. 
,-li·we-i, PY S l =An 18. PN, loc. 
re-si-wo, PY 312=An 1281. MN. 

re-ta-mo, PY Cn 285. MN. 

re-u-ktNO, PY Pa 53. MN, dat. Ltuk12s6i ? [Cf. 
1\NKaala Messenian stream.) 

re-u-ka-ta, KN Cc 61, PY 2SS=Jn 658, Jn 725. 
M N :  Leu/callis, 

re-a-ka-ta-ra-ja[, PY Vn 851. WN (or MN?) : 
Leuklrai4. [Cf. rt-u-ko-W-ro.) 

re-a-ko', KN L 695, PY 77=Cn 418. Nom. sing., 
nom. dual, mas<:.: kukos, ltuk6, ' white'. 
[Mvl<"s Horn. +.]  

re-a-ka, KN Ld 649, 223= L 471, MY 106= 
Ge 603 +. Nom. sing. and plur. fem., nom. 
plur. neut.: /euka, -ai, -a. 

re-u-ko', PY An 615{ ?), MY Oi 705. MN, nom. and 
dat.?: Leukos, -6i. [prec.) 

' 
re-u-ko-jo, TH Z 849, Z 851, Z 852. Gen.: 

Leukoio. 
re-u-ko-nu-ka, KN 2 14 = Ld 571 ,  2 1 S = Ld 573, 

217=Ld 587, 2 1 8 = Ld 598 + .  Nom. plur. 
neut., describing cloths: ltukonul<ha ' with 
white onukh<J ' (see o-nu-ka) . 
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re-u-ko-ro-o-pu1-ru, PY Jn 415. MN: poss. error for 
uulco-ophrUJ (Palmer, • 9546, p. 66), but we 
should expect rather uulcophrUJ. 

re-u-ko-to, PY Un 1 3 19. MN or PN? 
re-u-ko-to-ro, PY Ad 290 + ,  4 1  =An 35, 180= Ma 

225, [Mn 456] , 18S= Na 4 19. PN, capital of 
Further Province: Leulctron. [1\rinn-pov, but 
not to be identified with any classical site of 
this name.] 

re-u-si-wo(-qe), PY 3 1 2 = An 1281,jn 692 + .  MN. 
re·u·te-ra, PY Na 425. Error for e-re-u-u-ra. 
re-wa-jo, KN 2 16= L 871.  MN, dat. 
re-wa-o, PY Fn 324. MN, dat. [Cf. prec. ?] 
]·re-wi-io·te : see s. v. qa-Ji-re-u. 
re-wo, KN Xd 7663. MN?:  uw6n. (Nwv.] 
re-wo-pi, PY 243 =Ta 708. lrutr. plur.: kwomphi 

( <  •uwont-phi) 'with lions'. [Aiwv 11. v, 
782+ .] 

u-wo-te-jo, PY 246=Ta 722. lnstr. plur. adj.: 
lkara4phi) lewonteiois 'with lions' (heads) '. 
[A<ov-rt•� Aesch. + .] 

re-wo-te·re-jo, PY 238=Tn 996. Nom. dual (or 
plur. ?) adj.:  lewotrei6 'for bathing'. [ADE"TpQ 
plur. 'bath' 11. xxn, 444 + ; for apparent 
vowel metathesis, see p. t6o.] 

re-wo-to-ro-ko-wo, PY Aa 783, 9=Ab 553, 10= 
Ad 676. Nom. and gen. plur. fem. :  lewotro· 
khowoi, -On, ' bath-attendants'. [AO<TpoX� 
Od. XX, 297 + -] 

RI, Ligatured with TUNIC, perh.= ri·la 'linen': 
KN L 178. 

Ideographic use: PY 173 = M a 222 +, Mn 1 1 ; 
see p. 290. 

ri-ja-ko, PY Jn 692, Jn 725. wN. 
ri-jo, PY S3 =An I, S4=An 610, SS = An 724, 

7S=Cn 608, [2S7=Jn 829], 179=Ma 193, 
192=Na 252. PN, nom. and loc.: Rhion, one 
of the Nine Towns of the Hither Province. 
['Piov Messenia, Strabo vm, 36o; modern 
Koroni.J 

ri-jo-de, PY 2SO= Vn 20. Ace. +-de: Rhion-tk. 
ri-jo-no, KN Ak 5876, Ap 629, 83 = C 902, Da 

1091 + , On 1209. PN. 

ri-u-no, KN Xd 1 49. Variant spelling ? 
ri-065-no, KN U 49, (Xd 292, X 5509 ?]. 

Variant spelling (if 06j=ju) ? 
ri·io-ni·iof-ja, KN 21 =Ak 624, Le 529 + ,  Od 

563 + .  Ethnic adj. 
ri·/w·we, PY Jn 692, Jn 725. MN. 
ri·ma, PY Xa 1335. Obscure. 
ri-ma-zo, KN Da 1415. MN. 
ri-me·ne : see t·ra·po ri·mt·nt. 
ri-na-ko-ro, PY An 1 29. Description of man, poss. 

trade name: lintigoros (cf. Lejeune, 1958a, p. 
133), or PN!  Linagroi '(lax-fields ' (Palmer, 
1962, p. 7 10, 1963a, p. 453) .  

ri-ne-ja, P Y  A b  745, Ab 746. Nom. plur. fem., a 
women's trade : lineioi 'Aax·workcrs ', 'linen· 
weavers ' ?  

ri-ne-ja·o, PY 8 = A d  670 + .  Gen. plur.: lintiti6n. 

ri-ni-jo, KN X 722. Context obscure and reading 
uncertain; derivative of Alvov ? 

ri-no, KN 222= L 693, Np 7423, Og 5778, X 
7741, PY 184=Nn 228, [3 19 = Un 1322?]. 
Nom. and ace. sing.: linon 'flax, linen '. 
(A(vov 1/. IX, 661 + .] 

ri-pa·[. ], KN Dv 5704. M N :  to be restored ri-pa
(ro] : L iparos or Lipar6n? (Ahra�, Atn�pwv.) 

ri-sa-pi, PY Na 924. PN, toe. plur.: Lusriphi? [Cf. 
Alaaa Crete, Alaaaa Thrace.] 

ri-so-wa, (KN Xd 7756?], PY 44=Aq 2 18. MN. 
ri-so-we-ja, PY Na 1040. PN. 
ri·su·ra, MY 303 = V  659. WN. ..... 

ri-ta, KN 219= L 594, L 5927, L 8159. Nom. 
plur. neut., epithet of pharuxa: /ita 'of linen'. 
[AITa ace. plur. Od. 1, 1 30, etc.] 

ri·u·no: see s. v. ri·Jo-no. 
ri-wi-jo, MY Au 609. MN. 
ri·wi-so, KN Da 1 1 1 4, Dv 1 1 1 1 , Ga 4 19. MN. 
ri-zo, KN 39=As 151 7 + ,  B 800, V 1523, PY 

40=An 26 1 . MN, nom. and dat. 
ri-065-no: see s.v. ri-jt>-IID. 
ri-•112-ta-o, TH Z 853. M N, gen. 
RO, As a unit of weight, perhaps the same as # :  

KN Og 1804, Np 267 + .  See p. 55· 
ro-a, KN Xd 148. Context obscure. 
ro·i·ko, PY 249= V a 482. Dual (or plur. ?), 

description of pieces of ivory( ? ) :  rhoik6 
'crooked ' is impossible if the etymology is 
correct which demands wr-; rho"isk6 'pome
granates (as a decorative element)' Pal mer, 
tg63"· p. 368. 

•o-l..o, rv Cn 40, Cn 570 . ..  N ,  Jdl. 
rp-fr.p-jp, PY 62= Cn 655. Gen. 

ro-<>-wa, PY S3 = An I, An 172, S7=An 519, SS= 
An 724, Mn 1370+, 184=Nn 228. PN, loc., 
possibly the port of Pylos: see p. 187. 

rp-qo·ta, PY 60 =An 661. M N. 
ro-rtr-ni-ja, PY 4S=An 830. Obscure, perhaps PN. 
ro-ru, KN Ce 50, Db 1 185, Dq 1234. MN. 
ro-u-ko, PY S7 = An 5 19, [44= Aq 218]. MN. 
ro-u-si-je-wi-ja, PY 323 = Sb 1315. Nom. plur. 

fem., describing reins : perhaps Lowiiwiai, 
derivative of ro·u·.so ; see p. 520. 

ro-u·so, PY 7=Aa 7 1 7 + ,  Ab 382 + ,  Cn 285 + , 
[2S7=Jn 629], (2S8 =Jo 430], 178 = Ma 
365 + .  P N, one of the Nine Towns of the 
Hither Province : Lowos. (Aouao( Arcadia.] 

ro-u-si-jo, PY 307= Fr 1220, 3 1 1  = Fr 1226, Ua 
1 4 13, 2S2=Vn 10. Ethnic adj . :  LoUJios. 

ro-wo, PY Jn 750. MN. 
m-da-to, KN X 7677. MN? 
ru-de-a,, PY 317=Ub 1318.  Neut. plur. of noun 

in ·os? See p. 491 .  
ru·do-ro-j[, K N  Fh 5498. Obscure ; reading pcrh. 

ru-do-ro-(111. 
ru-ke-wo-wtr-wi-ja, PY Na 1053. PN, prob. gen. of 

M N + wo-wi-ja : Lunkiu-os worwia 'the bound
aries of Lynccus '. (AuyK£ils ; 6paa, see wo-wo.] 

ru-ki-ja, PY SS= An 724. Context obscure. 
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ru-ki-jo, P Y  Gn 720, J n  415.  MN i n  J n ,  uncertain 
in G n :  Lulcios ? (1\\noos.] 

m-ki-ti-ja, KN Ln 1568. w N :  Lulctia. [See next.] 
ru-ki-to, KN Oa 1288 +, Dm 1 177, 92 = Fh 349, 

V 159+. P N :  Lulctos. (1\\nnos /l. u, 647, later 
1\V...os ;  Egypt. ri-kl-tj? (Faure, 1 968). The 
spelling ki rather than ko may be due to the 
inOuence of the ethnic adj., but could 
indicate an obscure vowel in the non-Greek 
form of the name.] 

ru-ki-ti-jo, KN 83=C 902, 87 = E  668 + .  
Ethnic adj . :  Lulctios, -oi. 

ru-k<J<�a,-lsf·re-u-te, PY Jn 415. PN, dat.-loc. [cf. 
a-ka-re-u-te, a-ke-re-u-te.] 

ru-ko-ro, PY 3 1 2 = An 1281, Ea 1 32, 109 = Ea 
782 + .  MN:  Lugros? 

ru-ko-ro-jo, PY Ea 823. Gen. 
ru-ko-wo-ro, PY 167=Es 650 rev. MN:  Lukoworos. 

(Cf. PN AVKovpla.) 
ru-ko-u-ro, PY Es 729. Alternative spelling of 

the same name; since it cannot be a con
tracted form= AVKovpos, it may indicate a 
pronunciation LulcoWTos. 

ru-ma-no, KN Og 1438. MN. 
ru-na, KN 38=As 1516, PY Un 1 320. MN, nom. 

and dat. 
ru-na-mo, KN Oa 1 098, Da 1277. MN. 
ru-na-so, KN Dv 1439, Dv 1442. MN: Lurnossos? 

(Cf. PN AvpVflOO� //. 11, 690 +  .) 
ru-nu, KN Ln 1568. WN. 
ru-ro, KN V 832, PY 43 = Aq 64, 2S8=Jo 438. 

M N :  Luros? (1\Vpos.] 
ru-sa-ma, KN Ln 1568. WN. 
ru-si, KN Ak 634 edge (ru-si[), L 588 (ru-si-qc). 

M N :  Lusis. [ flv<ns.] 
ru-ta,, KN Db 5272[ + ]5294. MN. 
ru-ta1-no, KN Ap 639. WN. 
ru-we-ta, PY Cn 599. MN, dat. 
ru-we-to, TH Of29. MN or P N ?  
]ru-wo-i-ko, K N  D b  2020. M N ,  possibly to be 

restored: (Eu]ruwoikos or (Po]luwoikos ? 
ru-•s6-ra-so, KN Da 1 1 72. MN. 
ru-*8J-o, PY l i S =  En 74, [ 120=Eo 276]. MN, gen. 

ru-*8]-e, PY 120= Eo 276. Oat. 

sA, As adjunct to SHEEP and G O A T :  KN C 394, 
D 5954. 

ldeographic use, at Pylos = ri-no ' flax ', 'linen', 
at Knossos perhaps not the same •ince it  is 
weighed: KN Ne 4479, Ne 5 1 2 1 ,  PY 195= 
Na245+, 198=Ng 3 19, 199=Ng 332, 184= 
Nn 228, 183=Nn 831. [Possibly connected 
with Semitic words for ' linen ' :  Milani, 1!)70, 
p. 3°5·1 

At Mycenae, abbreviation of sa-sa-ma 'sesame' :  
M Y  1 06  = G e  603, 107 = G e  604. 

sa-de-so, KN L 868. ·MN? 
sa-jo, KN Dk 93 1 .  PN. 
sa-ka-re-u, PY Ea 776, Jn 43 1 .  MN: Sangnmu? 

[2ayyapois Aeolic people, cf. 2<iyapa, etc.) 

sa-ka-re-wo, PY Ea 756. Gen. 
sa-ka-re-we, PY Ea 56, Ea 304. Oat. 

]sa-ka-ri-jo, KN V 1523. MN ?, dat. ? 
l(l-ke-l!'f·no, MY Au 609. MN. 
sa-ma-da, KN Np 267. PN or M N ?  
]sa-ma-ja-1p, K N  Dv 5054. MN. 
sa-ma-ra, I'Y [257=Jn 829], 181 = Ma 378, 

[304= 0n 300], Wa 730. PN, one of the Seven · 

Towns of the Further Province. 
sa-ma-ra-de, PY 41 =An 35. Ace.+ -<k. 

•a-ma-ri-jo, KN Da 1 147. MN. 
sa-ma-ri-wa, PY Na 527. PN. 
sa-ma-ri-wa-ta, KN As 645, Dv 1 1 88. MN. [Cf. prec.] 
sa-ma-ru[, KN V 655. M N? 
sa-ma-ti-ja, K N  A p  639. WN. 
sa-me-ti-jo, KN 232=K 875. MN. 
sa-mi, KN Ap 639. WN. 
sa-mu-ta-jo, KN 22S = L  520, PY 2S4=Jn 389, 

Vn 865, MY V 662. M N :  Samulhaios? (Cf. WN 
2a�vea.] 

sa-na-so[, KN Ne 5787. M N ?  
sa-na-to-de, K N  Fs 2. P N ,  ace.+ -de? 
sa-ni-jo, l'Y An 5, Cn 4. M N :  Sannion ? (2avvlwv.] 
sa-nu-we, PY Vn 85 I. MN or w N, dat. 
sa-nu-we-ta, KN Db 1227. MN. 
sa-pa, K N  222= L 693, MY Oe 108. Prob. the 

name l)f a textile. 
sa-pa-ka-te-ri-ja, KN C 941. Originally taken by 

Siuig ao PN, Sphaktiriti; more likely neut. plur. 
sphaktiria ' victims' (Lejeune, 1 96oa, p. 12), 
but the writing of initial s- before p and ka-le 
for ke-tc= kle both arouse ouspicion (Palmer, 
1963n, p. 1fl5); sec p. 390· 

sa-pa-11u-wo-me-no, KN X 999. Obscure; poss. to 
be divided sa-pa-nu-wo me-no. 

sa-pe-ra, PY Fr 1215.  Ob•cure, apparently 
replaces entry giving quantity of oil. Cf. next. 

sa-pi-da, PY 59= An 656. Obscure, apparently 
replace> entry giving number of men. Cf. prec. 

sa-pi-de, PY Vn 19, MY IOS=Ge 602, Gc 605. 
Nom. plur., a commodity which is counted, 
containers ? :  perh. sarpides ' boxeo ' ?  [Cf. 
oaprrls· oaprr� An. Ox. 11, 466, and aapnol)s· 
••ilwToVS Hesych.] Sec p. 227. 

sa-pi-ti-ne-we-jo, KN 94= F  841. Poss. adj., cf. 
next. Sec p. 2 19. 

•a-pi-ti-nu-wo, KN As 1 5 16. MN. 
sa-qa-re-jo, KN Dl 412, Dl 794, DJ 935 + . Adj. 

descl'ibing sheep, poss. derived from MN. 
sa-ra-pe-da, PY 171 = U n  718. Poss. P N  contain

ing -peda ? 
sa-ra-pe-do[, PY I 53= Er 880. Pro b. variant 

(sing.?) of prcc. 
sa-ri-nu-wo-te, PY An 424, Mn 456, (Na 1094]. 

PN, loc. : Salinwonlei? [Cf. UAIVoiis stream in 
Triphylia.] 

sa-ri-no-te, PY Vn 130. Variant form of or error 
for prcc. 

se-ri-no-wo-te, PY Qa 1290. Prob. variant 
spelling. 
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sa-ri-q&-ro, PY A n  1 72, J n  845. MN. 
sa-sa-jo, KN or 1290. MN. 
sa-sa-ma, MY 105::Ge 602, Ge 605, Cc 606. Also 

abbreviated S A ,  106=Ge 603 + .  Nom. plur. 
ne ut.:  sasamn 'sesame seed '. ( ai)oa� liip
ponax 6 o.c. + ,  Dor. o6oa�ov. Semitic loan
word, cf. Akkad. !amma!ammu, Ugaritic J:fmn.] 

sa-sa-wo, PY Eb 842, (148=Ep 613). MN. 
sa-ti-[. ] ,  KN Ap 639. WN. 
sa-u-ko, KN Xd 1 79. MN. 
sa-u-ri-jo, KN Al 1516. •u<: Saurios ? [Cf. :!:crupos, 

:!:cxvpla�. J 
sa-za-ro, KN B 799. MN. 
sa-ze-ro, KN Db 1262. MN. 
sa-zo, KN As 1520, Dv 5301. MN. 
sa-•65, KN Ap 639. WN. 
SE, Abbreviation of place name se-to-i-ja on 

s u e e P  tablets: KN Do 919, Do 923 + ;  (see 
Killen, 1 964a, p. 9 1 ) .  

Adjunct t o  ideogram *168 (adze ?) : K N  Pp 
493 + . 

se-do, KN De 1398. MN. 
se-me-lll-ra, K N  De 1364. MN. 
se-no, PY 61 = Cn 131, 62= Cn 655, 168= Es 644, 

167 = Es 650 + .  MN, nom. and dat. 
se-re-mo-ka-ra-a-pi, PY 243 = Ta 708. lnstr. p1ur., 

a decorative feature on chairs : pro b. -k(a)ra
tiphi. See pp. 343, SOL 

se-re-m&-ka-ra-<rre, PY 242=Ta 707, 244 = Ta 
714. lnstr. sing. 

se-ri-na-ta, KN U 4478. MN:  Seliruittis. [Cf. se-ri-no.] 
se-ri-no, MY 107=Ge 604. Nom. sing., a herb or 

spice: se/inon 'celery', Apium g.aoeo/ens. 
(otAIVOV f{. 11, 776 +  .) 

se-ri-no-wo-tt!: sec sa-ri-n.u-wo-k. 
se-to-i-ja, KN Ak 634, 38=Al 1516+, Da 1392 + ,  

209= Le 525, Sd 4407 + .  P N. Comparison 
with If)Talo i.s pro b. false, and there are 
indications that the name belongs to central 
Crete. 

se-we-ri-ko-jo, PY Sa 753. MN, gen. 
se-l"f-ri-wo-wa-zo, PY Fn 324. "N, dat. 
se-wo-to, KN Da 1268. Annotation to P N qa-ra. 
St, Ligatured with ox: PY 77=Cn 418. 

Ligatured with PIO,= si-a1-ro 'hog ' :  PY 75= 
Cn 608, Ua 25, 97=Un 2, 96= Un 138. 

si-a,-ro, PY 75 = Cn 608. Ace. plur.: sia/on.s 'fat 
hogs'. (olaXe<; //. xxr, 363 + .] 

si-da-jo, KN 01 947, Ne 4490 ?, Od 562. M N : 
Sidaws. [Cf. PN :1:16a•, IISfl.) 

si-ja-du-we, KN Dk 969, 01 930 + .  P N. 
si-ja-ma, KN V 1526. " N ?  
si-ja-ma-to, K N  Fp 48, U 4478, X 4 5 1 .  Nom. and 

dat.; probably a divinity. 
si-ja-pu1-ro, KN 38=Al 1516, [U 4492?]. MN. 
si-jo-wo-te, PY Cn 4. PN, loc. 
. <i-ki-to, KN Da 1339. MN. 
si-ma, PY 1 14 =  En 609, 1 18= Eo 2 1 1 . W N :  Simti. 

(:1:1�1) ; cf. si-nu>.] 
si-ma-ko, PY J>n 30. MN. 

#-mi-do, KN As 607. MN. 
si-mi-te-u, KN Am 827, V 1583. M N :  Smintheus. 

(:!:�•VO.\rs; as epithet of Apollo, //. r, 39 + .] 
si-mo, KN Se 263. M N :  Simos, Sim6n. [n�a<;, 

Il�wv.J 
si-mu-ta, PY .Jn 832. MN. 
si-rre-e-ja, KN Ap 639. WN. 
si-ni-to, KN Dg 1280. M N. 
si-no-u-ro, PY Cn 285. wN. 
si-nu-ke, KN Ap 639. WN. 
si-nu-mo-ro, KN Me 4456. M N ?  
si-pa-ra-do, K N  D v  5663. MN. 
si-pa-ta-no, PY jn 832. MN. 
si-pe-we, KN 83=C 902. PN, 1oc.? 
si-pu,, KN 38=As 1516. MN. 
si-q(l, KN Ai 7745. M N ?  
si-ra-ko, K N  Ai 5976, 8 822, [ X  7744]. ••N. 
si-ra-no, KN V 466. M N :  Si/Onos. [:1:•Aal/6s, 

IoX1)1/6s.) 
si-ra-pe-te-f9, KN V 961. M N. 
si-ra-ro, KN 83 = C  902, 86=Co 907. PN. 

si-ra-ri-ja, KN Le 512. Ethnic adj. 
�i-ra-si-ja, KN X 9H. Obscur�. 
si-ra-ta, PY Jn 750. M N. 
si-re-wa, PY 182= Ma 126, Mn 456. PN. 
si-ri-jo, PY 148= Ep 6 1 3. MN, nom. error for gen.: 

Sirios ? 
si-ri-i9-io, PY Eb 159. Gen.: Sirioio ?  

si-ta-ro, KN De 1 1 38, X 7774. MN. 
si-to, KN 35=Am 819, MY Au 658. Nom. sing. 

with ideogram B A R L E Y  at KN, W U E A T  at 
MY: silos 'grain'. 

si-to-ko-wo, PY 26=An 292. Nom. p1ur. fern. or 
dat. sing. masc.?:  sitokhowoi, �; 'grain
measurer(•) '. (Cf. Od. n, 38o, YP'lVs . . .  Si 
al cXAfiTQ XEVoV.j 

si-to-pj)[, KN Al 625. Poss. to be restored si-to
po( -qo] : sitopoq•os 'cook', cf. 9-si-to-po-qo. 

si-to-po-ti·ni-ja, MY 321 = Oi 70 I .  Oat. sing.: 
siton potnitii or Sitoi potnitii. [Cf. I1TW epithet 
of Demeter.) 

si-za, KN Al 15:.!0. MN. 
so-ro-pe-o, PY 52= An 207. PN. 
so-u-ro, PY ( 1 14 =  En 609], 1 1 9 =  Eo 224. MN. 
s&-we-ne-ja, PY 237 = Ta 709. Nom. sing. fern., 

adj. of next. 
so-we-no(-qe), PY 245=Ta 721 + .  lnstr. sing. or 

plur.: item of decoration on a footstool. See 
p. 338. 

so-w&-te: see do-ro-qo. 
su, Adjunct to TR££, abbreviation of su-<a 'fig-

tree' :  KN 164=Gv 863. 
su-di-ni-ko, KN De 1 1 5 1 .  MN. 
su-ja-to, KN M 719. Obscure. 
:m-ke-re, KN As 40. M N . 

. ru-ke-re-o, KN 38=As 1516. Gen. 
su-ki-ri-ta, KN Db 1324 + , Of 1325, On I 092 + . 

P N :  po$$. Sugrita. [Cf. Ivflp!Ta; alternation of 
fl and y occurs in other cases where a labia
velar origin is excluded (e.g. Att. fl"-1\xwv, 
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Dor. ylo.6)(c;ov) ; but the evidence that su-ki-ri-ta 
i• an a-stem make. the identification doubtful.) 

su-ki-ri-ta-pi, KN DJ 47. Loc. plur.? 
su-ki-ri-ta-jo, KN C 9 1 1 .  Ethnic adj.: Sugritaios. 

su-ki-ri·to, K.N 38= As 15 16. ••N. [Cf. prec.] 
su-ko, KN V 479, PY Eb 149, t48=E.p 6 13. M N ;  

at PY might be gen. plur. srU:6n (cf. <>-Pi-ru-ko), 
but MN perhaps more likely. 

]su-ko·tU!, KN Fp 5472. Obscure. 
su-ma-no, KN Dh 1406. MN. 
su·m�·ra·w�-[.], TH Of26. MN, dat . ?  
su-mi, KN As 1516. MN. 
su-mo-no(-qe), KN Od 563. MN. 
SII·PO, KN De 5812. MN. 
.ru-pu-wo, K.N C 912. MN, gen. ? 
su-qo-ta, PY Ea 822. Dat. sing. : mg•Jttii 'swine

herd'. [Cf. avfk:Yr'lS Od. tv, 640 + ; later 
�s-] 

su-qo--ta-o, PY 147=Ea 59, Ea 48 1 + . Gen. 
sing. or plur.: sug•Stao, -tti/Jn. 

su-ra-se, PY Ae 8, Ae 72, 30=Ae 264. 3rd sing. 
aor. (or fut. ?), sense obscure; the only Greek 
interpretation is suldrt(i) 'seized '. [ouM:c;o 
l-lom . + .] 

su-ra-te, I'Y Ac 72, 30=Ae 264. Nom. sing., prob. 
agent noun frorn verb su·ra·Je: siiltillr � seizc:r' ?  
See p. t6g. 

su-ri-jo, KN X 5962. MN? 
su-ri-mo, K. N  29=Am 821, Da 1 108 + ,  Dn 1089, 

Pp 494+ .  PN. 
su-ri·mi-jo, K.N [88= E 749], 99=Ga 418, [Og 

833]. Ethnic adj. 
su·ro--no, TH Z 846, Z 854+ . MN, gen. 
su-ru-so, K.N Dv 1312.  NN. 
su-se, KN Da 5192. MN. 
su-ta-no, K.N Da 1 32 1 .  loiN. 
su-we-ro--wi-jo, PY 56=An 657. NN (or possibly 

PN); sec p. t8g. 
su-za, KN94=F841, 165=Gv 862, 166=Gv 864, 

PY 153 =Er 880. Nom. plur. de.cribing a 
form of T a E E ideogram, also with N t, the 
usual sign for 'fig>': sutsai ( < • sukyai) ' fig
trea '. [Classical avtda, also Aeol. avKia, arc 
new dcrivativa of a\iKov.] 

]su-•56--ta, KN As 5932 edge. Restoration [ku-]ru· 
•j6--ta would be tempting, if •56=J>a,, as 
xumpanta, but the gender is wrong for a list of 
men. 

TA, As adjunct to ox,= /lluros 'bull' (one bull and 
twenty cows) : KN C 901. 

Ligatured with SHEEP,=tn·lo·mo 'steading ' :  
PY Cn 4, Cn 595. 

ldeographic use (with DA) on tablets listing 
women workers, perhaps a supervisor: KN 
1 8= Ak 6 1 1 , 2 1  = Ak 624 + ,  PY 4=Aa 240 + ,  
6 = Ab 379 + .  

ta-de-so, K N  De 1409, Df 1285, V 655 + ,  T H  Z 
869. MN: Tordissos? [TapST)ooos.) 

ta-di-•22·so, K.N De 5032. MN. 

ta-ja-110, KN Dv 7240. MN. 
ta-mi-de-so, KN Dl 944. MN. 
ta·mi-je-u, PY 253=Jn 310. ••N: Tamiros? [Cf. 

Ta11las.] 
ta-mi-ta-na, PY 191 = Na 248. PN. 
ta-mi·te·mo, KN Fs 1 1 . Owcure, destination of 

offerings ? 
ta-na-po--so, KN Db 1 198, Dv 1410. >IN. 
ta-na-to, KN De 1618. MN. 
ta-na-wa, PY 287 =Sa 793. Nom. plur. neut. 

describing wheels: 14-nQ•UJO 0 thin I r t slender t 1 
possibly ' worn thin ', [-rava6<; /1. XVI, 589 + 
both ' long' and • thin ' ;  cf. Lat. ten11is, Eng. 
thin.) 

ta-na-wo, PY J n 693. M N :  Tanawos ? [Cf. prec.) 
ta-ni-ko, PY 56=Ail 657, 312=An 1281 (la-ni-

ko-qt). NN. 
ta-nu·ko, PY An 209. MN. 
ta-pa-da-no, KN As 625. MN. 
ta·pa-<:-o--te, KN 37 = B 823. Nom. plur. masc. 

describing men, apparently contra.!ting with 
o·pt-<J·It 'absent': possibly an adverb (e.g. 
tarpha, cf. -rapq>Eos 11. xt, 387 + )  plus tonlts, 
effectively meaning 'present '. 

ta-pa-no, K.N F 153, Se 240, X 7795. MN. 
ta-pe-ro, KN Da 1343. MN. 
ta-qa-ra-te[, KN Xe 524, [X 7752 ?) . M N, dat. 

ta-qa-ra-ti, K.N V 7512. Variant of prcc. or 
different 1o1 N? 

/(l·rr,t, K.N 29=Am 82 1 .  PN. 
ta-ra-i, KN Xd 298. M N? 
ta-ra-ke-wi(-jo?], P Y  A n  172. P N :  Trtilchtwios? 

[Cf. -rpax,Js .] 
ta-ra-ma-ta, PY Ea 336, 1 12 = Ea 825 + ,  Vn 851. 

NN, nom. and dat.: Thalamtittis, -tii. [Cf. 
e.v.a116-ras inhabitant of Ela).611at.) 

ta-ra-ma-ta-o, PY 32=Ae 108 + .  Gen.: Thola
mtittfb. 

ta-ra-ma-o, PY 3 1  = Ae 134. Error for ta-ra-ma-
111-o. 

ta-ra-me-to, KN 84=Ce 59. MN? 
ta-ra-mi-ka, PY Eb 464, 143=Ep 705. W N :  

Thalamikti, -isk4? [Cf. P N  eaMilao; Chan
traine (t g66, p. t 67)-] 

ta-ra-�u, K.N V 152 1 , �y 2�2 = T� 70,1 + .  No"!. 
stng. rna.sc.: thranus beam , footstool . 
[Opii� Od. xtx, 57+ .  Att. epavos ' bench '.] 

ta-ra-nu-we, PY 245=Ta 721, 25t=Vn 46. 
Nom. plur.: IMtin�. 

la-ra-pe-se, PY Vn 865. MN. 
ta-ra-qo, KN E 843. M N .  
ta-ra-sa-ta, K N  Ye 20 I .  M N :  Thalamfttis? 
ta-ra-si-ja, K.N 212=Lc 535+, Le 642, 283=So 

4442, PY 253=Jn 31 0+ , MY Oe 1 10. Nom: 
and ace. sing. : talasiii, -On 4 amount weighed 
out and i.sued for processing'. See p. so8. 
[Talo.aa{a • wool-spinning ' shows greater 
specialization since the Myc. word is used 
also of bronze and materials for manufacture 
ofwheels;on form, seeLejeune, 1g61 b, p. 4 1 9.] 
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ta-ra-10, P Y  A n  192 , 1 2 1 = Eo 247. M N :  Strat411? 
p.:-rpa-rwv.] cr. ta-ra,-lo. 

ta-ra-to-no, KN De 1 1 30. MN. 
ta-ra,-to, PY 1 15 =  En 74, 1 16 =  En 659, 124= Eo 

35 1 , 125= Eo 471 + .  MN, the same as ta-ra-to : 
Strawn ? 

ta-re-u, PY .In 693. M N :  Thaleus? [Cf. 9aXijs.) 
ta-rc-wa, PY Fn 4 1 .  M N, dat.: Thalewai ? (eaJ..Ias.) 
ta-si-ko[, KN Ga 7367. M N ?  
ta-so, K N  As 608, C 9 1 1 ,  Ov 5200. MN. 
ta-su, KN Ln 1568. MN or WN. 
ta-ta-ke-u, PY 62 = Cn 655. M N: Starliigeus. [Cf. 

Cret. o-rap-ros = a-rpa-r�.) 
ta-ta-ro, KN As 607, PY 1 19 = Eo 224, 1 31 = Ep 

30 1 .  MN, nom. and dat.: Tar.talos, -6i? 
[TCrvTaAOI Od. XI, 582.) 

ta-ta-ta, KN Cc 152. M N ?  
ta-re-re, P Y  A n  209. Nom. plur .. a man's rrade: 

perhaps slallres connected with ta-1<1-mo? 
[o-ra-r�p only of weights 0\nd coins ; 'debtor' 
once Epich. 5 u.c.] 

ra-ti-<�o-wl!-u, PY 55=An 7".!4. M N :  Srntig"o"'oros. 
[Cf. hit<>tlmOI.) 

ta-ti-qo-we-wo, l'Y 58= An 654. Gen.: Slliti-
g._owiwos. 

ta-to1, KN As 602 (ta-lo-qe). MN. 
ta-to', PY Cn 4. PN? 
ta-to-mo, K N  Ws 1 703, PY Cn 4 ,  C n  595, 2 5 1  = 

Vn 46. Nom. sing. : slat!tmos, in PY Cn 4 
'sheep-fold', in Vn 46 'upright post', 
'pillar', in KN Ws possib1y ' weight'.  (o-rae�� 
'sheep-fold' /1. v, 557 + ;  ' upright posr' Od. 
1, 333 -1 ; ' wriglo t '  Hdt + J 

ta-u-na-so, KN De 1269. MN. 
ta-u-pa-du-wl!, KN E 843. M N. 
ta-11-po-no, KN U 4478. MN. 
ta-11-ro, KN V 832. MN: Tauros. [TauPOI mythical 

king of Crete.) 
ta-wa-ko-to, KN Od 7 15. M N ?  
ta-wl!·si-jo, K N  Ov 1332. MN. 

ta•WI!·si-jo-jo, PY 40=An 261, An 616. 
ta-za, KN Db 1247, Dv 5219. MN. 
ta·;fl•p9, KN Da 8201 . MN. 
ta-za-ro, KN 85 = Ch 896, Db 1097, V 503 . ., N. 
ta-zo-tl!-ja, PY Vn 851. WN. 
ta-•22-de-so, TH (Z 870]. 7, 87 1 , [Z 872], 7, 876. 

M N, cf. ta-de-so. 
ta-•o�f'rrO, KN Da 1588. •rN. 
TE, As adjunct to MAN, KN As 5542, As 5944. 

As adjunct to O I L ,  KN Fh 340. 
Ligatured with CLOTtt,=le-pa ? :  KN Ap5748. 

209 = Lc 525 + ,  2 1 3 = Lc 641 + ,  Ws 8153,  
PY La 624 + ,  3 1 3 = Un 6. 

Ligatured with w 11£ EL,= le-mi-dwt-la ? :  PY 285 
= Sa 487 + ; see p. 373· 

te-do-ne-ja, PY Vn 851. WN. 

te-i-ja, PY 306= Fr 1202. Oat. fem. sing.: lltricii 
'divine', 'of rhe gods'. (6ti01 11. v1, t 8o +  .) 

te-ja·r9. KN V 479. MN. 
te-jo, KN Dv 7617, L 565. m1. 

te-ke, PY 235 = Ta 7 1 1 .  3rd sing. aor. : tlrike 
'appointed', 'made'. [Cf. -rl'lv . . . TpW.s 
!611•av . . .  llp<tav //. v1, 300.) The sense 
'buried' (Pal mer, 1g63a, p. 340) normally 
requires a mention of rhe earth, bones. 
etc. 

te-ki-ri-ne-to, KN Dq 686. MN. 
te-ko-to-ne, KN 47=Am 826, (PY S I = An 18?]. 

Nom. plur.: ltktonts 'carpenters '. [-r!KTOVES 
/l. v1, 3 1 5 + - l  

te-ko-to-a-pe, P Y  A n  5. Prob. two words: 
tekton apis( ?). rather than PN (Palmer, 1 963a, 
pp. 33, 132):  see Chadwick, t967 b. 

te-ko-to-11a-pe, PY 5 1 =  An 18, An 852. Alter
native spelling of prec. 

te·mt!·no, PY 152=Er 312. Nom. sing. neut.: 
trmenos 'area of land set aside for a chieftain'. 
( TII1£VOI (XxotXi}iou /I. xvm, 550 + ,  latrr 
'precinct of a god'.] 

lt!-me-u(, KN Xd 3 19. MN. 
te-mi1, Only in composite spellings: o-u-lci-te-mi 

KN 207= V 280; o-u-le-mi KN 207 = V  280. 
Neg. ou, ouk(h)i (see o-u-, o-u-ki-) and a noun, 
poss. lrrmi> ' border( ?) '. [Cf. TlpiJts· not)s 
Hesych.; le-rni-dwe.] Formerly taken as 
lhtmis, but explanation of this tablet as a 
calendar is unlikely. See p. 476. 

te-mi1, KN Of 1602. M N. 
te-mi-dwt!, KN 278=So 894. Nom. sing. neut., 

adj. describing wheels : tmnidwen ' provided 
with a lmnis' ( = ' border', 'edge', 'Oange ?').  
[Cf. T<piJtOEtS /1. XVI, 8o3 +, in Horn. of 
shields :r.nd runics, exact serue unclear; alter 
native declensions in - is, -ios and -idos also 
evidenced by (u]-mi-W<-1<, q.v.) 

te-mi-dwt!-ta, KN 278 =So 894, So 4429 +, 
P Y  S a  7 9 1 ,  287= Sa 793. Nom. plur. neut.: 
tnmi(/wenla. 

te-mi-de-we-te, PY Sa 1266. Nom. dual: 
termitlwente. 

te-mi-ro, KN Da 1338. MN. 
lt!·mi-ti-ja, PY 304=0n 300. PN: Thernistia ? The 

same place as ti-mi-lo-a-ke-t, q.v. [A derivative 
of 611Jtl is made less likely by alternative 
spelling li-mi-li-ja.) 

ti-mi-ti-ja, J>Y 258 =.Jo 438. Gen.: Til(i)mistitis. 
lt!-mi-ti-jo, PY Ac 1278. Nom. plur. ethnic adj.: 

Them istioi. 
(td-mi-we-te, KN Sg 1 8 1 1 .  Nom. dual: either 

lermiwtnle as alternative form of lnmidwmte 
(sec te-mi-dwt), or error for te-mi-de-we-lt. 

te-(ro-ia-so[. KN As 604. MN. 
te-rw. KN Uf 7489. MN. 
te-o, KN Ai 966, PY 140 =  Eb 297, 120= Eo 276, 

135= Ep 704. Ace. sing.: throrr ' the god (or 
goddess) ' ;  in KN Ai 966 either gen. plur. 
tht-i11 or as PY Eo 276 error for lt-o-jo. (6!� 
masc. and fcm. Hom. + ; cf. te-i-ja.] 

te-o-jo, PY 137 = Eb 4 1 6 + ,  150= Ed 4 1 1 ,  1 1 5 =  
En 74+ , 122 = Eo 1 60 + ,  1 3 5 = Ep 704 + .  
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Gen. sing. : theoio (always with doe/os or doelli) 
'servant of the god(dess) ' .  

· 

te-o-i, KN E 842, (Fh 348), PY 3 1 1  = Fr 1226, 
Fr 1355. Dat. plur.: theoihi 'to the gods'. (Cf. 
pa-si-te-o-i s. v. pa.] A dat. dual is theoretically 
possible. 

te-o-na, PY 1 16= En 659. Error for le-o-jo. 
te-o-do-ra(-qe), MY 303= V  G59. WN: Theod6rd. 

[9<o5Wpa..] 
te-o-po-[, PY SO = An 39. wN? 
lt!-o-po-ri-ja, KN Ga 1058, Od 696. Possibly name 

of festival ?:  theophorid? [&.o�pla 'divine 
po1session '.) 

te-pa, KN L 5090?, Ws 8153. �ame of a heavy 
type of cloth. [Cf. TOt"lf'15 ?] 

te-pa-i, MY Oe 107. Dat. plur. 
lt!-pa-ra, KN Ce 50. MN or P N ?  
te-pe, P Y  J n  725. MN. 
te-pe-ja, KN 2 1 3 = Le 641, TH Of35. Nom. plur. 

and dat. sing.?, a woman's trade, pro b. 
makers of te-pa. 

te-pe-ja-o, PY Ad 921. Gen. plur. 
te-pe-u, PY An 340. MN:  Terpeus? (Formed on 

TEp..,.avSpos ?] 
] te-pi-ja-qe, PY Fn 324. Personal name ( + q•e?), 

dat. ? 
te-po-se-u, PY 258=Jo 438, 304=0n 300. MN. 
te-qa-de, MY X 5011. Perhaps PN, acc. + -dt : 

Th ig•ans-de, probably not Thebes in Boeotia. 
[Cf. next.] 

te-qa-ja, KN Ap 5864, PY Ep 539. WN: Thig•aid. 
[Cf. 9,�ios, ethnic adj.; au-to-te-qa:io.] 

u-qa-ta-qe, PY 54-An 610. Nutu. vlur. (with 
-q"e), class of men. 

te-qi-ri-jo-M, PY Fn 187, [Vn 851]. WN, dat. 
te-qi-jo-ne, PY Un 219. Defective spellingofprec. 

te-ra-ni-ja, PY 43 = Aq 64. Obscure: see p. 1 77. 
te-ra-pe-te, KN V 147. MN. 
te-ra-pi-ke, PY Eb 842, 148 = Ep 613. Perhaps 3rd 

pers. sing. of verb : see pp. 263, 450. 
te-ra-po-si-jo, KN Da 1314, Db 1263+, Le 446. 

MN, a 'collector' or adj.? [Derivative of 
&.p<l"lfwv ?] 

te-ra-po-ti, KN F 193. Dat., recipient of barley, 
M N ? :  Theraponti? [9<p<l"lfwv.] 

]te-ra-u-re-o, PY Sa 22. MN, gen.? 
te-ra-wo, MY 46=Au 102, Au 653, Au 657. M N :  

Teldw6n ? [Cf. T U.twv.] 
te-ra-wo-M, PY Fn 79. Dat. : Teldwonti? 

te-re-do, PY Cn 1287. MN. 
te-re-ja, PY Eb 149, (Eb 495), (148=Ep 613]. 

Probably �rd sing. pres. indic. of athematic 
verb: ltltid (cf. Horn. Sa�� for •sa�va ?) 
' perform function of le-re-la' ?  

te-re-ja�. E b  149, E b  495, 148=Ep 613. Inf. 
of prec.: teleiden? [I nf. ending -en as in 
thematic -ten?) 

lt!·re-ja-wo, KN Vc 188. M N :  Teltidwen? 
te-re-ne-we, PY 51 =An 18. PN, loc. sing. or nom. 

plur.? 

te-re-ne·wt·Ja, PY An 852, Cr 868. Variant 
form of name, fern. loc. sing. 

te-re-no, KN Fp 363. Obscure. 
te-re-pa-to: see jo-te-re-pa-to. 
te-re-ta, KN 47=Am 826, 161 = Uf 839 + ,  PY 

Eb 149, 1SO=Ed 4 1 1 , 1 14= En 609, 1 19=Eo 
224, Eq 146, 152 = Er 312. Nom. sing. and 
plur., name of a class of functionaries: 
teltJidJ, -ai. [Cf . ..Wooa nom. sing. Olympia 
6 u.c.] 

te-re-ta-o, PY 152= Er 312. Gen. plur.: 
ltltslti6n. 

te-re-te-we, PY 28= An 607. Obscure: see p. 168. 
te-re-wa-ko, KN C 973. l<N? 
te-ri-ja, PY Un 443. Obscure; see s.v. po-re-no-�o-

te-ri:ia. 
te-ro-a, PY Xa 627. Obscure. 
te-ro-ri-jo, KN Uf 1522. MN, dat.? 
te-ru-ro, KN Od 1380, Me 4464? MN. 
te·ru-sa, KN Dv 1308, TH Of29. l<N. 
u-se�. PY Na 531. PN, loc. 
te-se-u, PY. 1 15 = En 74, 120=Eo 276. MN: 

Thiseus. [9'1� //. t, 265; short form of 
name beginning 9,oo-? Heubeck, 1957, 
p. 27! .] 

te-so-qe, PY Un 1 193. MN, dat.? or P N ?  
te-ta-ra-ne, PY 53= An I .  P N ,  loc. 
lt!·te-re-u, PY Eb 1 176, Ep 539, 2S4=Jn 389. M N :  

Terthrtus? fCf. T£p6p<vs, Hermippus, 5 u.c.] 
te·te-u, KN V 958. liCN? 
te-tu-ko-wo-a, KN 216=L 871. Nom. plur. neut., 

perf. pple. of T£1ixw, describing cloths: 
tetukhwo(h)a ' fully worked·, 'finished ·. (nuu
XWs in pass. sense Od. xu, 423 ; <-grade in 
perfect is unusual and may well be a replace
ment of •T£TUXfWs.] 

te-tu-ko-wo-a,, PY 289=Sa 682. Alternative 
spelling of prec., describing wheels. 

te-tu-ru-we, PY Na 1054, 184=Nn 228. PN, loc.; 
same place as lt-la-ra-ru? 

te-u-ke-pi, PY 323=Sb 1315. Instr. plur.: 
teukhesphi ' with equipment'. [T.Vx•a usually 
' armour' 11. VI, 340 + .] 

te-u-po-rp[, PY 45 =An 830. Obscure. 
te-u-ta-ra-ko-ro, PY An 424, 120= Eo 276. Prob

ably a man's trade (in Eo 276, if not an 
error, gen.); discussion by Chantraine 
( 1958b); P N  (Palmer, 1 963•, p. 137) is 
abnormal in Eo. 

te·u-to, KN Xd 292?, PY Jn 601,Jn 693. MN. 
te-wa-jo, KN Ce 156, Dl 7503, Uf 1038, PY Fn 

324. MN, nom. and dat. 
te-wa-ko-no, PY An 209. MN. 
tc-wa-ro, MY 228=0e I l l  (o-ta-pa-ro-te-wa-ro). 

Prob. to be dividtd: pa-ro te-wa-ro: l<N, dat. 
te-wo, KN X 722. Obscure. 
T l ,  As adjunct to or.rve: KN E 669, 95= F 852 + ,  

MY Ue 6 1 1 .  
ti-ja, KN Dg 1278. >IN. 
ti-ki-jo, PY An 129. MN, dat. 
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li-ko-ro, KN Da 5 1 79, P Y  Cn 1 197. MN. 
1i-f!;p-wo, PY 62 = Cn 655. MN. 
Ii-ma, KN Vc 3 1 7. MN. 
ti-nri-tr'-ja : see s.v. k-mi-ti..ja. 
li-mi-lo a-k�-e. PY Cn 600, 257=Jn 829, 176= 

M a 123, Na 361. P "• written diuisim only in 
Cn 600, but cf. te-mi-ti-ja : compound name 
Thmisws? and loc. of noun tn -os, e.g. lryl<os 
'glen' (//. xx, 490+) .  Located in the south 
of the Further Prov[nce. 

li-mi-fp-a-k�i, PY 60 = An 661. Alternallve 
spelling of loc. 

li-mi-za, KN or 1 1 2 1 .  .. N. 
li-mtl-lllt-we, KN Od 539, M 683. MN, dat. 

li-nm-�w•.vp(, KN Ga 34. Gen.? 
1i-ni-ja-1a, PY Fn 79. Oat. sing., qualification of 

man's name, trade or tttle. Cf. o-pi-ti-ni-jn-ta. 
li-no', KN Ap 5748. W N ?  
li-no', PY 5 1  = A n  18, Xa 565? P N ?  

]1i-no-d�. PY Fr 1223. If complete, ti-no + -dt. 
1i-nwa-si-jo, PY Ea 810, l'n 324, 258=Jo 438. 

Ethnic adj., nom. and dat. masc. sing. (in 
Ea 8 1 0  as MN?). · 

li-nwa-si-ja, PY Aa 699, Ab 190. Nom. plur. fern. 
1i-nwa-1i-ja-o, PY 15= Ad 684, (cf. X a 633). 

Alternative form, gen. plur. fern. (This 
implies that the name from which the ethnic 
is derived had -1- or -th-.] 

1i-qa-jo, KN 39=As 1517, PY 128 = Eo 278, 
253=Jn 310. wN: Thisg•aios ? (Cf. PN 91aflrJ.] 

li-qa-jo-jo, PY 1 1 7 = En 467. Gen. 
li-ra. KN Od 681, Od 687. Word descrtbing wool: 

perhaps tilai ' Aocks of wool '. (Ti;>.at Plut.; 
cf. Ti;>.;>.w, et ym. obscure.] 

li-ri-da-ro, PY Ea 28, Ea 460, Ea 754. M N. 
ti-ri-jo, PY Cn 4. MN. 
ti-ri-jo-ko-so, KN Da 1384. MN. 
ti-ri-jo-qa, KN 298=Sc 226, Vc 303, Xd 294. M N :  

Trioq•tis. [Tpt6nas; cf. TplOTTOS h .  Hom. m, 
2 1 3.] 

ti-ri-jo-w�. PY 236=Ta 641 . Nom. sing. neut.: 
lri/Jw<s • (vessel) with three handles'. cr. 
a-no-we, qe-to-ro-we. 

li-ri-o-M'�-�. PY 236=Ta 641 . Nom. dual: 
triowe(lr)t. 

li-ri-po, PY 236=Ta 641 , 237 = Ta 709. Nom. 
sing. masc.: tripos ' tripod cauldron'. [Tplnos 
I/. xx.n, 164 + ; also Tphrovs.) 

ti-ri-po-de, PY 236 = Ta 641. Nom. dual: lripodt. 
li-ri-po-di-ko1, MY 234= Ue 6 1 1  rev. Nom. plur.: 

lripodirkoi 'small tripod cauldrons'. [Tpmo-
51aKos.] 

ti-ri-po-di-kot, PY Cn 599. MN, dat.: Tripodislc6i. 
[PN Tptno5lOKQS.] 

ti-ri-sa-ta[, KN Ce 6 1 . MN. 
li-ri-se-ro-e, PY Fr 1204, 172=Tn 316. Divine 

name, dat.: Tris(h)iro(h)ti. [Cf.TptTOtTCrrOp€S?] 
1i-ri-1o1, KN Oa 1238, Ob 1232+, L 869, Uf 

1 20 + . P N :  Tritos ? [Cf. TpiTa, old name of 
Knossos, Hesych.) 

li-ri-ti-jof-ja, K 88= E 749, [Og 833], X 1 385. 
Ethnic adj. 

li-ri-to•, KN Dv 1386. M N :  Tn'w1, Tri/On? [Tphos, 
Tphwv.J 

lri-ri-we-ro, PY Un 1320. MN, dat., prob. com
plete. 

1i-u, PY Un 1321.  Obscure. 
ti-la-ma, KN X 974, X 588 1 . Obscure. 

li-ta-ma-i, KN X 744. Oat. plur. 
ti-ta-ra-[, PY 312=Ail 1281. ""· 
ti-ta[ ]wo, PY 254=Jn 389. MN. 
ti-tu-so, MY Oe 1 12. MN, dat. 
ri-wa-ti-ja, KN Ap 618. Nom. plur. fern., ethnic 

adj.?  Cf. ti-nwa-ti-ja-<J, s.v. ti-nwo·si:jo. 
TO, Ideographic use (doubtful reading) : MY Ge 

606. 
to-e, PY Eb 842. Possibly a datival form from the 

demonstrative pronoun; sec pp. 87, 263, 450. 
to-m�, l'Y 148= Ep 613. Alternative form of 

to-t having the same function. 
1o-i-qe, PY 193 = Na 520. Prob. dac. plur. masc. 

of demonstrative pronoun: toi(h)i q"t 'and 
for them '. 

to-jo-q�. PY Eb 156. Cell. sing. : wio q"t (autoio) 
'and of the sallle '. 

lo-ke-u, py An 209. MN, Stoi/ch<W? (LTOIXEVs.] 
to-ko, KN As 1518. Context obscure: tokoJ ? 

t childbirth •, ' interest •. 
to-ko-do-mo, PY 5 l = An 18, 4 1 = An 35 + ,  [Fn 

1427?). Nom. sing. and plur.: loikhbdomoi 
' builden ·. [Cf. Totxo5olllw, IG vn, 422 
(Oropw, 4 o.c.).) 

to-ko-so-ta, KN V 150. Nom. sing.: toxoltis 
' archer', unless here w N ;  see p. 4 74· [ T�6-n]s; 
also as w N, /1. XJ, 385.] 

1o-ko-so-wo-ko, PY 52=An 207. Nom. plur. 
masc.: loxoworgoi 'bowyers ', ' bow-makers'. 
(Cf. T�Oltot6s.) 

to-ma-ko, K N  Ch 897, Ch 898 (to-ma-ko-qt), Ch 
1015. Name of an ox: Stomargos. [OT61'0pyos 
' loud-mouthed' Aesch. + .) 

to-mt!: see s.v. to--e. 
to-mi-ka, KN L 761, L 764+ . Description of 

textiles. 
to-IUl·ta, KN B 803. M N :  Thoiniillis? [Cf. 9otvias, 

9otvlwv, etc.) 
to-ni, KN \r 145. Obscure. 
to-ni-ja, KN L 192. Description of textiles? 
to-ni-jo, PY 247=Ta 716. Poss. dat. sing., but 

perhaps more llkely part of a compound adj. 
a-pi lo-ni-jo, nom. dual. Sec pp. 347, 502. 

to-no•, PY 242=Ta 707, 243=Ta 708, 244=Ta 
7 1 4. Nom. sing. masc.: /homos 'eh ate'. 
[6p6vos Od. c, 145 + ; cf. 66pva�· \nr01T65tov 
(Cypr.) Hesych.] 

to-no(-q�)', KN V 1043. WN, with q•e: ThDiNH ?  
(9oTvos.J 

to-no-e-ke-le-ri-jo, PY 308= Fr 1222. Name of a 
festival: perhaps thomo-(h)tklirion ' the holding 
of the throne'. See p. 482 . 
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to-o, PY Un 1321.  Context obscure. 
to-pa, PY 317=Ub 13 18. Possibly gen . :  torfxis 'of 

a large basket or hamper'. [Taprr� Pollux.J 
Sec p. 49 1 .  

to-pe-si, K N  B 805. MN. 
to-pe-za, KN 207 =V 280, PY 239 = Ta 642, 

240=Ta 713,  241 =Ta 715. Nom. sing. fern. :  
tarpetka ' table'. (Tparr<Ja possibly from 
•(q")I!·{Hdja.J 

to-pe-zo, PY 241 = Ta 715. Nom. dual: torpetk6. 
to-qa, KN Fh 339. Error for ta-ra-qa? 
to-qi-da-so, PY Fn 324. NN, dat. 
to-qi-de, PY 239=Ta 642, 240=Ta 713, 241= 

Ta 715. Instr. ling., a decorative feature on 
vessels and funliturc: prob. torq-widti 'with a 
spiral'. [Cf. Lat. torquro; Gk. Tpi:Trw may be a 
conflation of •trrp- and •trrq•-.] Sec p. 336. 

to-qi-de-ja, PY 237 = Ta 709. Nom. sing. fern.: 
torq•itkia '(dish) decorated with spiral 
pattern'. 

to-qi-de-jo, PY 24 1 = Ta 715.  Dual fern. : 
larq•itki6. 

to-qi-de-we-sa, PY 235 = Ta 7 1 1 .  Nom. sing. 
fern. :  /orq•id-wessa, •ynonym of to-qi-tk-ja. 

to-ra-ke, PY 296= Sh 736, [Wa 732) . Nom. plur. : 
thOrtilm 'corslets' ; elsewhere represented by 
ideogram •163. [&WpTJ� //. x.xut, 56o+, Att. 
&Wpa�, Aeol. 86ppa�, etym. obscure.] 

to-ri-jo, PY Jn 605. MN. 
to-ro, KN De 5687. MN: Tr6s ? [TA /1. v,265 + .] 

to-ro-o, PY 57=An 519. Gen.:  Tr6(h)os? 
to-ro-ja, PY 143=Ep 705. wN:  Tr6ia? (Cf. prec.] 
to-ro-ki-no, KN V 83 1 . WN. 
to-ro-no-wo-ko, KN 39=A> 1517. Nom. plur. or 

dat. sing., men's trade : thronoworgoi, -Oi 
'chair-maker(s)'. [Contrast •pelling to-no= 
thornos, but derivation from Horn. 6p6va 
'embroidered flowers' seems les. likely.) 

to·ro·o: see s. v. to-ro. 
to-ro-qa, KN Fb 358, Fh 5446 + .  Description of 

O I L :  traq•Jui 'for consumption'. [Tpoqoti Hdt. 
+ ; this implies an origin •dhreg•h- for 
Tpi:�. 1 Discussion and different suggestion in 
Godart, 1g6g, pp. 52-6. 

1-to-ro-qa, KN De 1371.  WN. 
to-ro-qe-jo-n!J!-no, PY 154 = Eq 213. Nom. sing. 

medio-pass. pplc.: lroq"eiommos (or stro-) : see 
pp. 268, 455· (Cf. TpoTrfW /1. XVIII, 224.) 

to-ro-qo, KN Od 563. Possibly ace. sing.: lroq"on, 
but context obscure. [Tp6Tro<;; for etym. of 
�pi:Trw see s. v. to-qi-dt.] 

to-ro-wa-ko, KN X 7566. M N ?  
to-ro-wa-.ro, PY N a  405. PN. 
to-ro-wi, PY 6 1 = Cn 1 3 1 , J n  601. MN. 

to-ro-wi-ko, PY 62 = Cn 655. Gen. 
to-ro-wi-ka, PY An 5. MN;  possibly alternative 

spelling of to-ro-wi (nom. -i.< ?). 
to-ro-wo, KN Ag 89?, PY An 129, Vn 130. MN, 

nom. and dat. 
to-ru-ko-ro, PY 62 = Cn 655. M N. 

tq.sa, to-sa .. d�: see s.v. lo·so, lt>-JfJ-dt. 
to-sa-me·i�·o, PY Ad 685. Gen. plur. fem., 

description of women, prob. a trade. 
to-sa-no, PY Fn 79. MN, dat. 

to-sa-no-jo, PY Jn 431. Gen. 
to-sa-k•a, KN Dl 7086 (cra.ed). In an entry of 

lambs; possibly intended for liHO wa-ni-ja = 
tos(s)a warnia 'so many lambs' or the like. 

so-si-ta, PY Cn 719. MN. 
to-so, KN 34=Am 601 + ,  38=As 1 5 1 6 + ,  36 =  

B 8 17 + , 200= Fp 1 + ,  etc., PY 5 1 = An 18, 
149= Ed 236, 1 16 =  Bn 659, 305= Fr 1 1 84-, 

etc., MY Au 658, 93= Fo 101,  TH Ug 14. 
Nom. and ace. sing. masc. and neut., nom. 
plur. masc.: tos(s)os, -on, ·oi, nonnal My
cenaean totalling formula 'so much', "so 
many'. [Hom. T6oao<;, T6oo<;; there is no 
way of deciding which spelling the Myc. 
form represents, as -ss- may nlrcady have 
been simplified.] 

so-sa, KN [74 = Dp 1061), 26t=Ra 1 540, etc., 
PY 1 . 14=En 609, 1 5 3 = Er 880, etc. Nom. 
sing. fem., nom. plur. fern. and neut. : 
tos(sja, _,;, -a. 

to-so-po, PY 256 =Ja 749, Jn 601. Nom. sing. 
masc.: tos (s)as pans 'so much (broolZe) in all'. 
Sec s.v. pa. 

ro-so-jo, PY 152= Er 3 12.  Gen. sing. :  tos(s)oio. 
fp-so-ne, MY Oe 118. Obscure; possibly 

los(s)os + particle -m. 
to-so-de, PY 58= An 654, 146=Eb 473 + ,  253= 

Jn 310+,  1 7 1 =Un 718, etc., MY Au 609?. 
Nom. sing. and plur. masc., nom. sing. neut.: 
tas(s)os-ik, etc., 'and so much (or so many)'. 
It i• uncertain whether -de has always con
nective force, but it is likely in many cases : 
Ruijgh, 1967, pp. 343-50. [Toa6o&.] 

to-sa-de, KN Ga 1530, PY 153=Er 880, 198= 
Ng 319. Nom. sing. fern., nom. plur. fern. and 
neut.: tos(s)a-de, etc. 

to-so-ku-su-pa, KN Fh 367. Nom. sing. ncut., 
introducing a very large quantity of O I L :  
tos(s)on xumpan 'so much altogether'. See s.v. 
ku-su-pa. 

to-so-o, PY Xn 1342. Obscure : to-so with added 
particle? 

to-te-ja, KN 18= Ak 6 1 1 ,  [X 7846?1. Nom. plur. 
rem., a woman's trade. 

so-te-we-ja-se-we, MY Oe 106. Personal name, 
dat. ? 

to-ti-ja, MY 93= Fo 101.  WN, dat. 
to-to, PY 43 = Aq 64. Ncut. sing.: a pp. toto 

(W<tos) ' this (year)'. (Probably not to be 
compared with ToVTO, but a reduplicated 
•tad-tad (Vedic 141-/ad) ; see Lejeune, 1 958a, 
p. 231 .  Attic TOTO (Dipylon Vase) is a 
chimera; read TO ( = �o\i) T6& . . .  1 

to-tu-no, KN Da 1276 . .. N. 
to-u-ka, KN Le 481, Le 504 + .  Annotation to 

woo t.. on reverse of textile tablets: poss. 
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tou.lchti, noun corresponding to TEVx<.> (cf. 
le-tu-ko-wo-a), but sense obscure : Bjorck, 
1954b, p. 275; hardly 'finished goods' 
(Palmer, 1g63a, p. 46o) since it refers to wool, 
not cloth. 

to-u-na-la, KN Dm 1 182, Dv 1479. MN. 
to-wa, PY 58=An 654. PN or wN? 
to-wa·TW, KN B 806. M N:  ThowtiJI6r or Thorwtin6r 

(Heubeck, 1957, p. 3 1 ). 
to-wa-no-re, PY Fn 79. Oat . :  -tinorei. 

to·wa-te-u, PY Eb 1 1 88, Ep 539. MN. 
to-wi-no, KN Do 923. MN. 
to-wo, KN Se 7480. Obscure. 
to-wo-na[, MY Fu 7 1 1 . Personal name? 
to-u-u, PY 312=An 1281.  MN. 
TU, As adjunct to wOMAN or idcographic, 

= 111-ka-te 'daughter' (Killen, tg66o) : KN Ap 
629, Ap 637, Ap 639 + .  

tu-da-ra, KN Do 924. M N :  Tundartis? (TwMplls; 
cf. TvvMP£ws Od. x1, 298+ .) 

tu-ka-na, KN Ap 639. wN, twice on same tablet, 
possibly representing different names. 

tu-ka-te(-qe), MY 303 = V  659. Twice in a list of 
women: thugallr q•t 'and daughter'. (6vych'lp 
/1. IX, 148+ .) 

tu-ka-te-re, MY Oe 106. Prob. dat. sing.: 
thugatrei. [On form see Ruijgh, 1959, p. 
nl 

tu-ka·(!J.·#, MY Oe 1 12. Oat. plur.: t!tugalarsi 
( < •thugatcsi), if reading is sound. 

tu-ka-to, KN Ap 639. WN. 
tu-ke-ne-u, PY 253=Jn 310. NN. 
tu-mn-da-ro, KN Db 1368. •rN. 
tu-ma-i-ta, KN As 605, (X 7673?). NN: Thumaittis. 

(ewaiT"'S, hero of Attic deme 9vllaiTC>6a•.J 
tu-ma-ko, KN C 973. Name of an ox? (Cf. 

to-ma-ko; o-rV11a=<rr611a Theocr.] 
tu-me-ne-wo, MY Ui 709. M N ?  
tu-na-no, K N  209=Lc 525, 2 1 0 = Lc 526, 2 1 1 =  

Le 532 + .  Description of a kind of textile; 
see p. 3'5· 

tu-ni-ja, KN Ap 629, Db 1246 + ,  2 1 3 =  Le 64 1 + .  
PN. [Cf. 'E>.wvla (now Kunavi) south of 
Knossos?] 

tu-ni·ia·t/r, KN Fh 373. Ace.+ tk. 
tu-ni-jo, P Y  Cn 4, Xa 1419. WN. 
tu-qa-ni-ja-so, KN Db 1279, [Dk 920?), [Uf 

5721 ?). MN. (Cf. PN Tu(ll)navial.) 
tu-ra-te-u, PY Ae 8, Ae 72. Nom. sing., description 

of a man, prob. a trade. 
tu-ra-te-we, KN B 755. Nom. plur. 
tu-ra-te-u-si, PY Gn 428, Vn 48. Oat. plur. 

tu-ri·ia·jf), PY Jn 431. MN:  Th11riaios? (Cf. PN 
evp<a •. J 

tu-ri-ja-ti, PY 1 16= En 659, (123=Eo 444). WN: 
Thurititis? [Cf. evpdn•s (yi;).) 

tu-ri-jo, KN Ne 4473, PY Jn 693. M N :  Turios?, 
ThurUin? (Tvpros, e1hnic of Tyre; 9vplwv.l 

tu-ri-si-jo-jo, PY Sa 758. MN, gen.:  Tulisioio. (Cf. 
tu-ri-so.) 

tu-ri-so, KN 84=Ce 59, Db 1241 + .  r N :  Tulisos. 
[TvAro6s /nsc. Crtl. 1, go, 1 ;  now Tylissos.] 

tu-ri-si-jof-ja, KN 87 = E 668, Le 533, Og 833 + .  
Ethnic adj.: T11lisioi, -ai. 

tu-ri-ta, PY Cn 40. MN, dat. 
tu-ro,, PY 1 7 1 =Un 718. Nom. plur.: turoi 

(turjoi?) 'cheeses'; also written with mono
gram TU + R01• ('TVp6s /1. XI, 639 + ,  cf. Av. 
tu'ri-.J 

t11-ru-pte-ri-ja, PY 4 1  =An 35, Un 443. Gen. sing. 
depending on following o-no: struptiritis 'of 
alum'; see p. 422. [<rrPV1T'T'lpla lnscr. Prim. 
364. 15  (3/2 u.c. ) = OT\IlT'T'lPia Hdt. + .) 

111-ru-pe-u[-ri-ja?), KN X 986. Variant spell
ing? 

tu-ru-we-u, PY 40=An 261, Cn 254. M N :  Thrueus? 
(Cf. PN ep.Jov /1. 11, 592.) 

tu-si-je-u, PY 57=An 5 19. MN. Cf. tu-ti-je-u. 
tu·ti, KN V 652. NN? 
tu-ti-je-u, P Y  C n  4.  N N .  cr. lu-si-je-u. 
tu-to, KN Ga 419. wN. 
tu-wa-si, PY Fn 41. Prob. dat. plur. of description 

of men. 
tu·w�-a : see tu·wo. 
tu-we-la, PY 103= Un 267. MN, dat.: Thutsltii, an 

unguent-boiler by trade. (evt<rr"'S /1. u, 107.) 
tu-wi-jo, KN 37 = B 823. Obscure, description of 

men or PN? 
tu-wi-no, K N  102=Ga 5 17. MN: Twin6n. (Cf. 

Ilvc.>v; olvo��Qr < •twin-.] 
tu-wi-no-M, KN Ga 676. Gen. 

tu-wo, PY Un 219. Nom. sing. neut.: lhuos 
'aromatic substance'. [!Nos, wually plur . .  
/I. vr, 270 + ,  often 'burnt offering'; cf. L\atov 
n&vw!Jivov /1. xtv, 1 72.] 

tu-we-a, PY 103= Un 267. Ace. plur.: thut(h)a. 
tu-to, KN Ap 639, C 7698. WN in Ap 639; prob. 

MN in C 7698. 
tu-•49-mi, KN Ap 639. WN. 

tu-•s6-da-ro, KN Dv 1370. wN. 

u, As adjunct to ideogram of bucket (•212), 
abbreviation of u-do-ro (q.v.): KN K 774, 
K 775 + .  

ldeographic use: P Y  U n  219. 
u-de, TH Of38. Adverb: huidt 'hither'? (Cf. Lcsb. 

'TVT5<, Cret. vi 'whither' .1 
u-de-wi-ne. PY Cn 59S. PN, loc. 
u-d�-wi-ni-j9, PY Jn 413. Prob. MN. (Ethnic adj. 

of prec.) 
u-do, KN K 873. Annotation to vessel labelled 

r o ;  poss. hud6r 'water'. [v6wp ; cf. u-do-ro.] 
11-do-no-o-i, PY Fn 187. Oat. plur., class of 

persons, or loc. P N ?  
u-do-ro, KN [233 =Uc 160 rev.], P Y  238=Tn 

996. Nom. plur., name of bucket-shaped 
vessel: hudroi 'water-jars'. [v6pos 11. u, 723 + 
'water-snake'; cf. v6pla.J 

u-du-ru-wo, KN V 145. PN, gen.? Cf. [o·)du-ru-wo, 
sec s.v. o-.du-ru-we. 
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u-jo-na, KN Ap 639. w N. 
u-ka, KN X 7386. P N ?  
u-ka-jo, PY 184=Nn 228. PN. 
u-me-ta-qe·(l·po, PY 145 = Ea 25!>. Perhaps to be 

divided u-mt-la (w N} q•e a-po ; see p. 449· 
u-pa-ra, KN Ap 639. WN. 
u-pa-ra-ki-ri-ja, PY An 2!>8. P N, subordinate to 

ra-UK1-ra-ta1 ? (Cf. 'Ympa•poa.] 
u-po-ra-ki-ri-ja, PY Cn 45. Variant •pdling? 
u-pi-ja-ki-ri-jo, PY 58= An 654. Prob. nom. 

plur. m:uc. of ethnic adj. 
u-pa-ta-ro, TH Z I ,  Z 2 + . ., N. 
u-po, KN 27t=Sd 4422, PY 317=Ub 1318. 

Adverb : hupo 'underneath'. (vn6 Horn. + .) 
u-po-di-jo-no, PY Na 105. MN, gen. forming PN 

with W<I-W<I. 
u-po-jo, PY Fn 187, 310= Fr 1225, Fr 1236. 

Qualification of Polnia, P N in gen. ? 
u•f'(>-Ta-ki-ri-ja : see s. v. u-po-ra-ki-ri-ja. 
u-po-M·e, KN L I 78. Description of two linen( ?) 

tunics. [Cf. Hesych. Vnoi<TTI)� (*VnoflaT�) · 
XITC:,v.) 

u-qa-mo, KN Me 4454. A pp P N ;  cf. qa-mo. 
u-ra-jo. KN B 799, Ob 1265 + .  M N :  llulaios, 

Huraios? ('YAal�, 'Ypal�.) 
u-ra-mo-no, KN 38=As 1516, Oa 1315.  MN. 
c•·ra-•86, PY Na 466 (restoration in Na 1039 and 

1086 improbable). PN. 
u-re-u, PY Vn 865. �tN: Hul(l}tus? ('Y�, 

'YAAe\Js.] 
u-ro,, KN Db 5367. MN. 
u-ru-pi-ja-jo, PY 57= An 5 I 9, 58= An 654, 60 = 

An 661, 76-Cn 3, 188 - Na 928. Nom. plur. 
masc., d=ription of men, possibly ethnic, 
but not to be connected with Olympia. See 
p. 430. 

u-ru-pi-ja-jo-jo, PY 76 = Cn 3. Gen. sing., 
possibly error. 

-u-ru-to, PY 56= An 657. 3rd plur. prcs. indic.: 
(M) turunloi 'thus they are guarding'. (�vaeao 
//. XV, 141 + ,  imperf. fpVTO /1. IV, 138 + ;  
Risch, 1958b, p. 337, prefers sing. wn•loi, 
taking t-pi-ko-wo :u collective sing.] 

u-su, KN V 7512. Obscure. 
u-ta-jo, KN Oa 1 12 7 + ,  66 = Dc 1 1 29, Ra 1559, 

V 832. "'N, a 'collector' of sheep. 
u-ta-jo-jo, KN Da I I 35 + .  Gen. 

u-ta-no', KN (As 604), Db 1097 + ,  202= Fp 13, 
Pp 496 + .  PN: perh. Utanos. (Poss.= "ITav� 
with interchange of v and o as in some 
pre-hellenic names; cf. mo-ri-wo-do.] 

tHa-ni-jo. KN B 807, 88= E 749 + .  Ethnic adj . 
u-ta-no', KN Dd 1592. MN. 
u-wa-mi-ja. PY 137=Eb 416, 135 = Ep 704. W N :  

Huamia? [Cf. PS 'Y61'(oa (Messenia).) 
u-wa-si. PY 59=An 656. PN, dat.-loc. plur. 
u-wa-si-jo. KN Ai I 15. Poss. MN, but more likely 

patronymic adj . :  pa-ro tt·UKl·Ji·jo ko-wo 'from 
the son of U.'?  [Cf. PN u-wa-Ji, M N  u-wa
la.] 

u-wa-ta, KN Od 1286, PY .Jn 605. M N :  Httdlds, 
Hua11tas ? [Cf. 'Y&rao; 'Y6VT£�.) 

u-wo-qe-ne, KN V 145. Altunative form of or 
error for next. 

u-wo-{le-we, KN 83= C 902. Pcrl>. nom. plur., 
title of an official. (Palmer, 1 963a, p. 461 : 
tt(w)oq•iwts 'overseers'.] 

u-•56, KN Of 1 120. MN. 

w A. Possibly abbreviation for wa-na-ka-le-ra 
(Killen, 1966c, p. 107): KN Le 654. 

Obscure, hut possibly similar: KN F 51 rev., 
E l E U S J s jar. 

wa-a,-tn, MY 46=Au 102. MN. 
wa-a1-te-pi, PY Na 1009, Xa 1377. PN, instr.-loc. 

plur. 
M"a-a,-te-we, PY 52= An 207, [Mn 137 1 ?). 

Variant form, dat.-loc. sing. ? 
wa-da-ko, PY Cn 285. WN. 

wa-dc-o, PY Sa 766. 1o1 N, gen.: Wad.(h)oJ ? 
wa-di-re-we, PY Fn 79. MN, dat. 
wa-do-me-no, PY Vn 130. M N, dat.: Wadomen6i. 

[Cf. t)6o�ao. ra6o�o1 Corinna.] 
wa-du-ka-sa-ro, KN Oa 1445. MN. 
wa-du-na, KN V 503, V 1523. MN. 
wa-du-na-ro, KN C 912, Db 1 242, De 1 1 18 + .  MN. 
wa-du-ri-jo, (KN Ga 456?], PY Jn 725. M N :  

Wdtlulios. [Cf. 'H6vA�.] 
wa-du-[ . )-to, KN 38=As 1516. wN, formerly read 

wa-du-na-lo. 
wa-e-ro, PY Cn 1 1 97. loi N ?  
wa-je, K N  V 479. MN. 
K·a-ka-ta, I'Y 255-Jn 653. M N .  - wa-tu-ta, 

impossible to tell which is the error; sec p. 5 1 1 .  
wa-ka-ti-ja-ta, P Y  59= A n  656. Poss. nom. plur. 

ma.sc. ethnic ? 
wa-ke-i-jo, KN Xd 177, Xd 1 9 1 .  loi N :  Wakhtios ?  

[Cf. Arc. Fax�.) 
wa·i<f·ta, KN Fs 4. Recipient of offerings ? 
,..a-na-ka, KN Vc 73, PY 194= Na 334, Na 1356, 

235=Ta 7 1 1 .  Nom. •ing. : wanax 'the king'. 
(6va� /1. 1, 442 + ,  Cypr. wa-M-.tt.) 

)wa-na-ka-to, PY La 622. Gen. : wanaklos ? 
wa-na-ka-te, KN 101 = Ga 675, PY 307 = Fr 

1220+ , 97= Un 2, (Un 1426]. Oat.: wanakui. 
wa-na-ke-te, PY Fr 1215. Variant spelling of 

dat. 
M"a-na-ka-U!-ro, KN X 976, PY 1 1 5  = E n  74, 

1 14 = En 609, 122=Eo 160, 120=Eo 276 + ,  
152= E r  312,  TH Z 839. Nom. sing. m:uc. 
and ne ut. :  wanakteros, -on 'of the king', 
'royal'. (6va� + -T£�. cf. �<11AEVTE� Hom.] 

wa-na-ka-te-ra, KN 209= Le 525, (TH Of36 ?). 
Nom. plur. neut. or fern . :  wanaktera(i). 

M"a-na-se-wi-jo, PY Fr 1215. Prob. adj. form of 
wa-na-so-i: see p. 4 79· 

wa-na-u-wi-ja, PY Fr 1221,  235=Ta 7 1 1 .  Fern. 
sin<(. or neut. plur. [Earlier taken :u wanasJi
tcid 'of the queen', but ctym. doubtful.] 

.. ·a-na-si-ja-i<r. PY Vn 85 1 .  MN, dat.? 
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wa-na·so-i, P Y  308= F r  1222, F r  1227 + .  Dat.-loc. 
plur., a shrine or locality : see p. 478. 

wa-no-so-i, PY Fr 1219.  Variant spelling or error. 
wa-na-ta-jo, KN V 466, PY [ 1 1 4  =En 609], 

l l8 = Eo 2 1 1 , 1 19 = Eo 224, l31 = Ep 301. 
MN, nom. and dat.: IVamataios, -6i? [Cf. 
'ApiiCIT� Od. XVIII, 5·) 

wa·na-ta-jo-jo, PY 1 14 =En 609, 1 1 8  = Eo 2 1 1 .  
Gen. 

wa-ta·i9. PY 1 1 8  = Eo 2 1 1 .  Error for UXJ·IUI·Ia-jo. 
\VQ.·ni-ko, PY J n 4 78. M N :  WamiJkos. [' Apvi01<0<;.) 
wa-no(-qe) , KN Ch 5724. Name of an ox. 
wa-110-jo, PY Cn 40, Cn 599. M r<, gen., forming r r< 

with WO·WO. 
wa-o, PY 247= Ta 716. Annotation to ideogram 

resembling double-axe with numeral 2 ;  see 
p. 502. 

wa-pa-no, PY Jn 601. MN. 

wa·pa·ro-jo, PY 59=An 656. MN, gen.: Wapaloio ? 
[Cf. arra>.�.) 

wa-po, KN Fh 5429. ,.,. ? 
wa-ra-ki-no, PY An 615. MN? 
wa-ra-ko-no, P Y  Jn 845. MN. 

wa-ra·pi-si-ro, [PY Cn 436], MY 46=Au 102. M N .  

wa-ra-ti, KN Ap 639. WN. 
wa-ra-wi-ta, KN So 4443. Nom. plur. neut., 

description of wheels. The suggestion wriiwiJta 
'damaged' conAicu with that offered for 
o-pi-ra.-te-rt; similarly wliiwiJta 'coming from 
booty' (Lejeune, 1958a, p. 37 ; Palmer, 1963•, 
p. 462) conAicu with that offered for ra-wi· 
ja-ja. 

wa-ra-wo-t,Jp, PY Cn 600. MN. 

wa-re-u-ka-ra[, PY Na 576. PN. 

wa·ru-wo-qo, KN N. 1516. MN. 

wa-sl-ro, KN V 159. Obscure. 
wa-1�-u, PY 190= Na 395. Obscure. 
wa-ti-ko-ro, PY J n 725. w N ;  cf. w N a-wa-li-lca-ra. 
)wa·ti-ro, PY Jn 431. M N  

wa-to, K N  Co 903, 83= C  902, N p  7423, TH Z 
846, Z 854 + .  P N; on the evidence of analy.is 
ofjan from Thebes they may have been made 
in Palaikastro area of E. Crete, hence wa-to 
may be the name of this site. 

wa-tu, KN V I 14, X 795?, PY Eq 34, 172=Tn 
316. In some contexts obscure: in V 1 14 and 
Tn 316 prob. wastu 'the town'. [a<TTV //. u, 
332 + .] 

wa·tu·o, PY Vn 865. WN. 
wa·tu-o-ko, PY Ea 136. MN: Wasluokhos. [Cf. 

'ACT'TVOx!l 11. u, 51 3.) 
wa·tu-ta, PY J n 725. w N: = wa-ka-ta, impossible 

to tell which is the error; see p. 51 1 .  
wa-tu-wa-o-ko, PY 57= An 519. M N :  WaJIU<iokhos? 

[Cf. wa-tu-o-lco; inAuenced by •no:>.oaox�. 
Epic no:>.n\ox�. Lacon. no:>.ooxo• ?) 

wa-u-do-no, PY 254=Jn 389. MN. 

wa-u-so[. KN Fh 5479. t.� N ?  
wa·wa·ka, KN Ln 1568. wN? 
wa·wi, KN V 756. MN. 

wa-wo-u-dl!, l'Y 58= An 654, [Xa 200?]. I'N with 
-de? 

wa-•86-re, KN De 1 1 1 7. MN. 
wE, As adjunct to ox, possibly abbreviation of 

wt-ka-ta: K.N 85 = Ch 896. 
As adjunct to o o L, probably abbreviation of 

wt·a·rt·fJc: PY 305= Fr 1 184, MY 93= Fo 101.  
As adjunct to ideogram *166 (ingot ?): KN Oa 

878, Oa 1808 + ,  PY Ob 1372 + ,  Ua 1413.  
ldeographic use, apparently denoting a variety 

of sheep or goat, possibly = wttalon 'yearling': 
KN 0 4 1 1 ,  01 790+ , PY 77=Cn 418, Ua 17, 
96=Un 138+. 

wt!-a-re-ja : sec s.  v. wt·a1-rt-jo. 
we-a-re-pe, PY Fr 1215, Fr 1223. Nom. sing. neut., 

adj. describing oil: prob. u-aleiphts 'for 
anointing'. See p. 477· 

we-ja·ri!•Pf!, PY Fr 1205, Fr 1 2 1 7  + .  Alternative 
spelling. 

we-a,·no-i, PY 310= Fr 1225, 319= Un 1322? 
Oat. plus.: wthanoihi 'for robes'. [16v6s 11. 
XXI, 507 + .) 

we-a,-re-jo, PY 244=Ta 7 14. Nom. sing. masc., 
adj. describing tables and chairs: hunltios (or 
si m.) 'of or decorated with rock-cry. tal'. [Cf. 
va>.� Hdt. + .] 

we-a-re-ja, PY 239= Ta 642. Nom. sing. fem. 
we-da·n,·wo, PY 54= An 610, 62=Cn 655+ ,  

168=Es 644 + ,  Na 856 + ,  U n  1 193. WN, 

gen., a person of great importance. 
we-da-�-wl!, PY 169=Es 646 + .  Dat. 

we-e-wi-ja, KN ru 1518, PY 317=Ub 1318. At 
PY, nom. fern. plur. of adj., describing skins: 
hulwioi 'pigs". [liE•� Aristoph. + .) See 
p. 492. Context at KN obscure. 

we·i-we-sa, MY 93= Fo 101. wN, dat.: prob. 
HuiwtJsdi. [ vl� + -EIS.) 

we-ja-re-Pf!: see s.v. wt-a-re-pt. 
we-je-k�·a,, PY 286=Sa 787. Nom. plur. neut., 

adj. describing wheeiJ : uwtikeha, 'serviceable' 
(opposite of no-pc-re-a,) .  [Compound of v +  
·EIKI\S as trn-non;s. See pp. 373. soB. 

[w�·lie-k�-a, PY Wa I 148. Variant spelling. 
Wl!·ii!·ke�, PY 285=Sa 487+ .  Nom. dual : 

IUIJiikt(h)t. 
Wl!-jl!-w�, KN 164=Gv 863, [PY 153=Er 880]. 

Nom. plur., description of plant or tree: prob. 
huiiwtJ 'vine-shoo!!'. [Cf. vh\v· Tl)v 61JlrU.ov 
Hesych.) 

w�·ka-di-jo, KN U 4478, V 83 1 .  w r< :  Wergadios, 
Wekadios? [Cf. 'Epya5Eo�. Boeot. FbEKa661JOE.) 

we-ka-sa[, KN Ai 1037. Obscure, pcrh. descrip
tion of slave-women: on formal grounds poss. 
wtkassa(i) ( < *wtkvt")'> = IKoi:Joa), but sense 
improbable. 

wl!-ka-ra, KN Ai 1012, Ce 50, 84=Ce 59+ .  Nom. 
plur. describing oxen and poss. men : 
wergatoi 'workers'. [13o<is 1py6TT)s Archil., 
Soph.] 

we-ka·ta�, KN C 1044. Dual: wergatat. 
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we·ke: see s.v. kt·Tt·si·Jo we·lce. 
we-ke-i-ja, KN 35 =Am 819. Obscure: annotation 

to groups of 18 men, perh. a derivative of 
fpyov (cf. lpyaala in sense of 'craft-associa
tion', 'guild'). 

we-ke-i-jo[, PY Jn 937. WN. 
]t"f-ke-se, KN Xe 5540. If complete, poss. 3rd 

sing. aor.: wcce 'brought'. (Cf. pe-re Od 562.) 
(rfxw Cypr., Pamph.; cf. Lat. ruM, Skt. 
uahati.] 

we-ko-we-ka-te(. KN Ak 630. Obscure. 
we-pe-za, PY 240=Ta 713. Nom. sing. fern., 

description of a table: (h)UJeppedr.a or 
(h)l1Jtsj>td£�J 'six-footer', exact sense obscure: 
see p. 34� and cf. t-ne-UJ(}·/Jt-.r.a. 

we-ra-jo, PY Eb 364, Ep 613  (in both cases in
complete}. MN. 

we-ra-te-ja, KN Ap 611!. Obscure, description of 
women? 

]we-ra-ti-ja, KN Ak 784. Variant spelling. 
we-ra-to, KN De 1 1 36. MN. 
we-re-ka-ra-ta, PY An 298. Nom. plur., a man's 

trade. 
we-re-ka-ra, PY 54=An 610. Poss. defective 

spelling of prec. 
we-re-ke, PY 6J = Cn 1 3 1 .  Cn 202 + .  Heading to 

cattle tablcl>, poss. nom. plur. wreges 'en
closures'. (Cf. Skt. vrajab 'enclosure'; Pal mer, 
•957a, p. s6g.J 

]t"f-re-ki-ja, KN Ai 1012.  Obscure. 
we-re-ne-ja, PY 3 1 7 =  Ub 1318. Prob. nom. sing. 

fern., describing a skin: prob. wriMia 'sheep's', 
'lamb's'. [Cf. pr\v 'sheep'; 6pw1o<; Hdt. + ;  
Heubeck, tg6oa, p. 19.] See p. 493· 

we-re-we, KN 83 = C  902, V 145. Nom. sing. or 
plur., title of an official? 

we-ro-pa-ta, KN B 5132. wN. 
we-ro-ta, PY An 129. M N ?  
we-ru-ma-ta, P Y  3 1 7 = Ub 1318. Nom. plur. : 

UJtitimala 'wrappers'. [d�u�a Od. vt, 1 79.] 
See p. 49�. 

we-te-re-u, PY Eb 472 + ,  142 = Ed 317, liS= En 
74+ , 121 =Eo 247 + .  WN. 

we-to, PY 43=Aq 64, 178 = Ma 365. Ace. sing. 
neut.: liJt/qs 'year'. (ho<; //. xxtv, 765 + ;  in 
dialects frequently rho<;.] 

we-te-i-we-te-i, PY 168 = Es 644. Reduplicated 
dat.-loc.: liJtte(h)i liJtte(h)i 'from year to year', 
'annually'. [Cf. Skt. var�-var� 'every year'.] 

]we-to-ro, KN V 5575. Name of an object? 
we-u-da-ne-we, PY 77=Cn 418. MN, dat. (Cf. 

we-da-nt-UJ(}, but prob. not the same name.] 
we-wa-do-ro, KN Dv 1601, Se 252. M N :  WerUJDn

dros? (Cf. (r}lpu�Ja• ; Heubeck, 1 957, p. 32.) 
we-we-e-a, KN L 178, 220 = L 870, [PY Xn 878 ?]. 

Nom. plur. neut., description of textiles: 
werwe(h)e(h)a 'woollen'. [Att. IP<ii, neut. 
plur., Ion. •lplwo<;; from dpo<; 'wool' 
Horn . + ,  < •werUJ(}s, cf. Lat. unutx 'sheep'.) 

we-we-ro, KN Fh 347, V 147. MN. 

we-we-st-Je-)a, PY Aa 762, Ab 217. Nom. plur. 
fem., a woman's trade: werwesie iai 'wool
workers'. (Despite the obvious objection to 
intervocalic -s-, a derivative of dpos 'wool' 
seems to be supported by •lfXOIWVJ) ' wreath 
wound round with wool' Aristoph. or 
earlier ?] 

we-we-si-je-ja-o, PY Ad 318. Gen. plur.: 
UXTUJ<Iieid6n. 

we-we-si-jo, KN Da 1 161 + ,  Le 654, PY 255= 
Jn 658 + .  M N :  Werwesios ? [Cf. prcc.] 

we-we-si-jo-jo, KN Da I 162, 68 = De 1648 + , 
Od 502 + . Gen. 

we-wo-ni-jo, KN C 954. M N. 
Wl, Jdeographic use: PY Un 219, Wr 1332. 

As part of ideogram •152 = O X H IDE, abbrev. 
of wi-ri-no (q.v.) : e.g. PY 1 7 3 = Ma 222 + .  

wi-da-jo, K N  V 60. M N :  Widaios. ['U5atos.] 
wi-do-ka-so, KN Dd 1402. MN. 
wi-da-ma-ro, KN Do 919, V 479. MN. 
wi-da-ma-ta,, KN Ap 639, Ln 1568. WN. 
-wi-de, PY 154=Eq 213, 235=Ta 71 I. 3rd sing. 

a or.: (M} wide 'thus he saw'. (1St /1. XI, 
243 + .] 

wi-do-wo-i-jo, PY Ae 344, An 5. M N :  Widwo(h)ios 
(in Ac 344 for gen.?). (Cf. loulo•, •loW<; 
< • widwtli .] 

wi-du-wo-i-jn, PY J n 415. Alternative spelling. 
wi-dwo-i-jo, PY Ep 539. Alternative spelling. 

wi-du-ro, KN B 799. MN. [Cf. "lovpo<; name of a 
river.] 

wi-du-ru-ta, KN Ch 5754. MN. 
wi-du-wa-ko, PY 253=Jn 310. MN. 
wi-ja-da-ra, PY Ae 142. WN, gen.? or PN ? lf wN, 

perh. Wiandra(s). [Cf. 'Utwlpa /1. xvm, 47·1 
wi-ja-ma-ro, KN As 1 51 6, Da 1378. MN. 
Jwi-ja-na-tu, KN Ap 769. WN. 
wi-ja-ni-jo, PY Jn 431. MN. 
wi-ja-te-we, PY Cn 45, Cn 600. M N, nom. or dat.? 
wi-ja-te-wo, PY Jn 431. MN. 
wi-ja-we-ra,, PY Cn 643, Cn 719, Jn 478. PN. 

wi-je-mo, KN As 609, Dv 1266. MN. 
wi-je-so, KN Da 1 163. MN. 
wi-jo-de: see ki-ka-ne wi-jo-tk. 
wi-jo-ka-de, KN Db 1 1 55. MN. 
wi-jo-qo-ta, KN Db 1305, [Dq 7852). WN: 

Wioq"hontas? [Cf. 'l�v.] 
wi-jo-qo-ta-o, KN [Dq 1026], 218 = Ld 598. 

Gen. : -ttio. 
wi-jo-ro-jo, PY Jn 725. MN. 
wi-na-jo, KN Da 1 197 +, Fh I 059, 232 = K 875 + .  

MN. 
wi-na-to, KN As 604. PN: Winatos? ("W<rros; cf. 

('EA.v&utav) Bwa-rlav lnscr. Cret. tv, 174. 
6o, 74·1 

wi-nu-ri-jo[. PY 54= An 61 0. P N or ethnic? 
wi-pi-no-o, KN V 958. M N :  WiphiTUJ(h)os. ['lcplvoo<; 

1/. vu, 14; second element from •nes- as in 
vfOI)QI, v6a-tos.) 

wi-pi-o, KN Ne 5103. M N :  Wiphi6n. ('lcplwv.] 
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wi-ra-M, KN Dv 5193. WN. 
wi-ra-M-10, KN � 1516, Dv 1205. WN. 
wi-ri-ja-no, PY Ea 52. WN: Wrianos? ('P•av6s.) 
wi-ri-ke-ja, PY Vn 851. WN, dat.? 
wi-ri.Jci·no, KN V 831. WN. 
wi-ri-M·w�. KN Fh 5428, Fh 5435. Prob. dat. 

sing., recipient of oil: perh. wrlniwci 'for the 
tanner' or w N? [Cf. wi·ri-no.) 

wi-ri-ni-jo, KN 266 = Sd 440 I, 269 = Sd 4404 + . 
Nom. dual neut. ? :  wrilli4 'made of leather'. 
[Cf. wi-ri-no.) 

wi-ri·M-o, KN Sd 4408+ ,  274= Sf 4428. 
Variant form: wrint6. 

wi-ri-ne-jo, KN Sd 4415, Sd 4468. Variant 
form: wrinli6. 

wi-ri-no, PY 317=Ub 1318. Nom. plur.: wrinoi 
'ox-hides'. [{l•..OS Od. 1, 108+ .] 

wi-ri-wo[, PY An 340. WN. 
wi-ri-r.a, KN Od 2026, Od 8202, [X 44] ,  PY 

104=Un 249. Nom. sing.: wridr.a 'root'; in 
context always in connaion with wool, the 
root section of which is rich in lanolin (Killen, 
1 9&.t a, p. 4�). [/ll3a, Lesb. �pla6a.) 

wi-ro, KN As 1516. w:<: Wllos or W"rros. ('l;l.os 11. 
x, 41 5 ;  •tpos Od. XVIII, 1.) 

wi-ro-jo, KN Da 5234. WN. 
wi-sa-to, PY Vn 130. WN, dat. 
wi-so, KN Ap 639. WN. 
wi-SD-!Y9-P4·11(1, PY 292=Sh 740. Nom. plur. 

neut., description of plates on a corslet; prob. 
wiswo-, but second member obscure. [Iaos 
< rtaros.] 

wi-su-ro, KN Dd 1284. MN. 
wi-ti-mi-jo, PY Jn 605. WN: Wislhmws ? rta6!1•os; 

no evidence for r- in la6!16s.] 
]wi-to-u-ra[, PY Wa 748. Obscure. 
wi-tu-ri·io, KN X 770. wN: Witulws? [Cf. ·ITV;I.os 

Od. XIX, 5�2.] 
wi-tu-ta, PY Jn 320. WN. 
wi-•6s-te•u, KN Dv 1403. WN. 
wo, ldeographic use or adjunct to WHEAT?: PY 

Un 1319. 
wo-d�·wi-jo, KN Fp 16, Fp 48, 207 =V 280. Name 

of a month : wordiwios 'of roses'. [Cf. {l65ov; 
Petru.!evski, 1959, p. 104.) 

wo-de-�Yi·fo-jo, KN 203 = Ga 953. 
wo-di-je-ja, KN Ap 639, PY 317=Ub 1318, Vn 

1 191,  MY 303 = V  659. WN: W<>rdieia. (Cf. 
{l65ov.) 

wo-di-/o, KN V 60, PY Jn 601. WN: W<>rdios? (Cf. 
{l65ov.J 

wo-do, KN Xd 282. Obscure. 
wo-do-w�. PY Fr 1203, Fr 1204 + .  Nom. sing. 

neut., description of oil: w<>rdowen 'rose
scented'. [�vn . . .  V.aiCjl 11. xxm, r86.) 

wo-i-ko-de, KN � 1519. Ace. sing.+-de: woikon-
de 'to the house or shrine (of)'. [ol•6v5t 11. '• 
6o6.] 

wo-ko-d�. TH Of 36. Variant spelling : 'to the 
shrine (of Potnia)'. 

)wo-/a-de, KN Fh 365. Aa:.. + -de? 
wo-jo, PY Eb 472. Gen. sing.: (h)woio 'of his own'. 

[ olo gen. /I. w, 333·) 
wo-ka, PY 28S=Sa 487, Sa 753 + .  Nom. or dat. 

sing.?:  wolc.lui 'vehicle', 'chariot'. [Cf. 6xta 
/1. IV, 419+ ·) 

wo-ka·r�, KN V 960. Obscure. 
wo-ke, KN L 698, PY 296=Sh 736. Obscure: 

verbal form (cf. wo-Q?) or dat. of a noun? 
wo-ki-ro, PY Cn 328. w N. 
wo-ki-to, PY 6 1 = Cn 13 1 . w :< ,  dat. 
wo-ko-de: see wo-i-ko-de. 
wo-na-si, KN 164=Gv 863. Dat.-loc. plur.: 

woinassi 'in the vineyards'? [ olva5w aii-
1TU.W&15 T6Trot Hesych.) 

wo-ne-wa, PY S8=An 654. WN. 
wo-ne-we, PY Cn 40, Cn 643 + .  Nom. plur., 

description of sheep. 
wo-no, PY 250= Vn 20. Nom. sing.: woinos 'wine'? 

[olvos Horn.+ .] 
wo-no-q�·wa, PY Na 396, [2S8=Jo 438?). PN. 

wo-no-qe·w�, PY Un 1 193. Variant form? 
wo-no-qo-so, KN Ch 897, Ch 1015. Name of an 

ox: Woinoq•sos, WIMoq•orsos ? [01\IO'f as WN 
Od. XXI, 1 44 ; cr.- � oivom Jl. XIII, 703 ; 
Pctrukvski, 1 g62, p. 250.) 

wo-no-wa·ti·si, PY Vn 48, Xa 1419. Dat. plur.: 
woinowa(s)tisi? Sense and construction ob
scure, but a compound of woinos seems likely. 
The reading of the penultimate syllable 
is uncertain in both cases. [Cf. Ol\16ri ?) 

)llo-qe-we, PY S4=An 610, SS=An 724. rN. 
wo-ra�, KN Sp 4451. Nom. dual, name of object, 

prob. connected with chariots, e.g. tyre. [Cf. 
UJO-Td·WI•Sa.) 

[wo-]ra, KN Sp 4452. Prob. sing. 
wo-ra·ke·re[, KN Xd 170. wN ? 
wo-ra·w�·sa, KN Se 880. Nom. sing. fern., 

description of chariot: ?-wusa. [Cf. wo-rd-4,) 
wo-ro-ka-M, KN B 1025. Poss. nom. plur. 

describing men. 
wo-ro-lcl-jo-M·/o, PY IS2=Er 312, 171 = Un 718. 

Adj. or other description of a piece of land. 
See pp. �65, 454· 

wo-rtrktrjo, PY Sa 763. WN, gen. 
wtrro-ma-ta, PY 317= Ub 1318. Nom. plur. neut. : 

wl6mat<2 'containers' ? See p. 491 . l;l.iZ>IIQ.] 
wo-ro-M•ja, MY 228 = Oe I l l . Description of 

wool, perhaps wroneiti 'lamb's'. [Metathesis 
of womtid= �IIEta; Palmer, 1g63a, p. 464.] 

wo-ro-qo-ta[, PY Qa 1305. WN. 
wo-ro-ti-ja, PY Es 728. w N. 

wo-ro-ti-ia·o, PY [168=Es 644], 167=Es 650. 
Gen. 

wo-ro-fp, KN Do 5010, Dv 7863. NN. 
wo-ro-to-qo, KN Vc 290. NN. 
wo-ro-tu-mi-ni-jo, PY 60=An 661. Prob. NN. 
wo-si-jo-ne, KN B 1055. N N. 
wo-ti-jo, KN Dv 5302?, PY An 340, J n 832. w N:  

Wortltios. ["Op&•os.] 
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wo-to-mo, PY 318=Un 1314. Poss. MN. 
wo-tu-ko-[, PY Xn 593. Poss. MN? [Cf. '0pTiiywv.1 
wo-tu-wa-n.,, PY Cn 4. PN, loc. 
wo-wa-ro, PY J n 750. M N. 
wo-we-u, KN C 9 1 1,  Uf836, PY Ae 142. Nom. sing. 

masc., pro b. a title: per h. worwtuJ. (Cf. wo-wo.1 
wo-wi-ja, PY 59=An 656, Mn 456, Na 1053. 

Forms a place name after a gen. app. MN: 
prob. worwia 'borden'. (6poa; cf. wo-wo.1 

wo-wi-ja-ta, PY An 172, 255 =Jn 658 + .  MN. 
wo-wo1, PY An 424 + ,  Cn 40 + ,  Na 105 + .  

Combined with M N  in gen. forms a place 
name: pro b. UJOTWOJ 'boundary'. [ opos, Ion. 
oVpos, Corcyr. 6pfos, poss. by dissimilation 
from •r6pfOS; cf. wo-wi-ja, mo-ro-ko-wo-wo-pi.1 

wo-wo•, KN De 5228, Dk 1071. MN. 
wo-u, PY Ea 309, 141 = Eb 338 + ,  148= Ep 613, 

135 = Ep 704 +. 3rd sing. prcs.: wordzei 
'works, performs', exact sense obscure; 
sometintes negative o-u-u.JO-lt with variant or 
erroneous spelling o-wo-ze ( 141 = Eb 336) . 
(fp6w Horn.+, cf. pi.Jw, from •r•py-; 
Heubeck, 1 9fi9 b, p. 5·1 

wo-ze-e, PY 135=Ep 704. Prcs. infin.: wordzehm. 
wo-zo-e, PY 141 = Eb 338. Error for wo-ze-t. 
wo-zo, PY Eb 862. Nom. sing. masc. pres. pple. : 

wortk6n. 
wo-zo-te, PY 149=Ed 236, Ep 539. Nom. plur. 

and dat. sing. masc.: wortkontu, -onui. 
wo-zo-me-no, KN So 4433. Nom. dual pres. 

pple. pass.: wortkomen6 'being worked on' 
(i.e. under construction). 

wo-zo-m.,·na, KN So 44�11. Nom. plur. ncut.: 
wortkomena. 

wo-065-rp, KN Dv 1492, MY Au 653? MN. 
wo-07!f• KN V 7049. Obscure. 
wo-•82-ni-jo, KN De 1 1 54. MN. 

ZA, As adjunct to WOMEN or SHEEP, probably 
abbreviation of za-we-u or adjectival form, 
'this year's' (Killen, 1g63, p. 450): KN Ak 
616, Do 919, Do 924 + .  

za-e-to-ro, PY 54= An 610, 60=An 661. PN. 
za-ki-ri-jo, KN Vc 108. MN. 
za-ku-si-ja, PY 286=Sa 787 + .  Nom. plur. neut., 

description of wheels : Dzakuruia 'Zakynthian' 
(type or origin?). [Cf. ZO..vv&os 11. n, 634.1 

[za1-ku-si-jo, PY 54= An 610. Poss. nom. plur. 
masc.: ( Dza 1kuruioi. 

za-ku-si-jo, MY Oe 122. M N :  Dzakwrsios. [prec.1 
za-ma-e-wi-ja, PY 257=Jn 829, 175=Ma 393, 

Vn 493. PN. 
za-mi-jo, KN 39=As 1517, PY An 129. Nom. 

plur. masc., description of men. 
za-mi-so, KN Xd 1 1 1 . Obscure. 
1za-ra-ro, KN Dd 1429, Dk 1070, X 8634. MN. 
za-we-te, KN Fh 545 1, PY 180= Ma 225. Adverb :  

IJdwtuJ 'this year'. (uiiT<S, Att. TijTES, Dor. 
oirr<s, < •kya-wtttJ; Pal mer, 196o, p. 6o; 
1963a, p. 305.1 

•<>·we-te-ra, KN Ca 516, [Cg 5637, X 658?1. 
Nom. fern. sing.?, adj.:  tsawe(s)terd 'this 
year's'. (From •kyawet-leroJ or haplology for 
tsdwetes-teros ?1 

ZE, KN 85 = Ch U96 + ,  278=So 894 + ,  PY 43= 
Aq 64 + ,  284=Sa 488 + ,  292=Sh 740 + ,  
249 = V a 482. Used to indicate paired 
objects, esp. oxen and wheels: dzt(ugos) 'pair'. 
Cf. ze-u-kt-si. In KN 230= K 740 perh. 
ideographic for 'saw'. 

ze-i-ja-ka-ra-na, PY Xa 70. See s.v. ke-i-ja-ka-ra-na. 
ze-me-qe[. KN L 588. Poss. M N + -q•e. 
ze-ne-si-wi-jo, KN M 720. MN. 
ze-pu1-ra,, PY Aa 61. Nom. plur. fern., description 

of women : Dzeplcurai. [Cf. Z.�vpla old name 
for Halikarnassos, Strabo xtv, 656.1 

ze-pu,-ra-o, PY Ad 664. Gen. plur.: D�ephurd6n. 
ze-pu1-ro, PY Ea 56. M N :  Duplturos. [Cf. Zt�vpos.1 
ze-ro, KN As 1493 ?, Da 52 18. MN. 
:e-so-me-no, PY 103 = Un 267. Oat. sing. fut. 

pple. pass. : zu(s)ornmoi 'to be boiled' (in the 
manufacture of unguent) ; taken by Pal mer, 
1g63a, p. 270, as middle, but fut. passives 
do not seem to be differentiated in Mycen
aean; cf. e-we-pe->e-so-me-na. (Jiw.1 

-:e-to, PY Vn 130. Verbal form, probably 
meaning •received' or simUar: Pal mer. 
1963a, p. 440: gtnlo, but spelling .c- for g- is 

suspect. [ytVTo /1. VIII, 4�·1 
zc-u-ke-si, PY 317=Ub 1318. Oat. plur.: 

d�euges(s)i 'pairs'. Frequently abbreviated to 
ZE. (3EVYOS /1. XVIII, 543 + .] 

ze-u-ke-u-si, PY 91 = Fn 50, Fn 79. Oat. plur., a 
class of men: tktugeusi 'ox-driven'? (Cf. Att. 
JEvyiTao.J 

•�-wa-so, KN X 2002. Obscure ; M N ?  
zo, Adjunct t o  CLOTII:  KN L 433. Obscure. 
zo-a, KN Fh 343, Fh 355 + .  Nom. sing., descrip-

tion of oil- tkoa, perh. 'oil from second 
prdSing' (Godart, 1 968a, p. 6o5). (Cf. 
36•r To tnavw Toii 1-'iA•TOS Hesych .1 

zo-do-so, KN As 40. MN. 
:o-wa, KN Ne 4473, 163= Ra 984, 277= Ra 1028, 

X 766. Obscure. 
zo-wi-jo, KN V 1523, PY Cn 40. MN, nom. and 

dat.: Tsowios or D�owios? [Cf. l:wro-, Zwro-; 
Lejeune, 1 96oc, p. 126.] 

zo-wo, PY 57=An 5 1 9. NN. 

•t8-to-no, KN Ap 639. WN. 
•22-ja-r{J. KN X 4486. Obscure; MN? 
022-ri-ta-ro, KN Dv 1216. MN. 
034-ke-ja, PY Fn 187. WN, dat.? Cf. •35-ke-ja. 
•34-ke-te-si, PY 169=Es 646 + .  Dat. plur., 

persons or divinities receiving offerings; see 
PP· 2 79, 458. 

•34-ke-u, PY 237 = Ta 709. App. adj., description 
�f tripod cauldron ; cf. a3-ke-u, o-pi-ke-wi-ri

;e-u. 
] •34·so, KN Dv 1239. MN ? 
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•:J4·1e, PY 44=Aq 218. Nom. sing. masc., title or 
description of a man. 

•34·10-pi, PY Vn 130. l nstr. plur.; obscure. 
•34-40, KN Da 1253. M N .  
035-ka-te-re, PY 248=Va 15. Nom. dual . ;  

obscure. See p. 348. 
•35-ke-ja, PY Eb 8 7 1 .  Personal name, fern. ?  Cf. 

•3f·ke-jn. 
*35·ki·no-o, PY 25 1 = V n  46. Nom. plur.; 

structural members for building. Cf. a,-ki
no-o. 

035·to, PY Eb 472. Gen. sing. ? 
*47-da, KN Xd 100. P N ?  

• 47-da-de, P Y  200= Fp I .  Ace. + -de. 
•47-ku-ro-de, KN 202= Fp 13.  PN, ace.+ ·dt. 
*47-so-de, KN Fh 351, Fh 357, Fh 393 + .  PN, 

acc.+ -de. 
•47-ra-qo[, KN Xd 140. Obscure. 
*47-ti-jo, KN K 775, V 503. M N .  
•49-sa-ro, KN V 653. MN. 
*19-WO, KN Db 5231.  MN. 
•56-du-nu-ka, KN Oa 1 132, Dv 1 1 9 1 .  MN. 
•56-i-ri, KN Fh 1057. Oat.?, divine name? 

*56-ri, KN Fp 15. Variant spelling? 

*56-ko-we, KN Ap 618, 83=C 902 + ,  64=0a 
1221, Ob 1225+, Le 5646, Tl Z 27. P N .  

•56-ko-we-e, K N  01  794, D l  7 1 4 1 .  Oat.-loc. 
•56-ko-we-i, KN Om 5 1 8 1 ,  On 1093. Variant 

of dat.-loc. 
056-ko-we-i-jof-ja, KN IOO = Ca 424+, 90= 

G 820. Ethnic adj. 
)*56-na-ro, KN 01 928. MN. 
*5�11i-sa-ra, KN As 607. MN. 
056-po-so, KN Ln 1 568. WN? 
•56-ra·ku-ja, KN 217 = Ld 587. Nom. plur. ncut., 

description of textiles; cf. pa-ra-ku-ja Ld 575. 
*56-ri-to, KN Ob 1423, Xe 6020. MN. 
*56-ro,, KN Ov 1 422. MN. 
) *56-so-jo, KN Ai 1036. ldN, gen.? 
*56-ti: see s.v. *56-i-ti. 
*65, ldeographic use: KN Fs 2 + ,  PY Fn 187, 

97=Un 2, 1 7 1 =Un 718.  Associated with 
me·rt·IHO 'flour', but possibly standing for a 
kind of grain rather than its form (Chad wick, 
•966. p. 3 1 ) .  

•82-de, P Y  Cn 600>, Jn 4 3 1 .  MN. 
) *83-re·io·de, KN Ca 465. P N, ace. + -de. 
]-*83·re-ro, KN Dl 933. MN. 
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This does not pretend to be an exhaustive list of either the pre-decipherment literature or the immeoue 
volume of book$ and article.• which have appeared since the first edition. I t  is not even a select biblio
graphy, but rather a list of the references which are contained in the book ;  the omission of any item 
must not be construed as criticism or even evidence that it has not been read with profit. After twenty 
years of Mycenaean research, i t  is not always easy to trace the sources of a commun is opinio. 

The real reason, however, for this selective treatment lies in the existence of much fuller bibliographies, 
to which the reader is referred. Ever since 1 956, the London loutitute of Classical Studies has published 
annually a current list of book$ and articles dealing with Mycenaean under the title Studies in Mywwean 
ltu<riptions and Diauct, compiled by a number of scholars, latterly under the general direction of L. J. D. 
Richardson. The fruit5 of the first ten issues wore gathered int.o a single convenient volume by 
L. Baumbach (1968). It is in this and the subsequent annual issues that further information must 
be sought. 

Mention should also be made here of tlte two periodicals which have devoted themselves to Mycenaean 
and kindred subject5: K A D MOS published in Berlin by W. de Gruyter, edited by the late £. Grumach, 
and since his death by William C. Brice; and M t N OS, published in Salamanca and edited by M. S. 
Rui�rez. There is also the series of volumes appearing at irregular intervals at Rome under the tit it 
Studi micenti ed egeo-anatolici, from the Edizioni deii'Atcneo, the publishing house responsible under the 
direction of C. Gallavotti also for the impressive series called lncunabula Graeca. 

The live international colloquia on Mycenaean studies have each produced a volume of Proceedings : 
( 1) Etudes myceniennes, edited by M. Lejeune, Paris, 1956. 
(2) Alii del !I' colloquia interna.cionale di studi micenti, Athenaeum, Pavia, -46, 295--436. 
(3) Mycenaean Studits, edited by E. L. lknnett, Madison, 196-4. 
(-4) Proceedings of the C4mhridge Colloquium on Myceruuan Studies, edited by L. R. Palmer andJ. Chad wick, 

Cambridge, 1g66. 
(5) Acta Mycenat4, edited by M. S. Ruiperez, Salamanca, 1972. 
Other notable collections of Proceedings are: Alii e Mtmorie del r• Omgresso u•ttma�ionale di mictnologia, 

Rome, t968, and Studia Mycenaea, edited by A. Bartonc!k, Brno, 1 968. 

AALTO, P. ( 1 9-45) : Notes on metl•ods of decipher
ment of unknown writings and languages. 
Soc. Orient. Fenn., Studio Orientalia, 1 1 ,  4· 

ADRADOS, F. R. ( t 968) : di-pi-ti..jo-i y el mes dipsio 
de Farsalo. Minas, 9, t 87-gt. 

ANS"l'OCK·DARCA, M. ( 1 951) : Bibliographic zur 
kretisch-minoisehen Schrift und Sprache. 
Orientalia, 20, 2, 171-8 t .  

ASTROM, P .  ( 1 962) : Guldbagare, bronsharnesk 
och andra fynd i Dendra. Suardfejare och 
sj<i.lomord, MalmO, 87-g6. 

BANTt, L. ( 1954) : Myth in pre-classical art. A mer. 
]. Archaeol. 58, 307-to. 

BARROtS, A. G. ( 1 953) : Manuel d' Archlologie 
biblique, vol. 11, Picard, Paris. 

BAUMDACH, L. ( 1 g68) : Studies in Mycenaear1 
lnscnptions and Diauct If}53-rg64, Rome. 

BEEKF.s, R. S. P. ( 1 g6g) : The Development of the 
proto-indoeuropean laryngeals in Greek, Mouton, 
Hague. 

BENNETT, E. L., Jr. ( 1947): The Minoan Linear 
Script from Pylos. Unpublished doctoral 
dissertation, University of Cincinnati. 

( 1 950): Fractional quantities in Minoan book
keeping. Amer. ]. Arcluual. 54, 204-22. 

(PT I): The Pylos tablels, a prtliminary trarucrip
tior�, Princeton U.P. for University of Cin
cinnati, t 95 t .  

( 1 95 1 b):  Statistical notes o n  t h e  sign-groups 
from Pylos. Minos, l, too-37· 

( t 951 c):  The undeciphercd Minoan Script, 
Yale Scientific Maga�rire, 25, 5· 

{ 1952) : Corrections of Scrrpta Minoa 11, Privately 
circulated. ' 

(lnde.r) : A Mir�oan Linear B ir�dex, Yale University 
Press, New Haven, '953· 

(MT I): The Mycenae tablets, with a foreword 
by A. J .  B. Wace. Proc. A mer. Philosoph. Soc. 
97, 4· 422-70-

( t955) : Junctions of fragments of Mino:>.n 
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B£NN£TT, E .  L . ,  Jr. (cont.) 
inscriptions in the Iraklion Museum. A.fino.r, 
3, 2, 1 22-5-

(PT I/): Thz Pylos Tablets: ttxi.J of the inscrip
tions found 1939-54• Princeton U. P. for 
University of Cincinnati, 1955· 

(MT I/): The Mycenae Tablets H. Trans. Amer. 
Philosophical Soc. 48, 1 ,  1-122. 

( 1 956a): The Landholders of Pylos. Amer. ]. 
Arciultol. 60, 103-33. 

( 1956h): Correspondances entre les texres des 
tablettes pyliennes des series Aa, Ab et Ad. 
Etudes Mycinimnts (ed. M. L<:jeune}, Paris, 
1 2 1 -J6. 

( 1 957): Review of Documents in Mycmatan 
Gruk. Language, 33, 553-68. 

( 1 958 a) : The Oliut Oil Tablets of P)las : texts of 
inscriptions found, 1955, Suplementos a 'Mmos' 
Num. 2, Salamanca. 

( 1 9586) : Tentative identifications of the hands 
of the scribes of the Pylos Tablets. Athtnamm, 
46 (N .s. 36), 328- 3 1 .  

( 1961) : O n  the use and misuse of the term 
'Priest-King' in Minoan studies. Kpl)Tri<O: 
XpovrKa, 15-16, 1, 327-35. 

( 1964) (editor) : Myctnaean Studiu : Proceedings 
of the third international colloquium, University of 
Wisconsin Press, Madison. 

( 1 q66) : Miseell:1neous observations on the forms 
and identities of Linear B ideograms. Proc. 
Camb. Col/. on Myc. Stud. 1 1-25. 

BENNETT, E. L., Jr. and OuviER, J.-P. (forth
coming) : The Pylos Tabltts in Transcription, 
Rome. 

Bj6RcK, C. ( 1 954a): Pour les inscriptions en 
lin�aire B peintes sur lcs vases. Eranos, 52, 
1 2Q-4· 

( 19546): Pour le vocabulaire des tablelles 'a 
bannieres' de Knossos. Eranos, 52, 271-5. 

BL£O£N, C. W. ( 1 928) : The coming of the Greeks. 
11. The geographical distribution of pre
historic remains in Greece. Amn. ]. Arciuleal. 
32, 146-54· 

( 1 950) : A Mycenaean bread maker. Annuaric 
del/a scuola archtologica di Atme, N.s. 8-10, 
1 3-16. 

( 1953a) : An inscribed tablet from Pylos. 'Apx. 
'Ecpl)u., Ei� l.lvfJIJI)V r. n. 01Kov6uov, 59-62. 

( 1 9536):  Excavations at Pylos 1952. Amer. ]. 
Archatol. 57, 59-64. 

( I  954) : Excavations at Pylos I 953· Amtr. ]. 
Arciultal. 58, 27-32. 

( 1 955) : The Palace of Nestor excavations of 
1954· Amn. ]. Arclweol. 59, 31-7. 

BLEC£N, C. W. and KouRoUNIOns, K. ( 1 939b): 
Excav:1tions at Pylos 1939. Amer. ]. Archatol. 
43, 557-76. 

BLECEN, C. W. and WAC£, A. J. B. ( 1 939a) : 
Po11ery as evidence for trade and colonization 
in the Aegean Bronze Age. Klio, 32, 1 31 -·H. 

BoA ROMAN, J. ( 1963) : The Date of the Knossos 
Tablets. In Palmer and Boardman: On the 
Knossos Tllbkts, Oxford. 

BalSA�, E. (Boisacq) : Dictionnairt itymologiqut de 
la langut grecque, 4th ed., Carl Winter, Heidd
berg, 1950. 

BossERT, H. T. ( 1932): Santa! und Kubaba. Neue 
Beitriige zur Entzilferung der kretischen und 
hethitischen Bilderschrifi. Mill. dtr Altarient. 
Ges. 6, 3, BB. 

BRICE, W. C. ( 1961) : Inscriptions in the Minoat1 
Linear Script of Class A, Oxford. 

BROWNINC, R. (1955): The Linear 'B' texts from 
Knossos, transliterated and edited. Bulletin of 
tlrt Ttulitutt of Classical Studies, Supplementary 
Papers, No. 1 .  

BuCK, C .  D .  ( 1926) : The language situation in 
and about Greece in the second millennium 
B.c. Class. Philol. 21, 1-26. 

(Dial.) : Introduction to tht study of the Grttk 
dialects, 2nd ed. Ginn, Boston, t928. 

BucK, C. D. and PET&JUI!N, W. (Reo. lndtx}: A 
rtvtrst indt.< of Crttk nouns and adjecliots, 
University of Chicago, 1944. 

CARRAT£LLJ, G. Puct.I£SF. (1945): Le iscnzroni 
predleniche di Haghia Triada in Creta e 
dclla Grecia peninsulare. Monumtnti Antichi, 
40, 422--6 I 0. 

( 1954a) : La decifrazione dei testi micenei. La 
Parola del Passalo 3S, 8 1- 1 1 7· 

( 1954b): Nuovi studi sui testi micenei. Ibid. 36, 
� 11 5-28. 

( 1 954<): Reviews of BenneJt (Mycttwt, 1953) 
and Meriggi ( 19546). Ibid. 37, 31 2-20. 

( 1955a) : Ri.Aessi di cuhi rnicenei nelle tabdle di 
Cnosso e Pilo. Studi in onort di U.E. Paoli, 
Florence, 1-16. 

( 1962): Achei nell' E1ruria e nel Lazio? La 
Parola del Passato, 17, 4-25. 

CARTER, H. ( 1927): The Tomb of Tutanlchamtn, 
3 vols. Cassell, London. 

CA TuNc, H. W. and MtLLETT, A. (1965): A 
Study of the inscribed stirrup-jars from 
Thebcs. Archatometry, 8, 3-85. 

CuAowtcK, J. ( 1 953) : Greek records in the 
Minoan Script. Antiquity, 27, 196-200. 

( 1 954a) : The Earliest Grub, Pamphlet reprinted 
from the lvlatlchtsttr Guardian, June •954· 
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CHADWICK, j.  (cont.) 
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Gr<:<:k dial<:et. Trans. Philol. Soc. 1954, 1-17.  
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895). Bull. London Inst. Class. Stud. 2, 1-3. 
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Agia Triada, ue Hagia Triada 
agnmi goats, 1 3 1 , 301-3 
Aigaleon, 144, 301,  4 16 
Aipy, 143, 4 ' 5  
Akritas, 4 1 6  
alabastra, xxvii 
Alalakh (A�ana) tablets, 1o6, ' ' 3· 133-6, 237, 305, 

3'4·  333. 335. 340, 35� 
Alektryon, 132, 19�. �76-8o 
'All the Gods' cult, 127, 303, 4 1 �  
almonc:U, 1 �9 
alphabet 

Creek, xxxii, 3, 42, Go, 70 
Phocnician, 3, 29, 6o, 70 

Alpheios, 416 
alum, 42� 
Amnisos, 1 4 1 ,  qo, 3 1 0  
Amphigencia, 143 
amphorae, 49, 309, 328 
Amythaon, 104, 137 
Andr�, P. B. S., 25, 46, 68, 71-2, Bo, 1 6 1 ,  167-8, 

'77. 300 
aniseed, 1 �9 
Ano Englianos, 14, 4 1 5  
Apollo, • �6. 3 1 2 ,  405 
apples, 130 
Aptera, 1 4 1 ,  180 
Arcadia, 41 6 
Arcadian dialect, 7, 22, 68-g, 73-5, e 1-2, 69, go, 

399. 432, 454 
calendar, 1 1 4  

Ares, 126, 307, 312,  41 1 
arithmetic, 1 1 7-19 

Arkalokhori, 509 
armour 

�ycenacan, 42, 329, 375-81 , 488, 494-5· 522- 4  
o n  Egyptian momuneniS, 375-6, 378 

arrows, 352, 356, 358, 36 1 ,  392, 5 1 3  
art, M yccnacan and Classical, xxxi 
Artemis, 127, 278 
Asca. to,vn, 145 
Asia, 410, t P 7  
Asine, 142, 186 
aspirates 

notation, 43, 386 
phonology, Bo- 1 ,  3gB 

nsses, 130-r, '21o-1 1 
assimilation of consonams, 82-3, 334 
Astrom, I' . . 522 
Alhcna, 126, 3 1 1 , 4 1 0  
i\llic-l onic dialect, 68-9, 73-5. 84, 3g6, 399 
augmcnr, verbal, 88 

bakers, 1 1  o, 123, 1 30, 1 79 
Barnboula (Kourion), 63 
barley, 1 29, 1 30, 2 1  s, 308, 393, 4 1 2 ,  420, 

439 
basileus 'chief', 1 2 1-2, 1 7 1 ,  1 75, 2g6, 353, 359, 

409· 421,  495· 5 1 0  
ba.kets, 491 
bath attendants, 123, 156, 16o 
bathrooms, 339 
bathtubs, 338-g 
Baumbach, L., xiii 
beans, 129 
beds, 349, 425-6 
beehive tombs (tholoi), xxvii, 497 
beekeepers, 134 
beer, 1 3 1  
bc�vax, 2go, 302, 465 
beet, IJI ,  247, 412, 447 
Bc:nnett, E. L.Jr., xiv-xv, ltb 17-2 1 ,  241 26, 37, 

SI ,  54-5, 58, I I 0, IJO, I SJ, 16o, 24So 289, 
303, Jo6, 323, 327. 332, 3 5 1 , 359. 376, 391-2, 
4o8, 4 18, 423, 44•-2. 445. 447. 452, 476, 479, 
501, 505, 51o-1 1 

Bjorck, G., 24, 31 3, 3 1 8, 352 
Blcgen, C. W., xxii-xxiii, 14, 25, 137, 1 4 1 ,  332, 

339. 504 
blink(rs, 5 1 6  
Boardman, J., 5 1 5  
boars, 484 
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bow, comJ>O$ite, 302 
bowmakers (toxoworgoi), 1 23, 183, 474 
box-wood, 135· 342, so• 
bread, 130 
bronze, 49, 1 35, 351-8, 365, 37 1 , 3 75, 4 13 , 487- 8, 

soS- 1 4  
M unit of  value? 320, 35 1 ,  487 

Buck, C. D., 14  
building materials, 496, 503-4 
bulls' heads, 335, 314 

rhytons, 330 
burials, 497 
Byblos script, 29 

' Cadmeian' letters, 3 
calendars, 286, 3 1 1 , 407, 459, 475 
captives from pirate raids, rs6, 11 o, 1' 7 
carders, 1 23, '56, rs8 
carpenters, 123 , 179, r82 
Carratclli, St< Pugliese 
Catalogue of Ships, 107, 1 4 1 ,  143, 184, 4 1 5  
Catl ing, H., 4 1 5  
cattle, ste oxen 
celeq', 1 3 1 ,  �'27 
chairs, 333-4, 342-4 
Chantraine, P., 419, 455, 489, 499, 502-3 , 506, 

5 1 9  
chariots, 42, 54, 1 35, 350, 36r-g, 3 7g-Bo, 39' • 

409. 429, 5 1 5-2 1 , 523 
cheese, 52-3, 1 30, 132, 283 
children, lists, '55-65 
chimney, 504 
chronology, Minoan and Mycenaean, xxi, xxv, 7 ,  

9. 28, 32, 38 
classifiers, 48-9 
cloth and clothes, 49, 3 13-23, 484, 486-g 
cocks, 132 
'collectors', 201-2, 413, 434, 437 
colour, adjectives, 208, 226, 3 1 2 ,  32 1, 436 
Columella, 23 7, 270 
columns, fluted, xxviii 
comparatives, formation, 86, 402 
condiments, 52, 1 3 1 ,  221-9, 442 
conjunctions, 18, g t  
consonants 

notation, 44-6, 388-go 
phonology, 79-82, 397··400 

contract verbs, 8g, 396 
copper, 4'3·  509 
Corcyra, '45 
corianC:er, 129, 1 3 1 ,  222, 227, 309 
corslets, 329, 375-8 1 , 494-5, 523 
Cos, sacrificial calendar, 281 
cowherds, 1 34, 1 79, 182 

Cowley, A. E., 1 2  
craftsmen, 391 ,  •I' 1 , 4 1 3, 445 
Cretan workmanship, 336, 4 13- 1 4, 4g8, 509 
cumin, t 3 1 ,  136, 227 
C)'<IIIIIS, 1 3 5, 340, 409, 496, 507 
<y/J<rUl, 1 3 1 ,  136, 223-4 
cypress-wood, 1 35, 3 73 
Cypriot dialect, 7, 68-9, 74-5, 78, 8 1 ,  91 , 399, 

432, 438, 154 
Cypriot syllabary, 12, 20, 27, •f2, 63-·7, 387-8 
Cypro-Minoan script, xxxii, 6o-3, 394-5 
Cyprus, on tablets, 136, 223 

daggers, 392 
Doidolcioll, 128, 307 
damos ' village', 12 t, 233-5, 265, 28o 
Danid, J .  F., 63, 66 
' Dark age', xx.xii, 6o 
darts, 392, 5 1 3 , 5'5 
dating formulae, 1 14, 286, 303-5 
dative endings, notation, 44, 84-6, 401 
decorative motifs, Myccnaean, 333-46 
deer, 1 3 1 ,  132, 195, 4 12, 490, 492 
Delos, ivories, 333, 314-5 
Demeter, 127, 242, 28g, 4 1o- t 1, 447, 507 
Dendra, 328-30, 3 35, 346, 3 76 
Dessenne, A., 502 
d��ammo, 45, 73, 79, 3g8 
Dikaios, P., 6 1  
Diktaian Zeus, 306, 4 1 0  
Dikte, cave, t.p, 306 
Dimini1 xxii 
Dionysus, 127, 41 1 
Dioscoridco, 226, 227 
diphthongs 

notation, 43 
phonology, n-6 

Diwia, goddess, 125, r68, 288, 419,  463 
dogs, 1 30, 132 
Doria, M., 502 
Dorian invasion, xxxiv, 6, 6o, 68, 76, 1 to, 1 3 8 , 4 1 4  
Doric dialects, 68, 73 
dosmos 'offering', 275, 283, 456-8 
Dove-goddesses, 1 2  7, 288, 4' t 
Dow, S., 24, 30, 32, 37-8, 48, 53, t to, 1 1 8 
Drimios, 463 
drinking cups, Mycenaean, 327, 33' 
dual number, notation, 84, 86, 334, 342, 370, 400 
Dunbabin, T. J.,  22 

ebony, 1 3 5, 34' 

Egypt 
armour, 3 75-6, 378 
chariots, 363, 370 
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Egypt (contd.) 
furniture, 343 
land tenure, 233, 236, 239, 26o 
name, 136 
synchronisms, 9 
trade with, 413 
writing system, 29 

Eileithyia, 127, 310 
Elis, 416, 427 
elm-wood, 135, 370 
Enkomi, xxxii, 62-3, 1 12, 340, 344, 375, 394 
Enyalios, 126, 312 
Ephron, H. D.,  387 
Ephyraean pottery, xxvi-xxvii 
Epic dialect, 7, 70, 79, 83-4, B!)-9t ,  107 
Erinys, 127, 300, 4 1 1 ,  476 
Erymanthw, 145, 184, tgo 
Etcocretan language, 4, 1 1  
Eteocyprian language, 63 
ethnic adjectives, 22, 139, '45• 156 
Etruscan language, 13, q, 19-20 
Eutresis, site, x.xiv 
Evans, A. ]., 8-11, 29-31, 37, 40, 54, 57, 6o, 

66, 1 10, 1 12, 1 15-16, 130, •96--7. 210, 272, 
300, 32 t , 32B-g, 36o-t, 363, 365,37o-t , 375. 
38o 

fennel, 13 1 ,  227, 309 
feudal system, 234, 444 
liiS•• 31 ,  �"· '"9-�U, 2 1 8, �2u, 3o8 
fig-trees, 133, 267, 272-4, 440 
fire-kindlers, su stokers 
flax, 131,  159, 295, 392, 4'3• 430, 468-73 
flour, 130, 22o-1,  284, 3o8, 392, 440, 458 
' followers', e-qe-ta, 12 1 ,  124, •Bs, 257, 317, 374, 

429, 45'· 519 
foodstuffs, 129-32 
footstools, 332-3, 343-6 
fractions 

hieroglyphic, 30 
Linear A, 36, 393 
Mycenaean, 53 

Franz, A., 1 4  
frescoes, Cretan and Mainland, xxviii 
Fried rich, J., 25, 71 
fullers, 123, 243 
furniture, 332-3, 339-46, 476, 496-7, soo-2 
Further Province, 415-18, 422, 424, 428, 464-6, 

472, 5'4 
Furumark, A., 24, 72, 105-6, 122, 126-7, 1 30, 

162-4, 170, '74· '"· '95· 207, 21J, 215, 224, 
232--3, 242, 250, 26o, 264, 284, 28g, 291-2, 
2gB, 303-4· 307-8, 313, 3 t6, 324, 361, 367' 
38o. 3g6. 422, 444 

Gallavoui, C., 387, 5'9 
Gelb, I .  J . ,  24, 29 
gender, notation, 1 7-tB, 196 
Georgiev, V., 13, 7 1 ,  162, 165, 167, 207, 454 
Gerard-Rousseau, M., 410· 
gtronsia 'council of elders', 122, 172, 421 
goat-herds, 123, t6g 
goats, 129, 131, •gs-8, 2o8-1o, 493 
gold, 135-6, •66, 284, 343, 346, 358-g, 46o, 4g6 

rings from Mycenae, 359 
goldsmiths, 123, 183 
Golgi, Cypriot inscription, 27 
Gortyn law code, 445 
grapes, 129 
Grassmann's law, 3gB 
Gray, D. H. F., 494, 497-8, soo- t 
Greek alphabet, xxxii, 3, 42, 6o, 70 
Greek dialects 

development and distribution, 5, 68-g, 73-5, 
Jg6 

entry into Greece, xxiii, 5, 14 
'grid', syllabic, 16, 20 
griffins, 136, 344 

Hagia Triada 
Boxer vase, 377 
LM Ill sarcophagw, 281--2, 3 14  
tablets, 10, 31-6, 313, 323, 327 

Halbherr, F., to 
handwriting analysis, su scribes' handwriting 
Hauwilis Ill, 120 
' hecatombs ', 1 19 
Hector, 104, 258 
Helladic periods, chronology, xxi, xxvi, 28 
helmets, 52, t07, 341, 356, 375-9, 381, 524 
Helos, 143 
Henle, ]., 24 
Hephaistos, 12 7 
heq•et.U, Stt ' Follower' 
Hera, 126, 16g, 28g, 41 t , 459, 463 
heralds, 123 
herbs, 442 
Hermes, 126, 288, 459, 463 
Herodotw, 3-5, 59, 75, 26g, 283, 304, 422 
Hesiod, 300 
Hester, D. A., 397, 401, 494 
Hesychius, 481, 499, 521-2 
Heubeck, A., 3gB, 444, 449, 454, 493, 500, 502 
hexameter, to8 
hides, 466, 49Q-3 
' hieroglyphs ', Minoan, 8-g, 28-31 
Hither Province, 416, 424, 443, 465-7, 472, 514 
Hiuites 

languages, t3, 1 7 
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Hittites (contd.) 
society and laws, 120, 129, 131 ,  134, 233, 255, 

293. 358 
writing systems, 29, 6g 

Homer 
dialeet, 7, 70, 79, 83, Bg, g<>-1 ,  107, 401-2 
Iliad and Odpuy, Jtt end of General Index 
personal names, 1 03-5 
relevance as history, 405-6, 415 
relevance of cultural evidence, 1 07, 120, 133 

homophones in syllabary, 39, 46-7, 69--70, 75, 
Bo-1 ,  385, 390 

honey, 52, 128, 131,  220, 283, 308-10, 392 
Hood, M. S. F., 375, 377 
Hope-Simpson, R., 4'5 
horn, material, 1 35, 365-7, 456 
horns, goat, 1 19, 301-2, 474 
horse deity, 450, 483 
horse equipment, 365, 516, 5 19-21 
horses, 42, 48, 1 30-2, 195, 210, 200, 345, 37g-8o 
Householder, F. W., 494 
Hrozny, B., 12-13, 268 
huntsmen, 123, 132, 299 

Ialysos, xxix, 377 
lasos, 145, •go 
ideograms 

' hieroglyphic', 30 
Linear A, 34-6 
Mycenaean, 1 1-12, 15, 27, 42, 48-53, 1 1 1 ,  1 30, 

etc. 
transliteration, xv, 391-2, 432 

llievski, P. H., 387, 403 
lnatos, town, 141 
Indo-European 

institulions, 234 
languages, 5 

infinitives, formation, 88-g 
inRectional patterns 

Linear A, 32 
Linear B, 15, 19, 22, 83-g 

ingots, 57, 35 I, 355. 38o 
Innes Miller, ]., 441 
instrumental endings, notation, 44, 85-7, 334, 403 
lphimcdeia, 128, 288, 463 
ltanos, 141,  3o6, 308 
ivory, 135, 333-4, 34o-6, 348, 366-7, 393, 456, 

4g6, 509 

javelin, Jet dart 
]ones, D. M., 500 

Kadiston Oros, 414 
Kakovatos, LH I I  pottery, xxvii 

Kalamata, 416, 427 
Kalokairinos, M., 8 
Kantanos, 414 
Karageorghis, \" ., 496, 5 16 
Kato Zakro, set Zakros 
Kerameikos excavations, x.xxiii 
Kerampoullos, A., 10  
Khios, 145, •56 
/cllit6n ' tunic', 136, 3 1 g-20 
/clloinix, 394 
Killen, ]. T., xv, 391-3, 413, 432-3, 441-2, 468, 

486-7 
kings (wanax), 120, 264-7, 28o, 300, 408-g, 478-Bo 
/cUiwiphoros 'key-bearer ', 128, 254, 257, 357, 451, 

484, 512  
Knidos, 145, t56, '59· 166, 410 
Knossos 

Arsenal, 1 15, 474 
cause of destruction, xxx, 4'4 
• hieroglyphic archives', 9, 31 
Linear A inscriptions, 31-2 
name recorded, 22, 141, 17 1  
site, x.xxi, 7-10 
status in Palace period (LM 11), xxvi-xxx, 24, 

38-g 
warrior graves, xxix, 325, 335, 376 

Knossos tablets 
circumstances of finding, 9, 1 t4-1 7, 303,300, 379 
date, 38, 1 16, �87 
editing, xv, so, 2 1 ,  26 

Kober, A. E., 15-t9, 1g6 
Korakou, site, xxii, x.xiv, xxvi 
lco·rt·lt·re, 122, 1 75, 212, 2g6, 357, 467, 512 
KorintJros, 416 
Koroni, town, 416 
lcotyle, 392, 394 
Kouklia (Old Paphos), 65 
lcrtitir, 331 
Krokeai, x.xviii 
Krokylcia, island, 145 
Ktistopoulos, K. D., t8 
/ctoina ' field', 132, 1 75, 232-6, 423, 451, 453 

size, 237-8, 453 
Kydonia, town, 141, 213, 4'4 
Kyparissia, town, 143, t89, 297, 416, 466 
Kypari.ssia, river, 416 
Kythera, 145, 156, 167 

labio-velars 
notation, 45, 386, 38g 
phonology, 81-2, 245, 399-400 

labour, division of, 123, 133-5, 156, •So 
Labyrintllos, 310, 386, 4 1 1  
Lagal, tablets, 59, 164, 238, 28o 

6og 
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Landau, 0., 396, 404 
land tenure 

Egyptian, 233, 236, 239, 200 
Hittite, 233-4 
Mycenaean, 12o-1, 1 3 2-3, 232-72, 408, 422-3, 

443-55 
Lang, M ., 387, 393· 456-7, 4�'· 496, 5 1 8  
Lapatos, Arcadian month, 305, 307 
lapis laudannoniu.s, x.xviii 
lapu la.r.uli, 340 
Lato, 1 4 1  
/awliget<i.r ' army leader', 120, 124, 1 7 1 ,  188, 264-6, 

280, 283. 408, 454 
Lazenby, J. F., 4 1 5  
lead, 135, 359, 5 1 4  
Leaf, W . ,  7 
leather, 4 1 3 ,  489-93 
leather workers, 489 
Lee, D. J. N., 5 1 5  
Lejeune, M.,  8 1 ,  392, 398, 40 1-2, 413, 421,  425, 

432,437. 445. 447-9. 451, 453-4. 464-5. 476, 
479-8<>,496. 5oo. 5o3, soo, 5o8-9, s 1 1, 516, 5 2 1  

umnos, 1 45. 156, 4 1 0  
inscriptions, 5, 1 3  

lentils, 129 
uuktron, tOwn, 139. 144, 297. 418, 422, 466 
Lianokladi, site, x:x.iv 
libation tables, 9, 32 
libations, 282 
ligatures, ideographic 

Linear A, 35-6 
Mycenaean, 49 

Linear A, xxxi, 10, 31-40, 387-8, 395-6 
Linear B 

date or extinction, xx.xii, 6o, 1 10 
origin, 37-40, 69--70, 72, 396 
syllabary, 385-91 

linen, 1 3 1 ,  295, 319,  392, 413, 468, 522 
linseed, 468, 471 
lions, 344, 346 
literacy, Minoan and Mycenaean, xx.xii-xxxiii, 

30, 109-10, 400 
literature in the Mycenaean age, xxxiii, 1 o8 
Lorimer, H. L., xxxiv, 1 07-8, 375-8 
Lousoi, town, 145, 159, 350, 416, 478, ¥12-3 
Luria, S., 475, 5 1 9  
Lyktos, town, 1 4 1 ,  300 

Mallia tablets, 3 1  
Malthi, 466 
Mani, 4 1 6  
Marinatos, S . ,  32, 1 1 0, 310, 4 1 3 ,  509 
masons, 123, 1 74, 422 
mason!' marks, 29, 40 

Masson, E., 394 
Masson, 0., 6 1 , 65 
mathematics, 1 1 7- 1 9  
measurement of area, 236, 270 
measures and weights 

Attic, 394 
Mycenaean, 17, 42, 54-6o, 1 18, 32 1 ,  359, 393-4, 

481 
Meriggi, P., Sg, 1 8 1 ,  207, 264, 284, 303, 307, 309, 

3 ' ' •  387, 500 
Merlingen, W., 68-9, 71 
messengers, 123 
Messenia, 435-6 
Metapa, 143, 167, 186, 19 1 
Methoni strait, 145 
Miletus, 138, 145, 1 56, s6s. 4 1 0  
military organization, 124-5, 183-94, 414, 427-32 
millet, 1 29-30 
Millett, A., 4 1 5  
milt os 'red ochre', 366 
Minoan: a_rchaeological term, xxi, xxiv- xxvi, g 
Minoan language, evidence for, xxxi, 1 3 ,  32, 43, 

69-70, 8o, 323 
mint, 1 3 1 ,  227 
Mitford, T. B., 65 
money, absence, 1 13, 198 
monograms, ideographic 

Li.near A, 35 
Mycenaean, 52 

month names, 1 1 3- 14, 278, 286, 303-5, 407, 475, 
478-Bo 

Morpurgo Davies, A., xiv 
Mother of the Gods, 410, 48o 
Muhlestein, H., t40, 177, 184, 190, 207, 34o- 1 ,  

439, 47o-1, 501, 500 
Muller, K., xxvii 
Mycenae 

Acropolis treasure, 57, 359 
Citadel house, 500 
House of Sphinxes, 25, 38, 225, 331 
House of the Oil Merchant, 25, 38, Go, 109, 2 1 7  
ivories, 333, 335-6, 341,  344, 346 
relations with Crete, xxix, 10, 14,  24, 37-8 
shaft graves, 328, 330, 377 
site, xxi, xxiv, x.xxiv, 6-7 
Warrior vase, 378 

M ycenae tablets 
circumstances of finding, 25, 1 1 7, 2 1 7, 225, 331,  

500 
date, 38 
editing, 25, 225 

Mycenaean dialect 
characteristics of vocabulary, 68, 75, � �  
foreign elements in, 7o-3, 9 1 ,  93, 404 
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Mycenaean dialect (eontd.) 
morphology, 83--9, 400-3 
name, xviii 
phonology, 76-83, 396-400 
relationships, 22, 67--8, 73-5, g<>-- 1 
syntax, B!l--90 
uniformity, 75-6, 397 

Mycenaean literature, x.xxiii, to8 
Mycenaean script 

date or extinction, xxxii, 6o, 1 1 0 
origin, 37-40, 69-70, 72, 3g6 

Myres, J. L., 9, 15, 2 1 ,  24, 32, 35, 1 1 6; 130, 272-3 

names of persons, 92-105, 395-6, 404-5 
of months, 1 1 3-t4, 278, 286, 303-5, 407, 475, 

478-So 
of oxen, 103, 213, 438 
of places, 1 39-50, 414-17 

Naoumides, M., 499 
Navarino, bay, 416, 429-30 
Neda, river, 416, 427 
Nedon, river, 144, 194, 416, 427--8, 454 
Ncstor, 1 04, 137, 142, 415 
Nestor's cup, 107, 326 
Nilsson, M. P., 14-15, 281, 3 1 1  
' Nine towns' of Pylos, 1 19, 142-3, 205, 291, 348, 

357. 415. 424. 443. 44&-7. 473 
noun declension, 83-7, 94--9, 4<>0-3 
numerals 

'hieroglyphic ', 30 
Mesopotamian, 1 ' 7  
Mycenaean, 1 1 ,  42, 53, 1 18, 402 
Linear A, 36 
pronunciation, 87 

Nuzi (Kirkuk) tablets, 59, 1o6, 1 1 7, t32-3, 225, 
236-8, 273,322, 330, 342-3, 359,366,376,378 

oats, 129 
octopus, 132, 345, 502 
offerings, ritual, 1 28, 275, 28o--3, 303-12, 456-85 
Oikhalia, town, 184, 18g 
o-lea, 427--9, 430, 514 
olive oil, 3 1 ,  35, 49, 1 28-30, 132, 217, 303, 3o8, 

392, 394. 476-83 
perfumed, 442, 477, 4B•-3 

olives, 3 1 ,  1 29-30, 2 1 8-21 
olive-trees, t33, 272-3 
Olivier, j.-P., xv, 4o&-7, 412, 426, 437, 439-40, 

442, 452, 454. 467, 487, 48g. 497. 501, 505, 
510-1 1 ,  5 1 7, 522 

Olympia, 145, 184, 1go, 397 , 416 
O"Neil, j. L., 409 
orchards, 133, 272-4 
Orkhomenos, 1 39, t45 

Ota, H., 418 
oxen, nzg,  1 3 1 ,  1 95, 205-8, 2 1 1 - 1 3 ,  28 1- 2, 412,  

436. 492 
names, 105, 2 1 3, 438 

oxhides, 49, 132, 28g-go, 392, 492 

' page' type tablets, 1 1 1 , 4o&-7 
Paian, 126, 312, 476 
pairs, notation, 54, 1 75, 370, 520 
Pa-lci-ja-ne, I own, 143, 205, 22 1, 241, 284, 291, 

357-a. 403, '!o8. 443· 445. 453. 463, 479. 482 
Palace style at Knoss�, xxvi-xxvii, xxix 
Palaikastro, 415, 438 
palatalized consonants, notation, 46, 6g, 8o- 1 ,  388, 

390. 397--9 
Palmer, L. R., 24, 46, 6g, 74, 8 1 ,  12<>-2, 125, 127, 

134· 144, 161,  1 68-g, ' 74. IB4-5. 190, 193. 
195. 2o&-7. 22'\, 228, 232-4, 257· 264, 26g, 
271,  284-6, 288, 299, 323, 327, 3J6, 364-5. 
J81' 387, 391 ' 394. 3g6. 402, 4o8--9. 41 8-22, 
426, 433, 436, 438, 14<>-2, 448-50, 454-5. 
461-2, 464-6, 471-4, 476, 479-8o, 482-3, 
487--9. 491, 49 7-505, 5o8, 510, 512, 514- 1 6, 
518-19, 52 1-2 

' palm-lear' tablets, 1 1  1 ,  4o&-7 
Pantheon, cult, 1 2 7-8, 303 
Papademetriou, J ., xxiv 
participles, formation, 88-g 
particles, grammatical, 9 1  
patronymics, 75, 9 2 ,  94. 1 2 1  
Pausanias, xxxiv, 1 38, 303, 307, 3 1 0  
pears, 129 
peas, 129 
' Pelasgian' language, 4. 1 3  
Pelasgians, 4-5 
pennyroyal, 1 3 1 ,  226, 442 
' Peoples of the Sea', 375, 430 
Perachora, xx.xiii, gor 
Perpillou, j.-L., 431-2 
Perup/wfll, 4 1 1 ,  463 
personal names, Mycenaean 

compound, 97-8 
declension types, 19, 94--9, 404-5 
dutribution, 102-3, 352 
feminine, 101-2, 405 
identification, 18, 92-3 
non-Greek elements, 7 1 ,  93, 1 7 1  
of oxen, 105, 2 13, 438 
recurring in Homer, 1 03-5 

Persson, A. W., 1 2 ,  42 
Petru!evski, M. D., 387, 456, 499, 507 
Phaistos 

disk, 1 0  
' hieroglyphic tablets', 3o-1 

b i i 
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Phaistos (contd.) 
on tablets, 3�. t 4 t ,  4t4 
Tombe dei Nobili, 375 

Pheai, town, t43 
phialti, 3�5. 337-8 
Phocnician alphabet, 3, �g. 6o, 70 
Phocnicians, 3, 7, t 36, 44' 
Phoinikous, 416, 44t 
phonetic signs 

Cypriot, 63-6 
Cypro-Minoan, 6t 
' hieroglyphic', 29 
Linear A, 32-3 
Myccnaean, t5, �3. 3!r4a, 6g, 76-8�, 3a5-91 

Phylakopi, site, xxli, xxv, xxviii 
physician•, t�3 
pigs, 49. t3o-�. tgs, tgS, 205-6, 4B4, 49� 
Pindar, 494 
Pisa, 4t6 
pithoi, 6o, 327, 493 
place-names 

attempts at location, t39-45, 4t4-t7 
pre-Hellenic, xxiii, t3-t4, t40 
series named on tablets, 2�, t 39-50, 155, t83-

94, tgg, 202, 209, 2t4, 29t, 30t, 304, 3t5,  
355-9 

Platon, N., 24, 38t, 388, 46o, 50t 
Pleuron, town, 138, t45, t83, t86, t93, 430 
Pliny, 109, 502 
polyphonic signs, -t6 
polysyllabic signs, 46, 3go 
pomegranates, t30, 338 
Pope, M., 3g6 
poppy-seed, 35, t30 
portable hearth, 499 
Poseidon, t26, �76, 27!r-Bo, 287-a, 309, 3 t 2 ,  436, 

450, 46o, 463, 479. 480, 484 
Potnia, 126-7, 28g, 3to-t�, 354, 41 0, 4t3,  434, 

445· 459. 47a. 48o. 4a3. 485, 507, 509 
potters, 123, t34, 250 
potters' marks, 29, 40, 63 
Praisos, t 4 1  
pre-Hellenic loan words, t 3 ,  27, 7o-t 
prepositions, go, 403 
PreJu·a, 41 1 
priests and priestesses, t28-g, t66, t68, �5�-$, �75, 

�at-�. 304, 3�t.  4t�, 479, 485 
pronouns, a, 
proportion, calculation, t t 8-tg, 157, �03-4, �75-

6, �go-t, 30�-3. 3 t 6  
proto-Elamite tablets, 48 
Protonotariou-Deilaki, E., 46o, 49t 
provinces, stt Further and Hither 
psilosis, 8o 

Pugliese Carratelli, G., 32, 72, to6, t�2, t�s. t6g, 
t 74, t8t ,  t86, t95-6, 2to, � t 3, � t 5 ,  �32, �37, 

�42, �46, 25o-t, �54-5, 26o, 264, 284, �a9, 
293. 396, 422 

' purple dyers', 488 
Pylos (Ano Englianos) 

defence of, 409, 4t4, 427, 430 
in Homer, t43, 4 1 5  
name, 1 4 t ,  4 t 6  
name o f  King, 7 t ,  t�o. 137, ta7, 265, 28o, 395-

6, 4oa 
site, xxiii, 14, 1 1 7, 14o- t ,  4t5 
size of kingdom, t3fr-40, t84, 4 t 5- t 7  
social organization, t2o-5, �34-6, 28o 
traditional genealogy, 137 

Pylos tablets 
circumstances of finding, t4, 25, t t 7, 332 
date, 38 
editing, xiv-xv, 17,  26 

Raison, J ., 38g, 458 
ration scales, 59, t t g, t57-$, qo, 2t5,  393-4, 4t2,  

4 t 8-20, 439. 443 
reduplication, verbal, 88 
Rekhmara, tomb of, 38 
religion, t25-9, 275, �79-ag, 303- t2, 4o8, 4t0-t2,  

459-64, 478-Bo 
Rhion, town, t 42, 4 t 6  
Richardson, L. J. D., xiii 
Risch, E., 68, 75, :g6, 2o7, 396 7, 43 1 ,  .._.a, -t96, 

soo-t 
ritual offerings, t28, 275, 28o-3, 303-to, 407, 464, 

476-85 
rowers, t25, 145, t 6 t ,  t83-$, 430 
Ruijgh, C.j., 3g8, 40t, 404, 444, 447, 463. 4go-3, 

49!r50 t ,  504, 5t2,  5 t 9  
Ruiperez, M .  S . ,  8 7 ,  t 6o, 39t-�, 422-3 
rye, t�9 

sacrifice, 436, 46o-3 
safflower, 5�. ss. 1 3 1 ,  2�6 
saffron, 35, t30 
Salamis (Cyprus), 4g6, 5 t 6  
salt, t 3 t  
Sanskrit, 398, 400, 450 
saws, 329 
Schaelfer, C., 62, 6g 
Scherer, A., 450, 48a 
Schliemann, H., xxi, xxxi, 6-8, 359 
Schwyzer, E., 5 t 9  
scribes 

as poets? to8 
handwriting, t09, t57, 397, 4o6-7, 4t8, 44i• 

450, 452, 522 
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scribes (con/d.) 
numben, 109, 406 
procedure, 1 1o-14, 4o6 
race, 7 1  
school, 407 

scriptio pltnll, 48, 1g6, 199, 207, 390, 433, 454 
seal-stones, Minoan, 8, 28 
sealinS$, • • o, 1 14, 33 '• 407, 495 
seamstresses, 123, 409 
seed-corn, rates of sowing, 132-3, 237, 445-6 
Semitic loan words, 9 1 ,  1 3 1 ,  135-6, 319, 343, 346 
semi-vowels 

notation, 44-5, 390 
phonology, 78-9, 397-8 

Senmut, tomb of, 330, 335 
sesame, 1 3 1 ,  135, 227 
Setaia, town, 141, 414 
' Seven Towns', 417, 424 
sex notation for animals, 1 g6, 21 1, 433 
sheep, 49, 1 19, 129, 1 3 1 ,  195-205, 209-10, 391-2, 

4' 3· 4' 9· 432-5, 437. 465, 492 
sheep tablets, purpose, 197-8, 433 
sheepskins, 49, 1 3 1 ,  282 
Shelmerd<ne, C., 417 
shepherds, 123,  16g, 2oo-1, 240 
ship, Mycenaean, 138, 183 
shipbu<lden, 123, 2g8 
Shipp, G. P., 402 
silver, 135, 323, 340, 351, 374, 392, 496, 508 
Siuig, E., 25, 62, 305 
Sklavokampos, site, 1 10 
'slave of the god', 124, 236 
slaves, 123-4, 156, 164, 166-7, 353, 409-10, 41 7- 18 
Smintheus, 405 
Smith, G., 63 
smiths, 123, 135, 292, 2g8, 352-6, 409, 413, 421,  

439, 5o8-13 
Snodgrass, A. M., 514 
social organization, 1 19-25 
Sophocles, 4 77 
spears, 256-8, 361, 512-14 
spelling rules, 19, 22, 42-8 

implications, 67, 6g, 388 
inconsistencies and erron, 19, 47, 71-2, 397 

Sphakteria, 143, 436 
spices, 52, 1 3 1 , 221-9 
spinners, 123, 156, '59 
statistical methods, 18 
Stillman, W.J., 8 
stirrup-jars, 6o, 109, 328 
'otokers ' (pu-fca-wo), 409, 4 1 2, 426 
Strabo, 5, 144, 306, 310, 416 
Sundwall, J., 1 1-12, 17, 25, 35, 57-8, 128, 1 30, 

lg&-7. 28g, 3•6 

'supervisor of figs ', 5 1 2  
swineherds, 134 
swords, 346-8, 356, 36o, 392, 455, 515, 5 1 7  
Sybrita, town, 141 
syllabary 

Cypriot, 63-6, 387-8, 394-5 
Cypro-Mmoan, 6 1 ,  394 
'hieroglyphics ', 29 
Linear A, 32-3, 387-8 
Mycenaean, 15, 23, 39-48, 6g, 76-82, 385-9 1  

syntax, Sg-go 
Szemerenyi, 0., 405 

tables, 3 1 1 ,  333-4, 339-42, 476 
tablets, shape and use, 29, 34, 1 1 0-14, 4o6 
Ta,citus, 120 
tailors, 123, 183 
talent weight, 57 
tallying, 1 18 
Tawakalawas, 138 
Taylour, Lord William, 4 1 1 ,  5o6-7, 509, 5 1 3  
Teiresias, 303 
telestai, 12o-1 , 234, 277, 28o, 408, 426,445, 449, 453 
ltmenos, 120, 132, 264-6 
textiles, 135, 290, 295, 3 1 3-23, 392, 4o6, 413, 464, 

..a&-g, 505 
Thebcs 

inscriptions, 10, 38, 75, 109, 212, 389, 414 
tablets, �87-8, �97 

Theophrastus, 22 7 
Thera, eruption, 413 
thorax 'coni et',  3 75• 379 
throne rooms, xxvii-xxviii, 39 
thrones, 4g6 
Thucydides, xxxiii, 5, 6, 59, 156, 235, 471 
timben used, 135 
tin, 413, 509-1 0  
Tirym 

chariot fresco, 362-3, 37o-1 
excavations, xxii, xxiv, xxxv 
gold ring, 333 
insc1·ibed jars, 38 

totalling formulae 
Linear A, 36 
Mycenaean, 17, 22, 263-4 

trade, 135-6, 407, 410, 413, 417, 44 1 
trades, 18, 22, 123, 133 

guilds, '34· 423, 509 
training, 163 

transcriptions, conventions, xv, xviii-xix, 153-4 
tribute lists, 1 1 8-19, 135, 1g8, 205, 28g-303, 439, 

465 
Triphylia, 414, 427 
tripods, 25, 135, 325, 336-7, 39 ' • 4g8-g 
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Tritopatores, 289 
Tritta, name of Knossos, 271 
Trojan war, date, 142 
Trojans, 104 
Troy, 6 
Tsountas, Ch., xxii, 7 
Turner, E. G., 25, 1 39, 142, 301 
Tutankhamen's tomb, 342-3, 363, 366, 369 
Tyljjsos, 1 4 1  

Ugarit (Ras Shamra) 
alphabet, 29 
Cypro-Minoan tableu, 6 1 ,  394 
tablets, 106, 1 13, 133, 136, 156, 233, 3 1 4-15 
weights and measures, 56, 6o 

unguent, 123, 132, 224, 283-4, 4 1 1 ,  441 -2, 477, 
481 

Ur, tablets, 59, 106, 133-4, 182, 352 
User-Amon, tomb of, 330 

Vaphio, xxvii, 329-30, 344 
Veda, � > 7  
verb conjugation, 87-9, 253, 285, 402-3 
Verdclis, N. M., 522 
Vermeule, E. T., 494, 5 ' 3  
vessels, metal, 284, 323-30, 335-8 
vetches, 129 
Vickery, K. F., 129 
Vilborg, E., 397 
vowels 

elision and contraction, 78, 437 
notation, 43, 396 
phonology, 76-8 

Wace, A . .J. B., 14, 24, 6o, t oS-9, 1 12, 134, 2 1 7, 
333· 340, 442 

Was, 0. A., 393 
weapons, 474· so6, 513-14 
Weavers, I 23, 506 
Webster, T. B. L., 25, to8, 157, 175, 232, 237, 

242, 251, 254, 298, 336, 352, 358, 359 
weights and measures. Mycenaean, 1 7, 42, 54-6o, 

1 1 8, 321,  359. 393-4· 481 
wheat, 3 1 ,  1 29-30, 157-8, 2 1 3, 219, 232, 236, 269, 

275. 281 -3, 392-4, 4o6, 412,  4 1 8, 420, 438--
40, 443. 446-7, 451-3, 505 

wheels, chariot, 54, 36g-75, 39 ' •  409, 451 , 456, 
5 1 7-18, 521 

Wilbour papyrus, 238-"9, 260 
willow-wood, 135, 370 
winds, cult, 127, 304 
wine, 35, 128, 130, 223, 282, 3o8, 348, 392, 4 1 1-12,  

44 I ,  495 
Winter, W., 447 
women 

lists, 155- 68, 4 18- r g 
status, 124, 134· 156, 162, 410, 1 1 8  

wood-cullers, 123, 350 
WOOl, 36, 52, 55, 57, 1 1 9, 1 3 1 ,  203-5, 313-16, 

322-3, 392-3, 413,  433-s. 441, 488 
word division, 47-8 
word formation, 8g 
word order, go, 447 
writing materials, 109-14 
Wyall, W. F., Jr., 4 1 7, 457, 464 

Zafer Papoura, graves, 325, 328 
Zakros, 414-15, 438, 46o, 501 
Zakynthos, 145, r86, 374 
Zephyria (Halikarnassos), 410, 4 1 7  
uugos, 422-3 
Zeus, 125-6, 287, 306, 459, 463, 478 



G E N E R AL INDEX 

H O M ER I C  REFERENCE S 

I liad page Odymy page 
' 5 343 333 504 

246 368 Ill 7 1 9 ,  143, 235 
11 88 302 Ill 55-9 28o 
11 470 504 Ill 429-63 282 
1 1  59 1-4 1 43 IV 3 1 8 26g 
11 645-9 1 4 1 IV 41 1-12 208 
11 867 4 IV 61 5-16 330 

Ill 448 369 V 234-5 roB 
IV 105-7 302 V 426 492 
IV 1 4 1 -2 364 VI 69-70 ro8 

V '45 361 VI 266 288 
V 3o8 492 VI 293-4 267 
V 722 361 VII 87 34° 
V 725 456 VII 1 1 4- 1 6  273 
V 743 378 VIII 392 320 

VI '55-70 3 I X  130 232 
V I  194-5 267 IX 155 302 
VI 269- 3 ' '  460 X 139 463 
VI 300 335 X 353 3 • 8  

VJU 44' 361 XJV 50 302 
IX 85-6 r85 XIV 62-7 235 
IX 149-52 145 XV 8o 26g 
IX 270 163 XV 297 ' 43 
IX 578-So 267 XVII 340 373 
IX 6 2 1 ,  66o 479 XVIU 297 492 
XI 24 340, 369 XIX 53-62 334 
XI 33 340 XJX 1 72-7 4 
XI 4' 378 XIX r88-go 3 1 0 
XI 629 340 XJX 1 9 7  282 
XI 632 493 X lX. 225 321 

XII 26o 341 XX 105 158 
XIII 139 34 1 XXII 422 r63 
X Ill 407 329 XXIII 24 235 
XIV 1 2 1-3 267 XXIV 205-7 233 
XIV r 8 r  492 XXIV 226 232 
XIV 4 1 0  341 XXIV 523 376 

XVIII 346 325 
xvm 595 320 

XX 2 1 6  470 
XXI 38 35° 

XXII 3 1 5 378 
XXIII 1 70 309 
XXIIJ • 73-6 46o 
xxm 264 499 
XXIII 270 325 
XXIII 5 1 2 - 1 3  285 
XXIII 832-5 352 
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TABLET C O N C O R D A N C E  A 

Ch. VI:  
Lists of personnel 

PYLOs: 1 = Aa 62 
2 = Aa 815 
3 = Ad 694 
4 = Aa 240 
5 = Aa 792 
6 = Ab 379 
7 = Aa 7 1 7  
8 = Ad 670 
9 = Ab 553 

10 = Ad 676 
1 1  = Ad 690 
12 = Ad 671 
13 = Ad 691 
14 = Ad 697 
15 = Ad 684 
16 = Ad 686 

KNOSSOS: 17 = Ai 739 
18 = Ale  6 1 1  
19 = Ale  627 
20 = Ai 824 
2 1 = Ale 624 
22 = Ak 781 

PYLas: 

KNossos: 

PYLOS: 

KNOSSOS: 

PYLOS:  

23 = Ag 1654 
24 = Ai 63 

25 = Ap 694 

26 = An 292 
27 = Ae 303 
28 = An 607 

29 = Am821 

30 = Ae 264 
3 1  = Ae 134 
32 = Ae 108 
33 = Ae 26 

34 = Am 601 
35 = Am 8 1 9  
3 6  = B 81 7  
3 7  = B 823 
38 = As 1516 
39 = As 1517 

40 = An 261 
41 = An 35 
42 = An 37 

43 = Aq 64 
44 = Aq 218 
45 = An 830 

MYCENAE: 46 = Au 102 

KNossos: 47 = Am 826 
48 = B 101 

PYLOs; 49 = An 427 
50 = An 39 
5 1 = An 18 
52 = An 207 

53 = An I 
54 = An610 
55 = An 724 
56 = An657 
57 = An 519 
58 = An 654 
59 = An 656 
60 = An 661 

Ch. VII 
Livestock and agricultural produce 

PYLas: 61 = Cn 1 3 1  
6 2  = C n  655 
63 = Cc 660 

KNOSSOS: 

PYLOS: 

KNossos: 

64 = Da 1221 
65 = Db 1232 
66 = De 1 1 29 
67 = Dd 1 1 7 1  
68 = De 1648 
69 = Df 1 1 19 
70 = Dg 1 1 58 

71 = Dk 1072 
72 = Dk 1074 
73 = Dl 943 
74 = Dp 1061 

75 = Cn 608 
76 = Cn 3 
77 = Cn 418 

78 = C 9 14 
79 = Dn 1094 
80 = c 9 1 3  
81 = D m  1 1 80 
82 = Ca 895 
83 = c 902 



CONCORDANCES 

KNOSSOS (cont.) 129 = Eo 268 
84 = Cc 59 130 = Eo 371 
85 = Ch 896 
86 = Co 907 131 = Ep 301 

132 = Eb 818 
87 = E 668 133 = Eb 846 
88 = E 749 134 = Eb 895 
89 = E 777 
90 = G 820 135 = Ep 704 

136 = Eb 294 
PYLOS: 91 = Fn 50 137 = Eb 416 

138 = Eb 409 
KNossos: 92 = Fh 349 139 = Eb 321 

140 = Eb 297 
MYCENAE:  93 = Fo 101 141 = Eb 338 

142 = Ed 3 1 7  
KNOSSOS: 94 = F 841 

95 = F 852 143 = Ep 705 
144 = Eb 866 

PvLos: 96 = Un !38 145 = Ea 259 
97 = Un 2 146 = Eb 473 

147 = Ea 59 
KNossos: 98 = Ga415 148 = Ep 6 1 3  

99 = Ga418 149 = Ed 236 
100 = Ga 424 150 = Ed 41 1 
101 = Ga 675 151  = Ed 901 
102 = Ga 51 7  

152 = E r  3 1 2  
PvLos: 103 = Un 267 153 = Er 880 

104 = Un 249 154 = Eq 213  

MYCE N A E :  105 = G e  602 KNossos: 1SS = Uf981 
106 = Gc 603 156 = Uf 1031 
107 = Ge 604 157 = Uf835 

Ch. VIU: 158 = Uf 836 
159 = Uf 990 

Land ownership 160 = Uf970 
and land use 161 = Uf 839 

PvLOs: 108 = Ea 8 1 7  162 = Uf983 
109 = Ea 782 163 = Ra 984 
1 10 = Ea 800 
1 1 1 = Ea 71 164 = Gv 863 
1 1 2  = Ea 825 165 = Gv 862 
1 1 3  = Ea 824 166 = Gv 864 

1 14 = En 609 Ch. tx: 

1 15 = En 74 Proportional tribute 

1 1 6  = En 659 and ritual offerings 

1 17 = En 467 Pvt.os: 167 = Es 650 
l l 8 = Eo 2 1 1  168 = Es 644 
1 19 = Eo 224 169 = Es 646 
120 = Eo 276 170 = Es 649 
121  = Eo 247 
122 = Eo 160 171 = Un 7 1 8  
123 = Eo 444 172 = Tn 316 
124 = Eo 351 
125 = Eo 471 173  = Ma 222 
126 = Eo 281 174 = Ma 346 
127 = Eo 269 175 = Ma 393 
128 = Eo 278 176 = Ma 123 
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PYLOS: (coni.) KNOSSOS: 229 = K 434 
177 = Ma 90 230 = K 740 
178 == Ma 365 231 = K 872 
179 = Ma 193 232 == K 875 
180 = Ma 225 233 = Uc 1 60 rev. 
181 == Ma 378 
1 82 == Ma 126 MvCENAE:  234 = Ue 6 1 1  rev. 

183 = Nn 831 PYLO!: 235 = Ta 7 1 1  

184 = N n  228 236 = Ta 641 

185 = Na 419 237 = Ta 709 

1 86 = Na 543 238 = Tn 996 

187 = Na 514 239 = Ta 642 

188 = Na 928 240 = Ta 7 1 3 

189 = Na 568 241 = Ta 7 1 5  

1 90  = N a  395 242 = Ta 707 

191 = Na 248 243 = Ta 708 

192 = Na 252 244 = Ta 7 1 4  

1 9 3  = N a  520 245 = Ta 721 

194 = Na334 246 = Ta 722 

195 = Na 245 247 = Ta 716 

196 == Na 926 
248 = Va 15 

1 97 = Na 406 249 = Va 482 
198 = Ng 319 250 = Vn 20 
199 = Ng 332 251 = Vn 46 

KNOSSOS: 200 = Fp I 252 = Vn 10 

201 = Fp 14 Ch. x.t:  
202 = Fp 13 Metals and 

203 = Ga 953 [ + ]  955 
military equipment 

204 = Gg 704 PYLOS: 253 = Jn 310 
205 = Gg 702 254 = Jn 389 

206 = Gg 705 255 = Jn 658 

207 = V 280 256 = Ja 749 

208 = V  52 257 = Jn 829 

Ch. x :  258 = Jo438 

Textiles, vessels and furniture KNOSSOS: 259 = Og 1527 

KNossos:  209 = Le 525 260 = Og 4467 

210 = Le 526 261 = Ra 1540 
2 1 1 = Le 532 262 = Ra 1548 
2 1 2  = Le 535 263 = R 1815 
2 1 3  = Le 641 264 = Ws 1704 
214 = Ld 571  265 = Sd 4403 
215 = Ld 573 266 = Sd 4401 
216 = L 871 267 = Sd 4409 
217 = Ld 587 268 == Sd 4413 
218 = Ld 598 269 = Sd 4404 
219 = L 594 270 = Sd 4402 
220 = L 870 271 = Sd 4422 
221 = L 647 272 = Sf4421 
222 = L 693 273 = Sf4420 
223 = L 471 274 = Sf4428 
224 = L 474 275 = Se 879 
225 = L 520 276 = Se 891 

M v c E N A E :  226 = Oe 129 
277 = Ra 1028 

227 = Oe 1 2 7  278 = So 894 
228 = Oe 1 1 1  279 = So 4437 
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KNOSSOS: (coni.} TABLETS A D D E D  I N  PART I l l 

280 = So 4439 
281 = So 4440 PvLos: 301 = Ac 1275 p. 424 
282 = So 4430 302 = Ac 1280 p. 424 
283 = So 4442 MYCENAE: 303 = V  659 p. 425 

P YLOS : 304 = On 300 p. 466 
P Y LOS: 284 = Sa 488 305 = Fr 1 184 p. 481 

285 = Sa 487 306 = Fr 1202 p. 481 
286 = Sa 787 307 = Fr 1220 p. 482 
287 = Sa 793 308 = Fr 1222 p. 482 
288 = Sa 790 309 = Fr 1224 (1. 482 
289 = Sa 682 310 = Fr 1225 p. 482 
290 = Sa 287 31 1 = Fr 1226 p. 483 
291 = Sa 794 312 = An 1281 p. 483 

3 1 3  = Un 6 p. 484 
292 = Sh 740 3 1 4  = Qa 1289 p. 485 
293 = Sh 737 315 = Qa 1296 p. 485 
294 = Sh 733 316 = Qa 1 299 p. 48S 
295 = Sh 734 3 1 7  = Ub 1318 p. 490 
296 = Sh 736 318 = Un 1 3 1 4  p. 505 

3 1 9  = Un 1322 p. 505 
KNOSSOS: 297 = Se 222 320 = Va 1324 p. 506 

298 = Se 226 MYCENA£! 321 = Oi 701 p. 507 
299 = Sk 789 Ksossos: 322 = Sg l 8 1 1  p. 5 1 7  
3 00  = Sk 5670 PYLOS: 323 = Sb 1315 p. 5 1 9  

324 = An 1282 p.521 
KNOSSOS: 325 = Sk 8100 p. 524 

T A B L E T  C O N C O R D A N C E  B 

KNOSSOS 
200 = Fp I 
202 = Fp 1 3  
201 = Fp 1 4  
208 = V  5 2  

8 4  = Ce 59 
24 = Ai63 
48 = B 101 

233 = Uc160 rev. 
297 = Se 222 
298 = Se 226 
207 = V  280 

92 = Fh 349 
98 = Ga 415 
99 = Ga 418 

100 = Ga 424 
229 = K 434 
223 = L 471 
224 = L 474 
102 = Ga 517 

225 = L 520 
209 = Le 525 
210 = Le  526 
21 1  = Le  532 
212 = Le 535 
214 = Ld 571 
215 = Ld 573. 
217 = Ld 587 

219 = L 594 
2 1 8  = Ld 598 

34 = Am601 
1 8 = Ak 6 1 1  
2 1  = Ak 624 
19 = Ak627 

213 = Le 641 
221 = L 647 

87 = £ 668 
101 = Ga 675 
222 = L 693 

25 = Ap 694 
205 = Gg 702 
204 = Gg 704 
206 = Gg 705 

17 = Ai 739 
230 = K 740 

88 = E 749 
89 = E 777 
22 = Ak 781 

299 = Sk 789 
36 = 8 8 17 
35 = Am 8 1 9  
90 = G 820 
29 = Am 821 
37 = B 823 
20 = Ai 8.24 
47 = Am  826 

157 = Uf 835 
158 = Uf 836 
161 = Uf839 
94 = F 841 
95 = F 852 

165 = Gv 862 
164 = Gv 863 
166 = Cv 864 
220 = L 870 
216 = L 87 1  
231 = K 872 
232 = K 875 
275 = Se 879 
276 = Se 891 
278 = So 894 

82 = Ca 895 
85 = Ch 896 
83 = c 902 
86 = Co907 
80 = C 91 3  
7 8  = c 914 
73 = Dl 943 

203 = Cn 953 [ + ) 955 
160 = Uf 970 
155 = Uf981 
162 = ur 983 
163 = Ra 984 
159 = Uf 990 



DOCUM ENTS IN MYCENAEAN GREEK 

KNOSSOS: (cont.) 16 = Ad 686 132 = Eb 818 
277 = Ra 1028 1 1  = Ad 690 133 = Eb 846 
156 = Uf 1031 13 = Ad 691 144 = Eb 866 
74 = Dp 1061 3 = Ad 694 134 = Eb 895 
71 = Dlr. 1072 14 = Ad 697 
72 = Dlr. 1074 149 = Ed 236 
79 = On 1094 33 = Ac 26 142 = Ed 317  
69 = Df l l l9 32 = Ae 108 ISO = Ed 411  
66  = De 1 129 31  = Ae 134 ISI = Ed 901 
70 = Dg 1 158 30 = Ae 264 
67 = Dd 1 171 27 = Ae 303 l iS = En 74 
8\ = Dm 1 180 117 = En 467 
64 = Da 1221 53 = An I 114 = En 609 
65 = Db 1232 SI = An 18 116 = En 659 
38 = As 1516 41 = An 35 
39 = As 1517 42 = An 37 122 = Eo 160 

259 = Og 1527 50 = An 39 1 18 = Eo 2 1 1  
261 = Ra 1540 52 = An 207 1 19 = Eo 224 
262 = Ra 1548 40 = An 261 121 = Eo 247 

68 = De 1648 26 = An 292 129 = Eo 268 
23 = Ag 1654 49 = An 427 127 = Eo 269 

264 = Ws 1704 57 = An 519 120 = Eo 276 
322 = Sg l811 28 = An 607 128 = Eo 278 
263 = R 1815 54 = An 610 126 = Eo 281 
266 = Sd 4401 58 = An 654 124 = Eo 351 
270 = Sd 4402 59 = An 656 130 = Eo 371 
265 = Sd 4403 56 = An 657 123 = Eo 444 
269 = Sd 4404 60 = An 661 125 = Eo 471 
267 = Sd 4409 SS = An 724 
268 = Sd 4413 45 = An 830 t3t = Ep:3ol 
273 = Sf4420 312 = An 1281 148 = Ep 613 
272 = Sf4421 324 = An 1282 135 = Ep 704 
271 = Sd 4422 14J = Ep 705 
274 = Sf4428 43 = Aq 64 
282 = So 4430 44 = Aq 218 154 = Eq 213 
279 = So 4437 
280 = So 4439 63 = Cc 660 152 = Er 312 
281 = So4440 153 = Er 880 
283 = So 4442 16 = Cn 3 
260 = Og 4467 61 = Cn 131  168 = Es 644 
300 = Sk 5670 77 = Cn 418 169 = Es 646 
325 = Sk 8100 75 = Cn 608 170 = Es 649 

62 = Cn 655 167 = Es 650 
PYLOS 

I =  Aa62 147 = Ea 59 91  = Fn 50 
4 = Aa 240 I I I = Ea 7 l 
7 = Aa 717 145 = Ea 259 30S = Fr l l84 
S = Aa 792 109 = Ea 782 306 = Fr 1202 
2 = Aa 815 110 = Ea 800 307 = Fr 1220 

108 = Ea 817  308 = Fr 1222 
6 = Ab 379 1 1 3  = Ea 824 309 = Fr 1224 
9 = Ab 553 112 = Ea 825 310 = Fr 1225 

3 1 1  = Fr 1226 
301 = Ac 1275 136 = Eb 294 
302 = Ac 1280 140 = Eb 297 

139 = Eb 321 
256 = Ja 749 

8 = Ad 670 141 = Eb 338 253 = Jn 310 
12 = Ad 67l 138 = Eb 409 254 = Jn 389 
10 = Ad 676 137 = Eb 416 255 = Jn 658 
IS = Ad 684 146 = Eb 473 257 = Jn 829 
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CONCORDANCES 

Pv1.os: (cont.) 304 = On 300 172 = Tn 3 1 6  
258 = jo 438 238 = Tn 996 

314 = Qa 1289 
317 = U b  131 8  177 = M a  90 315 = Qa 1296 

176 = Ma 123 316 = Qa 1299 
97 = Un 2 182 = Ma 126 

179 = Ma 193 290 = Sa 287 313 = Un 6 
173 = Ma 222 285 = Sa 487 96 = Un 138 
180 = Ma 225 284 = Sa 488 103 = Un 267 
174 = Ma 346 289 = Sa 682 104 -= Un 249 
178 = Ma 365 286 = Sa 787 171 = Un 718 

181 = Ma 378 288 = Sa 790 318 = Un 1314 

175 = Ma 393 287 = Sa 793 319 = Un 1 322 
291 = Sa 794 

195 = Na 245 
248 = Va 15 

323 = Sb 1315 249 = Va 482 
191 = Na 248 320 = Va 1324 
192 = Na 252 

294 = Sh 733 
194 = Na 334 

295 = Sh 734 252 = Vn 1 0  
190 = N a  395 

296 = Sh 736 250 = Vn 20 
197 = Na 406 

293 = Sh 737 251 = Vn 46 
185 = Na 419 

292 = Sh 740 
187 = Na 5 1 4  MvcENAE 
193 = Na 520 

236 = Ta641 93 = Fo 101 
186 = Na 543 

239 = Ta 642 46 = Au 102 
189 = Na 568 

242 = Ta 707 228 = Oe I l l  
196 = Na 926 

243 = Ta 708 227 = Oe 127 
188 = Na 928 

237 = Ta 709 226 = Oe 129 
197 = Na 1088 

235 = Ta 7 1 1  lOS = Ge 602 
240 = Ta 7 1 3  1 06  = G e  603 

198 = Ng 3 1 9  244 = Ta 7 1 4  107 = Ge 604 
199 = Ng 332 241 = Ta 7 1 5  234 = U e  6 1 1  rev. 

247 = Ta 7 1 6  303 = V  659 
184 = Nn 228 245 = Ta 721 321 = Oi 701 
183 = Nn 831 246 = Ta 722 

C O N C O R D A N C E  C 

O R I G I N A L  PYLOS N U M B E R S  U S E D  I N  THE F I RST E D I T I O N  

OLD NEW OLD NEW OLD NEW 
AaOI = Aa 62 Abl9 = Ab 558 Ae09 = Ae 1 1 0  
Aa02 = Aa 354 Ab22 = Ab 562 An02 = An 292 
Aa04 = Aa 240 Ab23 = Ab 1 100 An07 = An 427 
Aa05 = Aa 3 1 3  Ab25 = Ab 586 An08 = An 298 
Aa l l  = Aa 76 Ab26 = Ab 2 1 7  Anl2 = An I 
Aal4 = Aa 506 Ab27 = Ab 553 Anl3 = An 209 
AbOI = Ab 277 Ab30 = Ab 194 Anl4 = An 35 
Ab02 = Ab 379 Ab31 = Ab 789 Anl7 = An 37 
Ab03 = Ab 2 1 0  Ab41 = Ab 746 An IS = An 39 
Ab06 = Ab 388 Ad07 = Ad 921 Anl9 = An 6 1 0  
Ab07 = Ab 372 AcOI = Ae 72 An20 = An 1 8  
Ab08 = Ab 575 Ac02 = Ae 8 An22 = An 261 
Ab09 = Ab 555 Ac03 = Ae 264 An23 = An 616 
Abl4 = Ab 190 Ae04 = Ae 134 An24 = An 5 
Ab15 = Ab 899 Ac05 = Ae 108 An26 = An 207 
Ab16 = Ab 576 Ac07 = Ae 26 An29 = Aq 218 
Ab17 = Ab 186 Ae08 = Ae 303 An31 = An 128 
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D O C U M ENTS I N  MYCENAEAN G RE E K  

OU> NEW OU> NEW OLO NEW 

An32 = An 724 Ec04 = Eo 281 MnOI = Mn 456 
An33 = An 614 Ec07 = Ed 4 1 1  Mn03 = Mn 1 1  
An35 = An 615 EnOI = En 467 NaOI = Na 296 
An42 = An 607 EnO:l = En 609 Na02 = Na 1027 
An43 = An 519 En03 = En 74 Nal4 = Na 1054 
Cn02 = Cn 608 EoOI = Eo 2 1 1  Na19 = Na 1009 
Cn04 = Cn 131  Eo02 = Eo 221 Na24 = Na 522 
Cn09 = Cn 4 Eo03 = Eo 276 Na32 = Na 419 
CnlO = Cn 595 Eo04 = Eo 247 Na35 = Na 1053 
Cn l l  = Cn 600 Eo05 = Eo 160 Na46 = Na 543 
Cnl2 = Cn 599 Eo06 = Eo ·�44 Na49 = Na 514 
Cnl3 = Cn 45 EpOI = Ep 301 Na50 = Na 252 
Cn22 = Cn 3 EpO:l = Ep 212  NaS I = Na 106 
Cn23 = Cn 418 Ep03 = Ep 539 Na52 = Na 425 
Ea03 = Ea 136 Ep04 = Ep 613 Na55 = Na 395 
Ea05 = Ea 259 EqOI = Eq 2 1 3  Na56 = Na 248 
Eal l = Ea 305 Eq03 = Ea 59 Na57 = Na 5:.10 
Eal2 = Ea 270 EtOI = Er 312 Na58 = Na 334 
Ea20 = Eo 268 Er02 = Er 880 Na60 = Na 284 
Ea21 = Eb 818 FaOI = fa 16 Na65 = Na 568 
Ea22 = Ea 922 FnOI = Fn 187 Na66 = Na 185 
Ea23 = Ea 71 Fn02 :: Fn 50 Na67 :: Na 245 
£::�24 = Eo 371 Fn03 = Fn 324 Na69 = Na 1088 
Ea25 = Ea 421 Fn05 = fn •11 Na70 = Na 926 
Eb02 = Eb 566 fn06 = Fn 79 NgO I = Ng 332 
Eb03 = Eb 377 JnOI = Jn 310 Ng02 = Ng 3 1 9  
Eb04 = Eb 501 Jn02 = Jn 601 NnOI = Nn 228 
Eb05 = Eb 496 Jn03 = Jn 431 Nn02 = Nn 831 
Eb08 = Eb 816 Jn04 = Jn 389 OnO I = On 300 
Eb09 = Eb 369 jn05 = Jn 478 PnOI = Pn 30 
EblO = Eb 409 jn06 = Jn 320 SaOI = Sa 488 
Ebl4 = Eb 321 jn07 = Jn 413 Sa02 = Sa 487 
Eb20 = Eb 338 jn08 = jn 415 Sa03 = Sa 287 
Eb21 = Eb 321 Jn09 = Jn 829 SnOI = Aq 64 
Eb22 = Eb 159 KnOt = Jo 438 UnOI = Un 443 
Eb23 = Eb 892 Kn02 = Tn 316 Un02 = Un 131l 
Eb24 = Eb 156 MaO I = Ma 225 Un03 = Un 2 
Eb25 = Eb 177  Ma02 = 1\•!a 90 Un04 = Un 47 
Eb26 = Eo 269 Ma03 = Ma 120 Un06 = Un 6 
Eb27 = Eb 464 Ma04 = Ma 221 Un08 = Un 267 
Eb30 = Eb 416 Ma05 = Ma 124 Un09 = Un 249 
Eb31 = Eb 294 Ma06 = Ma 222 Unll  = Un 2 1 9  
Eb32 = Ed 317  Ma07 = Ma 333 VaOI :: Va 1 5  
Eb33 = Ed 236 Ma08 = Ma 346 Va02 = Va 482 
Eb34 = Eb 473 Ma09 = Ma 193 V nO I = Vn 20 
Eb35 = Eb 297 MalO = Ma 393 Vn02 = Vn 46 
Eb36 = Ed 901 Mal l = Ma 335 Vn04 = Vn 130 
Eb37 = Eb 149 Mal2 = Ma 123 Vn05 = Vn 19 
Eb38 = Eb 862 Ma13 = Ma 365 Vn06 = Vn 10 
Eb39 :: Eb 149 Mal4 = Ma 3711 Vn07 = Vn 48 
Eb40 = Eb 495 Mal5 = 1\•la 330 WaOI = Wa 1 1 4  
Eb43 = Eb 169 Mal6 = Ma 216 XbOI = Xa 176 
Ec02 = Eo 351 Ma17 = Ma 397 XcOl = Xa 1 1 3  
Ec03 = Eo 471 Mal8 = Ma 126 
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